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REPORT
OF THE

COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
.DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFIOE,

Washington, D ... o., September 28, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith the annual report of the
General Land Office for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887.
The policy which I have endeavored in. preceding years to carry out
of reforming the administration of the land laws to the protection of
bona .fid.e settlers, the suppression of fraud, the prevention of land monopoly, the recovery of public lands illegally seized or dominated, and
the preservation of the public domain for actual inhabitancy by the people of the country, has been steadily maintained during the past year,
and has met with increased approval from all classes of honest and
law-abiding citizens, especially from settlers seeking actual homes on
public lands.
I have no word to recall that has hitherto been uttered touching the
aggravated misappropriations to which public lands have been subjected through improvident laws and inefficient methods of administration, and to which they are still exposed under present wasteful and
fraud-inspiring systems of disposal.
To prevent the despoilment and unlawful acquisition of the public domain, and to restore to the people, whose heritage it is, land fraudulently
obtained or illegally held, have been objects c~nstantly in view, and
there is no regret to express or apology to offer that efforts to accomplish that purpose have aroused the hostility of a class of men with
whose interests they have been in conflict.
The operations of the past year, as previously, have been conducted
under the discouragement of inadequate appropriations; but with the
limited means at my disposal results have been achieved that confirm
the early statements of .the vastness of this field of reform, the confines
only of which have yet been fairly explored.
85
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Th following statement bows the amount of public land restored
to the public domain since March 4, 1885, and the amounts now pend.
ing action for recovery under recommendations from this office:
LANDS RESTORED TO THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.

Acres.

Acres.

Area within railroad llmits...... . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 8, 958, 177. 33
Area within railroad indemnity limits ............••... 21,323,600.00
Private land claims.... . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . • • . .
576, 000. 00
Fraudulent entries canceled.... . • . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
400, 000. 00
lnvalid swamp and other State selections canceled.... .
566, 704. 46
Total restored to the public domain.... . . . • . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

::n, 824,481.79

RECOVERY OF LANDS WITHIN RAILROAD LIMITS RECOMMENDED AND
PENDING.

12,300.00
For review of Secretary's decision ...•..••••..........
Suits !ecommended for recovery of lands within rail592,085.34
road limits ...•....•..................•..............
Land adjudged by Commissioner to be subject to recovery under the adjustment of railroad grants so far as
such adjustments have been completed ...•..•.... _•. *2, 897, 869. 85
Reoommen.<l.ations made to Congress to reject private
land claims heretofore reported favorably ........... . 4,732,479.91
629,51)0.00
Surveys ordered reducing areas of private land claims ..
635,255.00
Suits to vac~te private land patents ...•...•••..••.....

9.499,490.10.
Total ...... . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41, 323,971.89

=

ABSTRACT OF DISPOSALS .A.ND RECEIPTS DURING THE FISCAL YEAR
ENDED JUNE

30, 1887.

The sales, entries, and selections -of public land under the various
acts of Congress relating thereto embrace 25,111,400.84 acres, and of
Indian lands 746;637 .29 acres, making a total of 25,858,038.13 acres;
being an increase over the year 1886 of 3,733,474.21 acres, and an increase of 4,862,524.55 acres as compared with the fiscal year 1885.
The receipts from the disposals of public lands are $10,783,921.72;
from sales of Indian lands, $1.484,302.30-a total of $12,268,224.02; being an increase as compar(,d with the year 1886 of $3,247,727.08, and an
increase of $3,648,625.70 as compared with the fiscal year 1885; to
which is to be added f8,291 received on account of timber depredations
and $12,493.85 received for certified copies of records furnished by the
General Land Office, making the total receipts for the year from all
sourcei:; $12,289,008.87.
The following is a statement in detail :
CASH SALES.

.A.ores.

Public sales............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
171. 38
Private entries...... . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 523, 546. 77
Pre-emption entries .•.•..... ... .. . •.. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . 3,172,411.80
• This item will be materially reduced by recent decision of the department if ad
nered to.
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PUBLIC LANDS.
A.ere,.

Timber and stone land entries .. ...........•••...• ...•.
Desert land entries ....................... ....••.......
Mineral land entries ...................•...•.••.......
Coal land entries .... . ....................•••....... : .
Townsite entries ..•. . ..................••........ • : ...
Excesses on homestead and other entries .•.••.........
Abandoned military reservations ....•...••.....•.. ....

80,622.19
753,371.11
27,664.91
11,461.58
399.89
17,432.41
828.09

To<;al. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . • . • • . . • .

5, 587, 910. 13

MISCELLANEOUS.

.A.ores.

Homestead entries ( original) ......................... . 7,594,350.16
Timber-culture entries (original) ..•...........•....... 4,224,397.83
18,775.27
Entries with military bounty-land warrants .......... .
· Entries' with Sioux half-breed scrip .......... .•. .......
240.00
2,879.96
Entries with private land scrip (Supreme Court) ...... .
Entries wit,h Valentine serip ................... ...... .
160.00
15,273.74
State SP>lections ( swamp indemnity) .................. .
369,346.92
State selections (school and internal improvements) ... .
Railroad selections .............................. ...••. 5,571,807.33
Wagon-road selections .......••.......................
65,923.47
State swamp selections (original) ..... .. ............••• 1,658,887.30
1,448.73
Donation entries ............................ ......... .

19,523,490.71
Total area of public land entries and selections .....•.. ~- ...•.. 25,111,400. 84
INDIAN LANDS.

Acres.

Cherokee school lands ............. : ..............•...•••.
324.44
Kansas trust and diminished reserve lands .........••.....
1,636.23
Osage trust and diminished reserve lands ............... . . 658,154.65
Omaha lands ....•................••........•••...........
1,823.76
Sioux lands .•••••...................• ~ . ...............•..
8,880.22
Ute lands ...•...............•..•.......... ...... . - .....•. 75,817.99

746,637.29
Making a grand total of....•...•••...••....•...............•.. 25,858,038.13

The foregoing does not include the following entries, the areas of
which have previously been reported in the original entries of the respective classes :
Acres.

Commuted homesteads (section 2301 R. S) .............•.............. 1,542,516. 37
Commuted homesteads (act June 15, 1880) .... .......•... ___ ..... _. .. .
36,191.35
Final desert-land entries.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . .
246, 736. 46
Final homestead entries .................. ..........•.•.••••. ____ ....• 2,749,037.48
Ffoal timber-culture entries .................•.... _. . • • • • . . • • • • • • • . . . • 204, 6 l9. 62
Total •••••...........•...•••••.•.....••••.••• .•••••••••..••...• 4, 779, 101. 28
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rn ddition to the foregoing, and not included in the total areas of
current sales, entrie , and selections, are pre-emption, homestead, and
miscellaneous filings, viz :
Number.

Pre-emption filings........................................ ......... ....... 43,825
Soldiers' declaratory statements .••••........•.•...•••••..... _. . . . . . . • . . . . . 1,553
ltiliugs upon Indian lands ...•...••....•...•..•••... •••......... - . . . . . . . . . . 3,666
Miscellaneous filings . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 7,971
Total ... _. . . • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . . • • • . • • • • • . . . • • . . . • . . • . • . . . • • . . • . • • . . . . . . 57, 015

The area ofland e~braced in these filings aggregate 7,700,000 acres.
CASH RECEIPTS.

From cash sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .•..•. - . - - - - - -- - - - · -- $9, 246, 321. 33
847,448.67
From homestead fees and commissions ..............•...... - .. - - - - -- 383,129.00
From timber-culture fees and commissions .......•••.... .. .•••••• - - • 582.00
From military bounty-land warrant locations ..•••. ..... .••••••. - - - - 68.00
From fees on scrip locations .....................•........... - - . - - - - 142,539.00
From pre-emption and other filings ...........•..........•••..• - . - - - 88,945.56
From fees for reducing testimony to writing .................... - - - - 45.00
From fees on donation clai~ns ....•........•.................•... - - - - 4,193.49
From fees on State selections .... ·...................•.•...........•• 182.63
From fees on swamp indemnity selections .••......... .. •...... - - . -- - From fees on railroad selections .. _........ __ ... _•••. __ ... _... . . . • . . .
69, 642. 71
From fees on wagon-road selections...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .
824. 33

---

Total receipts from public lands ......•• _. . • • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . 10, 783, 921. 72
Receipts from disposal of Indian lands ...... _.; _•... _•. _.. .. . • • • . . . . . 1,484,302.30
Receipts from timber depredations . . . ..• . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .
8,291.00
Receipts from fees for transcripts of record furnished...... . . . . . . . • . . .
12, 493. 85
.

---

Total •...•...•.•... _: ............... ___ .... _. _.. _•••.. _. _.. . . . 12, 289, 008. 87
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ENTRIES .A.ND FILINGS.

The total number of entries and filings made during the year is
248,178, aggregating 38,337,039.41 acres ; an increase of 1,770 entries
and filings over the year 1886, and an increase of 6,654 entries and filings as compared with the fiscal ·year 1885.
The number of entries and filings posted on the records is 340,117,
an increase, as compared with the year 1886, of 14,203.
CA.SH S .A.LES.

The number of' private cash entries is 8,565, embracing 1,523,546.77
acres, an increase !)f 891,565.41 acres. Final proof was made upon 21,403
pre-emption claims, embracing 3,172,411.80 acres, being an increase of
893,193.41 acres; 1,578,707.72 a0res are embraced in commuted bometead , an increase of 713,578.54 acres.
Th total ca h sale , including land sold at public and private sale,
pre-emption, commuted horn~ tead, mineral lands, tiro ber and stone
tc., amoun to 7,413,354.31 acres.
land
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The amount received from cash sales is $9,246,321.33, an average of
a fraction over $1.24 per acre, or $1.35+, exclusive of origin,al desertland entries.
.

PUBLIC SALES.

Four tracts of land, embracing 171.38 acres, were sold at public sale
in the various land districts at an average price of a fraction over
$118.97 per acre.
HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.

The number of original homestead entries made during the year is
52,028, embracing an area of 7,594,350.16 acres; a decrease, as compared
wit4 the year 1886, of 9,610 entries and 1,550,785.60 acres.
Final proof was made on 19,866 entries, embracing 2,749,037.48 acres,
an increase of 510 entries and 85,505.65 acres. One thousand five hun-

dred and fifty-three soldiers' declaratory statements were filed, covering
248,480 acres.
TIMBER-CULTURE EN'.l'RIES.

Twenty-seven thousand seven hundred and twenty-seven timberculture entries were made, embracing 4,224,397.83 acres, a decrease of
7,269 entries and 1,166,911.55 acres.
Final proof was offered on 1,479 entries, embracing 204,619.62 acres.
PRE-EMPTION ENTRIES.

Twenty-one thousand four hundred and three pre-emption entries
were made during the year, embracing an area of 3,172,411.80 acres,
an increase of 5,691 entries and 893,193.41 acres. The number of preemption cases remaif!ing unacted upon at the close of the fiscal year
was 59,949.
DESERT LAND ENTRIES.

Two thousand two hundred and forty-two desert-land entries were
made, embracing 751,014.09 acres, a decrease of 276 entries and 2,674.54
acres.
Final ·proof was made ?n 783 entries, em bracing 246,736.46 acres.
TIMBER .A.ND STONE LAND ENTRIES.

Sixhundredandfifty-fiveentries, embracing 80,622.19 acres, were made
under the timber and stone land act of June 3, 1878, in the States of
California and Oregon and Washington Territory (to which States and
the State of Nevada the act is only applicable), being an increase of
226 entries and 29,928.57 acres as compared with 1886.
AGRICULTURAL ~.A.TENTS.

The nu:nber of patents issued during the year upon agricultural lands
was 24,558.
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MINERAL LA.ND ENTRIES.

One thousand three hul)dred and thirty-two mineral entries, embracing 28,787.82 acres, were made, and 1,363 mineral applications filed.
This includes 7 entries and 1,121.91 acres of Ute Indian lands.
One hundred and seventy-eight adverse claims were filed against
entries of mineral lands.
There were 84 coal entries, em bracing 11,461.58 acres, and 530 coal
filings.
The above is a decrease of 19 entries and an increase of 7,400.37 acres
of mineral lands, a decrease of 26 mineral applications, and an increase
of 7 in the number of coal-land entries, with an increased area of 1,~94:.21
acres. There was also a decrease of 53 in the number of advei:se claims,
and a decrease of 135 coal filings.
Eighteen hundred and nineteen recent ex parte mineral cases have
been examined, and 176 re-examined; 97 old suspended ex parte mineral
cases have been examined or re-examined; 198 contest cases considered
and decisions rendered; 143 mineral contest cases disposed of; 1,493
lode, lode and mill-site, mill-site an<l placer claims patented; and 53 coal
· patents issued.
Twenty-four hundred and thirty-seven unexamined cases are on fl.IA,
and 2,341 examined and sue.pended cases await further action by tlie
claimants. One hundred~and ninety-three contests remain undisposed
-~

.

STA.TE SELECTIONS,

State selections were made under educational and internal improve- ,
ment ~rants aggregating 369,346.92 acres; an increase of 50,731.22 acres
over the year 1886.
·
The following State selecti~ns were approved :
Acres.

Agrict !tural colleges... . • . . ........... _.. __ ..... _... _. _... _.... • . . . . . . . 16, 081. 30
School indemnity ...............•....•.......•....•.....••.•••••..•••... 7,386.46
Universities. . . . . . . . . . . .• . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • . • • • . . • . . 2, 204. 60
Internal improvements ...•......... _.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • • • . • . . .
320. 00
Total ............................••.... ·.· .•.•......... _.....•..... 25, 992. 36
TOWNSITES.

Four townsites, embracing 399.89 acres, were entered during the
year, and there were 80 sales of town lots.
Twenty townsites and 512 town lots were approved for patent.
ACCOUNTS.

Five thou and five hundred and twenty-nine accounts were· examined,
audited, and aoju ted, covering $14,290,978.96; a decrease of 1,629 ace um · and $5,603,006.37 as compared with the previous year.
Th adju ted accounts embrace receipts amouuting to $11,340,941.05,
and di bur ements to the amount of 82,950,037.91.

PUBLIC LANDA.
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CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT O_N .ACCOUNT OF SURVEYS.

The amount covered by certificates of <leposit on account of surv ys
examined and accepted in payment for public lands during the year i
$16,892.10.
The amount deposited for surveys under the individual-<leposit Y ·
tern was $63,015.52. There were also deposits made by railroad companies, to reimburse the United States the costs of survey of land
selected by them, amounting to ·$30,284.57.
REP .A YMENTS.

Eight hundred and seventy-four repayment claims for lands erroneously sold, amounting to $77,524.14, were adjusted and approved.
ST.A.TE-FUND .ACCOUNTS.

The amount reported to the First Comptroller as accruing to the
several States entitled by acts of admission into the Union to 5 per
cent. of the net-proceeds of sales of the public lands is $66,640.38.
MAPS.

The map of the United States was revised and corrected to November, 1886.
New editions of maps of Indiana, Arkansas, and New Mexico were
published.
Maps of Michigan, Ohio, Montana, Washington, and Wyoming are
now being compiled. All these maps were made upon new projections,
computed with care and verified before the compilation of the maps of
the several States and Territories was begun.
There were 976 plats of surveys of the public lands reproduced, the
original plats of which were by constant use and age becoming torn
and defaced.
About 4,000 other maps and drawings woce furnished.
SW.A.MP LAND SELECTIONS.

The swamp-land selections were 1,658,887.30 acres, making a total
of 77,407,273.06 acres claimed by States under the swamp-land grant
up to tlie close of the fiscal year.
Lists embracing 27,402.70 aores were approved, making the total
thus approved_58,820,368.16 acres. Patents were issued for 51,034.2 L
acres. Cash indemnity claims amounting to $58,732.11 were adjusted
and allowed, a decrease of $18,797.41. Indemnity lands were patented to the amount of J ,315.02 acres.
The total cash indemnity allowed since the passage of the indemnity
acts is $1,497,205.16, and the total amount of indemnity .laud patented
is 573,705.50 acres.
·
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Six special agents were employed in the field during the year in the
tates of Iowa, Illinois, Florida, Missouri, and Oregon examining either
lands in place or claims for indemnity under the act of March 2, 1855,
as extended by act of March 3, 1857. ·
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.

Seven private land claims have been patented during the year i1&
Louisiana, Missouri, and California.
Patents have issued on twenty-eight donation claims in Oregon and
New Mexico and Washington Territories. Two hundred and twenty.five Indian claims have been patented.
Thirty-eight private land-scrip locations were approved for patent,
and seven New Mexico donation claims have been canceled. Forty-one
claims in New Mexico and Arizona were reported to Congress under
the act of July 22, 1854. Eight claims in Louisiana satisfied by scrip
under act of June 2, 1858. One claim within the limits of Las Animas
grant, Colorado, in which awards were made, was finally adjudicated.
The claims in California arising under the seventh section of act of
July 20, 1866, were disposed of. In addition to the foregoing, there
have also been examined and approved and passed for patent 41 entries
made with certificates of location, issued under the acts of June 2, 1858,
June 22, 1860, &c.
RAILROAD SELECTIONS.

During the past year there were certified and patented for railroad
purposes 196,034.98 acres, an increase as compared with the previous
fiscal year of 95,211.96 acres.
Lists of selections awaiting examination or action at the close of the
fiscal year covered 20,213,019.92 acres, an increase as compared with
the previous year of 3,64:1,720.22 acres. Of the lands so selected
17,049,470.39 acres have been suspended awaiting legislative action,
the roads on account of which the selections were made not having been
completed within the time required by law. The number of ex parte
claims within railroad limits pending at the close of this fiscal year was
2,651, of which 456 have received some action and 2,195 have not been
reached for examination. One hundred and seventy-four miles of landgrant railroad were reported as constructed during the year, making
the total reported to June 30, 1887, 17,898.06 miles.
SURVEYS.

Acres.

Surveys of the public lands . _••.• __ .. _. ____ . ________ •• _.. ____ . ______ 2,549, 494. 50
248, 120. 73
Surveys of private land claims ••••• _•• ___ . __ • _______ . ____ •. _____ . __ . _
Resurveys of Indian lands .••. ____ .• _••.••• _•• _•• __ • ___ •. ____ ... ___ . _
133, 572. 01
Total .••••••••• _..• _•• __ •.• _••••••.•••••••.•• _. _... ____ . ______ 2, 931, 187. 24
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THE PUBLIC SURVEYS.
ARIZONA..

The surveyor-general reports that no surv~ys of public lands have
been made in the past year. The Territory being without an apportionment, no contracts have been entered into. There are many fertile
valleys yet unsurveyed and bona-fide settlers are daily petitioning hi
office for surveys.
The outlook in mining circles is reported as more encouraging than
for three years past. An appropriation for the establishment of connected mineral monuments is strongly urged, it being now nearly, if
not quite, impossible to determine the .location of one claim with reference to another.
The attempt to develop artesian wells for irrigating purposes has
proved a failure. The expense is too great and results too uncP.rtain
to command private capital for the enterprise. The best way to provide water is now considered to .be the "water storage" plan; that is,
to utilize the natural reservoirs in the mountains, which would be filled
by the annual rainfall.
Fraudulent surveys.-Touching the character of surveys heretofore
returned in this Territory the surveyor-general says :
In the regular discharge of business appertaining to the duties connected with this office, and without specially searching for defects, it
has been so plainly demonstrated that I am compelled by a sense of
duty to call attention to the character of the work heretofore performed
in the surveying department of the service.
It is conceded and susceptible of proof that there are hardly any existing. evidences of the work executed as late as 1883. Complaints
made by settlers that no corner stakes or even township boundaries
can be found are frequent, and county surveyors, in locating lands
sought to be identified, although furnished with a copy of the field•
notes, do so with the utmost difficulty.
· Evidence is accumulating in this office that the survey of a large
block of land, about 80 miles in width and about 100 miles in length,
surveyed under the deposit system for the Atlantic and Pacific l{ailroad, has been carelessly done, if not criminally instigated. It has been
notoriously commented upon by settlers on this tract during the past
year that the watering places are almost entirely on the railroad sections. A glance at the map of this survey will show conclusively that,
if this is the case, they were placed there by a system of illegal con·
traction or expansion by the deputies.
Many of these lands are reported to have been sold or contracted for
by the railroad authorities, so that a large acreage of them are now held
by what the law would class as'' innocent purchasers,'' when, in fact, i1
the "skin was scratched," it would probably be found that stockholders,
directors, or their special friends were under the puncture. Large cattle companies are now the possessors of these lands, including government lauds, and there is a mysterious whispering as to the corporators
and owners of the stock, incident to corporations of this magnitude.
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By reference to the files of this office I find that these lands wertJ su
veyed under the deposit system, and a certain John A. Benson ~va6
substantially the contractor for the surveys, yet other names were used
as dummies. They reported. to him, and all field-work passed through
his hands, and the general supervision of the work was under his direction and management. Under this system tbe field was open for
crooked work, the evidences of which are plainly visible, and that the
government was the victim it is easily to be inferred.
I have not had the opportunity or facilities for examining into this
matter for my own satisfaction, but I do know that a fine field for the
exposure of fraud exists. The whole matter should be ventilated, and if,
on investigation, the system of illegal contraction and expansion prevailed, the remedy, if practicable, should be applied.
These · lands are not only valuable for the timber growing thereon,
but are valuable agricultural lands, especially atlaptetl for the growth
of wheat, barley, and oats, without irrigation, but, being deprived of
water for stock, dairy, and for other domestic purposes, is comparatively useless.
The deep snows of winter and their gradual melting as warm weather
approaches is sufficient for the growth of the cereals mentioned, but
not sufficient for other domestic purposes. · In justice to the sections
of land belonging to the government and of great value in the n~ar
future for the valuable timber growing on the same, and for ~h1ch
lumber will be needed to develop the borne industry of our Territory,
it should have every safeguard thrown around it by the government
Arrears of office work.-The surveyor-general states that the work in
his office is badly in arrears, the amount appropriated being so meager
that a large portion of the office work connected with surveys contracted for in 1885 and 1886 remainS' unfinished. Upon this subject be
says:
The amount of my estimate already made, $4,600, l deem necessary
for the proper transaction of business. The appropriation made by
Congress previous to 1886 was never less than $3,000 and in 1882 $4,000
per a,nnum. In addition to this there was up to 1885 an annual appro. priation of $8,000 per year for private land claims, which was largely
utilized, when necessary, in performing the current work of the office.
The present appropriation ·is manifestly inadequate, and unless Congress in its wisdom increases this amount I would respectfully recommend that no apportionment be made to this Territory for the survey of
t~e J?Ublic lands. It avails nothing, either for the government or parties mterested, to have public land surveyR made if the work cannot be
prosecuted, to a close. Of the work in arrears the deputies who_ executed the same borrowed money at enormous rates of interest, aml be~ore relief can be given their earnings are swallowed up with usurious
m~eres~, and the outcome will be a "barren ideality." This state of
~bmg 1s not only uncomfortable to the deputy surveyors. but is exceedmgly unp!ea ant for thi~ office. * * * Congress might as well ~ry
th~ experiment of runmng a team engine without fuel as to reqmre
this office to perform work without suitable assistance. The clerical
work i~ this office i daily inc;feasing, and much time is consumed iu
earchmg. the records to give informatiou solicited by settlers in order
to a certam the location of their lauds, which owing to defective work
heretofore in the :field, they are unable to do. '
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CALIFORNIA..

The rejection of the surveys of many townships, found upon examination to have been fraudulently executed, has caused a large amount of
correspondence between the surveyor-general and settlers in t~e rejected townships, who are constantly asking when a resurvey will be
ordered. The greater part of unsurveyed land in California that i now
regarded as surveyable is considered very valuable, consisting of brushy
bills, producing the oest vines and choicest fruits, and great demand
exists for surveys of such lands. The surveyor-general urges that
higher rates·for surveys be allowed in order to prevent fraud and collusion induced by-the surveyors relying upon interested parties _for assistance when the legal rates for surveys are insufficient.
An increased clerical force is necessary for current work and to enable copies of tield-notes required.for district land officers, and certified
copies for United States courts, to be furnished, and also for making
correct indexes of the field-notes of existing surveys.
COLORADO.

The notes and plates of surveys of about 852 miles were approved
during the year. Sixteen townships were subdivided, the area of which
was 282,302.52 acres. Four contracts were entered into for surveys of
public lands, two contracts for surveys of Indian lands, and two contracts for surveys of lands within relinquished military reservations.
The whole of the contingent appropriation of $1,500 is consumed by the
rent of office, leaving all expenses of messenger, stationery, printing,
binding, and other contingent expense~ unprovided for by the general
appropriation.
The surveyor-general renews the recommendation of his predecessor
that an early investigation be made of alleged imperfect and fraudulent
surveys in eastern Colorado, so that incoming settlers may be relieved
from uncertainty in respect to the lines of their claims. He also urges
that surveying rates be increased, in order that competent persons may
be employed to complete the survey of such valleys and other lands in
western Colorado as are now deemed surveyable.
DAKOTA.

The only surveying c_o ntracts made during the year were of lands for
all_otment to Indians within the Lower Brule Reservation. Forty townships were surveyed under contracts of former years. There have been
~a~y applications by settlers for surveys in Dakota, but in view of the
hmited appropriation the sum of $5,000 only could be apportioned to
that district for the current fiscal ye.ar.
FLORIDA.

The_ surveyor-genera_! reports that the · operations of a drainage company m southern F1orida under a State contract will enable surveys. to
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l,e made of large tracts of valuable land heretofore too much inundated
for such work. Many small surveys are also called for in different parts
of the State to accommodate sett,l crs and complete the subdivisions or
townships.
He again calls attention to the condition of the Spanish archives, and
states that many of the records will soon be of no use for reference unless copies or proper translatiun8 be made. That part of the State
covered by Spanish grants is fast increasing in value, and frequent applications are received for information contained only in those records;
and he urges that at least an index be secured to the same, and that
Spanish copies of the volumes be made while it can be done.
ID.A.HO.

More than four-fifths of this Territory is unsurveyed. The northern
part is chiefly high mountain ranges, interspersed by elevated table
lands and occasional narrow but fertile valleys. The surveyor-general
reports a great development of mining interests in the Cmur d'Alene
and other districts. The demand for surveys and for proportionate office
facilities is increasing.
LOUISIANA.

The surveyor-general reports a large amount of office work to be done
in reproducing worn-out maps of survey, binding scattered records,
platting some six thousand private land claims, completing the compila.
ti.on of private land claims, exhibits, etc. He also reports the great need
of corrective surveys or resurveys in certain portions of the State.
MINNESOTA.

There remains in this State 180 unsurvey"ed townships of public land
and 175 townships of Indian reservations. The developm,mt of fraudulent returns of swamp lands in surveys heretofore made render a
thorough examination of such lands in this State a matter of importance to the government and to settlers.
MONTANA.

The progress in office work on agricultural surveys was small, owing
to the totally insufficient appropriation for clerk hire for 1887. During the year 1885 contracts were let amounting to $~,330 for surveys of public lands. None of the work was returned during the year
ending 1 '86, but in 1887 several deputies made returns, the principal
portion of which remains unexamined for want of clerical force to do
the work. The surveyor-general declines to make any recommendation
a to further urvey in his di trict, believing it necessary that provi ion be made for the office w.ork on surveys already contracted for
before entering upon additional surveys.
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Important si.u\teys in this Territory, needed the past year for use in
suits in the courts involving a, pecuniary interest to the government OJ.
upwards of a million dollars, could not be contracted for ~t the rates
allowed by the present appropriation acts of Oongre~s.
NEVADA.

The surveyor-general cannot brjng up the arrears of office work wit.hout a larger appropriation for clerks and draughtsmen than is now made
by Congress. He found upon taking charge of his office no system of
keeping records, maps, and notes of surveys, everything being thrown
into-boxes and pigeon holes, without care or order. During June, 1887,
contracts were let for the survey of 74 townships, and for the resurvey
of 172 miles of Indian reservation boundaries. He needs an additional
appropriation for clerk hire to do the office work on these surveys.
Many complaints are made of defective s1 uveys in the State, and it
is alleged in many instances that no corners have been established in
the townships returned as surveyed. This causes land owners to pay
over again the expense of having their.lines determined.
The area of Nevada consists of about 50.000 square miles of mountain ranges and 41,000 square miles of lands generally denominated
desert, including its water surface. The remaining 21,000 square miles
consist of rich agri~ultural land, needing only irrigation to produce
valuable crops.
NEW MEXICO.

The surveyor-general states that the demand for public surveys in
New Mexico is constantly growing. His office received during tbe
year juit closed a large number of petitions and applications for surveys, which were made by bona fide settlers who had but lately arrived
in the 'ferritory. He says:
The impression prevailing pretty generally in some parts of the east
that all the avai]able land in New Mexico has been taken up is not
founded upo·n fact, and is being gradually removed. There ·are many
localities in which homes could be made and the pu.rsuits of agriculture
followed with profit, and these places are now being sought and rapidly
taken up by the hardy settler, and should be surveyed without delay.
The Territorial bureau of immigration and others interested in the
settlement of the Territory expect a great influx of population during
the corp.ing y.ear, and the land department should encourage the movement by favoring a more liberal policy touching the public surveys
than now prevails. A large portion of the plains and open portions of
the Territory have been surveyed in the past, not with a view of accommodating actual settlers, but for the purpose of enriching the deputy
under his contract. This was a great wrong, seriously retarding the
development of the Territory, and the only way to correct it is to make
surveys in the future of those favored localities in the mountains and
elsewhere, in which water is abundant and homes can be made without
great expense where they are needed for actual settleme~t.
INT 87-VOL 1--7
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F1:audulent and inaccurate surveys.-The surveyor-general refers to uif.l
last annual report upon the necessity of the correction of mauy of the
old surveys in the Territory, which have been found, upon exarn iuations made here and in the field, to be fraudulent or grossly maecurate,
and states that the number of these surveys is quite lar~·e, and i~ constantly increasing, and if the whole system of public laud· surveyi ng in
the Territory is not to be :robbed of its symmetry and sc;ientific accuracy
new surveys should be promptly made in all those cases.
The contract system.-He animadverts upon the contract system of
making the public surveys, and expresses the opinion that tlte errors,
discrepancies, and faults of whatsoever kind detected in past :::;nrYrys,
arise from the loose, irregular, and independent manner iu whicl.i tl.Jat
work has been done, and can be directly attributed to the contract system.
OREGON.

The surveyor-general bas made three contracts for surveys of Indian
reservation boundaries and for subdivision of reserrntions for al1otments to Indians. He bas also entered into two contracts for surveys
payable out of the appropriation for surveys of public lauds. About
two-thirds of the area of Oregon have been surveyed. FurthP.r surveys
are needed to keep up with the progress of settlement. In many instances the lands settled upon are in small valleys, wllere the greater
· part of the land is mountainous and unfit for cultivation, or else containing more or less timber. Some of these lands are rough country,
covered with dense undergrowth, so that no competent surveyor will
attempt to make the surveys at the rates allowed by law.
UTAH.

The area surveyed in this Territory during the year is reported as
14,336.30 acres, and there is left in the Territory an area of about
41,000,000 acres of unsurveyed land.
A few contracts have been let for surveys of public lands and three
for surveys of lands within relinquished military reservations. The surveyors are still at work in the :field under several contracts let during
the year ending June 30, 1886.
WASHINGTON.

There are no recommendations in the surveyor-general's annual report, but in a communication dated .August 1, 1887, he comments upon
tbe nece ity for making urveys of public lands in bis district, and
urge that increa ed rate be allowed for making such surveys.
He ha many applications for surveys on :file in his office. Many of
them are from portions of the Territory containing timber; in fact, there
i. not a town hip nor any con id rable part of a township of unsurveyed
land we t of the Ca cade fountains that is not more or less heavily
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timbered, and besides covered in part with_ th~ck undergr~wth. T~e
timber in the bottom lands of these t ownships 1s not of a kmd that 18
valuable for commercial purposes. Lands of this character are the only
strictly agricultural lands in western Washington. Re urges th at
rates for survey be increased so that competent survey~rs may be able
to perform their work without calling on settlers for assistanc~, a has
been the case in almost every township surveyed in the Territory for
several years past.
WYOMING.

The surveyed area of this Territory, according to t he notes and pl, t
on file in this office, is something over 47,000,000 acres, leaving an unsurveyed area of about 15,500,000 acres. A very large proportion of
the surveying returns are alleged to have been fraudulently render d.
Allegations have been received at this office of imperfect or fraudul nt
surveys to a very great extent, and an appropriation to cover tb e e amination of such alleged imperfect or fraudulent surveys, and for
necessary resurveys, is a matter of the highest public importance.
EXAMINATION OF SURVEYS IN THE FIELD.

Five examiners of surveys were employed during the first half of the
past year in inspecting surveys in the field, and four during the la t
half of the year, these being all that the appropriation available woul
admit of employing. W ant of means has prevented the examination
of the greater part of the surveys of late years which have been r .
ported as fraudulent, and has delayed the examination of current urveys to the detriment and loss of contracting deputies.
During the year, upon favorable repoi;-t s of examiners, current surveys have been accepted in Colorado under four contracts; Dakota i
contracts; Florida two .contracts and three fragmentary surveys under
special instructions; Idaho one contract; Minnesota four contracts ·
Montana four contracts; New Mexico five contracts; Oregon five con~
tracts; Utah three contracts ; Washington Territory three contract .
Wyoming two contracts.
'
Fraudulent and defective surveys.-As stated in my last annual report
the field examinations have develo_ped fraudulent and defective snrv '
hereto~ore ret?rned to an ex~ent which renders apparent the nece ity
f~r an mspect10n o_f all pendmg surveys, and fully justifies the conclusion rt,ached by this office to defer payment of accounts for past surve
until the true chat acter of the work shall have been ascertained.
The field-notes and plats returned by deputy surveyors afford
standard by which to judge of the character. of the surveys. Wh:~
deputy surveyors are disposed to make fraudulent returns their pl t
and field-notes can be readily made up on paper by experts and
1
through a field inspection by a competent examiner can it be a~certa~:e~
whether or not the survey was act ually made upon t he ground. Where

,
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the plats and field-notes returned by deputy surveyors show no imperfections or evidence of fraud it has been the practice of surveyors-general to approve the surveys and prepare the necessary plats and transcripts for this office an<l. the local land offices. In cases where surveys
have, upon examination, been found fraudulent or so defective as to be
unworthy of acceptance, the preparation of these plats and transcripts
has been a great and useless expense to the government. Under a liberal appropriation for examinations, the field inspection could be made
during the progress of future surveys or immediately upon the return
of the work by the deputy surveyors, and in all cases where surveys
proved to be defective or fraudulent the same could be at once rejected
by_ the surveyors-general without entailing the expense of platting and
transcribing field-notes and subsequent examination in this office.
The following is a summary of the result of examinations in cases
where fraudulent and defective work has been found:
ARIZONA,

Contract Mo. 58, dated February 21, 1885: This contract was for the
subdivision of a number of townships in centra,l Arizona south of and
near the route of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. The examiner reports that the corner-stones were not set in the ground; in nearly
all cases the stones were below minimum size ; in many instances no
corner-stones were found; the measurements in some cases were incorrectly reported by the deputy surveyor; in the, ,marking of bearing trees the letters are frequently incorrect; in many instances the
lines are not properly run as to bearings, and with few exceptions
trees are not blazed as required.
Contract No. 56, dated December 19, 1884: The work under this contract, embi:acing the subdivision of twelve townships in southeastern
Arizona, was reported favorably by. the examiner with the exception
of two townships, where the errors in the measurement of certain lines
exceeded the limit of error allowed by the regulations.
CALIFORNIA.

Contract No. 294, dated January 3, 1883: Under this contract returns were made of a pretended survey of T. 8 S., ranges 27, 28, 29,
and 30 E., Mount Diablo meridian. The examiner inspected 37 miles
of subdivision lines (or ground where they should be), covering the
po ition of more than seventy corners in the four ~ownsbips. Only
seven corners were found, and these were all in T. 8 S., R. 27 E., au<l. it was
shown by affiuavit that they were established by a different surveyor,
who wa not employed by the department to do this work. Aside from
the e"V n corner." referred to, there was no evidence on the ground
that the deputy urv yor or any other per on made any surveys whatever in the interior of id town hip no corners or other marks of a
.
' location of mountains, streams.
nrvey having
been found to exi t. The
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and timber was, in some cases, found to be exactly the opposite of that
recorded by the deputy in his field-notes, and, in general, the topography of the ground and nature of tbe·soil is incorrectly given. According to the field-notes, the survey was made at a tiino when this
land (on the summit of the Sierra Nevadas) was covered with snow
from 6 to 20 feet deep, and its survey over mountains and canons from
500 to 3,000 feet in height or depth was simply impossible. The surveys were rejected by this office.
Contract No. 309, dated June 6, 1883, embracing a portion of the exterior lines of Ts. 11 and 12 S., R. 25 and 26 E., and subdivisional lines
of Ts. 11 and 12 s.; R. 26 E: The examiner's report shows that the plats
and field-notes returned by the deputy surveyor are fictitious and unsupported by evidence of actual survey and proper establishment and
marking of the lines and corners upon the ground, in accordance with
the terms of his contract and the requirements of the manual of surveying instructions. The surveys were rejected.
Contract No. 365½, dated September 3, 1884: The returns under this
contract embraced the retracement of the first standard paraHel sou th,
through R. 24, 25, and 26 E.; the west boundary of T. 3 S., R. 23 E. ;
the survey of the east boundary of T. 3 S., R. 23 E.; the south and
east boundaries of T. 3 S., R~. 24, 25, and 26 E., and east boundaries
of T. 4 S., Rs. 24, 25, and 26 E., Mount Diablo meridian. The examination shows that the lines and corners were not run and established as
claimed in the notes returned by tM deputy; that the topography represented in his survey is faulty or fictitious in many respects, and further
that there are serious discrepancies between the original penciled notes
taken in the field (which the examiner had in his possession and returned with his report) and the approved transcripts forwarded by the
surveyor-general to this office, which, it is believed, are due to an attempt to make the returns appear in proper shape on paper, and thus
secure the acceptance of work not actually executed in the field. The
surveys were rejected.
Contract No. 366, dated September 3, 1884, for the survey of the subdivisional lines of seven townships embraced by the exterior lines
alleged to have been surveyed under contract No. 365½, above referred
to : The examiner's report shows that the survey was not made as represented in the field-notes. Although a number of corners were found
in different parts of the several townships, upon. attempting to trace the
lines they were often found to end abruptly at quarter-section corners
or other points, not being carried through to the range lines or to the
next succeeding section corner. The topography is erroneously represented upon tlte township plats, and gross · discrepancies are found to
exist between the original penciled field-notes and the . approved transcript notes and plats. No explanation of these discrepancies between
the two sets of notes is found therein, and the inference is that the.
notes were altered subsequent to the execution of the work in the field
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in order to make the subdivisional surveys fit, on paper, the surveys of
the exterior 1ines as reported.
The deputy surveyor made a sworn statement to the effe~t that he
had, at the instance of certain other parties, signed nure.erous blank
papers, blank contracts and bonds, oaths, powers of attorney, etc.;
that he never made oath to any of said papers, and that he always
understood that they were sent to the office of John A. Bernwn to be
filled up; that he had never received Treasury drafts in payment for
surveys made by him, but that he received a monthly salary, which he
understood was paid by Benson ; that he executed work in the field
under the direction and supervision of Benson's agents in California,
Nevada, Arizona, and Idaho. In reply to the interrogatory as to
whether, from his personal knowledge of a certain survey on which a
claim in his name is based, the work was all done in the manner described in the field-notes, with the assistants named, and at the dates
given, the deputy answered: ''No, I cannot say anything of the kind;
I know it was not." His affidavit clearly shows that the work in the
field was ·n ot executed by him as a United States deputy surveyor under
the provisions of contract No. 366; also that the preliminary and final
oaths attached to the original returns of said surveys on file in the
surveyor-general's office are false and fraudulent. The survey was
rejected by this office.
Contract No. 398, dated March 5, 1885, for surveys and resurveys of
certain boundaries of Mission Indian Reservations in southern California: The field-notes represent surveys in fourteen different townships,
eleven of which were examined. Three of the eleven townships inspected
were found comparatively well surveyed, but the other eight were all defective. In some cases the corner posts were lying on the ground and
had never been sharpened or driven in the earth ; bearing trees were not
noted or marked; pits were not dug, or mounds built, as stated in the
field-notes. In several cases no traces of corners described in the ·notes
could be found. From the examiner's report, and from affidavits and
statements of Indians and others accompanying said report, and forming part thereof, it appears that the deputy was with bis surveying party
during the execution of a portion of the work, and that the surveys in
the three townships wl:1-ich were comparatively well made were executed
while he was there, but some of them at dates different from those stated
in the field-notes; and that after the deputy left the field the party was
in charge of a subordinate, and most of the work was imperfectly done
or not doue at au, very little new work having been done, and old and
imperfectly marked corners being allowed to stand without change. It
also app ar. from the affidavits that ome of tlle a ·sistaut named in the
final oath ' <li<l not a. ,i,·t in the work swom to by them, but tl.lat several
oth r a ·i ·t nt. wer mplo,r d who 'e na.rne , do 11ot appt~ar iu the record.
Th ontr ctr q ir d the d.cputy to .·urvey au<l m,irk all boundaries of
theM· ionindianR rvation which might bede ·iguated bythelmlian
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agent, and the special instructions forming part of the contract also required him to survey and resurvey such lines bordering the several reservations as most required surveying or resurveying, and that the Indian
agent would point out the lines to be surveyed. The examiner reports
that the Indian agent and his friends, under the name of so-called improvement companies, were interested in the surveys which were well
done, but that said agent had no apparent interest in the balance of tho
surveys which were carried on after the deputy left his party . . The deputy did not submit any evidence to show what surveys the Indian agent
pointed out as necessary to be made. The surveys were rejected.
Contract No. 401, dated April 15, 1885: One township embraced in
this contract was examined, and no evidences were found that any survey had ever been made. The returns under this survey were not
accepted by the surveyor-general, and the deputy withdrew his :fieldnotes, thus preventing an examination of the remaining townships.
The action of the surve.vor-general in. declining to accept the return8
was approved by this office, and the orders for a further examination
were revoked. A full statement of proceedings in connection with this
contract wiil be found in the proper division report.
FLORIDA.

Survey of an island in Lake Ker, in sections 14 and 15, T. 13 S., R.
25 E., Florida, under special instructions from the surveyor-general of
Florida, dated July 16, 1884 : The examiner's report showing that the
su.rvey was not made in accordance with the instructions to the deputy,
the same was rejected by this office.
IDAHO,

Contract No. 113, dated June 17, 1885, for the resurvey of the north
and south boundary lines of the Nez Perces Indian Reservation: Starting from the northwest corner, where the deputy established a new
corner at a point 4 chains east of its true place, and which is incorrectly described in the field-notes, the examiner retraced nearly 13
miles of tl.ie north boundary, and found numerous discrepancies on the
line. The posts were generally too small, and many of them were found
lying loose on the ground; mounds and pits were equally deficient in
size, au<l, in many cases, not to be found at all. The connections with
the lines of the public laud surveys are erroneous in nearly all caRes.
Tlle distances on the boundary line, and from the boundary line to
section and quarter-section corners, indicate fictitious work. The examiner inspected 8 miles of tlle south boundary of the reservation, and
found that t.lie deputy had established a new and erroneom;Jy located
corner, altl10ugh tlle original southwest corner of the reservation was
standing witlliu less tllan one aud one-half chains from hjm, So far as
followed, the line ran through timber, and it was found that tlie deputy
had frequently marked less than the required number of bearing trees,
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anu stated in his notes that there we-re no other available trees, when,
i.n fact, numbers of others were within · limits. The posts used w~re
generally of inferior dimensions, and were found lying on the ground,
. or, when stanuing, were set in but a few inches instead of 24 inches as
required. The deputy was enjoined to use due diligence in the perpt3tuation of his lines, bnt be failed to blaze a tree or back a bush in tho
dense forests and thickets of undergrowth reported as penetrated by
hh; line, and by thus neglecting to mark his line, if a,uy were actually
run, he failed to perpetuate it or make his survey of any utility. The
surveys were rejected by this office.
L.~DIAN TERRITORY.

A contract was made November 17, 1884, for the s~rvey of the eastern boundary of the tract purchased by the United States from the
Oreek Nation for the use of the Seminoles, by agreement with the
Creeks of February 14, 1887 ; for the survey of the boundary line between the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Reservation; for the survey of the
reservation for the Wichitas, as made by agreement of October 19,
1872, and to resurvey and remark the northern bouudary of the Kiowa
and Comanche Reservation in the Indian Territory.
East boundary of the Seminole tract: The field. examination shows
that the surveyor commenced the meanders of the North Fork of the
Canadian River at a point some distance west of the point where the
division line between the Creek Reservation and the ceded lands, sur.
veyed in 1857, intersect SfLid streams, which point was, under instwc-.
tions, to be the starting point for his meander line, and which he failed
to identify and fully describe in his field-notes. He neglected to properly determine and record the mag·netic variation at this place or elsewhere, and in his field-notes appears an incorrect, if not fictitious ,
meander line of the North Fork of the Canadian River, which forms
the north boundary of the tract to be surveyed. The <levuty began the
mearnlers of the Cana<l.ian River (south boundary of the tract) at a
point 18.67 chains west of the inter.;ectious of tho proper line with said
river, and he neglected to properly determine the intersections of said
line with the river, and record th~ result, from which it is inferred that
he .lid not pet form the work on the gr0tmd; and fi.ually he incorrectly
establisheu the initial monument for the south end of the east boundary
of the tract at lea t 18.67 chains too far west. Between the initial and
terminal monuments of the east boun<l.ary he omitted to record, and by
inference neglected to make, any ob:servatiou for the determination of
the all-important azimuth of this boun<l.ary line, or to give tl..te magnetic
variation o any 1 mile, and faile<l. ~o correctly establish the line and
1 ile-p ·t north of the twenty·fir t mile-po~t.
Ile ran a crooked line,
and placel the thirty- hirLl mile-p r., t about 31.25 chains west of the
m ri li n f the i itial monu ent, and failed to properly mark the bearing tr ·, a'· re uir . The fi.el<l.-uote · and map returned by the dep-
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uty, neither of which is in accordance with-instructions, are evidence of
carelessness and neglect, and contain an appearance of fictitious work
on the north boundary. The examiner states :
This line is, I may almost say, not _blaized at all. Ha~ it bee1;1, I
might have discovered more of his mile-posts. In markmg bearmg
trees he has not made any attempt to follow the instructions of the
manual, and made no marks or characters by which _they can be indenti:fied (in the absence of mile-posts or stones) as bea!m~ trees. * .* *
He has evidently made no attempt to follow the wmdmgs of the r1v:er,
but has run his meanders so as to keep away from the brush and timber in the bottom lands, and has; in consequence, failed to include quite
a strip of land in his survey. How far this affects his work can of
course hest be determined by comparison with the meanders as shown
in my notes. The general character of his work is bad, and he does
not seem to have had any object in view other than to get through
with his work in the shortest possible time without any regard to the
provisions of the manual.
In a ·letter re~eived by this office from the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs it is stated:
It appears that the new survey of the Seminole boundaries throw~ a
portion of the lands formerly supposed to belong to the Seminoles into
the Creek territory, which gives rise to a conflict of authority between·
the two nations. According to the new survey some of the Seminole
farms are in the Creek country, and Seminoles have been arrested by
the Creek authorities for violation of Ureek law.
Survey of the west boundary of the Wichita lands : The surveyor
was directed to establish his initial point on the north bank of the
. Washita river at the meauder corner previously established at the
point where the line between Secs. 34 and 35, T. 8 N., R. 14 W. of the
Indian meridian intersects said north bank, and thence run a due north
line to the Canadian river. The examiner was unable to find any trace
of the "initial point" alleged by the deputy to have been established
in accordance with instructions, but be found a number of mile corners
established on the :first 14 miles of the line, which, however, were not
in the position required by instructions, but were established through
the middle of the second tier of sections in range 14 west, or about
one-half mile east of their true place, as was conclusively proved by
measurements made by the examiner froin the deputy's corners to the
corners of the township survey. The examiner says:
The statement made by the deputy in his field-notes that he succeeded
in finding the line between sections 34 and 35, proving that line to be
?orrect, and t?en establishing the west line of the Wichita lands on it,
1s absolutely mcorrect.
On the 14 miles examined all of the corners but one were found, but
four of the corner posts had already been burned nearly to the ground;
and in this connection the examiner states that the deputy "has not
taken sufficient trouble in his search for stone to mark his mile corners,
as in a majority of cases on this line stone could have been gotten more
easily than the posts used by Lim. The posts at most cannot be ex-
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pected to withstand the prairie fires longer than three or four years,
after which time all trace of the line is lost, with absolutely nothing left
from which to re-establish the line." As the examiner nowhere referred
to any pits or mounds, an'd in view of his reference to burned. posts the
above extract from his report was accepted as an indirect but emphatic
statement to the effect that pits and mounds exist only on paper, and
the surveyor's mention of them was regarded as merely fictitious adjuncts to the corners described.
North boundary of the Kiowa and Comanche lands : From the field
examination of this line it appears that·the deputy failed to establish an
4
'initial monument," as described in his field-notes, which are consequently fictitious so far as they relate to said monument; that, startin g
from some unknown point, he set his first mile-post at random about 36
chains northwesterly from the true initial point, and from. said post ran
a crooked line west about one-fourth of a mile north of its true position
and violated iu almost every particular the letter as well as the spirit of
bis instructions. The examiner states:
The field-notes returned as being:)records of the survey of this line a~e
false and untrue in regard to the initial point, and consequently_of this
entire line. He did not go on the south side of the Washita river ~o
establish his "initial monument" (as required by instructions),_nor_did
his line cross the river from the south to the north side of said nver
34 chains west of his initial monument, as shown by his field-notes ,
but is continuously on the north side of the river as far as I followed
it.
The surveys were rejected by this office.
MINNESOTA..

Contract No. 37, dated October 1, 1883, for the survey of township 62
north, range 10 west, fourth principal meridian, Minnesota: Great discrepancies were found by the examiner between the field-notes of the
deputy and the work on the ground, and serious departures from the
requirements of the manual of instructions. Positions of sixteen section and quarter-section corners we.re examined, and it was found that
the lengths of many of the section lines are either much in excess or
fall short of their true legal length, and that many of the corners are
not in the po 'itwns indicated by the field-notes and plats returned by
the depnty, which papers are therefore worthless as official records.
The survey was rejected.
OREGON.

Contract No. 51G, dated September 2;;, 1884:, for the subtlivisional surv y of town hips G aud 7 i;outh, ran~e 40 an<l 41 east, and township 9
ooth, range 47 ea ·t : Tl.ie l·xam111er'. report ·bowed that the surveys
in town hip ' G and 7 ·outh muge 40 ,l, t, and towu~hiµ 6 south, range
41 ea t, w re fairl ' well llla<h,, auu tu ·y were accepted by this office.

In town hip 7

uth, range 41 ea ·t, ·ome of the measurements were
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found out of limit, and none of the corner-stones were set in the ground
as required, but were placed on the ground and held in place by a few
stones placed around them. In township 9 south, range 47 east, a number of quarter section corners and one meander corner could not be found,
although the deputy reported t lle same duly established, and the lengths
of a number of lines were out of limit. The examiner referred to the
difficulty of making surrnys in the rough and rocky country embraced
in this contract, and althougll disposed to make due allowance for such
difficulty the survey of township 7 south fell so far short of the standard required that this office declined to accept it.
THE O.A.LIFORNI.A. SYNDIC.A.TE.

In .April last the United States grand jury at San Francisco returned
forty-one indictments for perjury and eonspiracy in connection with
fraudulent surveys of the public lands. A statement of the operations
of this syndicate and of proceedings so far had in the attempt to bring
guilty parties to punishment will be found in the miscellaneous papers
accompanying this report.
The operations of this syndicate were not confined to California, but
extended to the States of Nevada, Oregon, and Colorado, and the Territories of .Arizona, New Mexico, Idaho, Montana, Utah, and Washington. Its purpose was to control all surveying contracts in these States
and Territories und~r the deposit system, to manufacture settlers' applications for surveys, to file in the offices of the surveyors-general
fictitious field-notes of surveys and alleged surveys, ·and to draw from
the Treasury of the United States large sums of money on fraudulent
surveying accounts.
The special agent of this office, through whose investigations the
details of the scheme ~ete fully exposed, classifies the "system" under
the following t en branches :
.
(1) Fictitious applications for surveys.
(2) False estimates of government liability.
(3) Fictitious and irresponsible bondsmen.
(4) False witnesses to signatures of deputy surveyors.
(5) :F raudulent field-notes.
(6) False preliminary and final oaths.
(7) .Approvals by surveyors-general.
(8) Return of fraudulent accounts.
(9) Payment by United States Treasury drafts.
(10) Fraudulent powers of attorney.
The principal portion of the contracts were let in the names of thirty-four alleged deputy surveyors, of whom three were "dummies," two
were intimately connected witll the surveyor-general who approved the
bulk of the contracts, and the remainder were relatives, partners, associates, or employe~J of the bead of the syndicate. There was paid to the
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order, or purported order, of these thirty-four pretended depuny surveyors upwards of $1,000,000, all of which went into the treasury of the
syndicate, the parties used as tools being paid stated salaries by the
. syndicate for the use of their names and services. Three of the alleged
deputies, to whom upwards of $190,000 appears from official records to
have been paid, have sworn that their names were used without their
knowledge, that they never had a surveying contract, and never receiv(jd the amounts shown as paid them, and one swears that he never
did a day's work in his life at land surveying and knows nothing of the
business.
Every expedient known to legal ingenuity has been resorted to by
defendants and their confederates to avoid and defeat trials on the indictments found, but it is hoped and expected that at the next term of
the court the trial and merited conviction of guilty parties to this stupendous scheme of fraud, perjury, and public robbery which has thus
been developed, will be secured.

PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
ARIZONA,

The surveyor-general has reported his investigation of the private
land claim known as Tres Alamos, No. 17, and recommends its definitive
rejection by Congress, upon the grounds that the alleged grant is invalid ab i-nitfo; that the grantor was incompetent; that the alleged
grant is not recorded in the archives of Mexico; that it was never confirmed by competent authority; that it was not accepted by grantees ;
that alleged grantees never complied with the conditions upon which
such grants were made; that t·he lands were never segregated from the
public domain of Mexico; that no title ever passed to original grantee,
and, finally, that the grant is void for uncertainty, it being impossible
to locate it on the earth's surface in accordance with the description.
The surveyor-general states that the means at his disposal have not
enabled him to prosecute his investigations of private land claims in
Arizona to the extent desired, but that so far as investigations have
gone he is led to believe that most of the grants in Ari-zona were abandoned by the grantees years prior to the cession of teri'itory to tlle
United States, and that speculators have now purchased the claims, and
are al:!kin g the government to confirm the same as valid titles. He
states that hi files are crowded with documents, time-worn and alm ost
defacetl, which upon thorough inve tigation may be found to have been
manufactured for the occa ion and presented to verify doubtful recoru ,
and that an xaminatiou of the ·e su viciou.' claims will require honest
and faithful re:::;earch not readily obtained from existing sources, and
cially 'if nt limit d means are furni,hed for the purpose. He urges
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speedy and effective action for the settlement of private land claims.
and says:
The owners of these claims let them 81eep during the administration
of officers not known by them to be favorable. Meanwhile they are
active and vigilant collecting evidence to fortify their causes, an<l. when
a favorable opportunity may arise, they will quickly, and, it is to be
feared, successfully, push the matter for a decision. During this time
the settlers on the land and the goyernment are giving them no attention and making no preparation. The policy that has obtained is the
occasion and the means of the majority of these land frauds. Nonaction is what claimants want until they can be reasonably assured of
action favorable to them. This policy 1 earnestly urge should be abandoned, and aggressive, speedy, and final action undertaken at once.
The time is propitious. Public opinion will now sustain oven demands
of public officers tbat these questions be fairly settled, and will not tolerate the methods which have been so successful heretofore. * * *
In my view it is unwise to refer these cases to the courts. The procedure is not suited to the requirements of these cases, and will not tend
to reach satisfactory results. Uourts can only try and determine cases
as presented as a maU.er of fact. If the cases were tried in the courts
they would be substantially ex parte. The claimants will make and
mold tbe case at will, present only such evidence as will aid them, and
withhold that which will harm. Vigilant and untiring, they will leave
nothing undone, while, on tlle other hand, the government and the settlers will be without the means of meeting the case. ·
THE PERALTA CLAIM.

I am advi~ed from responsible sources that a well-organized conspiracy is on foot to endeavor to secure a reservation of five million acres
of land in the garden district of Arizona, under the so-called Peralta
grant, the unauthentic character of which was pointed out in my annual
report for l 885. . It is reported that certain persons of abundant capital
and a great railroad corporation are behind the scheme, and that large
contingent fees have been offered prominent attorneys to aid in the effort to obtain a legal r~cognition of this preposterous .and, as it is believed, wholly manufactured claim. The surveyor-general advises me
that a purported survey, which he pronounces utterly fraudulent, is
found'to have been surreptitiously placed among papers in his office,
but not being an official document and not filed as such, it cannot be regarded as either official or authentic, nor as furnishing a foundation for
the audacious demand that this great body of lands embracing cities
and towns, should be placed in reservation for the benefit of alleged
claimants under the pretended grant.
C.ALIFORNI.A. ·

The surveyor-general in his annual report submits a statement relative to private land claims in that State, in which, referring to the inutility of attempting to recover by judicial proceedings the title to lands
patented under invalid grants ·ancl framlnlent surveys, he says:
Oonceruiug fraudulent grants, the Limantour seal, and the many
frauds that were perpetrated upon the government, the annual report
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for the fiscal _year ending June 30, 1886, can be referred to. It may be
admitted ·here, liowever, that many title papers were fabricated after
July 7, 1846. The above being a notorious f,wt, the government seems
to be powerless in the matter, and cannot regain what it bas lost by
prior decrees and decisions, rendered l>y the duly constituted authori,
ties of the country, which the higher courts have held to be res,iudicata.
A few cases may be given here for the sake of illustration.
Santa Cruz Island, confirmed to Andres Castillero, purports to have
been granted to him by Juan B. Alvarado in 1839, and was patented
for -5J, 760.33 acres; yet I find on file in the archives the written application of Castillero himself to Governor Pico, dated December 15, 1845,
in which he confesses that up to tbat time no title had been issued to
him. There being no doubt of the genuineness of this paper, the Alvarado grant cannot be genuine.
Mare Island, said to have been granted to Victor Castro, has recently
been declared to belong to the government, and the Alvarado grant
has been found to be antedated.
El Sobrante, confirmed and patented to Victor and Juan Jose Castro,
seems to be of doubtful validity, ber,au~e among the archives may be
found documents, both before and after the date of the pretended grant,
which show that the land had not been granted to any one. The grantees themselves join in a complaint against Luis Peralta for preventing
any one from cutting timber on lands which at present are known as
the Sobrante, alleging that the same had been reserved by the government for the com.mon use of alt the inhabitants; and at the very date
of the pretended grant proceedings were being had in the suit against
Peralta. The investigation continued for several months after the 23d
of April, 1841. No mention is made of this pretended grant in the settlement of the boundaries between Valencia and Moregain 1844, neither
does Inocencio Romero indicate the existence of any such grant in his
own application for Sobrante lands to the governor.
The system of litigation that has been adopted of late, wherein the
United States has authorized the commencement of suits attacking some
particular grant, has appa-rently failed. Of this we have the proo~ in
the results obtained in the Muscupiabe and Sobrante de San J acmto
cases.
Muscupiabe was granted to Michael White for one square league and
has been patented for 30,144.88 acres. The patent was sustained by
the United States district court and circuit court, and the rights of the
government in more than 20,000 acres of land that was wrongfully included in the survey have been declared forfeited.
The Sobrante of San Jacinto :M:uvoy Viejo was granted to Rosario E.
de Aguirre and was patented for 48,847.28 acres, but bas been located
6 miles outside of the exterior boundaries of the original O'Farrell survey, within which the Sobrante of the two other grants bad to be taken.
The suit was lost to the government and all the labor of the prosecution
was of no avail. In the former case the fraud was not satisfa.ctorily
proven on the part of the government, and in the latter there was soemingly no fraud committed by the confirmee.
A
in tructed by the honorable Commissioner, a partial resurvey
ha been made of the La Pulgas rancho in accordance with the written r que t of special conn el in the ca e. A line has been delineated
paral~el t . 8'.nd 11 ague di tant from the northeastern boundary, and
the_ ·muo ·1t1e of the bore line have been reproduced in the boundary
da1med a the true outher.r;i limit of this rancho. This survey was
made by deputy Bo t and as requested by counsel. ~rhe maps and field
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notes prepared from deputy Bost's returns of the sur~ ey have been filed
with the proper authorities.
.
.
The following is a partial list of other patented ranchos m wlnch
irregular proceedings have been had, and au i mmeuse q uau tity vf public land has wrongfully been embraced within tlle patented lines of the
same:
Lomas de Santiago, granted for 4 square leagues but patented for
47,236.61 acres.
·
Saiyon de Santa Rita, granted for 11 square leagues and patented for
the same quantity, has been located 4 miles nol'th of the fixe<l boundaries in the grant.
Buena Vista, in Monterey County, was granted for 2 square leagues,
but has beeu contirme<l for twice t,he quantity under two names.
Milpitas, in Monterey Oouuty, if granted at alt· to the Indian pastor,
was confirmed and the amended survey thereof made final oy 0. Delano, wllich clurvey contained only 12,291.:.W acres, but has been patented
for 43,280.90 acres.
Buri-Buri, granted within certain boundaries, has been enlarged to
the north because the said boundary, .which is a straight line from the
Rincon of San Bruno to the southerly point of the Laguna Alta on the
summit of the San Pedro Range, has been ignored.
Las Pulgas, granted for 17,753 acres, has been incr . ; ased to 35,240.27
acres.
Buena Vista, San Diego County, granted for one-fourth of 1 square
league, has been surveyed four different times, and although the natural
objects mentioned are immovable landmarks the quantity em braced in
the said surveys has varied from 2,219.2.j acres to 4,269 acres. This
grant was made clearly for one-quarter of a league, because the square
mentioned in the title papers and decree of confirmation i~ only 2500
varas on a side, and consequently cannot contain more than 1,109.67
acres of land.
NEW MEXICO.

During the past year I have submitted to the Secretary of the Interior for transmittal to Congress reports of the surveyor-general of
New Mexico in the following cases:
RE-EXAMINATIONS,

No. 49.-Bernabi M. Montano et al. Preliminary survey, 151,056.90
acres; area granted to twelve persons, 7 s_q uare leagues or about 31,000
acres. Grant to this extent believed to be valid. Recommended for confirmation, to the extent of 7 square leagues, to the heirs and legal representatives of the twelve original grantees.
No. 50.-Antonio Sedillo; Canada de los- Apaches. Preliminary survey in 1877 for 88,079.78 acres. Claim recommended for rejection for
want of compliance with conditions of grant. Preliminary survey pro.nounced fraudulent as to location and quantity, if grant were valid.
No. 51.-Ojo del Medio; Francisco Chaves, present cfa.imant. Area
claimed, 3,546.06 acres. Claimant fails to connect himself with the alleged grant. No valid grant made. No evidence that original claimed
grantees ever occupjed or in any way reduced to possession the tract
claimed under the invali<l grant. Claim recommended for rejection.
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No. 55.-Encinas; Jose Luis Valdez et al., claimants. Area claimed,
6,583.29 acres. Alleged boundaries too vague and indefinite to. be located on the earth's surface. No evidence of grant. Recommended for
rejection.
No. 62.-Town of Cieneguilla. Preliminary survey in 1877, 43,961.54
acres. No legal title shown, but equitable claim recognized from long
possession. Actual area to be ascertained (town grants limited to 4
square leagues).
No. 66.-San Joaquin del Nacimiento; Joaquin de Luna, claima'nt.
Preliminary survey, 131,725.87 acres. No evidence that present claimants are heirs or leg~l representatives of alleged grantees, nor that the
land claimed is covered by the grant. Grant invalid for want of compliance with conditions prescribed. Preliminary survey clearly erroneous. '' If any valid grant had been shown, under any view of the
facts of the case that can be at all justified, the claim made is indefensible." Recommended for rejection.
No. 67 .-San Clemente; Ana de Sandoval y Manzanares, ciaimant,
Preliminary sµ_rvey, 89,403.40 acres. No right or title show~ in present
claimants. Their averment of ownership wholly unsupported. Origi·
nal grantee failed to comply with conditions of grant. The lands are
occupied by some thousands of inhabitants whose rights, by long oc. cupancy, or under the laws of the United States, would be sacrificed it
this claim were confirmed. Claim recommended for rejection.
No. 68.-Luis de Armenta. Area claimed, 475_ acres. Preliminary
survey in 1879, 444.24 acres. Area granted, 8.82 acres. Confirmation
recommended for amount granted.
No. 70.-Estancia; A.ntonio Sandoval et al. · Preliminary survey,
415,036.56 acres. None of the proceedings necessary to make a valid
preliminary concession were had in this case. The alleged preliminary
concession was not approved by the Mexican government. There was
no authority for the alleged grant, which was never perfected, and there
is no recqrd of it. No right or title to the lands claimed was vested in
the purported grantee, and his rights under the land laws of Mexico bad
been exhausted by a prior grant. Claim recommended for rejection.
No. 71.-Cailon de Chama ; Francisco Salazar et al. .Area estimated
by original petitioners for confirmation, 184:,320 acres. Preliminary survey in 1878 at instance of present claimants, 472,736.95 acres. .Actual
extent of grant, as recommended by alcalde, 4 square leagues, or
17,361.04 acres. Actual possession, 166.22 acres, given to thirty-five
per ons with common rights in the remainder of the 4 square leagues.
Recommended for confirmation to the heirs .and legal representatives
of the thirty-five original grantees to ~he extent of 4 square leagues .
...o. 75.-Sierra Masca; Juan Luis Ortiz.. Area claimed, 115,200
acre . Pr liminary Rurvey in 1879, 33,250.39 ~cres. Claim a forgery.
Recommended for rejection.
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No. 76.-Town of San .Antonio del Rio Colorado. Preliminary survey,
18,955.22 acres. Recommended for confirmation by surveyor-general
in 1874, "to the inhabitants of the village." The present surveyor-general finds no legal title, but as the inhabitants were placed in possession
by an officer of the Mexican government, and have.occupied, improved,
and cultivated the land in good faith for more than thirty years, he
recommends confirmation upon· equitable grounds to the extent oflands
actually occupied and improved under the proceedings by whieh -they
were placed in possession and within the boundaries therein specified,
the quantity and precise location to be hereafter determined by evidence
and a survey in the field.
No. 79.-Arroyo de San Lorenzo; · Antonio Chaves. Preliminary
survey in 1878, 130,138.98 acres. No evidence that grantee complied
with the conditions of the laws under which the grant was made.
Recommended for rejection.
No. 87.-Gaspar Ortiz. Preliminary survey, 42,000 acres. Claimed
area unknown. Papers forgeries. Recommended for rejection.
No. 91.-Town of Alameda; representatives of Francisco Montez
Vigil, claimants. Preliminary survey in 1878, 106,274.87 acres. No
evidence that grantee ever entered into actual possession of the lands
or complied with the conditions of the grant. The land claimed has
notoriously been occupied by large numbers of people in villages and
on ranches for many years, and was ~o occupied long before the American occupation of the country. A confirmation to grant claimants
would dispossess these people of their valid rights under the laws of
the United States, and give their homes and possessions to strangers
who have no legal or equitable claim to the land. The Vigil claim is
recommended for rejection.
No: 93.-Caiion del Rio Colorado; .Antonio Elias Armenta et al.,
claimed grantees. .Area claimed, 42,939.21 acres. Olaim rests upon a
pretended ,preliminary concession by the town council, which, if made,
was· without authority under the Mexican laws and was never perfected
into a grant under those laws. Claimants never entered into possession, and have failed to show eitJ!er a legal or equitable claim. The
party now claiming has failed to connect himself with the claim. There
is nothing to show that orig'inal petitioners for preliminary concession
are dead or alive, or that they left any legal representatives. ·The claim
can_not be located on the earth's surface under the terms of the petition
and alleged concession. The lands claimed were occupied and culti.
vated by others previous and subsequent to the date of the pretended
concession. Claim recommended for rejection.
No. 96.-Ignacio Chaves et al. Petitioners for grant asked for a tract
one league and a half square, or 9,765 English acres. Ceremonial possession was given for a tract containing 4 square leagues and somewhat
more, 4 square leagues being 17,360 acres. .A. preliminary survey of
alleged boundaries was made in 1878, covering 243,036.43 acres, or more
INT 87-VOL 1--8
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than ten times the qnantity preliminarily granted. The grant was con.
ditioned upon occupation aud use, and there is no evidence that these
comhtious were in auy manuer complied with, or that grantees had any
actual propert~ interest in the land at date of cession to th!3 United
States. Claim recommended for rejection.
No. 99.-Nuestra Senora del Pilar; Diego Antonio Chaves et al.
Preliminary aurvey, 22, 578.12 acres. Quantity claimed largely in excess of alleged grant. Present claimants have failed to connect themselves in any ma,n ner with alleged grantees, and the evidence adduced
fails to show either a legal title or equitable claim under said grant to
any portion of the lands claimed. Recommended for rejection.
No. 103.-Luis J a.ramillo, or Agua Salada. The preliminary concession is believed to be genuine and is for 1 square league. A survey
made in 1879, in the interest of grant claimants, covers 18,046.59 acres,
or more than 4 square leagues. There is no evidence that the express conditions of the grant were complied with, and present claimants
are not identified as having any connection with original grantees;
neither is there . any evidence that grantees ever occupied the land or
that they left any heirs or legal representatives. The surveyor-general
states that no valid title, legal .or equitable, is shown to the lands
claimed, and the survey would be fraudulent if th~ grant were valid.
Claim recommended for rejection.
No. 105.-Petaca; Jose Julian Martinez et al. Preliminary survey,
186,977.11 acres. The original concession was to thirty-six persons for
a town grant. Such grants were limited to four square leagues. The
grant in this case never became perfected into record title. The town
of Petaca, containing about 30 families, is situated upon the land, and
was in existence at date of transfer of jurisdiction. The survey is
grossly excessive in quantity. Confirmation recommended on equitable grounds to the heirs and legal representatives of the thirty-six original grantees to the extent of the land actually occupied and cultivated
by them.
No. 106.-Ojo de la Cabra; Juan Otero, original claimant. Area,
4,340.26 acres. Rejection recommended on ground that claimants have
failed to show a title either in law or equity.
No. 107.-Town of Socorro. Claimed estimated area, 1,612,000 ·acres.
Preliminary survey in 1878, 843,259.59 acres. No valid grant of record, but there were undoubtedly many inhabitants upon the lands prior
to the treaty of 1848. The amount of land that could rightfully be
claimed would be small, as tho towns upon it which contained the population formed a small group included in a few square leagues. Confirmation is recommended upon equitable grounds to the original settler, , their de cendants and legal represea.tati ves, for the land actually
occupied and u ed by them on the 2d day of February, 1848, its extent
t-0 b b reafter a c rtained by evidence and a survey upon the ground,
excludi g min ral land .
7
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No. 10~.~va,lecito de Lovato; Jose Rafael Zanora et al., claimed
grantees. Preliminary survey in 1878, 114,400.54 acres. Area claimeil
by present claimants, 30,000 acres .• Claim recommended for rejecmon,
on the ground that no legal or equitable claim has been shown.
No. 111.-Santa Teresa; Francisco Garcia et al. Preliminary survey,
9,681.29 acres. The preliminary concession in this case was not perfected into grant at the date of the Gadsden treaty, and being for lands
ceded by that treaty, is void under the provisions of the sixth article
thereof. Rejection recommended.
No. 115.-Oieneguilla; Francisco de Anaya .Alamazer. Grant alleged for a quantity of land amounting to 1,666J varas, or about 500
acres. Preliminary survey, made in 1879, covers 45,244.73 acres. 'l'he
surveyor-general reports no valid grant, but recommends an equitable
confirmation to the extent of about 500 acres, which is shown to have
been in the possession of the representatives of the alleged grantee.
No. 119.-San Miguel del Bado ; Lorenzo Marquez et al. Preliminary
survey, 315,300.80 acres. The grant was made to fifty-two persons
whose names are specified, and distribution was made in the act of
judical possession among fifty-eight heads of families. The surveyorgeneral finds the grant valid and recommends confirmation to the heirs
and legal representatives of the persons named in the distribution. In
reference to quantity, he states that it was not the practice of the Spanish government to make grants of large tracts of land at the date of
this concession. I find upon examining the allotments that the whole
area to which title was given to the fifty-eight persons was 61 acres,
being a house and garden lot for each. The cultivable and grazing
lands were common. I have recommended confirmation to the extent
only of the land redb.ced by grantees to their actual use and occupancy,
to be ascertained by additional evidence and survey.
No. 126.-Bartolome Baca. No survey has been made by the United
States, and it is impracticable to estimate the area, as the boundaries
cannot be identified from official records.
The surveyor-general disapproves the claiII?-, for the reason that claimants have failed to show either a legal title .or an equitable claim.
No. 128.-Las Truchas; Francisco Montes Vigil. The grant was for
a tract to be measured in a specified manner, and so measured would
contain one square league, or 4,340.28 acres. Mineral lands expressly
reserved. The preliminary survey covets 10,314.65 acres, evidently an
excess of nearly 6,000 acres. There is nothing to show positively that
grantees earned the iand by complying with the conditions of the
g:tant.
No. 132 .-Antonio de Salazar et al. Preliminary survey, 23,351.12
acres. No title, but an equitable claim to a small portion of an area of
2,900 acres, most~y absorbed by the patented Indian pueblos of San
Juan.
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No. 137.-Sebastian de Vargas. Area estimated by claimants, 24,000
acres. Surveyor-General Pullen, in 1884, disapproves the claim, on the
ground that claimants have not pre.sented a prima facie case. Surveyor.
General Julian recognizes an equitable claim to the extent of lands
actually occupied and cultivated, to be determined by additional evidence and survey.
No. 138.-Pueblo of Santa Clara. Area unknown. Grant regarded
valid, and confirmation recommended to the Indian or native inhabitants.
ORIGINA.L EX.A.MIN A.TIO NS.

No-. 140.-Town of Abiquiu. Estimated area,, 10,980 acres. Confirmatjon recommended not to exceed that amount.
No. 141.-Domingo Valdez. Claimed area unknown. Claim recommended for rejection on the ground that claimants have failed to prove
a legal title or equitable claim.
No. 142.-Pueblos o-f Santo Domingo and San Felipe. Area unknown. Pueblo grants limited to 4 square leagues. Confirmation recommended.
No. 143.-Ocate. Claimed area unknown. Grantees failed to comply with condit.ions, and claim void for uncertainty of description. Rejection recommended.
.
No. 144.~Los Huertas. Claimed area unknown. No evidences that
grant was ever made. Claim recommended for rejection.
No. 147.-Jose Antonio Lutero. Grant to the extent of 1 fanega of
corn planting, or 8.82 acres. Regarded valid,. and recommended for
confirmation to that extent.
No.148.-Plaza Blanca. Estimated arna about.14,000 acres. Grant
made for a fanega and a half of corn planting, or 13.23 acres. The
larger area has been occupied for cultivation of grazing. The surveyorgeneral regards the grant as valid, and recommends confirmation. I
have suggested that confirmation be limited to the extent of land actually granted.
No.152.-Guadaloupita. Claimed area unknown. No evidences of
grant. Claim recommended for rejection.
The grants and alleged grants embraced in the foregoing examinations and re-examinations 1uclude an ascertained claimed area of some
3,600,000 acres, with an unascertained area sufficient to swell the amount
4,000,000 acres. In this amount the surveyor-general
to upwards
finds valid claims to the extent of some 100,000 acres of ascertained
area, and there is pos ibly an equal amount embraced in his recommendations for an eq nitable confirmation of certain unascertained small
areas. Not le s than 90 per cent. of the area embraced in grants heretofore reporte l for confirmation are found by these examinations to be
made up of invalid claim and fradulent surveys.
In empowering urveyors-general to examine and report upon private
Ian claim C ngr · faile 1 to provide any mean whatever for an in-

of
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vestigation into their merits, and the reports originally made are, therefore, in gross, merely reports of claimants'representations unchallenged,
unverified, and uninvestigated. So-called preliminary surveys, made
wholly at the instance of claimants, represent merely the greed of insatiable demands, and are no guide to ejther the location or extent of
actual grants.
I submit the following extracts from the annual report of the surveyor-general of New Mexico, which will be found in full in its appropriate place in this report :
Of the patented and unpatented lands I have referred to, aggregating 8,694,965 acres, I think it will be safe to estimate that at least onehalf, namely, 4,337,482 acres, have been illegally devoted to private
uses under invalid grants or unauthorized surveys. If to this sum I
add . the estimate before mentioned of about 4,000,000 acres unlawfully
appropriated in cases pending before Congress, an approximate estimate will be reached covering from 8,000,000 to 9,000,000 acres of the
public domain,-which are now, and for many years past have been, .in
the grasp of men who have ·used and enjoyed the land for their own
emolument, and whose earnest prayer is to be let alo.ne in the possession
of their ill-gotten gains.
. But I have only partially exhibited the power of these grant claimants and the extent to which they have scourged this Territory. They
have not been content with their domination over surveyors-general
and their deputies .. It would be an extravagance to assume that they
have not · exercised a shaping influence over the action of Congress
touching their claims. It will not do to lay all the blame upon surveyorsgeneral. The Bouse Committee on Private Land Claims of the Thirtysixth Congress, in their report recommending the confirmation of fourteen of these claims, emphasized the incompetency of these surveyorsgeneral for the adjudication of such cases, and also frankly confessed
the unfitness of Congress for the work; yet Congress, as I have shown,
has approved forty-seven out of forty-nine cases already examined, with
the startling results I have stated. That the claimants in these cases
have prowled around the committees of Congress and utilized all the
tactics of the lobby in furtherance of their purposes is at least probable.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
But I will not further multiply these examples. It is sufficient to
say that of the whole number of cases submitted by surveyors-general
for final adjudication, and passed upon by them in the reckless manner I
have specified, Congress has rejected but two, and has thus criminally
surrendered to monopolists not less than 5,000,000 acres which should
have been reserved for the landless poor. I only add that the grant
owners of New Mexico have not ;yet retired from their fruitful field of
of operations in Congress. They have tl!eir allies in both l10uses.

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

. Equally noteworthy is the power of these claimants over the general
fortunes of this Territory. They have brooded. over it like a pestilence.
For a quarter of a century prior to the inauguration of Presi<lent Cleveland their ascendency over Fe<leral and Territorial officials was practically unhiuderecl. They have confounded political dh;tinctions and
· subordinated everyth~ng to their impelling greed for land. To rob a
man of his home is a Jrime second only to murder; and to rob the nation of its public doillain and thus to abridge the opportunity of land-
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less men to acquire homes is not only a crime against society but a cruel
mockery of the poor. But no such ideas as these seem to have disturbed
the dreams of these men. Their triumph over their own conscience bas
been phenomenal. They are concerned only about the security of their
possessions, and much of their time is devoted to· howling about the
unsettling of land titles iu New Mexico by the action of the administration and its representatives. This howl not only finds abundant expression in the Territory, but is voiced by the agents and stipenliaries
of these claimants, who itinerate the States and pour out the lamentations of their employers over the ruin of New Mexico by Federal officials. It never seems to occur to these claimants that the settlement
of honest titles must necessarily begin with the unsettling of dishonest ones, and that the only way to make sure the title to stolen
property is to -restore it to its owner. The paramount need o_f N_ew
Mexico is a policy that will compel its public rogues to make restitution
of their swag. The impudence of this clamor has al most a touch of
genius in it, but I think it has had its day, and served its p~rpose. It
is the old cry of'· stop thief," and is quite as ridiculous as 1f a d~n _of
counterfeiters, suddenly taken into the clutches of the law, s~ould ms1~t
that their consignment to the penitentiary and the confiscation of their
* • *
*
*
tools would'' unsettle" the currency.
The surveyor-general renews with emphasis 'bis objections to the ·
proposition to refer·pending claims to the courts or to a commission, and·
urges that they should all be referred by act of Oongress to this department. He says:
They are all on the files of the General Land Office, including duly
certified copies of the papers in each case, the evidence, both documentary and oral, the rnports of the surveyors-general, and the supplementary reports recently submitted, all printed in th~ir . orderly
connection . The labor of preparing this work and putting 1t m shape
could thus be utilized and the settlement of the cases speeded. T~e
questions of law and fact, involved are by no means remarkably rntricate, and they am such as the officials of the Interior Departme~t
are acc 1.stomed to examine and competent to decide. Of course, mrntakes _might be made in deci<ling these cases. Even our higher courts
somet::.mes go astray, while I have already shown what a tra.vesty of
both justice and law was tlie action of the California commission, and
that Oongress, by slipshod legislation in dealing with these grants, b~s
surrendered to monopolists and thieves millions of acres of tllc public
domain. No such results need be apprehended from the Department
of ~he _Interior. In any event ther~ would be a settlement of ti~les,
which 1s the paramount desire of all good men. The authority of Con gress to do what is proposed js as unquestionable as its authority to
create a commis ion to refer the cases to the courts or to pass upon
them itself as submitted in the reports of its own comm'ittees. SbouHl it
b~ <l?ne the_ w~ole of these long-pending contests can be disposed of
w1thm the hm1t of three or four years and New Mexico will be reg·e uerate<l through the restoration of lier ~tolen domain and the settlement
of title. , The ·tream of , ettler now crossing the Territory iu search
of home_ on the Pacific will be arre t('d by the new order of things arnl
ponr d rnto her Ya11 y. ancl plain,.
mall land bolder?, thrifty tilla~e,
a:1 compa ·t , _ttl neut, w-ill .-up r: <1 gr at monopolies, lo,·euly agr1 ·ultu1_ ,. and rndu.- tii.11 :tag11atiou. The inflnx of an intelli g<•nt an<l
nt rpr1 mg !Jopulati 11 will in.-ur, lie deYclopmcnt of the vast mineral
alth of tll T rritory, a well a the ·ettlemeut of her lauds, while
1

J
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the men who have so long reveled in their triumphant plunder and are
already troubled with "a fearful lookiug to of judgment to come," will
be oMiged to take baek seats in the temple of civilization which will be
reared upon the ruins of the past. All this will come to pass if Congress will but open tLe way.
The surveyor-general strenuously urges that Congress should pass a
statute of limitation, fixing. a time within which new claims shall be
filed or thereat ter be barred. Such recommendation has for several years
been made by this office, and I renew it as the first step requisite to a
settlement of such claims. I also urge,
a matter of_the highest public importance, that Congress take up the cases re-examined and reported by the surveyor-general and dispose of the same in the light of
the investigations that have been made, or remit all pending and accruing cases to this office and depart!llent for final action. -

as

THE SW.AMP-LAND GRANT.

The claims presented under the acts of Congress relating to swamp
and overflowed lands have reached the enormous amount of 77,407,273.06
acres, .and patents have issued for 5G,743,W5.90 acres, an area equal to
the States of New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, New York, and New JersBy, although the provisions of
the grant have only been extended to fifteen of the public land States
and do not apply to land in the Territories,
From the commencement of proceedings under the swamp~land grant
selections have been made to include large amounts of land not Rwamp:
and by the acts of March 2, 1855, and March 3, 1857, Congress sought to
close the matter of confirming the selections that ha,d been made up to
that date. Notwithstanding this claims for large amounts of land which
by no means fell within the terms of the original grant have continually been presented.
The acts of March 2, 1855, and March 3, 1857, also provided for indemnity for swamp and overflowed lands disposed of by the United
States between the date of the grant and the date of said acts, and,
through the practice of presenting broadcast claims under these acts,
$1,500,000 in money has already been drawn from the Treasury, and
upwards of 570,000 acres of land patented as indemnity.
':I.1he object of the original grant as expressed in the statute was to
enable the States to construct the necessary lew:,es and drains to reclaim the swamp and overflowed lands within their limits, and it was
required that the proceeds of the lands should be applied to the reclamation of the same. Many of the States transferred their claims to
the counties, and the proceeds have been used for the construction of
roads, bridges, public buildings, and almost every purpose other
than that intended by Congress. Other States have disposed of the lands in large quantities for a small consideration, or granted them to ·
railroad and other· corporations. But a small proportion of the pro-
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ceeds has been applied to the reclamation of the land, and the purposet
of the grant have generally been ignored and defeated.
All this has made the grant a prolific source of fraud and corruption,
Personal interest has prompted the grantees of the States to exert all
possible means to swell their claims, and their plans have been made
largely successful by the aid of a loose administration of the laws.
Agents undertake the prosecution of the claims upon commissions,
amounting in some cases to 50 per cent. of the proceeds, and·, invested
with authority to represent the State, make selections of land or fl.le
claims for indemnity, which they insist is due the State, and manage to
enlist the representatives of the State in · support of their demands,
They have ~bus succeeded in carrying their selections through and obtained patents, or money indemnity, for many tracts of land which are
as valuable for agricultural purposes, or for timber or minerals, as any
in the United ·States, upon the alleged ground that the same are rendered unfit for cultivation by reason of their swampy character or liability to o~erflow ..
During the past year swamp-land claims have been made the subject
of thorough invest1gation before passing upon them. Experience has
demonstrated the fact that reports of former agents of this office are
quite generally unreliable, and in nearly every case a re-examination is
necessary to ascertain the true character of the land.
Out of forty-five tracts in Oregon reported to be swamp land by an
agent of this office in 1883 thirty-eight were found upon re-examination
by the present agent to be dry land, most of which can be greatly improved by irrigation.
·
A recent report shows that about 34,000 acre8 of land in the same
State, approved upon the reports of a former agent were fraudulently
reported as swamp, and were undoubtedly not within the terms of the
grant, being mainly hills, mountains, or sage brush plains, selected for
the real purpose of securing the approaches to the waters of lakes,
rivers, and creeks. The most unblushing frauds have been practiced
in the selection of alle~eJ swamp lands by parties elaiming as purchasers of swamp lands from the State. By means of false affidavits,
fraudulent surveys, and bribery of agents, these parties have managed
to obtain control of most of the lands bordering on lakes and water
course , shutting out intending settlers from access to water, and illegally monopolizing for pasturage thousands of acres of public lands
without payment of a dollar to the Government; and settlers who, notwithstanding the difficulty of obtaiuing water, have gone upon these
land when even not selected as swamp, are threatened and often driven
off by violence, while their crops are levied upon under color of a
prete <led title from the State. I am glad to be able to report that six:
iudictm nt · for forgery, and three for conspiracy to defraud the goverum ·nt, have b en fouu(l again t per ·on, connected with these frauds,
aud only r gr t th t the tatute of limitation prevents the punishme·ut
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of the parties who have realized the most of the profits of their crimes.
In Minnesota the field-notes of the public surveys ha.,e been adopted
as the basis of adjustment of the claims of the State to swamp lands.
Affidavits filed in this office and information received from other sources
show that many returns of surveys, especially in the northeastern part
of the State, have been falsely and corruptly made, in the interest of
railroad and other corporations having grants of swamp lands from the
State, or of persons claiming to have purchased such lands from the
State, and that many tracts valuable for agricultural purposes or for
timber or ore, and not in any sense swamp or overflowed land, have
been fraudulently returned as being of that character. A rigid investi·
gation of these claims by competent agents· has now been instituted.
Two claims for indemnity for alleged swamp lands sold by the United
States in Boone and Story Counties, Iowa, may be cited as an illustration of a large proportion of swamp land indemnityclaims. The agent
of Stor~7 County presented a claim to indemnity for 469 tracts or about
18,760 acres of land in said county, disposed of by the United States,
which it was alleged were really swamp and ove~flowed lands, and affidavits in support of this allegation were furnished. A former special
agent of this office reported that upon examination in the field he found
. 442 of these tracts, containing about 17,680 acres, swamp or overflowed
land within the meaning of the grant, and testimony showing that the
land is of that class was furnished by the county agent. An adjustment on this report and testimony would have given $22,100 as indemnity for this land. In Boone County indemnity was claimed for
about 8,920 acres, and the report of the former special agent and the
testimony presented by the agent of the county showed that tracts
embracing s·ome 7,520 acres were swamp arid over!l-owed land, and upon
this showing alone the grantee of the State would have been entitled
$9,400.
A re-examination of these lands was determined upon, and an agent
was instructed to secure testimony in cases where he was satisfied that
the lands were not swamp. He found that none of the lands came
within the meaning of the grant, and secured ample testimony from
residents in the vicinity, thus saving to the Government some $31,500
in these .two counties alone. The expense of re-examining and procuring reliable testimony, though considerable, was trifling compared with
the amount saved, but it is humiliating that necessity exists for the expenditure of money by the government to obtain evidence to protect
the Treasury from sucli schemes. The obstacles thrown in the way of
a full and fair investigation of these claims by interested parties and
their attorneys have materially increased the exprnse of the work.
.Much has been accomplished with the moderate sum heretofore. available, and during ti1e past tw.o years more than $500,000 in land and
money indemnity have been saved to· the government. This, however,
is a mere indication of what remains to be done, and an increased appropriation is necessary to properly carry on the work.

to
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Under former practice a set~ler or applicant to enter land that had
been selected as swamp was require1l to contest the State's claim and to
Bhow that the land was not of the character granted before he could be
allowed to file a claim for the land under the· settlement laws, the burden of proof being upon him; and where the field-notes of survey form
the basis of the adjustment of the State's claim he could not contest
upon the ground that the lands were not swamp or overflowed in fact,
but must attack the survey and return of the same as fraudulent. The
contestant was in every case put to the expense of a healing.
On Dec.ember 13, 1886, new rules were adopted, with the approval
of the department, providing that upon application of a settler or person seeking to enter land selected un<l.er the swamp grant prior to approval and certification of the same, accompanie<l. by a statement under
oath corroborated by two witn~sse~ that the land is .not in its natural
state swamp or overflowed -:-.t1d rendered thereby unfit for cultivation,
the register and receive;.e shall allow such filing or entry '' subject to
the swamp claim." . Upon the admission of any such filing or entry the
register must at once notify the governor of the State thereof and allow him sixty days withfo which to object to the perfection of the entry,
and to apply for a hearing in behalf of the State-to prove the swampy
character of the land. When a hearing is ordered between the State
and claimant under the public land laws the burden of proof is upon
the State to establish the character of the land (except in States wllere
the selections are based upon the field-notes of survey, when the burden
of proof is upon the adverse claimant). If no protest application for
a bearing is presented on the part of the State within the time specified the State is deemed concluded from thereafter asserting a claim to
the land under the swamp-land grant.
This change of practice has been found of great benefit to persons
seeking to acquire lands withheld from settlement and entry by selection as swamp land, when in fact they are not of that character, all(l has
materially reduced the work of this office in adjusting this class of cases.
In my last annual report I referred at length to the fraudulent practices perpetrated under the swamp-land grant, and made the followi ng
legi lative recommendations, which I renew:
In tead of enlarging the sphere of these impositions upon the government by supplementary legislation extending the provisious of the
swamp-lan<l. grant, it is my opinion that the claims of justice and the
requirement of public interest woulcl be promoted by an act pro vi di 11 g
that no more swamp-lanu. selection~ shall be approvetl to any State
which has been or hall hereafter be found to have made selections of
1~ nd not. wamp or overflowed, and rendere<.l thereby unfit for cul ti vati n until the illegal or fraudulent selections have been relinquished or
t oft' again t pending claims; that no more swamp-indernuity claims
l~all be a<lju te or pai<l. until refundrnent has been made by the States
of all m u ys heretofore received by them or their agents for laml' uot
~th,~ ~haractei: arnl tu c time certain be fi.xe<l for the presentation
l ad<l1t10nal clai
under the .'Wamp-laud act , after the expiration of
hich llCh ·lai · h 11 be barred.

or
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RAILROADS.
REVOCATION OF INDEMNITY WITHDR.A.WA.LS.

Upon assuming the duties of this office I gave early attention to the
:ruatter of executive withdrawals of la,nd for railroad purposes within
secondary or indemnity limits. Complaints were made from all parts
of the country that great areas of land had been unjustly kept from
settlement by such withdrawals, and that intending settlers were compell~d to pay railroad corporations for the privilege of occupying such
public lands. It was found, also, that those withdrawals were largely
in excess of any legitimate claims of the companies, if withdrawals were
authorized, and that many of the corporations had filed lists of selections largely in excess of any possible right, and were using such selections as a cover for selling the lands for their own benefit. The illegality of indemnity withdrawals was, moreover, apparent to my mind.
In my annual report for 1885 reference was made to this subject as
follows:
Railroad granting acts make no provision for withdrawal of lands
within o·rdinary indemnity limits. Such withdrawals or reservations
of land for fnture indemnity selection are not only unauthorized by
statute, as I find it, but contrary, as I believe, to the spirit, intendment,
and purpose of the law. ·
This class of withdrawals has made railroad construction dependent
upon the will and convenience of the companies, for, the lands beh1g
reserved .to await their pleasure, they lost nothing through delay. The
object of the grants-early construction of roads and their completion
within reasonable time-has thus been defeated. Roads are unfinished
to-day for which gran·ts were made twenty ~ears ago and longer, and
where the time for completion expired from five to fifteen years since
and forfeitures have been incurred; but lands within their indemnity
limits still remain withdrawn. New withdrawals even have been made
over wide belts of country after the grants had expired by limitation of
law, and in cases where there was doubt whether any right had been
a~quired by, or vested in, the corporations during the lifetime of the
grants.
The uses made of these withdrawals have been to compel settlers to
purchase railroad waivers or relinquishments of lands to which the companies had not and might never have any color of legal right; to appropriate the products of coal and other valuable lands; to dominate
townsites and monopolize water privileges; and to devastate forests of
the_ir timber. Vast tracts of the choicest woodlands of the public domam have thus been exploited for the speculative purposes of railroad
companies and their interior combinations.
THE GUILFORD MILLER CASE.

Under date of February 10, 1885, a letter was addressed to this offic6
by the register at Walla Walla, Washington Territory, stating that on
December 29, 1884, Guilford Miller had been allowed to make homestead entry for a certain tract of unselected land within the indemnity
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limits of the N ortbern Pacific Railroad, and suggesting that the entry
be" canceled as having been erroneously allowed." Action being called
for in the case, I was bound either to hold the entry in1:alid and order
it canceled (following previous rulings and decisions of this office and
department), and thus assent to a principle which did not meet my
judgment and approval, or I must sustain the entry as beiug valid.so far
as the railroad question was concerned. The latter course appeared to
me to be the direction of obvious duty. _Accordingly, on July 13, 1885,1
rendered a decision, ju which, after considering the legal questions involved at some length and citing various judicial decisions, the conclusion was as follows:
Following these decisions, by the authority of which I am _governed, I must hold that a withdrawal of land by the Commissioner of
tbe General Land Office, when, as in the present instance, withdrawals
la_w,
from settlement, entry, or other appropriation are not re9-u~red
is effective only as information in defining the limits w1thm which 11;1demnity selections may be made in a proper time and manner, but 18
not operative as a prohibition of settlements and entries within such
limits under the public land laws prior to the time when a lawful selection by the railroad company bas actually been made. Tb.e records
of this office show that the tract now in question was selected by the
railroad company December 17, 1883. Mr. Miller made entry December 29, 1884, alleging settlement June 15, 1878. As the alle~ed settl~ment antedates the company's selection, Mr. Miller's entry will reruam
intact awaiting final proof, and if settlement is established as alleged,
he will be permitted to perfect his entry.
This decision was appealed by the company to the Secretary of the
Interior, .who subsequently heard argument at great length. Finally,
after much consideration, the whole matter was ~ubmitted to the President of the United States, who, on April 28, 1887, announced his views
as follows:

b,

EXECUTIVE MANSION,

Washington, D. O.~ April 28, 1887.
To the SECRET.A.RY OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C.:
DEAR SIR: I have examined with -much care and interest the qnestions involved in the conflicting claim of Guilford Miller and the ~ortb·
ern Pacific Railroad Company to certain lands in Washington Territory.
The legal aspects of the case bave been examined and passed upon by
seve~al offi.c~rs of the government, who do not agree in their conclusio!ls.
Miller claims to be a settler upon the land in question, whose possesswn
dates from 1878. He alleges that he has made substantial improvement upon thi land and cultivated the same; and it appears tlJat he
filed hi claim to the same under the homestead law on the 29th day of
Decem her 18 4.
Th railroad company contends that this land is within the territory
or ar a fr~m ,'hich it wa. entitled to select such a quantity of public
land~ l!ll'l'ht be u ·c , ary to supply any deficiency that shall be fonnd
to · ·~ m th ·p_ cifi:<l an<1 meutioued in a grant by tbe go,erument
t . , Hl · J pan.,· m aHl of the con:truction of its road, snch deficiency
b mg ·out m ,lated a.· likely to arise from the pa~amount right of pri-
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vate parties and settlers within the territory embracing said granted
1£Lnds; and that the land in dispute was thus selected by the company
o_n the 19th day of December, 1883.
A large tract, including this land, was withdrawn by an order of the
Interior Department from sale and from pre-emption and homestead
entry in 1872 in anticipation of the construction of said railroad and a
deficiency in its granted lands. In 1880, upon the filing of a map of
definite location, the land in controversy--:-and much more, which had
"been so withdrawn-was found to lie outside of the limits which included the granted land; but its withdrawal and reservation from settlement and entry under our land laws was continued upon the theory
that it was within the limits of indemnity lands which might be selected
by the company as provided in the law making the grant.
The legal points in the controversy turned upon the validity and effect of the withdrawal and reservation -of this land and the continuance
thereof. The Attorney-General is of the opinion that such withdrawal
and reservation were at all t,imes effectual, and that they operated to
prevent Miller from acquiring any interest in or right to the land
claimed by him.
With this interpretation of the law and tbe former orders and action
of the Interior Department, it will be seen that -t heir effect has been
the withdrawal and reservation since 1872 of thousands, if not millions, of acres of these lands from the operation of the land laws of
the United States, thus placing them beyond the reach of our citizens desiring under such laws to settle and make homes upon the same,
and that this has been done for the benefit of a railroad company having no fixed, certain, or definite interests in such lands. In this manner
the beneficent policy and intention of the government in relation to the
public domain have for all these years to that extent been thwarted.
There seems to be no evidence presented showing how much, if any, of
this vast tract is necessary for the fulfillment of the grant to the railroad company ; nor does there appear to be any limitation of the t,ime
within which this fact should be m1de kno~n and the corporation
obliged to make its selection. After a lapse of fifteen years this large
body of the public domain _is still held_in reserve, to the exclusion of
settlers, for the convenience of a corporation beneficiary of the government,, and awaiting its selection, though it is entirely certain that much
of this reserved land can never be honestly claimed by said corporation.
Such a condition of the public lands should no longer contin ue. So
far as it is the result of executive rules and methods these should be
abandoned; and so far as it is a consequent of improvident laws, these
should be repealed or amended. Our public domain is our national
wealth, the earnest of growth and the heritage of our people. In the
case under consideration I assnme that there is an abundance of land
within the area that has been reserve<:l for indemnity, in which no citizen or settler has a legal or equitable interest, for all purposes of such
indemnification to this railroad company if its grant has not already
been satisfied. I understand, too, that selections made by such corporation are not complete and effectual until the same have been approved
by the Secretary of the Interior, or unless they are made, in the words
of the statute, under his direction.
·
You have thus far taken no action in this matter, and it seems to me
that you are in a condition to deal with the subject in such a manner
as to protect this settler from hardship and loss.
I transmit herewith the papers and documents relating to the case.
.
.
which were submitted to me at my request,
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1 sngi;est that you exercise the power and authority you have in the
prem~ses upon equii able considerations, with every presumption and
intendmeut in favor of the settler, and in case you find this corporation
is entitled to select any more of these lands than it Las already acquire<l, that you direct it to select, in lieu of the land upon which Mr.
Miller has settled, other land within the limits of this indemnity reservation, upon which neither he nor any other citizen has in good faith
settled or made improvements.
I call your attention to sections 2450 and 2451 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States, as pointing out a mode of procedure which may
perhaps be resorted to, if necessary, for the purpose of reaching a just
and equitable disposition of the case.
The suggestion herein contained can, I believe, be adopted without
disregarding or calling in question the opinion of the Attorney-General
upon the purely legal propositions which were submitted to him.
Yours, very truly,
GROVER CLEVELAND.

On May 23, 1887, carrying out the views of the President, you entered a rule upon the several railroad and wagon-road companies for
whose benefit withdrawals of indemnity lands were then existing to
show cause why the orders of withdrawal should not . be revoked and
the lands covered thereby restored to the public domain.
On August 13, 15, and 17, 1887, after hearing argument by attorneys
of various interested companies, you revoked the indemnity withdrawals of twenty-two railroads and two wagon roads, and directed
that the lands embraced therein be restored to the public domain and
opened to settlement under the general land laws.
The necessary instructions for the restoration of the lands affected
by these orders have been issued by this office to the registers and receivers of the proper laRd districts.
As the result of the foregoing upwards of twenty-one million acres
of public land have thus far been released from reservation for the benefit of railroad a.nd wagon-road corporations and opened to public entry
under the settlement laws of the United States.
A tabular statement, showing the names of the roads affected by
said orders, the location of the lands, and the number of acres restored 1
will be found in ihe miscellaneous pages accomp1mying this report.
RESTORATION OF LANDS PATENTED TO THE ST.A.'.rE OF IOW.A. FOR
THE BENEFIT OF THE SIOUX CITY .A.ND SAINT P.A.UL RAILROAD
COMP.A.NY.

The grant to the State of Iowa to aid in the construction of a railroad from Sioux City to the Minnesota State line, a distance of about
3 mil ', We tran forred by the State to the Sioux City and Saint Paul
, ilroad omp nv, which locat d a line in accordance with the terms
f the grant u did 1,ot con tru~t it roa<l on the line of dPfi.nite locati n t whic t
rant atta ·heu. Arnl it did not build the road to its
pro rt rmi u · at ionx ity bnt only to Le J\lar , a distance of 56¼
1
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miles from the Minnesota line. No notice appears to have been taken
of the unauthorized divergence of route, nor of the failure to construct
an entire line between the points named in the granting act, and lands
were patented to the State to the extent of 407,910.21 aeres along the
whole of the line of original location.
It being discovered that an excess had been patented beyond the
quantity to· which a proper construction of 56¼ miles would warrant,
the governor of the State withheld from the company State patents for
the last 85,457.40 acres patented to the State by the United States, and
the legislature, by act of March 16, 1882, declared the same forfeited to
the State. By act approved March 27, 1884, the State relinquished and
reconveyed to the United States the lands so resumed, and authorized
the governor to certify the same to the Secretary of the Interior, except
such as were situated in Dickinson and O'Brien Counties. January 12,
1887, the governor certified to the Secretary of the Interior sucli of the
retained lands as were situated in the counties of Sioux, Plymouth, and
Woodbury, amounting to 26,017.33 acres.
By my letter of February 17, 1887, I recommended to the department
that, as the title to said 26,000 acres had been re vested in the United
States, instructions be given this office for their immediate restoration
to entry under the settlement laws. July 26, 1887, you directed the
immediate restoration of the lands reconveyed by the governor. On
August 4, 1887, the register and receiver at Des Moines, Iowa, were
ordered to restore to entry under the settlement laws the 26,017.33
acres reconveyed by the governor, which restoration took effect September 12, 1887.
0 f the remainder of the 85,457.40 acres withheld by the State, 27,747.89
acres were awarded to the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railway
Oompany, leaving 21,692.18 acres still unconveyed by the State, which
I called upon the governor to reconvey to the United States by letter
of August 11, 1887. An adjustment upon the basis of constructed road
has since been completed, and it is found that the total outstanding
excess which has qeen patented under this grant is 101,641.34 acres.
RESTORATION OF CERTAIN LANDS WITHDR.A. WN FOR THE NORTHERN
P .A.CIFIC RAILROAD COMP.A.NY IN W .A.SHINGTON TERRITORY.

By letter dated September 13, 1886, I recommended that certain lands
in the Wa.lla Walla land district, Washington Territory, withdrawn
for the benefit of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, be restored
to settlement and entry. Said lands were withdrawn in 1870 on map
of general route. The line was afterwards changed by the company,
and these lands fell beyond the limits of the new line, but had never
been restored to the public domain. My recommendation having been
concurred in by the department, the local officers at.Walla Walla were,
by letter dated October 28, 1886, directed to restore said lands, amounting to 32,400 acres, to settlement and entry. Said restoration took
effect December 15, 1886.
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ADJUS'l.'MENT OF RAILROAD LAND GRANTS.

The adjustments of nine railroad land grants have been completed by
this office up to the date of this report. Three of said adjustments
have been reported to the department, and the remaining six are awaiting traDilmittal.
In one of these grants, the Saint Joseph and Denver City, all the
. lands claimed have been patented ·to _the company, except 1,321.93 acres
in granted limits, and 22,276.22 acres have been patented which are
outside of the railroad limits. There remain·s a de:ficiepcy of 143,959.91
acres which would be due under the grant if there were lands. within
proper iimits to supply it. In the other eight grants the companies
have received an aggregate of 1,253,485 acres in excess of the grants,
and the same ·companies have selected an aggregate of 1,644,384.45
a9res in addition, making a total of excess selections by said companies,
as adjudged by· me, of 2,898,869.85 acres, distributed as follows :
Name -of road.

Excess
patented or
certified.

Additional
select.ions
pending.

Total.

-!- - - - -

Acres.
Acres.
Acres.
1
Sioux City anc1 Saint Paul.·- - - . .. ..•. •.•••• ...... .. . . . . . . . .
101,641.34 ...... · - · · · · ·
CCedar Rapids a~cl M is~ouri Riv er .... ••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
18, 261. 2a
;,
_ .
245 063 27
24
1 Mmneapo1is ancl 0 m2ba .............• : ....... ... . ...
'hicago, Saint .au,
· ,
.
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha (Bayfield
, 1.
62 43
161
branch) ...... . . ...... ... ..... ........ - . . . . . . • •• . . . . . . . . . .
37,102. 29
124, 519. 14
542,469.93
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . .
46,204.60
496,265.33
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba (Saint Vincent ex,
.
944:t, 8221. 72
tension)............ . . . .. . .. . . . . ... .. ..•••• ....... .. . . . . .
174,822.72
770,000.00
58 02 _69
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe ........................... .
582, 021. 69 .. · - · · · · · .. ·..
1
2991 350 5
Missouri, Kansas and Texas...... . . • . .•• • • • . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . .
293,431.53
5,918.62
- 1- - - - - ~
Total. ....••.........•.......••..•......•..•..... : . . . . 1, 253, 485. 40 1, 644, 384. 45 *2, 808, 869. 95
1

i6: ~t~: :~

~i~· g~

~----

The following is·a synopsis of the adjustments in detail:
SIOUX CITY AND SAINT PAUL RAILROAD, IOWA,

Acres.

Total area of lands within geographical limits of grant ......••••. - - - • · 314,346.54
Previously granted or reserved ...................•..... _......•.... - - - 75,822.52
Net area of grant .............................. -~-- ..... ---·---:?atented to State for the company:
Acres.
In ten-mile limits ........• _........•.•...•••.. _...•••• 208, 998. 69
In twenty-mile limits .•..... _.•...••..... __ ........ __ . 169,656.60
Outside oflimits .......•. __ ..... _.. ___ .•.•.• _. _... __ •.
2, 623. 52
South of terminal limits .••••.••.•... ______ .. _. _. _.••• _ 26,591.40

-238,524.02
--

407,870.21

Gross excess patented .. _••.... _... ____ . ____ ._ ••......•..........
Reconveyed by the State ..... _.... __ ...... _...•..•.•. __ .. _ 26,017. 33
Recovered by the McGregor and Sioux City Railroad Company ..••.... ----....................................... 41,687.52

Hi9,346. 19

Net excess .....•.....•.•.••........•.. ____ .•........ ____ .... ____

101,641.34

67,704.85

Of which 21,602.18 acres have been withheld from the company by the

go ernor of the
Unit d Stat .

tate, but not yet reconveyed by the State to the

announced in recent d cisions of the department will materially
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CEDAR RAPIDS AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD, IOWA.

Acres.

Acres.

Total area of lands within geographical limits of grant...... . . . . . . . . . 1, 026, 634. 70
Previously granted or reserved.............................. . ........
13,195. 86
Net area of grant . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1, 013, 438. 84
Approved to company :
In six-mile limit ...••.....••••.•••••.••••.••.•.•••••. 251,958.11
In fifteen-mile limit ...•....•....•••..••..••••••••••. 828, 324. 21
In twenty·mile limit ..••...•.••••....•.. ~............ 48,277.11
Outside of limits......... • . • • • • • ••• . . . • • . . • . • • . . . . • • . 12, 897. 49
- - - - 1,141,456.92
dross cxeess approved and certified ....••••...•.....••..•....•..
Awarded by United States Supreme Court to the Des Moines Improvement Company ••••...••.....•••••••...••.•.• -•••....• - - • - •. • • • · · • - •

128,018.08
109,756.85

Net excess .••••.•...••.•...........•••.••••..••••..•.......••..
AMitional selections pending and applied for .•.•...•....•••..........

18,261.23
2,618. 09

Total excess selections .•••••••••••••••••..••••..••••••.........

20,879.32

CHICAGO, SAINT PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS AND OMAHA RAILROAD, WISCONSIN.

Acres.

Total area oflands within geographical limits of ,grant ......•..•....• : .
Previously granted or reserved .•••••...••.....••••.•••••....•••....••.

Acres.

857,957.53
203,739.67

Net area of grant ..•••...• . ....••.•...••....••....•.....•...•.••. 654,217. ~6
Approved to companyIn 10-mile limit ..•••........••..••••.. : • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • 498, 605. 08 -.
Vacant in granted limit and subject to company's claim....
42,124.73
540,729.81
Deduct amount of indemnity heretofore approved......................

113,488.05
30,682.79

Deficit .........••••••..••.•••••••••..•••. : .......................
Selections pending .....•.••.•.•••.••••.•..••••••.••.•.•••••••••• ~ . • • • • .

*82, 805. 26
327, 868. 53

Excess selections . • . • • .. . . • • • . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • .

245, 063. 27

CHICAGO, SAINT PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS AND OMAHA RAILROAD (BAYFIELD BRANCH),
WISCONSIN,

Acres.

Total area of lands within geographical limits of grant ...•....•... __ . __
Previously granted or reserved .•_. •••.•••••..••.•••••••••...•• __ ..•••••

Acres.

518,958.51
185,097.45

Net area of grant .•••...•••••••.•...•••••.•••••••••...•• __ ..... _. 333, 861. 06.
·
Approved to companyIn IO.mile limit........................................ 314,790.39
In 20-mile limit ..•••......•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• · 2,246.65
Outside of limits......................................
6,563.84
Vacant in granted limit and subje1t to company's claim....
47,372.47
370,963.35
Excess ....•...•••....••••••.•••••••• ~ .••••.••••.•••..•••••.•••••
Additional selections pending and applied for ..••.•...••••..•••••......

37,102.29
124,519.14

Total excess selections ...•..••....•...•••..•.•.....•..••........

161 621.43

• Patented to company since adjustment.
INT 87-VOL 1--9
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SAINT PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS AND MANITOBA. RAILROAD, MINNESOTA (SAH{T _PAUL AND
PACIFIC RAILROAD, MAIN LINE).

Acres.

Acres.

Total a\ea oflands within geographical limits of grant •• w. • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,310,508. 74
Preyiously granted or reserved . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • . • • . • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . 102, 242. 70
Net area of grant...... . . . • . • • • • • . . . . .. . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1, 208, -266. 04
A.pproved to company
In 6-mile limit .••••....•••..•••....••...•••••..••••.. 583,555.62
Ir.t 10-mile limit .......•.• _••.•..•• _.•..•••..•• _•..••• 356,025.92
In 15-mile limit .••....•.•...........•...•••••••••..•• 169,114.62
In 20-mile limit ...•........•....•••••.......•...••••. 127,982.36
12,422.61
Under act June 22, 1874 .••••...........••...•...•••••
906.43
Outside of limits •..•••.•...••....••••..••••••.•••.•••
Vacant and subject to company's claim . . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •
4, 463. 08
- - - - - 1,254,470.64

•

Excess approved to company ...•.•••••.••.•...•••.•..... - -. -. -Additional selections pending and applied for .••••...••••.•••.... - -- --

46,204.6(
496,265.33

Total excess selections ••••..••..••••.••....••••.•..•.•••• - - - - --

:542, 469. 93

SA.INT PA.UL, MINNEAPOLIS AND MANITOBA. RAILROAD (SAINT VINCENT "EXTENSION),
MINNESOTA.

Acres.

Acres.

T9tal area of lands within geographical limits of grant.... • • • • • . • . . . . . 1, 799, 311. 8l
Previously granted or reserved ......... _.. _... _.. . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 543, 381. 68
I

Net area of grant ........•.•..................••••..... - - - - -- - - 1,255,930.13
Approved and patented to company
In 10-mile limit...................................... 7~8,541.51
In 20-mile limit ......... : ... _...... . . . . • . . . . • . . • • . • . . 501, 254. 07
Outside of limits.....................................
8,171.12
Vacant and subject to _company's claim .•.•••..., . • • • • . • • . • 172, 786. 15
- - - - - 1,430,752.85
Excess .................•....•.•.......•.•.•••••••••••..... - -- -Selections pending and applied for ............•••••••••••• ~ .....•.... Total excess selections ..••••.......•.•.....•...••.•...... - .... ATCHISON, TOPEKA. AND SANTA

~E

174,822.72
770,000.00

----944,822.72
=

RAILROAD, KANSAS,

Acres.

Acres.

Total area of lands within geographical limits of grant. . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . 2, 921, 977 · 58
Previously granted or reserved .... _.. _. _.... _........ _. _...•.. _......
569,540. 09
Net area of grant ............ ____ .....•......•......•..•....•.. 2,352,437.49
Approved to companyIn 10-mile limit ........•......•........... , ......... 2,010,690.70
In 20-mile limit .•.............••.. _... _..... _. _.....
903,074.50
Outside of limits...... ..............................
20,693.98
- - - - - 2,934,459.18
Ex,::

......... -- ....... --.. -. -.. -. -........ ---... -......... ---.

582, 0-21. 69

====-
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SAINT JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAILROAD, KANSAS AND NEBRASKA.

Acres.

Acres.

•rotal area of lands within geographical limits of grant ..••••...•••.... 1,350,381. 03
Previously g.ranted or reserved ...••...••.....•.•..•••...•. , • . • . . . . . . .
743,513. 93
Net area of grant ·..••••••.•••••..••...•••.•••••.•••••..•... - - - •
Approved and patented to companyIn 10-mile limit . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . . • . • . . . • • • • • • • • . . • • • • .
199, 769. 66
In 20-mile limit.:................................... 240,539.38
Outside of limits...... . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . • . . • • • . . . . • • •
22, 276. 22
Vacant in granted limit and subject to company's
1,321.93
claim ...•....••.......•.••••....•.....•••.•••••.••

606, 867. 10

463,907.19
Deficit ••••••••.•••••.•••••...•••.••••••••• ·- ~--- .••• •••. .•••..

142,959.91
==--=--=--=--------

MISSOURI, KANSAS AND TEXAS RAILROAD, KANSAS,

Acres.

Acres.

Total area oflands within geographical limits of grant ..••••.•••••..•• 1,121,784.18
Previously granted or reserved.......................................
797,474.30
Nat area of grant .•• _.. . . • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • . • • •• • . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . •
Approved to companyIn 10-mile limit..................................... . 311,145.76
In 20-mile limit ........•...... _•... _..... _.. . • • • • • . .
651,418: 19
Outside of limits...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . .
21, 421. 99
Vacant a,nd subject to company's claim . . . ••• . . • ••• .•• •••
1,020.00

324, 309. 88 ·

985,005.94
'Gross excess approved to company...... . . • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . •
Patents set aside by United States- Supreme Court for reason that lands were held by United States in trust for
Osage Indians and not granted to railroad company....
270, 970. 78
Recovere_d by Kansas Pacific Railroa_d Comp.any.........
96,293.75

660, 696. 06

367,264.53
Net excess patented.or certified to company ••••.•.•••.. __ .....•
Additional selections pending and applied for ...• _••.. __ •.... _•.••.•..

293,431.53
5,918.62

Total excess ·selections .......•.•.•••••..•••.. -~ ••.•••...•·..• _.•

299,350.15

In the foregoing statement the amounts of land due or in excess of
the grants are the amounts as fourn~ by the adjustments of this office,
in case the roads were built in the time and manner required, and upon
the fixed lines of definite location.
I have referred to the fact .that. the Sioux City and Saint Paul road
was not constructed as complete line between the terminal points named
in the granting act, and to the further fact that, so far as constructed,
the actual line varies materially from the line of definite location.
In the case of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe road tlrere were
material variations from the line of definite location.

a
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In the case of the Bayfield branch of the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minne.
apolis and Omaha ro.id a map of definite location wm; so constructed as
to exclude a portion of Lake Superior from the limits of the grant, but
the road, . as built on its available line of route, runs for a distance along
the lake. If the road had been definitely located upon this route there
would have been no land within the limits of the grant to the extent
that a portion of the lake fell within granted limits, but by locating the
line in one place and building the road in another the company asserts
a claim to land where none was granted. It may, therefore, be found
upon a final settlement of the grants that the roads here mentioned
have received a larger amount of land in excess of the amounts to which
they are entitled than would appear, without explanation, from the condensed abstracts above given.
FORFEITU.RE O"F RAILROAD LAND GRANTS,

The importance of definitive action by Congress in the matter of en
forcing railroad forfeitures has been repeatedly presented by this office.·
In my annual report for 1885 I gave a list of the delinquent_roads, and
said:
But whatever the class or nature of any of the grants named in the
foregoing_table, or the extent or limitation of rights thereunder, the paramount right of the government to repossess itself of the lands, whethe!
granted or contemplated to be granted, is unquestionable. The conditions have failed, and the grants are subject to resumption by the
grantor.
.
The matter of declaring these forfeitures and restoring the forfeited
lands to the public domain is prominently before the country, and has
awakened and excites keen public interest. The amount of unpatented
la\:ids embraced in all the grants subject to declaration of forfeitu~e is
estimated at 100,000,000 acres, an area equal to that of the combmed
States of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Marylan~,
and Virginia. The restoration to public settlement and entry of this
great body of lands is a subject of the first magnitude and of profound
national importance. The question presented is strictly one of legal
right. The rights of the corporati.ons have been upheld for twenty and
thirty years. The government has not been in lac hes. '£ he lands have
been kept in reservation, material for building the roads has been freely
supplied from the public domain, and extensions of time for construction have been allowed. The default of the companies has been volun·
tary. The rights of the public are now to be considered-the right of
the people to repossess themselves of their own. The case is not one
calling for sympathy to the corporations; it is one calling for justice to
the people of the country. In the management of their grants, as of
their road , railroad companies have shown little sympathy for the public-none for settlers and citizens whose i1,resence and labor were building up traffic, and whose earnings were paying all the traffic would bear
over road co~structed by public bounty. Holding their own claims
through he mdulgence of the government, delinquent corporations
have pur ued ettlers with the strong forces of corporate power- not
only from local tribunals to the executive department but from the executive d ~parbl?e~t to the court~, to wrest from the:n the homes they
had acqmred w1thm the boundaries of railroad grants.
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It is my information that a patent from the Unitf~d States to a settler
under an a.ward by adjudication of this department is not security to
his rights against a railroad company, but that the policy of compelling
settlers to defend their patents in tbe courts has been systematically
adopted by some of the companies having the largest grants and being
in laches to the government in respect to their ·own obligations. Appeals have been made to me by holders of such patents asking for aid
I had no means to give in defense of their titles, which they said they
could not maintain at their own cost aga(nst vexatious, dilatory, and
expensive proceedings forced upon them to compel them to purchase
from the companies the quiet of the titles which they had, after protracted struggle, obtained from the United States. Those who seek
equity should do equity; t,h ose who demand charity should show sometegard for the rights of others and of their donors.
It is my opinion that the right and power vested in Congress of enforcing the torfeifares that have been incurred should be exercised. A
failure or refusal to exercise the legislative jurisdiction may be construed as a continuance or renewal of the grauts. I misunderstand the
sentiment and mistake the temper of the people if a renewal of forfeited
land grants in any form or manner is in consonance with their views of
public policy or their demands for public justice.
However improvident the original grants were, the government was
bound to maintain its obligations so long as the companies kept theirs.
But the failure of one party is the release of the other. An opportunity
is now presented for the legal recovery of a public estate long held in
abeyance. Having been forfeited, it should now be resumed. I respectfully recommend that forfeitures be declared in all cases in which the
roads were not completed in the manner and within the time prescribed
by law, and that the unpatented lands be restored to the public domain.
I renew the recommendation that forfeiture be declared ·in all cases
in which the roads were not completed within the time and in the manner conditioned in the respective grants.
FRAUDULENT ENTRIES.

The investigation of fraudulent entries has been satisfactorily conducted, and in no preceding year has so much effective work been done
by the sma,ll number of special agents employed. Numerous and extensive schemes to acquire title or hold possession of public iands for
speculative purposes and by fraudulent means ha\re been fully developed, and positive proofs of the illegal transactions furnished. Special
agents, as a rule, have performed their difficult duties with commenda.
ble zeal and efficiency, alike in the conduct of original investigations,
in the management of the government's case at hearings b~fore local
officers, and in assistance rendered United States district attorneys in
criminal and other suits. As the result of their investigations, 2,312
entries, covering about 370,000 acres, were held for cancellation; 1,153
entries, covering about 180,000 acres, were canceled for fraud.
These are but a small proportion of illegal entries which have act·
ually been canceled as a result of investigations by special :iigents, very
many such entries being voluntarily relinquished a.s investigations disclose their character or the character of similar entries in the same
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neighborhoods, and parties are satisfied that their claims cmmot be
perfected without a discovery of the illegality or fraud.
The administration of the landlawshas been conducted, as heretofore,
under many adverse circumstances, and ~very conceivable obstacle has
been thrown in the w_ay of the efforts of officers of this departmen't to
expose frauds, convict criminals, and keep lands open for actual settlement.
It has been found that a majority of spe!3ulative and fraudulent entries are made by la.nd agents and attorneys, in the intere.st of parties
seeking to acquire title to large tracts of public lands, or for their own
purpose of speculating in relinquishments. Such attorneys and lanp
agents have been engaged in this business for years, and have taken
advantage of every opportunity to cr~ate erroneous opinions in respect
to the requirements of 't he land lawR, wit4 a view of inducing persons to
make unauthorized and illegal entries whereby tµey could, by their peculiar methods, keep the lands in reservation until the claim could be
sold out to settlers or other persons. They did not hesitate to advise
and p~rsuade citizens of eastern and distant States and foreign immigrants that they could swear to the character of iand they had never
seen, and make homestead and timber-culture entries without going to
the district in which the lands were situated, and that they violated no
law in permitting friends to use their names to make these and other
classes of entries. .A.s soon as honest. effort was made to enforce the
laws these attorneys and agents sought by every means to prejudice
settlers against the special agents of the government -and to create the
impression that they wer~ unscrupulous Rpies, prying into tbe private
affairs of entrymen and seeking to rob them of their lauds. The most
open and mischievous practices were resorted to by these men, whose
relationship to the land department was such as should have led them
to render assistance rather than to obstruct the officers of the government in the proper administration of the laws. They atlvertised in the
local papers long lists of relinquishments of entries for sale, and whenever it was necessary to enable them to retain control of the land.they
would institute .fictitious contests against the entries, the relinquishments of which they had in their possession. They were as unscrupulous in their dealings with their clients as with the government, a,nd the
clients' interests were Racrificed whenever they could make a few dollars
by so doing. It was a common practice for them to dismiss a legitimate
contest of one client without his knowledge or consent and immediately
institute another contest upon the sam·e grounds against the same entry for some other person who would pay a larger fee. In some localities the sentiment of the whole community was corrupted by their erroneou advice and di honest practices, and men were led to commit the
grave t crimes again t the land laws without knowing or appreciating
the r.on equence of their acts.
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With a view of checking these frauds and protect.ing settlers against
the machinations of dishonest men, I directed the special agents in dis,
tricts where it 'was believed such practices more generally prevailed to
devote their especial attention to the inv'est.igation of the conduct of
suspected attorneys and agents, and the result was a full exposure of
· the methods referred to. At that time there were no regulations governing the admission of attomeys to practice before the local offices, and
every person who so desired was permitted to act as an attorney without regard to his character, qualifications, or capacity. The most disreputable and incompetent persons were doing an extensive and profitable business before the local offices in procuring fraudulent entries to
be made, in speculating in relinquishments, instituting collusive contests, and engaging in other schemes by which the government was
wronged and settlers misled and swindled; and registers and receiveris
I were powerless to remedy the evil. It was evident that some measure
must be adopted to cure this defect, and regulations were accordingly
-promulgated relating to the admission of attorneys and agents to practice before local land offices. Under these regulations ·only attorneys
and agents who file proper evidence of their capacity and good moral
character are permitted to practice, and unprofessional methods pursued by dishonest attorneys are made cause for refusing permjssion ·<to
such persons to represent others before the land department and its
offices. Registers and receivers have thus been enabled, wi~h tbe assist- ance of special agents, to exclude from practice many of the most disr~putable persons who had been doing business before their of.fices.
The t>xposure
these men and their debarment from practice, and tlie
public manner in which their unprofessional transactions were condemned, have had a most beneficial effect.
All practicable means have been used to remove false impressions
that have been made among settlers by land spe~ulators and loan agents,
and to disseminate correct views jn regard to what is required of claimants. Actual residents on public lands readily comprehend and appreciate the fact that the action of this office in d~feating the Rchemes of
land ~peculators redound to their benefit in keeping lands open
the
influx of bona fide settlers, who aid in building up the country and assist in·paying taxes. Many entrymen who had been made instrumental
in the perpetration of frauds have made amends as far as possjble by
rendering assistance to the officers of the government in their efforts
to rectify the wrongs; A notable instance of this occurred at a trial·
recently had before the register and receiver at Eureka, Cal., when
over one hundred entrymen came forward voluntarily and testified to
having been persuaded by agents of land syndicates to make illegal
entries. In disclosing such facts they sacrificed their own interest8,
and were subjected to the most bitter persecutions and to persoual in dignities at the bands of defendants and their counsel. Their evidence·
was given after they had been repeatedly warned not to testify in the

of

for
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case and advised by counsel for defendants that the government
could not compel their attendance, and if they appeared as witnesses it
~would be considered that they did so freely and for the purpose of injuring their neighbors. Many of the witnesses were employes of defendants and their associates, and they knew that by aiding the government
they would forfeit their situations and deprive themselves of an opportunity of making a living for their families in that vicinity, while, on
the other hand, if they declined to testify, they would be liberally rewarded. One of these entrymen, while on the witness stand, was assaulted by the attorney for defendants and cruelly beaten, for no other
reason than that he had dared to testify to a conversation between
himself and the ·attorney, wherein the latter had attempted to bribe
him not to appear as a witne:ss in the case.
The same honorable disposition on the part of well-disposed entrymen
w,as displayed in a case recently presented to this office from Dakota.
The claimant had obtained his patent, aml no evidence of fraud in the
entry had been discovered. He knew his tit.le was secure and ·would
not probably ·be attacked, but he had learned that he had made his proof
under false advice and that the law had not been complied with, and
he therefore preferred to give up his land rather than hold it under a
title thus acquired. The patent was accordingly returned to this office
with a statement of facts in order that it might be canceled.
Such a record of crime as that shown by investigations made by
special agents during the last two year,,; is rarely to be found. Bold,
reckless, and gigantic schemes to rob the government of its lands have
been disco-vered and exposed in every State and Territory coutaining
public lands, and I think I can truthfully say in every land district and
county which a special agent has visited. Systematic efforts to mislead and corrupt entrymen·in order that they might become instruments
in defrauding the government have been resorted to. Men of intelli·
gence and high standing in tbe community, in many instances millionaires, were the leaders in these unlawful transactions. Over five
thousand cases have been discovered wherein perju~y or subornation
of perjury was committed. In a majority of cases the officers before
whom the proofs or other papers were executed, largely State and Territorial officers not directly responsible to the land department, were
cognizant of the fraud or could have become so by ordinary diligence.
While, under improved regulations and more efficient supervision, the
area offraudulent entries is gradually becoming circumscribed, there still
remains much to do, and the entire or general cessation of fraud cannot be expected so long as the facilities offered for its perpetration by
i· xi ting laws are so great and the means providecl for their prevention
ar ' 0 mall. Upwards of ten thousand unexamined cases are now on
tbe files of this office in which fraud has been charged by affidavit or
information, 01 in which evidences of fraud are indicated.
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In my first annual report I gave detailed statement of the various
methods adopted to unlawfully acquire title to public lands. and in my
last report I submitted abstracts of agents' reports a nd reports of evidence adduced at hearings before local ]and officers in particular cases'
and groups of cases. The developments of the past year being similar
to those of previous years, it does not appear necessary to repeat the
same showing. One instance, however, of the development of extensive frauds in the illegal appropriation of valuable coal lands by means
of false agricultural entries made in fictitious names is so important
that a . brief statement of facts is presented. ·
Among other districts, the southern portion of Colorado has furnished
a prolific field for the perpetration of frauds of the most audacious and
flagrant description. Starting at a time anterior to the government
surveys, this section of the country was cov~tously scanned by unscrupulous parties, and, as the prospective importance of the coal and agricultural lands became apparent, a scheme was matured to obtain
possession of the most valuable tracts. In pursuance of this scheme
the lands were prospected by competent mining engineers, and collusive
contracts for government surveys were obtained under the deposit system, which were in due time reported as completed and plats were filed,
the whole of the land being returned as agricultural in character. As
the classification of lands is based primarily upon the returns of deputy
surveyors, this rendP-red the second step in the scheme fe sible. After
the plats were filed the land became subject to entry, a~d applications
to pre-empt or homestead the tracts were filed in the local office, settlement being generally alleged at a date sufficiently previous to enable
final proof to be at once made. The entries were largely in Mexican
names, which; as developed by investigation, were entirely mythical.·
All the papers necessary to the completion of the entries were manufaQtured outright by the conspirators, who included in their ranks notaries public and judges and clerks of courts, and were thus enabled to
present the same with every appearance of regularity. Possessing this
appearance, and being found in proper form, and not having been called
in question, many of the entries were patented when reached in the
- order of business.
It is now disclosed that the records of Las Animas county show more
than six hundred patents recorded in fictitious names. More than two
hm1dred such patents cover extremely valuable coal lands, for which
the government should have received $640,000 at the legal price of such
lands.
The investigation of these entries is now being vigorously prosecuted,
and sixty-eight cases have already been separately and fully reported
upon, covering 10,880 acres of the most valuable of the coal lands. In
about forty cases the parties who designed the fraud and carried the
same to a successful issue were made the victims of another person who
was cognizant of the facts, and who, knowing tho pretended entrymeu
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to be myths, took steps to be at once advised of the issue of patents,
and immediately thereafter presented for record deeds of conveyance
from the mythical entrymen to himself before the conspirators could
present the deeds which they bad prepared. Suits have been recom.
mended in twenty-five cases, and the remainder will soon follow, up6n
the most conclusive evidence. The coal from these fands is of the finest
coking quality, and is now being mined ext,e nsively, and the lands are
reported to be worth from $50 to $100 per acre for the coal alone.
ABSTRACTS FROM OFFICIAL RECORDS.

It has been established by overwhelming evidence, derived from act·
ual investigation, by testimony at hearings in large numbers of cases,
and in many other ways, that a great proportion of original :filings and
entries of public lands under settlement and improvement laws in agricultural States and Territories are speculative or fraudulent in charac·ter, being made primarily to cover the land with a claim for the pur, pose of selling the.relinquishment to another speculator, or to a subse·
quent settler, or to some land monopolist. This is especially true of
pre-,emption filings and original timber.culture entries.
Neither the time required to compile exhaustive data, nor the space
that can be allotted in this report, will permit the full exhibit I would
prefer to submit. The following brief abstracts, taken miscellaneously
from tbe records, are presented, to serve as illustrations that could bealmost indefinitely multiplied.
The proportion of original pre-emption :filings to :final entries in the
States of Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska, in the years 1885, 1886, and
,lb87, are shown to be as follows :
Filings.

Colorado:
1885 ...... ............... .

Final

\

969
749
1,684

1885 .••.••..•..••..••..••.
1886 ......... , ......•.....
1887 ••••·•·•••·••••• .••••.

11,387
11,930
8,447

2,452
3,299
6,968

Total .................. .

31,764

12,719

-19,062
---3,402

Final
entries.

Number. Number.

Number. Number.
4,543
5,992
8,527

1886 ·•••···•••••••••••••··
1887 · ·······••••·•·••··••·
Total. ................. .

Filings.

entries. \

Nebf:S:~-~..................
1886 •••••••.• ; •••.••.•••.
1887. .•••••• ••. • • •. .••. •.

8,428
2,008
7,886
6,768
1---1---Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23, 082
9, 437

!·.~~~

Kansas:

I

Aggregate in. these three States in three years 73,908 pre-emption
:filing and 25,558 pre-emption entries, showing that only about one of
three of all such :filings in those States in such time were perfected into
entry. It is presumable that bona fide locations may sometimes be
3bandoned for good ~anse. It is not presumable that 48,350 out of
73.908 actual Rettler, would abandon claims made in good faith. He~

•
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giras of this magnitude are unknown. The circumstantial evidence is
irresistible that the great bulk of the 48,000 unperfected filings were
made for the sole purpose of trafficking in public lands, and not for the
purpose of securing homes on the public domain.
Under the timber-culture laws relinquishments of entries and the
making of entries for the purpm;;e of selling relinquishments' is a pusiness of great magnitude and an unqualified· abuse of the privileges of
the laws. The same tracts of land are entered and relinquished over
and over again. Generally in each case a new entry is filed simultaneously with the presentation of a relinquishm~o.t of the former, and this
process goes on indefi~itely. Meanwhile the lands are held from settlement, and remain uninhabited, unimproved, and uncultivated.
The following extracts, taken promiscuously from the recO{rds of this
office, show the number of entries and relinquishments of the same
tract~ in different townships in Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas:
WATERTOWN, DAKo

[Section 20, Township 110 N., Range 51 W.]

SE.¼ entered T. C. E. Apr. 20, 1878; relinquished and canooled Feb. 18, 1880.
Mar. 8, 1880; relinquished and canceled Nov. 27, 1880.
Dec. 27, 1880; relinquished and canceled Nov. 20, 1885.
Nov. 21, 1885; relinquished and canceled Feb. 11, 1886.
Feb. 11, 1886; relinquished and canceled June 5, 1886.
fSection 28, Township ll0N., Range 51 W.]

SW. ¼entered T. C. E. Apr. 22,
May 24,
May 22,
Feb. 16,

1878;
1880;
1882;
1886;

relinquished and canceled May 6,
relinquished and canceled May 22,
relinquished and canceled Feb. 16,
relinquished and canceled May 31,

1880.
1882.
1886;
1887.

[Section 5, Township 111 N., Range 50 W.]

SE.¼ entered T. C. E. Apr. 18, 1878; relinquished and canceled Jan. 2, 1880.
Jan. 23, 1880; relinquished and canceled Oct. 11, 1882.
Oct. 17, 1382; relinquitihed and canceled Oct. 20, 1883.
Oct. 20, 1883; relinquished and canceled Mar. 9, 1886.
Mar. 9, 188'6.
[Section 20, Township 111 N., Range 51 W.]

SW.¼ entered T. C. E. Aug. 2, 1878; relinquished and canceled Dec. 21, 1882.
Dec. 21, 1882; relinquished and canceled June 8, 1883.
June 8, 1883; relinquished and canceled Apr. 4, 1884.
Apr. 4, 1884.
MITCHELL, DAK.

[Section 17, Township 107 N., Range 56 W.l

NE.¼ entered T. C. E. Oct. 7, 1879;
Oct. 12, 1881;
' Sept. 26, 1883;
Oct. 25, 1883;

relinquished and canceled Sept. 29, 1881.
relinquished and canceled Sept. 26, 1883.
relinquished and canceled Oct. 25, 1883.
relinquished and canceled Nov.19, 1886.
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[Section 17, Township 106 N., Range 57 W.]

•E. ¼entered T. C. E. Mar. 31, 1880;

relinquished and canceled Sept. 29, 1881
Sept. 30, 1881; relinquished and canceled Oct. 31, 1883.
Oct. 31, 1883; relinquished and canceled Feb, 16, 1887.
Feb. 16, 1887.

[Section 26, Township 105 N., Range 53 W.]

SW.¼ entered T. C. E. June '8, 1878; relinquished and canceled Nov. 27, 1882.
Nov. 27, 1882; relinquished and canceled Apr. 20, 1886.
Feb. 5, 1886; relinquished and canceled Apr. 28, 1887,
May 6, 1887.
[Section 35, Township 105 N., Range 55

;V·l

SW ¼entered T. C. E. Mar 6, 1880; relinquished and canceled Dec. 19, 1882.
Dec. 19, 1882 ; relinquished and canceled Dec. 15, 1885.
De~. 15, 1885; relinquished and canceled June 27, 1887.
Jmre 27, 1887.
HURON, DAK.

[Section 3, Township 118 N., Range 60 W.]

SW. ¼entered as T. C. E. June 4, 1883; reliO:--quished and canceled Oct. 25, 1884.
Oct. 25, 1884; relinquished and canceled Sept. 30, 1885.
Sept. 30, 1885.
[Section 27, Township 117 N., Range 60 W.]

SE.¼ entered as T. C. E. Mar. 13, 1882; relinquished and canceled Dec, 13, 1882,
Dec. 13, 1882; relinquished and canceled Nov. 26, 1883.
Nov. 26, 1883; relinquished and canceled Nov, 16, 1886,
Nov. 16, 1886.
[Section 27, Township 117 N., Range 59 W.]

SE.¼ entered T. C. E. July 7, 1881; relinquished and canceled Sept. 18, 1882.
Sept. 18, 1882; relinquished and canceled Dec. 31, 1883.
Dec. 31, 1883; relinquished and canceled Dec. 10, 1884.
Dec. ·10, 1884 ; relinquished and canceled Sept. 20, 1886.
Sl'lpt. 20, 1886.
Y A.NKTON, DA.K.

[Section 13, Township 103 N., Rauge 51 W.]

SW.¼ entered T. C. E. May 27, 1874; relinquished and canceled July 31, 1876.
Aug. 7, 1876; relinquished and canceled Feb. 17, 1879.
Mar. 4, 1879; relinquished and canceled Apr: 24, 1885.
Apr. 24, 1885; relinquished and canceled Mar. 30, 1887.
Mar. 30, 1887.
[Section 7, Township 105 N., Range 51 W.]

SE. ¼entered T. C. E. Aug.
Sept.
Feb.
Jan.

30, 1877; relinquished and canceled Sept. 29, 1881.
29, 1881; relinquished and canceled Feb. 8, 1882.
8, 1882; relinquished and canceled Jan. 16, 1885.
16, 1885,
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[Section 25, Township 105 N., Range 51 W.]

SW. ¼entered T. C. E. A.pr. ~6, 1878; abandoned and canceled Oct. 2, 1880.
Oct. 30, 1880; abandoned and canceled Aug. 3, 1881.
Aug. 3, 1881; abandoned and canceled July 12, 1883.
July 12, 1883; abandoned and canceled Oct. 29, 1885.
LSection 27, Townslup ~06 N., Range 51 W.]

NE.¼ entered T. C. E. Mar. 20, 1878; relinquished and canceled Dec. 1, 1882.

Dec. 1, 1882; relinquished and canceled May 5, 1884. 1
May 5, 1884; relinquished and canceled A.pr. 7, 1887.
A.pr. 21, 1887.
GRAND ISLAND, NEBR.

[Section 2, Township 12 N., Range 25 W.]

SE. ¼entered as T. C. E. July 10, 1880; relinquished and canceled Aug. 9, 1882.
Aug. 9, 1882; relinquished and canceled Apr. 25, 1885.
A.pr. 25, 1885; relinquished and canceled Dec. 30, 1886.
[Section 24, Township 13 N., Range 25 W.]

i.\S~: i }entered as T. C. E. Sept. 24, 1883; relinquished and canceled Oct.

9, 1884.

Oct. 9, 1884; relinquished and canceled A.pr. 5, 1886.
A.pr. 5, 1886.
·
M1COOK, NEBR.

[Section 23, Township 2 N., range 25 W.]

SE. ¼entered T. C. E. May 4, 1874; relinquished and canceled July 3, 1879.
Sept. 3, 1879; relinquished and canceled July 1, 1881.
July 1, 1881; relinquished and canceled A.pr., 4, 1884.
Dec., 8, 1885; relinquished and canceled July 15, 1886.
June 15, 1886.
[Section 35, Township 5 N., Range 25 W.]

SE. ¼entered T. C. E Mar. 24, ,1879; relinquished and canceled Mar. 23, 1882.
Mar. 23, 1882;
Mar. 21, 1885;
May 20, 1886;
Aug. 25, 1886;
May 25, 1887.

relinquished
relinq nished
relinquished
relinquished

and
and
and
and

canceled Mar. 21, 1885.
canceled May 20, 1886.
canceled Aug. 25, 1886.
canceled May 25, 1887.

[Section 17, Township 4 N., Range 27 W.J

SE. ¼entered T. C. E. Oct. 15, 1878; relinquished and canceled Nov. 20, 1880.
Nov. 20, 1880; relinquished and canceled Aug. 18, 1883.
A.ug.18, 1883; relinquished and canceled Sept, 13, 1884.
Sept. 13, 1884; relinquished and canceled Mar. 24, 1885.
Mar. 24, 1885.
[Section 4, Township 1 N., Range 28 W.]

SE.¼ entered T. C. E. June 6, 1879; relinquished and canceled Sept. 9, 1884.
Jan.14, 1885; relinquished and canceled July 22, 1885.
July 21, 1885; relinquished and canceled Mar. 10, 1886.
Mar. 10 1886.
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GARDEN CITY, KANS.

[Section 30, Township 23 S., Rang;e 32 W.)

SE.

'

¼entered T.

C. E. Aug.
Oct.
'Mar.
Mar.
Jan.

21, 1878;
11, 1880;
9, 1883;
12, 1884 ;
11, 1887.

relinquished
relinquished
relinquished
relinquished

and canceled Oct. 5, 1880.
and canceled Mar. 9, 1883.
and canceled Mar.12, 1884,
and canceled May 29, 1886.

[Section 24, Township 24 S., Range 32 W.]

SW.¼ entered T, C. E. Mar. 19, 1878; relinquished and canceled Aug. 21, 1884.
Aug. 21, 1884; relinquished and canceled June 15, 1886.
June 15, 1886; relinquished and canceled Oct. 14, 1886.
Oct. 14, 1886.
[Section 14, Township 23 S., Range 33 W.]

SE.¼ entered T. C. E. Sept. 16, 1878; relinquished and canceled Sept. 1, 1879.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
June
Jan.

8, 1879;
27, 1881;
5, 1882;
24, 1885;
10, 1887.

relinquished and canceled Sept. 23, 1881.
relinquished and canceled Oct. 5, 1882.
relinquished and canceled June 24, 1885.
relinquished and canceled Jan. 10, 1887.

KIRWIN, KANS,

[Section 5, Township

S., Ra.nge 18 W .]

E. ½NW.¼ entered T. C. E. Mar. 17, 1879; relinquished and canceled Nov. 15, 1880
Nov. 15, 1880; relinquished and canceled Aug. 5, 1881
Aug. 5, 1881; relinquished and canceled July 18, 1883,
NW. t entered T. C. E. July 18, 1883; reliLquished and canceled June 17, 1886.
June 17, 1886.
W. ½entered T. C. E. Oct.· 18, 1879; relinquished and canceled June 13, 1883.
[Section 7, Township 7 S., Range 18 W.]

SE.¼ entered T. C. E. Jan. 21, 1878; relinquished and canceled July 25, 1879.
Aug. 9, 1879; relinquished and canceled Aug. 9, 1881.
Aug. 9, 1881; relinquished and canceled Sept. 29, 1883.
Dec. 6, 1883; relinquished and canceled Sept. 29, 1886.
Sept. 29, 1886.
fSection 17, Township7 S., Range 18 W.l

SE.¼ entered T, O. E. Nov. 27, 1878; relinquished and canceled July 2, 1879.
July 19, 1879; relinquished and canceled .A.pr. 25, 1882.
Apr. 25, 1882; relinquished and canceled Apr. 24, 1885.
Apr. 24, 1885; relinquished and canceled Sept. 25, 1886;
Sept. 25, 1886.
WA-KEENEY, KANS.

[Section 5, Township 10 S., Range 17 E.]

SE.¼ entered T. C. E. May 13, 1878; relinquished and canceled April 29, 1881.
Sept. 29, 1881; relinquished and canceled Aug. 18, 1883.
Aug. 18, 1883; relinquished and canceled Sept. 16, 1884.
Sept. 16, 1884; r~linquished and canceled June 3, 1885.
J u.ne 3, 1885.
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[Section 3, Township 5 S., Range 17 E. f

SW. ¼entered T. C. E. March 27, 1879;
March 25, 1881;
Nov. '27, 18tl5;
Sept. 10, 1886;
Dec. 4, 1886.

relinquished and canceled March 25, 1881.
relinquished and canceled Nov. 27, 1885.
relinquished and canceled Sept. 10, 1886.
relinquished and canceled Dec. 4, 1886.
'

[Section 34, Township 7 S., Range 17 E.J

SE.¼ entered T. C. E. March 27, 1880; contest canceled
Oct. 11, 1883.
Feb. 16, 1884; relinquished and canceled March 10, 1885.
March ~0, 1885; relinquished and canceled Sept. 15, 1885.
Sept. 17, 1885.
[Section 22, Township 8 S., Range 17 E.]
f

SW.¼ entered T. C. E. Aug. 30, 1878; contest canc.e led Oct. 25, 1880.
Dec. 30, 1880; relinquished and canceled May 26, 1884.
May 26, 1884; relinquished and canceled Aug. 23, 1886.
Aug. 23, 1886; relinquished and .canceled April 6, 1887.
April 6, 1887.

The total number of' entries of all kinds and their areas in Dakota,
Kansas, and Nebraska relinquished during the year ending June 30,
1887, is as follows :
·
Entries.
Dakota. .......................................................................... .
Kansas .......................................................................... .
Nebraska ........................................................................ .

~

Total ..•..... - ............... - -• -• • • · • · -- · · • • • -- • • -- • .... · · -- • • • • • • • •

······I

Acres.

9, 120
11, 452
6, 208

1, 459, 200
1, 832, 32.0
993, 280

26, 780

4, 284, 800

STATISTICAL REPORTS
ILLUSTRATING THE ACTUAL DISPOSITION OF THE PUBLIO DOMAIN
UNDER HOMESTEAD, PRE-EMPTION, TIMBER·CULTl;,TRE, TIMBER~LAND,
AND DESERT·LAND ENTRIES.

With a ·view of obtaining a practical exhibit of the results of public
land entries under existing laws I addressed the following letter to the
inspectors of this office on April 28 last, and subsequently gave similar
instructions to special agents on duty in different sections of the
· country:
INSPECTORS, GENERAL LAND OFFICE :
GENTLEMEN: I desire you, between now

_

and August next, to make
a statistical report, selecting representative townships for the purpose
which will illustrate the actual disposition of the public domain under
the several classes of public land entry.
For example :
1. Take an agricultural township in which the lands have pretty
generally been entered by pre.emptions, homesteads, and commuted
homesteads. Make a list of the final entries from the tract books of
the local office, showing the R. and R. number and class of entry, description of the land, name of entryman, date of original filing or entry, and
date of final certificate. Then go to the county records and add to this
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list opposite each entry, the executed dates of transfers , whet11~r by
deed or mortgage, names of assignees or mortgagees and of purchasera
under foreclosure or other legal proceedings, and name of present
owner of land as appears from such records. If the lands have been
patented, note date of patent.
2. Take a representative township of timber land and examine and report as above.
3. Take a township in which lands have been enterAd under the desert-land act and examine and report as above.
4. Take a repreRentative township of grazing lands and examine and
report as above.
In the last two classes make an abstract of all filings and entries,
original as well as final, and examine the lands in the townships, reporting their condition as to inhabitancy and imJ>rovement, and by
whom the lands are occupied. If the entries are so made as to control
the water, and thereby control other lands, report the facts and the extent of such control.
5. Report upon the timber-culture entries in one or two representative townships, or parts of townships, as most convenient, taking a list
of such entries from the tract books and examining the lands so entered,
stating what you find in respect to the actual cultivation of trees upon
such lands.
·
· .
The purpose of these examinations is to ascertain what becomes of
public land taken up under the public land laws, and the general character of the different classes of entries on different classes of land, and
to what extent such entries result in homes for entrymen, and to what
extent they are made to sell or mortgage, or for the benefit of land and ·
loan agents, speculators, syndicates, and corporations.
You are requested to add to the foregoing reports any further report
you may think proper to make, either specially in respect to these pa~ticular examinations or embodying the general results of your experience and information.
Very-respectfully,
WM. A. J. SPARKS,
Commissioner.
In pursuance of these instructions, inspectors and special agents in
Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oregon, California, New Mexico, Montana, Dakota, and Washington examined twenty-six different townships
in said States and Territories. Their reports are too voluminous in
detail to be embodied in this report, embracing upward of one thousand
pages of manuscript and large statistical tables. A condensed statement of the result of each examination is here appended :
Duluth land district.-Ts. 58 and 59, R. 18, and T. 59, R. 17.
Saint Cloud land district.-T. 62, R. 24.
Orookston land district.-Ts. 143 and 144, R. 36.

Entries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ......................... . .. . .... . ........ .

Entries in. w~ch the lawe in respect to inha.bitancy, improvement
En~ultivat;gn were not complied with .............. . .. _.••. . . _... :.

c~i1e~~r~~t1t~>···· ······ ····· ··········· ·· ······· ·········

Preemption.

Homest ead.

Total.

No.

No.

No.

72
72

None.

M
64

None.

136

136

None.
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Inspector Paisley, in reviewing the work of special agents in the examination of the above townships, "especially commends their thoroughness." Tbey report " upon each entry, including record of entry,
abstract of conveyances, and notes of the special agents, making the
history of each entry complete within itself." In commenting upon the
summary of the facts developed the inspector remarks:
It will be seen from this summary that of the one hundred and thirtysix entries examined not a sing]e one is inhabited or occupied, and only
one gave any evidence of recent occupancy. The appearance of all the
remainder, and the condition of the cabins and shanties, where t,here
are any, indicate that none of them ha·ve been occupied for months,
and most of them not for years. The character of all the cabins, unless there may be a few of better make in the Crookston district, ~hows
that they were intended to serve a very temporary purpose, and were
not built for residence, or even camps during the winter, as their construction precludes the idea that the parties building them expected or
intended to remain in tl).em during the inclement season.
The greater portion of the lands embraced in these entries have been
conveyed to speculators, or pine land or lumbering corporations. In
many instances these conveyances were made on the day the final entry was made. The C. N. Nelson Lumber Company has secured conveyances to a great deal of the lands included in this report situated
in the Duluth district. This is a corporation doing business, I am informed, in Stillwater or Saint Paul. Most of these la,nds passed by
mesne conveyances through one Henry A. Wilson and others before
reaching the C. N. Nelson Lumber Company. This Wilson, I am informed, was the attorney for and a stockholder in the company at the
time. The curious and tortuous line of conveyances these lands followed before they finally brought up in the C. N. Nelson Lumber Company suggests tlie idea that the latter thought J..t was making its own
title better by s~ch methods. There are grmfflds for the belief that
these entrymen were employed by the 0. N. Nelson Lumber Company
and furnished with supplies while nominally on their claims. * * *
Most of the claims in T. 62, R. 24, in the Saint Cloud district, have
been conveyed through Dennis Ryan to the Minnesota and Ontario
Lumber Company, which I am informed is but another name for a lumber firm located at Saint Paul, composed of one McCauley and Dennis
Ryan,
1
Most of the claims in Ts. 143 and 144, R. 36, in the Crookston district.
have been conveyed to T. B. Walker and R. G. Peters, both of whoµi;
1 am informed, are large dealers and speculators in pine lands.
The inspector adds : •
The special agents at my request took notes of the condition of the
country through which they passed, particularly in the townships in
which are located the entries which they were instructed to examine,
and with the exception of the lonely shanties reported in their notes
and one or two logging camps they found no evidence whatever of the
presence of civilized man; but, instead, an uninhabited wilderness of
forests, its solitude unbroken, and its primeval grandeur unmarred by
the hand of man, save here and there where a timber depredator bad
once installed an arm:v of wood-choppers.
·
INT 87-YOL
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Special Agent Chamberlain in his report 011 Ts. 58 and 59, R. 18 and
'
T. 59, R. 17, referred to b.v Inspector Paisley, remarks:
Persons who make entries buy the minutes of the land from explorers
who make a business of estimating the standing timber. * * * I estimate the timber as worth from $1.50 to $2 per 1,000 feet on the ground.
* * * It is generally report<'d that claimants never resume residence
on their lands in this locality, and the appearance of the improvements
verifies the report. We found no one living on the claims examined,
nor did any of the houses appear to have been occupied for a long
while. ·
Special Agent A. F. Naff, in his report upon the same townships, corroborates Agent Chamberlain. Mr. Naff declares:
The country generally, referring particularly to the townships above
mentioned, is practically isolated from civilization for want of roads and
other available means of communication. ·There are no bridges or fences,
no churches or _school-houses, no settlements or signs of inhabitancy of
any kind, except one old man and his wife, who had very recently taken
possession of a small cabin in T. 59, R. 17, whether for permanent inhabitancy or not I could not say. The country is wild and rough, and
apparently so seldom frequented as to leave it practically the unmolested
home of its wild native animals. The meager improvements found on
the claims examined were prima facie evidence that no permanent home,
but that fraud, was intended. We found no roads, except now and then
an· Indian or explorer's trail, sometimes so dim that an inexperienced
woodman would often lose his way . .

Saint Cloud, Minn.-T. 122, R. 41, and T.120, R. 39 (Benson district):
Special Agent RB. Wharton, as the result of his examination of the
above township, says:

In T. 122, R. 41, I re ort 11 subsisting entries, upon which there have
been 1_3 former entries under the timber-culture, pre-emption, and home-.
stead laws, making a total of 24 entries. I find that in only four of these
cases has the law been complied with by the entrymen.
In T. 120, R. 39, I report 16 subsisting entries, upon which ther~ have
been 12 former timber-culture entries, making a total of 28 entries. I
find that in only four of these cases the timber-culture law has'been complied with by entrymen.
*
*
*
*
*
•
I fail to find a compliance with tho provisions of the timber-culture
.
law by any of the parties who have relinquished their entries.
Land in the townships examined is of excellent quality, and is rapidly
increasing in value. The rule which seems to have prevailed with entrymen under the timber-culture law was to hf)ld as long as the en~ry
was safe, and then to sell the relinquishment at the best price attamable, thus securing the advantage in the advanced value of the land.
The record of relinquishments certainly sustains this theory. I made
diligent inquiry as to prices of relinquishments, and found that they
were governed by the location and quality of the land, ranging from
$150 to $450 per quarter section.
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-f?rand Forks, Dalc.-T. l52 N., R. 59 W.:

En~ries ................................................•................
Entries jn which the laws in respect to inhabitancy, improvement, and
cultivation were not complied with ,................................... .
Entrymen resident on the land . . ..............................•........

Preemption.

Homestead.

Total.

No.

No.

No.

76

39

115

65
11

30
9

·20

95

-------115
39
76
Total .............. .' ...................................... ···••···

(Transfers of record, 38; timber-culture entries, 44.)

1

I

Special Agent A. M. Easterly states that while, engaged in making
the above inquiry it ·' was intimated that the township selected for
examination would show more fraud and less settlement than any
township in the district;'' and that "it ·was also intimated that the selection was intentional and designed to misrepresent the actual condition of things." The agent adds :
After completing the examination of the township selected and reported I concluded to spend one day in looking over several adjoining
townships, in order to satisfy my8elf as to the facts as to actual inhabitancy and cultivation of lands in that vicinity.
Accordingly, "accompanied by one Mark L. Williams, an old resident
of Nelson County, Dakota," the agent traveled over and examined the
following townships, to wit: T.152, R. 60 W.; T. 151, R. 60 W.; T. 151.,
R. 59 W., with the following result:
In township 152 N., R. 60 W., were found 17 actual settlers, but the
tract books at the local land office show that 60 ~'pre-emption cash entries and 32 commuted homestead entries were made in said township.
ln township 151 ~~-, R. 60 W., were fotrnd 10 actual settlers, but the•
tract books show that 53 pre-emption cash entries and 4:3 commuted
homestead entries were made in said township. In township 151 N., R.
59 W., were found 10 actual settlers, but the tract books show that 32
pre-emption cash entries and 5 commuted homestead entries were made
in said township. It also appears by the tract books at the local land
office that all lands in these townships not proved up on are covered
and held by D.S., H. E., and T. C. filings, and the lands are not occu. pied by the actual settler, have· but little and often no improvements,
cousisting only of a few acres broken about the year 1883 and 1884,
and no buildings or other evidences of a-ctual settlement. The lands
embraced within these said townships rank with the choicest agricultural lands of Dakota.
Hence, Agent Easterly'' recommends that all entries not patented in
said townships be suspended for investigation."
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Fargo land district, Dakota.-T. 139 N., R. 63 W.:
Pre.
emption.

Homestead.

Total.

- -- No.

Entries .•• .'.••.....•.....••...........•••••••.••.•••...•••••••...•.....
Entries in which the laws in respect to inh~bitancy, improvement,
and cultivatjon were not complied with ...••....••..................
Entrymen resident on the land .......•.•••.......••.........•..••..••.
Total .......................... . .................••...•...........
(Transfers of record, 25; timber.culture entries, 28.)

No.

No.

21

34

15
6

18
16

33
22

21

34

56

51

Bismarck, Dak.-T.138 N., R. 77 W.:
I
Pre- I Homeemption. 1 stead.

I

No.

No.

No.

Entries .....•..•........•...........•••••.•.•••.. , •..•............•....
Entries in which the laws in reference to inhabitancy, improvement,
and cultivation were not complied with ..•....•.••...................
Entrymen resident on the land ........................•................

Total.

I

'
7

39

4~

4
3

16

23

20
26

7

39

46

--- ---

(Tr:fis\~;; ~r° ~e·c"~;ci," 5.; . t~be~:~~it~~e·;~tri~~; SO~ j .......... : .. .. .. \

The special agent reports the value of land embraced in :final entries
at $10 per acre. He also declares that "90 per cent. of the proofs made
in this Territory (Dakota) are covered with mortgage deeds, and are attended with the usual result;" "70 per cent. thereof passes redemption.''
He adds: '' Timber.culture :filings are generally made in interest of
speculation, relinquishing for a consideration. Cultivating and planting
of trees under the provisions of the act are evaded in a majority of
cases."
Mitchell, Dak.-T. 102 N., R. 64 W.:
Pre·
emption.

Entries ...•.........•.•...............•...•...•..........•..•..........
Entries in which the laws in respect to inhabitancy, improvement and
cultivation were not complied with ....••...................... '. .....
Entrymen resident on the land ..•...••...................••...........
Total .....•...... .....•.............................•.....••.....
(Transfers of record, 48; timber.culture entries, 82.)

Home·
stead.

No.

No.

No.

Total.

------

82

23

105

70
12

2
21

72
33

------10523
82

Special Agent W. C. Braly states :
This. to'YnshiI? represents a fair average of that portion of the Mitchell
land d1str1ct lymg near and west of the town of Mitchell. The eastern
portion of that district was settled at an earlier date, and more :final
proofs have been made.
Be adds:
The estimated market value of lands in this township ranges from
500 to 1,000 per quarter sect.ion for n nimproved lands, and from
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$1,000 to $2,000 per quarter section for improved lands, depending upon
~he extent and value of the improvements. There are a few quarters
m the township which are probably worth $2,500.
Huron, Dak.-T. 110 N., R. 63 W.:

Entries . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . •• • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •• . • .

Preemption.

Homestead.

Total .

No.

No.

No.

56

46

102

Entries in which the laws in respect to inhabitancy, improvement, and
cultivation were not complied with. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56
9
Entrymen resident on the land ..............................•................•.........•..

6."i

Total .......... . .................. . .............................. .• .:•...••. ..........
,(Transfers of record, 65.)
j

102

37

Special Agent W. C. Braly states that in this township a large per
cent. of the early land filings and entries were "unquestionably fictitious and fraudulent." "Of the pre-emption and comrnuted homestead
entries made in 1882 and 1883 a very large percentage was made without any substantial compliance with the law and were. speculative in
their character." That, he urgeE?, was "the general practice." Such
entries were manifestly made, not for the benefit of the entrymen in
the settlement and cultivation of the land, but for the money to be derived from its earliest sale. The entrymen were mostly '' inhabitants
of the town of Huron during the term of their alleged residence on
the land," and, consequently, no actual or bona fide residence was
made under the law, but final proofs were hurried through the land office at the earlier po.ssible moment, the land immediately sold, and the
money so obtained frequently employed in the settlement of another
claim-" usually the homestead." " Other entrymen, immediarely after
making final proof, abandoned the land and settled in Huron." The
term" continuous residence " in many of the proofs prior to 1884 "merely
meant that the claimant had visited the land once in thirty days."
The agent states that " t he market value of unimproved patented land
ranges from $600 to $1,000 per quarter section. The value of improved
lands depends upon the character and value of the improvements.
Some quarter sections in this township are valued at f'l'om $2,000 to
$2,500."
Garden City, Kans.-T. 21, R. 33.
Special Agent Walter W. Cleary, in his report, says:
The township selected is a representat_ive one, being just 16 miles
from Garden City. Claims that have been proved up properly in this
township are wortb $2,000 to $3,000. The soil, if properly tilled, will
produce most any kind of crop. Water is obtained at a depth of from
18 to 75 feet.
One of the great detriments in settling up the country with bona fide
settlers is the practice of what is called "friendly contests." If this
practice could be successfully stopped a great deal of land would soon
be under cultivation. A young man• or lady enters a piece of land
1
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under the homestead laws. Having six months to go on the land, nothing is done until about that time. rrhe lady is a school teacher, or the
man a clerk, and neither can leave his or her employment to take the
land. He or she, therefore, goes to an attorney, states the case, and a
friendly contest is initiated, the dismissal to be filed if the relinquishment is sold. These are facts.
· It will be noticed that out of eighty-seven homestead filings at various times fifty-eight of them have been under contest, and that out of
thirty-three timber-culture filings twenty-two have been or are under
contest.
_
It will also be noticed that 85 per cent. of the claims that have been
proved up were mortgaged and abandoned immediately after proof. ln
a number of cases the mortgage was filed before the final receipt issued.
In nearly every case where final proof was made the improvements
have gone to ruin, the houses being either torn down or sold, and the
few that remain have no roofs on thern.
*
*
*
*
It is fair to presume that in a very few years the mortgage and loan
companies will own the bulk of the government land in south western
Kansas. Claimants cannot successfully pay the.large interest charged
by these blood-sucking corporations. For instance, a man borrows $600
from Olie of these corporations, giving the agent making the loan 10 per
cent. commission, and paying the company 12 per cent. interest. The
mortgage is given for 7 per cent., but a second mortgage is given for
the 5 per cent., which is counted
the full term of the loan, or, if not,
that amount of interest is taken out of the loan, so, after paying $200
for proving up, b~sides the interest and commissions, the poor claimant
has little more than enough to take him to his eastern home, and when
tb,ere, with the mortgage staring him in the face and the first interest
.
coming due, he bids farewell to his· western prairie home.
I can truthfully say that I do not believe that one timber-culture filing in a hundred is actually made in good faith for the purpose of cultivating it to trees.
Selling and speculating in contests is a prevalent practice in this district. A party exhausts all his rights 1 files a contest, and then se\ls.
There have been, in this township, at various times, thirty-eight relmquishments filed. A special agent makes a report recommending that
a claim be held for cancellation.. The claimant, who has heard of the
agent visiting the land, and knowiug his utter non-compliance with the
law, relinquishes his claim to the government, and some of his relatives
immedia_tely file on it. If such filing could be refused until the case is
finally disposed of at Washington considerable fraud would be defeated.
Lincoln, Nebr.-T. 1 N., R. 39 W.:

for

--Preemption.

Homestead.

Total.

--Entries, &.o ____ . _. __ .. __ _. ___ ... __ ,.. ___ ..... _. ____ .... _.. __ . _.•... _.. _
Entri~s in, which the laws in respect to improvement inhabitanc;v, and
E c~vahon Were not complied with ___ . ____ . ______ '____ . _. ___ ..... __ . _
n men res enton the land._. _______ ............ _.. .. . _. ___ ......•.
TotaL..................... ..

(Transfers of record, 18;

.

.

timber:CtiJ.illl6 ·~~iri~S, ·45_)- ·. -.... · · · ---· · · -·

No.

No.

No.
62

55

54

40
15

--8

------62
55

r

ll'Z
94
23

117
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Special .Agent George B. Coburn, in his report, states :
_I have examined township 1 north, range 39 west, as a repr(sentative
township of grazing lan~s in the McCook (Nebr.) district, though much
of the same, like all townships in that district, is now occupied by agricultural settlers. The streams were, however, monopolized either by
stockmen or some speculative combinations previous to the arrival of
the tide of emigration, and I think this township illustrates the general
condition of lands in that land district as well, perhaps, as any that could
now be selected.
An examination of the plat will show (what is the actual fact) that
the Republican river runs through the township from west to east, and
that two -small streams fl.ow from the northerly portion into the said
river. -These streams are fed by springs and are of very pure, excellent water.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
An inspection of the records of entries shows that the earlier ones
were made along the banks of the river and the two streams aforementioned, not one beirig made elsewhere until these lands had been covered. The smaller and most easterly of the streams is entirely monopolized by one firm, which bas for some years been engaged in the stock
business. So far as I can learn, the men composing it are Henry W.
Davenport and James lVI. Nesbitt. Their own entries, with those of
Lou. Davenport, a daughter of H. W., and vV. W. Brown, a son in-law,
occupy the whole stream from its source to its month. Besides they
have control over and graze the entire tracts of Overton B. Davis and
William Topham, present or former employes of tlle firm, and other
relatives of theirs have lands adjoining to the extent of several quarter
sections. Davenport bad been for some years a merchant, doing business in Culbertson, Nebr. Brown also resides there, and was a representative, as I am told, in the last legislature from the county in which
Uulbertson is situated. The lands managed by this :firm embrace also
a ~o~tion of the river bottom. Tracts entered by Overton B. Davis and
Wilham Topham are shown to have been conveyed to Nesbitt and Dave~port, respectively, aud most of them could be abandoned upon proof
berng made without much loss. You will observe that in a few cases
of :final proof the land has be-en promptly abandoned and conveyed to
others.
Lincoln, Nebr.-T. 2 N., R. 29 W.:
Pre·
emption.

Home.
stead.

Total.

No.

No.

No.

~~!~~::, i~~f~i~~~'- ~~~~~~~!::::::: :: :::::::: ::::::: :::: :::: :: ::: :::: ::: l===l===~====
92
83

104
15

196
98

Entries in_ wl!icb the laws in respect to inhabitancy, improvement,
E and cult1vat10n were not complied with ..........••••......•..•......
ntryrnen resident on the land ........ ...•..... .........•...•.....•••..

48
20

I

15
15

63
35

Total . . . . .......................•.....................•.......
(Transfers ofrecord, 87; timber-culture entries, 64 · relinquished and
canceled, HG; remaining of record, 28.)
' '

.. I

30

98

Special Agent George B. Coburn, in his report, states:
The township examined is believed to be a fair example of those in
the McCook district which are largely used for agricultural purposes.
T~e soil is rich and in all portions of the township which are capable of
bemg tilled the growth of vegetation is rapid when the water supply is
abundant. The conveyances and mortgages shown are about an aver-

•
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age of the townships which have teen no longer settled than this. It
will be seen that they are numerous, that some of the conveyances are
of even date .with the receiver's receipt, and that in some instances the
mortgages antedate the same.
The agent adds:
My report shows that sixty-four timber-culture entries in all have
been filed, or an average of a fraction less than two for each section
available for such entries. Of these twenty-eight are now intact upon
the records. Though the number is not so large as some townships
will show, it is evident that these entries have been largely availed of
to keep land covered for speculation, or until parties found it convenient t9 place entries of another class upon the tracts respectively, or,
what is a more common method, until the relinquishments can be sold.
Lincoln, Nebr.-T. 4 N., R. 16 W.:
No.

No.

Timber•culture entries .....................•.••......•.......•.•...••..•••.• •••..•..• . .... . .... In force . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . • . • • . • • • . . . • • • • • . • . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Final entries.................................................. . ..
11
Transferred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . • . • . . . . • • • • • . . . • • • . . . • • . • . • . . .
7

81

Relinquished and canceled .••....•..•..•..•••••...••......... . -•.. -- -· ·

45

36

Inspector Frank D. Hobbs, in his report, calls "attention to the large
number of tracts, as shown by the records, that have been held for six,
eight, and ten years, and finally relinquished and entered under some
other law."
Lincoln, Nebr .-T.13 N., R. 14 W.:
No.

No.

Timber-culture entries ...•••... •.•......•....•....•.•••••.•••••.••.••••••.•••• • ...••... .. .•....
Relinquished and canceled . • • . . . • • . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23
Canceled for cause...... . . . . . • . • . • . . . . • . . . . • • • • • . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . .
5

38

In force .••.•...•....•...•.•••••••....•....••••••• •.•....•.. ·· ·· · · · · ···

10

28

Inspector Hobbs, in his report, says:
The odd sections in this township belong to the railroad, and consequently there are but sixteen sections subject to entry.under the public
l~ws. * • • Out of the'ten entries now in force, only six have any
timber of any value now growing.
Lincoln, Nebr.-T. 13 N., R. 29 W.:

Entries

........ .. .. ...... ... .... . ........ ................... .. .................................... .

Preemption.

Homestead.

Total.

No.

No.

No.

11

En trios in. which the laws in 1:ee_pect to inhabitancy, improvement and
cu.1'.uvauon ~dere not complied with ...•... . .... .. . ... .......... ~.....
7
E ntrymen r e1 enton the land .•..... ...•.. . ..••. . •••.• .. ..... .. ... . . ... . . ... .. ..
Total. . .. ..... . ... . .. . ..... .. .. .
c:.rran fera of r cord, 26; timber- c~lt~~e-~rigi~~i·e~trie~· a"s:·;~ii.~:qmehed andcanceled, 19; remaining of record, 16.)
'
'

•

7

52

63

45
11

52
11

56

63
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Inspector Hobbs, in his report, says:
. The township selected is within the 20-mile limit of the Union Pacific Railroad, and for many years lias been largely occupied by M: C.
Keith, John Brott, and the Hersteys for cattle ranches, they ownmg
·or controlling the odd-numbered sections within their respective inclo·
.
sures, as I am informed and believe.
Mr. Keith sti11 has a considerable quantity of government land rnelosed, but he claims that the fence is all upon his own land. Special
Agent Coburn informs me that a suit has been commenced against him
under the act of February 25, 1885.
The agent adds:
Of the M timber-culture entries -made only 16 are now in force, and a
very small percentage of those have any growing timber upon them.
Lincoln, Nebr.-T. 14 N., R. 29 W.:
Preemption.

Entries ........•............................. ____ ......... ___ ..... . . _..
Entries in which the laws in respect to inhabitancy, improvement,and
cultivation were not compli.ed with .... __ ............................
Entrymen resident on tho land ... . ... .. . . . . .. . . . ...... •.. ... .•.. .. . . . .

Homestead.

Total.

No.
No.
No.
3
15
12
= = =ii = = =~= = =
2
1

10

12

2

'3

1 - - -1- - -

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .
(Transfers of record, 2; timber-culture entries, 17; number cultivated to trees, none.)

3

12

15

Inspector Hobbs, in his report, says:
Only sixteen sections in this township are subject to public land entry.
This township is located near the town of North Platte, is within the
granted limits of the Union Paci~c Railway, and for years past has been
largely occupied by M. 0. Keith for grazing purposes. Some gov·ernment land is within his 'inclosure, and I was informed by one of his
own employes that preparations were being made to inclose more, care
being taken to run the fence on his own land. A suit against Mr. Keith
is now pending in the United States court, under the act of February
25, 1885.

I

I am informed and believe that Mr. Keitµ owns or controls all the
odd-numbered sections, or most of them, in this township. Consequently
he can inclose a large body of land that belongs to the government aud
still have the fence on his own land.
The agent states that seventeen entries were made under the provis ions of the timber-culture law, "but that no timber was found upon any
of the entries, although in one instance an attempt had been made to
procure a growth."
Lincoln, Nebr.-T. 15 N., H.. 22 W.:
· / No.

No.

Timber-culture entries.. . ..................... ... .... .. . . ... . .. ...... . ... . . . ... . . . .... .. ......
Relinquished and canceled .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• . .• . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
18
Canceled fo1 cause.. . ............................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5

50

Existing ......... . . ... ......................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

27

Number showin g some cultivation to trees . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Number showing no cultivation to trees.......................... ... . . .

20

23

7
27
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Inspector Hobbs, in his report, says:

. Of the twenty-seven timber-culture entries now in force only seven
have any growing timber upon them, and one of those was about to be
relinquished. The e.ntryman informed me that he intended to make a
homestead entry of the same tract.
r_ro show the length of time land is often lteld under this law through
various entrym~n without any timber of any value beiug raised, attention is invited to the fact that, in section 2, 160 acres have been held
since April 19, 1880, the last entry _having been made February 23, 1887;
in section · 3 a quarter was held from March 26, 1880, to October 19,
1886, and the tract was then entered under another law; in section 5,
from February 14, 1880, to April 19, 1887; in section 7, from October
14, 1882, to M:i,y 17, 1887, when it was entere~ under a differen~ law;
in section 8, from December 21, 1882, to April 19, 1886, when -1t was
entered under a different law; in section 12, from January 1, 1880, to
present time; in section 22, from April 8, 1880, to Mar?h 4, 1885; in
section 24, from July 7, 1879, to February 1, 1884, whe~ 1t was entered
under another law; in section 25, from October 1, 1879, to Novembe1
15 1886, at which_time it was entered under another law; in section 32~
fr~m July 8, 1880,· to September 23, 1886, when it was again entered
by another party under the same law.
.
. Attention is also invited to the fact that of the 23 canceled entries
all but 5 were canceled for relinquishment.
Lincoln, Nebr.-T. 19 N., R. 55 W.:
I

Pre·
emption.

Romestead.

Total.

----,--------------------1--------Entries ....•..................... : .................................... .
Entries in which the laws in respect to inhabitancy,'improvement, and
cultivation 'Yere not complied with . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Entr-,y men resident on the land ............................. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total ..................................... ~ .... : .........•........
(Transfers of record, 3; timber-culture entries, 40.)

No.

28

22
6

No.

32

Ko.

60

===.:::==
2•
8

46
14

--28 --32 --60

Inspector Hobbs, in his report, says:
This township was selected to represent a grazing township, after a
consultation with and at the suggestion of Register Adams, of. the
Sidney office, who has known the country for years. The investigation shows that it has been devoted exclusively to grazing purposes
largely by the Bay State Live Stock Company. *
*
* *
All of the final homesteads are soldiers' additional, and were presum•
*
*
ably made for the Bay State Live Stock Company.•
A living stream of water zigzags through tlle two upper tiers of sec·
tions, and it will be seen that nearly all of the old entries and :filings
were macte in these two tiers, doubtless for the purpose of control~ing
the water. The settlers clairu that the early entries were made for that
purpose and in the interest of the Bay State Live Stock Company.
In this township an entry under the timber.culture law can be found
in every ection subject to entry, and it is a fact worthy of note that
every entry over three years. of age has been canceled for relinquishment. Four-fifths of them were made in 1881 and not canceled until
1884, and yet not a tree can be found on any part of the land entered.
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and of the entries now in force only one was over two years old when
I inspected the township. Proof of the speculative character of entries
made under the timber-culture law can be found in almost any town- ·
ship in any land district, and proof that a vRst number of illegal and
fraudulent entries have been made through unscrupulous land agents
and attorneys has been presented to the General Land Office during
the past year by, its various agents. I have personl'1il knowledge of the
trial and conviction in the United States district court of six of such
agents and attorneys, who were engaged in a wholesale manner in procuring entries well known to be illegal and fraudulent.
Bloomington, Nebr.-T. 3 N., R. 16 W.:
Pre,- I Horneemp t 10n.
s t ea d .

Total.

1

No.
Entries and filings, original. ........•..........••.•.. -• ..... - - - -... - - · -

57

Entries, final.. ................... ....... _.. ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

34

Entries in which the laws in respect to inhabitancy, improvement, and
cultivation ~ere not complied with ..•............................. _.
Entrymen resident on the land .................. __ .....................
(Tr:fn°si~~-s-

I

No.
121

No.

100

j

178
134

I
30

60

90

-4

4.0

44

1-lOO ~

~t.-~~~~;¢: ioi.;. ti~i,~~:;~it~i_.~-~~t{·i~;;. ~~·fgi~;i: 83 .; .fi.~~1:. - 84

4.)

Special Agent Coburn remarks: '' These investigations show that
practically all of.the land in the township upon which final proof has been
made bas either been transferred or mortgaged." He declares "that
the final homestead is rapidly becoming a thing of the past," and that
"out of a total of eighty-three original timber-culture entries, only four
final entries have been made."
Niobrara, Nebr.-T. 29 N., R. 6 W.:
Pre- ·
emption.

~g_rh:;!:
stead.

Homestead.

Total.

---------------------- --- --- - - - ---·
Filings and entries, original .. . ...••...••.•................•.

No.

Entries, final. _...... _......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .
(Transfers of record, 58 ; timber culture entries, original,
23; final 7.)

22

No.

No.
15·

18

No.
97

119'

65

98

Market value of the land, from $3 to $20 per acre, according to location and improvement. Land mostly good, smooth, and rolling.
Niobrara, Nebr.-T. 31 N., R. 8 W.:
Preamption.

~£1i:;;1~!~
stead.

Homestead.

Total.

-------------------1----1---- -----Filings and entries, original ............................ _...•.

No.

31

No.

No.

No.

117

148

64

110

1---

Entries, final . _....... _......... _. . . .......... _........... _.
(Transfor·s of record, 60; timber-culture entries, original,.
27 ; final, 13.)

_21

25
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General market value of laind, from $1.25 to $8 per acre, according to
location and improvement. Land mostly good, gently rolling, and the
south half bluffy, and quite sandy in places.
Special Agent N. Carr, in his report of the examination of the two
foregoing townships, says:
I am thoroughly convinced, from experience and observation, that
fully three.fourths of .all the timber.culture entries were fraudulent at
their inception, and the parties took them for speculation, and not with
the intention of carrying out the provisions of the law as intended and
anticipated by its framers. It is apparent to any observing mind that
the timber.culture law retards the settlement, development, and growth
of the country, and, as a matter of public policy, should be repealed.

Valentine, Nebr.-T. 30 N., R. 22 W.:

•

Pre·
emption.

Home.
stead.

Total.

- - - . . . . : . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 - - - -- - - No.
No.
No.
Filings and entries, original .••.••.••.•..•••••.•••••..•......•.•••••... ·. ==1=35:=:!====10=0 =235
1

£(~~:~sf!~
~f·;~~~~a:··56;.ti~b~~=o~it-i"i;~·e~t;i~~:-5i·;·~eihlq;_{i~h;d·
and canceled, 26.)

7

4

37

71

--'-------

Special Agent Augustus High, in his report, states: .
The general market value of the lands in the township would be abo~t
-$6.25 per acre, unless it be in exceptional cases near town, or cases m
which there are substantial and valuable improvements.
My experience has been such as to satisfy me that but a very small·
. percentage of the lands mortgaged by the entrymen are ever redeemed,
:and especially so in cases in which the mortgages have been foreclosed.
The reason of this is, in my opinion, that the settlers upon public lands,
as a rule, are poor and have not the means to work with, an_d, in ord~r
to se~mre the means to make a · start, they ~ake a pre.emption, and m
six months or a year make their final proofs, mortgage the land for ~hat
money they can get, and, after making final proof on their pre.emption,
use the surplus in making improvements upon their homesteads.
, Others take homesteads first; usually pre.emptions are taken first, but
commuted homesteads do not, as a rule, result in homes for the entrymen.
Portland, Oreg.-T. 8 N., R. i W.:
Special Agent John B. Brockenbrough reports iri the above township
as follows:
Timber-culture entries ' ··--· ............ ·-·······-·· ...... ·---· · .. ····-··-····
Pre-emption filings ........ __ ........ _. _.... __ ... _.......... __ .. ___ ..... __ ... _.
Homestead filings and entries .....................•..... _............ __ .. __ •. .
Private-entry applications ........ _........................ _............'-.. . . . .
Donation land·claim filings .............................................. _. _...

17
8
11
22
2

Total .. ................................ _.... _........... _....... _. . . . . . .

60

He states that of the seventeen timber-culture applications, sixteen
of them, located on " superior agricultural land," were made, " not in
good faith for the entrymen's exclusive u e and benefit, but in the in-
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terest of certain larg·e timber, lumbering, and manufar.turing compa
nies, such as the Northwest Timber Company, theColumbia River Lumber Company, the McFarlane Brothers (loggers), and Hunter & Fom~st
(loggers), or on speculation; that· of the eight pre-emption filings the
entrymen in six cases failed to comply with the requirements of the law
as to inhabitancy, improvement, and cultivation, and evidently filedfor
the sole purpose of securing the timber mi tbe lands filed upou, either
in the interest of the above logging co rporations for a consideration or
directly in their own interests ; that of the eleven homestead filings and
entries the entrymen in nine cases disregarded the requirements of the
law in regard to residence, improvement, and cultivation, and filed for
the sole purpose of securing the timber on said homesteads (in the interest of the above logging corporations for a consideration or for themselves), and of fraudulently acquiring title to said homesteads and disposing of the same at a profit; and, finally, that nearly all of the private-entry applications, twenty-two in number, were made for the sole
purpose of securing the timber on the lands covered by the same, so
that pretty much the whole of said township is now under the control
of the timber corporations and logging concerns mentioned above." ·
He states "further, as the result" of his " experience and information,
that the timber or logging business is practically the only business that
has been prosecuted in the township up to the present time; that probably not less than 20,000,000 feet (board measure) of timber have already
been cut and removed from said township by the said corporations and
logging concerns, and sold at a handsome profit to the following mill
companies, viz: The W. S. M. L. and Manufacturing Company, Portland, '
Oreg.; the Columbia Mills, Knappton, W. T.; and Hogue I. Young
Oak Point, W. T., and that the probability is that, as timber is annually
becoming scarcer and the price thereof consequently advancing year
by year, said timber or logging business will continue to be prosecuted
in the said township by the above corporations and p~rties on a larger
scale and with greater vigor in the future than in the past, until said
township shall be entirely denuded of its timber, to the absolute exclusion of agricultural pursuits therein in the mean time, unless·, indeed,
something shall be done to prevent or avoid such a result."
Helena, Mont.--T. 15 N., R. 12 E.:
Special Agent J. A. Gunn, as the result of his examination of the .,
above township, reports :
Desert-land entries. __ --·· --------- ~---· ________ ·--··-···· ____ •••• ____ -···____
Pre-emption :filings _____________________ • _. ___ • __ • _••••• ____ • ___ • _____ • ______
Homestead :filings. ________ •••••• ______________________ ·--·----.---------·____

11
3

Total ___________ • _. ______ • _••••••••• __ ••• _•••• _•• _. __ ••• _• ________ • ____

18

Final entries :
Desert land. ________ -·---··-···· ____ --···· ·····-· •••• --~
Pre-emption_____________________________________________________________

w---· -·---- --·-

Total. ________ --~- __________ •••• ·----_-···----·-···~--··
(Transfers of record, :final entries 8.)

4

2
6
8
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I beg leave t·o state that all the land in said township, a larg<~ pro.
portion of which is agricultural, and will produce crops of hay and oats
without irrigation, is vi-rtually controlled by one company, known as
the Sage Creek Sheep Company, cpmposed of the following named
members, to wit: Albert H. Barney, Leslie H. Hamilton, and Jacob
Mills. I found only seven bona fide settlers in the township. The
land has nearly all been taken by members of the Sage Creek Sheep
Company and by men in the employ of said company (sheep herders
and ranch hands), so as to -monopolize all the water and available agricultural lands in the township. There are less than 200 inches of water
in Sage Creek; and at the season of the year when it is necessary to
irrigate there are less than 100 inches of water in said creek. Granting
that the land adjacent to said creek is desert in character, or that the
crops would be materially benefited by artificial irrigation, there is not
sufficient water in ·sage Creek to irrigate one section of land, much less
4,000 acres, which is about the amount of land that the said Sage Creek
Sheep Company pretend to irrigate and reclaim with less than 200
inches of water.
,.,
· Sage Creek has been fenced on both sides for a distance of 5 miles
by the Sage Creek Sheep Company. Such a state of affairs is a great,
detriment to the settlement of the country, the said company not on!y
controlling all of the water, but virtually controlling all of the land m
the towrnship, ttsing the same for a sheep pasture.
This company having located such large tracts of land in this vicinity, either through its members or employes, and virtually controlling
all, or nearly all, the land adjacent to that owned by them, causes a
state of affairs which acts as a most effective boycott to the poor homesteader. Brave, indeed, would be the settler that would h_ave nerve
enough to enter land for the purpose of making a home for himself and
family in a township so completely controlled by such an outfit, composed of three individuals.
Helena, Mont.-Unsurveyed T. 7 S., R. 21 E.:
.
Special Ag.ent J. A. Gunn reports as t,he result of his examination of
·
'
this township:
Total number of desert-land entries and filings, 7.
All of the available agricultural, timber, and coal lands in the abovenamed township have been filed upon as desert land. The bottom land
on both sides of Rock creek, commencing at the Snowy mountains, _on
the south, and running north towards the south line of the_ Crow Inchan
reservation for the distance of 6 miles, embracing the very best coal
and agricultural land in Montana Territory, has been filed upon as desert
land.
.
The land on Rock creek, where a section has been taken as desert,
with the creek running through the center of the section, bas, on an
average, 40 acres of timber to the section. The parties who have
made these desert -land filings, covering this vast tract of agricultural
and coal land, live in other localities-some in Bozeman, others in the
State of Colorado. I fail to find a single one of the desert-land claiman_ts making his borne upon his desert entry. Such a condition of
thrn gs prevents the settlement of the public domain by bona fide settlers.
The records of the laud office show that the land has been taken
a desert. The average homesteader in search of a location for a home
for himself and family fears to settle upon the land thus taken, because
he is too poor to incur the expense of a contel't.
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The agent also states:
Relative to lands filed upon under the timber-culture act, I have
made many investigations of timber claims, and closely observed h1;1ndreds of filings under the above-named act. I have never seen one smgle timber-culture entry upon which final proof could be made. I have
known timber-culture filings that have been made in good faith, but
such cases are exceedingly rare. My experience is that filings made
under the timber-culture act are usually made for the purpose of holding the land, with the view of some time taking the land under some
other act or of disposing of the land for a valuable consideration.
Olympia, W. T.-T.19 N., R. lOW.:

~I

PreHomeemption, · stead.

No.

No.

Filings and original entries . . . . . . _.... _.. _... _. _.... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

82

Entries, final. ......... _........... . ...................... _....... _.... .

42

=

Entries in which the laws in respect to inhabitancy, improvement,
and cultivation were not complied with ......... __ ... _...............
42
Entrymen resident on the land ................. _...................... _None.
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(Transfers of record, 30.)

Total.

No.

8

90
44

---- = =
2
44
None. -~~
2

42

44

Special .Agent J. M. Carson, in his report, says:
The records of the United States land office at Olympia, W. T., show
that there have been 90 filings in this township under the pre.emption
and homestead laws which require actual residence: 44 only were carried to· final proof. .A personal examination of the township in September and October, 1886, and in July, 1887, shows that there is not an
actual settler in :i-t.
The records also show that of the 44 final entries made, 30 of them
were transferred, but not one of them went to an actual '' home builder,"
but almost universally to wealthy mil1-owners, extensive lumber dealers,
or land manipulators.
·
The records also show that the result of mortgaging entries is almost
universally a transfer of the 'land, sometimes by foreclosure, but gen er, ally by a willing and previously-arranged contract or understanding.
In my experience of one and a half years as special agent I have only
found one instance where the entryman mortgagecl his claim, redeemed
the same, and still owns the land.
·
Santa Fe, N. Mex.~T. 10 N., R. 31 W. (San Miguel county):
·

Entries ................................................. ······:···· ... .

Pre·
emption.

Home.
stead.

Total.

No.

No.

No.

12

12

l===i===:l=:==

E7:1tries in which the laws in respect to inhabitancy, cultivation, and
improvement were not complied with ..........................•............. _.
Entrymen resident on the land .......•..............•....... ~.......... None.

12
None.

Total....................................................... ...... . .........
(Transfers of record, 12.)

12

None.

12

12

i

Special Agent Clayton G. Coleman, in his report, says :
I beg leave to say that as far as my observation has extended the
@ame condition of affairs as is shown in the above township extends to

.....
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a very considerable portion of the Territory of New Mexico, and embraces the lands most valuable for grazing and agriculture. Every
entry or filing in the township is claimed by the Cimarron Cattle Corri
pany. The claims of this company cover all of the water in the town.
ship, and besides it has claims covering the water embraced in that
district of country extending from R. 26 E. to R. 36 E., and from T. 8 N.
to T. 10 N., inclusive-a section containing about 700,000 acres of land
belonging to the public domain. These claims are all uninhabited,
except the one upon which the headquarters ranch of the said company
is located, and a great many of them present no evidence of improve·
,ment of any kind whatever. This district of country is entirely devoted
to grazing purposes, the entries having been made so as to monopolize
the water as well as the available agricultural lands~ The control of
the unentered lands is exercised exclusively by the party holding them.
Santa
N. Mex.-T. 18 N., R. 30 E.·:

Fe,

Pre.
emption.

Home·
stead.

Total.

No.

No.

No.

Entries, final. • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . • • • . • . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . . . . .

1

Entries in which the laws in respect to inhabitancy, improvement, and
cultivation were not complied with .....•..••.........••........•. ·...
1
Entrymen resident on the land .•.•...•••.•.•...•.....•••••.••..••..... None.

13

None.

13

14

NQne.

14

13

Total. ...........................• -~ •••..•••••••••••..•..••.....•.
(Transfers of record, 13.)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - ~ - - - ·---- -- - --·

Special Agent Clayton G. Coleman reports:
The Dubuque Cattle Company have possession and control of ~v:ery
claim in the township. I am satisfied that few, if any, of the or1gmal
entry men complied with the requirements of the laws; and the fact that
as many as seven claims were transferred by quitclaim deeds made ~y
one Jose Ma. Martinez to the Dubuque Cattle Company before the said
Martinez had acquired any right or color of title thereto, and before
even the original entrymen had made final proof thereon, taken together
with the short interval of time between the original entry, final proof,
and the transfers by warranty deed to the Dubuque Oattle ~ompa~y,
furnish conclusive evidence that these entries were made m the mterest of a party or parties other than that of the entrymen. The Du·
buque Cattle Company hold every claim on the Tequiesquite arroyo for
a distance of 17 miles through Ts.17, 18, and 19 N., R. 30 E., as well as
a large number of claims on the creek, especially in T. 20 N., R. 30 E.r
and on the Monia arroyo, in T. 19 N., R. 35 E., which gives them the
control of several hundred thousand acres of the public domain, embracing the finest grass lands in New Mexico.
San ·Francisco, Oal.-T. 25, R. 12 E.:

Entries . • . • • • . . . . . • .. • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Entries in which the laws in respect to inhabitancy, cultivation, ane.
improvement were not complied with .................•....••..•....
Entrymen resident on the land ..........................•.............

Pre·
emption.

Home·
stead.

Total.

No.

No.

No.

145

61

206

107
88

40
21

147

- - - - - - - ----

Total ..••..•.......................•••••..••••...••......•........ --145 ---6-1
(Transfers of record, 16; timber-culture entries, 4.)

59"

--20e
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San Francisco, Cal.-T. 22 S., R. 25 E.:
Preemption.

Homestead.

Timberculture.

.
No.
No.
Filings and original entries ... ... . . . .. ·.....•...... _ _ 31 _ _ 150 E t .
fi 1
(T~!~'sre~! ~f-~;~~~~tl:·4.) .. · · · ··.· · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · ·

D esert.

No.
-~ -

Total,

No.
No.2!:!9
- ~ __ _ _

--91--7,~= . . . ...
··

16

.

Special .A.gent John T. Collins, in his report, in referring to the timber-culture act,. remarks :
In the Visalia district, which contains much land that would properly come within the purview of this act, there has bee~ near two thousand entries made since its passage, and out of this vast · number
oniy five entrymen have proved up; and. as shown by tlle local records relinquishments on the same have-o.c curred as often as four and
five times. This, of course, implies speculatio?, and '?ot a single on~ of
these entrymen, I dare say, ever had the famtest idea of complyrng
with the law.
Humboldt, Cal.-T. 7 N., R. 1 E.:
Pre-emption
and commuted homestead.

Homestead.

Timber
land.

State selections.

Total.

- - - - - - -- ----,-----i -- - - - ,--- - - - - - - - - - - - Entries and filings, original ...•......... . ....

No.

No.

No.

. 103
24
10
l--c=-,-~,1--c==+·==·=
.
10
Entries final. ..••..... . .......•.••............
103
22
(Transfer ofrecord, 120.)

No.

10

No.

147

====
io
145

Special Agent B. F. Bergen reports, as the r.esult of his examination
of the above townshipThe southeast quarter of section G; the e_a st half of section 7; all of
section 18, excepting that part cut off uy the Pacific Ocean, and all of
sections 19, 30, and 31, are principally covered with redwood, spruce,
and fir timber, interspersed with openings, which are now used for
grazing and agricultural purposes. Three-fourths of the land covered
by the last-named sections would be susceptible of cultivation were the
timber removed therefrom.
The lands above referred to were in the main entered b.v parties who
have fairly complied with the law governing the entry of public lands.
The remaining· twenty-five sections are exceedingly rough and mountainous, heavily covered with an immense growth of redwood timber~
the trees standing densely thick, and ranging in size from 3 to 10 feet
in diameter, and from 200 to 300 feet in height.
Notwithstanding the fact that these lands were entered under the
pre-emption act, they a.re wholly unfit for cultivation, even though the
timber was removed therefrom. I find, after having made a careful investigation, that the entrymen were hired to make these entries b_y
Charles H. King and David Evans, with the assistance of Charles E.
Beach arn.l one John Freemau, wlio operated ·under the instructions of
King and Eva ns, the entrymen, for their services receiving from $150
INT 87-VOL

1--11
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to $200 ·each. The only show-or attempt made by either the entrvmen
or King and Evans toward complying with the pre-emption law fn the
entry of these twenty-five sections of redwood timber land waR the building of a mere shanty or makeshift for a house upon each quarter section so entered, which was invariably done under the instructions of o.
H. King or David Evans, the cost of which in no instance would exceed
$25. Uany of the_cabins are still standing, but no sign exists of any
other improvements having been made, or that any land was ever cultivated. There was no timber cut and removed from any of the entries
embraced in the whole twenty-five sections I'eferred to. It would be
impossiele to cultivate the land (were it susceptible of cultivation after
the timber was removed), much less for any vegetation or crops to grow,
without first removing the timber, as the sun is entirely shut out, and
cannot possibly penetrate to the ground through this wonderfully d()nse
growth of red wood.
The entrymen were on1y required by the manipulators of this timber
land grab to remain on the land one or two nights-King and Evans
always having at hand .standing witnesses who assisted in making final
proof, notably among whom was this man John Freeman, as the final
proof papersJ)n file in the General Land Office will demonstrate.
As to the amount and value of.this body of t_imber now standi ng upon
this land it is a difficult matter to accurately estimate, but it is safe to
say that it will cut from 150,000 to 200,000 feet per acre, and is worth
$100 per acre. I~ is invariably conceded by millmen iu general that,
owing to the quality and location, there is no other like body or compact block of timber land upon this coast which would command the
price per acre of this land.
This valuable block of timber land was conveyed to, and is now owned
by two firms, one of which consists of William Carson and John Dolbeer; the firm name being" The Dolbeer and Carson Lumber Company.''
The other is a Canadian firm known as Bronson & Oo.
Humboldt, Cal.-T. 10 N., :R. 1 E. !
1

Entries and filings, original .. _.•. _.. __ ... _... _..
Entries and filings, final . _.. _. . ___ .. ... _........
(Transfers of record, 109.)

ti~e::l
commuted
homestead.

Homestead.

Timber
land.

No.

No.

No.

State
applications.

Total.

-----No.

No.

22

12

87

4

22

5

87

4

125

=-=
118

Special Agent B. F. Bergen, as the result of a thorough examination
of the above township, reports :
After a careful investigation, I find that with the exception of a narrow _strip lying upon the west side of said township and bordering immediately upon the Pacific Oceau the entire township is rough, broken,
and mountainous, the whole of which is covered with a dense forest of
redwood, fir, and spruce-the redwood species, however, largely predominating, and of a monstrous growth.
*
*
* *
*
9ut ~f the one hundred and eighteen entries made in all in said townb1p, mne y-five of them, involving 16,000 acres of this mammoth red·
wo d ti er land, which at a very low estimate will cut 100,000 feet
of 1nm er per acre, and at the low stumpage price of $1 per 1,000 feet,
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we have, as-tbe present value of this block of land, tbe sum of$ 1,600,000 all of which was entered for and in the interest of t,he members of
a s~mi-foreign Scotch syndicate, which was organized July 7. 1863, at
Edinburgh, Scotland, and known as the "California .Red wood Uompany,
*
*
*
*
*
• .
limited."
The members and stockholders of this company did not only secure
from the government, contrary to and in violation of the laws governing the acquisition of the public domain, the 16,000 acres above referred
to, but they also secured, in addition, 48,000 acres, equally valuable,
in -townships adjacent to this township.
*
•
*
James D. Walker, president, and David Evans and Charles IT.
King, the business managers of this foreign syndicate, were the priffi:e
California manipulators of this enormous timber-land grab. Tlle1r
methQds were first to secure the services of Charles E. Beach, an old,
expei'ienced land sharp, and long time chum of U. H. King, Harry
A. Marks, brother-in-law of David Evans, and 1\1. P. Roberts, brother
of the then register of the land office. · Tllese bad their beadf{uarters
through the year 1883 (the year in which these lands were acquired) in
a back room of the notorious saloon of one Gorham Barnnm, located
three blocks·north of the local land office, and they secured four hundred men, or, as Californians style them, "dummies,"who were ~illing
to sell the use of their names to a timber-land entry for the paltry sum
of $50. Through the agency of these "dummies" these valuable lands
were fraudulently entered at the land office, final proofs were effected
by paid and standing witnesses. always in readiness to swear to w!Jat
was required of them, the manager of the syndicate paid the receiver
for the land, and appropriated the receiver's duplicate receipt, the land
having been previousl,y deeded to the said syndicate manager, wit!J
the dates of the deeds left in blank, which .were now tllled up with the
dates of the register's receipt, and the land conveyed by the mana·g er
to the syndicate. To t!Jese statements Solomon Cooper, receiver at the
time of this fraud,- has openly testified before the present register and
receiver. Thus this Scottish syndicate fraudulently obtained 64,000
acres of the most valuable as well as the most wonderful timber belt
known to exist in this or any other country. It is safe to estimate that
this entire tract will cut 100,000 feet per acre, which, at a stumpage of
$1 per 1,000 feet-only a reasonable price for stumpage-gives the value .
of the land thus fraudulently secured by this foreign Scottish syndicate in this one county of Humboldt at the enormous sum of $6,400,000.
It is µossible that this grab is only an atom compared with what they
may have procured by similar methods in other States and Territories .
.As to the commuted homestead, homestead, and pre-emption entries
made in this said township, with the exception of those lying and bordering upon the coast, some ten or twelve in number, an were made on
redwood-timber. lands, which are wholly unfit for cultivation and valuable chiefly for the timber thereon. The improvements are makeshifts
only, with every appearance of bad faith on the part of the entrymen.
In the ten or twelve entries above referred to, lying along the coast,
the entrymen from appearances have complied with the law reasouauly
well, the most of them liviug upon and cultivating a small acreage of
their land.
·
The agent calls "attention to a matter which he thinks worthy of
the consideration not only of the Oommissioner;but also of Uongress,
which is that in this county alone (dating from .November, 1882) three
hundred and nine aliens filed wrth the clerk of the county court their
6785 L 0--6
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sworn declara~ions of intention to become citizens of the United States.
Notwithstandmg nearly five years have elapsed, only thirty-seven of
these aliens, up to this date, have complied with their sworn declarations by taking up . their citizenship papers and becoming citizens in
fact. And, notwithstanding this neglect on tlrn part of these would-be
citizens, each and every one of them, save the thirty-seven, was thoughtful enough to take advantage of his false declaration by allowing his
name to be used in entering 160 acres. of this valuable timber land, the
entries being made by aliens in fact, and for aliens-this Scotch syndicate.
.
·
To make the fraud more. aggravating is the fact that many of them
have taken ad vantage of their rights under the pre-emption and homestead acts. A noticeable feature is the further fact that in nearly every
instance their applications to enter these lands were made upon the same
day upon which they filed their declarations oJ intention to become citizens.
True, many of them were·sailors and seafaring men, who were shipped
in for the sole purpose of using them in the entry of these lands, and
who would not have declared their intention of becoming citizens bad
it not been obligatory on their part in order to be qualifred under the
law to e1;1ter land. Many of these were, immediately after making their
applications to enter this land, shipped away, but not until each had
executed a blank deed conveying the la,rnl applied for to Dasid Evans
and received his $50 in coin for the services rendered .
. Under the existin'g laws govero.iI1g the qualifications of an alien to
enter 160 acres or more of the public domain he is only required to file
his declaration of intention to become a citizen. That the Government
is imposed upon under this l~w the above illuskations, I think, fully
and clearly demonstrate.
Is it strange, then, that .the people should be crying out, "What has
become of our pubFe domain 1"
These examinations, so far as received in time to be included in this
report, cover thirty-six townships in i;iine States and Territories, selected by specialag,e nts ancUnspectors as fairly representing the average
condition of public land entry and occupation in the respective districts
in which the inspectors and special agents were employed. Made without concert, and by intelligent and reliable officers, they disclose a condition of affairs in respect to public land appropriation that cannot fail
to be astounding to those who have discredited or may not have fully
appreciated pre-vious official reports. In several townships, timber and
grazing, there were absolutely no settlements whatever, and no improvements, although the land had been taken up chiefly under settlement
and improvement laws. In others the number of settlers is painfully
disproportionate to the number of settlement entries.
Out of 1,416 agricultural entries, embracing over 225,000 acres of land,
taken up under the homestead and pre-emption laws, it was found that
these laws hac'!- been complied with in 268 instances only, and not complied with in 1,148 instances. Nine hundred and ninety-seven of the
entered tracts had been transferred or mortgaged by instruments of
record. Mortgages were generally foreclosed and the title of entered
lands passed to other parties. In a S!Ilall portion only of entries made
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under existing laws do the entries result in homes for the entrymen.
They result simply in speculation and monopoly.
Ont of 732 timber-culture entries 600 had been relinquished and canceled, a relinquishment always impor~rng a sale of the claim, and prov·
ing prim-afacie the speculative character of the entry.
TIMBER TRESP.ASS.

In protecting timber on public lands special agents have . been employed during the past year for an aggregate length of service equivalent to twenty-six agents for twelve months and one for eight months;
being an increase in the force of five agents for the entire year and one
for eight months over the number carried on the rolls last year under
an appropriation ·of the same amount.
Ten hundred and eleven case&of depredations or timber trespass have
been reported upon, involving a value in timber and the product therefrom aL1ounting to $6,146,935.86 recover~ble to the United States. The
total amount actually recovered to the government during the year
through judgment, fines, sales of timber, and compromises, so far of
record in this office, is $128,642.09, being $53,642.09 in excess of the appropriation, nearly all of which was recovered the first half of the fiscal
year.
The unavoidable continuance, on account of the early exhaustion of
the appropriation to pay wit1:iesses in United States courts, of the imp_o rtant cases against the Sierra Lumber Company, in California, in.volving over $2,000,000, and in which two special agents of this office
devoted nearly their entire time for a year in securing evidence and preparing for a successful prosecution, and of the cases against the Montana Improvement ·company and Northern Pacific Railroad Company,
in Montana and Idaho Territories, involving an equal, if not greater,
amount, is greatly to be regretted. The delay in these cases cannot
fail to be exceedingly detrimental to the public interests. The government, so far as the office is concerned, was fully prepared, and bad
every reason to expect that bad said cases come to trial judgments
would have been secured for nearly the entire amounts su.ed-for.
During the delay in the prosecution of the above and other important
pending cases the defenda~ts are by no means idle. They not only con
tinue their unlawful depredations on public timber in defiance of all
efforts of this office to prevent that course, but they avail themselves of
every such opportunity to destroy the evidence of their past transgressions and to nullify the efforts of this office.
By the time these cases can again be brought to trial many of the
witnesses will have disappeared and ~uch of the evidence depended
upon by the government will have been destroyed, necessitating a reinvestigation and the securing of additional evidence in .nearly every
case, thereby duplicating the expenses of the special agents in preparing the cases for trial, exhausting the appropriation, and rendering it
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impossible for this office to cause the investigation of the many new
and flagrant cases of trespass which are brought to its attention. The
appropriation for this branch_of the public service is altogether inadequate for the purpose.
The whole&• destruction of public timber on odd sections of public
lands within the granted limits of unconstructed railroads, or of roads
which have failed to comply with the provisions of their grants, continues to an alarming extent. The delay of Congress in declaring the
forfeiture of said grants is, in this particular alone, of great detriment
to the public., interests. Irresponsible parties are rapidly denuding
such lands of their valuable timber, rendering the lands, in many instances, barren wastes and utterly worthless. ·
That the efforts of this office to protect public timber from unlawful
spoliation are, however, _h aving beneficial effect is evident from the statements received from special agents that timber depredations have been
greatly checked in several of the States and Territories, in which, instead of open· and defiant violation of law, as formerly, millmen and
lumber dealers are acting with far greater caution. The public at large
are also beginning to appreciate the endeavors of this office to protect
their interests.
The following is an-extract from one of the many letters received on
this subject:
[Prom Special Timber Agent R. A. Vancleave, dated May 13, 1887.J

I deem it just and proper to state that your public land policy and
your policy of protecting the timber upon these lands, as well as u~on
all homestead and other entries, until final proof is made, and title
passed from the government, is receiving grand plaudits and golden
opinions from all bona fide settlers, and the very best and most hone.st
and upright citizens in the State of l\1ississ ippi and southeastern Lomsiana, who heartily approve of your course and deprecate the unlawful
taking of this timber and the placing of its prod nets upon the ope!-1
markets in competition with these products honestly obtained ; and it
is now quite common to hear deeply expressed regret by this people
that a similar policy was not adopted and strictly enforced fifteen_years
ago, and up to the present, as it is now being done by you in this section of the country.
To accomplish the results achieved during the past year witli the
means allowed has required the enforcement of a most rigid economy
in special agents' expenditures. Upon many "occasions tlleir requests
for authority to incur indispensable expenses in the investigation of
alleged extreme trespassing has beeu, of necessity, refused on account
of the limited appropriation. The special agents ha·rn, tllerefore, in a
number of ca es, been compelled to make superficial examinations and
ubmit reports without sufficient reliable evidence to secure conviction
or judgment, or to abandon the investigations entirely. The result bas
b en the same in either case-to encourage depredators in continued
tre pas ing under the belief that the officers of the gonrnment are
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· either unable or unwilling to enforce the laws and prevent their depredations.
To secure proper enforcement of the laws and punish willful and persistent violators a force of at least .fifty special timber agents at an annual expense of $150,000 ought to be employed. I have, however, estimated for $125,000 as a minimum, below which a reasonable efficiency
in the service cannot be dbtained. Vastly more can be accomplished in
one year with a sufficient appropriation than can be accomplished in
several years with smaller annual appropriations aggregating a larger
sum.
In the proper division report will be found a synopsis of important
decisions -and rulings of this office, relating to depredations upon the
public timber rendered during the fiscal year; also a synopsis of late
judicial decisions in timber trespass cases.
Since said report was prepared, Hon. H. W. Hobson, United States
attorney for C_olorado, has transmitted a copy of an important decision
rendered by Hon. Moses Hallett, United States district judge for the
district of Colorado, August 27, 1887, in the case of the United States
_v. The Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Uompany, defining the rights
of said road to cut timber from public-lands under the act of June 8,
1872, and the general right-of-way act of March~, 1875.
Conceding the right under the granting act to procure timber for construction ·and repairs from public lands adjacent to that portion of the
road completed prior to June 8, 1882, and under the general right-of.
way act, for construction only, from lands adjacent to that portion of
the road consLructed subsequent to June 8, 1882, the judge in clear,
concise language renilered the first judicial decision that the Land Office
has been able to obtain as to the meaning of the words" from the pubHe lands adjacent to the line of said road," as contained fo the acts mentioned.
'
The decision of the court is that the right to take timber from public
lands under said acts extends laterally from the right of way to such
distance as may be reached by ordinary transportation by wagons, and
not otherwise. The timber must be used for the construct.ion of the
road at or near the place where delivered, and if carried by the road to
points distant from the place of taking the company is liable in trespass for the value. ·
It was further held that the Government is bound to pro~e that the
timber was taken from public lands, and having established that fact,
the burden df proof as to where and for what purpose the timber was
used is upon the railroad company. In the absence of evidence to
.p rove that the timber was used in a place adjacent to that from which
it was taken, and for the purpose authorized by law, the government
is entitled to judgment.
The amount for which judgment was rendered in these two cases
was about $40,000. It is estimated that upwards of one million dollarij
is involved in other cases now pending in the court. .
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It is impossible to estimate the great benefit that will accrue to th9
public from this decision. Railroad corporations have for years b'8en
despoiling the public lands of the most valuable timber in violation of
law, in utter disregard of the rights and privileges of settlers, and in
defiance of the efforts of the government to restrain their depredations.
The decision of Judge Hallett sustains existing rules and regulations
prescribed by this office and department.
REFORM IN THE PUBLIC-L AND L AWS.
All efforts to secure a refonp in the land laws by a repeal or amendments of particuiar acts and provisions have failed through the opposition of interests at variance with proposed legislation. I am satisfied
that amendments in detail are impracticable. The time for tinkering
bas passed. Existing systems of disposal, fundamentally defective in
the origin·a1 instance, have become wholly unsuited to present conditioni.
What is needed in my opinion is an entire reformation of existing laws,
retaining an absolute homestead law and obsoleting all other forms
of disposal of agricultural lands. Actual residence, improvement, and
cultivation for the homestead period of fl ve years should be the exclu~ive conditio_n of acquiring title to such lands. It would · also appear
that the time has arrived when the privilege of appropriating public
lands should be confined to citizens of the United States.
The mineral laws should be so amended as to preserve the public
right of mineral exploration to citizens of the United States and to prevent a mono~oly of native mineral wealth by iiidividuals and corporations. The following is an extract from a letter addressed to this office
by a distinguished citizen of California upon this subject.
The mineral-land act defines the amount or size of a mineral claim
locat~d by one citizen in one location, but does not lim_it _t~e number.of
locations he may make, and requires no affidavit that 1t 1s m good faith
and for himself. There is great abuse of this privilege. Speculators
u~e "dum~ies" in profusion, and get the use of persons' names _for _a
trifle, makmg the location in such names and as soon as the location 18
recorded taking a quitclaim deed. The~e speculators are mostly engag~d in consolidating large tracts of mineral land for the purp?se of
sellmg the same to foreign capitalists. Under this system our mmeral
lands are fast passing into possession of foreigners, and t he field for our
own people is being rapidly closed. There should be some systei_n
adopted to stop this "dummy" practice. I have not considered this
m~tter sufficient t o be entirely clear as to ways and me8t0s, but so1:11ethmg should be done of a radical nature to check the frauds now berng
praeticed in the location of United States mineral lands.
I know of no good reason wh:v one location of mineral lands to one
per on should not be regarded a; a fair distribution of the mineral privil ge, leaving equal rights to all other persons. Exi tin g laws do not
P ci.6.cally re trict mineral entries to adult persons a.nd eu trvmen have
th refore never been required to tate that they w re of an age to make
'
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them capabl'e in law to enter into contracts. There is reason to believe
that mineral entries have been made in the names of infants, in fact, as
well as by infants-in-law.
The exhaustion of surface deposits has rendered the provisions of law
authorizing-placer mineral entries of little or no present or prospective
utility. These provisions, and the provisions for mill-site entries, are
perverted to 't he seizure of townsites 'arid m:unicipa-1 improveme·n ts an<l
_for fraudulently securing a monopoly of water rights in arid regions.
Both are made the instruments of abuse, an·d heither serve any good
pHblic purpose. Both should be repealed.
TIMBER LANDS,

The area of timbered lands in the United States is disappearing at a
ratio that excites grave apprehension, while timbered agricultural lands
in the public land States and Territories generally may be regarded ,as
practically exhausted. The necessity for clearing land of its timber
preliminary to making a farm is exceptionai. It is want of timber and
not its surplusage that afflicts settlers on the pul.)lic domain. The
struggle to accumulate great private fortunes from the forests of the
country has reduced forest areas to a minimum. What is ,l eft at th:e
heads of rivers and streams and on mountain sides should be preserved
as of infinite importance and value for cl;imatic effect, the natural regulation of 't he flow of waters, and to prevent the relapse- of l'arge agricultural districts to a desert condition. Several of the public land
States have established forest commissions with a v-iew to :t he protection of native forests, and great anxiety i's manifested that 'the United
Stat.es shall exert its authority and ·power to preserve its own forest
lands from indiscriminate spoliation.
So far as any lands remain in the possession of the government from
which the timber could be removed without public detriment, 'such
lands, or th~growing timber thereol}: sliould be disposed olf in a manner
to yield to the public some compensation for their value. I kn'o~. ofno
reason why timber specu1ators and lumber companies should he permitted to obtain title to public timber lands worth from $10 to $50 per
acre, and frequently much more, for the insigni:fi'cant price 0f $1.25 per
acre. When timber had to he cut and burned as a necessity in cleating
- land for cultivation there was no cause for increasing the price of land
because there was timber upon it. This is not the present situation
The -remaining timber lands, as a rule, are worth little or nothing ex·c ept for the timber, and their value for timber is being rapidly enhanced
as transportation facilities increase and timber areas decrease.
'The recommendations heretofore made by this office, and which llave
been strongly urged by ·the forest commissioners of California, Colo- ·
rado, and other States, are that al'l exclusively -timber lands of the
United States be segregated from the area of disposable lands and reserved from general entry. This is unquestionably the first Etep to be
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taken if forest lands are to be protected by the government. Perma.
neut forest reservations should then be established where necessary
and suitable measures adopted in respect to the disposal of the~
mainder.
RELINQUISHED MILITARY RESERVATIONS.

Complaints and protests continue to be received at this office against
the sale at public auction of lands embraced in relinquished military
reservations. These reservations embrace some of the choicest remain:
ing agricultural lands of the United States, and are needed for settlement purposes. U is impossible for settlers to compete with capitalists
at public sales, and if sold in that manner the lands are certain to pass
into the hands of large proprietors, from whom the farmer hereafter
can purchase, if it all, only at greatly enhanced rates. The general
situation and the condition of public feeling in respect to the manner of
disposing of these reservations is shown in the following letter from the
register and receiver at Bozeman, Mont.:
UNITED ST.A.TES LAND OFFICE,

Bozeman, Mont., February.14, 1887.

Hon.

COMMISSIONER GENERAL LA.ND OFFICE,

Washington, D; 0:
SIR: We, in response to public request and from .our own convictio?S
in the premises, respectfully call your attention to the matter of the disposal of the Fort Ellis Military Reservation, that having been determined and placed in the hands of the Interior Departwent.
We believe that the best in_terests of the government and of o_ur
people would be met, not by its sale in large or small bodies, but by its
relegation to the public lands and its disposal under the lapd laws of the
United States.
This ~eserve contains over 32,000 acres, and consists of agricul~ural,
grass, timber, stone, coal, and mineral lands. It commands available
irrigating water, and is one of the best locations in this Territory and
the best on many accounts now remaining unsettled in this land office
district.
·
•
It wo~ld be rapidly taken up by bona fide settlers an~ locators? 3:nd
should 1t be sold, as seems now intended, the result m our op1mon
would be damaging to public. interest and a great disappointment _to
our people. Already we hear of syndicates formed to attempt its
purchase in a body. This we and all good citizens would deplore, as
such disposal would not only prevent its general settlement, and conseq~ent general improvement, materially depriving the country of taxpaymg property and added population, but it would establish almost
within our little city, and between us and the Yellowstone, a monopoly
of lands which it is rightly the policy of the government and the department ~nd the people to discourage.
!he available lands of this district are not so great in extent that
th~ countr;y and Territory can afford to quietly witness such disposal of
tb1 exten 1ve and valuable area, and we feel that, under the circumstance ,.~e can consistently addre s you upon the subject.
_A petitio1?- ~a gone forward a king the donation of a small area,
with the buildings thereon, of this reserve to the Territory for insane
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asylum purposes. This we have had the honor to indorse, and we feel
that om· present recommendation regarding the remainder of this land
covers a duty we owe to all concerned in the matter. We therefore
respectfully submit the matter, feeling that you 'Yill ?ons_ider our motives, and, if possible, take ste'ps to secure the obJect m view.
Respectfully,
GEO. W. MONROE,
Register.
WM. A. IMES,
Receiver.
It appears to me unquestionable that the best interests of the country will be served by amending the act of July 5, 1884, so as to provide
for the opening of lands embraced in abandoned military reservations
to homestead entry alone, and I respectfully renew my previous recom mendation to this effect.
WITNESSES IN HE.A.RINGS BEFORE UNITED ST.A.TES LAND OFFICERS.

Under present laws no power is lodged anywhere to compel the attendance of witnesses in behalf of the government in hearings before district land officers. Where it is charged that fraud has been
perpetrated upon the government by il1egal or fraudulent entries the
rights of citizens, involving in such proceedings millions of acres of
land, are entirely dependent upon voluntary testimony. It may be
said that a sense of duty as citizens should induce persons having- information to voluntarily offer evidence. Experience has shown that
this consideration cannot be relied upon in prosecuting suits, either
civil or criminal, on behalf of the government in the courts. Still less
can it be relied upon in proceedings before local land officers. Parties
possessed of information that would defeat fraud shrink from the position of voluntary informers, others are deterred by fear of exciting illwill, and others are controlled perhaps by pecuniary considerations not
to appear and give testimony, and thus the importan~ interest of the
people is left unprovided for and dependent entirely upon chance, and
the caprice, cupidity, or timidity of witne·sses who might be .legally
subpcenaed to 8;ppear and testify, and thus be protected as 'government
witnesses. The importance of authorizing process for witnesses in
cases before registers and receivers of United States land offices can
scarcely be overestimated, and I respectfully urge the passage of an
act clothing these officers with the necessary power to secure attendance and compel testimony.
LAND-OFFICE FEES . .

I renew my previous recommendation, that the fee system be abolished
and the compensation of registers and receivers be fixed at annual salaries. This reform is demanded in the interest of economy and to secure
the best services of land officers, free from the bias or temptation resulting from an effort to increase their salaries by the volume of f~e receipfij
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ENTRY AFFIDAVITS AND PROOFS.

The great territorial size of existing land districts renders it impos.
sible for registers and receivers to ent~rtain and examine more than a
small proportion of applications, affidavits, and proofs offered in entries
of public land. Great distance from the land office is also urgei as a
reason why entrymen generally cannot make their affidavits and proofs
before these officers. To meet this difficulty, clerks of local courts and
other State and Territorial officers have been authorized by law to do
the duties which properly belong to officers of the United States. The
majority of proofs are accordingly made before officers appointed by
State or Territorial authority for other purposes, and who are not in any
manner accountable or responsible to the United States. Theyarenat
bound to obey the instructions of this department, and their only interest is to get attestation fees. Accordingly, in the mass of final proof~
- and in some classes of cases in the mass of original application affidavits, there is no scrutiny of the statements of applicants. The widest
· possible opportunity is thus given for imposing false affidavits and
proofs upon local land officers and upon this office. It is of vital importance that a remedy for this loose and improvident system should
be adopted. To increase the number of land -officers, so as to make
them_more accessible to land claimants, would involve an expend~tn~e
that I hesitate to recommend. The only other remedy I can perce1ve1s
to regulate the character and duties of attesting officers, and to make
them responsible to the United States. I respectfully recommend the
passage of an act to this effect.
RELINQUISHMENTS AND TRANSFERS·,

It has been shown that speculation in land and not aettlement on the
land is the foundation of a very great proportion of land claims filed
under existing laws. It has also been shown that a very great majority of claims that are perfected into entry are sold or mortgaged as
soon as proof is made, the land abandoned by entrymen, and title or
claim of title passed to land speculators, corporations, and syndicates,
either directly or through loan and mortgage companies. Mortgages
are generally foreclosed, and are to a great extent a mere device to
shield actual transfers. No fact is more apparent than that the privilege of transferring claims to public land before patent issues is a principal cause of abuse of the land laws and a principal reason why land
entries so rarely result in homes for' entrymen. The whole scheme of
relinqui bment and transfer of public land claims and entries is specu.
lativc in foundation and injurious in effect. The government loses the
land, and actual settler are compelled to pay speculative prices for the
priv\lege of occupying and improving land which, without such interventwn, they could take up at fir t hands from the government withont price.
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As said by the Presid·e nt : "Our public domain is our national wealth,
-the earnest of growth and the heritage of our people." It should
:nei~_h er be stolen by corporation nor squandered by speculators. I ren~w the recommendation repeatedly made by this office, that the first section of the act of May 14, 1880, which legalizes traffic in relinquishments,
be repealed; and I urge the passage of an act declaring absolutely void
all transfers of land embraced in public-land entries and claims which
are made or attempted to be made before patent has issued.
·
SPECIAL COUNSEL IN PUBLIC LAND SUITS.

The interest of the United States in its public lands, measured by their
property value, is greater than almost any other pecuniary interest committed to public management. No other branch of public supervision
demands more care and attention, or neeqs greater energy, probity,
and ability in representing the cause of the government before the
courts of the country, than is required for the protection of public lands
from aggressive and illegal claims seeking judicial sanction or · defense. Yet the United States, with its great financial interest, and its
greater interests of public policy in guarding its title to the public domain and securing present and prospective homes of the people from
the disasters of monopoly, is without a single trained a4vocate who$e
time and services, free from other official duties, can be specially devoted to the government in the conduct of important causes necessarily
brought or maintained in the courts at the instance of this office and
department. I respectfully submit for the consideration of Congress
that the land department should be allowed a sufficient annual appropriato enable it to employ legal talent of the highest ch_a racter to specially
represent this branch of the government in case$ of magnitude involving the public lands. I have no doubt tb~t a moderate appropriation, if not of more than $25,000 a year, for the employment of counsel
exclusively in public-land cases, wo~ld save millions to the government for several years to come. I hav~ noth1cluded such item in my
current estimates, but I earnestly commend the matter to the consider·
ation of Congress.
ESTIMATES .A.ND APPROPRIATIONS.

The estimates heretofore submitted to Congress for expenditures in
the public-land service have very generally been based upon calculations of how much less than the sums really required it might be pre,
sumed Congress would be willing to appropriate rather than upon the
actual necessities of the service. The~e reduced estimates. have al~o
· habitually been further reduced in the appropriations made, with the
result that the service has been crippled in every direction to the injury of the government, and to public inconvenience and disadvantage.
The annual increase of business, which has been steady and rapid, bas
been unprovided for, and a vast volume of work in arrears has been
accumulated.
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!nereased appropriations are now ~bsolutel! necessary to bring np
this accumulated work, and a general mcrease 1s equally imperative to
enable the increased amount of the current business of the land department to be properly conducted.
·
My estimates for the next fiscal year are based upon the actual needs
of the present time, and the amounts specified are absolutely indispensable to a just and economic administration.
SURVEYING THE PUBLIC LANDS.

From 1880 to 1885 an unparalleled scheme of public robbery was
consummated through fraudulent returns of alleged public surveys
that were never executed in· fact, or, if attempted to be· executed, were
notoriously imperfect and incorrect. Yet, during this period, and, in
the face of such results, there was no difficulty in securing liberal appropriations for the surveying service. During this period the total appropriations amounted to $7,906,368.58, of which $2,093,000 were embraced in general appropriation bills, and $5,813,368.58 were appropriated :6rom special deposits. The general appropriations from 1880
to 1885 (besides some deficiencies) were as foliows :
1880 •••• - •. - - - - - . - - - - • - -- - • - ~ - - •••• - • - ••• - - - •• - - - - •..•• - •. - - - - .. - - - •... - . $300,000
1881 • _•••••• _••• _. _•••••• _••••••• _••• _•• _. _••••• __ •• _•••• __ •••. __ ••. ____ • 300, 000
1882 •• - - •• - - - •• - - - - • - - - - • - - - -- -- - • -- - - • - - - - . - - • - - - •• - - ••• - • • . • • • • • • • • . . . . 300, 000
1883 • - • _·. - - - -•• - - - - •• - - - - • -- • - - - -- • - - - - - •• - - -- - •• - - - - .•• - - - ••• - - • -.. - • - - . 400, 000
1884 ••••••••••.•• __ • __ ••••• _ ••• _••••••••••• _•• _•••••••••••••• _... _• • • . . • . 425, 000
1885 ---- -----· -----· ·----· •••• ·----- -----· ·----- ---- ···-·· ••••••••.......

350,000

The appropriation for 1886 was $300,000, but the whole of this sum
was not expended, owing to the changes in officers, and the introduction of safeguards in the details of the service which prevented the
making of contracts in time for the appropriation to be available.
Since 1886 the appropriations have been as follows:
1887 ·----· ···--· ·-·--· ....• ; ...... ·----· ................ ·----· ----·· ······ $50,000
1888 • _.... _. _•• __ ••••• _••••••• ___ •••••••••• __ ••• ____ • _. __ •• _••• _••..••••. _ 50, 000

It thus appears tµat during the period when frauds were rampant
and the public moneys were squandered on mythical surveys appropriations were not of difficult attainment, but that, simultaneously with
an effective supervision to prevent fraudulent surveys, appropriations
have been practically refused. Yet the need of appropriations for the
resurvey of lands heretofore falsely returned as surveyed is of the most
pressing character. Besides-this, the obligations of the government to
survey lands within railroad land-grant limits remain unprovideu for.
I have estimated $300,000 for surveys and resurveys, a sum which, if
c.1,llowed by Congress without diminution, will be barely sufficient to
meet the demand for work necessary to be immediately performed.
The estimates of the surveyors-general submitted with their annual
reports amount to $518,640. My estimate of little more than one-half
of this sum may properly be increased in the discretion of Congress,
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but should not be reduced. Nearly all the easily surveyable lands were
surveyed or returned as surveyed in former years under larger rates
of compensation than now prevail, leaving the difficult and expensive
lands unsurveved. It is not possible to survey mountainous lands at
existing rates~ Yet such lands, within railroad land-grant limits at
least, must be surveyed under positive law. An attempt made to expend. the appropriation of the last fiscal ye_a r chiefly Montana, within
the limits of the Northern Pacific Railroad, failed for want of bidders
for the contract at the rates provided by law. Much of this class of
work will have to be done by special contract or at per diem rates, in
which some augmentation in the scale of prices is unavoidable.
To meet this emergency I have recommended the restoration of augmented rates for heavily timbered or mountainous lands, limited, howe,. .er, to $13 per mile for standard and meander lines, $11 for township,
and $7 for section lines. The Revised Statute rates are: For Oregon,
$18, $15, and $12; and for California and Washington, $18 and $14
(secs. 2404 and 2405, Revised Statutes). I have also recommended that
the provisions of section .2411 now applicable to Oregon and California,
authorizing compensation for surveys in discretionary cases by the day
instead of by the mile, be made general.

in

SPECIAL EX.A.MINATIONS.

For four years previous to the fiscal year commencing July 1, 1886,
the sum of $50,000 was allowed by Congress out of the surveying appropriation '' for the examination of surveys in the field to test the
accuracy of the work and to prevent payment for fraudulent and im-_
perfect surveys returned by deputy surveyors, and inspecting mineral
deposits, coal-fields, swamp lands, and _timber districts, and for making
· such other surveys and examinations as may be required for identification of lands for purposes of evidence in any suit or proceeding in
behalf of the United States." This sum was wliolly insufficient for the
broad and multiform purposes of the appropriation. No item of the
appropriation acts is more meritorious, and none more essential to the
protection of the public interests. Hundreds of thousands of dollars
are still' claimed on surveying accounts which are well known to be
fictitious and fraudulent, but the fraud must be demonstrated to judicial satisfaction in order to avert well-laid schemes for robbing the
public treasury. To guard against frauds in the future the system of
field examinations must be pi::eserved. A vast property of the United
States in coal and other valuable mineral lands is annually wasted by
being fraudulently appropriated, because the executive branch of the
government, by failure of sufficient appropriations, is unable to employ
proper agencies to ascertain the character of the lands it disposes of.
Evidence sufficient to demand investigation is on file in this. office in
respect to la.rge bodies of such lanrts, but the means to establish their
character is wanting. Many suits and proceedings on the part of ·the
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United States are constantly pending in which an examination of lan4is material and indispensable, but the necessary examinations cannot
be made for want of appropriations ; yet in the face of this, during the .
past two years the previously inadequate appropriation of $50,000 wa&
reduced to $25,000 for the fiscal year 1887, and to $10,000 for the fis~
year 1888, against the earnest and repeated protests of this office. ijy
som& unaccountable misapprehension it appears to have been supposed
that as the appropriation for surveys had b.eep. reduced the appropri.,
tion for examinations should be reduced equivalently. This snppositi®
ignored the necessity for examinations of surveys :previously returned,
and also ignored the other and equally important purposes for whieh
the appropriation is ~eeded. Parties who are seeking to force the payment of fraudulent. surveying accounts may naturally oppose an appropriatiqn tci defray the expenses of proving the falsity of tbeir claims,
and these who are obtaining lands worth, at government price, $10 Ol'
$20 per acre i{ entered under proper laws, for the nominal price of
$1.25 per a~re by me.a ns of perfidious evasions of conditfonal-entry laws,
may have all equal interest. in the same direction. But I respectfully
submit that the interests of the government are entitled to be consid·
ered by Congress. I have estimated the sum of $75,000 for the next
fiscal year for t 110 purpose of special examinations of lands and surveys
as the least amount which, in justice to the public interests. should be
so appropriated.
SURVEY OF PRIVATE LAND CL.A.IMS.

The gross piracy of public lands perpetrated under cover of alleged
private grants by former governments, and by means of widely exaggerated-surveys, executed in the interest of grant claimants,. can only
be stopped by an exposure of the fra.uds and an ascertainment of the
just dues of bona.fide claimants. The surveyor-general of New Mexico
asks for $27,000 only to enable him to aid in saving not less than
4,000,000 acres to the public domain. As tersely stated by him, "if
the country was wo:r;th fighting_for and adding to the territory of the
United States, it is worth governing and caring for by decent and civilized methods." I have concurred in his estimates as being a trifling
sum for the great benefits to be derived, and for the same reasons have
est1mated a small amount for a similar purpose in Arizona. The necessity and utility of these appropriations are so palpable tha,t it ought
not to be necessary for me to urge their allowance upon Congress.
OFFICES OF SURVEYORS-GENERAL.

The salaries of surveyors-general are fixed by law. From some unexplained reason, certainly not in the interest of the public service, the
late appropriations have been reduced below the statutory rates. I
have re tored those rates in my estimates for the next fiscal year, and
earnestly urge their restoration in the next appropriation bi1ls.
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The appropriations for contingent expenses of the offices of' surveyorsgeneral have in like manner been reduced below the imperative needs
c:>f the service. Contracts for surveys cannot be ad-vantageously let at
a,ny rates of compensation, because the clerical force at these offices is
insufficient for the platting and necessary otnce work. Copies of fieldnotes of existing surveys, which are in constan.t use, ..are worn and defaced, and it is impossible to reproduce them. Descriptive lists required
by law to be furnished for official and public purposes cannot be supplied. Large amounts of record work are in arrears. An increase in
_ this item of appropriation is indispensable, and I have estimated for
such moderate increase as in my judgment and the opinions of the surveyors-general is the least upon which the service can be conducted .
. I respectfully call attention to the remarks of the surveyor-general
of New Mexico in his annual report for the present year, as illustrative
· of the general needs of the offices of surveyors-general, as well as of the
special needs of his office, and the effect of reduced appropriations, of
which the following is an abstract :
l\:fy estimate for clerk-hire is made to cover arrears of office work
already existing, and which will be increased at the end of the present
fiscal year, owing to the inadequacy of tl}e appropriation for the years
1886-'87. The present arrears consist of recording and indexing offi- ·
cial correspondence, completing the office work on surveys executed
during the past year, copying field-notes of most of the surveys executed
prior to 1870, the existing copies having become very 1!}UCh worn and
defaced by the almost constant use -to which they have been subjected
since that time, and furnishing the local land offices of the ·Territory
with descriptive lists of corners, soil, etc,, as _required by section 2395,
Revised Statutes.
An increased appropriation for the purpose mentioned is absolutely
necessary. Oongress could far better afford to make adequate provision each year to keep the work up to date than be compelled hereafter,
as it certainly will be, to make a very large appropriation, exceeding in
the aggregate the amounts -now asked for, but not granted, each year, for
the purpose of bringing up the arrears.
At least $4,000 will be needed for the survey and resurvey of the
confirmed but unpatented grants in New Mexico. . Judging from examinations already made, few, if any, of these surveys are properly
executed.
·
An appropriation of at least $23,000 is required for the survey and
resurvey of private land claims in this Territory, now pending before
Congress.
*
*
*
* ·
*
*
These estimates are made from actual knowledge of' the service and
its needs. I have no interest whatever in misstating the facts, and I
am sure that the best results would follow should the sums I have speci*
*
*
*
fied be appropriated. .. *
· The appropriation for this office was reduced from $7,000 to $3,000,
and about the same rate of reduction was made in the other -offices.
This was wholly unwarranted, because these offices had on their hands
tbe uncompleted work turned over to them from past years, and needed
their entire clerical force. This office actually needed additional clerks
and <lraugbtsmen, but I was obliged to dismiss one-half of my force and
thu1:, seriously cripple all the operations of the office.
*
•
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Under existing laws the surveyors-general of Colorado, New Mexico
Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Arizona are each allowed a salary
of $3,000 per annum. No man whose opinion is worth considering will
pretend that these salaries are too high. Congress does not think so
for if it did it would repeal ~he law fixing this rate and provide for i~
reduction by a new enactment. But the salary of each of these officers
is reduced by the appropriation bill to $2,500. This secures an aggregate saving to the Treasury of $3,500; but it is withheld from the officials who are ~ntitled to it by law. ~ * * With tlrn same justice
the salaries of the President and other high officials could have·been
cut down as a matter of economy.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF LOCAL LAND OFFICES.

From this fund is to be paid the hire of clerks, rent of office room,
purchase of office furniture and fuel, and all incidental expenses of one
hundred and twelve land offices. The appropriations for this service
for the past two years have been little more than one-half the amount
actually required. My estimates for these two years were, I regret to
say, below the actual necessities of the service, and these meager estimates were, against my earnest protest, so much further reduced in the
appropriation acts of Congress that the local land offices of the United
States are almost in a condition of dilapidation, the plats aud records
unbound, the most necessary office conveniences wanting, aud volumes
of current work in almost hopeless arrears. Expenditures of the first
necessity to the proper conduct of these offices are constantly refused
because of want of sufficient appropriat.ions. The means for payment
of clerk-hire are so deficient tthat duties in the examination of proof's,
the allowance of entries, and 'other fu~ctions of local land officers which
require the exercise of care and judgment and involve large public and
private interests, can only be nominally performed. The maximum
offices are overwhelmed with work that cannot be accomplished. Registers and receivers are driven with their labors almost beyond endurance. The few clerks allowed are overworked and underpaid. The
record information to which the public is entitled can only be partially
furnished. Offices are daily crowded with throngs of entrymen and
applicants, but few of whom can be accommodated. Settlers and others
are subject to exasperating delays and to expenses that can be ill afforded in waiting for the transaction of their business. Valuable records are insecurely protected because the appropriations have not been
sufficient to pay for office rent, and registers and receivers have been
generally compelled to hire such room as they could afford to pay for
out of their personal means.
Previous to the last fiscal year registers and receivers were allowed
to retain the fees received for reducing testimony to writing and
furni hing copies of plats and records. The moneys so received and
retained enabled the local officers to employ additional clerks needed
to do the work. As a matter of good administration and a proper supervi ion over uch receipts and expenditures I recommended in 1885
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tllat the moneys received be deposited in the Treasury and made an
~ppropriation to pay for additional clerk hire.
During the last Congress provision was made for depositing the
:money in the Treasury, but no appropriation was made of it"to enable
-the local officers to do the work, except only in contest cases. In the
]arger volume of business, not involving individual contests, the work
remained to be done, but there was no money to pay for _it.
The estimates of registers and receivers of sums absolutely needed
for the use of their offices_for the next fiscal year aggregate as follows:
For clerk-h:i,.re _________________________ ---- .•••••.•...•••...•.•.....•.. $171,600.00
For office rent·----· ...••.•••••..••••• ----............................
32,115.00
For office furniture .•.•••.•••••••.••••••••••••..•.••...• ~ •....•. _. • • • • •
5, 002. 75
For office fuel ..•••....•....••...••••••.•.•••. - .••••.... _. . . . • . . . . • • • . .
3, 618. 50
For post-office box rent .••••.••• __ ..•• _••.•.•....••. _. • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . .
65. 20
For registration fees .•.•.••••..•.• ~ •..•.•••..•••• _. . . . . . . • . • • . . . • • . . . .
2, 549. 00
For binding plats and records ..••••.•••·••.••••••••••..••••.. -----·....
2,876.00
217,826.45
To which must be added:
For publication of notices of restoration of lands, &c _.•...••.•.....
For expenses of removal of offices, opening new offices, &c _.....••. ~

5,000.00
12,000.00

Total .••••... _•...•••••... ·•....••••...... _.... _............... _.

234, 826. 45

I have reduced this to $217,826.45, which estimate, I am sure, does
not exceed but is rather below the indisputable requirements of this
branch of expenditure, and should be allowed without diminution.
-TIMBER TRESPASS.

The appropriation of $75,000 for tbe prevention of depredations on
the public timber is totally inadequate~ The vast field to be covered,
stretching from Florida to Alaska, cannot be supervised by twenty-five
special agents, nor can the determined efforts of timber depredators,
many of them corporations with millions of dollars at their command,
to despoil the forests of the country, be met by puny attempts to check
their unlawful and disastrous acts. The service is more than self-sup. porting, and draws no money from the Treasury that is not more than
returned to it by fines and recoveries. It is no part of an intelligent
or defensible policy to make timber depredations a source of revenue.
The object to be attained is to save the forest lands from unlawful destruction, and if this can be accomplished by appropriating the whole
of the receipts derived from trespass prosecutions there should be no
hesitancy in allowing the administrative department the aid, at least,
of the money it recovers. My estimate for the next fiscal year is
$100,000 for this purpose, a modicum only, I must say, of the amount
that could be beneficially and profitably expended.
PROTECTING PUBLIC LANDS.

Three years ago my predecessor recommended an appropriation of
$400,000 to protect the public lands from unlawful and fraudulent appropriation. Since that period the need of such protection has in~
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creased with the intensified demand for public land holdings for monopolistic and speculative purposes. Yet Congress at the last session
allowed but one-fourth of the sum regarded ·as requisite under the preceding ~dministration of the government.
Both Congress and the Executive, not less than political parties, an,
uually assert an intention that the public lands shall be preserved for
actual settlement. No public demand is greater than that land monopoly shall not be fostered by the government. Yet at the vital point,
where these words are to be put into action, Congress fails to place in
the hands of the executive branch the means to redeem these public
promises and to prevent the indiscriminate waste and misappropriation which has for years dishonored the public land system, and through
which great areas of lands needed for actual settlemeut pass into the
bands of speculators, syndicates, and corporations.
The executive department of the · government is now faithfully endeavoring to enforce the laws and suppress the systematic frauds which
threaten the unlawful absorption. of the bulk of the remaining body of
public lands, and to recover those which have been fraudulently seized
aucl uuhtwfully absorbed. If the department is to be sustained in this
eftort, if the public domain is not to be banded over bodily to land
plunderers and their more or less prominent associates and allies, then
appropriations more commensurate to the nature and extent of the work
to be performed ·than have heretofore been allowed should be supplied.
I ha,e estimated· for $200,000 for the ensuing year. Plainly speaking,
this is not nearly the sum that is really needed.or could ad vantageously be expended for the preservation of public lands for settlement
purposes, and to tbe great saving of valuable public property in coal
and other special classes of lands. Any less appropriation than that
asked .for would be wastefulness of the inestimable treasure of the pub. lie domain for a penny saving in the taking care of it. Property worth
a thousand millions at some nominal cash price cannot be protected at
the same expense as property worth a hundredth of that sum. The
appropriations heretofore made appear to have been based upon little
or no estimate of the value of the property, tbe extent of territory covered, the widespread persistence and· enormous magnitude of fraudulent claims, nor the shrewd, unscrupulous character of the vast moneyed
and other influences of the despoilers.
Public land is already scarce iri the public land StatP-S and Territories,
not because there are no considerable bodies of land still belonging
to the government, but because of wholesale seizures and fraudulent
dominion which bar o.ut settlers and home seekers, or lay the tribute of
speculative prices for the relinquishment of speculative claims. Much
of this can be prevented, and much valuable. land now unlawfully held
or dominated can be recovered to the legitimate uses of the people if
Congre s furnishes the means to enforce the laws and stay their violation.
·
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GE1NERAL LAND OFFICE.

The inadequacy of clerical force and the insufficiency of compensation allowed the General Land Office has for years been a matter of comment and complaint, and past and present Commissioners of this office
and Secretaries of the Interior have uniformly and urgently pressed
upon the attention of Congress the necessity of a suitable increase.
The work of the office has largely increased in volume and importance
since.any substantial increase in force was allowed.
My estimates of clerical force for the next fiscal year are based upon
actual and imperative needs, and I have asked for some obviously just ·
increase in the compensation of principal officers.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER AND CHIEF CLERK.

The salary of the assistant commissioner is estimated -at $3,500; a
rate of compensation to which that important and responsible officer is
justly entitled. A merited increase of $250 is added to the salary of
the chief clerk, whose onerous and exacting duties are not compensated at existing rates.
LAW CLERKS.

I have estimated an incre3se of $300 in the salaries of the law officers
of this bureau. Their co:inpeusation is conspicuously below a reasonable consideration of the necessity of the position or the merits of services rendered.
CHIEFS OF DIVISIONS.

In all other bureaus of the government chiefs of divisions are paid
from $2,000 to $3,500 per year. In this office the compensation has
never been advanced above the grade of fourth-class clerks. Yet the .
magnitude and importance of the public business for which these chiefs
are responsible is exceptional in the departmental service.
I have estimated for nine chiefs of divisi~ns, and the recorder and
three principal clerks (now acting as chiefs of divisions), at a salary of
$2,000 each-a sum there should be no hesitancy in granting.
PRINCIPAL EXAMINERS.

I have also asked for an addition to the force of this office of twenty
principal examiners -of land clAims and contests at $2,000 a year each.
The need of a higher grade of capable and responsible employes than
is provided in the classified service has long been felt, and should long
since have been supplied.
The idea that the public domain of the United States was an unimportant element in governmental affairs has been the monumental mistake of the legislation of late years. HeedlessneEis in passing the title
of the United States to individuals and corporations has been the joint
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result of loose methods of disposal and the inefficiency and carelessness
inseparable from dearth of employes, especially of the higher grade of
talent requisite for handling the immense volume of business and meeting the multiform and difficult legal questions arising in the administration of the land laws.
The rapid diminution of land areas for settlement and the rapid appreciation of land values have made land-seeking an epidemic of competition and strife. The resulting administrative emergency requires
additional and competent administrative facilities.
WORK IN ARREARS AND INCREASE OF WORK.

The general work of this office has been for the last ten or fifteen
years from one to two years or more in arrears, while in some divisions,
as in railroads and private land claims, no estimate of the much larger
arrearages could be made.
The unexampled rapidity with which public lands are being taken
up floods this office with a ma8s of entries that cannot be reached for
action with the present force, and arrearages necessarily accumulate in
precisely the proportion that the volume of work is in excess of the
means for disposing of it.
In the division of public lands there were, on .August 20, 1887, 67,873
unposted agricultural entries, 42,865 similar entries posted but not examined, and 28,882 suspended cases, the accretions of former years; and
in the pre-emption division there were 53,000 unexamined and 14,000
suspended cases; making a total of 206,620 cases in these two divisions
that have not passed a preliminary examination. In addition, there
were 52,342 cases pending before the reviewing board-a total of nearly
260,000 cases, involving homestead, pre-emption, timber-culture, timberland, and desert-land entries, awaiting preliminary or final action. In
the contest division there were at the same date 12,708 unde<'.ided contest cases and upwards of 14,000 unanswered letters. In the mineral
division there were 5,000 uncompleted cases. Upwards of 275,000 individual cases-an aggregate of fully three years' accumulated workare therefore pending, bes ides an unknown volume of private land
claims, and nearly the entire work of railroad land-grant adjustments
and the adjustment of swamp, school, internal-improvement, and other
Congressional grants and Indian allotments, and the work of fraudulent-entry and timber-trespass examination.
DIVISION OF PUBLIC LANDS.

In 1884 there were in this di vision 111 clerks, a force not then sufficient to keep up with current work, the volume of which augments
every year. The returns from most of the local offices are lteavier
~very quarter, and the correspondence steadily increases. Yet the force
in this divi ion has been reduced by imperative drafts for other divis-
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- ions until now th~re are but 77 clerks, a force not equar to keeping up
the preliminary work of posting the returns of filings, entrfos, and re- .
linquishments, conducting the general correspondence, an<l disposing of
current miscellaneous business, leaving the work of examining upwards
140,000 accumulated cases and the yearly work of examining upwards
of 100,000 original and upwards of 60,000 final entries, with the voluminous correspondence incident thereto, wholly unprovided for. It is
necessary to provide for the examination and disposal of 150,000 original
and 75,000 final entries annually to bring up this work and to keep it
within reasonable bounds irrespective of any exceptional increase.
Twenty-five per cent. of original and final homestead entries, 75 per
cent. of desert-land entries, and 50 per cent. of timber-culture entries
involve more or less correspondence, a considerable proportion of which
is necessary to correct errors oflocal officers, who are unable from lack
of clerical force to properly examine either their own records or the
papers presented by entrymen. The examination of final proofs also
requires an application of the land laws, and of the rulings and decisions
of this office and department, and of the general rules of evidence to
e,7 ery case.
~fo examine and dispose of 5·,000 cases, original and final, in one year,
is the full work of one competent clerk, and much more than can be
averaged by the general force employed. But estimating the number
of 5,000 cases annually to one clerk, it will requi~e 35 clerks of the best
capacity to examine and dispose of 175,000 cases a year. This division,
therefore, needs not less than 35 such clerks additional to its present
force.
PRE-EMP'fIONS,

· The number of pre-emption entries returned to this o :ffice in 1880 was
In 1884 the number was 21,286; in 1887 the number was 34,435,
showing an increase of nearly 700 per cent. since 1880. The increase in
1887 over 1886 was 30 per cent. The pre-emption di vision commences
the current fiscal year with an accumulation of 67,000 unexamined and
unsettled cases, exclusive of contests. The strength of the division is
26 clerks, of whom 19 are female employes oflow grade of compensation.
The voluminous correspondence and great amount of miscellaneous work
devolving upon this division occupies the greater part of the time of the
clerical force. Twelve clerks, generally low-grade employes, are engaged in the adj u<lication of cases and the correspondence incident
thereto, and this force finally disposes of about 12;000 cases per annum.
At this rate the division is five and a half years in arrears. To bring
up the arrears of work at that rate would therefore require five and a half
times the present adjudicating force, or 65 additional clerks for one year.
At the same rate 32 additional clerks woµld be required for two years,
while to keep up with the present ratio of current business, apart from
arrearages, without estimating for increase, will require 20 additional
5,745.
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clerks. This increase should be exclusively of higher grade clerks. The
. estimate of 32 additional clerks to bring up arrearages of work is based
upon the present standard of employes in this division. If clerks of the
second, third, and fourth classes should be employed, the numb"r might
be reduced to 16, making a total of 36 additional clerks of the higher
~rades needed in this cli vision.
CONTESTS.

Individual contests of homestead, pre-emption, timber-culture, and
desert-land entries increase in proportion to the scarcity of available
land for original entry. Twelve thousand five hundred such cases,
many of which have been pending for two or more years, are now· before
this office and are expected to be disposed of with the present force of
16 adjudicating and 8 miscellaneous clerks in about one year. Meanwhile new contests are being received at the rate of 2,000 cases per
month, and this ratio will undoubtedly be increased. Without increase,
there will be 25,000 cases to be disposed of in the next fiscal year. An
additional force of 12 adjudicating· and 4 miscellaneous clerks is therefore required.
MINERAL LANDS.

The chief of the mineral di vision reports an increased force of 14
examiners, 3 draughtsmen, and 5 miscellaneous clerks necessary to
bring up the work now in arrears in. that division and to keep the same
up to current demands. If the work should not increase, a part of thi8
additional force c_a n be dispensed with after the arrearages are brought
up and the work of examining lists of railroad selections from mineral
districts has been concluded.
PRIV .ATE LAND CL.AIMS,

The work of adjusting private land claims depends upon the action
of Congress in respect to such claims. It is impossible to estjmate the
time necessary to close up this work, or the increased force demanded
for its execution. Some provision should, however, be made for acting
upon claims as they arise, additional to the present force.
INDIAN .ALLOTMENTS.

Under the act ·of Congress of February 8, 1887, providing for the allotment of Indian lands, it is estimated that 200,000 cases will be presented within the next two years. A patent has to be written and recorded in each individual case and tract books and records have to be
examined. Twenty patents a day is a fair estimate of the avera,ge work
that one clerk will perform in writing, and the same in recording
pat nt . In a year of 227 official days (exclusive of Sundays, holidays,
and vacation ) 1 clerk can write 5,500 patents, and one copyist can re-
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cord them. It will therefore reqni:re 37 clerks and copyists to issue and
record 200,000 patents in two years, in addition to making necessary ex.
aminations. This is wholly new work, for which there is no present
provision of clerical force.
RAILROADS.

In the railroad division there are now pending· some .7,500 settlers,
claims within railroad limits, and about 51000 new cases are annually
received. ·There are 6 clerks employed in adjusting this ·class of cases,
who dispose of about 3,500 cases per year with the assistance of a pro ..
portion of the miscellaneous force engaged. in docketing, indexing, copying, recording, &c. To bring up the work in arrears and to keep up
with new work requires 6 additional clerks of the fourth class and 4
additional clerks for miscellaneous work.
RESTORATION OF INDEMNITY LANDS.

The restoration to the public domain of lands heretofore embraced
in railroad indemnity withdrawals, so far as the orders of_restoration
have been pr:omulgated up to the present date, opens over 21,000,000
acres to immediate settlement and entry, exclusive of lan~s in Indian
re.s ervations and other temporary appropriations whic~ may hereafter
become subject to entry, and some additional restorations are yet to
be made. The total restor.a tions may be estimated at 25,000,000
acres. At 160 acres per entry the restored indemnity lands now available for settlement will accommodate 131,250 entries., That these lands
will generally be entered at once, there is no doubt. In so far as the
land~ have been embraced in unapproved railroad selections, and a
large proportion of them are so embraced, the entries made will be contested by the railroad companies, as a matter of course, in accordance
with the habitual policy of these corporations. It is within a reasonable probability that there will be from 25,000 to 50,000 contests confronting this office by the 1st of July, 1888, and this number may.be
largely augmented thereafter. .An estimate of 25,000 cases year for
the next two or three years i.s not an exaggeration. It will require at
least 25 additional clerks of the higher grad.es and not less than 15
miscellaneous clerks to handle and dispose of the inevitable volume of
new work resulting from railroad restorations. .And this is not an expenditure to be deprecated. The addition of 25,000,000 acres to the
nearly exhausted area of lands available for the homes of the people
is worth to the country something more than the salary of a few additional land-office clerks.

a

RAILROAD ADJUSTMEN'l'S.

Tile act of Congress of March 3, 1887, providing for the speedy ad.
justment of railroad land grants, contemplates a work that the insu:ffi-
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ciency of appropriations for the past thirty years has left unperformed.
It is now a mandatory requirement of law, as well as a business necessity of the first importance, that these adjustments be at once made,
the lands that belong to the railroad companies patented to them, the
lands that do not belong to them restored to the public domain, and
· vexatious and expensive contests between the corporations and settlers
brought to a termination. The execution of the railroad adjustment
act in good faith requires suitable appropriations, without which it cannot be performed within the present century.
During the past year 9 clerks and 2 draughtsmen have been exclusively employed in the work of adjusting these grants, and have
examined ten roads, aggregating 2,000 miles in length. The total mileage of land-grant railroads and wagon roads bei:og about 20,000 miles,
it would take at this rate nine years to complete the work with the
present force. To do it in one year would require 80 clerks and 18
draughtsmen; to do it in two years would require 40 clerks arid 9
draughtsmen, and to do it in four years would require 20 clerks and 5
draughtsmen. With increased force and efficiency it is probable that
the time here ·computed may be somewhat reduced, but the work should
certalnly be completed within four years, and it ought to be done in
two years. It is therefore within the imperative necessities of the case
that 20 additional clerks of a competent class and 5 additional skilled
draughtsmen be provided for this purpose.
RAILROAD SELECTIONS.

There are pending in this office for adjudication and allowance for
patent or certification lists of railroad selections aggregating 20,000,000
acres. Action in a large proportion of these selections has been sus.
pended to await an adjustment of the grants or in view of legislative
measures in Congress. But the force of this office is unequal to the
patenting of lists to which there is no objection. The adjustment of
grants, determining finally what lands and what quantity of lands different companies are still entitled to, will rapidly increase the work of
is~uing patents and certificates. One clerk only has heretofore been
employed in making up railroad lists for approval, as the other work of
the divitsion would not permit a larger detail. Two additional clerks to
prepare such lists, 2 patent writers, and 2 record clerks are necessary
for this purpose, and are required in justice to the railroad companies,
who are entitled to have their patents for the land to which they have
legal right without the unreasonable, delay to which, with the present
clerical force, they are unavoidably subjected.
DRAUGHTING.

In addition to the special force of 5 skilled draughtsmen needed in
the work of railroad adjustment, a further increase of expert mechanical
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force is also needed for the. increased demand for right-of-way railroad
maps and other skilled work in the draughting division. The adjustment of railroad grants also brings an equivalent demand for copies of
land-grant withdrawal maps called for by railroad companies. An
order from a single company now pending cannot be filled within one
year.
THE SPECIAL SERVICE.

The services of the various special agents scattered over the different
land States and Territories would be rendered more ~:fficient if their
work couia be systematized and overlooked by a competent supervision
in the field.
It is also a matter of the first consequence to important financial interests involved in suits for timber trespass- and for the recovery of
valuable coal and other lands that special agents shall have competent
assistance in ·t he preparation of cases for action by United States attorneys. The employment of a supen~sing inspector to have charge of
these important duties is a need of unquestionable merit, and I have
recommended an appropriation of $2,500 for this purpose.
MISCELLANEOUS.

The work of supplying copies of plats and abstracts of official records
is not compensated by the present allowance of $5,000 out of the moneys
received for such copies and abstracts. The appropriation each year
for this service should approximate the sum of the receipts for the pre·
vious year.
This office is constantly in receipt, by congressional call and otherwise, of applications for a mass of s'tatistical information that can be
furnished only after a laborious search of original and widely distributed records. Proper statistical .compendiums available for ready
answers to official correspondence relative to amounts of land disposed
of under particular laws, and furnishing financial exhibits and other
matters of statistical information, would save a vast amount of time
and labor. For the needed compilation of such statistics a special appropriation is required.
·
A ~imilar apprQpriation is needed to reproduce worn-out tract-books
in this office. These books constitute the primary ;records of the disposal of public lands by subdivision, section, township, and range, class
and date of entry, and other essential particulars for permanent record:
A volume embraces twenty townships, and there are many thousand
such volumes recording the history of public land transactions from the
commencement of the land system. Many of these volumes are so
worn and defaced by long usage and constant official and public examination as to be unsafe repositories, and need to be recopied, both for
further use and for preservation.
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SUMMARY.

A careful computation of the additional clerical force actually needed
to bring up work in arrears and to keep up with the increasing current
business of the office is appended, as follows:
Divisions.

Regular Temporary
clerks.
clerks.

Public.Janda .•.•••..•••....
:Pre.emptions .•....•...•••..
Contests .......•••.. : ••....
Sp_ecial service ...••........
Mineral ......•....•.••.....
Private lands (including
Indian allotments) .••.•..

Divisions.

Regular \Temporary
clerks. I clerks.

35 .•••.•..•..•
86
16
25 . . • . . . . . . . . .
15
7

Railroads .....•...•..... •.
Dranghting ............... .
Surveys . ••..••••.......•..
Recorder ..•.••.........•. .
Inspectors ..... ....... ... .. .

·- 4

37

Total ......... ...... .

159

2

21
5

55
5

6
-2

112

The foregoing estimates of increase needed in tbe division of public
lands, pre.emptions, contests, and special service, and in the recorder's ·
division, amount to 118. No increased force would be nr.eded in said
divisions if the pre.emption, commuted homestead, timber culture, timber land, and desert land laws had been repealed two years since, and
if these laws should now be repealed all increased force can be dispensed with as soon as the work in arrears has been disposed of. In
addition thereto such repeal would, after arrears are brought up, enable
a considerable portion of the present force in these divisions to be
droppecl from the permanent roll.
The present force of the office, provided for by the le gislative, execu·
tive, and judicial appropriation acts, is as follows:
Name of officer.

Number.

Number.
56

3
2

Clerks of class 3 ..•.. ,..••• •.•.•..•• ....
Clerks of class 2 .•.........••......••. Clerks of class 1. .•...•.•..•• •.••. •....
Clerks at $1,000 .••..• ••••••••• •••• ••••.
Copyists ...............•.. .......••.•.
Assistant messengers ............•.•...
Laborers .......•......•...........•••.
Packers ....................•..........

39

Total .......•..............••..••.

3'i7

Commissioner ............•..•••••..••..
Assistant commissioner .••••..•........
Chief clerk ...... .............•.........
Law clerks ........ . , .................. .

1
1
1

~c~~dti:~::::::::::::::::::
:·:::::::::::
Principal clerks (chiefs of divisions) .. .

1

2
3

Law examiners . . ..................... .
Clerks of class 4 (of whom 9 are detailed
as chiefs of divisions) .••••...........

Name of officer.

67

73
50
52
8
12
6

My estimate for the next :fiscal year embraces:
Na.me of officer.

·Number.

Commissioner ......•...................
Assistant commissioner ...... . ......•..
Cbiefclerk ............................ .
Law clerks .................•.......••. .
Inspectors .••...........................
Recorder .................••..••........
Law examiners ...•.•.........•... .... ..

l
1

Principal
Clerk of
Clerks of
Clerks of

2~
40

~~i~1!Po1 Jl!{!~;;_: ·_-. ·.: ·_-_-.: ·.-.-.:::: ~ ·. ·. ·. ~ ~

examiners . .................. .
clas 4 . ••.•••.•••.••••.•..•••.
clas 3 .•••••••••.••.•••..•••..
class 2 ....................... .

1
2
5

1
2
3

~g

I

Number.

Name of officer.

75
55
50

Clerlra of class l. .................. . .. .
Clerks at $1,000 .••... ... • .....•...••••.
Copyists .. ............................ .
Principal messenger and keeper of sta·
tionery, $840 . . . •.•••••.....•••••.•• .
Messenger and law librarian •.........
Messenirer to Commissioner, $840 .• .••.
Assistant messengers, $720 •••••••••••.

1
1

i!t~~!;~,$i~~o::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

1
10
6
12

426

Total .....•••••..•..••..•......•..
1
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An increase of 49 permanent clerks and employes.
In addition thereto, I have submitted a special estimate for temporary clerks,
bring up work in ari;ears in the public lands and other
divisions, and to provide for the adjustment of railroad grants and Indian allotments, viz:
Fift.y clerks·of class 4, 25 of class 3, 25 of class 2, and 25 of class 1,
making a total increase of 174, or 97 less than shown by the preceding
computation to be really needed if the whole volume of work is to be
speedily brought up and kept up to current demands. But with the
smaller additional force for which appropriations are asked, it will, I
think, be possible to carry on the office and to make some progress in disposing of accumulated work. In this as in other estimates submitted
·for. appropriations I have asked for the minimum increase which increased work and increasing arrearages render absolutely necessary,
and in all cases the estimates are within actual needs.
There has been no period since 1870 or earlier when the clerical force
of' the General Land Office was equal or nearly equal to the work before
it. The·time has come when it is absolutely essential that more adequate provision be made. It is my duty to represent truthfully to Congress the needs of the office, and to leave with that body the responsibility of providing or refusing the necessary means to carry on this important branch of the public service.
Very respectfully,
WM. .A.. J. SPARKS,
• Commissioner.

to

Hon. L. Q. C. LAMAR,

Secretary of tlie Interior.

DETAILED STATEMENT
OF THE

BUSINESS OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE

.

BY DIVISIONS AND IN SURVEYING DISTRICTS
FOR THE

FISCAL YEAR E_N DING JUNE 30, 1887.
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DETAILED STATEMENf.
A detailed statement of the work performed in the General Land
Office and surveying districts during the year is given under the following heads:
1. A. Chief clerk's office.

2. B. Recorder's division.
3. C. Public lands division.
4. D. Private land. claims division.
5. E. Surveying division.
6. F. Railroad division.
7. G. Pre-emption division.
8. H. Con test di vision.
9. K. Swamp-land division.
10. L. Draughting division.
11. · M. Accounts division.
12. N. Mineral division.
13. 0. Board of review.
· it 14. P. Special service division.
15. Report of surveyor-general of Arizona.
16. Report of surveyor-general of California.
17. Report of surveyor-general of Colorado.
18. Report of surveyor-general of Dakota•
. 19. Report of surveyor-general of Florida.
·20. Report of surveyor-general of Jdaho ..
21. Report of surveyor-general of Louisiana.
22. Report of surveyor-general of Minnesota.
23. Rt.. port of surveyor-general of Montana.
24. Report of surveyor-general of Nebraska and Iowa.
25. Report of surveyor-general of Nevada.
26. Report of surveyor-general of New Mexico.
27. Report of surveyor-general of Oregon.
28. Report of surveyor-general of Utah.
29. Report of surveyor-g~neral of Washington.
30. Report of surveyor-general of Wyoming.
INT 87-VOL
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STATISTICAL EXHIBITS.

I.
RESTORATION OF LANDS TO THE PUBLIC DOMAIN,

Statement showing ai·eas of lands 1·estored to the public domain since March 4, 1885, and the
quantity of land now pending action for reoovP.ry imder recommendations of the Genera,l
Land Office.
RAILROAD LANDS, ETC.

Name of road.

Location.

· Acres.

Acres.

Remarks.

- - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1- -·I- - - ·
11

L:0~~ l~1:nft~~~;~~r;tl·
Southern Pacific...... ... California, within forfeited limits of Texas
and Pacific R. R.

550, 000. 00 ..••••••••..•. Commissioner's decision Apr. 4. 1885, af-

firmed by Secretary
of the Interior Nov.

2, 1885.

Atlantic and Pacific,
from San Buenaventura to San Francisco,
Cal.

California .••...••..••. 1,500,000.00 ............. . Commissioner's decision July 13, 1886, affirmed by the Secretar_y of the Interior
Mar. 23, 1886.
Northern Pacific ......... Washipgton Territory.
32,400.00
Commissioner's decision Sept. 13. 1886, affirmed by Sticretary
of the Interior Oct.
Sioux City and Saint
Paul.

Iowa ...••..

18, 1886.

26,017.33

Commissioner's recommendation Feb '17,
1887, affirmed by Secretary of the Interior
Sept. 12, 1887.

Total .• •.. •••••.••..•••••.•••••.••..••..••....•......... . 2,108,417.33
Con,11:ressional forfeitures:
Atlantic and Pacific .. California and New 6,709,760.00
Act .July 6, 1886.
Mexico.
New Orleans, Baton Lomsiana, east of Mis140,000.00 ...••.••••••. Act Feb. 8, 1887.
Rouge and Vickssissippi river.

b":::~ ............ /.......... ··:···········
Railroad indemnity lands
restored.

-_-_-l -:-::-:-:: ;;;-::-:-,
==-F==

1-_-__-_-___- _ _-_

Alabama and Chattanooga Alabama ..••..••.... . .••....
Atlantic and Pacific . .... Arkansas.............
10,000.00
New Mexico..........
650,000.00
Arizona........ • • • . • • . 1, 6;lO, 000. 00
California . • • • . . • . . • • . 1, 000, 000. 00
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minn!lTapoli~ _a nd Omaha.·
es M1htary Road ....
Flint and Pere Marquette
Florida Railway and Navigation Co.
Gulf and Ship Island ....
Marquette, Houghtonand
Ontonagon.

2,500.00

- - - - - 3, 290, 000. 00

Wisconsin . • • • • • . .. • • . . . • . . • . . . • . • . .

125, 000. 00

Oregon . . • • • .. . • .. . . • . . .. • • • . • • . . . . . 1, 200, 000. 00
Michigan .......................... . No estimate.
Florida . . . • • . .. • .. . • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . .
342, ooo. 00
Mississippi ....................... ..
Michii;an (upper pen- .•••.••.......
insula.)

270,000.00
400,000.00

l95

•
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Statement showing areas of land reat01·ed to the public domain, etc.-Continued.
RAILROAD LANDS-Continued:

-

.A.ores.

Location.

Name of road.

.A.ores.

Remarks.

Railroad indemnity lands
restored-Continued.
Missouri, Kansas and
Texas.
Mobile and Girard .......
New Orleans Pacific .....
Northern Pacific ...•••...

,

.

...................

Kansas . .••••.

·········--------·

No estimat e.

Alabama ••••.
Louisiana ..••. ··········-------·
6,400.00
Wisconsin ••..
890, 000.00
Minnesota.- ...
1, 800, 000. l,0
Dakota ..•....
4, 000. ooo. 00
Montana .••...
500,000. 00
Idaho . .....•..
1, 500, 000. 00
Washington ..
250, uoo. 00
Oregon ..••...

200,000. 00

--

8, 946, 400. 00
1, 800, 000. 00
700, ouo. 00

..................

Oregon and. California .••.
Oregon Central Wagon
Road.
Pensacola and Atlantic ..
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern.

Oregon ..••••.
Oregon ..•....

Saint Paul and Duluth
S-outhern Pacific ..... .. . ~ ·.
Tennessee and Coosa . ....
Vicksburg and Merirlian.
Vicksburg, Shreveport
and Pacific.
Wisconsin Central
Wisconsin Farm :ri~;t·-·
gage.

Minnesota ....
California
Alabama . ....
Mississippi •..
Louisiana. .....

·--·--·········--·

Wisconsin ... ;
·w isconsin .•..

·················
··················

Total ............ :.

5,700.00

--······-····· ·--·

Florida ..••... ·········--------·
10,000.00
Missouri ......
ArkanRas . .•..

No estimate.

5,000.00
15,000.00
8,000.00
3, 800, 000. 00

---- ...................
...................

No estimate.
No estimate .

...................

········----------

19,000. 00
200,000.00

No estimate.

................... ....................

21, 323, 600. 00

Private land clairns-withdrawn lands restored.
Gervacio Nolan grant .••. New Mexico ..

576,000.00

.

576,000.00

l

,

5, 1886•

. Miscellaneous.
Entries under pre-emption, homestead, timher-culture, desert,
mineral, and timber
land laws canceled in
regular course of examination ancl proceedg1j~ein f~ne~t~do~~
ment, illegality, and
other caases ...........
Invalid State selections
canceled:
Internal improvement
and swamp, etc.

Commissioner's reoom•
mendation, May 30,
1885, concurred m by
Secretary of the Interfor January
1886; reaffirmedAp

...... ..........

*14, 238, 913. 049

,

.................

566,704.46
14,805, 617. 509

-- ....... -.. -.. ··· ···············
Total acta.ally re. ··-· ... --- ..... -..
stored to the pa.u- ···············

Total ..•..••..•... ..

15,381,617.509
45. 663, 394. 839

lie domain.

*Number of entrie11 cancelled, 91,070.
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Lands within railroad grants recommended for recovery by the Geneml Land Office since
March 4, 1885.

·

Location of land.

Name of road.

Recovery of land recommend·
ed and pendinp; for review
of Secretary's decision:
Jackson, Lansing and Michigan .••...•••..
Saginaw.
Recovery of'landrecommend·
eel and pending on appeal
before the Secretary of the
Interior:
Northern Pacific... . ..... Washington Terri.
tory.
Suits recommended for ·the
recovery of land :
Missouri, Kansas and Kansas ..••......••.
Texas.
Do ........ ... .••.. . ........ do .......•.•...
Leavenworth, Lawrence .•• ••• do , ••••........
and Galveston.
Central Pacific . .......... San Jose Rancho ... .
Atlantic and Pacific ...... Missouri ....•.......
Portage Lake and Lake .......••....•...•.••.
Superior Ship Canal.
Oregon Central Military
Road.
Central Pacific...........
Burlington and Missouri
River.
Sioux City anrl Saint Paul
Total. ........... ,. .. .

Remarks.

Acres.

12,800.00

Commissioner's decision May 11,
1885, affirmed by Secretary of the
Interior Apr. 6, 1887.

1, 500, 000. 00

Commissioner's decision Jan. 12,
1886, in McRea vs. Northern Pa·
cific Railroad Company.

39,000.00

Commissioner's letter Jan. 22, 1886.

183,046.61
43,555.23

Commissioner's letter Oct. 31, 1887.
Do.

1,401.60
90,827.11
68, 6-17. 47

Oregon ..••......•..

162,564.61

Commissioner's letter Mar. 6, 1886.
Commission er's letter ..rune 3, 1886.
Commissioner's r eport to the Secre.
tary of the Interior June 9, 1886,
on Senate bill 1507.
Commissioner's letter ,July 17, 1886.

Las Pocitas Rancho.
Nebraska .......... .

7,300.00
200,364.70

Commissioner's letter .July 27, 1886.
Commissioner's letter Sept. 10, 1886.

Iowa •..•...••.......

21,979.85

Commissioner's letter Aug, 80, 1887.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ... . . . 2,331,087.18

Lands adjudged by the Commissioner subject to reco1,ery under the adjustment of raifroad
· grants so jar as such adjtist1nents have·been completed to the present date.
Excess
patented or
certified.

Name of road.

Additional
selections
pendmg:

Total.

Sioux City ·and Saint Paul ·.................................. .
101, 64]. 34 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cedar Rapids and Missouri Rwer .................•••........
18, 261. 23
2, 618. 09
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
245, 063. 27
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha (Bayfield
branch) ........................ . ................. . ••.......
37, 102. 29
124, 519. 14 1
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba ........... _...•.......
46, 204. 60
496, 265. H3
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba (Saint Vincent ex·
tension) .••..•...• ... ... . ... . . ........•...•.••........•.....
174,822.72
770,000.00
.Atcnison, Topeka anq Santa Fe ............................ .
~~~:~~t:~~ 1·····5;iJis-62·
Missouri, Kansas·and Texas ..••••....•••••.••..•.••• ·~ •••...
Total .................................................. .

253,485.40

I 1, 644,884.45

101,641.34
20, 879. 32
245, 063. 27
161, 621. 43
542, 469. 93
944,822.72

m:g~t~~

2,897,869.85

PRIV.A.TE LAND CL.A.IMS.

Recomrnendalions made to Congress to reject claims heret<;>jore ja'l)orably reported.
N
__o_. ,___N_9._1ll_e_o_f_g_ra_n_t_.___+--L-oc_a_t_io_n_.__ ,___A_c_re_s_._j _ _ _ _ _R_e_m_a_r_k_s_._ _ _ __
45

49
50
_51
55
62
G6

Ojo del Afiil, Jose Sutto~ New Mexico....
claimant.
Barnae M. Monntain et al. .. ...... do ........ .
Canada de las Apaches grant....... do .•••..•••
Nerio Antonio Montoya ...•.. do .••....•.
grant.
Encinas grant, Jose Luis ...•.. do .••......
Valdez claimant.
Town of Cieneguilla . ........••••. do .•••..••.
San Joaquin del Nacimiento ..••••• do ••••.••••

No grant; no ·legal or equitable
claim.

69, 445. 55
120,056. 97
88, 079. 78

Heirs and legal representatives of
.Antonio Sedillo; failure to show
equitable claim.
3, 546. 06 Description indefinite and vague;
no legal title or equitable claim.
6, 583. 29 No valid p;rant nor equitable claim;
boundaries indefinite and vague.
26,000.00 Valid, but overestimated.
131,725.85 Invalid.

I
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.Recommendations made to Congress to 1·eject claims, etc.-Continued.
No.

Name of grant.

67

Location.

Acres.

Ana de Sandoval y Manzan, New Mexico ....
ares for the San Clemente
tract.
Land grant to Luis de Ar· .•.••. dQ .••.•.••.
menta.

89,403.40

70
71
75
79
82
87

E~tancia tract .................... do ........ .
Canon de Chama . ................. do ........ .
Sierra Mosca ...................... do ........ .
Arroso de San Lorenzo ........... do ....... ..
Canada Aucha tract .............. do ........ .
Gaspar Ortiz ·g rant ............... do ....... ..

415,036.56
455,375.91
115,200.00
130,138.98
103,959.31
14,000.00

91

Town of Alameda •• : ............. do ....... ..

106,274.87

93
96
98

Canon del Rio Colorado ...... do ........ .
tract.
.
Ignacio Chaves et al. grant.....•.. do ..•....•.
Caiiada de las Alamos tract ....•.. do .••...••.

243,036.43
148,862.94

68

42,939.21

99

Grant of Felipe Tafoya.et all ..... do .••.••••.

22,578.12

Grant to Luis Jaramillo ... ·1 ...... do ........ .

18,046.59

105
106

Petaca grant ..........•..•.....•.. do ........ .
Ojo de la Cabra tract ............. do ........ .

170,000.00
4,340.26

107
108

Town of Socoro ................... do . . • . . . . . . l, 612, 000. 00
Vallecito de Lovata tract ........ do.........
114,400.54

111

Santa Teresa tract ...... : ......... do ........ .

Canon de Pedernales .............. tl.o ......••.
Cieneguilla tract .. ............... do ........ .
Las Truchas, Francisco ...•.. do ..... , ••.
Montes Vigil.
1
132 1 Claim of Antonio de Salazar .... --~do ........ .
135 Caiiada de Cochiti ................ do ........ .
137 Grant to Sebastian Vargas ........ do .••....•.
1481 Plaza Blanca ..................... do ........ .

Failnre of claimant to 6&tabllah
title from original grantees; no
proof that original grantee com,
plied with conditions of gran'No grant.
·
No legal title to land.
No legal title nor equitable claim.
Invalid.
No yarties claiming title.
Claimants had one contirJDation
upon grant depended on lll thia
case.
Claimants failntl to connect t.hem,
selves with original grantll!li no
evidence to show that cond1t10n1
of original grant were complied
with.
No legal title nor equitable claim.

470.00

103

113
115
120

Remarks,

-

1na~f!~~- of claimants to connect
themselves with original gran•

F!ii~r~if

claimant to establish legal title or claim.
.
Claimants failed to show mterest
in the claim.

~1°a~~~tf rraif~f~ show intereat
in claim.

Claimants failed to show valid title
or equitable claim.
9,681.29 Invalid under Gadsden treaty, sixth
article.
256,000. (lO Invalid.
44,744.00
6, 000. 00

Claimants failed to comply with
conditions of grant.
Equitable claim, but overesti•
mated.
Invalid.

22, ooo. oo
· 104, 554. 24
i4, 000. 00
14,000.00

Valid, but overestimated.

Total .................................. . 4, 732, 480. 15

Resm·veys ordered reducing a1'eas of private land claims.
47

Los Luceros .......... : ..... New Mexico . .. .

20

Town of Las Vegas ......... . ..... do ....... ..
City lands of Monterey.. . . . California ..... .
Buena Vista .........•••... ..... .. do .•••••...

ii i~~:Ei!~~~~::::::::::: ::::J~ .........
Total ................................. ..

100, 000. 00
25,000.00
13,000.00 I
8,500.00 I
48,,, 000. oo
2,000.00
1. 000. 00
1·

I

I

629,500.00
I

Suits recommended to vacate private land-clairn patents .

•
Tierra ~marilla. . . . . . • . . . . • . • • .. . .. . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . • • • . • • .. • . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
~u_scdptl'\bi d .i............. .. .. .......................................
8
L~!\>!1g!s a~i c~t:d~nte ~a?m u~t1.····················· ...••• · ··· ···· ·
Cirte de Madara ................ ·· - -·, ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :

Location.

Acres.

New Mexico.
California . .
···· clo · · ·· · ··
::::: :~~ : :: : : : :

5!14, 000. 00
25,000.00
1,000.00
12. 255. 00
3,000.00

Total. ....................•.•....••.... · • • .. • • · · • • · · · • · .. · • ...•. - . . . • . .. . .. • . • • • ..

635, 255. 00

.
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II.
VOLUME OF OUTSTANDING PRIVATE LAND SCRIP, ETC,

Statement ehowing the amount of sm·ip issued and the estimated amount located and remaining unlocated May 24, 1887.

-

Quantity issued.

Actual a nd
e!!timated
quantity located.

Actual and
estimated
quantity unlocated.

Acres.

Acres.

Acres.

Issued by surveyor-general of Louisiana under act of June
7,000, 43
213,976.51
220,976.94
2, 1858 . . . . . . .
. ... -- .. - - -· · · - · - · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · ·
Issued by the surveyor-general of Florida under act of
500. 00
5,750.00
6,250.00
June 2, 1858 .••... . ..... .. ... .... ... . ......• - - - - . - . . --- - . fasued by the surveyor·general of Missouri under act of
283,567.40 . .................
283,567.40
July 4, 1836, and act of J'une 2, 1858 . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
..
Issued in pursuance of decreei, of the Supreme Court of the
United States under act of June 22, 1860, and supple25. 000. 00
613,518.90
638,518.90
ment.al legislation . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Issu ed in satisfaction of the claims of Israel Dodge, Walter
J<'pnwick, and Mackl\Y Wherry under acts of June 21,
8,000.00
7,870.61
15,870.61
1860, aud June 15, 1880 ...... ...... ........ ....
Issued in favor of Pascal L. Cerre under act of January
3,004.51 . ...............
3,004.51
26, 1857 .... . .. . ....
. .... . . ..... ............ . ........
IssuPd in favor of Samuel Ware under act of Dt>cember 26,
640. 00
640. 00 ...... .............. .
1876
Issued in ·fa.;o~-~f th-~ i;e·i~~- .Joseph
-~~;ii~
1,320.00
600.
00
February 10, 1855 . .......... . ...... ...... .. .......... . ...
1,920.00
Issuerl in satisfaction of the claim of F. de la Maza Arre38,000.00 ...................
38,000.00
don do under act of May 23, 1828 . . . ............ ... ...
Issued in favor of Coleman Fisher under act of May 14,
640. 00 .. .............
640. 00
1834... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... . . .. . . . ...... -- . . . ......
Issued l1y the recorder of land titles for Missouri under
174,910.42 .................
174,910.42
act of :February 17, 1815 (New Madrid claims) ............
Issued in satisfaction of the claim of T. B. Valentine un6, 880.--00
der act of April 5, 1872.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............
6,436.00
13,316.00
Wyandotte floats under treaties of March 17, 1842, and Jan22,400.00 ... -...... - - .....
22,400.00
uary 31, 1855, with the Wyandotte Indians ................
Issued b.v the surveyor-general of Louisiana under act of
2,671.06 .....................
June'29, 1854 .. . .. . . . . . ..
.. ...... .. .. ... . ....... ....
2,671.06
Issued under treatl of 1830 with the Choctaw Indians ..... 1,028,800.00 1,028. 800. 00 ..................
2,399.62 ......................
2,399.62
Issued nuder act o · Jun e 1, 1878, in favor of Robert Cole .. . .
Issued under act of April 11, 1860, in favor of Robert Por4,760.00
terfield .... ... .. .. : .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... ...
1,373.00
6,133.00
Issued under a decree of the district court, Florida, in favor
of Benj . Chares et al. (F. de la Maza Arredondo original
19,720. 00
claimant). . .....................
. .. - . .......... .... - ..
20,000.00
280. 00
lssuPd under a decrpe of the district court of Florida in
favor of Charles F. Sibbald.
1,960.00
2,000.00
40.00
Issued under act of February 23,
f~~~; 'oi -j~h~.
Huertas .... . ... ......... . .. . . . ............ . ...... ....
3,332.30 ....................
3,332.30
Issued under act of August 5, 1854, in favor of Brnj. Metoyer .
123.12 ·------------·
123.12
Issued under act of August 23, 1858, in favor of Louis
H11ggio...... ... ...... ..... . . .
. ......-..... . ... . ....
397. 30 ---------·---397. 30
Issued under a decree of the United States district court
for Louisiana in favor of Charles Gayare . .... .. .
....
340. 28
340. 28 ..... ..................
Issued for the La Nana and Las Ormigas ~rant, Louisiana.
15,372.04
15, ::!72. 04 .................
I Rsued in favor of Jos. Wilson under act of June 15, 1878 ..
200. 00
80. 00
120. 00
I ssued under act of July 17, 1854, Sioux half-breed .
. ...
320, 88q. oo
305,000.00
15, 8e0. 00
I ssued under treaty of September 30, 1854, with the Chippewa Indians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ...... .
93,760.00
89,440.00
4,320.00
I ssued under treaty of April 12, 1864, with the Chippewa
Indians of Red Lake and Pembina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....
74,240.00
71,520.00
2,720.00
I ssued in favor of Stephen j ohnson, under act of February
9, 1883 ...................................................
11,904.00
11,904.00 ---- ·-···--·
A gricultural.college Escrip ...................•............ 7, 838, 720. 00 7, 680, 000. 00
158,720.00
:M ilitary bounty-land warrants ............................. 61, 0811, 430. 00 58, 7611, 910. 1-0 2, 3:!7, 5~0. 00
War 1812 warrants, act of July 27, 1842 .... . ....•......... . 4, 492, 480. 00 4, 490, 0811. 00
2,400.00
R evolutionary bounty-land scrip ........................... 2, 572, 970. 23 , ..... 126. "
132,814.00
soldiers' additional homestead certificates ................. 370,548.93
240,421.54
130,127.39

of .

0

Ge;~;d
0

act· of·

"isst>.°i~·

I

Total. ...........•......... •...................•...... 79, 365,716.66 76, 540, 675. 42

2, 825, 041. 24

Certificates of deposit on accou~t of 1mrveys have also been issued to
the amount of $6,,397,~81.70, of which $73,337.03 has been refunded to
depositors, and $6,323,944.73 secured in payment of public lands, leaving $190,907.89 still outstanding, snhject to being received in payment
for lands entered under the homestead and pro-em'ption laws.

B.-RECORDER'S DIVISION.

Work performed in this division during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
Number of letters received ..••.••.•.•••.••••..••••..••••..•..... - - - - . - - - - -• 14,895
Number of letters written .•••••.•••••..•.••••..•••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• 11,733
Pages of record covered by letters written ••••.•••••.••••••••• - - - - - .• - - - - •• 4,830
598
Circulars sent out ........•••...•••....•...•.•••••.••••••.•.... - - - - • • - - • • • •
Copies furnished from patent records ...•..•..•••••••••...•.••.•••••• - - - • - • 4,938
27
Land-warrant assignments approved .....••••.•••••.••.•.••••.•.•.• - - . -- ••
8,850
Attorneys' cards received and answered (since February 19) .••••••••••• - •••

Agricultural patents issued.

~

Cash entries, incln<ling pre-emption and commuted homestead •••.••..••• - . 18,660
56
Locations with military bounty-land warrants .•••..•.••.•.••••••••••••••• 13
Agricultural-college scrip locations ....••.•••.••.•••••.••••..••••••••. •••••
5,444
Homestead entries ............•....•.••• ~---·· •••••••••••••••.••••••••••••
354
Timber-culture ...·•................•••••••.••••••.••.•..••.••••••••••• ••••
13
Su pre me court scrip locations ...•.•.• _••••••••••••••••••.••.•..•••••••••• • •
4
Sioux half-breed scrip .............••••.•...•.•..•.•••••.••••••.••••••••••• .
3
Surveyor-~enerals' scrip l9cation ...•....•.•••.•• ~ •••••••••.••••••••••• - - - •
3
Dodge scr1 p ............•.•..••..•...•.•.••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3
Porterfield scrip locations .•••••••••.•••••••.••••••.•••.•••••••••••••••••. 1
Valen tine scrip locations ..••.•.••...•...•.••••••••••.....•••••••••••••••.•
2
Wilson warrants .•.••••.............••.•••.•••••••••..••••.•.•••••••••••••
2
Red Lake and Pembina half-breed ....••..•.•••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••.•
Total .••••.•••• ~.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • . • • • • • .
Number of patents transmitted .•••. --~--- •.•••....••.·•..••••.••.••..•.••.••

24, 558

==
25,111

REVOLUTION.A.RY BOUNTY-LAND SCRIP.

[Acts of August 31, 1852, and June 22, 1860, founded on Virginia military land warrants granted for service in the war of the Revolution. J

Eight hundred and thirty-seven acres of this class of warrants have
been commuted into scrip. The number of such claims now pending is
313, aggregating 99, 798-H- acres.
WAR OF

1812 WARRANTS.

[Act of July 27 1 1842.]

One hundred and seventeen warrants of this class were issued for
19,200 acres. which appear to be still outstanding. None were presented for patent during the year.
PORTERFIELD WARRANTS.

[Act of April 11, 1860. J

Three warrants of 40 acres each have been patented. One hundred
and fifty-tliree warrants were i sued under this act aggregating 6,133
acre . Oue huudrecl aud thirteen have been located and patented, leaving forty ach for 40 acres outstanding.
Tb f llowing i a statement of the number of acres represented by
the warrant located in the everal land tates and Territories for the
year ending June 30, 1887, or not heretofore reported, which warrants
200
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were issued under the acts of 1847, 1850. 1852, and 1855. The aggregate number of acres is computed at the .cate of $1.25 per acre. It does
not show the exact area of the lands located· with the warrants:

Alabama .•••••.••••.••••••... .. .•••..•..
Arkansas .•••••••.•••••••••..••.•.. . ....
· California .....•.•.•.••••••.••••.•••...• .
Colorado .••.••.•••••..•.•. .. ...•..•..•. .
-Dakot.a ......•..•••••••••••..•..•••••.. ..
Kansas ..••.•••.•••••••.•.••.••••••.•... .
Louisiana ..•.••••••.•••••••••• -:. •.......
Michigan .••.••••••••••••••••.•••••.••.. .

760
160
1,800 .
440
4,360
6,000
360
4,280

Acres.

States and Territories.

Acres.

States and Territories.

:t::i~t~~:::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::.·

760
200
2,680
80
240
160
160

Total. .....•.••••••• " ••••• _•..••.. ··

22,440

Minnesota ....•••.••••.•••.••••••••.•••.
Missouri .....•.••..••..••••.•.•• . •••••.
Nebraska ......••••••.•••..••••••••.••• New Mexieo ..•..•.••••.•••.•••••••.•. .
Oregon .................••...••••••.....

SUMMARY.

I
40 acres. 80 acres.

Denomination of warrants.

Total
acres.

120 acres. 1160 acres.

Act of 1847....... •• • • • ••• • • • . • • • • . • •• • • • . . • • . • . • • .
1 . . . ••• . . . . . •• . . . •• . .
10
1, 640
Act of 1850...... •••••• •••••..••. .... .. . ..• . . .•..•.
18
4 . . . . •• . •• .
8
2,320
Act of 1852 .••..••..••..••..•••..............•••••................. - - -.•...•... · ···•···· · ···· ···· ··
Act of 1855. . . . . . • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • . . • . . • . . • . .. • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
28
26
82
18, 480
32

19

Totals .............•••..••.............•... • .

100

26

I

22,400

Condition of bounty-land business under acts of 184 7, 1A50, 1852, and 1855, showing the issues
and locations from the cornmencernent of operations under said acts to June :W, 1887.
l

Acres i Number
embraced / located.
thereby.

Number
issued.

Grade of warrants.

Acres
Number
Acres
outembraced
embraced
thereby. standing. thereby.

- - - - - - -- - - - - f - -- - l- - - - ; - - - - l - - -- - 1 - - - - 1 - - - Act of 1847:
160 acres . ...
40 acres .•••••••• _. ............

80, 676 . 12, 908, 160
7,583
303,320

Total.......................
Act of 1850:
160 acres......................
80acres ....•..•.•••.••.••••..
40 acres......................
Total . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • . . .

I~~:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::·
80 acres......................
60 acres......................
40 acres......................
•10 acres......................
Total.......................

27,440
57,713
103, 972

·- - - -,- - 4,390,400
26,856
4,617,040 I 56,331
4, 158, 880 1~o, 731

12, 652, 160
283, 040

189, 125

13, 166, 320

1,222
1, 699 I
9,070 ~

11,991

i

195,520
135, 920
2, 800

694,240 ,

183, 918
1, 194
l, 664
8,883

11, 741

1, 600
507

1071--276,280

,--4, 296, 960 I
584
4,506,480 /
1,382,
4, 029, 240
3, 241 I
12, 832, 680

J

-1

262, 269

34,024, 750

28
35
187

679,480

250

g~g

249,366

5, 207

191,040
l 83, 120
355,320 /

114, 897 .18, 38~, 52~1 109, 653117, 544, 480
97, 01: 11, 641,
90, 78~ I 10, 894,
49,450
3,956,000
48, 136
3,850, 880
359
21, 540
315
18,900
540
21, 600
466
18, 640
5
50
3
30 .

it~

256, 000
20, 280

12,935,20012=,

-------1·---·

Total.......................

Ac\~~

79, 076
7,076

88,259 . 13,211,480 . 86,152

.A.ctofl852:
160 ac1·es.. .••••• .•••••• ••. ••. .
80 acres...... . • • • • . . . • . • • • . . .
40 acres .••...••••.•••........ _

1
:1:e=s....... •• • • • . • • • • . . . . .

I!

32,327,990

I

5, 24-4
6, 221
1,314
44

93,440
110,560
129, 640
333, 640

---4,480
2, 800
7,480

14, 76p

83~, 040
746,
105, 120
2, 640
74, ~ 2960
,
2
20

12,903 .

tgg

1,696, 760

SUMMARY.
Act of
Act of
Act of
Act ot

1847
1850
1852
1855

. . . . . • . ••••. . . . . . . . . • . .
. . . . . . . ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .•••... .• . . . . . .. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . ... . . . .

88 259113 211 480
86, 152 / 12, 935, 200
189: 125
166; 320
183, 918 1 12, 832, 680
11, 991
694,240 1 Jl, 741 /
67!1, 480
262, 269 I 34,024, 750 /_24_9_, _36_6_ !!l -3_2_,_32_7_,9_9_0_

rn:

2, 107
276, 280
5, 207
333, 640
250
14, 760
__
12_,_9_03_ __1_, ~96_,_760_
1

Total.......................

551, 644 1 61, 096, 790 / 531,177 / 58,775,350

20,467

2,321,440

C.-PUBLIC LANDS DIVISION.

Work performed in this division during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1887.

-

Letters received ...••.....•.•••••..•.•.••.••••••.••••..••••.••••••.•••••
Letters written and recorded ......•••..•••.••.••.......•.....•.......•.•
Pages of record of letters written ...........•.••.......•..........•••••.
Entries, Jocations, etc., posted on records ...•••...••...•••...••••..•• - •• Cases examined and finally approved for patenting .............•.•••....
Cases examined, recommended for patenting, and referred to Division 0 ..
Contested cases acted upon ...............•................•... .. •••......
N um her of claims for soldiers' additional entries reject·ed ..••••.•.••.••••
Number of such claims filed ................. _. = •••••••••••••••••••••••••

State selections approved.

53,108
31,050
16,990
340,117
8,461
16,014
2,831
63
4

Acres.

For agricultural colleges .•.••..••••• : ..•......•.••• _••.••••..••••.•••••. 16, 081. 30
For school indemnity ..•.....••....•..... : ..••••.•••••..••.....•......... 7, :~86. 46
For universities---~-- ...................................... ___ _. __ ...•... 2,204. 60½
For internal improvement1:1.... • . • . . • . • • . . • • • .. . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . .
3i0. 00
25,992.36½

ARTESIAN WELLS.

In _the Annual Report for 1882 it was stated that the act of May 19,
1882, making appropriations for the Department of Agriculture, contained the following provisions·:
For locating and sinking not exceeding three artesian wells on the plains east of
the Rocky mountains, with a view to reclaiming arid and waste public lands, $20,000:
P1·ovided, That no part of this sum shall be f\Xpended in experiments upon the lands
of individual~ or corporations, but only upon the lands belonging·to the United States.

By letter of August 11, 1882, the Acting Commissioner of Agriculture requested this office to withhold from entry the lands in Secs. 4 and
5, T. 2 N., R. 52 W., for the purpose of locating one of the wells author- _
ized by the act referred to above. The vacant lands in the sections
(about 1,080 acres) were reserved by letter and telegram to the local
officers at Denver, Oolo., dated August 21, 1882. By t{>legram of the
same date to the local officers at Pueblo, Colo., this office also at the r_equest of the Acting Commissioner of Agriculture reserved t,he land m
See. 20, T. 14 S., R. 44 W. In regard to the land in Secs. 4 and 5 of
T. i N., R. 52 W., the Commissioner of Agriculture stated in his letter
of June 14, 1886, that that department had sunk an artesian well
upon the land ore erved to a depth beyond which it is not deemed
ad i able to go, and o far as obtaining water is concerned said well is
a complete failure.
He al o tat d that the pr~ject of further prosecuting the work had
b en abandoned for over t.wo year , and that there was therefore no
d ire on the part of hi department that the lands in question should
be longer reserved for the purpose named.
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Accordingly, on July 31, 1886, this office directed that the reservation should be discontinued.
The Oommissioner of Agriculture having ad vised this office th3:t the
sinking of a well in Sec. 20, T. 14 S., R. 44 W., had also prove_d a failure,
and that no further reservation of the land was necessary, this office, by
letter'' G" of June 15 1887 restored this land to the public domain.
The reservation of l~t 1 of Sec. 33, T. 22 S., R. 51_W., for the purpo~e
of sinking an artesian well as authorized by act of June 16, 18~0, still
exists.
NATIONAL LIVE-STOCK HIGHWAY.

On March 26, 1886, this ofijce by direction of_ the Secreta~y o~ the
Interior withdrew from the operation of the pubhc land laws fractional
range 41 in Colorado on account of a bill then pending in Oongress to
establish a national live-stock highway and to reserve fro~ settlement
and sale such fractional range as a national live-stock hignway for the
period of ten years.
Said bill ha\~ing failed to pass, the honorable Secretary of the Inte. rior, on June 14, 1887, on recommendation of this office, or<le'('ed that
the reservation be discontinued. Accordingly, on July 12, 1887, these
lands were restored to the public domain.
'
SCHOOL LANDS.

The following rulings have been made respecting selections of lands
·enhanced_to the double minimum price of, $2.50 per acre as school indemnity:
Selections of double minimum lands as school indemnity based on
deficiencies in school lands existing because sections 16 and 36 are
wanting are not admissible, although the townships in which· the deficienmes exist may be within the granted limits of railroads.
[To regiRter and receiver at Saint Cloud, Minn., July 1,1, 1887.J

I have considered the question of the validity of school indemnity selection of S. t
.of 6ec. 6, T. 129, R. 29 W., presented in the receiver's letter of July 28, lt386. The
selection was made March 7, 1870, in lieu of the deficiency of 320 acres of school land
in the same township, the township beiug fractional and there being no sixteenth or
thirty-sixth section therein .
. The land selected was enhanced to the nouble minimum price of $2.50 per acre, the
same being within 6-mile limits of the old Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad branch
line, within which the even-numbered sections were raised to said price on December 5, 1857, by filing map of definite location of the route. The entire fractional
township is wit.bin said limits.
I~ was held in letter to Mr. N. Richardson, dated July 3, 1885, that the State was
en~1tled, under the then rulings of this office, to select do11ble minimum land for
~h1R deficiency. Sub.sequently selections of this kind were held in abeyance awaitmg a decision by the head of this department on cases before him where the State
o!· California had made selections of double minimum lands in lieu of twice the quantity of Ringle miuimum deficiencies in school lands, and United States Senator Sauin
was so informed in reply to a!l inquiry by him as to the selection now being consid.ered by letter of March :-w, 1887. On .April 4, 1887, the Acting Secretary decided ( ca.se
of St3'.te of California vs. Smith, 5 L. D., p. 543) that selection& of t,he character before him were not admissible. This decision does not cover the selection in question,
and I have concluded to take action thereon.
. Prior to August 24, 1875, school indemnity selections of double minimum lands were
not allowed, and this selection it seems was omitted from approval under the rule
then P:~va.i_ling. Ou the latter date Acting Commissioner Curtis allowed the State
of Cal!forma to select as indemnity in lieu of lost sections 16 and 36 other lands
~' .;quivalent in price and qnantity," holding that" when lands are selected the minimum price of which is $l.50 per acre each acre so selected shall be taken by the
State in satisfaction of two acres the minimum price of which is $1.25 per acre." It
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is that part of this rule which allows one acre to be selected in lieu of two acres that
was abrogated in express terms by the decision of this office affirmed by the departmental decision above cited. Under said rule of 1875 selections of double minimntn
lands in lieu of losses of eqnal quantities of such lands w ere allowed. The letter
to Mr. Richardson was written under the impression that the selection is comp~
bended in this port,ion of the rule of 1875 which relates to double minimum basea,
I have concluded upon a reconsideration of the question that this selection does not
come under said rule, whatever may have been the practice that grew up ostensibly
thereunder or the construction that may be given the departmental decision cited as
to select.ions in lieu of lo ses of double minimum lands. The State of Minnesota
lost no lands in said township that bad been enhanced to the double minimum price•
merely a deficiency of 320 acres in school lands existed, becanse sections 16 and
were wanting, to be satisfied out of the public domain according to the principles of
adjustment contained in the acts of May 20, 1826, and February 26, 18G9; and in the
absence of express statutory provisions allowing double minimum lands to be selected
in such instances the selections must be regarded as invalid, and it is hereby held for
cancellation. So inform the proper State authority by sjmding him a copy hereof,
allow the usual time for appeal, and make due report. ('See circular 5, L. D:, 204.)
Selections of double minimum lands may be made in lieu of losses of lands m school
sections 16 and 36, which had been enhanced to the double minimum price at the date
of the school grant.
·

36

rTo register and receiver at Worthington, Minn., July 29, 1887.)

By two letters of even date herewith certain school indemnity selections ma.de
August 3, 1878, per list 4, are held for cancellation, because the selecte~ lands were
enhanced to the double mrnimum price of $2.50 per acre prior to_select1on and the
selections are based on losses of single minimum lands. The remamder of the selections being of lands so enhanced are found to be based on losset:i of lands of the
same class upon a careful examiuation of the matter.
The losses occurred by reason of entries by pre-emptors whose claims were prote~tedd
by the act of February 26, 1859 (sections 2275 and 2276, R. S. ), which act prov!de
for school indemnity in cases of such losses. The grant of the sixteenth and thirtysixth sections in Minnesota for schools was made by the act of February 26, 18?~, providing for the admission of the Territory as a State, in the form of a proposition to
become obligatory upon the United States and the embryo State upon accepta~ice
thereof by the latter. The proposi~ions contained in the said enabling act havmdg
been accepted, Minnesota was declared a State by act of May 11, 1858. The ,wo~ 8
used in the school grant are "shall be granted·" the grant was to become effective
at some future time; and I have concluded that the grant was one in fut·uro an<l. took
effect upon the admiission of the State. Concluding that this grant took effect 11-u,1
11, 1858, the tracts used as the bases of the selections in question were double
mum lauds at the date thereof. They were then and are now within the grante
limits of the Southern Minnesota Railroad, which was definitely located on Febru~ry
20, -1858, and the select.ions will be submitted for the approval of the hono~ab!e 8ecretary of the Interior with a copy of this letter at an early day, and you ~111 rnform
the State aut,horities accordingly.

mmd

REGULATIONS FOR MAKING SCHOOL INDEMNITY SELECTIONS IN LIEU OF MINERAL
LANDS IN SECTIONS 16 AND 36 IN THE STATE OF COLORADO.

[To registers and receivers in Colorado, March 23, 1887.1

Appended are the seventh section of the act of March. 3, 1875, granting lands to
Colorado for schools; the fourteen th section of said act providirig for th~ sale ?f the
lands to create a sclloolfund; the :fifteenth section of the same act exceprrng mmera.l
lands from the grant; and the first and second sections of the act of April 2, 1884,
providing that the State shall be allowed to select landt:i in lieu of such of the sixteeuth
and thi!ty-sixth ~ections as may have been or shall be found to be mineral lan~s.
Respe_ctiog school rnclemnity selections on mineral bases under the act of 1884 you will
be gmded by the following instructions:
1. A determination by the Secretary of the Interior or a decision by this office or
the local officers which becomes final under the Rules of Practice that a school secti?n or a part, there?f is mir.eral land, and that the title thereto is_ not in the Sta~e,
will place the land m the class of bases that may be used in select10ns of land as lll·
demnity.
2. All the lands in said sections 16 and 36returned as non-mineral must be presumed
to be chool lao~s for th~ p~rposes of this act until the presumption is overthrown in
the manner here~nafter 10d1cated. The bare return of lands as mineral by the surveyor-general will not be rega,:ded as conclusively clas8ifying them as mineral, the
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retrirns of deputy surveyors as to the character of the land surveyed having been
found in many cases to be indefinite or erroneous.
3. In the absence of a d ecision by this department that land in a school section is
either mineral or non-mineral in character the State may proceed in one of three ways
to have her rights and title defined, as follows: .
. .
(a) By applyincr to the Secretary of the In tenor through the proper d1stnct office
where the land h~s been retnrned as non-mineral for his certificate that the land was
rigl.Jtly so classed when the grant took effect. Such certificate will "determ!ne the
matter" and establish the title of the State beyond attack by mineral claimants.
Notice of such proceeding must be given by publication and posting iu the manner
prescribed by the Rules of Practice.
(b) By proceeding to prove land which has been returned as mineral to be in fact
non-mineral in the manner prescribed in circulars '' N].) of September 23, 1880, and
October 31, 1881.
(c) By relying upon the record for indemnity where lands have been entered as mineral. Where the State authorities have information that the mineral character of
tracts in section Hi and 36 is shown by evidence in this office, a list of them may be
sent here through the proper district office to dete1·mine whether they may be used
as bases for selections. If the decision should be in the negative the character of
such tracts may be determined under the procedure indicated in subdivisions a and b
hereof.
4. Selections are restricted to lands returned as agricultural. The selected tracte
must be connected with specific bases of not less than the q nantity selected aud con- taining as near such quantity as practicable. Should the aggregate quantity of the
bases in any list exceed that of the tracts selected the State will receive due credit
upon adjustment of her grant.. The character of selected tracts will be determined
under the rules existing as to agricultural land entries. In all cases the selected
tracts must be covered by non-mineral affidavits made by the selecting agent of tho
• State or an agent duly appointed by the State board of land commissioners for the
purpose, and in case of such appointment evidence thereoi should accompany the
affidavits.
•
5. In making selections on mineral bases the acts of 1875 and 1884 must be construed together. The law restricts selections to not more than one quarter-section,
and the tracts selected must be "as contiguous as may be" to the· bases. As to snch
contiguity the rule is prescribed that vacant public land as near th'3 basis as practicable shall be selected. Selections of land in a different district from that embracing
the basis will not be admitted, unless it be clearly shown . that there are no public
lauds in the district in which the basis is situated. The circular of the General Laud
Office of May 191 1886, which allowed applications to be presented for lands in a different land district from that·embracing the bases, is herelry modified accordingly.
6. The date of the filing in the district land office of each application to select' must
be certified to by the district officers and the application noted on the records. When
an application is allowed by direction of this office the selections rnuist be made of
re~ord as of date of filing the application iu the usual manner. Lists of selections on
mmeral bases will be numbered in the current series of school selections in each district.
7. A fee of $1 each allowed registers and receivers for each final location of 160 acres
by_ the act of July 1, 1864 (seventh subdivision of section 2~38, U.S. R. S. ), must be
paid by the State upon admission of school selections, and the total amount of the
fees received should be stated on the list in their certificate admitting the same.
Approved, M;ay 2, 1887.
H, L. MULDROW,
.Actin9 Secretary.

A9~ to enable the people of Colorado to form a constitution and State government and for the
adm1ss1on of the said State into the Union on an equal footing with the original States approved
March 3, 1875(18 Stat., 474),

AN

*

*

•

•

•

*

*

*

*

SEC. 7•. That sections numbered sixteen and thirty-six in every township, and where
such sect1?ns have been sold or otherwise disposed of by any act of Congress, other
lands eqmvalent thereto in legal subdivisionp of not more than one quarter sect,ion
and as contiguous as may be are hereby granted to said State for the support of
common schools.

•

*

*

SEC. 14. That the two sections of land in each township herein granted for the support of common schools shall be disposed of only at public sale and at a price not less
than two dollar~ and fifty ce~ts per acre, the proceeds to constitute a permanent
school fnnd the rnterest of whrnh to be expended in the support of common schools.
~EC, 15. That all mineral lands shall be excepted from the operation and grants·of
this act.
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AN ACT to enable the State of Colorado to take land in lieu of the sixteenth and thirty-sixth eeotl
fonnd to be mineral lands and to secitre to the State of Colorado the benefit of t,h e act of July 8000:
eighteen hundred and sixt.v-two, entitled '' An act donating public lands to the several States au4
Territories which may provide colleges for the benefit of agricultural and mechanic arts" approved April 2, 1884 (23 Stat., 10).
'

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Americcl:
in Congress assembled, That an act entitled "An act to enable the people of Colorado
to form a constitution and State government, and for the admission of the said .State
into the Union on au equal footing with the original States," approved March three,
eighteen hundred and seventy-five, shall be construed as gi~ing to the State of Colorado the right to select for school purposes other lauds in lieu of such sixteent,h and
thirty-sixtL sections as may have been or shall be found to be mineral lands: Provided,
That such selections shall be made from lands returned ag agricultural and upon
which at the date of selection no valuable mineral discoveries have been made; and'
all snch selections.shall be reported to the Secretary of the Interior, who shall if be•
is satisfied such la.nds so selected are not mineral so c13rtify, and thereupon the right of
such State to such selected lands shall·finally attach; and the Senretary of the Interior·
shall also ascertain whether any of such sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections are mineral·
lands, and shall certify their character, which certificate shall deter~ine the mat~er.
SEC. 2. That it shall be the duty of the deputy sur,eyor at the tune of execu~mg
tlie survey of any township to make a critical examination of the character of sections ·
sixteen and thirty-six, and to embrace in his field-notes a foll report of any and all
mineral discoveries found to the surveyor-general, who shall_ repor~ to t~e ~ecreta~y.
of the Interior whether thE\ whole or any part of either of said sect10ns 1s mrnera.l xn .
character.
INSTRUCTIONS OF JULY

29, 1887,
.

AS TO THE MANNER. OF MAKING SCHOOL INDEM•
NITY SELECTIONS,

[Sent to all land offices in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Col~rado, Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington Territory.]
.

Hereafter on presentation of applications to select school ini!emnity it will be insisted on that the areas of the selected tracts and their bases mn8t be equal, and the
selections must be separate and distinct so that action thereon may be taken separately.
For instance, the total deticiencyin a school section or in the town8hip may be 131 acr~s.
In lieu of this 120 acres may be selected, and there will remain 11 acres to be 8atisfied in another selection. These fractions may be used in selectiou8 of larger tracts b_y
adding a sufficient number of them together so that the area of the selected tract 18
nearly reached, and then a portion of a deficiency should be added to make UJ? the_
exact quantity selected. Care should be taken not to divide deficiencies of ahquot
parts of technical sections, such as quantities of 40 acres, 80 acres, etc., so long as fractions of less than 40 acres may be so used.
A careful and complete record of deficiencies satisfied by selections sh_ould pe made
on your tract-books in the places set apart for the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections, giving the exact areas.of the losses or deficits used and referring to the tra~ts
selected in lieu thereof by section, township, and range.

DEC,ISIONS, RULINGS, AND INSTRUCTIONS.
The following decisions, rulings, and instructions are regarded as of
especial interest:
HOMESTEADS.
RULINGS UNDER THE HOMESTEAD LAWS.

1. Head of afamily-Bastard.-The mother of an illegitimate child is entitled as the

head of a family to the privileges of the pre-emption, homestead, and timber-c1~1ture
laws, although she may be under twenty-one years of age. (To Geo. Male, ~{10wa,
Barber county, Kans., June 12, 1886 ; 13 Copp, 102. To Chas. L. Marshall, Wmdom,
McPherson county, Kans., Jnne 1, 1887; not r eported.)
2. Soldier's widow-Minor child1·en. -A soldier's widow can not waive h13r rights under
the homestead laws in favor of her minor children. The special privileges accorded
soldi~rs of the late war in entering public lands are conferred upon the minor chi~d~en
only m ca e of the death or remarriage of the widow. The children upon arnvrng
a~ ~heir majority are entitled to the exercise of their homestead rights as individu:1'1
c1t1z ns whether they have enjoyed the special privileges bestowed upon minor children of d cea ed soldier or not. (To Mrs. Ella G. Willson, Coronado, Wichita.
county, Kan., Joly , 1 6; 13 Copp, 102.)
3. Military 11er ice-Missouri IIorne Guards.-The members of the Missouri Home
Guards who e claims for pay were adjudicated by the Hawkins-Taylor commission
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are recognized as having served in the U:hited _S~ates forces during the_ late war, and
tbev are therefore entitled to the special privileges granted to soldiers under the
the· homestead laws. (To C. W. Holcomb, Washington, D. C., September 6, 1886;
not reported.)
.
.
,
.
4. Residence prior to entry ......:.Jn makrng final proof a party 1s allowed unaer section
3, act of May 14, 18"\0, to compute the time from date of actual settlement on the land
rega,r dless of the fact whether he has filed a pre-emptLon declaratory statement in the
case or not. (To register and receiver, Wichita, Kans., October 7, 1886; case of Geo.
W. Botsford; 13 Copp, 216.)
·
5. Commutation-Second entry.-The alleged decision of Judge Blair of Wyoming
Territory that a party who makes a homestead entry and commutes the same to cash
. does not therefore exha11st his rights under the homestead laws, and bis instructions
to the jury that such person in making a second entry is not gnilty of perjury in swearing that he had not previously bad the benf':fit of the homestead laws is in direct violation of the statute and will not be recognized by this office. (To Dobozy and Moss,
December 20, 1886; 13 Copp, 219).
6. Marriage.-A single woman who makes a homestead entry and before completing same marries a man who also bolds a homestead can not comply with the rC\quirements of law as to residence, although her claim may adjoin that of her husband and
the house be built on the dividing line and occupied by both parties: .lier clairu must
be regarded as having been abandoned. (To register and receiver, Niobrara, Nebr.,
March 2, 1887; case of Lydia A. Fannon nef Tavencr; 13 Copp, 282.)
7. Residence.-A party who makes a timber-culture entry and establishes actual residence on the land and subsequently relinquishes the same and enters the tract as a
homestead can only be credited with residence from the date of cancellation of the
timber-culture entry. (To register and receiver, Spokane l<..,alls, Wash., June 8, 1887;
case of Julian Butler; 14 Copp, 99; and to G. W. Bates, Grass Valley, Oregon, June
18, 1887; not reported.)
8. Illtgal entry; how cured.-A homestead entry made while t.he party was holding
other land under a pre -emption filing was canceled for illegality and be allowed to
make a new and legal entry for the same tract. (To.register and receiver, w·atertown,
Dak., June 20, 1887; case of Carrie Williamson; not reported.)
9. Soldier-Declaratory btatement-Entry.-A soldier may enter a tract ofland slightly
different from that described in bis declaratory statement where good and sufficient
reasons are shown. (To register and receiver, Garden City, Kans,, June 24, 181"l7;
case of Geo. W. Carroll; not reported.)
10. Am,endment-Adverse pre-emption clairn.-A homestead entry can not be amended
to a tract other than originally intended to be entered and upon which the improvements are situated. A pairty who makes a homestead entry and subsequently .fiuds
that an adverse claim bad attached to the la nd at date of entry must hold the same
subject to the rights of the pre-emptor, or he may contest the pre-emptor's rights
thereto. (To register and receiver, Garden City, Kans., June 28, 1887; case of Simon
Fisher; not reported.)
11. Act of March 3, 1879.-A party who surrenders an entry for the purpose of making a new one as provided in said act is not disqualified from so doing by laose of
time after surrender of original entry. (To reg-ister and receiver, Garden City, Kans.,
June 28, 1887; case of Joseph A. Demming; not reported.)
_
12. Guardian-Final affidavit and testimony of clai-niant.-In case of an e'ntry by a,
guardian for the benefit of minor children of a deceased soldier the law makes no
~rovision for the taking of the final affidavit and testimony of the guardian away
from the district in which the land is situated. If, however, the minor is residing in
the State and is competent to make oath, he will be allowed to make the required
affidavit. (To register and receiver, Larned, Kans., June 28, 1887; case of Edwin E.
Schrader, guardian of Edward F. Vogle, minor child of Jacob Vogle, deceased; not
reported.)
13. Soldier-Residence.-A soldier of the United States army can not comply with
the legal requirements of the homestead laws as to fixed residence while performino•
0
such service. (To Messrs. Coole.,r, Haight & Co., Dodge City, Karn~., July 7, 1887.)
14. Agreement to trans.fer.-A written agreement by a settler while holding a tract
of land under the homestead laws to sell and convey the same upon acquiring title
theret? would be illegal, and therefore in no way binding upon the settler. If not
repudiated, however, the settler's interests might be jeopardized ·and the entry rendered liable to contest. (To William Reimann, Ellsworth, Kans., July 11, 1887; not
reported.)
FINAL PROOF PENDING CONTESTS.

]'inal proof can not be made while an entry is under contest.

Commissioner to R. & R. 1 Watertown, Dak., September 30, 1886. (NOTE.-Anders
A. Anderson, 12 C. L. 0., 190, overruled. Authorities cited, Stroud vs. De Wolf~ 4 L.
D., 394, 13 C. L. O., 15, and same vs. Dowdell decided by Secretary, August 28, 1886,)
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SOLDIER'S ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD.

The certificate of right to make additional entry issued to the widow of a deceased soidier may pr~.
erly contain a clause requiring her to show at the time of applying to make entry that she hie
not remarried.
[To Mr. A. A. Hosmer, Washington, D. C., October 19, 1885.*j

In reply to your letter of the 14th instant in reference to the additional homes~ead right of Mary C. Stephenson, widow of Alex. C. Stephenson, I have to state
that Mrs. Stephenson claims under sections 2306 and 2307, United States Revised
Sta.tutes, providing for homesteads on the public lands, approved Jnne 22, 1874.
Section 2306 provides, in favor of the class of ex-soldiers described in the previous
section, 2304, that "every person entitled ,under the provisions of section 2304, to
enter a homestead, who may have heretofore entered under the homestead law a
quantity of'land less than 160 acres, shall be permitted to enter so much land as when
added to the quantity previously entered shall not exceed 160 acres." Section 2307
provides that "in case of the death of any person who would be entitled to a homestead under the provisions of section 2304, his widow, if unmarried, or .in case o_f her
death or marriage, then his minor orphan children, by a guardian duly appomted
and officially a.ccredited at the Department of the Interior, shall l>e entitled to all
the benefits enumerated in this chapter, subject to all the provisions as to settlement
and improvement therein contained."
Soon after entering upon my duties as Commissioner a paper was presen_t~d to me
for my signature certifying that Mrs. Stephenson was entitled to make add1t10nalcntry _as the widow of Alexander C. Stephenson under said sections 2306 and 2307. I
added to this certificate before signing it a proviso that she should prove at the
- time of applying to make entry that she was still the widow of A. C. Stepheus?n·
You now insist that this proviso should be eliminated from my certificate. I dechne
to eliminate it therefrom. I understand that certificates of this character have been
issued by mv predecessors without such a condition being inserted therein, but I do
not take the same view of my duty under the laws and must decline to follow the
precedents set by them.
Any one can see by a glance at the statutes referred to that Mrs. Stephenson's right
to additional entry depends upon her continuing to be the widow of A. 9· Stephenson; that if she has since remarried or died the right belongs to the rumor orphan
children if any, or ceases altogether as a claim against the United Sta~es:
Is there anything unreasonable, then, in requiring that this essential fact shoald
be proved when application is made to exercise the right dependent t~ereon 7 The
law does not make it incumb'ent on me to certify to Mrs. Stephenson's right at al~. 1
am not willing to certify to it without adding the requirement to which you obJect·
There is no intention to discriminate aO"ainst Mrs. Stephenson in this case. I regard
- all cases of the kind as properly subjegt to the same rule. I am not aware that any
ce~tifi~ate bas been issued in disregard thereof since my attention was. called to the
pomt m the Stephenson case, and if any has been it has resulted from mad vertence,
DWELLING-HOUSE ON LAND.

[To T. B. Yoqpg, Dodge City, Kans., October 14, 1886. l

I ha.ye to a~vise you that ~ dwelling-house .which is necessary t~ residence 01;1 a,
homest~ad claim should be bmlt entirely upon the entered tract. I t,hmk the practice
of makmg one house answer the requirements of law as to residence on t~o or more
hom~steads at the same ti~e is wrong in principle, opens the door to evas~on of legal
!eq~uements, an~ makes 1t more difficult to judge of the good faith of cla1maut,s. It
1s _d1:fficnlt to believe that a settler who honestly takes lancl for a permanent home
Will pl'.1-ce a part of his house on the cfa,im of another. It is possible, how~ver, as
~ood faith of a?tual residence is the question involved, that such cases may exist, and
• m fact some o! them have been recognized by this office and department. But such
cases necessarily arouse suspicion that an evasion of tlie law is attempted. Th.erefore
an ans~er to your inquiry must be that in exceptional cases where goodfai~h is clearly
shown it ~ay be allowable, yet as a rule they are regarded with great distrust and
the good faith of the resident seriously questioned.
ABSENCE ON ACCOUNT OF DROUGHT.

Settlers who are compelled to leave their lands on account of loss of crops must be prepared _to ac~ount
for their :ibsence, and final proof should not be offered until the law has been fully complied with.

I To N. W. Brown, Julesburg, Colo., July 26, 1887.J
On the 6th in taut the office advised A. F. Clapper, of Julesburg, that the "act of
Joly 1, 1.879 (:ll Stat., 4 ), authorizes settlers who e crops are destroyed or seriously

* The foregoing decision was affirmed by Secretery Lamar December 3, 1886.
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injured by grasshoppers to be absent from their lands for a period not exceeding one
year with the right to return and perfect their flettlement as though no such absence
had occurred. Settlers who are obliged to leave on account of the drought should
be prepared to account for their absence from this cause when they make final proof;
but in such cases proof sbould not be offered until the law has been fully co~pli~d
with after their return to the land. An enforced absence on account of clnnat10
reasous will not imperil the claim if the fact is established when proof is made,
and if proof is not attempted to be made in advance of the time when the abseuce,
improvements, aud cultivation required by law can be satisfactorily shown."
This advice was given upon the represen.tation made by Mr. Clapper that your section of country ''was in the midst of a drought with no signs of crops," &c.; ,,, that
settlers are leaving to hunt for work; that last winter was a bad one and this will
be worse; that there is no chance for feed for stock and vegetables have been destroyed by insects," &c.
Letters have since been received showing the reverse of Mr. Clapper's statement and
that "everything was looking splendidly,'' and you bad ''at least two good rains
weekly with night showers of very frequent occurrence." However this may be
this office intended to give no general permission to tlle homesteaders in Colorado
and western Nebraska to leave their land. It simply advised Mr. Clapper of the law
upon a given state of facts aud of the disposition of this office to be kind and lenient
to bona fide honest settlers. Such ad vice would not warrant any one in leaving their
land who had misrepresented or acted upon a misrepresentation of the facts. Should
the facts prove to be _other and different from the representation made by Mr. Clapper t~e leaving would be considered an abandonment.
TIMBER CULTURE.
RULINGS UNDER THE TIMBER•CULTURE LAW.

1. Pu1·chase-Cultivation . -lf a party purchases a timber claim from an entryman
who had substantially complied with all the requirements of the law and thereafter
makes entry of the land the only cultivation necessary is such as to keep the trees
in a healthy growing condition for a period of eight years from date ot entry. . (To
David Kerns, Plainville, Kans., July 9, 188ti.)
2. Sale by guardian.-The relinquishment and sale of a timber-culture entry and
improvements by a guardian during the temporary insanity of entrymau are not per. mitted, ae the timber-culture law does not sanction such proceedings. (To register and
receiver, Wichita, Kans., September 26, 1885; case of William B. Dearlove; 13 Copp,.
103.)
3. Rejected applications.-LocaI officers have authority to retain rejected applications. Must notify claimants of rejection and reasons. The papers belo11g by right
to files of office .. (To Inspector F. D. Hobbs, Lamar, Colo., January 20, 1887; 13
Copp, 243.)
4. Right of hefrs to make entry.-The right of entry is in the heirs where the land
is found fmhject to such appropriation, and the legal applicant therefor dies while
the status of the land for which be made application is-being determined. An entry _
in the name of and for the benefit of all the heirs may be made on the application
of one of the heirs without power of attorney from tl:re other heirs authorizing such
action. (To registflr and receiver, Lincoln, Nebr., May 27, 1885, case of Sharrer vs.
Teachman et al. Affirmed by the departmental decision of February 15, 1E87; 5 L. D.
422.)
5. .Affidavits-Illegal entry.-Affidavits must be sworn to and executed in the land
district in which the land is.situated. In case of an entry made by Joseph B. Edwards in the Valentine district, Nebraska, the affidavit of the entryman was signed
in the State of Illinois, and the seal and signature of C. R. Glover as U.S. C. C.' Com~issioner was attached thereto a,t Long Pine, Nebr. It was held tllat the entry was
illegal and that claimant would not be allowed to make a new one in lieu thereof.
(To register and rnceiver, Valentine, Nebr., March 29, 1887; 14 Copp, 26.)
6. Non-mineral affidavit.-Timber-culture claimant must personally make non-mineral affidavit. (To register, Cheyenne, Wyo., April 19, 18a7; 14 Copp, 57.)
AFFIDAVITS IN TIMBER-CULTURE APPLICATIONS.

Notaries public must certify that claimants personally appeared within the limits of the land district
to subscribe to O:ie necessary affidavits.
[Register and receiver, North Platte, Nebr., .April 6, 1887.J

Inspector F. D. Hobbs reports that you have failed to require notaries public when '
attesting timber-culture applications to certify tha.t claimants personally appeared
within the limits of the district to subscribe to the necessary affidavits as requirc.d in
INT 87-VOL
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such cases by instructions of June 15, 1885 (12 Copp, 121). It is of importance that
this requirement shoulcl oe strictly complied wit,b. ·
You are advised that instructions to register and receiver of any office or to either
of them, or to an inspector of this office, are intended for the information and guidance of all officers, and that it is for the instruction of all that published copies of
decisions, orders, and instructions are officially furnish ed registers and receivers.
You are fnrther·advised that averm Pnts in timber-culture and all other affidavite
relative to the character of land can be made only upon the personal knowledge of
the affiant, and no such affidavit can in any case be made upon information and bell~
.
The inspector reports that a practice bas prevailed in your office of swearing parties to entry papers by one of the officers and handing them uack to the attorneys to
be presented for record at their pleasure. Meauwhile t,he plats were marked and the
parties had a claim to sell on the market without endangering their homestead or
timber-cultnr~ right. Applications could in this way be 1Hed aud quasi entries made
by the same person in differeLt dit,tricts and any numoer _of times in the same district without completing the entry.
This practice is improper in the highest degree, and makes the land offices of tile
governruent a mere speculating agE>ucy. The receiver should not r eceive the money
tendered upon a certificate from the register that the land is subject to ent.ry unless
the money is tendered forthwith upon the issue of the register's certifica,te. Land
can not be covered up on the plats at:d hela indefinitely without completing the
entry, and the entry is not completed until the money has· been paid. The register should know that the entry is complete before he puts any marks 01:1 the plats
or tract books of his office. Any practice, method, or system which permits the covering np of lands in the manner indicated must be at once discontin ued.
As tb-is work seems to be done by attorneys your attention is called to your a.u
thority t,o prevent illegal and fraudnlent practices by attorneys or agents under cir•
cular of March 19, 1887, which should be strictly enforced.
.
Registers and receivers must not permit applicants or their attorneys to retam the
application or affidavit after the certificat,e of either officer has been atta_ched there.to,
nor permit an entry subsequent to the presentation of the affidavit or its_ execution
before one of them, nor must land be held for one moment for any one for alleged
want of rnonE>y to pay feel'l.
All rejected applications and proofs must be retained on the :files. of t~e lo~a! land
office aud uot returned to the parties. But the parties must be notified rn wr1tmg of
the dat,e and cause of rejection in order to enable appeals to be taken, a1;1d the date
and cause of rejection must in all cases be noted on the papers as required by the
rules.
REGULATIONS UNDER THE TIMBER-CULTURE LAWS,

[Registers and receivers United States land offices, June 27, 1887.)

The folfowing regulations under the tim her-culture laws are prescribed:
1. The only persons who are authorized to make timber-culture entries u1;1der the
act of June 14, lt:!78, are beatJs of families or single persons who have attarned· t~e
age of twenty-one years and are citizens of the United States, or have decla,rel~ their
intention to beco::ne such, and who have made no previous entry under the t1ruberculture laws.
2. Bn t,ries are restricted to one quarter-section or 160 acres 1 w bich may be portions
of contiguous subdivisions of the section provided the entry forms a compact body
of land.
3. No person can make more than one entry. Timber-culture rights once exhausted
can not "be restored by the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
4. No more than one qnarter of any section can 1..,e embraced in one ent,ry, and the
entire section must be exclusively prairie lands or other lands devoid of t imber. Tlie
removal of a natural growth of t,imber will not render land subject to tiwber-cultme
entry.
5_. A person applying to . make a timber-culture entry must file the affi.davi_t pre•
scribed by Jaw bhowing his qualifica ions to make the eutry ; that the s<.>ct1on of
la~d spe?ifiecl in his application is compose(l exclusively of prairie or otbe~ Jau_lls devoid of timber; that the entry is made for the cultivation of timber and for bis own
exclusive u e aud benefit; that be mahs his application in good faith an ti not for
the pnrpo e of speculation nor directly or indirectly for the u e or "benefit of any
other per on or pen;ons whomsoever; that be intends to bold alJd cultivate the land
and to folly comply with the provisions of the law, and that he bas not bnetofo~e
made an entry under said timber-culture act or any acts of which said act of lt:s78 is
a.mendatory.
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The following form of affidavit is prescribed:

Tirnber-cuZture affidavit.
LAND OFFICE AT - - - - ·- - ,

( D a t e ) - - - , 18-.

J, - - - - , of (town or city)--, county o f - - , State (~r.Territory) of
- - - having filed my application No. - - for an entry under the provisions of an act
entitl;d "An act to amend an act entitled 'An act to encourage the growth of timber
on the western prairies,'" approved June 14, 1878, do S<?ll?mnly - - th3:t I am the
head of a family (or over twenty-one years of age) and a citizen of the Umted Stat~s
(or have declared my intention to become such); that I have made personal examination of said land, and from my personal knowledge of the sa1;lle state th3:t _the section of land specified in my said applic3'.tion_ is composed exclus1vel.y of pra1ri~ la~ds
or other lands de void of timber ; that this filmg and entry are made for the cult1 "."at10n
of timber and for my own exclusive use and benefit; that I hav~ made th_e s~1d application in good faith and not for the purpose of speculation or directly or 1!1duectly
for the use or benefit of any other person or persons wholllsoe,·er; that I mtend to
hold and cultivate the land and to fully comply with the provisious of this said act;
and that I have not heretofore made an entry under this act or the acts of which this
is amendatory.
My post-office address i s - - .

------.

I hereby certify that the foregoing affidavit was read to affiant in my presence before
he signed his name thereto; that said affiant is to me personally known (?r has.been
satisfactorily identified before me by - - - ---), and that I verily believe him to
be a credible person and the person he represents himself to be, and that this affidavit
was subscribed to before me at my office in - - - on this - - day of---~ 18-.

------,

Any person falsely swearing to this affidavit or to any affidavit required by law or
regulations under the timber-culture act is guilty of perjury, and will be punished
as the law provides for such offense.
6. The foregoing affidavit and the non-mineral affidavit can be made only upon
the personal knowledge of aftiant, and neither of said affidavits can be made by any
other person than the applicant himself.
7. Non-mineral affidavits will b.e required in all tjmber-culture entries in districts
in which non-mineral affidavits are required in other oases of agricultural entry, and
must in every instance accompany the original entry application and must be made
at toe same time and place and before the same officer as the original timber-culture
affidavit.
8. All affidavits required under the timber-culture laws must be made before the
register or the receiver, or the clerk of some court of record or officer authorized to
administer oaths in the district where the land is situated. Timber-culture affidavits
executed or signed outside of the district in which the·land is situated or executed or
signed in blank are illegal. Every affiant must be sworn personally by the officer taking the affidavit at his office and at the date specified in tbe jurat; and the officer
taking the affidavit must certify that the person was so sworn and that t,he same was
read in full to affiant before he affixed his signature thereto ; and the attesting officer
.mnst certify to the identity and credibility of the party appearing before him.
9. Timber-culture entries can not be made for mineral lands, nor for lands within
the limits of townsites or covered by municipal improvements.
10. Before allowing any entry applied for the register and receiver will by a careful examination of the tract and plat books satisfy themselves that the entry applied
for will not conflict with any other entry or entries previously made. They will require the party to pay the fee and that part of the commission payable at the date of
entry for which the receiver will issue his receipt in duplicate (form 4-142), 0(J'iving •
the duplicate receipt to the party.
.
11. The payments required by law on a timber-culture eutry are as follows: For 80
acres or less fee $5, to be paid at date of entry; commissions $4 ; total $9. For more
than 80 acres fee $10 at date of entry; commissions $4; total $l4. Besides in each
oa_se, $4 when final pro0f is made. No other fee, charge, gratuity, or rewafd is permitted to be paid or received for any services rendered at district land offices in connection with such entries. The receiver will account for the fees and commissions in
the usual manner indicating the same as fees and commissions on timber-culture entries. No distinction is made as to area or the amount of fee and commissions between minimum and double-minimum lands. The register and receiver will number
8372 L 0--9
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the entry in its order and proper series of numbers, and will note the entry on theirrecords and repo!'t tihe same in their monthly returns, sending up all the papers therein
with an abstract of the entries allowed during the month.
'
12. Five acres on a quarter-section must be broken or plowed the first year and 5
acres the second year. The second year the first 5 acres must be cultivated to crop or
otherwise. The third year the second 5 acres must be cultivated to crop or otherwise, and the first 5 acres must be planted in timber, seeds, or cuttings. The fourth
year the second 5 acres must be planted in timber, seeds, or cuttings. Ten a,cres are
thns to be plowed, planted, ·and cultivated on a quarter-section, and the same proportion when less than a quarter-section is entered. The whole 10 acres or the due
proportion thereof must be prepared and planted within four years from the date of
the entry, 5 acres being prepared the first and second years and planted the third
year, and 5 acres being prepared the second and third years and planted the fourth
year.
rn. The preparation of the ground by breaking and cultivation of crops must be
thorough. The plowing must be done at the proper season of the year, must be sufficiently deep to thoroughly break and mix the soil, and the cultivation to crop must
be actual anu bona fide. The object of the law is to promote the cultivation of timber, and land not made fit by careful and thorough preparation to produce a grow:th
of trees is not prepared as contemplated by law, and a failure to strictly comply with
the law renders the entry liable to contest.
14. Trees, tree seeds, or cuttings must be of suitable character to germinate and
grow with proper cultivation, and must be carefully and properly set out or planted
and at a proper season of the year to insure growth, and must be carefully and thoroughly cultivated.
.
15. Where land is selected for timber-culture entry which in its natural state will
not produce trees without irrigation the ground will not be regarded as properly prepared nor the trees as properly cultivated unless the land is irrigated and the trees
kept watered.
.
.
.
16. Where the ground is properly prepared and cultivated and the plantmg of smtable trees, seeds, or cuttings is well and seasonably done, and the same should not germinate and grow, the ground must be replanted and vacancies filled the same or next
succeeding season. If the trees, seeds, or cuttings are destroyed by grasshoppers or
by extreme and unusual droughts the time of planting may be extended one_year for
every year of such destruction upon the filing in the local office of an affidavit by ~he
entryman, corroborated by two witnesses, setting forth the destruction aud askrng
the exttmsion of time provided for by the act.
17. The offering of relinquishments for sale after entry will be regarded and treated
as evidence tending to prove the fraudulent or speculative character of the entry:
18. The following classes of trees are 1·ecognized as "timber" within the meamng
of the l~w, viz: At>h (including mountain ash, or service-tree), alder! basswood,
beech, birch, box-elder, black walnut, butternut (otherwise called white waln1;1t),
cedar, chestnut, cottonwood, elm, fir, hickory, honey-locust, larch, maple, oak, pi_ue,
spruce, sycamore (otherwise called buttonwood or cotton-tree), white willow, whlte~ood ( or tulip-tree), and other trees recognized in the neighborhood as of value for
timber, for fire-wood, or domestic use, or for commercial purposes. Fruit trees, hed~es,
and shrubuery can not be classed as ''timber" and their cultivation is not sufficient
to satisfy the demands of the law.
'
19. Fi?al pr?of. ca!l be made at the expiration of eight years from date of entry.or
at any time w1thm five years thereafter. In making final proof it must be shown ·
(1-) That not less than t.wenty-seven hundred (2 700) trees of the proper character
.
.
we~e planted on each_ acre required to be planted. '
(2) That the quantity and character of trees as aforesaid have been cultivated and
protected for not l~ss than eight years preceding the time of making proof.
(3) That at the tlme of making proof there are growing at least six hundred and
seventy-fiye (675) liv!ng and thrifty trees to each acre.
.
20. Perfect good faith must be shown by claimants. If trees, seeds, or cuttmgs are
destroyed they must ~e replanted; and not only must trees be planted, but they must
be protected and cultivated in such manner as to promote their growth.
21. All entries since June 14, 1878, are made under the act of that date. Parties
who made entries under any of the former acts may complete the same and make final
¥roof un~er the act of 1878 upon showing that they have had under cultivation.for
a~ least ei~ht ~ears the number of acres required by the act of ltl7t!, aud at the time
of pr seutmg final proof have the number of living and thrifty trees required thereby;
but they need_not show t~at they followed the manner of planting prescribed by the
the later act if the plantmg was done in accordance with the requirements of any
one of the preceding acts.
22. In ·omp uting the period of cultivation the time runs from the date when the
t t~l n1imb ~ oftre ~'seed·' .or cuttings required by the act are planted.
~. Hereafter pa!tiea desi~rn~ to o~er final proof in timber-culture cases will be req~ed to file a notice of thell' mtent1on with the regi5ter of the proper district land
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office, and the same shall be published in the same manner as in homestead and preemption cases.
.
.
.
.
24. In making :final proof the claimant ( or 1f he be dead his heirs or legal representa tives) must appear in person with at least two witnesses at the land offi.cA of
the district in which the laud is situated, and there make the necessary proofs; or
the affidavit of the party may be made and his testimony a_nd the testim?nY: of his
witnesses given before a judge or clerk of a court of record m such land district, but
all the proof must be taken at the same time and place and before the same officer.
25. The officer administering. the oath or taking the testimony must certify to the
identity and credibility of the party appearing before him.
26. The proof must set forth specifically and in detail all the facts of the cases howing when cultivation was commenced, the acts performed, amount of land plowed,
cultivated, and planted, what was done in each year, the total number of trees planted, the to ta l number growing, and their size and condition at date of proof1 and any
otlier facts or circumstances material to the case. (Forms 4-093, 4-385, and 4-380.)
27. The register and receiver will carefully examine the evidence, and if forrnd
sufficient to show that the claimant has fully complied with the law they will proceed (on payment of the :final commissions allowed. by law) to issue the :final certificate arnl receipt in the manner prescribed in forms 4-14t3 and 4-217.
-. 28. Con tests may be instituted against timber-culture entries for illegality or fraud
in the inception of the entry, for failure to comply with the law after entry, or for
any sufficient cause affe<1ting the legality or validity of the claim. (See rrrle 1 et seq.
of Practice, approved August 13, 18135.)
29; Cont estants of timber-culture entries since the adoption of the foregoing Rrrles
of Practice are not required to file an application to enter the la nd at the time of the
initiation of contest, but the successfnl contestant secures a preference right of entry
under the second section of the act of May 14, 1880, 12 Stat., 140. (This regulation
overrules the decision in Hun<ly vs. Livingston, 1 L. D. 1 rev. ed., 152.)
30. No land acquired nuder the provisions of the act of June 14, 1878, will in any
event become liable to the satisfaction of any debt or debts contracted prior to the
issuing of the final certificate therefor.
·
31. Applicants to make timber-culture entries and claimants and witnesses making
final proof must in all cases state their place of actual residence, their business or
occupation, and their post-office addresses. It is not sufficient to name the county and
State or Territory where a party lives, but the town or city must be named, and if
residence is in a city the street or number must be given.
~2. Nothing herein will be construed to have a retroactive effect in cases where the ·
official regulations of this department in force at the date of entry were complied
with.
Approved, July 12, 1887.
L. Q. .C. LAMAR,
Secretary.
DESERT LANDS.
RULINGS UNDER THE DESERT-LAND LAW.

1. Right of way or easement.-Claimant must show right of way for canal over
every tract of land owned by private parties between the head of his canal and the
pla ce where it touches his own land. (To register and receiver, La Grande, Oreg.,
October 13, 1886; case of George W. Bennehoof. )
2. Half the land not to lie fallow alternate years.-Applicant had only half enough
water to irrigate all his land, and adopted the plan of irrigating half the land one
year and the other half the next by changing the course of his water. This does not
fulfill the requir~ments of the desert-land law, which contemplates the irrigation of
t~e whole tract m one and the same season. (To register and receiver, Salt Lake
City, Utah, March 2'2, 1887; case of James P. Hansen.)
3. !'- water righ_t is not sufficient if hired un~6: the condition that the wate1· holds out after
certainotherparties areserved.-These cond1t10ns are too uncertain to rely upon in the
~atter of present and perpetual reclamation of desert land. Claimant must show a
right to the ownership and use of water enough to irrigate his land year after year
a~d that he does not depend on the wip or caprice of another party, or upon the wat~
er_mg_ of an unknown numb~r of another man's cattle. •'Tq register--and receiver,
. V1saha, Cal., October 18, 1886; case of Samuxl B. Welch.)
REQUIREMENTS OF DESERT-LAND LAWS.

[To register and receiver, Cheyenne, Wyo., April 7, 1887.J

I harve c~refull;v- examined the testimony in the case of The United Stat JS v. George
D. Jenks, rnvolvmg the latter's desert-land entry No. 207, P. C. No. 53, for the s. i
NE.¼, E. i SE.¼, NW.¼ SE. t of Sec. 26, and the E.t NE.¼ Sec. 35, T. 30 N., R. 61 W.
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On the 24th of May, 1880, Jen ks filed his declaration of intention to reclaim the described tract under the provisions ot the act of Congress approved ou tho :1d of Marc,h,
1877, entitled "An act to provide for the sale of desert lands in certain Statt>s and
Territories." Final proof was made on the 24th of May, 1~83, and final certificate
No. 53 was issued on the same day . .
The entry was held for cancellation by letter "pn of the 15th of March , 1886, npon
the report of Special Agent James A. George, on the gronnd that the land was not
desert in character at date of entry and that Jenks had done nothing to reclaim it if
it had been.
.
A hearing was applied for by Jenks and ordered by my letter ''P" of the 12th of
April, lt3tl6, and was• held at your office in June, 1886, from the 3d to the 9th, both
days included; and upon the testimony produced you decided against Jenks and
recommended that his entry be canceled.
The questions to be considered are: ( 1) Whether or not the land in vol vetl was desert in character at the date Jenk::i filed his declaration; (2) if the land was desert at
the date of the declaration did Jenks reclaim it¥ and (3) if it originally was desert and
was reclaimed. at the date of final proof by Jenks was the reclamation of the permanent character contemplated by the law?
Iu considerino- the fir:3t point I find that there is a strip ofland from 175 to 190 yarcls
in width and abo11t three-fourths of a mile in length, running from one end of this
claim to the other, which is a .rich sandy Joam upon which there is a fine growth of
timber. The timber is mostly cotton-wood and ranges in size from 1 foot to 6 feet. 4
_ inches in circumference. No less than 3,220 trees, the largest of which \vas 4 feet m
circumference, were counted in 1806 upon 16 acres of this bottom land. Tbe fac~ that
the land is sufficiently moist to produce trees in such quantities and of such d11uensions indicates beyond question that it is not desert in character.
.
The entry inclucle~ 280 acres, fully 50 acres of which were of the character Just described at the elate of filing.
"Lands entered must be wholly of a desert character. Lands that are partly agricultural and partly desert cannot be entered under the desert act." (See letter to
agent George, 4 L. D., p. 33.) Consequently, I am of the opinion that the land was
not desert at the date of filing. Upon the second point I find that the preponderance shows that at date of final proof the contestee had irrigated all of the land that
was desert in character at the date of his declaration. Upon this point the government did not introduce testimony iu rebuttal.
.
Bnt in considering the third point I find that the prepJ)nderance of test,1m_ony
shows that two years subseq neut to the date of final proof there was ~rnt _one_ ditch
up :m the land and that it covered land not requiring irrigation, that rndicat,10ns of
the former existence of several ditches were discovered but that they had become
useless for irrigatiug purposes, and that whatever reclamation was made was not of
the permanent character contemplated by the law. For the law does contemplate
that reclamation of desert land sho.u ld be permanent. (See case of George Ram~ey,
5 L. D., p. 120; and the case of Charles H. Shick, ibid., p. 151.) It is not sufficient
for a desert entryman merefy to conduct water on the land temporarily simply for the
purpose of making a show of compliance with law. The improvements must, be of a
permanent character.
The second point rests upon the third, and when the latter i& decided in the negative the fact that the former is decided ·in the affirmative avails the -claimant not,hing. Further conclusion reached in regard to the second point does not impair the
strength of that reached in regard to the first point. For, though whatever part_s
were desert were irrigated; the fact still remains that '' lands that are partly agncultnral and partly deeert cannot be entered under the desert act."
Cousequently, I am of the opinion that the land was not desert in character at
date of Jenk's tiling, and if it had been desert his - - - reclamation conld not be
considered of sufficient permanency to entitle him to the land. Hence your decision
is affirmed, and the entry is hereby held for cancellation.
DESERT-LA.ND ENTRIES.

[To registers and receivers, United States land offices, June 29, 1887.)

The first section of the act of March 3, 1877., entitled "An act to provide for the sale
of de ert laud in certain State aucl Territories" provides for the reclamation of such
lands by "conducting water upon the same." 'The second section provides'' that all
land exclu ive of timb r lands and mineral lands which will not without artificial
irriaa, ion procluc ome a,.-,ricnltural crop shall be rleeme,l desert lands within the
m a.ning of ~hi a.ct," n.nd the tbircl ction provides that "the detArrnination of what
ma. l>e co 1derecl cl ert land hall be subject to the decision and regulation of the
Commi ioner of the General Land Office."
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It is therefore preecribed as follows :
.
1st. Lands bordering upon streams, lakes, or other natural bodies of water, or
through or upon which there is any river, stream, arroyo, lake, pond, ~od.v of water,
or living spring, are not subject to entry under the desert-land law until the clearest
proof of their desert character is furnished.
2d. Lands which produce native grasses sufficient in quantity, if unfed by grazing
animals, to m~1ke an ordinary crop ot' hay in usLrnl seasons, are not desert lands.
3d. Lands which will produce an agricultural crop of any kind in amount to make
the cultivation reasonably r emunerative arA not desert.
·
4th. Lands containing sufficient moisture to produce a natural growth of trees are
not to be classed as desert lands.
1. The amount of land which may be entered by any one person under the desertland act can not exceed one section or 640 acres, which must be in compact form, and
no person can 111ake ruore than one entry.
.
2. Desert-land entries are not assignable, and the transfer of such entries whether
by deed, contract, or agreement, vitiates t,he entry. An entry marle in the interest
or for the benefit of any other person, firrn, or corporation, or with intent that the
title shall be conveyed to any other person, firm, or corporaj;ion, is illegal.
3. The price at which lands may be entered under the desert-la,nd act is the same
as under the pre-emption law, viz: Single minimum lauds at $1.:.'5 per acre, and
double minimum lands at $2.50 per acre. (Section 2:357, U. S. Rev. Stat.)
4. A party desiring to avail hirrise]f of the privileges of the desert-land act must
file wHh the register and receiver of the proper district land office a <leclarat.ion, under
oath, setting forth that the applicant is a citizon of the United States or that he bas
declared bis intentie,n to become such. In the latter case a duly certified copy of his
declaration of intention Lo become a citizen must be presented aud filed. It wust
also be set up that the applicant bas not previously exercised the right of entry
under the provisions of this act, and that he. intends to reclaim the tract of land applied for by conducting water thereon wi thiu three years from date of his declaration.
The declaration must also contain a description of the land applied for by legal subdivis10n if surveyed, or if unsurveyed as nearly as possible without a survey by
giving with as much clearness and precision as possible the locality of the tract with
reference to the already established lines of survey, or to known and conspicuous
landmarks, so as to admit of its being readily identified when the lines of survey come
to be extended.
5. Your attention is c~lled to the terms of this declaration as provided by existing
regnlatfons (form 4-274), which are such as require a personal knowledge by tp.e
entrymen of lands intended to be entered. The required affidavit can not be made
by an agent nor upon information and belief, and you will hereafter reject all applications in which it does not appear that the entry man made the avermtmts contained ·
in the sworn declaration upon his own knowledge derived from a personal examination of the lands. The blank in the declaration, to wit, "that I became acquainted
with said land b y - -.- ," must be filled in with a full statement of the facts of his
acquaintance with the land and how be knows its character as allegerl. Said declaration must be corroborated by the affiLlavits of two reputa,ble witnesses who are acquainted with the land and with the avplicant, and who must clearly state their acquaintance with the premises, and the facts as to the condition and situation of the
land upon which they base their judgment (form 4-074).
6. Applicants and wit,nesses must in all caHes state their places of actual residence, their business or occupations, and their ·post-office addresses. It is not sufficient to name the county and State or Territory where a party lives, but the town or
city must be named, and if a residence is in a city the st,reet and number must be
given.
7. The declaration a,1d corroborating a,ffidavits may be made before either the
register or receiver of the land district in whic the lands are situated, or before the
judge or clerk of a court of record of the county in which the lands ar·e situated, and
if the lands are· in au unorganized couutJ then the affidavit may be made iu an ailjacent couuty. The depositions of applieant and witnesses in making final proof must
be taken in t.he same manner; and the authority of any practice or reo-nlation
per0
mitting original or final desert laud affidavits to be executed before any otbtr officers
than those named above is hereby revoked. The affidavits of applicant aud witnesses
must in every instance eitlter of original application or final proof be made at the
same time and place and before the same officer.
8. When proof of the character of the land has been made as above required to the
satisfaction of the district officers, the applicant will pay the receiver t.b~ sum of 25
cents per acre where the land is single m inimum, and f>0 cents per acre where the
land is double minimum. The register will receive and file bis declaration, and the ~
register and receiver will jointly issue in duplicate a cert.ificate (form 4-199) acknowledging the receipt of the 25 or 50 cent!'! per acre as the case may be, and tlle filing
of the declaration. One of these duplicates will be delivered to applicant; the other
1
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will be retained by the register and receiver with the declaration and · proof. The
will bear a number according to the order in which the certificate was issued. Thereiister will keep a record of the certificates issued, showing the number, date amount
paid, name of applicant, and description of the land applied for in each cas~. and in
addition he will note the same upon his plats anrl records as in cases o_f ordinary
entry. At the end of each month lrn will with hi1:1 regular r eturns forward to the
General Land Office an abstract of the declarations :filed and certificates issued under
this act during the month, accompanying same with the declara tions and pro,,fs filed
and the retained copy of certificate in each ca,se. The receiver will also account for
the money received under this act in the usual form.
9. Surveys of desert-land claims can not be made in advance of the regular progress
of the public surveys. After a township has been surveyed the claim must be adjusted to the lines of the survey.
10. Persons making desert-land entries must acquire a clear right to the use of suf, :ficient water for the purpose of irrigating the whole of the l and and of keeping it
permanently irrigated. A person who makes a desert-laud entry before he bas secured
a water right does so at his own risk; and as one entry exhanst,s his right of entry,
such right can not be restored or again exercised because of failure to obtain water to
irrigate the land selected by him.
lL The source and volume of the water supply, how acquired and how maintained,
the carrying capacity of the ditches, and the number and length of all ditches on each
legal subdivision of the land mm,t be specifically shown. Applicant and witnesses
must each state in full what has been done in the matter of reclamation and improvement and by whom, and must each answer fully and of their own personal knowledge the questions propounded in the final-proof depositions. They must state specifically whether they at any time saw the land effectually irrigated, for without
knowledge thus derived the fact of reclamation remains a matter of conjecture.
(Case of Charles H. Schick, 5 L. D., 151.)
12. The whole tract and ~ach legal subdivision for which proof is offered must be
actually irrigated. If there are some high points or nneven surfaces which are practically not susceptible of irrigation the nature, extent, and area of such spots m11;st
be fully stated. In this connection the right of the water used, the quantity of it,
the manner of its distribution, and the permanence of the supply are all to be taken
into consideration. (Case of Geo. Ramsey, 5 L. D., 120.)
13. Before final proof shall hereafter be submitted by any person claiming to_ enter
lands under the desert-land act such person will be required to file a notice of. mte?tion to make such proof, which shall be published in the saine manner as reqmred m
homestead and pre-emption cases.
.
14. Contests may be instituted against desert-land entries for illegality or fraud m
the inception·of the entry, or for failure to comply with the law after entry, or f?r
any sufficient cause affecting the legality or validity of the claim. Co11 testants ~111
be allowed a preference right of entry for thirty days after notice of the cancellation
of the contested entry in the same manner as in homesteacl and pre-en1ption cas~s,
and the register will give the same notice and be entitled to the same f'ee for notice
.a s in other cases.
15. When relinquishments of desert-land entries are filed in the loc u l land office,
the entries will be canceled by the register and receiver in the same 1:1anner as in
homestead, pre-emption, and timber-culture cases, under the first secti . ., u of the act
of May 14, 1880. (21 Stat., 140.)
16. Nothing herein will be construed to have a retroactive effect in ca <,JS where the
official regulations of this department in force at the date of entry v, ere complied
with.
Approved June 28, 1887:
L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secretary..
CHICAGO LAKE FRONT-LOCATION WITH GIRARD SCRIP REFUS ED.

The lands are not publ_ic lands in t1!,e ~ense of the public-land laws, and are not subject .to sale, entry,
or location under ex1stmg laws. The question presented is res judicata.
[To James K. Redington, esq., attorney-at-law, Washington, D. C., May 18, 1887.]

90 _December 22, ~ 86, _.as attor?ey for_ Lester A. Bartlett, you filed three application. to_ locate with G~rard scrip certam lands in fractional Sec. 10, T. 39 N., R.
14 E., 1111001 , the same bflrng on the lake front in the city of Chicago.
R ply bas l,~ n <lelayed at your r eqne t, first upon your applicatiou to makA oral
arsuw n~ which you ubsequently withdrew, and tLereafter to enable yon to file a
brrnf which how ver you have no t done. Girard scrip (so calle1lJ consists of certificate of location is ued under the act of February 10, 1 85 (10 Stat., 849, 850),
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granting to the heirs of Joseph Giranl in consideration of certain services in the war
of t.ho Revolntion three sections of the public ]and. The certificates described conform to t,he language of the act. They are for su1?di_visi?ns of se?tions of_ P?bl!c
lands. The term "public lauds" bas well-known, d1stmct1ve meamng. As said m
Newhall v. Sano-er (92 U.S., 763), the words "public lauds" are babitua1ly used in
our Jegislatio1.1 t~ describe snch as are subject to sa.le or other disposal under general
Jaws. Lands included within the incorporated limit,s of cities and towns are not subject to disposal under general law A. (Sec. 2258, R. S.)
All lands owne<l by the United States are not "public lands." The Capitol grounds
are lands of the United States, but they are not" public lands" in the sense of the
public land laws. They are not subject to sale or other d~sposal under g:eneral law~.
Gerard scrip may undoubtedly be located upon unoccupied, unappropnated public
lands suuject to entry under general laws or lauds subject to pre-eruption and homestead entry, and none other. There are no such lands in the city of Chicago. It
makes no difference whether there are or are 110t any lands in Chicago the present
or nltimate title to wliich may bein the United States. If there are any such lands,
or if any such should hereafter be -found a special act of Congress would be necess:uy for their disposal. Such lands could not in any event IJe appropriated by any
form of scrip location or floating rights of entry of any character.
The attempt to locate scrip of various kinds upon tracts claimed to belong to the
United States lving on the lake front in the city of Chicago bas repeatedly been made
and as often refused. The last decision by Mr. Secretary Lamar (5 L. D., 382) refers to
previous decisions involving the status of the lands in question, and declares the same
res judicata. This is conclusive and your applications are denied. The scrip filed
with said application is held subject to your order.
SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD CERTIFICATE,

.Proceedings where such certificate has been lost.
[To Henry N. Copp, Washington, D. C., December 15, 1886.]

r·am in receipt of yonr letter of 8th instant in which you ask that the records of
this office be noted showing loss of the certificate of right to make an additional home. stead entry for 5.89 acres issued by my predecessor ~anuary 8, 1883, in the name of
Samuel Mitchell, on his original homestead entry, for N. t SE.¾, and N. t SW. ¾ of
Sec. 13, T. 4 S., R.17 W., Arkansas, containing 154.11 acres. You also ask that a new certificate of right be issued in name of Mr. Mitchell, and state that you will furnish an
indemnity bond if such is necessary, and will file an affidavit that you forwarded
said certificate of right to the cashier of the First National Bank of Olympia, Mont.,
and will also file an affidavit of said cashier that the certificate has never been received by him; and in reply have to state that this o:f&ce does not recognize the
right of a soldier to sell or transfer bis right to make an additional homestead entry,
and the fact that said certificate of right is outstanding is no bar to the right of the
soldier to make a personal entry in his name at any time prior to the satisfaction of
his right by the location of said certificate of right, and I can Eee no way by which it
may be sa.fe and proper for me to issue a second certificate of right in this case.
The records of this office are noted, and if an entry is made by Mr. Mitchell or in
his name yon will be duly informed and allowed to show cause why said entry should
not be patented.
CERTIFICATION OF SOLDIER'S RIGHT TO MAKE ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

fTo Drummond & Bradford, Washington, D. C., November 15, 1887. Case of Christopher C. Allen.]

I a:11 in _rec~ipt of your letter of December 7, 1886, requesting the certification of
the right o~ Chr_is~opher C. A!Jen to make a s~ldier's additional homestead entry for
80 acres, bis origrnal entry for 80 acres havmg been made at Little Rock, Ark.,
August 2, 1~67, R. an~ R., No. 913, final certificate No. 297, Harrison, Ark., June 30,
11'74, on which patent 1ssue<l f anuary 30, 1875. Allen's application for additional entry_
was filed by you E ebr 1ary 2o, 1883. The case was suspended for the reason that he
was charged wit_h deserting bis command in September, 1864. Said charge is now
!emoved from h1s record under the act of July 5, 1884, an honorable discharge havrng been granted him by the War Department September 2, 1885, to date from September 23, 1864 .
. His ri~ht to make additional entry appears to be fully established. The applicatio1?- before me was executed in blank, and does not describe any land that the party
desires to enter.
·
.
~ cert,ificate that he jg entitled to make entry is not essential to his making entry.
It 1s. 1;10t ~ee~ed for any purpose of his own. The well-understood purpose of such
cert1fi.cat1on 1s to make the right of entry negotiable and transferable; to enable ~n
1
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entry to be made in his name a,nd ostensibly for his benefit bnt of which he will
really biwe no knowledge, in which he will have no interest, and the benefit of which
will wholly inure to some other person.
The right of a<hlitional entry is under the statute a personal right that can be exercised only by the soldier, or in case of bis death by his widow, or if she be dead
then by the gnardian of the minor orphan children if any. If there is no widow
and no children the right of entry lapses. It is a statutory right and not a common- law right. Its descent is gf)verned by the statute specificn.lly. It is not subject to
general laws governing the descent of property, and is not in the nature of property
subject to common-law rules of conveyance. It is inalienable and unassiguable unless the statute provides for its alienation or assignment, and the statute does not so
provide. On the contrary the right of entry is specia1ly controlled and limited by
the foregoing provisions, and is therefore absolutely inalienable and unassignabJe.
The statutory line of the descent of ille right, of entry can not be in1,errupted or
waived by any act of the soldier prior to the exercise of snch right. The right of
entry does not attach to any particular land until an entry has been made, and the
entry can be made only by the soldier himself or by his widow or by the guardian of
the minor orphan children.
_
Section 2:309 of tbe Revised Statutes authorizes a soldier's homestead declaratory
statement to ue filed by an agent or attorney to secure the right of entry provided _by
section 2304, bnt no such provision a_ttaches to the acl<litional right provided by section
_ 2306. Rights under section 2306 can not. be initiated by filing a declaratory 11tatement
as under section 2304, and the right of filing by an agent or attorney is limited to a.
declaratory statement.
Under the rules of t,his office, however, approved by the Secretary, March 10, 1877
( 4 Copp, 37), additional entries were authorized to be made by agents or attorneys,
and a plan was adopted of certifying the additional right.
These ruleR effectually defeated the purpose of the statute to give an additional entry exclusively to the soldier, his widow or minor orphan children, and overcome the
absence of statutory authority for assignments and transfers of the soldier's inchoate
right.
This right was pQrchased, generallv at t,rifling rates, and the assignment effected
through the medium of powers of attorney, two of which executed in blank accompanied each transaction, one anthorizing the unnamed attorney to represent the
soldier in the prosecution of the additional right and its location and the other authorizipg the conveyance of the land. Then, to further carry out the scheme of
8peculation and fraud, fL certificate from the Commissioner of the General Land Office
was obtained µnder the seal of office, showing that the soldier was entitled to au a<l.ditional entry. These papers constituted '' soldiers' additional scrip" in the vernacular of land brokers, and this "scrip" was put upon the market for sale and
passed from hand to hand until finally purchased by some party for location.
From the moment of signing the powers of attorney and the accompanying entry
application and affidavit all interest of the soldier ceased. He was thereafter a mere
figure-head to conceal the actual operator. 'rhe whole veritable interest in the soldier's right and its location was in the bands of speculators. When the "scrip"
passed to a party who desired to locate the soldier's right, the blank entry application
was filled out, the name oft he last pnrchaser or his agent inserted in the blank powers
of attorney, and the actual owner or his representative appeared before this office and
department in the deceptive character of an attornev for the soldier.
'rbe location was made in the name of the soldier and the patent issued in bis
name, but the ostensible attorney received the patent, and having a power of sale
obtained in the manner set forth conveyed the title of the soldier, to whom no account of the attorneyship was ever rendered, who knew nothing of the location nor
of the 'Parties by whom it was actnally made, and who shared no part of the benefit
or profit arising from the sale of his right of entry after it had passed from his hands
or from the sale of the land maue in his name.
The whole scheme was a fraud upon the soldier and a fraud upon the law. Its
purpose was an unlawful speculation in the rights given by the government to
soldiers who had periled their lives for their country.
This offi~e and department knew this fraud absolutely, but permitted its continuance unt1l February 13, 188:{, when office circular of that date, approved by the Secretary .of the Inter~or, declared t~at the 1ight of additional entry granted to soldiers
a~cl sailors bJ: section 2304, ~ vised ~tatutes, and extended by section 2305 to the
widow and mmor orphan children, "1s a personal one and is not transferable nor
subj ct t a, ignment or fo,n, nor can it he exercised by another. It can lawfully be
xer i cl only by th soldier or sailor or by the widow or guardian, as the case may
be, in h1 orb r own prop r p rson.''
Bytbi circular th pr ctice of c rtifying the additional rio-ht
and permitting the
0
entry to be made by au g nt or attorney was uiscoutinued.
Rule w re al u ad pted pr cribing a method of entry by the party entitled
thereto and regulating the proceedings.
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Paragraph 4 pl'o\'ided that "these rules will not be deemed to apply to cases where
the additional right has heretofore been certified by this office. nor to cases now
:Pending or which may be filed in this office pr10r to March 16, 11:38 L"
The case now in question was filed in this office prior to March 16, 1883, ann. is
therefore of the class of cases included in the fore_going exception. In the similar
case of John M. Walker, acted upon by me August 12, 1806, I held as follows:
"Upon this state of facts a question arises whether I am required to certify t~ the
additional right, That I may do so is clear; that I must do so I do not. believe.
' The rules from that of May 17, 1877, to that of February 13, 1883, are certamly permissive. I do not regard them as mandatory. If not mandatory then I am bound
to be governed by the law as I understand it and as construed by the Secretary in
circular of 1883. If the law requires such certification my duty is plain: I am to certify. If the law does not require it then my duty is equally plain: I need not certify
and should not do so if I think it wrong. There is no statute. that provides for or
requires directly or by implication a certification of that nature. The papers pro·posed to be certified are not copies of an.v papers on file in this office, nor are they
any part of the records of this office. They are claimed as personal property and as
the property of the persons who appear nominally as attorneys for the soldier or of
persons other than the soldier whom the attorneys really represent. rrhe papers are
not claimed as the property of thasoldier. The soldier gets no benefit from the certification nor from the entrv. He has parted so far as he can \vith his right of entry,
and the transfer of a claim held to be non-transferable is usually accomplished as is
well known by a power of attorney, generally exec~ted in blank, authorizing a conveyance of the laud. The c.levice of certifi.cat,ion enabled the soldier's right to become
a matter of traflfo in which the material benefits innr"ed to the traffickers. It was an
evasion of the law and fraud upon the soldier, and offered inducements for the presentation of fraudalent claims upon the government.
· "I am satisfied that such certification ought never to have been made, and that I am
not required to aid and sanction a WllOng by continuing a practice which I believe
both unlawful and mischievous.
·
"In the case of Lars Winqvist ( 4 L. D.,325) the present Secretary oftbe Interior held
that a certain condition was properly inserted in certificates not within the exceptions to the circular of February 13, 18tl3, but he expressed no opinion in respect to the
obligation of certifying any cases of any class.
"I a:m not therefore deciding in opposition to the governing decisions of this department when I hol<l that I have no right to make the certiticattion requested."
The expression in the last clause above quoted that I have "no right" to make the
certification is calculated, if read apart from the context, to convey an erroneous impression of what I actually did decide. I held that the rules were p ermissive and not
mandatory; that I was bound to be _governed by the law a~ I understood it and as
construed by the Secretary in circular of 1883. If the law as so construed req nired ·
me to certify then my duty was plain. But if the rules we·re uot mandatorv then I
was not compelled to make these certificates, and should not make them if I thought
it wrong to do so. I held then and hold now that the rules are not mandatory; that
they do not require the Commissioner as a matter of official duty to make these certificates.
·
That be might do so, so far as the regulations are concerned, is clear. That be must
do so I did not believe and do not believe. But I did believe and do believe that
· such certificates are calculated to perpetuate a positive wrong; that they ought nev,ar
to have been given and that they should be given no longer.
Mr. Allen's right of additional entry is complete and perfect without certification.
. He can make the entry to which be is entitled whenever and wherever he pleases,
and receive and enjoy its benefits. The effect of a cert.ification would be to enable
some other person to m31ke the entry iu his name and to deprive birn of its results.
For the reasons above mentioned I decline to certify to the additional homestead
right of Christopher C. Allen.
·

a

INDIAN CLAIMS-ACT JULY

4, 18~4.

Under the act of July 4, 1884, the acceptance by an Indian of a patent for certain lands in a reser.
vat.i on does not deprive him of the IJenefits of the homestead faw.
[To register and receiver, Olympia, Wash. Ter., March 31, 1887.)

I have received your lett_er of December 9, 188_6, transmitting the -application of
Sandy (Wan-ha-ta), au Indian of the Sqaakson tnbe, to enter under the provisions
of t?-e act of July~, 188-1, the NW.¾ or the SW. t, Sec. 24, Tp. 19 _N., R. 3. W., and
askrng whether this party can be allowed to make a homestead entry he having accepted a patent for certain lands iu the Squakson reserve, allotment No. 6 May 20
.
'
'
1884, under treaty of December 26, 1854.
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In reply you are advisAd that the allotment of land as above stated'to this Indian
does not deprive him of the right to make a homestead entry under the provisions of
the act of July 4, 1884. The papers transmitted with your letter are herewith returned, and if no objection appears thereto you will allow the party to make entry
of_the tract mentioned in his application.
SIOUX HALF-BREED SCRIP.

In locating this class of scrip upon unsurveyed land satisfactory evidence must be l!resented that
improvements have been made thereon by or for the Indian, and that the Indian is cla1minit the land
for his personal use.

LTo register and receiver, Lewiston, ldaho, August 26, 1886.]

I am in receipt of the register's letter of May 4, 1885, trausmitt,ing for instructions
the application with accompanying papers of W. A. Hendry, attorney in fact, to locate Sioux half-breed scrip No. D 35, letter A, issued to John Mitchell, upon a
tract of unsurveyed land described by metes and bounds.
.
In reply I inclose herewith a circular of this office issued May 28, 1878, which contains full instructions respecting the location of this class of scrip, and invite your attention particularly to tlie clause thereof which requires where the sc1·-ip is _filed for
unsurveyed land that the application must be accompanied with the affidavit of the
Indian, or other evidence that the land contains improvements made b_v: o~ under t~e
personal supervision or direction of said Indian, giving a detailed description of said
improvements, and that they are for bis personal use and benefit; in other wo~ds, ~ou
should be satisfied that the Indill,n has a direct connection with the land and 1s claiming the same for his personal use. Unless siwh evidence is filed you will reject the appli·
cation.
After a piece of this class of scrip shall have been filed upon an unsurveyed tract
you will in no event allow the party to amend the description or diagram or to reclaim the scrip withont express instructions ff'om this office.
Whether or not the tract of land in question may be embraced in_ the gra~t for
the Northern Pacific Railroad Company can not be properly determmed until the
tract is officially surveyed.
COST OF TESTIMONY.

In certain contests each party must pay the expenses of taking his own testimony.
[To register and receiver, Beatrice, Nebr., February 15, 1887.)

I have considered the · appeal of the plaintiff in the case of Jacob B. Millen vs. R.
t. Bowe, involving Otoe ancl Missouria casb entry No. 110:{ (act of August 15, 1876)
upon the N. t of NE.¼, and NE. toftheNW. t, Sec. 20, T. 1 N., R. 6 E., from your de.
.
cision dismissing the contest.
It seems aft,er the plaintiff had rested bis case yon demanded from him a deposit
of fl ve ($5) dollars to cover the costs of taking testimony of defendant's witness~s, and
upon his refusal to make deposit except for the purpose of paying the cost of his own
cross examination of defendant's witnesses dismissed the contest, whereupon be appealed.
Rule 54 of Practice provides that " parties contesting pre-emption, homestead, or
timber-culture entries, and claiming preference rights of entry under the second section of the act of May 14, 18-30 (21 Stat., 140), must pay the costs of contest."
.
R~le 55 that " in other contested cases each party must pay the costs of takmg
testimony upon his own direct and cross examination."
The case would Reem to come under the lat.ter ruling, which is urged by the plaintiff in support of his appeal.
I must therefore hol<l. that the appeal is well taken, reverse your decision, and remand the case for .t he taking of the testimony of the defendant's witnesses under the
views herein expressed after due notice to the parties.
APPLICATION AMENDMENTS,

[To register and receiver, North Yakima, Wash., October 27, 1885.]

When an application is returned to you for amendment yon should writ~ across the
face thereof, "Amended to (here insert the description) as per Commissioner's letter
of (_giving in~tial and date);" this indorsement must be signed by the entryman, after
which you will attest the same and return the applicatfon to this office.
REJECTED APPLICATIONS.

L'.ro Inspector F. D. Hobbs, Lamar, Colo., January 20, 1887.]

Lo~a.l ?fficers bav authority to retain rejected applications. Mnst notify claimants
of reJect1on and rea. ons. The papers belong by right to files of office.
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COPIES OF COURT RECORD8,

[To Surveyor-General Ledbetter, New Orleans, La., ?etober 22, 1888.J

It is provided by section 905, United States Revised Statutes, that'' the records and
judicial proceedings of the courts of any State or Territory if i4 if shall be proved
or admitted in any ot,her court within the United States by the attestation of the
clerk and the seal of the court annexed, if there be a seal, together with a certificate
of the judge, chief justice, or presiding magistrat,e, that the said attestation is in due
form." It seems no undue requirement that when a copy from the recordA of a Sta~e
or Territorial court is presented to the land department of the government as a basis
for official action its authenticity should be established in the same manner as would
entitle it to full faith and credit in the federal or other courts as provided in said
statements.
Accordingly, when copies of court records are hereafter filed for transmittal to this
office the certificate of the judge will be required as well as the attestation of the
clerk ot the court.
PROOF OF NATURALIZATION.

('l'o register and receiver, Benson, Minn., March 16, 1887._]

In reply to the letter of the register of the 9th inst., I would inform you that rule
5 of circular of February 19, 1887, to which you refer, means: that in p1•oving citizenship, thE1 best evidence to be introduced before the officer taking the final proof
is the naturalization papers; if they are lost or destroyed then a certified copy of the
record of the naturalization by the clerk of the court that naturalized the pa,rty.
The officer taking the final proof should certify the character of the proof introduced
in evidence before him on this point, and he should furnish a true copy of the original papers or a copy of the record as ·the case may be for the inspection of this
office. And in no case will a copy of any paper or record be received as evidence by
the officer taking final proof unless said copy is certified to as required by rule 5
above referred to, but the officer before whom final proof is offered shall make copies
of and certify to all papers offered in evideu.ce, and no copy of any paper offered in
evidence will be recognized by this office if made or certified to by any othn person
than the officer before whom final proof is offerea..
FUNDS IN PAYMENT OF CERTIFIED COPIES.

[Office order January 27, 1887.)

Hereafter no drafts or checks except those on Washington City banks will be received in payment for certified copies furnished by this office. Remittance must be
made in current funds or by postal money-orders or postal notes at the risk of the
sender.
FEE AFFIDAVIT OF CONTEST,

The fee of one dollar need not ·accompany an affidavit of contest filed subject to a prior contest.

[To register and receiver, McCook, Nebr., January 26, 1887.)

I am in receipt of the register's letter of the 27th ultimo transmitting the appeal
(and accompanying papers) by Joseph McPhersou from your action of the ~2d ultimo
rejecting his "affidavit of contest" tiled subject to a prior contest for the reason that
the fee of $1 did not accompany the same.
Upon examination of the appeal and assignments of error therein I am inclined to
the opinion t,hat it is well taken.
With reference to the filing of an original contest affidavit the act of May 14, 1880,
and :r:egulation thereunder, Cir. August 18, 1886 (13 Copp, 144), contemplate the fee _
m~ntioned, but do not specify at what period in the proceedings the same shall be
paid.
Where a contest affidavit is filed subject to the determination of a pending case
the complainant has no rights until such case is disposed of, and not then unless the
action is favorable to the entryman.
Theref<_>re, 1?ein~ l~nable to recall a precedent, and in view of tha fact that appellan~ admits ~1s w11l10goess to suppl:Y the fee at the proper time, I must reverse your
action and <l1rect Lhat the'' affidavit of contest" be accepted and held subject to the
final di8position of the pending case.
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The fee permitted by the second section of the act referred to (sup,·a ) is for the purpose of securing to contestants a notice of the cancellation of the entries they attack
( no fee, no notice); consequently I can see no reason for deman.ding its payment at
·time of filing an "affidavit 'of contest."
Notify interested paTties of this action.
EXTORTION FROM ENTRYMEN,

Attorneys and agents who extort money from entrymen by threats and intimidation should be die,
barred from practice by the register and receiver upon sworn statements as a basic for investiga,
tion.
·
fTo Inspector Hobbs, Chadron, Nebr., July 9, 1887.]

I am in receipt of your letter of the 2d instant relative to the retention by Samuel
A. Ballard, a land attorney, of the fee receipt of a pre-emptor, and asking whether
his refusal to give up such papers would not be sufficient ground to warrant the register a:nd receiver in refusing to recognize him as an attorney.
The fee receipt is not a paper of a,ny value to the pre-emption claim~nt an_d is of
no legal use to the attorney. It is simply a receipt for the fee of $2 pa1d at time of
. filing. If the filing is of record the receipt is not needed to prove that fact.
As stated by yon to the entry party in this case the fact that the receipt w:as not
in her possession could not prejudice her right to make proof an<l. entry, which she
could do as well without the receipt as with it.
You state, however, that the party asserts that Ballard informed her t hat she w01_1ld
lose t he land if she did not have the receipt, which was in his possession , and which
he refused to give up unless she would pay him $100 for services allege~ to have
been rendered her. She claimed to have already paitl him two or three times over.
You also say that you are iuformed that it is a common practfoe for land agent,s to
hold such papers as clu bs over the heads of claimants until certain alleged debts
are paid, and that by such means exorbitant fees are squeezed out of entrymen,
they believing that proof could not be made in the absence of the papers. .
Attorneys and agents who are gniliy of extorting money or of atte mptmg to extort money from settlers, or of h arassino- them by intimidation and false statements,
as described in your letter, should not be allowed t,o practice before the l~:>Cal land
offices, and registers and receivers are clothed with full power under cucular of
March 19, 1887, to refuse to further recognize such persons as attorneys or agel?-ts. _It
is also the dnty of registers and receivers to exercise their authority under said 01~cular in all proper cases for the protection of settlers aud the integrity of the pu bl!o
land service. The facts in the Ballard case should be presented to the local officers m
affidavit form as a basis for their action, and then they should act at once.
COLLECTION OF FEES BY ATTORNEYS.

[ToinspectorF. D. Hobbs, Lincoln, Nebr., .January 3, 1887.1

I am advised by your letter of the 15th ultimo that numerous investigations have
dev~loped _the_ fact that certain attorneys have charged and collecte,~ fees for their
servwe while in the land office in such manner as to lead claimants to believe that they
were_em)?lo;yes of ~he offie~ ; and you suggest, in order to avoid mist~ken impressi_o~s
of this km~, tha_t mstruct10ns should be issued to registers and receivers to pro hib1t
the collect1ori of any fee by attorneys inside of United States land offices.
At_torneys must of course collect their fees in their own offices, or i u any even_t
outside of the land offices, which can not be used as collection agencie8 in any manner. ~ttorneys _seeki1;1g in any manner to deceive applicants or claimants in respect
to then C?nnect10n with land offices, or to lead person!:! to suppose t hat they have
some official c~aracter or exceptional opportunities for transacting business, sho uld
be reported with a full statement of facts which will enable this office to take steps
loo king to their disbarment.
You al~o s~ate that many persons conceive it to be the dnty of land officers to make
out apphcat10ns, and that the refusal of the officers to do this is construed as a mat~r in the interest of laud agents and attorney13 • You suggest that a notice be_p osted
m land offices to the effect that parties must make out their own applicatitrns or
have ~hem made ou~ by some persou not connected with the vffice.
R_egi te~s and :ece1vers are not re<:1uired to make out application papers as a part of
their official du~1es, an~ they can give notice of that fact as conspicuously as they see
fit or a1:1 the ~u mess of their offices may make expedient .
. The attention of local officers should be called on all proper occasions to instruct10ns of January 27, 1881 (7 Copp, 186), April 7, U:! l (8 Copp, 156), and letter to
Montgomery, Ala., office, October 17 1 181:34 (11 Copp, 226).
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TESTIMONY UNDER RULE

35,

LTo Bentley & Crannell, Oberlin, Kans., March 8, 1887.]

In reply to yours of Febrna,ry ~3, 1887, concerning the taking of testimony _under
the provisions of rule 35 of Practice, and asking bow parties shonld _proceed rn the
event the officer originally designated under said rule to take testimot:Y removes
from the territorial limit or .iurisdiction of his office, and refuses to aut_h~mze a~other
officer to take such testimony, I have to state that, under the prov1s1ons of paragraph 7 of said rule in the event of the failure or refusal referred to, the parties to
the suit may by agreement designate any other qualified officer to act.
INTERLOCUTORY MOTION-APPEALS.

An interlocutory motion is not appealable. An appeal lies only from the final decision of the register
·
and receiver in a contest.
[To S. B. Pinney, Fargo, Dak., Februii,ry 9, 1887.]

January 17, 1887, you forwarded to this office an appeal by James F. Bronson from
the refusal by the register and receiver at Fargo to dismiss the coutest of F. E. Wilcox against his T. C. eutry No. 5646, SW.¾, Sec. 4, T. 1:37 N., R. 60 W., on account of
alleged defects in the contest affidavit. Said appeal bears the following indorsement: "The within appeal is refused for the r ea,son that tho decision in q uestiou is
not appealable: Michael F. Battelle, register," a,nd is accompanied by the affidavit
of Carl B. Pinney stating that the register r efused to allow it to remain on the .tiles
of his office or to forward it to this office. You ask tllat the register and receiver be
directed to forward the complaiut, notice of contest, motion for dismissal, and denial thereof, that the same may be heard upon said appeal, and that a stay of proceedings be had until the same, is determined. The register properly held that the
decision appealed from was an interlocutory one from which no appeal li es. Appeals
may be taken from the final act,ion or decision of registers and receivers only (1 ule
4:3 of Rules of Practice), though exceptions to the rulings of local officers may be
taken at any stage of proceedings before them, which are entitled to fnll considera
tion when the cases in which they are noted are properly before this office, I there
fore decline to issue the order asked for.
INFORMATION TO ATTORNEYS.

[To register and receiver, Wa-Keeney, Kans., October 16, 1886.]

I am in receipt of your letter of 23d ultimo reporting the practice of attorneys
largely employing the time and attention of the force of your office in obtaining information in regard to long lists of lands brought in by them, and you ask: "Is it
right that so much time should be monopolized by individuals for their own profit
when our clerks are so much needed to do other work f"
You are advised that attorneys and others are entitled to proper information at
proper times from the records of yonr office, but that no person can be permitted a
~o,?opoly of the facilities of yonr office, nor can access to information soug-ht or the
g1vrng of such information be allowed to interfere unnecessarily with the d1:spatch of
public business.
Your attention is cal1ed to the instructions. of the honorable Secretary of the Interior in the case -:,f Adolph Munter. (:t L. D., 197; 3 ib., 174; 11 L. O., 82, 253.)
PROBATE JUDGES AS ATTORNEYS.

[To M. N. Sheaf, register, W~tertown, Da.k., .April 19, 1887.]

. I am in receipt of your letter of the 13th instant stating as a reason for not ordermg P;Oofs taken before judges of probate that as a matter of fact the judges of probate I?,~ majority of cases act as attorneys for claimants. This reason is sufficient
for refusrng to order proof to be taken in any case before any officer who so misuses
the functions of his office.
DEPOSITIONS ON INTERROGATORIES. ,

[To ::Messrs. Tolman and Baldwin, Saint Cloud, Mimi., May 25, 1887.]

I~ reply to your letter of April 12, 1887, in which you inquire'' whether, in taking
testimony by deposition in cases of contest where personal service can uot be had on
the defendant, it is necessary to follow 1·ule ~4, Rules of Practice, and especially sec-
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tion 4 of said rule," you are ad vised that rule 24 must be followed in all cases of dep•
ositions on interrogatories. The 4th subdivision of said rule will,bowever, be construed
in connection with rule 9, relative to notice by publication when perl'iOnal service
can not be had. Proper evidflnce as a basis for publication of contest notice having
been furnished to the satisfaction of the register and receiver, a notice of inteut.ion
to take a specified deposition can in such case also be published, and a copy of the
interrogatories mailed to the last known post-office address of the party, or in case
no address is known to the post-office nearest the land. This, I think, will be in
conformity with the spirit and purpose of the rules.
SUMMONS OF WITNESSES,

[To E. M. Day, esq., Ogalalla, Nebr., May 26, 1887.l

I am in receipt of your letter of the 15th instant inquiring whether notaries public in Nebraska have power to summon witnesses in contest cases. You are advised
that the powers of notaries public are defined by the laws and decisions of the local
courts and not by the United States. The land department avails itself of the functions of these officers and authorizes testimonv in contest cases to be taken before
them under their powers as derived from the law which creates them. It does not
undertake 'to decide what those powers are further than tbat they embrace anthorit,y
to administer oaths. If notaries public in Nebraska also have power to summon witnesses, and your courts so decide, I should suppose that would be sufficient. But as
above indicated this is a question for the Nebraska courts and not for this office to
determine.
IDENTIFICATION OF CLAIMANTS.

[To register and receiver, Wa-Keeney, Kans . , April 12, 1887.)

I am in receipt of a letter from Nathaniel Cochenour, of Terryton, Kans., stating
that attorneys undertake to ident,ify before your office claimants whom they have
n ever seen or heard of, charging fonr or five dollars for such service. If anything of
this kind occurs or has occurred at your office such attorneys should not be enrolled
under circular of March 19, 1887, or if they have been admitted to practice they
should be reported for disbarment.
Where a claimant is unknown it is my opinion that the register and receiver can
by proper questioning, and with their knowledge of persons and entrymen in the
neighborhood of land claimed, satisfy themselves of the identity of claimants and
witnesses.
FINAL PROOF-DESIGNATION OF OFFICER.

The duty of the register to designate the officer before whom -proof in homestead and pre-emption
cases is to be taken.
[To register and receiver, Oberlin, Kans., April 9, 1887.)

I am in receipt of your letter of the 4th instant stating that some of the officials of
counties in your district who are of the class of officers authorized to take proofs in homestead and pro-emption cases are in fact incompetent to perform thatservice,as evidenced
by the frequent return of proof papers to said officials for correction, resulting in unnecessary expense to settlers and multiplying the work of your offi ee in repeated examinations of the same proofs, and asking if you can not be allowed to designate the
officer before whom proofs shall be taken, believing that such a course will greatly
facilitate the work of your office and be of advantage to the settlers in the district.
You are advh,ed that in issu in g th'e required notice for publication of intention to
make proofit ia expected that registers will designate the officer before whom the
proof is to be taken, and the official forms provided for notices contain blanks to be
filled in with the officer's name.
In de ignating such officers you should consult the convenience of settlers as far as
practicable consistently with the public interest and the proper administration of
your office, but you are not required to advertise proofs to be taken before officials
when you know them to be incompetent or whose official acts have been found unworthy of coo fideuce.
In choo ing between two or more officers a reasonable nndjust discretion may properl ' b xerci ed, car btiog taken that no element of official favoritism or political
pr judic ente into the consideration or influences your action and that no unjust
discrimination ia made.
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FINAL PROOF ADVERTISEMENTS.

(To register and receiver, ,va-Keeney, Kans., April 8, 1887.]

Complaints are made that you advertise more :final proofs on given day than you
can properly attend to, entailing hardship and expense upon entrymeT}. Do not do
this. Advertise no more cases for any day than you can manage. Those already advertised that can not be managed on days fixed continue to future days without further advertisement.
NON-MINERAL AFFIDAVIT.

This affidavit can only be sworn to on personal knowledge 11,nd can not be made on information and
belief.
[To register and receiver, Denver, Colo.,April 7, 1887.]

I am advised by Inspector F. D. Hobbs that a colony of seventi-two persons from
Nebraska rece11tly visited Denver and made homestead and timber-culture entries,
swearing to the non-mineral character of the land without even having seen the land
and then returned to their homes.
Yon ·are advised that the non-mineral affidavit can be made only upon "personal
kuowledge and can not be made on information and belief. Affiant swears'' that he
is well acquainted with the character of said described laud and with each and every
legal subdivision thereof, having frequently passed over the same; that this knowledge of said land is such as to enable him to testi:(y understandingly with regard
thereto;" he swears to the non-mineral character of the laud from knowledge thus
derived; and finally he swears specifically '· that no portion of said land is claimed
for mining purposes under the local customs of miners or otherwise; that no portion
of said land is worked for mineral during any part of the year by any person or persons; that said land is essentially non-mineral land."
It is obvious that a person who makes this affidavit without an intimate personal
knowledge of the land swears falsely, is guilty of perjury, and that an entry made
or attemptea to be made upon such false affidavit is fraudulent in its inception.
The attesting officer certifies" that the foregoing was read to the said - - - - - previous to his name being subscribed thereto; and the deponent is a respectable person to whose affidavit full faith and credit should be given."
If the affidavit is read to affiant it is impossible for him not to know that he is
swearing falsely if in fact he is not swearing to his own absolute personal knowledge; and no attesting officer can witho1;1.t a most serious violation of official o bligation certify that '' full faith and credit" should be given to deponent's affidavit
when such officer knows or has good reason to believe that affiant has never seen the
land and knows nothing of its actual character.
You will hereafter peremptorily refuse to accept timber-culture applications when
the character of the land is not sworn to upon the actual personal knowledge of the
applicants, and you will accept no entry of any kind in which a non-mineral affidavit
is required, except such affidavit be also made upon like personal knowledge.
You will advise all applicants and will instruct attesting officers to advise all persons that personal knowledge of the land is necessary before subscribing to non-mineral affidavits or other affidavits relative to character of land.
yV'h~u information is in your possession that parties swear falseJy to public land apphca~10ns ·or proofs you should forth with report such cases to the special agent on
duty m your district, or where evidence is conclusive direct to the United States
attorney.
OFFICERS AUTHORIZED TO TAKE PROOFS,

Probate judges in Dakota are qualified to tak~ proofs under ·the statute in homestead and pre-emp•
t1on cases.
[To register, Watertown, Dak., April 5, 1887.]

I am _in_ receipt of a letter from John E. R_isedorph, probate judge, De Smet, :Oak.,
complarnrng that you refuse to order proofs m homestead and pre-emption cases to be
taken before probate judges.
You are advised that while the law does not clothe the register with power to s:i,y
before what officer among those authorized to take proof the proof in any particular
c~se sh_all be J?ade _I am disposed to uphold the exercise by the register of a proper
d1scret10_u which auns to protect the government from the presentation of irregular
or collusive proofs, or which may be necessary to protect l,'!ettlers from extortionata
charges.
· · · · · · - · · .. · ·• · · · ·· .,, .;
lNT 87-VOL 1--15
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Probate judges in Dakota are however regarded by this department as qualified
to take proofs under the statuLes in homestead and pre-emption cases, and -a discrimination against those officers as such is not authorized.
IDENTIFICATION OF PARTIES OFFERING PROOF.

[To Clark Long, esq., Rittzville, Wash., March 21, 1887.)

I am in receipt of your letter of the 2d instant stat,ing that in two instances parties
have appeared before you and "commanded" you to swear them to laud office affidavits, "according to the Territorial la.ws," without requirin g them to be identilie<l
before you, and that you did not certify to their identity because they refused to be
identified and you did not believe them to be the persons they represented themselves
to be.
You are _advised that your authority to take affi(lavits and proof.<1 in certain land
cases is derived from the laws of the United States and not from the laws of the Territ-orv.
The Washington statute which restricts attestation fees of probate judges and clerks
in public land cases to one dollar does not require you to take false affidavits at any
price, and you can not take affidavits in public laud cases except such as are authorized by Congress and iu the manner and form prescribed by this departme~t. T_he
identification of affidavits to your own sa.t_isfactiou is impera,tive. You c~n identify
them in any manner that will be satisfactory to yon, but .vou must be satisfied that
they are the persons they represent themselves to be, and in uo case should you administer an oath to a person whom you have reason to believe is not the person he
represents himself to be. Where parties refuse to be identified you should refuse to
take their affidavits and proofs.
You are requested to at once inform this office and the local land office by number,
date, or description, what the two cases were in which you did not certify to the identity of affiants for the reasons stated to you.
ATTORNEY EMPLOYED BY THE REGISTER.

[To Inspector F. D. Robbs, Linco~, Nebr., January 3, 18_87. ·

I am in receipt of your ietter of the 15th ultimo in the matter of the permission
given by the register at Pueblo, Colo., to W. H. Mackay to act as an attorney i11; ma~ing out entry papers for claimants while temporarily employed by the register m his
office.
You are advised that your instructions to the register that such a course could not
be permitted was correct.
•
An employe of the land office, whether paid by the local officers personally or not,
and however employed or in whatever capacity em.ployed, can not be allowed to act
as an attorney for applicants or claimants or in any other manner.
FINAL PROOFS.

Ready-made final proofs will not be accepted: the questions must be asked by the officer and the
answers thE:'n and there written down by him as they are given.
LTo C. L. Dawley, De Smet, Dak., February 1, 1887.)

. I a~ in receipt of your letter of Janu~ry 13, 1887, referring to the n~w P:oof blan~s,
m which you say : "When I first received them, and upon reading the Jnrat which
I have to make, wherein I certify that tho testimony which was by me reduced to
w1·iting, I refused to swear to proofs written by attorneys and other proof makers and
by so doing created an ill-feeling toward myself. * * * * What I wish to know
i wliether I am correct."
In reply yo~ are informed that you have done just what this office will insist that
a.11 officers betore whom proofs are made must do, i. e. refuse to affix their signatures
ancl offi ial seals to all ready-made proofs, by whomso~ver offered.
The question mn t be propounded by the officer, and the answers then and there
toritt n down by hini a they are given by the party testifyh1g. This office will not
accept proof: which have been manufactured to order by attorneys a,nd others.
_uch pr~of~ rarely contain the facts dra_wn from the perAonal kuowledge of the par1
t t1fymg. Th y are stereotyped in form and utterly untrnstwortby in subtance. All proofs not made on the new blanks and as herein indicated will be re~
jected outright.
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EXAMIN_ATION OF PROOFS.

[To register and receiver, Fargo, Dak., .January 3, 1887.]

I am in receipt of the register's letter of 10th ultimo stating the_ physical impossibility of a personal examination by yon of final proofs, and sllgg~strng tha~ an exa_m ination by the chief clerk satisfactory to you might be a sufficient compliance with
the requirements.
You are correct in assuming that registers aml receivers are not expected to make
a mere perfunctory certification, but that their official certificate is expected to mean
something.
Proofs are required to be examined by registers and receivers before transmittal to
this office, and you are to certi:(v that such examination has been m~de .. An examination made in your office by the chief clerk nuder yonr personal chrect10u and supervision, with which you are satisfied, which you indorse, anil for which you can _be
held responsible~ is an examination by yourselves within the meaning of your rnstructions.
CORRECTIONS IN NEW FINAL PROOF,

[To Register Ray, Bismarck, Dak., December 16, 1886.]

I am in receipt of your letter of the 10th instant as follows:
"Referring to the new homestead, pre-empt.ion and commutation proof blanks, (l)

I find in the testimony of the claimant no q nestion in pre-emption ca~es covering the
statutory prohibition as to claimant leaving or abandoning residence on his own land
to reside on the public land in the same State or Territory.
"(2) In the testimony of witness, two questions are omitted: (a) as to the ownership by the claimant of 3~0 acres of land in any State or 'rerritory; ( b) whether claimant abandoned a residence on his own land to reside on the public land in the same
State or Territory f
"I have directed the officers authorized to take proof in this district to insert these
questions in the testimony of witnesses and claimant, aud have also requested publishers printing these blanks to include them."
You are advised that your action is approv:ed.
MISCELLANEOUS RULINGS, CIRCULARS, AND INSTRUCTIONS.
CIRCULAR BOUNTY-LAND WARRANTS.

To whorn it may concern :

WASHINGTON,

D.

c.,

September 24, 1885.

The practice of examining and certifying military bounty land warrants in advance
of offer to locate as free from objections on the records, and the assignments thereof
as sufficient iu form, is hereby cfo;continned. There is uo such duty imposed on the
Commissioner by law, but it is a matter entirely within his discretion (:::lecretary
Thompson's decision of August 9, 18fitJ, L ester, vol. 1, p. 619), and he finds that time
can 11ot be spared from imperative duties for this gratnitous bllsiuess. In future he
will pass upon · the status of bounty land warrants and the assignments thereof as
he does upon other official matters, not in advance but when they come reo-ularly
before him for action, in disposing of warrant locations reported by the distri~t land
officers or appeals by interested parties from decisions of the same officern refusing to
permit locations.
Warrants now on file or any that may hereafter be filed for certification will be
returned to the parties forwarding them with information of the foregoing action.
Approved.
L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secreta1·y.
ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD F,NTRIES WITUIN RAILWAY LIMITS.

[To registers and receivers Unitetl States laud offices, July 26, 1886.]

Yonr attention is called to the following act of Congress and instructions thereunder:
"AN ACT to protect homeRtead settlers within railway limits and fo r oth er purposes .

. "!3c it enar:tcd by the Senate a.ncl Ho1w~ of Rrprrse11t11tive8 of the r-nitt'<l States nf Amert-caw Co11g1·es.~ as8embled, That all homestea,l i:,ettlet·s 011 pnulic lamb wit,hin tho railway limit~ restricted to less than one hu!ldrcJ. ~,utl si4ty acres of laud who have
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heretofore made or may hereafter make the additional entry allowed either by the
act approved March third, eighteen hundrecl and seventy-nine, or the act approved
J ft.ly first, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, after having made final proof of settlement and cultivation under the original entry, shall be entitlf.Jd to have the lands
covered by the additional entry patented without any further cost or proof of settlement and cultivation.
'' Approved, May 6, 1886."
l. The acts of March 3 and July 1, 1879, provide that homestead settlers who make
additional or new homestead entries under authority thereof are required to reside
upon and cultivate the land embraced in such additional or new entries for at least
one year.
2. The present act dispenses with the requirement of residence upon and _c ultivation of the tracts embracecl in additional entries made under t he former acts. Such
additional entries can be made only upon tracts "adjoining the land embraced in the
original entry."
·
3. The requirement of re8idence and cultivation is not dispensed with in respect to
new entries made under t,he acts of March 3 and July 1, 1879.
'
4. In order to entitle a homestead entryman to an addiliional entry under the act of
March 3 or July 1, 1879, and to a patent for such additional entry under this act, his
original entry must be a valid, bona fide entry, and the proofs presented in support
thereof must be accepted by this office.
.
5. You will therefore in no case issue a :final certificate on the additional entry
until you have been ad vised by this office that :final proof on the. original e~try_ has
been approved and the additional entry allowed. When so advised yon will issue
fiual certificate on the additional entry without cost to the entryman and forward
the same to this office.
6. Form 4-197 with necessary alterations may be used for final certificates under
this act.
Approved, July 26, 1886.
L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secreta1·y.
REGULATIONS GOVERNING ATTORNEYS ~D AGENTS PRACTICING BEFORE THE TREAS·
URY DEPARTMENT,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE PECRETARY,

·

Washington, D. C.,Octobe1· 14, 1886.

In view of the embarrassment to the public service growing ont of the many contests which the depart,ment is called upon to decide between different atto~neys
claiming recognition in the same case and contests · lJetween clatmants and their attorneys with reference to the proper measure of compensation to be allowed the latter, rule 4 of the regulations governing attorneys. ancl agents practicing before the
Treasury Department, issued February 6, l!:386, is hereby amended so as to read as
follows, tbe same to take effect on and after December 1, 1886:
_ The head of any bureau may require an attorney or agent to present satisfa:ctorv
evidence that the claimant has authorized him to prosecute the claim, bnt rn ~11
cases of the allowance of a claim the draft or check for the payment of the same will
be delivered to the claimant in person or sent to him by mail at his actual post-office
address.
C. S. FAIRCHILD,
Acting Secretary.
ACTUAL RESIDENCES AND POST-OFFICE ADDRESSES OF APPLICANTS UNDER THE
HOMESTEAD, PRE-EMPTION, TIMBER-CULTURE, AND OTHitR LAWS.

[To registers and receivers United States lancl offices, October 25, 1886.J

The returns from many district lancl offices show that the regnla t,ions of this office
requiring applicantR under the homestead, pre-emption, t irnber- cnltnre, and other
laws to stitte iu their applications the place of their actual r esidence and their po~to.ffice addl'csses are not beiug Ratisfactorily complied with, parttenlarly in cases in
which residence up on the land or residence within the State or Territory is not requir d.
It is often irnpo ible, and in timber-cnltnre, cl csert-lancl, and timber-land entries
especially so, t ,, aRc ·rtaiu from the papers in tb e case the placo of residence of claim~
ant , a.ud personal s •rvice of notice can not l>e obtained for this reason in many
case in which it is important that personal service shonlrl be had. Necessary inveat¾Jati.cm~ :,i.re a.lso erioU1:Sly impeded for want of this essenti~l informi;i,tioQ.,
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You will hereafter see in all· cases that the place of the actual residenc~ and PO·:~office addresses of applicants are properly stated in their applications. It 1s _not sufficient to state that the place of residence is in a certain county. lf the residence IS
in a town or city the same .l;Ilust be stated, and if in a city the street and 71;uniber mu~t
be given. If the residence ot the applicant is in the country in a)lY of th~ public
land States or Territories the section, township, and range upon whwh applicant re.
.
.
sides must be given.
You will not hereafter receive timber-culture, desert-land, or other apphcat10ns m
which this requirement is not complied with, but all such applications will _be returned for correction to the parties presenting or transmitting the same and will not
be placed on rP.cord until the omission is supplied.
Applicants will also be advised that changes of residence subsequent t? allowance
of application must be reported to the local officers, and when so adv11,;ed of such
change of residence you will make proper note of the same.
In connection with the above you are directed to hereafter note upon_ the paper
itself in case of every filing, declara.tion, or application (where the same 1s uot executed before you and presented by the applicant in person), tht7name of the party by
whorn the same was presented or transmitted.
You will strictly enforce the foregoing,
Approved:
L.

Q. C.

LAMAR,

Secretary.
REGISTERED LETTERS.

[To registers and receivers and surveyors-general, October 28, 1886,]

In addition to the registration of notices of hearings and rlecisions as provided in
circular of October 15, 1884, it is hereby directed that all notices required to he given
by you of your decisions or of decisions of this office involving the right of appeal,
ro the exercise of other rights within a certain time or compliance with some official
requirement, will hereafter be served by you personally or by registered letter.
When personal service is had you will transmit to this office the acknowledgment
of such service or evidence thereof. When service is made by registered letter the
return-letter receipt or returned letter as the case may l>e must in every instance
be sent up with the papers in tlre case. ·
The costs of registration _will be paid out of the advances from the proper appropriations, and estimates therefor will be embraced in the usual requisitions-.
Approved:
L. 'Q. c. LAMAR,
Secretary.
FINAL PROOFS IN PRE-EMPTION, HOMESTEAD, AND COMMUTED HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.

[To registers ;;,nd receivers United States land offices, November 2, 1886.]

A supply of l>lank forms for nse iu pre-emption, homestead, anrl commuted homestead final proofs have this day been transmitted to yo11. Prom the date of the
receipt of these forms the same will l>e exclusively useJ. Ly you and uo proofs will
be taken on the old forms tltereafter.
.
You will at once forward b,y registered mail or prompt conveyance to each clerk of
a court of record and to each judge of probate in yonr district a, sufficient number
of the new forms for their immediate m,e, all(l will instruct them that these forms
only are to be used by them, and that in no case will they lie permitted to further
use the old forms.
·
·
·
Yon will promptly reject all prot>fs transmitted by such officers that are not made
on the new forms after the sa111e shall have been distributed.
~egiste~s and receiv~rs ~nd o!'ficers. taking p1:oofs art3 enjoined to use the utmost
stnctness 11~ the PXa 11 rnat10n of parties· _and w1tuesses, an~ to ol>t,ain fnll, specific,
and uuevas1ve answers to. all the questions propounded m the new forms. This
conrse will obvi_ate the nec~ssity for the cross-examination heretofore prescribed to
remedy defects m tho old forms, but all necessary oral cross-exauiinatious will be
made by attesting officers to further test the good faith of claimants and the reliability of th_e te~tirnony of claimants anJ. witnesses. Officers will certify to their oral
cross-exammat10ns.
Regii:;ters and_ receiv~rs will carefully exa~ine all proofs now in their respective
offices upon which cert1fi_cates ha:·e n_ot b_eeu 1~sued and all that may be transmitted
to t~em on old forms bef?rc the d1stribut1_011 ot the new forms, and when s1reh proofs
are m a!'.!y respect unsa.t1sfactory they will return t~~ same and require new proofs
to be 1;t1~de on the 1;1ew forrus, without bowevel' reqmnng new advertisements unless
the ongmal advertisemen t was defective or proof was not rnacle as advertised,
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They will in like mann er examine all proofs transmitted on the new forms and will
not issue certificates, nor place entrie8 on record nor transmit the proofs to this office
until the same have b een thus examined. Defective, insufficient, or unsatisfactory
proofs wilt be r ej ected and new proofs required.
Proofs taken by other officers than regh,ters and receivers must be immediately
transmitted with the money to the regi8ter and receiver. When any interval of
time other than th at r equired for immediate and expeditious transmittal elapses
between date of proof and <1ate of Hs r eceipt with the rnolley at the district lancl
office a new fin al.affidavit covering date of receipt of proof and payment lJy the register and receiv er will be required before certificate is issned or the eutry placed of
record. Proof without payment must in no case be accepted or received lJyiegisters
~nd receivers. .All discrepancies between uate of proof and date of register's certificate and receiver's 1·eceipt muot be accounted for l>y certificate from the r egister aud
receiver attached to each case.
You will furnish all clerks of courts and judges of probate in your district with
copies of these instrnctions for their information and guidance •
•
.Approved, November 13, 1886.
L. Q. u. LAMAR,
Secretary.
RULES TO BE OBSERVED IN PASSING ON FINAL PROOF PAPERS IN PRE-EMPTION Ai~D
COMMUTED HOMESTEAD CASI!:S: CIRCULAl{ O]' FEBHUARY 19, 1887.

I. Where final proof or any part thereof js taken before the day advertised r ~quire ·
ne-w advertisement and new proof, jn whole or iu part as the case may re(Jmre, to
covert.hat which was taken out of time.
II. Where final proof or any part thereof is taken after the day aclv~rtised require
new advertiseme nt and new proof in who1e or jn part as 1,1,lJove provided, _unl ess on
day advertised due notfoe had been given of post,pouement to a day cert,1 m lJy the
officer taking the proof and the proof be taken iu accordance with said pmitpo newent.
Facts of postponement and notice must be certHied by the officer tak in g the last
proof.
.
.
III. The entire proof must be taken in accordance with notice given. If the t,estimony of either claimant or witnesses is taken at a difforeut time or place tha,n that advertisecl require new advertisement a,nd new proof as ~o such defective testimony:
IV. When witness not named in the adve rti sement is substituted for adverti sed
witness reqnire new notice and prooi covering the testimouy of substituted wit ues:;.
V. The certification of natnralization papers or ot,her court recor<ls shou_ld be _received only when made under the band a nd seal of the clerk of the court lil ~ bi ch
such papers appear of record, but where a judicial record is shown to have e_x1sted,
and is now lost or destroye<l, proof of the same may be madti lJy secondary evidence,
in accordance with the rules of e.viclence governing such proof.
.
VI. Where final proof is taken by officer uot named in advertisement, 1t may be accepted if otherwise sufficient, provided that the proof is taken at the tim_e and exact
place designated in the printed notice, and provided the officer advert1~ed to t_:1ke
such proof shall officially certify that no protest was ever filed before hm1 agamst
claimant's e ntry.
VII. The number, cause, and duration of all absences to be satisfactorily accounted
for.
VIII. When proof is made before register and receiver and certificate does no~ ~ear
the date of 1:mid proof require of r egister and receiver explanation thereof, an_<l if t_he
delay was caused by failnre to tender the money at date of making said proof reqmre
final affidavit with corroborating proof to cover da.te certificate was issued .
IX. When proof is made before any other officer allow the necessary time only for
a prom_pt transmittal of the papers to the district lall(l office, and if any longer ~uter va~ IR sliown between dat.e of proof and <late of certificate (if proof is otlierwise
suffi~1ent) req11i 1 e affidavit of continued residence and non-alienation to cover date
of final certificate .
.Approved February 21, 1887.

H. L.

MULDROW,

Acting Secretary.
REG LA.TION

UNDER THE TIMBER AND STONF: LA.ND ACT OF JUNE

3, 1878.

[Tor gisten1 and receivers, U. , . land ofilc s, May 21, 1,887.)

l._ Th. act of Jnne 3, 1 7 (:..0 'tat., a), for the sa.lo oftimb r land in the States of
Cal_1forma., reg n,
va«la,_an<l in Washington '£enitory limits the qna1.1ti~y of lll.,1d
wh1 ·h may lawfully be acquu d under the act by auy one person or assoc1at1on to not
exc ecling lGO acres.
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2. The land must be valuable chiefly for timber ( or stone) and unfit for cultivation
if the timber were removed.
•
3. It must be uno:flered, unreserved, unappropriated, and uninhabited, and without
improvements (except for ditch or canal purposes), save such as were made by or belong to the applicant.
4. Lands containing valuable deposits of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or coal are
not subject to entry under this act.
5. One entry or tiling only can be allowed any person or association of persons. A
married woman may be permitted topurchase undersa,id act, provided the laws ofthe
State or Territory in which the entry is made permit a married woman to purchase and
hold real estil.te as a fenie sola, but in addition to the proofs already provided for she
shall,make affidavit at the time of entry that she proposes to purchase said land with
her separate money in which her husband has no interest or claim; that said entry
is made for her sole and separate use and benefit; that she has made no contract or
agreement whereby any interest whatevn therein will inure to the benefit of her
husband or any other person, and that she has never made an entry under said act
or derind or had any interest whatever directly or indirectly in or from a former entry made by any person or: association of persons.
6. A person applying to purchase a tract under the provisions of this act is required
to make affidavit before the register or receiver that be has made no prior application
under this act; that be is by birth or naturalization a citizen of the United States, or
has declared his intention to become a citizen. If native born parol evidence to that
fact will be sufficient; if not native born record evidence of the prescribed qualification must be furnished. The affidavit must designate by legal subdivisions the tract
which the applicant desires to purchase, setting forth its character as above, stating
that the same is unfit for cultivation and valuable chiefly for its timber or stone;
that it is uninhabited., contains no mining or other improvements except for ditch or
canal purposes (if any exists) save such as were made by or belong to the applicant,
nor as deponent verily believes any valuable deposit of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper,
or coal; that deponent does not apply to purchase the same on speculation, but in
good faith to appropriate it to bis own exclusive use and benefit; and that he has
not directly or indirectly made any agreement or contract in any way or manner with
any person or persrms whomsoever by which the title be may acquire from the government of the United States shall inure in whole or in part to the benefit of any
person except himself.
7. Every person swearing falsely to any such affidavit is guilty ~f perjury and will
be punished as provided by law for such offense. In addition thereto the money
that may be paid for the land is forfeited, and all conveyances of the land or of any
right, title, or claim thereto are absolutely null and void as against the United States.
8. 'fhe sworn statement before the register and receiver required as above (section
2 of the act) must be made upon the personal knowledge of applicant, except in the
particulars in which the statute provides that the affidavit may be made upon information and belief.
9. You will in every case read this affidavit to applicant or cause it to be read to
him in your presence before be is sworn or his signature is attached thereto.
10. The published notice req nired by the third section of the act must state the time
and place when and name the officer before wbom the party intends to offer proof,
which must be after the expiration of the sixty days of publication and before ninety
days from the date of the published notioe. Where proof is not made before the ·expiration of said ninety days the register and receiver will cancel the filing upon their
records and notify this office accordingly as prescribed by instructions of circular
of May 1, 1880 (Copp's Land Owner, vol. 7, p. 52).
11. The evidence to be furnished to the satisfaction of the register and receiver at
time of entry as required . by the third section of the act must be taken before the
register or receiver, and wHl consist of the testimony of claimant corroborated by
the testimony of two disinterested witnesses. The testimony will l,e reduced to
writing by you upon the blanks provided for the purpose after verbally propounding
~he questions set forth in the printed forms. You will test the accuracy of affiant's
mformation and the bona tides of tbe entry by Glose and sufficient oral examination.
You will especially direct such examination to ascertain whether the entry is made
in good faith for the appropriation of the land to the eutryman's own use, and not
for sale or speculation, and whether he bas conveyed the land or his right thereto
or agreelt .to make any snch conveyance, or whether he has directly or indirectly
entered into any contract or agreement in any manner with any person or persons
wbomsoe".'er by which the title that may be acquired by the entry shall inure in
who_le or rn part to the benefit of any person or persons except himself. You will
certify to the fact of such 01al examination, its sufficiency, and your satisfaction
therewith.
12. Your attention is called to the instructions of this office of August 19, 1884, addressed to the registe1· and receiver at Humboldt, California (3 L. D., 84), in respect
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to scrutiny of applications and entries, t,be examination ·of parti es and witnesses, and
your e.uty in accepti ng, rejectin g, and reponiug such applications and entries; and
you will strictly follow a-nd be governed by said instructions.
13. The entire proof must be taken at oue and the same time, and payment must be
made at the time of offering proof. Proofs will in no case be accepted in the absence
of a tender of the money; and the register's certificate will in no case be given to the
party or his attorney, but must be handed directly to the receiver by the register;
and no note will be ma.de upon the plats or tract-\.Jooks until the receiver's receipt has
been issued. The proof, certificate, and receipt must iu all cases bear even date.
14. When an adverse claim or any protest against accepting proof or allowing an
entry is filed before final cert,ificate has been issued yo11 will at once order a hearing
· and will allow no entry until after your written determination upon such hearing has
been rendered. You will report your final action in all protest and contest cases and
transmit the papers to this office.
·
15. After certificate has been issned contest applicn,tions and protests will be submitted to this office as in ot,her cas1's of contest after final entry.
16. Contests may be brought agairn,t timber and stone land applications or entries
in accordance with rnle 1 of Rules of Practice either by an adverse claiman t or hy
any other person and -for any sufficient cause affecting the legality or validity of the
filing, entry, or claim.
·
.
17. In case of an association of.persons making application for an entry under this
act each of the persons must prove the requisite qualifications, and their names must
appear in the sworn statement as in case of an individual person. They must alf:!o
unite in the regular application for entry, which will be made in tbeirjoint n~mes as
in other cases of joint cash eutry . 'I'he forms prescribed for cases of applications by
mdividual persons may be adapted for use in applications of this class, a1;1d the sw~rn
statement as to the character of the land may be made by one member of the assomation upon his personal knowledge.
·
18. No person who bas made an individual entry or application can thereafter make
one as a member of an association, nor can any member of an association making_an
entry or application be allowed . thereafter to make an individual entry or apphcation.
19. Applicants to make timber-land entries and claimants and witnesses making
final proof must in all cases state their place of actual residence, their businesti or
occupation, and their post-office address. It is not sufficient to name the county an~
State or Territory where a party li xes, hut the town or city must be named, and if
residence is in a city the street or nnrnber must be given. ·
. ~he following forms are prescribed for applicant's sworn statement and final depos1t1on:

Timber and stone lands-Sworn statement.
LAND OFFICE AT - - - - - - .

(Date) - - - - , 18-.
I, - - -_--, of (town or city)--, county of - - · , State (or Territory) of
- - - , desirm?i to avail myself of the provisions of the act of Congress of June 3,
1878, entitled 'An act for the sale of timber lands in the States of California, Oregon ,
Nevada1 and in Washington Territory," for the purchase of t,he - of section - - ,
to~nsh1p - - , of range--, in the district oflands subject to sale at - - - , - - .do S?lemnly - - that I am a native ( or naturalized) citize11 (or have declared my mten~10n to become a citizenif ) of thti United States, of the age of - - , and by occupation - - - ; that I have personally examined said land and fr m mv pP-rsoirnl
knowledge state that said land is unfit for cultivation and' valnable ch iefly for its
- - ; that i'.' is uni_nbabited; that it contains no miuing or other improvements,
nor as I venly believe auy valuable deposit of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or
coal; that I have made no other application under said act · that I do not a pply to-purcha e the land above describ ed on speculation, but in godcl faith to appro priate it
to my own exclusive use and benefit·, a nd that I have not directly or indirectly made
any agreement or c_ontract, _or in any way or manner, with any person or per~ons
whomsoever, by which tho title I may acquire from the government of the Umted
States may inure in whole or in part to the benefit of any person except myself, and
that my post-office address is - - - - .

I here~y certi~y that the foregoing affidavit was read to affiant in my presence before h .1 med h_1 ~ame ~hereto; that sai<l affiant is to me personally known ( or_has
been sat1Sfactonly 1dent1.6.ed before me by - - - ---), au<l that I verily believe
. •. In ca th_e, party ha b en naturaliz cl or bas <leclar<:.d hi s intention to become a
cit1z n a ert1tied copy f hi certificate of naturalization or declaration of intention
as the case may be must be forniahed.
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him to be the person he represents himself to be; and that this affidavit was sub.
scribed n,nd sworn to before me this - - day of - - - , 18-.

------,

Register ( or Receiver).
Timber and stone lands-Testimony of--- - - - .
- - - - - , being called as a witness in support of his application to purchase
the - - of section - - township - - , of range--, testifies as follows:
Qnes. 1 What is your post-office address, and where do yon reside ?
Ans.--.
Ques. 2. What is your occupation ?
Ans.---.
Qnes. 3. Are you the identical person who applied to purchase this land on the - day o f - - , 18-, and made the sworn statement assigned by law before the register Eor receiver) on that day?
Ans.---.
Ques. 4. Arn you acq nainted with the land above described by personal inspection
of each of its smallest legal subdivisions? .
Ans.---.
Qnes. 5. When and in what manner was such inspection made?
Ans.---.
Ques. 6. Is the land occupied, or are there any improvements on it not made for
ditch or canal purposes, or which were not made by or do not belong to you?

A~---.

.

Ques. 7. Is the land fit for cultivation, or would it be fit for cultivation if the timber were removed?
Ans.--.
Ques. 8. What is the situation of this land, what is the nature of the soil, and what
causes render the land unfit for cultivation?
Ans.---.
Ques. 9. · Are there any salines or indications of the deposit of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or coal on this land? If so, state what they.are and whether the springs
or min~ral deposits are valuable.
Ans.---.
Ques. 10. Is the land more valuable for mineral or any other purposes than for the
timber or Atone thereon, or is it chiefly valuable for timber or stone?
Ans.--.
Ques. 11. From what facts do you conclude that the land is chiefly valual>le for
timber or stone?
Ans.--.
Ques. 12. What is the estimated market value of the timber standing upon this
land?
Ans.--. ·
Qnes. 13. Have you sold or transferred your claim to this land since making your
sworn statement, or have you directly or indirectly made any agreement or contract,
in any way or manner, with any person whomsoever, by which the title which he
may acquire from the government of the United States may inure in whole or in part
to the benefit of any person except yourself?
Ans.--.
Ques. 14. Do you make this ent.ry in good faith for the appropriation of the land
exclusively to your own use and not for the use or benefit of any other person 'I
Ans.--.
Ques. 15. Has any other person than yourself, or bas any firm, corporation, or association, any interest in the entry you are now making, or in the land or in the timber thereon ?
Ans.--.

------.

I hereby c~rtify that the above-named - - ---personally appeared before me;
that his identity as the p erson who made sworn statement for the tract of land above
named before the register (or receiver) on the - - day of---, 18-; that I verily
believe affiant to be the person he represents himself to be; and that each question
a_nd ans~er in the foregoing testimony was read to him in my presence before be
signed his name thereto, and that the same was subscribed and sworn to before me
at - -- this - - day o f - - , 18-.
A strict compliance with the foregoing regulations is required.
Approved, July 16, 1887.
L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secretary.

------,
--- ---.
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REPORTS, APPEALS, AND NOTICES,

[To registers and receivers, United States land offices, .J11ly 6, 1887.]

A large number of reports from local officers of hearings in contest cases are defective in failing to state what kind of notice was given by the register and receiver of
their decisions and whether or not any action bas been taken by parties to the case.
Yonr attention is called to circular of this office and department of December 18,
1885, requiring prompt reports of appeals or other action, and to circular of October
28, 18i3fi, requiring tlle evidence of service of notice to be transmitted in each case.
The habitual disregard by many local offfoers of thesti indispensable requirements
involves constant correspondence in repeatedly calling for the reports 01· evidence
which it was their duty to transmit in the fast instance.
Yon are now instructed to forthwit.h examine your records of contest cases heretofore decided and reported to this office, and to report a,t, once in each case specifically
(when this bas not alre.>i,dy been don e) whether appeal or other action has been taken
by any interested pa,rty, and to send up the evidence of the service of the notice of
your decision in tiach case in which such evidence has not already been forwarded.
Your attention is also called to rule 52 of Practice, which requires a separate let. ter of transmittal to accompany each case. The practice which prevails in some
offices of transmitting several cases with one letter creates confusion in the files of
this office, and must be discontinued.You will give your immediate and personal attention to the matter of this circular,
and you will hereafter forward no contest case to this office without your report as to
whether appeal was taken from your decision, nor without the acknowledg~nent of
service of notice of the decision or the affidavit of the person serving the not,1ce, nor
in case of notice by registered leUer without the receipt for the registered letter or
the returned letter as the case may be.
Approved July 7, 1887.
L. Q, C. LAMAR,
Secretary.
JURISDICTION OF LAND DEPARTMEN'.r-IMPORT.A.N'l' JUDICIAL DECIS·
IONS.

Among the important judicial decisions of the past year not referred
to in the.preliminary pages of this report are the following:
In the case of the United States vs. Edward H. Dudley, an indictment for perjury
in the supreme court of Dakota, defornlant demurred upon the ground that the Commissioner of the General Land Office Jrns no authority to cancel the entry as final ~ertifi.cate issued by the register and receiver upon the entry of a -pre-emption claim.
The opinion of the court was delivered by Chief Justice Tripp, aud is an elabo~·ate
and exhaustive review of a long line of decisions of the Supreme Court of t,be Umted
States and the supreme courts of various St.ates and Territories sustaining tLe authority of the Commissioner, and holding that the courts have no power to interfere witli
the -proceedings of the executive department until after patent issues; tliat tbe :final
receipt does not carry legal title; and that the Commissioner has authority to cancel
an entry for cause at any time prior to issue of patent.

The opinion of Judge Tripp is too lengthy to be now·inserte<l in the
overcrowded pages of th.is report, but the following extracts are given:
Tp.~ Congress has .cliosen under itsi constitutional powers to place the sale and disp~s1t1on of ~lie public lauds under the management and supervision of the Se?retary
of the Inter10r. The land department is a bureau or tribunal wit,h its superior and
su_bordinate officers, with its appella,to and supe1!visory pow~rs, and it is invested
with the power to sell and dispose of the public lands of the United States subject to
statute law a~1d sue~ rule~ and regulations as the department may see fit to 3:dopt.
No court or tnb°:nal_ 1s deslO'n~tecl for the hearing and determining of any qnest10n of
fact that may :inse 10 the performance of its dnties. It has therefore, under tl10 well
settle~ rnle of t~e ~lec.isi?u , the power to determine all questions that arise iu ~he
exercise of the J°:n ·d_1ct1on conforred; and while many acts of the department 111vol ve the ~et~rmmat1on of qneHtions of a grave juilicial character, they are only co~latera~ or rnc1d ntal to . t~e execution of the ma,in duty imposed upon it, which 1s
entrnlly of and perta.1n1ng to the execntive or administrative department of the
gov rn_ment. _In t.~enr,v our government iH divided into three great departments, the
x cnt1 Vl!, l gt lat1 ve, aml j uclicia.L. Altho11~h the j uriscliction of the one sometimes
overlaps that of the other, au the bouuclu.ry li11e sometimes becomfts so pale and
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indistinct that it is not clear to the judicial eye, and the decisions of the courts
become confused and unsatisfactory, yet, when one of these departmeuts is clearly
charged with a certain jurisdiction, the courts will seek to protect and defend it,
rather than to break down or invade it. It is upon this principle tllat courts will
never declare a legislative enactment unconstitutional or void if any lawful meaning
or construction can be given to it. And upon the same principle in the construction
to be given to treaties, the courts will, if possible, follow the meaning given by the
executive and treaty-ma.king powers. Here the Congress under its constitutional
powers has created this special tribunal, and conferred upon it this special jurisdiction over all the public lands. The duties required of the tribunal, administrative or executive in their character, are placed by the act of Congress where they
properly and necessarily belong, under the supervision of an appropriate department
of the executive branch of the government; and while any matter pertaining to
the public lands, involving judgment anrl discretion, is pending before this department of the government, the courts will not interfere. This proposition may l.,e
said to be settled law. The Supreme Court has again and again refused to take cognizance of any matter pending for decision in the land department, or any snbdivisiou
of it, and has announced as a settled rule of the federal courts that until the patent
issues the jurisdiction of the land department is not ended, and that until the
patent has been signed and recorded the powers of the courts can not be invoked.
And this conclusion of the courts has been reached, not from a desire to shirk any
responsibility belonging to the judicial branch of the government, or from a lack of
desire to extend to tile hardy pioneer the entire authority of the courts in the protection of his legal rights, but from an absolute want of power to interfere with the executive department in the performance of the duties with which it is charged. It is
not material to the discussion of this case upoil what particular grounds the courts
decline to interfere with the acts and decisions of the executive department. It i~ not
always easy to define what are strictly executive acts with which the courts will decline to iuterfere upon the ground that they belong to a co-ordinate branch of the
government; but it is admitted in American jurisprudence that the executive department of the government is invested with certain executive or political powers,
in "the exercise of which the officer uses his own discretion and for which he is accountable only·to his conscience and his country." Such acts can never be examined
in a court of justice. It will also be conceded that all acts not coming within this
strict rule of executive action, but which affect private rights, may, in a proper case,
be examined by the courts; but acts of such a tribunal involving judgment and discretion can never be examined in a conrt of law; and it is upon this ground that the
Federal courts de?line to examine the acts of the land department.

The court then cites and stated the decisions of the United States
Supreme Court in the foJlowing cases:
Bagnell v. Broderick, 13 Pet., 436.
Wilcox v. Jackson, 13 Pet., 498.
Carroll v. Safford, 3 How., 441.
Lytle v. Arkansas, 9 How., 314.
Yosemite Valley case, 15 Wall., 77.
Barnard v. Ashley, 18 How., 43.
Johnson v. Towsley, 13 Wall., 82.
Bell v. Hearne, 19 How., 252.
Garland v. Wynne, 20 How., 6.
McGuire v. Tyler, 1 Black, 195.
Harkn ess v. Underhill, 1 Black, 316.
Lindsey v. Hawes, 2 Black, 558.
;Minnesota v. Batchelor, 1 Wall., 15.
Silver v. Ladd, 7 Wall., 219.
Gaines v. Thompson, 7 Wall., 347.
Secretary v. McGarrahan, 9 Wall., 298.
Frisbie v. Whitney, 9 Wall., 187.

Litchfield 1,. Register and Receiver, 9
Wall., 575.
Myers v. Croft, 13 Wall., 291.
Shepley v. Cowan, 91 U. S., 330.
Moore v. Robbins, 96 U. S., 530.
U. S. v. Throckmorton, 98 U. S., 61. .
Worth v. Wagner, 101 U. S., 260.
, Vance v. Burbank. 101 U.S., 519.
Marquez v. Frisbie, 101 U. S., 473.
U. S. v. Schurz, 102 U. S., 378.
Quinby v. Conlan, 104 U. S., 420.
Steel v. Smelting Co., 106 U. S., 447.
Moffat v. U. S., 112 U.S., 29.
Bohall v. Dilla, 114 U.S., 47.
U. S. v. Minor, 114 U. S. 233.
Lee v. Johnson, lHi U. S., 48.
Root v. Shields, 1 Wool., C. C., 340.

And the following State decisions :
Sillyman v. King, 36 Iowa, 207.
Cady v. Eighmey, 7 N. W. Rep., 102.
Brill v. Stiles, 35 Ill., 309.
Robbins v. Bunn, 54 Ill., 48.
McLane v. Bovee, 35 Wisc., 27.
Trulock v. Taylor, 26 Ark., 54.
Cornelius 1,. Kessel, 54 Wisc., 116.
Franklin v. Kelly, 2 Nebr., 79.
Smiley v. Sampson, 1 Nebr., 56.

Hestres v. Brennan, 50 Cal., 211.
Vance v. Colburg, 50 Cal., ~46.
Randall v. Edert, 7 Minn., 450.
Gray v. Stockton, 8 Minn., 529.
,Judd v. Randall, 29 N. W. Rep., 589.
Ferry v. Street, Utah S.C., 11 Pac. Rep.,
571.
Jeffords v. Hine, Ariz., 11 ac.Rep.,351.
Hays v. Barker, Wash., 3 Pac.Rep.,901.
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In conclusion, Uhief Justice 'rripp s:1ys:
I have examined all the cases ci_ted to m A by counAel upon eitl·er side in the
several cases argned before me involving this questiou a.nd many others not cited, and
have endeavored to pass over all, or nearly all, of the important cases called to my
at,tention; aiul with the exception of Smith v. Ewing (2:1 Federal Rep's, 741), I have
been unable to fincl any case that sustains the view taken by the defendant. I have
examined Judge Deady's decision in Smith v. Ewing, snpm, with some care, and the
authorities cited by hitU, aHd whil e I have great respect for the l earning and independent views of that distinguished jurist, I am compelled to differ from him in the
conclusions at which he has arrived.
if

if

if

if

The power of supervision given the Secretary and Commissioner is a general onea supervision over all the acts of the register and receiver. There is no excepti on made
in the manner of the issuing of final certificates, and if the position here contended
for be the correct one, to wit: that the Commissioner must issue a patent at once
upon the presentation of the certificate, and that issue of the certiticate would conclude all inquiry into matters settled by its issue, then it would conclude all supervision by the superior officers; and. on that reasoning the pateut might as well issue
by the loca.l as by the supervisory officers. I am led to adopt the contrary of this
reasonino-. Besides, any other view ~ould lead to hopeless conflict bet,ween the departmeut arnl the courts, onr calendars would be crowded with land contests, and the
action of the clepartmeiit would bu indefinitely postponed. · The only doctrine, in my
opinion, is that announced by the Supreme Court that the jurisdiction of the court
commences when that of the department ceases; and that until the patent issues, and
while t.lie matter is still pending before the department, the questiou is not one of
\)riva.te right upon which the courts have power to act.
It follows that the demurrer must be overruled. ·

In the case of Darcey· v. McCarthy, decided by the Kansas supreme
· court at the July term, 1886, the court said:
It is also claimed that the action of the register and receiver in allowing the cash
entry of the plaintiff is conclusive on the land department, and that the Commissioner
has no anthority to do that which bis letter attempted to do. Although proof o~ the
right to enter the land must be 1-:.:ade to the satisfaction of the register and receiver,
they are not the final arbiters of such ,right. They make returns of entries of land to
the General Land Office, which is under the charge of the Commissioner. That officer
has supervisory control over the subordinate officers in the land department and can
revise and correct their decisions. The entry relied on by the plaintiff was allowed
by mistake and without authority of Jaw, and it was clearly competent for the Commissioner to cancel and set it aside. It is argued for the plaintiff under section 383 of
the code that his duplicate receipt is proof of title against all but the holder of the
actual patent, which is not in the hands of the defendant. This is a rule of evidence
prescribed by the cocle and is applicable in a controversy betweeu citizens where the
duplicate receipt is held with the concurrence of the United States authorities. The
title t,o the public lauds belongs to the United States, and Congress is given full authority to dispose of the lands and to make all needful rules and regulations respecting the same. (Sec. 3, art. 4, U. S. Constitution.) The land department has been
created by Congress and rules prescribed for the disposal of the public lands, _and to
th_e office~s of that <lepartment the duty of selling and disposing of the l'.1-nds 1s comm1tted. fh ey can only seli or dispose of those lands in the mannerprescnbed by Congress. In disposing of them there are doubtless many mistakes made, but·the matter is
within the control of the land department until the patent issues and the mistakes may
be corrected by the officers of that department. The entry of the plaintiff having been
made without authority was rightfully cancelled and set aside bythe Commissioner,
a~d ~he effect of the duplicate receipt as evidence of title was destroyed. It being
w1th10 the scope of the dnties of th e Commissioner to make the correction and cancel
the erroneon entry, it will be presnmed in the absence of evidence to the contrary
that it wa done in accorclauce with the rul es g-overnio,r such action and upon sufficient evitlence. His action left the whole matter beforg the land department of the
government for adj u tment where the rights of the parties could be further contested
and an appeal from t he decision of the Commissioner could be taken to the Secretary
of the .I°:terio~. . What ver ~ay be_ the statu of the controversy between the parties
th re lti 1 pl rn from the evidence m the record here that the plaintiff was not entitled to recover.

In the ca e of F rb v. Drisc 11 decided b.v the supreme court of
Dakota February 11, 1 7, the court cited. among many other decis-
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ions the words of Chief Justice Taney in Decatur v. Paulding (14
Pet., 516):
The interference of the courts with the performance of orclinary duties of the executive department of the government would be productive of nothing but mischi.ef,
and we are quite satisfied that such a power was never intended to be given to them.

And the court in its decision said:
From these decisions of the Supreme Court it would seem to be settled that "courts
of law" can in no case review the action of the land department after it ha,s actecl
by declaring in effect its acts illegal and voidable, and. that courts of equity are
powerless to act until the jurisdiction of the department has ceased by the issue of
the patent and that when the jurisdiction of a court of l'lquity is invoked the error
complained of must come clearly within <;>ne of the well-known grounds of equity jurisdiction. It follows that the plaintiff seeking to recover possession of the entire
quarter section of land, upon the ground that he had the better pre-emption right, in
a court of law, was a proceeding without authority, and that no j udgrnent should
be entered upon such verdict, and that a judgment so rendered would have no binding
force upon the department and would give no protection to the plaintiff as against
the future possession of the defendant Driscoll.
.
A contrary view of the law would bring the courts and land offices into constant
collision. A decision of the courts in advance \rould take from these officers the jurisdiction the law has given them to hear and determine "all rights of pre-emption
arhiing between different settlers." It would bring into the courts for decision all
claim~ a11d contests before the department, and the absurd result be reached, as we are
informed by briefs of counsel, has in fact resulted in this case, to wit, that the plaintiff,
Forbes has judgment in the district court of the Territory awarding him the possession of the en tire quarter section, while the defendant Driscoll has the decision of the
land department, entered since the trial of this case, awarding him the patent and
consequent right to possession of the same premises.
We have no donbt that the manifest intent of the statutes of the United States, as
is so dearly expressed by the decisions of the Supreme Court, was to vest in the land
department an exclusive jurisdiction of all questions relating to the sale aud disposition of the public lands up to the time of the issue of the patent; and this court is
therefore of the opinion that the district court erred in entering Judgment upon
such verdict for the possession of the entire quarter section, ousting the defendant
Driscoll from his possession and improvements made upon the vacant and µnimproved
portions of the land.

In the case of Green v. Wass the supreme court of D~kota also said :
The land department has been created by Congress under its constit,utional powers
to sell aud dispose of t,he public lands, and as such tribunal it has a quasi-judicial
power to hear and determine such questions as necessarily arise before it in performing the executive or administrative duties confen~ed upon it; and while the law may
now be said to be settled. that the determination of any fact by the department in
making sale of the public lauds is :final, it may be said to be also settled that the
courts will leave all questions of fact properly arising between conflicting claimants
to the tribunal designated by Congress for that purpose. In other words the courts
will not in a(l vance deterrniue the interests of contesting settlers on the public lauds
and anticipate the action of the land officers by judgments or orders that may mak~
their rulings or d ecisions nullities when rendered.
NOTICE OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TWO ADDITIONAL LAND DISTRICTS IN THE STATE
OF NEBRASKA.

Notice is hereby given that by aci of Congress approved May 3, 1886 the following
land districts were created in the State of Nebraska:
'
1. Commenciug on the west boundary of the State of Nebraska at the intersection
of the ~ownship l~ne betw_ee_n townships numbered twenty-three and twenty-four
north, ~1xth pnnc1J?al m:'ndian; ~heuce east along the township line between said
townships to the fifth guide meridian west; thence north along said guide meridian
to the north boundary of the State of Nebraska; thence west along said boundary to
the northwest corn~r o_f the State i thence south ~long the west boundary of the State
to the place of begrnnmg be and 1s hereby constituted a new land district to be called
the Northwest land district of the State of Nebraska .
. 2. Beg~nning on the wes~ bo_nndary of the State of Nebraska at the point of the
mtersect1on of the township hoe between townships numbered twenty-three and
j;wenty-four north, sixth principal meridiari-: thence east along the township line b(;l-
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tween said townships to the fif th g nide meridian west ; t h ence south on said fifth
~uide meridian to the southeast corner of towns hip twel ve north, range forty-one
west; thence west on the t,owu ship line b etween townships eleven and twelv e north
to the west boundary of the State of Neb raska; t hence north to tb e northeast corner
of the State of Colorado; thence west a long the n orth bo undary of Colorado to the
west bonnrlary of the State of Nebraska ; th e nce n or th a long t,he w est bonudary of
the State of Ne bra<ika to the place of begin n iu g, b e a n d is h ereby constit ut·eu a new
land dhitrict to be calleil Sydney l aud dis trict of t he State of Nebraska.
And the President by virtue of the a ct creating said distr icts has hy exccnt.ive order
dated the 28th September, 1806, direct ed that the office of the North west laud district
be located at Chadron and t he office of the Sydney l an<l. distri ct be located a t Sydney.
Further notice of the precise time when the offices of the..d ist ricts will be opened for
the trausaction of tbe public business will be given by the register.-, and receivers
thereof by publication.
Given under my hand at the city of Washingt on t h is 30t h day of September, A. D.
1886.
.
By the President.
NOTICE OF THE ENLARGE MENT OF THE H AILE Y L AND DISTRICT IN IDAHO TERRITORY.

Notice is hereby given that the President of t h e Unit ed Stat es by executive order
dated April 20, 1887, h as pursuant to l aw directed t hat the east and west boundary
lines of the Hailey la nd district be extended southwa rd in right lines uutil t iley meet
the south boundary lin e of the T erritory.
Further notice of th e p recise date wbeu applications. for the land h ereby t,ransfe~red
from the Boise City a n ll Blackfoot district s will be r eceived_by the officers at Hailey
will be given by the r egister and r eceiver by publication.
Given under my hand at the cit y of W a shington t his 26th clay of April, A. D. 1887.
By the President.
NOTICE OF

THE EST.A.BLISHMENT OF THE BENT -LAND
COL6 RADO.

D ISTRICT IN

THE STATE 01.l'

Notice is hereby given that by act of Congress approved August 4, 1886, it js provided '' That all that portion of the State of Colorado bon.u.ded. a1Hl d escribed as followr:3: Commenc.;i_ug a-t a point on. the east ern b ou nda r y line of said State wher e the
second correction line south inter sect,s said bou ndar y line, and running then ce on
said second correction li ue south t o t he line div iding ran ges 1111111 bernd 5t a nd 53;
thence south on said r a nge line t o t he so nthern boundary line of saill State ; t h ence
east on the southern boundary line of said State to t he east ern boundary line of said
St ate; thence north on tll e eastern b oun dary liueo f said State t o t he p lace of beginn ing, be and is h ereby coustituted a new and S€parate land district to be called the
:Bent land district, the lan d office for which shall be located in t h e town of L a mar,
county of Bent, in the sn,id S tate of Colorado."
Further notice of the precise time when the office at L amar wi ll be opened fo r the
transaction of public business will b e given by the register and receiver of the d istrict
by publication.
'
Gi ven under my hand at the city of Washington t his 10th day of August, A. D.
1886.
By the President.
NOTICE OF T HE DISCON TINUAN CE OF THE L AND OFFICB .A.T BEATRI CE IN THE STATE
OF NEB RASKA.

Not ~ce is b ereb_y given t h at in pursuance of law and in view of the fact that the
quantity of public lands remaining unsold or undisposcd of in the Beatrice laud d istrict in the State of Nebraska is reduced to less than 100 000 acres tho honorab le
ecretary of the Interior has directed that the land office j ~ ancl for said district be
discontiuued, and that all the records and archives of said office at Beatrice be removed t o ancl consolidated with the land office at Lincoln i n said State in which
the remainder of the public l ands in said discontinued office shall be snbject t o dispo al under the public-land laws.
L aud remai~ing 1;1n old a_u d unappropriated by Jaw and subj ect to entry at t he
ffice hereby_d1 contin:aed will cea. _e to l>e subject to entry ~Lt ·said office from the
cla.t named m ~he notice to tllat fleet hy the r egii,ter ancl receiver thereof, and t he
Ja.!Hl ffice at Lmco1n will gi ve pnhl ic n ot ice b y iulvertise ment of the day when t h ey
will_ b pr par 1l 1. r c 1iv appli calion f! for entri es of such lancls at their o!fice.
'1ven under my baud at tho city ofWa hiugtou this 25th da;v of J une,A. D. 1887.
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UNITED STATES LAND OFF!CES.
ALABAMA:
Huntsville.
Montgomery.
ARKANSAS:
Littlo Rock.
Camden.
Harrison.
Dardanelle.
ARIZONA TER.:
Prescott.
Tucson.
CALIFORNIA :
San Francisco.
Marysville.
Humboldt.
Stockton.
Visalia.
Sacramento.
Los Angeles.
Shasta,
Susanville.
Independence.
COLORADO:
Denver city.
Leadville.
Central City.
Pueblo.
Del Norte.
Lake City.
Durango.
Gunnison.
Glenwood Springs.
Lamar.
DAKOTA TER .:
Mitchell.

DAKOTA TER.-Cont'd.
Watertown.
Fargo.
Yankton.
Bismarck.
Deadwood.
Grand Forks.
Aberdeen.
Huron.
Devil's Lake.
FLORIDA:
Gainesville.
IDAHO TER.:
Boise City.
Lewiston.
Blackfoot.
. Hailey.
Creer d'Alene.
IOWA:
bes Moines.
KANSAS:
Topeka.
Salina.
Independence.
Wichita.
Kirwin.
Concordia.
Lamed.
Wa-Keeney.
Oberlin.
Gard en City.
Loun;;IANA:
New Orleans.
Natchitoches.

MICHIGAN:

Detroit.
East Saginaw.
Reed City.
M:uquette.
MINNESOTA:
Taylor's Falls.
Saint Cloud.
Duluth.
1rergus Falls.
Worthin){ton.
Tracy.
Benson.
Crookston.
Redwood Falls.
MISSISSIPPI :
Jackson.
M1ssoum:
Boonville.
Ironton.
Springfie1d.
MONTANA Tim.:
Miles City.
Helena.
Bozeman.
NEBRASKA:
Bea.trice. (a)
Lincoln.
Niobrara.
Grand Island.
North Platte.
Bloomington.
Neligh.
Valentine.

NEBRASKA-Cont'd.
McCook.
Chadron. (b)
Sydney.
I NEVADA: (b)
Carson City.
Eureka.
NEW MEXICO TER. :
Santa Fe.
Las Cruces.
OREGON:
Oregon Cit-~.
Roi:1eburgh.
Le Graud.
Lakevi6W.
The Dalles.
UTAHTER.:
Salt Lake City.
WASHINGTON TE~:
Olympia. (c)
Vancouver.
Walla Walla.
Spokane Falls.
North Yakima.
WISCONSI~:
Menasha.
J<'alli:1 of Saint Croix:.
'\Vausau.
La Crosse.
Ashland.
Ean Claire.
WYOMING TER.:
Cheyenne.
Evanston.

N0TE.-By act of .Jul_y 31, 1876, the land offices in Ohio, Indiana, ancl Illinois were abolished; and by
act of March 3, 1877, the vac3,nt tracts of TJUhlic land in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois are made subject to
entry aml location at the General Laml. Office, W asl.J.ington, D. C.

a District to be consolidated with that of Lincoln.
b Established, but not opened during the fiscal yOO/r,
c Office to be removed to Seattle.

D.-PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS DIVISION.

The cases coming properly under this designation are those having
their origin iu some form of concession from a foreign government be.
fore the acquisition by the United States of the territory in which they
are -located and are embraced within the purchases of Louisiana and
Florida, the cession made by Mexico by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the subsequent Gadsden pmcbase. This division also has
in charge the examination, location, and patenting of donation claims
in the State of Oregon and the Territories of Washington, New Mexico,
and Arizona and of certain Indian claims, with the issuing of scrip in
satisfaction of confirmed claims where the land confirmed has been dis·
posed of by the United States, with the examination au(tauthe~tication of-other scrip issued for like purpose, and with other matters rn the
service of character similar to the foregoing.
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, the work done in the di·
vision was as follows:
·
Oregon, Washington Territory, and New Mexico donation land claims patented.
Louisiana and Missouri private land claims patented .••••........... ....... .. · California private land claims patented ........•................•........ · - · · · ·
Indian claims patented ...................................... .............. ....
Eutries with certificates of location, act Jnne 22, 1860, and supplemental legisla·
tion (Supreme Court scrip), finally approved. . .................. ........... ..
Number of New Mexico donation claims canceled . . . . .. . . . . ....... ... . .. ... ....
Claims in New Mexico and Arizona, act of July 22, 1854, reported to Cougress ..
Claims in Louisiana satisfied by scrip under act of June 2, 1858 .•••.•••••.••••• Claims within limits of Las An'imas grant, Colorado, i n which awards were made,
finally adjudicated .........................................................
Claims in California arising under seventh section of act of July 20, 1866, disposed
of ............ . ............. . ........................ _......................

28
6

!

223

38
7
41
8

1

10

In addition to the foregoing there have also been examined and ap·
-proved and passed for patenting 41 entries made with certificates of
location issued undrr the acts of June 2, 1858, June 2~, 1860, &c.
The total number of letters received in this division of the office dur·
ing t~e fiscal year was l ,362, and the total number written was 1,276
covermg 1,407 pages of record.
Many cases have been examined some of which have been passed for
patenting, while others have been suspended on account of imperfections
and are now subjects of correspondence or have been returned to the
1 cal officers for amendment or furtbe.r proof. Of the cases decided
OrJ?e are now on appeal or awaiting the expiration of the time withiu
wb1~~ appeal may be taken, or having been decided on appeal are now
awa1trng the execution of the decision by the proper officers.
The foll_owiug tatemeut is submitted with regard to the condition of
th work m the division at the beginning of the current year:
Cali~ornia ca es docketed and not finally adjudicated .... .. ..•••• ....... ......
o~tirmed - w M xico and Colorado privato la1Hl claims r eported and not

0 '.~~!?,;atht~;to~ T·;;;t~;;,:N~~; · f~~-i~·o; ·~1;d· iri;~~~ d~~~ti~.~~ ·;~p~~t;d·
1

11
•

a~1d

110

. crtp ca

0

finally adj uclicitt •d ...... __ .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . .

, act June 2, lt:!5 , reported ao<l. a.waiting a{}tion ...•.•.• ··'!·~·. ....
-· •.... -· .

16

27
163
9-i_
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Claims reported under act June 22, 1860, and supplemental legislation, to be
reported to Congress by this office ........... ___ .... _. _........ _.. . . . . . . . . . .
~
Qlaims in New Mexico reported under act of July 22 18fl4, to be reported to
Pl.Co_ngress by_this offi~e ..•.•...•..•. ______ ..........'....•.....••• . ______ ____
5
~ 0~1da, ~0~1s1~n3:, Michigan, etc., cases awaiting action._ ......... _.. __ ..... 2,936
Claims w1thm l1m1ts of Las Animas grant in Colorado in which awardB were
made by the register and receiver a,t Pueblo, under act of February 25, 1869,
not adjudicated...........................................................
4
Claims within limits of Las Animas grant in Colorado rejected by the register
and rec~~ver under act of February 25, 1869, on file, exclusive of one disposed of m 1874, and one withdrawn.... ...................................
24
Scrip locations pending. __ •.• _••••..••.••••••••••••.... _.. _•.. _ .•••••.. __ . __ .
957

The following are among the decisions, reports, and recommendations
made since last annual report :
,
LOUISIANA. PRIVATE L.A.ND CLAIMB.
NEW ORLEANS CANAL AND BANKING COMPANY.

The hearing before the local officers was not had upon an application filed under the act of .Tune
22, 1860.

The claims ;under consideration are complete French claims and the land departmrnt of tl1e government bas jurisdiction to consider and pass upon their validity and to segregate them frow the public domain.
[To register and receiver, New Orieans, La., October 8, 1886, I

On the 16th of July, 18n, the New Orleans Canal and Banking Company, by its
president George Jonas, presented to your predecessors a claim descriLe<l by metes
and bounds to certain lands situated on and near the Bayou de la Matarie in 'f. 12 and
rn S., R. 10 E., in the former southeastern (now the New Orleans consolidated) dis,trict, Louisiana.
The claim was presented nuder the act of June 22, 1860 (12 Stat., 85), as extended .
by the act of June 10, 1872 (17 Stat., 378).
The company also in September, ·187:3, :filed a. petition in the district court at New
Orleans praying a judicial confirmation of its claim, and in October following filed
formal notice of tLo withdrawal of its claim from your office. Notwithstanding this
formal withdrawal, however, and without warrant of law or practice, your predecessors
proceeded to recommend that the claim be dismissed upon the ground that nothing
had been filed sufficient to bring it within the purview of the act of 1860.
This recommendation was sustained by this office in its decision of June :.t, 1874,
with allowance of appeal to the department proper; but having been arlvised snb~
sequent to its rendition of the fact of the withdrawal of the claim as aforesaid and
its peudency before the district court, on the 8th of July, 1874, it rP-called its decision
of June 2 for further .consideration and ordered its return without delay. It is now
on file with the papers in the case.
. On the 28th of April, 1874, the Canal and Banking Company filed in the district
c0nrt a supplemental bill or petition, which together with the original was dismissed January o, 1879, on demurrer, for want of jurisdiction.It will t.l.rns be observed that the status of the claim was not nffected by Pither of
the proceedings referred to Lut remained in the same status a8 tl1ough no actiou bad
been taken.
On the 8th of Jnne, 1875, said company presented to your predecessors another
notice and statement of claim in which it is alleged that 11.rn Jand8 were granted to
Louis C. Le Breton by two complete French grants: one of Octohl'r 6, 17f>7, made by
Kerlerac, governor, and Desclaseaux, royal comrnellor, rt>JH'e8entatives of the King
of Fra11ee in the province of Louisiana; the other uf l•'ebruary 1.\ li64, made by
Jea,n Jacques Blaise D'Abadie, director geueral commandant for tl..w King in Louisiana.
The company in the presentation of their claim asked fnr its recognition under the
third article of ~he treaty of April 30, 1803, and claimed to have ·origiually owned
and sold nearly all the lands embraced iu the t.wo grants above 11amed, "arnl having
given warranty titlet:1 thereto they are de8irous of oLtaining a recoguition of the
grants in the name of L. C. Le Bret,on t,he original gi-an·tee."
Your predecessors in their certification of the elaim to this office September 15,
1875, held that, "considering the completeness of the said grauts an<l the decision of
the Secretary of the Interior in the cat:1e of Maria Malines, born Rillieux, we are of
the opinion that there is no further action of the govP.rmn<~nt required than to pla,ce
the same upon the official plat aH co111plcte gra11ts rccpiiring 110 c011firmation." This
action was not disposed of J,y t,his office until November 21, l8ol, wheu it was taken
up and overrnled upon the following groullds:
·
·
'' It will thus be observed that the pro ,,f" (snbrnitte<l ill tho transcript of the vase)
1'to autbenticate the alleged grants un<ler w.hieh the New Orleans Canal and Bank~
WT 87-VOL 1--16
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ing Company claim is insuffi.cient in the first place as to the alleged ori O'inal O'rant,
and irl' the second as not showing any interest in the land in said co~pany· t.liat
though in form they are complete grants t,hat of 1764 vrns made by the Frenili authorities after all tbe right and title of France in Louisiana had been parte,l with
and transferred, and it jg not shown that the grant was subsequently recoguize,l by
the authorities of Spain which succeeded to the sovereignty aud jurisdiction of the
province.
·
"In view of the foregoing I am of opinion that the claim of the New Orleans Canal
arn1 Bankiug Company as presented can not be r ecognized."
On appeal from this decision and after the defects in the proofs which were suggested thereiu bad been cured l>y the substitution of additional proofs the then Secretary of t,he Interior, on the 18th of July, 1884, rendered an elaborate decision upon
all the features oftbe case presented. (C. L. 0., vol. 10, p. 384.)
It held as follows: "Upon consideration of the proofs in the recorcl of the grant of
1757 and of the r ecognition of the confirmatory grant of 1764 by the Spariisb anthorities while in possession of the country I am of the opinion that a valid grant of the
]an<l.s in question has been establii,hed, and that it wai, a complete grant under the
former governmeut."
It conclndes as follows : "After a careful consideration of the w bole case I conclude to reverse yo ur decision and direct, that the surveyor-general of Louisiana l>e
instructed to cause a corrective and additional snrvey to be made of the lancls in controversy and covered by the French grants of October 6, 1757 , and Febrn a r,v 15, 17G4,
in snch manner as truly to exhibit the location of said grants and the contig11011s
public land if any such there be, and to close the lines of th'3 surveys of suelt cuutignous public lands upon the lines of said grants."
A copy of this d ecision was in due time forwarded to thfl snrveyor-general of
Lonisiana, whereupon a survey of the grants in accordance therewith was executed
b~' competent surveyors and approved by the surveyor-general on the 15th of November, 1884.
· On the 11th of December, 1884, your predecessor!'; forward ed the application of the
New Orlea,ns Canal and Banking Company for a rehearing at your office in the matter of the contest between said company and the State of Louisiana, involving certain selections of swamp and overflowed lands and a school selection in T. 12 S., R.
11 E. 1 of the Mississipp[ river.
The basis of the hearing as set forth in the application was as follows:
"Havmg reference to t,he erroneous survey by Sulakowski of T. 12 S., ~- 11 E .,
as per the map approved June 22, 1872, the following lands in total or partial cuufiict with the bank tract A, I, K, L, M, and D, (as shown on the diagram ap pro·.red
November 15, 1884), were selected as inuring to th~ State under the swamp land
grant of 1849, to ,vit: Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 of Sec. 8; lots 2, :3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10,
and. 11 of section 17; loti, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 of Sec. 20, and lot,s ~ autl
4 ot Sec. 29.
On November 28, 1873, your bureau canceled the selection of the following lots,
and no appeal having been taken the same is now final, "iz: Lots 11 aud 12 of Sec.
20, lots 3 n,nd 4 of Sbc. -29. ·Of the foregoing selections the following h ave 1Jee11 approved uy the Secn,tary of the Interior and on the following dat rs, yjz: Lots 1 and
6 of S1•c. 8, on May 5, 1874, list 1tl; lot 8 of Sec. 20, on May 5, 1874, list 18._ 011 J~nu ary 5, l tl82, the State was permitted to select the following tracts as mde11m1ty
school lands under tho a.ct of the 20th of May 1826 (4th Statutes L79), viz : Lots 11
au<112 of Sec. 20; lots 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Sec. 2{/
.
Lots 1 and 2 of Sec. 29 in total conflict with the bank tract and French g rant nt
17li4 were not selected as swarup lan <ls at all and 011Jy as show n · above as se hool
iuc1 emoi ty lauds.
'
Th e snrv~y of the grants under which tho !Jank holds h av ing now fnrnisbe11 the
data. on which to fo1111cl a contest of tho State's right, the bank uow applim, to yon
an order to be adtlr~ssed to ti.to register a11<l l'ecei ver here direc ting t helll :o n.ppornt a d:,.y for a he aring and to notify the State through her governor to show
canse on such day wLy all t11P selections aforesaid in conflict with the rights of tlle
bank hall not be canceled and tho recor,1 clcare<l of the. 1;auie."
yon this a pplication a b earing was onlere<l by Jet,ter of this office of January 2:l,
1 v, ~or l l!c pnrpoH of <1etennini11g "fully the validity or in validity of. all tile Stal,,
sel ct10118 m controvPr,-~'-"
. Thi h Pa~ing was had aft r due notice to all parties in interest, when all the testimon y wb1ch wa~ h f<!re th~ _honorable Secretary ancl upon which bi:; d ec isi on '<\' a:;
ba . <l, tog~tbrr with _Ins dec1~10n and the map of survey made in pnrsnanco thereof,
we1e 11hm:t~1 <1 a'i_ev1 l<_'JJ • without prote t; also some other additiou a l evi<le11ce.
Af11·r <· 11 u l 'rat1011 ol the s:une your predecessors renderc<l :t<l vnse d ee ision thereupon allf 1 on tlu• i71 h of ,Jn n , l ;;, the 1·ase was forwn,nle,l to tlii,rnffi ce for it Hn.ctio11.
nth ~:M of .Jul . ~-ollowin~ th e ca8o wa8 tahm up 1Jy this office, au.I after clue
con. Hl •rat11111 th e Ji ·a1·111 • wa8 <lh1ui.· etl for tLe followi11rr reasons:
"It a1,p •ar h r fore tL:it tLe urposo for which th'e hearing was ordercd 1 viz,

for:
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'to determine the validity or invalidity of tlre State f'lelections in controvers~,' had
already been compassed in the decision of the honorable Secretary of the Inter_1~r.
"Their validity or invalidity depended entirely upon the' corrective and add1t10nai
rrnrvey' ordered ju bis dech,ion 'to be made of the land in controrersy aud cover"d hy
the French grants of October 6, 1757, and February 15, 1764, in such manner as truly
to exhibit the location of said grants :.ind· the contiguous public lall(l if a1;1y there b_e,
and tu close the line8 of the surveys of such contiguous public lands upon the lines of said
grants.'
"The only fnnction pertaining to this office as a result of sairl decision wns to
order the surveJ of 1 he lands in controversy and the grauts iucludiug the !lame, and
to close the lines of tlie survey of contiguous public lands upon them.
"That survey was ordered as directed, executed by competent and reliable surveyors, approved by t be surveyor-geueral of Louisiana, and it, mnst stand as tbc sole
te8t of the validity or invalidity of the State't, selections in Cl)nflict therewith until
its integrity is success fnll_y assailed.
"The hearing is therefore dismissed without prejndice to the rights of parties in
interest, a,nd as the State selections in co11jlfrt irith the' correclfre 11,11d (lddW011al surrey'
are matters of 1·eeord in this o.Uice they will be taken np a·n d disposed of in due course of
busin ess so far as they are still within the jurisdiction of the laud depur/111011 t of the government."

As a natural sequence of this decision this office on the 27th of August, 1A85, held
for rej ection the swamp lan<l selections in conflict with the'' corrective aml :.u.lditional
survey" aforesaid, snbject to appeal; and on the 31st of August following lrnld for
cancellation the indemnity school selection aforesaid in couflict "ith tl.ie Fn·nch
grant8, also subject to appeal.
The State filed a special appeal from the decision of July 23 dismissing the bearing, and subsequently filed separnte appeals from the decisions of August 27 aud 31
holding the State selections for rejectio~ or cancellation.
On the 10th of October, 1885, your office was notified that the decision of this office
of July 23 was interlocutory in its nature and not subject to appeal; :111d t:haL as the
specificatj'ons of error in the three several decisions related exclusively to the decision
of July 23 they were not pArti,1ent to the decisions of August '27 ai.Jd :H; that the
parties in int-erest were allowed to forward a perfected appeal inclndiug <listinct
specifications of error in the latter decisions, or to apply for an order of certification
of the whole matter to the honorablo Secretary of the Interior in aecordauce wit.h
rule s:J, Rules of Practice.
Subsequently appeals were filed covering all three of the decisions oft.bis office, including specificatio11s of erro r in the decision of October 10 holdiug tl.ie dec ision of
July 2~ as interlocutory i11 its nature; and still later an application for certiorari was
filed together with a plea to jurisdiction, all of which were forwarded to the lionora!Jle Secretary of the Interior.
On the 3d of April, 1886, the honorable Secretary returned the papers accompanied
with his decision holding that: "The decision of July ~3 disrni,siug the beariug was
not interlocutory but final, and was therefore appealable. The decisions of August 27 and 31 were not the res ult oftbis bearing, bnt were rna<lc ns the re:sult. oftl1e
decision of the Secretary of the Interior aud were not dependent upon the b1·ariug.
The appeal filed l>y tire State to that decision is specific aud dis I iuct as to the 1·nor
alleged; and if your decisiorn, of August 27 and :n holding for cancellation t,he 8tale
selections were final decisions in a matter in which the decision of dis111i8>'al wns
merely interlocutory then the appeal fi.le<l to tl.iat decision was speeitic as to tho error
therein alleged, and the two appeals considered together were snfilcicnt to briug up
the entire case."
·
He also held that it was unnecessary to consider the application for <crliorari, but
that t,he case shonld be considered with rl'ference to the errors alleged i11 the !:leveral
appeals in connection with the plea to thejuri!:ldiction; and to ihi8 ow l Ire r,·vL!rsed
the decision of July 23, Angust 27, and Angust :n 1 respccti,·e]y, :wd i11structe<I this
office ( after d~e notice ro all parties of the pendcncy of the ~·cpor~ of yonr pn·dccessors
upon the hearmg ordered and the allowance of time to parties to file h1it-fo, &c.) to
decide 'upon the matters submitted as beariug upon.the merits of the casl', inelnding
the question ()fjurisdiction as well a,s the va.lidity oftbe grants.
In speaking of the decision of Secretary Teller of January 18, 1884, Secretary Lamar
took occasion to say :
'.' Thi~ decision, relied upon by your office as disposing of the question of title to
this claim, was therefore made upon an appeal from a d_e cision of the Cornmissioner
on an application for confirmation of a private claim uuder the act of June 2~,
l d60; and while the Secretary assumed jurisdiction to pass upon the validity of these
grants and in effect confirm the same upon the ground that the State s ... lections
we~e. in conflict with t,he grants, yet the subject of the appeal !Jefor~ hi ,11 was a
dec1s10n of the·Commissioner disapproving the report of the register and receiver
an applicatioq. for confirrnl:!,tion of a rrivi:!ite cJaii:q uq.der the act of J 11ue 22!_
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The counsel for the Canal and Banking Company having called the attention of
the honorable Secretary to this paragraph and alleging that their application upon
which the decision of Secretary Teller was made was not under the act of June 22
1860, bnt was made pursuant to the dechiion of the department in the Maria Maline~
cai:ie (2 C. L. 0., 2:3 ) praying that t,hey be allowed to prove their title and place it on
record under complete l<"""rench grapts requiring no confirmation or other relief under
the act of I ,60, the honorable Act ing Secretary Hawkins, on the 20th of June
1886, inskuc :ed this office that if upon examination of the n~cord it should appea:
"that the b ·aring before the registet· and receiver was not had upon an application
filed under tlie act of 1860, you will not be controlled by the statement complained
of; but if such is the fact you will then consider and determine the questio n whether
there is any authority or jurisdicti on vested in the land office to bf'ar and determine or in any manner pass upon tho validity of private claims in the State of Louisiana except such as may be conferred upon it by the acts of Congress providing for
the confirmation of such claims."
An examiµat,ion of the recorl'l of the case shows conclusively that tlrn application
to the register and receiver upon which the department decision of 18'.'l4 was rendered was 1Jot presented under the a0t of 1860, but upon the basis that the grants
under which the applicants claimed title were complete in themselves requ iring no
contirmation; that the claim was presented in accordance \O\'ith the departm ent deCisio_n . of _March 1, 1875, in the Maria Malines case (2 C. L. 0., 23), and for the simple purpose of forewarning tbe register ancl receiver of the'' possible atte mpts of
speculators to ply their nefarious game of interfering with old titles everlooked by
go_ve.rnment snrveyors r~gainst the propertj: emlJraced in the above-mentiouerl grants"
(to Le Breton of October, 1757, and February, 1764). The New Orlenns Canal and
Banking Company at one time held and has since sold with warrnnty almost all ~f
said property; and being bound to vindicate the title thereto they roqnest th_at this
communication may be recorded in your office, and a copy thereof, together with_the
map to be submitted to you, be -forwarded ·to the General Land Office at Washrngton ."
It is evident, therefore, that, this application was filed for the purpose of avoiding
encroachmeuts by the government in the survey and location of claims arising urnler
the land laws of the United States.
The laud <lepa·rtment of the ~overnment is -charged wit.h the proper ~xecution of
these laws. It has the puwe1·, uriquestiouably, to consider an(l determine th~ rel_ation of conflicting cla.ims under- the lftws of the United States arnl theil' rt~lat10n lll
turn to claims baYiug their origin under foreign governments, whether co mplete
in their nature antl protected by treaty stipulations or inchoate and dependent upon
some form ofsnbsequent legislation.
.
There can be no doubt that in the consideration of these latter classes of claims
this office conkl limit the surveys and disposals of the public laurl.s so a<i t, protect
them; or going a step ·farther it could cancel or annnl anr iufringement,i_ whatever
upon such claims so long as i s jurisdiction had not p,Lsseu, and tlrnslc}:lract1cally subserve the praJ·er iu the petiti n or application und er consideration.
But, "whether there is a1,y anthori ty or jurisdiction vested in the lan\l o~cc to
bear and determine or in any mninner pa,ss upon the validity of pri'vate claims rn the
Stat~ o_f L~nisiana, except such as may be conferred upon it by the a,cts of Congress
prov1~LU~ for the confirmation of such claims, " is the question of which the department rn its supplemental decision of Jnne 29, 1886, calls for a solntion .
.
.
The act of 1860 makes provision only for the presentation and consi<lerat10n of
-classes of claims wherelst. Possession and cuUivat.i.>n have continued for a term of yearQ, &c.
2<1. Where actual possession anu cultivation have not continued for a term of
years, &c.
:1c1. Wbere claims ought to be rejected by reason of <lefective proof, suspicion of
fraud, &c.
.
Consequently, then~ is no provision whatevet· urnler thiH act for claim-; perfect in
themselve ancl not a:ffect,ed 1,y any of the charact,eristics enumerated. in the act, and
this ca e i,; tbef'efore iu 110 m,tnuer controlleu by said act.
Moreover, ;t nmy be safely asserted that Cougress has never assnmP<l to confir m
grnnts of' t,he nn.t11re clai1Ued for tho 0110 under consideration <leri vml from the J<'rench
government an<l !'ali fie rl by the treaty of 1803; and this presumab 1y for the reason
tlJ_at the co1~rts of la t re_. nrt have invarial,ly held that such claims werfl "clothed
with tbe 1 b1~h st ~a11ct10n :wd in foll propert?-" (See McDonogh v. Millando n,
. U., lv urt1~, 604; Delas us v. U. S., 9 Pet., 121; U. S. v. Reyues, 9 How.,
lfll.)

It wa aft r :t car fttl analysis of such decisions of the conrts basc11 upon the "prop ertf~ £•a.tar~ of tho treaty of 1 OJ (1'3 , tn.t., ~00), t,lrnt S"cl'Ot,iry Teller hel<l in his
dect ton of Ja.11uary _1 , l 4, ha,t "the titles wbid1 wer,i f\C1111plet() under the former
goverom •ut aro nt1tle1l to tb u 1ia111e pro t cLion :.L , tbo~ which were iuchoate ~nd
have been confirmed allll patented. nuder the pre ent goverulllellt,"
·
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See aiso decision of Secretary Delano of March 1, 1875, m the cas.e of Maria Malines
(2 C. L. 0., p. 23).
·
I am therefore of the opinion that the land department of the govt rnment has affirmative as well as negative jurisdiction over grants held to be comp '.ete u~der former governments, and that it has the right to protect the same by sl'gregat10n from
the public domain as in the preseu t case.
.
The character of the grants under considemtion was thorougbly cons1Jere<1 by Secretary Teller in his decision aforesaid upon the evidence that was before hirn.
Secretary Lamar in ordering tho present consideration of the case liolds that the
evi<leoce upon which his predecessor's decision was rendered was ex parte i11 its nature,
and that the State was not conclu<led thereby, however·much he might approve the
conclusions in the decision '' upon a proper case made in which all the parties in interest were represented."
.
The instructions of Secretary Lamar in ordering this investigation upon the merits
have been complied with.
.
All parties were notified of the pendency of the case before me and their attorneys
have had due time allowed to file briefs and be beard, of which they have availed
themsulves; and after an examination of all the testimony submitted I find uothing
which wonld justify any other conclusion than that reached by Secretary Teller iu
his decision of 1884, to wit:
.
'' Upon consideration of the proofs in the record of the grant of 1757 and of the recognition of the grant of 1764 by the Spanish authorities while in possession of the
country I a,m of the opinion that a valid grant of the lands in question bas been established and that it was a complete grant under the forme.r governme·nt."
All the testimony upon which the above conclusion was based was transmitted to
your office and was before your predecessors in their investigation of the case. Not
a single objection to it was iuterposetl by the State, nor was•any evidence of importance to the issue introduced by the State which was not before the Secretary when
his decision was renderd.
It is also proper to state that the survey of the said grants of 1757 and 1764 as ordered in sa:d decision was filed as an exhibit in the investigation before your predecessors without obj ection b,v the State either as to its admissibility as evideuce or
the integrity of it.s execution.
I am therefore of the opinion that "all the State selections in controversy" are ·uvalid to the extent that they conflict with the bonnd.aries of the grants as established
by the survey thereof ordererl by Secretary Teller in his decision of Januar_y 18, 18ti4.
It may be proper to state in conclusion that, although the New Orleans Canal and
Baiuking Company upon whoc1e application the hearing now before me was order1~d
has filed indubitable proof of an equitable interest in the grants under consideration,
yet it must be apparent that the ·title of said company is not iu issue as between the
grants and the StaLe.
The controlling question is, were the lands in contrpvorsy at the date when tlte
St:;tt,e's alleged right accrued public or private property f
This decision is J)ased upon the proposition that they were private property and
therefore not subject ·to selection.
·
If this decisiou becomes final said selections will be taken np and disposed of in
due course of business so far as they are still within the jurisdiction of the land department of the government.
·
You will notify all parties in interest of this decision and of t}leir right of appeal
under the rules of practice now in force.
· JOHN M'DONOGH & CO.

Side lines, direction, and extent of land cfaims founded on complete grants of former government are
good in themselves and r equire no confirmation by the government of the United Stittes to give
them validity.
There is no ol>j,,ction to the front locations of tho McDonogh and Fontenot claims on t-h e Mississippi
river, nor as to their vi1,lidit:v.
·
·
The contention is to the direction and extent of the side lines. It is held that tlrn side lines shouJd
run in accordance with the general rule in this region perpendicular to the 1·iver where made.
Where the rivel' runs for tt considerable dis1ance in a straight line the side lin e::1 of claims were pa,allel, <liverging on the convex of curves and converging on the concave of curves. 1'be gov,-1·nn1t•nt
lost nothing. J'IJis rnle was aflopte!l in consideration of the overflow of the river and the nec, -ssa ry
draina!!·e. In ,iew of the changes in , lie configuration of the country there i!-1 i--ome don bt as to tlJe
extent of the side lines, I.Jut on considerati,,n of the language of tho decrees :ind the official survey
of F. V. Potiers made in 1806, 1808, and 1812, and recognir,ed for more than half :1 century, the lines
are approved to the Amite river instead of for forty arpens only.
[To U. S. surveyor-general, New Orleans, La., May 17, 1887.)

By letter '· E • of this office dated August ~3. 1882, your predecessor was directed
to cause to be cancelled so mnch of the snbdivisio11al survey of T. 10 S., R. 5 E.,
southeastern district, east of river, as lies south of tho line of the old claimed limits
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of the William Conway portion of the Houmas grant and east of the claimed line of
John McDonogh & Co. as snrveyed by Deputy John Kap.
In pursuance of this direction, by office l etter "K," dated December 4, 1R82, swamp
selections were he]d for rejection to the extent that they fell within the caucelled
portion of the snbdivisional survey aforesaid and are described as follows : Parts of
sectinns 21, 22, :.!3, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32, and all of sections 25, 26, 27, 33, 34, 35, and
36.
No reasoa was assigned for the rejection of said selections, and on the 18th of December, 18 -,~, E. R. Ma,son, of New Orleans, La., subagent for the State, for.warded a
letter asking th e grounds therefor. He was answered on the 15th of January, 1~83
(letter K ), " I bat it is helq by this office that the claim of John McDonogh & Co.,
which covers the tracts embraced in my decision of the 4th ult., was confirmed by act
of Congress approved May 11, 1820, and therefore the selections of swamp lauds made
under act of March 2, 1849, were invaHd."
An appeal was filed from sai<'l decision of December 4, 1882, holding the list of selections for rejection, and on the 21st of November, 1883, the honorable Secretary of the
Interior rendered a decision affirming for reasons therein stated the a0tiou of this
office.
The honorable Secretary, however, in ~ffirming the action of this office rejecting the
selections, did not do so upon the grounds assigned therefor by my predecessor. He
says: "I am not, however, prepared to say that I acquiesce in the opinion wh ich you
seem to express in your Latter of January 15, 1883, to the effect that the tracts in question were confirmt'd to McDonogh & Co. as part of their claim under the act of M_ay
11, 1820. That depends npon the extent, of the grant. I do not now undertake to de?Hle
whether the grant as <lescribed in the claim presented to the register and re?e1ver
(greatly extending the depth beyond that as presented to the old board), comudered
iu connection with the report and the act of May 11, was confirmed or ~ckn~wledgecl
so that no 'claim ou the part of the Unite_d States' can be made agarnst 1t to the
whole extent of a' depth extending as far as Lake Maurepas.'"
His affirmatory action seems to have been based upon the proposition tha_t the e:i:tent
of the grant was uncertain and undetermined by any preceding affirmative a?t10n;
- that iu tbe condition of the case as it came before him, supplemented by evidence
which had not been before this office in its adjudication thereof, he would not take
cognizance of the matter of boundaries, but as a precantionary measure an<l upon
the theory that the McDonogh grant'' is an existing and valid oue made b;y the
former government and recognized by the present," it would be better to hav_e it.relieved of all incuru brnncE:s and from the possible spoliation of it,s timber, const1tutmg
its chief value, until its extent was finally settled .
. After con~ider~ble correspondence upon the subject your pre~ecess~r w~s finally
rnstructed by this office May 19, 1885, "relative to a proposed mvest1gat10n to be
held before him in the matter of relocating" the title in the claim of McDonogh &
Co. '.1-ll(l also of the adjoining and kindred claim of Henry Pontenot.
.
H~s "opinion and decision" upon this investigation arn now before me for cons1derat10n.
The status of the McDonogh & Co. claim is folly described in the decision of the
ho_norable Secretary above referred to, and for the purposes of this decision it ruay be
br1etly stated that McDon0gb & Co. about the year 1805 claimed to own 18 arpentA,
:1 toises, and 3 feet front, being a part of the old Delille Du pard grant of April :3, 1769,
located 01~ the Mississippi river about 16 leagues above New Orleans.
The claim was duly presented to the board of commissioners acting under ~be .act
of Congress of March 2, 1805, and the acts amendatory thereof. It was agam filed
n~de_r the act ?~ Febru_ary 27, 1813, before the register anu receiver for the e~,st~rn
chstnct of Louisiana, with further evidence, and claiming a front of 32 arpents · w1t4
a depth extending as far as Lake Maurepas."
The I eport of the register anrl receiver of November 20 1816 is as follows:
"Fir. t ·lass-species the first.
'
'
''John McDonogb, jr., & Co. claim a tract of land situated in the county of Aca'.1ia on the east s~ore of the Mississ_ippi, 16 leagues auove Ne:w Orleans, conta~ning
,U a:peu front w1th_a depth extendmg as far as Lake Maurepas. This tract of land
!rn formerly bet!n cla,n!led before the board of commissioners, and the depth e~tendi ,w h_eyond 40 acres reJected by them for want of evidence of title: bnt the claimant
lrn. s1~ce produced a complete French title for tbe whole quantity claime<1 in favor
!'f Dd11le Dupard (und r whom he claims), dated the 3d day of April, 1769." (American tate P~]? _rs, Duff Gre~n's ed., vol. III, p. 22.L)
After ~las 1fyrng and specifying the claims embodied in their report the regis~er
Iv r stat a. a. conclu ion that "tho e claims which are fouud und er species
3:nd r
fir_ t of the fir t ~la being founded on complete grants of former governm ents we
tbtnk_are good rn them elves on general principles, and th refore_require no confirma.t1on by the gov rnment of the Unit d .States to give them validity."
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This report was cotnmunicated to the United States Senate on the 20th of January,
1817, and on the 11th of May, 1820, Congress passed an ac~ en!itled "An act sup~l~mentary to the several acts for the adjustment of land claims m the State of Lomstana."
The language of this act is as follows: "That the claims for lands wit bin the eastern district of the Stat,e of Louisiana described by the register and receiver of the
said district in their report to the Commissioner o_f the General Land Office bearing
<late the 20th day of November, 1816, and recommended in the sa'id report for co11jinnation, be and the same are hereby confirmed against any claim on the part of the
United States."
The cla.im of Henry l<'ontenot is entered as No. 57 in the register's report for the
eastern district of Louisiana of J::i,nnary ti, 1821, as follows:
"Henry Fontenot cla,ims a tract ofland situated in the parish of Saint John Baptiste, bounded on the upper side by land of Mr. Fortin and be1ow by lands of Gabriel Cloutier, containing 8 arpents, 4 toises, 3 feet front on 'the second depth exteuding to Lake Maurepas.
"This laud is claimed by pmchase. It is proved that this land was part of a village of the Eolapesas Indians, 11nd by them sold with the consent of Governor Bienville in I n5; aft,erwards surveyf'.d by the surveyor of the province of Louisiana in
the year 179U; and deeds of sale show that this land bas been possessed and cnltivate<l by the claimant since the ~·ear 1784. -I am therefore of opinion this claim ought
tn be confirmed." (Am. St-ate Papers, D. Green's ed., vol. III, p. 511.)
The claim as reported was confirmeu by Congress by act of February 28, 1823.
(Stats. 3, p. -727.)
So far ns known no objection has ever been filen against the front locations of
these claims on the Mississippi river, and they are represented ou the plat of T. 11 S.,
R. G arnl G E., approved in 1851 and 1856 (see doc. G2 with case), as follows: The
claim of Fontenot by Sec. 44, n.nd that of McDonogh & Co. by Secs. 41, 42, and 43,
both iu T. 1-1 S., R. 5 E.
·
Neither is there any contention as to the validity of these c1aims. They liave a
commou origin in a complete French grant of April 3, 1769, by competent authorities
of France in the province of Louisiana, upon tlrn petition of Pierre Delille Dupard,
who hacl previously by a verbal purchase from the Collipissas ba,ml of the Choctaw
Indiaus extiuguisbed their possessory rights. The grant was for a tract of Janel on
the Mississipri river about 16 leagnes above the town of New Orlea,ns, aud on the
same side of :~o arpents front "upon the whole depth that shall be found unto Lake
. Maurepas."
After the death of Dnpard the -land was partitioned among his devisees, and Fontenat pnrcbased one of the shares in partition, the lowest one on -the river, while the
claim of McDonogh & Co. embraces tbe other portions adjoining and immediately
above.
The status of the claims differ only in the method or form of tbeir presentation
in the reports of the register a11d receiver for final action by Congress. It wi!J be
observell that the McDonogh claim was preseutell to aucl adjudicated by them under
the provisions of the act of February ~7, 181:3, and that the claim of Fontenot was
prPsented and acted upon under the provisious of the act of May 11, 1820. The
former as aforesaid was reported on the 20th of November, 1 ~ Hi, and the_latter on
the 6th of January, 1821, and as the action of Congress consisted soiely in confirming
them in accordance with these reports t,bey are to be looked to as containing the
essence of the claims irn·spective of any previons action in relation thereto.
Now, although the common heritage of the claims was evidently known to the local
officers reporting them, and their lodgment in the p'artiPs 'presenting them for adjudication bears the stamp of equal and paramonnt recognition, yet, while there is no
ambiguity or uncert,ainty iu relation to the report and con:tirrnat.ion of the Fontenot
claim, the peculiar phraseology of the report. in the matter of the McDonogh claim
bas led to much and varied speculation in tl.10 conrts and department as to its true
meaning and intent and as t,o what extent if at all the claim was affected by the
act of Congress of May 11, 1820.
Secretary Delano in the case of the claim of Rudolphus Ducros, a claim perfect in
its analogy with this of McDonogh and embraced in the same report, held March 2,
1874, that it was confirmed by the act cited.
The U.S. Supreme Conrt in the case of McDonogh v. Millaudon (3 How., 693), involving the present claim and upon consideration of the same point held that:
"The perfect title of McDonogh being clothed with the highest .sanction and in
full property on the change of governments an assumption to confirm it would have
been pregnant with snsvicion tlrnt it re11uired coufirmation -by t,bis government in
addition to the general laws of nn,t,ions and the tmat,v of l dO~~ which secured in full
property snch titles. That the grant stands rccogni 1/.ed aH complete and valicl against
the United St,at.e<i and any one claiming un r1er th1~111 h y th0 proceedings bad before
the register and receiver and by Cougr0t:!S we Lave uo doulJt,."
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~ecretary _Teller in his decision o_f Nov~mber 21, 1883, befo~e referred to, was,, in•
clmed to thmk that the construct10n wh1eh the act taken m connection with the
report ought to receive is that Congress acknowledged and recognized the grants which
• t h e register and receiver reported and declared to be founded on complete titles 80
far as there could be ma<le against them 'any claim on the part of the United States.'"
So that, whatever may be the relation between the report of the local officers and
t h e act of Congress, the all-imtiortaut fact is a8sured in any event that the claim of
McDonogh is perfect and complete as against the Uuit.ed States or any one claiming
under them; and in accordance with the decision of this office of October 8, 1886, in
the case of The New Orleans Canal and Banking Company 1,. The State of Louisiana
(C. L . 0 ., vol. 13, p . 186), it becomes the right and duty of the land department of
the government to protect the claim by segregation from the public domain if t here
are any means by which its extent can be determined.
The grant was "for 30 arpents of front to the river Mississippi upon the whole
depth that shall be found unto Lake Maurepas."
T he report of the register and receiver in the McDonogh claim, whicb has already
been quoted in full, represents the claim as "containing 32 arpents front with a depth
extending as far as Lake Maurepas."
It will be observed that the front of the tract claimed by McDonogh exceeds the
wh ole front of the tract as originally granted, although the claim of Fontenot for
over 8 arpents had been eliminated therefrom, and which if added would make
over 40 arpents of front . This incre::tse in frontage seems to have been the result of a.
suryey made by Don Carlos Trudeau, the surveyor-general of the province unrl~r
Spain in 1790, as the basis of partition among the lieirs of the Dnpard estate; and 1t
may have been caused by a change iu the configuration of the river bend or for somA
other reason entirely conjectural, and for the purposes ot the case unimportant as the
front claim,ed was 32 arpents, and that is the extent of front guarantied by the report.
T he report then proceeds: "This tract of land has formerly been claimed before the
board of commissioners, and the depth extending beyond 40 acres rejec~ed ~Y them
for want of evidence of t,itle." This statement of facts bearing upon this claim does
not correspond with the p1oceedin gs and j ndgments of the old board of commissio1:1ers
in relation to the different claimants and forms of title before them for adjudicat10n,
as set forth in the American State Papers; but this again is immaterial in v~ew of
the p_ositive and controlling statement of the register and receiver tha~ "th~ cl~miaut.
has smce produced a complete French title to tho whole qual'ltity claimed m favor oi
Pierre Delille Dup,ard (under whom he claims) dated 3d day of April, 1769."
We therefore find without qualification or evasion in any particular whatever t,~1at
John McDonogb & . Co. produced a complete French tit,le in favor of Pierre Del~lle
Dnpard; that said McDonogh & Co. claimed under said Dupard, and that the title
was complete in McDonogh & Co. to the whole amount claimed by them.
.
It would therefore seem that the only rational inquiry remaining unsatisfied 1s, what
did McDonogh & Co. claim'?
The Supreme Court in the case of McDonogh vs. Millaudon supra had no doubt that
the claimauts filed plans and descriptions of their claim before tbe register and receiver, but no evidence was found in the record that they acted 011 them, or that such
plans and descriptions were presented to Congress with their report but upon the
presuruptiori that such data were presented to Congress with the report the_ court
holds that they were disregarded for two reasons: "First, because Congress did not
assume the power to deal directly with this title at .all· and secondly, because the
report bad refe_rence singly to _the face of the grant regardless of private 1:,urveys made
subsequent to its date at the rniotance of the successive owners."
Now,_the original_report of the .register and receiver on file in this office· shows
conclu::irvely that said plans and descriptions did not accompany it, and of cour&e
they wer~ not regarded by Congress in an,v sense of the word; but it neverthE'less
becomes important to determine what the court meant by its second reason upon the
assumption of their presentation.
I~ certai~ly has reference mer_ely to the language used in the report: that its peculiar wording '~ had _referen~e smgly to the face of the grant" and did not refer to
any of the cons1derat1ons which may have formed the basis of their report.
The court only assumes to say that there is '' no evidence found in the record that
the register and receiver acttid on" the plans and descriptions before them and that
the face of their report bas no reference to them.
'
. But ~hateve~ sio-nitican~e may attach to this particular phase of the conrt's opinion so d1 fficult of con trur:t1~m a:nd application to the merits of the caso, I think that
the whole ten~r of the oi,101on 1s embodied in its other expression: "That the grant
sta!id~ r ec gn 1zed as complete and valid against the nited States and any one
cla1mmg under th m by the 1Jroceedings hud before the register and receiver and by Congre ."
Of tbi the court bad" _no doubt;" a~d the plans and descriptions having b~en undoubtedly before the regISter aud recerver were as much a. part of the proceedings a.s
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the grant itself, and consequently entered into their recqgnition of its completeness
and validity as against "the Unite<l States and any one claiming under them.''
The face of the report shows this. The title with its origin in Dnpard was complete as to the whole quantity claimed by McDonogh & Co. Wh:1t <l ifl th ,·y claim f
Simply what was set forth in the proceedings and represented by tlrnir pfa11H and descriptions, to wit: '' A tract of land situated in the county of Acadia, on the east
shore of the river Mississippi, 16 leagues above New Orleaus, containing 82 . arpeuts
front with a depth extending as far as Lake Maurepas."
But there was more than this involved iu the proceedings.
The grant gave the claimants" as far as Lake Maurepas" and the plan arnl description of t,he "whole quantity claimed," which ·was notably the compilation of 1,urveys by :F'. V. Potier (doc. 1), gavethem totbe Amite river wit.h diverging lines.
It is one hundred and eighteen years since Dupard received his grnnt for this tract
of laud; and it would he impossible perhaps at this da,y to ascertain with any degree of certainty the exact geographical relation· whi'ch then existed between Lake
Manrepas and the Amite river.
Ju tlle social statistics of the city of New Orleans in the Census Report of 1880 it
is stated that'' a small lake (Maur1·pas) lies to the west of Lake Poutchart,rain in the
course of the crevasse channels. Tb ere are indications th,1t the course of the Mississippi river at no very distant period followed the course of tlwse present ci'evasses,
and that Lake Maurepas bore the same relation to the Gulf of M,• xico tl1at Mississippi
sound now does, the various divisions between the present lakes being the result of
a formation of bars similar to what bas more recently occurred in front of the several
passes of the present river."
·
If, therefore, Lake Maurepas at some period occnpied the same relation to the Gulf
of Mexico that · Mississippi sound now does, it is reasonable to suppose that vast
changes have taken place in the relative formations and connections of the lake and
the Amite river, and it would be difficult to determine at this day where the one commenced and the other ended.
The records of the land office at New Orleans were destroyed by fire in the year
1864, and perhaps much valuable information in relation to this point was lost that
can never be regained.
·
The plat which was before the register and receiver and which fo.rmed an important part of the proceedings was prepared from the field notes of F. V. Potier's '' survey made in the years 1806, 1R08, and 1812, which lines at different times have been
run over as far as the river Amite and u,arked by bounds acconling r,o the lines of
this plat."
Now mark what he further says in his certificate; "These lands came from the Collapissa savages who in this section owned a considerable tract that they sold to Mr. •
Dnpard Delille, which portions were acquired by Mr. J, McDonogh & Co., as also by
Mr. Fregre, eastern shore of Maryland Louisiana Company and by Mr. Le Bourgeois."
At the date of proceedings before the register and receiver these interests were all
centered in McDonogh & Co., and it appears that the lands inc_luded in the survey
formerly belonged to the Indians and that the possessory title was purchased by
Dupard. Is it not reasonable to suppose that the lands purchased b_y Dupard were
petitioned for and included in his grant; and if the lands granted to him were afterwards purchased by McDonogh & Co. are not their identity aud location sufficiently
fixed and determined by this sworn officer of the government more than th~ee-quarters of :;i, century ago ?
The contention of the State of Louisiana is, that as neither of the lines of the McDouogh claim as extended from the river strikes Lake Maurepas as represented on
the different plats of survey, and but one if either of the :F'on tenot claim if extended
strikes the lake, therefore, for want of definiteness in description, the claims must be
rejected beyond the ordinary depth of 40 arpents.
.
·
The learued attorney for the State undertakes to establish this as the rnle, and cites
in support thereof the claim of Norbert Boudusquier, (No. 39~, vol. II .. p. 292, Am.
State Pape.rs, D. Green's ed.) He says: '' This case is precisely similar to the one
under consideration. The lines extended of the Dupard grant do not fall on Lake
Manrepas but on the Amite river, and therefore the claim can only be allowed to the
ordinary depth."
But a comparison of the two cases is fatal to the contention of the State. In the
Boudusquier claim the report of the board is as follows:
.
"In support of this claim the claimant produces consecutive sales for many years
back; but it appearing to the hoard that by continuing the lines in the. direction of those
of the first depth they would fall riot on Lake Pontchartrain but on Lake Borgne the claim
can not be confirmed for more than the ordinary depth of 40 arpents."
. In the proceedings before . the board in the McDonogh claim the direction of the
Imes was as al?parent as any other feat,ure of the proceedings, aud that tl.Je Amite river
was the ternunal boundary thereof; but instead of rejecting the claims beyond the
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ord·i,nary depth it is decreed that the claimant has "produced a complete French title to
the whole quantity claimed."
The 1egal and logical inference would be therefore that if the board in considering
the McDonogh claim had found a geographical distinction between Lake Maurepas
and the Amite river the c1aim would bave been rejected back of 40 arpents from the
Mississippi river. But as they recognized the grant to the whole extent claime<l the
inferenQe is just as strong that the Amite river was in some form and to some extent
identified with Lake Maurepas in their consideration of the claim.
Thus the State in establishing a rule of precedence by the board under given circumstances pius its faith to one which proves nothing in her.favor, with all the inferences against her.
As to the opening of the lines of these claims from the river front I find nothing in
the records of the case which would take them out of the rule obtaining in the survey
of riparian grants in Louisiana.
This rule your predecessor correctly states " was to measure the front, and then rnn
the side lines out generally only a few arpents at right angles to the general course of
the bank at their points of departure. This wast be only rule and it bad some exceptions. Convergency, div ergency, or paral1elism of side lines resulted from the application of this rule to particular parts of the water front. If that were a straight
line for any considerable distance paral1elism resulted. If it were at the outside or
convex side of a bend di vergency resulted aR in the grant to Dupard atJ,he ben<1 of
the river; if at a point or on the concave side of a bend then convergency resu1te<l."
The government loses nothing by the adoption of this system, and as set forth in .
your predecessor's report: "Any other rule would impair the value of riparian estates
·by making lines of fences, hedge-rows, roads, and buildings at an angle with the levee
an<l tbe river bank instead of perpendicular to them. But more and worse t,han this
the drainage ditches which are absolutely necessary to all culti-vation in lower Louisiana and which begin on the river bank must rnn back with the course the overflow
takes, and that is necessarily at right angles with the river. The line of m 11st rapid
fa11 from the river to the swamps in the rear is always the line extending out at right
angles from the stream. If the side lines of estates were not at right angles with tho
bank the drainage of one place would needs be on to some other contiguous to it.
These are some of the reasons which no doubt founded the rule in early colonial
times."
The official plats of survey on file with the case give these claims their proper locations on the river, and upon the basis of divergency recognized by the surveyors-general of Louisiana for more than half a century the lower lines of the McDonogh :wd
Fontenot c1aims have been extended back to "Grand Bayou·' ' or Blind river iu the
• southern part of T. 9 S., R. 6 E.
Upon the same basis of divergency the upper line of the McDonogh claim was extended by Deputy Surveyor John Kap to its intersection with the .Amite river in the
year 1881; and your predecessor after a careful examination of all the facts connected
with the case and an able report thereupon concludes that the lower lines ofMcDonogh
a.nd Fontenot should be continued from the south side of Blind river, in T. 9 S., H.
6 E., to the lake and Amite river, and there connect with the traverse of those water
boundaries, thus fiuishing tbe field work necessary to the proper location of the claims.
After a careful investigation of the case I find nothing which would justify a different conclusion, and if this decision becomes final y0u will proceed to execute the
survey as directed.
LOUISIANA SCRIP CASES.
HEIRS OF JOHN E. BOULIGNY.

[To Messrs. Walter H. Smith and l3ritton & Gray, attorneys at law, Washington, D. C., March 18
1887. I

On January 26, 1887, you filed an application in this office for the issue of certificates
of loca~ion to ~be heirs of _Mar_y Eliza~eth_Bouligny under tbe act of Con~ress of
March ~, 1867, m support of wlncb application I have heard oral arcrument
which
0
yon hav reproducer! in a printed brief.
The act of March 2, lt3!:i7 (14 Stat., 635), is in the following terms:
''AN ACT for the relief of the heirs of John E. Bouligny .

. "Be it enacted by the 'enate and House of :Representatives of the United States of .Arnerica
i!i Cong~es~ assenible~, That tber 1?e and hereby is confirmed to Mary Elizabeth Bonh!{n~, Uorrnn c Boult gu,, ancl_ 1• lice Bouligny, the widow ancl children of John JE.
B1oulign_y, cl _cea.s <l, th on -s1x_t~ part o~ the land claim of Jean Antoine Bernard
d Auten v m the tat of Loui 1ana. said one-sixth part amounting to seventy-five
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thousand eigl1t hundred and forty acres; and thatinasmuchasthesaidlandembraced
- i11 said claim have Lhasl been already appropriated by the United Stat.es t.o other purposPs certificates of new location in eighty-acre lots be issued to the said Mary }:lizaliet,h Bouligny for her own benefit and that of her said minor children, in lieu of said
land, to be located at any land office in the United States upon any public lauds snbjt>c~ to private entry at a price not exceedi11,r one dollar and twenty-five ceuts per
acre. The Commissioner of the General La 11d Office is hereby directecl to issue said
certificates of new location in accordance with existing regulations in such cases.
"Approved March 2, 1867."
On March 30, 1867, twenty-eight days after the passage of the above act, Congress
by joint resolution directed the suspension of the execution of said act until the further order of Congress.
The joint resolution is in the following terms:
"JOINT RESOLUTION directing the Secretary of the Interior to suspend thA nxecntion of a law
passed by the Thirty-ninth Congress for the relief of tlJe heirs of John B. lloulign_y.

"Be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Stcites of Arnerica
in Cong1·ess assembled, '.fhat the Secretary of the Interior lrn direct.eel to suspend tile
execution of the act entitled 'An act for the relief of the heirs of John E. Bouligny,'
approved M~rch second, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, until ·th e further order of
~ongress.
"Appro,ed March 30, 1867."

The recital of the joint resolution as originally introduced discloses the reasons for
this action as follows:
"Whereas during the last hours of the Thirty-ninth Congress an act was passP~l
without discussion for the relief of the heirs of John E. Bouligny, granting to sni<l
heirs land warrants for 75,840 acres of lancl; ancl whereas by t,he solemn jndgment
aud decision of t_b e Snpreme Court of the United States after foll hearing it was in
the year 1853 adjudged that the private land claim on which said act is base1l was
invalid, null, and void; and wherea,s Mr. Justice Nelson who deliveretl the opinion
of the court declared ·that ther~ was no record evidence of any such land grant as
was set up, 'that none had be~n produced though a thorough ext1rnination of the
nrchives of that elate both at New Orleans aud Paris bad beeu made aud no reeoniis
could be fonnd '; and whereas it was also declared by said Jndge Nelsou tbat t.Lere
was not the 'slightest ground for the claim set up' to [t tract of laud rnnning brrck
from the Mississippi river to the Atchafala,ya,, and that at the rno8t the petitioners
conld not, claim under a11y grant or survey over 2,5(10 or 3,000 acres instead of about
half a million, the report of wbich decision is foqnd in 15 Howard's Reports, page 14;
and whereas said private laud claim after fnll review by Hon. M. Burchard, solicitor
of the Gen eral Land Office, in 1838, was declared as invalid and voi<l; and where as
said pretended private land claim bad its origin in 1717 and was a part of the celebrated Mississippi scheme with which John Law, known for bis connection with the
South Sea bubble, was a party; and where:is to revive and legalize this claim will
revive and legalize claims to the amount ofmany rnil1ions of acres; and whereas
tben1 is grave reason for believing that said act was passed under a mis~pprehension
oft.be facts: Therefore," &c.
The decision of the Supreme Court referred to was rendered in 1853 in the cas-e oft.he
U ui ted States, appellants, v. Jean BaptisteD' Auteri eve, Ponponne Le Blanc, an<l others,
heirs and legal represe~tatives of Jean Antoine Bernard D'Auterieve, decea,;ecl, reported in 15 Howard, 14. It is further a part of the history of this case that. said decision was reaffirmed by the Supreme Court in 1877 in the case of D' Auterieve 1,.
United States, 101 U. S., 700.
On January 23, 1877, Messrs. Gordon & Gordon, attorneys for the heirs of John E.
Bouligny, applied for the issue of certificates of location under the act of March 2,
1867, which application was denied by this office February 21, 1877, for the reason tl1at
'· hy joint resolution of Congress approved March 30, 1867, the Secretary of the Interior was directed to suspend the execution of the act entitled 'An act for the relief
of the heir~ of John E. Bouligny,' approved March two, eighteen J.v.tndred and 1-1ixtyseven, until fnrther order of Congress, and as said act of Cono-ress still remains in
suspension by force of the joint resolution aforesaid no acti.on ~an be taken by this
o_ffice." No appeal was taken from the decision of the Commissioner, and the situat10~ of the case remains unchanged. Congress has taken no action looking to a
revival of the act of March 2, 1867, and bas not removed the lerrislative
inhibition
0
upon the issue of the ccrtHic::itcs claimed.
The_ propos itions npon which you rely to sustain your demand for the present issue
of scrip under the act of 1867 are :
(1) That the act gave the widow and mln0r children a vested right in the scrip.
('J) Tha:t the right thus secured was property and could not be abridged without
~lue process of l!I. w,
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(3) That the joint resolution was unconstitutional and void, because it impaired
the obligation of a contract and because it took away property without due process
of law.
The general propositions oflaw touching the obligations of contracts and the taking
away nfveste<l rights without due process of law, which are argued at great length
need not be controverted as general proposit4ons, because they are not in disuutc'.
TLe question is whether the ge_neral doctrines are applicable to the case at bar; and
His apparent t,o 1110 .t hat they are not and that they have no pertiuency or relevancy
wlrnhwer tot.his case.
The act of March 2, 1867, had not been executed and nothing substantial bad been
t1one unrl er it at the date of the passage of the joint resolution. If anything effective bad Leen done, if the scrip had been issued and delivered, a different question
wonld arise. There might probably have been a property right in the scrip after
its issue, aud the property right might probably have vested upon delivery. I think
tLere was no property in the law. Neither do I think that a direction to the Commissioner of the General Lan<l. Office to issue scrip is in the nature of a contract
that scrip shall be issued. It is a direction certainly, and if not countermanded but
is executed i,he execution may become a finality. But a directing act, order, or
mandate is subject to revocation, recall, or suspension before it is exec ut(;ld. I think
there is nothing in this act which in any constitutional or legal sense is such a con1ract as contempla.ted by the constitutional provision prohibiting States from passing
laws impairing the obligation of contracts. Congress passed an act confirming a
certain claim and directing the Commissioner of the General Land Office to issne_cer- ·
tificates of new location in satisfaction of it. Then, doubtless for good and sufficient
reasons, it passed ano1her act suspending the exflcution of the former act. That the
later act was in the form of a joint resolution is immaterial.
"Joint resolutions of Congress are not distinguishable from bills, and if approved
by the Presiaent, or if duly passed without his approval, they have all the effect of
law." (6 Op. Att'y Gen., 680.)
.
That the suspending act was passed at a subsequent session of Congress 1s not mate1·ial. As a general principle of legislation one legislature is competent to 1·epeal
any act passed · by a former legislature. While acts done or rights vested under a
law can uot be undone or divest,ed by subsequent 'legislation, it would be somewhat
difficult to set the bounds at which legislation woulcl"be estopped to suspend the execution of a law tLe directory provisions of which had not been executed.
The effect of the joint resolution in the present case was undoubtedly not merely
to suspt·nd but to absolutely rep~al as much of the former act as directed the Commissioner of the General Land Office to issue new certificates of location to the
Bouligny heirs.
.
'' When the jurisdiction of a case depends on a statute the r eprnl of the statute
takes away the jnrisdiction." (3 Burr, 1456; Norris v. Crocker, 13 How., 439.)
And where a jurisdiction conferred by statute is prohibited by a subsequent statute, the 1nohi.bition is so far a repeal of the statute confirming the jurisdiction, even
though it may appea.r improbable that the legislature . could have intended such repeal. (Ins. Co. v. Ritchie, 5 Wall., 541.)
ln this case there is no doubt about the intention of Congress. There is no doubt that
it intended to do precisely what it did do. It bad passed an act confirming a claim
to certain lands, and as the particular lands bad been disposed of it authorized and
directed the issue of certificates of new location for other lands eqnal in quantity, to
Le afterward selected . The certificates of location would bave been warrants of select:ion, in co_mmon ~hrase t~rmed scrip. But Congress immediately ha~ reas~n to
believe that its previous act10n was unadvised and without proper public cons1dern.tion, and it took prompt steps to prevent any wrong from being CO?Jmitted und_er i~.
But Congress was also careful not to commit any wrong upon parties to the claim it
l1ad S? hastily confirmed. It said: '' We will suspend the execution of the act but
we w1ll lea,,e the subject-matter open for further consideration, and until we have
furth er considered the matter the certificates of new locatiou shall not be issued."
Claimants have ha.d twenty years within which they might bave applied to Congress to r eopen and re-examine their case and to redirect the Commissioner of the
G ner:il Land Office to issue the certificates of new location. If strong in the justice
of their cuu e, or even defensible in their claim, it mm;t be presumed that they would
have done so. Efforts, however, have been made by parties in interest to obtain a
re_v r al of t~e judid3:l decision which declared their claim against the United States
without ruent and void, but that <leci ion bas been affirmed.
Fai~ing to establish their ca e in the courts, failing to even venture to ask Congr
m the face of the judicial decision to rene w its gratuity, which had been withheld before it had become reduc d to possession, they now ask the executive departru~nt to so com.true its duty under the law a to exercise ajnrisdiction that has been
w1thdrav ? from the d partment by the ower which gave it.
I am at1afied that I havo 110 power to issue certificates of new location, and your
applicatio~ therefore ia denied.
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WIDOW OF EMANUEL PRUE-SUCCESSION SALES,

Original claim invalid for want of location in place. If confirmed, confirmfttion was to widow. If she
left no heirs there is no estate to I.Je ndmiuistere<l.
[To Calhoun Fluker, esq., U.S. surveyor-general, New Orleans. La., October 15, 1887.J

I have considered the application for certifi cates of location under tlie act of June
2, 1_858, in the case of "the legal representatives of tlie widow of Emanuel Prue,"
wh1_cb claim is entered as No. 24 "B" in the report dated April 6, 1815, by Garard,
Wmles, and Fitz, commissioners for the western district of Louisiana. (Am. State
Pariers, Gre.on's ed ., vol. III, pp. ~4 and 91.)
The cntiticate in this case No. 360 A, B, C, and D for 160 acres each, aggregating
640 acres, were prepared at your office A 11gnst 16, 1877, and transmitted here for approval; the act approved April 29, 1816 (Stat. 3, p. 328), being relied upon for the
confirmation of the claim.
Proceed ing by petition under the civil laws of Louisiana the succession of Mrs.
Emannel Prue, deceast>d, was opened in the court of Lafayette parish, L a ., in the
year 1872; and D. J. Wedge became the purchaser of said inchoate settlement claim,
the purchase price being $40.
Your predecessor Surveyor-General Brewster recognized Mr. Wedge as the proper
applicant for the indemnity scrip; anu upon each piece thereof indorsed a certificate
setting forth that "D. J. Wedge is the legal representative of widow Emanuel Prufl,
confirmee," &c.
The merits of the present application for indemnity mnst be determined by the
record and the statutes above referred to; and you will observe that the claim was
originally presented to the commissioners in the name of Daniel Callaghan '' by virtue
of a purchase from the Widow Prue," 11,933 acres on the Bayon Cncketree (snpposecl to be Crocodile). No document of title accompanied tho notice. The parol
evi<leuce as to the widow's purchase from the Indians was not satisfactory to the comrnission·ers, who therefore ignored Callaghan's claim, but recognized Mrs. Prue's settlement right in a section of land as follows:
"The commissioners are of tho opinion that this clairu derives no validity from any
title the Indians may have had to the land, but, from being permitted by the Spanish
government to occupy it as above stated and not having to the knowledge of the
commissioners abandoned the right thus acquired, they are of the opinion that
legal representatives of the widow of Emauuel Prue ought to be confirmed in their
claim to 640 acres of land, to be laid out in such form as will emhrac the ancient
improvements ofsaiu widow."
The claim has not been located in place by the United States, and the locus of said
"ancient improvements" is unknown.
This appears to be a, very unsatisfactory claim as now p:resented. . It is far from
clear to me that the proper party is before this office for relief.
All so far concerned have proceeded upon the theory tbat the claim was confirmed
for 640 acres by t,be first section of said .a ct of April 29, 1816, to the legal rlp1·escnlatives
of tb e Widow Prne.
If there was a confirmation it was undoubtedly in exact accordance with the
recommendation of the board; that is to say, to the legal representatives of the Widow
Prue whoever they were at that time. Nothing was con.firmed to the Wi<low Prue.
The inference is that she was deceased at the date of the report.
Therefore, assuming that the parish court of limited jurisdiction (see 1-be Sompayrac case, 5 L. D., 158) properly opened the succession of" Mrs. Emanuel Prne, deceased," if she left no estate -to be administered upon, Mr. Wedge took notliing by
his purchase.
The duties of the land department of the government in issuing indemnity certificates of this character are not purely ministerial. There are questions of discretion
and good adm ini stration involved, such as the issuance of tbe scrip in proper form
and its deli very to the person or persons leg·all y entitled to r ecci ve it.
In my opinion any scrip allowed in satisfaction of the claim iu question should·
issue to "the legal representatives of the widow of Emau uel Proe" or their legal representatives; and the latter parties are not before this office as appl icants for relief
under the act of 1858.
Upon this view of the case I decline to authentic:1te and deliver tbe scrip as req~ested subject to the usual right of appeal; and you will so notify Mr. Wedge or
his attorney.
INDEMNITY

LOCATIONS OR SCRIP FOR CONFIRMED
PRIV.A.TE LA.ND CL.A.IM::;.

UNSATISFIED

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Sect etary of the Interior, February 10, 1887.]

I am in receipt by department:11 reference for report as C'a:!'l.v as practicable of a
lette:r from Hon. P, B. Plumb, chairman Committee on Public Lands, United States
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Senate, transmitting for an expression of tbe views of the department thereon a
copy of H. R. 2981 "to abrogate the powers of the executive officers of the United
States in allowing indemnity locations or scrip for confirmed unsatisfied private land
claims under sec. 3 of the act of Con gress approved Jun e 2, 18:i8 (U. S. Stat. L.,
vol. 11, pp. 294 and 295, chap. 81), and to vest that power in the courts of the United
States."
I have the honor to state that the title of said bill is caicnlated to create the impression that the purpose of the bill is in the direction of the public safety, investin11
in the courts instead of the executive department the juri sdiction to determine coFtain cases referred to, and that such impression would be a grave misapprehension.
The purpose of the bill is not, as might be inferred from its title and phraseology
to guard the administration of the law and prevent th•iimproper allowance of claims:
but it ain :s to provide a means for the allowance of claimH which the executive officers of the government do not allow. That this is the object of the l>ill is apparent
from the fact that perfected claims presente<l. to and recognized l>y the land department as coming within the provisions of the act of 1858 have generally been settled.
'fhe remaining cases that have been presented for consideration are those which have
been reje~ted either definitely by the final action of the executive department or
which have been rejected by this office and are depending before you on appeal, or
similar cases falling under the principles governing the particular claims that have
been rejected.
The measure now proposed has been before several Congresses. It was reported
upon adversely by the' Senate Committee on Private Land Claims in the Forty-sixth
Congress, second session. ·
It was reported upon adversely by my prerlecessor Commissioner McFarland under
date of February 4, 1884, who said, "the legislation proposed enlarges upon the act
of June 2, 1858, revives the claims confirmed by the second section of that act (which
section was repealed by th~ act of June 21, 1860, Stats. rn, 866), and likewise provides
for claims confirmed by boards of commissioners in which no direct confirmatory action
by Congress has been had. A recommendation by this office that inchoate claims of
the character indicated should be revived in the courts and eventually :floated upon
the public domain would seem to be of doubtful propriet,y.
*
*
*
"In the matter of the change of jurisdiction contemplated by the bill it is observed
that the executive branch of the government has adjudicated the cases arising under
the general scrip act of 1858 for a quarter of a century. In that time a system bas
been developed, precedents have been established, and rules and regulations formulated by this offi•·e and the department governing the disposition of such cases.
'' This system would of course be radically changed by the legislation proposed;
and therefore in my best judgment the jurisdiction for satisfying with scrip, where
practicable under exist-ing laws, confirmed but unlocated claims may safoly be left
where it now is, with the proper executive officers of the government."
.
Under date of December 10, 1886, I reported to you, in response to Senate resolnt1_on
of July 28, 1886, the condition of scrip claims in Louisiana; and in reference to the rnquiry in said resolution, whether there is any defect in existing laws, executive regulations and decisions or otherwise which impedes the adjustment of such claims, I
stated as follows:
"With the understanding that you desire my views upon this branch of the subject;
I ha~e to say that there are no apparent defects in said act of 1858, the existing re~u]at10os thereunder or generally in the line of decisions by the l and department m
adjudicated scrip cases. The d efect is not in the federal statutes or executive requirements thereunder," but in the civil laws of Louisiana under which parties are
en3:bled to assert their right to indemnity scrip. I refer especially to the facility with
w~1~h through :prob~te pr?ceedings in the parish courts parties not otherw ise iu
priv1ty ~an acq_mre title to rnchoate claims and procure rncognition as the legal rep1·ese1;1tat1ves _of deceased confirmees. In this manner in times past the act of 18;)8
(wl11ch was rnteuded to be a statute of repose, remedial simply in its nature) bas
l~rgely servecl the purpose of speculators who procured the opening of the succession , purchas d unlocated claims at 'succession sales' for a nominal sum (simply the
costs of conrt), and procured the scrip .
'<There ult in such cases has been that the United States has lost pul>lic lands to
the extent of the certificates issued in some State or Territory where there were
'offer d' Janel , and neither the original confirmecs nor their heirs have received any
b ~ fit. .*. • * In m;y- opinion no legislation is required to expeditA the class of
claims an rng under said act of 1858. If any legislation is had it flho uld be of a restrictive character."
'F~e clain~s that ha:ve ?e n rejected are generally tho e where the locus of the
ongma~ claim for wb1~h rndemnity iR sought can not be ascertained, and therefore
th b_a 1 shown that th~ party did not div . ti himself of whatever right he may have
acqmr _d nnc~ r ~be confirmi_ttory actl:! of 1 19 :ind 1 22; and therefore the validity of
the scrip la1m is not establLshed i ot· where scrip applicant::1 do not connect themselve~
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wit_h the original proprietors, and therefore show no rightful authority to receive the
scrip.
·
A further class of rejected claims is that for scrip in satisfaction of donation settlement claims under acts of Congress, which not being founded upon any claim of title
nor held or derived under grants from any foreign government are not deemed _by
this office to be private land claims within the meaning of the law, and for which
therefore scrip is held not to be authorized. Many if not most of these cases are also
liable to the infirmities previously mentioned.
This office and department have endeavored to guard the p11b1ic domain from the
pressure of claims determined to be unfounded or found to be 1msupported.
The present bill permits these and similar claims, many of which have been finally
rejected so far as executive action is concerned, to come 11p anew anJ. go before
another tribunal.
It may be further added that the bill allows all the cases referred to to be appealed
to the Supreme Court of the United States irrespective of the amount involved.
They are almost uniformly claims for 640 acres at $1.25 per acre, involving less
than $800 each in t,he market value of the scrip. The effect will he to throw upon
the overburdened docket of the Supreme Court some possible thousands of cases uot
involving any constitutional question or principle of international law, and not of the
amount required by existing laws for appeals to that court in civil cases.
I perceive no reason in the public interest why this hill shonld become a law. In
my opinion it would be disadvantageous to the public good, and of no utility to meritorious claimltnts, to change at this late day the long-established method of adjudi.cating these claims, and to give them the exceptional standing in the courts proposed
· by the bill.
Senator Plumb's letter and its inclosures are herewith returned.
ARIZONA.
TRES ALAMOS-NO.

17.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior_, July 3, 1887.]

I have the honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congrel'!s the supplementary report in duplicate of the surveyor-general for Arizona on the private land
claim known as tbe Tres Alamos, No.17.
The surveyor-general recommends the rejection of the claim for the following reasons:
(1) "The location of the alleged grant is too indefinite and vague to permit of an
intelligent survey."
The translation adopted by Surveyor-General Hise is that made by Mr. Holzinger,
an.4 describes the tract as "in the tract known as Tres Alamos, situated to the north
of Santa Cruz, Tubae, and cultivators [cultivations] on the banks of the San Pedro
river."
(2) "The alleg<>d grantee never accepted this alleged grant according to law and
custom, aud never entered into nor possessed the alleged grant of Tres Alamos, nor
in a,ny other manner or form whatever fulfilled the requirements of la.w and common
custom."
In support of this objection he refers to affidavits of eight persons, residents of Arizona, familiar with the locality where the present claima,nt desires to have the grant
located, some of whom have lived at Tucson long prior tot.he date of the grant, and
show that the valley of San Pedro in the vicinity of Tres Alamos post-office was not
settled prior to 1863. That the inhabitants of Tucson went under escort of the Mexican soldiers to this land and cultivated the same during the summer, and returned
to Tucson aft.er harvesting theil"crops.
The conditions of the grant were that he should people the said sitios within the
time prescribed (eight years), and does not aba,ndon them when peopled.
For non-compliance with conditions of grant se.e 15 Peters, 215; 14 Peters, 334 ; 22
How., 443; 13 How., 250; 11 How., 63; 12 Peters, 215; 8 Peters, 436.
(3) '' The alleged grantee was never prevented or hindered jn the acceptance of
the said alleged grant nor in the occupation and use of same either by the non-fultill~ent of any obligation assumed by the alleged executive grantor or by any fortuitous
circumstances not expressly assumed by the alleged grantee."
·
( 4) "The alleged title of the said alleged original grantee was never duly recorded
in the ~rcbives of Mexico, nor was said alleged title ever confirmed by any competent
antho:q ty."
The record of title to a private land claim must be shown or its absence accounted
for to the satisfaction of the court. (22 How., 392 1 see ll,lso 21 How., 170; 24 How. 1
346.)
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(5) '' Neither the title to this nor to any other tract of land known as Tres Alamos
was ever VP,Sted in the alleged original grantee."
Even were the grant valid the title of the Mexican government dill not pass nnt.il
the grant bad been segregated from the public domain by survey and the couditiou 8
of tlle grant as to settlement and occupation had been fully complied with.
(6) "The said alleged tract of land was never segregated by any Mexican authority from the 1rnblic domain, and therefore could not have been the fee-t:1imp le of the
allegt><l grautt>e."
·
In the cat:1e of Grnllam v. United States held: '' That the Mexic::i,n law as w1•ll as
the common l:1w macle a formal delivery of possession or livery of seizi n of tlrn propert,y essential after tlle execution of a grant for the investiture of the tit le." ( 4 Wall.,
p. ~61; S(:e also Van Reynegan v. Bolton, 5 Otto, p. 33.)
(7) " l he United St.ates did in good faith and for n. foll and proper consideration
purchase said alleged tract of lai"u1, together wit,h other territcwy, from t.lie said
original all(l Role possessor in fee, to wit, the Mexican nation under an<l by virtue
of the so-called Gatls<len treaty, au<l neither the allegetl grantee nor liis successorM can
claim right or equit,y against this government."
(tl) "Finally, providing all other facts were made, executed, and performed acconling to law an<l custom corresponding thereto, and providing the alle~ed ~rant of
Tres Alamos could be detinitely located and surveyed, the grantor was rncornpetent
in that bis act was unconstitutional and without authority of ln.w au<l. aga inst custom and public policy, an<l the alleged grant on this account ab initio null and void."
I concur iu the recornrnendation of the surveyor-.general, and suggest that Congress definitively reject the claim.
RANCHO SAN RAFAEL DE LA ZANJA,

[Report of General E. M. McCook, specfal agent, Harshaw, Ariz., February 24, 1886.]

In the matter of the "Rancho San Rafael de la Zanja" I have the honor to inclose the affidavit of Jn<lge Charles Dunn, jr. 1 deem this affidavit su~cient to
secure the indictment of Brewster an<l Colin Came:rorr and the parties actrng nuder
their direction. I have thougllt it unnecessary to involve tlle departrneut of the Interior in the expense of oLtaining cu111ulative evidence, which can mu?h better be
secured by the United Stat{'S district attorney after action by the grnn<l Jnry ..
In the event of the gonrn111e11t prosPcutiug the following facts w 1ll assist the
Uuited States attorney in procuring evidence iu the casPs.
.
· .
Purchases by the Camerous: Surveyed land, Sec. 15, T. 22, R 16, Salt River mer1diau. Bought of A. J. Capps.
UnMmveyed land 011 the west side of the Huachua from W. D. Tenter to Smythe
and from Smytlie to the Camerons.
Red Rock creek: Henry Hohn sen; poE.sessory claim.
Harshaw canon: Peter Baugli; possessory claim.
.
San Rafael valley: Jndge HarriRon locatecl a claim several miles from the residence
of the Camerons, dug a well and l>uilt n, house ; Colin Cameron sent ~en the~·e to fill
up the well, compelling Harrisou to leave his home. Jndge Harrison rn a re:;tdeut of
La Noria, Pima county, Arizuua, and well known throngh the Territory .
. D~ve Allen, po::itmaster at Washington Camp, Pima Couuty, Arizona; abont fencrng m lands, &c.
Tony O'Doun1·l, formerly deputy sheriff of Pima county; fencing up his county and
b11rniug bis house.
'fomat:1 Salcido: General testimony as to arson and shooting; suppo3ed to be inst1gatetl by those people.
I believe that is till I can give the district attorney which would assist him professionall y.
From the best information I can gain these Cameron persons have had in their
employ_ 11_1en w_lio l1 ave k•rrorizecl thitt portiou of the country. It has evid~ntly been
a r'p~t1t1011_of the olcl Scotch Higllla;1d way of conducting the cattle bnsmess worthy_ 0£ the t11ue _o.£ Rob Roy Macgregor; aucl if the antllorities at Wasllington B?W
bel(ev tbn.r, this part of the west has suffered enongh from the meLbods of bullies
anct braYos I wonld mo t respectfully recommend that some rigorous measures be
advpted for the enforcerneut of law and tlrn preservation of onler.
IlAR IIAW., ARIZ, Febr11a1·y .'24, 1886.
~nth matter of the' Rancho an Rafael tl laZ ,tuja" the Hon. Charles Dunn, jr.,
b 10g fir tdnly sworn, deposes ,tncl says tlut he is a 11 at i ve-born citizen of the Uuitecl
ta.~ . an~ i. a ci iz(•n and re irlent of Ha1·sa,v-, Pima conuty, Ariz., aud tbn.t Im it1
familiar w1 ht h tr· ·t of la.ud cl imeu by Colin ancl Brew,;t,i r Cameron as t,he Rauch 'an Rafael d la Zauja. I have been living in the Territory a.bout six yearsJ and
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during that time two surveys of this so-called grant have been made, each time increasing the area of the original survey.
.
Under the possessory act of the Territory I made a homeAtead and location of 160
acres and had it recorded in Chochise county, Ariz., in September, 1884, believing
that to be the county in which the land was located; I built thereon a dwelling house,
and some months afterwards it was torn down aud· destroyed by Colin Cameron and
men in his employ; Colin Cameron was present in person and directed the outra.ge.
The Camerons to my certain knowledge have taken forcible possession of two quarter sections of land by burning down one house and tearing down the other, in both of
which the occupants were endeavoring to make homesteads. I know they have fenced
in different localities each from 4 to 8 miles of land, and all persons desiring to make
homesteads are excluded by force within those limits.
CHARLES DUNN, Jr.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 24th day of February, A. D. 1886.
EDWARD .M. McCOOK,

Special Agent, Gei1eral Land Office.
[Report of General E. M. McCo_ok, Special Agent, Tucson, April 2, 1886.]

I have the honor to herewith inclose(1) The affidavit of John W. Leek in relation to having built 13 miles of wire fence
on the San Rafael de la Zanja ranch.
.
•
(2) The letter of B. M. Thomas, register, and Daniel H. Wallace, receiver, of the
land. office at this place, dated March 30, 1886, rejecting the declaratory statement of
Leek for reasons therein stated.
(3) A tracing of T. 22 S., R. 16 E., Gila and Salt river meridian.
(4) An official map issued by the land department at Washington, upon which the
register of the land 'office here has marked in red ink the limits of the San Rafael
grant as set aside by an order of the surveyor-general dated September 3, 1884.
I have no further comments to make in addition to those I have already forwarded
the department except that this supposed grant apparently covers about 600 square
miles ofland, takes in more that one-half of the Huachua. military reservation, and
in my opinion the rightful owner of every acre of it is the government of the United
States.
I, John W. Leek, being first sworn, say I am a resident of Pima county, Ariz.,
and a native-born citizen of the United States. I built 7 miles of barbed-wire fence
on the Cameron San Rafael ranch and 6 miles on what h<l calls the San Rafael Sienica, 21 miles by the road and about 18 miles distant in a straight line from the firstnamed place. These fences inclose all the water in that part of the country except
wheret he government road crosses, leaving unfenced ab.out 100 yards in all.
Colin Cameron told me in February, 1885, that on the 2d day of January, 1885, he
went to what he called the San Rafael Sienica ranch with three men to tear down the
hous_es of James Jamison and Charles Dunn; Cameron said he found a Mexican occupying Jamison's house; Cameron informed me that he tore down Dunn's house,
and the Jamison house was burned.
In conversation with Colin Cameron he called my attention to the fact that a man
named Waite on the Babacomori grant had his house blown up; and another named
Ben Ross had his house torn down, bis fences chopped down, and stock turnea in on
his corn. Now, said Cameron to me, you can see how ranchmen will be treated
who attempt to interfere with these ~rants.
Mr. Cameron has in his employ the worst class of Mexicans in the country; they
are known to the whole community as criminals. Riding with Mr. Colin Cameron
one day we passed the place of a man named Harrison. I said: "Harrison has filled
up his well." Cameron said, "No, I filled it up." I said he will be likely to open it
up again. Mr. Cameron's reply was that if he tried that it was easy to get three or
four Mexicans to throw him in and fill up the hole over him. He said with great
emphasis: "That can. be done; you can get those Mexicans to do most anything."
For the purpose of making a homestead I built a house 5 miles from Harshaw and
20 miles from Colin Cameron's. He claimed that it was on his grant, and to avoid
difficulty I have paid him rent for the land. I will send you a letter from Brewster
Cameron, written while he was register, asserting that the place where I have my
house was part of the grant.
The place marked in section 15 as Copp's house is occupied by a Mexican who was
put in by Colin Cameron the 3d of the present month March, 1886. My house is in
what would be if subdivided the SE. i of S. 15, T. 22 S., R. No. 16 E., Gila and Salt
river meridian.
S. W. LEEK.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day of March, A. D. 1886.
EDWARD M. McCOOK,
Special Agent.
INT 87-VOL
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UNITED STATES V. CAMERON-SUIT FOR TRESPASS.

[Report of U.S. Surveyor-General John Hise, Tucson, Ariz., June 20, 1887.]

l have the honor to transmit to you previous to publication a copy of Judge Barnes's
decisiou in the case of the United States v. Colin Cameron delivered this day in
Tucson. The text of the decision will fully explain the nature of the . controversy
which was an indictment by the district court grand jury for the unlawful fencing of
the public domain.
'l'he decision will evidently be appealed to the Territorial supreme court ancl from
there to the U. S. Supreme Court. The opinion here of the legal fraternity outside of the attorneys engaged by the defense is unanimous in favor of the soundness
of the judge's decision, and is regarded as exha ustive and an overwhelming defeat
to. the claimants as to their legal right to more than four square leagues of land.
'l'he amount of l and claimed by defendants has never been determined so as to enlighten the public as to its vast extent. The claimants have had numerous private
surveys, but their has never been a public declaration made so that even an approximate e timate can be had. I expected that this trial would have revealed its extent,
but the district attorney failed to bring out this evidence, and hence the magnitude
of this claim is unknown to the outside world. Its promulgation is evidently evaded
for the purpose of concealing the magnitude of the attempt to eucompa!<s a good slice
of the public domain .
• By r eference to Judge Barnes's decision, page 7, where the second day's survP-y is
ma(le by the Mexican authorities, it will be noticed that the distance from the point
given in the previous day's work is estimated, viz : " We estimated 200 cords east to
a point of Copper mountain, at a spring known as 'El Carricillo '· if .,. if In the
same manner :WO cords were estirnated to the west to the foot of a red mountain."
Here is where the claimants calculate to extend the grant to almost a fabulous extent.
· There is no doubt that these estimated distances are four times greater than the descriptive calls warrant. If claimants succeed in definin g their bonnclaries by landmarks set forth in the expediente and are not cou:fiued to the survey by measurement then they will succeed in their nefarious' work.
Again, it will be noticed that the distance estirnatecl for 400 cords to the southward
along the Plumosa range was to a point be.,ond San Antonio, where are two small
• mouutains. San Antonio is in Sonora, and the two s mall mountains are at least five
times 400 cordels from the red mountain thus desi gm1te<l. In this manner the exp~dieute is attempted to be falsified, and as I said before no one knows the extent of this
grant except themselves. This iuformation they have derived from private surveys,
for l am informed that there h ave been three surveyors employed by them at differen I; times to run these lines. If the distance could be surveyed and measured from
the points given to the Copper mountain anu the red mountain, aDtl then the line run
a nd measured so uthward from the red mountain to San Antonio, giving two sides ?f
this vast claim, then some idea could be formed of its extent. The Plumosa range 1s
giveu fL:. the line southward, when in the very nature of things this should be a straight
line and not follow the sinuositi es and irregularities ofa mountain range.
In this climate, owing to atmospheric conditions, estimated distances are very deceptive and unreliable. As an instance it is lo miles from Tucson to the Santa Catalina mountains, yet no one not acquainted with the distance would est,imate it at
more than 4 or 5 miles.
T!Je decision of Judge Barnes will have a quieting effect on parties interested in
lauds in the vicinity of the Sau Rafael de la Zanja grant. They now feel that there
will be no more extensions, as they say that it bas been expanded from year to year
to suit the ideas of claimants; they fnrther think that the government is trying to
do justice to all parties concerned . It will also to some extent break the fetters that
have held many settlers in fear of the courts grauting ejectment writs under our Tertitorial laws. At least one judO'e h1 debarred from so doing under the recent decision,
and it looks as if the claimants"'had a rough road to travel. I shall not be surprised
to hear that physical force will be met with similar resistance, and the end no one can
tell.
This decision will be published in the morning papers, and almost a unanim()US
entiment prevails as to its justness and able elucidation of the questions involved
Thi is the first gun in Arizona from the bench from a fearless and honest judge in
oppo ition to what is styled "laud-grabbers," and the people hail the dawning of a
brighter and happier period for our young and down trodden Territory.
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The following is Judge Barnes's decision:
DIWISION OF THE COURT.

In the United States district court, :first district of Arizona Territory. The United
States of America v. Colin Cameron.
This is a civil suit in which plaintiff alleges that defendant has unlawful!~ inclosed a portion of the public lancls in violation of sections 1 and 2 of the act en titted
"An act, to prevent unlawful occupancy of the public lands," approved February 25,
1885.
The d efendant admits the construction of a fence at the place alleged, but denies
that the lands inclosed are public lands and alleges that they are wit,hin the boundaries of the private land claim Sau Rafael dela Zanja, a Mexican grant, which has been
filed with the surveyor-gt'neral of Arizona, as is provided .for in section 8 of the act
of July 22, 1854, entitled "An act to establish the offices of surveyor.general of New
Mexico," &c.
That section provides that i.t shall be the duty of the surveyor-general, under such
instructions as may be given by Secretary of the Interior, to ascertain the origin,
nature, character, and extent of all claims to lands under the Jaws, usages, and customs of Spain and Mexico, and for this purpose may issue. notices, summon witnesses,
.administer oaths, and do and perform all other necessary acts in the premises. He
shall make a full report on all such claims, &c., denoting the various grades of title
with his decision as to the validity or invalidity of each of the same under the laws,
usages, and customs of "the country before its cession, &c., which report shall be
laid before Congress for such action thereon as may be deemed just and proper, with
a view to confirm bona-fide grants and give full effect to the treaty, &c. (Guadalupe Hidalgo and Gadsden purchase.) And until the final action of Congress on suc-h
claims all lands covered thereby shall be reserved from sale or other disposal by the
government.
In the petition the claimants urged or laid claim to about 16 square leagues or
about 117,000 acres of land. As evidence thereof they filed with their petition titlepapers called an "expediente." The surveyor-general reported that the claim was
valid and that the amount .of laud convered was 4 square leagues, three in u line ·
north and south and one to the west of the southern square league. His report was
laid Lefore Congress where the same awaits action . ·
·
It is insist0d that the report of the surveyor-general is not competent evidence for
any purpose. That the act of 1854 supra reserves from sale or other disposal by the
government all lands "covered thereuy," and with great auility the argument is
ma<le t hat lands so reserved are no longer pn blic lands.
Tile first question to be answered is: What lands are reserved Ly t;he act-lands
included in the petition of claimauts, no matter to what extent; lands that by the report of th_e surveyor-general are ascertained to be wit,hin the extent of the grant, or
lands which are by the court determined to be within the grant?
It is conceded in this case t,1:at a fence was erected within the lands claimed in thepetition; that it is outside of the lands reported to have been granted by the surveyor-general and outside of his preliminary survey. The fact that lands are re:aerved from sale or other disposal does not make them less " ·public lands." The act
-of Feuruary 25, 1885, which makes unlawful "all inclosures of public lanrls," &c.,
cannot be held to operate upon lands the moment they are reserved from sale. The
power to reserve lands from sale lies with the executive department to execute.
Lands once "public lands" are no less puulic lands after they are "reserved from
sale." To hold to the contrary with reference to this act would. be to hold that pending
the determination by Congress as to these grants the claimants may fence up their
entire claim, change the character of their possession, and defiantly await Congres.sional action. The obj ect of the act of 1854 was evidently to preserve the statu qu,o
pending the settlement of the claim, pre vent as far as possible other rights to intel'vene, and in case of a decision favorable to claimants to prevent the injury of innocent settlers. It is true, as stated in Newhall v. Sanger (92 U. S., 763), that the words
"_Public lands" are habitually used to describe such as are subject to sale or other
~hsposal under general laws.. The court held they were so used in that case properly.
We can not concur with the very able argument of counsel that that is the sole use
of the term. Nor that it is the use of the term in the act of 188'5.
Lands which were once puulic lands are no less so when reserved from sale, and the
p~ohibition of in closure still rests over them. The claimant under a grant acquired no
h1_gher, broader, or better right by the act of 1854. . The act simply afforded him a,
tri~rnunJ and a procedure to enforce bis rights under the grant. It did not give him
a nght to fence he did not have before, nor does the act of 1885 confer any right to
fence. It prohibits the inclosure of the public lands. In Ryan v. Railroad Company
{99 U.S., 388) the court says that lands embraced in such a claim (Mexican grant) are
to be regarded as forming a part of our public domain only after the claim conveying
them has been :finally rejected. But what is the "claim."? Is it the petition of the
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claimant V If so this fence is within what he claim_s. If the petition marks the limit,
of the claim then we are led to the absurd concluswn that under a valid grant fora
few acres a claimant in his petition may insist upon a vast domain no matter how
wide, and at once fence it up, exclude everybody else from it, and retain the uses and
profits from it until Congress shall act. No one can contend. for a moment for such a
construction of the acts of 1854 and 1885. With every claim filed with the surveyorgeneral are filed the title papers upon which the claim is based as a part of it, and
the lands therein described as granted thereby are the lands embraced in the claim.
This brings me necessarily to a consid~ration of these title papers, and forces the
court to a construction of the same to see what lands are actually gran ted. Lands
granted are not, public lands; lands clearly not granted are public lands within the
act of 1885.
These title papers, or the expedientc as they are called, are in substance as follows
translated:
'' Title of grant of 4 sq11are leagues (sitios ganado mayor), located at (comprendidos)
the place named San Rafael de la Zanja in the jurisdiction of Santa Cruz, issued in
favor of D. R. Romero and other citizens of Santa Cruz. Riesgo, comisario of the
treasury, &c., of the state of the west.
;, Whereas art. 81 of the Ordinances of Intendentes of' December 4, 1786, conferred
upon these officers administration of the measurements, revenues, and granting of
lands in their districts as follows." . Here follows the ordinance which makes these
officers judges of the causes which arise in relation to sales of land:,;. It requires those
who petition for new grants to set forth their rights so that they may be decided upon
and appeals be taken to the superior junta, and if not the proceedings be sent up for
adjudication, when they (the junta) shall judge the proceedings ready for the issuing
of the war-rant. If the jun ta confirm proceedings shall be had in conformity ,with the
royal edict of October 15, 1754, and the law 9th, tit. 12, lib. 4'. And iuasmucn as Bustillo, a citizen of Santa Cruz, on the 19th July, 1821, petitioned the intendente of Sonora for 4 square leagues of laud at the place ( en el puesto) named "La Zanja," according to law and a commission issued to Gonzales, commandant, &c., to make the
corresponding measurement, which petition, decree, and act are as follows. Here
follows the petition in hcec verba of Bustillo to the governor intendente in which he
says that, having considerable stock and needing lands suitable for their maiute~ance, he denounces and asks leave to purchase at auction 3 square leagues of land m
'the presidio of Santa Cruz in which he resides, and · outsitle the boundaries thereof
on the north; and 1 square league more for an" estancia" in the place '' Cajoncito," ?n
the east. Wherefore he prays that for measurements of the said lands orders be issued to the proper officer of date July 19, 1821. The intendente Cordero orde~ed
the commandant to proceed to measurement of the lands petitioned for, summomng
adjoining land-owuers and experts to appraise the laud, directing publication for
thirty days, and when the necessary proceedings were had ordering the expecl.j.ente
to be transmitted to this tribunal in order that title may issue thereon. On Octo~er
4, 1822, Gonzales accepted the commission and ordered the parties and app raisers to
meet on the following day as that for the commencement of the measurements of the 4
square leagues in the place (en el puesto) La Zanja.
He appointed Calve counter, Ganner noter, and Jarillo and Romero measurers, who
were sworn, and on the 5th and 6th days of October measurements were made as
follows:
I, said commissioner, for the purpose of commencing the measurements of 4 square
league~ denounced by Bustillo, delivered a cord 50 varas long to the officers appointed, and being at the central point tixed by the denouncer as the point named
San Rafael. Petitioners asked that as the place "los Cajoncit,os " is within the
common lands of the presidio that a square league be added to the three asked for ;
which request appearedjust. Whereupon the measurements commenced.
A line 200 cords north, terminating on a "mesa" on the bank of an •'arroyo"
which runs towards the "penasco," at the foot of an oak tree on which a cross was
made and a pile of stones placed as a landmark, was run. Returning to the center
a line 200 cords south was run, terminating c1it the landmark of the presidio on the
north side. Returning to the center a line 200 cords was run east, terminating on a
mesa where a pile of stones was placed. Returning to the center there were measured and counted westward 133 cords; the rest of 200 could not be measured o·n account of the roughness of' the country; the estimated line terminating on a high
mountain in the Plomosarange southwest of the hill El Calosa, the summit of which
was made a landmark. It being late work that day was suspended and Gonzales and
the officer _tiigned the record. On the next day the record says:
At the said place San Rafael, the commissioner with said officers, in order to locate
th1; corre ponding boundary lines of the lands measured yesterday, went to the terminal
po1_nt on the north, from which point on account of the roughness of the country we
est1~a~ed 200 cords ea t to a point of Copper mountain at a spring known as" El
Carricillo," at which point a corner monument is placed: in the same manner 200
cords to the west to the foot of a red mountain standing between the " penaaco " and
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Sonoyt~ mountains. From this point 400 cords southward along the Plom?sa ra~ge
'!as estimated to a point beyond Sau Antonio, where are two small mountams whic:11,
hmit the west side of said presidio as a corner of tract being measured. From thu1
point was measured 200 cords eastward to a monument on the northern boundary of
sa.:.d presidio, from which point containing the square towards the east 200 cords to a
<Jorner monument on the "Jaralito" of said presidio.
From this point 400 cords north were estimated to the spring aforesaid. By which
measurements was found "el cuadro de los cnatro sitios registrados" the sq u~re figure of the "de los," to which belongs the 4 square leagues measured for Bustillo, he
being informed that he in due time was to establish monuments of lime and stone as
required by law. All of which was duly signed, &c.
Whereupon they proceeded to a valuation of the lands. They valued each of the
3 squareieagues containing water at$60; the other at $30. So valued the comm3:ndant
offered the 4 square leagues at public auction without bidders. The "expediente"
was then transmitted to the intendente, and by him December 11 1 1821, the sam~ was
referred to the attorney-general, who reported that he had exammed ~he expedie~te
of lands measured in favor of Bustillo in the place San Rafael de la ZanJa, from which
resulted (resultaron) 4 square leagues valued at $60 for 3 of them, the fourth at $30,
and that no one had offered more than said appraised value: another sale was ordered.
Lands were again offered for sale 8th of January, 1822, and Romero for hill§lelf and in
the nam~ of the residents of Santa Cruz bid against Bustillo, and he finally offered
$1,200, when the said 4 square leagues embraced (que comprende el paraje) iu the
place named San Rafael, &c., remained sold to Romero and the citizens of Santa
Crnz, and Romero accepted the same. Whereupon the following decree was made:
"In Arispe, 11th January, 1822, the intendente Bustamente having examined the
foregoing proceedings of measurements, appraisement, and sale of the 4 square leagues
of land comprehended ( que comprende) in the place San Rafael de la Zanja to Romero and other citizens, &c., be declared said proceedings regular, and ordered that
as soon as payment be made the expediente be forwarded to the junta for approval.
"Receipt of payment by Romero, acting for himself and other citizens, &c., of price
for which the government has sold 4 leagues of land comprehended (que comprende,
&c.) in the place San Rafael de la Zan,ja. Wherefore, by virtue of article 81 of the
Ordinances of Intendente and Instructions of October lfi, li54, by these presents, in the
name of the Mexican republic, I grant ( confiero merced y confirmacion de los cuatro
sitios) 4 square leagues of land comprised ( Y. ue comprende) at the place San Rafael de
la Zanja to Romero and other citizens interested, granting to them said land as a sale
under the conditions prescribed by law tor themselves, their children, heirs, and successors on condition that they are to settle and occupy them, &c. The alcaldes,were
not to allow said parties to be molested in the possession of said 4 square leagues of
land comprisP-d ( comprendidos) in the place San Rafael de la Zanja. With this under.standing I issue this grant May 15, 1825.
''RIESGO.
"MENDOZA,

P. Secretary."

These are the title papers on which this claim rests. I have abstracted them at some
length as it seemed necessary to a proper consideration of the same. "Concessions
or grants of land by Mexican governors were of three kinds." They were concessions
-Or grants by(1) Specific boundaries, where of course the donee is entitled to the entire tract;
(2) or grants by quantity as of one or more leagues of land situate at some designated place 1 or within a larger tract described by what are called out boundaries where
the donee is entitle'd to the quantity specified and no more; or (3) grants of a certain
place or rancho by some particnlar name either with or without specified boundaries." (Higueras v. U. S., 5 Wall., 834; Homsby v. U. S., 10 Wall., 332; Arviso v.
U. S., 8 Wall., 339). With great ability and learning counsel have argued that this
claim belongs to the first class. I am not able, however, to concur with this view, but
must retain the opinion that it belongs to the second class. The Fremont case ( 17
How., 542) was held to belong to the second class (Hornsby's Case, supra). That was
a petition for 10 square leagues (sitios de ganado mayor) north of a river, within
the Sierra Nevada, in the east part of the Merced, on the west with the name Mariposas, and the grant was to a tract of land known as the Mariposas within the lim1ts before described. This grant is very similar to the one at bar except that there
was no survey of the place. This was held to be a grant of 10 square leagues, and the
~oundaries were held to uo more than locate the place (U. S. v. Pico, 5 Wall., 539)
m a case of the first and third class-a grant by boundaries where the grant gives
the bouudaries with no limitation as to tbe amount. "When in Mexican grants
b_oun_da~ies are given and a limitation npou the quantity embraced within the boundaries 1s rntended words expressing such intention are generally used. Thus, in the
Fremont case the boun<laries stated embraced many leagues more than the quantity
granted (Pico Case, supra). Higueras Case supra was of the latter class. ln Yontz
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case (23 How., 498) it was held thai/:' in adjudicating these grants it is proper to
look at all the several parts and ceremonies necessary to complete the title and to
take them as one act." That'' this court has uniformly held that the petition to the
governor for the land and his concession must be taken as one act, and the decree usually proceeded on the petition which described the land as respected locality and quantity." In that case "the application was for 2 leagues more or less according to the
boundaries of said mission of San Jose." The judgment of the court restrict.ing the
grant to 2 leagues was affirmed. Fasssett's Case (20 How., 415) was a grant of a portion of the place known by the uame '' Los CapitancUlos," and the portion thereof confirmed is bounded and described as follows, to wit: lBoundary.7 "The said premises
containing three-quarters of a square l eague of land, a little more or less." Counsel
in that case argued the same grounos as here, and cited the same cases, page 423. But
the court decides: ''We reject the words 'a little more or less' as having no rn~aningin
a system of location and survey like that of the Uni ten States, and that the claim of
the grantee is valid for the quantity clearly expressed." Had it not been so clear, the
court says, "it might have been proper to refer to the petition and the diseno," &c.
"But there is no necessity for additional inquiries. Tht, grant is not affected with any
ambiguity." 1t was held to be a gmnt for three-fourths of a square league. In
D'Aguirre's case (l Wall., 316) the grant mentions no quantity and reserves no surplus
and the court say tbe boundary must govern. The above cited \~ases came up from California under the colonization laws of the Mexican republic. The claim before us was
petitioned for of the Spanish government, but the final decree was made by officers of
the republic. The laws were not, however, materially changed. The term a square
league (sitios ganada mayor) is a technical Spanish and Mexican legal term as well
establi-shed, de:fined 1 and known as a section or township iu the surveys of the United
States. It was a square "the four sides of which each measured 5,000 varas." (Ha~ilton's Mexican Law, 10:3). The distance from the center of each sitio to each of its
sides should be measured directly to the cardinal points of 1,he horizon and sh_oukl be
2,500 varas. This term is found in the case before us as well as in the cases cited.
A conveyan·ce of a square league deeded as certain a form and quantity of land as
a conveyance of a section. To convey a _section would always mean a sq_u~re, t_he
sides pointing to the four cardinal points each 1 mile in length and contaimng 040
acres. In this case a grant of 4 square leagues is asked for and nowhere throughout
the whole expediente is any other quantity mentioned, and in th_e final ~lecree the
habendum clause grants 4 square leagues. The price per league 1s appraised , three
at $t30 as having water and one at $30. The whole expediente is a roy n1 grant and
partakes largely of the nature of a judicial sale and should be construed l>y the same
rules, that is, strictly . (2 Com., 347, Blackstone; Charles River Bridge v. Warren
bridge, &c., 11 Peters, 589.)
It is a procedure provided by law invoked by grantee's petition and should not be
construed as a private deed or conveyance. The whole record should be tD,~en and
considered to-get,hu in order to determine w:iJ.at is granted. So constrmD:g the
same it is evident that this is a grant of 4 square leagues at the place San Rafael de
la Zanja and no more. It is urged that the words of limitation, viz : 4 square
leagues, are to be disregarded as false demonstratio non nocet, the survey be treated _a s
measuring the land surveyed, and as that includes 16 square leagues instead ot 4
square leagues that must govern. I am aware of the principle involved-that wli_ere
there is a doubt as to what is conveyed and where the boundary is certain and disagrees with the quantity mentioned, the latter is false non nocet. But this rule is established and can be invoked only to aid the evident intent. Where to apply the rnle
defeats the evident intent it is disregarded. (Cases cited supra; and see Webb v.
Webb, 29 Ala., 606; Davis v. Rainsford, 17 Mass., 210; Jackson v. Loomis, 18 Jobn.,
81; Norwood v. Byrd, 1 Richardson, S. C., 135; Jackson v. Blodgett, 16 John., 172;
Proctor v. Pool, 4 Dev ., 370.)
Four square leagues at the place La Zanja can he no other than the 4 leagues that
touch that point; that is, that corner there. Any other construction makes this grant
void for uncertainty. (Shackelford v. Bailey, 35 rn., 391; 10 N. Y., 6~0.) I muflt
hold therefore that a fence erected outside of these 4 square learrues
is an unlawful
0
inclosure of the public lands.
Findings and judgment for the government.
NEW MEXIOO PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
MAXWELL GRANT .

Application for reargument before United States Supreme Court.
[To Ilon. L. Q. C. Lamar, ecretary of the Interior, May 10, 1887.J

I re pe~tfu~ly r commeu<l that tlt honoral,lo Attorney-General be requested to
~le a i:notion m the, upr me Court for reargumeut of the Maxwell land-grant ca~6
in which the decree of the circuit court for the district of Colorado was affirmed April
18 la t.
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The grounds upon which I think rehearino- should be had are that the court was
fundamentally in error in treating the grant "as au empressario grant, ~ince (1st) that
no contr_a.ct was entered into as provided by the Mexican laws for the mtroduct10n ?f
person.-, of the class or upon the terms prescribed iu such cases; (2d) tha~ an analyms
of the grant to Beaubien and Miranda will disclose that no empressar10 feature entered into said grant; (3d) tllat said grant was specifically a private settlement grant
made to two persons for 11 leagues, and that 11 leagues only was applied :(or by or
granted to said Beaubien and Miranda, to be equally divided between th~m; and
that the foregoing propositions can be shown and demonstrated upon rehearmg.
The decision of the court turned upon the error above alleged; and the proposition
that Congress intended to give these persons a body of land vastly in excess of. the
quantity which the Mexican governor had authority to grant, or which the Umted
States was bound l>y the law of nations or the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo to confirm, rests primarily upon said error.
The court was also mistaken in conceiving that Beaubien's statement to the departmental assembly that the grant claimed did not exceed 15 or 18 leagues referred
to a grant made to Martinez.
It was error further to assume that the surveyor-general reported t<? Congress upon
the extent of the grant or that Congress knew or considered the question of quantity,
since no survey had been made and no statement of area other than that made by
Beaubien to the departmental assembly appears in the papers in the case. The report of the surveyor-general was upon the question of title only, and the confirmation
by Congress should be held to carry only what was granted under the laws of Mexico.
The surveyor-general's report was itself an imposition upon Congress, since it declared that all proceedings had been regular and in accordance with law, and that
the grant had been confirmed by the departmental assembly, which declarations do
not appear to be sustained by the evidence.
I am also advised that new and material evidence touching the fraudulent character of this grant and the alleged juridical possessioP has been discovered, which may
be indicated to yourself and the honorable Attorney-General and made part of a basis
for a new trial in the lower court, or produced in the suit which I have recommended
should be brought in New Mexico. I respectfully urge that the New Mexico suit be
brought and pressed, since the record now before the Supreme Court fails to disclose
the full case of the government. But in any event I deem it essential to the interests
of the government to urge reargument in the present case, as even with the imperfect record it is my opinion that weighty and sufficient reasons can be brought to the
notice of the court to justify a review of its decision or a remand for _rehearing upon
the merits of the uase.
I am also assured that, if agreeable to yourself and the honorable Attorney-General,
the honorable Benjamin F. Butler, with whom Commissioner Sparks has conferred
upon the legal points in;volved in the case, can be engaged upon terms satisfactory to
the Department of Justice to file a brief in support of the motjou for reargument, and I
respectfully suggest that General Butler's services be availed of. If you so desire
General Butler will wait upon you at any time you may indicate to consult you in
the matter, and will lay before you the newly-discovered evidences referr~d to which
are in his possession.
In view of the importancEI of the case and the short time remaining in which motions for rehearings may be filed (the last day expiring. as I am informed, on the 12th
instant), or in view of the public ceremonies on that day, possibly to-morrow, I would
ask your immediate consideration of the subject.
The foregoing recommendations are made in accordance with my understanding of
the views and wishes of Commissioner Sparks as communicated to me by him prior
to his leaving the city.
BACA FLOAT NO, 3.
The General Land Office has no authority to allow the reloca.tion of the private land claim known as ·
above.
[To Samuel S. Smoot, Washington, D. C., .July 13, 1886.J

In reply to your inquiry whether a relocation of the private land claim known as
"Baca l!'ldat, No. 3," in the Territory of New Mexico, can.now be made, I have to a-dvise you of my opinion as follows:
The act of June 21, -1860 (12 Stat., 72), authorized the Baca heirs to select in lieu
of the land claimed by them, which was also claimed by the town of Las Vegas, a
quantity of land equal to the quantity so claimed.
·
This act did not require nor does it appear to imply that the Baca heirs should receive title to an amount equal to the amount embraced in the Las Vegas claim, but
it appears simply to ~ave allow:ed a, selecfion of that quantity, thus giving them the
s:tme statqs a,ud placrng them rn exactly the same po:-iition in respect to the alt,ernative lands that they would have occupied in respect to the original lands. The fat.e
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of their selection in respect of quantity must therefore, it would reasonably appeat
depend upon the quantity ultimately awarded to the town of Las Vegas.
'
The act wa:, in the nature of a compromise of conflicting claims. Congress intended
to give the Baca heirs as much land elsewhere as they would have been entitled toif
their claim to the lands embraced in the Las Vegas grant should have prevailed. It
is not to b~ presumed that Congress intended to give them any more. It did not follow that the entire area claimed under the Las Vegas grant would ultimately be allowed. There was therefore a necessary limitation upon .the amouut which the Baca
heirs could receive on final adjudication.
The Las Vegas claim has not been :finally adjudicated, and it is by no means certain that the amount claimed is not largely in excess of any amount to which the
town could legally be entitled.
The Baca heirs h3!,ve already had locations made, which appear to have been treated
as final, to the amount of nearly 400,000 acres. If the Las Vegas grant should be
found to be less in quantity than this amonnt it would be a question whether all
rights of the Baca heirs had not already been satisfied. If they have been so satisfied
of course a further location would not be within the spirit of the law, notwithstanding the fact that the whole amount or more than the whole amount to which they
were entitled had been taken in four bodies instead of five as prescribed by the statute.
'
·
.
But a more immediate question is presented by your inquiry. It is whether all
rights to make any selection under the act of June 21, 1860, have not ceased by operation of law.
It is provided by said act'' that the right hereby granted to said heirs of Baca shall
continue in force during three years from the passage of this act and no longer.". .
'T.he records of this office disclose the fact that they did make a selection w1thm
the tlme specified, but that they failed to make a deposit for the expenses of survey,
and accordingly that survey and location were not made. The act of June 2. 1_862,
(12 Stat., 410), which was prior to the act under which the Baca heirs claim, provided
that before any private land claims should be surveyed -the cost of making the survey should be paid or secured by the grant claimants.
The time within which a survey and location should be made under the act of June
21, 1860, was not limited. Probably the surveyor-general might have executed the
survey after the expiration of three years if a deposit had been made within a _Proper
time, but it appears that not only was no deposit made within the time to wh1?h the
rights of the Baca heirs were to be executed if at all, but that such del?os1t was
never made. The selection therefore failed to become effective, and such failure was
the fault of the grant claimants themselves, being the result of their own _laches.
It further appears that the original selection was abandoned by the grant claimants,
who in 1866 made a second selection, which was authorized by this office to be s~rveyed. In 1877 another application for relocation was made, which was denied
upon the ground that the right of selection had been forfeited under the limitations
of the act.
On April 13, 1885, application was again made for a relocation of the claim, and
on March 12, 1885, the Acting Commissioner of this office formally rejected the location made under the selection of 1866 on the ground that as represented by the gran t
claimants the land was mineral in character, and advised the surveyor-general that
a new selection could be made. ·
I do not concur in that opinion since it appears that the right of relocation expired
in 1863, and I do not think it competent for this office to extend the act of Congress,
nor that the various acts and proceedings of this office calculated to accomplish that
result can be regarded as legally effective to any such encl.
.
I am therefore of the opinion that I have no authority to allow a relocation of satd
claim at this time.
BACA FLOAT, NO ,

3.

The decision of t-h e Secretary holding claimants bound to their origina1 location of 1863, as amended
in 1866, bindi:1 them to all the consequences of that location. The lauds being mrneral m character
claimants wer e not authorized to select such lands. Hence the locn,tion fail1:1.

.

LTo Hon. M. R. Wise, Washin~ton, D. C., November 8, 1887.J

I am in receipt of your letter of the 31st ultimo setting forth in substance thn.t the
claimaotR of Baca l!..,loat, No. 3, are now in the field in Arizona with n, force ofemployes
e tablishing the lines of the selection and location of said Float as made and amended
in the years 1863 and 1 66, respectively; that the lines as now being established will
include the mining claim of yourself and Ron, for which foere is a patent outstanding, a well a the patented mining claim of fifteen or twenty otbe'fs; that a portion
of the t rritory which aid claimants propo e to embrace within the lines of the locatio r.. ~ notoriously mineral, and that it has been profitably worked as such for more
than a hundred years.
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You also state that Mr. Bouldin, one of the claimants, and now in charge of the
force engaged in making the lines of said location, said in your presence that it was
the intention "to let a contract and fence the same" notwithstanding the fact that
it included the mineral lands as above set forth, and •• that he did not want nor intend
to get the government to survey it."
In view of these facts yon ask that this office appoint a committee to investigate
the matter and report, as a basis of action for final settlement of title, in order that
justice may be done to all parties concerned.
·
In reply I have to state that tht\re is abundant testimony already on file in this
office showing the mineral character of land embraced in the claimed location of Baca
Float, No. 3, and therefore a compliance with your request for further investigation
is not deemed necessary at present.
In a letter addressed to Mr. S. S. Smoot, June 15, 1887, I ·e xpressed the opinion that
the right of selection of Baca claimants expir.e d in 1863, and that this office had no
authority to permit a relocation of said claim. Claimants submitted the question to
the Secretary of the Iuterior, who held that a relocation could not be made, but that
elaimants were bound by the location as made in 1863 and amended in 1866. The
Secretary said: '' The act of J uue ~1, 1860, authorizing claimants to select and locate
land not mineral in the Territory of New Mexico in lieu ofland claimed by the town
of Las Vegas, provided that said right shall continue in force during three years from
the passage of this act and no longer.
,
"Here is an express limitation of the rights to make selection and location. If claimants failed to make selection and location (and by location is meant the designation
by approximate boundaries of a specific tract) on or prior to June 23, 1863, there is no
power or authority in the department to remove the bar and to authorize a selection
and location thereafter.
·
"So, on the other hand, if selection and location of this claim bas been made prior
to June 21, 1863, oflands not mineral or not known to be mineral, agreeable to the
provisions of said act, there is no power or authority in the department to cancel
such selection and allow a relocation of said claim. It is true that if claimants
made selection and location of lands known to be mineral 1mch selection and location
could be vacated, and the right to select other land in lieu thereof would be barred
unless made within the time limited by the act.
"
"
"
"
"
"It is conceded that a selection was made, the location designated and approved
by the surveyor-general Julie 17, 1863, agreeable to the provisions of the act. It
appears that this selection was amended upon application made therefor April 30,
H:l66, so as to correct what was allege<l to be a mistake ju defining the location, and
that instructions for the survey of the location as amended were issued by your (this)
office May 21, 1866.
"The claimant must be held to this selection and location and can not be allowed
to relocate other land in lieu of it."
The location was rejected by this office March 12, 1885, on the ground that as represented by grant claimants themselves the land was mineral in character.
It beil).g held by the Secretary that claimants are hound by this selection and location they are therefore bound by all the consequences of snch selectiun and location.
They were not authorized to select known mineral lands, and they are charged with
notice of the mineral character of lands which were known in the neighborhood to be
mineral. The notoriety of mineral character is notice to them. If then the lands
selected and located by claimants in 1863, as such location was amended in 1866, were
notoriously mineral in character, such location was illegal. There has been no adj udication of the mineral character of the location as a whole, and there has been no
application for. survey since the Secretary's decision holding claimants bound by that
location.
Surveys of public lands and of private-land claims can be made only by the surveyor-general. Private surveys are illegal and give claimants no rights against the
government or oiher parties.
There have been adjudications of the mineral character of lands within the limits
of this selection and location which are embraced in mineral patent~ issued by the
government. If the rights of mineral owne-r s under such patents are threatened by
the acts of grant claimants it is to be presumed that such rights will be protected by
the court.a.
Public lands involved in this case, which were known to be mineral as early at least
a~ 1863 are public lands of the United States and can not be claimed under col.or of
right by the Baoo claimants. It is therefore to be presumed that any attempt to illegally inclose such lands would make a case under the provisions of the act of Congress of February 25, 1R85 (2:3 Stats., !121). Should it be necessary that any suits.
should be brought by the United States it would be proper for you to apply to the
.Attoruey-~eueral to this end, supporting such application with the necessary evidence
by affidavit. I inclose for your further information a printed copy of my letter of
July 13, ltl86, declining to allow a relocation of Baca .Float, No. :3, and a printed copy
of the Secretary's decision of June 15, 1887.
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THE OJO DEL ANIL GRANT.

Reasons why· Congress should reject this claim and restore the lands to entry 1>Y settlers.
[To Secretary Lamar, December 1, 1886.]

I tra~smit h erewith for submission to <:Jongress t4e supple~rnntal report. in duplicate of the surveyor-general for New Mexwo on the alleged pn vate land claim known
as the Ojo del Anil tract, No. 45, Jose Sutton, claimant.
From the record in this case, which coll.3ists of copies furnished by the surveyorgeneral of New Mexico, it appears that under date of March li, 1838, ,Joseph Sutton
petitioned the governor of New Mexico for a grant of 16 Spanish square Jeagues ofland
at the place of Ojo del Anil, on the Pecos river, below the settlement of the Agua
Negra, for the -purpose of raising merino sheep and the establishment of a factory for
common woolen fabrics.
On the 14th same month and year Governor Armijo conceded the 16 square
leagues solicited upon the condition expressed in his petition. The justice of San
Miguel del Bado was directed whenever Joseph Sutton shall present himself to proceed in person to the place called Ojo del Anil, accompanied Ly his assistmg and instrumental witnesses, and designating the first point will proceed to measure the
land, marking the lines and causing to be raised laudmarks (mojones-mojoneras) of
lime and stone, wh ereafter he will formally put and leave the said Sui,ton in full, real,
and legai possession, making record thereof and transmitting a copy to the government..
Th is appears to be the history of the case as it stood at the date of the treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, ten years after the date of the initiative grant, no further
steps ever having been taken in the matter.
·The regulations adopted November 21, 1828, under the colonization act of Augu~t
18, 1824, which were the only laws providing for the disposal of the public domam
in force at the date this grant is alleged to have '!Jeen made, provide:
"1st. The governors of the territories are authorized (in compliance with the law
of the general congress of the 18:,h of August, 1824, and under the co11ditions hereinafter specified) to grant vacant lands in their r espective territories to contractors
( empresarios ), families, or private persons, whether Mexicans or foreigners, who may
ask for them for the purpose of cultivating or inhabiting them.
.
"2d. Every persou soliciting lands, '\\ hetber he be an empresario, head of a fam1_ly,
or private person, shall address to the governor of the respective territory a petition
setting forth his name, country, profession, the number, description, religio~s and
other circumstances of the families or person:,; with whom he wish es to colomze, describing as distinctly as possible by means of a map the land asked for. _
.
"3d. The governor shall proceed immediately to obtain the necessary rnformat10n
whether the petitiov. embraces the conditions required by the said bw of 18th August
both as-regards the land and the candidate, in order that the petitioner may at once
be attended to, or if it be preferred the respective municipal authority whether there
be any objection to making the grant.
"4th. 'This being done the governor will accede or not to said petition in exact
conformity to the laws on the subject and especially the before-mentioned one of the
18th Augnst, 1824.
·
"5th. The grants made to families or private persons shall not be held to _bo
definitively valid without the previous consent of the territorial deputation; to which
end the respective documents (expedientes) shall be forwarded to it.
"6th. When the governor shall not obtain the approbation of the territorial deputation he shall report to the supreme government, forwarding the necessary documents for its decision.
"7th. The grants ' made to empresarios for them to colonize with many families
shall not be held to be definitively valid until the approval of the supreme government
be obtained, to which the necessary documents ruust be forwarded along with the
r eport of the territorial deputation.
·
"8th. T_he defiuite grant asked for being made a document signed by the governor
shall b~ given ~o serve as a title to the party interested, wherein it must be s~ated
that sa1~l grant ~s made in exact conformity with the provisions of the laws in virtue
whereof pn ess10n shall be given.
"9th: '.fhe neces ary record shall be kept in a book prepared for the purpose of all
the pet1t1on presented and grants made, with the maps of the lands granted, and a
circum tantial report shall be forwal'ded quarterly to the supreme gov ernment," &c.
Under the aforesaid regulation the application for a grant was to be made to the
governor, who was to ascertain the qualitications of the petitioner and to make bis
report to the territori l d putation. No grnnt to a private party i definitively valid
W1tbout the approbation of the territorial <lepntation. If the grnnt was not approved by th~ deputation it wa the duty of the governor to sub mit it to the su-
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The definitive grant having been made, that is, the concession

?f the governor having been approved by the deputation, the governor was then to

issue to the part.ya document which was to serve as a title,; after which the alcalde
was to give judicial posses,sion. The petition, grant, and the maps of the land
granted were to be recorded in a book prepal'ed for that purpose.
The only documentary evidence filed by the party claiming to be the attorney for
the said Jose Sutton is his petition to and the concession or first decree of the Mexican governor, which of themselves do not constitute muniments of title.
Under the aforesaid regulation the approval of the territorial deputation or the
supreme government was necessary before this concession or first decree became defin- ·
itively valid. Afterwards the document which was to serve as a title was to issue.
After the issue of the final decree or grant a survey was to be made, and the final
action was the recording of the entire expediente or title papers in a book kept for
that purpose.
This alleged claim was never definitively granted or surveyed by the Mexican government, and no equities are ,shown Ly parties now claiming to represent the owners.
The JJresent parties have failed in any way to show that Jose Sutton is now living,
or that he left auy legal representatives.
After the lapse of more thau twenty years one W. Claude Jones, claiming to be the
attorney for Jose Sutton, files a petition with the surveyor-general asking confirrnation of this claim, alleging that he considers the title to the land claimed to be perfect owing to the fact that it was made in consideration of money advanced to the
New Mexican government in revolutionary times. The grant was made to Joseph
Sutton "under the conditions expressed in his foregoing petition." There is no reference made to any money consideration. The testimony of Duran shows that Su tton loaned Governor Armijo money at the close of the revolution in 1837 in a sum or
sums amounting to about $1,000. James Conkling swears that he bad frequently
heard that Sutton had loaned sums of money to the Mexican government. There is
nothing in the grant to warrant the assumption that there was any money consid~ration.
,
.
The first reference to a money consideration for this land is found in the petition
of an attorney claiming to represent Sutton to the surveyor-general.
In the absence of the assertion of any such fact in the original petition, or in the
absence of its recognition by Armijo, it is natural to conclude that this money loan
was an afterthought brought forward to add some strength to a pretended title
which bas no force, va1idity, or vitality, either in law or in fact. Under said colonization law t,he governor was not authorized to make a grant for a money consideration. (13 Wa1lace, 449.)
There is no evidence to show that the said Sutton ever demanded the poRsession of
said l ands prior to their transfer by Mexico to the United St,ates, nor is there evidence
showing that Sutton ever engaged or attempted to engage in the raising of merino
sheep or ever erected or attempted to erect a woolen factory.
The testimony shows that Sutton left New Mexico in 1840 and was seen at the city
of Mexico in the year 1847. There is nothing to show that he ever returned to the
territory.
.
In 11 Howard, page 63, the Supreme Court of the United States held that "the
grantee might have bis land surveyed or he might decline; he might establish himself on the land or decline; these acts rested wholly in bis discretion. But if he
failed to take possession and establish himself he had no claim to a title: his concession or first decree in such case had no operation. * * * We take it, to be undoubteclly true that, if no actual possession Wl\S taken under a gratui tons concession
given for the purpose of cultivation or of raising cattle during the existence of the
Spanish government, no equity was imposed on our government to give any consideration or effect to such conce&sions," &c.
The claim never Laving been surveyed under Mexican authority the title remained
in the government. Relative to the question of jnridical possession or survey the
Supreme Conrtof the United States in tbe case of Van Reynegau et al. v. Bolton, (95 U.
S., 5 Otto, 33), said: "Aud where the approval was obtained there was another proceeding to be taken which was essential to the complete investiture of title, and that
was a formal delivery of possession of the property by a ma.gistrnte of the vicinage,
called in the language of the country the delivery of juridicial possession. These
proceedings involved tl1c establishment of the boundaries of the tract when there was
any uncertainty respect.ing them; if these were designated in the grant it required
their ascertainment and identification; if they were not thus designated it required
the measurement of the quantity granted and its segregation from t;he pnblic domain."
(See also 4 allace, 260 ; 5 Wallace, 540.)
The reports of the surve3·ors-general consider the petition and the concession filed
by the attorney as genuine; but there is no evidence showing that the same had ever .
been properly recorded as required by the Mexican la.ws. The Supreme Court of the
United States in the case of Peralta v. The United States (3 Wall., p. 440), in con~
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·siderfng the proof necessairy to establish· a grant made by Mexico, held that "written
documenta!y evidence? no matte~ how forID:al ~n~ c?mplet~ or how well supported,
by the testimony of witnesses, will not suffice if It IS obtarned from private hands
and there is nothing in the public records of the country to show that such eviden~
ever existed.
'' The colonization regulat,ions of 1828 constitute the laws and usages by which the
Mexican title is to be determined." "The record was the grant, and without it the
title was not divested. The governor was requited to give a document to the party
interested, which was evidence of title and enabled him to get possession, but this
titulo did not divest the title unless record was made in conformity with law.
"The non-production of this record evidence of the title m1der the circumstances
is calculated to exdte well-grounded suspicions as to its validity, and throws upon
the claimant the burden of producing the fullest proof of which the party is capable
of the genuineness of the grant. We do not say that the absence of the record evidence is of itself necessarily fatal to the proof ()f the title, but it should be produced
or its absence accounted for to the sat,isfaction of the court (United States v. Teschmaker et al., 22 Howard, p. 405 ). The said court bas held that the law required that
record should be made and that the record constituted the grant. ( 1 Black, 227, and
cases cited.)
A prelimina.ry survey of this alleged grant bas been made at the instance of grant
claimants purporting to conform to the boundaries mentioned in the petition, and
covers an area of 69,445.55 acres.
The governor had no power to make even a preliminary concession for this quantity
of land nor for 16 square lea.gues. For colonization purposes concession might be
made of 11 square leagues. No greater quantity than this could be "united in one
hand" for any purpose.
In this case none of the proceedings necessary to make a preliminary concession effective as a grant of lands of any quantity were had. The governor made no report to ~he
territorial deputation. There was no approval of the concession by the deputation
or by the supreme government. The decree which made a grant definitive was
never issued. There was no survey of the lands. They were not segregated from
the public domain. Possession was neither given to nor asked by Sutton.
There was no record of the grant because there was nothing to record. The grant
never materialized. The initiative concession never became a grant. The lands
were not reduced to private property, and there was no occupation or improvement
of them.
For the reasons stated, and as all the lands embraced in the present snrver ar~ reserved from sale or other form of disposal under this unfound ed and 11nmer1tor10us
claim, I respectfully recommend. the passage by Congress of a bill rejecting said claim
BERNABE M, MONTANA, NO.

49.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, January 12, 1887.)

I have tbe honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congress the supplementary report in duplicate of the sur\Teyor-general for New Mexico on the private
land claim known as the" Grant of Bernabe M. Montano et al.," No. 49.
It appears by au examination of the record in the case, which is merely copies from
tb.e files and records of the surveyor-general's office of alleged originals, that Barnabe Manuel Montano et al., petitioned the governor for a grant to a tract of land at
the place called the Rio Puerco.
The governor and ca.ptain-genera.l, under date of October 21, 1753, decreed, authorizing and directing the alcalde of Santa Ana Zia and Jemez to examine and re?onnoiter the land petitiontd for, and report to him whether it may be rendered cultLvable by damming the river, thenumberoffamiliesit would accommodate, and whether
there was sufficient water and timber for the use of the families.
On the 2d November following the said alcalde reported that ho bad personally
examined the land, and be was of the opinion that by taking out au acequia the land
would be rendered suitable for tillage; that the same was adapted for stock-raising,
and that wood and water were plentiful, and that twelve families could be accommodated.
On the 25th November followinCY the governor and captain-general made the grant
to Antonio Jo, e, Bernabe Manuel~ Juan Bautista, Pedro and Ramon Garcia, Jurado,
and any other six per ons and families who may desire to settle at the same place
when the act of placing th em in formal possession should be executed; "that the
pa tures, woods, and watering places are to be in common, and that thA .families only
t? whom the grain-growing land may be measured and marked off will have legal
title to nch par icnlar trncts so a signed"; t,bey were to build a town to be known
a
u~ ra enora de la Luz San Fernando y San Blas, to be constructed and governed rn accordance with certain rules and regulations.
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In pursuance of said decree on the 11th December the said alcalde formally placed
in possession of said land Bernabe Montano, An~onio Montano; J<?se Montano, Ju~n.
Bautista Montano Pedro Montano, Jose Antomo Castelo, Antomo Gurule, Agustm
Gallegos, Marcus Baca, Jua:i;i Zamora, with the followfog boundaries: On the north
the wagon-road going from the Pueblo of Zia to La Laguna about a league a~d a half
from the new town· on the south the Cerrito Colorado about two leagues from the
same point; on tbe'east the brow of the mountain conimonly called the Rio Pu~rco
mountain about a half league from the same point; and on the west the Mesa Pneta
about 1½ leacrues from the said town. This will make a tract 3½ leagues north and
south and 2 l~agues east and west, making 7 superficial leagues.
On the 11th March, 1754, the said alcalde proceeded to the said land and placed the ·
parties in possession of the same and distributed it individually as fol_lows: "_To
Antonio Gorole, himself, his wife, and eighteen children, including domestics, 1:11ak~11g
twenty, were assigned40varas in width for the building of houses, and ~or cultrvat1.on
there were assigned him 300 varas in extent (latitud) and 100 varas iu width_ as gramgrowing land, and the entrances and exits were designated to him accordmg to the.
extent of the land, the houses to be in a body a11d united and a gate to be constructed
sufficient for all; and they were made to place boundaries a11d landmarks to each lot,
wherever required.
"To Juan Samora were measured off 30 varas in width for a house-lot, with obligation that the houses be united on the plaza, there to be but one gate; of cultivable
land there were assigned him 300 varas in width and 100 in le11gth for grain-growing
land, and he was pointed out places for landing, for entrances a11d exits, as well as
for the landmarks; and himself, his wife, and six children, making eight persons.
"To Jose Castelo were measured off 30 varas in width for a house, with the obligation that the houses join on the plaza with one sufficient gate, with 300 varas in extent (latitud) for cultivation and lC,O varas in width, with e11trances and exits, and.
be placed bis boundaries and landmarks; his family consisting of only himself and
his wife.
"To Pedro Montano were assigned 20 varas for a house, he being informed of the requirements for the house by the regulation, and there were measured off to him 300
varas of land in length and 100 in width for a farm lot, with the appurtenances of a
farm tract with entrances and exits; and I caused him to place bolmdaries and landmarks; his family-himself, wife and three children, maki.p.g five in the family.
'' To Antonio Montano were assigned 40 varas for a building lot for his house, assigning him as directed, as required in regard to commons, position, and union with
others, and other requisites, and he was assigned 300 varas in width and 100 in length
for a farm lot, with entrances and exits to and from the tract, and designating to him
his pasture grounds, and he placed boundaries and landmarks, entrances, and exits;
his family-himself, his wife, and five children, making a total of seven.
" To Agustin Gallegos were assigned 40 varas for building his house, to be among the
group of houses as required, all united with a door sufficient for the use of the whole,
assigning him 300 varas in width and 100 varas in length of grain-growing land for
a farm lot ; and after assigning entrances and exits for the premises he placed to each
of the lots boundaries and landmarks, be being informed of all the requirements;.
his fami'iy-bimselt~ his wife, and three children, making, therefore, five.
'' To Feliciano Urtado were assigned 30 Castilian varas for a building lot for his house,
to be united as required of all the settlers; a11d also 300 varas in width and 100 in
length of grain-growing _land for a farm lot, and his appurtenances on the tract, and
the entrances and the exits, uses, and customs were designated to him; his familyhimself, his wife, and two children, making four in the family.
''To Jose Montano were assigned 20varas for the building of the house he will have
to erect, united with the others as is required, and being informed to that effect he
was assigned 300 varas of cultivable land in extent (latitud) and 100 in width on
the tract for a farm lot, and his appurtenance was designated to him with its entrances.
and exits, and he placed his landmarks and boundary lines around the whole· his
family-himself, his wife, and five in the family, making seven.
'
"To Jose de J esus Montano were assigned 40 varas in the tract for the building
of a house, with the same obligation as the others; and also 300 varas of land ill
length and 100 in width for a farm lot; his family-himself; upon the tract he placed
boundary landmarks, his appurtenances, entrances and exits.
"T~ Ber?-abel Montano were assigned 40 varas for a house lot, with the same instru_ct101?-s m all re~pects a~ to the others. He was assigned 300 varas in length and
100 m width of gram-growrng land for a farm lot, and upon the tract he was given
as were all the others, and, like the others, he placed bbundary landmarks at the
entrances and exits; his family-himself and a son .
. '' To Marco_s Baca were assigned 40 varas of land as a building lot, explaining to
him the reqmrements of his exoellency, the governor, in regard to building; and he
was assigned upon this tract 300 varas of land in extent (latitud) and 100 in width
for a farm lot, being equal to those assigned the others, with entrances and exits,.
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and he placed boundaries and landmarks; his family-himself, his wife ·and ea
children and two domestics, making ten.
'
"To Juan Bautista Montano were assigned 40 varas for him to build thereon a,
house, all in one building and united with the balance, as required, with a plaza and
a large door; and he was assigned of grain-growing land 300 varas in leYgth and 100
in width for a farm lot, and upon the tract he had designated to him, like the other
settlers, and he placed boundary and landmarks; his family-himself, his wife, three
cl.lildren, and two domestics, making altogether seven, which completes the twelve
·
families." * * *,
Their houses were to pe united and compact, forming a closed public square with
only agate for a wagon 'to enter; that the pastnres, woods, and watering places are
to be in common, and that the only legal title they had would be to the grain-growing lands. · This act of the alcalde was, on Marnh 28, 1754, approved and confirmed
by the governor.
Subsequently, the parties through their attorney petitioned the governor for t,itle
to the lands,•alleging that they had received none; aucl said officer on the 18th January, 1759, declared that as the parties bad failed to settle the land as they should
have done and as they promised to do they bad forfeited their rights; but should
they appear b~fore him and obligate themselves to make the settlement as required
by t,he royal regulations the grant would be reinstated.
On the same day they appeared before the governor, and obligated themselves to
form their settlement as required by the royal regulations. Thereupon the governor
revived and reinstated the grant, and directed that a duplicate copy of the decree
b,e delivered to the parties for the security of their title, which appears to have been
done January 24, 1759.
Under date of August 5, 1762, the alcalde makes a statement, wherein it is sbo~n
that he has placed Ignacio Xaramillo, Antonio Candelaria, and Salvador Dura~, m
the place of Juan Zamora, Jose Castelo, and Feliciano Urtado, and on an equal footin~ with the other grantees.
.
On the 19th day of August, 1769, the governor, upon an examination of the title
papers, makes the following statement:
·
"It having been necessary fort.be settlers of San Fernando del Rio Pnerco to produce in this government office the foregoing duplicate grant to land made by my
predecessor Thomas Velez Cachupin, and inasmuch as on page 3 ante there appear
four erasures by which they intended -to conceal the statement of leagues ~rauted
and which the parties were placed in possession of, and those leagues not b~mg preserved or noted, whereby a grave offense was committed, the original, wb1Ch 18 0.n
deposit among these archives, was examined for the correction of the erasures ; ~nd it
appears from the original that at the pla1Je of the first erasure it reads: 'The distance
being about a league and one half J1·om the said bounclary to the said town [sett!,ernent].' ~t
the second era.sure it r~ads: 'The distance f1·om said town to the said Cerrito rnountain,
beinJ about two leagues.' At the third erasure it reads: 'Distance sornewhat rnore th~n
half a league from the spot of this new town;' and at the fourth erasure it reads : 'The ~istance Jrom said table land to the said town being about a league and a half.' And hav_mg

made the proper inquiry for the person who made the said erasures, Juan ~autista
Montano confessed that he was the individual who made them, and be havrng been
reprima~ded by me with all due severity and warned for the future, I direct t~at
the duph_cate be returned to the party with the notification that with the declaration
o~ the parts erased as above explained, the document retains it.s original force and
vigor, and that not the description of the boundaries but [torn] of the leagues mentioned must govern."
.
The surveyor-general for New Mexico under date of November 15, 1870, made his
report as contemplated by the eighth se~tion of the act of Congress of July 22, 1854,
(Stats., vol. 10, p. ::W9), recommeuding the confirmation of this claim to the extent of
7 square leagues.
Subseque_utly a preliminary survey of this grant was made at the instance of the
:pre~e?t cla1man~s, purporting to conform to the boundaries described in the ac~ of
Jnr1d1cal possess10n, and contains an area of 151,056.90 acres, or a tract about 25 miles
from _north to south_and about 9 miles from east to west, covering an area of nearly
:five bmes the quantity recommended for confirmation.
Th survey~r-general in bis supplemPntary report expresses the opinion that t~e
documents relied upon as evidence of title are genuine1 and recommends the confirmation to the extent of7 square league1:1 or about 31,000 acres.
The _grant having been made and confirmed by one governor and subsequently
recogmzed by another Spanish governor, it appears to be a valid grant under the
u ag sand customs of the former government, and should be confirmed to the ext~nt
of the land granted. I therefore recommend tbe confirmation of the claim to th e heirs
and 1 al repre en~atives of the twelve persons who were placed in po. session of the
gran ,_viz: Antomo Gorole, Ignacio Xaramillo Antonio Candelaria Pedro Montafio,
Antomo Montano, Agustin Gallegos, Salvador' Duran, Jose Montaii.o, Jose de Jesus
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Montano Bernabe! Montano Marcos Baca1 and J uaii Bautista Montano, to the extent
of 7 squa're leagues: to be sur~eyed and marked as described in thejuridical measur~
ment, the north line to be 1½ leagues nort~ of the old town of Nuestra ~enora de la
Luz San Fernando y San Blas the south line to be 2 leagues south of said town, the
east'line to be one-half leagu~ east of said town, and the west line to belt leagues
west of said town, said lines to be run due north and south and east and west and to
contain 7 leagues.
.
A confirmation by Congress as suggested will protect the interests of all the par~ies
interested and secure to the inhabitants of four settlements or towns, aggregatmg
forty or fifty families, the lands occupied 9y them.
1

NERIO ANTONIO MONTOY.A OR OJO DEL MED IO.

LTo Hon . L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, December 7, 1886.]

I have the honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congress the supp lementa.ry
report in duplicate of the surveyor-general for New Mexico, dated May _8, 1886, upon
the private land claim in the Territory of New Mexico known as the Nerio Antonio
Montoya or Ojo del Medio grant, No. 51, in New Mexico.
It appears by reference to the papers in this case, which are merely copies from the
.files and records of the surveyor-general for New Mexico, 1hatunder date of February
28, 1831, one Nerio Antonio Montollo, a citizen of the town of Valencia, petitioned
tbe corporation of Tome that he be placed in possession of a tract of land of about
half a league in and along the canon from the central spring to the Rancheria and,
distant about 1 league from Manzano grant. On the 19th March a report was made
to the deputation at Santa Fe purporting to be the action of the corporative ·c ouncil
of Tome, and signed by Juan Baca and Miguel de Olona as member and secretary,
recommending that the grant be made.
The next action taken is as follows:
" SANTA FE, November 12, 1831.
"The honorable the deputation of this territory having received the report of the
constitutional council of Tome appended to this petition, has resolved in this day's
session to' grant the land prayed for by the petitioner, charging the alcalde of said
jurisdiction to execute the document that will secure the grantee in the grant' hereby
made to him.
'' ABREU, SecTefa1·y."

Next is a document dated ,.December 7, 1831, signed by Miguel de Olona, reciting
the previous action in the matter and promising to place the said Montoya " in possession of the property granted him."
On the 12th of December, 1831, Miguel de Olona proceeded to the place mentioned
and placed the said Montoya in possession of a tract of land described as follows:
" On the east the so-called Apache Rancheria; on the west the Central Spring; on
the north the highest part of the Canon Mountain ridge, at which the spring is situated; and on the sout.h the commencement of the little valley of t,he Cuerbo up to
a spring situated therein commonly called the Cuerbo."
Under date of December 22, 1831, Jose Antonio Chaves addresses a communication
to Alderman Miguel Olona relative to the fees for delivery of possession.
'I'he:e is nothing here showing the position if any held by Chaves. He was governor m the year 1830, but does not appear to have been at the date of his let-ter.
The next paper is a deed dated October 2, 1848, from N. A. Montoya to Juan Perea,
and Dolores Perea, conveying a certain tract of land.
This is all the evidence filed as a basis for confirmation of title.
The papers filed are, with the exception of the letter of Chaves relative to fees and
the said deed, unauthentic:i.ted copies. There is nothing to show when or by whom
made; there is no evidence tending to show, other than the statement in the papers,
that originals ever existed.
At the date the grant purports to have been made the c,olonization law of August
1~, 1824, and the regulations of 1828 (laws of Texas, George W. Paschal, third edi~I?n, vol. 1, p. 20~) were in force. There is nothing in said law or regulations author1zmg the deputat1~m to make grants ofland to ind~viduals. The governor only was
the person authonzed to make such grants of lands .
. The territorial deputation having no authority under the law in. force in said Ternt?ry to make grants of land from the public domain, the papers relied upon by the
cla1mants, as evidence of title, if genuine, have no validity whatever.
I.n United States 1,. Knights' adm'rs (1 Black, p. 242), the Supreme Court of the
Umted States held that " vacant lands in California belonged to the supx;eme government, and the laws for the disposition of the same emanated from that source.
~eneral rules and regulations upon the subject were accordingly ordained, authorizlng the governors of Territories under certain specified conditions to grant such lands
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to such empresarios, families, ·a_nd ~ingle per~ons as might ask for the same for the
purpose of s~~tlemen_t and cultivation; but 1t was expressly provided that grant,e
made to families or smgle persons should not be held to be definitely valid without
the previous consent of the Territorial deputation. By those rules and regulation 8
every person soliciting such lands was required in the first place to address a petition
to the governor, setting forth his name, country, profession, and religion. and also to
describe the land asked for as distinctly as possible, by means of a diseno or map
which is usually annexed to the petition."
*
*
*
*
*
* * '
"Petitions and grants with the maps of the land granted were required to be recorded in a book kept for that purpose," etc.
.
Again, in the case of United States v. Vijil (13 Wallace, p. 449), held" that the only
laws in force in the Territories of Mexico for the disposition of the public lands, with
the exception of those relating to missions and towns, are the act of the Mexican
congress of 1824 and the regulations of 1828.
*· *
*
*
*
* *
"These regulations conferred on the governors of the Territories, 'the polit.ical
chiefs' as they are called, the authority to grant vacant lands, and did not delegate
it to the departmental assembly. !tis true the grant was not complete until the approval of the assembly, and in this sense, the assembly and governor acted concurrently, but the initiative must be taken by the governor. He was required to act in
the first instance to decide whether the petitioner was a fit person to receive the
grant, and whether the land itself could be granted without prejudice to the public
or individuals. * * * They were in this respect an advisory body to the governor. * ·· * * These views dispose of this case, for the grant in controversy was the
sole act of the assembly and has not even the element of the governor's recommendation in its favor."
,
,
The petition to the surveyor-general, under the eighth section of the act o~ July
22, 1854, is made by J. Francisco Chaves, claim\ng to be the legal representativ_e of
Nerio Antonio Montoya, but he fails to :file any evidence showing how he acqmred
his interest. It appears by reference to the papers :filed in this case that_ under date
of October 2, 1848, Montoya "conveys all his right in and control over this document
to the said Perea and bis sister Dolores Perea, to the end that henceforth they may
be the proprietors thereof, making use of this title as their own property," etc.
This paper is attached to the other papers and is said to be an original.
.
No evidence has been filed showino· that the o-rantee or his legal representatives
have since the date of the alleged delivery of pos~ession ever occupied or in any way
reduced to possession the tract now cfaimed under said invalid grant. JI;ad the grant
claimants entered into p~sstssion, cult~vat~d, and actu'.3'\ly occupied said land up tdo
and at the date of the cession of the tern tones to the Umted States under the allege
grant, believing that they had a good and valid title, then there would have b~en an
equity which the United States should recognize; but as they have totally fa_iled to
prove that t~ey e:er subsequent to the date of the alleged delivery o±: I_)Ossess~on entered upon, mhab1ted, and cultivated the said land, they have no eqmties which the
United States can recognize.
.
.
The c~aimant having failed to produce a legal grant or show an eg_mtable cla~m
I_ deem 1t unnecessary to discuss the question of 1·ecord and vagueness _m the descript10n of the alleged grant, the reasons given being sufficient upon which to base J:?Y
recomm~~dation ?oncurring with the report of Surveyor-General J !1lian th_at the claim
be de:fimt1vely reJected by Congress, thereby restoring to the P?bhc domam over 3,500
acres of land which are now reserved from disposal by the Umted States on account
of this claim.
JOSE LUIS VALDEZ

et al.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, January 21, 1887.]

I have t~e honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congress the supplement-

a117 report m du~licate of the surveyor-general for New Mexico in the matte~ of the

private-land claim known as Encinas tract No. 55 Jose Luis Valdez et al., claimants.
~he only evidence of title'the petitioners' present to the surveyor-general is a pap~r
wh1?h pury>o:ts to be the certificate of the alcalde as to delivery of possession. This
certificate 1s m the following terms viz :
"At this place of the apostle Saint Thomas of Abiquiu, on the 5th day of the month
of_ July, 1814, appeared before me, Pedro Ygn. Gallegos, chiefalcalde of the ayuntamiento, th~ pue~lo and its districts, Juan Baldez, and exhibiting to m~ the royal
grant of His ~aJesty, whom may God preserve, and delivering to me said g~ant he
requested me 1_n the name of His Majesty to proceed to said place and examme the
land h~ occupie_d, and. having examined said place I found it to be sufficient to _support him and hts family; and the said settler having requested that I issue him a
separ~te document for a tract of land at the place commonly called the Encinas on
the Rio Poerco, the boundaries of which are: on the east a mound in the Puertecito
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-t:;hat looks toward the Joya, and on the west a serrito, so called, in tke can3:da of the
<iorrales; on the north some permanent stones, and o~ the south the suml'.!'nts of the
3nountain and---, I gave the same free of tax, tr!lrnte, or hypothecat10n, or any
~ther class or incumbrance, in order that he may enJOY the same; and that ~e_may
-freely exchange, sell, or alienate it, and enjoy it with free and_ g·eneral admrn1s~ration. I interpose my judicial authority for * * * [torn] * * .* by appomtment with my attending witnesses in the absence of a royal _aind pubhc notary, t1?-e~e
being none in this kingdom nor within the distance provided by law, and this 1s
extended on common paper, signing with me the grantee and those of my attendance
on the said day, month, and year; to all of which I certify.
·
'' P~nRo YGN'co GALLEGOS.
'' JUAN BAUTISTA BALDEZ.
"Asis. SILBESTRE TRUJILLO.
''MARCUS DELGADO,

"Secretary."
It appears by said certificate that Juan Baldez exhibited to the alcalde "the ro;yal
grant of His Majesty," and thjs, with an affidavit of Luis Baldes, is all there is in tne
case showing that tbere was ever a grant for the land. There is nothing in the record
to show by whom t.he grant was made, whether by tlrn governor, the king, or any
other delegated authority. It merely states that "the royal grant by His Majesty"
was presented to the alcalde. It is reasonable to presume that reference is made to
the king. In the absence of more definite proof this cannot be accepted as positive.
evidence of the existence of a grant by the Spanish government.
Luis Baldes who signs by mark to his affidavit swears that "the granting docree
of the Spanish government and captain-general is missing; and further declares that
he has made due diligent search for said missing document and has been unable to
:find the same or obtain any information concerning it.''
The affidavit is made by one of the present owners of the claim, but it does not
show that he ever saw or had possessiou of any grant; he · merely swears that the
paper referred to in the statement of the alcalde is missing and can not be found. There
is nothing more than the sta,tement of the alcalde that such a paper ever existed. The
surveyor-general does not find any reference to said grant in the archives received
from Mexico, nor is there anything showing the record of a gra.nt for this land.
There is nothing to show that the act of the alcalde who placed the party in possession of the land was ever approved by the provincial deputatibn, which was necessary under the law in force at the date of delivery of possession .
The boundaries given in the act of possession are too vague and indefinite to be located upon the earth's surface.
The claimants having failed to show a legal title or an equitable claim to the land
I respectfully recommend the passage of a bill by Congre~s rejecting this claim.
ESTANCIA TRACT.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, December 17, 1886.}

I have the honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congress the supplementary report in duplicate of the surveyor general for New Mexico on the private
land claim designated as the Estancia tract, No. 70.
By a re~er_ence t? the record in the case, consisting of copies of translations from
all~g~d ongmals, 1t appears that under date of DecembAr 5, 184,\ Antonio Sandoval
pet~t10_ned the goverl?-or to grant to him "in possession integrani the Salt Lakes tract,
ass1gnmg as boundaries to ward the north one league from the Berrendo spring, the
said Berrendo spring being within the possession and towards the south from the
Salt lakes another league, on the east the little hills of the Pedernal, and on the
~vest the water of the Mestenas," to be taken in compensation for services to the Mexican governmen~. Under dat_e of December 7, 1845, Manuel Armijo, then governor,
made the gra1;1t rn the follow~ng terms: "This government being convinced of the
valuable services Don Antorno Sandoval has rendered and is now renderino- the
country, as _w_ell d_uring the time to which he refers as also during the six yea":.-s he
served adrmmstermg the prefecture of the second district with a sa,lary of $1 500 of
which not even a .half real has been paid to him the sum due hirn amonntinO'
to'$9 000
0
and the statements in his petition beino- true' I do in exercise of the po wer i~ m~
vest~d by the faws ~nd also in consideration of all the premises .and as a just title
acquued, make to h1m the grant for the land be solicits with all tlie dimensions and
pasture lands he ask_s, that h_e may enjoy the same in the name of the supreme government of the Mexican nat10n and under my concession free and exempt from aB
tax or trilmte."
The next paper is a certificate dated December 6. 1845. of Jose Serafin Ramirez,
comptroller of the department!i.l treasury, wherein 1t i1, shown that Sandoval had
served the Mexican nation for many years and that he had loaned numerous sums of
INT 87-VOL
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m_oney to the treasury of the nation and that there were large sums of money due
him.
Under date of December 15, 1845, "Jose Baca y Ortiz, justice of the peace of Real
del Oro, in obedience to the decree of the most excellent governor" proceeded to the
land conceded and placed Juan Antonio Aragon the representative of Antonio Sandoval in possession of the tract described in the petition.
The next paper in the case is a translated copy of an original testamentary donation, by which it appears that under date of July 8, 1848, Sandoval conveyed all his
title to said land to his nephew Gervacio Nolan.
These are all the papers filed by the present claimants.
At the date of said alleged grant the regulations adopted November 21, 1828, under
the colonization act of August 18, 18:M, the only laws in force relating to the dispoal
of the public domain, provide:
'' (1) The governors of the territories are authorized (in compliance with the law
of the general congress of the Bth of August, 1824, and under the conditione hereinafter specified) to grant vacant lands in their respective territories to contractors
(empresarios), families, or private persons, whether Mexicans or foreigners, who may
ask for them for the purpose of cultivating or inhabiting them.
.
"(2) Every perso:a soliciting lands, whether he be an empresario, head of a family,
or private person, shall address to the governor of the respective territory a_petition
settiug forth his name, country, profession, the number, d escription, religious and ?t~er
circumstances of the families or persons with \Vhom he wishes to colonize, describmg
as distinctly as possible by means of a map the land asked for.
.
.
'' (3) The governor shall proceed immediately to obtain the necessary mformation
whether the })etition embraces the conditions required by the said law of 18th August both as regards the land and the candidate, in order that th!:! petitioner may at
~nee be attended to, or if it be preferred the respective m·u nicipal authority whether
there be any objection to making the grant.
.
. "(4) _This being done the governor will accede or not to said petition rn exact conformity to the laws on the subject and especially the beforementioned one of the
18th August, 1824.
. .
.
"(5) The grants made to families or private persons shall not be held to be_ defimti vely valid without the pre·vious consent of the territorial deputation, to which end
the respective documents (expedientes) shall be forwarded to it. . . .
"(6) When the governor shall not obt,ain the approbation of the tern tonal deputation he shall report to the supreme government, forwarding the necessary documents
for its decision.
"(7) The grants made to empresarios for them to colonize with many families shall
not be held to be definitively valid until the approval of the supreme government be
obtained, to which the necessary documents must be forwarded along with the report
of the territorial deputation.
"(8) The definitive grant asked for being made a document signed .by the governor
shall be given t~ serve as a title to the party interested, wherein it must 1:>e s~ated
that said grant is made in exact conformity with the provisions of the laws rn virtue
whereof possession shall be given.
.
"(9) The :µecessary record shall be kept in a book prepared for the purpose of all
the petitions presented and grants made, with the maps of the lands granted, and a,
circumsta,ntial report shall be forwarded quarterly to the supreme gover!lm.ent," &c.
From tbe foregoing it will be seen that to make a grant under the Mexican govern·
ment definitively valid it was necessary first to address a petition to the gove~·nor, who
was to m~Lke inquiries relative to the fitness of the applicant and to make his decre~,
which decree or concession was the?, submitted to th~ departmen~al a~sem°?lY, and~f
there approved the governor then issued the definitive grant with directi?n to t e
proper officer to place the party in possession. After having been placed rn possession he was then to have his muniments of title recorded in a book kept for this purpose.
The paper filed by the present claimant is the original decree or concession; there
is no evidence that the same was ever approved by the departmental assembly nor
that a final title ever issued. There is nothing to show that the same had been recorded, nor is there anything to show that the present claimants have in any manner
occupied, cultivated, and inhabited the land claimed.
.
In the petition of Sandoval to the governor he states that the land asked for will
be taken a8 compensation for past services. In the governor's concession for the land
he states that Sanddval had snved the government for years and that the sum of
9,000 was still due, and then proceeds to concede the land askt·d for.
. ..
The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of the United States v. V1J1l (13
~allace,. p. 451), says: "It has been repeatedly decided by the court that the on_ly laws
m force in the territorie of Mexico for the disposition of the public lands, with the
exception of tho e relating to mission and towns, are the act of the Mexican congre of 1 24 and the r gulations of 1 28. ,. .. " This policy recognized the ob-
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ligation resting on the government to bold the public land as a public. trust, to be
administered for the benefit of those who would settle upon them or cultivate them.
They could not _be sold for money _nor grnn~e~ away in consideration of past pu~lic
services, nor on condition of makrng public impro,'ements of nse to the travelmg
~ommunity or of general benefit to the State. The power to cede them depended entirely on the uses to which they we1:e to Le put and these ~s we have ~een, were ?ultivation or settlement. The legal right to dispose of them for other obJects wa,s withdrawn from the local authorities an(l rested alone with the supreme government."
By reference to the records of t,his office I find that under date of November 24, 1845,
Antonio Sandoval, a resident of the town of Albuquerque, petitioned the governor for
3, tract ofland known as the Bosque del Apache.
Under date of November 28, 1845,
the governor in consi~erati_on of the meritorious services of the ~etitione_r granted the
land applied for. Th1s claim was confirmed as No. 35 by the third section of the a~t
of Con<Tress of June 21, l tl(-50 (St,ats., 12, p. 71 ), aud was patented March 21, 1877. Tlns
patent°covers a tract of GO, 117.39 acres, 11,292.91 acres in excess of 11 square leagues,
which was the maximum quantity the governors of Mexico were authorized to grant
to one individual.
Antonio Sandoval, the alleged grantee in this case, is nndonbtedly the same party
to whom the grant of the Bosque del Apache was made, as they were both residents
of Albuquerque and the concession and grant are in both cases made for services
rendered and money loaned the Mexican government.
In the case of the United States v. The Widow, Heirs, and Executors of William E .
.P. Hartnell, deceased, [the Court] says: "The narrow question is, had the governor
,of California power in 1844 to grant gratuitously for the purposes of tillage, inhabitancy, and pasturage more than 11 leagues of laud to any one person f Section 12 of
the law of 1824 providP-s that it shall not be permitted to unite in one hand as property more than l league of irrigable land, 4 leagues of farming land not irrigable, and
Q for stock-raising.
"Both titles of Hartnell were brought before the departmental assembly. That
body held the law to l>e, that the governor could not 'unite in the same hand' more
than 11 leagnes, although it might be in different tracts; and so reported to him."
There was never any record of this preliminary concession or of th e j nridical pos,
t!ession. Relative to the necessity of the record nuder the Mexican government the
Supreme Court bas held :
"The colonization regulations of 1828 constitute the laws and usages by which the
Mexican title is to be determined. * " * The 1·eoord was the grant, and without
it the title was not divested. The governor was reqnired to give a document to the
party interested which was evidence of title and enabled him to get possession ; but
this titulo did not divest the title unless record was made in conformity with law.
"The non-production of this record evidence of the title under the circumstances is
.calculated to excite well-grounded Ruspicions as to its validity, and thro-ws upon the
~laimant the burden of producing the fullest proof of which the party is capable of
the genuineness of the grant. We do not say that the }Lusence of tl.Je record evidence is of itself necessarily fata.l to the proof of the title; but it should be pro-0.uc,ed or its absence accounted for to t!10 sati-,faction of the court.'' (Uuite<l. States
v. Teschmacher et al., 22 Howard, p. 405.)
In the case of Peralta v. The United States (3 W,Lllace, p. 440 ), in considering th(\
proof necessary to establish a gmnt made by Mexico, held tqat "written document.ary evidence no matter how well supported by the testimony of witnesses will not
suffice if it is obtained from private hands, and there is nothing in the public records
of the country to show that such evidence existed." (See also 1 Black, p. 227, and
-cases cited.)
- It may be proper to state that there has been confirmed and patented to Gervacfo
Nolan 11 square l eagues of land. This was in satisfaction of two claims presented
for confirmation one a,s original grantee and the other to himself and associates.
The act of confirmation (.July 1, 1'370, Stats. 16, p. 646) provides" that when said
lands are so confirmed, surveyed, and patented they shall he held and taken tu be in
full satisfaction of all further claims or demands against the United States."
Parties claiming to be the heirs of Gervacio Nolan are the present claimants in this
case. The confirmation of 1870 to No1an being in full satisfaction of all f1:irther claims
-0r demands against the Unitecl States, the present claim by bis heirs shoulil fail.
~ preliminary survey of tllis grant has been made at the iustance of the grant
claunants purporting to conform to the boundaries mentioned in the petitiou and
-covers an area of 415,036.56 acres.
In ~~is case ~one of the proceedings necessary to make a preliminary concession
de~mt1vely valid were ever had. The governor made no report to the territorial depu,
tat10n. There was never any approval of the preliminary concession by the deputa,
tion. No definitive title ever issued. There was no record for the reason that th&
.same had uever reached the dignity of a grant. The governor could not make a,
grant of land in consideration of past public services.
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Antonio Sandoval havi11g procured a confirmation by and patent from the United
States for 60,117.39 acres, eq11al to 13.54 leagues, or 2.54 leagues more than t;be Mexican governor was authorize<l to gra,nt under the laws, the second grant was 11lerral
and of no effect.
e
The claim of Nolan depending upon a testamentary donation by Sandoval, he succeeded to only such rights as Sandoval may have hatl, and as Sandoval had no le,ral
title there was nothing w.hich Nolan could take.
i:,
No evidence is produced showing that Sandoval or Nolan have ever inhabited, cultivated, or occupied this claim: hence no equities are shown.
J<..,or the reasons above stated. l concur in the recommendation of Surveyor-General
Julian that the claim be rejected by Congress, thereby restoring to the public domain
over 415,000 acres ofland which are_now reserved to satisfy this illegal and inequitable claim.
CANON DE CHAMA TRACT.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, April 4, 1887.]

I have the honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congress the supplementary report in duplicate of the surveyor-general for New Mexico on the private
land claim known as the Canon de Chama tract, No. 71.
Surveyor-General Proudfit, under date of December l'i, 1872, approved the grant
and recommended that it be confirmed by Congress to the heirs and l~gal repre~entatives of Francisco Salazar and the other persons who were placed rn possession of
the land. by the alcalde according to the boundaries described in the juridical possession. Estimated area by the petitioners before the surveyor-general 184,:fl0 acres.
A preliminary survey of this claim was made in the year 1878 and contains an area
of 472,736.95 acres.
Surveyor-General Julian, in his supplementary report dated Jun? 28, 1886, bolus
that "the survey is manifestly and shockingly incorrect. The grant 1f one was made
was confined t.o the Canon de Chama. On that point the language employed lea_yes
no manner of doubt. 'l'he surveyor-general had no right to wander out of t:he canon
10 or 15 miles in the search for the natural objects named in the bonndanes <cf the
tra,ct, but was bound to seek them within the canon. If any descriptive w?rd_s were.
susceptible of two meanings, the one implying extension and the other restnct10n, he
was bound to govern himself by the latter. This was his clear duty under the law.
"The testimony shows_that the canon is narrow, and I have no doubt that a careful resurvey of the tract a.ccording to its real boundaries will show how utterly mercenary and extravagant the present survey wiil appear. If Congress thflrefore i,ihould
recognize an equitable claim I recommend such resurvey in order that the real extent
of such equitable claim may be ascertained. As the present claimaats are not named
in this case and are unknown to this office, the claim of course could only be confirmed to the heirs and legal representatives of the grantee ; and I recommend thali
such confirmation shall reserve the minerals found thereon to the United States."
The petition ?f the original claimant to the Spanish governor asked for '.' a tract of
land unappropriated and unsettlfld called the Chama River canon:" no estimate as to
quantity nor boundaries was given.
.
.
Under instructions from the governor the alcalde in a report, states that '' in obe~ience to the foregoing decree I proceeded personall.v to visit and examine the spot [no]
called t~e Chama river canon, over all of which I passed with the greatee-t c~r~ and
?bservatLOn, as well the land itself as the placesfor taking out the heads of un~atrng canals and the pastures and watering places; and I report that for pastures without fields and without any resulting da.mage there is 1 league from the last grant
(that of the Martinezes) to the side on which the sun rises, and that thence to the
western boundary which divides the Chama river from the Gallina river tllere '.1re
about ~ leagues, somewhat more or less, of cultivable land, aoJ. the town berng
placed 111 the center the thirty-one famlies applyinO'
for it may be accommodated, and
0
~and enon_~h remain for the increase they ma.v hav e in the way of children and sonsm-law [ lltJos y llernos]; and the section of country is a very desirable one, and t_hesettle~s ma:y therefore proceed with their building; and for the other two boundaries.
there 1s assigned them on the north and on the south 1 league for pastures," &c.
The governor then made the concession and directed that the alcalde place the
-petition °r~ anJ. any other person who would come forward to increase the settlement
1D po :11'.s· 10n. Subs quently1 the alcalde _in giving juridical possession assigned to
some tb1rt_y-fi.ve per ons_certam tracts varymg from 150 to :300 varas. rrhe aggregate
uumber ut varas, assumm~ that the tracts were varas square, would be 957,500 square
vara , qniyalent ~n _Eng1is~ measurement to 166.22 acres, the pasture and timberlands coutamed within certam de cril>ed boundaries to be common to all.
The laud of which lihe partie were placed in po session was only 166.22 acres, with
pasture. and commons free to all, the town to be in the center. The tra,ct recom-
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mended by the alcalde was 2 leagnes suitable for cultivation and 2 leagues for pasture and timber, making 4 leagues.
. .
. . ,
In the event of the confirmation of the claim 1t should be 1Im1ten to_ 4 1;quare
leagues, to include the town or settlement and the lands reduced to possess10u by the
orjginal claimants.
.
.
The present preliminary survey of the claim made at the 1_mitance of the grant
-claimants is grossly ju excess of tbe land conceded by the Spamsh governor.
SIERRA MOSCA TRACT.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. L amar, Secr etary of the Interior, March 28, 1887.]

I have the honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congress the supple:mentary report in duplicate of the survey<Yr-general for Ne w Mexico on the private
land claim known as the Sierra Mosca tract, No. 75.
Surveyor-General Prondfit, under date of October 8, 1873, in a report npcm this claim,
recommended that th6 grant be confirmed by Congress according to the bounda ries
,described in the act of possession to the legal representatives of Juan Luis Ortiz.
The area of the claim as estimated by the present claimants is 115,200 acres.
The preliminary survey of this claim made in the year 1879 covers an area of
33,250.39 acres.
·
Surveyor-General Julian, under date of March 27, 1886, after taking additional testimony and a thorough investigation of the case and a comparison of the signa·t nres
on the papers in the case filed as evidence of title with signatures. which are undoubt.,edly genuine, bolds'' that the papers relied npon by the claimants were forged. The
-claim is certainly not established under the rule of l::i.w which requires it to be const,rued strictly against the grantee.
"The papers presented were never rleposited in the Mexican archives, nor is there
any r ecord of the grant having been made so far as known. As to proof of grants
made under the laws of Mexico the Supreme Court of the United States in t.lie case of
Peralta v. U. S. (3 Wall., p. 440), said: 'Written documentary evidence no matter
how formal and complete or how well supported by the testimo11y of witnesses will
m.ot snffice jf it is obtained from private hands, and tl,lere is nothing in the pnblic
records of the cou11try to show that such evidence ever existed .'
'' The same court has held in several cases that the Mexican nation attached a great
,deal of form to the disposition of its lands and required a record to be made and that
the record constituted the grant. (See Pico v. U.S., 2 Wall., 279; U.S. v. Knight, 1
Black, 279. [227.])
"If the grant papers are genuine under the rule laid down in the cases cited the
., evidence fails to make out the case, as the laws of Mexico were in force here at the
time it is claimed the land was granted."
He recommends '' its rejection by Congress," in which recommendation I fully concur.
GASPAR ORTIZ GRANT.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, January 13, 1887.]

I have the honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congress the supplementary
report in duplica~e of the surveyor-g~neral for New Mexico, on the alleged private
land claim in New Mexico designated as the "land grant to Gaspar Ortiz, No. 87.".
By r eference to the record in the case, which is merely copies of alleged originals, the
fol1owing facts are disclosed:
Gaspar Ortiz, a resident of Nambe, petitioned the then governor to confirm him in
his t itle to a certain tract of land with the boundaries as recited in the petition for
a grant by Vicente Duran de Armijo, said land having been acquired by purchase
from said Vicente Duran de Armijo.
The governor confirmed to him the said grant, arnl directed the alcalde of the town
of Santa Cruz de la Canada to place the petitioner in possession of t,he land asked for
and fix his boundaries.
On the 29th October, 1806, the chief alca1de of the town of Santa Cruz Ot, la, Caiiacla
placed the petitioner in possession of a tract of land with the tollowing bonndarie:,; :
' ' On tbe north a dry run for his landmarks to the mountain de la Mosca, and on the
south by lands of Bernardino de Lena and lands of the pueblo of Tesuque, on the east
by the mountain, and on the west !Jythelancls of the pueblo of Nambe ~nd the.lamls
~xchangecl by Vicente Duran de Armijo with tlrn Indians of Nambe."
.
These are all the papers filed as evidence of title under the Mexican government.
The surveyor-general has examined these papers an<l. compared the signatures to
-the same with otbern and pronounces these to be forgeries.
By an examination of th e paphs in private Janel cla,im No . 31 I find that Vicente
Duran de Armijo peti tioned the governor and captain-general for a tract of land with
,t he following boundaries: "On the north it is bonnd ed by a dry gulch (arroyo), on
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the south by lands of Bernardo de Sena, on the east by a mountain on the west b
lands of the aforementioned lndiarn:i of Nambe," and contains ab~ut 6 fanegas
wheat and 2 of corn.
Uncle~ date of ~eptember ~5, 1839, the then governor direct~d that the petitioner be
placed m possess10n of certam land, but not the lands for which be petitioned as the
Indians of the pueblo of Nam be had objected to granting the lands asked for.'
Under date of October 5, 1839, Juan Garcia de Mora, actiug justice, proceedecl to
the lands granted by the governor an'd placed the petitioner in possession of the
same. The act of juridical possess~on_ is in t~e ~oll_ow:ing ter~s, vi~: " " " "I proceeded to t,he pueblo of Nam be w1thm my JUnsd1ct1on, takmg with me five witnesses
to act in that capacity, three of whom were to act as instrumental and two as my
attending witnesses with whom I acted; and these being present with the parties
Vicente Duran de Armijo and the casique (war chief) and old men, natives of said
pueblo, with the governor and other authorities of the aforesaid pueblo of Nam be, I
read to them. the foregoing document presented by Vicente Duran de Armijo. I also
read to theu.1 in a clear and audible voice the provisions ma de by the said governor
and captain-general where bis excellency directs and orders that possessiou Le given
to him of the lands the petition asks for, bnt afterwards the Indians of 1 he aforementioned pueblo, having made opposition on the ground that the grauting of the
land nsked for by the petitioner would be a great iujury to th em, although it did not
belong to the pueblo, they voluntarily agreed to give to the sa.icl Vicente Durau de
Armijo a piece of land for himself, his children, heirs, and successors from the lauds
of the pueblo m the place of that he asked for, and which would be so much to their
injury. Iu view of which his excellency provides that be shall not have the lands
he asks for, but that which may be selected with the consent of said Irnlians; a.nc~ I,
the said senior jnstice as aforesaid, ancl all the natives of the aforesaid pneblo uerng
present and informed of his excellency's order and of all that bad been agreed upon
with the said Vicente in the presence of the said governoi· and captain-general, th~.Y
stated that they would assign and did assign to the said Vicente Durand~ ArmiJO
a piece of land to the west of said pueblo of Nambe on the borders of their lancls;
that on the said western side a small portion is bounded by lan<ls of the pneb~o of
Pajaoque, whose boundary is a dry gulch (arroyo) that runs into the Na,mbe river.
that is on the southern side of said river of Nam be; and on the east by a stone mou~d
and a medium-sized cedar which is the boundary between the pueblo and the said
Vicente; and on the north this little piece is bounded by said river, and 01~ the south
by a ditch (acequia) which runs along the foot of some uarren hills, the <.llstauce being cords of50 varas each from the river aforesaid to the sa,id acequia; ancl the large
piece of land which they gave to the said Armijo, which is north of said river, contains 740 varas in latitude which is understood to be from east to west; and from
north to south it contains 550 varas the boundaries of which are on the north some
tsone mounds scattered along som~ barren hills which form t,he boundary of. the.
lands of General Don Juan Paez Hurtado and on the south is bounded by the nver
of said pueblo; on the east the l.,onndary is a cross ou t,he side of the main toau and
lands of the Indians of said town, and on the west lands of General Jnan Paez de
Hurtado, which boundaries were marked by several mounds of stone, and on one,of
them is a holy cross, which is to serve as ·a boundary and di visiou; of which two
pieces of land I gave him royal possession."
This claim No. 31 was confirmed by Congress by the act of Jnne ~. 1860 ~Stats., 12~
p. 71), and has been surveye,l in place, and is located west oft.he pueblo o_~ Nam be ..
These two claims have as a basis the gra11t, to Vicente Duran de Arm1JO made m
1839. T~e grant to Duran de Armijo was for land to the west of th(, pnei.Jlo of Namb~;
and bavmg p:rocnred a confirmation for that o-rant the claim for land east of said
puebio must fail, as Armijo never bacl a grant in th':J,t vicinity. His peti~ion asked
for land east of said pueblo, but the Indians having objected to his locatmg t~ere~
the governor _directed that he be placed in possession of lu.ucls to which thb Indians
would not obJect; and the juatice in giving possession bas placed him to the west of
Nambe.
Vicente _puran de Armijo never ha,ving a grant east of said pueblo could; mot convey to Omz land to which he had no title.
Having faile<l to establis_h either a legal or an equitable title to land! ~::is~ of tbe
pueblo of Nambe, and ha.v1110a confirmation of the land granted to Ai:m1Jo-rn 1839,,
0
the present claim shoulJ. fail.
For the rcas~ms stated I recommend concurring with the surveyor-general that Congress pass a lnll rejecting this claim.

!r

CANON DEL RIO COLORADO.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, December 17, 1886.)

I have 11:e hono~ to transmit herewith for submission to Congress the suppleI';lentary repo~t m ~uphcate of the urveyor-generalfor New Mexico on the alleged pnvate.,
lanu claim de 1gnated as the Canon del Rio Colorado tract, No. 93.
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A petition was filed with the surveyor-gen~ral of N~w Me~ico by :Jose Antonio
Laforet, representing to be the holder of a cert.am tract of_ l~nd situated rn the coun~y
of Taos, in the Territory of New Mexwo, which was ongrnally granted to An~omo
Elias Armenta J0se Victor Sanches, and Jose Manuel Sanches by the ayuntamrento
of Taos in th; year 1836. Accompanyin~ said petition are _what purports to be a
petition for a grant of land by Antonio Elias Ar~nent,a, Jose Vr_ctor Sa:nches_, aml Jose
Manuel Sanches and the decree of the ayuut,awiento, and are m the followmg terms,
viz:

"His honor Antonio Jose Ortiz, constitutional alcalde of first vote, and this illustrious corporation, we, citizens Antonio Elias Armenta, Jose Victor Sa11cl1c.s, and Jose
Munuel Saur.hes with the greatest submission and respect and in due form, pers~mally appear before your excellency praying for a tract of land in grant for our live
stock it being tlle place of the Oailon del Rio Colorado, which is considered pasture
land ~]though very few animals enter the ground; but 11 0 inju ry as from a t,bir~ party
being occasioned us, which we state to you so that you togt-' t,her au<l as guard1'.3'ns of
the public welfare may grant this our petition if proper, binding ns not to admit any
person not deemed proper as residents; and said application is from the mouth of ~he
canon to the source of the river, and on the north what forms the rid ge of the Rrto
del Cabresto, provided our junta and its president thiok expedient and our application being legal; and we declare this is not iu dissimula1,ion, and as necessary," &c.
What purports to be the decree of the aynntamiento is iu the following terms, viz:
"In session of this day the foregoiug petition was received, and being put to discnssi()n before this respectable ayunta,miento, it was decided to make to the parties the
grant applied for, with the indispensable condition that they urnsr, confine themselves
to from the month of the canon they mention to the lake all(l the first little valleys
to said lake on the east as they state in their application. Thm1 the illustrious corporation decreed, commanded, and signed this day, June 23, 1,-<36. ·
"SANTIAGO MARTINEZ.
" ANTONIO JOSE ORTIZ.

'' JUAN ANTONIO LOBATO,

"Secretary."
These are the only papers filed as evidence of title.
The petition to the alcalde calls for a tract of land, "being the place of the Caflon
de] Rio Colorado, which is considered pasture land, " ,. " is from the month of
the canon to the source of the river, and on the north what forms the ridge to tlle
Rito <leJ Cabresto." The decree of the ayuntamiento is that "they must confine themselves to from the mouth of the canon they mention to the lake, and the first little
valleys to said lake on the east."
From the foregoing it is impracticable to locate this claim.
At the date this grant pnrports to have been made the colonization act of August
18, 1824, and the regulations of 1828, were tbe only laws in force in the Territory of
New Mexico under which grants uf land coul<l be made. Thi1,1 act and the regulations issued thereunder autltorizetl the goveruor only to make grants of lands to individuals. The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of Uuited States v.
Vijil (13 Wallace, p. 449), held that "it has been repeatedly d ecided by I his court
t~at the only laws in force in the Territories of Mtixico for the disposition of the pu Lhc l:1nds, with the e:s:c"lp tiou of those relating to missions and towns, are the act of
the Mexican congress of 1824 and the regulations of 18:d8. The avowed purpose of
the congress in enacting this law and of the supreme government in carrying it into
effect was to colonize the public domain, * " "· to hold the public lands as a.
public trust, to be aclministere1l for the benefit of those who would settle upon them
or cu1~ivate them. "' " " The power to cecle them depended entirely ou the nses
to which they wer.e to he put, arnl these as we have seen were cultivation or sett.le.
me1;1t_." " . " " These rP.gulations conferred on the governors of the tP.rritories, 'the
poht~ca.1 chiefs,' as they are called, the authority to grant vacant l a 11cb.n
. Thrn_ was a case a~peal~d fro°:1 the supreme court of the Territory of Nt-\w Mexico,
rnvo1vrng the quest10n of the right of the departmental assembly to donate public
lands without the consent of the governor.
·
If t~e departm~ntal assembly had no authority to grant lands, surely the town
council (aynntamiento) had no authority; therefore the present claimant has failed
to show any legal title to this land.
·
No possession appears to have Leen given. The Supreme Court in the case of Van
Reynegan et al. v. Bolt?n (95 U.S., 5_0tto, 33), said:" And where the approval (by .the
departmental deputatron) was obtamed there was another proceedin<Y to be taken
which wa" essential to the complete investitnre of title, :tncl that w11s the formal delivery of possession of the property by a magistrate of vicinage called in the language
of the.country the delivery of jnridical possesision. These proceedings involvC'd the
~stabhsbment of the boundaries of the tract when there was any unc rtainty r espec tmg them; if these ·were designated in t,he gnL11t it reqnirell their ascertainment ancl
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identification; it'they were thus designated it required the m easurement oft he qu
tity granted and its segregation from the public domain." (See also 4 Wallace
5 Wallace, 540.)
' ,
The Supreme Court of the United. States in the case of Peralta v. The United States
(3 Wallace, p. 440 ), in considering tbe proof necessary to establish a grant made bv
Mexico, held that "written documentary evidence no matter how well snpportecl by
the te~timon-y of.witnesses 'Yill not_ suffice 1f it is obtained from private hands,all(l
it,here 1s nothrng m the publw recorcls of the country to show that such evidence ever
<existed."· (See also 2~ Howard, 405; l Black, 2'2, and cases cit.eel.)
Under the laws in force in the Territory of New Mexico at the time this grant purports to have been made certain proceedings were essential b4)fore a grant of land
' <Jould be perfected; the applicat.ion for a grant was to be made to the governor, who
was to inquire as to the fitness of the applicant and to make his report to the deputation. No grant was definitively valid without the approbation of the deputation.
After the concession by the governor had been approved l:)y the dep.ntation then he
was to issue to the party a, document which was to serve as a title, after which the
alcalde was to give juridical possession. The petition, grant, and the map'of the
land granted were to be recorded in a book prepared for that purpose.
In this case the claimants have totally failed to show either a legal or an equitable
title. The basis for their claim is a pretended concession by the ayuntamiento which
had no authority to grant lands. The alleged grantees were never placed in possess ion of the land now claimed, and there is nothin g to show that any claim or right
1:JXists by virtue of any equitable consideration. The testimony shows that a settl~ment by the name of Rio Colorado was in existence in the year 1846, and the land rn
the immediate vicinity thereof' has been cultivated and occupied pr~v iously and subs~quently to that date. By a preliminary survey by the United Sta_tes the ~own or ~10
Dolorado i8 located nearly a mile west of the western boundary of the claimed lnmts
,of this alleged grant.
The party now asking confirmation of this claim has failed to sho~ how or under
whom be claims, and there is nothing to show that the original petitioners are dead
-0r alive or that they left any legal representatives.
l!""'or the reasons stated I concur with Surveyor-General Jnlian and recommend the
rejection of this alleged claim, thereby restoring to the public domai~ nearly 43,000
acres of ,land wbich are now held in reservation on account of this claim.

:l~:

IGNACIO CHAV:ES

et al.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, March 31, 1887.1

I have the honor to transmit herewith for submisson to Congress the supplement3:ry
report in duplicate of the surveyor-general of New Mexico on the private land claim
designated as the grant to Igna.cio Chaves et al., No. 96.
.
Surveyor-Gene.ral Proudfit,, under date of December 14, 1874, in a report on this
claim, recommends the confirmation of the same to the legal representatives of the
.five persons named in the act of possession.
,
Tbe petition to the Spanish government asked for a tract of land accordmg to
-certain boundaries and to have on each side one league and a half, making a tract of
·-2¼ square leagues equivalent in English measurement to ahout 9,765 acrei:l. The al,calde in giving juridical possession describes the boundari es as '' on the north a
whit e table-land commonlj- called Mesa de Chaca ; on the south the point of tho
~ountain; on the east adjoining the land granted to the m ilitia lieutenant Jose Gar<na and that granted to Miguel and Santiao-o Montoya ; and on tbe west that granted
to Felipe Tafoya., Diego Antonio Chaves, a';;d Pedro Chaves, the close of the measure
toward the we t; and the said tract wi 11 contain in the interior 4 leagne1,;, somewhat
more." .Fo_ur common leagnes are equivalent in English measurernen t to ;1,:160 acr~s.
A prelm~mar,v snrvey of this allegP,cl grant was made in tho years 18,i:l au1l 18(9,
3.nd contarns an area. of 243,036.4:3 acres, or very nearly 56 i:!quare lea gues Spamsh
measurem ent.
Snrveyor-General Jnlian, in a snpplerneutary report dated June 17, 1Bd6, fincls_that
"all t:11e facts and circumstances unerringly iudicate that the survey of the cla11;1 of
Iguac10 Chaves et ctl. covers more than ten times tl1e quantity of lancl granteu. f!rn
docu~ent referre,l to heing the only evidence in the case: the question arises as to its
~mfficiency to stabli, b a, title as a o-ainst the United States.
"The granting decree of the givernor contains a provision as follows : 'And fu rthermore hat they shall settle the said grant within the time prescri becl 1>,v law·'
The gra_nt was m~c.e for pastural pnrposes, and law 3, title 12, book 4 of the laws of
the Intl1 _s (2 "\Vhite's Recop., p. 50), provided that Janel grant eel for pa tnre sho,u~d
b occup1 cl arnl tocked,, ith cattle within a limited time nnclor penalty of forfe iture of b grant in ca e of failure.
' o .-vid1mce wa produced to show that the urantees ha<l ever occnpied or used
the land in any manner, and it would seem that without this proof the title of tha
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Spanish or Mexican government was _not diveste9-, a ncl th~ same p3:ssecl to the Uiiite?States on the acquisition of the territory . Agam, there. 1s an entire _a1?sence of ev1<lence as to the existence of any heirs or legal representatives of the or1gmal gra?tees.
Without proof of this the claim is not entitled to recognition. If title vested m the
grantees and no person exists to whom it was transmitted from them the land would
escheat to the government and should not be turned over to any individual who may
see :fit to ask for it.''
"In view of the facts stated" be'' cannot regard this claim as Yalid, and" he rec-0mmends "its r ejection by Congres:o."
.
After an examination of the record in the case, which consists of copies from the
:files and records of the surveyor-general's office, I fully concur in the recomruendation of Surveyor-General Julian t,hat the claim ~e defini!ively r ejected by Con~ress,
t hereby opening to sett,lement under the la.ws of the Umted States a tra~t of land
,covering more than 243,000 acres now reserved from Ba-le or other form of chsposal by .
t he eighth section of the act of Congress approved July 22, 1854.
PETACA GRANT.

[To Hon. L. Q.

?· Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, January 21, 1887.]

I have the honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congress the snpplementary
report in duplicate of the surveyor-general of New Mexico on the private land claim
known as the Petaca grant, No. 105.
By an examination of the record in the case the following facts are disclosed :
On th e 29th January, 1836, Jose Julian Mart-inez for himself and othP-rs presented
the following petition to the ayuntamiento of Ojo Caliente, viz :
"Respectable ayuntarniento: I, Jose Julian Martinez, resident of this jurisdiction,
:appear before your honor and together with my father Antonio Martinez, Francisco
Antonio Atencio, and the sons of the latter, with all submission and under the most
legal protestations, represent and state:
"That it being our intention to engage m t,he recommendable occupation of agriculture so as by this mode to aid in the support of our families, and being satistied
that up the river from this jmisdiction there is a tract of public laud which is called
the Peta ca, we therefore pray your honor that in case no injury would result to any
third party and you know of no individual owning said land, which your honorable
body will please ascertain and inform the illustrious provincial deputation whatever
you may deem proper in respect to our application, which is a favor we solicit," &c.
On 22d February following the ayuntamiento made their report as follows, viz:
"The respectable ayuntamiento over which I have the honor to preside, inasmuch as
that the parties in the grant accompanying the foregoing petition have not cultivated
nor placed any kind of improvement on the land which was given them in the long
period of full twelve years, and which is now again applied for, are of opinion that
:the same should be granted to the new applicants, for the reason that the former have
forfeited the right granted them for the cause stated and under the conditions expressed in said grant, observing that this ayuntarniento also believe that the children
-0f Francisco Antonio Atencia should not become a party iu the said possession, as
they are minors subject to paternal control, and do not possess the knowledge necessary to empower or give authority to p-,tition in their names for that which they are
not in a condition to acquire in this manner.
"Tl e most excellent deputation will direct as may be most in accordance with the
laws.
H Ojo Caliente, February 22, 1836.
"JOSE ANTONIO MARTINEZ.
i

'•JOSE MANUEL MARTINEZ,

" Secreta1·y ."
On February ~5, 1836, Governor Perez made a preliminary concession in the follow
ing terms, viz :
.
"Having seen the action of the ayuntamiento of Ojo Cal iente of date 22d instant in
which the:y: say there is no objection to grauting the applicant and his asso,c iates Ghe
land ment10ned, the former grantees not possessing now any right therein, they
having abandoned t,he same, the alcalde of said pl ace will place those who n ow apply for the same in possession thereof in the required form and in conformity with
th e law on the subject, setting forth the general donation in which shall necessarily
be stated the boundaries of said possession, and without prej ndice to any thinl party;
-also binding the grantees to the obligation prescribed by the laws to acquire title,
fo,• w bich purpose the alcalde shall take charge of the general document of distribution which shall be for the archives, and he shaJl give testimonios therefrom as may
be requested of him on payment of his corresponding fees," &c.
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Under date of March 25, _18::l6, the. alcaltle proceeded to the land conceded by th
governor and placed them m possess10n.
&
. "I proceeded to distribute ~aid la:1;1d in t~e presence o:t: the parties interested, ·v.
mg to each one.of those n_ient10ned m the list 150 varas ma direct line, designafn
to them a~ their boundanes on the south th~ entrance to the canoncito and lanJ
of Jose Miguel Lucer_o ; on the north the bill commonly called the Tio Ortiz hill·
on t he east the track of the Agnaji of the Petaca; and on the west the boundary
of the Va1lecito grant, "".i~hin whi_ch limits th~ said new grantees were located. Of
these I donated only to c1t1Zen Felrpe Jaquez from t,he boundary of Vicente Marth,i. to
that of Eusebio Chaves, the land ueing a narrow strip aml of little utility. Thcreuf)on.
I donated to citizen Manuel Lujan two small valleys which were not measured with
the line and reach to the distribution of the said canoncito; and I donated to citizen
J\,fariano Pena two small valleys, very narrow, wi_thout varying; and continuin11
I donated to citzen Antonio 'Eluterio Ortiz in tho same cai'ioncito a small valley~
also wit.bout varying. Following the same course in the said canoncito I donated to
citizen Jose Francisco Lucero a small valley, also without varying, all(l to Jose Antonio Lucero anothP-r small va1ley, the boundary thereof being on the south th&
mouth of the same cnnoncito, leaving them for a plaza 150 varas and r,o for women's
gardens and 50 for ingress and egress, there remaining at the n:10uth of the Canada
de la Dorada for common watering-places 150 varas in a direct line; which donation
I made in the name of national sovereignty in conformity with the law on the subj ect, the grantees mentioned in the annexed list understanding that the pastures,
forests, waters, and watering-places are in common; and they were further iuformed
that ha who fails to occupy and cultivate the land granted within the term of five
years in order to acquire title, the same cannot be by him sold, exchanged, nor alienated," &c.
To this paper is attached a list comprising Rome 36 individuals including the three.
petitioners.
·
These are all the papers flied in evidence as a basis for their claim .
At the bearing before the surveyor-general in the year 1875 two witnesses ~ere
examined, who testify substantially that the town of Petaca contains about thirty
families; that the land has always bePn settled and occupied except on .several occasions the inhabitants were driven off by hostile Indians; they always returned to
their homes and work. Said town was in existence in the years 1846 and 1848. M?st
of the original settlers are now dead. The land is still in the possession of the original petitioners and the descendants of those deceased. They do not know the boundaries. They have no interest in the claim.
·
.
At the date of this preliminary concession the laws of 1824 and the regulations of
1828 were in force.
Under these laws and regulations the governor only, with the a~pr~v'.11 of the departmental deputation, was aut,horized to make grants of lands to rncl1v1dua,ls.
The regulations of 1828 provide that to make a grant definitively valid the preliminary concession of the governor was to have the approval of the departmental
assembly. Upon the approval the governor would then issue the definitive title, giving directions for the survey or segregation of the claim. After all these acts had
been performed they were to have their title papers recorded in a book kept for that
purpose.
The Supreme Court bas held that the record was the grant, and without it the title
was not divested. (United States 'I), Teschmacher et al., 22 Howard, p. 405. See also
lBlack, p. 227, and cases cited.)
In this case the only evidences of title filed are the petition, the report of the ayuntamiento, the preliminary concession uy the governor, and the act of possession. It
was never approved by the deputation; no definitive grant was ever issued; no record was ever made.
Tl;ie a_ct of the alcalde p1aced the parties named in the list in possession of 150 v~ras
each, w1th exception of several where the quantities were not givf>n but described
as small valleys. Assuming that the parties were placed in possession of 150 varas
sqnare_ eac~, we have to each party 22,500 square varas, or 810,000 square varas for
the th1rty-s1x per1:10ns, or about 144 acres, with pastures and watering places common to all.
The claimants in this case have failed to prove a legal title und er the laws, usages,.
and c1;1stoms of th~ Mexican government; but it is shown that they entered upon,
occnpH•u, and cul t1vat<>d the allotted lands, ancl were in possession of the same at t,he
date of the treaty of 184 ; and hence may be held to have an equitable claim to the
amount actually o occu pied. The present or preliminary survey, which was made
at the ~equest of grant claimant , covers an area of 186,977.11 acres, a quantity
gro ly rn xce s of _the amount conceded by the governor. Th ese preliminary survey are not de ormmative of qnantity, and are in no sense concl11sive upon the gove~me~t,_but a_rc at bet only th partir.s' own de cription of the claimed out-boundar1es w1th1n which a {;rant if valid should be located.
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The surveyor-general recommends confirmation to the extent of the lands actually
occupied and cultivated.
·
.
.
If confirmation is made it is my opinion that it should be to the tbirty-s1~ persons·
named in the act of juridical possession, their heirs and.legal repre~entat1~es, and
should be Umited to the quantity of land actually occupied and cultivated rn 1848,
not in any event exceeding the limitation of town grants, namely, 4 square laagues;
and to include the town of Petaca.
SAN l\HGUEL DEL BADO.

[To Hon. L. Q. U. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior; ·May 13, 1887. J

I have the honor to transmit herewith for submiasion to Congress the supplementary report dated December 6, 1886, in duplica,tP-, of the surveyor-general for New
Mexico, on the private-land claim kno.w n as the Sau .Miguel del Bado, reported No~
119.
Under date of November 13, 1879, Surveyor-General Atkinson in a report upon thisclaim approved the grant to "the lrnirs, legal representatives, and assigns of Lo:renzo Marquez as grantee, to whom it is recommendetl it be confirmed by Congress.'"
A preliminary survey of this claim was made in the year 1879 and covers an area.
of 315,300.80 acres.
Surveyor-General Julian in his supplementary report recommends "the confirmation of the grant to the heirs and legal representatives of Lorenzo Marquez for themselves and in trust for the heirs and legal representa.t.i ves of these veral heads of fam- '
ilies referred to in the distribution specified."
Upon an examination of the record in the case, which consists of copies of alleged
originals, it is found that unJer date of March 18, 1857, Faustin Baca y Ortiz (j uez;
de paz), for and in the name of the inhabitants of the settlements of La Cuesta, San
Miguel, Las Mulas, El Pueblo, ];>uertecito, San Jose, el Gasano y Bernal, filed his notice with the surveyor-general of New Mexico claiming title to a tract of land within
said Territory under an alleged grant from the governor of New Mexico, dated November 25, 1794, to Lorenzo Marques and :fifty-one others. The boundaries of said
grant are "on the north El Rio de la Baca desde ardoude Haman la Rancheria hasta,
el aqua Caliente, on the south El Canon Blanco,,on the east La Cuesta con los cerritos
de Bernal, and on the west el i-,araje que cornnumente llaman el Gusano."
The petition of Lorenzo Marquez for himself and in the name of fifty-one men sets.
forth that in consideration of having a very iarge family, as well himself as those ac-·
companying him, though having land in the town of Sante Fe, it is not sufficient for
their support on account of its smallness and the scarcity of water, they entered a
tract of land on the Rio Pecos, vacant and unsettled, at the place commonly called
El Vado, and where there is room enough not only for those who ask for it but alsofor "'very one in the province not supplied, with the following boundaries: "On the
north the Rio de la Vaca from the place called the Rancheria to the Agua Caliente;
(l)n the sout,h the Canon Blanco; on tl?:e east the Cuesta with the little hills of Bernal,,.
J1,nd on the west the place commonly called the Guzano."
On the 25th November, 1794, Governor Chacon directed the principal alcalde of the·
town of Santa Fe Antonio Jose Ortiz to execute the grant as requested, so that they,
their children and successors may have, hold, and possess the same, in the name of
His M_a jesty, at the same time observing the conditions and requisites required in
such cases and especially that relative to not injuring third parties.
On the 26th of November, 1794, Antonio Jose Ortiz, in company with two witnesses.
and tho fifty-two petitioners, informed them of the conditions upon which the grant
was made and proceeded to place them in possession of the land solicited, giving theboundaries as described in theirpetition.
On March 12, 1803, Pedro Bautista Pino, justice of second vote of the town of Santa.
V'e a_n d its jurisdiction, by verbal order of Colonel Fernando Chacon, governor of New
Mexico, proceeded to the settlement "for the purpose of distribut,ino- the lands which
are under cultivation to all the individuals who occupy said settleme;t, and having ex-ttmined the aforesaid cultivated land I[he] measured the whole ofitfrornnorth to south,
and then proceeded to lay off and divide the several portions with the concurrence of
all the parties interested until the matter was placed in order accordino- to the mean8-myself and the partie~ i?,tAre~teu. de~med the. best adapted to the pn:'pose, in order
that all should be satisfied with then· possessions, although said land is very much.
brokep o~ ~cco~nt of the many bends. in the river. And after the portions were,
~qu_al!Y divided m_the be~t ma,nner possible, I [he J caused the~ to draw lots, and each,
md1v1dual drew his portion and the number of varas contamed'in each one portion
was set down, as will appear from the accompanying list, which contains the number
of the individuals who reside in this precinct, amounting to the number of:fifty-eio-ht
families, between whom all the land was divided, excepting only the portion appertaini11:g to the justice of this precinct, as appears by the possession given by the said
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governor; and another small surplus portion which by the consent of all is set aside
for the benefit of the blessed souls in purgatory on the condi tion that the products
are to be applied annually to the pay ment of three masses, the certificates for whicl!
are to be delivered to the alcalde in office of said jurisdiction.
''And after having made the distribution I [be] proceeded to mark ont the boundaries
of said tract from north to south, being on the north a hill situated at the eclrre of
the river above t,he mouth of the ditch which irrigates said lands, and on the s~utb
the point of the hill of Pueblo and the valley called T empornles, a largo portion of
land remaining to the south, which is very necessary for the inha,bitants of this town
who may require more land to cultivate, which shall be done by tho consent of the
_justice of said town who is charge<l with the care and trust of this matter, giving to
each one of those contained in the list the amount he may require and can cnltiv:ttn;
and after having completed all the foregoing I caused them all to be collecte<l to. gether and notified them that they must each immediately erect mounds of stouo on
·the boundaries of their ]anti so as to avoid disputes; and I also notified them that no
one was privileged to sell or dispose of their Jai1el until the expiration of ten years
from this date, as directed by said governor, who, if he be so pfoased, will certify his
proper approval at the foot of this document, of which a copy shall remain in this
:town and the original be deposited in the archives where it ~roperly b~lon~s,". &c.
On the 30th March, lt1U:), Governor Chacon approved the act10u of the JU!lt1ce m the
·following terms :
"By virtue of what has been done hy Pedro Pino, senior justice of second vote of
'this capital town of Santa Fe, concerning t,he distribution of lands made in the _name
,of His Majesty to the residents of the flew town of El Bado known as San Miguel,
I declare the aforesaid res~dents of El Bado the lawful owners tliereof, approving and
,confirming the possession given by said senior justice Pedro Pino ancl in order that
.it may so appear in all time," &c .
.
This list of indivu1nals who occupied the town of San Miguel del Bado del Rio
•de Pecos comprises some 58 persons, opposite whose names is stated the number of
'Varas assigned to each.
Assnming that the persons were placed in possession of square tracts the aggregate
,number of sqnare varas would he about 35:3,000 or about 61 acres.
.
These allotments of land were situate on the Pecos river-with the followmg
boundaries: "On the north a hill situated at the edge of the river above the moutli
-of the ditch which irrigates said lands, and on the south the point of the hill of Pueblo
.and the valley called Temporales."
At the time this grant was made it was not the practice of the Spanish government
-to make grants of snch large tracts of land.
.
I am of the opinion that the survey of this grant is grossly in excess of th~ quanti~y
granted. I would respectfully suggest that in the event of the con:fi..rmat10n of t~is
claim by Cor:gress it Le limited to the extent of the land reduceu to actual possession
.and 01:cu panc-y, to be ascertained by additional evidence and survey.
I
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

surrs

TO SET ASIDE p A.TENTS.

RANCHO LOMAS DE SA~TIAGO, CALIFORNIA.

[To Hon . L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, December 11, 1886. l

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt by departmental reference of the
1ette~ of the honorable Attorney-General of _the 19t,h ult., inclosing letter of M. B.
Harnson and affidavits and map as the basis of a petition to Ret asiue the patent to
the Rancho Lomas de Santiag o in the county of Los A11geles, Cal.
The note of reference calls for considerat ion and report.
Statement from th e origin al Mexican r ecord8 .

T he grant of R i1ncho L om::t'l ,h~ S:tn ti;ir:?:O to Don Teo(locia Yorba was made by Pio
Pico, constitutional governor of the deirnrtnH'nt of tbe Cal ifornias, on the 26th of
May, 1 -l6, an<l is M follows :
"Where:i. D'u Teodocio Yorba, 1IPxiran 1w hirth, has peti tioned for his perso1rnl
b nefit an,l that of hi'! famil ,v tlrn mug" of hillR i-itn:.ted upon the 1:11ore of the sierra
know,n by the nn.me of '. 'antiago,' being l>ou1Hll'1l hy tl1e same upon the cast; by the
' ernto de lo'! I ,u1a 'an,l th bonrn1ary of San .Joaqnin npon tho w ,·i,t and by the
~ Rancbo del Toro' npon the son th, l_)ein!.!; to the extent of 4 R(Jnare leagnes (cuatrosit\os
de_gan, do .mayor) more or 11•. ·, a 1s shown by tho map (di'lruo) which accompames
th1 xp dt nte an'1 a'i exp r R'ie<1 in the p titi on of the interested party
" " " "
I h<'reh)r grant o him tlie a.tor said la,1rl," &c.
'
T he following are thf\ .- concl an<l thir<l con<1ition of tbe grant:
''2. Whe_n t~e wner l~ip i confirurn,l to him he shall solicit jnriuical possession of
the r pecttve Judge, which shall be given to him in virtue of this dispatch by whom
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the boundaries shall be marked out, upon whose limits· shall be placed the 'respective
land
· sh own b y t h e map w h'ic h
· "3 marks.
The land of which· donation is made is entirely what 1s
acco~panies this expediente the extent of whicll is 4 square ~eagues more or less."
The essential part of the jn~idical possession is as follo ws: * * * '.' The cord w3:s·
stretched from a small red hill, the boundary of D'n Jn'e Sepulveda, m an east direction 7 degrees to the south, and they ~easured ~rnd count~cl 17,500 varas alon~ the
whole lencrth of the boundary of the said Sepulveda, as this measurement for the·
possession°of the land was made transversely, and it terminated in J,:flat piece ofland
that is contio-nous to a waste tract where a land ma.rk was ordered to be placed ; and
::i,n oak tree ~as marked from this point il). a direction north 70 degrees to the _east,
the line was drawn and they measured 7,500 varas that terminated at the SH'rra,
where a land mark was ordered to be placed from this point; and in a, direction to the
west·the cord was stretched and there resulted 12,500 varas that t.ierrni.n:111ed m the ·
mouth of the 'Canada de los Bueyes;' from this place and in a direction to the so.uth,
the cord was drawn and there resulted as measured 7,500 varas which terminated at;
the point where the measurem,ent commenced.

Statement of proceedings oefore the United States government.
Petition of the grantee Teodora Yorba to the board of land commissioners for
the Stat,e of California dated October 26, 1852, * '* * "respectfully shows that he
claims in fee a certain tract of land situated in said county (Los Angeles), known by
the name of the 'Lomerios de Santiago,' containin~ 4 square leagues, more or less."
He also states that "j nridical pos,iession of the land granted was given to him by
competent authority and its boiindaties clearly defined and marked out."
In the opinion of the board of land commislioners the third condition of the grant
is quoted in full, and in commenting upon it the board expresses itself as follows:
"The m~ip, which is thus made a part of the grant and of which~ traced copy
from the archives in the office of the United S·tates surveyor-general is filed in the case,
delineates the northern boundaries as the line of the Rancho of Santa Ana.
"The act of juridical possession describes the western and southerff. lines in accord- ·
ance with: the calls of the grant and the delineations on the map, but on the other two
lines the officer making the measurement has evidently committed an error in the degrees ,Ybich his survey calls for. * * * The error in the present instance may be ··
readily correctecl by a reference to the grant and ma,p. '~
The boundaries described in the decree of the board are as follows: "On the east .
by the Sierra; on the west uy the Serrito de las Ranas and the boundary of San
Joaquin; on the south by the Ranchoide Toro, and on ihe north by the line of Santa
An.a; containiDg 4 square leagues, more or less. Referen9.e for a more particular
description to be had to the original grant and act of juridical possession, together ·
with the map contained in the expediente in the· archives."
.
On appeal to the district court which rendered the final decree in the case it was ,
"ordered, adjudged, and decreed that the decision of the said board of commissioners be and the same hereby is affirmed. And that the claim of th~ appellee is good
and valid, and that the same be and hereby is confirmed to him to the extent of 11
square leagues and no more within the boundaries specified in the grant or' titulo' '
filed in this case, reference being had to the expediente and map referred to in said
grant and to the act of juridical possession filed in this case : Provided, That if there-,
be less than the quantity of 11 square leagues of land contained and included 'within
the boundaries mentioned the confirmation is hereby made of such less q nantity."
It will be observed from an examination and comparison of the several indentures .
of title above set forth that the original map or disefio is particularly and generally
relied upon as giving the correct delineations of the tract granted and coo firmed.
The gra,ut says that it shows cntirr.ly the land dona'ted. The board of commissioners
in their decision say that the juridical possessivn is erroneous in its survey of two of"
the boundary calls of the grant, but that it may be "readily C<Jrrected by reference
to the grant and map." The final decree bv the court affirms the decision of the
board i~ all th~ngs ~xcept as to quantity! but.as the quantity is limited in both by the
boundarieBspecified m the grant and delmeated on the map the decisious of the board
and the court are identical in purpose and effect.
Th~ juridical possession can therefore only be considered to the extent that it
describes the west~rn, and southern _lines of the claim; but as these are declared by
the board of comm1ss10ners to be "1n accordance. with the calls of the u-rant aud the
~eline~tions ~:m t~e map" the act of possession may properly be eliminated altogether
m the mvestJgat10n of the case.
Taking therefore the grant, the diseiio, and the final decree upon title, it is found
that the following natural objects are in conformity therewith, to wit: •
As a, northerly boundary the Rancho de Santa Ana; as a southenly boundary thi=,
Chuchilla and the Rancho Toro or Canada de los Alisos; as an easterly boundary the ·
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Santiago mountains; as a Horth west boundary the Serrito de los Ranas· and as a
westerlc boundary the boundary of the Rancho San Joaquin.
'
Referring to the official plat of the Lomas de Santiago I find at the southwest corner thereof the " Serritos de los Ranas," thus conforming to the description of tbe
·d iseno. It also appears that the northwesterly boundary is the Santiago de Santa
.Ana, Rancho, and no facts appear of record which raise a doubt as to the correctness
-0f this boundary from the Santiago mountains.
· On the southeast the boundary of the official survey of Lomas de Santiago is the
patented snrvey of the Rancho Canada de los Alisos, thus agreeing with the Mexican
·ti t,le papers an<l the confirmation.
On the east the boundary of the official survey is in part the Santiago mountains.
Why the official survey was not made along the western base of these monntains
-from the lfancho Alisos north to the Santa Ana Rancho, and why the said survey WR8
-extended from these mountains north to the Santa Ana River, does not appear by the
recor<l.
If the words "rough and rugged mountain'' written on the official plat indicate
,correctly a range of mountains, then it would seem that the western base of it should
have been made the eastern boundary of the Lomas de Santiago Rancho, and that all
that tract of land included in the survey as patented and lying to the east of said
western base was improperly surveyed as a part of the grant to the Lornas de San·
tiago.
On the west and southwest the survey as patented is bounded by the .:patented
Rancho San Joaquin. This boundar.v the disefios of both the Lomas de Santiago and
.San Joaquin show is a range of hills or mountains extending south and easterly from
the Serrito de las Ranas in an apparently straight line t,o a place marked Toro on
the disefio of San Joaquin and a place marked Cuchilla on the diseno of Lomas de
'Santiago; which Cuchilla, it will be observed, is a ridge of hills in which is a swamp
.called Toro.
On the official plat as patented are marks evidently designed to represent a range
,of hills or rising· ground extending from near the Serrito de los Rauas so~theasterl_y
to the Los Alisot Rancho. While there is no other evidence of a line of hills at this
:place, it is evident that such a ran~e would agree with the diseii.os of both Lomas de
Santiago and San .Joaqnin Ran chos; a,ncl if this dotted line is intended to repre~ent
.a range of tnonntains }l,n<l. such rauge docs uot, appear between the Rancho~ Santiago
and San Joaquin as surveyed and patented, then it is evident that the Santiago takes
in much more land than it il nuit,lec. to.
It will be observed from this statement of facts connected with the records of the
-0ase that the claimant of the Rancho Lomas de Sant,iago is only entitled to abo~t 4
,square leagues of land, whereas by the official survey and patent he is in pos.session
of more than 10½ leagues; and that . thus the government is to all appearances <le·
frauded of more than 6 square leagues of its public domain.
.
I have examined the Apecific and formal charges of fraud set forth by Mr. ?~rrison
,and now referred by your department accompanied by affidavits and e:ll:h1bit, and
find that the charges are based principally upon the establishment in the 1teld of the
lines of juridical measurement and possession.
·
. . ..
The diagram referred shows in yellow-shaded lines the boundaries of said JUndi~al
.p ossession as pointed out recently by the alcalde who gave possession in the first m.stance more than forty years before.
I find nothing in the charges which materially alters the status of the case as presented from the records and files of this office, although the southeast, northeast, and
northwest corners, by the shaded lines aforesaid, may differ somewhat from the locations which would probably follow from a strict construction of the calls of the grant
and disefio.
Iu either event enough is shown to satisfy me that the government has been de_frau~ed of a large body of valuable public lands.
.
It 1s proper however to state in this connection that the records and files of this
office show that on the 13th of October 1875 the Attorney-General transmitted to
this department the petition of Alfrecl A.' Gree~ and Southern Pacific Railroad Company asking that the patent for Rancho Lomas d e Santiago be set aside .
. On the 23d of October, 1 73, this office reported all the facts auove set forth from
its record ancl files to the then Hon. Secretary of the Interior.
nit wa sub eqnently instituted in the United States circuit court for the district
of California, and on t,he 4t h of September, U:!76, Mr. Justice Field of the United
tat Supreme Court reuclered a decision in the case .
. The cas is ntitled ''The United States v. Benjamin Flint et al.," and is reported
m 4 awy r, p. 92.
.
It wa a nit in quity lirougbt for the purpo e of settincr aside and annulling the
deer e of the di trict conrt confirmino- the claim to the Rfucllo Loi.Oas de Santiago,
.and to recall and caned tho patent i-. ued thereon uy the United States.
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An examination of the decision will show that it covers auy possible feature of the
,case that might arise, whether relating to _the title or the survey of the claim. It re.s ulted in a dismissal of the suit, from which there was no appeal, and would therefore most probably be considered res adjudicata as to any future action b~ the courts
involving the title, survey, and pat,ent of the rancho.
. .
In conclusion. I have the honor to state that the facts pertammg to the survey and
patent of the claim would under ordtn3:ry ~ircumstances ~ully justify the institution
.of suit to vacate patent, but whether, m view of the action. already had by a court
-0f compet~nt jurisdiction in the premises, there is any sufficient remedy extant I re-spectfully submit for your c?.nsideratio_n.
.
. .
.
I shall interpose no objection to a su!t to set aside the patent, 1f m rour Judgment
-0r the judgment of the proper law ofticers of the Government such smt may reasona, bly be maintained.
The papers referred are herewith returned.
RANCHO EL LLANO DE BUENA VISTA, CALIFORNIA.

•

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, May 28, 1887.]

I have the honor to acknowledge by departmental reference the receipt of letter of
the Attorney-General of April 19, 1 87, inclosing petition and papers relating thereto
-of A. P. Urquides, of CastrovilJe,-Cal., for the institution of suit in the United States
circuit court for northern California to annul and set aside patent issued January 4, :
1860, to David 8pence, for the Rancho el Llano de Buena Vista in California.
In the note of reference examination and recommendation are requested.
Accompanying said petition are certified ~opies of a part of the records of the surveyor-general's office of California, a deed from the recorder's office of Monterey
-county, and affidavits of certain persons in California of recent date going to show
fraud in the title to the above-named rancho.
These are in order as follows :
(1) 'l'he petition by David Spence dated January 18, 1853, praying the board of
land commissioners of California to confirm bis grant to said rancho. "Bx. A."
(2) Proceedings before the alc'alde of Monterey Walter Colton by David Spence as
-0xecutor of Don Jose Mariano Estrada, the grantee, being the testimony of certain
old residents in the neighborhood of the grant as to their knowledge of the possession
-0f it by Bstrada and the date of said possession, &c. · '' Ex. B."
_
(3) Receipt, contract, or agreement of sale of the grant made by Jose Maria-q.o Estrada to Manuel Diaz dated September 17, 1845. "Bx. C."
(4) Authenticated copy of deed from Estrada to Manuel Diaz dated July 14, 1847,
for Llano de Buena Vista, taken from the records of Monterey county. "Bx. D."
(5) Copy of title papers tiled before the board of land commissioners in the case No.
153, Buena Vista, Jose Santiago Bstrada, confirmee. "Ex. E."
(6) Affidavit of Nolberto Martinez dated J<'ebruary 24, 1887. "Ex. F."
(7) Affidavit of M. Bstrada dated February 24, 1887. "Ex. G."
(8) Affidavit of Juan Ignacio Cantua dated Janua,ry 24, 1887. '' Ex. H."
(9) Affidavit of Manuel Castro dated March 1, 18t;7. "Bx. I."
(10) Copy of original deposition of Santiago Estrada in the case of Francisco Rico
11. David Spence as it appears from the records of the superior court of Monterey
county, Cal.
From an examination of Bxhibit "A" it is found that the basis of this claim is a
grant from Governor Don 'Luis Antonio Arguella to Jose Mariana Estrada in 182~.
It is alleged that the owner of the grant and his neighbors were compelled to leave
t?-eir ranchos by reason of th~ depredations of Americ:1n soldiers after the occupation of the country by the Umted States, ar:.d that durmg their absence the house of
E~trada was 1ro_ken open a~d his title papers for his ranch_o carried off or destroyed.
rhat a short time after tb1_s alleged robbery or ~estruct10n of the papers, to wit,
July 14, 1847, Bstrada sold his rancho to Manuel Diaz, but before the time fixed for
,delivery Bstrada died, leaving David Spence his executor.
That upon examination of Bstrada's papers the title to the rancho was found missfog and the purchaser refused to comply with the terms of the sale unless Spence
would give him security in lieu of the lost title.
'
Exhibit" B" sets forth the security which was given in lieu of the lost title and con..sists of the testimony of several old, <lismterested witnesses who testified t~ the long
posses~io~ ~nd occupancy of ~he rancho by Estrada. Some. of them were present
when Juridical measurement was made and possession given, and testify as to the
boundaries of the grant.
This testimony was taken before the aloalde of Monterey and filed by Spence with
the board of land commissioners.
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Exhibit" C "is :filed by the applicant for suit to show that the sale of Estrada to Dias
was only for a portion of the Rancho "Buena Vista" which lay on the other side of
the Monterey river, and had no reference to the separate Rancho "Llano de Buena
Vista."
In short, the sum and substance of the petition for suit to vacate the titie to th8
Rancho Llano Buena Vista is: That no grant of said land was ever made to Estrada•
that be never made any mention of the loss of his grant papers during his life time(
that this loss was discovered by his executor; that the petition of Spence to the alcald~
of Monterey and the proceedings thereupon were all had on the same day and without notice; that the deed of Rstradato Diaz, dated July 14, 1847, shows that Estrada
was living at the time title passed; and in fact that all the proceedings upon whioh
the board of commissioners acted in con:fi.I'ming the grant were fraudulent.
Nolberto Martinez swears that from the -ye~rs 1817to 18:10 he wasresidingonanadjoining rancho;; that he was intimatAly acquainted with Jose Mariano Estrada; that
he lived with him and his son on the south side of Monterey river on the "Buena Vista"
rancho; that never during these years' did he hear that said Estrado had a grant or
title to Llano Buena Vista, and that during the wbolta time Estrada was in the military service of Spain and Mexico.
Mariano Estrada, a grandson of Jose Mariano Estrada, swears to the same eftect1
and in addition that he was living on the Buena Vista rancho when the Uni~ea.
States forces took possession of California, and that t.he alleged robbery of title
papers never occurred; that his grandfather did not keep bis papers in the house on
that rancho.
These affidavits are corroborated to some extent by the affidavits of Juan Ignacio
Cantua and Manuel Castro as well as by t,h e testimony of Santiago Estrada in the
suit aforesaid.
After a careful investigation of the charges preferred and the evidence _upon ~hie~
they are baseJ. I am of the opinion that sufficient grounds are set forth for the mst1tut,i ou of suit as proposed and so recommend.
.
..
, In addition to the papers submitted by the petitioner as a basis for the su_1t I
would respectfully refer you to the report of J. Alexander Porbes, keeper of arclnves
for the surve)-or-general's office of California, to the pi·esent snrveyor-gen_e ral of that
State, in which be gives several conclusions and bis reasons therefor gomg to show
the fraudulent character of the Llano de Bnena Vista rancho. (See Land Office Report for 1886, page 492, copy herewith.)
..
, As properly belonging to, the records of the case I also forward copy of thedec1s10n
of the board of land commissioners of California upon which its decree of confirmation is based.
.
All of which is respectfully submitted and the papers referred returned herewith.
TIERRA. A.MA.RILLA., COLORADO.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, April 9, 1887.]

On the 31st of October, 1885, the surveyor-general of Color;:i,do forwarded t o th~&
office a report and diagram in which it was shown that over 60,000 acres of the pubhc
lands in the State of Colorado had been erroneously included in the survey and patent
of the Tierra Amarilla grant.
From the tenor of the report it was inferred that no examination of the survey had
been made in the field, but that it was predicated upon a comparison of the topography of the pate11ted survey with that shown on the maps of the geological surveys of
Hayden, Wheeler, and otheri,.
As the Tierra Amarilla grant is located partly in Colorado, but to a much larger extent in the Territory of New Mexico, I concluded that if such a quantity of the public domain had been erroneously appropriated to the grant iu Colorado tb_ere w~s a,
strong probability that a much larger quantity bad been similarly approprrnted from
the public lands of New Mexico.
The original title papers of the grant as well as the original plat and fichl-notes of
the official survey upon which it was patented are on file in the office of the surveyorgeneral of New Mexico. Consequently, on tbe 2(ith of November, 1886: I forwar?ed
the r_eport of the surveyor-general of Colorado to the surveyor-general of New Mexico,
aucl rnstructecl the latter to give the matter a thorough investigation aud to report
to this offi.co with a view to the iustitutiou of suit for the vacation of patent.
The printed and auth ntic title papers of the grunt as well as 1.he report oftbe surveyor-general of New Mexico upon which confirmation by Congress was based are
foonc1 in the R •port of the Comm is. ioner of the Genera1Land Office for the year 1856,
p. ~9 . It wa coufhu1ed by Congress as claim No. 3 by act of June 21, 1860. (U. S.
tat ·., v. 12, page 71.)
T~e s1_1rv ' of the g_rant was_ ma~e. aud approv d by the surveyor-general of New
M x1co m th y ar 1 ,6 by which 1t 1 made to contain 594,515.55 acres. The patent
wa issued in accordance with this urvey on tho 21st of 1'"'ebruary, 1881.
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J:have now the honor to transmit copy in duplicate of the surveyor-general's re-

pent of the 28th ultimo in which he urges for the reasons stjl,ted therein that suit be
0 :rought for the vacation of the patent for said grant.
It not only concurs in the report of the surveyor-general of Colorado that there
a,Te over 60,000 acres of public land in that State wrongfully included in the survey,
but sets forth reasons independent theraof why the patent should be vacated. Among

t,nem and principally are :
1. That the patented survey includes the pastures, woods, and watering places
~hich under the grant were lefi; free and common to aH, with the fee reserved by the
::r.fexican government.
2. That the grant was made under the colonization law of 1824 and the regulations
-thereunder of 1828 which limited it to 11 square leagues.
3. That by the recommendation of the surveyor-general for confirmation by Congress it is not shown what grant he considered to be" good and valid," and that Congress '' was left entirely in the fog as to what, land he meant" and '' confirmed a g-rant
the area and boundaries of which were unknown."
These points and others bearing upon the judicial aspect of the case are very carefully and elaborately discussed by the surveyor-general in his report, which I recommend to your favorable consideration and tb,at suit be instituted in the Territorial
courts of New Mexico within which jurisdiction much the greater portion of the land
lies.
The papers herewith transmitted are shown in the annexed schedule.
INT 87-VOL 1--19

NJ

List of confi1·med and 1mconfirmed Indian pueblos and private land claims in the Te1·rito1·£t1a of New Mexico and ,4.rizona and State of Colorado.

ts

,r,·...

Name of claimant.

~~

Name of claim.

Locality.

of con· I Date of pat.
j Date
fi.rmation. I
ent.

l ...

A I Indians of pueblo .••.••..•....••..... ! Jemez .....•••..
.A.coma .......•••••..•.....••••...
do ....... . . , ... . do
B , . ... . . do
C . •• ... do
D .. .... do . .•....
E . .. .. . do .
F .. ... . do .
Cochiti ........•...................... do ............ do
G . .... . do . ........... .
Santo Domingo .............•......... do........ . . .. do
H .. ... . do . .. .
Taos
. . ......••.....•........... . do ......... . .. . clo
I .. .. .. do . .. .
Santa Clara . ..................... . .... do . . . . . . . . . . . do
K .. .... do.
L .. .... do
[ : :urtrl!fo~~o::::::::::::::::::::: ::::~~ ::::::::: .::.~~
M . . .... do
N ...... do
0 ...... do

...... . Nov. 19,1877

itf:,;:::::):ii\)::::::::;: Jt)::::: Ji::::::: :?l~ ~t
... . •. . ... do
.......... . do
...... . ... do
.. . . .. . .... do

..... .
...... .
...... .
. ... .. .

::::::: ::::i~ :::::::
~ft~:~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::~~ :: ::::::: ::::~~: :::::: ::: :i~ ::::::~

l...... do

Q ...... do
R ...... do.
S .••... do.

Sandia ......••...•••••.•••........... . do
Isleta .... . ........•...•...•........... do
N am be .. . . ... . ....................... do
Pueblo of Laguna .................. . do

······1·....

······1···

...
do.
.do ...... .
............. do ....•...... do ...... .
............. do ........... do ...... .
......•...................... . .. . ... .
I

T l. ..... do

l......

do.

V . ..... do .... .
30 .... do

Santa .A.iia . .............. . • • . . . . . ... do ..•.... . . I Feb. 9, 1869 I .A.pr. 25, 1883

1· ...

Pueblos of Zia, Santa ·.A.iia, and
do ....••... !Unconfirmed.
J emez.
Pueblo of Zufii ....................... do . ............ do ...... .
Laguna ................ ~ ....•......... do ......... June 21, 1860 I Sept. 22, 1884

138 .. ... . do .... . . .. .........•..•.......... Canada de SantaClara . ............ . . . do ................... ... ............. .
1 Preston Beck , jr . . ................ . . . . San Juan B autista del Ojito del .... do ......... June 21, 1860 June 13, 1883
R io de las Gallinas.
2 Inhabitants of the town .............. Town of Tome ......•••.•..•......... do ......... Dec. 2i, 1858 .A.pr. 5, 1871
3
4

References to reports of sur·
veyors•general.
~

New Mexico. Dec. 22, 1858 Nov. 1, 1864

T

rea.

0

~

z'o

P

A

c:.o

Francisco M al'tinez et ai . .•.•. .•. . •••. Tierra .A.marilla .......•.•••...•.. New Mexico June 21, 1860 Feb. 21, 1881
and. Colorado.
Charles Beaubien . .................... Sangre de Cristo ...................... do ....•.•....•. do ....... Dec. 20, 1880

"i:j

Acres.

In G eneral Lantl Office report.
I
for 1856.
Do.
95,791.66
Do.
17,544.77
Do.
17,460.69
Do.
...,,
34,766.86
Do.
18,763.33
Do.
24, '256. 50
Do.
74,743.11
Do.
17,360.55
Do.
17,368. 52
Do.
17,471.12
Do.
17,292.64
Do.
13,520.38
17,514.63 House Ex. Doc. 36, Thirty.
fourth Congress, third ses·
sion.
Do.
24,187, 29
Do.
110,080.31
Do.
13,586.33
House
Ex. Doc. 128, Forty.
125,225.18
second Congress, third ses·
sion.
17, 360. 56 House E x. Doc. 13, Fortieth
Cong ress, first s ess ion ;
House E x. Doc. 206, Forty.
third Congress, first session.
382, 849.00 House Ex Doc. 206, Forty·
third Con gr ess, first session.
17,581.25 N ot p r inted.
101,510.78 H ou se Ex. Doc. 14, Thirty.
i;i xth Congress, first session.
Not surve,·ecl. Not printed.
318,699.72 In General Land Office report
for 1856.
Do.
121,594.53
17,510.45

594,515.55
998,780.46

Do.
House Report 457, Thirty.
fifth Congress, first session.
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00
~

0
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0
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~

~
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8
trJ

~

~

0
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5 j Inhabitants ofthetowfi ............. . Town of Casa Coiorado ..•••••.••. New Mexico .. Dec. 22, 1858

121.
779. ~1
10,612.57

Do.

Brazito or Bracito .....••..•......•••. do ..•...... June 21, 1860

Town of Tecolote ..••••••••••••• •..••. do . • • • • • • • . Dec. 22, 1858
Los Trigos~.......••....••.•... ~ . . .... do ...•..... June 21, 1860

21,636.83
9,646.56

Do.
Do.

108,507.64
16,546.85
41,481.00
17,361.11
194,663.75
35, 9ll. 63
1,714, 764.94

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

17,712.00

Do.
Do.
Do.

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18

19
20
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34

Representatives of Juan Antonio Gar.
cia et al.
Inhabitants of the town .............. .
Representatives of Francisco Trujillo
et al.
John Scolly et al . . . . .. ............. .
John Lamy, bishop of New Mexico .. .
Inhabitants of the town ........•..••.
Antonio Sandoval ...... .
Inhabitants of the town.
Jose Serafin Ramirez . ............... .
Charles Beau bieu et al. ••••• ..•..•••••

l

Junta de las Rios .......•..••..•....•. do ............. do .•.......••..........
Neustra Senora de la Luz ..•.......... do ............. do ....... July 30, 1874
Town ofChilili .........••........... do ......... Dec. 22, 1858 ...........•..
Aqua Negra .....••..•.•.•.••..•...... do ......... June 21, 1860 ............. .
Town of Belen •.•••..••.......... . .... do •.• ". . . Dec. 22, 1858 Apr. 25, 1871
San Pedro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... do ......... June 21, 1860 May 20, 1875
Beaubien and Miranda or Max. New Mexico . ..•. do ....... May 19, 1879
well grant.
and Colorado.
Jose Leandro Perea ........ .. ...... . Jose Leandro Perea grant ........ · New Mexico ...... do ....... Mar. 20, 1877
Cornelio Vigil and Ceran St. Vrain .. . Las A..nirnas . . . . . . . . . .•..••. .•.... Colorado .....•.... do .........•......•••..
Representatives of Juan Estevan Pino Canon dePecos.................. New Mexico ...... do ..•...
et al.
E. W. Eaton .......................... . Rancho of Pueblo San CristovaL ·\· ... do ........ ·\· ... do ...... · 1 Dec. 8, 1880
Inhabitants of the town .••..•.....••. Las Vegas .............••........ . .. do ..•.......... do ...... .

I Louis M.Baca .......•••••..•..••..... l Bacalocations,1,2,3,4,and5 .••... 1 New Mexico, .... do ....... 1••••••••••••
Inhabitants of the town ..•...........
...... do .....•.......•••......•.......
...... do ..................... . ....... .
Representatives of Antonio Armenta
et al.
Inhabitants of the town
J. :B. Vigil et al .......••.....•.........
Inhabitants of the town ............. .
Representatives of Sebastian Martin
Manuel Rivera et al. . . . . . . . ...... ... .
Representatives of Vicente Duran y
Armijo.
Inhabitants of the town ............. .
Heirs of Pedro Armendaris .......••.
.••.•. do .... . .. .

Colorado, and
Arizona.
,
Town ofTajique
New Mexico .... . . do ..•.... , ••••••.•••••..
Town of Torreon ...•..••..••.......•. do ...•......... do ..••...
Town of Manzano ..•..•••••.••••..... do ...•.......•. do ...•...
San Isidro .............••...•.... ..... do ..••..•...•. do ..•.. ..

·················1

I 97,650.96

574. 34
81, 632. 67
496, 446. 96
496,446.96

Do.

I HouseDo.Ex. Doc.

14, Thirtysixth Congres:1, first session.
Do.

7,185.55
14,146.11
17,360.97
11,476.68

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Town of Canon de San Diego ... ·· 1· ... do ...•...•..... do .... .•. Oct. 21, 1881
116,286.19
JornadadelMuerto ................... do ..••.....
(a)
.••••.......
"Not surveyed.
Town of Las Trampas . .............•. do .••••.... June 21, 1860 ........... .
46,461.22
Sebastian Martin grant ...•..•.•...... do . . . . . . . • . . . do .................. .
51,387.80
Town of Anton Chico .••..••..•...... do ...••....... do ....... Mar. 27, 188il
378,537.50
.........•........••••••.•••••.•••...·... do ...•..••. . ... do ...... .
57.18

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Town of Mora .. ..... . .....•........... do ...•......... do ....... Aug.15, 1876
Valverde and Fray Cristoval. ... ..... do ..•••••..•.. do ..•.... Jan. 4, 1878
Tract opposite Valverde and Fray .•.. do .. ........... do . . . . . . . Sept. 17, 1878
Cristoval.
351 Antonio Sandoval ......••.• : .•.•• ~ ... Bosque del .A.pache ..•..•••..•• ... ... . do ..••......... do . ..... Mar. 21, 1877
Town ofChamito .......•.•••......•.. do ...•...•..... do ... ... ...... •.• . .....
:~
Town of 'f~1·on .........••....•....••. do ..••.•....... do ....... Feb. 11, 1882
38 Representatives of Pedro Sanchez .•.. Ramon Vigi grant . ....•••.•••..•..•.. do ..••.•••.... . do . . • . • • . . •••..•...•...
39 Heirs of Gervacio Nolan ............. . Gervacio Nolan grant .••..••.•••..••. do.........
(b)

~~~~~t:~~~-~~.t~~ t~.~~:::::::: ::::::

827,621.01
352,504.51
95,030.67
60,117.39
1,636.29
12,801.46
31,802.92
575,968.71

a See fifth section act June 21, 1860, rejected by Supreme Court (13 Wallace, p. 449).
b See No. 48 and act of Congress July 1, 1870.
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't,:j

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
House Ex. Doc. 28, Thirty.
sixth Congress, second session (see House Report 71,
second session, Fortietll
Congress).
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Liat of confirm,ed and mioonfirmeil Indian pueblos and private land clainis in the Territories of New Mexico and Arizona and State of Colorado-Cont'd.

I
1il !i

1~
z~
40

Name of ole.ima.nt.

I

Name of claim.

I

Locality.

Date of con· \ Date of pat.
firmation.
ent.

J. S. Ramirez ......••..•......•........ 1 Caiion del Aqua .•••••...•••...... 1 New Mexico .. ! June 12, 1866 / July 1, 1875

41 IHeirs of Pablo Montoya .

Pablo Montoya grant ..•.•••.••... I .••. do .......•. I Mar. 3, 1869 I Apr. 20, 1877

·······1

42 \ Heirs of Antonio Ortiz .........••..... , Antonio Ortiz grant ..•.••..•••... , .... do ·········\····do
Feb. 23,1877
43 E. Whittlesey et al ...•••.••••••••..••. Ortiz mine ..........•.......•......... do . . .•..... Mar. 1, 1861 May 20, 1876
44 I Heirs of L. M. C. Baca . .•••••...•.•.... / Ojo del Espiritu Santo .•.•••.•.... I..•. do ......... I Mar. 3, 1869

45

.16

I

I

Jose Sutton ...••••••.•••.•••••.••.••.. j Ojo del Afiil ....••..•.••..•.••.••• 1•••• do ...•...•. !Unconfirmed

..

1• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Inhabitants of the town .•••••••••.... 1 Town ofCevolletta ..••.••..•..•.. j •••• do ....•.... / Mar. 3, 1869 / Jan. 27, 1882

47
1AntoineLerouxetal .....•...•.•.•••.. l LosLuceros ······················1····do ...••.... ,.: •• do .......
48 Heirs of Gervacio Nolan .......•••.•.. Nolan grant ..............•....... Colorado ...... July 1, 1870
49

I·

......... . ... .

Mar. 3, 1875
B. M. Montana et al .•••••••.••••••.••. B. M. Montana grant .............. New Mexico .. Unconfirmed 1.....•....... .

A

.n..rea.
~&
3, 501. 21

veyors-general.

······I······· ...... .

51 I Nerio Antonio Montoy• .••••••••••••• 1 Nerio Antonio Montoy• grant .••• I.... do •..•••• ·-1- ·. do •.•••

·r··. . . . ..

~

I House Ex. Doc. 28, Thirty•
:l~!~ Congress, second ses·

~

~
t:d
1-3

I House

Ex. Doc. 28, Thirty·
sixth Congress, second ses.
sion (see Report 71, Fortieth
Congress, second session).
163, 921. 68 I
Do.
69, 458. 33 House Ex. Doc. 28, Thirty.
Congress, second ses·
655, 468. 07

~

.
1-3

~
t:_:ij

:t~!~

113, 141. 15

69, 445. 55

1!19, 567. 92

126, 024-. 50
48,778.25
151, 056. 97

I House

Ex. Doc. 58, Thirty.
sixth Congress, second ses·
sion (see Report 71, Fortieth
Congress, second session).
I House Ex. Doc. 112, Thirty·
seventh Congress, second
session (see Reports 66 and
71, Fortieth Congress, sec•
ond session). Supplementary report not printed.
I House Ex. Doc. 112, Thirty.
seventh Congress second
session (see Report 71, For•
tieth Congress, second ses·
sion).
I
Do.
Do.
House Ex. Doc. 116. Forty.
first Congr ess, third session.
Supplementar.v report, Sen·
ate E x. Doc. 36, Forty-ninth
Congress, second session.
/ House Mis. Doc. 181, Forty.
second Congress, secondses•
sion. Supplementary report
not printed.
I House Mis. Doc. 181, Forty.
second Congress, second see•
sion.
Supplementary re-

l
50 I Antonio Sedillo ..•••••.••.•.•..••...•. ! Cafiada de 1011 Apaches •.•••.••••• 1•••• do ......... I .... do.

I:.:>

I References to reports of snr•

88, C79. 78

3, 546. 06

i,~~~y.~1~f~e c!:gre~:,c~~

ond session.

00
t,,_j
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t:d
t:_:ij

1-3
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t:d
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~

1-3

l:Il
t:_:ij
~

~

1-3

t,,_j

t:d

0
p;i
•

&2

1

Roque Lovato

Roque Lovato grant ...•••..•..... 1•••. do ••..••••• 1•••• do.······•·····• ••••.••.

1,619.86

House Mis. l>oc. 181, Forty.
second Congress, second sea•
sion.
53 1 Lorenzo Marquez .. . .............. . ... , Caiiadadelos.A.lamos .•...·.....•. ,..•. do ....•.... , ..•. do ....••. , ....•......... ,
13,706.02
Do.
54 Bernardino de Sena et al .•.•••..••.••. Cuyamungue ......•..••••.•••..••.... do ............. do ...•• , • .•.•••........ Skeleton plats.
Do.
55 .Juau Bautista Valdez .....•.......... Encinas ........•.•••••..••••..•.....• . do .•...••.•.... do....... ....••.. ... . ..
6,583.29
Do.
Supplementary report, Senate
E x. Doc. 52, Forty.ninth
Congress, second session.
56 I .Juan de Dios Pena et al.
Gotera ....................•.•.•••. 1. . • . do ....••... 1..•. do ...... .
598.44 House Mis. Doc. 181, Forty.
second Congress, second ses.
sion.
57 1 .Jose F. Baca y Terrus et al . .••.• ·····1.J. F. B. Terrns grant ......• ······1····do ·········1· · ··do. ······1··············1
1,589.87
Do.
58 .Jose Miral1el et al ......• .. . ••......•. Rio Grande (rancho) . ......•.•... . .... do ......... ... do....... ........ ... . . .
109,043.80
Do.
59 Jose Miguel de la P ena et al . . ..••.... Serrillos .............•................ do ........ .. ... do. . .... . ...... ..•.....
2,287.41
Do.
60 Ygnacio Chaves et al . .....• . .••...... Town of Galisteo . .................... do ............. do....... . . .. •. . .. .. ... Not surveyed.
Do.
61 Juan Carlos Santistevan et al...•... • . Cebolla tract . . ....•.•......•......... do .....•... . ... do....... .•••.. .... ....
17,159. 57
E x . Doc. 296, Forty.second
Congress, second session.
62 I .Jose Sanchez et al .•••••.•••••.••.. ••. I Town of Cienequilla ....••..•..... j •••. do ..-...•... 1.•• . do ..••••. ,.•••••.••.....
43,961.54 House Ex. Doc. 68, Forty·sec•
ond Congress, third session.
Supplementary report not
63 I Nicolas Ortiz
printed.
Caja del Rio
.......... , .... do ......... l ..•. do ...... .
62,343.01 House Ex. Doc. 128, Forty.
second Congress, third sea.
sion.
64 1 Domingo Romero et al .• ··············1 Mesita de .Juana Lopez. ··········1····do . . ....... .Jan. 28, 18791 No provision
42,022.85
Do.
for patent.
65 .Juan de Gabaldon ...........••....... Cajon uel Rio de Tesuque .......•..•.. do ......... Unconfirmed .••.•.......•.
11,619.56
Do.
66 .Joaquin de Luna et aL .•••• .•••••.... San Joaquin del Nacimiento .••••. .••. do .......... ... do ... . ................ .
131,725.87
Do.
Supplementary report not
67 I .Ana de Sandoval y Manzanares ...... I San Clemente tract
printed.
.... do ......... \. ... do ...•••.
89,403.40 House Ex. Doc. 128, Forty.
second Congress, third ses·
sion. Supplementary report
not printed.
68 I Luis Gold .••..•.....•.•••••••.••..... 1 Grant to Luis de .Armenta (de. 1 • . . . do ......... j •••• do ..... . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1
444. 24 Senate Ex. Doc. 37, Forty.sec.
ceased).
ond Con gress, third session.
Supplementary- r eport not
printed.
69, .Juan Salas et al. .•••••••••.•••••••..•. , .Alamitos ·························1····do ··.· ······1····do ·······1··············
436. 41 Senate Ex. Doc. 37, Forty.second Congress, third session.
70 Representatives of Gervacio Nolan ... Estancia ..•.••••••.•.•••..•••..•...... do ....••••...•. do ..........•.•.••..••.
415,036.56 Senate Ex. Doc. 40, Forty.sec·
ond Congress, third session.
Supplementary report, Ex.
Doc. 15, Senate, Forty.ninth
Congress, second session.
71 I Francisco Salazar et al. •••••.••••..... I Canon de Chama .•...•••••••...... I. ... do ...••...·.I .••. do ....•.. , .•••••.••••...
472,736.95 Senate Ex. Doc. 45, Forty.second Congress, third session.
Supplementary report not
printed.
72 I Ventura Trujillo, .J·. L. Taylor ..•..... I Ojo del .Apache tract ..•.....•••.. I.... do ......... I Rejected by
••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••••• Senate Ex. Doc. 45, Forty.sec.
surv.gen.
ond Congress, third session.
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ist of confirmed and 1mconfinne·d Indian piieblos and priv{lte land claims in the Territories of New Mexico and Arizona and State of Colorado-Cont'd.

a
s~
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$·...

Name of claimant.

Locality.

Name of claim.

Date of con·
firmation.

I Date of pat.
ent.

73 I Pedro Martin (heirs of) or Serrano ... I Piedra Lumbre
74 , .Alvino Bustamante et al ... ...... ... . Grant to Bartolome Marquez and
Juan Luis Ortiz (deceaded)

1· ...

do .. , .. · · · · 1 ····do · · · · · · ·

si!~!\io!~f~·..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . do . . . . • . • . . ... do ...... .

76

I :Rafa.el Archuleta et al ...•........... ·I Town of San .Antoniodel Rio Col. I .. . do ......... I.••. do ....... 1.•••.•.••.....

77

I Luis Duran et al

78

I B. Fernandez .

79

I AntonioUbaves ....~.········· ····· -·1 Arroyo de San Lorenzo

80 I Juan de Mestas ..•• •••
81

Area.

t:d
~

Acres.
.. , ... 1 New Mexico .. lUnconfirmed.1 ..••...••.....

82

~

References to reports of aur·
ve y ors.general.
trj

~'c:

76

~

orado.
Town of Ojo Caliente

. .. . do ......•. ! •• .. do . ...•.. 1.••.•. . ...... .

San Miguel Spring tract .. ........ I .. .. do ......... I ... . do ....•..
.... do ........ !..•. do .. .... ,1 ....•........ .

Juan de Mestas grant ......... ... 1••.. do .....•••. 1.••. do ...••..

I Repre~entatives

of .Alfonso Rael de I Cuyamungue pueblo grant ...... ·1 ·... do ....... ·· 1· ... do ...... .
.Aguilar.
Salvador Gonzales. ................... Canada .Ancha tract ... ........ . . ..... do ........... .. do ..... . .

83 I Felipe Guiterres . .............•....... I Town of Bernalillo .

84 1Juan Jo1:1e Gallegos ...... .
85

Jose Maria Costates et al.

86

Mesilla Colony .......... .

87 I Representatives of Gasper Ortiz y
Pais.

88 I Inhabitants of the city

.... do ......... l •••. do ....•..

1· ...

······1 ··

.Angostura tract, pueMo of San
do ...
do ...... .
Felipe.
Dona Ana Bend Colony grant . . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . do ...... .

48, 336. 12_ Senate Ex. Doc. 50, Forty.sec·
ond Congress, third session.
637. 23 Senate Ex. Doc. 3, Forty.third
Congress, first session.
Do.
33,250.39
Supplementary rep or t not
printed.
18,955.22 Not printed. Supplementary
report not printed.
38,590.20 House Ex. Doc. 148, Forty•
third Congress, first session.
25,176.39 House Ex. Doc. 206, Forty.
third Congress, first session.
130,138.98 House Ex. Doc. 149, Forty.
third Congress, first session.
Supplementary report not
printed.
1,686.47 House Ex. Doc. 213, Forty·
third Congress, first session.
Not printed.

House Ex. Doc. 206, Forty·
third Congress, first s ession.
Supplementary report, Ex.
Doc. 127, Forty.ninth Con·
gress, first session.
Senate Ex. Doc. 38, .F'orty·third
Congress, first sesi;,ion.
Do.

.103, 959. 31

11,674.37
2,319.04

19, 323. 571 Senate Ex Doc. 43, Forty.third
Congress, first sessinn.
33, 960. 33 Senate Ex. Doe. 56, Fc,rty.third
Mesilla Colony grant . .... .... ....... . do ............ do ... ... .
Congress, first session.
Ex. Doc. 258. Forty. ... do ......... ! .... do ....... , ....• ········!······ .......... . House
Gasper Ortiz grant
third Congress, first session.
Supplementary r eport, Sen·
ate Ex. Doc. 37, I<'orty.ninth

Santa Fe tr;i.ct ..... , .•.••..••..... I .... do ......... I .... do .... .. .

17,361.11

1

CongreAs, second session.
Honse Ex. Doc. 239, ForlY·
1;hir<'t Congress, first session.
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89 I :Manuel Trujillo

Talaya tract

.... do ......... 1•••• do ...•.•.

90 , .••..................................... ,Refugio Colony grant ...•••...••.. ,.... do .... ····/··· do ...... .
91 Francisco Montes Vigil .......... ..•. Town of Alameda tract ...••••........ do ........... do ....... , .• ..•.. • •.
92 I Ignacio de Roival and.Jacinto Pelaez .1 Town of .Jaconatract .......•..... !.••• do ....... .
93 I Antonio Elias Armenta et al.

94

I

Canon del Rio Colorado ........... I•••. do ... ...... I. • . do ...•...

Salvador Vernal and Tomas Lopez .... 1 Una de Gato tract

95 I Carlos Gabaldon et al

... . do

Reported as
fraudulent.

Town of Cevolletta or.Joya grant .1 ....dv ......... !Unconfirmed.

96 I Ignacio Chaves et al. ............•.... I Ignacio Chaves et al. grant ..... ··1· ... do : · ....... I. ••. do ...... .
97 1 Mestas .Joaquin.& Sons ......... ·······1 Mestas, .Joaquin~ Sons' grant.
98

Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco and
Pedro Padilla.

Canada de los Alamos .•.•...••••. ,.... do . ........... . do ...... .

99 I Felipe Tafoya et al ..........•..... .•.. I Felipe Tafoya grant .

100
101
102
103

Miguel Montoya and Santiago Mon.
toya.
Antonio Baca ...................... ...
Montano-Antonio Urban.... .. . . ....
Luis .Jaramillo ........ ......... .. ..

1041 Baltazar Baca & Sons.
105

J"ose .Julian Martinez et al

··1· ... do:....... ··1 ·... do ...... .
. ... do ... ...... ! .. . do ...•... , ..•.......... .

M. and S. Montoya grant ...•......... do ..... . ....... do ...... .

Nuestra Senora de la Luz de las ....<do .......... . . do ...... .
Lagunitas.
San Marcos pueblo .•.•.•..••......... do .......... : . . do . ..... .
Agua Salada .................•••...... do ........ ... .. do ....... , .••••.........

B. Baca &, Sons' grant

.... do ......... !.••• do ...... .

Petacagrant .••.• ~ ...... ........... ].... do ........

I.... do ....••.

••••••••••••• •
1

1,003.551 Senate Ex. Doc. 56,Forty.tbird
Congress, first sessio1,.
Do.
House Ex. Doc. 280, Forty.
third Congresf'l, first session.
Supplementary report not
printed.
46, 341. 481· Senate Ex. Doc. 2, Forty.third
Congress, second session.
42, 939. 21
Do.
Supplementary report, Sen.
ate Ex. Doc.16-Forty.ninth
Congress, second session.
Senate Ex. Doc. 2, Forty·t~ird
Congress, second session.
Supplementary report not
printed.
224,770.131 House Ex. Doc. 62, Forty.third
·
Congress, second session.
243, 036. 43
Do.
Supplementary report not
printed.
3, 632. 94 1 House Ex. Doc. 62, Forty-third
Congress, second session.
148, 862. 945
Do.
Supplementary report, Sen•
ate Ex. Doc.139, Forty.ninth
Congress, :first session.
22, 578. 12 House Ex. Doc. 62, Forty.third
Congress, second session.
Supplementary report not
printed.
3, 253. 09 House Ex. Doc. 62, .Forty.third
Congress, second session.
43, 653. 03
Do.
26, 130. 19
108,274.87

""d
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1,890.62
18,046.59

Do.
House Ex. Doc. 62, Forty.third
Congress, second session.
Supplementary report not
urinted.
12,207.408 House Ex. Doc. 62, Forty.third
Congress, second session.
186,977.11 Senate Ex. Doc. 31, Forty.
fourth Congress, first sea·
sion; Senate Ex. Doc. -45,
Forty.eighth Congress, fi:rst
session. Supplementary re•
port, Senate Ex. Doc. 52,
Forty.ninth Congress, sec•
ond session.

~

c:.o
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of confirmed and unconfl1·1ned Indian pueblos and p1'ivate land claims in the Territories of New Mexico ana .Arizona and State of Colorado-Cont'd.

1~1

Name of claim.

Name of olaJmant.

~~ 1 - - - ~ - ~~
106 I Representatives of Juan Otero (de·
ceased.)
107

l O& I J os6 Rafael Zanora et al

1---~

·Locality.

Date of con· j Date of pat.
:firmation.
ent.

1--1-

Area.

References to reports of surveyors.general.

I
Acres.

Ojo de la Cabra tract .•..•...••... , New Mexico .. ,Uncon:firmed., ...•.••••..••.
Town ofSocorro ......•......•••...... do ............ do ....... ,....••..•..••.
Town of Vallecito grant ..•..••... ,.... do ..... · :··l .... do ....... ,.••••••.•...•.

Not printed. Supplementary
report not printed.
Not
print,ed. Supplementary
843,259.59
report, Senate Ex. Doc. 93, ·
Forty~ninth Congress, 800·
ond session.
114,400.54 Senate Ex. Doc. 31, Fortyfourth Conp;ress, :first ses.
sion. Supplementary re·
port not printed.
Not printed.
4,340.26

ifg I:~~~ii~t:-t.~~~~?~~~~~:::: ::: ::::::1. ~~~~~~~~-~~~~.~~a~\::::::::::::/::::~~.::::;:::·/::::~~.:::::::/::::::::::::::/.......9,681.29
~·.~~'.·. ~~.
111 Fran01sco Garcia ..................... , Santa Teresa tract................ New Mexico .. Unconfirmed. . . • . . • • . . .. . ..
112 I Jos6 Trojillo .. .....••.•.. .

Mesilla and Arroyo Seco tracts ... I ..•• do

113 I Juan Bautista Valdez ................. I Canon de Pedernales tract .....•.. j •••. do
ll4

I Valentine Martin et al ....••......... . I Santa Barbara tract ............... I.... do

115 I Francisco de Anaya Almazor ......... j Cienequilla tract

... . do

116, .A.ntonio Martinez ····················1 Antonio Martinez grant .......... 1··· ·do
117 Representatives of ,Juan de Jesus Orejos del Llano de las Aguages .... do

tract.
Nerio Antonio Montoya . ... . . . • . . . . . . Ojo de Borrego tract ...... . .... . ...... do

118
119

I

Lorenzo Marquez . ... ......... . ....... 1 San Miguel del Bado tract .....•.. 1. . . . do

m ~°o\\~;:r:r~~~:::::: :::::: ::::::: :::

-~o.~~

Do.
SupJ_>lementary report not
prmted.
.
5,999.69 Senate Ex. Doc. 63, Forty.
........ 1 . . . . do ..•••.. , ............. .
sixth Congress, third sea.
sion.
........ ·1· ... do ....•.• ,...... ········1 Not surveyed. Not printed. · Supplementary
report not printed.
.. . ...... I.... do ....... ,..••••.••...•.
18,489.23 Senate E x. Doc. 63, Forty.
sixth Congress, third 808·
sion.
.. . ...•.. 1. • • • do ....... ,............. .
45,244.73 Not printed. Supplementary
report not printed.
67,480.20 Not printed.
......... , .... do ...... .
... ...... Rej ected by
Not surveyed.
Do.
surv. gen.
.... :: .. . ... do ...... .
60,214.13 Senate Ex. Doc. 63, Forty.
sixth Congress, third 8eS·
sion.
......... 1. . • . do ..•.•.• , .•.....••.....
315,300.80
Do.
Supplementary report not
printed.
Not surveyed. Not printed.

~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~::::::::::::I::::~~.:::: ::: :J :::~~.:: ::: ::

Jos6 Antonio Garcia de Noriei?a . ..... vanon de-San Diego .............. New Mexico .. I Rejected by
surv. gen.
123 Francisco Sandoval (Ignacio Sanchez Santisima Trinidad, or Rancho de .... do ... ······l····do ....... ,............. .
Galvan .... . ................... .
Vergara, grantee).
124 Juan Montes Vigil ................... Town of P ena Blanca .....••..... 1.... do . ............ do······· ............. .

122

9,572.57

Do.

17,018.00

Do.

585. 66

Do
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surv. gen.
Benjamin E. Edwards .••...•......••..•••••.•••.•.....•.•••••....••.•.•...•• :do ......... June 6, 1878 . Oct. 8, 1883

127

128 1 Francisco Montes Vigil ........•.. · ··· 1 Las Truchas ..•...••••..•••• ······1····do ...•..... ,Unconfirmed., .•••••........
129 Jose Manuel Sanchez Baca ..•••••.... J.M. S. Baca grant .....•.....•........ do ............. do ...... .

Ambrosio Armijo et al .....•••••••.•.. Town of Albuquerque ...•..•.•...... do ......... I.... do ...... .

130
131
132

I Juan Pablo Martin

··1

133
134

······1·· ..

Antonio Rosa Lujan ................
Rito de Los Frijoles .......•... ···1····do · ··
do·······
Representatives of Santiago Duran y San Mateo Spring i;i;rant .............. do ... .• : •.. .... do .....•
Chaves.
Antonio Lucero ....•••.....••......... Canada de Cochiti grant ..•....... , .... do .....••••.... do ....... , ...•••.....•..

135

···1Sebastian
Sa:t;1tiago Rameriz grant ......• ····\····do ... ······ \····do ...... .
de Vargas grant ............ do . . ........... do .....•.

136

Har~ey E. Easterday.····.·· .......
Rep1esentat1ves of Sebastian de Var·
gas.

137

138 I Indians

626. 79

10,314.65
3,601.19
17,361.06
35,924.18
23,351.12

Polvadera
Rio Arriba

Antonio de Salazar ...... .

.

:1 ::: ==: :::: :: ·.. ·

==

?f tho pueblo of Santa Clara .. I Canada de Santa Clara ..•••....... I.••. do

......... I•••• do ...... .

23,022.28
3,547.46
104,554.24

6,165.90

Not surveyed.

.••. do ........ .

139

Mariano Barela et al . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . Santa Tomas de Yturbide Colony . .. . do ......... . .. do ........•••...........••. do •........

142

143

to~-i~i~taa1a.!:,tb!i~~·~r::::::::::::: i~:fn~/#I~~~ugt:~i:ii:::::::::::.
IndiansofthePueblos .....••......... Pueblos of Santo Domingo and .... do ............. do ......................... do ........ .
Sail Felipe.
Manuel Alvarez .....•............... . Ocate ................................. do ............. do ..............•..... . ... . do ........ .

~!t

tii~~i1!~:~i~~!~lo~~::::::::::::::

m

::::i~ ::::::::: ::::i~ ::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::i~ :::~::~::

¥~~~~n~~i;~~·::::::::::::::::: ::::i~ ::::::::: ::::i~ ::::::: :::::::::::::: :::J~ :::::::::

m~::i~;t;~!~~~~~~~~:: : : : : : : : : t;:ii :t~~~~~~:~t~:~::::::: ::J~ ::::::::: ::J~ ::::::: :::::::::::::: ::J; :::::::::
149

J

RosaliaBaldezetaZ. .................

.(

1

Plaza Colorado ......•...•..•••..•..... do ...........•. do ...•••....•••..•......••. do ...••....

Do.
Senate 350, Thirty.fourth Con.
gress, third session ; Senate
106, Thirty.fifth Congress,
first session ; Senate 103
Thirty.sixth Congress, first
session; Senate 172, Fortyfirst Congress, second ses•
sion; House 460, Thirty•
fifth Congress, first session.
Not printed.
Do.
Senate Ex. Doc. 56, Forty.
eighth Congress, first ses·
sion.
Not printed.
House Ex. Doc. 15, Forty.
eighth Congress, second sea.
sion. Supplementary report
not printed.
Not printed.
Do.
House Ex. Doc. 42, Forty.
eighth Congress, second ses.
sion. Supplementaryreport,
Senate Ex. Doc. 128, Forty.
ninth Congress, first ses·
sion.
Not printed.
House Ex. Doc. 16, Forty.
eighth Congress, second ses·
sion. Supplementary report
not printed.
Original and supplementary
report, Senate Ex. Doc. 56,
Forty-ninth Congress, sec·
on session, not printed.
Not printed.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
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i8t of confirmed and unconjl,1·r,ied Indian pueblos and private land claims in the Territo1·ies of New Mexico and Arizona and State of Colorado-Cont'd.

l§

Na.me of olaima.nt.

~~

Name of claim.

Locality.

Date of con- \ Date of patfirmation.
ent.

zc:
.Jna.n Ignacio Tafoya .•••••..••........
Joaquin Ga.roia ..... ................. .
P.A. Gallegos.... . . ........ . . .... .
Pedro Galleiro and .Jua.nMiguel Maes,
representatives of.

i I ~~~.~10°~~~~.::::::.

C.~nSykes et al ... .................. . RanchoTumac~c.oriandCalabazas .. ... do ............. do ...•..•

7

121

~: ~!;~~tl.!~d·

1

Do.

·c~~i>;~y ·:::

0

~

1-3
0

1-xj

1-3

17,360.76
34,722.028

Do.
Do.

l:Il

17,208. 33½
Not surveyed.

Do.
Do.

Ul

Senate Ex. Doc. 207, Forty.
sixth Congress, second sea·
sion.
7,598.07 Not 1n~~ted.
17,361.108
Do.
.
8. 680. 52
Do.
17,355.86
52,007.95

Rancho San .Jose de Sanoita ......... . do ............. do ..••..•
Rancho San Rafael de la Zanja ... .... do ............. do ....••• , ............. .
Aribac . ............... . ..... ._. ........ do ... · 1:· •••.•• . do ...... .
Rancho San.Juan de las Bogu11las . ... do ........ ..... do ......•
y Nogales.
Do.
10, 638.68
Camon Hermanos .................•.. Rancho Los Nogales de Elias ........ . do . . ........... do ...... .
Do.
185. 70
Rancho de Otero and house lot . ....... do ............. do ....... ............ .
Senate
Ex. Doc. 93, Forty.
Not
surveyed.
El
Sopori
·
....
...........
..............
do.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
do.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
.
............
.
~~d 11:i:-i~blg
eighth Congress, first sea•
sion.
74.17 Not printed.
.... do ... . ..... l •••. do.·. .... .
1 Representatives of .Jose Maria Mar. Rancho de Martinez
tinez.
Do.
Maria Santisima del Carmin, or 1· ... do ... . .... , .... do. · ·····\······. ·······1 ·
5,060.16
Frederick Maish et al
Buena Vista.
·
Two
reports not printed.
J George Hill Howard . . ······ · · ·· ·····\ TresAlamo~ . ......_
............... .. . . d?········· .... do . ....•. . ....•..•..... Not surveyed.
A. M. Gomez et al .••..•............... MedanoSprrngsanaZapato grant . Colorado ...••• \·· .. do.······\ .................. do ..... . .. . Not printed.

81 Matias Alsua . .............•.•••......
9 Ramon Romero et al ..... ............ .
10 Charles D. Poston .. . .
11 .Janet G. Howard et al . .....• ..•.... •..

17

~
""O

I· ~~do~~~~~~: :1~~cd~~~~~~:I: :::::::::J ~~i!~~~~!.~~: I Not 15:,ted.

~rrii/~. ?.~~~i~. ::::: ::::::: ::: ::
:::
Guadalupita ............... ..... ...... .........,. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .
Cieniguitas -- -.. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Mexico .. Unconfirmed.

...... .... ...... .... . . .... .. ........ Arizona .............. ... : ..
·· ·· ··· ·· · ·········· ... . . . .............. do ......... .. ........... .
Rancho San Rafael del Valle . ...... .. do .... ..... Unconfirmed.
3 Camon Brothers ..•.••
Rancho San Ignacio del B-abaco· .... do ...•...•..... do ...•.••
4 E. l3. Perrin et al . ........••..••...•...
mori.
51 F.M11,ishetal·····:············· ·,-·· ··1 RanchoSanlgnaciodelaCanoa ...... do ...•......... do ...... .
6 Colorado Commermal and Land Uom· RanchoElPasodelos Algodones ...... do .....•...... do ...... .

16

References to reports of snr·
veyors-general.

.Acres.

150
151
152
153

15

Area.
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E.-SURVEYING DIVISION.
The .work performed in this division of the office during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887, was as follows:
Letters:
•
Letters on hand unanswered July 1, 1886. .•.••. .. ..•••. ...•.. ...... .•....
Letters received dnrino- thf:l year ...... ·.····· ...•...••••..................
Letters written during°the year ................•................. - - ..••_~.
Pages of record covered thereby, including the few pages of record of mIS·
cellaneons letters, most of such letters being only press copied ..........
Pages of press copy, nearly all type.written ..............................
Letters disposed of during the year ....................•••...............
Letters remaining on Land July 1, 1887 .... ...... ....•. ...... .•..•. ......
Copies of field notes:
Pages of field not,e s copied for offici::i,l and individual use . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . .
Surveying returns:
.
Plats and corresponding transcripts of field notes of surveys of pnbhc
lauds and private land claims pending on July 1, 1886.,..... ...•.. ......
Number of same received during the year................................
Disposed of during t,he year..................................... . .......
Remaining on hand July 1, 1887 ...• ..••.. ...... ...... ...... ...••. ........
Reports of f\Xaminations of surve)7 S:
•
Special agents' report,s on field work of survey~pending on July 1, 1886.. .
Reports received during the year...................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acted upon and disposed of dnring the year........ •..•. .... ...•.. ...•••
Remainiug on hand July 1, 18tl7 ............ ·····-······ ..••.. ...•.. .... •
Surveying contractA:
·
ContractspendingJnlyl, 1880 ...............................•..•...•..•
Contracts received during theyear...... ...... ...... ..•... .... ...... .....
Contracts acted upon d nring: the year...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . .
Contracts pen,ding July 1, 1887 ........ ·· r· ·· .... ...... .... ...... .... ....

~5
3,267
2, 713
1, 747
4,842
3, 2~d
64
1, 940
497

130
331
296
22
61
60

23
35
44 '
76

3

I

CONTRACTS FOR SURVEYS OF PUBLIC LANDS.

Of the general appropriation of $50,000 made by act of August 4,
1886, for surveys of public lands, &c., for year ending June 30, 1887,
the sum of $25,000 was apportioned for examinations of surveys to·
be ma.de, and also those already made and not accepted or in prog·
ress under contracts entered into in prior years. Out of the remaining
$25,000 for surveys of public lands 13 contracts have been entered into
in the several surveying districts with liabilities amounting to $12,838,
the sum of $15,000 having been assigned to Montana, and but two contracts, liability of $5,700, let in that district prior to June 30,1887, while
the a1>propriation was available. Out of the appropriation of $30,000
for surveys of public lauds in Nevada made by the same act of Congress5 contracts have been let amounting to $30,000.
_
Two contracts have been let i1,1 Utah for surveys of public lands, one
for $297.80 out of resurvey appropriation of 1886 extended into 1887
by joint resolutions of Congress, and one for $1,140.70 out ofrepaymeuts
by the Central Pacific Railroad Company.
·
CONTRACTS FOR SURVEYS OF INDIAN RESERVATIONS, ,

Out of the appropriation of $25,000 made by act of May 15, 1886,
(Stat.t 24, p. 44), for survey and subdivision of Indian reservations,,
299

300

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE IN'fERIOR.

&c., eleven contracts have been let by direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, and surveys are being made as follows, amounting in liabilities to $21,523.50 :
State or Territory.

Reservation.

Arizona . •• • • . . . . . . • . . . . .
-California . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . .
Idaho .......•.....•• : ....
Do ........•....•.•...
Minnesota . . . . • . . . • . . . . . .
Montana.................

White Mountain .•.•••••••
Hoopa valley .•••••.••••••
Lower Brule ......•..•.••.
Lemhi .....•.•••••...•••••
Nez Perce . ....•..•......
White Earth ..•.••..••••.
Flathead . . ...••••••.......

Description of work.

The north and part of the east boundaries.
The west and part of the north boundaries.
Exteriors and subdivisions into 40-acre tracts.
North and south boundaries.
East boundary.
South boundary and subdivisions.
West and north boundaries, in part.
Suryey of boundaries.
Nevi~~::::::::!:::::::::
Do.
Wyoming . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . Shoshone ....•...•...••••. The east and part of south boundaries.
Survey
of boundaries.
-Oregon .....•.••••...... · \ Klamath .....•....•.......

~:~~tdR¾:!:-.::: :: :::: ::

For details as to these contracts reference is made to the several
.s urveyors.general's reports accompanying the report of this office.
UMATILLA. INDIAN RESERVA.TION,

Out of the appropriation of $30,000 made by act of March 3, 1885
,(23 Stats., 343), providing for su;rveys for allotments to Indians on the
Umatilla reservation in Oregon, &c., a contract has been let for the
necessary surveys with a liability of $4,6Q0.
;S URVEYS UNDER THE GENERAL ALLOTMENT A.OT OF MARCH

3, 1887.

Out of the appropriation of $100,000 for surve:rs and resurveys of Indian reservations for allotments two contracts have been let for surveys
for allotments, as follows:
·
The Warm Springs reservation, in Oregon .... - ........•..•....•.••..•.... $5,400
The Crow reservation, in Montana ... __ ....•........... _............. - ... . 5,800
SURVEYS OF PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS,

Contracts for surveys of private land claims have been made as follows:
In Florida one contract for survey of the "Hanson grant" out of the
special appropria,tion of $400 made by sundry civil act of August 4,
1886; also, two contracts for surveys of private land claims in New
Mexico out of tbe appropriation of $3,000 for surveys of private land
claims in New Mexico.
SURVEYS OF RELINQUISHED MILITARY RESERVATIONS,

Out of the appropriation of $20,000 for surv.ey, appraisal, and sale of
relinquished military reservations under act of Marcil 3, 1885, contracts
have been let as follows :
State or Territory.
Colorado . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . .
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nevada.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . ..• . . .. . . . . . .
Do : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Reservation.

Description of work.

Pagosa Springs ................... . Boundary and subdi vision11.
Fort Sedgwick ........ ........... .
Do.
Fort Halleck .. . . .......... . ..... .
Do.
Fo1t McDermit hay reservation .. .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

:~~rTt\\://:\\/ i~~i~ti//::/:%\•
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PUBLIC LANDS.

N O returns of surveys of public lands under contracts m.ade du~ing
the year have been received except an area of 281 acres m Florida;.
but surveys made under prior contracts have been accepted after ex-amination as follows:
Land States and Territol'ies.

Public lands.

Private
land
claims.

Acres.

Acres.

California ..........••....•..•....••..•. ·· .. ···•••••····················•••··
Colorado .............•......•.......•........•....•••• -··· · · ·•·· ·· - · · · ·••· ··
Florida ....••.••..••.............•....•••.. : .........•.........•..... - .. -...
Iowa .........•..•••••..••.••..••••..••.....••........•....•....•••.......•..
Minnesota ..••••..• •.....•.........•.................. ······················
Missouri. .............•••..•.••.•••.....••••..•.•. ·····••··········••··••···
Oregon .... ...•.•.......•••.•.••..••....•...•.••••••.....••......•.•...•....
Dakota ...........•...•...•..••••.••.••.••••••••.•..••.......•..............
Idaho ............•.•••..••...••..••..•••.•.••.••.••..•...•.........•........
Montana .........•••••••••.••..•••...•.........••.•••..•••...•.... ·••·······
New Mexico .••••••....•••••.••.•.•........••.•••••.•.••....••..•••.. ··•·· - -·
Utah ........••••.••••••.•.•••••..•..••••••.••..•...•••...•.....••..•.•......

;;~~r1;~~ ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

5,994.60
397,448.51
25,574.49
1, 141. Ofl
163, 4-13. 70
17. 91
163,355.92
472,910.85
94,145.11
397,480.03
533,681.96
167,632.07
240,842. 21
19,428.03

Total...... . • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • . . • • . • • • . • • • . . . • . . . . • • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 683, 066. 51

248, 120. 73:

248, 120. 73

Of the area surveyed in Washington Territory 133,572.01 acres are
resurveys of lands within the Yakima Indian reservatfon.
SURVEY OF INDIAN RESERV.A.TIO NS.

Referring to the annual report for 1886, p. 241, showing condition of
work under contracts for surveys of Indian reservations payable out
of the appropriation of$50,000 by act of July 4, 1884 (Stats., 23, p. 104),
the following tabular statement shows how said surveys have sincebeen disposed of: ·
State or Territory.

Description of survey.

Indian Territory ..•... East boundary of lands purchased
from Seminoles, west boundary of
Wichita lands, and north boundary
of Kiowa and Comanche lands.
California ....••.••••.. Boundaries of Mission Indian reser.
vations.
Idaho Territory ••••••. North and south boundaries of Nez
Perce Indian re11ervation.
Minnesota ••••••.••••. Portions of boundaries of Red Lake
reservation and sub division of
twelve sections in WhiteEarth reservation.
Wyoming Territory .. Wind river reservation, portions of
the west and south boundaries.
_ Waahington Territory South boundary of Yakima and Quin.
aielt reservations and subdivisions
of Yakima in part.

How disposed of.
Rejected March 30 and April 2 and
9, 1887, after a field examination.
Rejected June 23, 1887, after a field examination.
Rejected May 14, 1887, after a field ex•amination.
Surveys accepted June 29, 1887.

Survey accepted.
South boundary of Quinaielt reservation not made, south boundary oi
Yakima and survey of T. 10 N.,
Ranges 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 E., and T. 9
N., Ranges 21 and 22 E., accepted.
June 13, 1887.
Balance of surveys suspended while
surveyor returns to field and corrects his work.

For details of the surveying operations in the several surveying districts reference is .made to the accompanying annual reports of the several surveyors-general.
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MILITARY RESERV.A.TIONS.

Schedule showing the names and locations of ex.i sting military resm·vations in the public·land
States and Territories, and the area as far as known 01· estimated with. reference to execvtive orders or auth01·ity othm· than the Executive by which the reservations we1·e established
enlarged, or reduced. For reservations relinquished under act of July 5, 1884, see list fol~
lowing this schedule.
Area in
acres.

Name and location of reservation.

Date of executive order or other
authority and remarks.

ALABAMA.

At entrance to Mouile bay, the small islands be·
tween the north point of Dauphin island and
Cedar Point, Grant, Heron, Tower, and other
islands, (a) and so much of Cedar Point as lies
in fractional sections 25 and 26, T. 8 S., R. 2 W.:
Cedar Point ... . ............................. .
Fort Gaines, on eastern end of Dauphin isl.
and.
Fort Morgan, in T. 9 S., R.1 E .•••••..•..••.

296. 50
(b)
(b)

Executive order, ]'ebruary 9, 1842.
Lauds conveyed to the United States
by decree of chancery in January,
1853.
Secretary of War, September 10,1842

ALABAMA AND MISSISSIPPI.

.All that part of Cat island owned by the govern·
ment; all of Ship island, Round, Hurricane,
and Dog islands; the west and east ends of
Horn and Petit Bois Blanc islands. Area (in
eluding Dog and Hurricane islands) estimated
at 100 acres.

6,716, 55

Totalin Alabama and Mississippi as far
as known.

7,013.05

Executive order, August 30, 1847.
This does not include Round island,
which was prJlviously reserved for
naval purposes.

ARIZONA TERRITORY.

,Camp Bowie, near Cbiricahua mountains ....... .
·C~~a 2(f'E~t (new), in T. 8, 9, and 10

s.,

R. 23

-Camp Mojave, on Colorado river :
Post .. .... .... ............................•. .
Hay and wood ... . .......................... .
•Camp McDowell, extends 10 miles along river
Vercle and 2 miles on each side of the river.
Fort Verde, partly in T. 13 N., R. 5 E.:
Post ... :: ........................•...........

23,040.00
42,341. 00

Executive orders, March 30, 1870, and
November 27, 1877.
Executive order, April 17, 1876.

5, 582 · OO < Executive order, March 30, 1870.
9,114.815
Executive order, April 12, 1867.
24,750.15
9,293.79

.FN·t Whipple, in T.14 N., R. 2 E .•.........•.••.

1,730. Ou

·C~:~. Lowell, in ~.13 ~nd 14 S., R.14, 15, and

51,361. 36

·Camp Apache, wit.bin the limits of the White
Mountain Indian reservation.
Fort Thomas, mostly in T. 4 S., R. 23 E ......... .
Jl'ort Huachuca, in southern .A.rizona,adjacent to
Babacomari private land claims.

7, 4.~1.14

10,487.00

Total in Arizona as far as known ........ .

185, 121. 25

(b)

Executive orders, March 30, 1870,and
August 17, 1876.
Executi~e orde1·s, August 31, 1869,
and October 19, 1875. Act of Con•
gress approved June 22,1874 (Stats.,
E~:~~tr~~)~rders,October 26, 1875,and
May 15, 1886.
Executive order, February 1, 1877.
Executive order, May 18, 1877.
Executive orders, October 29, 1881,
and May 14, 1888.

ARKANSAS.

~narry reservation for stone for public buildings
at Little Rook arsenal, viz : S. ½of Sec. 25 and
~!s~~ ~iJe~~ Seo. 36, all on right bank of Ar·
Hot prings, Ark ............................... .

260. 96

Commissioner of General Land Office,
April 11, 1839.

6. 76

FR~ W.h national cemetery, in Seo. 17, 'I". 8 N.,

14. 81

Act of Congress, April 20, 1832, and
executive order, November 17, 1880.
Executive orders, May 22, 1871, and
December 3, 1876.

f

32

Total in Arkansas ...................... .

282. 53

C,\LIFORNIA.

Angel i61an:1, in an Francisco bay .... .. ......• .
" Area of island n9t known.

(a)

Executive orders, November 6, 1850,
and April 20, 1860.
b Area not known.
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PUBLIC LANDS.
Schedule of military reservations, with a1·ea, date, 4'0.-Continued.
Name and location of reservation.

,

CALIFORNIA-continued.
A.lcat.raz island, in San Francisco bay...........
Drum barracks, at Wilmington, Cal.............
".Benicia barracks and arsenal, in T. 2 and 3 N.,
R. 2and 3W.
Fort Bidwell, in T. 46 N. , R.15and 16 E., Mount
Diablo meridian :
Post . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . •• . . . . • • . . .
Wood reserve in Secs. 1 and 12, T. 46 N., R.
15 E.
Deadman's island, being lot 1, Sec. 19, T. 5 S., R.
13 W., San Bernardino meridian.
Camp Gaston, in T. 8 N., R. 5 E., of Humboldt
meridian, within Hoopa Valley Indian reservation.
Fort Hill, or Monterey, at Monterey.............
Island called Red Rock, Golden Rock, or Molate,
in Sec. 17, T. 1 N., R. 5 W., Mount Diablo meridian.
Presidio military reserve, Fort point, on San
Francisco bay.
Point San Jose (originally included within the
Presidio reserve No. 1).

Area in
acres.

(a)
55. 00
344. 90

2, 441. 45
640. 00
2. 00

Executive order, November 6, 1850.
Deeded to the United States by private parties.
Executive order, October 10, 1862.
Deeded by private p ersons in 1849.
Executive orders, October 19, 1886, October 4, 1870, and February 16, 1885.
Executive order, :February 7, 1871.
Executive order, March 15, 1872.

451. 50

Executive order, April 2, 1869.

(b)
7. 52

Executive ~rder, November 23, 1866.
8ecretar.v of Interior, March 2, 1858;
executive order, October 21, 1882.

1,479.94

Executive orders, November 6, 1850,
and December 31, 1851; act of Congress, May 9, 1876 (Stats., 19, p. 52J.
Executive orders, November 6, 1850,
and December 31., 1851 ; act of Congress, July 1, 1870 (Stats., 16, p. 186).
Executive order, February 26, 1852.

57. 89

Point Loma (San Diego}, at San Diego harbor:
(b)
"To include that portion of the peninsula lying on west side of entrance to the harbor
which shall be included between the southernmost point of the peninsula (Punta de Loma)
and a line drawn across said peninsulafrom the
harbor to the ocean at a distance of 1½ miles
above Punta de Guisanas."
San Solito Bay point: From Southern boundary
(c)
~~1s:te~i;~t;:c~~~'tt~ip~Jfi~~llel to the chanTbree Brothers, Three Sisters, and Marine isl(d)
ands, in entrance to the San Pablo bay.
Yerba Buena island (Camp Reynolds), in San
(b)
Francisco bay.
Mount Whitney: All of T. 15 S., R. 34 E.; T. 16
e84, 480. 00
S., R. 34 E.; T.16 S., R. 35 E.; Secs.19 to 36,
inclusive, of T. 15 S., R. 35 E. ; Secs. 19, 20, 29,
30, 31, and 32, T. 15 S., R. 36 E., Mount Diablo
meridian.
·
Total in California.........................

Date of executive order or other
anth01ity and remarks.

Executive order, November 6, 1850.
Executive orde1, October 25, 1867.
Executiv~ orders, November 6, 1850,
and October 12, 1866.
President's order, September 20, 1883.

89, 960. 20

COLORADO.

Fort Lyon, on Arkansas river, including the
islands in river along reserve.

/5, 865. 00

Pike's Peak signal station . ......... . .......... .
Fort Lewis, in T. 34 anrl 35 N., R.10, 11, and 12
W. of New Mexico principal meridian.
Cantonment on the Uncompahgre river, now
called Fort Crawford.

8,192.00
30,720.00

't'otal in Colorado...... . • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • . • . .

49, 070. 25

4,293.25

This re~ervation was declared by executive order, September 1, 1868.
Reduced l 0 acres by act of Congress approved June 23, 1874.
E xecutive order, December 23, 1873.
Executive order, January 27, 1882:
Opinion of Secretary of War, No,
vember 18, 1882; executive orders,
March 12, 1884, aml July 5, 1884.

DAKOTA.

Fort A brabam Lincoln, on west bank of Missouri
(b)
river, including Sibley islancl.
Fort Buford, in Montana and Dakota, on Yellow- g576, 000. 00
stone and Missouri rivers.
Fort Pembina, Secs.16, 17, 18, and fractional Sec.
,1, 899. 03
15, T.163 N., R. 51 W.
Fort Stevenson, on both sides of Missouri river
MS, 000. 00
partly in T. 147 N., R. 84 W.
'
'

a Unsurveyed.

b Area not known.
c Area not stated.
dUnsurveyed; area not Joiow»-

Executive orders, February 11, 1873,
and December 17, 1875.
Executive order, August 18, 1868.
Executive order, October 4, 1870.
Executive order, .Tune 30, 1868. Post
and reservation turned over to In·
terior Department for school purposes A.ugust 7, 1883.
eAbout.
/Present area.
g Whole area.
1i. Ea.titl;u1,te.d.
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Schedule of rnilita1·y reserv,ations, with area, date, etc.-Continued.
Name and location.

Area in
acres.

Date of executive order or other
authority and remarks.

DAKOTA-continued.
Fort Sully, on Missouri river, 20 miles below the
mouth of the Cheyenne river.

a 28,800.00

Executive orders, December 10, 1869
and January 17, um. Bythelattef
order that part west of the east bank
of the Missouri river and within the
Sioux Indian reservation was left
out.
Established by executive orders January 11, 1870, and October 7, 1873;
reduced by General Orders, War
Department, No. 17, August 28,
1876, and No. 49, July 5, 1888, liy authority .of Secretary of War; executive order February 10, 1881, corrects the description of reservation
in reference to certain islands in
Devil's lake.
Executive orders, March, 1867, and
· October 14, 1867; by executiveorder
of February 7, 1871, so modified as
to leave out that part of reserve
within the Wahpeton and Sisseton
Indian reservation.

Fort Totten, mostly within the Devil's Lake Indian reservation, but including all the islands
in Devil's lake.

(b)

Fort Sisseton (formerly called Fort Wadsworth),
in T. 124,125, 126, 127 N., R. 55 and 56 W.

78,400.00

Fort Meade:
Post reserve in T. 5 and 6 N., R. 4 E., Black
Hills meridian.
Timber reservation, as follows: Secs. 19, 30,
31, S. ½Sec. 18 and W. ½of Sec. 20, T. 5, N.,
R. 5 E. ; E. ½of Secs. 24 and 25 and SE. ¼
of Sec. 13, T. 5 N., R. 4 E., Black Hills
meridian.
Fort Randall, west of Missouri river .••••..•••..
Total in Dakota as far as known or eRtimated.

7,840.00

Executive order, December 18, 1878.

3,344.83

Executive order, April 18, 1881.

Executive orders, June 14, 1860, and.
J"uly 22, 1884.

71,000.00
815,283.91

FLORIDA.

North end of Amelia island (Fort Clinch), fractional Sec. 8, T. 3 N., R. 29 E.; fractional Sec.
11 and lots 1 and 2 of Sec. 14, T. 3 N., R. 28 E.

419. 44

Declared by executive order, February 9, 1842. Lot 2 of Sec. 14, patented to D. L. Yulee, September 5,

Fort McRee, near Pensacola, in T. 3 S., R. 31 W. :
~n·\fo~~:r~,~~ikl.~;nd within 1 mile of the fort

le)

E~:~!tive orders, February 9, 1842.

North Key, in T.15 and 16 S., R. 12E .••••••..••.
Snake K ey, in T. 16 S .. R. 13 E ..•••••••••••••••.
Mullet Key, in T. 33 S., R. 16 E ...•..•••...••...
At _Cha:rlotte harbor : . '' The south end of Gaspanlla. island for a distance of 2 miles from its
aouthe1n extremity, in 'J\ 43 S., R. 20 E., and
the north end of Boca Grande or Cayo Costa.
island for a l ength of 2 mil es from its northern
~~~e:~y ~'
T. 48 S., R. 20 E., and T. 44 S.,

159. 48~
52.17
842. 29
2,143.38

l

Excutive order, March 2, 1840. Order
of Secretary of War, March 23, 1849.
Originally reserved as a part of C~
dar Keys, although Mullet Key 1~
not one of the Ceuar Keys, but is at ,
the entrance of Tampa bay.
Secretary of W~r, March 23, 1849.
executive t:>rder, November 17, 1882,.

2 1~

Dry Tortugns (including Fort Jefferson) ....... .
E mont island, at entrance to Tampa bay, in T.
33, . 1 R.J5E.

(c)

Executive order, September 17, 1845.
Secretary of War, March 23, 1849; ex•
ecutive order, November 17, 1882.
Secretary of War, March 23, 1849; ex~
ecutive order, November 17, 1882.
Secretary of War, March 23, 1849..
It falls within the naval reservation
declared by executive order, Jan·
uary 10, 1838, and it is said to have
been declared F ebruary 9, 1842.
Land deeded to the United States May

(c)

Secretary of War, March 23, 1849.

(c)

b 392. 77

Flagg 1 land, in Saint George's sound .•.•••.•.••.

(c)

~atanza inl tor fort, in
. 14, T. O S., R. 30 E.
ortBarranca , 1n T. 3 ., R. 80 W ..••..•••••••••.

(c)
(c)

28, 1828.
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Schedule of milita1·y reservations, with area, date, etc. -Continued.
Name and location.

.Area in
acres.

Date of executive order or other
authority and remarks.

FLORIDA-continued.
.At Saint Joseph's bay: "Tho whole neck or
peninsula forming the bay of Saint Joseph,
from its nort,heru extremity or point. Saint
Joseph, to its connection with the mainland at
the eastern shore of the bay, including Cape
San Blas," in T. 9 S., R. 11 vV., and T. 7, 8, ancl
9S., R.12W.
Saint Mark's................................... .
Tract reserved for Fort Saint Mark's and adja.
cent to it.
.All the public lands between the fort and Third
street in the town of :Saint Mark's.
Santa Rosa sound: "So much of the point oppo.
site to and east of the east end of Santa Rosa
· island as lies in T. 2 S., R. 22 W."
Key West, or Thompson's island................

3,851.21

(a)

305. 75

(a)

5, 958. 20

(a)
(b)

Total in Florida as far as known or estimated .
IDAHO.
Fort Boise, in Boise valley, one-half mile from
Boise City.
.
Fort Hall, within the Fort Hall Indian reserva.
tion, in T. 3 N., R. 38 E.
Fort Lapwai, within Nez Perce Indian reserve,
in T. 35N., R. 4 W.
·
Fort Cceur d'Alene:
Post reser.-e, in T. 50 N., R. 4 W ........... .
Winter-pasture reserve, in T. 50 and 51 N.,
R. 4 W., as sur..-eyed.
Winter-pasture reserve, as declared, in T. 50
1,1,nd 51 N., R. 4 and 5 W.

14,124.69

Total in Idaho .......••••. ........•......
ILLINOIS.
Fort .Armstrong (Rock Island), in fractional T.
IS N., R. 1 and 2 W., fourth principal merid·
1an.

3,795.85

Total in Illinois . .....................•....
KANSAS,
Fort Hays, in T. 13 and 14 S., R. 18 and l!J W ....
Fort Leavenworth, on west bank of Missouri
river, in T. 8 S., R. 22 E.

d750. 00

Total in Kansas

Secretary of War, March 23, 1849.
B,\' decree of superjor court middle
district of Flol'ida, ,June 30, 1838,
out uftbe limits of land claimed t.nder Forbes's pnrchal:le.
Section 2, act of Congress March 2,
1833 (4 Stat., p 664), and executive
order dated January 28, 1852.
Executive order, February 9, 1842.
Land said to have been deeded 10 the
United States. Key ('OVered by private land claim confirmed by Congress in 1828. (See act of July 22,
187tl, 19 Stat., p. 96.)
Executive order, September 17, 1845.
Executive order, .August 20, 1886.

(a)

Key West shoals, S.W. point of Key West......
Haulover canal, 1,000 feet each side from the
center in Sec. 29, T. 20 S., R. 36 E.

Fort Riley, _in T. 11 and 12 S., R. 5 and 6 E ...... .

Secretary of War, March 23, 1849, besides what had been sold prior to
date of order.

638. 00

Executive order, .April 9, 1873.

646. 50

Executive order, October 12, 1870.

640. 00

Executive orcters, .April 23, 1864, and
,June 15, 1871.

~~t

~g 1> Request
of Secretary of War, October
0, 1877. Executive order, dated

640. 00

J

c750. 00

7,600.00
d2, 750. 00

e19, 899. 22

.April 22, 1880.

Request of Secretary of War, March
2, 1825; and September U, 1835. By
act of Congress approved June 27,
1866 (14 Stat., p. 75), certain small
islands were added to the reserve,
and right of way was granted to
the Rock Island Railroad Company.
A<'t of April 2, 1844 (6 Stat., p. 908),
allowed George Davenport to enter
the SE. ¼Sec. 25, T. 18 N ., R. 2 W.

Executive ordPr, Aug-ust 28, 1868.
Executive order, Odober JO, 1854. Diminished b.v dil'ecLiou of Seci,,'fltary
of the Interior in 1861. See also act
of July 27, 1868 (15 Stat., p. 238);
joint resoluii«n Febru_ary 0, 1871 {16
Stat., p. b94); aqt of July 20, 1868 {15
Stat., p. 392).
Executive order, May 5, 1855. Reduced in area under _joint rnsolution
of July 26, 1866 (14 Stat., p. 367), and
order of President thereunder of
July 19, 1867. Further reduced
under act of March 2, 1867 (14 Stat.,
p. 573).

30,249.22

"Area not kuown. b .Area not calculated. c Approximate present area.

INT 87-VOL

1--20

d A. bout.

e Present area.
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.A.reain
acres.

Name and location of reservation.

Date of executive order or other
authority, and remarks.

LOUISIANA.

Battery Bienvenue in T. 12 S., R. 13 E. , east of
river: '' The public lands 1,200 yards each way
from the fort.'
For Livingston, on west end of Grand Terre
Island.
Fort Jackson, Sf\c. 50, T. 20 S., R. 30 E., southeast
district, west of Mississippi river.
Fort Pike, consisting of '' the public land within
1,200 yards of.Fort Pike.

Executive order, February 9, 1842.

(a)

126. 16
740. 97

(a)

Fort Saint Philip, Sec.11, T. 19 S., R.17E., southeast district, east of river.
Tower Dupres: ''All the public land within 1,200
yards of the fort," in T. 13 S., R . 14 E., east of
Mississippi ·river.
Fort Macomb, on Pass Chef Menteur: ".A.11 the
public land within 1,200 yards from the fort."
Proctor's Lauding, on Lake Borgne. .. .. . . ..... .
United States barracks and land adjoining and
above same, n ear New Orleans, on left bank
Mississippi river, about 3 miles above city.
Ba.ton Rouge A.rsenal, adjoining Baton Rouge ...

556.12

Executh-e order, February 9. 1R42.
All the land lias beeu patented to
t,he State as swamp except SPc. 19
of T. 10 S., R. 15 E., southeast di,trict, east of river and south of
Great Rigo let. Area of resel'\"O in
sec. 19 not known.
E xec utive order, February 9, 1842.
Executh-e onfor, F ebruary 9, 1842.
Lands found to be coYercd by a
private land claim.
Executive order, .February 0, 1842.

(b)
(a)
(b)

Purchased March 15, 1856.
Purchased by United States Decem·
ber 14, 183:J, am l May 17, 1848.

(a)

Purchased in 1814.

c92. 00

Total in Louisiana as far as known or estimated.

Purchased by United States in January, 1834.
Executive order, February 9, 1842.

l, 515. 25

MICHIGAN.

First area between·south boundaries of claims
Nos. 95 and 96 a:::: north boundary of canal
grant, in T. 47 ~-, R . 1 E.; second area hetwecm
north lin e of Canal Rtl'6et and south boundary
canal grant, shown in diagram, with order.
Fort Machinac (or Mackinaw), on the island of
Mackinac.

(b)

Executive order, May 9, 1885.

(a)

Never declared by executive order.
Portion of r eserve set apart as a
park by act of March 3 , 1875 (18
Stat., p·. 517); other parts granted
to individuals h:v ac t of March 1,
1879 (20 SULt., p.326).

Saint Mary's Falls Canal reserve, in Sec. 6, T. 47
N.,R.lE.
Improvement of Hay Lake Cba-nnel. Saint Mary's
1-ivn, lots 5 and 6, Sec. 2, and lot 3, Sec. 3,'T.
45 N., R.2E.
The unsurveyed islands in Secs. 9 and 10, T. 47,
N., R.lE.

9. 41
145. 90

Executive order, October 30, 1884.

(b)

Secretary of Interior, September 5,
1885. Executive order, September

(a)

Lan(l cle~ded to the Unitell States
June 3, 1842, ancl •April 15, 1844.

22 1885

Fort Wayne, near city of D etroit . ....... .. . .... .
Total in Michigan as far as known .... . ... .

Executive order, June 10, 1883.

156.31

-----

llltNNF.SOTA.

Fort Sn lling, at junction of Mississippi and
Minnesota rivers.

Reservation m:-ide at the request of
Secretary of War, July Ia, 1830, and
Secretary of Treasury·, Jnly 15, 18~~President's orders daterl :May 2J,
185J, and Novemoer 16, 1853. Act
of Congrr~s a.ppro,od Au:,!llSt 26.
1852 (10 Stats., p. 36), and order of
Secretary of War thereundel', ~a.ted
March 13, 1854. Joint resol11t1on of
Con~ress nppro-ved hla_v 7, 1870 (16
Stats., p. 37G). Rcllnction approver!
by Secretary of \\Tar, January l,

(d)

1874.

7. 32

T tal in Minn ot.1, 1·x

pt Fort nolling . . _ _ _ ~

a .Ari-a not known .
b Area not tate<l.

Executi,e order, Ma rch 13, 1854.

1

c
d,

bout.
Present area. not kuo~.
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MISSOURI.

Gritml Tower Rock, in Mississippi river, which,
if surveyed, would b11 in Sec. 20, T. ;14- N., R.
14 E. of fifth principnl meridian.
Fort Leavenworth, on eaAt bank of Misso';lri
river, in T. 52 and 53 N., R. 36 W. of fifth prmcipal meridian.
Total in Missouri as far as known or estimated.

(a)

b 1,000.00

Executive order, February 24, 1871.
Executive order, June 21, 1838. Por•
tion of reserve released by Secretary
of War, March 1, 1841. Present reserve is in R. 36 W.

1,000.00

MONTANA.

Carup Baker, in T. 11 N., R. 4- E ........ ........ .
Fort Buford, in Montana and Dakota. (See unclel' Dakota for part,iculars.)
Fort Shaw, in T. 20 N., R. 2 and 3 W. ·----- ..... .
Fort Keogh, at mouth of Tongue river ......... .

Fort .Assinaboine, mostly between the Milk and
Missouri rivers, and within the reservation for
tbe Gro Ventre, l'iegan, and other .I:ndians.
Fort Missoula :
Original reserve, Sec. 31, T. 13 N .. R. 19 W ....
.Additional 1·eserve, S. ½ NE.¼ and SE.¼ Sec.
25, '.l'. 13 N., R. 20 W ., the S. ½ NE.¼, S. ½
NW.¼, SE. ¾ of SE. ¼, NE. ¼of SW.¼, and
W. ½of SW.¼, Sec. 30, T. 18 N., R. 19 W.
Timber reserve on unsurveyed land ........ .
Fort Maginnis, in T. 16 and 17 N., R. 20 and 21 E.

2,400.00

Executive order, May 16, 1871.

Execut.ive order, January 11, 1870.
Executive order, March 14, 1878. General Orders No. 6, headquarters Department of Dakota, February ]8,
1880, describes the ferry or bridge
site on east bank of rive!'.
Executive orders, March 4, 1880, and
~ 704-, 000. 00
· June 16, 1882.
b 32,000.00

C 57,619.00

640. 00
560. 23

1,577.41
c31, 000. 00

Fort Cnster Post reservation, 6 miles square, in
Secs. 1 and 2 S., R. 33 and 34 E.
National Cemetery of Custer's battle-field, 640
acres.
Lim estone reservation, near Old Fort C. F.
-Smith, 2,227.20 acres.

23,040.00

· Total in Montana as far a!:1 known or estimated.

855,703.84

64-0. 00

Executive order, February 19, 1877.
Executive order, August 5, 1878.

Executive order, June 10, 1879.
Executive orders, April 8, 1881, and
.April 14-, 1882.
Executive order, December 7, 1886.
Thirteen Indian families residing on
Post reservation not to be disturbed.

2,227.20

NEBRASKA.

Fort McPerson National Cemetery ............ .
Camp Robinson, on White river, at mouth of
Spring creek:
Post reserve ................................ .
Timber reserve, 4 miles square ........ ..... .
Fort Si<luey:
Sidney Barracks post reserve, Sec. 32, T. 14N., .R. 49 W.
Timber and wood reserve, Secs. 6 and 18, T.
17 N., R. 52 W., and Secs. 12, 14, and 24, '.r.
17 N., R. 53 W.
Fort Niobrara:
Po;-;t reseive: Secs. 26 and 35 of T. 34 N.,
Seca. 2, 3, Ia, 11, T. 33 N .. aPd all that part
of Secs. 22, 23, 27, 33, and 34of T. 34 N., and
of Secs. 4, 5, 8, 0, T. 33 .N., lying on the
right (south an<l east) banlc of the .Niobrara river, all in R. 27 W. of the sixth
_ principal meridian.
Wood aud timber reserve: All that part of
'.I'. 34 N., K 27 W., not already embraced
witbiu t,he existing reservatiou, excepting
Secs. 16 and 36 (school sections); the NE.¼
of NE. ¼ Rec. 28; the NW. ¼.of NW. ¼ and
lots 2 and 3 of Sec. 27; the NE.¼ of SW.¼,
the W. ½of SW . ¼- and lot 3 of Sec. 22; the
E. ½of SE.¼ and S. ½of NE.¼ of Sec. 25;
tbeE. ~ of NW.¼, tlle E. ½of SW.¼, aud
lots 1, 2, 3, and 4 uf Sec. 31, aud the NE. ¼
of Sec. 33.
a Area not ~1veµ.

107. 00

Executive orders, October 13, 1873,
and January 5, 1887.

12,800. 00

Executive orders, No,ember 14, 1876.
and June 28, 1870.
Executive order, November, 4-, 1879.

10, 240. 00
640. 00

Executive order, May 14, 1874.

3,195.35

Executive order, May 31, 1880.

6,194.84

Executive order, December 10, 1879.
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NEBRASKA-continued.
Fort Niobrara-Continued.
In T. 34 N., R. 26 W., all of Secs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 17,
28,817.43
Executive order, .June 6, 1881.
18, 29, 31. and 32; nllofSec.19, except lots
2, 3, 4, and 5; all of Sec. 20, except the N. ½
of SE. ¼and lots 5, 6, 7, and 8, and all of
Sec. ao, except tbe E . ½of NW. ¼, and lots 1
and 2. In '.r. 33 N., R . 26 W., ri ll of Secs.
5, 6, 7, and 8. In '.r. 33 N ., R. 27 W ., all of
Secs. l and 12.
(To th e above was added the E. ½of SE. ¼ .•••.•........ Executive order, .April 29, 1884.
and S ½of.NE . ¼Sec . 25, T . 34 N ., R. 27 W.,
ancl at tho snme time there was excluded
the W. ½of SE.¼ and S. ½of SW.¼ of Sec.
30, of same township and range.)
Total in Nebraska ......••.....•••.......

-61,994.62
---

NEVADA,
Carlin: Sec. 22, except th e E. ½of NE.¼ ancl NW.
¼of 1'sE. ¼; Sec. 26, except t.he S. ½of SE. ¼of
S. ½of SW.~. NE.¼ of SW.¼, and SE¼ of
NW. ¼, T. 33 N., R. 52 E. of Mount Diablo meridi an.
.
Camp McDermit, near no·rth boundary of Ne.
vada:
.
Post reserve, originally 2 m iles square, ex·
t ended in 1870,
Total in Nevada ... . . . . ... . .

9;w. oo

3,974. 40
4,894.40

NEW MEXICO.

Fort Bayard, in T. 17 S., R 12 and 13 W .. ..... .• .
Fort Cummings, in T . 21 autl 22 S., I{. 7 nnd 8 W ..
Ifort Marc,y, at Santa Fe ..... . . .. .. . . ........ ... .
:Fort Selden, in 'l'. 21 S., R. 1 E. ancl 1 W . ..... .
]fort Stanton, within former limits of hlescalero
.Apache Indian reservation.

Fort Sumner post cemetery, situated in NE. ¼
Sec . 15, anrl NW.¼ 'ec. 14, 'l'. 2 N., K 26 E.:
Tbese two sulJc1il'isio11:, contain ... ..... .
Fort Union falls within tlie confirmed pri.ate
lantl grant Mora:
Po. t and tirulJi>r reserve ..... .. ....... . . ... . .
Fort ·wi ugate, in T. 13, 14, and 15 N ., R. 15, 16,
and 17 W.
Total in New Mexico ...... ............ .

8, 8to.

oo

23,040.00

a 17. 7'i
9,613.74
10, '.!40. 00

320. 00
66,880.00
83, '.!00. 00

Executfre orders, November 9, 1874,
and .April 7, 1875.

Executive orders, September 3, 1867,
October 4, 1870, and November 2:!,
1878. The last order merely corrected an error in drscr iption of tbA
fourth course of the boundary of
the reserve.
Executive order of April 19, 1?60.
Executive ordel's, April 29, 18i0, and
November 0, 1880.
Executive order, August 28, 186~.
Executive order. November 28, 1870.
Originally 12 mil1·s sqn~.re. 1,y 1·x 1·CU·
tive orclerofMay 12, 1859. Reduced
uml cr act, of May 21, 1872, to a t,r!\Ct
8 miles long and 2 mj]es ~vide, 1 n:i1le
from each bank of the r1 ver Bomto.
Executive order, May 22, 1871.
Executive ordn, October 9, 1868.
Execntive orders, February 18, 1870,
and March 26, 1881.

202,151.51

01:EGON.

Fort Klamath, in T. 33 S., R. 7½ E.:
Po t reserve in S;-cs. 22, 23, 26, and 21· .. . . . .. .
]fay resnvo in Secs. 3, 4, 9, 10, ~5. 16, 21, and 22.
SanclJ land,in e·s.14,:Z3,:ind24,T . 9 .,R.llW
Point Adnn1s (Fort Stevt>nS), in '1'. 10 ~-, R. 10
W. ; fractional S cs. 5 autl 6, and N. ½Secs. 7, 8,
and 0.
For improY 111 n of oos liay an<l harbo1: Lots
l, 2, 3, an,l tli , W. ¼ of NW.¼ of Sec. 2, and
lots 1 an,l 2 and E . ¼uf N ~-¼of S<:c. 3, T. 26
S., R. 14 W.
Tortb side of Tillamook Head, fractional SW.¼
·re. 29, lot!! 1 and 2 of 'ec. 30, and lots 1, 2, 3,
a"'ll 4 of
. 31, T. 6 N., R.10 W.
Total in Oregon ............. .......... . .. .

a 1,000. 00
2,135.68
192. 07

174. 27

Executive order, April 6, 1869.
Executive order, A.u,,z;nst 29, J863 .•.
Executive order, FelJruary 26, ]8;>2.
A <lonat,ion claim covers soru a •100
acres of the reservation.
Executive order, July 14, 1884.

327. 55

Executive order, No"Vember 4, 188fi.

1,250. 11

5,070.68

a A.bout.
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UTAH.

-Fort Douglas, in T. 1 N. and 1 S., R. 1 E ••••....

2,388.19

Reservation for water supply fort Fort Douglas.

1,920.00

Total in Utah ....... .. .....•...... ........ .

4,308.19

Executive order, September 3, 1~67.
Act of Congress, May 16, 1874 (18
Stats., p. 46), gave 20acres for cemetery for Salt Lake religious bodies;
act. of January 21, 1s~5 (Stats 23, p.
285), reducecl reserve 151.81 acres.
Act March 3, 1887 (24Stats.,478), added
to reserve for water supply.

WASHINGTON.

Port Angeles and Ediz Hook, in T. 30 and 31 N.,
R. 5 and 6 W.
Canoe island, off east coast of Shaw island ..... .
Cape Disappointment,, including Fort Canby,
fractional section 9 (except lot 4, reserved for
light-house purposes) auJ pal't of fractional
sectious 4 and 5, T. 9 N., R. 11 W ..
Southwest part of Lopez island, including Bunch
island and Whale rocks.
Northwest part of Lopez island, extending from
Flat point to Upright point. These reserves
are in 'l'. 34, 35, 86 N., R. 2 W.
At Nee-ah harbor, straits Juan de Fuca:
1. We-addah island . . . . .................. .
2. Tract east side of harbor ................. .
3, Tract west side of harbor ................ .
.A.t narrows of Pugrt Sound:
1. South end of Vasbous island ............. .
2. On north side of Gig harbor ............. .
.All in 'l'. 21 and 22 N., R. 2 E.
Point Roberts, in Secs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, of T.
40N., R. 3 W.
San Juan island:
South east point of island, including Goose
island and Rocky peninsula, in T. 34 N ,
R. 2W.
Northeast point of island, including Reid
rock (in Secs.1, 2, 11, 12, and 13, T. 35 N., R.
3W.).
Rhaw island ; west end of island mostly in T. 36
N., R. 2W.
.
Eastern reserve on island, mostly in 'l'. 36 N.,
R. 2 w.
Fort 'l'hree Tree Point, in T. 9 N., R. 7 \V ......
lfort Townsend, in Secs. 21. 22, 27, 28-33, of T. 30
N., R.1 W.
Fort Vancouver, in T. 2 N., R. 1 E .. ....... . .•..

43. 10
536. 20

599. 30}
634. 60

f

633. 60
689. oo

I
)

2,434.55

640. 00

lI

508. 33

J

.A part
·of these la.nds declared reser\'ed
were disposed of prior to date of
order reserdng snme, viz: NvV. ¼
of SW. ¼ and lot 3, Sec. 1, 'l'. 21 N.,
R. 2 E. ; Int 5 aucl NE. ¼ of SE. ¼
Sec. 2, T. 21 N., R. 2 m., and SW.¼
of SW.¼ of Sec. 33, T. 22 N., R. 2 E.
Executive order,· September 13, 1859,
:it suggestion of Commissioner of
General Land Office.

'- Executive order, .July 2, 1875.

515. 30}
594. 90
Executive order, .July 2, 1875.

640. 00

Executive order, .July 31, 1865.
Executive order, January 29, 1859.

621. 97

639. 54

619. 57

Fort Spokane, on Spokane river . . .•...........•.

640. 00

a About.

Executive order, Jul.v 2, 1875.

1 Executiveordcr,June9, 1868.

a 20. oo I
aa 400.
400. 00
oo

Fort Walla Walla, part of the post reserve remainio g unsold.

Reservations as follows at twenty-five different
points where the title should be found to be in
the United States, viz:
1. On north side of New Dungeness harbor, embracing all the peninsula to its
junction with the mainland, in T. 31
N., R.4 W.
2. Son th side of New Dung;eness harbor, in
T.31N., R.3and4 W.
3. On west side of entrance to Washington
harbor, in T. 30 N., R. 3 'iV.
4. East side of entrance to Washington harbor, in T. 30 N., R. 3 W.
5. Challam point, T. 30 N., R. 2 W .......... .
6. Opposite Challam point, in T. 30 N., R.1
and 2 W.

Executive orders, .July 19, 1862, and
March 10, 1863.
Executive order, .July 2, 1875.
Executive order, ]'ebruary 26, 1852.

(b)

Order of Secretary of War, October
29, 1853. Executive order, .January
5, 1878 (i~'lr of an acrn was granted
to Catholic mission).
Executive order, May 13, 1839. Hay .
and timber reserve granted away or
sold.
Order of Secretary of Interior, .June
24, 1881; executive order, January
12, 1882.

258. 63 [
628. 00
614. 00
588. oo

I

Executive order, September 22, 1866.

614. ooj
637. 00
b .Area not known •

•
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a cr es.

w ASHINGTON-continued.
All disposed of before order issued.

7. Protection island, in T. 30 and 31 N., R.
2W.
8. Opposite Protection island, in T. 30 N.,
R.lW.
·
9. Vancouver point, in T. 29 and 30 N., R.
2W.
10. Point Wilson, in T. 31 N ., R. 1 W ....... .
11. Point Hudson, in T. 30 N ., R. 1 W . ...... .
12. Admiralty H ead, in T. 31 N., R. 1 E . ..... .
13. Marrowstone point, in T. 30 N., R. 1 E.
and 1 W.
14. North of entrance to Deception pass, including two islands in the pass, in T. 34,
N., R.1 E.
15. South of entrance to the pass, in T. 34 N. ,
R.2E.
16. Two islands east of Deception pass, in T.
34N. , R.2E.
17. Tala r,oint, in T. 28 N., R. 1 E . .......•••..
18. Hoods b.ead, in T. 28 N ., R. 1 E .. ........ .
19. Foulweather point, in T. 28 N., R. 1 and
2E.
20. Double bluffs, fractional Secs. 26, 27, 28,
and lot,s 4 and 5, Sec. 22 of I. 29 N ., R. 2 E .
21. Point D efiance, in T. 21 N., R. 2 E . ..... . . .
22, 23, and 24. 'Three tracts on w est side of
Puget's sound, in T. 21 N., R. 2 E.
, 25. Whidbey's island, most northerly point
in T.34N., R.1 and2E.

624. 2'i
603. 00
464. 00

······450:001·
590. oo

I

550. 00

I

630. oo

I

140. 00

>

615. 25
614. 25
602. 20
626. 25

{

Total in Washington Territory . . . .....

l

Do.
Executive order. September 22, lRtlll.
This order declared reservations of
640 acres each wher e thetitletothe
lands should he fo nud in the United
States but upon fi nal designation
of the' r eservation by the War Department the areas were reduced
below 640 acres, as per this tal>le.
Quite a number o~ l_e gal sl!bdivisions within the limit s cles1guated
were found to have been disposed of
p rior to date of order, which reduces
the area reserved below the figures
h er e stated. Exact reserved area
n ot calculated.

631. 00
576. 00
637. 00 , See preceding remarks.
635. 00 J
606. 00

24,693.79

WISCONSIN.
Request of Secretary of War and
Stone quarry, frac tional Secs. 25, 26, and 315, T.
1,046.10
order of Secretary of the Treasury,
28 N., R. 25 E.
F----..:------ ------1
Septeml.Jer 1, 1837.
WYOMING.
Fort Bridger, in T. 15 and 16 N., R.115 W . .•......

10,240. 00

E xecutive order, May 21, 1858. Reio·
cated an d reduced under act of Feb·
ruary 24, 1871 (16 Stat., p . 430).

Fort Laramie:
Post reser ve, in T. 25 and 26 N., R. 64 and
65 w.

34,560.00

E xecutive orders, .June 28, 1869, ancl
.Jul v 7 1871. Act of Congress ap· .
proved .August 14, 1876.
E xec utive order, Februar y 9, 1881.

W ood and t imb er reserve, as follo ws: A ll of
T . 25 N. , R. 71 W. , except Secs. 16 an<l 36 ;
~ecs. 5, 6, 7, 8 of T. 24 N., R. 70 W.; Secs. 5,
6, 7, 8, 17, 18, 19, 20, 29, 30, 31, 32 of T . 25 N. ,
R. 70 W . ; a nd Secs. 1 to 12, inclusiYe, of
'I. 24 N., R. 7l W . ; i.n all, 62 sections.
Fort D . A . Russell, adjoining city of Cheyenne,
in T. 14 N., R. 67 W.
W oou reser ve for Forts Sanders, D . A. R ussell, and Ch eye11n11 depot, 8ecs. 20, 28, 30,
32, T . 15 N., R. 71 W.
Fort Fred Steele national cemetery . . . . ....... . .
Fort Washakie within the Shoshone Indian Reservation.
F ort McKinney, post're11er-ve and wood anrl t imber re erve, in T. 50 aucl 51 N., R. 82 and 83 W .
D epot McKinney, in T. 44 N., R. 78 W .... .. . .. .
Total to Wyoming . . ... . . . . ..... . .. ........
Total area of military reservations in the
public-land tates and Territories as far
as known or e timated.
'

a39, 680. 00

4,512.00

a 2, 540. 64

a 1, 405.00
25,600.00
640. 00

119, 177.64
2,477, 378.60

a About.

E xecutive order, .June 28, 1869.
E xecutive orders, November 4, 1879,
ancl February 25, 1880.
Secretary of War, November 19, 1886.
A rea not \c •, own.
E xecutive order, May 21, 1887.
Executive orders, .July 2, 1879, and
Fobruary 2, 1880.
E xecutive order, July 2, 1879.
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RELINQUISHED MILITARY RESERVA'l'IONS.

Under authority of act of Congress approved Jnly 5, 1884, the President.has ordered ·that the following-described military reservations be
placed under the control of the Secretary of the Interior for disposal
under the provisions of said act :
Date of
order.

Area.

1884.
Bois Blanc island, Michigan .. ·····------------- July 22
Fort Butler, New Mexico·----- ______ ---------- July 22

Acres.

ReservatioJJ.B.

Camp Cady, California .... ...... - ....... --··--·
Fol't Crittenden (Camp Floyd), Utah (a).---- - .
CampCrittenden,Arizona ··-- ---·--·····-··--Coal reservation, Wyoming ______ ·-----·--·---·
Fort Fetterman, Wyoming .. • _••• -••... -••. - • . .
Camp Goodwin, Arizona . ...•• ····-···-·--···--·
Old Camp Grant, Arizona .. _____ ._ ••• _•. _..... .
Fort Hartsuff, Nebraska . ... ... ·-····-··----···
Camp Independence, California. ___ ... ___ ......
Island in State of Missouri. .... __ . . .. ..........
Fort Randall, Dakota (part east of river) (b)...
Fort Rice, Dakota (a) ______ •.•.• ·-------- · · --·
Rush Lake Valley, Utah ...... .... ..... .... ____
Fort Sedgwick, in Colorado and Nebraska: ___ ..
Camp. Sheridan, Ntebraska ..........•..........
]'ort Steilacoom, Washington ...... ____________
Camp Three Forks, Idaho .. .. ··-··-··--···---··
~?rt Verde gard_en trac~, Arizona. ____ .. _.. __ . .
l11I)ber reservat10n, Anzona ........ ___ . _......
Fort Wilkins. Michigan .. . .. ............ _......
Fort Wallace, Kansas ...... ... ____________ ---···
Old Fort Lyon, Colorado . .... . .............. ·...
Pagosa Springs (old Fort Lewis), Colorado.....
Camp on White River, Colorado .. ... __ ..... __ .
Fort Thornburgh, Utah ... ... ....... . . ........
Cantonment on Uncompahgre (part of), Colorado. (a)
Fort McRae, New Mexico ... - __ ··--···-·- .. ·--·

July 22
July 22
Julv 22
July ~2
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
Julv 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
July 22
Jul_y 22
July 22
July 22

Remarks.

9, 19!:I. 43
1,562.00
94,550.00
3,278.08
100. 00
77,480. 00
5,760.00
2,

o:n. 10

3,251.41
5,210. ]8
54. 70
25, 000. 00
102,400.00
5,131.47
40,960.00
18,225.00
~89. 00
4,800. 00
3,000.00
720. 00
148. 35
8,960.00
38,000.00
22,400.00
40,960.00
21,851.00
4,000.00

19,342.00
44. 17

Entirely within private land
claim which ha been patented.
The Executive order, January·
9, 1884,· transferrecl control of
this r eserve to the Interior
Department for Indian uses.
Area not known; no knowledge of survey.
Surveyed.
Do.

14,661.00
120. oo
24,895.00
23, 378. 00

Do.
Do.
Rein CT surveyed.
Partfy surveyed.

July 22

Fort Yuma, California.---··-·····-----· .... --· July 22

5,265.66

Fort Sullivan, Maine .. _____ . ____ ... _._ ...... _.. July 22
Fort Sanders, Wyoming ...... ··----··--·· ..... . Sept. 6
Baton Rouge Barracks, Louisiana . ... _........ . Sept. 6
1885.
Fort Dodge, Kansas ... _....... _.. - . -.... - . - .. - . Jan. 12
Part of J!'ort Bidwell, California. _____ ..... _... . Feb. 16
Fort Craig, N cw Mexico ...................... . Mar. 3
]'ort Cameron, Utah ................ ____ . __ .... . July 2
1886.
Old Powder-House Lot, Florida .... _.......... . Mar. 18
Dragoon Barracks L. H., Florida .............. . Nov. 18
1886.
Ten reservations in Louisiana on the Gulf coast, Sept. 23
n ear mouth of Bayou La Fourche.on Bay Plat,
1886.
near Caminada bay, Pass East, Grand Terre
islaxid, Quatre Bayou pass, and Bastian bay.
Fort Ellis, Montana ............ _. __ .......... .. July 26
1886.
Fort McPherson, Nebraska·····----··-··--·--· July 5
1887.
Fort Halleck, Nevada .................... - .... . Oct. 11
1886.
Fort McDermit hay reservation, Nevada ...... . Dec. 1
1886.
Fort Colville, Washington Territory .. .. _..... . Feb. 26
1887.
Fort Fred Steele, Wyoming ... • ................ Aug. 9
1886.

a Estimated.

Surveyed.
Mostly in private land grants;
unsurveyed.
Unsurveyed.
Surveyed in part.
Unsurve_yed.
Surveyed.
Being 1iur\"eyed.
Partly surveyed.
Surve_yed.
Do.
Partly sttrveyed.
Surveyed.
Do.
Do.
..
Being surveyed.
Partly surveyed.
Surveyed.
Do.
Unsnrveyed.
Do.
Sur:veyed.
Do.
Unsurveyed.
Surveyed.
Beine: surveyed.
Surveyed.
Partly surveyed.
Surveyed.
.

10. 29
1.15

Surveyed; sold Aug. 17, 1886,
Surveyed.
Partly surveyed.

32,160.00

Surveyed.

19,500.00

Partly surveyed.

10, 900, 93

Being surveyed.

6,400.00

Do.

1,070.00

Partly surveyed.

23,040. 00

Being surveyed.
b About.

-

CJ:)

Hiato,·ical and statistical table of the United States and Ten·itories, showing the area of each in.square rniles and in ac-res, the date of organization of Territories, date of admission of new States into the Union, the population of each State and Territory at the taking of the censns in 1880 'and the area surveyed and 1·emai11i11g wt8ln-veyed up to June 30, 1887.
'

Civil divisions.

Act
organizing
Territory.

United States
Statutes.
Vol.

I

Page.

.A.ct
admitting
State.

United States
Statutes.
Vol.

,_ _ _ _

I Page.

Area of the States and
Territories· In square
miles.

In acres.

Number
of acres sur·
vey·e d up
to .Tune 30,
1887.

I

Area re·
manining un· l Popnlation
surveyed I in 1880.
on .T'une 30,
1887.

1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -1- - - .Acres.

THIRTEEN OJUGINAL STATES,
~~
~~

1,306

~™

~~
~~
~~
~~

~™
~~
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SURVEYS UNDER TIIE ANNUAL APPROPRI.ATION.

The appropriation (approved. August 4, 1886) for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, was $50,000, of which the sum of $25,000 was to be
applied to t~e examination of surveys, &c.
As the amount available for public surveys was thus restricted to
$25,000 (which was applicable to all surveying districts) it will be readily
seen that the prosecution of public surveys would of necessity bo limited to one _or more districts where existing settlements on the lands
.demanded recognition. The annual ~urveying instructions for the fiscal
year 1885-'86, which prescribed the class and character of the lands to
-be surveyed, were continued in force for the ensuing fiscal year.
Owing to the limited appropriation no apportionments thereof were
made to the ~everal surveying districts except $5,000 apportioned to
New Mexico December 22, 1886, and $15,000 to Montana February 5,
1887, to which further references are hereafter made under the heading
of the respective districts.
· In all cases where bona-fide settlers had made applications for the
survey of the lands claimed by them and the facts were brought to the
attention of this office surveyors-general were requested to forward the
same to this office with their recommendation as to the approval or rejection of the applications. Ou receipt of the applications and recommendations and the same proving satisfactory the respective surveyorgeneral was authorized to invite proposals in the usual manner for ~he
survey of the lands in question, and in the event of satisfactory bids
being received contracts for the execution of the work were duly
awarded and subsequently approved.
.
Arizona.-No contracts for the survey of the public lands in this district were awarded during the fiscal year. In his annual report the
surveyor-general states that'' there .are many fertile valleys yet u_nsurveyed in this Territory, and bona-fide settlers are almost daily petitioning for surveys."
Oalifornia.-TJ;i.ree contracts for public land surveys involving liabilities aggregating $449 were awarded and approved during the year.
Owing to existing restrictions as to the class and character of the lands
to be surveyed, and that applications for surveys must include all the
surveyable lands in a township, added to the very low rates of mileage
allowed for executing surveys, operations were thus limited. In a number of cases where the United States surveyor-general was authorized
to invite proposals at legal rates of mileage uo bids were received for
the execution of the work, which practically suspended further action.
The United States surveyor-general states that the settlers in the
various townships which are embraced in fraudulent and rejected surveys, and who have made many and valuable improvements on the lands,
are making constant inquiries when resurveys will be made so that they
may obtain titles to their lands.
Golorado.-Four contracts for public surveys (including one for res~rvey ), embracing a total liability of $1,890, were awarded in this distnct. A number of applications for survey were transmitted by the
surv~yor-gen~ral_ with favorable recommendations and proposals a~thoriz~d and 1DY1t <1, but no bids were received owing to the insuffiment 11 age for urvey, allowed by the appropriation act of August 4,
1886.

Dakota.- o c ntract for the urvey of public lands were awarded
in thi di tri t during the past ft cal year.
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In the annual report of this office for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1886 reference is made to the suspension of four contracts (aggregate
esti~ated liability $9,700) for the surv~y of lands sit !-rnte withi°: the
territory claimed by the Tuttle Mountam band of Chippewa Indians.
On April 22, 1886, in compliance with not.ific~tion from t~e department for a report on the matter, all the papers m the case of contract
and bond No.1. with Beman C. Greene (one of the suspended contracts)
were duly tran'smitted.
.
. .
Under date of April 4, 1887, the Secretary of the Interior rendered
his decision regarding said suspension of surveys in the Turtle Mountain district. A copy of said decision is herewith given, together with
a letter dated February 17, lt87, from the Commissioner of Indian
.A.ffairs to the Secretary of the Interior, in which the former's views
regarding the title of the Indians to the lands in question are given:
[Acting Secretary H. L. Muldrow to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, Washington, D.
t
•
C., April 4, 1887. J

I have considered the matter of the survey of public lands in the Turtle Mountain:
region in Dakota.
On October 4, 1882, my predecessor Secretary Teller wrote to the Commissioner of
the General Land office directing him to take such steps as might be necessary to
open up to settlement the lands iti Dakota Territory lying north and west of Devil's
lake, which had been withheld from occup:mcy under the land laws by an order of
Secretary Schurz dated September 6, 1880, in view of the alleged rights of ce.i·tain
Indians known as the Turtle Mountain band of Chippewas.
By letter of October 10, 1882, the Commissioner of the General Land Office notified
the surveyor-general of Dakota of this action. On January 6, 1886, the surveyorgeneral for said Tenitory entered into a contract with one Heman C. Green for the
survey of these lands.
January 26, 1886, you directed that all contracts for surveys of these lands, including the one with Green, "though executed in full compliance with existing regulations," be suspended in.definitely, reciting as r'3asons for the suspension. the "present
status of the Indian claim to said lands added to the presumption that the whole
question will be submitted to Congress for requisite legislation as to the regular extinguishment.of the Indian title and their proper compensation therefor.
February 27, 1886, Hon. 0. S. Gifford addressed a communication to the Secretary
of the Interior inclosing a copy of Mr. Green's appeal from the action of your office
in suspending his contract for surveying the lands referred to. March 1, 1886, this
paper was referred to your office for report, and on April 22, 1886, your -report thereon '
was submitted with several inclosures, but giving no reason for suspending the
suryeys.
In further communication dated April 26, idem, you stated that "in view of the fact
that a dispute did exist in respect to these lands, and as there were other localities in
Dakota in which the demand for surveys was equally urgent and where there was no
clash of interests, it was my [your] opinion that the small appropriation available for
surveys in that Territory could be more advantageously expended in such localities
than in the Turtle Mountain region. In the exercise therefore of my [your] ·discretion
in respect to the ·m ost available field of surveying operations I concluded not to approve the Green contract, but to expend the appropriation elsewhere. * .* * This
question is not that of the Indian title, but is solely and alone that of the expediency
or making a survey in a particular locality when in my judgment some other locaHty
is preferable under all the surrounding circumstances."
By letter of December 17, 18~6, you informed the department "that several town•
ships within the said country (Turtle Mountain), surveyed under contracts approved
prior to the action of this office in suspending surveys in said country, have been examined in the field and found to be c~rrectly surveyed, and the question arises whether
the plats of said townships should be filed in the Uuited States local land office for
disposal of the lands, in view of said claim of the Indians," as set forth in certain
papers accompanying your said i·eport of April 22 preceding, and submitted the
question for department direction.
By letter of December 18, 1886, you were informed that the matter presented in the
papers accompanying your said letter of April 22, 1886, would be considered at once,
and in the mean time the plats referred to would not be filed in the local land office.
January 11, 1887, your letters of April 22, April 26, and December 17, 1886, with all
the accompanying papers, were referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs "for
an expression of his views as to the title of the Indians in question to the lands in·
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volved." A copy of his report in response to this reference is herewith t'l'alllinltiea
dated February 17, 18t>7.
In this report he expresses an opinion that the territory in question is uncedecl Indian country, and that the Turtle Mountain band of Chippewas have some claim
thereto, but thinks their claim should not be a bar to its further settlement and development, and suggests in view of all the facts and circumstances of the oaae
whether it would not be best to remove all restrictions as to its settlement by resuming survey and permitting entry of the lands, leaving the claim of the Indians to be
settled by Congress.
In the letter of Secretary 'reller of October 4, 1882, before referred to, he says:
'' I am of the opinion that the claim is not well founded, yet, if it .:hould appear on
a careful examination of the facts that such a claim does exist, it will be the d11ty
of the government to make proper compensation to the Indians. I do not thin\
nearly 10,000,000 acres of valuable land on which a great number of settlers are now
located it it * should be withheld from the operation of the homestead and pre-emption laws because a question has been raised whether the small band of Indians (not
e~ceeding 300) have a claim on this land or not. It is not contended by any oue that
the government, has recognized this claim of the Indians by treaty with them, and
the Indians make no use of the land except to roam over it, not cultivating, I think,
any of it."
Whether these Indians have or have not any just claim to these lands is not now
. presented in form to be passed upon and will not be considered here. I am persuaded,
however, that under the facts set forth this alleged claim should not be allowed !'°
stand in the way of the opening up of these lands to settlement under the public
land laws.
As this question seems to have been passed upon by my predecessor with a yery
full know ledge of the facts before him, as I discover nothing in the pape;s presented
now which indicates that the action taken by him should be modified many way,
and as there seems to be good reasons why the lands shonld be surveyed that present
and future settlers may acquir·e title thereto, you are hereby instructed that the contract with Green for this survey if regular and in due form will be approved, and that
the surveys thereunder will proceed according to law; and to this end the ord~r ~f
your office of January 28, 1886, suspending said contract and the surveys under it, 18
thereby revoked and the surveys will be made as if the contract had never been suspended.
.
The plats of survey referred to in your office letter of December 17, 1886, covenng
six townships as therein described will be filed in the proper local land office for the
proper disposal of the lands under existing laws.

[Commissioner of Indian Affairs J. D. C. Atkins to Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. C.,
February 17, 1887.]

I am in receipt by department reference of January 11, 1887, for an expression of
my views as to the title of the Indians in question to the lands involved, of a communication from the Commissioner of the .General Land Office dated December 17,
1886, with accompanying papers, in the matter of the claim of the Turtle Mountam
band of Chippewa lnµians to certain land in Dakota Territory.
Commissioner Sparks refers to certain correspondence previously had in reference
to the suspension of a contract awarded Herman C. Green for the survey of certain of the lands in question, and states that several townships within the country
claimed by these Indians, which were surveyed prior to the action of his office suspending surveys in said country, have been examined in the field and found to bec~rrectly surveyed, and that the question arises whether the plats of said towns~1ps
should be filed in the United States local land office for disposal of the lands in view
of the claim of said Indians.
In r eply I have to say that the claim of these Indians to the land in question was
very carefully and exhaustively considered in three reports from this office dated respect~vely February 14, March 11, and June 7, 1882. I have personally and carefully
exaunned those reports and am of the opinion that the facts therein set forth show
tha.t this territory is unceded In<lian country and that the Turtle Mountain band of
Chippewa Indians have some claim thereto.
The claim of aid India"!ls ~f whatever character it may be is an unsettled one,
and can only be :final~y ad,Judtcated and determined by the legislative branch of the
gov rnment. No action that may be taken by the executive department can finally
s ttle thi mattc_r either for or again t the Indians.
Tha country 1s v ry va_lnab1e. A large portion of it has for a long time been open
to ttlem nt; many en trie have been p rfected and many more initiated and a, large
emigration is constantly se king homes there.
·
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I do not think that the claim of said Indians should be a bar to the further settlement and developmt,nt of that country.
.
.
In view of all the facts and circumstances connected with the case I b~g _to subrmt
for your consideration whether it would not be best to remo_ve. all restrrnt1on_s as to
the settlement of this country by resuming survey and perm1ttmg entry, leavmg the
claim of the Indians to be finally settled by C9ngress. .
.
.
It seems to me that this is the most feasible way of d1sposmg of the question.
The papers are herewith returned.

In compliance with the directions of the dep3!rtmerit all of t~e s~spended contracts for surveys within the so-called Turtle Mountam district were formally approved April 13, 1887.
.
Florida.-Two contracts for public surveys were awarded durmg the
past year the liabilities of which amounted to $925. One of said contracts-was for the survey and subdivision of Hutchinson's island after
segregating the area of the Hutchinson claim~ Under a specific appropriation therefor a contract fo!.' the resurvey of the Hanson grant (lia-bility $400) was also awarded and approved.
Idaho.-No contracts for tbe survey of public lands were awarded
in this district during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
·
Louisiana.-As the act of August 4, 1886, making appropriation for
pulJlic surveys did not authorizeresnrveysin this district (which was the
character of the surveying service for a numbP,r of years _past), no contracts for public surveys or resurveys were awarded during the fiscal
year.
11finnesota.-The remaining unsurveyed area in this district is composed largely of lands valuable chiefly for timber. Under existing regulations surveys of timber lands are prohibited, consequently no applications for the survey of lands of the class and charncter-authorized by
the annual surveying instructions were received and no contracts therefor awarded.
'
Montana.-Under date of February 5, 1887, the United Stat~s surve_yor-general was informed that the sum of $15,000 had been apportioned to this district for the survey of public lands embracing timber
which had been reported to this office as having been trespassed upon
by the Montana Improvement Company and the Northern Pacific Railroad Company. He was specially directed to invite proposals for the
survey of the township and subdivisional lines embracing the timber
trespasses as reported, situated along the line and upon either side
thereof, of the land grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
A detai~ed list of the lands trespassed upon, described as accurately as
possible under existing circumstances, was transmitted for the information of the surveyor-general. Said propQsals were duJy invited as
per advertisement dated March 17, 18d7, with accompanying descriptive
diagrams. The rates of mileage allowed by the appropriation act of
August 4, 1886, are $9, $7, and $5, for standard and meander, ext~rior
township, and subdivisional lines, respectively.
On April 30, 1887, the surveyor-general informed this office that be
had '.' not rec~ived a single bid i~ response to said advertisement;" also that mformat10n bad been received" that the lands embraced in the
advertisement are with the exception of a narrow strip of valley land
from 300 yards to a mile wide along the Hell Gate river and Clarke's
' fork of the Columbia river mainly mountainous and covered with
timber."
·
The surveyor-general further stated that " failure to receive bids is
therefore in my opinion due to the insufficient compensation offered
for the survey of lines over lands of the character ·indicated, and that
prospective bidders are unwilling to bid upon work that requires a cash
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outlay and for which the department can give no assura nce as to when
their returns will be worked up as the ability of this office to cope with
existing contracts is in no wise changed from that outlined in my letter
of November 11, 1886.''
As applications for survey (aggregating in cost of execution $13,000)
were on file in the surveyor-general's office, about $9,000 of which would
be embraced by the 40-mile limit of the Northern Pacific Railroad land
grant, the surveyor-ge-µeral recommended that the apportionment of
$15,000 be applied to the survey of the lrmds designated in the pending
applications from bona fide settlers, which recommendation was approved.
Acting under said instructions the surveyor-general awarded five
contracts for surveys aggregating $13,800. Owing to the fact, however,
: that three of said contracts (total liability $8,100) were awarded and
consummated after the expiration of the legal limit for the award of
contracts for the year, they were not approved as payable from the appropriation for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887, and ou_t of tJ:ie apportionment of $15,000, and are still pending further consideration as
chargeable to the appropriation for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1888.
Nebr.aska and Iowa.-The returns of the survey of certain lands situ~te
in townships 82 north, ranges 45 and 46 west, 5th P. M., Iowa (to which
reference was made in the last annual report), were corrected a?d ~ccepted June 15, 1887, and the triplicate plats transmitted to the d1str1ct
land office at Des Moines, Iowa.
- Owing to the anomalous condition of the office of United States surveyor-general of Nebraska and Iowa by reason of the failure of Congress to make appropriation for the expenses thereof, or to formally
close the same and provide that the records be turned over to the ~tat~
authorities, the office was informally closed and the records an_d furmture boxed up and stored in the local land office at Lincoln, Nebr., to
await further Congressional legislation. .
. .
Nevada.-The act approved August 4, 1886, making appropnat;1-ons
for public surveys during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, :provided
as follows: '' For surveying the public lands in the State of_ N evad~
$30,000." * * * Minimum rates only of mileage are therem specified, but it is also provided that the Commissioner of the General La?d
Office may allow 'maximum rates for surveys through lands heavily
timbered, mountainous, or covered with dense undergrowth.
.
As the act making land grants to the Union and Central P~ci~c
Railroad Companies is mandatory respecting the survey of lands withm
the limits _of said grants, and as the act of July 10, 1886, provides for
the taxation of railroad grant lands it was deemed preferable to authorize the survey of such lands rath~r than other lands not specially
designated.
Accordingly, on September 22, 1886, the then United States surveyorgeneral was directed to call for bids for the survey of all remaining unsurveyed lands situate on either side of the line of the Central Pacific
railroad within its granted limits in the State of Nevada at rates of
mileage n_o~ to exceed the maximum allowed by law.
In a~d1t10n _to the foregoing the surveyor-general was reque8ted to
tran m~t to thi _o~ce a full Ii t and report on all townships or parts of
town h1p remamrng un urveyed which embrace existing settlements,
with all the data r lating th reto.
'
. ft r 11
~ due n ~ice y advertisement (as per copies furnis:tied
tbi file ) , lh fi r bid -£ r the urveys authorized, the late Umted
tat · urvey r- neral tran ·mitt din eoomber 1886, three contract
(J'
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awarded aR follows: No. 179 to Eugene B. Monroe and Thomas K.
Stewart liability $12 000 • No. 180 to Frank Bell and Dickson Gambriel Bell liability $1i,ooo; and No. 182 to John Fitzpatrick, liability
$4,000; ~aking an aggregate liability of $27,000 out of the $30,000 appropriation.
,
For the reasons stated in letter "E" dated January 21, 1887, addressed to Charles W. l :r;ish, United States surve;yor-&'ene~al for _Nevada all of said contracts were returned to that officer for his exammation ~nd report thereon. A copy of the letter detailing said reasons is
appended hereto:
(To U.S. Surveyor-General Charles W. Irish, Reno, Ne'l., January 21, 1887, ]

I am in receipt of your predecessor's letters dated 10th instant, transmitting
the duplicate special instructions issued to the dep~t~ surve;y-o~s to whom were
awarded contracts Nos. 179, 180, and 182 for surveys w1thi?- the limit~ of the ~rant to
the Central Pacific Railroad Company in Nevada, also copieE! oftb e bids submitted by
Monroe & Stewart, Bell & Bell, and John Fitzpatrick for the execution of the surveys embraced in 1:1aid contracts and per advertisement dated October 21, 1886.
With his letters of December 21 and 31 last your predecessor· transmitted the following contracts and bonds (in duplicate) as awarded by him under the bids received
for t,he execution of saifl surveys, viz :
No. 179 with Eugene B. Monroe and Thomas K. Stewart dated December 13, 1886,
liability $12,000.
No. 180 with Frank Bell and Dickson Gabriel Bell dated December 21, 1886, liability
$11,000.
No. 182 with John Fitzpatrick dated December 24, 1886, liability $4,000.
The liabilities of the foregoing contracts are payable from the special appropriation
approved August 4, 1886, of $30,000 for survP>ys in the district of Nevada .
.A,ction on said contracts was suspended for the reasons stated in letters " E " dated
5 and 13th instant and awaiting the receipt of special instructions as issued and copies
of the several bjds submitted.
In reply you are informed that on examination of said bids the same are found to
be of even date (November 20, 1886), and each bidder enumerates the townships for
which his bid is intended and bids the full limit of the special rates of mileage allowed
by the act, namely, $13, $11, and $7 for stand,ard, township, and subdivision lines, respectively.
Said bids appear to have been satisfactorily adjusted between the several bidders
with the possible view of avoiding conflicts for specific townships, and also to obtain
the full allowance oflegal rates for their respective proposals; hence the intent of existing regulations requiring competition as to rates and the consequent award of
contracts for surveys '' to the loweBt responsible bidder" does not appear to have been
fully complied with.
The work in the field under the contracts named will be executed under your general supervision, and the returns thereunder will be submitted to you for transcribing
and platting and subsequent approval.
To tbe end that you should be allowed to review the acts of your predecessor in
the matter of the award of said contracts I herewith return the same for your examination and further action.
If you find after due investigation that said contracts were awarded in full comp_liance with existing surveying instructions, and that the several contracting deputies are otherwise acceptable to you, and are in your judgment persons suitable to
be appointed deputy surveyors, you are requested to so report in a letter returning
said contracts and special instructions to this office.
On ~he other hand, should you find evidence of collusion betweP.n said contracting
depnties, and that mutual interests were consulted when said bids were submitted
and the.award of said contracts unsatisfactory, you are hereby authorized to proceed
de novo m conformity with existing annual and special instructions relative to the
surveys described in said contracts.

Under date of .February 7, 1887, the United States surveyor-general
transmitted his report as to the manner in which advertisements inviting
proposals for bids for public surveys had been posted by bis predecessor, and the evident policy which was pursued by interested parties in
submitting bids under assumed names for t4e e4 ecutton of tl;).e wor~
called for,
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As the surveyor-general's letter details some interesting statement,
regarding the mode of operations which characterized the award of contracts in Nevada the same is herewith given at length:
[U. S. Surveyor-General Charles W. Irish, Reno, Nev., to Commissioner Sparks, February 7, 188'7.J

Your official letters " E " dated respectively January 21 and 25, 1886, returning
contracts Nos. 179, 180, 181, and 182 to me for review, are received. In pursuance
of the directions in said letters I have to report :
That upon the wall of a room in this office and behind the door opening into itl
find several notices asking proposals for t,he survey of certain standard parallels aud
exteriors and the subdivisions of certain townships, all therein named and !lituated.
fa this district of Nevada.
Two of which notices bear date of October 21, 1886 ; one of them in its numbers
covers all of the lines and townships enumerated in Mr. John Fitzpatrick's contract
No. 182 for survey, and the others covering by its numbers all of the lines and townships included in Monroe & Stewart's contract for survey of the same No. 179, together with all of the lines and townships enumerated for survey in Bell & Bell's
contractNo. 180.
.
A third notice is posted upon the wall behind the same door dated D~cember 17,
1886, asking proposals for the survey of the abandoned military reservation of Fort
Halleck.
A fourth notice dated November 4, 1886, is posted on the wall near to the others
l!lalliug for proposals for the resurvey of the outboundaries of Pyramid lake and
Walker River Indian reservations.
The room in which these notices are pasted has not I believe been used for the
transaction of public business, and if it was so used the notices enumerated ar~ so
hidden by the opening of the door that it can not be said that they are posted ID a.
public place.
.
.
Upon an examination of the bids which were received in response to said no~ices
I find that of Mr. Fitzpatrick's is dated November 20, 1886, and was probably written
by Thomas K. Stewart. The bid of the Messrs. Bell was written by the same person
who wrote the Fitzpatrick bid.
It is for original · surveys and was originally dated at some day in December, but
the word December and the date have been erased and November 20 written in place
thereof, and the signature of Dickson Gabriel Bell to this bid has been carefully
erased and then rewritten.
The bid of Bell & Bell for the resurvey of the boundaries of Pyra.mid _lake and
Walker River Indian reservations was written by the same person wh~ s1gne~ t~e
Fitzpatrick and Bell & Bell bids for original surveys, and who also signed this bid
which bears date December 6, 1886: the date November was first written with a date
and both erased.
The bid of E. B. Monroe and Thomas K. Stewart for original surveys was doubtless written by Monroe and bears date November 20 1886. The bids of the Messrs.
Fitzpatrick and Bell & Bell were in my opinion written at some time in. December,
1866, subsequent to the expiring of the several times set in the said notices for the
reception of proposals for survey.
·
·
It appears evident from the grouping of the several lines and townships in each of
t~e bids for th~ survey of the same by Monroe & Stewart, Bell & Bell, and Fit.zpatri_ck that the bidders so arranged the terms of said bids in such manner that the
bids w~re not competitive; each person or firm bidding for the full maximum co~pensat1on allowed by law for the survey of said lines and townships, and but one bid
was made for the surveying work specifically described in any of the said contracts,
n~ne of the ~idders contending against each other for the same. Upon the recepti~n
of your official letter '' E" dated January 10, 1887, I began an inquiry to a~certam
~h~ wherea1:·>0uts of the Messrs. Bell. Mr. Barker, the draughtsman in this office, who
it 1s seen witnessed the signatures of Fitzpatrick and Bell & Bell to their several
contracts Il;Umbers 18~, 180, and 181, told me that the parties lived _in California and
that t~e said contracts and bonds were sent to them by mail for signature. Mr.
Powmng gave me one place of r esidence for them in that State and Thomas K. Stewart auother. Inquiring of Mr. John Sunderland of this town one of the bondsmen
for Bell & B 11, as to their whereabouts I was told bybim that he did not know thern,
had n ver
n them. He aid that be' had signed the bond at the solicitation of
Thoma K. tewart, who aid that be Stowart was the responsible party in the contract and would do the w rk, and for these rea ons Mr. Sunderland bad signed the
bond. H ft rwards notifi •d me in writing of bis withdrawal from said bond. I then
a<lclre . d l t r th~ ng~ _th po t-office to tbe Me . rs. Bell, as per the requirements of
?our aid 1 t. r, a _krng if th y (the Bells) intended to perform the work of surveymg under their said ver 1 contract jointly."
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Their contracts recite that their post-office is Reno, and the letter which I thus addressed to them was taken from this post-office by Thomas K. ~tew~rt. T~ the letters
addressed to the Messrs. Bell at the various post-offices in Cahforma, as g1ven me by
the parties heretofore named, I have as yet rec-eived no replies, but some of tlie let.ters
have been returned to me "uncalled for."
·
·
PursninO' the directions of your official letter "E" dated January 13, 1887, I addressed letters to Fitzpatrick's bondsmen requiring them to :file supplemental affid:1-vits in this office giving a more specific description of the real_ty offered by them rn
security upon said bond. One of the said bondsmen Mr. Martrn E. Ward answered
in perRon; Le told me that the property spoken of in said bond was not owned by
himself, tllat it was the property of a '' herding fi.rru" ?f' _which he was a mewber.
He alf.io told me that be did not know Fitzpatrick nor of l11s whereabouts. That he
had signed the said bonds as surety at the personal solicitation of Thomas K. St~wart, who said 1hat he Stewart was the responsible party in said contract of Fitzpatrick's, and that he would do the work under it, and for these reasons. and a~su~ances of Stewart he bad siirned the bond. I have not yet beard from Fitzpatrick s
other bondsmen, nor has either of them complied with the request to th.em in my
said letter.
I have notified by mail Messrs. Bell of the withdrawal of Mr. Sunderland from
their bond, and as yet have bad no response. Nor has Stewart replied to the letter
directed to them through this post-office and which he took therefrom.
.
For the facts and reasons given iu the foregoing, and from the further consideration that the townshi ps and lines described for survey in the contract of E. B. Monroe and Thomas K. Stewart, No. 179, and those described in the contract of Bell &
Bell, No. 180, are in the same region and. lie adjoining each other, and are also contiguous to lines of the Pyramid lake aud Walker Rivflr Indian reservations (and
therefore require the least amount of travel aud camp moviug if it is all to be done
by one and the same party in the field as expressed by Stewart to the bondsmen
named), the contract for the resurvey of which was also let to the Messrs. Bell at the
same time and place as that of the others, I conclude that there was not only collusion between bidders to prevent competitive 'bidding for said surveying wor-k, but
also to procure for each of the said contracting parties the highest rate allowed by
law for the work proposed to be done. And I am forced to the further conclusion
that the whole transaction is a conspiracy on the part of all th~ principals concerned
in it to defraud the government by placing in the hands of Monroe and Stewart extensive surveying contracts through false and fraudulent means at the highest rate
which could be obtained for .such work under the law and aggregating not less than
$30,000.
· I therefore feel that I will have to follow the directions contained in the last paragraph of yonr official letters" E" dated respectively January 21 and 25, 1887, and
proceed "de novo" to advertise and relet the lines and townships and the Indian
boundary lines for survey which are included in these transactions.
Before doing so, however, will await your answer to this either by telegraph or
letter.

The surveyor-general having recommended that no further action be
taken on the contracts referred to and that he be authorized to proceed de novo in the matter he was formally instructed February 16 and
18, 1887, to invite proposals for the surveys embraced in the contracts
in question.
Subsequent circumstances relative to advertising for bids for the stated surveys developed the existence of a conspiracy on the part of
those individuals who were interested in the irregular and fraudulent
contracts ~vhich h~d ?een summarily dispose'd of to prevent deputy
surveyors m the <;t1strict of Nevada from snbmitting any bids for the
surveys a~ advertised. In pursuance of the prearranged plan no bids
were received by tbe surveyor-general.
·
A~lditional time w_as however given within which proposals might be
received aud advertisements were renewed, and in due time Surveyor?e1~er3:l I1 isl_1 wa_s in th~ receipt of let.t en; of inquiry in response to his
mv1tat10ns for bids wlnch had been transmitted to deputy surveyots
residing in districts outside of the <listrict of Nevada.
.
Prior to the expiration of the fiscal year Surveyor General Fish
awarded contracts for public surveys to the full amount of the appropriation, as also for the resul'vey of the Indian reservations, to compeIN'.l' 87-VOL 1--21
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tent and reliable deputy surveyors who are residents of California, Arizona, U tab, and Nevada.
Recent reports from special agents who were detailed to make examinations in the field of the work alleged to have been executed by
McClellan and Bridges under their contract of November 14, 1884, show
that the contracting parties did not survey the subdivisional lines of
many townships which purport to have been run, but that whatever
surveys were made in certain localities had been done in 1882 by E. B.
Monroe.
It has also been definitely ascertained that it was the former practic~ of contracting deputy surveyors in this district, while in the mountains and descents far from settlement engaged in public or private
work, to run enough exterior or subdivisional lines so as to define the
topography of such inaccessible regions, and subsequently to cover the
ground thus previously examined with contracts awarded either to
themselves or others for "original" surveys, and later on to submit
to the surveyors-general copious field notes with full descriptive plats of
the complete surveys of these townships, with accounts therefor computed at the maximum rates of mileage.
· New Mexico.-The surveyor-general having notified this office that
considerable surveying was needed on the Nolan grant, and that an
apportionment therefor out of the annual appropriation was needed, on
December 22, 1886, he was informed that the sum of $5,000 had been
, apportioned to his district for the execution of the desired surveys.
He was authorized to enter into contracts in the usual manner for surveys in the Nolan grant and in other localities where the same were demanded by bona-fide settlers. Evidences of settlement and desc~iptions of the class and character of the lands, as also statements showmg
the value of improvements on the lands and the number of settlers to
be benefited, were required to accompany the contracts. Under said
instructions one contract with a liability of $1,600 was awarded, as
also contracts for the survey of townsites amounting to $188, all of
which were approved.
Oregon.-The Secretary of the Interior having in March, 1886, directed
that a corrective survey be made of the northern boundary of the Warm
Springs Indian reservation and of the lines of the public surveys closing thereon, in December, 1886, a contract therefor was awarded to a
competent deputy, and the liability thereof was by direction of the department made payable from the appropriation for public surveys during the_ fiscal year, which contract was duly approved.
Considerable correspondence relative to alleged original illegal surveys and meanderings in and around Lake Warner occurred during the
past 3:ear, and in consequence of the reiterated allegations of fraud and
collu ion on the part of tbe surveyors and interested parties made by
settler and others a special agent was detailed to make an investigation of the locality and report to this office.
. On receipt of th~ special agent's report all the papers in the case w~re
m Dec~mber, 1886, tram~mitted to the Secretary of the Interior with
an official report and recommendation that the described lands be surveyed.
·. 0!1 January 17, 1887, the Secretary of the Interior rendered his deci ·
ion m he atter, and directed that not only the surveys a.s recom~ n
u' e xecut d bnt that urveys be extended to similar lands
s1tuat thr ugh ut the length and breadth of what is termed Lake
arner and r re ented a uch on the official plats,
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In compliance with departmental directions a.nd in ~he n~ual mann~r
-a contract was awarded and approved for the extens10n of the publlc
surveys over certain portions of Lake Warner; liability, $1,300.
Utah.-With the exception of two (one for original surveys, liability
$2,208, and one for resurveys in connection therewith, liability $962.50),
all of the contracts which were awarded by the surveyor-general for
this district during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1886, and suspended
for additional information as referred to in the last annual report, were
approved during the last fiscal year.
As the surveyor-general was unable to furnish evidence of settlement
on the lands embraced in the remaining suspended contract for original
surveys, or show that the same were contiguous to settlements, further
action thereon was declined, as also on the accompanying contract for
resurveys.
During the past fiscal year one contract for original surveys within
the railroad land grant and payable from repayments made by Central
Pacific Railroad Company, liability $1,140,70, and one contract for resurveys in order to facilitate said original surveys, liability $297 .80,
were awarded by the surveyor-general and approved by this office.
Washington.-At the date of the last annual report six contracts (aggregate liability $9,615) for public surveys in this district, which had
been awarded during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1886, remained suspended awaitiug evidences of settlements on the lands and de~criptions
of their class and character. The required inform a.ti on was subsequently
furnished and said contracts were approved.
On June 28, 1884, contract No. 306 for surveys in townships 33, 34,
and 35 north, range 37 east, was awarded to W encel H. Plachy ; liability
$3,600, payable from special deposits. In May, 1887, the settlers in said
townships made inquiry of the surveyor-general as to·the present status
of the "public surveys" in said townships, which they alleged had been
executed in the fall of 1883. Subsequent investigations developed the
fact of the execution of certain · imperfect surveys in said townships
months in advance of the award of the Plachy contract by Gardner~
Clarke, and others, and that no attempt had been made by the purporting contracting deputy to e.xecute the authorized surveys of the townships as named in his contract.
These and additional facts which have been brought to official notice
by the settlers themselves show that the practice of making preliminary and partial unofficial surveys months in advance of authorized contracts therefor, and subsequent,l y to embrace the surrounding country
by approximate townships in several contracts, and in due time submit
copious returns of surveys for specific townships, :was not confined to
the districts of California and Nevada.
· The following letter from the surveyor-general details the present
need for public surveys in his district, and the necessity of increased
rates of mileage as compensation to deputy surveyors for the proper execution of the work:
LUnited States Surveyor-General J, Cabell Breckinridge, Washington Territory, to Commissioner
Sparks, August I, 1887.J

In your circular letter "E" of June 4, 1887, you direct that the annual report
of the _surveying operations in this district for the year ending June 30, 1887, shall be
made m accordance with instructions contained in circular letter dated April 19, 1883.
and said instructions direct that '' the detailed statements which have he1;etofore ac-.
companied the annual reports of surveyors-general will be omitted." I do not understand from this however that it is not your desire to hear from surveyors-general by
letter in regard to the necessities of their sqrveying dietricts, and I take thia occasion
to submit the following :
•

-

~

~

•
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For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, no contracts were awarded for the survey
of any public land in this surveying <listrict.
I was not ad vised that Congress had made any appropriation, and if an appropriation was made no notice was received by me that auy amount had been apportioned
this Territory or placed at. my disposal With authority to award contracts; consequently I could only reply in answer to the numerous applications and requests for
surveys during the past year that there was no appropriation available at that time
for the survey of any public lands in Washington Territory; nor have I received official information as yet that there is any appropriation for the present fiscal year.
Of the contracts awarded for surveys under the appropriation for the fi&cal year
ending June 30, 1886, the returns of eight ouly of the twenty ,seven townships contracted for have at this time been received. I am informed, however, that the fieldwork is about completed and the returns of all surveys under these contracts maybe
expected soon.
All of the townships embrace_d in these contracts (excepting a small fraction of
one -township ) are situated in eastern Washington, most of them in what is known
as the" Big Bend" country of the Columbia river.
No contracts have been awarded for · surveys west of the Cascade mountains since
November 20, 1884.
Urider the appropriation for the year ending Ju.ne 30, 1886, fourteen townships in
western Washington were included in the advertised proposals for s1:rvey at rates
not exceeding the minimum rates established by law, viz, $9 for standard and meander lines, $7 for township, and $5 for section lines per mile. No bids, however, were
offered for the survey of these townsh ips, as a11 who are familiar with the character
of the lands in western Washington know that it is impossible to survey them atthe
minimum rates.
There are novf on file in this office applications ( said to be) from actu_al bona fida
settlers for ~he survey of forty-eight townships-thirty-five townships m western
Washi ngton and thirteen townships in eastern Washington.
.
According to the appliQatious there are from five to one hundred settlers m each
tovtnship who are occupying and improving these lands for agricultural purpos~s.
In some of these townships extensive improvements are said to have been D?a~e m
clearing the land, erecting substantial, permanent houses and barns, bmldmgs,
school-houses, cutt.iug out co unty roads, post-offices established, etc., an~ settlersare
complainin g of many inconveniences on ·acconnt of their indefinite loca~10ns, as well
as the un certainties possible in regard to holdino·
their several and particular tractll
0
of l and.
Part of the lands in these townships for which applications for survey ha_ve been
made are said to be bottom lands along the creeks and rivers that empty mto ~be
Columbia river and Puget sound in western Washington north to the boundary lt~e
between Washington Territory and British Columbia, and all adjoin existing pul>hc
surveys.
App~ications 1?,ave also been received for the survey of coal lands and l~nd~ valuable chiefly for timber. No action bowevP.r bas been taken by me on applications f~r
the survey of lands of this character further than to inform the applicants t~at it
was t~e policy of t~e department to "confine the survey of public lands t~ a~ricultural lands and agricultural aud grazing lands combined, which embrace ex1stmg settlements actually occupied and improved by bona fide residents."
.ID: the matter of appropriation to be made by Congress for surveys jt should ~e
d1stmctly und~rstood that all the lands embraced in these applications for sur_vey m
western yVashmgton are heavily timbered lands, that there is not a towush1p nor
a~y cous1~erable part of a township of unsurveyed land west of the Cascade mouutams that 1s ~10t m~re or less heaviiy timbered, and tbat those portions adapted to
a~d take?- for agricultural purposes besides being heavily timbered are cove~ed
:V1th a thick ~nd almost impenetrable undergrowth c.,f brnsb, vines, rooLs,etc., makrng
it the ~o t chf?cult and expensive surveying of any lands rn the Territory. .
The timber rn these bottom lands is said not to be valuable for commercial purpo e , tb~varietiea generally found being cottonwood, alder, el<lcr, hazel, dogwood,
ma.pl , vrne n~aple, crab apple, etc.
.
Land ofth1s character are the only strictly agricultural lands in western Wa1:,brngton.
Tea.rly all the un urvey d land in eastern Washington is also heavily tirnbored, not
howev r a dense nor such thick undergrowth as in western Washincrton.
Tb. e. timatecl a.11_ ount re<Jnir cl for the . nrv y of public lauds in this Teni~ory for
th . fi al :r ·ar en<hng .Jn11 e 30, 1 9, fotwarcle,L with my letter of June 23, 1s liased
enhr•ly upon the a1~plications for surveys uow on file i11 thi::1 offic , and the oumb~r
f taud~1rcl,_tow11 hip a1!,1 e _-ti n lines given cover only the town ·hips embraced in
the :~11pltcat1on. . ; ·o_n ·11lcr 1t proper to ay, l10wevn, that I bolievo a much larg~r
tmm I n
el• tth1.· 11nc• 1 for I am tolcl there are many sections of the Territory rn
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which surveys are badly needed; but the settlers do not seem to know that it is necessary to make applications.
.
.
From the !Jest reliable information obtamed from deputy surveyors, cou_nty surveyors and others familiar with the character of the lands in western Washrngton, and
fro:U my owµ personal knowledge of the country, I am satisfied -t ha,t the_ augmented
rates provided for in section 2405, Revised ~ta~utes 1 are no~ more than sufficient to cover
the actual expense of surveying a township m this locality and leave a small balance
for the deputy.
.
It is claimed that in many instances the deputy surveyor would lose money on his
contract even at these rates unless be. was aid.eel by the settlers.
. .
The deputy who executed the survey ofT. 37 N., R. 5 E. of the Willamette meridian,
Washington Territory, has furnished me with the following not as an" estima·te" but
as the actual cost of that survey.
Amount paid for subsistence and transportation .......... - , - -- .... - - - - - -- - $321. 58
Amount paid for labor . __ ...... __ ... _....... _........... - ... - ..... - - . -.- . . 1, 33i. 00
Amount paid for interest on money advanced ............ ---- .. ---- .. - -- . -377. 50
Actual cost of survey . ........................ _......... - ............. - .. - 2, 031. 08
Amount received from the government ...... ·...... ---·-----~-- .... ------ - 1,503.12
Cost of survey over amount received ... _....... _..... _•......•... - _- - . _-- . .
527. 96
besides the time and labor of deput,y not taken into account.
·
The rates per mile allowed for this township were $18 for standard, $16 for township, and $13 for meanders per mile.
This of course is much more than the average cost of surveying a township even in
western Washington, and quite an item in the expense is the-interest the deputy had
to pay while waWng for his returns.
In my opinion it would he better to employ deputy surveyors on a salaried basis,
but if the contract system is adhered to the augmented rates are little enough to pay
in this timbered country.
I alll informed that there has not been a township surveyed in western Washington
for some years past without previous arrangements having been made by the deputy
wit-h the settlers for very material assistance.
I submit the foregoing trusting that with your recommendation Congress will
make a suitable appropriation for the surveys now much needed in this Territory,
and for which there is a clamorous demand, and that tJrn rates per mile for surveying
lands of the character described may be sufficient to enable competent surveyors to
accept contracts and execute their work without calling on the settlers for assistance.

Wyoming.-No contracts for the survey of public lands in this district were awarded during the fiscal year.
On page 265 of the last annual report reference is made to the vast
area of alleged surveyed lands in the Territory,-and the probability is
suggested that said surveys were never in fact executed in the field, but
are represented only on paper, ,iz, "official plats and field-notes."
On March 7, 1887, the surveyor-general was requested to report to
this office (based upon information in his possession and the general
reported characters thereof) as to the actual condition in the .field of the
public surveys which have heretofore been executed in his district,
and are now represented as "qfficially surveyed" by duly approved
plats and field-notes.
·
Under date of March 10, 1887, the United States surveyor-general
(John Oharles Thompson) submitted bis report to this office, and the
following extracts therefrom will show that the condition of the public
surveys in the Territory of Wyoming have not heretofore been misstated
or.misjudged:
Numerous complaints have been made to me m my private capacity and officially
as surveyor-general. Th~re is every reason except a conclusive one based on actual
official examination in the field, to believe that quite a large extent of territory in
Wyoming should be resurveyed. Complaints made by settlers and surveyors of all
political complexions are so numerous th.at I am constrained to believe that rnany of
the so-called government survey.s were made wholly on paper; others were not made
in conformity to the "manual" and instructions in the establishment of corners of
required size and with the requisite marks on same. Even where surveys have been
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·made with some slight regard to the requireme,nts of law and a small stone drop ed
(many of which stones could be and doubtless were cauied in the pocket) no inJru.
gent marks can be found to identify same.
On the other hand there are large tracts of land about which no complaints have
been made so far as I know, and which are probably sufficiently well surveyed to
answer the reg uirments of the settler, who can and generally does secure the services of a professional surveyor to " locate " his land for him by the use of his traDBit
and chain supplemented by the p1·oper township plats.
Of the area of land covered by erroneous publi~ surveys I am unable to make even
an approximate estimate, but judging from the number of complaints and the widely
separated localities from which they came said area must be considerable.
Only by an actual examination in the :field can the extent and true character of
fraudulent surveys be determined in the near future, and the early examination of
these "supposed" surveys is to my mind an apparent necessity. Of course time
alone would in all probability bring them all or nearly all to light, but irreparable
loss, vexatious delay, and innumerable and unavoidable errors in location will be the
settler's legacy in the mean time.
If it is your determination to make an examination of all surveys reported fraudulent it would seem necessary to continue the suspension of patents for land contained
in the districts co-vered by the evidence of fraud for reasons perfectly obvious.
It might seem desirable upon proper investigation of the subject to post notices
in the laud offices in the districts where fraud has been perpetrated to the effect that
frauds in certain surveys have been discovered and that the said surveys will be examined at as early a date as possible; but that in the mean time settlers and all
others filing on the land in these townships, although acting under the law, ru? the
risk of subsequent and serious trouble in the probable event of a resurvey. This action would furnish sufficient warning to the ignorant settler.
RESURVEYS IN KANSAS.

In the annual reports of this office for the fiscal years ending June
30, 1885 and 1886, references were made to the status of the returns of
the resurveys of certain townships embraced in Harper and Barbour
counties, Kans., which were transmitted to this office in Decemb~r,
1884, by William Tweeddale, as having been executed under an offimal.
contract dated May 9, 1884. Their status was practically ~hat of
"indefinite suspension," as the Commissioner bad repeatedly declme_d to
take action on the matter and further held that the only recogmz~d
official surveys of said townships were those which were approved m
1871.
During the ,closing months of 1886 and up to March~ 1887, this office
was engaged in considerable correspondence with citizens of Kansas and
their Senators and Representatives in Congress regarding official declension to recognize the so.called Tweeddale resurveys. Petitions.were
- presented signed by large majorities of the actual settlers and resident
land owners of a number of the townships included in the resurveys,
praying for their recognition and approval and alleging with apparent
corroboration from county surveyors that all evidence of the original
officfal surveys of 1871 had been destroyed. ~nd obliterated by Wil_lia.m
Tweeddale during the prosecution of his resurveys, he acting by virtue
of instructions from this office.
·
Under the peculiar condition of affairs as presented tne situation of
the settlers and resident land owners in said townships was anomalous.
It was alleged under oath that the evidences of the survey of 1871 in
many of the townships had been designedly obliterated, and the only
existing surveys therein were the resurve1JS made by Tweeddale which
remained in a condition of indefinite suspension.
After a careful examination of the petitions presented, together with
the extended corre pondenee in the matter dating back to the summer
of 1 84 ( he time the re urveys were being executed), the conclusion
wa reach d that under exi ting circumstances two modes of procedure
wer vaila 1 , i h r to r c gnize and approve the Tweeddale resury r t au e a e oncl re. u:n ey to be made of the town, hips.
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tn compliance with a request from th~ department fo~ a report on a _
referred letter relative to the matter this office on April 9, 1887, submitted an exhaustive statement of all the facts and circumstances connected with the said resurveys from the award of the contract therefor
in 1884 to the date of report. In concluding said report this office also
submitted the results of an extended re-examination into the subjectmatter of the controversey, and suggested '' as the most expedient and
practicable method of settling the question the recognition of the :Tweed. dale surveys as the subsisting surveys· of the townships named, and to
transmit the plats to the local land office accordingly." The approval
of the d~partment of the suggested course of action was solicited.
On April 19, 1887, the Secretary of the Interior advised this office of
his concurrence in the opinion as set forth in said report, and directed
that the Tweeddale resurveys be recognized as the subsisting surveys of
all of the townships to which they relate and that the plats of surveyl?
under them be transmitted to the local land office for filing therein.
In pursuance of departmental instructions the resurveys of designated
townships in Kansas executed in 1884 by William Tweed dale, United
States surveyor, were formally recognized as the existing official surveys thereof, and the several township plats were duly approved under
date of April 27, 1887. Subsequently the "triplicates" of said plats
were constructed and transmitted to the local land offices at Wichita
and L~rned, Kans., for.filing.
SURVEYS UNDER THE SPECIAL DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

No applications for the survey of the publie, lands in ariy surveying
district under the provisions of sections 2401-2403 of the Revised Statutes of the United States were approved during the past fiscal year-;
consequently no contracts for surveys payable from '' special deposits"
were approved.
SURVEYING RATES.

During the past year it has been found impracticable to contract for
the survey of mountainous and heavily timbered lands at the rates allowed by the last appropria1iion act, where surveys were greatly needed
in the interest of the government, for the reason that competent surveyors decline to enter into contract at such rates.
In the western part of Montana greatquantitiesoftimber have beericut
and removed by the Northern Pacific Rail.road Company and its allied timber syndicate. Suit was instituted against said company for an accounting and to recover the sum of $1,100,000 for timber, logs, and lumber taken
during the years 1883, 1884, and 1885 from unsurveyed non-mineral lands
lying between the western line ofthe Territory and McCarthy's bridgeon
Hell Gate river in Deer Lodge county within the limits of the railroad
grant, and for a perpetual injunction enjoining the company from cutting or removing timber from said unsurveyed lands. The suit was decided against the United States in the Territorial court on the ground
that a survey was necessary to show the ~xact rights of the parties (the
lands which when surveyed will be found to be embraced in the oddnumbered sections having been granted to the company); that the government could not lawfully demand an injunction until it could be shown
that its property had been injured or that injury was threatened, and
that this could not be shown until the lands are surveyed and the sections designated, whereupon action in the nature of trespass or trover
would be the remedy of the government for trees taken or converted by
the company.
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An appeal was promptly taken to the Supreme Court of the United
States, but pendin~ such appeal, and witlt a vie': to an early survey of
the lauds upon winch tresspass bad been committed, this office apportioned the sum of $15,000 out of the surveying appropriation for the
purpose, and directed the surveyor-general of Montana to aclvertisefor
proposals and enter into contract for the survey. With the exception
of a narrow strip of valley land, from 300 yards to 1 mile wide, along the
Hell Gate river and Clark's fork of the Columbia river, the lands are
mainly mountainous and covered with timber, presenting great difficul-.
ties to the surveyor, and in response to the advertiserneut for bills not a
single bid was received, and no competent surveyor could be founll to
take a contract even at the full lega l rates ; consequently no survey of
these l ands could be made, and the surveyor-general was subsequently
directed to apply the apportionment to tbe survey of other lands within
the.railroad grant where fewer difficulties would be encountered by the
surveyors.
Other suits are now pending in the Territories of ~Iontana and Idaho
against the Northern Pacific Railroad Company and the Montan Improvement Company for extensive trespasses on unsurveyed land.
There are many localities in the several survej'in g districts where on
account of advancing settlements surveys are likely to be demanded
which will embrace Tands that can not be properly surveyed under the
present rates.
. .
In California the greater portion of the unsurveyed land which 1s
· surveyable consists of brushy bills, now considered to be very valuable since it has been found to produce th e best vines and the fi11est and
choicest fruits. Much of this country is covered with a growth _of vegetation which makes it exceedingly difficult to survey and m many
places impossible without cutting a pathway, thus rendering tlie execution of good work both tedious and expensive. These lands, f?rmerly
considered almost worthless, are now found to be very productl ve, and
in view of the great immigration into the State during the past year
and the prospect of an increase there will undoubtedly be a very great
demand for surveys by p arties desiring to acquire title. The surveyorgeneral in his annual report states that in bis opinion the rates now allowed by law are not sufficient to warrant careful, honest work that
.will stand the test of a rigid examination; and be recommends that such
rates be allowed for surveys in the future as will insure an bone_st survey, and thus prevent deputy surveyors from relying upon ass1sta~ce
from the settlers and others in interest, which is considered as leadmg
to collusion and inimical to the interests of tbe government.
Cases have been brought to the attention of this office where surveyor have received assistance when executing surveys of lands the cbaracter of which rendered the legal rates unremunerative. Such a proceeding should be obviated by the allowance of a per mileage commensurate with the dtfficulties to be encountered, and the increased rates
named in the estimates, which are deemed moderate, are earnestly recommended.
FRAUDULENT

1

RVEYS IN CALIFORNIA-DEVELOPMENTS AS TO THE
RVEYING SYNDICA'.I'E.

In th annual r port of tbi., office for tlie fi:ca1 year enuing June 30,
... (page 161) is the following statemeu t, Yiz:

. Tho annonn ment of thP.. e concln. ions wa followc<l hy the reported organization
an Frauci ·co, 'al., of a, "syndicat ," uu lt•r tb sp cial direction and super-

in ,
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intendence of a former contracting· deputy surveyor, with the :financial assistance
of certain banks. It is said that this syndicate undertook successfully to control all special-deposit contracts, principally on the Paci_fic slope; that the bank _supplied the money requisite for the deposits, the respective a.gents of the syndwate
perfecting the award of co~tracts at the ~everal offices of surveyors-general, and the
contracting deputy executmg a power of attorney to the bank f?r any and all ~oneys payable under each contract. A more complete and effective plan to defraud
could scarcely have been devised.

In January, 1887, Charles F. Conrad,. special agent, reported to this
office the result of bis interviews in San Francisco with C. F. Ragsdale,
a former United States deputy surveyor, relative to the mode in which
contracts for public surveys in California had been obtained by John
A. B-euson in the namPs of various parties including Ragsdale; also as
to the manner of executing the surveys in the field under said contracts,
and the preparation at San Francisco under the supervision of Benson
of the field notes thereof; which were subsequently :filed in the office of
the United States surveyor general of California.
·
Mr. Ragsdale's statements to Mr. Conrad were reported in substance
as follows:
I have been in the employ of John A. Benson for ten years past making · surveys of government lauds under his instructions and by authority of government
contracts. There are several of us young men who have been thus employed, a,nougst
others Charles Holcomb and Michael Riley, and we have heard at our office of your
investigations, and all the employes in that office (Benson's) are anxious to know ·if
they are threatened, &c., and I have come to see you principaHy for myself~ but partly
for those I have mentioned, to learn what we could expect. I assure you I have never
sworn to any "notes." I only signed one contractaud that was a bbnk wlten I
signedit; it must have been filled ontafterwards, for I heard there was a contract in
my name, but I never made oath to it; aud I always worked for John Benson in the
field, seudiug my" notes" to him, and they were made up in his office. If we can be
assured of full protection and immunity, we are williug to tell all we know of the
"surveys." Benson owes us each one, and now we ca.u not get work or our pay of
him. I can show you in this office several sets of" notes" for "surveys" of townships which were never surveyed, or only a small part of them, and if there are any
oaths with my name on them they are forgeries. *
* * I will nut tell anything until I am assured of protection. Benson can and will ruin us so far as getting
any work here goes ifwe tell, but if he and his partners are to be prosecuted we will
tell all to save ourselves.

On January 31, 188.7, Mr. Conrad was fully authorized to act in the
matter, and directed to place himself in communication with the United
States district attorney for the northern district of California, and to
furnish that officer with full and explicit stq.,tements as to the desire of
Ragsdale, Charles Holcomb, and others to make known all the facts as
to the operations of John .A. Benson and his associates for ;years past
in connectiop_ with public laud surveys in the State of California.
.
Similar statements to the foregoing had been made by Charles Holcomb to Mr. Conrad during the summer of 1886, all of which were duly
noted and held in reserve for additional information and corroboration.
The United States district attorney was also advised under date of
January 31, 1887, as to the statements made by Ragsdale and others,
and requested to co-operate with Mr. Conrad to the fullest extent.
·
In February, 1887, Henry E. Buckley, an alleged United States deputy surveyor, in whose name several contracts for surveys had ·previously been awarded and on which over $27,000 had been paid, maqe a
sworn statement before Special Agent Oonrad as to bis relations with
James E. Woods and J obn A. Benson.
Mr. Buckley swears that he was hired at a salary of $60 per month
by Woods and Bens~n to go with a surveying party. Prior to starting
he was taken to Benson's office in San Francisco and instructed where
to sign his name to a number of printed blanks; that he did write his
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name on se"Veral papers, but did not know their nature or number nor
make oath to any of them. At the surveyor-general's office he was
aske<l seyeral questions as to previous experience in surveying, which
he answered according to instructions previou~ly received from Mr.
Woods.
Mr. Bt ckley further states that he knows nothing about the surveying business, or what a solar compass is, or how to use it.
Subsequently Mr. Buckley was taken to Ogden, his fare and expenses
being paid by Benson, where he staid in camp about six weeks doing
nothing. When the surveying party got ready to go into the field,
Buckley and his partner left Ogden and returned to Sacramento, which
was the extent of his surveying experience.
Mr. Buckley further stated that he neyer had a contract for surveys
with the government; never knew there had been any money drawn
in his name, and bas never received -$27,000 or one cent for surveying
services. In December, 1885, Benson wanted him to sign additional
,papers, the former stating that $6,800 was due the latter, but Buckley
·
.
declined to sign as requested.
In March, 1887, the grand jury convened, and the matters relating_to
,
the Benson conspiracy which had been previously prepared by Special
Agent Conrad at the request of the United States district attorney
were presented for their consideration.
From a report submitted to this office by Mr. Conrad in March, 1887,
it appears that the grand jury entered promptly and vigorously upon
the discharge of their duties. The principal witnesses examined were
Charles Holcomb, H. E. Buckley, John D. Hall, and M. F. Reilley, all
of whom are on record as United States deputy suryeyors.
.
In their testimony Holcomb and Buckley fully sustained then· p_revious statements, and the latter further detailed the attempts wh~ch
had been made to buy him off and secure his going to the Sandwich
Islands.
John D. Hall in his testimony confessed everything, and made no
attempt at concealment. Ile said he was never in the country covered
by contract No. 400 in his name; had not done one day's work and was
not present, but did make the final oath as required by surveying regulations; that he had performed his part under an agreement with George
H. Perrin, who was to do all the work and they were to divide the pay.
Michael F. Reilley in his testimony admitted that contract No. 283
was taken in his name, he having signed the papers in blank, but that
the work ba<l. been executed by Holcomb.
On Ap1'il 3, 1887, this office received the following telegram dated
San Fra:1cisco, April 3, 1887, from C. F. Conrad, special agent:
''Grand Jury have found 33 indictments for perjurv and 8 for conspiracy."
"
With his letter of April 5, 1887, Special Agent Comad transmitted
to t~is office a "list sh_o,~ng the names, occupation, and contract co~nect1on of the persons rndrnted bythe United States grand jury, April
2, 188!; '' also the form of indictment against each person, the offense
~mm1tted, &c. Said list is herewith appended, and reads as follows,
VlZ:
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List showinq 1ta1nes and occupations and contract connection of persons indicted by the
United States grand fury April~, 1887.
INDICTMENTS FOR PERJURY.

Indict.
ment No. of contract.
for per.
jury.
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

294 and 322
2!J4 and 322
294 and 322
294 and 322
294 and 322
29J and 3:22
2U4 and 822
382

382
382
382

383
883
383

383
383
383

3e3
383
383
383

385

Employment.

Name.

William Shepley . .. ..... . Chainman for C. 1V. Sawyer, deputy surveyor.
Do.
Do.
Thos. Carter ............. .
E. Dt>lano ............... . . .Axman for C. \V. Sawyer, deputy surve.vor.
Do.
Hiram James ........... . .
J. KRamsey ............ . Compas,,man for C. W. Sawyer, deputy surveyor.
John Gallan .... , . ...... . . Chainman for C. W Sawyer deputy surveyor.
Peter· T. Millett ......... . Chainrnan for J. R Glover, deputy surveyor.
Do.
Robt. W. Sinn ........... .
Sam. S. Dunlap ........ .. . Flagman for J. R. Glover, d eputy surveyor.
H.S. Hamman . ......... . Axman for J. R. Glover, deputy surveyor.
Bert. Bendle .. ........... . Chainman for M. F . Reilly, deputy surveyor.
Do.
Edward Franklin ...... .
Do.
G. A.. Lampkin ......... ..
Do.
Chris. Bradex ............ .
Do.
M. Antl10n_v .. . .......... .
Do.
George McCloud ........ .
P. Graham ... ... ..... .. . . Axman for M. F. Reilly, deputy surveyor.
E. J. Bendle . __ . ......... .
Do.
William Chisholm ...... . Chainman for M. F. Reill.r, deputy surve_yor.
John Church .. .......... . Axman for M . .F. Reilly, deputy surveyor.
Henry A. Courtenay .... . Chainman for Geo. H. Peuin, deputy surveyor.
W . A. Lyons ........... . . .

N. B.-N either the residence nor post,pffice address of any of the ::.bove persons is known.

I~DICTMENTS FOR CONSPIRACY.
Indictment.
Name.

Employment.

JohnRMaginnis .
M. M. Pomeroy .. .
D11nc;an Mc Nee .. .
Walter K. Slack ..
JohnMcNee . ... .
Theo. Reichert. .. .
Geo. W . Baker . .. .
Chas. W. Sawyer.
M. F. Reilly ...... .

Ex-clerk, sm-veyor.general's office, San Francisco.
Clerk in J. A. Benson's office.
·
Ex-clerk, Unite,l :,tate-s land office, San Francisco.
Clerk in J. A. Benson s oflice.
Partner of J. A. Benson.
-Ex-chief clerk, surveyor-general's office, San Francisco.
United States deputy surveyor.
Do.
Do.

Nature.

1
1
1
5
2
3
1
2

2
3

~onspiracy . ... .
Go11sp1racy .... .
Coo spiracy . . . .
~onspiracy . . . .
~01Mp!racy .... .
Conspiracy .... .
qonsp~racy ... .
Conspiracy .... .
5 ~ conspiracy}
) 8 pei:Jury ...
5 1 cou~pirncy {
} 1 pei:iury . .. 5
{ ~ con~pirac_y

Jno.D.Hall ..... .

J J. R. Glover ..... .

7 Conspiracy
C;nr;;/~~::::
.. Geo. H. Perrin ... .
..... John A. Benson .. .

7

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
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Indictment, No. 240_3 returned by U~itecl Sta,tes ~rand jnry April 2, 188i).-United
States 'I!. M. F. Reilly, Geo, H. Perrm, Theo. Reichert, and John A. Benson. Conspiracy to commit offense against the United States.
Indictment No. 2404-United States v. Charles W. Sawyer, George H . Perrin John
A. Bensou, and W. K. Slack. Conspiracy to commit offense against the United
States.
Indictment No. 2405-United States 1,. J. R. Glover, M. F. Reilly, George H. Perrin
John A. Benson, and W. K. Slack. Conspiracy to commit offense against the United
States.
ln<lictment No. 2406-United States v. George H. Perrin, Duncan McNee, John McNee,
W. K. Slack, and John A. Benson. Conspiracy to commit offense against the
United States.
IndiQtment No. 2407-United States v. M. M. Pomeroy, W. K. Slack, M. F. Reilly, John
A. Benson, and G. W. Baker. Conspiracy to commit offense against the United
States.
Indictment No. 2508-Unit,ed States v. Theo. Rei~hert: J. R. Maginnis, M. F. Reilly,
Joh A. Benson, W. K. Slack, and George H. Perr~n. Conspiracy to commit offense
against the United States.
Indi"tment No. 24f9-United Stat,es v. John A. Benson, J. D. Hall, George H. Perrin,
and John McNee. Conspiracy to commit offense against the United States.
Indictment No. 2410--United States v. George H. Perrin and Theo. Reichert. Conspiracy t~ commit offense against the United States.

The United States district attorney was in May. 1887, of the opinion
that the foregoing cases would come up for trial in the July term of
1887, but subsequent advices from him under date of June 21 last ~t:ate
that they would not be tried until the following October term if ijO
soon.
On August 1, 1887, this office received the following telegram of even
date from John T. Carey, United States district attorney at Sau Francisco, Cal.: '' Demurrer to plea in abatement decided in favor of the
government."
Later information explanatory of the telegram stated that Mr. Justice Field had rendered a decision in the case of the United States v.
John A. Benson and others sustaiuing the demurrer of the government
to the pleas in abatement offered by the defendants, who contend~d
that five of the jurors who found the indictments against them were disqualified, and that at the time they were indicted there was no such
court as the district court of Ualifornia in existence.
THE BENSON SYNDIC.A.TE CON'l'R.A.CTS.

In prosecuting bis researches for inform_a tion concerning the operations and extent of the Benson syndicate which controlled all contracts
for public surveys in California for many years Special Agent Conrad
compiled an incomplete list. of John A. Benson's associates and employes
from September, 1873, to May, 1885 .. Said list shows the number of
contracts in the name of each contractor and amounts paid to him
which aggregate the grand total of $1 .020,338.93, and was gleaned from
the official record in the office of the ' U uited States surveyor-general
for California.
·
. The re~ation a?d status of the various deputy surveyors are based on
rnformahon received by the special agent, and by him deemed reliahle,
~hich ha_ sinco been confirmed and corroborated by numerous persons
m many m tances.
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The list referred to is herewith annexed :
Incomvlete list of John A. Benson's associates and employes from Septernber, 1873, to May,
Name of deputy
survey or.
John A. Berson ...
S. A. Hanson ......
A. P. Hanson ......
W. F. Benson .. ....
Geo. H. Perrin . ... .
N. L. Berdan ......
J. R. Glover .......
S. W. Brunt ... .....
Jas. E. Woods .....
W. H. Norway .. •.
L. D. Bond . .. . ... .
W. H. Myrick .. ...
Geo. S. Collins . .. _
L. B. Gorham ......
Milton S:mtee .....
Jam es Branham . . .
G. W. Baker ......
M. F. Reilly ..... . .
U. F. Putn.am ......
P. Y. Baker .......
Jam es O'Brien ....
John Haughn ......
Chas. Holcomb ....
D. M. Hill ..... . . ..
E. E. Buckley .....
J.D.Hall . . .......
J. W. F itzpatrick ..
U. W. Sawyer .. . ...
Theo. Binge .....•.
C. F. Ra~dale . . .
Geo. W. earson ..
Henry M~rick, jr.
John L. cCoy . ...
William Magee ...
William Minto ....
From September 9,
1873, to Awil 16,
1885, 35 aPputy
surveyors were
paid ·.... .........

IB85.
Total No.
contracts.
23
13
2
11
21
5
34
3
15
13
14
4.
5
5
8
1

15
13
6
2

1

3
0

1
2
5
2
2
1
1
2
2
7
2
46

Amounts
paid.
$56, 809.93
64, 2u1. 99
36, 003. 13
32. 073. 01
24, f-91 . 80
L3, 951. 8l
75,970. 05
27,442.83
22,377. t;l
35,999.70
37,411.19
19,237. n
50, 535. fi5
14,372. 89
22,716. 51
1, 302. 70
66, 433. 43
48,085.99
38,054.65
700. 56
638. 17
21,027. 36
45,034.12
16, 758. 36
27,051.13
21,883. 82
8,524. 71
18,306. 95
2, 024. 10
3,584.26
13,168. 69
11,820.19
26,544.53
4,261. ]5
60,486.93
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Remarks.

Himself, "Boss."
Broth er-in-law to J. A. B.
Do.
Brothe)· of J . A. B.
Limit1·d partner of J. A. B
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Ass~ciate or cmplo.\ e.
Brother-in-law of Theo. Wagner.
Associate or ewploye of ,J. .A. B.
Do.
Do.
Partner of Theo. Wagner, etc.
Associa.te or employe.
Do.
E;mplo_ye of J. A. B.
Associate or emplo_ye.
Do.
I>o.
Do.
Employe-8 years--T A. B .
Associate or employe, J . .A.. B.
"Dummy" used hy J. A. Bonson and .J .E. Woods.
Fictitious, used by J. A. Bensou and J.E. Woods.
Associate or eruploye of J. A. B.
Fictitious, used by J . .A. ll.
Draughtsman in office of J. A . B.
Emplo_ye of J. A. B.
Associate or emplo.v e of J. A. B.
Employe of J. A. B.
Do.
Associate or employe of .r. A . B.
Do.

-

1, 020, 338. 93

N. B.-The relations and status of various deputy surveyors are based upon information received Ly and belief of C. F. Conrad, special agent.
SAN FRANCISCO, March 1, 1887.

Acting under official instructions of March 17, 1887, Special Agent
Conrad prepared a series of twenty-nine questions to be propounded by
him to such United States deputy surveyors as uad unsettled accounts
for public surveys pending in this office or the office of the United
States surveyor-general for California, which interrogatories were answerPd under oath by Charles Holcomb, William Minto, Uenry Meyrick, jr., and James B. Woods.
The following statement was signed and sworn to by Charles Holcomb .March 26, 1887; a large number of contracts were awarded in
bis name:
I have carefullJ' read the twenty-nine questions submitted, and answer that I never
had a contract for surveying government land, nor have I had an appointment aR
deputy surveyor; and hence the other questions all unnecessary.
.
,

The following extract from the sworn statements of Henry Meyrick,
jr. (in whose uame a number of contracts foe surve.)'S in Arizona and
California were formally awarded.1, will illustrate the manner in which
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.
.
the " syndicate'' obtained the controlling interest in the public surveys
on the Pacific slope :

In about September, 1886, I was employed by John A. Benson to work in a party
under his partnerJ. R. Glover, in Monterey county, as flagman, and continued witbhim
for about six months. The next time I joined the same party in Nevada in July
1881, and I was there about a year off and on, and from there I went with them up t~
Idaho, and was there about four or five months; and from there we went down to
Arizona, and we laid there idle about two months and then worked about three months,
when I left them. The next party I went with was Perrin and Glover, I think in the
fall of 1884, to San Bernardino county, and we worked there until middle of May,
1885. At same time we did some in San Diego county. The next work was in Santa
Barbara county, in June or July, 1885, and also in San Luis Obispo and in Monterey
county in same summer of 1885. I think the next work I was on was with C. F. Ragsdale in San Bernardino county; it must have been in summer of 1885. The fall of
188(), I think it was, I went with Special Agent Chadwick and ran some line in Shasta
and Taha.ma counties, and that is the last work I did. During the seven years' work
outlined before at various times and in various places I did at the request of either
Perrin or Glover sign numerous blank papers, blank bonds, and contracts, and oaths,
and powers of attorney, etc. I am certain that all of these papers were blank when I
signed them, and that I never made oath or swore to any of them. I al ways understood they were sent up to Benson's office to be filled up, and I can also say I never
got any money except my salary. When we were staying in Arizona in 1883 B~nson
did not allow us any pay, and I asked him for some salary. He said as I bad s1gn~d
some papers he would give me $50. He paid me $50 which I understood was for
salary in his service.

The ofhcial records show that the operations of the " syndicate"
were not confined to California, but extended into tlrn States of Nevada,
Oregon, and Colorado, and the Territories of Arizona, Idaho, New
Mexico, Montana, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. In the States
and Territories of Nevada, Oregon, Idaho, and Washington, contiguous
to the base of operations at San Franci~co, the traveling corps of surveyors and assistants (Perrin and Glover in charge, with Holcomb,
Meyrick, Ragsdale and the other subordinates and quasi contractors
following), were dispatched to do Ruch work in the :field as was deemed
absolutely indispensable, as explained by Mr. Meyrick; while in the
distant surveying districts of Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, etc.,
the services of resident and "reliable" parties were secured. Ed war~
F. Stahle, of Wyoming, for example, whose original special deposit
contract of $6,000 was floated, continued, and. extended to $130,000;
vide annual official report of 1885.
Owing to the limited appropriation for the examination of surveys
in the field which was available for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887,
this office was unable to dispatch special agents to the surveyiug dist~ict~ mentio:ned for the purpose of obtaining more specific and d~fimte rnformat10n as to the past operations of the " syndicate" therem.
FRAUDULENT

SURVEYS IN THE "SYNDIC.A.TE" INTEREST-SCHOOL
LANDS .A.ND INDEMNITY.

Un.der date of Ja_.nuary 15, 1887, Special .Agent Conrad trausmitted
to th1 office a special report on the work executed in townships 22, 23,
anu 24 north, range 16 we t, M. D. M., California under con tract No.
400, in the _name. of ,John J?· Hall. These survey~ purported to have
been made m _three town 'hip , ~nd presented the anomaly of the entire
ab nee her m of the a tern tier of ections which is in direct contravention f the ma ual f ur ying in tructidns .
. Fr m ffiua it accompanying aid report it appears that certain work
m th fi 1 wa ~ cu_t cl by Michael F. Reilley, under in tructions from
th . u n C?m mat1 n, and that th entire survey was a deliberate
swmdle and frau p n the overumeut, to the end of omitting entirely
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the eastern tier of sections, including school section 36. These omitted
lands were subsequently sold by agents of the " syndicate" to purchasers, and the State was allowed "indemnity" for the missing school sections.
Prior to official action being taken on said report the following correspondence occurred between the U. S. surveyor-general for California and this office relative to the alleged Hall surveys under contract
No. 400 and other surveys by Glover and Holcomb. Said correspondence will explain itself, and shows the present status of the returns of
surveys therein referred to :
[R. P. Hammond, jr., United States surveyor-general of California, San Francisco, Cal., to Commissioner General Land Office, March 22, 1887.]

Relative to my approval of the survey under contract No. 324 by John D. Hall
I have .to say that my signature was attached to the plats approving the same under representations by my predecessor in office that everything was proper and legal.
This official act was performed among the first duties after my taking my present office and was but a completion of the work done and the contract approved by my predecessor. I have already written to the department explaining the circumstances
under which my name was attached to this survey. Special Agent C. F. Conrad,
while pursuing his investigations, saw reason to believe that John D. Hall was a myt,h
and that his name was used simply as a dummy to further othereuds than legal ones.
He seemed so positive in this belief that I addressed a letter to ex-Surveyor-General
Brown, inclosing a letter to Mr. John D. Hall asking him to appear at my office regarding matters connected with this survey. In answer to this summons Mr. HaJl
appeared at my office this day and verified his signature, proving conclusively to me
that there is such a person as Mr. John D. Hall; but upon investigation and upon
furtrher questioning him he acknowledged to me that while he was ost,ensiblythecon- _
tracting party he did not appear in the field, and that the work which should have
been performed by him was done by George H. Perrin.
Therefore, in view of these facts, I desire that my approval of this survey purporting to have been made by Mr. John D. Hall be canceled, and I respectfully ask the
honorable Commissioner to have the same canceled.
Immediately after my interview with Mr. Hall I appeared before the Federal grand
jury (now investigating these matters) and made the above statement to them.
Referring to my approval of the account and plats of Chas. Holcomb, contract No.
379 transmitted March 15, 1886, I have the honor to ask that my approval be canceled for the foregoing reasons, the cases being analogous.

[Commissioi:er to R. P. Hammond, jr., surveyor-general of California, Ran Francisco, Cal., April 2, 1887:]

I am in receipt of your letter of the 22d March last relative to contracts Nos.
324 and 379 a warded by your predecessor to.John D. Hall and Charles Holcomb respectively. For reasons stated you desire that your approvals of the returns of surveys under said contracts should be canceled and request me "to have tbe same canceled."
In reply you are informed that contract No. 324 (liability $2,302) was awarded to
John D. Hall September 3, 1883, and st·ands "closed'' upon the records of this office,
it appearing that the surveyor's account was transmitted to the Treasury for payment
August 5, 1884.
Contract No. 400 (liability $4,952) was awarded to John Davis Hall April 16, 1885.
The return~ of surveY. under sa_id contract were approved by you February 26, 1886,
and transmi~ted to this office with your letter of March 6, 1886. C. F. Conrad, special
agent, was mstructed under date of July ~0, 1886, to make an examination in the
field of said surveys, and he made his report thereof December 29, 1886, but the same
· has not as yet been acted upon.
,
It is evi~ent from the foregoing that yon have erred in stating the numb.er of the
contract with John D. Hall and that 400 was the number intended and not 324.
With your letter of March 15, 1886, were transmitted tbe returns of surveys under ·
contract No. 379, with Charles Holcomb, dated November 8, 1884. Said returns were
approved by you under date of March 15, 1886.
Referring to your desire for the cancellation of your approval to saidreturns of surveys, and your request that I should cause "the same to be canceled," I have this
day transmitted to your address in a separate packag~ Qt>.~rles flolcorub's returns
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of ~urveys under contract No. 379, viz: two books of field notes and one plat of nter10rs.
You are requested to cancel in person your approval of said returns and to appencl
a note to each return immediately following the form of approval in e.rf,ict as follows: "Canceled for reasons stated in my letter, dated March 22, 1887, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office." Append your signature to said notes of explanation and transmit said returns to this office.
Returns of the survey of the subdivisions of the townships named in Charles Holcomb's contract No. 379 and purporting to haYe been executed by ,J. R. Glover under contract No. 370 were transmitted with your letter of March 15, ltl86. As said
subdivisions by Glover were based on the exteriors em braced in the Holcomb contract
(herewith returned for the cancellation of your appro_val) your attention is invited
to the apparent anomaly of canceling the approval of the exteriors and taking no action on the subdivisious.
If :No. 400 is the John D. Hall contract intended to have been referred to in your
letter of the 22d ultimo, you will promptly notify this office to that effect, so that the
returns of surveys thereunder may be returned for your cancellation of your approval.

[Commissioner to R. P. Hammond, jr;, United States surveyor-general of California, San Francisco,
Cal., .April 29, 1887.)
.

I am in receipt of your letter of the 15th instant. in reply to letter "E" of the
2d instant sta,ting that coutract No. 400 with John D. Hall was the one intended
to have been designated in your letter of the ~2d ult,imo.
In compliance with your requ8st I have this day transmitted to your address in a,
:-;eparate package the returns of survey by John D. Hall under contract No. 400,
which were approved by you E'ebruary 26, 1886, and forwarded to this office with your
letter of March 6, 1886. Said returns consist of sixteen books of field notes and sixteen township plats. The following are the numbers of the townships in whichsaicl
surveys-purport to have been executed, viz:
Townships 22, range 14; 24, 12; 20, 11; 24, 1?; 24, rn; 22, 17; 24, 15; 22, _16; 23d
16; ~4, 16; 23, 15; 2:t, 15; 21, 15; 21, 13;· 20, 12; 15, 11, all north of the base lme an
west of Mount Diablo mericlian, California.
You are requested to cancel your approval of said plats and field notes in the ma~ner stated iu letter "E" of tbe 2d instant, and thereafter return the same to this
office.

LCommissioner to R. P. Hammond, jr., United States surveyor-general of California, Saii Francisco,
Cal., April 30, 1887.)

I am in receipt of your letter of the 19th April last relative to the subdivisional
snrveys which were executed by J. R. Glover under contract No. 370. Said subdivisions are l>a ed on the exterior township sgrveys embraced in the Charles Holcomb
contract No. 397, the returns of which were returned to you with letter "E" of the
2d instant for cn,ncellation of your approval as requested.
You now request that the returns of tbe snbdivisional surveys executed by J. R.
Glover be return~d to you for similar action as in the Holcomb contract.
In 1·epl~- you :1re informed that tbe retu.r ns of survey by J. R. Glover under contract No. 370 (consisting or six books of field-notes and five township plats) have
thil:l day been forwarded to your address in a separate package for the cancellation
of your approval of said returns under date of March 15, 1886, in the manner heretofore de cribed in official letter '' E" of April 2 last.
c1,1d surveys purp_ort to have been executed in township 4 north, ranges 21, 22, and
23 east, and township 5 north, ranges 22 and 23 east, M. D. meridian, California.
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notifying him of the action of this office in the matter of returns of
surveys under contract No. 397 dated March 4, 1885, is herewith appended:
/
[Commissioner to R. P. Hammond, jr., United States surveyor-general of California, San Francisco,
Cal., .April 26, 1887.]

With your pre,d ecessor's letter_dated December 28, 1885, were transmitted to this
office the approved returns of survey purporting to have been executed in the field by
Henry Meyrick, jr., an alleged Unit-ed States deputy surveyor under C?ntract No. 397,
which had been awarded to him March 4, 1885, by W. H. Brown, Umted States surveyor-general of California.
.
Under official instructions of March 17 last Charles F. Conrad, special agent,
was authorized to notify any and all deputy surveyors who have heretofore executed
contracts for surveys in California and have pending claims therefor to appear before him and answer certain interrogatories relative to said surveys and claims.
I am now in receipt of said interrogatories and the sworn answers thereto, which
are subscribed to by four parties (Unit~d States d~puty surveyors and others), among
whom is Henry Meyrick, jr., who subscribed and swore to the form of oath submitted
by Mr. Conrad March 31, 1887, and prior to the commencement of said examination.
A copy of said oath is attached to the inclosed copy of Mr. Meyrick's answers.
Mr. Meyrick's answers to said interrogatories with his supplemental sworn statements are to the effect that he had at various times signed numerous blank forms
of contracts, bonds, oaths, powers of attorneys, etc., relative to public land surveys
in California; that he never made oath or swore to any of said papers and always
understood that they were sent to John A. Benson's office to be properly filled out;
that he never received any-money under sa:id contracts; that his monthly salary was
paid by said Benson; that be was employed as a compassman, flagman, and in other
capacities by said Benson, and worked in the field with various parties under the
direction and supervision of G. H. Perrin and J. R. Glover in stated localities in California, Nevada, Arizona, and Idaho.
In answer to interrogatory 29, whether from personal knowledge of the survey
made on which a claim in his name is based the work was all done in the manner
described in field-notes, with assistants named, and at rates given, Mr. Meyrick
swears: "No; I can not say anything of the kind; I know it was not.''
The surveys under Mr. Meyrick's contraet No. 397 purport to have been executed
in the months of April, May, June, and July, 1885, and are located in Monterey, San
Luis Obispo, San Bernardino, and San Diego counties, Cal. Mr. Meyrick swears that
he was employed as an assistant during the spring and summer of 1885, in working
under Perrin and Glover in said counties; also with C. F. Ragsdale.
It is evident from his affidavit that the pretended work in the field (duplicate returns of which are now pending in this office) was not executed by Henry Meyrick,
jr., as a United States deputy surveyor qnder the provisions of contract No. 397; also
that the preliminary and :final oaths which are attached to the original returns of
said surveys now on :file in your office are false and fraudulent, and that said surveys
were not infact executed in the field.
For the reasons stated in the sworn answers to the interrogatories propounded to
Henry Meyrick, jr., and in his supplemental affidavit attached thereto, I have decided
to take immediate action on the returns of surveys under contract No. 397 which
are now pending in this office without awaiting an examination in the field as contemplated, and the same are hereby rejected.
Notify any and all parties holding assumed powers of attorney purporting to have
been executed by Henry Meyrick, jr., under said contract of my action.
A copy of the Meyrick interrogatories, answers, and affidavit is herewith inclosed
for your information.
[Commissioner to Seci:etaryof the Interior, October 3, 1887,]

I am in receipt by departmental reference of the 21st ultimo of a letter from the
Hon. Acting Assistant Attorney-General dated 20th ultimo, transmitting copy of the
report of the 9th ultimo from the United States attorney for Northern California relative to the refusal of the court to grant the petit;ion for a rehearing in the Benson
cases.
I am also in receipt from Special Agent Conrad of a certified copy of the indictment in these cases, in which appears the following count:
''And which said false, fictitious, and fraudulent claim upon and-against the United
States, based upon such fal e, fictitious, and fraudulent survey and :field-notes thereof,
was designed and intended to be presented to the United States surveyor-general for
California for his allowance and approval contrary to the form of the statutes of the
United States in such case made and pr_ovided," &c.
·
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The United States attorney reports that on motion for rehearing both judges con.
curred that the averment in relation to presenting a false claim to the United Sta.tee
surveyor-general is defective, because it does not aver that he h ad any authority to
approve or certify claims.
The United States attorney states that in his opinion the surveyor-general posse88e8
no such authority; that he is unable to :find any law conferring such authority upon
that officer, and that if he should make such averment he could not sustain it. He
states that "there are many instances where the statement of the United States deputy surveyor's accounts, made up by the surveyor-general and cer t ified by him from
the survey, field-notes, and contract, has been audited and paid without the approval
of the honorable Commissioner, or in other words where the surveyor-general has
been treated as the approving officer. This can not be justified by any provision of
law that I have been able to :find."
The United States attorney is undoubtedly correct upon the point of want of authority in the surveyor-general to allow and approve accounts of deputy surveyors, and
upon the point of want of authority in the First Comptroller to "audit and pay"
such accoun.t s upon the approval of the surveyor-general. Prior to the organization
of. the General Land Office in 1812 returns relative to the public lands were made
direct to the Secretary of the Treasury. That act changed previous practice and
made the Commissioner of the General Land Office the auditor of public accounts.
(Sec. 456 R. S.) Since that date all accounts relat,i ve to surveys returned under contract with surveyors-general are settled by the Commissioner, who alone has authority to audit such accounts and certify them to the First Comptroller.
The indictments in the Benson cases were unfortunately framed in charging tl;iat
the accounts were presented to the surveyor-general for his allowance and approval.
The approval which by long~established regulation and practice is given by the
surveyor-general is a mere administrative safeguard, and is not in any sense a legal
approval or allowance of the claim against the United States.
Fraudulent returns of field-notes are the basis of fraudulent surveying accounts.
The presentation of such field-notes is the foundation of the fraudulent claim against
the United States. The surveyor-general is required by law to examine the fieldnotes and to construct plats in accordance therewith. (Sec. 2395, R. S.) He ~akes
up a statement of the account of the deputy from the field-notes and data furmsbed
him by the deputy, and transmits such accounts and copies of the plats and _fieldnotes to this office. Here the field-notes, plats, and accounts are finally exammed,
and the Commissioner accepts or rejects the survey and adjusts the accounts. If he
allows and approves the account he reports the same to the First Comptroller for payment, who if he approves the adjustment made by the Commissioner passes the
account and directs draft to issue.
I trust that new indictments may be so framed as to avoid technical objectio1;1, a~d
especially that the government will not make the mistake of alleging authority 1_n
the surveyor-general to allow and approve accounts. It is precisely upon this
ground, and attempting to have the approval of the surveyor-general treated as a
finality, that Benson and his attorneys have been endeavoring for the past two
years to drive their fraudulent surveying accounts through the Treasury Department without the approval of the Commissioner of this office in violation of law.
These cases are of the utmost importance, and whatever aid can be given by the
department of Justice will I trust be promptlv and fully given. I am this morning advised that the new grand jury commenced its session on the 12th ultimo. ~be
special agent communicating this information says, "The question is of vital nnportance and information and guidance are badly needed here."
CIVIL SffiTS INSTITUTED ON BONDS SECURING CONTRACTS FOR PUBLIC
SURVEYS.

In connection with the foregoing statements regarding the action of
the grand jury of the northern dist,r ict of California in finding indictments again t specified parties for perjury and conspiracy in the matter of <?Ontracts for the survey of the public lands on April 21, 1887,
the Umted States surveyor-general of California was directed to proceed in accordance with the provisions of section 223i Revised Statutes
D nited State , and to furnish the United States dist~ict attorney with
all the requi ite data for the purpose of instituting civil suits on the
bond w~ich were fil_ed to secure all of the contracts for public surveys
upon wh1eh the action of the grand jury a to sai<l. indictments was
ba d.
n ay 2, 1887, the nited State nrveyor-general acknowledged
the receipt of instruction per official l tter '' E" of April 21, 1887, and
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stated that he had furnished the United States district attorney with
copies of all the papers in his possession and· all the necessary data and
information upon which' to base the civil suits referred to.
A copy of official letter'' E" dated April 21, 1887, to the United States
surveyor-general of California embodying the irn,tructions referred to,
is herewith annexed.
[Commissioner to R. P. Hammond, jr., United States surveyor-general of California, San Francisco,
Cal., April 21, 1887.)

Referring to the regent action of the grand jury ofthe northern distric~ of California
in finding forty-one indictments against John A. Benson, George H. Perrm, and James
R. Glover, with their associates and accomplices, for perjury and conspiracy, you are
intsructed as follows :
Section 2232, Revised Statutes United States, provides for the instituting by the
United States district attorney upon the application of the proper surveyor-general
of suits upon the bond of any deputy surveyor who has executed false, erroneous, and
fraudulent surveys within the district in question.
.
The action of said grand jnry was the result of certain evidence given before that
body by Charles Holcomb, H. E. Buckley, C. F. Ragsdale, Henry Meyrick, jr., John D.
Hall, Michael F. Reilly, and others, to the effect that certain contracts for public
la.nd surveys which purport to have been awarded to them by the United States surveyor-general of California were in fact fraudulent and not knowingly ~ntered into by
them; also that the surveys therein described were not executed by them in iihe field.
Inclosed herewith is a list of the contracts which the records of this office show
were awarded to the said several parties purporting to be United States deputy surveyors by the United States surveror-general of California; also a list of the bonds
executed by the said several United States deputy surveyors, which were approved
by the United States surveyor-general of California and transmitted to this office for
acceptance and to secure the faithful execution of the several contracts specified in
the first named list.
You a.re hereby instructed to place yourself at the earliest practicable opportup.ity
in communication with the United States attorney for the northern district of California at San Francisco, for the purpose of making proper application to him under
the provisions of section 2232, Revised Statutes United States, to institute suits upon
each and every of the bonds named in the accompanying list.
The inclosed lists of contracts and bonds are not to be considered as limiting your
action to the assumed United States deputy surveyors therein named or to the bonds
therein noted, bnt you will make due application to the United States district attorney for the instituting of suits upon any other- bonds heretofore executed by United
States deputy surveyors or parties purporting to be such which the evidence submitted to the grand jury will warrant.
It is not intended to give you specific directions regarding the matters herein referred to. It is desired that prompt action shall be taken to carry out the general ins~r1:1ctio_ns of this office as t,o making due application to the proper officer to institute
civil smts against the principals and suret,ies in all of the bonds noted .in said lists,
an.don such other bonds as may be found necessary, in order to embrace all pa.rties implicated in the transactions which have recently been the subject of judicial investigation.
.
As the general government and particularly this office is especially indebted to
Charles F. Conrad, specia.1 agent, for the·prompt and indefatigable manner in which
he has from the initiation conducted the inquiries and investigations which have
1·~sulted in the finding of the said indictments, you are requested to fully consult with
him as to the names of the parties (United States deputy survevors) who were shown
by the submitted evidence to be implicated in the conspiracy to defraud the government by means of fraudulent and fictitious contracts and non-execution in the field
of the public surveys therein provided for.
As Mr. Conrad possesses the full confidence of this office and has had large experience
and complete information regarding the matters in question you are authorized to
proceed wi_th the initiation of suits against the principals and sureties on the bonds
of any pmted St~tes deputy surveyors who may be designated by him in addition to
the ,parties named in the accompanying lists, provided the evidence will warrant such
action.
,
. Whatever paper~ may b~ desir_ed by the United States district attorney for institutmg the several ~mts. herem des1~nated (and which the records and files of your office can not furnish) yon will advise him that the duplicate contracts and bonds in the
n_ames o~· the designated parti~s on file in this office ( or certified copies of same if de~
s1red) will be promptly furnished him on making application to this office, Please
acknowledge receipt of t4ie,
·
'
·
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REPORT OF THE SPECIAL AGENT ON THE BENSON SYSTEM OF SUBVEYING PUBLIC LANDS,

fo addition to his ,c orrespondence from time to time in the matter of
his investigations as to the modus operandi of t he so-called Benson system of obtaining and executing contracts for public surveys in California Charles F. Conrad the special agent of this office, who. on the
31st January, 1887, was detailed to inquire into the ramifications or
said "syndicate," and who has succeeded so well in unraveling the
cunningly constructed network of the scheme, t ransmitted to this office
a special report on the result of his ·researches in the official records of
the office of the United States surveyor-general of California. Mr. Conrad's report is herewith given in extenso:
BENSON'S SYSTEM OF .SURVEYING GOVERNMENT LAND.

On the 9th of September, 1873, the then survey or-general for California J. R. Hardenburg allotted the first contract for the survey of g overnment land to John A.
Benson, for which the government paid $1,814.61. This contract is the first which
appears on the official records of the surveyor-gener al's office for Benson, and was
followed in quick succession by six others in the same year to the same man. From
a review of the testimony now ready to be presented before the grand jury for the
district of California in March, 1887, the Benson system may be subdivided under
the following ten branches:
(1) Fictitious applications for surveys.
(2) False estimates of gov.e rnment liability.
(3) Fictitious and irresponsible bondsmen.
( 4) False witnesses to signatures D.S.
(5) Fraudulent field-notes.
(6) False preliminary at;1.d final oaths.
(7) Approval by. surveyor-general.
(8) Return of fraudulent account.
(9) Payment by United States Treasury drafts.
(10) Fraudulent power of .attorney.
(1) Fictitious applications.-As an example of contracts based upon and 0btained by
fictitious applications for survey reference is h ere made t o the J . D. Hall contract No.
400 of April 16, 1885. This contract was based on seventeen applications claiming to
be from actual settlers owning and occupying impr ovements, &c.
By the proof submitted with report of e~aminer it is clearly shown that fifteen of
the seventeen applicants are fictitious and unkno wn; fi ve of these are sworn 01i improvements owned by other me.n who never a pplied; and in the case of Wm. McKinney, whose affidavit was submitt ed, it was show11 th at his name was used without
his knowledge and .consent, and t hat he did not deposit a ny money as shown by records. There was but one genuine application from a settler ; he paid $96. The
same facts are susceptible of proof in numerous other and similar cases.
(2) False estimates.-By r eference to the tabulated statement there appear n umerous
and wide discrepancies between "estimated government liability" as shown in
each contract a nd the amount actually and :fina lly paid by t he United States Treasu ry. At t ention is called to t h e following as examples :
I

1~

Date of
contract.

....8

Name of deputy surveyor.

0

~

!l~\~ ·~i~i;1;;;'.\'.\'.\}{\I)\\//I)II
1

$4,000
3,000
5,000
1,800
5,000
3,000
5,000
4,000
N. L. Be,dan . . .... . . ... . .. .................. .. ...... . ....... . 3,000

l ,. ,1::,I

$27,453.24
16, 487. 98
19,515. 15
12,168. 89
11, 1a2. so
9,094.77
19,079.47
25,836. 9&
30,139. 4t

j;
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(3) l3ondsrnen.-As exampies of :fictitious bondsmen reference is made to the _bonds
filed for the following men whose names were used as deputy surveyors _without
their knowledge, an~ who will testify they never had a contract or received the
amounts shown as paid them :
Amount of bond.

Charles Holcomb ..... ~ ..••.•.••••..•.....••••.•••••.. ---~ ••••••••.•••••.. $122, 932
C. F. Ragsdale............................................................ 10,000
JI. E. Buckley ...•......•..••.•••••...•••.•••••...•• - .•• - - ••. - - - - •• - - • - - - _. 60, 000
And as examples of the bondsmen :
·
John A. McNee on twenty.two contracts •...••••.••••......••••.••••..••.••. $99,228
Duncan McNee on five contracts~ ..........................~- .•••••..•.•••.•.••• 28, 050
Alex. McNee on two contracts .............................................. 00, 000
F. A. Hyde on twenty.two contracts ....................................... 72,784
M. D. Hyde on two contracts ....................................... ~···· •..• 15,000
John Mullan on eleven contracts ........................................... 39, 700
( 4) Witnesses to signatures and certificate as Uni~ed States ~ou-r~ commissioner or notary public.-As examples of cases under the foregomg attent10n 1s called toJ. A. Robinson acted as witness 122 times.
J. A. Robinson acted as United States court commissioner 139 times.
'fheo. Reichert acted as United States cour.t commissioner 26 times.
.
.
,
Theo. Reichert acted as witness to signatures 91 times.
Lee D. Craig acted as notary public 9 times; and in contracts under names of Hol·
comb, Ragsdale, and Buckley, Reichert acted twice as witness and Craig acted six
times as witness. These three men will testify that they never qualified or held a
contract.
.
( 5) False oaths. -The same three men will testify that they never made oath or signed
any papers in the presence of Reichert or Craig whose sig.l latures and seals appear on
official records as having administered the preliminary- and final oaths.
. (6) Fraudulentfield·notes.-By the testimony of Charles Holcomb it will be shown
that he w::is in the employ of John A. Benson and under his subor,linates for about
eight years; that he al ways used instruments owned by Benson; that he made surveys as directed by Benson, &c., and that his "notes" were always sent to Benson's office in San Francisco where they were "prepared."
C. F. Ragsdale will testify to practically the same facts on all work he was employed on, and H. E. Buckley has already made oath that he never did a day's work
at land surveying in his life and knows nothing of the business.
(7) Su,rveyor·gene1·als' approval.-J. R. Hardensburg approved 12 contracts.
James T. Stratton approved 41 contractl:l.
H. G. ·Rollins approved 44 contracts.
J. W. Ames approved 4 contracts.
Theodore Wagner approved 113 contracts.
W. H. Brown approved 34 contracts.
(8) Fraudulent accounts.-The tabulated statement embraces 34 deputy surveyors,
24.8 contracts. Amount paid, $tl26,489.24, and of this amount there was paid onCharles Holcomb contracts . • • • • • . • . . • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • $45, 634. 12
C. F. Ragsdale contracts .•••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••••, 3,584.26
H. E. Buckley contracts............................................. ..... 27,051.13
Total .•••••·•• . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • •• •.••• • . • • 76, 269'. 51
(9) Treasury drajts.-The above shown grafid total of $826,489.24 was in farge part
paid by Treasury on(10~ Frau~11:lentpower of q,ttornev,-Tbe three men Holcomb, Ragsdale, and Buckley will testify that they signed m John A. Benson's office and at his request blank
contracts, blank bonds, and blank power of attorney.
·
Generq,l_ swmrnary.-The _most c~sual examination of such questions made prominent
by conditions of the public service as are found to exist during past years. in California the questions laconically stated as- .
"Are t-he facts stated true f" '' What is the remedy?"
. (1) If true, who participated f Is_ or was it possible for such open and long contmued fraud and.robbery to go on without the knowledge and approval or silent consent of the highest officers in the department f
(2) What additional safeguard can be adopted in order to secure an h,mest administration of government business 1
(3) Of what value are the surveys ordered, return_ed, approved, and paid for under
the Benson system f
f4) Wbatpunishmentcan ~e found to fit the crimes as proved to have been committed by these men and their associatesf ~
.
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CONTRACT NO. 401 DATED APRIL lG, 1885, WITH GEORGE H. PERRIN
DEPUTY SURVEYOR.
'

The history of this contract is set forth in the following letter addressed to the surveyor-general of California:
[To R. P; Hammond, jr., United States surveyor-general, San.Francisco, Cal., December 31, 1886.J

In the matter of the appeal of George H. Perrin, United States deputy surveyor,
by his attorney Eli R. Chase, from your refusal to accept certain field-notes of surveys
under Perrin's rejected contract No. 401 dated April 16, 1885, I have to state as follows:
'l'he record in this case shows·
On April 16, 1885, a contract No. 401 was entered into between W. H. Brown, then
United States surveyor-general for California, and George H , Perri:.1, United States
dt\puty surveyor, for the survey of certain townships, and was transmitted to this
office for action with letter of even date.
On April 27, 1885, the surveyor-general was advised by letter from the assistant
commissioner of the General Land Office that said contract was approved subject to
a certain emendation by supplemental instruct,ions to be issued to Deputy Perrin for
the correction of a clerical error in the contract, the approval to Lear even date with
said supplemental special instructions.
On May 4, 1885,·the surveyor-general issued the required supplemental instructions
to the dep·uty and advised him that he might consider his contract as approved on
that date, and on same date transmitted copy of the instructions to this office.
By letter dated May 15, 1885, this office acknowledged receipt of said supplemental
instructions and advised the surveyor-general that said contract was disapproved by
the Commissioner.
On May 23, 1885, the surveyor-general by letter addressed to Deputy Perrin at
Cloverdale, Sonoma county, Cal., advised him of the disapproval of the contract by
the Commissioner, to which letter no reply appears to have been received.
.
On November 11, 1885, the surveyor-general made a statement of the case .t? this
office, inclosed the_applications for survey, and asked reconsideration of my decision of
May 15, 1885.
On November 23, 1885, this office reaffirmed decision of May 15, 1885, ~nd stated
that the alleged approval by the assistant commissioner had no warrant m law and
was unauthorized by the Commissioner.
On March 27, 1886, Deputy Perrin made return of bis field-notes under said contract,
which you refused·to place on file and so notified the deputy by letter of March '%1,
1886, stating that you had no authority for accepting the notes, but would hold the
same subject to bis order.
On May 20, 1886,. J?eputy Perrin by his attorney Eli R. Chase filed ~is brie! on ap·
peal from your decision of March 27, 1886, and said appeal was transmitted with your
letter of May 24, 1886.
On July 16, 1886, you were advised that all the circumst.ances of this case had been
considered, and while declining to take direct action in the matter of said appeal. at
that time an examine1 of ·surveys would be instructed to make a thorough inspection
of Perrin's work in the field, and upon receipt of the examiner's report you would be
instructed as to further proceedings in the matter.
Under date of July 20, 1886, Mr. C. F. Conrad examiner of surveys, was instructed
to make an examination of said surveys.
'
Under d_ate of Se:ptember 6, 18~6, you were instructed by this office to f~rnish Mr.
Conrad with data from Mr. Perrm's field-notes to enable him to proceed with the examination.
~eplyin~ under date of September 21, 1886, you stated that on the date of the !ec~1pt of said letter of September. 6 Mr. Perrin renewed his demand that you receive
his notes, and that upon your declining to comply with his demand he-withdrew them,
and you were therefore unable to furnis~ the data desired by Mr. Conrad. .
.
On_0ctober 6, 1886, Mr. Conrad was directed to proceed with the examination with
the a1d of such data as had been furnished from the record~ of your office.
With a view to carrying out the instructions of October 6 1886 Mr. Conrad commenc d hi examination of Perrin's work by an inspection of a po;tion of the lines in
'I'.· 15 ., ~- 13 W., ~- D. M:., embraced in said contract No. 401. The greater portion of his town hip had been previon 1y surveyed and the part left unsurveyed
wa r eported by the form r surveyor (Hubbard Sav~ge D.S.) ,, worthless chemisal
land ~ un nrv yable." The xamination began at corn~r No. 52 of Yokayo rancho.
Rnnmng th nee e t Va. 17° E., at 20.71 chains found post 2 inches square badly
burnt, marked T. ~5 ., . 12_ W., S. 1 , . 19, . 24, T. 15 N., R. 13 W., S. 13. This
C?rD r had no bear.mg tre , pits, or mo~d . Thence running south Va. 17° E., no
Blgn of a marked line found; at 41.00 chams found Madronapost 4·' by 4" by4', ¼S. in
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l:righ brush, neither pits, mound, or bearing trees; at 81.00 made car~ful search by four
n.en 100 yards around for corner to Secs. 24, 25, 19, an~ 30; notbmg found. Fr?m
-this point ran west between Secs. 24 and 25; at 40.00 _chams no corne~ found ; contmued to 80.00 chains; line runs through extremely high brush; no sign of any survey whatever.
.
Then returning to the corner to Secs. 13, 18, 19, and 24 on east boun~ary township
ran west; at'40.00 chains nothing found, no trace of line; at 80.00 nothmg found after
careful search 100 yards around.
. .
.
.
Thence ran north between Secs. 13 and 14 to Jorn old quarter-section corners. This
line passes near large redwoods and pine. No trace of corner found.
Mr. Conrad then went to quarter-section corner on east line of Sec. 18, T. 15 N., R.
13 W. Ran south, without chaining, following ground line, and found post 3" by 3"
by 3' corner to Secs. 17, 18, 19, and 20, marked on north T. 15 N., R. 13 W., S. 17- S.
20- S. 19- S. 18, no notches or mound, from which an oak snag, 6 feet high, 7" diameter, bears N. 17t0 E. 29 links, marked T. 15 N., R. 13 W., S. 18 B. T.
Thence ran south 80° W. Va. 17° E. 85.00 chains; made careful search. Found no
trace of corners or line.
Such being the result of the examination Mr. Conrad reports against the acceptance of the survey.
From an affidavit of D. C. Crockett residing in T. 15 N., R. 12 W., accompanying
Mr. Conrad's report, it appears that a Mr. Holcomb went to his (Crockett's) house in
July, 188!'>, and at Holcomb's request he showed him a certain corner (No. 52, Yokayo
rancho) from which Holcomb began a survey running west; that Mr. Perrin was not
with the surveying party; that he (Crockett) showed Mr. Conrad the same corner
shown to Holcomb, and went with him, when he ran thence to the corner to Secs. 13,
18, 19, and 24 on line between T. 15 N., R. 12 and 13 W.
The deposit for the survey of this township purports to have been made by James
II. Davis, the amounts deposited being $182 for field work and $50 for office work.
Mr. Conrad's report is accompanied by the affidavit of Charles A. Kemp, who deposes
that in March or April, 1886, he bought out the right of said Davis to a small cabin
and improvements in Sec. 18, T. 15 N., R. 13 W.; that Davis told him that Jerry Donahue, of Ukiah, had put up $50 for him (Davis) to have the survey made. Kemp further states that he has occupied said cabin since his purchase thereof, and has searched
many times for the corners of the new survey but has never been able to find them,
and that on October 21, 1886, he employed a 1:mrveyor to determine what quarter-section his cabin was on, which he did, but did not find any new corners or traces of any
~~
Mr. Kemp's testimony as to the $50 advanced by Donahue to Davis is supplemented
by an original letter dated March 20, 1886, addressed by J. B. Davis to Mr. Kemp, in
which it is stated that "there is $50 to pay to Donahue for the survey, which has
to be paid as soon as the survey is excepted" [accepted].
It thus appears that the applicant for survey did uot in fact furnish the money
for the survey of said township, and the only inference is that the entire sum was
actually deposited by parties interested in obtaining the contract for the survey. Mr.
Conrad states that he showed Kemp's affidavit to J. H. Donahue, who admitted that
he acted fo:i: years past with and for John A. Ben.s on & Co., that Davis- was to pay $i0
as a fee, and that he (Donahue) wrote to San Francisco and had the money put up,
stating first that Benson put up the money and then that McNee did so, but Donahue
· decli11ed to makf' an affidavit, as he would not expose his friends.
Under date of December 7, 1886, Mr. Conrad writes to the effect that it will be impracticable to proceed with the examination without the aid of t,he field-notes, as in
the abS1ence of the notes he could not know what lines are claimed to have been surveyed by Perrin.
From the documents above mentioned it appears that the approval of the contract
by the Assistant Cornmis8ioner was decided to be unauthorized and illegal; that
nineteen days after the date of action of the Assistant Commissioner notice of the
disapproval of the contract was forwarded to the surveyor-general, and that immediately upon the receipt of such notice he addressed a letter to Deputy Perrin notifying him of the disapproval. It is alleged, however, that when the notification
reached the deputy he had completed a considerable portion of his work, and when
the appeal from your decision declining to accept the field notes reached this office
this fact was taken into consideration, and while declining to take direct action on
the appeal at that time, and notwithstanding the disapproval of the contract, it was
determined to cause an examination of the work in tbe field as a basis for such future
action in the matter as might be warranted by the result of such examination. The
examination was accordingly ordered and the surveyor-general directed to furnish
the examiner with data from Deputy Perrin's notes to enable him to proceed with
the examination.
'
Subsequent to the order for examination Deputy Perrin renewed his demand upon
the surveyor-general to accept his field notes, which was not acceded to, and the
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deputy then withdrew his notes, thus preventing the surveyor-general from furnlth,.
ing t,he examiner with data for the examination.
The examination of one township (T, 15. N., R. 13 W., M. D. M.) was made and
the result as detailed above clearly shows that as far as said township is con~rned
the deputy utterly failed to comply with the terms of his contract.
The withdrawal of the field-notes is regarded as a tacit admission on the part of
Deputy Perrin that the surveys were not properly executed and will not stand the
test of an examination, and renders it impracticable for this office to carry out i1B
intention of acting in the matter in accordance with the result of the proposed examination.
Such being the facts of the case, your action in declining to accept Deputy Perrin's field-notes of surveys under said contract No. 401 is affirmed, and the appeal is
hereby dismissed.
The instructions for thu examination will be :revoked.
SURVEYORS-GENERAL'S EMPLOYES.

Fmrloyea of surveyors-general's offices prohibited from purchasing or becoming interested in the
purchast:i of any public land.
[To James M. Carson, special agent, G. L. 0., Olympia, Wash. Ter., June 27, 1886.]

I am in receipt of your letter of the 28th ultimo askin~ if clerk~ and emplo~es in
the surveyor-general's office are prohibited from purchasrng public lands wh1lo so
employed.
_ Section 452, Revised Statutes, provides that officers, clerks, and employ_es of the
General Land Office are prohibited from purchasing or becoming interested directly or
indirectly in the purch'ase of any public land. In the case of the State of ~ebraska
v. Dorrington (2 C. L. L., 647) the department decided that local officers, their clerks
~nd employ es, and those intimately and confidentially related to them could !!<>t ID3'.kh
entry of public lands at the district offices over which they h ave control or rn _whic
they are employed, and pursuant to directions contained in said decision the circu_la.r
of August 23, 1876 (2 C. L. L., 1448), was issued p-rohibiting said persons from m:1kmg
entry as above stated.' The same principle was reiterated by the department 1ll the
case of Richardson v. Linden ( 4 L. D. '7 7).
.
While no de.9ision appears to have been made relative to clerks and ~mploy,es m the
offices of the surveyors-general the foregoing is equally applicable to tuem . fhey are
employed by the department or under officers of the department, and have an opportunity to acquire intimate knowledge of lands in their districts.
.
Therefore, I am of the opinion tha.t such persons are prohibited from makrng entry
·o f public lauds in the districts in which they are employed.
"GREER COUNTY ''-INDIAN TERRITORY,

The boundary between Texas ~nd the Indian Territory is the main stream of the ~ed river aA defi ~ed
by treaties with l::ipain and Mexico and the United States denning the international boundary 1me
between the two countries.
.
The State of Texas has no lawful jurisdiction over lands between the main river and the north fork.
[To Ron. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, October 20, 1887.)

I am in receipt by department reference of a letter from the Commissioner of
Indian Affa irs of the 15th ultimo, returnin<Y letter from A. J ·. Meers of Mangum, 9-reer
county, Ind. T., calling attention to the act.ion of the Texas authorities in relation to
the tract of country west of the north fork of the Red river, Indian Territory, sometimes called Greer county.
~r. _Meers r ecites certain acts of attempted jurisdiction over said lands by J?ersons
clamnn g to be county officers of the State of Texas and states that an intent10n has
b een declared to have one-half of said lands classified and sold as school lands belonging to the tate of Texas.
The lands in que tion are a part of the Indian Territory created under act of Congr . of Maf , 1 30 ( 4 Stat., 411), and annexed by description of boundaries to the
Tnntory of Arkansas for executive and judicial purposes by act of June 30, 1834 (4
S tat., 729).
The outhern bound ry line described in said act is the "Red river."
. Y treaty wi~h 'pain of ebruary 22, 1 19 ( Stat., 252), t h e international boundary
lrn was e tabhshed as follows:
"ARTICLE 2.

'' Th bo ncl_a.ry l~n b tween th wo countri wl' t of tb Mi issippi shall begin
n b ' ulf f .J.ex.ico a.t the mouth f he riv r "'abiu , in the sea, contiuuing north
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along the western bank of that river to the thirty-s~con~ degree of latitude; thenc_e
by a line due north to the degreE; of latitude where it spr1kes the R10 Roxo of N atch1toches or Red river; then followrng the course of the ~10 Roxo westward ~o the degr~e
of longitude 100 west from London and 23 from Washrngton ; then crossrng the said
Red river and running thence by a line due north to the ri v~r Arkans~s; t~ence fo~
lowing the course of the southern bank of the Arkansas to 1ts source m latitude 12
north; and thence by that parallel of l~titude to the S'?uth sea; th~ whole. be!ng
as laid down in Melish's map of the Umted States published at Philadelphia improved to the 1st of January, 1818, But if the source ?f the Arkansas river sh~ll
be found to fall north or south of latitude 42° theft the lme shall run from the said
source due south or north, as the case may be, till it meets the said pa~allel o( latitude 42°, and thence along the said parallel to the South sea; all the islands 11;1 the
Sabine and the said Red and Arkansas rivers, throughout the course thus described,
to belong to the Unite-d St,ates; but the use of the waters and the navigation of t1?-e
Sabine to the sea and of the said rivers Roxo and Arkansas, throughout the extent
of the said boundary, on their respective banks, shall be common to the respective
inhabitants of both nations."
.
By treaty with Mexico of January 12, 1828 (8 Stat., 374), the foregoing boundaries
were recited and confirmed.
Melish's map, as well known, fays down the main stream of the Red river, and the
river so delineated is the treaty boundary to which the boundaries of the Indian
Territory defined by act of 1834 conforms, that and that only beii1g "Red river" 1:1,s
recognized by international convention.
Secretary Teller in his ·report of January 8, 1884 (Senate Ex. Doc. No. 109, Fortyeighth Congress, 1st session), gives the following extract from the field-notes of an
astronomical survey of the one hundredth meridian made in 1859:
"The river due south from monument is 76 chains and 85 links wide from highwater mark to high-water mark; while the north fork of Red river is 32 chains
wide. It will be sufficient to say to those interested that there can be no doubt as
to the fact of its being the main branch of Red river, as was doubted by some persons with whom we have conversed relative to the matter before seeing it, for the
reason the channel is larger than all the rest of its tributaries combined, besides affording its equal share of water, though like the other branches in many places the water
is swallowed up hy its broad and extensive sand-beds; but water can in any season
of the year be obtained from 1 to 3 feet from the surface in the main bed of the stream.
Captain Marcy in his report an<l map also specifies it as the Keche-ah-q ue-hons or main
Red river."
'fhe Secretary states that the initial point of the boundary was determined to be
at the int-ersection of said meridian with what is designa.t ed upon the map of the General Land Office as Red river, and a monument was established 30 chains due north
from the north bank of said river.
The maps
the General Land Office referred to show the Red river as delineated
by Melish.
Secretary Teller also says :
"It further appears that the map of Mexico by Disturnell, published in Spanish,
1848, compiled from the best authorities, * .,. * and which was used.by the Mexican boundary commission in surveying the boundary between the United States and
Mexico, does not show the north fork of the Red river, but indicates the river as laid
down on the Melish map.
·
'' In the exploration made in 1852 by Captain Marcy, assisted by Captain McClellan, they traced the north branch of saiil Red river to its, source, and thence takino- a
s~>Uthe~ly direction reached_ the svuth branch, and in June and July made an explo~at10n of that branch from its source. This seems to have been the first authentic
exploratio~ o~ such bran_ches. The :r:eport spea~s of the south branch very generally
as 't~e prmc1pal or mam branch of the R1•d river' (pp. 49, 55, SJ); and I think the
physical features of that branch as given in the report prove that it is the main branch
or principal river."
The Commissioner of the General Land Office Williamson, in his report dated May
10, 1877, mentions the facts above set forth and states:
"It is the opinion of this office that the land in question is within the ju.risdic- ·
tion of the_ United States, and does not belong to the State of 'fexas, as the map of
the State m th~ poss_ession of the comll'.!anding officer at Fort Sill is made to repre~ent. ~he_ op1mon 1s b~sed on the fact that the Red river mentioned in the treaty
~1th _Span>; rn 1819, as laid down on Melish's map and referred to in the treaty is
1dent1cal_w1th t~e present main Red river delineated on the maps of the United States,
as upon mspect10n ?f the map referred to in the treaty and now on the :files of the
State. Department 1s made to appear. Additional evidence of the identity of the
Red river ~s represent~d 01:1 the Melish map with the main Red river as shown on the
map of this office consISts m the fact that the map_of the United States of the repub-
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lie of Mexico by Disturnell, published in Spain in 1848, compiled from the best author.
ities and laws of Mexico, corroborates the course of the Red river as laid down on the
Melish map referred to in the aforesaid treaty with Spain in 1819.
"It further appears that neither the Melish map nor that of Disturnell shows the
north fork of the Red river, and hence the latter could not h av e b een regarded at the
contemporaneous dates of the treaties as the boundary between the United Sta.tea of
America, Spain, Mexico, or finally the republic of Texas.
'' In view, therefore, of the foregoing date, the extreme portion of the Indian Terri.
tory lying west of the present north fork of the Red river and east of the one hundredth meridian of west longitude.from Greenwich having been ceded by Spain to the
United States, subsequently confirmed by the United Mexican Stat es by treaty of Jan•
nary 12, 1828, and not claimed by Mexico since her independence from Spain, eetope
the State of Texas from claiming jurisdiction- over that part of the Indian Territory,
her own maps of later dates showing the same as embraced within Greer county to
the contrary notwithstanding."
The United States has always held legal possession down to the main stream of Red
river as designated on the official maps embracing the lands now in question, which
have for more than fifty years been reserved by law as part of the Indian Territory,
and has exercised the highest acts of jurisdiction over said lands by making them the
subject of treaty conventions with Indian tribes. It is of course immaterial whether
they are actually used for Indian purposes or not. They were lawfully reserved for
such purposes, and until the reservation is extinguished by act of Congress are part
~lf the Indian country to which the laws governing the Indian country apply, a-nd
therefore are for the present within the administrative jurisdiction of the Indian Office
and not of this office.
But if said lands should be relieved from reservation they might and according ~o
their present status properly would become public lands of the United States. 'fh1s
being the fact it is apparentMthat the interests of the United States in said lands
should be protected.
I am not advised whether the commission authorized by act of Congress of January 31, 1885 (2:i Stat., 297), has been appointed, nor if appointed whether reJ?ort
has been made. It is my opinion that the possession and jurisdiction of the 1Jmted
States should in any eyent be maintained pending such report and further action by
Congress, and to this end I respectfully recommend that the matter be laid before
the President with a view to his consideration of the proprie.ty of issuing an executive proclamation warning all persons, whether claiminlY to act as officers of Greer
~ou:o.ty, in the State of Texas, or otherwise, against selli~g or disposing or at~emptmg to sell or dispose of any of said lands, or exercising or attempting to exercise any
authority over said lands in contravention of the authority of the United States.
The papers referred are herewith returned. I also inclose letter addressed by J. I.
Weeks to the President, dated at Fort Worth, Tex., September 22, 1887, and referred
to this office by the department, together witb. an inclosure, being a printed copy of
a letter from J. S. Hogg, attorney-general of the State of Texas, to R. N. Hall, land
commissioner of said State.
LANDS IN THE POSSESSION OF INDIAN OCCUPANTS.

lTo registers and receivers and United States surveyors-general, October 26, 1887.J

Your attention is called to the circular of this department of May 31 1884, relative
to lands occupied by Indian inhabitants (3 L. D., 371), viz:
'
"DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
"GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

"Washington, D. C., May 31, 18A4.
''REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

'' United States Land Offices :
'' GENTLEM_EN: Information having been received from the War Department of attempts of white me_n t_o disposs~~s non-reservation Indians along the Columbia river
and other places w1t_h1U the M1htary Department of the Columbia of the land they
have for yearsoccu~1ed and cultivated, and similar information having been received
from other so_urces lll reference to other localities where land is occupied by Indians
who are mak10g efforts to support themselves by their own labor you are hereby instructed to p~rmanently refu e all entries and filings attempted t~ be made by others
~han the Indian occupants upon lands in the possession of Indians who have made
1m,rrov ID nt of any value wba~ever thereon.
. In ord r that t~e home~ and improvements of such Indians may ue protected as
wtended by these rnstruct10ns, yon are directed to ascertain, by whatever means
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may be at your command, whether any lands in your districts are· occupied by Indian
inhabitants, and the locality of their possession and improvements as near as may
be, and to allow no entries or :filings upon any such lands. When the fact of Indian
occupancy is denied or doubtful the proper investigation will be ordered prior to the
allowance of adverse claims. Where lands are unsurveyed no appropriation will be
allowed within the region of Indian settlements until the surveys have been made
and the land occupied by Indians ascertained and defined.
"Very respectfully,

"N. C.

McFARLAND,

" Commissioner.
'' Approved May 31, 1884.
" H. M. TELLER,
'' Secretary."
The foregoing instructions apply to every land district and to all lands occupied
by Indian inhabitants in any part of the public-land States and Territories of the
United States.
It has been officially represented that these instructions are disregarded, and that
public-land entries have been allowed upon lands on which Indian inhabitants have
their homes and improvements, and in some cases where the Indians have so resided
for a number of years, cultivating the soil and making the land their permanent home!:!.
The allowance of such entries is a violation of the instructions of this department,
an act of inhumanity to defenseless people, and a provocation of violence and disturbance.
You are enjoined and commanded to strictly obey and follow the instructions of
the above circular, and to permit no entries upon lands in the possession, occupation,
and use of Indian inhabitants or covered by their homes and improvements, and you
will exercise every care and precaution to prevent the inadvertent allowance of any
such entries. It is presumed that you know or can ascertain the localities of Indian
possession and occupancy in your respective districts, and you will make it your duty
to do so and will avail yourselves of all information furnished you by. officers of the
Indian service.
·
Surveyors-general will instruct their deputies to carefully and fully note all Indian
occupations in their returns of surveys hereafter made or reported, and the same
must be expressed upon the plats of survey.
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No. 1.-Tabular statement showing the nurnbel' of acres of public lands surveyed in th 6Jol,.
lowing land States and Ter1·itories up to June 30, 1886, during the past fiscal year and
lhe total of the public lands surveyed 11,p to Jnne 30, 1887; also the total area of the'pablie domain remaining unsurveyed within the same.
A.reai'IOfpublicland s
in States and Territories.

Number of acres of public lands surveyed.

Land States and Territories.

In acres.

Alabama . • • • • • . • . .. • . • . . .
Arkansas . .••• •• . ••••• • .
California . • •• • • • • . •• • • . . .
Colorado .• • • • • • ••• • • • . • . .
Florida...................
Illinois...................
Indiana. . . • . . . • . ••• • • . . . . .
Iowa .•••••.•••• .'.........

32, 463, 115
33,° 410, 063
100, 992, 640
66, 880, 000
37, 931, 520
35,465, 093
21, 637, 760
35,228,800

~::ts~:~~:·.:::::::::::::: · ~uiuig
~~~~~~~~a·::::::::::::::: ~U;U!g

50, 722
52,203
157, 801
104, 500
5~, 268
55,414
33, 809
55,040

32, 462, 115 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .
33,410,063
71, 982, 481
5, 994. 60
57, 787, 301 397, 448. 51
30,678,663
25,574.49 281. 02
35, 465, 093 . •• • . . • •• • • • . • • • • .
21, 637, 760 . . • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • .
35,228,800 a 1,141.03

32, 462, 115
33,410,063
71, 988,476
58, 184, 750
30,704,578
35,465,093
21, 637, 760
35,228,800

:~:m ~~)i~:m:::::::::::: ...... ~ui~:~t~
~~::~ :u~~:~~~ ""iiis;4iiio

.... ...•••••
29, 004, lM
8,695,260
7,227,002
.... ...••• ·•
.. - - -.. -·• ••
.. .•.. ·•••••
1,663,328

!Ui~:~~i ··ii:i4a~1s2

1t::~~~.f~~:::::::::::::::

:~:m:~i~ ii:i~~ !~:m:g:~ ···,···,;ii:oi ······ :tm:gi~ ::::::······

8~!~~~ -··--·---·----·---·

~g:34, ~~~:
m ~~:53, ~~!924 ~~:34, ~~1:
~~i 163, 355. 92 -- - - · ·
511, 360
511, 360 . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . .

Nebraska ... ·•.• :...... .. .
Nevada . ••. . ••.•••. ..•..

Wiscon~i.;· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Alaska...... . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Arizona..................
Dakota...................
lclaho . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • .
• Indian TeITitory.........
~ontana ._...... ..•••. •••.
ew Mexico . . . . . . . • . . •
Utah.....

47,077,359
71,737,600

369, 529, 600
72,906,240
96,596,480
55, 228, 160
40,481,600
92,016,640
77, 568, 640
54,064,640

73,558 46,989,039 ..• • .. .•.. .. ..••• . 46,989,039
112,090 32,793,702 . .• . .• •••. •. .•••.. 32,793,702

577, 390 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . .
113,916 13,804,538 ... . . . . .. . . .
150 932 47 392 242 472 910. 85
86: 294 10: 256: 409
94: 145. 11
63, 253 27,003. 9\JO . . . . . . . •• • • .
143,776 18 142 855 397,480.03
121 , 201 46'. 046: 803 533, 681. 96
84,476 12,910,540 167,632.07

1~i: m: ~~

88,320
38,943,898

~~: ~~~: ii~ --2i: iiii: 365

34, 511, 360 · · · · · · ·
. .. - - .. - - - · 369, 529• 600
13,804,538 59, 101, 702
47,865, 153 48, 731, 327
10, 350, 554 44,
~~~
27, 003, 990 13,
,
18,540, 335 73,476, 305
46, 580, 485 30, 988, 5
13, 078, 172 40, 986,
8

:++·

!~s

-;!~1:n~t<m.
·--··--·----· ti:3, ~:g:
~~~ i~: ~~i :~: i+t g~~ c
!~: ~~~: mi!·3: m:
:2
Public lata.· ~t~ip:::::::::
672, 640
5, 738 . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . • . • • • . . . . .
672, 640
Total. .......•..•... 1,815,504, 147 2,836,725 971,174,878 2,548,335.56 281. 02 973,723,495 d841,780, 652

a'.rhis area appears to have been counted in former reports of surveys in the State of Iowa and 18
therefore not added in this column.
b Counted in former reports of surveys in Missouri and hence not added in this co.Iumn.
.
c ~here were ~lso resurveyed in Washington Territory an area of 132,572.01 acres within the Yakima
Indian reservation for Indian allotments.
<L_ T_his estimate is of a very general natul'e, and affords no index to the disposable volume of land r~·
m:unmg,_ nor to the amount available for agricultural purposes. It includes Indian and other _puJ:>hc
resen:ations, unsurveyed private land claims as well as surveyed private land claims in the districts
of Anzona, California, Colorado, and New Mexico, the sixteenth and thirty-six sections reserved for
C?mroon schools, unsarveyed Lands embraced in railroad,swamp land, and other grantR, the great mou~tam areas, t~e areas of unsurveyed rivers and lakes, aud large areas wholly· unproductive and u:nava!l·
able for ordinary purposes. The volume of land in the unsurveyed portion of tbe public domam smtable for_homes and subject to settlement under the laws of the United States is of comparatively small
proportions,

List of BurveyorB-general and their reBidences.
No.

Na.me.

1

M. C. Hillyer, ex officio
John Hiae ........ ..•..
R. P. Hammond, jr ....
4
n •y Ca tarph n .....
5 , 1: ris Taylor .... ......

2
3

6
7

8
9

William D. Bloxham . ..

Jo pb C. tranghan ,.
• lhoun Fink r .......
John E. ' orri h ..••...

Residence.
Juneau, Alaska.
Tac on, Ariz.
an Franci co, Cal.
Denver, Colo.
Huron, Dak.
T, llahas ee, Fla.
Bol!16 City, Ida.ho.
New Orlean , La.
aint Paul, Minn.

No.

Name.

Benjamin H. Greene ..
C. W.lI'ish .......... .
12 Geo. W. Julian .. .....
13 Douglas W. Taylor ...
14 Wm. G.Bowman .... .
15 J. U. Br ckinridge ....
16 J obn Charles Thompson .....•...•.......
10

11

Residence.
H elena, Mont.
Reno, Nev.
'anta Fe, N. Mex.
Portland, Oreg.
altLake City, Utah.
Olympia, Wash.
Cheyenne, Wyo.

F.-RAILROAD DIVISION.

The oorrespondence of the General Land Office involving the various
railroads, canals, and military roads that have been aided in construction by grants of land from the general government, as well as the improvements of rivers aided in like manner, is referred ~o this division.
Maps of general route and of definite location of railroads and wagon
roads to which grants of land have been made are also referred to
this division. From the former general withdrawals are made and diagrams of' the withdrawn lands prepared, and from the latter diagrams
defining with precision the lateral limits of the grant are prepared.
These diagrams are sent to the officers of land districts through which·
the roads run with instructions relative to the lands ordered to be withdrawn.
·
l\Iaps of constructed sections of road are sent to this division; these
and the two classes of maps, general route and definite location above
mentioned, are carefully examined, and if found to be correct and in
conformity to the law are placed in metallic tubes and then deposited
in cases made for the purpose. The filing of proper papers and maps
being a condition precedent to obtaining right of way by railroads
over the public domain articles of incorporation with due proof of organization and right-of-way maps of roads seeking such authority are .
referred to this division for a report if the first be in proper fo~m, and
if there he cause for refusing the latter right of way.
_
The transcontinental railroads with western ter.mini o.n the Pacific
ocean, with many other and shorter lines of road, have made accessible an immense area of unocoupied public lands, and thousands of our
hardy, enterprising countrymen have sought these hitherto remote sections to make homes for themselves and families; and for the accommodation of this increasing population land districts have beep, -e stablished,
registers and receivers appointed, from whom those wishing to make
land entries can obtain all needful information.
The principal or main work of this division comes through and from
the registers and receivers of one hundred and eleven land districts;
for ip is to these the settler submits his filing and the land-grant railroads their several kinds of maps, lists of selections, both in the granted
and indemnity limits. All of these different kinds of filings involving
not unfrequently conflicts between railroad companies or between the
roads and settlers are referred to this division for examination and
report.
The adjustment of railroad grants is also made in this dlvision; it
embraces the preparation and verification of diagrams defining the lateral limits within which the railroad selections are made, and determines the number of acres of land the roads are entitled to under the
granting acts; also the number of acres in the granted limits that can
not be selected, and for which indemnity may or may not be claimed.
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That this work may be properly executed requires on the part of the
clerk charged with it a knowledge of the acts of Congress, of the orders
of the department making the different kinds of reservations, and for
the correct interpretation of which both judg ment and skill to be attained only by time and practice.
Many letters come to this division from citizens ofoland districts, or
from interested parties in other States and Territories, either directly or
by attorneys, that do not pass through registers and receivers. Daily
applications are made by agents and attorneys for permission to examine papers and records on file, or to make verbal inquiry as to the status
of cases, or contested claims for lands within the limits of the grants,
and much time is consumed in interviews with agents and attorneys,
For the transaction of the business of the General Land Office apportioned to the railroad division a force of thirty-clerks is required, and
to insure intelligent and prompt dispatch of so much of it as originates
in the land districts these are S\lbdivided among seven clerks, as
follows: Minnesota, with its nine land districts; the five land districts
of Washington Territory; Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico,
and Utah, with twenty-five land districts; the Rixteen land districts of
Ualifornia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, and Nevada ; t he fifteen land
districts of Arkansas, Iowa, Louisiana, Missouri, and Oregon, and the
Osage ceded lands; the twenty-five land districts of Montana, Nebraska, Michigan, and Wisconsin, each to one clerk. The sevente~n
land districts of Dakota, Idaho, and Wyoming to one clerk, who has m
addition to examine all articles of incorp0ration of railroads, with due
proofs of organization, with right-of-way maps of the sa me.
One clerk assisted by a second has charge of all lists of lands _selected by railroad, wagon-road, and canal companies, the preparat1?n
of clear lists of these lands for certification and approval, and the writing and recording ofall patents issued for the same, together with such
correspondence as relates thereto.
To two clerks is assigned the duty of registering all letters received,
noting the answers of the same, docketing all applications for lands
within railroad limits, recording the action upon such applications, and
of press-copying all letters written in the division.
One clerk keeps a record of homestead, timber-culture, and cash entries received, has charge of the letters and docket cases, and answers
the cards of attorneys or other parties for papers and letters in cases on
file in this division.
One clerk has charge of all appeals from the decision of the office'
affecting lands within railroad limits and other grants to States and
corporations; the transmission of the same to the Secretary of the Interior and the promulgation of his decision therein.
Two clerks are engaged in recording all letters written in the division.
One ~l~rk is employed in miscellaneous copying and one clerk in
type wntrng.
Nine clerk are engaged in the adjustment of railroad grants.
To one cl rk is as igned t he preparation of all special reports called
for by Cou gre s or by committees of either house of the same, or by
the ecret ary of the Interior. These special reports often require coni ra le ti me and much labor in their preparation, and on th e part of
th l rk a knowl d e f the land law , granting acts, those of forfeitur , and
1 10n f the ourt upon difficult questions arising in the
admini tr ti n f be e diff r nt act . This cl erk has also charge of
the p ial c rre p nd nc of the di ision.
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One clerk acts as assistant to the chief of division, examines all
letters written, and keeps account of the same; assists in the distribu·
tion of the mail matter daily received, prepares the weekly reports
made·to the chief clerk, and attends to such correspondence as may be
referred to him, and such other duties as may be assigned to him.
One clerk is a draughtsman and employed in copying diagrams and
maps, and when called upon translates letters written in German that
reach the division.
In addition to the tabular statements found in · previous reports of
this division there is one in the report for the present year giving the
dates of filing of all maps of general route and of definite location by
the lancJ.grant railroads; and also the dates of all orders for withdrawal
from sale or entry of the public lands within the limits of said rpads.
The work of the division is not well up, due in part to a deficiency
in the force of clerks. The five land districts in Washington Territory
were in charge of a clerk who resigned January 25 and the vacancy
is still not filled; the clerk in charge of the record of homestead, timberculture, and cash entries resigned over a month ago, and his place re·
mains still vacant.
There is also an accumulation of work on several of the desks, owing
to bills of forfeiture pending before Congress and d.elay in making de·
cisions on cases now on appeal before the SecretatY· The record re.
quir~s four clerks to keep it up, and there are but two, and one of these
has been absent sick over two months.
The number of contested applications awaiting final action at the close
of the fiscal year was 7,468. Of these 1,151 have received some action
and 6,311 have received no action whatever.
·
Of ex parte cases or entries there remained for final action 2,651. Of
these 456 have received some action, and 2,195 have not been acted
upon.
The number of letters received and registered during the year was
7,617, being 1,293 less than was received last year.
The number of letters written was 7,817 covering 14,886 pages of
press copy, being an excess of 1,630 letters over last year.
There was also made for applicants during the year 203 certified
copies of papers and records covering 1,146 pages, and 48 certified
copies of maps, the whole costing $1,569.90.
1 1he number of railroads claiming the right of way through the public
lands under the general act of March 3, 1875, was 254, an increase of
40 during the fiscal year. A table in the appropriate place shows the
roads so claiming.
Reports of construetion of land.grant railroads during the fiscal year
show an aggregate of 174 miles, which with those previously reported
make a total of 17,898.06 miles, distributed as follows:
, -~
-------- - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - States and Territories.

Miles.
901.43
602. 24
383. 00
1,037.91
298. 60
410. 98
639. 97
90. 00
707. 00
241. 35
1, 547. 64
1,485.65
530. 00
1,045.01

Miles.

States and Territories.

~tm;r;;~·:::::::: ·:·:·:·: ==::::·:::==:

2,144.11

==

Montana .••..•••.••.•••••••.••••••••••.
Nebraska .•••••••.•••.••..••.•••••••••.
Nevada ..•..••..••.•••••••••.•••.•••••.
New Mexico . ••.•.•..••..••••••. ~ ••••..
Oregon .•...••..••.•••••••••...•.••••..
Utah .....•.....••.•••••••••••••.•••••.

;rss:i~t~.~:::: :: ::·::: ::: :::::::::::: :

Wyoming .•••••.••••••••••..••..••••••.

384. 00
625. 75
780. 00
768. 52
446. 00
167. 00

425. !;0
225. 00
537. 60
973. 50

500. 00

'.rotal. •• • . •• • •••••••••••• •. •••••.. 17,898.06
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During the :fiscal year there were certified and patented for railroad
purposes 196,034.98 acres, an increase as compared with the previous
year of 95,211.96 acres. No -certifications were made for canals or
wagon-roads.
·
Five railroad patents covering 25 pages of record were issued, and 6
lists of certification, covering 30 pages of record.
The lhsts of selections awaiting examination or action at the close of
the :fiscal year covered 20,213,019.92 acres, an increase as compared
with the previous year of 3,641,720.22 acres. Of the lands so selected
selections of 17,049,470.39 acres have been suspended awaiting legislative action, the roads on account of which the selections were made not
having been completed within the time required by law.
The selections pending are as follows :
Name of road.

.Acres.

Name of road.
.Alabama -and Chattanooga .... . ...
.Atlantic and Pacific in Missouri..
.Atlantic and Pacific in .Arizona ..
.Atlantic and Pacific in New Mexico ......... , .. ..... . ...... - ···· ·
Burlington and Missouri River in
. Iowa .........• . ................
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River.
Central Branch Union Pacifi~r .. ..
Central Pacific in California ......
.Central Pacific in Nevada ........
Central Pacific in Utah ........ ...
Central Pacific (formerly West·
ern) ..................... .......
Central Pacific, Oregon Division ..
Ohicago, Rock Island and Pacific. I
Chicago and Northwestern in ,

c:f~~~!f.s~i~t
p~~1; ·ii~i"i~~i;olis · j
andOmaha ....................
c1¥~~fi~
11:~:~~~~~. -~~~- -~~~~~Chicago, Saint Paul and Minneap·

olis {formerly Western Wisconsin) .. ...........................
Dubuque and Sioux City ..........
Des Moines Valley ...............
Flint and Pere Marquette .........
Farm Mortgage Land Company .. .
Florida Railway and Navigation
Company ... . ... ............. . ..
Grand Rapids and Indiana .....•. .
Hastings and Dakota .. ...........
Iowa Falls and Sioux City ........
Mobile and Montgome,z ..........
Missouri, Kansas and exas ......
Northern Pacific in Minnesota ...
Northern Pacific in Wisconsin ... .

27,694.52
120. 00
986,875.90
23,014.38
127. 99
641. 85
4,310.17
330,725.59
61,497.19
169, 9o4. 99
6,926.95
49,186.99
595. 57
40. 00
46i, 220. 62
903. 62
1,771.63
2,894.66
39. 99
197. 30
8,284.49
146,624.59
121. 66
7,162.86
73. 54
6,188.29
6,796.28
1,037,891.56
8,632.05

Northern Pacific in Dakota .... ..
Northern Pacific in Montana .. ..
Northern Pacific in Idaho·.......
Northem Pacific in Washington .
N ortbern Pacific in Oregon .. ....
New Ol'leans Pacific .............
Oregon and California .... .... ....
Oregon Central . ....... .... . .....
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and
Southern . ..... •... ....... .....
Saint Paul, Minneapolii;1 and Man·
itol>a, main line ...... ......... ·
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba. branch line ............ .
Sioux City J,nd Saint Paul. ......
Saint Paul and Duluth . -.........
Saint Paul and Sioux City ........
Southern Minnesota .........•...
Southern Pacific, main line . ......
Southern Pacific, branch line .....
Union Pacific in Nebraska ...... Union Pacific in Wyoming ...... Union Pacific in Utah . ..... .• •.
Union Pacific, Kansas Division .. .
Union Pacific in Colorado .........
Vicksbnrg and Meridian ........ Vi~ksburg, Shre,,eport and Pa·
cific ... ... .. .. . .. - -- . - -·· , ... ·
Winona and Saint Peter ........ .
Wisconsin Central. ... . . . . - .. --- Western Railroarl of Minnesota . .
Selma, Rome and Dalton ........ Total pending .June 30, 1887.
Total pending .June 30, 1886 .
Increase ......•..••..•...•..

.Acres.
6, 560, 061. 91
4, 126, 403. 61
13,417.06

1, 085, 7M.06
416,992.47

336,706.12
434,194.02
73,619.25
3,786.49
214,371.09

1, 001, 755. 56
1,937.79
2,168, 76
1,134.13
4,64~.56
508,194.03
263,547.88
521,324.53

635.1 1
2,163.7 0
798,876.23
89,098.1 2
1,226.42
19,887.14
1,141.99
215,227.7 9
169,329.20
320. 84

---20, 212, 294. 09

16, 571,299.70
--3-,64Q,994. 39

Reference is made to the following rulings of especial interest relative to lands within railroad g-rants:
MICHIGAN RAILROAD LANDS.

[To register and receiver (W. P . .J.) .June 4, 1886.]

The -vacant la.nd outside the 6 mile and within the 15 mile limits of the Ontonagon
a.nd tate Line and the Marquette and State Line Railroads and not falling within
the lim~ts of the_ withdrawal for: the Marquette, Houghton and Ontonagon Railroad,
a.re snbJect to private entry, havrng been restored June 15, 1868.
FORT WALLA.CE MILITARY RE ERVA.TION,

(Ron. L.

• C. Lamar,

retary of the Interior, .August 4, 1886.]

I am in r ipt by your r fer n of a. lott r from Gardiner McLane, esq., dated
at
ton, 1 ., ebruary 1:3, 1 ', inclosing a petition from the Union Pacific
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:Bailway Company addressed to the President of the United S_tates, praying t~at an
executive order be made and filed in the General Land Office rn accordance with sect;ion 2 of the act of Congress of July 1. 1862, setting apart to said railway company
certain tracts of land within the Fort Wallace Militarv Reservation in the State of
]{ansas for stations, buildiqgs, work-shops, depots, machine-shops, switches, side-tracks, turn-tables and water-stations, specified in said section 2.
.
The petition is accompanied with the affidavits of the company's superintende~-~·1
engineer, and manager in support of the same; also a letter from the Hon. J. I.
Usher, general attorney of the company.
I have the honor to state that the reservation wa'3 established by order of the President on the 2~d of August, 1868. The map of definite location of the Union Pacilfo
railroad, eastern division, was :filed May 26, 1870. The act of July 1, 1862 (li stat,. ,
489), granted a right of way 200 feet in widtb through public lands, including necessary grounds for stations and correAponding purposes.
The act of July 2, 1864 (13 stat., 334), provided for taking private property for righ_t
of way purposes.
It appears that the military authorities have heretofore surveyed and set apart for
the use of the company 40 acres of land within this reservation on which are located
the station and the oth~r adjuncts of the road.
·
By order of the President, dated July 22, 1884, the reservation was turned over to
this department for disposal as provided by the act of July 5, 1884 (23 stat., 103), but
proceedings under said act for survey, appraisement, and sale of the land have not yet
' been had. When brought into market much will probably be taken by settlers who
are now residing there under the provisions of the act.
In March, 1883, the company made application similar to the present for portions
. of Secs. 24 and 25, T. 13 S., R. 39 W., and the N. t Rec. 19, T. 13 S., R. 38 W., which
included the land now applied for and about 500 or 600 acres more.
My predecessor reporting thereon April 4, 1883, expressed his opinion that the
lands within the reservation were excepted from the operation of the grant, and tliat
the company could not obtain title to the same until abandoned by the military
authorities, and then only by special act of Congress.
·
Your predecessor by letter of April 11, 1883, addressed to Messrs. Shellabarger &
Wilson, attornE'lys for the company, concurred in the opinion expressed in that report.
and refused to grant the application.
May 22, 188:~, he returned the papers for the files of this office, with instructions to
return to the company the plat showing the lands desired, and to inform the presideut of the company "that the department requires a specific showing of the necessity of not to exceed one quarter section for reservoir purposes, and another quarter
section for other purposes, the whole in no contingency to exceed one half section
and that quantity only on the most explicit proof of its necessity.''
December 4, 1885, the Hou. J. P. Ut1her filed a motion with your predecessor asking
a reconsideration of his decision of May 22, 1883. This motion was denied by the decision of Acting Secretary H. L. Muldrow June 13, 1885.
The diagram accompanying t,be petition designates 160 acres for station purposes,
16½ acres for stock-yards1 and 100 acres for a reservoir more than a mile from the line
of ~he road, with a right of way 100 feet wide for a water-pipe therefrom to the station. The land sought for reservoir purposes includes a tract half of a mile long and
about one-third of a mile in width, traversed diagonally by the Smoky Hill river.
None of the tracts asked for are so located that 'they will conform to the legal subdi visions of the public surveys.
Since July 22, 18tl4, when the reserve by order of the President was turned over to
the department, it is reasonable to presume that many settlers have established theh•
residence on these lands with a view to securing a home when the la~ds are disposed
of under the act of July 5, 1884. The company has made no showing to the contrary.,
This application is ex parte and ma<le without any notice whatever to· those w:µ'o
may have adverse settlement rights, and it should not be granted under any circumstances until full notice of the application is given and all adverse claimants have an
opportunity to assert their rights .
. Should it be held that the company is entitled to a right of way and J~nd for 1:,tat10ns, stock-yards, and reservoir purposes in this reservation, then it is t:P,e opinion of
this office that th~ explicit proof required by your predecessor's letter of May ~2, 1883,
has not been furmshed.
·
It is not proven that there is a necessity for 160 acres for station purposes, 16½ acres
for stoc_k-yarda, and 100 acres for a reservation, which includes the river and both its
ba,nkg for ha~f of a mile, and 100 feet for tbe right of way for a water-pipe. It is not
sho~n by. ey1denc~ that th~ 40 acres now used by the company for station purposes
are msufficient. rhe settmg apart of 100 acres more than a mile from the road for
th_e exclusi~e use and benefit _of the company for reservoir purposes is in my opinion
without precedent and not warranted by law.
INT 87-VOL
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I discover no provision in the act of July 5, 1884, which authorizes giving the com•
p!l,ny or any person a preference right to any lands in the reservation until the lands
are disposed of in compliance wit,h the provisions thereof after the rights of the respecti ve claimants have been determined by competent testimony.
The rejection of the petition is accordingly recommendt1d. Inclosures herewith
returned.
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.

Re,tc1ration.-Certain lands in the Walla Walla land district, . Washington Territory, are restored.
[To Secretary Lamar, September 13, 1886.]

I have the honor to inclose herewith a Q.iagram showing certain lands in the Walla
Walla, Washington Territory, district, heretofore withdrawn for the benefit of the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
The land8 referred to, which are colored green on the diagram, were within the
limits of withdrawal ordered November 21, 1870, on map filed August 13, 18i0, as
map of general route.
This route was abandoned by the company, and a new li]!e proposed and a map
thereof filed as map of amended general route, which was accepted February 21, 1872,
and a. withdrawal made which also embraced said lands.
On October 4, 1~80, a map was filed as map of definite location. upon a still diff~rent line, and by this location the lands in question fell entirely outside the 40-mile
limits, but within supposed indemnity limits.
Upon estab1ishing·the terminal limit of the grant for the road as located from W3:llula. Junction northerly, in 1881, the lands in question were shown to be south of ~aid .
terminal limit and opposite that portion of the line we8t from Wallula Jnnct10n,
which has not been definitely located. They are also more than 40 miles from the
nearest point of said. nnlocated line.
The present status of said lands is therefore that of other lands withdrawn on general route, but being more than 40_miles from any such route should_ not ~e. so reserved. They should have been restored upon the fixing of the termrnal lumt August 16, 1881, but the matter apP,eared to have been overlooked or neglected.
I respectfully recommend that this omission be now corrected JY a formal resto~ation, which will relieve the lands from the technical withdr-awal and allow entries
thereon as of other unoffered lands.
[NoT~.-By letter dated October 18, 1886, the honorable Acting Secretary of the
Interior concurred in the recommendation contained in the a.bove letter, and by let•
ter dated October Q8, 1886, the local officers at Walla Walla, W. T., were instrnct~d
to restore the lands in question to settlement and entry as other unoffered public
lands.]
·
RAILROAD RIGHT OF WAY THROUGH THE INDIAN TERRITORY.

[To L. T. Miller, October 22, 1886.]

I am in receipt of your letter of the 31st August last asking the terminal points of
all railways to which right of way through the Indian Territory has been granted by
Congress except the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas.
In reply I have to advise you that rights of way through said Territory have been
granted as follows, the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas railway excepted:
(1) To the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company by act of July 27, 1866 (14 Stat.,
29~), '' to the extent of 100 feet in width on each side of said road" from the western b?undary of Missouri; "thence by the most eligible route as shall be determined
by said company to a point on the Canadian river· thence to the town of Albuquerque
on the river Del Norte," with the right to locate ~nd const,ruct a branch road "from
the point at which the road (main line) strikes the Canadian river eastwardly along
the mo t suitable route as selected to some point in the western boundary line of the
State of Arkansa at or near the town of Van Buren."
The main line of said road as located through said Territory extends from a point
on t~e ea tern boundary near the town of Seneca, Mo.; thence by way of V~nita to
a pornt on the Arkan Ras river near the mouth of the Cimarron; thence followrng the
s 10th bank of the Cimarron to a point near the month of King Fisher creek; thPnc}
n~arly due west to the Canadian river, and thence along the north bank of the Cauad1ao lo the we tern boundary of the Territory. The branch line as located extends
from the point where the main line intersects the Canadian river clown said river to
its junction with the Arkan as, and thence down the Arkansas to the town of Van
Bur n, rk.
.
(2) To the . ~oni and an Francisco Railway Company by act of August 2, 1882,
(2'.l tat., 1 1), ngbt of way granted to the extent of "150 feet in width" and 300
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feet in width at each station for a distance of 41 000 feet in length. "Sa~d right of
way to commence" at any point to be sel~cted · b.y said _company on. the. hoe of the
Choctaw nation immediately contiguous to Seb~stia~ or. Scott count~es, m the Stat_e
of Arkansas and run thence in a southwesterly <l1rect1on on the most <lirect and practicable route through the lands of the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations in the direction of Paris, in the State of Texas."
.
(3) To the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railway <;ompany by act of_Jt!ly 4, 188_4,
(23 Stat., 69), right of way is granted f?~ 100 feet 1~ width, and a strip 200 feet m
width, with a length of 3,000 feet in add1t1on to the right of way * * * for such
stations as may be established; but such grant shall be allowed but once for every
10 miles of the road; said road to extend from a point "to be selected by said company on Red river north of the northern boundary of Cook county, in the State
of Texas, and rnnning thence by the most practicable route through the Indian Territory to a point on the southern boundary of the State of Kansas."
( 4) To the Southern Kansas Railroad Company by act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat., 73),
right of way the same in exte?:)-t as that granted to road last mentioned from "a point
on the northen1 line of said Territory where an extension of the Southern Kansas
Railway from Winfield in a southerly di'tection would strike said line, running thence
south in the direction of Denison, in the State of Te.~as, on the most practicable
route to a point at or near where the Washita river empties into the Red river, with
a. branch from a point at or near where the main :line crosses the northern line of said
Territory westwardly along or near the northern line of said Territory to a point at
or near where Medicine Lodge creek crosses the northern line of said Territory, and
from that point in a southwesterly direction, crossing Beaver creek at or near Camp
Supply and reachfog the west line of said Indian Territory at or near where Wolf
creek crosses the same."
To the Kansas and Arkansas Valley Railway Company by act of June 1, 1886,
right of way same as that of Gulf, Colorado, ·and Santa Fe Railway Company, road
to extend '' from a point on the eastern line of said territory at or near the city of
Fort Smith, in the State of Arkansas; thence running by the most direct and practi~
cable route in a northwesterly direction to such point on the northern boundary
line of said Territory, between the Arkansas river in Cowley county and the Caney
river in Chautauqua county, Kans., as said corporation may select;" also a branch
line commencing·atsome suitable point on the main line, and running thence in a
northerly direction to the northern boundary of thc3 Territory at or near Coffeyville,,
Kans.
·
To the Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf Railway by act of June 24, 1886, for a
road extending from one point on the Kansas boundary at or near Baxter Springs,
Kan., to Fort Smith, Ark.
.
·
To the Denison and Washita Valley Railway Company by act of July 1, 1886,
for a road from Dennison, Texas, to Fort Smith, Ark.
·
The right of way granted to the two roads named is the same in extent as that of
the Gnlf, Colorado and Santa Fe Rail way Company.
.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Report of Commissioner Sparks against the commencement of suits to vacate patents issued to the
Southern Pacific Railroad for lands in Tulare and lfresno counties, Cal.
[Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, January 13, 1887.]

I am in receipt through reference by the honorable Assist.ant Secretary on the 8th
.instant for investigation and recommendation of a letter from the honorable Attorney-General, dated November 2, 1886, transmitting copy of a letter from Messrs.
Jacobs and Burns, attorneys at law, Lemoore, Cal., dated October 20; 1886 together
with a petition therein referred to, of certain citizens of Tulare and Fresno' counties .
Cal., asking that proceedings be instituted by the government to determine the valid:
ity o~ patents issue~ to the S?uthern Pacific Railroad ~ompany for lands (not specified) m these countie~. ~ f!rinted pamphlet accompames said petition setting forth
the grounds upon which 1t 1s based.
·
I have the honor to report as follows:
By the act of July 27, 1886 (12 Stat., 292), there w.as granted to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad C~m1pa1:y to aid in the constructio~ of a railroad and telegraph line from .
the States of M1ssour1 and Arkansas t<> the Pacific coast '' every alternate section of public la~d, not mi~eral, design~ted by ?dd n.umbers! to the amount of twenty alter-.
nate sect10ns per_mil.e on each s1~e of said railroad hue as said company may adopt
through the territories of the Umted States, and ten alternate sections of land per
mile on each side of said railroad wherever it passes through any State, and wherever on the line thereof the United States have full title not reserved, sold, granted
or otherwise appropriated, and free from pre-emption or other claims 01 rights at th~
... "
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tim~ th~ Hne of said roaid is designated by a plat thereof-filed in the office of the CQQl.

missioner of the General Land Office/'
.· Section 18 of the same act provided that the "S_outh!3rn_ Pacific Railroad, a company
1ncorporat~d under the laws of the State of Cahforma, 1s hereby authorized to conne~t with t4e said Atlantic apd Pacific railroad formed under this act at such point
near the boundary line of the State of California as they shall deem most suitable for
a railroad line to Sal\ Francisco, * * >+ and to aid in its construction shall have
s,imilar grants of land subject to all the conditions and limitations herein provided."
Tbe $outhern Pacific Railroad Company was incorporated "under the laws of the
State of California" in the year 1866 for the purpose of constructing a railroad through
certain specified counties to the town of San Diego, then eastward to the eastern line
of the State, The road was not located in conformity with the articles of incorporation, and it is principally upon this ground that the petition that suit be instituted is
based, it being claimed iQ effect that under its charter from the State and the Congress,i onal -act making the grant the road was required to be located alon~ the line
already desi~nate~ in general by th~ counties and towns named_ in s~id charter.
~ plat des1gnatmg the route of said company's road was filed rn this office January
3, 1867, and the route indicated by sairl plat• or map did not conform to the route
designated in the articles of incorporation, but showing the point of connection with
the Atlantic a,,nd Pacific railrQad "near the Colorado river" passed from said point
in a westerly ~ud northwesterly direction and through the counties of Tulare and
fresµo to San Fraucisco; and the odd-numbered sections of land lying along the liqe
indicated by said map were ordered withdr~wn from market by letters addressed to
the proper district land officers, da,,ted March 22, 1867.
.
Said withdrawal was revoked by Hon. 0. H. Browning, Secretary of the Interior, on
July 14, 1863, for the reason that the company's designation of the route of its road
was illegal, and directions were given that the withdrawn lands be restored.
The restorati,;m was suspended by order of the honorable Secretary dated August 20,
1868, in order to give the comp_aby an opportunity to present evidence as to the legality of said location. Said ~uspension was revoked by Mr. Secretary Cox on No~ember 2, 186U, an(! the lan,ds were again ordered restored.
On Nov.e mber 11, 1869, the action of November 2, 1869, was confirmed by the Secretary after a reconsideration of the matter, and this office was instructed ~o "r~store
t,he 1ands withdraw!\ in 1867 to their former status after sixty days' public notice by
a,~vertisement."
.
On December 15, 1869, at the suggestion of the chairman of the Senate Committee
pn Pacific Railroa,ds, the restoratiol\ of lands under decisipns of November 2 and _11,
1869, was prdered sµspended by the Secretary pending action by Congress lookmg
to the passage of a joint resolution for the benefit of the company.
.
By joint resolution approved June 28, 1870 (16 Stat., 382), the So~thern Pacific
Railroad Company was authorized to construct its line " as near as may be" on the
route-indicated by the map filed January 3, 1867, and it was p-r;ovided that upon the
due construction, examination, and acceptance of the seetions of said road, pate!lts
should issue for lands coterminous with such constructed sections, ,, expres~lr savma
and reserving all the rights of actual settlers," together with the other conditions an
restrictions provided for in the original granting act.
.
Prior to the passage of said joint resolution on April 4, 1870, the legislatur~ of California passed an act authorizing said company "to change the line of its railroad so
as to reach the eastern boundary line of the State of California by such route a~ the
company shall determine to be the most practicable," and subsequently, on April 15,
1871, the company filed amended articles of incorporation under the general incorporation act of the legislature aµproved March 1, 1870.
'rheeighth and ninthsectionsoftberailroad, situated between Goshen and Huron and
opposite the lands referred to in the petition, were constructed near the line indicate~
by the map of January 3, 1867, and after due examination were accepted by the Presidf'nt of the United States on January 25 and February 21, 1877, respectively,_ and
patents subsequently issued for a portion of the lands coterminous with said sections.
It is to test the validity of these patents that petition is made for the institution of
suit.
The que~tions presented are: 1st, Was the grant of the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company mtended by Congress to be for lands lying along a route the general
cour of. whic~ was already indicated by the company's charter f and 2d, If such
wa ~he rnt nt1~n was the _grant .transferred by subsequent legislation to another
locahty conformrng to the hue designated by the map tiled in this office January 3,
1 7f
Tb fir qu ti~n em to _be plainly an wered by the language of the granting act.
Th grant 1J
ction 1 of aid a t was me de to aid in the construction of a road co11n ctin with th ~tlan~ic and Pacific railroad at uch point near the boundary line
of the tate f aliforrua. as they shall deem most suitable for a railroad to San Fran-
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cisco and bv section 3 of the act the ioca.Jity of the gratlt was to be determined by .
'
•of such a line "as said company
·
.
t, e,,d
the locality
Illa;y a_d op~, ". sue h 1·me t. o b e "des1gna
µy a plat thereof filed in the office of the Commis~10ner ~f _the Gen~ral Land Oipce.
Here was no restriction to any particular route either designated m general by the
company's charter or otherwise, but the evident lil?erty ~as give~ the_compan~ t-o
choose any line it should see fit between San Franmsco and the pomt of connection
with the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, to be selected near the eastern boundary of
the State· and it does not seem to me that this liberty was in any wise impaired by
the fact that the grant was made _to s~id company as '' a compan~ incorpo~a~ed
under the laws of the State of Califorma"; th" words quoted bemg rn my oprn10n
mere words of description or identification and in .no manner relating to the route
upon which the road was to be located. The g_ran~ ?f. lands wa~ to p~e . "co~pany
incorporated," &c., and not of lands along the line mdicated by its .articles of mcorporation.
_
.
.
The route which said company did adopt was designated by the filing of.a plat as
required by the granting act, and the road was built under·that act. As there can
be no question of the power of Congress to_authorize the construction o_f a road wherever it pleases over the public domain, it is my opinion _that tb_e odd-numbered sections on each side of the line adopted as 'provided in the act of Congress were the
lands contemplated by the Congressioni:tl grant.
The question of the right of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company to a grant of
lands along the route indicated by the map of January 3, 1867, was decided by th~
United States circuit court, ninth district, California, De·cem.ber, 1879, in the tl_a se of
said Company v. Orton, and the views herein expressed ate iri. conformity with said
decision (6 Sawyer, 157).
Moreover, the joint resolution of Jlirle 26, 1870, removed any doubt which ~ay have
existed as to the company's right to a grant along the line indicated by the plat designating the route of its .road by expressly authorizing the construction of said road,
as near as may be on that line, and providing fol'. the issue of patents to the company for
land coterminous with the sections of said road as constructed along said line. And
it would seem that the State ha<;l. by its act of April 4, 1870, consented to a change from
the route named in the company's articles of incorporation. It is claimed by the attorneys for the petitioners that said act, was in conflict with the State constitution
and hence void; if this is so the power of Congress to grant the lands in question
could not be impaired thereby, the locaiity of the grant (if not the road) being solely
within its jurisdiction.
If however the non-constitutionality of the said act could affect _the legality of the
Congressional grant, the fac~ that the company filed amended arti'cles of incorporation under the State ·a ct of March 1, 1870, cured whatever defect there might have
been in the location of the route indicated by the plat of 1867. (R. R. Co. v. Orton,
supra.)

It is also claimed by said attorneys that the petitioners having settled on the lands
prior to the issuance of patents, their rights at the date of _said issuance should have
been protected under the clause in the joint resolution of June 28, 1880, pi·oviding
for the issuance of patents "savin~ and. reserving all the rights of actual settlers."
Undoubtedly, if any settlers witnin the limits of the grant had rights superior to .
the company, those rights should have been respected when patents issued tlie:retb;
but in order to have acquired such _rights they must at least have settled prior to
the passage of said resolution. No facts, however, are presented which in my judgment show such superior rights. It is stated· that about the y·eli.r 1_872 (five years
after th_e _company's. plat had been filed in this office and two years after the passage
of the Jomt resolut10n of June 28, 1870), "settlers began to enter upon t,he land."
Too late to acquire rights under said resolution, as same has been repeatedly construed by tbe department; ·and of course too late to defeat the right of the coinpany
under the excepting clause of the original grant. (Totne v. S. P. R.R. do., Copp's
Land Laws; 1882, 758; Troy v. R. R., 10 L. 0., 56; Langen v. R. R., 10 L. 0., 300;
Fox v. R.R., 2 L. D., 558.)
In view of the fact that the sections of road referred to have been duly constructed
and accepted, and that in my belief Congress intended to grant the lands adjacent
to and coterminous with said sections, and the further fact that bo pre-emption, homest~ad, or other claim or right is shown or alleged to have existed sufficient td defeat
said grant, I am of opinion that the prayer of the petitioners 1:1hould not be granted,
and I therefore recommend that no suit as contemplated by said petition be instituted.
The Hon. Attorney-General's letter, with its inclosures, is herewith returned;
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Homestead-P,re-emption entry.-Lands once excepted from a grant by .the attachment of a homestead
or pre-emption entry are always excepted, although the entry may have been canceled prior to
the time the grant became effective.
·

Title.-A. grant is not held in abeyance to await the default of settlers, but title vests at once and the
lands to which title does not at once v est the claim of the company is at an end.

'

Pttrchaser-.A.ct of 1866.-Parties purcbasin~ of a railroad subsequent to the act of 1866, and before the
State receives the patent required by tnis act do so at their own risk as ·the company sells on ita
own resposibility and has no title to convey.

[To r(lgister and receiver, Camden, Ark., March 23, 1887.]

· The W. -½ NE. t and SE. t NE. t sec. 30, town. 15 S., range 28 W., your district,
is within the 6-mile (granted) limits of the grant by act of February 9, 1853 (IO Stat.,
155 ), for the Cairo and Fulton, now St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern, Railroad Company. The land was ordered withdrawn May 19, 1853, and the road was
definitely located Augmit 11, 1855. The records show that Sarah Nix filed pre-emption declaratory statement for the whole NK ¼ of said t.ection on April 22, 'alleging
settlement April 1, 1853, and on the 31st of :,March, 1854, made pre-emption cash entry
of the NE. t NE. t thereof. The remainder of the section or the land now in
quest.ion wa~ certified to the State of Arkansas July 13, 1857, under the grant of Fe~ruary 9, 1853, for the Cairo and Fulton Railroad Company. It appears that the railroad company conveyed the land to Thomas Allen (its president) on May 14, 1875 i
that Allen thereafter on May 23, 1875, brought suit for possession against John Nix,
the son of Sarah Nix, who was living upon the tract entered by his mother and was cultivating a portion of each of the tracts in question. Also that Allen and wife reconveyed the land to -the company on May 29, 1875.
.
The circuit court of the United States for the eastern district of Arkansas decided
against Nix who claimed under the settlement of his mother and under certain State
laws. He appealed and the Supreme Court at its October term 1884 (112 U. S., 129),
affirmed the decree of the circuit court.
The Supreme Court held that while Mrs. Nix at the time of her entry could un~er
the provhlions of the act making the railroad grant which protected pre-emption
cfaimants have entered t.he whole NE.¼, she failed to-do so, and that when _she en·
tered the NE. t NE. t thereof she exhausted her right under the pre-emption law
and abai;idoned the tracts now in controversy.
.
On December 8, 1884, William H. Cayce made application to enter said tracts under the · homestead law. You rejected the application for the reason that the
land was not subject to homestead entry and Cayce appealed. Ou February 19, 1885,
this office affirmed your decision, but on June 1 ensuing reopened the case, v3:cated
the decision of February 19, and ordered a hearing between Cayce and the rail_r~ad
company. Under this order testimony was taken, and a large number of exbtbits
relating chiefly to the contest between Nix and Allen's executors and the transfer of
the land by the company were filed. Upon this testimony your office failed to render
an opinion, and upon motion of Messrs. Britton and Gray to remand the case for your
decision the papers were transmitted to your office with letters of November 24 las~.
After an examinatfon of the testimony you decided that at the date of Cayce's application to enter the land was subject to homestead entry. The company appe3:led and
the papers were transmitted with your letter of February 10, 1887. Cayce cla1J?S settlemen~ i_n 187~, and bases his claim to the land upon the settlement of Mrs. N1~ and
t~~ decision of the Supreme Court in Nix v. Allen (BU]Jra). He qnotrs from said dec1s1on to show that the lancl was not any part of the grant for the railroa_d company,
for the reason that at the date of said grant it was occupied by Mrs. Nix as a preemptor.
The conrt after arriving at the conclusion that the claim of Nix had failed both
u_nde.r the acts of Congress and of the State said: "This makes it unnecessary to c?ns1der whether the act of 1871 is constitational. Good or bad it is of no use to b1m.
The same is true of the claim that the company has no title because at the time thf>
grant_wa made the land in question was occupied by Mrs. Nix as a pre-emptor."
That 1s to ay, whatever effect the occupancy of the land by his mother may have had
upon the grant of the railroad it could be of no u e to him.
.
. What wa the e~ect ?f the settlement of Mrs. Nix upon the railroad grantf-:-for it
1s upon th determ.mat1on of this point that the right of Cayce as against the railroad
company d pend .
The gr nt to the tate of Arkansa and Mi sourl by act of February 9, 185~, is as
follo_w : ' ~at the;e be an<l is hereby granted to the States of Arkansas and Misnn _r ~ectiv ~y
. ,. . * every alteruate sectibn of land designated by even nnn_1b r f r ix ct1on 10 wu1th on each side of aid road and branches· bot in case it
ball app ar tha tb
uited tat shave when the line or route of s~id road is defini ly fix d . Y be au hori y_afore aid old any part of any sect,ion hereby granted,
or that the right of pre-em pt1on b attached to the same, then it shall be lawful for
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any agent to be appointed by the governor of the State to s~lect" other la~ds in
lieu thereof within an additional territory not more than 15 miles from the hne of
the road.
·
These as repeatedly held by the co1;1rts are words of present grant, ~nd covered all
the lands intended to be granted which should be foun~ on the location of the ro~d
to have been within the grant when it was made. The nght to the_ granted lands did
not depend upon such location, but attached at once on the makrng of the grant.
(Schulenberg v. Harriman, 21 Wall, 44; 1 C. L. 0., 183. Leavenworth, Lawrence
and Galveston R.R. Co. v. United States, 92 U. S., 733; 3 C. L. 0., 41.) ·
The tract in question, when the company's road was definitely !ocated, was found
to be within the limits of its grant. Was it such land as Congress mtend_ed to grant?
For it is from the intention of the legislature that framed the law that its scop~ r.tnd
effect must be determined. "A thing which is within the letter of t,he statute 1s not
within the statute unless it be within the intentlon of the makers." (1 Bacon Abr.,
247.)

The testimony taken at the hearing ordered by office letter of June 1, 1?85, shows
that Mrs. Nix settled upon the land in 1846 or 1847, that her house was situated on
the NE. ¾, NE t of the quarter section, and that she continued to reside in said house
and upon the land to the time of her death, which occurred in 1863. It also shows
that she had upon said land prior to the railroad grant valuable improvements consisting of double log cabin, stable, horse lot, corn crib, garden, and about 25 acres
of land cleared, fenced, and planted in corn.
The Supreme Court of the United States in Winona and St. Peter R. R. Co. v.
Barney (113 U. S., 618), in discussing a grant to Minnesota similar to that under consideration, said: The acts of Congress in effect said: "We give to the State certain
lands to aid in the construction of railways lying along their respective routes provided they are not already disposed of, or the rights of settlers under the laws of the
United States have not already attached to them, or they may not be disposed of, or
such rights may not have attached, when the routes are :finally determined. If at
that time it be found that of the lands designated any have been disposed of, or rights
of settlers have attached to them, other equivalent lands may be selected in their
place within certain prescribed limits."
At the date of the grant for the company Mrs. Nix, as the testimony in the case
shows, was residing and had valuable improvements on the land, and she snbseq uently
asserted her right under the . pre-emption law by filing in your office a declaration of
intention to pre-empt the same.
·
The record therefore shows a pre-emption claim at the date of the railroad grant;
and in accordance with the opinion of the court as expressed in the Barney case •
lands covered by such cfaims did not pass under said grant, but on the contrary special provision was made for indemnity for them.
The nature of a claim which excepts the land from a railroad grant is immaterial.
The question is whether the land was granted to the railroad company. There isno
difference between a pre-emption and a homestead claim in this respect. (Winona
v. Barney, 113 U.S., 618; N. P.R. R. Co. v. Dunmeyer, ibid., 629.)
The period when a settlement right must be in existence to except land from railroad grants in, general has been settled by judicial and departm~ntal decisions to be
the date of the granting act, or if the land w.a s free from claim at that date and settlement rights were acquired before date of definite location such right then existing
also serves to except the tract from the grant.
In Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company v. United States (92
U. S., 733; 3 C. L. 0., 41), the court said:
''. I believe it was the intention of Congress to grant no lands to said company upon
which aetual settlements under the laws of the United States were found either at
date of the grant or the definite location of the road."
~n White v. Hastings and Dakota Railroad Company (6 Copp, 54), the Secretary
said:
"If the title does not vest when the grant is made in present grants it cannot vest
afterwards."
Iu Perkins v. _Central Pacifi~ Railroad Company (1 L. D., 357; 9 C. L. 0., 201),
the Secretary saHl :
"The grant is not held in abeyance to await the default of settlers but the title
vests at once, and so far as regards the land in which the title does not vest at once
the claim of the company is at an end."
Lands once excepted from a grant are always excepted, and it makes no difference
what afterwards becomes of them. (Leavenwort-h, Lawrence and Galveston R. R.
Co. v. 1:). S., 92 U.S., 733, Bupra; Newhall v. Sanger, ibid., 761, 3 C. L. 0., 39; White
v. Has1,rngs and Dakota R.R. Co., 6 Copp., 54; Perkins v. Central Pacific R.R. Co., 1
L. D., 357, supra; Southern Minn. R.R. Co. v. Gallipeau, 3 L. D., 166, 11 C. L. 0., 264;
Emmerson v. Central Pacific R. R. Co., 3 L. D., 117, 11 C. L. 0., 219,314; Pointard v.
C. P, R.R. Co., 4 L. D., 3531 12 C. L. 0., 292.
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ln White v. Hastings ahd Dakota R.R. Co. (supra), the Secretary said :
'' It matters not what the condltion_of the tr~ct may have been at the time the grant
to the company took effect (by defimt,e locat10n); so far as the tract in question 8
concerned no grant of the same was ever made."
. It is ~~necessary to multiply citat,ions. T~ere are certain points covered by leadmg dec1s1ons of the Supreme Court of the U mted States and by repeated clecisions of
this department, of which the cases referred to are a part. These points are:
(1) That in railroad grants in prmsenti an exception existing at date of grant is
an absolute exception from the grant, as well as an exception existing at date of definite location.
(~) That a pre-emption right excepts land from a railroad grant equally with a
homestead right.
(3) That the validity of. the claim as against the United States can not be challenged by the railroad company, nor can the company take ad vantage of any lache11
on the part of the settler. Its own claim must rest upon its own affirmative right
and not upon the weakness of the settler's case as against the government.
(4) That when a claim that servecl. to except a tract of land from a railroad grant
is aft"'rwards extinguished the land reverts to the government aud does not inure to
the grant, and the company cannot therefore take advantage of a subsequent abandonment of the land to claim what was never granted to it.
In this case a valid pre-emption claim is proved to have existed at date of grant to
the railroad company, and the same was existing in full force and effect at date of
withdrawal for the railroad· grant. Under the decisions cited aild many others t~e
land was excepted both from the grant and withdrawal. It is claimed, however, m
behalf of the railroad company ·that the certification to the State in 1857 passed the
legal title to the tracts in question and extinguished the jurisdiction of this office
and department over the subject-matter.
. This position is taken li.pon the authority of departmental decis~ons in Sou~hern
Minnesota ~- R. Co. v. Kufner (2 L. D., 492; 10 0. L~ 0., 243); Samt Paul, M1~n~apolis and Manitoba R.R. Co. v. Bollman ( 4 L. D., 206; 12 C. L. O., ¾18) -; and s1m1lar cases.
·
. It is claimed upon the other hand that the ~ase at bar is not analogo~s to the decided cases, being governed by a special statute applicable to i his particular grant.
The lands in question were twice certified to the State of Arkansas, or more correctly speaking were included in two several lists, each of which purported to be a
description of all the vacant and unappropriated lands in alternate even-numbered
sections within the 6-mile limits of the Caito and Fulton railroad in Arkansas.
It appears that immediately after the date fixed as the date of the definite location
of the road, and before any road whatever had been constructed, all the lands. embraced in alternate sections within both granted and indemnity limits were certified
to the State in the following form, viz :

'' Cairo and Fulton Railroad.
"Lists 0f lands within the 6 mile limits granted to the State of Arkansas by act of
Congress approved February 9, 1853, entitled, 'An act granting the right of way and
making a grant of land to the States of Arkansas and Missouri to aid in the const!uctio~ of~ railroad from a point on the Mississippi opposite the mout~ of the Ohio
River, via Little Rock to the Texas boundary near Fulton in Arkansas, with branches
to Port Smith and the Mississippi river, being the vacan't and unappropriated lands
in the alternate sections designated by even numbers for six sections in width on
each side of the main stem of said road within the State of Arkansas.

*

*

"GENERAL LAND O FFICE,

"December 18, 1885.

"I, Thomas A. Hendricks, Commissioner of the General Land Office do hereby certify that the foregoiug on pages 1 to 63 inclu1:1ive is a true and corr~ct copy of the
original on file in his office, and the lands therein mentioned are now certified to
S'.3-id late in bi m_anner in conformity with the provisions of the act of Congress ent1tl d 'Act to ve8t m the several States the title in fee of the lands which have or
ma • be certifi
to them. '
1
• Approved August 3, 1 54.
"Int timon wh reof I bave hereunto signed my name and caused the seal. of
th
n ral Lan cl ffice to be affixed at the city of Washington the day and year first
h r iu above writt n.
[ E L.]

" TUO:\IAS

A. HENDRICKS,
'' Comrnissione,·."

a.pp ar that thi li . t wa ever deliver d to the State or railroad comw
ma.d of it other than for purposes of comparison with
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the records of the local office and for revision and correction. At that time an actual
delivery of certified lists wa:s regarded as essential to their effect whatever that effect
might be.
.
.
A list of lands within indemnHy limits was prepared at the same time as the foregoing lists of lands within granted limits, and a similar certificate was attached
thereto.
On February_16, 1856, a "diagram showing the ? and 15 mile _limits" of th~ Cairo
and Fulton Railroad was transmitted to the register and receiver at Washmgton,
Ark., together with the "lists of lands which appear by the records of this o~ce
to be vacant," &c., and the local officers were instructed to compare the same with
their records aud to report a list of swamp land " ~onfl.icts," and also to report
what tracts within the respective limits had been omitted from the lists so transmitted.
On March 11, 1856, the register and receiver trausmitted lists of confl.ictiilg indemnity
selections, and on )fay 11, 1856, they transmitted lists of unsold lands and list of reported swamp lands.
.
On November 14, 1856, in a letter addressed to .the president of the railroad_ company, the Commissioner states as the reason why the lists had not been delivered
that such lists had been three times prepared, but that the many changes made necessary by subsequent reports oi' conflicting swamp land selections had prevented a
final adjustment.
On April 3, 1857, the Commissioner addressed a letter to the Secretary of the Interior, reciting the granting and restrictive clauses of the granting act, aµd asking
what rule should be adopted in reference to the deli very of certified lists ; "that is,
wliether when the lists are made up we can certify them at once for the grants in place
and for the indemnity, taking care to refer to the provisions as in the second an(J f\fth
i,ections of the act of 9th Pebruary, 1853, in the official certificates to be appended to
those lists, and which in virtue of the act of 3dAugust, 1854, vest the title, or whether
they can only be delivered as the work progresses, whether with or without the
120 sections of lands included in any 20 miles of route before the work is commencedthat is, in _advance of' the completion of any portion of the road, or whether the
lists are to be delivered only when the work is ultimately completed."
It will be preceived that the Comm1ss10ner assumed that under the act of August
3, 1854, certified lists either of granted or indemnity lands passed the legal title to the
State, and his only question was in regard to the time when the conveyance should
uecome complete by an actual delivery of the lists. The Commissioner's inquiry was
at his suggestion submitted to the Attorney-General, "\Vhp, on J .une 7, 1857 (9 Op .., 41.),
advised the Secretary that the act of August 3, 1854 (10 Stat .., :346), "most manifestly
does uot apply in any manner whatever to the la11ds granted in 1853 to Missoµri .a nd
Arkansas. That act (act of 1854) prescribes the dnty qf-the Commissioner of the General Land Office in regard to legislative grants when the law does not convey the feesimple title or require patents to be issued for the fands. The Missouri and Arkansas
grants are not of' that kind."
.
·
'l'be Attorney-General held that the law vested the fee-simple title in the States to
which the lands were given "except what is expressly excepted," and that "the definite location of the road will locate the grant upon the proper nm~ber of even sections on each side with which t,he United States shall not previously have part~d with
the title, and the selections of the governor's agent will determine what sections or
parts of sections are to be taken instead o·f those sold or subject to pre-emption. Then
the title to each particular parcel will be as complete as if it had been granted b~ name,
number, and description.
.
"The survey required by the first section of the law will enaple you to know what
lands are appropriated by the mere location of the route for the railroad, and.I presnme you will also be informed in some authentic way of the choice made by the
governor's agent. I can see no objection to your furnishing lists of those lands to any
person who desires to make a proper use of them just as you would give other information from the records of your department; but such lists can have no influence
on the title of' the States."
In view of the foregoing opinion the Commissioner, on July 13, 1857, submitted to
the Secretary for his approval new lists of lands, one of lands within granted and one
of lands within indemnity liruits the former being a duplication with certain corrections of the list of December 18, 1859. In transmitting these lists the Commissioner said: "As the opinion of the _Attorney-General leaves us at liberty as to the
form in which we may furnish information in regard to the lands granted by the said
act I have concluded to give it in the shape of verified lists, and hence the present
submission." The list of granted lands was submitted in the following forni:
'' Cafro and Fulton Railroad.

"List of lands within the 6-mile limits granted to the State of Arkansas by an act
of Congress approved February 9, 1F353, entitled 'An act granting the right of way
and making a grant of lands to the States of Arkansas and Missouri to aid in the con-
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· struction of a railroad from a point on the Mississippi opposite the mouth of the
Ohio river, via Little Rock, to the Texas boundary, near Fulton, in Arkansas with
br~nches to F?rt Smith and the ¥ ississiJ?pi river,' being the vacant and un~ppropnated lands rn the alternate sections designated by even numbers for six sections in
width on each side of the main line of said road within tlrn State of Arkansas.
"GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

"July 13, 1857.
'' I, Thomas A. Hendricks, Commissioner of the General Land Office, do hereby certify that the foregoing on pages 1 to 59 inclusiye is a true and correct list of the
tracts of land within the 6-mile limits granted to the State of Arkansas by the act of
Congress approved February 9, 1853, entitled 'An act granting the right of way and
making a grant of land to the States of Arkansas and Missouri to aid in the construction of a railroad from a point on the Mississippi opposite the . mouth of the Ohio
riv~r, via Little Rock, to the Tex&,s boundary near Fulton, in Arkansas, with branches
to Fort Smith and the Mississippi river,' being the vacant and unappropriated lands
in the alternate sections designated by even numbers for 6 sections in width on each
side of tho main line of said road within the State of Arkansas; and they are now
submitted for the approval of the Secretary of the Interior in accordance with the
requirements of said act of February 9, 1853, subject to all its conditions and to any
valid interfering rights which may exist to any of the tracts embraced in the foregoing list.
"In testimony whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name and caused the seal
of the General Land Office to be affixed the day and year first herein above written.
[SEAL.]

"THOMAS

A. HENDRICKS,

'' Cornrnissioner.
" DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

'' July 13, 1857.
"Approved subject to the conditions and rights. above mentioned.
"J. THOMPSON,
"Secretm·y."

It is this list which is now claimed as having passed the legal title of the.United
States to lands within granted limits, the list of 1854 having apparently bee!l ignored
as non-effective and under the opinion of the Attorney-General void as to title. _A?·
cording to the same opinion the list of U357 "bad no influence on the title," and 1.t 18
evident from the Commissioner's letter of submission that it was not at that time
expected or supposed to have any such effect, but was furnished exclusively as "information from the records" merely.
.
The lawsauthorizin(l' "information from the records " to be furnished to parties desiring the same in exi~tence at that date were the acts of January 23, 1~23, a?d July
4, 1836 (now Sec. 460, R. S. ), providing for tho making of certified copies of p~pe~s
from the records and :files of the General Land Office. Section 981 ( act of Apnl 2;J,
1812), provides that certified copies of records, books, and papers in the General Land
Office "shall be evidence equally with the originals."
The act of August 31 l!:S54 (Sec. 244, R. S. ), provides that certified list~ of lands
granted to States and Territories should be regarded as conveying the title to the
proper lands in cases:
1st. When the law does not convey the fee-simple.
2d. When the law does not require patents to be issued.
The opinion of the Attorney-General that in grants of this character the law passed
the fee-simple title oft-he granted lands :;ave as to excepted tracts has been fo]lowed
by this department since that period, and this doctrine as to the early State grants
has been asserted in leading decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States,
notably in L. L. and G. R. R. Co. v. U. S., supra; Schulenberg v. Harriman, supra;
and St. Paul and St. Peter R. R. Co. v. St. Paul and Winona R. R. Co. It must
be regarded as settled law under these decisions that in this as in similar cases
title pa ed by grant. This being so a certificate was not needed to pass a title that
~ad alJ:eadr pa ed by ~aw. The contemporaneous construction of the effect ?f ~ert1fied list 1~ furth~r evidenced by the records of this office showing the .adjud1cat_10n
of pre-empt10n cla1m adverse to the grants, and the issue of patents thereon, without r ference to c rtified lists.
In 1 ~7 _Congr s grant d certain lands to the Territory of Minnesota for railroad
pnrpo
m the u ual form of grnnts in prresenti, of that period. These grant were
aft rwa.r<l nlarg d, and by the act of March 3, J865, provision was made for the issue
f pat nt und r a.11 rant to thal tate. A later act, July 13, 1866, provided that
"all the Ian
beret fore grant to the Territory and State of Minnesota to aid in
the . n tructio_n of r ~ a
h 11 be c rtifi d to aid. tate by the Secretary of the
Int r1or from time to time whenever any of said roads shall be definitely located."
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Under this provision of the law it was urged before this department that lists of
granted lands certified to the State of Minnesota aft!3~ July 13, 1866, should be r~garded as conveying the title: .By departmental dems;on of Septem?er 29, 1871, it
was held that as patents were required by the act of 186.:> the certdied lists au_thorized
by the act of 1866 could not be regarded as o~ the cla~~ which by t~e act of 1854 we!e
to be equivalent to a conveyance, but were simply ' rntended to 1!-1-form th~ Sta_te ~n
advance what ]and it will be enti.t led to have patents for when its road 1s bmlt m
accordance with law." This decision was reaffirmed by Mr. Secretary ChaJ?~ler, De<iember 2, 1875 (2 Copp., 134), upon a considerati_on a~ length ?f th~ :propos1t1on that
lists certified under the act of July 13, 1866, carried title. This dec1s10n, followed by
my predecessor in the cases of Kufner and Johnson (1 L. D., 370,383; 10 C. L_. 9.,
243), was overruled by Mr. Secretary Teller, March 23, 188~, in an !3l_aborate ?ec1s~on
in the Kufner case, in which he held that the act of 1860 authorizmg cert1ficat10n
was a virtual repeal of the provision in the act of 1855 requiring the !ssue.of patents
to convey title to the State of Minnesota. He also held that the cert1ficat10n was au
adjudication upon title, and no mistake or fraud being alleged the cases could not
be reopened.
.
.
The decision of Mr. Secretary Teller has been followed by this department rn oth~r
cases arising under the Minnesota grants, and· if it constitutes a general rule applicable to all State grants it governs the action of this office in the present case unless
there are special reasons why it does not apply to Arkansas. But it ·is urged before
me that this decision was made under an exceptional statute applicable to Minnesota
alone and not to Arkansas or other States, while there is also a special statute of a
different character applicable to Arkansas and Missouri which has been construed
by the Supreme Court of the United States, and under which statute and construction the present case should be adjudged.
My attention has also been called. to the decision of the Supreme Court of January
5, 1885, in the case of St. Paul and St. Peter R. R. Co v. St. Paul and Winona R. R. Co.
(112 U.S., 720), in which the c.ourt holding that certain lauds which had been certified
for the St. Paul and St. Peter company belonged to the Winona company, said :
"It is no answer to this to say that the Secretary of the Interior certified these lands
to the State for the use of the appellant. . It is manifest that he did so under a mistake of the law, and this erroneous decision of his can not deprive t.he Winona company of rights which became vested by its selection of these lands."
In this case the court did not enter a decree setting aside the certification, nor adopt
or use any of the formalities customary in case of a judicial avoidance of title; it appears simply to have waived the certification as having" no influence in the title."
The special statute relied upon in the present case is the act of July 28, 1866 (14
Stat., 338), reviving and extending the provisions of the act of 1853 making a grant
to the States of Arkansas and Missouri for the Cairo and Fulton and Little Rock and
Fort Smith railroads. The act of 1853 had expired by limitation and no roads had
been built. The act of 1866 declared that the lands granted by the act of 1853 had
reverted to the United States, but by the latter act (1866) Congress "revived" the
act of 1853, "extended" it for the term of ten years from the date of the revi vino- act
"restored" the reverted lands, and made an additional grant, all subject to ce~tai~
conditions,-among which were the following:
1st. All minerallands within the limits of the original and additional 0a-rants were excepted out of the grant and reserved to the United States.
~d. The lands embraced in the additional and in the revised grant were to be disposed by the State only after being patented to the State by the United States.
3d. Th~t patents should !Je issued only upon proof satisfactory to the Secretary of
the Interior of the completion of sections of 10 consecutive miles of road.
In the case of the Iron Mountain and Southern (formerly Cairo and Fulton) Railroad Company v. McGee ( 115 U. S., 469) the court said: "This shows an intention
to take advantage oft1:1e breach of the ?onditions _of the original grant so far as was
necessary ~o reasse:t title to and reclaim possession of any mineral lands that may
have been mcluded m that. grant, and to change the mode of passing title." '.Che court
h_eld that the act was not m the nature of a declaration of forfeiture but an extension of time upon certain conditions.
'
That Congress had power to impose these conditions will not be questioned and
t~e 3:cceptance of the grant as revived, extended, and enlarged, made such conditions
bmdmg upon the grantee.
.
In the McGee ca~e the lands were _certified to the State of Missouri July 25, 1856,
a~d sold by the Cauo and Fulton Railroad Company to McGee in 1859. These lands
with others were patented to the State under tho act of 1866 for the use and benefit
of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railroad Company (successors of the
Cai~o and Fulton Railroad Company). On July 23, 1877, the conrt held that the patent mured_to the benefi~ of McGee. Clearly, however, it was the patent that conveyed
the legal t1~le. No notice was taken by the court of the certification of 1856. Whatever, therefore, may be the effect of the depa,rtmental rule in the Kufner case upon
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railroad certifications elsewhere than in the State of Minnesota., and whatever maybe
the effect in any general or special case of the decision of th~ Supreme Court in Saint
Peter and Saint Paul vs. Winona, it is apparent as it seems to me that the present
case is ruled by the construction given by the court in the McGee case to the Arkan
sas and Missouri, act of July 28, 1866.
This act changed the mode of passing title, not only as to the new lan·ds grantecl
but as to all lands embraced in the original grant. All had been certified in the man:
ner bereinbefore described, and if that certification or either of the certifications
passed the legal title to or extinguished the jurisdiction of this department over any
of the said land then the act of 1866 bad not,hing to operate upou so far as the original grant is concerned, and.the provision '' that the lands em braced in this grnnt and
in the grant revived by section one of this act should be disposed of only as follows,"
namely, af~er patent is issued upon proof of completion of the road as prescribed, is a
nullity. The Supreme Court however declares that this provision is not a nullity
but a vitality.
·
. I _am therefore inclined to hold subj ect to the judgment oft.he appellate authority
that whatever effect the certifications of 1854 and fo57, or either of them, upon the
title of the State might be held to have been prior to the passage of the act of 1866,
this act makes the issue of patents necessary for the conveyance of legal title; that if
the jurisdiction of this department ceased by such certification jt was revived with the
reviving act, and that the tracts in question having been excepted from the grant of
1853 by a proved pre-emption claim in existence at date of grant can not now be patented to the State or railroad company. ·
It has been suggested that if certified lists were not regarded as absolute conveyances such view would tend to unsettle titles generally where lands ha".e been embraced in such lists and thus lead to great wrong and injustice. If this.were tn~e
as a general proposition, or in any sense apart from some special case in which u ".ahd
claim adverse to the claim of a railroad company should exist, it would be entitled
to grave weight. But it is simp1y untrue in any such sense, and it would be equally
untrue if all certified lists were treated as coming under the opinion of the AttorneyGeneral and the rule of the courts in respect to the present grants made to States by
the early acts of Congress.
.
Under this opinion and the established rulings and decisions the States rece~ved
the title by virtue of their grants. They bad the title before they got ~he certified
lists. The only lands embraced in certified lists the title to which could many_ event
be questioned would be individual tracts covered by the excepting clauses rn the
lists, which the lists themselves if treated as conveyances did not purpo_rt to convey, and t.he legal title to which if legal title had passed might be se_t aside by the
courts. There could therefore be no disturbance of valid titles even if the present
were a general and not a special case.
·
In this case, if the railroad company sold or attemptecl to sell the lands a~ter the
passage of the act of 1866 and before the State had received the patent requ~red by
that act, it did so upon its own responsibility and its purchasers took a~ their own
risk. Both are chargeable with a knowledge of the law, and with notice that under the act of 1866 upon which an the rights of the company depend the company
bad no title to convey. Neither the company nor its vendees if any have therefore
an equitable standing to defeat the application of the law.
.
For the reason stated herein the claim of the railroad company to the tracts 111
question is_ rnjected subject to the usual right of appeal. If this decisio~ become!:!
final the right of Cayce to enter the lands or any portion of the same will be co 11 sidered, as will also the application of the corporate authorities of the to\~n of T~xarkana to enter said lands as a town site, which application was transmitted with
yoor letter of April 29 last.
~ive due notice of this decision to all interested parties. The attorneys for the
rallroad company will be advised by this office.
SETTLER

A.ND P

RCITASERS OF LANDS IN NEBRASKA AND KANSAS (CIRCULAR OF APBIL

30, 1 67.)
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t;be priority of said grant made in the act above entitled, the sum of $250,000, or so
].'.!l.UCh thereof as shall be required for said purpose, is hereby appropriated: Provided,
however, That no part of said sum shall be paid to any one of said parties until he
shall have filed with the Secretary of the Interior a co-py of the said decree duly
certified, and also a certificate of the judge of said court rendering the same to the
effect that such a decree was rendered in bona flcle controversy between a plaintiff
showing title under the grant made in said act and defendant holding t,he patent or
holding by deed under the patentee, and that the decision was in favor of the plaintiff
on the ground of the priority of the grant made by said act to the filing, settlement, or
purchase by the defendant or his grautor; and said claimant shall also file with the
said decree and certificate a bill of the costs in such case duly certified by the judge
and clerk of said court. Thereupon, it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to adjust the amount due to each defendant on the basis o:f what he shall have
paia. not exceeding $3.50 per acre for the tract, his title to which shall have failed
as aforesaid, and the costs appearing by the bill thereof so certified as hereinbefore
provided.· He shall then make a requisition upon the Treasury for the sum found to
be due to such claimant, or his heirs and devisees or assigns, and shall pay the same
to him, taking such rnlease, acquittance, or discharge as shall forever bar any further
claim against the United States on account of the failure of the titl~ as aforesaid:
Providedfurther, That when any person, his grantees, heirs, assigns, ordevisees, shall
prove to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior that his case is like the case
of those described in the preceding portions of this act except that he has not been
sued and subjected to judgment as herein before provided, and that he has in good
faith paid to the person holding the prior title by the grant herein referred to the s11,rn
demanded of him without litigation, such secretary shall pay to such person such
sum as he bas so paid not exceeding $3.50 per acre, taking his release therefor as
hereinbefore provided.
"SEC. 2. '.l'hat the provisions of this act shall only apply to the actual and bona-fide
settlers on the lands herein referred to, his or their heirs, assigns, or legal represent·
atives, and no one person shall be entitled to the benefits of this act for compensation for more than 160 acres of land: Provided, That all other persons who purchased
any part of said land at $1.25 per acre, and the money was actually paid into the
Treasury, such person, his heirs, assigns, or legal representatives, shall be entitled to
repayment of the money so actually paid by them.
"Approved March 3, 1887."
·
Under the provisions of this act three classes of persons are entitled to reimbursement, viz:
(1) .All persons, their grantees, heirs, and devis~es, who s~ttlea upon or purchased
lands within the limits of the grant in question, and to whom patents have been issued, but against whom decrees have been or may hereafter be rendered by the United
States circuit court on account of the priority of the railroad grant.
(2) Any person, bis grantees, heirs, assigns, or devisees, who shall prove to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior that his case is like those of the class above
described except that he bas not been sued and subjected to judgment, and that he
has in good faith, without litigation, paid to the person holding the prior title by the
railroad grant the sum demanded of him.
(3) Only actual and bona-fide settlers on the lands referred to in the preceding sections, their grantees, heirs, representatives, or devisees, are entitled to reimbursement under the decree not to exceed $8.50 per acre; but no one person shall be entitled to compensation at such rate for more than 160 acres.
( 4) All other persons who purcbaseq any part of said lands at $1.25 per acre, their
heirs, assigns, or legal representatives, are entitled to repayment at $1.25 per acre,
provided said ruonfly was actually paid into the Treasury.
In the execution of this act the following regulations are prescribed:
(1) All applications under this act must be made in writing and be signed by the
party .applying, and must describe the tract and designate the entry with certainty.
(2) Claimants of the class first described must file copy of the decree duly certified
by the clerk and under the seal of the court rendering the same to the effect that such
a decree was rendered in a bona-fide controversy between a plaintiff showing title under the grant and a defendant holding the patent or holding by deed under the patentee, anu that the decis_ion was in favor of the plaintiff on the grounq of the priority
of t~e grant made by said act to the filing, settlement, or purchase by the defendant
or bis grantor.
.
(3) Claimant must also file with said decree and certificate a bill of costs in such
case duly certified by the clerk and under the seal of the court in which the decree
was rendered.
(4) Claimants of the second class will be required to furuish a certified copy of the
record of the tran_sfer from said company, or from the company's grantee, with evidence that he hasm good faith paid to the person holdinothe prior title the sum de0
manded of him without litigation.
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(5) Claimants of the third class should apply for a r efund ment of purchase-money
in accordance with .regulations governing the payment of purchase-money for lands
erroneously sold.
·
(6) When the grantee, assignee, or devisee of the original purchaser makes application under this act, he must in addition to the foregoing show his right to receive
the money by furnishing properly authenticated abstracts of title, or the original
deed or instrument .of assignment, or of the will, or certified copies thereof.
(7) When application is made by heirs satisfactory proof of heirship is reqnireil.
(8) When application is made by executors the origin.a l or a certified cop.,. of letten, testamentary must accompany the application.
(B) When application is made by administrators the original or certified copy of
letters of administration must be furnished.
(10) All parties who are entitled to repayment under the aforesaid act will be required to execute a relinquishment, which must accompany the application, iu the
following or equivalent form:
Know all men qy these presents, that I - - , of--, for and in consideration of tho
sum of--, to me paid by the United States, have released and foreve r dischargc1l
the United States from all claim of any kind, nature, and character whatsoever, by
virtue of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1887 ; and that I a1:1 the i<le~t,ical
party named in the decree in the case of - - vs . .- - , or who made said entry No. at -. - land office, State of--.
Two witnesses:

STATE OF - - -

i

County of - - - 88 ·'
On tbi~ - - day of--,· 188-, before-the subscriber, - - in and for said count~·,
personally came--, to me well known to be the person who subscribe<l the foregoing release, and who upon being duly sworn by me according to law on - - oath ~leclared and acknowledged that --had freely and voluntarily executed the forego1ug
r elease and for the reason stated; and at the same time came - - r esidit!g at - and also-.- residing at--, each of whom being by me duly sworn accordrng to law
deposed and said each for himself and not one for the other that they well know the
person making said release to be the individual described in the decree or who 111atle
said entry and who executed said release.
·
Subscribed, sworn to, and acknowledged before me this--, 188-.
. NOTE.-This must be acknowledged before a clerk of a ·court or other officer_anthor1zed to take acknowledgements of deeds in the county where the lands are situated,
whose official character and signature must be certified to by the clerk of a court of
record.
Approved, May 31, 1887 :
H. L. MULDROW,
Acting Secretary.
FORFEITURE OF LANDS GRANTED TO THE NEW ORLEANS, BATON HOUGE AND VICKS·
BURG RAILROAD COMPANY, ETC. (CIRCULAR OF JUNE 6, l d8i.)

I have to cal_l your attention to the act of Congress approved February 8, 1887 (copy
attached), entitled ''An act to declare a forfeiture of lands granted to t h e New Orleans,
~aton Rouge and Vicksburg Railrnad Company, to confirm title to certain lands, an<l
for olhor purposes."
1:be first ecti?n of the act declared a forfeiture of and restored to t.he pnblic domarn all laurls lying ea t of the Mississippi river which were o-ranted to the New Orfoan , Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company by act of March 3, 18il, ancl
al o of all tho eon the we t side of the river lying opposite to and coterminous with
tha _part of he r~ad which was completed on the 5th day of January, 1 8 1: or that
port10n betw en ew Orleans and White Castle.
Thti cond ection confirm to the New Orleans Pacific Railroad Company the title
to th la!H1 granted ~y aid act of March 3, 1 71, a11d not declared forfeited by tbe
fir t ·cctt n bn provide tbat all of the larnla that were occupied IJy actual settler~
a th date_ of the cl _6nit<? l ·ation of the roatl and were till in their pose ion or in
th P
. 1 n_ of th tr h tr or a .. ignR, bou1d be b ld and deemed excepted from the
gr~n an FmbJ ct to utry under the law of the Unit cl tates. 'l'his provision aplie to the patented a well
to the unpatented lancla.
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The department has decided that the dates of the definite location are specifically
determined by the act of February 8, 1887i to wit: October 17, 1881, for the portions
of the road from a point in T. 2 N., R. 1 E., to a point in T. 4 N., R. 2 W., and from
Shreveport to a point in T. 10 N., R. 12 W., and November 17, 1882, for the balance of the road. "The 20 miles lateral limite of the grant and .t he terminal limits of
each of the sections as definitely locaterl. and constructed are shown by yellow shading upon the diagram furnished you with office letter of October 15, 1883. When
claimants under this section present proper applications to enter you will notify the
company thereof and allow thirty days within which to :file objections. If no objection is made within the time allowed you will allow the entry, and in making your
returns thereof you· will transmit with the entry papers the documents showing the
previous action taken.
.
If the compan:Y should object you will order a hearing in the usual manner, and
upon the conclµsion of the trial transmit the testimony to this office accompanied
by your joint opinion thereon.
The third section provided that the confirmation of the grant made by the second
section should take effect when the company should accept the provisions of this act
in the manner prescribed, and agree to discharge all the duties and obligations imposed by the act of March 3, 1871.
The acceptance and agreement on the part of the company weru :filed with the Sec- ,
retary of the Interior April 20, 1887, and the relinquishment and confirmation of the
grant provided for in the second section of the act went into effect on that day.
The fourth section directs the Secretary of the Interior to establish such rules and
regulations in jssuing patents for Lhe lands confirmed to the company by this act as
will enable persons who were in actual occupancy of any portion thereof on December
l, 1884, and who are qm:.lified pre-emption or homestead claimants, to secure title to
the land held by them not to exceed one quarter section in quantity a1id not less than
one-sixteenth of a section on payment to the company at the rate of $2 per acre for
the land occupied; one-third to be paid in cash and the balance in such equal annual
installments as the Secretary of the Interior sha.11 prescribe.
'rhe fifth section directs the Secretary of the Interior to make all needful rules and
regulations for carrying this act into effect, and authorizes htm to direct that payments for lands purchased under the fourth section may be made in any number of
annual installments not exceeding 4 from the date of the sale, with interest thereon
not to exceed 6 per centum per annum.
Upon the receipt of any proper application to purchase under t.he fourth section of
the act you will notify the company thereof and allow thirty days within which to
:file objections.
If no objection is made the applicant will be held and deemed to have a valid claim
and right of purchase in the land applied for, and you will so notify the company.
Should the company object you will order a hearing and proceed as directed under
section 2.
The sixth section of the act authorizes and instructs the Secretary of the Interior
to apply the provisions of the second, third, fourth, and fifth sections to any lands
that have been patented under the railroad grant of March 3, 1871, and to protect any
and all settlers on said lands in all their rights under said sections.
In all cases under section 2 where the rights of entry under the laws of the United
States shall have been fully established to lands which have been patented to the
company, the latter will be required to reconvey such lands to the United States, to
the end that no cloud may rest upon the title of the entryman.
In cases where the right of purchase under the fourth section of the act shall be
established the railroad compltny will be required either to convey the lands to the
applicants upon receipt of the first payment and secure itself for the deferred payments by liens upon the lands sold, or to enter into such contracts to convey t,he lands
upon receipt, of the final installments paid in the manner below prescribed as shall
be Ratisfactory to this office.
The fourth section prescribes that purchasers thereunder shall pay one-third of the
purchase money in cash. Under the authority given the Secretary of the Interior
the balance of the purchase money shall be paid in four equal annual installments
from the date of the sale, and interest on the deferred payments shall be at the rate
of 6 per centum per annum.
.
Purchasers coming within the provisions of this section may at any time make payment o~"th~ whole or any equal annual installment of the purchase money.
Applwat10n to enter under the second section and to purchase under the fourth
section should be accompanied by tlie corroborated affidavit of the claimant setting
forth the facts respecting his settlement and residence upon and cultivation of the
land claimed.
Approved, June 8, 1887:
H. L. MULDROW,
Acting Secretary.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
W, M. MATTOC'KS.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, June 24, 1887.)

·

I ha~e the honor to acknowledge the receipt by your referen?e for report of a
letter from W. M. Mattocks, dated at Morantowu, Kans., the 7th rnst., stating that
he settled ou the SW.¼, Sec. 24, 'l'. 25 S., R. 20 E., Kansas, in October, 1866,and went
im°:1edia~ely to the land office to make a filing but was advised by the register to wait
until sprmg and then homestead the land.
When he applied in the spring be was informed .that the land bad been. withdrawn
for railroad purposes, but be was advised to remain on the land, and that he has not
abandoned it for a day. ·
That through an attorney in 1870 he made a filing and has used every effort to establish bis rights to the land, and in the fall of 1885 he believes be made another
application and bad it ferwarded to this office with evidence attached.
That his improvements are worth nearly $3,000.
'fhat the district court has decided in his favor, and that the speculator claiming
the railroad title bas appealed, and that he is unable to law it through and hopes
th at some relief may be afforded him.
11~ reply I have to say that by office letter of March, 19, 1867, the local officers were
instructed to withhold frori1 entry all vacant odd-numbered sections within 10 miles
from the line of definite location of the J:oad ofthe Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company, and both odd and even numbered sections beyond 10 and within 20
miles from said line~ that order was acknowledged at the local office April 3, 1867 ..
'l'l~e tract in question fell in the 20-mile (indemnity) limits of that grant; also ~n
the fodemnity limits of the grant to the Leavenwortb 1 Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company.
·
I :find no application in this office m~de by Mr. Mattocks to enter this tract, except
an H. E. application presented to the local officers the 11th of March, 1886, and ~y
them refused the same day for the reason that the tract was patented to the Mtssouri, Kansas a~d Texas Railway Company November 3, 1873, it having been selected
by the company April 4, 1876.
That rejected application was submitted to this office March 15, 1886, on appeal. It
is accompanied with the deposition of one witness who made oath that Mr. Mattock~
settled. on the land in October, 1866, and that be has on the premises a house 14 by _23
and kitchen 14 by 14 1 lt stories high, 17 acres in orchard, a pasture of 45 acres 10closed with a wire fence, and 100 acres under cultivation, all of the value of $2,500;
that his residence on the land has been continuous from date of settlement.
Mr. Mattocks has recently filed another affidavit, which is corroborated, as ~obis
settlement, &c. He makes oath that the newly appointed register (N. S. Goss) who
informed him that he could not make a homestead entry in the spring of 186? on account of t,h e withdrawal, also advised him to stay on the land 1 and assured btm that
he would get it-it would be outside the grant; also that his claim was good by reason
of his settlement prior to withdrawal.
That, as Mr. (}oss was president of the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company, he accepted his assurances, as he not only represented the government as re~ister of the land office but also the railroad company, and feeling confident of his
right be continued doing all in his power to make a home.
As Mr. Mattocks settled on the land prior to the definite location of the company'.s
road, also prior to the withdrawal, and applied to enter the same prior to both, bis
right to the land was paramount; and be would long ago have received a patent for
the same bad it not been for the erroneous advice'of the local officers.
In regard to the statement that the reO'ister (N. S. Goss) was president of the company the filtJs of this office show that h; was one of the incorporators of the same,
and as late as March 25, 1867, addressecl this office as its president. The records sho~
that he was regi ter of the United States land office at Humboldt, Kans., from Apnl
2, 1 67, to May 11, 1869.
March 4, 1 ·9, he was appointed land commissioner of the company, and filed a
copy of hi appo intment with his letter of April 9, 1869, notifying this office that be
had a.cc pted the sarue and entered upon the discharge of the duties thereof.
Th e fact are significant and should not be overlooked in the consideration of Mr.
att ck' ca e.
That he wa cli uadecl from making entry at the proper time by incorrect advice is
ap~ar nt,. and the ~act that the advice was given him by an official of the company
wbtl ~ tmg a r gi t _r of the lo~al United States land office was an outrage that reult d lil an unauthorized pat nt10g ofland to the ompany which should have been
pat nt d to bim.
Hi quit!e a! o great, and the fact pre nt nch an entirely different question
fro any ra1 ed 10 he ca e already recommend cl a to the even-numbered section , that
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:I suggest that the Attorney-General be requested to cause suit to be instituted to va.e,ate the patent issued to the company for this tract, and that the United ~tatee
attorney for the district of Kansas be instructed to appear for Mr. Mattocks m the
case now pending against him, and advise the court of the situation, and to take such
steps and file such motions as are necessary to protect his home.
:RESTORATION OF INDEMNITY LANDS WITHDRAWN FOR THE BENEFIT OF CERTAIN
RAILROAD AND WAGON-ROAD COMPANIES. (CIRCULAR OF SEPTEMBER 6, 1887.) .

The honorable Secretary of the Interior having revoked the indemnity with~rawals
heretofore ordered for the benefit of certain railroad and wagon-ron,d compames, and
directed that all lands embraced therein be restored to the public domain and opened
to settlement under the general land laws, the following is submitted in answer to
the numerous inquiries relative thereto.
The order of revocation and restoration includes all t,he lands within the indemnity
limits of the grants for the roads hereinafter mentioned (see Appendix A) except such
lands as may be covered by approved selections by which is meant selections which
have been examined and approved by the Commissioner of this office and the Secretary
of the Interior. It is provided, however,'that the order of restoration shall not•a:ffect
rights acquired by grant.e es within the primary or granted limits of any other Congressional grant.
•
As to lands covered by unapproved selections applications to make :filings and entries thereon may be received, noted, and held subject to the claim of the company,
of which claim the applicant must be distinctly informed and memoranda ther~of entered upon his papers,
Whenever such application to :file or enter is presented, alleging upon sufficient
prima facie showing that the land is not from any cause subject to the company's right
of selection, notice thereof will be given to the proper representative of the company,
which will be allowed thirty days after service of said notice within which to present
objections to the allowance of said :filing or entry.
Should the company fail to respond or show cause before the district land officers
why the application should not be allowed said application for :filing or entry will be
admitted and the selection held for cancellation; but should the company appear and
show cause an investigation will be ordered under the rules of practice to determine
whether said land is subject to the right of the company to make selection of the same,
which will be determined by the register and receiver subject to the right of appeal
~ciiliMp~~
.
When appeals are taken from the decision of the register and receiver to this
office in the class of cases above provided for they will be disposed of without delay;
and if the decision should be in favor of the company and no appeal be taken the
Ian d will be certified to the Secretary of the Interior for approval for patent without
requiring further action on the part of the company except the payment of the required foes. If the decision should be adverse to the company and no appeal be
taken the selection will be canceled and the filing or entry allowed subject to compliance with law.
..
Lands which have not been selected will be subject to settlement and entry as other
public lands, and notice to the company will not be required.
The Secretary's orders revoking said indemni1;y withdrawals take effect from the
date of the issne thereof (see Appendix A) so as to open the lands embraced therein
to settlement, but :filing and entries of said lands will not be received until notice of
the restoration shall have been given by public advertiKement for a period of thirty
days, it being the intention of the order ofrevocation that as against actual settlement
thereafter made the orders of the department withdrawing said lands shall no longer
be an obstacle. Rights both of the company and of settlers attaching prior to the
issue of the Secretary's order will be determined by the facts in each case.
The necessary instructions for the restoration of the lands affected by the Secretary's orders have been issued to the registers and receivers for the land districts in
which the lands are situated (see Appendix B), to whom application to enter or for
any further information should be made.
The restoration as ordered is to entry under the general land laws relating to settlement. Private cash entries of the restored lands will not be allowed.
Approved:

H. L. MULDROW,
Acting Secretary.
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.ADJUSTMENT OF RAILROAD L.A.ND GRANTS.
WISCONSIN RAILROAD FARM MORTGAGE.

[Register and receiver, Bayfield,' Wis., May 27, 1886.]

I have considered the application of the governor of the State of Wisconsin for the
certification for the benefit of the Wisconsin Railroad Farm Mortgage Land Company
of certain indemnity lands selected by said State urnler act of June 4, 1856.
By act of Congress approved June 3, 1856 (11 Stat., 20). a grant of lands was made
to t,he State of Wisconsin for the purpose of aiding in the construction among others
of a railroad" from Madison or Columbus, by way of Portage City, to the Sairit Croix
river or lake between townships 25 and 21, and from thence to the west end of Lake
Superior and to Bayfield."
The grant was of every alternate section of land designated by odd numbers for six
sections in width on each side of said road. Said act provided that in case it shonld
appear that tbe United States had when the lines of said road were definitely fixed
sold any sections or parts thereof granted as aforesaid, or that the right of pre-emption had attached to the same, then it should be lawful for any agent or agents, to be
appointed by the governor of ~aid State, to select subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior from the lands of the United States nearest to the tiers of Sl'Ctions above specified, and not farther than 15 miles from the line of the road, so mnch
land in alternate sections or parts of sections as should be equal to such lands as the
United States had sold or otherwise appropriated or to which tbe right of pre-emption
had attached as aforesaid, which lands thus selected in lieu of those sold and to which
the right of pre-emption had attached as aforesaid, together with the sect.ions and
parts of sections designated by odd numbers as aforesaid and appropriatetl as aforesaid, should be held by the State of Wisconsin for the u1se and•purpose aforesaid .
Secti.on 4 provided that the lands should be disposed of only in the following
manner, that is to say, that a quantity not exceeding one hundred and twenty sections1and included -within a continuous length of20 miles of road might be solrl; aud
when the governor of said State should certify to the Secretary of the Interior that
any 20 continuous miles of said road was completed then another like quantity_mig~t
. be sold, and so from time to time until the entire road was completed; and 1f said
road was not completed within ten y ears no further sales be made, and the lauds
unsold should revert to the United Statesi.
By an act of its legislature approved October 8, 1856, the State of Wisco_nsin accepted the grant in question, ancl by act approved October 11, 1856, authorized the
La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company to construct the road from Madison and
from Columbus, by the way of Portage City, to Saint Croix river or lake, and
thence to the west end of Lake Superior and to Bayfield, and to aid in the con truction thereof granted to said company all the lands granted to the State for that purpose by the act of June 3, 1856.
·
Said company was required to complete the road from Madison to Portage and
from Columbus to Portage l>y Decembe:r31, 1858, and for the purpose of estim~tiug_
and selecting the lands granted by Congress Madison was designated aa the pornt of
commencement of said road.
Said grant was accepted 1,y the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company October 11, 1856, subject to all its conditions and restrictions.
By an act of the State legislature approved March 5, 1857 the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company was authorized t o convey to the St. Croix and Lake Superior Railroad Company all its right, title, and interest in and to the lands north of the
Saint Croix river or lake.
On March 10, 1857, the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company executed the
conve~ance authorize~ ~y the a~t last mentioned, reserving however "the right _of
eelectrng any lands w1thrn }5 miles of and more than 6 miles from the route of said
road or road between the Saint Croix river or lake and the west end of Lake upe1;1o_r, and al _o between said ro1:1te _and Bayfiel~, for the purpo e of making up any deficiency which doe or may ex1 ·t rn the quantity of lands to which the said La Cro se
and Mi_lwaukee Railroad Company is or may be entitled upon that part of its line
extendmg from fadi on to Saint Croix river or lake."
~n DP.cemb r27,_ 1 ~7, tht: governor of Wi cousin certified to the Secretary of the Intenor that 40 contmuou mil of tbe La Cro e and Milwaukee Railroad, extending
f~~ Portage to 'T ew Lisbon, had been completed as required by the act of June 3,
The road 'Ya comple~ed from ew Li bon to Tomah, a distance of 61 miles from
Po~g , clunng. th p~ing of 1 5 ., but the governor refused to certify to the compl 1 n f the thir
·t10n of 20 mil , for the rea on that the roads from Madison and
fr m olumbu to ortag had no be n on truct rl and for the further reason that
the company wa u ing the lands or the a curities ba ed thereon iu constructing a
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road from Tomah to La Crosse. By act of the legislature of Wiscons_in approved
March 12, 1861, the Sugar River Valley Railroad Company was autho~1z~d to construct.the roads from Madison and from Columbus to Portage, and to aid rn the construction of such roa<ls there was granted to said company such of the lands theretofore granted to the La Crosse and Milwaukt>e Railroad Company as were or could °J?e
made applicable to the construction of the road between Madison and Portage. Said
roads were required to. be completed by December 31, 1863.
.
1?Y act of the State legislature approved April 1, 1863, the Tomah and Sa~nt Cro1;x
. Ra1lroad Company was authorized to construct the road from Tomah to Sarnt Croix
river or lake, and to aid in the construction thereof there was granted to said company such of the l ands granted to the State by the act of June 3, 1856, as were or
conld be made applicable to the constraction of the road between said points, the
grant to the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company being revoked to that extent.
On May 5, 1864, Congress passed another act granting lands to the State of Wisconsin to aid in the construction of certain railroads.
The first sect.ion of the act of 1864 ( 13 Stat., 66) granted to said State for ~he 9urpose of aiding in the construction of a railroad from Saint Croix river or rnke to the
west end of Lake Superior, and from some point on said road to Bayfield; every alternate section desiguated by odd numbers for ten sections in width on each side of
said road, deducting any and all lands that may have been granted to the said S,tate
for the same purpose uy act of June ::J, 1850, upon the same terms a,nd conditions as are
contained in said act of J nne 3, 1856. The act provides that, "in case j t shall appear
that the U11ited. Sta,tes haYc, when the line or route of said road is definitely fixed,
~old, reserved, or otherwho d i:,;posecl of auy sect10ns or parts of sections granted as
aforesu,id, or that tho rigbt of pre-emption Las attache<l. to the same, then it shall be
lawful for any age11t or a~re:its to be appoiuted by said company to select, subject
to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, from the public lands of the
United States nearest to the tier of sec1fo11s above specified so much land in alternate sections or parts of.sections as shall be eqnal to such lands as the United States
have sold or otherwise appropriated, or 1o which the right ofpre-emption has attached as aforesaid: P1·ovided, That the lands to Le so located shall in 110 case be farther
tLan 20 miles from the line of said roads, nor sh all such selection or location be made
in lieu of lands received .u nder the said grnnt of June 3, 1856, but such selection and
location may be made for the benefit of said State, and for the purpose aforesaid, to
supply any deficiency under said grant of June :\ 18fi6, should any such deficiency
exist."
The second St>ction of said act made a .grant upon like terms and conditions to aid
in the construction of a railroad from the town of Tomah to the St. Croix river or
lake.
Section 5 extended the time for the completion of said roads five years from the ·
passage of the a?t·
.
.
Section 7 provided that whenever the compames to which the grant was made, or
to which the same might be transferred, should complete 20 consecutive miles of any
portion of said railroads, patents should issue conveying the right and title to said
lands t,o the company entitled ther eto so far as the same should be ,completed and
coterminous with such completed section, and that patents should in like manner
issue as each section of 20 miles of roa1l was completed.
Section 8 provided that said lands should when patented be s11bject to the disposal
of the company entitled the reto for the purpose'aforesaid and no other.
At the date of the pa'is1i~e of this a ct no portion of the ro.ii·l provided for bv the act
of June 3, 1856, other thau the 61 m iles thereof extending from Portage to Tomah had
bei>:n completed.
By act of: its legis~ature approved March 20, 1865, the Btate of Wisconsin accepted
the grant made by_ act of ~ay 5, 1854, and co nsented_ ~o execut~ the trust erea,ted
thereby, pu·rsuant rn all thmgs to the ter..ns and C'>ndit10ns ,of said act. The grant
made by the fir,,;t section of the act of May 5, 1864, w as conferred upon the Saint Croix
and Lak~ Superior Railroad Comp 1ny by a0t of the legislature of the State approved
March 20, 1805, s11bj ec t to the r <!s trictious and conrli tious of the acts of 1856 and 1864.
The grant marle IJ_y thB se':on l section of the act of 1831 was conferred upon the
Tomah and St. Croix Rq,ilroa:l Company by act of the legislature approved March
29, l tl65. ·The road provitltid for in tiaid section was completed from Tomah to St.
Croix river withia the time req_ aired by law. Said company is no~ asking for pat- 1
ents and no fur ther reference thereto neeu. be made herein.
On December 31, 1856, the La Cross~ and Milwaukee Railroad Company executeu to
Green C. Bronson and other.;; a mort~age cov,,ring all its property, including all the
lands granted or intended to be granted to said company by the act of Congress approved June 3, 1856, and th e a 1t of the Statti legis!J,ture approved October 11, 1856,
to secure bonds amonntiug t..> $10,000,0 )0, which it propo3ed to issue for the construct ion of its road.
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The railroad company being in default in the payment of the interest on its bonds
the mortgage was foreclosed and all the property covered thereby was on April 5
1863, sold to William WaUace and William H. White nuder a decree of the circuit
court of the United States for the dist,rict of 'Wisconsin. Messrs. Wallace and White
received a deed for the pr.?perty on May 5, 186;~, and_ on the same day organizecl a,
company known as the M1_lwauk_ee and St. Paul Ra1lwaY: Company, .to which they
conveyed alJ the property, rnclndmg the lands granted or mtended to be granted to
the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company by the acts of Congress and of the
State legislature so far as the same were applicable to tne construction of the road
from Madison, by way of Portage, to Saint Croix river or lake.
By an act of its legislature approved March 6, 1808, the State organized the Wisconsin Railroad Farm Mortgage Land Company and authorized the Milwaukee :.in<l
St. Paul Railroatl Company to convey to said J<,arm Mortgage Company, for the benefit of certain owners of farms and other lands (who it was alleged in the acb had
mortgaged their lands to aid in building the La CrossA and Milwaukee railro,tcl and
had suffered great injury by reason of the failure of said road), all the lands to whi@h
it was entitled by reason of the construction of the road between Portage and Tomah
upon condition that the State should relinquish its right to tax said company on
account of its being the owner of said lands . Congress assented to this action by an
. act approved July 27, 1868 (15 Stat., 238). This act.authorized the legislature of the
State of Wisconsin to dispose of the lands "which may have inured and been certified" to the said State under the act of June 3, 1856, to aitl in the construction of the
road from Madison to Saint Croix river or lake, for the benefit of the Wisconsin Railroad Farm Mortgage Land Company: " Provided, however, That this act shall apply
only to such lands as ti:nay be due the State of Wisconsin for the portion of said road
already completed."
On September 15, 1868, the Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad Company conveyed
to the Wisconsin Railroad Farm Mortgage Land Company all its right, title, and
interest in and to the lands granted to the State of Wisconsin by the act of Juno :J,
1856, and by said State to the La Crosse and Milwat1kee Railroad Company. On
November 19, 1868, the governor of Wisconsin certified to the Secretary of the Interior
that the La Cro~se and Milwaukee Railroad CL,mpany and its successors ha<l completed a continuous line of railroad from Columbus by way of Portage to Tom3:h.
The St. Croix and Lake Superior Railroad Company having failed to complete its
road the State by act of its legislature approved March 22, 1872, repealed t)ie act
granting lands to said company, with the proviso however that nothing in said act
should be construed to impair the rights of tne Wisconsin Railroad ]!'arm Mortgage
Land Company under the grant of Jone 3, 1856.
.
.
By an act of the legislatnre of ·the State approved March 2:1, 1872, the W1scons111
Railroad Farm Mort~age Land Company was declared to be the legal successor (as
to tbe rights acquired and conferred in aml to a portion of the lancl:3 grantecl by tbo
act of June 3, 1856) of the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company, as fixed and
rel:wrved in the contract entered into bv the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company and the St. Croix and Lake Supe'rior Railroad Company March 10, l,-~57.
The second section of said act made it the duty of the governor to carry out the
provisions of said contract, and convey to the Wisconsin Railroad F arm Mortg.i~e
Land Company out of the lands granted by the act of June 3, 1856, snch quant1ty
of lands which had been or might thereafter be made applicable thereto as would,
togetller with the lands theretofore conveyed to said Farm Mortgage Land Compa,oy,
make the exact amount of six sections per mile for each mile of road constructed by
the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company between Portage and Tomah.
By act of the legislature of the State approveu March 4, 1874, the North Wisconsin
Railwa,y Company was authorized to construct the road from Saint Croix 1·iver or
lake to the junction with the branch to Bayfield aud from said junction to Bayfield;
and to aicl in such construction there was granted to saicl company such of the lands
granted to the Stn.te by the acts of Jnue 3, 18JG, and May 5, 1864, as were or could
be ma<le applicable to that portion of the road.
By the Harne act a corporation knowu as tile Chicago and Norlhern Pacific .Air-Line
Railway Company wa authorize1l to construct the road between the junction with
the hra.nch t Bayfielu and the west encl of Lake Superior, and to receive the lands
applicable ther to.
The ro i cl in question has been completed from Saint Croix lake to Superior City
at the we t eucl of Lake uperior anel to Rl.yfield, but no portion thereof was com pl t d within the time require,l by the act of fay 5, 1864.
The roa fro ·n faclison to Portage was completed in 1'371 (after the time :fixed for
its c cnpletion ll · ,1 expir,·d) hy the Ma<li. on and Portao-e
Railroad Company, succes0
or to the 'ngar River Vall y Railro d Company.
On eptember 21, 1 , the ecretary of the Interior in reply to a letter from this
o~ce a kin~ what proof would be required f the completion of the La Crosse and
Milwaukee Ra.ilro, din order to carry ont the provisions of the act of July 27, 1868,
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]I.el~ among other things that said act of 1868 applied only to lands which had beeu
-tertified at the date of its passage.
This decision does not appt-'ar to have been followed either by this office or the Department, as about 40,000 acres within the indemnity limits of the grant of 1856, betwe~n Portage and Tomah, which had not previously been certifie<l. to the State, we~e
certrfied for the benefit of the Wisconsin Railroad Ji,arm Mortgage Land Company rn
1870: And in'."' letter dated February ~3, 1875, to B. J. Stevens, Commission~r Burd~tt
admitted the r1gbt of the Madison and Portao-e Railroad Company to select rndemmty
along the road between Saint Croix lake a~d Lake Superior within the indemnity
limits of the ~rant of1856. In a suit instituted by the Madison and Por~age ~ailro~d
Company against the treasurer of the State of Wisconsin, t!Je West W1scom:m Railroad Company, and other railroad companies in which the principles involved in the
adjustment of the grants of 1856 and 1864 were presented, the circuit court of the
U~it~d States for the western district of Wisconsin, Mr. Justice Harlan delivering t~e
op1mon, h eld that tbe act of June 3, 1856, contemplated or at least rendered p~ss1ble the construction by one company of a single continuous railroad from Madison
via Portage and Saiut Croix river or lake to the west end of Lake Superior and to
Bayfield. But that the continuity of such line was destroyed and was intended to be
destroyed by the act of 1864.
That as the latter act required the lands to be disposed of upon the coterminous
principle no one of the companies constructing a road under that act could for ~ny
deficiency of lands coterminous with its own line supply such deficiency out of lands
coterrrdnous with other lines constructed by other companiee under the same act.
That by its acceptance of the grant of 1864 the State bound itself to au administration of the grant upon the coterminous principle unless rights had previously accrued
under and. by virtue of the act of 1856, which Congress could not even with the consent of the State ignore or violate, or unleAs subsequent to the passage and acceptance
of the act of 1864 the State with the consent or in harmony wi.th its legislation recognized in some binding form the ri ghts growing out of the act of l"l56.
Passing upon the claim of the Wisconsin R~ilroad Farm Mort.gage Land Company
the court held that as the claim of said company related to rQad constructed under
the act of 1856 prior to the passage of the act of 1864 and not embraced or referred
to in said act, it was competent for the State in view of the action of Congress after
accepting the act of 1864, but before conferring the grant made thereby upon the North
Wisconsin and Chicago and Northern Pacific Air-Line Railway companies, to allow the
Farm Mortgage Company to select the deficiency lands earned by its predecessor (the
La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company) out of such lands north of Saint Croix
river or lake as were embraced within the iudemnity limits of the grant of 1856: that
such right having been given by the act of March 23, 1872, requiring the governor to
carry into effect the contra,ct of March 10, 1857, between the La Crosse and Lake Su 7
perior Railroad companies, should be enforced.
The lands reg uired to satisfy the claim of the W:isconsin Railroad Farm Mortgage
Land Company were designated by a mast~r of the court, and were afterwards duly
selected uy an agent appointed for that purpose by the governor of the State.
Of the lands so selected 70,003.72 acres are in your district outside of the 6 and
within the 15 mile limits of the grant of 1856 between Saint Croix lake and Superior
City and Bayfield, and were selected May 12, 188:\ per list No. 1. As the location of
the road between sai.d points under the act of 1856 was adopted as the location under the act of J.864 they are also within the 10 and 20 mile limits of the grant made
by the latter act.
By letter dated November 28, 1885, addressed to the Secretary of the Interior and
by him referred to this office the governor of Wisconsin requested the approval of
said lands pursuant to the practice of the department.
Were it not for the decision of the circuit conrt the questions presented by said
application would not be difficult of determination. The case in which said decision
was rendered, however, was one between the State and the several companies claiming under her laws. The United States was not a party thereto. The views of the
government as to the claim of the State as against the United States were not presented to the court, and hence I do not consider the decision as determining that
point.
Without deciding whether or not the act of 1856 permitted the construction by one
company of a single conttnuous line of road from Madison via Portage to Saint Croix
river or lake, and thence to the west end of Lake Superior and to Bayfield, it is
clear that if snch r:gut existed it was destroyed by the act of 1864, which made two
separate and- disth1ct grants an<l. set apart for the construction of the two roads
therein provided for the lands coterminous with each respectively.
In t~e case of The United States v. Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul R. R. Co. ,
the Umted States Conrt of Claims hel<l that the action of the State in disposing of
~he lands for the b.enefit. of thB Farm Mortgage Company was a di Yersion of the same
1rom the purpose for which they were granted, and that as the United States had by
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the. p:1ssage of the act. of 1868 assented to such diversion they were estopped from
cla1mrng that any port10n of the road between Portage and Tomah was constructed
by the aid of a land grant. (14 C. ·c., 125.)
The Suprepie Court of the United States on appeal, while h0lding that the question whether the road was or was not the subject of a land grant was immaterial
said that were it otherwise it would have no hesitation in affirming the :finding of
the Court of Claims on tbat point. (104 U. S., 688.)
If the action of the Statt~ was a diversion of the lands from the purpose for which
they were granted, and in my opinion it was, I can not give my consent to the diversion of additional la,nds unless such diversion is clearly authorized by law.
'l'he act of Jnly 27, 1868, by which Congress assented to the diversion, authorized
the State to dispose of for the benefit of the Farm Mortgage Company "the lands
granted and which may have inured and been certified" to the State under the act
of 1856.
In my opinion the only lands which come within the provisions of this act are
those which had inurecl and been cert{fied t o the State prior to its passage. As to indemnity lands it was not snfficient that t he right of selection had accrued. They must
have been selected and ce1·ti.fied to the State. The department so held in 1868, and
the fact that its decision was afterwards ignored and additional lands certified is by
no means conclusive in favor of further certification.
In addition the act by its terms is lirrnted in its application to such lands as were due
the State for road constructed prior to its passage. The only road constructed under
the act of 18G6 prior to the passage of tlie act of 1868 was the portion between
Portage and Tomah, and in my opinion th~ only lands then due the State were the
lands coterminous with such portion.
I am therefore of opinion that the selection of the lands in question for the benefit of the Parm Mortgage Company was unauthodzed and illegal. The governor's
application is accordingly denied, and the list of selections held for cancellation subject to appeal within sixty days. I will advise the parties in interest hereof.
MISSOURI, KANSAS AND TEXAS RAILROAD COMPANY.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, July 21, 1887,]

On January 20, 1881, I received by your reference a copy of a letter from Mr. N. L.
Ard, corresponding secretary Settlers' Protective Association, elated at E~sinore, Kan_s.,
January 3, H387, addressed to the honorable .Attorney-General, ancl referred by him
to this department for appropriate action, claiming that the Missouri, Kansas and
Texas Railroad Company bas received patents for more lands than it is entitled to
under its grants. On this point you directed an examination and report.
I have the honor to report that I have caused a map of this road to be prep!l're~
showing with precision the lateral limits of the grant in conformity with the pnnc1ples laid down in the case of Leander Scott v. Kansas Pacific Rail way Company (5
L. D., 468), a copy of which ' is transmitted marked Exhibit .A, and I have ma~e a?,
adjustment of the grant in accordance therewith, a detailed statement of which is
appended marked Exhibit B.
The limits of the grant upon which withdrawals were ordered were laid off before
all the lands were surveyed, and as to surveyed lands the withdrawal limits were
not adjusted to the smallest legal subdivision. It became necessary, therefore, to de:fin? the exterior limits accurately according to the original plan of measurement, but
ad.1u~ted to the smallest legal subdivision of the public survf\ys.
This made some slight variations on the extreme outward limits, and also disclosl3d
an erro~ in the :withdrawal maps in this that in closing the public surveys upon the
:fi.r_st g~ude _men~ian east of the sixth principal meridian the range thus made was 2
miles m width instead of 1 mile, and as a result of which the limits of the grant had
been laid down 1 mile too wide wherever such range was embraced within the limits
of the withdrawal.
The gross area within the geographical limits of the grant is shown by saicl adjustment to be 1,1:21,7 4.18 acres. From this amount is t,o be deducted the quantity excluded from the operation of th~ grant by reservations under prior grants and Indian
re ervations, as al o moieties under contemporaneous grants, as follows:
Grant to the Kansas Pacific Railroad Company :
Acres.

Act July 1, 1862...... . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
.Act July 2, 1 64...... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grant for the .Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company, act
March 3, 1 63 .. , .........••.................•.....•.................
Grant for the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company
act March 3, 1 63 ....•.......................................•.•...•• :

65, 850. 46
67, 300. 36
128, 493. 01

218, 842. 86
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Grant for the Missouri River, Port Scott and Gulf Railroad Company, act
J nly 25, 1866 .................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115, 181. 98
Indian reservations ...................... _............................. 18:3, 0i5. 68
Selected under grants to the State for internal improvements, etc........ 18, 729. 95
97 474.30

Deducting from 1,121,784.18 acres the excluded area of797,474.30 acres and324,309.88
acres remain as the net area of the grant for the Missouri, Kansas, aucl Texas Railroad Company. There have been approved to the company in granted limits 117,556.08
acres, of which 21,523.60½ acres were erroneously patented, said lands having been excepted from the grant by grants for other roads, leaving 96,032.39½ acres of granted
lands patented to the company.
There also remains 1,020 acres of vacant land in granted limits which will be subject
to the company's selection when the excess of patented lands shall have been reconveyed to or recovered by the United States, as provided by the act of March 3 _1887.
Deducting then the amountof96,032.~~!:Jt+l,020=97,052.39½ acres as granteulan'71.s conveyed or liable to conveyance from the net volume of the grant (324,309.88 acres), and
there remains 227,257.48½ acres as the amount of lands within gra.nted limits to be
accounted for to the grant, The adjustment shows the following disposals by the
United States within said limits other than by reservations prior or contemporaneous
grants, viz:
Acres.

Pre-emptions and sales prior to definite location ••••........ ~ ......... . 125,010.86
Prior military bounty warrant locations ...................... - .•...... 101, 52(i. 6~½
240.00
Mili:ary bounty warrant locations after definite location .....•........
480.0U
Other disposals after definite location ...•............. : • • ~ •.. ·: .......•
227,257.4tl½
The grant which was made by act of Jnly 26, 1866 (14 Stat., 289), was of "every alternate section of land or parts thereof designated by odd nnmbers to the extent of
:five alternate sections per mile on ea.ch side of said road and not exceeding ten sections per mile." 'Ihis as uniformly held under similar or equivalent language was
"a grant of particular parcels (sections) of land lying within prescribed lateral limits
to the road each of which was definitely marked out and numberecl by the public
surveys and to each of which the grant attached by distinct terms of description."
It was therefore a grant of specified lands in place "and not a grant of specified
quantity." (16 Ops., 508.)
The indemnity provisions are as follows:
"But in case it shall appear that the United States have when the line of said road
is .definitely located sold any section or any part thereof granted as aforesaid, or that
the right of pre-emption or homestead settlement ha!3 attached to the same, or that
the same has been reserved by the United States for any purpose whatever, then it
shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to cause to be selected for the purposes aforesaid, from the public lands of the Uniteu States nearest to the sec~ions·
above specified, so much land as shall be equal to the amount of such lands as the
United States have sold, reserved, or otherwise appropriated, orto which the right of
homestead settlement or pre-emption has attached as aforesaid, which lands thus
indicated by the direction of the Secretary of the Interior shall be reserved and held
for the State of Kansas for the use of said company by the said Secretary for the purpose
of the construct-ion and operation of said railroad as provided by this act: Provided,
That any and all lauds heretofore reserved to the United States by any act of Congress, or in any other manner by competent authority, for the purpose of aiding in
any object of internal improvement or other purposes whatever, be and the same
are hereby reserved ancl excepted from the operations of this act, except so far as
it may be found necessary to loca~ the route of said road through such reserved lands,
in which case the right of way 200 feet in width is hereby granted subject to the approval of the President of the United States: And provided further, That said lands
hereby granted sha11 not be selected beyond twenty miles from the line of sajd road."
Under the decision of the Supr«;i.me Court in Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company v. United States (92 U. S., 733) it was held that companies
having such grants were entit1ed to indemnity only for lands sold or pre-empted
after the date of the passage of the granting act. It was the opinion of the Attorney-General, however, in the Minnesota case (16 Ops., 503) that indemnity was :tllowable for lands sold or pre-empted prior to grant, and this view has been sustained by
the Supreme Court in the case of Winona and St. Peter Railro::1d Company v. Barney
(113 U. S., 618), in which it is held that the indemnity clause in that case covers
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losses from the gra.nt by reason of sales and the attachment of pre-emption right
previous t,o the date of the act as well as subsequent thereto. In view of this authority I have credited the company in the adjustment with the amount oflands di
posed of by pre-emptions and sales both before and after grant, and have also credited the company with the amount of lands embraced in military bounty land warrant locations both before and after grant. Such locations, while not in the nature
of sales or pre-emptions, are perhaps· not in the nat,nre of reservations such as are
excepted from the operation of the grant, but rather in the nature of other appropriations for which indemnity is allowable. The company in selecting indemnity did
so without furnishing any b::i,sis of specific losses for which indemnity was claime<l,
but selected broadcast the lands in indemnity limits irrespective of the amount of
losses within granted limits, and their selections were patented by this office and department without any adjustment of the grant ever having been made, and without
knowledge so far as can be discovered of t,he amount of indemnity to which the company might be entitled. As a result the company has received patents for 477,743.36
acres within indemnity limits, and for 21,421.99 acres in limits formerly supposed to
be indemnity limits but now found to be outside of the indemnity belt, making
a total of lands patented as indemnity of 499,165. 35 acres or an excess of 271,:307.i-6½
,acres. Add to this amount the excess patented within granted limits 21.523.3~
acres, and the total excess is 293,431.55 acres.
.
I will furnish when needed for use lists of the patented lands covermg the excess
as shown, or which you may determine to be r ecovered , and respectful~y recommend
that proper steps be taken to recover saicl excess from the company rn ac_cordan~e
with the provisions of the act of March 3, 188i. I will also furnish in due t1C1e a. ~1st
of lands which have been erroneously patented to the company by reason of hav~ng
been excepted from the grant by prior settlement claims, and for the recovery of title
to which provision is also made by said act.
CHICAGO, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS AND OMAHA RAILWAY COMPANY-MAIN LINE,

[Hon. L. Q. 'C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, .A.ugust 3, 1887.]

In compliance with the instructions contained in your letter of the !Z2d March
last, directini this· office to adjust the grant to the State of Wisconsin by acts of Jun_e
3, 1856, and May 5, 1864, to aid in the construction of what is now known '.18 t~e Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway extending from St. Croix river or
lake to the west end of Lake Superior and to Bayfield, I have the honor ~o report
that I have cam;ed a map to be prepared showing with accuracy the t~rm~nal and
lateral limits of said grant for the main line in accordance with the prmmples announced in your decisions in the Northern Pacific terminal limit case (14 Copp's L.
0 .. 28) and in the case of Leander Scott 1;. Kansas Pacific Railwa,y Company (5 L. D.,
468) and have made an adjustment of the grant in accordance therewith.. . .
Main line.-The gross area of the odd-numbered sections within the 10-mile hm1ts ~f
the grant for the main line from St. Croix lake to Superior City, as shown hy said
adjustment, is 857,957.63 acres. J:<"'rom this amount, however, is to be de~ucted the
quantity excluded from the operation of the grant by reservations under pnor grants,
Indian reservations, and the moier,tes of other roads under contemporaneous grants,
and also certain lands for which iudemnity ca not be allowed, as follows:
Acres.

Total area of odd sections wit)lin the 10-mile limits. _____ . ___ .. _. _.. - - . • . 857, 957. 6!3
l.Jeduct on account of prior grants, reservations, and moieties,
under contemporaneous grantsAcres.

Bayfield Branch one-half. _____ ·----··----- ____ ...... ---· 39,026.28
West Wisconsin one-half . __ . _.. _____ ••• _.• ____ . ____ . __ - - 35,973.72
Wisconsin Central one-half __________ ·----··----···---· .. 56,619.84
Granted to , tate as swamp . ___ . _____ ... __ . _. _... - - - . -... 42,004.12
Selected by 'tate under internal-improvement grant .. ___ .
2,432.39
elected by State under Fox and Wisconsin improvement
grant .. _.... __ ... __. _. __ . ___ . ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ . . .
345. 91
- - - - 176,402.26
N tar a of grant,. __ ... _____ . _____ . _.... _... ____ .. ____ .. ____ . ____ .. 681,555. 27
Reduce for loses for which no indemnity can be allowedTo °\Vi con. in Farm 1.Iortgao-e Company ... ____ .. ____ .. ___ 23, 015. 38
al
ub ·eqoent to definite location ___ . ____ ... _____ .. ___ .
40. 00
Erroneou ly approv d for branch. _____ .. _____ . ___ . ____ .. _ 3,383.57
Erroneoru,ly approved for We t \ isconsin _.... ____ .. ____ . _
8 3. 46
- - - - 27,337.41
654,217. 6
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Acres.

Acres.

Ch~r~e to company amount heretofore approved in ten-mile
hm1ts for its benefit ______ . ______ _... ____ ..... ·-· ___ ... _ .. 498,605.08
Vacant and subject to selection. ___ . __ .•••••.. __ • _..•. __ . 4J, 1:l4. 73
- - - 540,729.81
113,488.05
Deduct amount of indemnity heretofore approved ............. 30,682.79
Amount of indemnity due ..... _........ _..••••..••••.. _.. _.......

----82, 805. 26

Respecting the lands approved to the Wisconsin Farm Mortgage Company under
the act of June 3, 1856, I have to state that the act of May 5, 1864, expressly 11rovides
that no selection or location shall be made in lieu of lands received under the said
grant of June 3, 1856, for which r eason I have refused to allow indemnity for the lands
so approved.
It appearing from the adjustment that the company is entitle<l. to indemnity for
82,805.26 acres lost by reason of sales, pre-emptions, and warrant location prior to the
definite location of itsroad, I have prepared and submit herewith for your approval
a list of indemnity lands agr~regating 82,686.94 acres situated in the Falls Saint Croix
and Basfield districts.
.
The railway company has made indemnity selections to the arriount of 277,279.93
acres on account of the main line. As it is entitled to but 82,805.26 acres it follo~s
that an excess of 194,51H.14 acres have been selected. Of the lands selected, however,
about 40,000 acres are within the granted limits of the grant to the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company and are not subject to SC?lection by the Omaha Company as indemnity.
As to the remainder, however, amounting to about 1;)4,519.14 acres, I recommend
that the selections be canceled and the lands restored to the public domain.
In this connection I deem it prnper to state that the grant expired by limitation
May 5, 1869, and that no portion of the road was completed within the time required
by the act. Since that time, however, tb.e road has been completed, its completion
certified to by the governor of th~ State and by departmental decision and letter of
date March 22, 1887.
This office is directed to adjust said railroad grant and "transmit for approval in
the customary form proper lists of lands subject to selection and selected by said
company within the indemnity limits of said grant."
CHICAGO, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS AND OMAHA RAILWAY COMPANY-BRANCH LINE.

[Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, September 12, 1887.]

SIR: Referring to your letter of the 22d March last directing thi•s office to adjust
the grant to the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis a,nd Omaha RaHwa_y Company, and
submit for your approval lists of the lands subject to selection and selected by
said company within its indemnity limits, I have the honor, in addition to office letter of 3d ultimo reporting the adjustment of the main line of said road, to submit
the following in relation to the branch to Bayfield:
Before commencing said adjustment I caused the limits of the withdrawal heretofore ordered for the benefit of said company to be remeasured and laid down upon a
sectionized diagram, 1:10 as to show with accuracy the lateral and terminal limits of the
grant. No material change was made in the lateral limits. With respect to the
terminals, however, about 14,080 acres formerly supposed to be within the granted
limits are as the result of the remeasurement found to be north of and beyond the
limits of the grant.
The gross area of the odd-numbered sections within the place or granted limits of
the branch line as shown by said adjustment is 518,958.51 acres.
From this amount must be deducted the quantity excluded from the operation of
the grant by reservations and the moieties of other roads under contemporaneous
grants, and also certain losses for which indemnity cannot be allowed, as follows :
Acres.

Area of odd sections within 10-mile limits ............................... 518,958.51
Deduct on account of prior grants, reservations, and moieties
under contemporaneous grants:
Acres.

Main line ............................. - ............... . 39,026.28
Wisconsin Central .......... ____ ................. _____ _ 82,422.40
Granted to State as swamp . _. _.......... _....•...... _.. 19,702.29
Indian reservation .................................... .
9,296.92
150.447.89
Net area of grant .......••...••..•••....••..•••..•............••. 368,510. 62
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Reduce for losses for which no indemnity can be allowed:
To Wisconsin Farm Mortgaia{e Company ............... .
Sales subsequent t o definite location ........ __ ... ___ ••.•
Erro!leously approved for main line. __ ••..•••••..••.••.•

Acres.

32,662.36
260.00
1,727.20

34,649.56
Entitled to ...•.... _... . • • • • • . . • . . • . • • • . • • • . • . . • • . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . :133, 861. 06
Charge to company amount heretofore approved for its benefits in 10-mile limits ...••. ···--·----·-· ••a• • • • • • • . - - - - - · 314,7!:)0,39
Amount vacant and subject to selection ...... . ·--~-- ...••... 47,362. 47
2,246.65
Received within indemnity limits ... .... ................... ,
6,563.84
Received outside limits ...•.........•••• •....•...•..•..••...

===

Total received ................•.............••••..... . _.••. ...... 370,963.35
Company entitled to .•••.•..••..................•................•••... 333,861.06
Excess ... _.. . . . • . . . . • . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

37, 102. 29

From the foregoing it appears that the company is entitled to 333,861.06 acres, of
which 323,600.88 acres have been appi·oved to the State for it'I benefit, leaving
10,2G0.18 acres still due. Of the lands granted in place 47,362.47 acres are vacaut
and subject to its selection. Should these lan,ds be approved the company will t~en
have received370,963.35 acres, being 37,102.29 acres in excess of the quantity to wlnch
it is legally entitled. The co]])pany is not therefore entitled to the certification of
additional indemnity iands.
An examination of the maps of constructed road disclosed the fact that the company did not construct its road upon the line of definite location.
Without mentioning the minor deviations it appears that in Ts. 44 and 45 N., ~- 7
W., there is a deflection of at least 3 miles, and in T. 45 and 46 N., R. 6 W., there 1s a
second deflection, which amounts to about 4 miles.
Commencing in T . 47 N., R. 5 vV., the line of definite location runs in a northe!ly
direction to a point in T. 49 N., R. 5 W.; thence northeasterly to a point on the lme
between R. 4 and 5 W., 'I'. 50 N.; thence easterly to Bayfield. The road as locat~rl
so avoids Lake Superior that bnt a small portion of the granted limits falls w1thm
the lake. Commencing in 'I'. 47 N., R. 6 W., the constructeLl road runs in a northeasterly direction to Lake Superior in T. 48 N., R. 5 W.; thence along the sb_ore of
said Jake to Bayfield, the distance between the two lines for the greater portion of
the distance bein g about 8 miles.
.
In my opinion those deflections are fatal to the company's claim for lands opposite
the portions of the road where the deflections occur.
In the ca~ie of Van Wyck v. Knevals (106 U. S., 360), the Supreme Court said: .
"When a route is adopted by the company and a map designating i_t is filed_ with
the Secretary of the Interior and accepted by that officer the route 1s established.
It is in the language of the act "definitely fixed" and can not be the subject of a
future change so as to affect the grant except upon the legislative consent."
May ~O, 1869, Secretary Cox, passing upon the application of the McGregor Western Ra1lroad Company for authority to relocate its line, held that after a road has
been definitely located, the map thereof fil ed and accepted and the lands withdrawn,
no authority is given whereby the department can accept another location. .
In the case of the same road the Attorney-General held that in order to entitle the
State to the be~efit of the lands granted it is necessary that the road should be constructed accordrng to the lino of definite location. If a different 1·oad be constructed
than that definitely located it can not entitle the State to the benefit of those lands ( 16 Op.,
457) .
.In my opinion the company by its failure to construct its road upon the line of defimte. loca~1on ~b.andoned its grant to the extent of the deflections. Should you concur m th1s oprn1on the statement above given will of course be materially changed,
as all the lands cot rminous with the deflectfons from the .line of definite location
must be trea,te la abandon ed and excluded from the adjustment.
To aclju tmen~ showh~g the quanti.ty which would thn be excluded has been prep~red, such acl10n. havin g heen deferred awaiting your decision in the matter. I
will add_ tha.t durmg the month of April, 1881, prior to the construction of its roa<l,
Hon. Ph1letus awy r referr d to the departm en t a resolution of the board of directa
or and a .letter fro~ John A. Humbird, uperintendent of construction of sa,id comp· ll.}~, a ~rng authority ~o make a s~igllt change in the linA of tlbfinite location. Said
a.pphcat100 wa ran. mitt u to tb1 office by ecretar,v Kirkwoocl :May 3, 18 1, and
wa · return d to the department hy office letter dated May 7, 18t:!l. No action in the
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~atter appe~rs to have been taiken until January 20, 1886, when you t ransmitted the
papers to this office to Lo placed on Lile.
_ The pa_Pers and maps relatiug to said appiication are submitted herewith for your
1nformat10n.
M'GREGOR WESTERN RAILHOAD COMPANY,

[Hou. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, February 17, 1887.]

By act of Congress approved May 12, 1864 (13 Sta'G. , 72), there was granted to
the State of Iowa to aid in the constl'nction of a railroad from Sioux City in -said
State to the south line of the State of Minnesota, and "also to said State for the use
of the_ McGregor W estern Railroad Company for the pmpoRe of aiding in the construction of a rai lroatl from a point at or near the foot of Main street, Sout.h McGregor,
in said State, in a w~sterly direetion, by the most practicable route " " * *
until it shall intersect t,Le said road rnnniug from Sioux City to the Minnesota State
line in O'Brien County in saicl State, every alternate section of land designated by
odd numbers for ten sections in width ou each side of said roads;" with provision
for indemnity for l arnls lost witl}in the grant in placr, as follows : "But in case it
shall appear that the United States have when the lines or routes of sa.id roads are
definitely located sold any section or a:ny part thereof granted as aforesaid, or that
the right of pre-emption or homestead settlement bas attached to the same, or that the
same has been reserved by the United States for any purpose whatever, then it shall be
the dn ty of the Secretary of the Interior to cause to be selected for the purposes aforesaid, from the public lands of the United States nearest to the tiers of sections above
specified, so much land in alternate sections or parts of sections designated by odd
numbers as shall he equal to such iaud::i as the United States have sold, reserved, or
otherw ise appropriated, or to which the right of homestead settlement or pre-emption bas attached: Pro'vid<d, That the lands so selected shall in no case be located
more t han 20 miles from the lines of said roads."
The fourth section of this act provided that when the governor of Iowa should certify to the Secretary of the Interior that any section of 10 consec utive miles of said
roads had been completed then the Secretary should issue to the State patents for
one hundred sectious of land for the benefit of the road having completed the 10 consecutive miles as aforer;aid, and so on until the entire roads or either of them should
be completed. The sawe section further provided th at if said roads were not completed within ten years from their several acceptance of the grant the lands granted
and not patented should revert to the State oflowafor the purpose of securing the completion of the roads, aml if the State shonld fail to complete the roads within five years
after the expiration of the ten years aforesaid then the lands undisposed of should
revert to the United States.
The :fifth section of the act provided for the withdrawal of the lands embraced withi.11
the grant upon the :filing of maps with the Secretary of the Interior designating the
routes of the roads.
It appears from the records of this office that the State accepted the grant April 3,
'1866, and conferred that portion of it for the road between Sioux City and the south
line of the State of Minnesota upon the Sioux: City and St. Paul Railroad Company
and the said company accepted the grant September 20, 1866.
A map of the definite location of the Sioux City and St. Paul railroad (the road
under consideration) from Sioux City to the Min:nesota State line, certified by the
governor of Iowa, was received at this office with a notice from the Secretary of the
Interior dated Jnly 17, 1867, and the lands thereupon were ordered withdrawn for the
benefit of the road by letter of August 26 received at the local office at Sioux City
September 2, 1867 .
.
The length of the line thus located was 33 miles 52 rods.
There are on the :files of this office certificates by the governor of Iowa as to the
. construction of the Sioux City and St. Paul road, as follows:
One dated Jply 26, 1872, covering two sections of 10 miles each.
One <lat.ed August 10, 1872, for one section of 10 miles, and one dated February 4,
1873, for two sections of 10 miles each, making :five full sections of 10 miles each or
50 miles in all.
A map of the company's road as constructed from the south line of Minnesota to Le
Mars, Iowa, a <listance of 56¼ miles, certified by the governor of Iowa, February 4,
1873, was received at this office with a letter from the Secretary of the Interior dated
February 10, 1873.
So far as the records of this office show the above certificates indicate the extent
of road constructed by the company, and no claim of any further construction has
been made.
The company accepted its grant September 20, 1866, and under the provisions of
the statute 1t was required to complete its road by September 20, 1876, and the :five
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years additional allowed the State to complete the road expired September 20 1
It is clear therefore that the grant to the company became subject to forfeiture 11·
the State September 20, 1876, as to the portion thereof unearned and unpalented a ~
the grant to the State as to such portion became subj ect to forfeiture to tbe e;iit~d
States on September 20, 1881.
There have been patented to the State for the Sioux City and St. Paul Railroad
Com pany 407,910.21 acres. Of th.:se lands the State has withheld from the company 85,457.4Q acres, because of its failure to complete the construction of the road
as definitely located, and the nineteenth general assembly of the State by act of March
16, 1882, declared "that all lands and rights to lands granted or intended to be granted
to the Sioux City ap.d St. Paul Railroad Company by said acts of Congress and of the
general assembly of the State of Iowa, which hav.e not been earned by said railroad
company by a compliance with the conditions of said grant, be and the same are
hereby absolutely and entirely r es umed by the State of Iowa, and that the same be
and are absolutely vested in said State as if the same had never been granted to said
railroad company."
Any of the lands included in the grant for the Sioux City and St. Paul Company
and not earned by the company were thus declared forfeited to and resumed by the
State, and this forfeiture divested any right the company may have bad in such lands
by the express provisions of the Congres,lional grant of May 12, H:!64.
After some correspondenM with the State officers- relative to the grant this office
submitted the matter to the Secretary of the Interior, who on February 6, 1883, addressed a letter to the governor of the State urging upon him the propriety of taking
such steps as might be necessary to rnveRt the United States with title to the lands
which bad not been earned by the Sioux City and St. Paul Company.
.
By act of the general assembly of Iowa approved March 27, 18tl4, the State relmquisbed and reconveyed to the United States the lands resumed by the act of March
16, 1882, and aut,horized and directed the governor to certify to the Secretary the
lands -which had been patented for the company and bad not been patented by the
State to the company, but provided that nothing in the act should be construed to
apply to lands situated in the counties of Dicke son and O'Brien .
.
The governor was enjoined by the railroad company from making the certificate, but
the injunction has been dissolved, and on the 12th ultimo be certified 26,017.33 acres
as authorized and directed by the act of the general assembly of Marc~ 27, 1884.
These lands are situated in Woodbury, Plymouth and Sioux counties in said State.
U ncler the provisions of the act of Congress of May 12, 1864, the State has declared
a forfeiture of the unearned lands granted for the Sioux City and St. Paul C?mpany, and has admitted its failure to earn the lands certified back to the Umted
States.
The title to said land is therefore absolutely in the general government, and the_y
are subject to disposal under its laws without further action on its part unless it
should appear that the company has earned them.
Therefore, the question which now presents itself for d etermination is what portion if auy of the lands patented to the State for the company has not heen earne~
by the construction of the road.
As before stated it appears from a certificate attached to a map showing th~ road
as constructed from the Minnesota State line to Lemars tbat the company bmlt 56¼
miles of road. There is however no authority in the granting act for patenting any
lands for the use of the road except upon the completion of sections of 10 consecutive milel:!. If the company bad eornpleted its road as definitely located and _the last
section had been fractional the right of the company to lands for the entir~ road
would not have been questioneu, lmt the company did not complete its l'Oa<t, and
under the granting act lauds could be patented only when the governor sboul~ certify that 10 consecutive miles bad been completed, and any patent"\ for lands m exce _of the q~1antity which might he earned by the construction of the five complete
sections certified by the governor were issued without autho:rity oflaw.
The numuer of acres possible to be earned by the construction of 50 miles of r oad,
provided the grant should sustain no losses, would pe 320,000 acres. Bnt 70,345.67
acr_ fall within t?e 10-mile limits of both grants, and th~ Supreme Court of the
Umt d tates at 1.ts October term, 1 85 (117 U . S., 406), decided that each company
took a. moi ty thereof. This would of course rerluce each graut by 35,172.83 acres.
and a smning that there w re no ofller losses to the grant to tlte Sioux City and
St. Paul Company th re would be left to s:tid company 2 4,827.17 acres.
'l'h ro l1avo he n patentt>d to the tate for ·aid company 407,910.21 acres less 40
ar.r pat •nt d twic , 1 aving 497, 70.21 acr s. Deduct from this 284,827.17 acre ~s
arned Janel , and thPre ,·011l cl remain 123,043.04 acre as the amount patent~d m
xc ~ oftbe quan ity that coul<1 he arned hy the company, which excee-,the U1ited
tat would bo entitletl to receiva back.
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Under a ruling of this department, however, to the effect that prio~itt of ~oc~tion
a,:oc. construction gave priority of right, all the lands within the con:fl.1ctmg limits of
-t;be two grants were patented for the Sioux City and St. Paul Company, and by decision of the Supreme Court above referred to 79,485.30 acres of the lan~l so patented
-were awarded to the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Company. This amount deducted from the 123,043.04 would leave 43,607.74 acres as the amount due the govern1'.)'.)ent.
The road was not constructed on the line of definite location, but upon a distinct
1:ine materially different from the line of definite location, and it is a question which
it will be my duty to hereafter submit to you whether the company ever earned any
lands under this grant.
An adjustment of this grant is in progress which .is expected to show the com~any
llas received a greater quantity of land than it would be entitled to ou any basis of
-0omputation if entitled t'o any lands.
The lands recon veyed by the State are, however ( with the exception of ?n~ 40-acre
tract which is in the indemnity limits), below and outside of the terminal limit of .36¼
miles of located line, and are also below and outside of the terminal limit of the :five
completecl sections of 10 miles each of constructed road.
I have received from Mr. E. F. Drake, president of the Sioux City and St., Paul
Railroad Company, a letter which is inclosed herewith claiming that the grant should
be computed as one of quantity, and for the reason that the company has earned.the
lands in question notwithstanding the fact that they are outside of the termmal
limits above mentioned. As the grant is distinctively one of lands in place, and as
lands can not be said to have been earned for unconstructed road, I do not regard
Mr. Drake's communication as of sufficient weight to impede or delay any proper
action by this department in respect to the relinquished lands, But as the claim of
the State to said 26,017.33 acres under the railroad grant has been surrendered and
the title revested in the United States I respectfully recommend that instructions be
given this office directing the immediate restoration of said lands to entry under the
settlement laws of the United States.
The following papers are in closed herewith for your cousideration: ·
Letter of Secretary of State of Iowa dated January 15, 1887, and the accompanying list of 26,017.33 acres of land reconveyed to the United States by the governor
marked A..
Letter and statement from Elias F. Drake, president of the Sioux City and St.
Paul Railroad Company, marked B.
SIOUX CITY .A.ND ST. PAUL RAILROAD COMP.A.NY-10W.A.,

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary oftbe Interior, .June 27, 1887.]

I am in receipt of the Acting Secretary's letter of the 28th April last transmitting for examination and report papers relat_ing to the applicntion of settlers to
have suit brought to assert title of the United States to certain lands in O'Brien
county, Iowa, claimed by the Sioux City and St. Paul Railroad Company and the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company under the grant to the State
of Iowa by act of May 12, 1884.
In reply I have the honor to submit the following:
By act of Congress approved May 12, lt:!84, a grant of lands was made to the State
of Iowa for the purpose of aiding in the construction of a railroail from Sioux City•to
the s-outh line of the State of Minnesota at snch point as the State of Iowa might
select between the Big Sioux aud the west fork of the Des Moines river, and also to
said State for the use and benefit of the McGreo-or Western Railroad Company, for
the purpose of aiding in the construction of a railroad from a point at or near the foot
of Main street, South McGregor, in said State, in a westerly direction, by the most practicable route on or near the forty-third parallel of north latitude until it should intersect the road first mentioned in the county of O'Brien in said State of Iowa.
It was provided that if the said roads were not completed within ten years from
their several acceptance of said grant the lands granted and not patented should revert to the State of Iowa for the purpose of securing the completion of the roads, and ''
that if the State sbonld fail to complete said roads within five years after the expira-'
tion of the ten years the lands undisposed ot should revert to the United States.
By act of its legislature approved April 3, 1866, the State of Iowa accepted the
grant of 1864, and by the same act granted to the Sioux City and St. Paul Railroad
Company, a corporation existing under the laws of said State, so much of the lands
as were granted for the road from Sioux City to the Minnesota line.
The Sioux City and St. Paul Railroad Company accepted the grant September
19, 1866, and in July, 1867, filed in the department a ~p showing the route of its
road as definitely located from Sioux City to a point on the Minnesota State line in
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Sec. 12, T. 100 N., R. 41 W., a distance of 83 miles and {52 rods, which map was accepted by the Secretary of the Interior as" the basis for the adjustment of the land
grant."
February 4, 1873, the governor of the State of Iowa certified to the Secretary ofthP.
Interior that 50 miles of saicl road, being five sections of 10 miles each, extending fro~
the Minnesota line in the direction of Sioux City, had been completed as required by
the act of 1864. On F ebruary 10, 1873, a map duly certified by the governor showing
the line of said road as constructed from the Minnesota line 'to Lemars, Iowa a di_
tance of 56¼ miles, was filed in this office.
.
'
The road as constructed does not conform to ·the line qf definite location, the divergence from definite location amounting at one point to as much as 8 miles.
The act of 1864 provides for the issue of patents for one hundred sections of land
upon the completion of any section of 10 miles of road and,the certi:fic;ation thereto
by the governor of the State. No a,uthority is given for the issue of patents upon the
completion of a fractional section of less than 10 miles, and in my opinion patents can
not lawfully issue for any such fractional section. Fifty miles or five full sections
were completed and certified to by the governor, for which at ten sections per mile
the company would be entitled to 320,000 acres. There are however 70,345.67 acres
within the conflicting granted limits of the McGregor road as to which each comp any is entitled to a moiety. The grant for the Sioux City road must therefore be
reduced by one-half of this amount or 35,l.72.83 acres, leaving 284,827.17 acres to
which it is prima facie entitled.
There have been patented -to the State of Iowa for the benefit of the Sioux City and
St. Paul Railroad 407,910.21 acres, which includes all the lands within the conflicting limits both grauted and indemnity of the grant for the McGregor road_. The
lands within the conflicting limits were patented for the Sioux City road durm~_tbe
years 1873 and 1874 under a decision of Secretary Delano dated February 11, 1873,
wherein he held that as the Sioux City Company was the first to locate and construct
its road through such lands it was entitled to the same.
.
Having received 407,910.21 acres when but 284,827.17 acres were granted it follows
that an excess of 123,083.04 acres has been patented to the State for the benefit of t~e
Sioux City Company. Even if the company was entitled to patent for the full 56¼
miles of road constructed, in which event its grant would amount to 324,827.17 acres,
the excess patented for its benefit would amount to 88,083.04 acres.
Of the lands patented to the State the State withheld from the Sioux City Company 83,467.40 acres situated in the counties of O'Brien, Dickinson, Sioux, Plymouth,
and Woodbury, on account of the failure of said company to complete its road from.
Sioux City to Lemars, aud by an act of the legislature of the State approved ~far?h
16, 1882, all lands and ri~hts to lands granted to said Sioux City and St. Paul Railroad Company by acts ot Congress and the general assembly of the State of Iowa,
which had not been earned by said company, were declared forfeited to the State.
~he fact that an excess of lands had been patented to the State and by the State
withheld f/om t h e company h aving been brought to the attention of the dep:i,rt,ment,
Secr~tary Teller by letter dated February 6, 1883, requested the gover1;1or of Iowa to
?btam from the general assembly authority for the reconveyance of said lands, statmg that uul ess early action looking to that end was taken it would become the_ duty
of the c1epartmeut to recommend a resort to l egal proceedings for the restoration of
such lands to the general government.
By act of its legislature approved March 27, 1884, tbe State relinquished an<l reconveyed to the Uuited States the la.nds resumed by the act of March 16, 1882, an<l. antho!ized and directed the governor to certify to the Secretary of the Interi1w th,,_lancls
which bad been patented to the State and by the State withheld from tl10 railroad
company. It was provided, however, that nothing in said act should be construed t o
apply to land situated in Dickinson and O'Brien counties.
On J an?-ary 12, 1887, the governor of Iowa certified to the Secretary of the Int~rior,
as authorized by the act of the legislature, 26,017.33 acres situated in the counties of
Plymouth, Woodbury, and Sioux in sajd State.
By my letter to you dated F brnary 17 last I recommended that as the title to_ said
21\017.33 acr had been revestec1 iu the United States instructions be given this office directing their immediate restoration to eu try under the settlement laws.
Th Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company, the gra11 tcA of the State
as to that portion of the grant of 1864 applicable to the construction of th e McGregor
road, having institnt d legal proceedings against the Sioux City and St. Paul Railroad
mupa.ny for it moi ty of the land within the conflicting limits of the t wo grant , the
'upr me Court of the United Stat s (117 U.S., 406) awarded to said Chicago Company
on .-half of the land within the common granted limits of the two roads, one-half t~rn
laml· within th common ind muity limit , and all the lands within the granted hm1_ts
of th 1c r :ror road and th ·ndemnity limits of the Sioux City road, amounting m
all t 79,435.41 acr s.
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~he Sioux City and St. Paul Railroad Company is of course entitled to credit for the
1a:nds recon veyed by the governor and recovered by the Chicago Company, in which
0 ase the account will stand as follows:
Acres.

pa.tented for ~ioux City Company .........•.....••....•••.....•........ 407,910.21
Company entitled to ...............•...••••.........•••...••••....•.... 264,827.17
. Excess patented for company .......•••••..•••.......••.......•... 123,083.04
:Eece1ved by governor...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 26, 017. 33
:Beceived by Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Company ....... 79,435.41
- - - - 105,452.74

Present excess...... . • • . • • . . . . • • . • . • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .

17, 630. 30

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE AND ST. PAUL RAILWAY COMPANY.

On August 26, 1864, the McGregor Western Railroad Company, the corporation for
whose benefit the grant for the construction of the road from McGregor was made,
filed in this office a map showing the location of its road from. McGregor to a point in
O'Brien county in Sec. 19, 'r. 95 N., R. 40 W.
On September 8, 1864, the Secretary of tiio Interior directed this office to withdraw
from market the odd-numlJered sections within 20 miles of the line shown upon said
map, and by letters dated September 12, 1864, to the proper district laud officers, said
lands were ordered withdrawn.
On November 13, 1865, the governor of Iowa certified to the completion of 40 miles
of t,he McGregor Western Railroad extending from McGregor to Calmar.
By act C'f its legislature approver} February 27, 1868, the State of Iowa under the
authority vested in it by the act of li:l64 resumed the graut to the McGregor Western
Railroad Company o·n account of said company's failure to build its road as req aired,
and by act approved March 31, 186>:J, conferred the same upon the McGregor and
Sioux City R ailway Company.
The latter act provided tbatthe McGregor and Sioux City Railway Company should
procure and file with the Secretary of State a full and effectual release and surrender
of an claim, right, or interest of the McGregor Western Railroad Company, its successors or assignees, in or to any of the lands granted by the act of May 12, 1864 ..
The McGregor and Sioux City Railway Company accepted the grant April 28, 1868,
and on the same day the McGregor Western R!liilroad Company executed the release
required by the act of the State legislature.
On May 13, 186:3, this office addresed a letter to the governor of Iowa which after
referring to the designation of the line of road from McGregor to Sec. 19, T. 93 N., R.
40 vV., requested, in view of the adjustment of the ~rant, that the McGregor Western
Railroad Company be caused at an early day to file a properly authenticated map
showing the true location of its line through Clay aud O'Brien counties to the point
of intersection with the Sioux City and Saint Paul Railroad.
On. November 13, 1868, this office replying to a letter from D. C. Shepard, chief engineer of the McGrngor and Sioux City Railroad, requested and insisted that the
work be commenced immediately.
In January, 1859, the McGregor and Sioux City Railroad Company mailed to this
office a map showing the <le.finite location of its road through Clay county, and on
February 4, 1869, the lands within 20 miles of the line shown upon said map were
ordered withdrawn.
On March 18, 1869, Russell Sage, esq., .president of the McGregor and Sioux City
Railway CoIIJ,pany, applied to this office for leave to withdraw the maps theretofore
filed by said company and its predecessor and to relocate its road from a point near
Algona in Kossuth county.
Said application was denied by this office and by the Secretary of the Interior on
appeal, the Secretary holding (May 10, 1869) that after a road has been definitely located, the map thereof filed and accepted, and the lands withdrawn, no specific
authority is given whePeby the department can accept another location.
On September 2, 1869, a map showing the definite location of the McGregor and
Sioux City Railroad from the west line of Clay county to the intersection with the
Sioux City and St. Pitul Railroad in Sec. 19, T. 97 N., R. 42 W., O'Brien county,
Iowa, was filed in this office, and by letter dated March 15, 1870, the lands within
20 miles of the line shown upon said map were ordered withdrawn.
October, 1869, the name of the McGregor and Sioux City Railway Company was
changed to McGregor and Missouri River Railway Company.
On December 5, 1870, the governor of Iowa certified to the completion of the road
to Algona, a distance of 182.02 miles from McGregor.
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The McGregor and Missouri River Rail way Company having failed to construct its
road west of Algona, the State by act of its legislature approved March 15, 1876, resumed the grant and conferred the 15arne upon the same company upon certain conditions.
·
Said company having failed to accept the terms of the act of 1876 the State by
act approved February 27, 1878, ag::i.in resumed the grant and conferrecl the same
upon the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company.
The latter company accepted the grant and completed the road from Algona to
an intersection wit,h the Sionx City and St. Paul Railroad at Sheldon, O'Brien
county, in Sec. 31, T. 27 N., R. 42 W.
·
Notwithstanding the refusal of the department to permit a change in the location
of the road the company did not construct its road upon the line of definite location,
but upon another and different line, the difference between the two amounting in
places to as much as 4 miles.
The divergence having been brought to the attention of this department the
question was submitted to the Attorney-General, who on Pebruary 2, 181,0, held that
the grant must be adjusted according t.o the line of definite location; that in order to
entitle the company to the grant the road must be constructed according to the liue
of definite location, and that it is the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to determine whether or not the road has been constructed according to the line of definite
location.
. On April 9, 1880, Secretary Schurz held that in view of all the circumstances ~e
was of opinion that the identity of the road was not destroyed by the deviations m
construction, and that the State was entitled to patents for the granted lands.
The lands involved in the present.application are such of the fands patented for the
Sioux City Company an,l withheld by the State as are within the conflicting limits
of the two grants in O'Brien county, but none of the 26,000 acres reconveyed by the
governor are included therein.
Counsel for the settlers claims as to the Sionx City Company(!) That said company has received more land than it could in any event lawfully
claim.
(2) That it failed to earn any lands because its line of constructed road deflects
from its line of definite location.
(3) That it has forfeited its right to the lands in question if not to those already
patented to it by its failure to complete its road.
.
As to tile Chicago, Milwaukee a 1cl St. Panl Railway Company he claims that said
company is not entitlecl to lands in 0' Brien county because( l) Its line of constructed road deflects both from the lmes of 1864 and 1869.
(2) It unlawfully abandoned thl:l line of 1864, and withont authority ma.de a new
location in 1869 on which it could not earn any lands.
.
(3) It failed and refused to make its entire line as required by law on the location
of 1864, thence to Sheldon.
.
(4) It has forfeited wllatever right it may have had tot.h e lande in controversy _by
the failure to construct and maintain as a land-gran t road that portion of the hue
from South McGregor to Calmar. (rn Opinion, Atty. General, 445.)
.
Without going fully into the question presented by said application I am of opmion that said questions should be judicially determined, and accordingly recommend
that proceedings be instituted as requested in the application.
The papers accompanying your letter are herewith returned.
MIS8OURI, KANSAS AND TEXAS RAILROAD COMPANY,

New York Indian Reservation.-The treaty reservation not havin~ been extinguished at date of rail,
road grants the lands were not granted for railroad purposes.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. J,amar, Secretary of the Interior, October 31, 1887.)

Referring to my letter of July 21, 1887, transmitting the adjustment made by this
offic of the grant to the Mis ouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad Company, I h!l,ve to
advi e you that an important matter in connection with said grant was not taken
into con ideration in making up the statement of areas included in the ~rant.
A portion of the lands through which this and certain other roads run is em braced
in the r ervation e tabli hed for the New York Indians by treaty of January 15, 1838
(7 tat., 5 0), and that re ervation does not appear to have been extinguished at date
of railroad grants and bas never been extingui bed.
It aopear from the records of this office that on August 6, 1860, a letter wa addre
to th Com mi ion r of Indian Affairs tating that this office had been orally
int rmerl that the Indian Office cle ired the New York Indian lands brought into
m rk
ancl the opinion of the Commi ioner of Indian Affairs in the matter wa.R requ ted. Th r corrl and files do not how that any reply to this letter was received
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fro~ the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, but on August 17, 1860, a proposed proclafl'.lati~n of the sale of these lands was submitted l>y this office to the Secretary of ~he
:[J:Lterior, and was signed by the President, August 21, 1860, in conformity with which
t,be lands were offered for sale.
I~ ap~ears 'to have been assumed by the Commissioner that the reservation h~·d :t,ee~
e-,(tmgu1shed except as to such particular tracts as bad been located by certam rnd1~jdual Indians, and those tracts were excepted out of the proclamation of sale.
The error of this supposition is apparent from the records, which show that no attempt was made to extinguish the reservation until 186 , some years after the railroad grants and definite location of the roads through these lands. In 18G8 a t,reaty
--was concluded between the United States and the New York Indians for the surrender
of all claims under the treaty of 1838, but the t,reaty of 1868 was not rat,ified by tbe
Senate. (Senate Mis. Doc., 2d sess. 47th Congress, 1882-'83, vol. 2, No. 38; Report of
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.)
No question of the rights of settlers and purchasers under the Pre1'ident's proclamation enters into a consideration of the railroad claims to these lauds. It can not
()f course be held that the President intended by the proclamation of sale to have
formally or actually extinguished a treaty reservation, or that it would have been
competent for him to have done so. Whatever rights were derived by purchasers or
settlers who purchased or entered such lands are undoubtedly protected upon equitable grounds, but the railroad companies do not stand upon the same footing. Reserved lauds were not granted to such companies, and their rights are derived from
grant and not from executive action. Patents or certified lists issued to them for reserved lands must I think, without doubt, be regarded as issued erroneously and
without authority of law.
The quantity of lands embraced in this reservation which have been certified and
patented to or for rallroad companies is as follows:
Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad :
Acres.

In 10-mile limits ..•••...••.. ____________ ..••.. -----------·· ...••••.
In 20-mile limits .•••••...•••...••......•......•..........•...•••..

47,838.09
184,510.02
182,348.11

Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad:
In 10-mile limits................. ..................................
Missouri, Kansas and Texas and Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston
railroads:
Jointly in 10-mile limits...........................................
Total .••••..........•..... - . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . • . . • • • • • . . .

42,856.73
1,397.40
226, 60.2. 24

I transmit herewith lists of the lands erroneously certified and patented to the several railroad companies above named, or to the State of Kansas for the benefit of said
companies, within the limits of the land set apart and reserved for the New York
Indians, and which were so reserved at the respecuive dates of grant and definite
location, and respectfully recommend that proper steps be taken to sequre the reconveyance or recovery thereof under the provisions of the second section of the aot of
Congress of March 3, 1887, relating to the adjustment of railroad grants.
Such certified copies, plats, and other papers that may be needed for the purpose
of suits will be furnished when desired.
OMAHA RAILROAD CASES.

Commissioner's application for review of departmental decisions.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of tee Interior, November 10, 1887.J

I have the honor to request a review of your decision of October 7, 1887, in the matter of the adjustment of railroad land grants fa the cases of the Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis and Omaha Rail way Company and the branch line of said company, and
as reason therefor respectfully state as follows:
The act of Congress of March 3, 1887 (24 Stat., 557), authorized and directed the
Secretary of the Interior to adjust in' accordance with the decision of the Supreme
Court each of the railroad land grants made by Congress to aid in the construction
of railroads 9,nd theretofore unadjudicated.
On March 22 last you directed me to cause to be adjusted the grants for the roads
above mentioned, and to transmit for your approval proper lists of lands selected by
said company within the indemnity limits of its grant.
.
,
It accordingly became my duty to cause such adjustment to be made in strict accordance with the terms of the adjustment act of Congress, viz, in accordance with
the decisions of tho Supreme Court of the United States. I submitted adjustments
as I believed in strict accordance with such decisions as heretofore authorjtatively
INT 87-VOL
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ponstrned by this department, and in accprdance as I understootl it with a la~r
decision of t,he Supreme Court confirmatory of the departmental ,construction of a
previous decision of said court in the matter of allowing indemuity tor lands sold or
pre-empted prior to the date of the grant.
011 July 21, 1887, I submitted a report and adjustment of the case of the Missouri
Kansas a!ld Texas railroad grant, in which I stated the principle.s and authoritvof
the indemnity allowance therein made, referring particularly to the opinion of Attorney-General Devens in which the whole matter of indemnity right was elaborately
considered and discussed, and to the decision of Secretary Schurz following said opinion, (Minnesota cases, 16 Op. Attorney-General, 503 ; Land Office Report, 1881, p.158)
by which this office and depart.ment have been governed for the past seven years. f
also referred to the decislon of the Supreme Court on the Barney (}ase (113 U.S., 618).
In submitting the adjustments in the Omaha cases on August 3 and September 12,
1887, I did not deem it necessary to repeat what was said in the former case, and in
neither instance did I suppose it necessary to enter into any argument to support a
previous decision of this department which harl existed as unquestioned authority, as
I thought, since the acceptance of the Attorney-General's opinion in 1880. But I now
unrler~tand that my report in the Missonri, Kansas and Texas case was not brought
before you in the consideration of the Omaha cases, and there is no reference in your
decision in said cal!es to the authoritative construction of 1880. The Omaha cases
were therefore, it seems, before you without citation of authority in support of my
adjnstments and without argument in behalf of the United States.
.
These facts make it important that, my views be formally stated to you on th1sapphcation for review, since, if the departmental decisionsofOctober7, 1887, are adhere_d
to, they will result in awarding to railroad corporations l!l,rge quantities of pubhc
,l and never, as I am advised, hithertlo regarded in any decisions of the department or
the • onrts as belonging to such corporations.
Prior to the decision of the United States Supreme Con rt in 1~75, in the Leaveuwo~th,
Lawrence and Galveston cases, no decision appears of record in this officc1 touch mg
the nature and extent of the indemnity pi:ovisions of railroad grant,s. As a i:natter
of fact not even a specification of alleged losses within granted limits was reqmred as
a basis for indemnity selection. It appears to have been assumed, without formal
discussion or decision in any case, that all deficiencies in place limits were to be compensated by indemnity, and it also appears to have been assumed that la~d re,served
at date of grants within both granted and indemnity limits, inured to railroad companies upon a subsequent extinguishment of the reservation.
.
.
In the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston case the court, d1scussrng the proviso to the indemnity clause, helcl that all lands reserved at the date of gr~nt were
absolutely and unconditionally excepted from the grant, and it made no di:fference
wheth1:w or not tl;ey subsequently became a part of the public lands of the country.
The court also held that the words employed in the indemnity clause show cl~ar~y
that its only purpose is to give sections beyond the granted limit for those lost w1thm
such limit by the action of the government "between the date of the grant and t~e
location of the road." This view of the law was repeated in the Burlington and Missonri River case, 98 U. S., 334.
On December 26, 1877, Secretary Schurz in the mf tter of the Wisconsin Central
grant, said:
· "The Supreme Court of the United States in its elaborate decision in the case of
the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company v. The Unite~ States
reaffirmed the doctrine formerly announced 'that a tract lawfully appropriated to
any pnrpose becomes thereafter severed from the mass of public lands, and that no
sn l> eq nent law or proclamation will be construed to embrace 'it or to operate upon
it althnugh no exception be made to it.'
'' It follows that land lawfully sold or disposed of by the United States prior to the
pas age of the act granting lands to the State of Wisconsin was exceptAd from the operation of said grant, and if so no indemnity can be obtained for the land thus lost."
Ar port made in lt::179 by the Acting Commissioner of this office wa,s referred by the
1:retary of the Interior to the Attorney-General for his opinion upon the la.w of the
Minne ota railroad grantR of 1 57 and 1865. The Attorney-General's opinion was
r od red Jun 5, 1 0 (16 Op ., 50:~), in which be stated that the grants were oflands
in place a di tingui hed from a grant of quantity, but held that the opinion of the
npr me Court in the Leav nworth, Lawrence and Galveston case in the matter of
indemnity for land lo thetween date of grant and date ofrlefinite location was argiiendo,
ud not mat rial to the decision upon the question actually before the court, and that
the xpr ion in h Burlington and Mi ouri River case was incidental, and could
not be con id red a a di tinct expres ion of opinion that only such deficiencies were
to 1.,e omp n at cl a aro e from di. posal 1.,y sale or pre-emption after the date of the
a . H al r fi rr d to th conflicting opinion of the circuit court for Wisconsin that
efici n i in place limit cau 1 by " ale or pre-emption previous to the location of
r~u t ., ~helher before or after the passage of the acts, may be supplied from indemm y hm1t.
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That ~t~orney-Gen~ral was of opinion that indemnity [should be allowed within
proper hm1ts for lands lost within <Tranted limits by reason of having been "sold or
pre-e~p_ted" previously or sub:,;equ~ntly to the date of the grant. But be negatived
in pos1t1ve terms the proposition that indemnity was allowal>le for lands not granted.
The Attorrn"y-General said:
"The scheme of the act distinctly shows that these selections are confined to such
.a,lternate odd-numbered sections as remain undisposed of in the respective divisipus.
It wa~ only ~hose sections which were included within either the granted or th~ indem11;1ty limits. And the indemnity is not made iu order that, the road shall b...;."' necessarily a hundred sections of land for each ten miles in length of its road, but only
so_fa~ as it is required to make the grant good. If there were, therefore, reservations
w1thrn the granted limits to the United States, or if tlie road was not entitled to oue
]mndred sections of land for any ten miles constructed by it in consequence of the
-0urvature or sinuosities of the road in that division, there can be no indemnity for a
-deficiency thus arising. The indemnity is limited strictly by the sections lost in place,
which were granted by the United States but were previously or suusequently sold
or pre-empted."
In rendering this opinion the Attorney-General stated that he had heard arguments fully by attorneys of various railroad companies interested in the questions
discussed.
On November 16, 1880, Secretary Schurz transmitted tho opinion of the AttorneyGeneral to this office for its government in making indemnity adjnrStments, directing
that t,he distinction between "reser11ations "and otlur appropriations be kept well i.n mind.
In the Winona and St. Peter case the Supreme Court in 1884 (113 U.S., o18), affirmed the doctrine that indemnity was allowable to compensa.te "losses from the
grant by reason of sales and the attaohrnent of pre-ernption rights previous to the elate of
the act, as well as by reason of sales and the attachment of pre-emption 1·ights between
that date and the :final determinati0n of the route of the road.''
The foregoing are the principles and authority upon which my adjustments were
based. In my report in the Missouri, Kansas and Texas case I said: '' In view of this
authority I have credited the company in the adjustment with the amount oflands disposed of by pre-emptions and sales both before and after grant, and have also credited the company with the amount of lands embraced in military bounty land warrant
locations both l,efore and after grant. Such locations, while not jn the nature of sales
-0r pre-emptions, are perhaps not in the nature of reservations such as are excepted
from the operation of t,he grant, but rather in the nature of other appropriations for
which indemnity is allowable."
In ruaking these adjustments I excluded from the basis of indemnity allowance
lands covered by grants and other reservations contemporaneous with or prior to the
date of the grants. In your decision of the Omaha case, main line, it is said:
"It is not stated in your letter why the company is not entitled to indemnity for
lands thus lost; but it is inferred from the language used that yo11 are of the opinion
that the provisions in each act, which excluded from the operation thereof 'all
lands reserved to the United States by any act of Congress for the purpose of aiding
in any object of internal improvement, or in any manner or for any purpose whatever,' requires that you should deny to the company th e indemnity which otherwise
it would Le entitled to.
"Whatever strength may have formerly been in this position was completely destroyed by the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of the Winona and Saint
Peter Railroad Cqrnpan y v. Barney. (113 U. S., 618)."
The decision in the ~:nney case was made a part of the authority upon which my
adjustment was based, and I have carefully re-examined that case in the light of
your decision of tI;ie 7th insta.nt.
The court itself states the questions before it in that case as follows:
"Two questions are presented for our consideration by the appeal of thi1-1 case. The
first relates to the cle:ficiencie.s in the sections designated as g-ranted in the act of 1857,
arising from sales and the attachment of pre-emption rights previous to the final determination of the route of the road of the railway company, and the extent to which
indemnity for these deficiencies may be supplied from other lands. The second relates
to the reservation from the operation of the act of 1865 of lands previously granted
to Minnesota to aid in the construction of any railroads which were located within
the limits of the extensiou wade by that act to the original grant and its effect upon
the amount of lanus claililed by the plaintiffs.''
The first question relates to indemnity for lands sold or pre-empted prior to definite
location whether uefore or after the date of the grant, and this is the only indemnity question in the case.
The second qnestion rehtes exclusively to lands in granted limits, the question being which of the two rival coUJpanies were entitled to certain lands in place within
the con:flicting limits of the two grants.
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It will be perceived that the court does not state that an y question was before n
as to the right of indemnity for any other cause than '' arising from sales and the at.
tachment of p1·e-emption rights previous to the final det er mination of the route of
the road of the railway company, and the extent to w hich indemnity for these <kficiencies may be supplied from other lands." If then there are any remarks in the
course of that decision to the effect that the company was en t jtled to indemnity for
deficiencies arising from reservations existing at date of grant, such remarks could be
considered as incidental only and not a "distinct expression of opinion " as observed
by ]\fr .. Atto~ney-General Dey~ns fouching th~ opinion of the cour t in t~e Burlington
and Missouri case. The decis10n of the court m the Barney case not restrng upon that
point, and that point not being in the-case as shown by the court's own statement of
the points it did decide, such remarks would be "arguendo," and a "dictum entitled
only to the weight which is given to the dicta of eminent judges. " (See opinion of
Attorney-General Devens touching the opinion of the court in the Leavenworth, LawrenQe and Galveston case; also opinion of Judge H arlan cited, supra; also the Barney case, p., 627, explaining the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston case.)
But I respectfully submit that the opinion of the court in the Barney case does not
contain any expressions even as dicta which can be read as declaring that indemnity
is allowable for reservations existing at date of grant. Taking one expression out of
its context it might possibly be said that such expression, arguendo, was susceptible
of that implication, but read in connection with the entire paragraph, and remembering that the Supreme Court well chooses words to express its meaning, I fail to be
sensible of the weight which it was urged before you by th~ railroad company should
be given to this expression. The entire paragraph is as follows:
"The act of 1857 grants lands to the State to aid the construction of several railroads. These were to be built through large districts of country sparsely settled.
Though the termini of each were designated it was impossible in advance of surveys
to designate the specific route of any one even approximately. In many instances
where the sections would fall ·along such route sales of land had already been made
by the United States, and pre-emption rights of settlers had attached; and before the
route would be definitely fixed by surveys and maps many other sales of land falling
within the SActions would probably be made and other pre-emption rights attach.
It was not for the interest oft.he country that any portion of the publiclandsshou~d be
withheld from sale and settlement, because when the route of the roads was defirntely
determined they might fall within the limits of the grants; nor w as it the purpose of
Congress to lessen the extent of its aid because it might ultimately be found that.at
the time of its grant, or when the route was determined, portions of the land designated had already been disposed of or pre-emption rights had attached to them. The
policy of the government was to keep the public lands open at all times to sale ~nd
pre-emption, and thus encourage the settlement of the country, and at the sall?e time
to ad vance such settlement by liberal donations to aid in the construction ofra1l way_s.
The acts of Congress in effect said: 'We give to the State certain lands to aid m
the construct,i~n of railways lying along their respective routes, provid~cl they are
not already disposed of, or the rights of settlers under the laws of the Umted S~ates
have not a,lready attached to them, or they may not be disposed of, or su?h n_ghts
may not have attached when the routes are finally determined. If at that time it be
found that of the lands designated any have been disposed of, or ri~hts of se~tle!shave _attached to them, other equivalent lands may be selected in t heir place w1thm
certam prescribed limits. The encoura~ement to settlement by aid for the construction of r ailways was not intended to mterfere with the policy of encouraging such
settlement by sales of the land or in the grant of pre-emption rights. It follows that
in our j_udgment the indemnity clause covers losses from the grant by reason of sales
and the attachment of pre-emption rights previous to the date of th e act, as well as
by r eason of sales and the attachment of pre-emption rights b etween t hat date and
the final determination of t he route of the road.'"
The whole tenor of the foregoing r emark s of the court touches disposals b y sales
nnd the atta;chment of pre-emption rights b efore definite location, and t he r easons
why such disposals were allo wed and settl ement ri ghts permitted t o attach after
the date o~ th~ grant. It is apparent that th ,, words ' ' already disposed of," used l,y
t~e court m its _remarks in connection with th e words pre-emption and settler_ne1;1t
nghts, are n ed mterchanO'eably with the words " sales and p.re-emption." This 1s
cle~r~y b_own ~oth by the context and in t he concluding paragraph embracing th~
deci 10n, rn winch the court says:
"It follow that in our judO'tnent the indemnity clause covers losses from the grant
by reason of sales and the attachment of pre-emption righttJ previons to the date of tb.e
act, as well a by r a on Rf salf's and the attachme1,t of pre-emption rights between that
date and the final d termrnation of the route of the road"
The decision i thali indemnity is allowable for lo ses by sales and pre-emptions
b fore the grant a well as afterward . There is no di cus ion by the court as t o
what deficienci s could be indemnifi d if any other t h an losses by sales and the at-
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"(;SChment of settlement rights prior to definite location, and no such question was be-

£ore the court. The point of the decision relates to the date of the occurrence of
1osses for which indemnity might be allowed and not for what deficiencies indemnity
is allowable.
'
The granting acts have always been construed to allow indemnity for disposals
under general laws, including homestead and other public-land entries, and the words
sales and pre-emptions have been construed to embrace such other disposals. But
grants and reservations have never been considered as so embraced. Technically,
military bounty-land warrant locations are not regarded in law as "sales" (Iowa v.
McFarland, 110 U.S., 471), but in the administration of railroad grants they a.re
deemed included in the phrase "otherwise disposed of," where that phrase occurs in
the statutes. The distinction between "reservations" and '' sales and pre-emptions" and their equivalents is that in the latter class of cases the right of entry or
location is general and attaches by law to no particular lands until entry or selection
is made ; hence no lands are ''reserved" for thefr satisfactiou : w bile in the former ,
case grants an dother reservations embrace particular lands which by law or lawful
proclamation or order are set apart and reserved for a special purpose, and all reservations are by express exception in granting acts of the character considered by the
cou_r t absolutely ta.ken out not only from the grant but from all the operations of the
granting act.
It seems to me that it could not be reasonably considered that the court by an incidental phrase intended to construe a provision of la,w not alluded to in the decision,
or to make such radical and fundamental change in the construction of the indemnity
provision of railroad granting acts as would follow from the assumption that the
conrt intended by such phrase to bold that indemnity was allowable for reservations.
In this very decision the court, alluding to the elnborate discussion in the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston case of the indemnity provision, said that the question in that case was what lands could be taken for indemnity, not, for what deficiencies indemnity could be bad. "There was no question before t,he court for what deficiencies indemnity could be supplied." (Barney case, p. 627). It would be strange, indeed, if the court in this case should be supposed to ha".e passed or to have intended
to pass upon a question not before it, when in the same decision it rejected a previous
opinign of the same court for the very reason that the point involved in that decision
was not a quf stion before the court in that case.
The remarks of the court in continuation of the paragraph containing its decision
that losses from sales and prt>-cmption rights previous to date of grant could be supplied by indemnity were exqlusively in respect to the decided point and not to any
other point. It had been held in Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galvest,on that only
deficiencies cansed after grant and before definite location could bl:l compensated by
indemnity. In Barney it is helrl that deficiencies caused before grant could be so
compensated. And the court said:
"It is to no purpose to say against this const,ruction that the government could
not grant what it <lid not own, and therefore could not have intended that its language shoulcl apply to lauds which it bad disposed of. As already said the whole
act must be read to reach the intention of the law-maker. It uses, indeed, words of
grant, words which purport to convey what t,he grantor owns, and of course can not
operate upon lands with which the grantor had parted; and therefore, when it afterwards provides for indemnity for lost portions of the lands 'granted as aforesaid,'
it means of the lands purporting to be covered by those terms. Nor is it to any purpose to cite decisions to the effect that the grant is in prcesenti passing an immediate
interest to the State. Such is undoubtedly the case, except as the operation of the
grant is affected by the limitations mentioned; that is to say, when the sections granted
are ascertained the title to them takes effect as .of the date of the grant, and cuts
off all intervening claimants except as to such portions as may have been sold or to
which pre-emption rights may have attached."
The court then proceeds to say:
"The la,nguage in Railroad Co. v. Baldwin (103 U.S., 426), does not militate this construction of the act. It expresses the general purpose of the reservation to keep the
lands open at all times to settlement and pre-emption and subject to appropriation
for public uses until the route of the road is determined, but does not declare that
lands previously sold or to which the rights of pre-emption had previously attached
are excluded from the indemnity clause. The court was there drawing attention to
the ~liffere?ce between the t~o gra_:1ts in the act of Congress of ,July 2:3, 1886, that of
sections of land and that of the right of way, the former being a present grant except as its immediate operation was affected by the reservations, tb.e latter being a
present absolute grant without any reservation or exception."
Coutin uing the court further sa.vs:
·
"The language in Leavenworth, Lawrence, &c., R;tilroad Co. v. United States (92
U.S., 7:3:-l), is quoted as sanctioning the position of the appellant. The court speaking,
of the _m demnity clanse in the grant then under consideration said its pnrpose was
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to give sections beyond the limit designated for those lost within it by the action
of the government betwel,n the date of the grant and the location of the road. Bu
it did not say that this was its only purpose; and if the language must be construe~
as me~ning that it was a mere dictum not es~ential ~o the decision of the case. The
quest10n was, what lands could be taken for mdemmty, not for what deficiencies indemnity could be bad. And it was held that an Indian rei;1ervation did not pa s b'I"
the grant, and could not be taken as indemnity for the lands otherwise lost from it.
There was no question before the court for what deficiencies indemnity could be up.
plied."
In departmental decision in the Omaha case (p. 8), referring to the foregoing paragraphs, it is said :
"This plain language of the Supreme Court in the Barney case seems to be conclusive of the qu 6stion presented, ancl to hold that lands so reserved for works of internal improvement when found wit,hin either granted or indemnity limits are not to
be taken -under the railroad grants, but if such lands are of the designated &ectiou
within the primary or grantP,d limits of the road then the company is entitled to indemnity for all such lands so lost to the grant.
"The force of this clear exposition of the law in the Barney case is sought to be
broken by the assertion that the grants to Minnesota, then being construed, were of
the alternate odd-numbered sections' of land,' whilst the grant to Wisconsin of 1864
is for the designated sections of 'public land.'"
In reference to the foregoing remarks I have to say that I disclaim the exist,ence of
any cause for the accusation that I ha,ve sought to " break the force" of a decision of
the Supreme Court, or the existence for any canse for seeking to break the force of
the decision in the Barney case. On the contrary, I accept that dech!ion in its full
force and effect, and respectfnlly submit to the a.cknowledged j ndicial discernment of
the present head of this department that said decision nowhere snstains the ded!1ctions drawn in the Omaha case. But assuming that the Barne~· case dPci<le~ a p01.nt
which the court itself declared it did not decide by stating precisely what it did mtend to decide, the Omaha decision proceeds to state a point I have not presented and
to answer an argument I have not made. The question of a distinction between
"land" and "public land," as the words are used in railroad grants, was settled by
the Supreme Court in the Leavenworth, Lawrence, and Galveston case.
. .
It will be perceived that the court in the Barney case lays down the proposition
that the indemnity provision means that indemuity is allowed for landti purported to
be granted. What lands are purported to be granted in this case the conrt does not
say, bnt it does refer to the distinction between grants of land in place aod grant of
the right of ,vay, and states that the latter are absolute ·grants while the former are
subject to limitations an<l exceptions.
The departmental decision in the Omaha case appears to have assumed that.th_e co_urt
in the Barney case held that all lands are pnrporterl to be grnnte<l with~nt llm1!'ation
or exception, and consequently that it held the company entitled to mclemn1ty for
all deficiencies within granted limits. The words in the Omaha case are as follow :
"This plain language of the Supreme Court in the Baruey case seems to be conclusive of the questions presented, and to bolo. that lands so reserved for _w?rks of
internal improvements when fonnd within either granted or indemnit:y l1m1ts are
not to be taken under the railroad grant, but if such lan<ls are of the des1g~atecl. sections within the primary or granted limits of the road then the company 1s entitled
to indemnity for all such lands so lost to the grant."
.
I agree to the proposition that the plain language of the Supreme Cour~ m the B~rney case is conclusive of the questions presented in that case, but I thmk yo? will
concur with me that the question stated in the Omaha case was not presented m th~
Barney case.
As previously rema1·ked the court distinctly held that indemnity is allowed for
all lands purported to be granted, but it does 'not state what la11cls ai·e piirportecl t~ be
granted. It floes argue and hold that lands which may have been solrl or t,o wluch
settlement rights may ha,ve attached prior to date of railroad grant constitute los. P to
the grant which may be compensated by indemnity, but it says no word in respect to
ind mnity for re ervation . rt does say that "the-whole act must be read to reach
the intention of t he law-maker," and if the court had intended to have discus ed or
rendered deci ion upon he effect of the clause relating to reservations tbe court
would undoubtedly have. a,i<l something about it.
F llowing its decision that indemnity is allowable for lo e by reason of sal~s and
the a.tt cbment of pre-emption rights before as well as after grant, the conrt said:
'' It is to no pnrpo e to ay aO'ainst this construction that the government could not
gran what it did not own, ancl therefore conlcl not have intenued that its la,nO'n, ge
honlcl apply to land which it hacl dispo eel of. As, lready said tho whole act rnnst
be read t r a.ch he intention of the law-makn. It. n p,, in,leecl, worrl<1 of errant
word which purport to convey what the granto1· owns , ncl of conr e ran not operate upon lands with which the grantor had parted· and therefore when it afterwards
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provides for indemnity for lost portions of the lands 'grauted as aforesaid' it means
tbe lands puporting to be covered by those terms." And further:
'\Nor i:3 it to any purpose to cite decisions to the eft'ect that the grant is in prmse11ti passmg an immediate interest to the State. Such is undoubt.e dly the case except as the operation of the grant is affected by the limitations uentioned; that is to
say, when the sections granted are ascertained the title to them takes effect as of
t;be date of the grant, and cuts off all intervening claimants except as to such portions a~ may have been sold or to which pre-emption rights may have attached."
It will be seen here t,hat the court was sustaining its proposition of indemnity for
losses by sales and the attachment of settlement rights prior to grants, and the clear
implication of its argument is that such lands were purported to be granted. But
t .here is no implication th~t lands reserved from the operation of the act were purJJOrted to be granted. This point was not in the case, nor is reference made to such
a point in explaining Railroad Company v. Baldwin. The reference t,here is exclusively to the 'propositiou allowing indemnity for sales and pre-emptions prior to grant.
The reference in the Barney case to the position of appellant in that case is clearly
upon this point alone, since t,his is the point of the remarks of the court denying as ·
dictum the anthority of the opinion in the Leavenworth, Lawrence, and G<1ilveston ·
case precisely upon that point.
I think Jou will concur with me that the Barney case does not decide and does not
purport to decide that indemnity is allowable for lands embraced in prior gra11ts or
other reservatiorn,, and that it does not construe or purport to construe, or iu any
manner treat of, discuss, or refer to the provision of the statute reserving such lands
from the operation of the act, and that thi1:1 question was not iu the case before the
conrt and was not material to the poi1,t decided by the court.
· But, independently of the Barney case, it is said in the Omaha case (pp. 10, 11) that
the grants under which the Om!:1,ha company claims have been the subject of judicial
construction, reference being ruade to the opinion of the United States circuit court in
the unreported case of the Madi1mn and Portage Haihoad Company v. State tt al., and
the inference conveyed by that remark is that the circuit court in that case held that
indemnity was allowal>le for all deficiencies of lands in place, including lands reserved
in the language of the statute'' from the operation of the acts." This inference is enforced by a subsequent statement following a rartial extract from one paragraph --of
the circuit court opinion that "it seems here is a judicial construction which leaves no
further room for discussion." And again, referring to departmental decision i1. the
Farm Mortgage case, it is said that in passing upon that case in this office I declined
to adopt the views of Mr. Justice Harlan in the circuit court decision a born mentioned,
and that, wy action was reversed by you upon the ground of that decision, which if not
bindipg upon the department in the sense referred to by me is of high and persuasive
authority;" and it is still further stated (p. 12) that in your decision declining to recommend a trespass suit against the Omaha company (5 L. D., 511), I was directed to
adjust the Omaha grant in accordance wit.h the circuit court decision.
It would appear from these remarks that th e circuit court expressly decided the
point now in controversy; that I declined to recognize the authority of that decisiou
upon such point; that I was rebuked for such denial and reversed in my ,1ecision
holding contrary to the circuit court upon said point, notwithstanding which, that
I have persisted in my adverse opinion and have further_ i~nore<l your express instructions upon that very point, and in contempt of your authority and in violation
of my official duty have transmitted to you an adjustment in t,he Omaha case contra.ry to the decision of the court, contrary to your own decision, and contrary to
your specific instructions. And you '• therefore reverse my action as to the denial of
the indemnity for 44,782.42 acres covered by the swamp land grant and internal improvement acts."
I think I have not overstated the purport and sensfl of these remarks.
It therefore becomes proper to see just what the circuit court did decide in the
Madison and Portage case; what I decided in the Farm Mortgage case; what ~-ou
decided in tl.iat case, and what in structions were given rue in the Omaha, case. It is
unnecessary for the present purpose to raise any point touching the authority of the
circuit court decision after March 3, 1887, in the matter of railway adjustments, since
an issue is raised as to what the circuit court actually held and as to the purport and
effect of suhf:equent decisions and action Ly this office and the department.
The question l)efore tbe court in the Wisconsin case was whether the Farm Mortgage
Company, as successor to the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company to so m ucb of
the grant of 1886 as was applicable to the construction of the road from Portage to
Tomah, was entitled und er the act of 1856 to supply its deficiencies between said
points from that portion of the grant of 1856 which lies north of 8t-. Croix riH!l' or
lake, notwithstanding the continuity of the grant bad been broken by the act of
1864. In other words whether in snpplying its deficiencies the Farm Mortgage
Company could take lands not coterminous with the constructed portion of its road,
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but lying far ab'?ve the J'.!O_rthern end of its ro_ad and along the line of the Omaha.road.
lTnder the peculiar cond1t1ons of the respective grants and legal incidents connected
therewith the circuit court held that this could be done. The court also held that
in supplying deficiencies it must be by legal subdivisions, and that "deficiencies in
place limits caused by sales or pre-emptions previous to the location of routes
whether before-or after the passage of the acts, may be supplied from the indemnity
limits."
,
A copy of this decision is before me, ancl. I respectfully call your l;l,ttention to the
fact that the quotation therefrom in the Omaha case is of a portion only of the paragraph which embraced the points last above referred to, and not the whole of the
opinion of the court. The extract given in the Omaha case is as follows:
'' Some question has been made as to the precise exteI1t of the grant under the two
acts of Congress. We understand that it covers six sections in width on each side of
the line in the one case and ten sections in the other of lands in place as they existed 011 th~ ground, so that if any of these sections were fractional, or from any cause
were not full sections, the State could not make up the deficiency from lands in the
indemnity limits, because as to the lands in place the act operated by specific description; but when there was not land in place to meet the call of the grants, whether
the deficiency was more or less, it was competent to supply it by sections from the indemnity limits."
It will be observed that the foregoing remarks referred to selections of deficiencies
in general terms, with no discussion as to what de:ficieucies indemnity was allowable
for, and that standing alone it does not support the proposition that the court made
any decision as to the nature or extent of deficiencies that could be indemnified by
lieu selectious. It would be sufficient to dismiss the reference to the circuit court
decision at this point, but something remains to be said in order to bring tlie whole
matter before you and to show exactly what the court did decide by its own precise
words. The entire paragraph is as follows:
" Some question has ·been made as to the precise extent of the grant under th~ two
acts of Congress. We understand that it covers six secti.ons in width on each s1deof
the line in the- one case and ten sections in the other of lands in place as they existed on the ground, so that if any of these sections were fractional, or from any cause
were not full sections, the State could not make up t-he deficiency from lands in the
indemnity limits, because as to the lands in place the act operates directly by specific descriptiou; but when there was not land in place to meet the call of the gra~ts,
whether tbe deficien cy was more or less, it was competent to supply it by s~ct10ns
from the indemnity Ii.mi ts. Or if as might h appen there were parts of sections of
the lands in place excluded from the grants by the terms of tlie acts, it was c_o~P,eten~.
to supply the deficiency from the indemnity limits by a similar legal subd1v1s10n _or
the land. It would seem impracti cable to administer the trust on any other basis.
In supplying deficiencies it mnst. he hy sect.ions, whether foll or fractioual, an d by legal
sn bdi visions. Deficil'ncies in place limits caused by salts 01· pre-emptions previous to the
location of routes, whether bl'fore 01· after the passage of the acts, may be supplied from the
indem11ity limits."
The concluding portion of the a.hove, which was not quoted in the Omaha case,
shows that the court decided that,, Deficiencies in place limits caused by sales or pre-emptions previous to the location
of tbe routes, whether before or after the passage of the acts, may be supplied from
the indemnity limits."
You will I think agree with me that the full text of the decision shows that the
con rt held that iodemni ty was a.llowable for deficiencies arising from sales and P!"e-ernptions whether before or after the grant, and that its precediug argument was directed
to and culminated in the uecision upon this point. No cousideration was given to
any other class or classes of deficiency arising from prior appropriations. It does not
appear that any such question was raised, and there is no suggestion that it was
brouglit to the knowledge of the court tbat any cla.imed deficiencies existed other
than tho e arising from deficient sections or from prior sales aud pre-emptions.
The major question before the court, as heretofore stated, was whether the Farm
Mort rage Company could select indemnity along th e line of tbB Oi-naba roau. It was
held that this could be done, an.cl the court prescrib d the manner of selection , and
further held that indemnity should be bad for deficiencies arisino· from sales and preemption before the date of the grant, as well as after that dat; au<l. before definite
loca ion.
Th court oruered a refereuce of the cau e to a special ma ter with directiou coni t at with it opinion, and tbt} master snhsequeutly mado a. report of lands selected
and located in pnr nnnco of th 0f'Crt>e of tlH' con rt, ancl thf'I Pf'lectionR reported. were
approv d uy the court. It is to he pres11111 •(l that the 111a, ter conformed preci ly to
the orcl r of th court. If hi' di<l. 11ot 110 thL·, if h<' included auy selections of incl mnity for lo s oth r tban tho which tb conrt prescribect, to wit, "losses arising
from al ' or pr · ruptiou pr viou to the loca ioo of route., whether before or after
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~he.passage of the acts," I presume it would not be beld that tbe approval of the court
<Jfhsts purporting to be made up in accoruance therewith would be a valid approval,
:nor that au approval so obtained would amount to a decision on the case. As a, matter
~f fa~t, h~wever, the selections reported and approved by tbe court ha:7e been exa~JDed i": this office and patented, under your direction, with the exception of certam
tra~ts in conflict, and it has been found that all the tracts so patented have a prorer
basis for indemnity in losses arising from sales and· pre-emption before the defimte
loc~tion of the road. No question of indemnity for any other cause appears from the
decision to have been before the circuit court. No such question w_a s before me when
I decided adversely to the opinion of the circuit court, and no such question went up
to the department with the appeal taken from my decision. I am now informed that
such question may yet be presented in respect to a few acres of the selections in con:fl.ic~, but this will depend upon a final determination of the conflicts.
My decision held that the acts of Congress required indemnity selections to be
coterminously with deficiencies in place limits as weJI in this as in other cases, and
I stated the reason why I did not concur in the opinion of the circuit court upon that
point, and why I thought said opinion should not control the Executive Department
so as to permit selections by the Farm Mortgage Company north of its const,ructed
road and along the constructed line of the Omaha road. You reversed rny decision
upon this point, and held that the opinion of the circuit court wa<i sufficient authority
to overcome the coterminous principle in this case. Your decision was accepted by
me as a final disposition of the question at issue, and I was also aware that unless
the Omaha grants were avoided the United States had no practical interest in the
matter, as if one company did not take the lauds in contlicting limits the other
would, and it was represented that both companies were satisfied with the division of
lands made by the court.
.
So there was no question up to this point in respect to the allowance of indemnity
for lands in reservation at date of railroad grant.
In March and September, lt!86, I recommeuded suits against tbe Chicago, Saint
Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company for timber trespass upon lands embraced in unapproved indPmnity selections, and on June 3, 1886, in reply to departmental direction of April 2~, 1086, to transmit a list of selections by the Farm
Mortgage Company and tho Omaha Company, together with a statement of" t,he rea•
son if any exist why f?aid selections have not been acted upon and rejected or ap·
proved," I stated as follows:
,
·
"Selections by the North Wisconsin Railroad Company and by itR successor, the Chi<Jago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company, have not been approved
because of the failure of said company to constructit:s line within the time required by
the granting acts and of pending legislation looking to a forfeiture of the grant; and
have not been rejected because of the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States in Schulenberg v. Harriman (21 Wall., 44), wherein it was held that the lands
granted to the State for said compauy have not reverted to the United States, although
the road was not constrncteu within the period prescribed, no action having been
taken tither by legislation or jndicial proceedings to enforce a forfeiture of the grant.''
This report wai:; referred to in your decision in the Farm Mortgage case, speaking
therein of the Omaha grant, and your views were expressed as follows:
'' Inasmuch, then, as after the lapse of twelve years from the rendition of that <lecision
(Schulenbergv. Harriman, snpra), no forfeitme has been enforced by or under authority of Congress, the title of the State is unimpaired to the lands described in the grant,
and to indemnity within the limits withdrawn to make good the deficiency in place.
These rights thus conferred upon the State of Wisconsin and thus enforced by the
decision of the Supreme Court constitute the measure of your duty and mine in respect
to these lands. What the statute confers the statute means to be enjoyed. What the
statute directs it means to have done. Not to do it, or even delay unnecessarily the
doin~ of it, is to violate tbe statute and involves a grave dereliction of duty."
By your letter of March 22, 1887, the foregoing expression of views was adhered to,
and you accordingly declined to concur in my recommendations to the .A,ttoruey-Gen.
eral in the matter of trespass suits against the Omaha company, and directe1l me to
<Jause said railroad grant to be forthwith adjusted, and to transmit for your approval
in the customary form '' proper lists of ]ands subject to selection and selected i,y said
cowpany within the indemnity limits of said grant."
I think nobody will suggest that the foregoing decision and direction involve or ·
imply any decision or instruction relative to the allowance of indemnity for reserved
lands, or iu volve or impl,v any decidion or instruction in respect to the nature of the
deficiencies for which inclernnitv should be had.
Your decision was that patents shonld be issued for the lands to which the company
was entitled under its grant notwithstanding its failure to build ant..l colllplete its
road in the time prescribed by the granting act, and not a determination of what
lands or what quantity of lands the company was entitled to. Your direction was that
"proper lists of la.n<ls u11bject to .seleetiou aut..l select0d uy 15aiu company" shoulu be
transmitted to you, and not an in -traction as to what lists were proper or as to what
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lands were subject to selection. It was an order to a<ljust the grant and nor. nn or
der prescr_ibing or purport~ng t~. prescribe. the pr!nciples of_ adjustment. It ;as a~
order callrng for' the exercise of Jurlgment m makmg th e adJustment and. not an order controlling or assuming to control my judgment in the matter.
I think I have demonstrated the complete inapplicability of the reasoning in the
Omaha decision of October 7, 1887, upon each and every proposition adverted to
herein.
,
-I now come to the proposition made in the Omana decision , Branch Line, construing the act of 1864. It is here said very correctly that th e grant of 1864 is for" even·
alternate section of public land d esignated by odd numbers for ten ~t'ctions in width
on each side of the road," and that the granting a,ct fi;irth er p rovides:
"But in case it shall appear th at the United States h av e when the line of saidroa(l
is definitely fixed, sold, reserved, or otherwise disposed of any sections or parts of
sections granted as aforesaid,"
then the company may select as much land "as shall be eqnal to such lands as the
United States have sold or otherwise appropriated/' &c. It is held as beyond question that '' under this first section standing alone the company is entitled to select
indemnity lands for such within the granted limits as are found at date of clefinitelocat.ion to be " 1 eserved."
·
The sixth section is then referred to, which reads as follows:
"SEC. 6. And be it further enacted, That any and all lands reserved to the United
St.ates by any act of Congress for the purpose of aiding in an,y object of internal improvement, or in auy manner or for any purpose whatsoever, a.uu all miueral lands, be
and the same are hereby reserved and excluded from the operatfon of this act except
so far as it may be found necessary to locate the route of such railroads through such
reserved lands."
It is then observed that the first section grants the odd-numbered sections of land
in place along the road within certain limits; that the sixth section says, "but if any
of said sections are 'reserved' they are not granted;" that the six th section is therefore a limitation upon the grant; a proviso that "reserved lands shall not be taken,
and being a proviso it riiust be strictly construed."
I thiuk the foregoing is not quite au accurate statement of the law. The :first. se~tion purports to grant the odd-numbered sections of public land along the road w1thm
certain limits, and to allow indemnity for an;y sections or parts of sections grante_d a,
aforesaid which it shall appear, when the line of.the road is definitely fixed, t.he Urn~ecl
States have sold, reserved, or otherwise dii,posed of. Standing alon e the first section
makes such grant and allows such indemnity. But as said in the Ba rn ey case "the
whole act must be read to reach the intentiou of the law m aker." Whether, therefore, the first section "grants" all the odd-numbered sections within certain limits,
or allows indemnity for lands reserved from the grant and fr om the op eration of the
granting act, depends upon the whole act and not upou a p art of it.
The six th section does not say, "but if any of said sections are r eserved, they are
not granted." It says. but if any of said sections are reserved "the same are here1?y
reserved and excluded from, th e operatiom of this act" except as to right of way-. It will
be see n that the language of the law is much broader and goes to a much greater ex• tent t han stated in the Branch Line decision.
The sixth section undoubtedly is as stated in the Branch Line case a "limi~at_ion
upon the grant," but the words of the act show that it is al so and expressly a limitation upon the act, and not merely a limitation upon the grant, if a distinction is drawn
between what passes by grant oflands in place and what passes a s indemnity for defici encies in place limits.
A statement of the law materially less than the law itself, and materially different from t he language of the sta tute, easily lays the fonnd ation for future err?~ of
construction. But I especially desire to call your attention to the chief propos1t1on
upon which the decision in the Branch Line case turn s, and which I respectfully subm it i a rni ap plication of the canons of statut ory in terpreta.tion. It i s said th at the
sixth ction i a " proviso," and" b eing. a pro viso it must b e strictl y construed."
U. S. v. Dickson (15 P ~t., 141 ), is cited:
"The geueral rule of law which h as always prevailed, and b ecome consecr ated a~most a. a maxim in t h e interpretation of statutes, t hat w here the enacting clause is
gen ral in it language and obj ects, antl a p rovi o is a fter wards i ntrod uced, t h at provi o i cc n tru d strictly and takes no case ou t of the enacti ng clan o, and those w ho
set up any uch exc ption mu ·t establioh it as being with in the worus as well a s
within the rea on th r of. '
Th tl ci ion in the Brauch Line ca e applies thi s rule to t h e sixth section of the a ct,
and proc cl t find that thi
ction relates only to granted lands, and not to indemnity, bat subj t not b iug within the words of th e act , an d further t o ar gue that
if otherwi e con true<l tb provi,· woul d conflict wit h and r epeal pro tanto the ind m~i _y r i ion in the fir t ection, and carve all Indian reser ..-ations out of such
pro~l lOD.
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The rule stated by Mr. Justice Story is stated as the general rule of construction,
b_ut Mr. Story was not then stating rules applicable to the interpretation of legislative grants. As a general rule a proviso repugnant to the purview of the st,atute
co"!ltaining it is void, "but this rule does not apply to a proviso in the charter of a.
pr1v~te corporation." (Washburn on Statutes, note, p. 49.) The rule of construct~on
applicable to public grants is precisely the opposite of that on which the d ecision
turns in the Branch Line case. Necessarily the legal construction of the sixth section
should follow the legal rule applicable to such cases, and not the opposite general
rule. "Public grants are construed liberally in favor of the public and strictly
against the grantee.'' "A corporation takes nothing except what js plainly, expressly and unequivocally granted." "All doubts are to be resolved against a corporation." "All acts of incorporation and acts extending the' privileges of incorporated bodies are to be taken most strongly against the companies." These and
many similar expressions have become maxims of the law so familiar that further reference is superfluous. As said by Attorney-General Black in 1858 (D O:vs.,
273): . '' It is well settled that all public grants of property, money, and privileges
are to be construed most strictly against the grantee. -/f -If This is most especially
true of legislative grants; and for very good reasons the rule ought to be adhered to
with unyielding :firmness." The rule adopted in the Branch Line case is t-herefore
not the rule of law governing the interpretation of pubFc grants, and this as you
are a ware is too clear to need argument.
The office of provisos has frequently been stated by the Supreme Court.
A proviso i.n deeds or laws is a limitation or exception to a grant made or authority conferred. (Voorhees v. Bank, 10 Pet., 449.)
The proviso is generally intended to restrain the enacting clause, and to except
something which would otherwise have. been within it or in some meat:iure to modify
the enacting clause. (Wagman v. Southard, 10 Wheat, 1.)
.
.
It is unnecessary to note the technical distinction between a proviso and a saving
clause. The granting clause of an act may be limited by either, and it is only in
general laws that when repugnant to the purview either fails. In a public grant
if the exception defeated the granting clause there would be no grant,.
The :first section of the act purports to grant in general terms all public lands within
certain limits, and to allow mdemnity for lands so granted that shall have been sold,
reserved, or otherwise disposed of by the United States prior to the definite location of
the road. The sixth section eliminates reserved lands from the operation of the acts,
and therefore carves out of the grant and out of all its incidents any such reserved
lands. · It was competent for Congress to do this, and I think it is not competent to
defeat the will of Congre s by construction based upon rules of law not applicable to
to such grants.
Stress is laid upon the remarks of the court in the Leavenworth, Lawrence and
Galveston· case to the effect that the proviso was unnecessary to except fodi a n lands
from the grant, as such exception followed in any event, but the proviso "seems to
fix more definitely what is granted by what is excepted," arn.l it is therefore argued
that the proviso has no service to perform except to emphasize, strengthen, and makeplain that which went before, and hence in this case must be held simply to mean
that reserved lauds cannot be taken either for granted or indemnity purposes, but,
does not prevent,them irom being used as a oasis for rndemnity. The defect in the.
deduction drawn from the views of the court in the Leavenworth, Lawrence aud
Galveston case is, that the court "held that an Indian r eservation did not pass by
the grant, and could not be taken as indemnity for the lands otherwh,e lost from it,"
and that "there was no question before the court for what deficiencies indemnity
could be supplied ." (Barney case, supra.) The court did not say that the proviso
had no other office tha-n to exclude reservations from being taken as granted or indemnity lands. "There was no question before the court for what deficiencies indemnity could be snpplied." Hence there is uo force in the point made.
The proposition that when the virtue of an excepting clause is taken out of it by
construction there is then no conflict between ·the grant and the exception can not
well be controverted. Bnt the virtue of an excepting clause in legislative grants
cannot be destroyed by construction. If this could be done then every limitation,
safeguard, and restriction in raii.road granting acts could be overthrown as meaningless and rnndered nugatory in departmental administration.
w,
In some Congressional grants passed previous and subsequent to the date"'bf the
grant now under consideration iudemnity is allowed for reserved l ands not being
lands in conflicting grants, but in these cases there is no clause in the indemnity provision, and no subsequent section in the act excepting r eserved lands from the operation of the act. It is to be presumeu that Congress acted intelligently in prescribing
certain limitations in one class of grants and lll~Lking another clar:;s without such limitations. It is to be presumed that Congress meant w4at it said when it declared i,_.
the sixth section of the Omaha act that "any and all lands reserved to th e United
States by any act of Congress for the purpose of aiding in any object or internal im-
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provement, or in any manner or for any purpose whatsoever, and all mineral lands be
and the same are hereby reserved from the operation of this act except so far as it ~a
be found necessary to locate the route of such railroads through such reserved lands r,
This section must be read in connection with the first section, and the limitation it
imposes upon the words of the first section must be given its full force and effect as
required by rules of construction applicable to such grants. The result is the result
,o f the law, and is the harmonious result of the whole law. An exception in public
grants can not be ignored in order to save to the grant what was taken out ofit by
the exception. A harmony thus arising would be, as I think you will agree, destructive of the sense of the law and of the intention of the law-making power.
By the express terms of the act of March 3, 1887, railroad land grants are to be adjusted in accordance with decisions of the Suprem0 Court of the United States. I
submit that the Supreme Court bas never decided that indemnity is allowable for
lands reserved from the operation of the granting acts, nor that such lands were
purported to be granted by the acts now in question, and that this department has
never so held in its past decisions.
If the act said that reserved lands should be accep ied from the grants, then, as a
matter of original discussion, a different question might be presented. But :the act
does not say these words. The language is " reserv.ed from the operation of this act."
The indemnity provision js a part of the act, and the operation of that provision is
one of the operation of the act, and a most important and material one. Reserved
lands being excluded from the operation of the act are therefore in my judgment of
legal and indisputable necessity excluded from the operation of the indemnity provision.
·
It is no answer to this to say that Congress might as well have given indemnity for
reserved lands not granted as for lan/:\s purported to be granted and not specially excluded from the operation of the act. The question is not w bat Congress ijlight have
done, but what Congress did do. Neither is it an answer to say that no good reaso!1
is seen why such indemnity should not have been allowed. It might with equal if
not more propriety 'be suggested that no good ieason is seen w by the grants should
ever have been made. The discretion of Congress in making or limiting its grants
can not be challenged to change the laws or to det:1troy the limitations with which the
grants were accompanied. Besides, good reason did exist for the limitations set. Th~
excluded lands having already been granted to the States or set apart for special objects of national interest the allowance of indemnity for such lands would have been
equivalent to a; double grant, or the use of the same lands for a double purpose, and
it was obviously proper that Congress should take such previously grauted or reserved lauds out of all connection or consideration in the new grants it might make.
At all events this is what Congrnss apparently did do. The reserved lands being absolutely excluded from the operation of the act they cannot thereafter be. availed of
to furni sh basis for indemnity. If there were any doubt upon this point the doubt
itself would be conclusive of the legal construction, as by all the canons of the law
doubts in legislative grants are to be resolved in favor of the public. .But I think ~o
reasonabla doubt exists, and I submit to your judgment that it has been shown herem
that there is no authority of previous decision s, judicial or departmen~al, and_none
in thee tab1ished rules of construction of public grants, to overthrow the previously
established principles upon which my adjustments were made.
The following exclusions were made in the Omaha adjustments:
Swamp-Janel grant:
Main line ..••••.••••.. _. _•.. ____ ... ___ . ____ .. ___ ... _.......•.. _.... 42, 004. 12
Branch ...•............ _____ .. ____ ... ___ ..••••. ___ . ___ . . • • • • . . • . . • . 19, 702. 29
Internal-improvement grant, main line ........•......•••......•.••.....
Fox River grant, main line ..... .. _.... _. _....•......•..•...............
Indian re ervation, branch line ... _ ...........•.... _... _.............. - .

61,706.41
2,432.39
345.91
9,296.92

Total .. _...... _.............. _.. ____ . ___ ..••.. _____ . __________ ... 73, 781. 63
It may be a question whether the lands embraced in selections made by the State
under the internal-improvement grant tihould have .been excluded from the indemnity
ba is, ~ecau e that was not a grant of particular lands in place, bnt a floating right
attachm to no particular lands until selections made, and hence no particular lands
wer rP. rv d from this grant prior to selection.
But the gra:nt of swamp l and , the E ox River grant, and the Indian reservation
were of land ·rn place, and therefore reservations for the purposes intended, and were
thus prop rly and 1 gally, as I have held, excluded from the bai;iis of indemnity.
The~ ci ion in th~ Omaha ca
affect not only tbe 70,000 acres of public land involve m th· part1cnlar ca e , but affect fundamentally tba adjustwent yet to be
~ad~ of all o h r rant oflike charact r, ancl tlrnr f.:,re go to tlie foundation of public right of ettlement antl eutry upon large bodies of public lands in several impor-
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-t,ant State~ of t~e Union. The gravity of the case is my reason for aski1;1g your pe!son~l cons1derat10n of the matters herein presented ;:i,nd your personal Judgment m
review and re.consideration of the Omaha decisions.
NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. CO.

Cancelbtion of selections within claimed second indemnity limits.
[To Hon. Secretary of the Interior, October 4, 1887. l

In view of your decision of August 15, reaffirmed by departmental decision of Sep-tem ber 24, 1887, selections of land by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company more
than 30 miles from the line of its road in the State of Minnesota must be considered illegal and should be canceled.
.
I have the honor to transmit herewith twenty·two lists of such selections, embracing lands in the Crookston, Duluth, St. Cloud, and Taylor's Falls land districts,
Minnesota, aggregating 371,651.47 acres, with the recommendation that the same be
disapproved, said disapproval noted thereon, and that the selections be canceled upon
the official records ..
The lists are described as follows, to wit:
·
List!
No.

I

Land district.

Crookston •••••••••••••••• :....................... ............................ ••••••

9

12
13
16

Total . •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••... .. ..
Duluth .. : ...........................................................................

7
8
11

14
15
16

21
Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...•...
St. Cloud............................................................................

8

Area.

Acres.
19,853.13
24,264.25
7,089.13
480. 00

-51,686.51
-10,084.13
15,974.57
7,032. 86
24,899.46
43,548.12
4,199. 02
74. 83

----105,812.99
3,273.88

9

.11, 996. 82

12
13
18
19
20
22
30

80. 00
40. 00
30, 717 08
19,308.51
137,278.92
823. 00
32.12

I

Total. .••••••••••••••••••• •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.......
Taylor's Falls......................................................................

7
17

203,550.33

=
=
9,996.85

G,and total ... ..................................................... .................. / ,:::

604. 79

~

The railroad company is notified by letter of even date respecting this action.
[To the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, October 4, 1887.)

I transmit herewith nine lists of lands in the State of Minnesota, aggregating
114,063.27 acres, situated in the Crookston, Duluth, Fergus Falls, St. Cloud, and Tay·
lor's Falls land districts.
These lists em brace lands more than thirty miles from the line of the Northern Pa.
cific railroad and were presented by the railroad company at the district land offices
as applications for the lands described therein as indemnity for lands claimed to have
been lost within the limits of its grant. The register and receiver rejected the applications for reasons stated on the lists opposite the descriptions of lands, and the company appealed from their action, raising questions in the appeals which in view of
your decision of August 15, reaffirmed by the Assistant Secretary's decision of September 24, 1887, and departmental instructions dated September 17, 1887, it is not ·
deemed necessary for this office to consider.
The lists are transmitted with the recommendation that the applications to select
the lands be rejected and that annotations showing that action be made upon the

•
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lists, this bei~g deemed the m_ost direc~ and expedition~ _method of disposing of the
matter, inasmuch as the rule 1s established by the dec1s10ns above mentioned that
said company has no legal right to 'select lands in the State beyond thirty mile~ from
its line of road.
The lists are described as follows, to wit:
Land district.

Crookston .••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••.•••.••••.••••••••••••.••..••..••.•••• • ••••.

List

.A.rea.

No.

Acre,,
1!8, 799.10
127.49

19
20

88,926.59

Total ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••.•••••.••••• •••••··••··· ······
Duluth .•••••••••••.••••••••.••••••..•.• :............................................

17
22

=

=

ll, 277.14
275. 00

Totai •••••••••••••••••••...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• ••••. ...

11,552.14
4,594.16

Fergus Falls .•••.•.••.•••.•••••••••.•••.••••••.••.••••••.••.•..••• .• •••••••••.• - - • · · ·

St. Cloud .••••• .•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••..••..••••••

4,657.45
525. 95
525. 95

24
28
33

5,709.35

Total ••.•••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••.•..••••••••••••..•••.••••• ••••··•• •·· ••· ······
Taylor'sFalls ......................................................................

11

Grand total . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • • . • • . . • . • . • . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . .

3,281.03
114,063.27

The company will be notified by letter of even date respecting this action.
NORTHERN PACIFIC R, R. CO. VS. DISSLER.

Lands awarded to settler in accordance with advice of the President of the United
States in the case of Guilford Miller.
[T"o register and receiver, Olympia, Wash. Ter., October 12, 1887.J

•

I have considered the appeal by the N. P. R. R. Co., from your decision holding for
allowance homestead application by Rudolph Distler, for SE. t, Sec, 15, T. 17N., ~- 9 W.
This tract is within the limits of the withdrawal for indemnity purposes for the
benefit of said company, and has been withdrawn since August 13, 1870.
It i_s also embraced in the list of selections for indemnity purposes by said company
filed rn your office May 12, 1885, but said selection has not been approved, and the tract
is included in the order of the Hon. Secretary of the Interior dated August !5, 1887,
restoring indemnity lands.
,
November 18, 1885, Distler presented his homestead application for tract in dispute,
allegini settlement A_pril 28, 1885.
.
Hearmg was -ordered for January 6, 1886, of which due notice was given the ~ompan:y. Distl~r a]?peared with two witnesses before the party designated, an~ sub_m1~ted
testimony s_:i_owrng that h e has continuously resided thereon except durmg his sick·
nesa, and ~as made improvements consisting of a house 12 by 14, 3 acres slashed, and
a. small strip cleared, the same being valued at about $300.
January_ 6, 1886, a protest was filed on behalf of the company.
.
The testimony was received at your office January 9, 1886, and the c11se continued
to January 13, 1886, when attorneys for the compa,ny appeared.
You overruled the protest filed in behalf of the company, and its a~torneys r_eq uested
that entry be made of the withdrawals for the company and of its selection, after
which the ca e was closed.
you held that as Mr. Di tler has shown occupancy and improvement of the land
pnor to the date of its selection that he should be allowed to enter the same, and
that the election should be canceled.
Prom ~aid decision the company appeals.
.
Refel'!-'rngto the letter by. his excellency Grover Cleveland, President of the Umted
S_tate , m the matter of the case of Guilford Miller, I must refuse to approve. the sele~·
t10n b_y the company, a settlement right having attached to the tract prior to said
selection .
Your deci ion i therefore affirmed and Distler's application is held for allowance
subject to ,_al?peal within sixty days.
• b nlcl b1 b come :final and the selection be canceled the company might select
otb_ r land in it indemnity limit in lieu thereof ( hould a deficiency exist), upon
h1ch no ttl m nt claim xi t at the date of election .
All parti will be advised by this office.
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PURCHASERS OJ!' LA:N"DS FRO~:I RAILROAD COMPANIES.

The privilege of purchase from the Unit<-d States, under act of March 3,. 1~87,. of
lands sold by railroad companies before patent does not apply to lands w1thm mdemnity limits.
'
fTo E. 0. Ulness, esq., Glover, Dak., November 5, 1887.J

I~ ~ppears by the publication of office letter to you of October 15, 1_887, that ·t1:1e
J)OS1t_10n of this office in the matter of purchasers from railroad compa01es o_f certain
public lands of the Uniterl States has been misumlerstood, partly from an rncorrect
printing of said letter in the copies I have seen and partly from clerical inadvertence
in the letter itself.
It was intended to say to yon that actual settlers on restored lands within railroad
indemnity limits who have purchased the laud from railroad companies can secu~e
title from the United States to not exceeding 160 acres under the settlement laws if
qualified to make entry nuder those laws.
TJ:ie provisions iu the act of 1887 allowing bona fide pnrchase:s from railr?a~ compames to purchase from the United States at government price lands w1tbm the
limits of railroad grants not conveyed to or for thi, use of the railroacl companies,
but which were excepted from the operation of the grants, is construed by1 thii. office
to relate exclusively to lands rn granted limits and not to lands in i,,demnity limits.
The latter class of lands are not grant,ed landa, nor are they lands excepted from
the operation of the grants; and purchasers of such lands from the railroad companies are not purchasers in good faith in a legal sense. Some title vests in a railroad
company to granted lands by virtue of the grant, but no snch title vests to indernnity
lauds. These rnnst be patented or certified before a railroad company has anything
to convey in respect of such lands. Consequently, perso:.s who pnrchase lands within
indemnity limits before they have been patented or certified to the company do so at
their own risk, and 'TlUSt look to their vendors for remedy against want of title and
not to the United States.
Purchaser3 after patent, whether of granted or indemnity lands, are protected by
the act of 1887 whether settlers or not.
Purchasers of lands within granted limits, where the lands were excepted out of
the grant and were not occupied by settlers at date of purchase, and which have not
been settled upon subsequent to December 1, 1882, by persons clai:.ning to enter the
same under the settlement laws of the United States, may, under the act of 1887,
purchase such lands from the United States at government price.
Under the act of J anuary 13, 1~81, actual settlers on any lands that have been withdrawn for railroad purposes whether within granted or indemnity limits, and who
have exhausted their homestead, µre-emption, or timber-culture privileges, are allowed at any time within ninety days after restoration to purchase from the United
St,ates the htucls settled upon and improved by them not to exceed 160 acres at
$2.50 per acre.
FLORIDA RAILROAD COi\:IPANY.

Revocation of withdrawal of lands under expired grant recommended.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, February 5, 1886.J
I am ju receipt through reference by the honorable As,iistant Secretary on thb 15tn
ultimo for report and recommendation of a letter dated December 2~, 1885, from Hon.
Wilkinson Call, United States Senate, requesting that the subject of the reservation
of lands under the act of 1~56, granting lands to the State of Florida for the construction of a railroacl from Amelia Island to Tampa Bay be reconsidered.
In reply I have the honor to report as follows:
By act of Congress approved May 17, 1850 (ll Stat., 15), a grant oflands was made
to the State of Florida for the purpose of aiding in the con,itrnction (among- others)
of a railroad "from Amelia Island ou the Atlantic to the waters of Tampa Bay, with
a uranch to Cedar Key on tho Gulf of Mexico."
.
The fourth section of said act, after prescribing the manner in which the State
might dispose oft.he lands, provided that "if any or either of said roads or branch is
not completed within ten years no fur ,her sales shall be made and the lands unsold
shall revert to the United States."
A withdrawal ot the lands falling within the supposed or probable limits of the
grant was ordered by letters dated May 17 and September 6, 1856.
Sept9mber 12, 1856, the withdrawal was modified so as to permit pre-emptions until
the road should be definitely loca ' ed. April 25, 11357, the local officers were instructed
to withhold the withdrawn lands from pre-emption. (See Senate Ex. Doc. No. 91,
4 th Congress,. first session, pp. 57, 59, 60, and 61, Nos. 2, 3, 10, and 11.)
A map showrng the route of the main line of said road from Fernandina, Amelia
Island, to Waldo, ~nd of the branch from Waldo to Cedar Key, was filed in this office
by Capt. M. L. Smtth, August 31, 1857; said map was returned to the governor of
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Florida September 3, 1857, at the request of Hon. D. L. Yulee, who asked that it be
so returned in order that it might be certified by the governor.
Said map having been certified by the governor was refiled, and was accepted as
the basis of the adjustment of the grant. (Ex. Doc. 91, p. 61.J
The lands inudng for the portion of the road between Fernandina and Wal<lo anrl
Waldo and Cedar Key were ·certified to the State during the years 1858 an<l l 60.
The road was completed from Fernandina, via Waldo, to Cedar Key in 1860. (See
governor's certificate, Ex. Doc. 91, p. 62.)
A map pnrporting to show the location of the remaining portion of the main line
between Waldo a:q.d Tampa was deposited in this office December 14, 1860, by Capt.
· M. L. Smith, chief engineer of the Florida Railroad Company, said. company claiming to be the grantee of the State by virtue of certain acts of its legislature approved January 6 and December 14, 1855.
As said map did not bear the certificate of the governor, under the seal of the State,
as required by the regulations of this office, it was not accepted as a map of definite
location of the road, .a nd Mr. Smith was, by letter dated Deceml>er 28, 1860, advised
that no definite ·action thereon could be taken until the omi~sion was supplied, and
that the map was held subject to his order. (Ex. Doc. 91, p. 62.)
An indorsement upon Mr. Smith's letter shows that the map was delivered to him
January 22, 1861. (Ex. Doc. 91, p. 17, "C .")
In 1867 instructions were given the district land officers to respect the grant between l!,ernandina and Cedar Key, but none were given as to the portion between
Waldo and Tampa.
No further action in the matter appears to have been taken either by the State or
the company until 1875. Meanwhile the withdrawals of 1856 and 1857 had ceased to
be recognized.
On December 7, 1875 (nine years after the expiration of the grant), Hon. D. ~Yulee, vice-president and acting president of the Atlantic, Gulf and West I~d1a.
Transit Company, filed a map purporting to show the route of the road as defimtely
fixed from Waldo to Tampa, and requested that the sarqe be placed on file a?d the
land to which the State was entitled listed to said company as soon as practicable.
(Ex. Doc. 91, p.17.)
·
By letter dated March 4, 1876, Mr. Ynlee was requested to furnish certified copies
of the acts of the legislature conferring the grant upon the Florida Railroa_d Company,
and of a11 proceedings vesting the rights of tlrnt company in the Atlant10, Gulf and
West India Transit Company, and also the affidavits of the chief engineer and president of the company showing the map filed December 7, 1875, to be a trne and accurate transcript of the original survey as represented upon the map filed December14
and r ejected December 28, 1860. (Ex. Doc. 91, p. 65.)
The required copies having been furnished and affidavits presented tending to show
that the map pr~sented in 1875 was identical to that rejected in 1860 this_ o:ffic~, by
letter dated April 20, 1876, submitted the map to the Secretary of the Inter10r, w1t_h a.
recommendation that it be accepted as a map of definite location and the lands withdrawn for the purposes of the grant. (Ex. Doc. 91, p. 65.)
O~ April 29, 18?6, Mr. Secretary Chandler declined to receive or approve the map,
holdmg that the important act of definitely locating the road could only be performed
by or under the authority of the State and shoulcl be done within the time fixed for:
the completion of the roarl, and that a failure to discharge such duty should be taken
as conclu ive evidence .of the abandonment of the grant.
He fnr~her hel~ that as no title to any particular lands had vested in th~ S~ate by
the defimte locat10n of the road within the life-time of the grant, the prmciple announced by the Supreme Court in the case of Schulenberg v. Harriman ( cited by
this office) was not applicable.
He the:efore r~turned ~he map to this office and directed that it be returned to Mr.
Yulee, with the mformat10n that the department could not permit the company after
so great a delay to file~ map designating the route of its roac1, (Ex. Doc. 91, p.14.)
The map was accordmgly returned to Mr. Yulee May 6 1876, with a copy of the
Seer tary's deci ion in the matter.
'
•
On Octo_ber 29, 1 79, Mr. S. I. Wailes, attorney for the company, again presented the
map to this office and asked early action thereon.
Am,,,ong the_pape~ accompanying the map was a letter from Mr. Yulee dated October 2,, ~879, m ~h1ch h~ stated tbat the matter was again placed before the d~partme?t with the view of d1 playing the fact as th y actually existed, most of whlCh he
cla1_med were not before ' cretary Chand! r in 1 76, and of in viting a review of t~e
nb,J ect. H e fnrth r tated that the death of Captain Smith, to whom the map :filed m
1 0 wa r turned, bad made it impo ible to trace the original and rendered the use
of av ri~el dnpli ate nee ary.
.
~e claim cl how ver tbat th purpo e for which tbe map was retnrnec1 to Captam
m1th wa not n ece ry to it uffici ncy, that it ought not to have lJeen parted with
from the fil s of th department without the official reque t and authority of the
company by who e dir ction it was :filed, and that the indisputable fact of its having
once been filed was sufficient for the ca e. (Ex. Doc. 91, p. 46.)
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JS"ovember 10, 1879, Mr. Yulee's letter, the map, and accompanying papers were suboii t_ted for _the consideration and action of the department. The Acting Commissio~er,
~ lnle find1ng that there was no room for doubt that the route of the road in quest10n
,.,.; 3,s ~ctually surveyed and a map of such survey intended as evidence of the definite
1ocat10n of the line filed in the General Land Office in December, 1860, declined to express an opinion as to the sufficiency of the map as originally filed, or of the repro,d_ uced copy of the same. (Ex. Doc. 91, p. 9.)
January 28, 1881, Mr. Secretary Schurz, passing upon the company's application,
p.eld that while the return of the map for the governor's certificate in 1860 was an
a<lt of due caution on the part of this office, such certificate was not essential to the
-validity of the survey fixing the line npon the face of the earth, of which the map was
intended to be the notification and evidence for the department; that as the exact
-correspondence of the duplicate map with the map filed in 1860 had been shown, there
remained no doubt that the line exhibited was surveyed and marked as the definite
1ocation of the road, and that it was recognized a,s such by the officers of the comJlany and the State.
,
Such being the case and there having been no declaration of forfeiture he in-structf3d this office to order a withdrawal of the lands within the limits of the grant.
~Ex. Doc. 91, p. 12._)
The withdrawal of the og_d-numbered sections within 15 miles of the line shown
upon the map was accordingly ordered by letter to the local offices dated March 16,
1881. (Ex. Doc. 91, p. 13. Also see diagram facing page 79.)
January 30, 1884, Mr. Secretary Teller, passing upon the claim of the company to
select certain even-numbered sections under the act of June 22, ld74 (the decision in
the case being dependent upon the sufficiency of the map filed in 1860), held:
First. That the map of 1860, taken in connection with actual surveys in the field, was
valid and sufficient to fix and locate definitely the line of the road and bring home
to the department notice of such location.
Second. That a legislative withdrawal followed the filing of that map.
Third. That such results were not destroyed or annulled- by the return of the map
'.by this office for the purpose of procuring the governor's certificate thereto.
Fourth. That the order of withdrawal made in 1856 was existent at the time of the
withdrawal ordered upon filing the duplicate map in 1881.
Mr. Call now asks in effect that the matter be reviewed and the, withdrawal of
1881 revoked. He claims that if it was competent for Secretary Schurz to reverse
-the decision of Secretary Chandler it is equally competent for any subsequent Secretary to reponsidel.' and reverse his decision.
In passing upon this request two questions present themselves for consideration, to
wit:
First. Was the action of the company in filing the map of 1860 sufficient to locate
:and definitely fix the line of the road and thereby vest the title of the State in the
,p articular sections granted Y
Second. If not can the road be definitely located after the expiration o:( the time
-fixed for its completion V
·
1st. On May 20th, 1856, three days after the approval of the granting act, this office
addressed a letter to the governor of Florida, in which it was stated inte?" alia that
the first thing to be done under said act was to locate the several roads and file maps
thereof duly certified under the sea,l of the State, in this office.
August 30, 1856, this office replying to a letter from the governor requesting an explanation of his duties under office construction of the granting act stated that as
-the grant was made to the State "any action of the companies had now cau only be
properly recognized through the governor hence the necessity of attaching the seal
of the State to the maps of the roads to give them a binding effect under the law.''
Letters similar to the above were sent to the governors of the several States to
which grants were made during the year 1856.
The granting act did not specifically require the filing of a map of the road, but a
map was necessary in order to bring notice of the location home to the department;
and this office being charged with the acljustment of the grant was fnlly authorized
to make the regulations governing t.he filing and authentication of such maps. It
did make such regulations and communicated them-to the governor of the State.
That the company was aware that the certificate of the governor was required is
shown by the fact that within a week after the map of the location of the road between Fernandina and Cedar Key had been filed, and before it had been acted upon
by this office, Mr. Yulee asked that it be returned to the governor in order that he
might certify the same.
That such action was not exceptional is proven by the records of this office, which
-show that not only was it the practice to decline to ac-cept maps from which the certificate of the proper authorities of the Stat.e was omibted, but also to take cogni.za!Jce of any imperfections whi.ch might appear in the certificate and refuse for that
,reason to accept the map. (1 Lester, 5:30, 533, and 541.)
In the case of Van Wyck v. Knevals (106 U. S., 360) the Supreme Court of the
INT 87-VOL 1--26
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United States held that a road was '' definitely fixed" when it had ceased to be th
subject of change at the volition of _the company, and that it had ceased to be th:
subject of change when a · map thereof had been filed with and accepted by the Secretary of the Interior.
In the present case a map was presented for filing which purported to exhibit the
location of the road from Waldo to Tampa Bay. This map being unauthoritative
and defective.for that reason was not accepted b~' this office and was never filed
herein, but was rejected and returned to the party presenting it. The mere act of
filing or offering for filing such map did not terminate the power of the company to
change its route. The company was not bound to the route exhihited thereon but
could have refiled the same map properly certified, or conld have changeu the li~e at
its pleasure. From 1860 until the expiration of the grant in 1866 the line was subject to change at the will of the company, and hence it was not "definitely fixed"
in the meaning of the law within the time prescribed for its completion.
2. From 1860 until after the expiration of the grant in 1866 the company took no
steps towards locating its road and giving notice of such location to the department.
The granting act provided that if t,he road was not completed within ten years or by
May 17, J 866, the unsold lands should revert to the United States.
In the case of Schulenberg v. Harriman (21 Wallace, 44) the Supreme Court of
the United States, construing a similar provision in the acts of June 3, 1856, and May
5, 1864, granting lands to the Sta,te of Wisconsin, held that as no action had been
taken either by legislation or judicial proceedings to enforce a forfeiture of the
grant the title remained in the State as completely as it did on the day it vested by
the location of the road.
In that case, however, the road had been definitely located and a map thereof filed
in and accepted by the depa1·tment as the basis of the adjustment of the grant within
the time prescribed for t-h~ completion of the road, and the court simply considered
the effect of the failure to complete the road within the time required upon the title
which had already vested by t,he location of the road. The effect of the failure to
locate in time was not before the court.
Secretary Chandler held that the important act of definitely locating the roacl
could only be performed by or uncler the aiithority of the State and in all ca8(8 within the
lifttime of the _qrant.
There can be no doubt in my opinion of the correctness of this proposition. It is
inconceivable that legal rights can become attached to lands under a grant after the
period has expired within which the conditions of the grant were to have been fulfilled.
The position taken by Secretary Chandler that the line of the road was not definitely fixed within the meaning of the law by the mere presentation of a map of alleged route is equally unassailable. 'rhe assent of both parties is necessary to a contract. This department as administrator of the law must exercise its right and
power to determine whether a map filed as a map of definite location is in fact and
in law such a location as the grant authorized and required. And until such a map
has been accepted on the part of the government a definite location has not been
made. If the mere act of surveying a route is sufficient to fix a location then a location could be made anywhere without regar<l. even to the course of the road or the
points between which it runs.
Again, under State grants the government treats only with the State. These
grants are made to the State an<l. title to lands under them runs to the State. A corporation may be the beneficiary of the State, but the State in its sovereign capacity
is the_ direct ~eneficiary of the grant. It has never been permissible in the rules or
practice of th1s. offi~e and department to accept a map of location under a State grant
upon a mere filrng of such purported map by a railroad company. The acceptance
by the State of the act of the company makino- that the act, of the State has always
been_ req?ired_ as preliminary to acceptance by the department. The references
heremb for~ C1ted are conclnsive upon this point.
The 1uestion of the correspondence of the map presented in 1876 with that presented a.nd rejected in 1 ' liO is not a material consideration. The map of 1860 was
'not acc,ptecl, and hence is not a factor in the case.
As I have ob erv cl the State might at any time before the expiration of the grant
haver -present d the same or an identical map or mi<Yht have chanrred the line then
propo . l and filed an entirely new map propo;ing a different locatiDn. It is my information th:at a a mat er of fact the line of con truction, so far as construction ha
progr
srnre 1 0, ha been upon quite a di.ff rent line than the on~ propo ed in
1 60, ancl th r fore that the route ]aid d0wn upon that map is not in fact the Ene of
the d finite location of ther ad .
. The a tion fpr c di rig adm1n1strations oftbi office and department r·eversing the
Jnd ru nt o~ ecretary handl r, and ordering a withdrawal of lands on the imperf. ~t cl_ location f ~860, thu8 r i vin or propo ing a revival by departmental contrue ion fan expu d anJ abandoned grant has been productive of (Treat injury to
the citizens of lorida.
'
b
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I ~elieve such action to have been without authority of law or justifi?a.tion in
e~u1tr, and at bes~ impolitic, in the absence of special legislation authoriz1,ng and
d1rect1ng such action.
No road had been located during the time within which the road should have been.
completed; consequently no right to any land under the grant had vested in the.State
~hen. that time expired. The law required the completion of the road within a specified time, and the failure to locate the same within that time was an abandonment
<>f the grant. It was so treate<1 for more than fourteen yea.rs, and the attempted re-vival of the grant in 1881 by departmental authority alone should not in my opinion be sanctioned or sustained by the present administration.
I respectfully recommend that the withdrawal ordered in 1880 be revoked.
Mr. Call's letter is herewith returned. I also inclose a copy of Senate Ex. Doc.
No. 91, Forty-eighth Congress, first session (referred to herein), in which will be foun<l
printed copies of all papers, letters, orders, and decisions of a general character relating to the grant in question.
LEANDER SCOTT VS. KANSAS PACIFIC R, R. CO.

Lateral limits of railroad land grants.-Recti:fication of erroneous measurements
recommended. (See, also, Land Office Reports, 1885, pp. 31, 32; 1886, pp. 37, 38.)
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, .April 30, 1886. l

I have the honor to submit the following report in the mat.ter of the application of
Leander Scott to make homestead entry for the W. t SW. 1-, Sec. 29., T. 18 S., R. 5 W.,
Salina district, Kansas.
January ~8, 18t:4, Mr. Scott made application to enter the tract in question, alleging
settlement during the month of March, 1880. Said application was rejected by thB
register" for the reason that the land, as shown by the records of this [his] office, is
within the grant to the Kansas Pacific Railway Company," whereupon Mr. Scott ap- .
pealed to this office, alleging that the tract applied for is by actual measurement more
than 20 miles from the line of said road.
July 22, 1884, my predecessor affirmed the action of the register, holding that the
tract in question "is within the limits of grant as adjusted," and that the limits
would not be re-established.
Mr. Scott by his attorneys Messrs. Earle and Curtis of this city, having appealed
from said decision, the papers in the case were submitted for the consideration of the
department January 31, 181'!5.
July 17, 1885, W. E. Earle, attorney for Scott, addressed a letter to this office, ia
which he suggested that it would be better for all parties to have the case remanded
for further hearing and investigation.
Mr. Earle's letter was transmitted to the department July 24, 1A85, whereupon the
Assistant Secretary remanded the case to this office for further hearing and investiga- ,
tion, with report and transmission to the department.
·
The tract in question is within the 20-mile limits of the withdrawal orderen. June
14, 1867, on map filed May 8, 1867, as map of definite location of the Kansas Pacific
railway between Fort Riley and Fort Harker, and should the syster.n of measuring
the limits of railroad grants which has heretofore been followed by this office prevail it would undoubtedly fall within the limits of the grant, and as it was vacant
public land at the date of the definite location of the road would have inured to tha
railroad company.
The object sought to be accomplished by that system appears to have been to give
a right-angle measurement from each and every course of the road. T,he method pm:sued was to lay down the line of the road as definHely located upon a sectionized
diagram, and with such line as a base or center to draw a series of consecutive circles
with radii of 6, 10, or 20 miles each as the caRe might be along the whole line
of the 1·oad and from each outward bend or curve thereof to connect such circles by
drawing lines tangent thereto. The exterior lines thus formed were treated as forming the lateral limits of the grant. The limits thus formed were never at any point
less than the required distance from the line of the road, but were more than that dis- .
tance at many points and at some points much more.
The effect of this system of measurement was to bring within the limits of the grant
any and every tract which was within the required distance of any point on the line
of the road and within the termini, and unless the line was very tortuous there was
i~cluded within such limits a quantity of land nearly equal to a given number of sections per mile for each linear mile of road, including all sinuosities and defl.ectiong
from a straight line.
An examination of this system having convinced me that the effect thereof was to
include within the limits of the railroad withdrawals lands which it was not the in.
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tention of Congress to grant, I have formulated a system of measurement by which
in my opinion the true limits of the several grants as defined in the grant.ing acts
can be accurately ascertained.
Under this system the line of the road as definitely fixed is laid down upon a.diagram, and terminal lines are drawn parallel to each other and at right angles to a
direct line connecting the termini of the road.
The lateral limits are then ascertained by measuring the required distance from the
initial point of the road as actually located along the terminal, and following the
curves a:qd sinuosities of the road as located at just the required distance therefrom
on the same angle as the terminal bears to the direct course of the road. In other
words the measurement is always made from the road as actually located, but at
right angles to the direct course thereof.
·
Under this system the grant is not incre~sed by reason of sinuosities and deflections
in the road, its effect being to bring within the limits of the grant a quantity ofland
equal to the quantity which would have fallen within the limits had the road been
located on a direct line between the termini.
The principle was settled as early as lt352 that railroad grants did not include a
quantity of land to be computed by linear miles of road including sinuosities.
In considering the grant of September 20, 1850, to the State of Illinois, Mr. Attorney-General Crittenden said:
"It is quite clear in my judgment that the claim to that extent is not tenable,
and can not according to law be allowed. It is a theory rather than a claim, and
has nothing to sustain it either in the intention or .language of the act. The imaginary straightening out of crooked lines to furnish a longer base, and thereby to increase the quantity of land to the grantee, is at variance with the plain purpose and
words of Congress. The statute had -reference alone to the actual road as made or
located with all its sinuosities. The line which that forms is the base line of the
land granted on each side of it, and is the measure by which its locality and quantity
~re to be ascertained and determined." (5 Opinions, 518.)
.
The grant to the Kansas-Pacific Rail way Company is of every alternate se_cti9n of
public land designated by odd numbers to the amount of ten alternate sections per
mile on each side of said railroad on the line thereof and within the limits of 20
mHes on each side of said road, &c. (Acts July 1, 1862, 12 Stat., 489, and July 2,
1864, 13 Stat., 356.)
.
Mr. Scott claims and has filed affidavit in support of his claim that measurmg south
along t,he section line the tract which he seeks to enter is more than 20 miles fr~m th_e
line of the road. An accurate measurement upon the township plats on file m this
office shows his claim to be correct.
I have caused accurate measurement to be made and diagrams exhibiting what I
deem to be the true limits of the grant to said road in the State of Kansas to be prepar~d
in accordance with the system last above described, according to which the tract m
q_uestion is outside the limits of the ~rant.
The direct course of the road in said State is nearly east and west; hence the measurements for the lateral limits are made north and south from the line of the road.
I transmit herewith a diagram showing a section of the road in question, ex.tending
through ranges 4 to 10 W. inclusive, together with the 20 mile limits according to both
systems of measurement.
An examination of said diagram will show that for each tier of sections through
which the road passes the company will receive within the limits fixed by me (shaded
green) "every alternate section designated by odd numbers to the amount of te_n ~1ternate sections per mile on each side of said railroad on the line thereof and withm
t~e limits of 20 miles on each side of said road," being in my opinion the identical sections and th~ exact number of sections contemplated by the granting act.
.
The t_ract m question being outside the limits of the grant I return herewith the
papers m the case, and recommend that Mr. Scott be permitted to enter the same.
I al o recommend that the limits of the withdrawal heretofore ordered for the
benefit of said road be adjusted so as to conform to the true limits of the grant as herein
setfort,h.
~he pap~rs ~ubmitted ar~ as follows: Scott's application to enter, with action of
register reJectmg the same mdorsed thereon, together with Scott's appeal therefrom,
A. Affidavit of Frederick Slater, surveyor, B. Copy of office decision of July 22,
1 , C. Appeal therefrom by Scott, D. Argument for Scott, E. Copy of office letter of Janu~ry ~;, 1 ., submitting ca e on appeal, F. Letter fro!? W.W. Earle,
July 17, 1 o, wnh A 1stant Secretary's indorsement thereon remandmg case, G.

Statement showing the dates of filing maps by railroad oompanies and the dates of withdrawals of lands made the1'eon.

I

Withdrawal
orctered.

When filed.

'l:m:mmi.

!lfa\.

Name of road.

State.

I

.
ni·mois
. C ent ra1 • • •• • • • • • • • • • D efi m'te 1oca t'ion.· l5Cairo
to Chicago .•...•..•.••••••••..... i
lllin ois
• • •• • • · • • • • • •• • • • • · • • ·
<.Centralia to Dubuque .................. 5
.Alabama..................... Mobile and Ohio River ..••..•.. do . • • . • . • • • • • • . Chestang's boundary, nea1· Mobile, to Mis·
sissippi State line.
Do ..••.•••••••••••••••..••••• do .•• . .•••••.•••••..•..... do ...•••••••••. Chestang's boundary to south boundary
of' Mobile.
Mississippi ••••••.•••••••••.. I•••••• do
.•• do
Alabama State line to T. 8 N., R. 17 E.,
Mississippi.
.•.. do ....•••••••.. , .T . 8 N., R. 17 E., to Tibby Creek ........ .
. •• . do . . • • .• •• . • • • . Tibby Creek to north boundary of Missis.

~~::: :: :: ::::::::::::::I::::::~~

Feb. 14, 1852 Sept. 20, 1850 ..
Aug. 28, 1849 Sept. 20, 1850 ..
July 10, 1852 Sept. 20, 1850 ..
Nov. 18, 1851

Sept.19, 1857 Aug. 9, 1856 ...
Aug. 9, 1856 ..
Nov. 23, 1860 !\ July
8, 1884 ..
~ May 17, 1856.
Sept 18, 1856 ) Feb. 13, 1857.
Alabama .................... I Alabama and Florida ..••••. 1.••• do .•••••••••••. 1 Montgomery to Florida line
19, 1856.
Do .••••••••••••..•.•••. ! Alabama and Chattanooga .. 1
.... do •.••••• ······I Mississippi State line to Georgia line.··· · 1 Nov. 29, 1858 <5June
]'eb. 13, 1857 .
Mar. 27, 1858 5June 19, 1856.
Do ..••.•••..••••••••••. l Selma, Rome and Dalton ... 1.••. do ..••.••••.••. 1 Selma to Gadsden ..•••••
<Feb. 13, 1857 ..
19, 1856.
Do .•••••••••••••••..••. l Mobile and Girard ..•..••••• 1.... do ..•.•••••••.• ! Girard to Blakely, on Mobile bay ·········I J·une 1, 1858 { June
Feb. 13, 1857 ..
June 19, 1856 .
Do •••••.••••••••.•••••. l South and North A.la.bama .. 1.... do ..••..••.•••. ! Decatur to Calera ..••••..•••.•.•.•••••..•. , May 30, 1866 Feb. 13, 1857 .
Jan. 7, 1809 ..
5 June 19.1856.
Do .••••••••••••.•••.•.. 1. . • • . . do .••..•. . ..••..••••••. 1.••. do ..•••••..•••. 1 Montgomery to Calera ..••••••••••.....•. . , July 26, 1871 1
Feb. 13,.1857 .
5June 19, 1856 .
Sept, 20, 1858. <
Do .••••••.•••••.••..••. I Coosa and Chattooga .....•.. I•••• do .
Gadsden to Georgia State line
Feb. 13, 1857 ..
~ June HJ, 1856 .
Do .••••••••••••••....•. Coosa and Tennessee ........... do •.••••••..
Gad8den to Guntersville .....••..•••.•.•• Jan. 18, 1859 l F eb. 13, 1857 .
Florida ••••••.•••.•• : • • • • • • • • Alabama and Florida. .••••••.••. do . . • • • • • . • • . • . Pensacola to Alabama State line...... . . • . Aug. 13, 1856 June 9, 1856 ...
17, i856.
Do .••••••••••••.••.•••. Florida, A.tlantit} and Gulf .••. do ..••••••••••. Jacksonville to Lake City .•••••.•.•••.••. Aug. 19, 1857 { May
May 23, 1850 .

~

~~

.

'

Sept. 20, 1850 ..

Nov. 18, 1851 Sept. 20, 1850 ..
Jan. 31, 18;f3 None ...•..... I Indian lands.

Jasik~!~ to Alabama line.
Do .•••••••••••••••.•••. , Vicksburg and Meridian ... , .••. do
Do..................... Gulf and Ship Island ..••••..••. do ..••••••.•••. Brandon to Mississippi City

···1

Remarks•

1-d

q

td

t'4

I-I

a

t'4

>

~

tl

r,i

·1

.

Lake City to Tallahassee ....•...••••....• · 1 Aug.17, 1857 May 23, 1856 ..
Tallahassee to Peusacola . . . . . • • • • • • . • . . . . May 10, 1858 May 23, 1856 ..
May 17, 1856 .
Do ..••.•••..••••••••... Florida Railway and Navi..••. do ...••••.••.•• Fernandina to Cedar Key.... . • • • • • • • • • . . . Sept. 22, 1857 { July
8, 1856 ..
gation.
Sept. 6, 1856 ..
Do ............................ do
.••. do ..•.•••.•••.. 1 Waldo to Tampa .....•..•.....••.••• : •.... , Dec. 14,1860 A.pr. 25, 1857.
Mar. 16, 1881.
Dec. 5, 1856 May 31, 1856 ..
Louisiana. ..................• . 1 New Orleans, Opelousas and 1· ... do •..••.•• , ••. · 1 New Orleans to Morgan City
Great Wes tern,

~~: ::: ::::::: ::: ::: :::: .~~~~d~o~~ .~~~...~~~~~~.::::: ::::~~ ::::::: :::: ::
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8tatem,mt showing tlie dates of:filing maps by railroad companies and the dates of withdrawa.ls of lands made thereon~Continued.
State.

Louisiana. .••.•••••••••••..... I Vicksburg, Shreftlport and I..•. do
Pacific.
St. Louis, Iron Mountain , .••. do
Arknnsns .....•
and Southern.
Do ..•..•••••..•.••... . . j Memphis and Little Rook .... .•. do

I

When fl.led.

Termini.

Map.

Name of road.

Vicksburg, via Shreveport, to Texas State I Mar. 27, 1857
line.
Missouri State line to Texarkana ..••..
.A.ug.11, 1855

···1

Hopefield to Little Rock.................. Aug.18, 1855

··1 Little Rock to ]'ort Smith ..••••.... ······1 A.ug.13, 1856

Do .................... ·1Little Rook and Fort Smith . j.••. do ....••.....
liissouri.. .. ......... ...... . Hannibal and Saint Joseph. Definite location

Withdrawal
ordered.

Remarks.
~

t_%j

I May 31, 1856 . .
5 May 19, 1853 .
<June 13, 1867.
5 May 19, 1853 .
l Mar. 14, 1868.
5 May 19, 1853 .
<Mar. 14, 1868.

.A.ct of 1853.
Act of 1866.
Act of 1853,
.A.ct of 1866.
Act of 1853 .
.A.ct of 1866.

Hannibal to Saint Joseph ................. June 10, 1853 June 11, 1852 ..
Do ...•....•••...•••... . . Southwest branch of Pacific .... do •..••••.....• Saint Louis, via Springfield, to western Nov. 25, 1853 June 11, 1852 ..
Road.
I boundary of State.
S May 19, 1853 .. .A.ct of 1853.
St. Louis, Iron Mountain I.••• do
Mississippi river, opposite Cairo, Ill., to I Feb. 16, 1857 l May 17, 1870 . Act of 1866.
Do.
and Southern.
Arkansas State line.
May 10, 1856 .
Iowa........................ -1 Bur~ington and Missouri 1· .•• do ..•••••.•••.. j Burlington to the Missouri river ......... I April 7, 1857 { June Hi, 1864.
June7, 1865 ..
River.
May 10, 1856 ..
June 16, 1864.
April 1, 1857
Do.
Davenport to Council Bluffs.
C~~~fifo. Rock Island and , ... . do
June 7, 1865 ..
( May 10, 1856 .
Do .. ................... I Ced!}r Rapids and Missouri 1.... do ..•••••..•.•. , S ~idsistp-p_i to Missour~ river .....•....• -15.June 15, 1857 ) June 16, 1864 .
River.
< e ar apicl.s to Council Bluffs ......... .. (Dec. 19, 1867 ) June 7, 1865 ..
tJuue12, 1875.
May 10, 1856 .
20, 1856 .
no ............. ........ 1 Dubuque and and Pacific... l ..•• do
Dubuque to Sioux City, with branch to j Oct. 11, 1856 Oct.
Oct.
22, 1856 ..
{
rr.outh Tete des Morta Creek.
June 16, 1864 .
Do ..... ............... ·1 Sioux City and St. Paul . · 1· ... do ... .•.•. ..... Sioux City to Minnesota line ......•...... July 17, 1867 Aug. 26, 1867 ..
Do ....•.•.••..•..•...•. Chicago, Milwaukee and . .•. do.
McGregor to west line of rauge 40 in Aug. 30, 1864 5 Sept. 12, 1864.
St. Paul.
O'Brien County.
) Oct. 24, 1864 ..
Do ..•••••..•..••..•.•........ do .....•...•..... ........ . do.
Through Clay County, or from east line Jan. 27, 1869 ]'eb. 4, 1869 ...
of range 35, to west line of range HS.
Do ..••.••••••.••....... l ...... do
.....•.. , .. . . do
East line of range 39, to junction with Sept. 2, 1869 I Mar. 15, 1870 ..
Sioux City and St. Paul .R. R., in Sec.
19, T. 97, R. 42.
Detroit ancl Milwaukee . ....
do ....•........ Owasso to Graud Haven
,Jan. 5, 18581 May 30, 1856 .. .
Michii>a: . .
PortHurouand Milwaukee. . ... do ...•......... Port Huron to Owasso ...... . ............ . Dec. 9, 1857 May 30, 1856 .. .
Do .. .•..••..••...•..... Flint a.ud Pere M::nquett,e ...... do ............ . Flint to Ludington ....................... . Aug, 18, 1857 May 30, 1856 .. .
Do ..••..••..••..•••••.. Jaoksou, Lansing :ui,a Sagi. . ... do ....•••...... Amboy to Little Traverse Bay ..... ; ..... . Oct. 23, 1858 Ma.y 30, 1856 .. .
na,w, formerly Amboy,
Lansing and Traverse.Bay.
Do ..••••••...•..••..•.. Grand Rapids and Incliaua. !.. .. do . .....• .. .... Grand Rapids to Petoskey ............... · I Dec. 2, 1857 I { ~:i: ~;
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0
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. . . . do ....••• ··•···1
Do ...•.....••.••..••••• Marquette, Houghton and . ... do·············
Ontenagon.
Do ..••..•••••.•••.•..•. Bay de Noquet and Mar· .••. do . .. • •• . •• • • • .
quette.
Do ...•.••••••••••.••••• Ontonagon and State Line .. , .... do
Do ....•.•••••••.••..••. Chicago and Northwestern. General route .....

..bo ..................... t •••••• do

··1

18661 Oct. 23,3 11366
1 .••

Fort Wayne to <1-rand Rapids ...•.......
M:ay 22,
Marquette to Ontonagon ....•• ·•••·•·••••· Jan.
1859

14,

Ir;l.

2°s, i8s56t

Marquette to Little Bay de Noquet •.••... Dec. 17, 1857 May 30, 1856 ••

Ontonagon to Wisconsin State line ....... Nov. 30, 1857 May 30, 1856 ..
10, 1865 ..
Mouth of Menominee river to Marquette .. Not shown. l5 Jan.
May 26, 1865 ..
Madison to Portage ...•.................. July 16, 1857 May 29, 1856 ..
Wisco_g~i~:::::::::::::::::::
--~~~s~~ ~n~. ~~l.~~~~~~.:: ~~:~i~e location .. Madison, via Portage, to Prescott ........ Sept. 7, 1851 May 29, 1856 ..
Do .•••••.••..••••••..•. Chicago, St. Paul, Mmneap ..••. do.
Tomah to Hudson ........••.......•...•.. June 9, 1865 Feb. 5, 1866 ..•.
olis and Omaha, formerly
West Wisconsin.
Mar. 2, 1858 I 5 May 29, 1856 .
Do ................. .... I Chicago, St. Paul, Minneap• \.... do
Pre;icott to Superior City.
( Feb. 28, 1866 ..
olis and Omaha, formerly
North Wisconsin.
29, 1856.:
Do .....•••••..•..••.••. l ...... do .....•.
. ... do ....•.•.••••. I Junction with main line to Bayfield ...... 1 July 17, 1858 (5 May
Ifeb. :.!8, 1866 ..

I·~~

I·

l

l....

Portag!l, via Stevens Point and Bayfield,
to Superior City.
Fond du Lac to Michigan line ...... ..... .
Through townships 3l to 36 N., inclusive.
South line of township 37 N. to Michigan
line.
Chicago, St. Paul. Minneap· \.•.. do ..•••••...... Stillwater to west, line of range 38 ........ .
olis and Manitoba mam
line.
· ... do ..•••••....•. , Range 39 to range 41 W., inclusive ..•....
. . .. do . .••••• ..•••. West line of range 41 to Breckinriclge ....

Do .....• .•••••••••..•.. Wisconsin Central. .........

do

Do..................... Chicago and Northwestern ...•. do
Do ..•..••..••••••............ do . ........................ do
Do ...•.••••••••.••..••..•.... do .......•.••.............. do.
Minnesota

~,

~:~:::: ::::::: :: ::::: :::: :::: :

Do ....•.•••••••.••.••.. l Brainerd Branch ...•.•..••.. \.... do

Minneapolis to Crow Wing .

Do .........•..•••..... . I St. Vincent extension ...•... I..•. do .••••• ..•• ••• \ St. Cloud to Saint Vincent ..
Do ...•.••..••••.••..... 1 Winona and St. Peter ...•... !..•. do
Do ....•••.••..•.••..••. 1······do.
Do ..•••••.••.•..•....•....... do
Do .....•••.••...••..••....••. do.

Winona to west line of range 31.

Nov. 10, 186915 Dec.10, 1869 ..
t Feb. 2, 1870 ...
Nov. 30, 1857 May 29, 185G ..
Jan. 8, !8ci3 Mar. 6, 1863 ...
June 1, 1868 June 18, 1868 ..
f Mar. 7, 1857 ..
Dec. 5, 1857 ~ June 20, 1857.
Mar. 25, 1851l .
July 10, 1865.
Aug 5 1868 5 Aug. 14, 1868.
. '
t Apr. 12, 1869 ..
May 10, 1869 May 25, 1869 ...
Mar. 7, 1857 ..
Dec. 5, 1857 June 22, 1857.
{ Mar. 25, 1858 .
July 10, 1865 .
Dec. 19, 1871 ]'eb. 6, 1872 ....
f Mar. 7, 1857 ..
July 29, 1853 <June 2J, 1857.
Mar. 2o, 1858 .
July 10, 1865 .

I

l

l

.... do
.... do

····1

I

ttJ

t-t

~

a

t-t
11--

z
t:l
rn

t:i~· t& mt:

Ranges 32 to 37, inclusive ......•.•••••.••. , Aug. 3, 1864 1{
Range 38 ..•••..............••....•••.• .. . . Feb. 23, 1867 Aug. 15, 1867 ..
Sept. IO, 1868 5 Aug. 15, 1867 ·
Ranges 39 to 43, inclusive
...... , .•.. do
( Apr. 24, 1:369 .
( Aug. 15, 1867 . Minnesota..
Do.
June 10, 1871 .
Do ..•••••••••••.••.•••. 1······do General route
Westlineofrange43
toBigSiouxriverin .June 9,1873 Jane 19, 1873 . Dakota..
Dakota.
Nov. ll, 1873 .
Do..
Do.
Do .••..•.......•....... ...... do •.•••.•••.•••••••.••. Definite location .•.••••• do .••••• ~ ••••.•••••. ·····~ ........... Sept. 1, 1873 Sept. 2, 1874 ...

·····················1
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Statement showing the dates of filing maps by raifroad cornpanies and the dates of withdrawals of lands made th~eon-Continued.

i+:.

0

00

Na.me of road.

State.

Map.

•

Withdrawal
ordered.

When filed.

Termini.

F b 20 1858
Minnesota ................... j St. Paul and Sioux City .•••. I Definite location .. St. Paul and Minneapolis to west line
e • •
Sec. 23, T. 108, R. 27 W.
..•. do ..••••••••••• I West line of Sec. 23, T. 108, R. 27, to west Feb. 20, 1858
. ..... do
Do.
. lino of Sec. 31, T. 107, R. 31.
West line of Sec. 31, T. 107, R. 31, to Sec. June 28, 1865
30, T.· 104, R. 39.
Sec. 30, T. 104, R. ,39, to southern bound. July 7, 1866
ary of State.

::: ~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~:: ~: ~~~::~I: : : : ::~~~~: :~~~~: ~~~::~~:I: : :

·M ar. 7, 1857 ..
,June 22, 1857.
'\ Mar: 21, 1858.
lJuly 7, 1864 ..
Same as above.

f

Aug. 10, 1865 ..
Oct. 10, 1869 ..

Remarks.

:
"ti

0

pj

1-3
0

"zj

1-3

~ ( Mar. 7, 1857 ..
t:_,:j
June 22, 1857.
Mar. 25, 1858.
rn
Dec. 6, 1867 ..
t:_,:j
Mar. 7, 1857 ..
Q
<
June 22, 1857 .
~
Do ..•••.•..•.••••••..•. I Southern Minnesota .••..•.. !.••. do .•••••••••... j La Crescent to Rochester. .••..•••••..•••• 1 Feb. 20, 1858 1 Mar. 30, 1858 .
tzj
lJuly 10, 1865.
1--3
Do ..•••••.......••..... , Southern Minnesota Rail· General route ..... I Houston to western boundary of State A~g. 11, 1866 Aug. 23, 1866,. To west line of R.
f:J;,39, only.
pj
Do ..•......••••.••••••....
Definite location .. Sec. 21, T. 104, ' R, 37, to Sec. 20, T. 119, Dec. 10, 1866 i Apr. 26, 1867 ..
0Extension.
t-<
R. 46.
.... do
Sec. 21, T. 104, R. 37, to ,Sec. 2, T. 103, R. Dec. 10, 1866 Apr. 26, 1867 ..
Do .....•.•••••••.•..••. 1.••••• do
0
18.
"zj
Do ....•••...•••.............. do .....•......•.••..•...... do ..••••••••... Sec. 2, T. 103, R. 18, to Sec. 22, T .104, R. 8. Feb. 11, 1867 Apr. 26, 1867 ..
Do ..••....••.••.•............ do ...••.•..••.•.••......... do ............ . Houston to Sec. 22, T. 104, R. 8 .......... . Feb. 11, 1867 Apr. 26, 1867 ..
1--3
Do ...••.•.••.....•..••....... do .............•.•... . .... do ..•••.•••... Sec. 4, T. 104, R. 39, to west line of State .. May 4, 1871 May 17, 1871 ..
~
Do..................... Hastings and Dakota....... General route .. .•. Hastings to western boundary of State .. . July 11, 1866 July 12, 1866 . .
t:_,:j
Do ........................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . Definite location .. . ..... do......
. ....................... . June 26, 1867 A pr. 22, 1868 ..
Do..................... St. Paul and Duluth . • . .• • •• General rout€\ .... St. Paul to Duluth ....................... . May 7, 1864 May 26, 1864 ..
H
Do ......•.....•..•........... do .........••.......... Definite location .. . ..... do .................................. . Sept. 25, 1866 Nov. 2, 1866 . ..
1--3
20, 1863 .
Kansas...................... Atchison, Topeka and Santa .••. do ..•••••.••••• Atchison to Emporia
Oct . • 19, 1868 }5 .A.pr.
- trj
Dec. 30, 1868 .
Fe.
pj
5
Apr.
20,
li63.
Do ..••..•.....••.••••••...••• do ......•••••.••..•••••.••• do ..••••••••••. Emporia to Wichita .•••••..•..•••••.••••. I Sept. 3, 1869
H
l Oct. 23, 1869 ..
0
Feb. 6, 1871..
~
Jan. 30, 1871
Feb. 25, 1871..
Do ..•••••.••••••••.••.. 1•••.•• do .••..••••••.•••••.••• I •••• do
Wichita to Fort Dodge
Feb. 27, 1871..
Do.······
··············1······do
···•·•••··•••••••··
..
1····do.
············1
Newton
to
Se.c.
27,
T.
23
.
,
R.
5
W
..
Sept.
23,
1871
1
Sept.
28,
1871..
Do ..•.•••••••••••.•••....••.. do ......................... do ..•••••.••••. Mouth of Pawnee creek to west line of Apr. 19, 1872 May 10, 1872 .. .
1·ange27 W.
J)o ..••••• ····~··••--··· ..••.. <lo ........................ ,<lg .•• ,,. •.•••.• Sec. 15, ~- 26, R. 27 w., to Colorado line .. June 29, 1872 {
~~;
Do ..................... j Minnesota. Central .•••••.••. 1..•. do ...•..•••••• - I Minneapolis to ~outhern boundary of I Jan. 25, 1858
State.

if

~~a

z

·······1

I

i.~f.

fgit

Feb. 19, 1867 5 Apr. 20, 1868.
i Mar. 19, 1867.
Do..................... Mlseouri, I{an11a11 and '.fexas •••• do •••••••••..•. Junction City to north boundary of Osage

lands.
Do..................... Missouri, Kanaas and Texas .••. do .•••••••••••. North boundary of Osage lands to south·
ern boundary of 8tate.
Do..................... Leavenworth, Lawrence And .••. do •••••••••••.. Lawrence to north boundary of Osage
lands.
Galveston.
Do ••••••.••••.••••••••..••••• do .••••••..••••••••.....••. do ••••.••••.••. North boundary of Osage lands to south·
ern boundary of State.
Do •••••••••••••••••.••. St. Joseph andDenverCityi ..••. do .•••••••••••. Elwood, Kans., on Missouri river to
Union Pacific near Fort Kearney.

Jan.

's, 1868

Jan. 21, 1868 •••

Nov. 28, 1866 f Apr. 20, 1863 .
( A pr. 30, 1867 .
Jan. 2, 1868 Jan. 21, 1868 ...
Mar. 28, 1870 A.pr. 8, 1870 •..

Dec.16, 1863. ·1
.
.
Dec. 22, 1863..
Fust 100 miles west- of Omaha ..••••••••.. I Oct. 24, 1864 j Dec.16, !864..
Dec. 19, 1864..
Do .•••••..••..••••..•. . .••••. do .• •• ••.••••••••••.•. . Amended location. I....·.. do
Sept. 23, 1865 ............... .
Nebraska, Colorado, and Utah .•.••. do •••••••••••••.•••.... General route. . . . . 10 0 miles west of Omaha to Salt Lake... June 25, 1865 {
Nebraska .•••.••••••• .....••..•.••. do •••••••• •••••.••..• .. Definite location.. Second 100 miles west of Omaha .•••.. .• . . Jan. 19, 1866 Feb. 6, 1866 ....
Do ..•••.•••••• •. .•........... do ... • ..•••••.•••.. . .. . .A.mended location ... .... do . ............ . ... ...... ........... . Jul.v 5, 1886/ Aug. 21, 1866 ..
Do ... •• •..•••••.••..•• .. ••••• do .•••••.•••••.••. .. ... Definite location .. Third lO0miles west of Omaha ..•••••.... July 23, 1866. None ..... . .. .
Do .••.•••...•.•.....••..••••• do .• ••••••••••••••..•• . Amended location . . ..... do . . . . . • . .. . . . • ••• • • • • ••• • • . • . • • • • . • . Mar. 30, 1867 { {;~~
Nebraska and Colorado .•••••.••••. do .••••••.••••••• ••.• .. Definite location.. Fourth 100 miles west of Omaha .••.••••.. Mar. 30, 1867 .June 26, 1867 ..
Nov. 6, 1869 ..
Do .••••••.••••••••••••. l. ..... do ..•••••••••••••••.•.. l Amendedlocation ..••••• do ••••.•..•••••••••.•••••••••.••••••. Jan. 6, 1868 ~~~.
{
Nov. 8, 1873 ..
Nov.6, 1869 ..
Dec. 21, 1870 . .
1
Nebr!lska, Colorado and Wy· l······do •••••••• ••• •••.••••••. , Definite location .. FifthlO0 miles west of Omaha .•••..••••.. , Jan. 6, 18681
ommg.
Apr. 17, 1871 .
May 11, 1872 .
(Nov. 6, 1879 ..
I Nov. 8, 1873 ..
Colorado and Wyoming .••••• , .••••. do ••••••••••••••••••••• !••• .do·············! Sixth 100 miles west of Omaha .••••••.••. , Jan. 6, 1868 Aug. 9, 1870 ..
•
1
Apr. 17, 1871 .
Mayll, 1872 ..
Wyoming .•••••.•••••.••••••. ,.••••. do ..•.••••••••••••••••. ,.••• do ••••••.•••••• j Seventh 100 miles westofOmaha ........ . iuiy
Aug. 9, 1870 ..
2
~~it\igo~f!:sw'::f~to~i~~~::::::::: O~t: 21: 1868 ) Apr.17, 1871 .
( Aug. 9, 1870 ..
I Apr. 17, 1871 .
Wyoming and Utah ..••••••.•••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••..••. do............. Tenth 100 miles west of Omaha . .......... Apr. 28, 1869 <May 15, 1869 ..
Do ...•••..••••••••..••. l••••.. do .•••••.•••••••••••••. 1.... do .••••••.••••• J Eleventh 100 miles west of Omaha ..•..••. Apr. 28, 1869 \ Apr. 6, 1870 ..
Apr. 22, 1872 .
I Oct. 16, 1873 ..
c,!!fol'P.ia ~nd Nevada .•••••• , Central Pacific ..•.••••••••. 1 General route .•••• 1 Sacramento to eastern boundary of State I June 30, 1862 Aug. 2! 1862 ...
·
··
!l'nd. to J3i~ Bend. o~ '.!;f'ltCkee rfve:,

Il

Nebraaka .••....... .......... I Union Pacifi.o .•••••••••.•••. !.... do

E:~J:: rn~r:

Nebraska.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Nebraska..
Colorado.

:N:~l :

~l·, ii~1:

I 1i~i ::
lf~;·.~.

!

I~l

f, t::: (

~~:::: :: ::: ::::: :::: ::: ::::::i~ :::::::::: :::::::: :: :::::i~ ::: :::::::::: I

I

"'d

Colorado.
Nebraska.
Do.
Colorado.
Do.
Nebraska.
Colorado.
Wyoming.
Do.
Do.
Colorado.
Do.
Wyoming.
Do• .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Utah.
Do.
Do.
Do.
California.
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atenumt showing the dates of filing maps by 1·ailroad companies and the dates oJ withdrawals oJ lands made thereon-Continued.
Name of road.

State.

Map.

Wit.hdrawal
ordered.

Whenfi}ed.

Termini.

General route ..... Sacramento to eastern boundary of State
and to Bio- Bend of Truckee river.
Salt Lake to eastern boundary of Cali·
.... do
Utah and Nevada .••.••••••••..•... do
fornia.
Sacramento east 50 miles . .•• • • • . • . . • • . • • .
California .................... ...... do . . . . . . . ..• . • . . . . .. . . . Definite location ..
39th to 98th mile-post .....................
Do ...•...........•.•......... do ...•••...•...•.••... .. .. . do ....•.•.••... 98th mile.post to .Big Bend Truckee river.
California. and Nevada. . .•.••....... do .....•......•..•......... do
Big Bend 'l'mckee river to Humboldt~
5
Wells.
{
Nevada ........................... do ...•.••.•••••.••......... do .
Hrrmboldt Wells to Webe1· Canon ....... .
Nevada and Utah ...••...•.....•... clo .........•....•••.••. . : .. clo
Monument Point to Echo Summit .••.....
Utah •..• .........•..••..••....... clo ... , ........•.••......... do ............ . Sacramento to Sau Jose ....... ......... ...
California..................... Western Pacific . .. • .• ..••.. General route .... . Sau Jose north 20 miles ...... .............
Do .........•.••.............. do ..........•.•.....•.. Definite location ..
Do ....••..••.•......•.... . . .. clo ............••.•.... 1 •••• do .....•....... 1st to 20th mile south and west of Sacra.
mento.
20th to 83d mile south and west of Sacra. Oct. 27, 1869
.... do
mento.
83d.to 103d mile south and west of Sacra. Jan. 21, 1870
.... do
mento.
Do ....... .................... do ......•....••............ do ...........•. Sacramento to San Jose ...•••.. ......••... Feb. 1, 1870
Kansas and Nebraska. .. ...... Kansas Pacific .........•.... Probable route .. . Lawrence to lOOtb meridian in Nebraska . . July 4, 1862
Do . ........•................. do . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . General route . .•.. Kansas City to 100th meriaian in Ne· July 1, 1865
braska.
Kansas . ........•....••..•..•...... do .•••••......•......•. Definite location .. Kansas City to Fort Riley ............... : Jan . 11, 1866
Vo ...••.••.•..•..••.•....... do ...•••.....• .. •...... General rot1te . . .. . Fort Riley to Colorado boundary . ......•.. July 11, 1866
Colorado ....•.. .•••••• .•.••. .•••.. do ..••••........•..•... . ... do ............ . Colorado lin,3 to Denver and beyond ...•.. Nov. 30, 1866
Kansas ........•..•••...........••. do . .................... Definite location .. Fort Riley to Fort Harker...... . . . . . • . . . May 8, 1867
Fort Harker to Fort Hays ............... Sept.21, 1867
Do ....•......•... : .......... do .•••••..•••••..•...•..... do
Fort Hays or 2!J0th mile-post to 335th mile· Dec. 6, 1867
Do ...•••......• . .•........... do ..•........•..•...... . ... do
l)Oflt •
335th to 403th mile.post ..••••....•.•..•..• , May 6, 1870
.... do
Do .••...•••.••...•..... 1...... do
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~May 6, 1870 ..•

~
~

1

July 17, 1862 ..
None .........

0
""2

Feb.16, 1866 ...
July 14, 1866 ...
Dec. 10, 1866 ...
{ June 14, 1867 .
July 18, 1867 .

'"3

Ill
t_rj

lo-<

z

1-3

} Feb. 5, 1868 ..

Sept. 15, 1870 ..
{ A.pr. 27, 1874 .
A.pr. 29, 1874 .
. . . . do ....••.... . . -1 405th mile. post to Denver, Colo . .••••..•.. I May 26, 1870 .June 24, 1870.
K•msas and Colorado ..•..... I ....•. do
Sept. 29, 1870.
Dec. 10, 1866 ...
Colorado and W_voming . ..... Denver Pacific . ......... : .. ·\ General route . . .. . , Denver to Union Pacific Railroad ... •..
Nov. 30, 1866 { Oct. 4, 1869 ..
Aug. 9, 1870.
Nov. 7, 1870 . .
Do . ......... .. ......... ...... do ................ . ... Definite location .. Den,er, Colo., to Cheyenne, Wyo .... .... .Aug. 20, 186!>

~

Remarks.

{ Aug. 9, 1864 .. California and Ne·
vada.
July 6, 1864 .Aug. 30, 1866.
Do. .
May
12,
1865
..
Apr. 28, 1865
·
{ May 8, 1866 ..
Mar. 26, 1864 Apr. !J, 1868 ..
Nov. 3, 1866 Apr. 9, 1868 ...
Nov.14, 1867 Apr. 9, 1868 ...
20, 1868 ..
Apr ., 3 l867 {'t Jan.
Jan. 29, 1868 ..
•~ '
May 15, 1868 Feb. 27, 1869 .•.
Oct. 20, 1868 May 15, 1869 ...
Dec. 8, 1864 Dec. 23, 1864 ...
Nov. 10, 1866 )
Sept. 1, 1869 I

California. and Nevada ..••• •· 1 Central Pacific

~

0

t_rj
p:j

Kansaa.
Do.
Colorado.
Do.

Colo'."ld.:>.

w~:-Wg.

H

0

rd

General t'Mtte ..•. . Saint .foseph to i:teptiblica.Ii rlvet' ....•.... .:f~tte 27.• 186~

tletitrai 1hantlh tl'nton

ltl\rtl!IM ...................... ,

Pacific,
Do ..•••••.••........•........ do
Do .... .. ..... . ... .. . , ...••••. do

D efinite location .. Miseouti River to S. 9, T , 5 S., R. SE .... Mar. 61 1866
Probable route .. . Big Blue river to lO(lth mile•post west of Mar. 16, 1867
Missouri river,

I iuiy 9, \Q!L,
Mar. 151 1866 •.
Mar, 271 1867 •.

June 5, 1868 •.
Do ...... · ·······•······1······do .... ... ........ .. .... 1 Definite location .. l Missouri river to 100th mile,post ..•...•••. l May 29, 1868 { June 22; 1~68.
.Tuna 24 1 1868
None ..... . .. .
5 Feb.171 1868 .. toWA,
Iowa ; :
~::::
. ~~~~.:~i.t:.
:: : : : : :
l Feb, 18, 1868 .. li"ebraska.
Feb. 3, 1866 ...
Mar. 20, 1866 .
Nebraska.
Burlington and Missouri Definite location .. I Missouri ~iver to Fort Kearney ....•.•... · 1 June 22, 1865
.
{ Mar. 24, 1866 .
River .
Dec. 11, 1871.
Feb. 14, 1867 .. Missouri.
Missouri. ..... .
.Atlantic and Pacific .••..... , Desig~ated ro.ute · \ Sp.ringfi~ld, Mo., .to west :ine. of State .... Dec. 17, 18~6 }5 Apr.
30, 1867 .
Indian Territory.
...... do . ..• •• . .••• •• . • . . . . . . Defimte location.. Missouri State line to Kingfisher creek, Dec. 2, 18, 1 None .. •• ••..
Indian Territory.
.Arkansas and Indian Terri· 1· ..... do .•••••.
. .. . do
Van Buren, Ark., to Canadian river, In. Dec. 2, 18711 Mar. 3, 1872 ... 1 Arkansas .
tory.
dian Territory (branch).
Indian Territory . . • . . . . . . . • . . ..... do
... . do
Point last named to junct-ion with main Feb. 7, 1872 None ........ .
lme (branch).
Indian Territory and Texas .1 .••••. do
Kingfisher creek to eastern boundary of Feb. 7, 1872 None .... .. . 1 Lands ea11t of Rio
. ... do
New Mexico.
l
Grande forfeited
New Mexico ...... . .••. •• .. ..
do
Mar. 12, 1872 May 8, 1872 .
and restored.
New Mexico
Arizona ........•.•.•••.......... . do
. ..
. . .. do
do ............. Through
Through Arizona
. .. . ..•••••
. . .. . .. . . ...... . Mar. 12, 1872 May 17, 1872.
. . . . do ............. San Francisco to San Miguel Mission .. .. . Mar. 12, 1872 Apr. 22, 1872 .. Restored.
Califon~~::::::::::::::::::::
. . . . do . . . . . . . . • • • . . Western line LoA Angeles county to T. M ar. 12, 1872 Ap1-. 22, 1872 ..
Do.
7 N., R. 7 E., S. B. M.
Do .. •••••••••••.....•.. l . ..••. do
..•. do
Do.
San Miguel Mission to western line Los Aug. 15, 18721 Nov. 23, 1874 ..
Angeles county.
Do ..........•••......•..... . do ...........••.••.... . .... do .........••.. T . 7 :N .. R. 7 E., S. B. M. to Colorado river .. Aug.15, 1872 Nov. 23, 1874 ..
Do.
Wisconsin and Min:p,esota ... Northern Pacific ...•........ General route ... . . Mouth. of Montreal river, Wisconsin, to .A.ug.13, 1870 Sept.15, 1870 ..
Red River of the North, Minnesota.
Sept. 20, 1870 .
Nov. 21, 1870 . Washington.
Feb. 10, 1872 ..
E astern boundary of Washington T er·
Washington ..••••.••..•••••• 1• • • • • • do
.... do .•••.• . ..•••• 1 {
ritory via valley of Columbia river I Aug.13, 1870 Feb. 14, 1872 ..
to international boundary .
Sept. 20, 1870
{ Feb. 9, 1872 .. Oregon.
Feb.14, 1872 ..
Minnesota
••. do ...•••....... I Through Minnesota
Oct. 12, 1870 Nov. 7, 1870 . . .
.•.••. do
( Mar. 30, 1872 . Dakota.
A pr. 22, 1872 . Montana.
R ed River of the North to the mouth
Apr.15, 1872 . Idaho.
Do .•••••...••.•..•..••. l •••••• do .•••••.
..•. do
?f the Wal!a Walla river, WashFeb. 21, 1872 ~I Oct.
{
28, 1876 ..
Do.
mgton Torntory.
Mar. 30, 1872 . Washington,
Apr. 15, 1872 . Oregon.
to Tacoma, l .A.
5 Oct. 6, 1873 .•.
Idaho and Washington .••••• J • • • • • • do ..••••..•••••..••.••. !.••. do .•••••..••... l5 LakePendd'Oreille,Idaho,
Wash. (branch).
S ug. 20 , 1873 <Nov, 1, 1873 ••
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Statement sh0tving the a'ates of filing •maps by i·ailroad companies and the dates of withdrawals of lands made thereon-Continued.

Name ofroad.

State.

Withdrawal
ordered.

When filed.

Termini.

Map.
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Remarks.

Northern Pacific .•.•.••..•.. General route ..... Mouth of Snake river to Tacoma ......... Nov. 24, 18761 None ... ...... \ Branch•
...... clo . ........................ clo ............. Twin Wells to Tacoma . ... .......... .. .. . June 11, 1879 July 3, 1879....
Do.
. • • . . . do . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . Definite location.. Junction with L. S. and Miss. R. R. to Red Nov. 20, 1871 Dec. 12, 1871 ...
River of the North at Fargo, Dak.
June 11, 1873 ..
0
Jan. 21, 1874 ...
5 Nov.12, 1874 .
Do . .......................... do ......................... do"': ............ Tenino to Tacoma ........................ May 14, 1874 t June 30, 1875.
Aug-. 23, 1880 ..
Dakota ............................ do ......................... do ............. .Bismarck to Little Missouri river ..••.... July 20, 1880 5Nov. 29,1880. Dakota.
0
Dakota and M on t ana. . • • . . . • . . • • • • . do . • • • • .. • • • . .. • • . .. .. . • • • •d o • • .. • • • .. .. . . ~ Little
Missouri
river
to
mouth
of
Glen·
'
t
Sept. 29, 1883. Montana.
d"1ve creek .
. · ct. 25, 1880 Nov. 13, 1880. Washington.
Do.
Nov. 17, 1880.
Do.
. ••. do ........... .. 1 Wallula to Spokane Falls ................ · I Oct. 4, 1880 Nov. 18, 1880.
Do.
Aug.
16,
1881.
{
......
do
Washington
Nov. 29, 1880. Idaho.
.. , .... do ............. 1 Glendive Creek to Tongue river .......... 1 June 25, 1881 Sept. 29, 1883 ..
Oct. 8, 1883 .•..
....
do
.
.
.
.
.
..
.
..
..
.
Tongne
river
to
eastern
boundary
of
June
25,
1881
MontaJ~: ::: : :: :::::::: :: :: : :
Crow reserve.
Nov. 14, 1883.
Through Crow reserve ...... ··············! June 27, 18811 June 8, 1883 . .
..•. do
June 9, 1883 ..
Spokane Falls, Wash., to Lake Pend Aug. 30, 1881 June 9, 1884 •.. , Washi_9gtononly.
.••. do •.•••••....
Wash::~~~~·;~~~~·~:::::
d'Oreille, Idaho.
Last crossing of Yellowstone river
5June 8, 1883 ..
July 6, 1882 t June 9, 1883 ..
(western bounclary of Crow reserve),
....
do
.......
.....
.
Montana .................... : ,······do
to Little Blackfoot river.
Montana.
5 Little Blackfoot river to southern l July 6, 1882 5 July 39, 1883. Idaho.
.... do ............ . t
't July 31, 1883.
Do ........................... do.
boundary of Flathead reserve.
5
,Tar:. 5, 1883.}
Minnesota.
June18,1883
Junction with L. S. and Miss. R. R. in
Oct. 11, 1883
Mi_uneso!a, to T. 47 N., R. 2 W., \ July 6, 1882 1 Jan. 5, 1883}
.... do
Minnesota. and Wisconsin ... !...... do .
{
W1sconsm .
Wisconsin.
June22,1883
Oct. 20, 1883
None
........
.
. . . . do ...••••....•. 1 Portland, Oregon, to Kalama, Wash ..... · 1 Sept. 22, 1882
Washington.
Oregon and Washington . ..• .
do
1,_~~8~:: Idaho.
P~nd d'_O~eille, Idaho, to mouth l D
12 1882
.•.. do •.•..•
t5 Lake
of Missouri river, Montana.
5 ec. •
l Feb. 20, 1885 . Montana only,
Idaho and };!ontaTia. ......... , ...... do
Through Flathead reserve to mouth of .Tune 8, 1883 Sept. 25, 1884 ..
.... do
Mont1W1a .. .. ... ,. .. ......... , ...... do
Missoula rive,.
•
Initial point at Ashland, ,vis., west 50 Nov. 24, 1884 Feb. 3, 1887 . .

~}s~~;;: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: ::~~ ::: ::: ::::::::::::::: ::: :~~ ::::: :: ::: :::
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Jan.

e, 188!; ••

l Wa.shlngto\\.

Jan. 8, 1885 .. S
·
do •••••••..•••. I Yakima to Ainsworth •••••••••••••••.•••. j ,Tune 29, 1883 { Jan. 8, 18f5.. Oregon.
Jan. 6, 1885 .. { Washington.
Do ••••••••••••.•••.••• .-1 •••••• do .•••••••••••••••.•••.•••• do •••••••••••• Yakima to Swank creek •••••••••••••••••• May 24, 1884 { Jan. 8, 1885 .• S
Jan. 8, 1885 . . Oregon.
) Nov. 28, 1884.
Do ••••••••••••.••••..•. l •••••• do ••••••••••••••••••• .. 1• • • . do ••• n •• • • • • • . 1 Tacoma t.o South Prairie •••••••••••••••••. j Mar. 26, 1884 l Dec. 1, 1884 ..
Nov. 28, 1884.
Do •••••••••.•••••••.•.. 1······do ·····················1····do ·•••·•••••••· · South Prairie to Eagle Gorge ••••••.•••••. Sept. 3, 1884 Dec. 1, 1884 ..
Do ••••••.•••••••••. : ••.•••••• do ••••••.•••••••••••••.•••. do ••••••.•••••. Swank Creek to Eagle Gorge .•.....•..•.. Dec. 8,1884 ~ one .......•.
Oregon • • • •• • • . • •• • • • . • • . . • • . Oregon Central ; •••••••••••..••. do .•••••••••••. Portland, via Forest Grove, to McMinn. May 17, 1871 July 14, 1871..
ville and Forest Grove, towards Astoria
20 miles, or to Castor creek. .
( Apr. 24, 1872.
July 11, 1885. ~ Oregon
Aug. 27, 1885. !
'
Do .••••••••••••• • •.•••. l. ..... do .•••••••••••••••••••. !.... do .............. 1 Astoria to Castor creek •• ···-············1 Feb. 2, 1872 .A.pr. 18, 1887 . J
July 14, 1885 .
Aug. 28, 1885. { Washington.
l Oct. 19, 1886 . .
Do .•••••••••••••••••••. Oregon and California .••••••••. do ••••.••••.••. East Portland to Je:ffereon, in 10 s., 3 w .. Jan. 29, 1870 Jan. 31, 1870 . . . Oregon.
7, 1870 ..
Do •.••.•••.••••••••••• ~ .•.•.. do .•.•.•••.•••.•••.•••..••. do ••••••....... Jefferson to 27 S., 6 W. (2 maps) ..•....•. Mar. 26, 1870 tf .A.pr.
July 12, 1870.
Do .••••••.••••.••••••••..••.. do .•••...•..•••••••••••.••. do • ••. . •• •••• •• 27 S., 6 W., to Sec. 30, 30 S., 5 W ......... . Jan. 7, 1871 Mar. 31, 1871..
Do .•••••••.••••..••••••.••••. do .•••••••••••••••..••..••. do ••••••••••••• Sec. 19, 27 S., 5 W., to station 1208 in Sec. .A.pr. 8, 1882, July 5, 1883 ...
5, 30 S., 5 W., and showing amended line
returned to
from station 1154, in Sec. 28, 29 S., 5 W.,
secretary
to station 1320 50, Sec. 6, 30 S., 5 W.
· with re·
port, and
received
back June
2, 1883.
Do. ····················"·····do ••••.•••••••••••••••• 1•••• do .••••.••.•••• 1 Station 1320 5, Sec. 6 30 S., 5W., to station .A.pr. 6, 1882; July 5, 1883 ...
2376 50, T. 31 S., 7 W'.
1,tber notes
same as
preceding.
Do ..••.•••..••••••••••. I . . . . . . do ••••••••••••••••..••. J •••• do .•••••••••••. 1 Station 2376 50 to Sec.. 33 34 S., 6 W ..••... July 27, 1882; j July 5, 1883 ...
same notes
as abovl:l.
33 34 S., 6 W., to 21, 36 S., 3 W .•••.••..••. June 6, 1883 1 July 5, 1883 ...
21 36 S., 3 W,, to south line of 32 37 1 W .. July 3, 1883 Sept. 3, 1883 ..
Do .••••••••••••.••.•••..••••• do .•••••.•.•• : ••••.•..•.•••. do ••••••..••••. South line of 32 37 S., 1 W., to east line of Sept. 6, 1888 Oct. 27, 1883 ...
25 39 S., 1 E.
25 39 S. 1 E., to north line of 30 40 S., 2 W. Aug. ·2, 1883 Oct. 27, 1883 ...
Do ..••......•.••••••••..•••.. do ..•••.•.••.•••••••••.•••. do
Do ...•..••..•.••••••••...••.. do .•••••••••••••••.•••..•.. do •••••••...•.. 30 40 S., 2 E., to southern boundary of .Aug. 20, 1884 Dec. 19, 1884 .•
of State, in Sec. 13, T. 41 S., R. 1 E.
California ..• ~ .•••••.•••••... Southern Pacific main line. General route ..... San Francisco to the Colorado river •••••. Jan. 3, 1867 Ma.r. 22, 1867 ..
Do : •...••.•••..••.•••...••.•. do .....•••••••••••.•••. Constructed road. San Jose to Gilroy ...•..........•••.•.•.•. Aug. 7, 1871 Sep. 12, 1871 ..
From Gilroy southward, 20 wiles ......•.. Oct. 26, 1871 Dec. 13, 1871 ..
From Goshen to NW.¾ Sec. 30, T. 21 S., Oct . . 3, 1872 Aug.30.1873 ••
R.25E,M.D.M

Waahington '.rer ••••••••••••• j No:i-thern Pacific Branch
lme.
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Statoment showing tho dates of filing maps by 1·ailroad companies and the dates of withd1·awals of lands made thereon-Continued.

State.

Termini.

Map.

Name of road.

When:fi.led.

············1

~ ~~ ~

1

~

Remarks.
~

NW.¼ Sec. 30, 21 S., 25 E., M. D. M., to Aug. 11, 1873
Southern Paciftc main line .. / Constructed road.
NW.¼ Sec. 2, 25 S., 25 E , M. D. M.
Cnlifornil:\
NW.¼ Sec. 2, 25 E, M. D. M., to NE. i Oct. 27, 1_874
Sec. 9, 28 S., 26 E., M. D. M.
Do ..•.••......•••.. ..• ...... . do
NE.¼ Sec. 9., 28 S., ~6 E., M. D. M., to Aug. 26, 1875
.•.. do
NE.¼ Sec. 5., 30 S., 29 E., M. D. M.
Do ........................... do
NE.¼ Sec. 5., 30 S., 29 E., I\!L D. M., to SE. June 19, 1876
.••. do ............ .
¼ Sec. 33., 30 S., 31 E., M. D. M.
.
Do ..•....•..•...........••• .. do
Goshen to NE.a;Sec.2.,19S.,20E.,M.D. " Jan. 27,1877
.... do· ..•.•....•.. .
M.
Do ................ ..... . .•... do
NE. ¼ Sec. 2, 19 S., 20 E., M. D. M., to Feb. 22, 1877
.••. do .•.•...•.....
Do .•...•......•.............. do
NW.¼ Sec.11, 20 S., 17 E., M. D. M.
Sec. 33, 30 S., 31 E., M. D. M., to Mojave .... Feb. 17, 1878
Tehachaha Pass, via Los Angeles, to the Apr. 3, 1871
s·~~t:~r~. ·p~·~ifi~--b~ai;~~ · 1· Ge~~r~i·;~~t~ ·.
Texas Pacific R.R., at. or near the Colo·
line.
radoriver.
NW. ¼ Sec. 3, T. 2 N., R. 15 W., S. B. M., to May 11, :!.874
Do ...........•...•••... I ...... do . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . Constructed road.
NE.¼ Sec. 27, 1 S., 9 W., S. B. M.
NE.¼Sec.27,1 S.,9W.,S.B.M.,to SW.¼ Nov.15,1875
.... do
. ..... do
Do ... ..•.•..
Sec. 4., :r. 3 S., R.1 W., R. B. M.
SW.¼ Sec. 4, T. 3 S., R.1 W., S. B. M., to July 24, 1876
.... do
Do ......•.............. 1······do
SW.¼ Sec. 24, T. 5 S., R. 7 E., S. B. M.
NW.¼ Sec. 3, 'r. 2 N ., K 15 W., S. B. M., to Mar. 6, 1877
.... do
Do ........................... do
NE.¼ Sec, 17, T.11 N,, R.12 W., S. B. M.
.... do .•••......... SW.¼ Sec. 24, T. 5 S., R. 7 E., S. B. M., to Jan. 31, 1878
Do ......................••.• do
SE. ¼Sec. 26, T. 16 S., R. 22 E., S. B. M.
Roseville to Salt Creek...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 13, 1867
Do .........
California and Oregon······ General route .••.. Junction with C. P.R. R., to Chico ....... Sept.-, 1871
Do ......... .•••••............ do •••.....•...•..•..... Const~·ucted 1:oad. Chico to Sesma . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . Sept. 6, 1871
Do .... · - · .......... : ........ do ..............•..•... Definite location .. Sesma to north line of T. 46 N., R. 5 W., Aug. 5, 1871
Do ..... ...................... do _----··············· .... do
M.D.M.
Constructed road. Chico to 97-r6cr mile post ................... Jan. 29, 1874
Do ..•.......••..........•••.. do ....... .
... . do.... .
~ 97/o- mile post to 117-rh mile post ..•....... . ]'eb. 9, 1876
Do ..............•............ do
117-i:"ir mile post to Sec. 35,T.32 N.,R.5 May 7,1878
.... do
Do .•............••••••..•.... do
W.M.D.M.
North line of T. 46 N ., R. 5 W., M. D. M., A.ug. 30, 1884
....
do
Do .•........•...•............ do
to northern boundary of California.
151&
mile near Rerlding to Sec. 22, T. 3G Feb. 28, 1885
Constructed road .
Do ..•..•.......• -. : ..•....•... do .••..•
N ., R. 5 W ., M. D. M..

~~::::: :: :::: :: :::: :::·I.

Withdrawal
ordered.

......

A.ug. 30, 1873 ..
Nov. 27, 1874 ..
Oct. 26 1875 ..
Aug. 8,9,1876 ..
Mar.13,1877 ..

•

•

Mar. 13, 1877 ..
June 13, 1818 ..
Apr. 21, 1871 ..
Sep. 17, 1874 ..
Dec. 20,1875 ..
.A.ug.19, 1876 ..
Mar. 27, 1877 ..
Apr. 9, 1878 ..
Oct. 29, 1867
Apr. 8, 1871
Oct. 6, 1871
Aug. 25, 1871

..
••
..
..

Oct. 6, 1871 ..
Feb. 25, 1876 ..
Junel0,1878 ,.
Feb. 9, 1885 ..
None ......... .
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Statement exhibiting land concessions by acts of Congress to State.~ and corporat~ons for milroad and military wagon-road pu1-poses from
June 30, 1887.
·

States and corpo· I Date oflaws.
rations.

i

Mile limits.

Na.me of road, &o.

<P

~

00
P-i
----

the ~eal' 18~0 to

Number of
acres certified
or patented
for the year
ending
June 30, 1887.

Illinois .......••... Sept. 20, 1850

9

466

Illinois Central. ............................................ ! 6and15 ..•••.••....••••••••••••. , ..•••••••••••••.

Mississippi ....... Sept. 20, 1850
Do ............. Feb. 18, 1859

9
]1

466
384

Do ............. Aug.11, 1856
Do ............. Aug.11, 1856

Mobile and Ohio River ...... .......................... ···
Act extending time for completion of road to September
20, 1865.

11

30
30

Alabama .......... Sept. 20, 1850
Do ....•....•... Feb. 18, 1859

9
11

, 466
384

Do .. ....••..... May 17, 1856
Do . .....•...... Juue 3, 1856
Do ....•........ :May 23, 1872

11

17

15
17
159

Do ............ .
Do ....••• ~·····
Do .............
Do ...•... ......

11

17

11
11
16

17
45

11

1I

Number of
acres certified
or patented
upto
June 30, 1887.
2, 595, 053. 00

6 and 15 ..••••••••.•••••••••••••. !.•••••.••.•••••• !--a737, 130. 29

X~t~~dl'§~;dr:=l~~~~: :::::: :: ::: ::::::: ::: :::::::::::::I ~ :~~ iL::::: ::::::::::::::::::I::::::::::::::::I......~~~·.~~~·.~~
935,158.70

June 3, 1856
June 3, 1856
June 3, 1856
Apr. 10, 1869

Do ............. June 3, 1856
Do ............ . Mar. 3, 18571
Do ............ . Mar. 3, 1871

11

17

17
200
111
580
16

11

=

6 and 15 ...•••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••.•••••.

a419, 528. 44

Alabama and Florida .. .•.......•................... .. .... .
Selma, Rome and Dalton ............. . .................. }
Act confinning lands heretofore certified to the State for
the Alabama and Tennessee Railroad.
Coosa and Tennessee ...............•...•......••.......... 6 and 15 .........•..••••••••.
Mobile and Girard ............•......................•..... 6 an<l 15 .................. ,. •••.. ·••••• ·2 479. 65
.Alabama and Chattanooga .......... ... .... ...... ...... ... . 6 and•l5 ...• • • • • · · • • · • • • • • • • • • · · ·
'
Act to renew certain grants of lauds to the State of Ala·
bama.
South and North Alabama . .. ............................ ~ 6 and 15 ...••...•••••..•..•.•.•.. , ..•..•••••••••.•
Act amending the sixth section of the original act ......•.
Act to renew certain grants to the State of Alabama .....

394,522.99
457,215.37

f g~~:t:~t~!j~!~v::r·
~~~i>i~ti~~ ·~r ·;~ad· t~·s"a°pt~~b~~-1
20, 1865.

: :~ii~:::::::::::::::::::::::::1:::: :::: :: ::::::
····1········ ....... .

I

~

c:1
td
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~

C

t1

b67, 784. 96

504, 141>. 86
649,676.98

>

!Z
t::::I

rn

438,905.99

2, 931, 780. 59
Florida

May 17, 1856

11

Do . ..•..••..
M2-y 17, 1856
Do . .•.•........ May 17, 1856
Do ......... . ... May 17, 1856

11
11

···1

11

151 Florida Railway and Navigation Company, successor to 6 and 15 ..•••••••••••.•••.•......
Atlantic, Gulf and West India Transit.
15 Florida and Alabama ...••......•......
15 Pen~acola and ~eorgia .................................... .
15 Flonda, Atlantic and Gulf Central. ..••.•••••••••••.••.....

=
-=
290,183.28
165,688.00
1, 275, 579. 52
29,384.18
1, 760, 834, 98

. '!' In the adjustment of this grant the road was treated as au entirety and without refereuce to tbe State line; hence Alabama has had approved to her more and Missis·

sippi less ll!-nd than they would appear to be entitled to in proportion to the length of the road in the respective States.
b No evideuce of the construction of this road, a~ i·equirod by tue a.Qt, qaviu~ bee:p, ~leq tn tqe Gen~ral ~~nd Office, tlrn gra,~t is pres~(lleq ~o 43ive lallsed, lJuttlle lamls ha.ve
no t beei:i f{)stw~tl to the i-,ul>lw tlomain,
~
·
·
·
·

~
i,-.

~

Sfaftment cx11ibiti11g 1and concessions by acts of Congress to States and corp01·ationa }or railroad and miiita1;y wagon-road purposes, J,c.-Contimted.
I

States ~nd corl)o- I Date oflaws.
ratiOllS.

-------1-----1

I

Louisiana ....•..•. . Juno 3, 1856
Do ........••.•. June 3, 1856
Do . .••...•... •. July 14, 1870

4)

Ul

P--4

Number of
acres certified
or patented
for the year
ending
.Ju:lle_30, 1887.

· Number of
acres certified
or patented
up to
June 30, 1887.

North Louisiana and Texas ...........
6 and 15 .•••••••••••••••••••.•.• . , ••••••.••••••••.
New Orleans, Opelousas and Great Western . . ....•.... ··
6 and 15 .•••••••.••••.••.•••.. ·•· •••·•• ••••••• ••·
Act declaring forfeited to the United States all the lands
not lawfully disposed of by the State.
.
.

353,212.68
a719, 193. 79

Mile limits.

~

1--1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

18
]8
277

i

·····················!

______
1

1, 072, 406. 47

Arkansas .....•.•. . Feb. 9, 1853
Do ... •..... •• .. July 2&, 1866
Do .......•..... May 6, 1870

10
14

Do . .....•• .. .. . Feb. 9, 1853
Do .. ..... ... .. July ~8, 1866
Vo ..••..••..... Apr. 10, 1869

10

Do ...•..••..... Mar. 8, 1870

16

Do . .•...... •...
Do .. ....•.... ..
Do .......•.....
Do ...•........

10
14

Feb. 9.1853
July 28, 1866
July 4, 1866
June 28, 1884

16
14

16

14

23

~

......

~

Name of road, &c.

4)

j
11
11
16

.

155 St. Lonis, Iron Mountain and Sonthern .••.•...•••••••••. )
338 ...... do .................................. . ................ ~
376 Resolution extending the time for completion of first 20 ,
miles of road.
J
155 Little Rock and Fort Smith .•.•••.....•.•••..•..•...•...• )
338 ..... . do ... ..... . .... . ................................•.. . . I
46 Act extendmg the time fu, oomp!otion of fi,st 20 miloo of
road.
76 .Act repealing provision in act of .April 10, 1869, as to mode
of sale of lands.
155 Memphis and Little Rock .••••••••.•••.•••••••••••••••.••..
338 .... .. do . ..... . .................••••.•••••.•.•••..•..• • ..... .
83 St. Louis and Iron Mountain .....••...•.....•••••..•..... }
61 , Act declaring the grant forfeited to the United States ...

6 an~ 15 ....••••••••••••••••••••

.

·I· ...............,

Add1t1onal 5 •••••••••• : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

J !a.d1tfgii~i"5: ::::: ::::::::::::::I::::::::::::::::

1, 115, 116. 88

203, 999. 17

!;d
t?=.:l

'"d
0
!;d

1-3
0

~

1-3

l:Q
t?=.:l

U2
t?=.:l

550,584.09
507,063.46

a

!;d
~

1-3

~

!;d
~

6a-nJ15 .•••••.•••.•••••.•••.••. , ••••••.•••••..•.
Additional 5 .•••••••••••••••••..
10 and 20 .....•••••.•.••••••..••.

0

~

1-3

l:Q

Missouri ..• ..•.....
Do . ..... ••..•. .
Do .............
Do .........•...
Do ......•......
Do .......•.....
Do .............

June 10, 1852
June 6, 1862
June 10, 1852
Feb. 9, 1853
July 28, 1866
July 4, 1866
June 28, 1884

10
12
10
10
14
14
23

8

422
8

155
338
83
61

Southwest branch of the Pacific road ..•............••.•. i
.Act extending time for completion of road for ten years .. 5
Hannibal and St. Joseph .... ...•........•....•.• ••..•...••.
St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern
...... do . ..... . ..•.•......•..•..•..••..•....•..•••.•.••.••...
St. Louis and Iron Mountain ........ ..................... l
.Act declaring the grant forfeited to the United States ..•. 5

t?=.:l
1-f

!Z

0 and 15 ....••.•••••.•••••..•.•.
6 and 15 ....••• ~ •....•.••..••••.

1-3

.Additional 5
10 and20 .•••••

t?=.:l
~

1-f

0

1, 395, 429. 87

Iowa. .• • ....... ... · 1 May 15, 1856
Do .... ......... June 2, 1864
Do . ..•.••...•.. July 1, 1864

13
13

a: .A~t·iitho~i~fug ii;; ·~Ol~;pa~y ~· ~i:i~"i;,i~.~; ...;;~difyth; i~:

Do .•.••.••••••. Mar. 3, 1865

13

528

11

91 Burlington and Missouri River .•••••••••••..•..•.•••..... }' 6 andl5 .•••••.•••.•• • ••.••...•..
20 ..••.•••..••.•.•• , .••..••..••. . 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
0

cation of the uncompleted portion of its line.
Act extending the time for completion of road for two years.

292,207.53
96,726.55

~

Resolution extending the time for completion of roacl ... ·)
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific ............ . . ... . .... . .

Feb. 10, 1866
May 15, 1856
.June 2, 1864
Mar. 3, 1865

14

349
9

13

5i~ . i~d;t~~ci{~g. tii·.;

~

Do . .. . ....... . .Jan. 31, 187a
Do ............. .Tllile 15, 1878

17
20

421
133

00

Do . ... . ........ May 15, 1856
Do . ............ .June 2, 1864
Do ............. Mar. 3, 1865

13

11

13

•:l ·~:~h':!::-::n::~~~,:~:~1;~i~:~;;,'~~: ~~; ;~~}

Do ............. May 15, 1856
Do .......•..... .June 2, 1864
Do ............. Mar. 3, 1865

13
13

95
528

Do ..•......... . .Mar. 2, 1868

15

38

Do ............. May 15, 1856
Do ............. Mar. 3, 1865

11
13

9

Do ...• .. ..•....
Do ... . .•.......
Do .............
Do .. .. ...
Do .............

9
12

Do.............
Do ...•.........
Do .•.......... .
Do ............ .
1-4

8

~

t
0

~
~

I

~

~

······I

Aug. 8, 1846
.July 12, 1862
May 12, 1864 1
May 12, 1864
May 12, 1864

1113

9

11

5~~

b481, 974. 36
161,172, 81

6 and 15 ..•••••••.•••••••••••• ••• , •••••••••••••••.
20 .•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.

a782, 459. 83
359,660.30

·i~~· r~~·~~;;p1~ti~i:i:-~i";~~a.· r~i: t~~ ~

years.
Act to quiet the title to certain lands in the State of Iowa
Act to restore certain lands in Iowa to settlement under
the homestead law, etc .
J

I

years.
Dubuque and Sioux City ................................. } 6 and 15 .••••••••••••••••••••••••
Act authorizing said road to change its line ..............
Act extending the time for completion of road for two
years.
Act extending the time for completion of road t0 .Janu.ary
1, 1872.

528

6 and 15 .•••••.••.••••.••..••••••
20 .••..••••.••..••.••••••.••.•••.

Iowa Falls and Sioux City ............. _..................
A;!a~!~~~-~i.~~ _~~~-:~~. ~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~.

~=-~~~~. :~~. ~~~

~

6 and 15 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• j • • • • • • • • • • • • • u

13 -

683,023.80

'"d

q

}nee Moines Valley .......................••.•••.•••.••••..
72 1 McGregor and Missouri River .......•.•..•••..•.........•..
10 and 20.. •. . ••••• •• •••••• ••••••
72 Chicago, Milwauke6 and St. Paul
72 Sioux City and St. Paul. ................•.•.•.....•.••..... 10 and 20 .••. •• ..•••••••••.••••••

13
131

a550, 467. 96

~o·~~~ii>::::: :::::::::::: ::: ::::1:::::: ::::600.:: ::::
00

569, 382. 28
~
138,187.30
~
185, 826. 77 . a
407,910.21

-----

4, 708, 999.. 70

lf

Port Huron and Lake Michigan ...............•.•••...•.. I 6 and 15 .•••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••.•••••••••.
37, 467. 43
,Joint resolution releasing the reversionary claim and in.
20
terest of the United States in and to certain lands in
Michigan.
Do ............. .June 3, 1856
743,009.36
I 6 and 15 . •.•.••••.••••••••••••.••. 1 • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • •
21 .Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw .................•.•••...
11
Do ............. July 3, 1866
78 Act extending tne time for completion of road seven
14
years, etc.
)
Do . ...•........ Mar. 2, 1867
425 .A.ct extending the time for completion of first twenty ~
14miles of road.
I
Do ........•.... Mar. 3, 1871
586 Act authorizing change of northern terminus. from Tra16
verse Bay to Straits of Mackinac, and for other pur·
poses.
Do . .... . .. ..... .June :l, 18561
21 Grand Rapids and Indiana ........•....... . ...........•.. - · I 6 and 15 .•••••••••••••••••••.•••. , ..•••• .• •• • •.••.
629,993.11
Do ............. .June 7, 1864
13 119 Grand Rapids and Indiana, from Fort Wayne, Ind., to 6 and 20 .•••••••.•••••••••••••••.
222,967.01
Grand Rapids.
Do···· . .. , ..... , Mar. 3, l 8651 13
520 Act extendiu g time for completion of road eight years.
Do .......•.•... .June 3, 1856
11
21 Flint and Pere Marquette ................ _. ..... .. ... . ...... j 6 and 15 •••• ••••••••••••••• ······1·:··············1
512,337.03
a 51 ,452.03 acre~ earned by the construction of 80 miles of road prior to ,Tune 3, 1856; 227,879.94 acres within the limits of 'the grant of March 3, 18il, t.o the New Orleans,
Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company, and 439,861.82 acres restored to ruarket in March, 1873, under the act, of July 14, 1870.
D b Includes 3?,685.49 acres of the Chicago, Rock Isla,n d and Pacific Railroad, 109,756.85 acres of the Cedar Rapids and Missouri River Railroad, and 77,535.22 acres of the
and Sioux City Railroad, situated in the old Des Moines River grant of August 8, 1846, which should be deducteu frolll the fonigoing amounts (Wolcott v. Des·
Mu~uque
omes, 5 Wall., 681).

Michigan ........ . . .Jnne 3, 18561
Do .......... ... Mar. 3, 1879

111

21
490

t"4

~

zt,
!"fl

-1

j

111

I

I

~

~

-::t

Statement exhibililtg la11d conBessions by acts of CongrfJBS to States a11d corporations for raifroad and 'military wagon-road purposes, ef'c.-Coiltinued.

~

,-...

00

States ant! corpo- I Date of laws.I
rations.

I

$

Mile limits.

Name of road, &c.

Q)
b£

j

C'd

en

Number of
Number of
acres certified
acres certified
or patented
or
patented
for the year
upto
ending
June
30, 1887.
June 30, 1888.

P-l

---Michigan ••••...... · Feb. 17, 1861>
Do ............. July 3, 1866

569
78

13
14

Do ...... . ......
Do ....... ... . ..
Do ... . ... . .. . ..
Do . ... .. ......
Do .............

Mar.
Juno
Mal'.
May
.A.pr.

3, 1871
3, 1856
3, lf!65
20, 1868
20, 1871

11
13

520

15
17

643

Do ............ .
Do .............
Do ....... . ... .
Do . .......... . .
Do ..... . . . . . .

June 3, 1856
Mar. 3, 1865
July . 5, 1862
Mar. 3, 1865
May 23, 1872

11
13
12
13
17

21
520
620
520
160

582
21

16

252

Wisconsin ......... June 3, 1856

11

20

Do ..........•. . May 5, 1864
Do ........ . .... Mar. 3, 1873

13
17

66
634

Do .. .... ....... June 3, 1856
Do .......... . July 27, 1868

Do .......... . . June 3, 1856

11
15
11

20
238
20

Do ..••......... May 5,l864
Do ............. June 3, 1856
Do ............ . May 5, 1864
Do ............. June 3, 1856
Do ............. Apr. 25, 1862
Do •.......•.... Mar. 3, 1865
Do ........... . . Mar. 3, 1869

13
11
13
11
12
13
15

66
20
66
20
648
520
397

Do ............. May 5, 1864
Do ............ . June 21, 1866

13

Do .••..•..•.... I Apr. 9, 1874 j

18

14

I

Resolution extending the time for completion of road.
Act aut,h orizing the company to change the western ter·
minus of its road.
Act extending the time for completion of road five years.
Marquette, Roughton and Ontonagon ... ... . . ............ )

·Re;e~,,e~ e~,;,~.;;~g·th;·;,;;,;·;,; ·oo,;,pi;t,e~ ;;-;e,;,;; et~:}

Act authori:,;ing the Houghton and Ontonagon to resur.
vey and locate anew A, part of its road.
Ontona~n and Brule River ........... .. . ....... .. .. . ......
Ba:y de oquet and Marquette ..... . .... .. . . . .. . ...........
Chicago and Northwestern .•... ..... ..
...... do ... . ....... .... .. ............ . .. . . .. .. ........ ..... .
Act authorizing a change of route in Michigan.

.~~1!~~~!t~l: >lin~~pofu

~nuili": fo,~'.'.ly

trj

t:d

1-3

0

~

~o~~~. ~~::: :::::::::::::: :: : :: : JI ....·........... :

437,411.30

1-3
~

t_,rj

~oin:e~t~~~:::::::::: :: :: :: :::::I::::::::::::::::
~o~~~-~~::::::: :::::: ::::::::::JI••••••·•••••••••

128,000.00
517,825.60

00
t_,rj

0

t:d

-~

1-3
3, 229, 010. 84

~~t}

1--

6 and 15 ..·•••••' •••.••..••••••.•.. ........... .
1
~d
10 and 20 ••••••••••••
.A.ct to quiet title to the lands of the settlers on lands
claimer! by the West Wisconsin Railway Company.
Wisconsin Railroad l<~arm Mortgage Land Company .......
115,252.67
Act amendatory of tbe original act ·
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha, formerly St. 6 and 15 .•••••• •••.•••••••••... }
Croix and Lake Superior.
. ..... do ....... ..... ... ...... ............................... . 10 and 20 •••••••••••••..••.•••.

.~~~~d~.~~~~!.~~~~::: ::~: :: '.::::::: ::: ::: :::: :: :::::: ::: :::

t:d
'"d
0

~oa~ilk:::::::::::::::::::::
$
and 15 .•••••.

Chicago andNorthwestern ................................. 6
Resolution authorizing change of route in Wisconsin, etc.
Act extending the time for completion of road fi,e years.
Act authorizing selection of lands along the full extent of
original route of 1·oad.
•
66 Wisconsin Central ............. ........... ... ............ - . 10 and 20 •••••••••••••.•••••.
360 Rtisolution explanatory of the, act of May 5, 1864, and ~U·
thorizing certain changes of route in accordance with
the act of the Statti ltigislature.
28 I Act to extend the time for completion of road to December
31, 1876.

-~

t:d

327,903.69

~

474,873.20

0

155,301.78

1-3

~

~

tr.J

524,538.15
318,959.41
545,575.76

z

1-3

t,tj
~

0

~
642,149.47

3, 1875

18

511

A.ct authorizing the

llinnesota ..·....... Mar. 3, 1857

11

195

St. Paul, Minneaaolis and Manitoba, formerly first divis·)

Do .......•..... Mar. 3, 1865
Do ..••......... Mar. 3, 1873

13
17

Do ............. 1:Mar.

-Wisconsin Central Railroad. Company
to straighten the line of their road,
2, 989, 301. 46

~:f .A~~~~:~::~~~:ii~:i:7-;~; ~~~pI~ti~~· -~i .the. ;~~~i ·~{~~ J~

Do .•••......... Mar. 3, 1857

11

19&

Do . .•••..•..... Mar. 3, 1865
Do .......... ... July 12, 1862

13
12

526
624

Do ............ . Mar. 3, 1871

16

588

Do ........••... Mar. 3, !873

17

631

Do .•••••••••••. June 22, 1874

18

203

Do .............
Do ............ .
Do .. ...........
Do .. ..•.....••.
Do .............

11
13
11

195
1526
195
526
97

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
July

3, 1857
3, 1865
3, 1857
3, 1865
13, 1866

Jan.
Mar.
May
July

13, 1873
3, 1857
12, 1864
13, 1866

13
14

Do ...•...•..... May 5, 1864

13

409
195
74
97
,
64

14

93

13
14

........

Do ... ......... .
Do .••.•.......
Do ..•..........
Do .. •••........

Do . .•...•..... . July 13, 18661

.

17
11

Do ...•..••....

Mar. 3, 1857

11

Do ... ......... .
Do . .•...••..••.
Do ..•. • ...•....
Do ..........•..
Do ...•..•...•..

Mar.
July
July
July
,Tuly

13
14
14
14
14

3, 1865
4, 1866
13, 1866
4, 1866
13, 1860

months.
Western Railroad, formerly Brainerd branch St. Paul and
Pacific.
. . . . . do .......................... _..... __·.. _. ....... _.. ... . .
Resolution authorizinl$ the State to change the branch line
under certain conditions.
St-. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba, formerly St. Vin·)
cent extension St. Paul and Pacific.
Act extending the time for con,pletion of the road nine
months.
Act extending the time for completion of the road to March
3, 1870, etc.
Minnesota. Central ..... • ........... . . ..
..
do ..... - . . . ... . ............... .
Winona and St. "Peter ............. . ...................... )
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... - ..... - . ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Act allowing selt,ctions within 20 miles of road in lieu of>
lands sold after definite location, but prior to with· ,
drawal, etc.
1
Act extending the time for t.he completion of the road. J
St. Paul and 8ioux City .. ....... .. .. ... .................. )
... ... do . . . . . . .. ........ .... .......................... >
Act extending the tiIDe for completion of the road seven ,
years.
.
J
St. Paul and Duluth, formerly the Lake Superior and)
Mississippi.
Act authorizing the railroad company to make up deft·
ciency out of land within 30 miles west of t,b e line of the
road.

g~

466,403.48

10 and 20 .•••••

784,642.66

l

I

J

::: .~~~?i!:~;~~~~~~~~·. ~:·~~
87
97

6 and 15 . ." ••••••••••••••••• • : ••••

~~~.~~~~i~.s:~~·i·~~~~~ ~

6

and 15 ..••

10 and 20 .•••••
10 and 20 .••••••••••••••••.•••••.

1, 258, 348. 99

6 and 15 .••••.••••••••..••.••••••
10 and ~O ••••••••••••••••••••••••
6 and 15 . .•.•••.••.••
10 and 20 .•••••.•••.••.•••.••••••

179,706.01
350,703. 97
1, 326, 083. 34

'"d

q

t,:j
~

~

0

~

0

and 15 . ••••.•••••.••..••.••.•..
10 and 20 ....••••••••..•••••.•••.

905,849.75
241,038.77

10 and 20 ....••••••

828,581.00

6

and 15.

.a-.~~i.~~~~.
Southern Minnesota extension ........•••........••.... . . (
Amenda.tory act.
5
10 and 20 •••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••• ·
!~!~/a~;ydfctkota ..••..••..••.•••••••••.•••...•..••...

j

436,695.16
210,343.33

~
t::::,
rn

53,619.45
2,716.95
451,845.43
312,770.27

--

7, 809, 348. 56
~

~

c.c

Statement exhibiting land concessions by acts of Congres.9 to States and corporations for railroad and military wago~· road purposes, etc.-Continued.

~

N)

0

States nnd oorpo. I Date of laws.
rations.

j

w
Kansas ............
Do .............
Do .............
Do .. .......... .
Do ..... ... .....
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mnr. 3, 1863
July 1 1864
A pr. 19: 1871
July 24, 1876
Mar. 3, lb63
July 1, 1864

Name of road, etc.

t
ts!

3, 1863
23,1866
25, 1866
3, 1877

~

12

489
356
79

Do ........... . . July 26, 1866

14

367

16

56

16

121

Do ..••.• . •..... May 7, 1878

20

56

Do .••• ...• .. ... July 1, 1862
Do ... . ........ . July 2, 1864
Do ..... . ....... July 3, 1866

12
13
14

489
356
79

Do . .••........ . A.pr. 10, 1869

16

56

Do .•••••.. •.. .. May 6, 1870

a256, 041. 67-

1-d
0

Union Pacific from a point near Omaha, Nebr., to a point)

u~eo~· ~i~IBc .~~~~~~~~-~~~~?·
1
.Act authorizing the location of the Union Pacific Rail-/
road from Omaha westward.
Resolution granting the right of way, military reserves, 1
etc.
,
Resolution for the protection of the interestR of the
United States in the Union Pacific and Central Pacific!
Railroads, and providing that the common terminus of
the roads shall be at or near Ogden, Utah, etc.
A.ct :fixing the point of junction of the Union Pacific and
CentrarPaci:fic Railroads, etc.
A.ct amendato1·y of the acts of July 1, 1862, and July 2,
1864.
Central Pacific ....... .. ....•... ..•• ... .•••.••••••••••••• 1

.........................

::···········•••o•············ 1

1-zj

b983, 865. 96

road eastwara.
Resolution for the protection of the intere~ts of th!3 Unit~d
States in the Central Pacific and Umon Pacific Ra11roa.ds, and pl'Ovicling that the common terminus of the
roads shall be at or near Ogden, Utah. etc.

8

~

t_,.j

c2, 934, 522. 86
462,573. ~4
526. 94

00

t_,.j

Q
l;,j
t_,.j

8

~

4,637, 51!0. 67

~

2, 616, 258. 08

0

hj

8

I

·.i~i·!it:h~;i~fui ·the· ·1~~~ii~~· -.;i ·th~ ·ce~i~~i·:e~-;;ifio ii~n~ \

8

0

I

13
14

:

~

Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston .................. } I 10 ••••••
13
Act authorizing change of route of branch line . .... . .. . .
17 I
5 Act authorizing company to relocate a portion of its road.
19
101 Act declaring a portion of the grant forfeited.
12
772 Missouri, Kansas and Texas .... ... ... ... . .. ......... . 1I 10 and 20 . •••••
13
339 Act extendaig the grant from Emporia to a point near Fort l
Riley.
,
!.4
289 Act making a grant from Fort Riley to the Southrrnj
boundarv of the State.
12
772 Atchison, ·Topeka and Santa Fe............................ 10 and 20 .••.•••••••••••••.•••••• 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14 1 210 St.JosephandDenverCity ...........•...........•....... , l0 and::!0 . .........•..•.•..•.••..
14
236 Missouri River, Fort Scott and Gulf....................... 10 and 20 .••..•••.••.••••••••••••
19
404 An act to secure the rights of settlers upon certain railroad
lands, and to repeal the :first :five sections of an act grant.
ing lands to the State of Kansas and Neosho Valley Rail·
road, etc.

J)o ............. July 2, 1864
Do ..........•.. July 3, 1866

Corporations ...... July 1, 1862 1

Do . •••••• .•.... A.pr. 10, 1869

Number of
Number of
acres certified acres certified
or patented
or
patented
for the year
up to
ending
June
30, 1887.
June 30, 1887.

-~J----:;:;;339

Do ............. July 26, 1866
Do ... .......... Mar.
Do ............. lJnly
Do .. . .......... July
Do. ........... . Mar.

Mile Jimits.

~

t_,.j

1-4

z8

t_,.j
l;,j
1-4

0

~L::::::::~~:::::::::::::::::}

77,428.81

1, 040, 210. 59

rd

l>o •.••..••..... id:ay 6, 1870

16

121

Do •.••..••..••. May 7, 1878

20

56

Do ............. July 1, 1862

12

489

14

1, 1862
2, 1864
1, 1862
2, 1864
3, 1866

356

°.~n".i':!.R.':':".~h. lJ~i.~n .Pao~.~:::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::1 (L:: :::::: :: :::: :: :::::::: ::: l I
273. 851
Union Pacific (Kansas division)..........................
10 ..•....•••••.•••••.....•.••.
:: •;: ·:.:et r~~.;.;;.g ;,.,;.p,;,;y;;,·,ie;;g;,;;,;; ;;,;;;.; ;;e;;,;; n;;,;;,;,:) '°······ ....................... l ................
15

Do .•••••••••••• Mar.

15

I

15

Do. · • • •.•...•• ·1 Mar. 3, 186'

15

Do ...••••..••.. June 20, 1874
Do ............. July 2, 1864
Do. ............ Apr. 10, 1869

18
13
16

Do ............ . May. 6, 1870

16

Do ............. July 2, 1864
Do ............. July 2, 1864

13

13

Do ............. May 7, 1866

14

Do .......•••••• July 1, 1868

15

berl, 1866.
Resolution extending the time for completion of road.
Act restoring the even-numbered sections on line of Pacific railroads and branches at $2.50 per acre.
324 Act extending the Union Pacific Railway, Eastern divis·
ion, line of road to Denver City, and authorizing transfer oflands by said company to the Denver Pacific Rail
road Company he tween Deaver and Cheyenne.
3481 Resolution authorizing the Union Pacific Railroad Com_ pany, Eastern division, to change its name to Kansas
Pacific.
3241 Union Pacific, successor to the Denver Pacific Railway} 20 .•••••..•••••.•••••••••••.•.•.....•••......•••.
Company.
111 Act amendatory of the act of March 3, 1869 .......••••....
356 B=llngton and Miawuri River in Nob,~k• . ............ } 20 ,eotion, por mile ............. ....... .. .......
54 Resolut.ion in relation to the Burlington and Missouri
River Railroad, bran·ch of the Union Pacific Railroad in
Nebraska.
118 Act authorizing a change of route and connection with
the Union Pacific Railroad at or near Fort Kearney.
363 Sioux City an~ Pacific ..•.......•.....

218,250.08
963,714.03

355
39

1-1

3, 1869

'47, 76& 03

Railroad ompany to the W e,1',rn Pacific Ral1'oad
Company of that portion from San Jose to the city of
Sacramento.
.
Resolution extending the line for completion of the first
20 miles of the Wes tern Pacific Railroad upon certain
conditions.

::12 i:
489

Do .............. May 7, 1866
Do .•••••••••••• Mar. 6, 1868

Do ......... . .... l Mar. 3, 1869

110 ............................. }

I

Do .••••••.••••. I Mar. 21, 1866
July
July
July
July
July

Union acific Railroads, etc.
Act amendatory of the acts of July 1, 1862, and July 2,
1864.
Central Pacific, successor by consolidation with Western)

:: ~ ·:.::"!t:,,n§·t,;· a;;;.;,;;,;;;; ;,;;a;; bY ii.;·c;,;;,;;ai PacIB.I ' 0 · •• •• · ••• •• - · • •• · • · • •• · • · • •· I················I

Do .••.••••••••. July 2, 1864
Do ..••.•••••••. Mar. 3, 1865

Do ..•••••••••••
Do . .••••.••••••
Do .••••••••••••
Do ..••.•••.•••.
Do .••••••••••••

j

Aot fixiDJ the poWt of Jnnotion ofthe Oent,a! Paeifio and

I

1-d

q

t:d

t"1

H

j

365
355

····················110·-······················.···:···1················1
1 State, 20, 30, and 40; Terutones, .•••••••••••.••.

N o.-them Paoifio .•••.•.••..••..••.•••••..•.•••.•••••.••. ·

Resolution extending the time for commencing and completing road.
255 •••••• do ..••.•...•..••.......••••.••..•.......•••.•• w • • • • • • I

40, ·50, and 60.

C

t"1

~

164, 72L 51

zt::::,

vi

2, 373, 290. 77

41,398.23
746,390.22

a Inchidhs 186,936.72 acres of the ''Osage ceded reservation," which are to be deducted from the above amount under the decision of the Supreme Court in the ease of The ,
eavenwort , Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company v. The United States (92 U.S., 733). A.lso80 acres relinquished and deducted from amount heretofore reported.
b
Int chludesfi270,
78 acres in the "Osage ceded reservation," which are to be deducted under the decision cited above (note a). Also 80 acres relinquished-and deducted from
amonn
ereto ore970.
reported.
c 480 acres relinquished, declncted from amount heretofore reported.
L

~
t,!)
~

Stat"'nent «chibiting la11d concessions by acts of Co11gress to States and co1:po1·ations for railroad and military wagon-road purposes, etc.-Continued.

I

Statesrations.
and oorpo. Date oflaws.

I .£
j

rn

I

Mile limits.

Name of road, etc.

41
bl)

j

OS

P-1

---ReMlntion antborlmng '""' ofbon.,, oto.

•

15
16

846

Do ............. May 31, 1870

16

378

Do ............. July 15, 1870

16

305

Do .........••..
Do ............
Do .............
Do .............
Do .............

1~
18
14
15
16

94
29

Resolution authonzmg the company to extend its branch
line from Portland to Puget Sound, etc.
Resolution authorizing the issue of bonds, reversing loca.tion of main and branch lines in Washington Territory.
.A.ct requiring the Northern Pacific Railroad Company to
pay the costof surveying, select,ing, and conveying lands.
Placerville and Sacramento Valley ...••.. ................ }
.A.ct declaring the ~·ant forfeited to the United States. .

239

Oregon bmnoh oft , ConlrnlP""ifio ..................... }

Mar. 1, 1869
Co~:~~~~::::::: Apr. 10, 1869

July 13, 1866
.A.Jf 15, 1874
J y 25, 1866
June 25, 1868
.A.pr. 10, 1869

Do ....•....... ·1 July 25, 18661
Do ............. June 25, 1868
Do ....... ..... .A.pr. 10, 1869
Do ............. July 27, 1866
Do ............. .A.pr. 20, 1871
Do .... ..... .... Jnly 27, 1866
Do ....... ...... July 25, 1868
Do ............. June 28, 1870

Do ............. Mar. 3, 1871

Do ............. Mar. 2, 1867
Do ............. June 15, 1874
Do ....•••...... May 4, 1870
Do ............. Jan. 31, 1885

--1 Ma,.
May

Do ...........
Do .•.•••..••••.
Do.............
Do ..••••••.....

3, 1871
2, 1872
June 22, 1874
Feb. 28, 1885

57

Number of
acres certified
or patented
upto
June 30, 1887.

t:.~!,!'n"Jit~-.;;,;o
fo~- tho ·oonot;.;ot1on·o; ii.O;.;;.: ;,;;,: }
Joint resolution concerning the Southern Pacific Railroad

16
14
18

573
548
72

of California.
Branch line of the Southern Pacific ..••.•..................
Stockton and Copperopolis ..................... .......... }
.A.ct declaring the grant forfeited to the United States.

~~

2~t

1

t~-

·or

~ctg<1~cTa~~~ th~. r~;r~i·t;;;~ th~-u~{iici" states ~;;~h}
lands as are adjacent to and coterminous with uncom.
pletecl portions of road.

t

I ll \ •;i \1:t~'\.,i;;;;~;.~;~·oto·Tex~ ;.;,;; p~.;,;,:o RaU,;.~y c.: --·
18
197 An act supp ementary to the act of March 3, 1871.
23
337 An act to declare a forfeiture of lands granted to the Texas J
Pacific Railroad Company, ll.Dd for other purposes.

~

~

0

~

t-3

P::l

:: :::: :~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ : :~·:~~~:: I: : : :~~~~:: :~

1

187
382

~
t_rj

0

t_rj

1, 362, 433. 61

00

t_rj

C
pj
t_rj

322,062.40

J

15
16

I:,:)
I:,:)

t-3

Act extending the time for completion of road·...........
Act amendatory of the original act, and providing for the
sale of lands to actual settlers at a fixed price and in
limited ~uantity.
2391 Oregon an California .... .•...•.•........................ ·1 20 and 30 ••••••••••••••••••••••••
141
80 Act extending the time for completion of road.
I
15
47 .A.ct amendatory of the original act, and providing for the
16
sale of lands "to actual settlers at a fixed price and in
limited quantity.
States, 20 and 30; Territories, 40
292 .Atlantic and Pacific .•••......••......•...•..........•... ·
14
and 50.
19 Act authorizing the company to mortgage its road, lands,
17
etc.
20
and 30 ••••••••••••••••.••••••.
292
14
80
47

Number of
acres certified
or patented
for the year
ending
June 30, 1887.

f,J:.

959,206.87
1, 040, 430. 03

t-3

~
~
0

~

t-3

~

t_rj
H

zt-3

ig :1 ~t ::: ::: ::::::::::::::::r:: :: ::: :::::::1 ............ .

t_rj

20 and 25 .••••••••••.•••••••.•••.

H

187,719.65

~

0

~
California, 20 and 30 ; Territo .
ries, 40 and 60.

Do ............. I Mar. 3, 1871 1

161 5731 New Or~eans Pacific, formerly New Orleans, Baton Rouge) I 20 and 30 .••.•••••••••••••••.. ••. 1.•.• .....••.••• -1
and Vicksburg.
I
Do ......• ... . . . , Feb. 8, 1887 P. L. 291 .An act to declare a forfeiture of la-n ds granted to the New ~
Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Com·
pany; to confirm title to certain Janus, and for other pur-

679,287.64.

J

I

poooa.

I

I

49,745,715.27

W .AGON RO.ADS.

Wisconsin ......... Mar. 3, 1863

12

797

Do . ........... . June 8, 1868

15

67

Do .......... ..

May 6, 1870

16

121

Do . ........... . June 25, 1864

13

183

Michigan ....•••••. Mar. 3, 1863

12

797

Do .......•..... J nne 8, 1868

15

67

Do . .• •........ . May 6, 1870

j

14
H
16
14
15

86
89
363

t~i

f:~;et:,~iliia~~a!"a:ci: :::::::::: :::::· ::::::::: : :::: ::: : : :

56

13

140

4, 1866
5, 1863
15, 1870
27, 1867
3, 1869

,. 1870.

302,930.96

I

355
374
338

17

July
July
July
Feb.
Mar.

l

13
14
15

121

Do ......•...•. . June 20, 1864

-Do .............
Do ... . ....... ..
Do..... . • . . . • • .
Do .............
Do . ............

j

.Act extending the time for completion of road to January
1, 1872.
.A.ct extending the time for completion of road to January
1, 1874.
A.ct granting lands to the State of Michigan for the con·
struction of certain wagon.roads fur military and postal
purposes.
·
Oregon C_entral ~il!tary R!)ad Co~pa~y ·.. - -· · · - - · · · · • · · • ·
.A.ct makmg prov1s10n for 1ndemn1ty hru1ts ...............
.A.ct extending the time for completion of road to July 2,
1872.
Corvallis and.A.qnina Bay .... .. ..................... . ......
· Willamette Valley andCascadeMountain ........ ....... . S
.A.mendatory act.

16

Do ............. .A.pr. 24, 1872

Otogon .•....•..... July 2, 1864
Do .....••... .. . Dec. 26, 1866
Do ............. Mar. 3, 1869

11

From Fort Wilkins, Copper Harbor, Mich., to Green Bay, ·3 and 15 .•••..••.•••.•••....... .. I............ .. ..I
Wis.
.A.ct extending the time for completion of road to March ~
1, 1870.
t
.A.ct extending the time for completion of road to January
1, 1872.
-"<t g,=ting land, to the St.to to build a military md to '=d 6 .••.•••.•••••••••• .••..• ..
Lake Superior.
Fr?m Fort Wilkins, Copper Harbor, to Wisconsin State
3 and 15 . ..•.•••. • . •...•...... _.... _......•.. ___ .
lme.
.A.ct extending the time for completion of road to March I

221,013.35
1-,:j

~

to
t-c
H

·

Q

3 sections per mile ............. .. .......... ... . . .. ....•...•. . - . .

. .......... ••...• ............ ··---·---- ----l 36 .. ... . .........
.... .... ...... : .... . ··· ·--· ··--·····

364,663.03
37,576.74

3 ... .................. ............... ... . ... . . ..
3alternate_sectionswithinlinlits .. ..............
of 6 miles.

76,885. 08
548,740.53

j

t-c

z>
t:J

rn

10-1, 000.11
i ::~ t:::: :::::::::::::::: ::: : ·::: :: ::: :::: ::: - -126,910.23
- --

1, 258, 786. 52

~

~

~-
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Statement exhibiting land concessions, etc.-Continued.
RECAPITULATION.
0

!:;t!i61
~\t!t·
year ending
0

States.

June 30, 1887.

Certified or pat.
ented up to
June 3o, 1887•

.Acres.

.Acru.

Kansas ............................................................................ .

2, 595, 053. 00
935,158.70
2, 931, 780. 59
1, 760, 834. 98
1,072,406.47
2, 517,718.69
1, 395, 429. 87
4, 708, 999. 70
3, 229, 010. 84
2, 989, 301. 46
7, 809, 348. 56
4, 637, 530. 67

118, 332. 32
77,702.66

36, 582, 573. 53
13, J63, 141. 74

~~~!~ippi::::::::::::::::
:::::: :::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::. ::: ::::: :2,479.65
::: ::::::
Alabama .•.••• ••••.• .••••• .••••• .••.•• .••••• •••••• .••• ...........
f;~fj!iii": ::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::: :: _. ::: :: ::: :::::: ::: ::: ::::: _. ::~: :: ::: ::: :::: ::

t~:::;~s_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- ::: _-_-_-:::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: _-_-_- ::: ::: ::::::: :: ~ ::::::: ::: :: ::::::
Iowa........................ ........................................

600. 00

~i~~~1ii~ii"t::::
::: :: :::::: ::: ::::: :: :::::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::: ···· ·· ·iis,"25i: ii1·
Minnesota . • . • .. . • • . • • • • • • . . • . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • . . . • • . • • • • • • • • . . . • . . .. . ............ ..
Corporations......................................................

Total railroad grants . .• . . . .... •• . . • . . •• • • • . .••• •• . ••. .••• ••
196,034.98 I
Deduct amount ofland declared forfeited by Congress........... . ••••• ••.••• .•••••

49,745,715.27
667,741.76

1-----49, 077, 973. 51

Wagoi:i road~:
W1scons1n ..................................................................... .

302,930.96
221,013.35

W:~~!a~ _- _- _-_-_- _-_-::: _-_-_-_- _-_- _- :: : : : :::::: _-_- _- _-_- :: _- ::: ::: _- ::: ::: : : : _- : :: : :: :: :::: :::: ::

1, 258, 786. 52
1. 78?,, 730. 83
49, 077, 973. 51

Total wagon roads and railroads grants ...•......•••••••••..

50, 860, 704. 34

196,034.98

State1nent exhibiting land concessions by acts of Congress to States for canal purposes from
the year 1824 to June 30, 1887.
~~._;

1-<-+><P

ii

~§~

~

States.

~

cg
<P

~

A

Cl)

~
rn

i:i..

A., o

2 ~,g

~

Indiana ........ ..
Do ........ .. .
Do .. .........
Do ..... ......
Do .. ... ... •••
Do .... .......
Do ... ........

Mar. 26, 1824
M.ar. 2, 18'.l7
May 29, 1830
Feb. 27, 1841
Aug. 29, 1842
Mar. 3, 1845
May 9, 1848

Ohio .. ... .. ......
Do .. .........
Do (Sec. 3) . ..
Do ..•.. .•.•..

Mar. 2, 1827 4
,lune 30, 1834 4
Aug. 31, 1852 10
Mar. 2, 1855 10

236
716
143
634

Do .... . . ..... May 24,1828 4
Do .. .. . ..... . ~r. 2, 1830 4
Do ( ec. 5) ...
ay 24, 1828 4
Do ( ec. 3) . . . Aug. 31, 1852 10

306
143

4
4
4
5
5
5
9

~ Sn~

Name of canal.

$
_g

o~~

E-l

(
47 )
236
416
414
Wabash and Erie ......................... J
542
731
219

l

l

j

··2s4,"uii:11i
29,552.50
259,368.48
24,219.83
796,630.19
113,348.33
1,457,366.06

i ...........:.................................

A.ct conftrminf canal selections under acts of
1827 and 182 , in the ::itate of Ohio.
305
393 } Miami and Dayton ........ . .................

i~~~!~~fo~l

266,535.00

············
333,826. 00
500,000. 00

B~~rra::!t-~f. ~iai~· ~f 0hl~- f~~. ........... . ...
0

canal lands under acts of 1827 and 1828.

1, 100, 361. 00

Illinois . ......... Mar. 2, 1827 4
Do ........... Aug. 3, 185i 10

234 } Canal to connect the waters of the Illinois
344
river with those of Lake Michigan.

290,915.00

=-==
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement exhibiting land concessions, etc.-Continued.

~as,_;
~~

t
~

States.

....0

C!)

~

A

<P

s ~:e
~C!)
g~o
..... ..,'d
C!)J:lci::

,Q

$

j

w.

Wisconsin_·----· June 18, 1838 5
Do. __________ ~r.10, 1866 14
Do. _____ , .. _.
ar. 1, 1872 17
Do .. - •••.. __ . Mar. 7, 1874 18

Name of canal.
cl)

~ 0 ..
~ <',j <',j

b.O
~

p.;

8

- - --

245 Milwaukee and Rock river.--··----------·--·
30 llreakwater and harbo,.hip-eanal ......... }
32 .A.ct extending tke time for completion of
canal liO .April 10, 1874.
20 .A.ct extending the time for completion of
canal to .April 10, l876.

125,431.00

l

750,000, 00

200,000.00

325,431.00
Michigan·. __ . ___ . .A.ug. 26, 1852 10
Do. __________
Mar. 3,1865 13
Do. ·. ________ _ July
3, 1866 14
Do. __________
.A.pr. 10, 1869 16
Do. ___ ..• _. __ Mar. 2, 1871 16
Do_. _________

Mar. 27, 1872 17

Do .. ________ . Mar. 3, 1873 17
Do.·---·----· July 3, 1866

,. I

35 Saint Mary's ship,canal . _- . ___ •.•. __ . _•••••••
5~f _~~~~i~e- ~~~~-~~~ ~a~.e- ~~~~~~~~ -~~~~-.~~~~~
55 Resolution extending the t.ime for completion
of canal to March, 3 1871.
I
599 :Reaolutiou extend;ng tho timo foroomplotion
of canal to March 3, 1872.
44 .A.ct extending the time for completion of
canal to March 3, 1873.
627 .A.ct extending the time for completion of
canal to December 1, 1873.
80 Lac La Belle ship-canal. •.. __ ...••....... - ••.

j

200,000.00
200,000.00

100,000.00
1, 250, 000. 00

REC.A.PITUL.A.TION.
Indiana.--·-· ••••..•.•••••.•..•••.••....... ·-· .•.... _-- -·· .•• _. -- ..•••• .••••• .••••• •••••. 1,457,366.06
Ohio . - ....•• : -- •...•...•...•.•. - .•...... -- - . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • . . • . . 1, 100, 361. 00
Illinois .•..••..•..•••••...•••..••••....•..•......••. -•••..•....•. - •...••••.•••••... _... _
290, 915. 00
Wisconsin .••••.......•..........•....••..•...••.• - ........••..... _.............. . • • • . . • .
325, 431. 00
Michigan. __ .··-· ••. - ... - - .. -·· -- . -·· ............ , .......•.••.... ··-···. -·· .••• .• . . . . . . •. 1,250,000.00
Total quantity granted and certified . ..••• - ••. - - - .. - .. -....•...•....••.•••.••..• _..

4, 424, 073. 06

Statenient showing numbe1· of acres certified under river-improvement grants . .

. . ~as

~'C

States.

j
"-'
0

C!)

~

A

C!)

s

~
.,a,

rn

Alabama---···-· May 23, 1828

4

Wisconsin . _. _•.. .A.ug. 8, 1846
Mar. 2, 1849
.A.ug. 3, 1854
(Joint Res) ...•.. Mar. 3, 1855
June 9, 1858
(Joint Res) .•.• __ Mar.12, 1867
Iowa ......• ...•.. .Aug. 8, 1846

9
9
10
10
11

15
9

Name of river.

•

i=l:i::i

i~~
A
o
111

cl)
bl)
c;j

p.;

~ e,g
~~~

~

290

Tennessee, Coosa, Cahawba, and Black War- 400,016.19
rior .
83
352
345
724 } Fox and WIBoonam ......................... 683,802.43
313
20
77 Des Moines, below the Raccoon Fork (a) .. _.. 322,392.18
1, 406, 210. 80

a For lands above Raccoon Fork see railroad table, '' Des Moines Valley."
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
Rights of way granted to railway companies in certain States and Territories.
ai

States and Territories.

Nan;ie of company.

.Arkansas................ Missouri, .Arkansas and Southern Rwy .••....•.....
Eureka Sprin)l;s Rwy........ . ...•.•.........•••.. .
Springfield and Memphis R.R ....•. . •...•....•...•.
Little Rock Junction Rwy . ......................• •.
Lit~le Rock and H ot Springs Rwy . ·.- .. -.- .......... .
.Arizona ............... ... Arizona and N evada R.R. and Navigation Co ..... .
Arizona Northern Rwy . .. . ........................ .
Arizona Southern R. R '. . ....... _................... .
.Arizona Narrow-Gauge R.R ...................... .
Clifton anr1 Southern Pacifio .Rwy . ................ .
Colorado River and Silver District R.R . .•••.......
Southern Pacific R. R ........... .......... ....... ..
Tucson and Gulf of California R.R . ......•.••.....
New Mexico and .Arizona R. R .. ... ..•.•••.••..••...
Prescott and .Arizona Central Rwy .••...••.•••... ~.
Maricopa and Phrenix R. R .............••..•.... ...
Colorado ................. Wet Mountain Valley R.R . ...................... ..
.Arkansas Valley Rwy ................•. . . - ........ .
Upper Arkansas, San Juan and Pacific R . .R ....... .
.Arkansas Valley and New Mexico Rwy .•••...•. .. .
Baker's Park and Lower .Animas R.R . ........... .
Denver and Canon City Rwy . .... ................. .
Canon City and San Juan Rwy ...•..•••.•••••......
The Colorado Rwy...... . .......... ........... .... .
Colorado Central R. R ...... . ..•....•••..•••••.••...
Colorado and New Mexico R. R ...... ............. ..
Colorado Wes tern R. R. ... ........................ .
Denver and Middle Park Rwy. and Mining Co .... .
Denver, South Park and Leadville R.R .... ....... .
Denver, South Park and Pacific R. R . ............ .
Denver, Rollinsville and Western R.R ..•......... .
Denver, Salt Lake and Western R. R .. _........... .
Denver Southern Rwy .. ..... ... .................. .
Denver, Utah and Pacific R. R _. ...... •.•...•••..
The Denver Western and Pacific R. R . ... . ....... .
Gray's Peak, Snake River and Leadvilfo R. R ..... .
Greeley, Grand River and Gunnison R. R ....... ... .
Greeley, Bear River and Pacific R.R .... .... ..... ..
Longmont, Middle Park and Pacific Narrow-Gauge
Rwy.
London, South Park and Leadville R. R. . ......... .
Georgetown, Breckenridge and Leadville Rwy .... .
Mount Carbon, Gunnison and L ake City R.R ..... .
Silver Cliff Rwy .... .. ............................. .
Colorado Midland Rwy ... ... _. . . __ .. ... ........ . .
Monarch Pass, Gunnison and Dolores Rwy ....... . .
Boulller, Left Hand and Middle Park R. R. and
Telegraph Co.
The Colorado Northern Rwy . ...............•......
Burlington and Colorado RR .... ................. .
Denver, Yellowstone amlPacificRwy ..........•...
North Park and Grand River R. R ............•....
Pueblo and .Ark::l,nsas Valley R.R .. ............... .
Pike's Peak Rwy. and Improvement Co .....•......
Saint Vrain R.R .. .... . .....•..........••.••..•....
Spanish Range Rwy .......... . .................... .
Denver and New Orleans R. R .................... .
Denve, and Rfo G,ande Rwy ....••...•...•...... . {

Colorado and
C
d
d
o1ora o an
C
d
d
o1ora o an

TheAs~en and Western Rwy ..................... .
Grand alley Rwy. ... . ... ...................... .
Pu blo and, ilver Cliff Rwy ......••...•.•.•........
Pueblo and State Line R. R .. ..... .....•.... .... •...
Tbe Utah Rwy. Co ............. _........ ........ .
Union Pacific and Western Colorado Rwy .... ... .. .
Colorado and tab Rwy. Co ............... _...... ..
Colorado and Wyomin~ R.R .......... ........ ..... .
Cortez and Dolores Va ley R. R .................. .
Denv r and Rio Gran.de R. R. ( successor to
Den"I" rand Rio Grande Rwy.).
"ewMeri.co ~enver and anta. FeRwv . ........................ .
enver and Rio Grand Rwy .. _........ .......... _.
Utah ...... D nver and Rio Grande "\Ve~tern Rwy .... .....••.. .
Gr l y_, alt LakP ancl Pacific Rwy .............. _.
W
.
yommn-.. Colorado Central R. R . .... ... ..... _............... .
' (,'heyenne and Burlington R. R . ..... .. ............ .

Date of law.

I

~ 1•

...

t(

(/J

i:..

!i

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

3, ]875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 18i6
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 18i5
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
23, 1874
3, 1875
8, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
il, 1875
3, )875
3, 18i5
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, lll75
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
8, 1875
8, 1875
8, 1875
8, 1875
8, 1875
8, 1875

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

3, 1875
8, 1875
8, J!l75
8, 1875
8, 1875
8, 1875
3, 1875

18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

3, 1875
8, 1875
8, 1875
8, 1875
8, 187/j
8, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
8, 1872
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1879
·3, 1875
8, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
8, 1875
8, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
8, 1875

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
18
18
19.
18
18
]8
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

8, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875

18
18
18
18
18
18

..

]8 482
18 482
18 482
18 4&2
18 4 2
18 1482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 274
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 482
18 4 2
18 482
18 482
18 4 2
18
18 14
4 22
18 4 2
18 4 2
18 4 2
18 4 2
)8 4 2
18 4 2
· 18 4 2
18 482
18 482
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PUBLIC LANDS.
Righta of way granted to railway companies, eto.-Continuell.

r,l

States and Territories.

Name of company.

Date of law.

j
00.

California .............. . San Francisco 11.nd Ocean Shore R. R ..•..••...•.....
California Southern R. R ...... .... .... ...•••.•••. .
Sierra Valley and Mohawk R. R . .........•..••..•. .
California Southern Extension R.R ..........•.....
Bodie Rwy. and Lumber Co . .. .. ................. .
.California Central Rwy . ........ . ...... ..........•. .
Carson and Colorado R.R., thirddivision ....... ... .
Bodie and Benton Rwy and Commercial. .......... .
Central Pacific R. R., now California and Oregon ..
South Paci fir. coast .R. R . ............ . ... .. ........ .
Nevada County Narrow.Gauge Rwy .. ........... ..
Salmon Creek R.R ... ... ..... ..................... .
San Joaquin and Mount Diablo R.R .. ............ .
San Joaquin Valley and Yosemite R.R .....•.......
Southern Pacific Railroad . ... .................... ..
California and Nevada. .. Carson and Colorado R. R ......................... .
California Central Rwy...... .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . ..
Dakota .•................ Sanborn, Cooperstown and Turtle Mountain R.R ..
Bear Butte and Deadwood Rwy .................. ..
Fargo and Southern Rwy .......................... .
Chica,:i:o and Dakota Rw.v . ......................... .
The Black Hills R.R., No. 1 ... ...... ............. .
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rw.v . . .......... .
Central City, Dead wood and Eastern R. R ......... .
Dunseith and Southeastern R. R ..............• : .• ;
Dakota R.R ... . . ... ................ . ............. .
Dakota Central Rwy ..... ..... .. ..... . ............ .
Northern Paci tic, Fergus and Black Hills R. R ..... .
Dakota Grand Trunk Rwy ... ... ..•........•.......
Dakota Southern R.R ....... ..................... ..
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Rwy ......... .
Deadwood and Red Water Valley Rwy .......••....
Fargo and Southwestern R. R ..................... .
Travare and Jamestown R.R ........ . ............ ..
James River Valley R.R . . .. .... . ........••.••...•..
St. Paul and Sioux City Rwy . ..................... .
Jamestown and Northern R.R ..................... .
Black Hills and Fort Pierre R. R . ...... ........ ... .
Casselton Branch R. R .......................... ..
Ellendale and Wahpeton (successor to Dakota Mid·
land).
Fargo, Lar:imore and Northern Rwy ..... .. ... ... . . .
Ordway, Bismarck and N . W . Rwy ....... ..... ..
Aberdeen, Fergus ]falls and Pierre R.R ........... .
Duluth, Watertown and Pacific Rwy ....••.........
Dokota and Great Southern Rwy .. ............... ..
Forest City and Watertown R.R ................. ..
St. Paul and Dakota R. R .. ...................•....
Worthington
and Sioux Falls R. R ................ .
Dakota and Minnesota ..
Fargo and Southern Rwy .. ........................ .
Florida .••••.........•••.

ir~~ri~l~}~t~i~:::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::

Jacksonville, St. Augustine and Halifax River Rwy.
Palatka and Indian River Rwy . .................. ..
St. Augustine and South Beach Rwy .............. .
Florida and .Alabama .••. West Florida and Mobile R. R .. .......... . . ....... .
Jacksonville, Pensacola and Mobile R.R .......... .
Pensacola and Louisville R. R .. .. ................ .
Idaho .........•...•...... Idaho, Clearwater and Montana Transportation Co.
Coour d'Alene Rwy. and Navigation Co ............ .
Idaho and Washington Washington and Idaho R.R ....................... .
Territory.
Iowa ...•.•.•••.•........• Cedar Rapids, Iowa Falls and Northwestern Rwv.
~
No, 1.
Kansas ..•..•...... --···· Southern Kansas and W estern R. R .. ............. .
St. Louis, Wichita and Western Rwy .............. .
Southern Kansas Rwy ............................. .
Wichita and Western Rwy .. . ••... .... ...... . .... ..
Oakley aml Colby Rwy ............................ .
Oxford and Kansas R . R . ...... .... ............... .
Burlington, Kansas and Southwestern, now Kansas
Southern Rwy.
Beaver Valley R.R ............... . ................ .
Chicago, Kansas and Wes tern R. R ............... .
Louisiana .••..••••....... Louisiana Western R.R ........................... .
Natchez, Red River and Texai; R.R ............... .

Mar. 3, 1875 18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
10
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
130
482
28
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
202
162
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

482
482
48:?
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
280
482
482
482
482
340
482
482
482

Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
June 20, 1874
Mar. 3, 1875
Aug. 4, 1852
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 187{5
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar.- 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
June 1, 1872
May 27, 1872
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
7, 1872
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
8, 1872
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Mar. 3, 1875 18

482

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

·3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875

18
18
18
18
18
18
18

482
482
482
482
482
482
482

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875

18
18
18
18

482
482
482 1
482
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Rights of way granted to railway cornpanies, etc.-Continued.

Name of company.

States and Territories.

Michigan •••••••••••••••. Detroit, Mackinac and Marquette R.R ..•.......••. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Chicago and Northwestern Rwy., successor to Me- Mar. 3, 1875 18 482'
nominee River R. R.
Duluth, Superior ·a nd Michigan Rwy............... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Iron River Rwy . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . • • . • . . . . . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Wisconsin, Sault Ste. Marie and Mackinac Rwy .... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Minnesota............... Barnesville and Moorhead Rwy ..... _... _....... __ . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Minneapolis and St. Cloud R. R .•...... _. _.... . __ ... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Cedar Rapids, Iowa Falls and Northwestern Rwy. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
No.2.
Duluth and Iron Range R. R .•••••..•.......••..... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Red River and Lake of the Woods Rwy .••.••...... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
St. Cloud and Lake Traverse Rwy .. _... .... _•...... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Worthington and Sioux Falls R. R .............•.... April 2, 1875 20 32
Chicago and Dakota Rwy .•••. ...•....• .........•... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Missouri. . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . Kansas City, Springfield and Memphis R. R ....... . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Missouri and Arkansas R. R .......••.••.•••........ 'Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Springfield and Southern Rwy .....•••••••••••.••••. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Montana................. Montana Rwy ....... _•..... -; •.•.••••••••••••.••••.. Mar. fl, 1875 18 482
Rocky Mountain R. R ..••••.••..••••••••••••••.•••. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
nne 20, 1878 20 24
Utah and Northern Rwy .•••••.•••••.••.•••••••••. ~ JMar.
3, 1873 17 612
Montana Central Rwy .•......•......••..•..•...•. .'. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Billings, Clarke's Fork and Cooke City R.R ...••••. Mar. 3,1875 18 482
Drummond and Phillipsburg R. R ................. . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Helena and Red Mountain R.R ...........•...•..... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Helena, Boulder Valley and Butte R.R .......•..•.. Mar. 3,1875 18 482
Helena and Northern Rwy .........••....•..••...•. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Mississippi . . . • . • . . • . • • • . New Orleans ana Northeastern . ..... _............•. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Nebraska .•••••...•.•.••. Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley R.R ....... . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Republican Valley R. R ... ... .. _........•...••.•.... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Omaha and Republican Valley R. R .........••..... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Nebraska and Colorado R.R . ................••••••. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Grand Island and Wyoming Central R.R .......... . Mar. 3,1875 18 482
Omaha, Niobrara and Black Hills R. R .....••....•. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Omaha and Elkhorn Valley Rwy .... . ....•....•••.. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Republican Valley and Wyoming R.R ......•...... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Lincoln and Black Hills R. R .. ...... .......•........ Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Nevada . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . Carson and Colorado R. R . .... .............••...... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
California Central Rwy., Nevada division ......... . Mar. 3,1875 18 482
Nevada Central Rwy . ... .... ...................... . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Nevada Southern Rwy., first division ...•.•..•...... Mar. 8, 1875 18 482
Salt Lake and Western Rwy ........ _.........•..... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Nevada Midland R.R. . ......................... . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
New Mexico ............. Clifton and Lordsburg Rwy .............••......... Mar. 3,1875 18 482
New Mexico and Southern Pacific R.R ............ . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Rio Grande, Mexico and Pacific R. R ..••...••...•.. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Southern Pacific R.R ............. . ................ . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Texas, Santa Fe and Northern R. R ....•.......••.. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Silver City, Deming and Pacific R. R .............. . Mar. 3,1875 18 482
New Mexican R.R ...... . ......................... . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Oregon ... -. . . . . . . • . • . • . . The Prospect Hill Companv . .... ...... ............ . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Roseburg and Port Orford R. R .........••.......... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Blue Mountain and Columbia River R.R .......... . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Oregon Short Line Rwy . ............•...•.•........ Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Cascade Coal and Lumber R. R ..................•.. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Willamette Valley and Coast R. R .......•......... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
The Oregon and Washington Territory R. R ....•.. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Oregon Railway and Navigation Company ......... . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
f\2
.A.pr. 12, 1872 17
0 Idai~.nu~a:~n~~~ Portland, Dalles and Salt Lake R. R ........•..... { Mar. 3, 1873 17 612
482
18
ming.
gregon Rwy. and Navigation Company ............ . Mar. 3, 1875
ascade Coal and Lumber R.R .................... . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
0 re~on Short Line Rwy .. . . . .. .. . _.........•.•... . Mar. 8, 1875 18 482
W hin t
as
g on······ -...... ~ellm~~am Bay Rwy. antl Navigation Company ... . Mar. 8, 1875 18 482
Columb1a. and Pufoet ound R.R ...•.......•.••.... . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
olumbia. and Pa ouee R.R .....•........•.......... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
pokane and Palouse Rwy ......••.. . ........•...... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Seattle and Walla. Walla R.R .... . ................ . Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Mar. 3, 1869 15 325
Walla Walla and Columbia River R.R ..•......... { Mar. 3, 1873 17 613
3, 1875 18 482
Wa bington Dalles R. R ........... ...........•.•..
3, 1875 18 482
TheFarm~rs' Rwy. and team hip Portage Company. I Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Sato~ Railr ad Company ........ . ................. Mar. 3, ]875 18 482
eatt , Lake bore and Eastern Rwy .•••••.... . ... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
wJ~e and We t C~a t Rwy . ..........•...•...•••. Mar. 3, 1875 18 482
Walla and Ainsworth R.R ................... Mar. 3, 1875 18 482

I

5
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PUBLIC LANDS.
Rights of way granted to railway conipanies, etc.-Continued.

States and Territories.

Name of company.

Date oflaw.

1I
~

Utah ••••••••••••........ Salt Lake and Park City Rwy .........•.....•.. ... .
Denver and Rio Grande Western Rwy ............ .
Bingham ()anon and Camp l!'loyd R. R . • • • . • . . .. .
Utah and Pleasant Valley Rwy ........••......•....
Sevier Valley Rwy .....................•....••......
California Short Line Rwy ...... ..••........... ....
Utah and Northern Rwy ........... .....•..• •. .....
Ogden and Wyoming Rwy .••..... ...•...•...... -~-Salt Lake and Western Rwy . ...................••..
Pleasant Valle-3ranch, Utah Central. ... .. ....... .
San Pete Valley R.R ........ ......... ... .......... .
Summit Count.v R.R., now Echo and Park City ... .
Utah Southern R.R ..... .......................•...
Utah Southern Extension R. R ............... . .... .
Utah Western Rwy ............................... .
Utah Eastern R. R ............... . ................ .
Utah Central R.R., now Rwy ......• ...... .....•....

m:~ :~: ;:;~~d~nl1t?.::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

Wasatch and Jordan Valley R. R .....•... ..........
The Utah and Wyoming Central ...........••......
Utah, Idaho and Montana R. R ..........•••.•••.•..
Wyoming ............... . Colorado Central R. R ......... . .• ..•..••.••.•• ..• •.
Evanston and Montana R. R ... ........ .•...........
Laramie, North Park and Pacific R.R ........ s •••••
0heyenne and Northern Rwy. . . . ..... . ........ .
Denver, Yellowstone and Pacific Rwy ....•......•..
Wyoming Central Rw.v . ..........•.... ...•...•..•. ·.
Wasatch Iron and Coal Co ......................... .
Wyoming, Montana and Pacific R. R .....•. ....... .
Wyomincf and Eastern Rwy .........•....•..•.....•

:g::fe:i WiiJ'~~~i:i ~.:::::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::

Union Pacific and Western Rwy ..............•.....
Wisconsin .............. . ~incet?n and Western Rwy . ...........••••..•••..
enom1nee Rw:, ... ... .. .... . ...................•...
Chicago, St. Paul, Minn. and Omaha Rwy . . . ..... .
~-1 wauk_ee, L ake. Sh?re and W es tern Rwy . . . . . .. .
. 1sconsm and M1ch1gan R. R .. _.................. .
Wisconsin Central R.R . . . ... ..................... .
Winona, Alma and Northern Rwy . ................ .
Minneapolis, Sault Ste. Marie and .Atlantic Rwy .. .
The People's Rwy Co. of .America .................. .

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Whole number of companies, 254. Companies organized during fiscal year, 40.

;

3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3,1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3. 1875
1875
1, 1872
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875

3;

a5

~

oo

P--1

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
l!S
18
18
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
48Z:
482
482
482
482
482
482
482:
482
482
482
48?
212
4.82
482
482
482
482'
482
482
482
482
482
482
482'
482
482
482:
482
482
482
482
482
482.

-------1---------------1-----1-
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Statement showing names of roads, the dates of the several 01·de1·s of revocation, and the
location of the lands affected thereby.
Name of road.

ate of order.

Location of lands.

Alabama and Chattanooga Railroad . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . Aug. 15, 1887 Alabama.
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad .•••••..•••••.•...•.... Aug. 13, 1887 Arkansas, New Mexico, aud Arizona.
California and Oregon Railroad ....·.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Ang. 15, 1887 California.
Chicago, St. ·Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Rail- Aug. 17, 1887 Wisconsin-except lands selected
on account of main line from
way.
Hudson to Superior City, and
branch to Bayfield.
Dalles Military Road ............................... Aug.15, 1887 Oregon.
Flint and Pere Marquette Railroad . . .. . . . • • • . . . . • . . Aug. 15, 1887 Michigan.
Florida Railwa.v and Navigation . .......•. . ......•.. Aug. 15, 1887 Florida.
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad .......... . .........•. Aug. 15, 1887 Mississippi.
Marquette, Houghton and Ontonagon Railroad.... Aug.15, 1887 Michigan-upper peninsula.
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Ang. 17, 1887 Kansas.
Mobile and Girard Railroad ........................ Aug.15, 1887 A.labama.
New Orleans Pacific Railway ..••..••••...... ,,...... Aug. 15, 1887 Louisiana.
Northern Pacific Railroad ........••••.••.....•..... Aug.15, 1888 Wisconsin, Minnesota, Dakota,
Montana, Idaho, Washington,
and Oregoff.
Oregon and California Railroad . ..•.....•.••......•. Aug. 15, 1887 Oregon.
Do.
Oregon Central Wagon Road .. . ..........••.••...... Aug.15, 1887
Pensacola and Atlantic Railroad .................... Aug.15, 1887 Florida.
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway. Aug, 15, 1887 Missouri and Arkansas.
St. Paul and Duluth Railroad ........ ...... .... .. . .Aug. 15, 1887 Minnesota.
Southern Pacific Railroad . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . Aug. 15, 1887 California.
Tennessee and Coosa Railroad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 15, 1887 Alabama.
Vicksburg and Meridian Railroad . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 15, 1887 Miiisissippi.
Vicksburg, Shreveport and Pacific Railroad ........ .Aug.15, 1887 Louisiana.
Wisconsin Central Railroad ......................... Aug. 15, 1887 Wisconsin.
Do.
Wisconsin Farm Mortgage ......................... Aug.17, 1887

APPENDIX

B.

Statement showing land disfricts in which 1·est01·ed lands ·a1·e situated.
State.

City or town.

Alabama ...................... . Huntsville.
Montgomery.
Arizona ...... ................. . Prescott.
Arkansas ....................... . Camden.
Dardanelle.
Harrison.
Little Rock.
California .................... .. Independence.
Los Angt>les.
Marysville.
Sacramento.
San Francisco.
Shasta.
Storkton.
Visalia.
Dakota ........................ . Bismarck.
Fargo.
Florida ........................ . Gainesville.
Idaho ......•.............. . ..... Coeur d 'Alene.
Lewiston.
Kansas ... . ................ . .. .. Ind pendence.
Salina
Topeka.
Louisiana . .••..•.•.•............ Natchitoches.
N ew Orleans.
Michigan .......... ·... . ...•..... Ea t Saginaw.
Marquette.
Reed City.

State.

City or town.

Minnesota ...•...•••.•........ . Crookston.
Duluth.
Fergus Falls.
Saint Cloud.
Taylor's Falls.
Jackson.
Ironton.
Montana .••••••................ Bozeman.
Helena.
Miles City.
New Mexico ................ . . . Las Cruces.
Santa Fe.
-Oregon ......•..•.............. Lakeview.
Le Grande.
Oregon City.

t.R::~~t~i-::::::::::::::::::::

¥~~et!1r;s.

Washington .••.....•......... . North Yakima..
Olympia.
Spokane Falls.
Vancouver.
Walla Walla.
Wisconsin .••...•••.•••.•.••••. Ashland.
Eau Claire.
Fall Saint Croix.
La Crosse.
Wausau.

G.-PRE-EMPTION DIVISION.

Herewith is transmitted a statement of the work performed by the
pre-emption di vision for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
On May 1, 1887, all contested cases had been referred to the newly
established di vision (H) of contests. A large part of the clerical force
of the division had been used in working up these contest cases under
the belief that it was the most important work for immediate consideration. As a result but fifty-seven cases were transferred to the new
division without action. From the date of this change to the present
time, a period of about three months, eight of the most efficient clerks
of the division have been transferred, reducing the division in strength
very greatly and leaving the force to be engaged in ex parte work less in
numbers and efficiency. The average of work performed, however, will
make a very creditable showing when compared with the preceding
year.
The wonderful increase in the number of pre-emption cases on hand
over the p-rece<ling year is due to the increase in receipts. While the
increase for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886, was 4,982, the increase
for the same period this year is 23,439. The thoroughness of examinations that are now made by this division in passing upon ex parte cases,
and the great number of entries that are suspended for various reasons,
are sufficient causes to explain any decrease there may be in t.he number of entries sent to Division O for final action.
Current work to be performed by this division is kept well up and is
rarely behind in any of its branches.
·
Stateni1,nt of the work performed during the year ending June 30, 1887.

Contested cases undecided June 30, 1886 .. ____ ... ___ . : . •..... _.... ___ .•.. ___
Received up to the time of transfer April 9, 1887. __ ••. . . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • . •

357

Tot~l ........................................................... _. • • • .
Decided and closed to April 9, 1887 .......... _.................... _..... _•• ·.

501
444

' Total transferred .••.•••••...••••..•••••.••••.•••••...•••....••..•• _. .

57

144

Ex parte cases in division June 30, 1886:
Not acted upon ........................................................ 36,460
·
Acted upon and suspended .. _...................... _•....••••.••...•• , . 4, 162
E

40,622
x parte cases receiveq during the year.... • • . • • • •. • • • .. . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 34, 435
Total ...•....• - ...•...•••••.•• - • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 75, 057

Acted upon, recommended for patent, and referred to board of review.... •• .. 10, 435
Canceled or referred to other divisions .............. _... . . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • • •
561
Total ..•••.••••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••. 10,996
431
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Total in division June 30, 1887 :
Acted upon and suspeno.ed .•.. -.•. -• - . - • - •• - - • -- -.••• - .•.•••..• _•... _. _. 4 112
Not acted·upon .••••.•••••• ------ -----· .•••••.•• • •• ...•• ...•.••••••..... 59:949
64,061
Increase during year .•.. --·· ...•..•••.....••••••••.••••..••••.••••••...•.. 23,439

Townsites.
Number of town-site entries approved ..•• .... •••• •••• •..• ...• .••• ...• ...••.
Number of entries of lots in F,o rt Dalles military reservation, Oregon, under
act of March 3, 1877, approved .....•................... . ______ ............
Number of entries of lots in the towns of Ketchum, Idaho, and Baker City,
Oreg., under act of July 1, 1864, approved ______ .•..•....••••........••••.
Number of entries of lots in towns of Pagosa Springs, Colo., and Port Angeles, Wash., under act of March 3, 1863, approved.......................
Number of lots in town of Pendleton, Oreg., under act of August 4, 1882, ap- .
proved ..•• ::-•• .• •••••...••..•.•...•••...••.•.••••••••••.••••••• ~... . • • • • • . .

20
48
36

75
353

Correspondence.
Letters received during the year. . • • . • . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • .
Letters written by the division ..•••....••..••••.•.•••••••• ··'!'· .............
Pages recorded by the division ...•.••••..•.••.••••.•••...••••.•....•........
Pages copied by the di vision __ •• _..•.••••. ___ •. __ . _. . • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • .

15, 913
15,598
10,590
4, 688

NoTE.-The more important rulings, decisions, and instructions of the past y~ar
affecting the adjudication of eettlement claims under the homestead and pre-emption
laws, will be found under the head of Public Lands (Division C).
CIRCULAR RELATIVE TO TOWNSITES.

[To registers and receivers, United States land offices, July 9, 1886.)

There are three methods by which title may be acquired to public l'.1nds for townsite purposes : one provided in sections 2380 and 2381 ; another in sect:ons 2382, 2883,
2384, 2385, and 2386; and the third in sections 2387, 2388, and 2389, Umted States Revised Statutes.
I.
Section 2380 authorizes the President to reserve public lands for townsite purposes
on the shores of ha,rbors, at the junction of rivers, important portages, or any natural
or prospective centers of population. Section 2381 provides for the survey of such
reservation into urban or suburban lots, the appraisement of the same, ~nd the sale
thereof at public outcry; the lots remaining unsold are thereafter to be disposed of at
public sale or private entry at not less than the appraised value thereof.

II.
Sections 2382, 2383, 2384, 2385, and 2386, Revised Statutes ( act 3d March, 1863, _12
Stat., 754; ~ct 3d March, 1865, 13 Stat., 530), limit the extent of the are'.1 of t~e city
or town which may be entered under said acts to 640 acres, to be laid off m lots
which after filing in this office the statement, transcripts, and testimony required by
section 2383, are to be offered at public sale to the highest bidder at a minimum of $10
for each lot.
An 3:ctnal settler upon any one lot may pre-empt that lot and any additfonal lot
on which he may have substantial improvements at said minimum at any time before
~he day of sale. Snch person must furnish pre-emption proof showing residence and
1mprove~ent u:ron th_e original l?t and improvement upon additional lot after the
usual notice of mtent10n by publication.
,
Lots not disp~s~d of at any time of public sale are thereafter subject to priv~te
entry at snch mimmum or at such reasonable price as the Secretary of the In.tenor
may order from time to time after at lea t three months' notice, as the municipal
property may incr a e or decrease in value.
The preliminaries r quired by this method are:
1. Pa.rtie having founded or who desire to found a city or town on the public lands
under the provisions of sections 2382, 2383, 2384, 2385, and 2386, must file with the
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recorder of the county in which the land is situate a plat thereof, describing the exterior boundaries of the land according to the lines of public surveys where such surveys have been made.
2. Such plat must state the name of the city or town, exhibit the streets, squares,
blocks lots and alleys, and specify the size of the same, with measurements and area,
of each mu~icipal subdivision, the lots in which shall not exceed 4,200 square feet,
with a statement of the extent and general character of the improvements.
3. The plat and statement must be verified by the oath of the party acting for and
in behalf of the occupants and iuhabita,nts of the town or city.
.
4. Within one month afte.r filing the plat with the recorder of the county a verrf!-ed
copy of said plat and st atement must be sent to the Ge_neral Land Office, :1cco~pamed
by the testimony of two witnesses that such town or city has been established m good
faith.
·
· ·1
5. Where the city or town is within the limits of an organized land distrwt a s1m1 ar
map and statement must be filed with the register and receiver. The exterior boundary lines of the town, if upon the land over which government surveys have not been
extended, may when such surveys are so extended be adjusted according to those
lines where it can be done without impairing vested rights. ·
6. In case the parties interested shall fail or refuse within tw~lve month_s after
founding a city or town to file in the General Land Office a transcnpt map, ~1th the
statement and testimony called for by section 2382, the Secretary of the Inter10r may
cause a survey and plat to be made of said city or town, and thereafter the lots will
be sold at an increase of 50 per cent. on the minimum price of $to per lot.
7. When lots vary in size from the limitation fixed in section 23t32 (4,200 square
feet), and the lots, buildings, and improvements cover an area greater than 640 acres,
such variance as to size of lots or excess in area will prove no bar to entry, but the
price of the lots may be increased to such reasonable amount as the Secretary may by
rule establish.
8. Title to be acquired to town lots embracing mineral entries js subject to recognized possession and necessary use for mining purposes as provided in section 2386.
III.

Lands actually settled upon and occupied as a townsite, and therefore not subject
to entry under the agricultural pre-emption Jaws, may be entered as a townsite, in
accordance with the provisions of sections 2387, 2388, and 2389, United States Revised
Statutes. (Act March 2, 1867, 14 Stat., 541; act March 3, 1877, 19 Stat., 392.)
1. If the town is incorporated the entry may be made by the corporate authorities
thereof through the moyor or other principal officer duly authorized so to do.
2. If the town is not incorporated the entry may be made by the judge of the
<Jounty court for the county in which said town is situated.
·
3. In either case the entry must be made in trust for the use and benefit of the occupants thereof according to their respective interests.
4. The execution of such trust as to the disposal of lots and the procee<ls of sa,les is
to be conducted under regulations prescribed by State or Territorial laws. Acts of
trustees not in acco1dance with such regulations are void.
5. Private individuals or organizations are not authorized to enter townsites under
this act, nor can entries under this act be made of prospective townsites. The town
must be actually established, and the entry must be for the benefit of the actual inhabitants and occupants thereof.
. ?·. The officer author!zed to enter a townsite may make entry at once, or he may
1mt1ate an entry by filrng a declaratory statement of the purpose of the inhabitants
to make a townsite entry of the ]and described.
7. ~he entry or declaratory statement shall include only such _land as is actually
occupied by th~ town, 3:nd ~h~ title to which is in the United ~tates, and if upon
surveyed lands its exterior limits must conform to ~he legal subdivisions of the public lands.
8. The a~oun~ of land that may be entered under this act is proportionate to the
number of rnhab1tants. One hundred and less than 200 inhabitants may enter not to
exceed 320 acres; 200 and leRs than 1,000 inhabitants may enter not to exceed 640
acres; and where the inhabitants number 1,000 and over an amount not to exceed
1,280 ~cres ma;y be entered; and for each additional 1,000 inhabitants, not to exceed
5,000 mall, a further amount of 320 acres may be allowed.
9. When the number of inhabitants of a town is less than 100 the townsite shall be
restricted to the land actually occupied for town purposes by legal subdivisions.
10. Wb~re an entry is ~a?-e of less_ than the maximum quantity of land allowed
for towns1te purposes ~dd1t10nal entries may be made of contiguous tracts occupied
for town purposes, which when added to the previous entry or entries will not exceed 2,G60 acres; but no additional entry can be allowed which will make the total
INT
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area exceed the area to which the town may be entitled by virtue of its population at
date of additional entry.
11. The land must be paid for at the government price per acre and proof must be
furnished relatinglst, To municipal occupation of the land;
2d, Number of inhabitants;
3d, Extent and value of town improvements;
4th, Date when land was first used for townsite purposes;
5th, Official character and authority of officer making entry ; and
6th, If an incorporated town proof of incorporation, which should be a certified
copy of the act of incorporation.
12. Thirty days' publication of notice of intention to make proof must be made and
proof of publication furnished.
13. Title cannot be acquired under this act to mines of gold, silver, cinnabar, or
copper, nor to any valid mining claim or possession. A non-mineral affidavit is required in all States and Territories except Florida, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana,Minnesota.,
Mississippi, Missouri, an_d Wisconsin.
14. A greater quant1ty of land than 2,560 acres i8 not excluded from pre-emption or
homestead entry because of townsite reservations unless the excess in area is actually
settled upon, inhabited, improve1l, and used for business and municipal purposes.
15. If the corporate limits of a town are in excess of the maximum area authorized to
be entered as a townsite the proper quantity may be set off as provided in section
3 of the act of March 3, 1877, and the residue be open to disposal under the homestead
and pre-emption laws.
Approved November 5, 1886:
L. Q. C. LAMAR,

Secretary.

•

H.-CONTEST DIVISION.

On April 1, i887, a'' board of contests" was organized, to which were
tranr,ferred all contest cases, in which no action had been taken by this
office, then pending in Divisions "0" (public lands) and "G" (pre·
emption). Two weeks were consumed in collecting t,be files from different parts of these di visions and putting them together in order in their
new location. On April 16, 1887, it was found that there had been
transferred to the new board 8,747 cn,ses of all descriptions and 11,850
letters undisposed of, these numbers being based in part upon esti·
mates. June 1, 1887, the board of contests was merged into a contest
division, to be designated as Division '' H."
The following is a statement of work performecl in this division for the
three months beginning April 1 and ending with the fiscal year June
30, 1887:
·
'
Number of contest cases transferred from Divisions" C" and "G" April 1, 1887. 8,747
Cases received since April 1 .......................•......................... 3, 552
Total cases received .........•..........•••....•.•.......... ~ ....••.•.. 12, 299'
Cases disposed-of ...... .................._.... ~ ................... •·A···......
921
Number con tests undisposed. of ...••....•.....• •..•.•... ........•••...•••..... 11, 378:
Letters transferred from other divisions April 1. ..•.••.•..............•...... 11, 850,
Letters received since.. . . . . . • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • . . 4, 002·
Total letters received ..••.•..•... ..•............••....••••........•.•. 15, 852
Letters disposed of ...........•••••.•.......•.....•.....••..••••••• - ••._• • • • • . 1, 742·:
Letters undisposed of .....•.••....•••.•....••.•.•...•.•......••...•••...•... 14, 110·
Total number ofletters written ...•...•...•...........••••.......•••. ····-·. 1, 636 Pages type-writing .........................•...........•......••........... 1,845
Pages press-copy ofletters ...........•.•.................................... 1, 80&,

This division is not fairly in working order yet, hut the results already accomplished justify its formation. The necessity for concentrating the general contest work of the land office in one division has:
long been apparent. Under the former plan there was an undesirable
lack of uniformity in the decisions in contests, owing to their being
written in different divisions and in different parts of the same division.
The very marked increase in the number of contests also made it a matter of importance to take them out of the old divisions and collect them
together. Several causes have combined to produce this increase in the
number of contests, among which may be noted the following:
(1) The act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), gives to a successful con.
testant of any pre-emption, homestead, or timber-culture entry a pref.
erence right to enter the same for thirty days after receipt of notice of
cancellation.
(2) The amended rules of practice prepared in this office and promulgated by the honorable Secretary of the Interior ()Il September 1,.
435
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J.88_5, provide that any person may. contest any entry, filing, or other
claim under laws of Oo_n~ress relatmg to public lands (rule 1). Thi
does not confine the privilege of contest, as was formerly the ca e to
parties who .have some interest in the tract involved unless it is alleg ,1
to be an ab~ndoned or.forfeited home~tead or timber-culture entry. Tb
contestant 1s not reqmred to be quahfied to make entry if successful.
(3) The rapid appropriation of the public domain b.v settler cau, e
a scarcity of desirable government land in many localities in the we:t
the effect of which is to induce those wishing to enter such lands to av,tii
themselves of the privileges gramted by t.he above-mentioned act of
Congress and rule of practice. In this connection may also be mentioned the very questionable methods by which large numbers of peo·
ple have attempted to obtain title to public lands under the pre-ernp~ tion, homestead, and timber-culture laws without complying in good
.faith with the requirements of those laws, and which invites conte t of
their entries by reason of the sm~picious nature of the same.
To show the actual i,.ncrease in the number of contests we may compare the number now on band undisposed of with the corresponding
number at the close of the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1886. It is to be
noted that railroad, mineral, surveying, and private land cases being
governed by special rules are disposed of in the respective divi ion
that have charge of those matters.
In the public lands and pre-emption divisions the number of conte t
un<lisposed of June 30, 1 886, was 6,213. It is now 11,378, an increa e
of 5,16i1.
On December 10, 1886, the following communication and recornmeudation was forwarded to Congress through the honorable Secreta,ry of
the Interior :
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., December 10, 1 86.
Q. C. LAMAR,
Searetm·y of the Intm·ior:
IR: With a view to the better admi.nistration of the business of this office, and to
the end that it may receive intelligent consideration which its import.ance to t~e P rsons directly interested as well as the whole public demands, I am constram d to
make the following recommendations in addition to those contained in my annual
report, to wit :
That provision be made in the appropriation bill for the current fis~al year for one
additional chief of division at an annual salary of $t,000 for the division of the board
of review already organized. That a new division be created, to be kno_wn as the contest divif!ion, to be composed of one chief at a salary of $2,500 and six members at
a salary of 2,000 each.
Upon the subject of the '' board of review" in my annual report for 1886 I stated:
Hon.

L.

BOARD OF REVIEW.

"On the 3d of December, 1885, the order of April 3, 1885, was modified, as follow:s:
"The Commis ioner will certify to and request the issue of patents upon all entries
not ubject to rea onable doubt, viz:
"Fir t. In coute t where the rights of succe sful parties have been established.
'' econd. Where examinations have been made by government agents and no fraud
app ar .
"Third. Home tead entries where residence, improvement, and cultivation have
b n made according to Jaw.
'And a oard to con i t of the a i tant commission r, chief clerk, and chief law
cl rk i h reby organiz d to pa s upon and report said cases to the Commi sioner.
"After the board: a above e tabli heel had been in operation four month , its u efolne and then
it for its continuance became so apparent that on April 9, 1 6,
aft r th r · i i n of the order of April 3, 1 5, it duties were increased so as to embrae he fin l x mination of all entries befor the i uance of patent.
' inc th or anization of thi board over 30,000 entries of all kinds have been
examined. The effi c of the work of the board has been beneficial in causing greater
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~are to be taken in the original examination of entries, as well a,FI to establi~h uniformity of action in the application of the law and rules of practice, th_us enablmg the
Commissioner to exercise a more intelligent judgmen t in ordering 1,he issue of patents
than when in the absence of such supervisory action cases were expected to lle approved in a mere perfunctory manner."
_
.
I am now more than ever impressed with the necessity for such a board, anct believe
that it should constitute a division with a chief whose whole time could be devoted
to the subject: The legitimate duties of the assistant commissioner, the chief clerkr
and the chief law clerk are -so great as to require their whole attention, and renders
it impossible for them to devote the necessary time to the business of the board without seriously neglecting their other pressing duties.
For this reason I have organized a new division called the board of review, and I
respectfully recommend that provisions be made for compensation for a chief for said
division.
.
The Pension Office has found it necessary to have two such boards, viz, a "board
of review" and a "board of re-review," and I am quite sure the public interest will
be subserved by having such board in this office.
THE CONTEST DIVISION.

It must be manifest to every thinking person that as the time approaches, as it is
now rapidly approaching, when the desirable public lands open to original settlement
and filings have been made under the public land laws become more valuable, contests between disputants over titles to such lands must greatly increase until in the
near future .the contested cases will become if not the largest the most important
branch of the work of the land office.
Under the present rules of practice adopted and promulgated by the department,
"contests rr;,ay be initiated by an adverse party or other person against a party to
an entry, filing, or other claim under laws of Congress relating to the public lands
for any sufficient cause affecting the legality or· validity of the claim." This liberal
rule governing contests, together with the statute giving the successful contestant a
preference right for t,hirty days after notice of decision in the case to enter the land,
has also tended to increase the number of contests.
A.n examination of the contest and the qu:.isi-contest dockets in the several divisions
develops the fact that there bas been in the past year a marked increase in the number of such cases filed. The large number of these cases remaining unacted upon at
the end qf the financial year is proof conclusive that the force now engaged upon this
work, which is all that can be spared for it without seriously interfering with the
other branches of the work of the office, is totally inadequate to keep it up, and unless relief is given must rapidly accumulate.
A.t the end of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886, there remained unacted upon the
following:
Cases.

Di vision G ...•...•••••.••••••.•.••.••••....•••...••••.......••••.•••••... _..
85
Divi&ion F .••••. ··-··· .......•.••.•••••....•...••••...••..•••...•...••...... 6,331
Di vision C ...••....... -..••.....••.•••••.••••...•......•.......•••.••.••.... 6,128
Division N--···· .............................. -····· ....................... .
167
Division L ...••...............•••••.•••..•••...••••..••
50
Division D .•.••••••••••••...•••••••••.•..•..•••...•••••••••••••.••...••••..
9
-v

••••••••••••••••••

Total .•••••...•....••••...••..••.••...••.••••••••••••..••••........•.. 12, 770
It needs no argument to convince any one that these cases involving the title to
property of immense value, in some cases reaching millio1as, which come before the
office to be considered upon the written evidence taken by the registers and re~ivers,
should be examined, the evidence weighed, and opinions prepared by men who have
had training as lawyers.
No private citizen would intrust such business to others tnan lawyers. It is'proper
to add that these questions are not always questions between claimants in which the
government has no interest. In a large number of cases the real question is whether
any of the claimants have complied with the law and are entitled to the land. I feel
that I cannot too earnestly urge the importance of \this matter.
If however Congress in its wisdom should decline to provide for such division as
I have requested, then I must earnestly urge an appropriation for a chief for a contest
division, and I shall assign clerks in the office to such division, and make such progress in the work as my inadeq11ate force will permit, trusting that the great necessity for the additional force I have felt constrained to ask for such division will be so
apparent to Congress that it will not be long deferred.
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I respectfully reques~ t~at you transmit this communic3:tion to the Chairman oftbe
C~mm1ttee on Appropnat10ns of the House of Reµresenta t1ves, with such recommendat10ns as you deem proper.
·
Very respectfully,
WM. A; J . SPARK '
Couinti6sio11er.

It is to be hoped that the Fiftieth Congress will see the urgent need
of taking· action ou the recommendations embraced in the foregoiull'

letter. The division as at present consituted· is made up largely of
-clerks that have had some experience in contest work; but witlJ rare
exceptions they are not men who have had the legal training which i
almost indispensable to enable them to act judiuially in weighing evi-0ence and in passing on intricate questions of practice or construing
the many statutes, office regulations, and department decisions bearing
-on the disposition of the public domain. In saying this it is not intended that the efficiency and valuable services of several of the clerk
in the division shall be overlooked. Long experience in acting on contests has developed some very excellent clerks who could not well be
excelled. It is not desired that their services should be dispensed with,
but that the clerks which it is recommended should be provided should
be added to the division as constituted at present.
The work of this division is a very important class of work. The
property values involved in the contests now pending are enormous,
and as the country settles up and land becomes more valuable these values
willgreatly increase. -It may safely be asserted that the value oftbe propproperty involved in the contest cases that come to the General Land
Office in a single year very far exceeds the money values involved in
the cases which go to the appellate court of any of the States of the
Union in a year. Yet it would be considered very absurd to propose
to place the decisions of causes in an appellate court of law in the
hands of any but the best-trained lawyers. Why should not the same
rule apply to the decision of matters in this bureau which involve the
settlement of titles to many millions of acres of real estate 1 It is true
that errors committed in the bureau may be corrected on appeal to the
honorable Secretary, but a very small percentage of the decisions of the
bureau are appealed from .

•

K.-SWAMP-LAND DIVISION.

Under the acts of Congress granting swamp and overflowed lands to
the several States 1,658,887.30 acres have been claimed and reported
to this office during the past fiscal year, making the total area claimed
and reported under Ra.id acts 77,407,273.06 acres.
Lists em bracing 27,402.70 acres have been formally approved, making
the total amount thus approved 58,820,368.16 acres. This includes
8,706,991.12 acres approved to the State of LouJ.Siana under the provisions of the act of March 2, 1849 (9 Statutes, p. 352), under which the
approval has the force and effect of, a patent, of which amount 181.08
acres were approved during tlte fiscal year just ended.
.
Under the grant of September 28, 1850 (section 2479, 2480, and 2481
Revised Statutes), patents have issued for 51,0q4.21 acres, making the
'total number of acres patented under said act 48,036,744.78 acres.
Tbe aggregate area finally disposed of by approval under the act of
1849 and by patent under other acts relating to swamp and overflowed
lands from the date of the passage of said acts to the close of the fiscal
year is 56,743,735.90 acres.
Under the swamp indemnity act of March 2, 1855, extended by act
of March 3, 1857, to that date, adjustments ltave been made during the
year as follows: cash indemnity accounts were a.Uowed amounting to
$58,732.11, and the tracts patented to the several States as indemnity
embraced 1,315.02 acres. The total amount of swamp land indemnity
adjusted and allowed since the passage of the indemnity acts is $1,497,205.16 for cash entries of swamp. lands, and 573,705.50 acres patented
in lieu of swamp lands located with military bounty land warrants and
scrip.
The correspondence and general work of the division bas been well
kept up, and a considerable number of old cases have been disposed of
in connection with the current business of this office during the past
year.
Six special agents were employed in the field during the year in the
States of Iowa, Illinois, Florida, Missouri, and Oregon, examining either
lands in place or claims for indemnity under act of March 2, 1855, as
extended by act of March 3, 1857.
The following is a summary of the more important work done by
this di vision :
Letters received ...... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 621
Lett,ers w-ri tten ................................. ; . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .
2, 546
Pages of letter-record covered............................................. 2,162
Lists prepared for approval...............................................
20
Certified copies of lists prepared and transmitted to the governors of the several States and local land office.rs.........................................
39
Patents executed..........................................................
£4
Pages of patent~record covered............................................
35
Number of contest cases decided . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • . . • . . • • . .
416
439
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Tracts upon which claims for indemnity have been adjusted upon testimony
1. submitted..............................................................
1,496
Tracts examined with plats and :field-notes of survey to determine their
character ....................• - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 215 666
Certified copies prepared for individuals...... . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
' 10
Entrifls and locations held for cancellation for conflict with claims under the
swamp grant .................................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . .
14
Claims under the railroad grants neld for rejection for conflict with claims
under the swamp grant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . .
1
Claims under the swamp grant held for rejection...........................
262
Hearings ordered, with a view to determine the character of lands claimed
as swamp ...........•............ '. ......................................
285
Swamp-land indemnity certificates issued...... . . . • • • . • • • • • • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . .
32

Statement exhibiting the amount of money paid and lands patented to the several States
under the act of Congress approved March 2, 1855, as indemnity for swanip land Bold
by the United States subsequent to the grant and prim· to March 3, 1857, up to September
1, 1887, to wit:
·
.States.

Money in·
demnity.

Land in·
demnity.

Acres.
$67,045.68
443,286.89
23,679.10
515,291.92
46,186.26
15,922.05
181,126.42
29,027.76
185,278.91

56,994.01
2,309.07
4,880.20
321,565.23

Total .••..•••••.••..•••••••.•••.•••••....•••••••..•••.•.•••• ,. • . . . . • • . 1, 506, 844. 99

564, 655. 98

~~1:
:::: :: :::::: :::: :: ::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::: ::: ::::::: :::
Indiana . .................................................................... .
Iowa .....•.•••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••..••••••.••..••.
Louisiata .••..••..•••••.••....••.....•...........•....•.......•••.•.••.....
Michigan .....•.••...••.•.••...••••.••...•. : ••••.....•.........••..•.• ·~ • • • ·
Missouri ...•••.......•••••.....•.........••......••...........•....•........
0010 ......••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..

Wisconsin ............•...•..•••.•.....•..••..•.......•...•......••...•......

18,983.93
55,075.55
104,847.99

- -·- ·--1----

Statement exhibiting the quantity of lands selected for the several States under acts of Congress approved Ma1·ch 2, 1849, September 28, 1850, and March
12, 1860, during the calendar years 1884, 1885, 1886, and first qua1·ter of 1887.
[In aores.]

States.
1884.

7

Apr.

Mar.

Feb.

I

17~

Aug.

July.

I

Sept.

Oot.

I

Nov.

I

Total.

Dec.

I

I

......... . _ __ _ ...................
10,049.43
31,855.70

--------·-·
-------- ·-·

----··-- --·

6,200.00

8,501.68
92,721.14

.............. ..... 19,624.74 ---------- ·
1,263.99

7, 469. 67

I 19, 766. 26 I........... I 71, 033:SOI

2,417.17
4,847.98
343,164.84
192,903.02
75. 20
154,365.80
62,969.45
14,019.10
125,347.43
178,245.84
22,811.67
12,593.69

----

15,441.95 1, 113, 761. 1

152,760.93 l215, 792. 99127, 990. 31 1122, 884. 43 173,929.87

'"d

q

td
t'-1

~

a

t"!"
;;>-

&!ftt:r-~:
:::::::: :::::: ::: ::::::::·\:: :: ::::::: ····=so: oo· 1: ::: ::::::: :::::::::: :1::::::::::: :::: :: ::::::: ....:~~--~:. :::: :: :: ::: ::::::·.:::: :::::::: :: : :::: :: ::::: 2~g: g~
Fl?ri~a .. ....... . ....... 374,883.16 65,780.25 105,845.34 ..••.. .. __ . 505,095. 16 98,625.27 ...... _.............. ..... ..... ..... ..•.. - ..•..............._....... 1, 150. 229. 18

Illmo1s ..•.............. 16,200.00
Iowa ...................... . .......
Louisiana. (1849)........ .•. . . . . . . .
Louisiana (1850)........ . •• . . . . . . • .
M~n~es?ta:············· ........ . . .
M~ss1ss1pp1.. .• •. . ... . . . 9,940.24

............•.•... .. .
60,800.00 12,765.45
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.
. .. .. .. .. .. ... . . . . .. . .
11,077.79 11,708.14
29,892. 67 . -~........

8,200.00 .•. ..•.. .. .
............•••••.....
.. . •. •. . . . . ... . . . . .. . .
. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . •. . . . •.
30,016.29 . .. ... ....
5, 0_09. 26 191,497.77

25,3fi0.00
173,080.00
39,160.00
190,600.00
..........•
36,946.04
... . . . . .. . .
308. 13
6,662.08
3,551.08
. . . . . . . . . . . . •• • . • . . . . . . .

1----1-----1- - - - - - - - - - - -

--1-----

36,920.00
105,240.00
37, 150. 99
.. . •. . . . . •.
120.00
27,311.84

1,360.00
113,245.45
5,225.93
. . . . . . . . ••.
.•••••. ....
.. . . . •. . . . .

44,800.00
2,080.00
6,040.00
.•....•••....•. . ...•.. 120,360.00
. . . . . . • •• • . 14,640. 00
9,345.94
. . . . •• . . ••.
67. 14 . . . . . . . . . . .
.•••.•..•. . ....•...... ...... ... .
. •. • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

&¥rt: ~~::~~:: : : : : :::::~:: ::: -~u~t gf :~~~~~~-: ~~: ::::::: :::: ::::::: :::: -~~~;~~:_ ;!_ ::::::: :::::: :::::: :: ::: .:~·-:~~:-~: :i~~i:~i: :~~·:~~~-ti: : : : : :
257,534.65 179. 140. 10
1

I

43, 225. 55 696, 592. 93 187, 824. 98
1

1

I

z

t::I

r'1

314,040.00
651, 170. 90
.103, 308. 90
375. 27
63,135.38
263, 65l. 78

iu~u;

--1-----1-----1-----1---------

413,485.25 206, 979. 45 134, 014. 10
1

I

48,743.43

I

35,947.14 135, 745. 94 12. 740, 256. 92

1

1

..........
........ .·1
.... .• ..••.·1····
.••••...

35,128.03
1,325.56
. • . • . . . . . . . • ••••..... 1, 440, 212. 50

320. 00

"""iii; 040:ooli2;i20:ool45;oso:oo lss;a20: 00·1~u~iJ~

:::::: :: ::: 2i~}~~: ~i

~
~

i--

~
~

Statement exhibiting lhe quantity of lands selected for the several States under acts of Congress approved March 2, 1849, fc.-Continued.

~

[In acres.]

.Jan.

States.

Mar.

Feb.

.A.pr.

May.

.June.

.July.

.A.ug.

Sept•

Oct.

Nov.

I

Dec.

I

Total.
~
t_zj

'"O
0

1886.

I

I

37,709.84
Loni~innn. (1849) .••.••• · 34, 878. 331 .....•.... · 23, 380. 16
.•...................... . ...... .... . .... . .. . . .. , 5,295.46 .......... .
Oregon ..... .......... .. .•... .. ... . 19,873.73 . ....·..... . ....... .....
1 ...... . .. . , ....... .... , .... . .....• •. , ... ....... .

}J i chignn

TotnL ......... . I 35, 3513. 33

- - - - 1- - - -1- - - - - 1 - - - - 1- -· _ ,

! 57,505. 04

1 23, 540. 16 1 5,295. 46 1 86,543.061

6,403. 0~ 11,467,419.26

~

101,425.78
5,295.46
19,873.73

1-3

1, 840, 444. 34

"',j

0

1-3

First quarter, 1887.

tt1

.A.rknnsns . . . . . • • . •• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80. 00
ltliuuosota, . . . • . . .••••.. 15,264. 07
6,780.79
?i!i11souri . .................................. ..
Orogon................. 1, 615. 42 ... . ...... .
Total....... • • • • • • 16, 879. 49

6, 860. 79

240. 00

320. 00
22,044.86
3,040.00
], 615. 42

--27. 020. 28

t_zj

00.
t_zj
Q
~
t_zj

1-3

>-

~

1-<l
0

"',j

1-3

P:l

trj
~

~

1-3

C,'rj
~

'""4

0

~

Statenimit exhibiting the quantity of land app1·oved to the several States under acts of Congress approved March 2, 1849, Septmnber 28, 1850, and March
12, 1860, du1·ing the calendar years 1884, 1885, 1886, and first qua1't01· of 1887.
[In acres.]
States.

Jan.

Feb.

:Mar.

Apr.

May.

I

June.

I

Aug.

July.

Sept.

Total.

Dec.

Nov.

Oct.

1884.

Arkansas ..•••• .... .. .•• • . . .. . 4,663.41 . ••• •••••• • • • • ••••••
199. 91
Ualifornia .. . ........•. .•.... .. ...... ... .. . . . . ...... ........ .. 1,440.00
Florida....... . . . . . . . . .• • . . . . . . 2, 560. 0C ...........•••..... . 206, 038. 13
Indiana............................................
40.00 .••........
Iowa . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100. 24 . . . . . • • • • •
40. 00
Louisiana (1849) ...••..••..•.. . ..••.•..•. ..••• ....•. 85, 878. 77 26, 958. 30
Louisiana (1850) . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • . • • . . • • • . . . . . . 3, 601. 96
3, 596. 45
Michigan...................... . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
M!ll~es?ta.........•.....•......•........ . 132,159.3283, 882. 73 80, 86?, 14

120. 00
. •• . . .. . . . .
134, 655. 64
..•........
... . .. .. . ..
14, 610. 86
..•........
40. 00

~t::~~:f~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::••••40: 00 :::::::::: :::::::::::

. . • . . •. . . . .
. •• . . . .. . . .
786. 00
....... . ...
... . .. . . . ..
27, 401. 24

0

. . • . . • . . . . 2,411.17
588. 21,1 6,210.15 I 1,874.87
. . . . .••••. . . . . .... .. 2,935.32
. • • • . • . • • . 79, 991. 06
40. 00
.••....•.• .•••...•. .
75. 20 , ..•....•... ,
40.00
. • • . . . • • . • • • • . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . .
381. 55
.••..•.••...••...... .• . ....... ...•.•••••• .. .•..•••..

1·

1

1t t~

Total.. •.• : ·--- ......... - / ~ 1132, 299. 561l ~ ~l319, i!85. 35-'149, 426. 50 j 28,187.24 150,493.63 j 9,037.54, 98,067.90125,590. 21
1885.

1\ii!!iiii :::::: ii :1:;!ili!!it'. ;;; 11

tr;

~:~:1; :;i;:\t[

100. 00
316. 62
436,042.36
2,455.88
234. 52
5,011.25
20), 991. 11
28,204.54
40. 00

1
1
;:1: !t• ::;;1'.: : ::::::::;. Mil~!~•::•:\~:!!I:; ~'.~:;:;I•::::;;:::::: ::~;i::::

tr

1----1----1----1----

Total.................... 11, 097. 36 209, 27 I. 96 198, 169. 44 65, 530. 58
1886.

! 66,195.11 158,907.10 \1, 118,117.60

.

1

l\lii!

2, 7ti: gi

•.•..•••. . . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I.. ~·- ~~~:~~. : : : : : : : : : : .

I .... • • • • • • •

16,073.72
4,847.98
424,010. 8ri
155. 20
!>21. 79
177,636.58
7,198.41
5,051.25
296,909.19
180,219.56
2,578.13
2,814. 96
40. 00

:::::: ::::r::::::::1 ··5;oii."2sl ·::::::::: :' ···· ······ ., ......... .
·21: 2sa: 55 · o: 031: 54/. io,· Ms: 421 ·io," iss: 35· 59,- 984_. oil. /5a: slii: 14·
1· ·

0

~i~ o~~-~·::::: :: ::::::::::::: :::::::: :: : :::::::::: :::::::: ::

. •. • . . . . . • .
472. 66
. • . . . . ••. . .
...........
.. . . . . . . . . .
22, 787. 41

16, 661. 98

======l:====l=====l=====I==:==

22, 816. 32

---

'ij

q

t::c

tot

1-f

Q

tot

l>-

z
tj
rn

. - - 1 - - - - l - · - -l- - - -1- - - - - -1

1, 991. 80 69, 904. 19 ..... .... - I 78, 694. 57

-

,__ __,

I

40. 00

.=====!-===

I

I

278. 081 674, 456. 28

±~k~!~:S·:·.~:::::~:::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: ····iiio."oo· ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ····s20:oo -~~·-~:~-.~~ ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::
1

,

13

·:~g:g~

~{iiiff H/Hll :?ml;: ::::rn? ::::?{ }{jjj ;;;; 1t~:1i:i F{ ::::);;:;: jjj::}jj ::::t::(+:: :::i;f:· .::•:~:.; : !ft !!

~
~
~

~

Statement exhibiting tlie quantity of land appro'IJed to the several States under acts of Congress approved March 2, 1849, £f'c.-Continued.

~

,.i::..

[In acres.]

Jan .

States.

F.eb.

Ma,r.

I

Apr.

I

May.

I

Jnne

I

July.

1~1~--~et·J

Dec.
Nov.

Total.

,

t:d
t_zj

"t1
0

I-

1886.

~\~~-~:itt :::::::::::::::·: :·1· ·4: 6iio9
'l'otnl.............. . . . . . .

7, 888. 62

3,574.69
2,444.87

309. 75/ 4, 309. 93
. . . . •. . . .

469. 751 4, 309. 93

I

6, 546. 77

849. 58

I

1, 855. 14

1 • •••••••••• , • ••••••••• ,

t:d

•• • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • - , •• • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • •

3,574.69
12,527.22

1-:3

I

35, 748. 57

0

1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - + - - - - - i - - - - -,- - -

I

40. 00

I

·520. 0 0 1 ~ ~ , -•.•.•.... ·

82. 83

I

80. 001

>'tj

1 7

nli~o:·::t~~~~.t~~:.

1~··········1 ··········=~··········1 ··········· ········· ·········· ··········· ··········· ··········

:r: : : :::: ::: : :: ::

Flonda. .. . .. ...•. . ...~~.
. ..~......
.•.... ..••...•....
. .. . . . . . . . . . . 237.09
. . . . . . .• ......
80. 00. •• . • .• . .•. . • . . . •• . . . . . •• . •• •. .. . . •• . . . •. .. . . . . .. • •. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . .•••••.... . . ••• . • • • . .
Illinois . . . . . . • . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

144. 40 . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. . • • . . . • . . .

t~:~.~:::.:i;;o;::::: : ::::::: ::::: ::::: ,: : ::~:

. . . . . • • •. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • •. . . • . . . . . . •. • • . . . . . . . . • •• . • . .

!: :::: ::::::: ::::::: :: :::: :::: :: :::: :: ::::. :::: :: ::::: :::: :::::

1-:3
~

2 7 9
3 .~uo
80.
144. 40

t_tj

m
t_tj

a

,:: :

pj
t_zj

f--3

~

t:d
~

0

l'tj

1-3

l:Q
t_tj

.....

z

~

~

~

0

~

Statement exhibiting the quantity of land patented to the several States under the acts of Cong1·ess app1·oved September 28, 1850, and March 12, 1860, and also
the quantity certified to the State of Louisiana under act approved March 2, 1849, during the calendar years 1884, 1885, 1886, and first quarter of 1887.
[In acres.j

States.

Jan.

Mar.

Feb.

Apr.

May.

June.

July.

Ang.

Nov.

Oct.

Sept.

Dec.

Total.

1884.

t~~:o~-~!: ::: ::: ::::::: :::: ==: :::::::::=: -·. i5s.-so -:..::• .::. ::. ..::..: :. ::.. :. :..::..::. :. : 206,
:::: :: :::: : _.... =~~ ~~ _-- i,' oso: oo· :::: ::: ::: ... :=~·- :~
038. 13 ........... 134, 655. 64 .. . • . • . • . .
151. 09

.1~~~: ~:~- ~: _....: ~--~~-I~:·.~~--~=_

124,247.08
1,238.80
712,181.93
968. 67
. .. . . . . . .
546 87
177,636.58
85, 878. 77 26, 958. 30
40.00
. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
216,042.05
.. . . . • . . . 216, 042. 05
180,297.05
8,691.16
916. 45
1 - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - -----j----1-----1----1--~- - - - - - - - - 615.
09
1150,
394.
26
1106,
747.
99
l75,
845.
81
11,.422,
259. 77
Total .................... 1314, 475. oo 1 1,075.25 188,216.34 :243, 547. 221228, 551. 25 I 27,441. 24 ,158, 523. 05 ,26, 827. 27 i====j====l===='====I---=-==

Florida . ...................... 314, 475. 00 .. .. . .. .. .
Iowa .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . ..
Louisiana (1849) . ...... . ............................
Michigan . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . ..
Minnesota..................... .. . . . . . .. .. . • • • . . .. . .

18, 878. 84 33, 907. 05 4, 076.18
. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. • • • .. • • .
220. 24 '
40. 0~
161. 56 ........ ..
14, 610. 86 27, 401. 24 22, 787. 41 .................................... .... .......... ..
. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. • . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . • . . . . .. .. . . . • . . .. .. . . . . . . . ..
40. 00 ......... ............................................................................... . .... .
53
'

~J::~1~~~\: : : : :::::::: : :::::: : ::::::ii~:~~: -~: ;;;: ~~: ::::::::::: ·:~~~~~-: ~~: ::::::·.:::: ::: ::: ::::: :~·.~::·_:'. :::: :: :::: .:~: =:·.~~ ..'.:·. ~~=·.: .

~~i: ~~

1885.

Arkansas __ ................... 105, 137. 43

3, 257. 43 14, 080. 65 ......... · 1 6, 034. 151

256. 931113, 944. 72

~f~~;~l~~i~::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: .i," 70i" 03 . .4,- iii 25. :::::: : :::. .29," i59. 43. 105, t~;: ~i .iii; 92i: 03 ·1:::::::::: 1--. i20: 00. 1·74; 966.-22 ·

Illinois . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
Indiana . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40. 00
Louisiana (1849) .... .......... , . . . . . . . . . . .

.. . . .. . . . . . . . . ..
. . . . . . .. . ..
.... . . . . . .
115. 20
40. 00
. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 903. 20
. . . . . . . . . . . •........

80. 00 . . . .. • . . • • • .. • • • • . . • .. . . . . . .. . . .

40. 00 . . ........ .

1·

80. 00

74; 936.-94.

I.... ~::·.~~.
~~~~:~!;~::~:
:~~~ ~~~: · ii~i:ii·
I::::::::: ::I:::::::::: :1:::: :: :::::1 ··2; a2i: 69.lio," 1os: 49 ·1:::: :: :·--1··a: 2i9. 41 I:::::::::: :I::::::::::
Or~gon . ......... ............. '2,709.54 . .... ... .................................... .... ............................................... ...... ..... ·;····----

~:: : :::: : ::::

22

W1sconsm . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .

234. 52

I... :~~--~~.

iJiUi

2

. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . • .. . .. . . . . . . .......... : . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . "• 319. 59

Total. ................... l188, 554. 19114, 314. 6 2 1 ~ ~ , 1, 94:~~ .135, 2'.3. 58 1106, 055. 09 133,187.44 110,938.01

I·

3~. 60 178,392.63 j 74,936. 9-t

I 2,399.59 I

242,711.31
552. 66
307,285.40
120. 00
155. 20
2,354.80
234. 52
4,851.62
102,916.36
27, 7i5. 23
2,709.54
2,319.59

~

c::

td

~

~

a

~

z>t,

rn

693,936.23

1886.
Alabama
Arkansas
California
Iowa ...................•......
L~ui~iana (1849)

tt~~~~~~a·::::: :: ::::::: ::::::1:::::~:::: :1:::: :: :::: I::::::::::

........ ·'· .113, 875. 53

~~~

m: ~~

~~w

680. 00

301. 551 ..... --····1······ - - . --130,
.......... .... . .. . .. .......... .
2.83 ......... .
••••••. ••.
40. 00 ••••••••••• .................... .
80.00

······ .....,.......... !..................... ···········

~QOO

~71~N

~H

filOO
~00

~
~
~

~
~

Statement exhibiting the quantity of land patented to the several States under the acts of Congress approved Septembm· 28, 1850, <fc.-Continued.

OJ
(In acres.f

Jan.

States.

Feb.

Mar.

.A.pr.

May.

June.

July.

.A.u.g.

Sept.

Nov.

Oct.

Dec.

Total.

~
tr)

- - - - -1886.
- - - - - -~---1---1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -1----1- - MisRissippi ............. • · · · · •

·13···
·· ····· ···· ·· ····1 ·7-554."60·
·· · · · · · · · ·1· ··· · · · · · · ·1 · · 6·496." 69.
····309."j35 3;98U9

?.!i.~aoun_ ........•.... •... •..•. ·•···•····· ::::::::::

"'1scousm ....... .•. . ...... . ·· ···· ·· · · ·· · _ _ ___ ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total ..... .

.......... l..... ... I8, 525. 38 I

469. 35

1-d
0

3,574. 691········· .. 1··········1······ ····1·········· · 1···········1··········1
5,138. 27 . .. .... . ... ...... ..... .. . ..... .. ·--... .... . . . . . • . . . • . . .• . . . . . . .
579. 95
849. 58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

111, 606. 61 110, 453. 771

849. 58 , . ... ;;, ... . , l , 021. 55 , . . . . . . . . . .

I

2. 83 144, 778: 35

I

~

3,574.69
11,634.96 - 8
13, 281. 07
0
1-zj
67,707.42

1-3

~

Florida. .......... .. ....... .. . . .
Louisiana. (1849) .. . ..... .....• .

.......... .

Atiohii::an . • • . . . . . . .• • • . . • • • • • . . .... ..... .

Wiscou~in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

80. 00
120. 00
94. 87

80. 00

lOWl\ ..•• ••.••. . ••• •• •• ••••.• •.

g~: i~ I.. .. ~~~~~.

80. 00

80. 00

1, 444. 59

Total.................... 1 1,444.59

1,444. 59
254. 87

1,819.46

tr)
U).

tr)

0

~
tr)

1-3

~
~

,-<
0

1-zj

8

IJ::
tr)

~

z

8

t_zj
~

~

0

~

'

.

447

PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement exhibiting the quantity of land selected for -the several States under the acts of Con~
gross approved March 2, 1849, September 28, V-3~0 (Revi~ed Statl!'tes oj the Unit_ed States,
section 2479), and March 12, 1860 (Revised Statutes of the United States, section 2490),
up to and ending June 30, 1887.
[In acres.]

....

I
States.

ce.
p co

i.
p co

,;;<~

,;;<~

M

M

'O"'-

~"'-

....

$ .
cei:p 00
,;;<~

~

0

~

l:'1

i:,<00
00

'OM

§~

+>
a:,

p

~

i:;;r-:

~

~o

-~ 0

....(!)

"'0

(!)

Q

(!)

w.

b.C
Ai,,:

;;!
Ao(!)CY:)

1e
(!)

(!)

A

p

~f--:,

.Alabama .....•.•••... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .
.Arkansas............... . ••. . . . . . . • . . . . . . .• . .. . . .
320. 00 . • . • . . . . . . . .
820. 00
California . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
287. 09
120. 00
357. 09

(!)

~

"O

(!) ....

.s ~

rnb.O

.-<'+-<

~o
0

~

514, 642. 47
8, 655, 210. 10
1, 879, 527. 18
1

fi\?~~1:: ::: :::: :: ::::::: ~·-~~~·-~'.~: ~~- ·· io: iloo: oo· :::::: :::: :: ::: ::: ::: ::: 1• 8ii: ~~i: ~g i: ~~i: m: M

Indiana................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 367, 727. 70
Iowa. . .................. 188,240.00 81,520. 00 . .• • • • . •. . . . .•• . • . .. .. . . 214, 760. 00 · 4, 567, 9;,9_ 83
Louisiana (act of 1849).. • • • • . .. • • • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. • • • • . . . . • .
5, 770. G7
5, 770. 67 11, 206, 194, 12

l~itIII t++ IH+ ::;filiiff \EH ::ifbff !:l!Hl:I
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Oregon . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • . • . • • • • • . . . • . .
1, 615. 42 . . . . . . . • • • • .
1, 615. 421

116, 766. 28
349, 88u. 19

Wi,oo;::;::: ::: ::::: :: ;,-;~.- ;;;:;;· ·;;;,-;;;: ;;···;:~;.-;; .. ·;: ;;;:;· [;:;~: ~;.-;; 7~::: ~:::
Statement exhibiting the quantity of land app1·oved to the several States under acts of Congress approved March 2, 1849, September 28, 1850 ( Rev-ised Statutes of United States,
section 2479), and March 12, 1860 (Revised Statutes of the United States, section 2490),
up to and ending June 30, 1887.
.
[In acres.]
~

$

1e.

States.

&~M

,o"'-~ 0

,.q
~

.Alabama . . • • • • • . . • . . . • . 13, 875. 53
.Arkansas . . • • • • • • • • . . • . .
520. 00
California............... . • . . . • . • . . • .
Florida . . . . • • • • • • . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . .

....

(!)

~
ce.

:;;"'
,;;<~
M

~~
p
0

~

"'0

...

(!)

~r:.:

&~

+>
a:,

~

~

b.O.

At-

+>
~

~&3
O'oo
M

'h
Q
(!)

rn

. • • • • • . . . . . . .• • • • • •• • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • •
. •• • •• . •. •. • . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • •. • . . . . . .
237. 09
120. 00
160. 00
11, 627. 34

. . . • . . •• . . • .
.. . . . . .. .. . .

;;~
A (!)~

~§
~f--:,

13, 875. 58
520. 00
357. 09
11, 787. 84

i~i~~~:::::: ::::::: : : : : :i~i: :::::: :::::: .....~~::-:~-:::: :: :::::: .... -~::~:~-

Louisiana (act of 1849). . . • • .. • . • • • • .
2. 88
94. 87
d3. 88
181, 08
Louisiana (act of 1850) ............................................................. .
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40. 00
80. 00
137. 26 . . • . . . • . . . . .
257. 26

it~TI!!!!t! ;!/Ii\ +@I I!YI! ::'.'.}it ::;::EI
Total .. • • • • • . • • • ..

14, 515. 53

1162. 83

818. 6~

11, 910. 72

27, 402. 70

414,810.31
7, 657, 196. 67
·1, 746,501.06
16, 269, 095. 63
1, 498, 688. 25
1, 264, 9~8. 33
931,513.85
8, 706, 991. 12
251,874. 74
5, 728, 842. 91
3, 051, 194. 56
8, 325, 031. 23
4, 495, 794. 91
25, 660.71
129,825.67
3, 828, 908. 21
58, 820, 368. 16
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Statement exhibiting the quantity of land patented to the several States under the act8 oJ
Congress approved Septembe1· 28, 1850 ( Revised Statutes of the United States, section 2479)
and March 12, 1860 (Revised Statutes of the United States, Section 2490), and also th~
quantity certified to the State of Louisiana under act approved March 2, 1849, up to and
ending June 30, 1887.
[In acres.]

States.

Alabama................ .•• . . . . . . . . .
Arkansas . . . • • • . . • . . . . . .
680, 00
California........ . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Florida .•.•••.•..•...•...• , . . • . . . . . .
Illinois................. . . .. ••. . ••. . •
Indiana....................... . . .
Iowa . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .
301. 55
Louisiana (act of 1849).. .••••..•••••
Louisiana (act of 1850) . . • • • • • • . . . . • •
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40. 00
Minnesota.............. . •. . . . . . . . . .

13,875.53 . •• • • • . •• • • . ••• • • • ••• • • .
. • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • •• •. . . •• • • • • . • •. •.
30, 538. 07 • • • • • • • • • • . . • •• • • • . . . . .
... . . . .. . . ..
80. 00
635. 02
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . .. . . . . . .
144. 40

13, 875. 53
680. 00
30, 538. 07
715. 02
144. 40

. ..... -···· . .•.... - ····· -····· ······ ······ ·· ··· ·

284. 75
120. 00 . • • • • • . • • • • .
706. 30
2. 83
94. 87
83. 38
181. 08
• • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . ••.•• .•.. .. - ••• - . - - . - .. •••• . • . . . . . .
80. 00
1, 040. 72
1, 160. 72
80. 00 . •• . • • • •• • • • •• • • • • . . . . . .
80. 00

:J::~;'
;.f~_i_:::: :: ::::::: :: :::::: :::: :::::::::::: ::: :::::: ::: ···· ·a4o: oii · ··· ··ii4o: oo·
Ohio .....•.......................•.•.•.•••.........•••.•......••...•.....••.........
Oregon ... ..•..••••.... . ................................................. •..........
Wisconsin . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
849. 58 .••...•..•• - I 1, 644. 59 . • • . • • • • . . • .
2, 494. 17
Total . . . • . . . . . . • . .

1, 871. 13

44, 781. 18

J

2, 019. 46

2, 543. 52

409,190, 62
7, 502, 305. 46
1, 464, 900. 39
a16, 048, '79l. 10
b1, 455, 561. 45
cl, 257, 743. 61
dl I 181, 798. 23
8, 706, 991. 12
225,172.32
e5, 667, 047. 38
2, 780, 794. 30
3, 258, 746. 66
/3, 402, 097. 28
25,640.71
31,311.09
g3, 325, 644. 18

51, 215. 29

56, 743, 735. 90

a,56,306.50 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855,
b 2,309.07 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855.
c 4,880.20 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855.
d321,565.23 acres of this contained in indemnity pate11ts under act of March 2, 1855.
e 18,983.93 acres of thiR contained in indemnity oaten ts under act of March 2, 1855.
/64,812.38 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855.
g104,847.99 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855.

RULINGS UNDER THE SW A.MP-LAND GRANTS.
1. Regulations relative to admission of entries.and filings on lands selected as swamp and overflowed
LTo register~and receivers, United States land offices, December 13, 1886.]

The rules heretofore in force relative to the admission of entries and filings on lands
selected (and pr'tor to their approval and cel'tification by the Secretary of the Interior)
as "swamp and overflowed and rendered th€1reby unfit for. cultivation" are hereby
modified as follows :
·
1. When any settler upon ~uch lands or applicant to enter the same under the pu~lic land laws of the United States shall apply to make a filing or entry under said
laws, accompanied by a statement under oath corroborated by two witnesses that
the land in its"natural state is not swamp and overflowed and rendered thereby unfit
for cultivation, the register and receiver will allow such :filing or entry '' subject to
1
the swamp land claim."
2. Upon the admission of any such filing or entry the register will at once notify
the governor of the State thereof and allow him sixty days within which to object
to the perfection of the entry and to apply for a hearing in behalf of the State to prove
the swampy character of the land.
3. When a. hearing is ordered between the State and claimant under the publio
land laws the burden of proof will be upon the State to establish the character of the
land.
4. ·w hen no protest or application for a hearing is presented on the part of the
State as herein provit.lecl the tate will be deemed concluded from thereafter asserting a claim to the land under the swamp land grant.
5. The foregoing applies only to those States whose claims are adjusted by examination in the field.
6. Wb r wam p land elections are based upon the field notes of survey, and the
land i all ·g d uot to have b n in fact swamp and overflowed and rendered thereby
unfi for cultivation at the date f the swamp land grant, the bnrden of proof will be
up n the cont tant or adverse claimant under the public land laws.
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7. You will promptly advise this office when notice is given the governor in any
case, stating the date of such notice and the description of the land favolved. You
will also duly report the governor's action in each case.
Approved:
L. Q. C~ LAMAR,

Secretary.

PROOF IN INDEMNITY CASES.

[To the Sooretary of the Interior, October 20, 1886.]

The indemnity act of March 2, 1855 (10 Stat., 634), requires due proof before the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, whose decisions are subject to the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior. Upon the Commissioner is imposed the primary duty
of determining whether the lands fall within the terms of the grant of September 28,
1850. "Du~ proof" is such as will satisfy him that the greater part of each smallest
legal subdivision of the land is so swampy or subject to overflow as to be made unfit
thereby for cultivation. Authority to test the accuracy of" proof" submitted rests.
with the Commissioner; and the law does not limit the scope of the inquiry. ·
[NoTE.-The foregoing decision was affirmed by the Secretary November 15, 1.886.]
INT 87-VOL

1--29

L.-DRAUGHTING DIVISION.

all

In this division
draughting required by the General Land Office is
done, embracing the platting of surveys, computation of areas, and the
~ompHation of maps of the United States and separate States and Territories.
All maps of railway companies and other corporations building
through the public domain are here examined and verified.
Exclusive of the great amount of draughtin,g required and performed,
much miscellaneous work which can not be classified and requiring
knowledge of surveying is accomplished.
The map of the United States was revised and corrected to No-rnmber, 1886, and 5,000 copies backed with muslin cloth and 100 copies in
sheets, for which contraet was made with Messrs. Julius Bien & Co. of
New York City, were delivered Januar.v-Marcb, 1887. Of tllis edition
(1886) 4,450 copies are undistributed. Of the edition of 1885, 951 are
on hand. An edition of 1,500 maps of the State of Indiana, 3,000 of the
Territory of New Mexico, and 3,000 of the State of Arkansas was issued
in the early part of the year just closed, tracings for which States and
Territory were completed too late to have them in the cpntractor's
hands prior to the close of the year although they were under contract.
Upon new and verified projections there are now being compiled
maps of Michigan, Ohio, Montana, Washington Territory and Wyoming. Manuscript compilations of the first three have been completed
and tracings of them are being made. They will be ready for the publisher in an average of about eight weeks. The compilation of the lastnamed Territory is yet incomplete, but thev will be ready for tracing in
about eight weeks. 'rhey are five of the se"ven contracted for under the
appropriation of 1886-'87. The volume of current work in the division
has grown in magnitude, which kept the clerical force so constantly occupied to meet its demands that the compilation and tracing of tlle e
map_s were deferred until such time as resumption upon them would·
not mterfere with work more urgent. The tracing for an edition of the
Territory of Arizona will be sent to the publisher in New York within
• a few days .
. Protractions of very many tracts, amendments to plats, and calculat10n and corrections in area incident thereto have been made and appro\Ted. Six hundred and nine. maps ent to the General Land Office
~or file by railroad companie con tructing or contemplating constructrng r ad ' through the pu lie domain have been examined and compar~ wi h the official urvey , and report made accordingly, for protect1 n of governmental intere t . Three hundred and twenty- ·ix
map of r ilway companie have been examined a to land di tricts
thr ugh bi h th y pa s and copies furnished the appropriate land
office .
450
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Seventy-four maps delineating the limits of land grants to railroad ·
companies and indicating conflicts with adjacent roads have been made
and transferred to the railroad division for tile adjusting of grants made
to companies interested. Eighty copies of maps of railway location
have been made and furnished applicants.
One hundred and eight maps of private claims, military and Indian
reservations, have been made and sent to persons calling for the same.
Four hundred and twelve miscellaneous drawings, greater or smaller",
have been made and furnished.
Thirty-nine land-district maps have been made and furnished the
several divisions of the General Land Office. Two hundred and thirtynine newly-surveyed townships have been compiled and platted for
reference on working diagrams.
Five thousand and thirty-one plats of township surveys have been
verified and furnished applicants, of which 3,015 have been sent to local
land offices and other branches of government service. Approximately
500 more have been verified by the official plats of records for local
offices. Approximately 7,000 plats, representing township surveys in
the se,·eral States and Territories and hitherto loose, have been classified and bound into 188 volumes. .A. great many loose field-notes have
been arranged, indexed, and bound into 188 volumes. Approximately
112,000 printed copies of township plats, the greater part of which has
been accumulating for years, have been classified by States and Territories and filed.
Nine hundred and ten tracings of plats for reproduction by photolitbography were made and verified, which with 66 township plats of survey printed from originals make a total of 976 plats of survey reproduced·during tpe year.
Mr. Norris Peters, contractor for these, bas returned 488 sets of 24
copies per set (11,712 single copies). He has yet undelivered 488 sets.
Attention is most respectfully called to this part of the business of
the draughting division. Hitherto, when the Commissioner of the General Land Officejudged the reproduction of official plats necessary,
bidders for the work were asked to offer bids compassing the cost of
printing and the requisite tracings, but during the year just ended such
1iracings were made in the General Land Office. This method has
proved not only a more expensive one, but less has been accomplished.
It has interfered with the execution of other work so directly that the
suspension of such other work was compelled for more than three
months. In view of these facts it is most respectfully recommended
that if such photolithographic work be continued the present year
bidders shall be required to bid for the work in its entirety, and
a clause making it mandatory upo:a the contractor to return prints in
sets of 50 and no more at one time may be advantageously inserted.
It is a usual custom of contractors to use their own convenience concerning the delivery and completion of work when there is no limiting
.
. .
clause to the contrary.
The lack of such a clause has frequently put this division to great inconvenience by having delivered at its doors many thousands of these
plats at one delivery and followed by call for certified bills before time
and opportunity have been found to count the plats.
Observation has taught me that in almost every township not more
than one 9r two plats of any one survey are requested in a current year.
In such ratio the copies as now printed will last from :fifteen to eighteen ·
years before the twenty-four copies of each township shall have become
exhausted. ~he copies are accumulating, and in my judgment the slow-
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ness of issue of these plats is mainly due to the high -valuation set upon
them by congre8sional enactment, which is $2 for a print t.hat costs the
government about 25 cents. The statute makes a fee of $1 additional
for authentication. Persons applying for one of these plats must pay
an aggregate of $3 for one duly authenticated before the same may be
obtained·. Frequently applications have been made for copies of official
plats, but when tha price has been named they are not purchased but
are left to accumulate upon the shelves of the office. It is.very respectfully recommended that steps be taken to have the price of these prints
reduced to 50 cents each, and then the government will be clearing
about 100 per cent. upon the cost.

M.-DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS.
The Revised Statutes of the United States (section 456) provide as
follows:
All returns relative to the public lands shall be made to the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, and he shall have power to audit and settle all public accounts
relative·to the public lands.

This statute is executed by the Commissioner through the division of
accounts, the duties of which embrace the statement, keeping, adjustment, and auditing of all accounts relating to public lands between the
United States and the States, the United States and various Indian
tribes, and the United States an"d individuals; the exa_m ination and
docketing of all returns from the 112 local ]and offices; the advances of
public funds to disbursing agents in the public land service; the compilation of tabular statements, showing the disposal of the public domain, involving an amount of labor that cannot be closely estimated;
and the preparation of estimates for the necessary expenses of the land
service for each fiscal year.
The following is a summary of the work performed in this division
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887 :
Letters received ... __ .... ___ . __ •.••••• .• _• _....... ____ •.•••.• _•••.• ___ •• __ • 28, 588
Letters written .••••• -- ~--- .................•.....•.•.••••• ______ .••••••..• 23,500
Duplicate certificates of deposit received and recorded ..••••. __ •••.. __ •• . . • • 1, 873
Accounts posted ••••.....• ___ ___ ...•••...• ·---·· ...•...•••..••...•••.••••• _ 8,705
Accounts adjusted and audited.. ........................................... 5,529
These accounts, covering $14,290,978.96, show receipts and disbursements as follows:
RECEIPTS.

811 quarterly accounts of receivers of public moneys ...•. __ ....•.... $11,328, 199. 12
33 accoun~s ~f moneys collected on account of depredations on the
public timber................................................
12,729.18
2 accounts of survAyors-general on account of sales under section
3618, Revised Statutes United States .••••..••••...•...• : . . • • • .
12. 75
846 total receipts .......•..••... __ ........• __ •...•..... _...• __ ••• _. _ 11, 340, 941. 05
DISBURSEMENTS.

1,835 quarterly accounts of receivers acting as disbursing agents .•••
$804,924.43
200_quarterly accounts of surveyors-general acting as disbursing
agents, payable from appropriations ....... _••....•........•.
111,247.96
50 quarterly accounts of surve_yors-general acting as disbursing
agents, payable from deposits by individuals.................
69,645.58
• 14 State fund accounts...........................................
66,640.38
34 Indian accounts ............................................... *l,441, 471.17
77, 524. 14
874 repayment accounts for lands erroneously sold .. __ •.••••... __ . _
39 State swamp land indemnity accounts ...• _.......•. _.. • • • • • . • •
58, 732. 11
9 changes of entry .........•....•••. -----· ..••••.•.•••••••••...•
73 accounts of deputy surveyors .•.•.... __ .•.•••• ~ .. __ ••.• _. _.... _
71,520.03
610. 00 ·
16 return of deposit 8.ccounts ...........•••...••...•.•.•••........
3,140.06
5 e~press accounts (transportation of public moneys) .....•.......
1,534 miscellaneous accounts, including those of inspectors and special
agents, and.contingent transportation and other accounts....
244,582.05
4, 683 total disbursements .... _..............•........ _•..... _.. . . . . .

2, 950, 037. 91

* Involving the net amount accruing to the Indians.
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The records of adjustments of accounts, lettet's written, certificates of deposit tabular statements, and reports with other miscellaneous matter, cover 29,400
of
letter post.
The work of the division is up to date, with the exception of the accounts of receivers of public moneys, the State fund, and certain Indian accounts, and the accounts of deputy surveyors.
At the close of the last fiscal year the accounts of receivers of public moneys were
about six months in arrears, and owing to a decrease in the clerical force employed in
the adjustment of these accountE, and the number of adjustments of old accounts of
this class which it has been found necessary to re-examine, nq material decrease in
the number of these accounts awaiting adjustment has been made. At the beginning
of the fiscal year 1888 the adjustments of these accounts were about three months in
arrears.
The State-fund and Indian accounts, which are based on those of the receivers, have
heen proportionately advanced. The adjustments made during the past fiscal year
of the former class of accounts involved compilations from various accounts embracing $1,630,243.99.
The unadjusted deputy surveyors' accounts are awaiting reports from special agents
that the payment for fraudulent and imperfect surveys may be prevented. The necessity of such examination is apparent from the vast sums of money paid by the Government for surveys that were either incorr~ct, incomplete, or had never been ma.de.
Examinations in the field testing the correctness and ascertaining the execut.ion of
the surveys are being made as rapidly as possible. The accounts will be adjusted as
soon as satisfactory reports are received.
These accounts are entirely independent of the disbursing accounts of surveyors.
general, all of which are adjusted to date.
This division prepares all estimates of appropriations required for the land service,
and also all reports relative to the expenditure of moneys appropriated .
A report of the condition of all appropriations appertaining t.o the surveying se~vice, which shows the amount appropriated, the amoiu:it expended, tbe estimat~d _liabilities outstanding, and the balance on hand of each of 3~ separate appropnat1~ns
is prepared weekly for the honorable Secretary of tho Interior. These reports, with
others required by various public officials, now form an important branch of the work
of this division, and entail considerable labor upon the clerical force not heretofore
required of them.
The statistics referred to in prior reports have been advanced as rapidly as could
be done with the small clerical force available and not engaged on the current work;
but the mass of matter necessary to be examined and compiled before the statcme~ts
prepared can be of value, prevents the work done from furnishing other information
than that which was available at the rendition of the last report.
The ledger accounts of the receipts and disbursements of each receiver fro~ t~e beginning of the land system to the present time, that have been mentioned rn fo~mer
reports, have been greatly advanced. Four thousand two hundred and twenty-eight
of these accounts have been posted, or over 12 per cent. of the entire number. Wben
these ledger accounts are completed their value as references in the examina~ion of
the accounts of r~ceivers will be great, both in the convenience they will furnish for
ready reference and in the time they will save, in making such examinations of old
.
accounts as are required from time to time.
The following tables are submitted, including a recapitulation of the land busmess
done in the several States and Territories during the past fiscal year:

pages

State1nent Bhowing the amount deposited by railroads for field and office work on account
of the survey of public lands in the 11everal Btwveying diBt1·icts during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
District.

Field work.

i6, 468. 22
0, 496. 95
2,213.64
84. 59
18. 26
2,459.06
127. 27
3,899.29
24,767.28

Offico work. Aggregate.
$2, 156. O!l
1,959.10
479. 02
28.19
1. 06
307. 38
13. 67
572. 78

- -5,517.29
--

$ , 624. :it
11,456.05
2,692.66
112. 78
10. 32
2,766.4'
140.9t
4,472. Oi
30,284.57

'
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Statement showin the anio11,nt deposited by individuals Jo~ field. an_d office. work 9'!1, account of the s!rvey• of public lands in the several surveying distriqts du1·ing the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1887.

District.

I

Fie~d work: Office work:
Agricultural
Mineral.
Aggregate.
surveys.
$1,320.00
5,823.00
31,265.52
935. 00

$1,320.00
5,823.00
31,170.00
935: 00

Arizona ....................... .............. ................ . ··•···•·•••••·

g~f~c:r~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·······$95.-52 ·

Dakota ........................ .......... .. .. ................. ·••··••···•·•·

IJ~r:~................... :::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::: :::: ::: ::: :::: :::: ::: ::: ·····2,·si5: o.o·

2, 815. oo
Louisiana ................. .. ..... . ........... ··••••••••·••••• ·••••••••••••• ··•···· · ······ ·••••· ••••••
M·nn t
................. .

I~f:!i;I:::::::::::1:::::::::::: :1:::::::::::1:::1 !!!!i!!//li!!: ....
Total........... ....... •• • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • .. • • .

95. 52

IIIi. ;:itt j

62, 9'.!0. 00

63, 015. 52

Estimates of appropriations requi1·ed by the Gen(wal L<:nd Office for sala1·ies, expenses ~f
inspectors, etc., law books, and maps, and for salaries of surveyo1·s-general and th(J'W
clerks, for the fiscal year end·ing June 30, 1889.
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SALARIES.

Commissioner of the General L and Office (Mar. 3, 1887; R. S., p.
76, sec. 446) . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ...•...........•.........
A ssistant Commissioner, March 3, 1887 (.July 7, 1884; vol. 23, p.
186, sec. 1) ..•...............•..................•...... -..•.... • ·
Chief clerk, March 3, 1887; (R. S., p. 74, sec. 440) ................. .

$4,000.00

. ............

$4,000.00

3,000. 00
2,250.00

·------··--·
..............

3,000.00
2,250.00

NOTE.-The chief clerk is required by law to act as Commis·
sion er in case of vacancy, absence, or sickness of that officer and
of tbe ..l.ssistant Commissioner, and should be fully competent
to take charge and control of the Bureau at all times. It may be
adde<l that th e duties of this office are intricate, complex, and
arduous, an<l he fully deserves the sala ry h erein estimated.
Two law clerks, $2,200 each, March 3, 1887 (March 3, 1875; vol.
18, p. 364, sec. 1) ... ..•. ... ..... . ..•• . . •. • , •••..•••••.....•.... • . .

4,400.00

4,400.00

6,000.00
2,000.00

6,000.00
2,000.00

24,000.00

18,000. 0~

NOTE.-The coµipensation of the law clerks is insignificant for
the special ability required in the position and the character and
importance of the service performed.
Three inspectors of surveyors.general and district land offices,
at an annual compensation of $2,.000 each. August 5, 1882 .(22
Stat., p. 241, sec. 1), March 3, 1887 ... . .. ... . ..... . ......•••.•....
Recorder (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 76, secs. 447-449 .... ........ . .. .
Three principal clerks acting as chiefs of divisions, and nine
chiefs of divisions at an annual salary of $2,000 each (same
act) . .. ............ ........................ .• ••.. . ..... ·•••····· ·
N0TE.-The chiefs of divisions have r espectively charge of a
P,articular class of work and the clerical force employed upon it.
They shoulrl know generally the rules of the office and the laws
governinp: the land system, the relations of the classes being so
intermixed as frequently to involve nearly the whole of them in
the consideration of a single case. For the services required of
them the estimated salary is small.
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•rwo law examiners at salaries of $2,000 each, March 3, 1887
(July 31, 1886; vol. !!4, p. 199, sec. 1)........... •• • • • . • • • • • • • . • • .

$4, 000. 00 • • • • .. . .. • . .

$i, 000. 00

NoTE.-The examiners above estimated for are occupied in
reading critically the decisions and letters prepared in the office,
before they are signed by the Commissioner. They should be
familiar with legal principles, the numerous laws governing
the disposal of public lands, the decisions of State and Federal
courts and r:.iliugs, and decisions of this office and the Department. It is their duty not to pass any letter or decision for
signature, unless they are satisfied that the letter or decision is
correct in princil)le and in conformity with decisions heretofore
. made and the laws governing them. Should letters or decisions
not meet their appl'oval it is their duty to submit them with a
brief of their reasons accordingly.
Twenty principal examin_ers of land claims and contests, at $2,000
40, 000. oo .......... ............. .
per annum oach (submitted) ............ ~ ..................... .
NoTE.-The necessity for a higher grade of clerkships than
that provided for in the classified service is indisputable and
pressing. The duties to be performed affect a range of property
mterest limited only by the area of the public domain, and comprise the adjudication of controversies between individuals and
between individuals and the Government, and the Government
and corporations, frequently invobing amounts rarely at issue
in cases before the highest tribunals. Special qualifications,
training, and legal experience and aptitude are essential for such
service. To moderately meet this obvious requirement the foregoing estimate is submitted.
·
57,600.00
Forty clerks of class 4, March 3, 1887 (R. S., p. 27, sec. 167) •.••••. 72,000.00 ·-··········
89,600.00
Sixty clerks of class 3 (same act) ... ..... ·- ..................... . 96,000.00 . ........ ....
93,800.00
Seventy clerks of class 2 (same act ....................... ....... . 98. 000. 00 . ............
87,600.00
Seventy-five clerks of class one (same act) ...................... . 90; 000. 00 ············
Fifty-five clerks, at $1,000 each· per annum (March 3, 1887 ; vol.
50,000.00
22, p. 247, sec. 1) .... . .... .. . .... ................... ........... .. 55,000.00
46,800.00
Fifty copyists, at $900 each per annum (same act) . .............. . 45,000.00
'.ren assistant messengers, at $720 each per annum (March 3,
5,760.00
7,200.00 .. ...........
1887 ; R. S., p. 167, sec. 6) . . .................................... .
4,320.00
4,320.00 .. ...........
Six packers, at $720 each per annum (March 3, 1887) ...•.•.... . .•.
Twelve laborers, at $660 each per annum (March 3, 1887; R. S.,
7,920.00
7,920.00 ············
p. 167, sec. 8) ............................ ........... ........... .
No·rn.-Clerks in the classified service, and ladies employed as
clerks and copyists, are now compelled to do work that properly
b elon gs to messengers and laborers, because of the insufficient
number of the latter employes. The increase in messen~ers is
submitted as a matter of necessity and economy. The pnncipal
messe_nger has tlie custofly and distribution of stationery and
supplies, in addition to bis duties in char11:e of the messenger
force. The law library contains several thousand volumes, and
a clerk or employe who can act as libraria.n is necessary to their
proper custody and preservation.
Al~o, for additional clerks to bring up arrear1:1 of work in the
pubhc lands and other divic:1ions. and to provide for the adjustment of railroad j?rants and Indian allotments, viz: 50 clerks of
class fo~r, 25 clerks of class three, 25 clerks of class two, and 25 $
.......... ..
clerks of class one. (Submitted) ...... ___ ....... ....... ....... . . 195' 000· 00
Provided, That the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
with th app1oval of the ecretary or the Interior, shall be authori1:ed, in bis discretion, to use any pori,ion of said appropria·
tion for pi c work, or by the day, month, or year, at such rate
or rates of compen ation as he may deem just and fair, not exc e<ling the rate now provided for by law for the respective
claa
of cl rk hips above named, and this appropriation shall
bo imm diately available .... ...... .......... .................... _........... $768,460.00

-----·······
·······-····

10, 000. 00

10, 000. 00

10, ooo. 00
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MAPS OF THE UNITED STATES.
For corrected and separate United States and other maps prepared in the General Land Office (March 3, 1887) ...••••• ------
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LIBRARY.
For law books for the law library of the General Land Office
'(March 3, 1887) ·;···················· ..••...•...• ··•····· ······

.s,g~ §

$500. 00

c.l
-
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$500. 00

$500. 00

7,000.00

7,000.00

7,000.00

Total ..•.••...•••.••..• •...••.•.•••••.... - •.. -· ·•·· · · ·••••· 777,590.00

777,590.00

504,550.00

Salaries of offices of aurv_eyors-general.
ARIZONA,
Surveyor-general (.March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 389, sec. 2210) ...•••.. - .
Clerks in his office (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2226) ...••••.

NOTE.-The estimate of $4,600 for clerk-hire is submitted as
absolutely '.necessary for the proper transaction of business.
The amount ($1,500) appropriated for the present year is inadequate for the service and will result in large arrears of work.
The office work on six surveying contracts is now in arrears, and
the surveyor-general reports that it will consume the entire
time of one draughtsman and one copyist for a year to bring up
arrears. The surveys under other contracts will soon be returned and instructions for the survey of abandoned military
reservations are pending, which will considera'b ly increase the
amount of office work to be done.
CALIFORNIA.
Surveyor-general (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 389, sec. 2210). - -.......
Clerks in his office (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2226) .•••••..
NoTE.-The estimate of $12,000 for clerk-hire is made for the
reason that that amount is necessary for the regular office work,
including $1,800 for keeper of Spanish archives, and for the reason that the many cases pending to set aside patents of fraudulent Mexican grants and against parties inuicte<l for fraudulent
surveys will necessitate the employment of a large clerical force.
The appropriation of $5,000 for the current fiscal year is entirely
inade 4 uate for the service.
COLORADO_Surveyor-general (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 389, sec. 2210) . , •. : .. -·
Clerks in his office (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2226) ....•..

3,000.00
. 4,600.00

.............
.............
~. 600. 00

----

----··-----·

·-···.i; ooo: oo

. ..............
3,000.00
12,000.00 ..............
7,750.00
15,000.00

-- -------·-· ------ ·-----

3,000.00
7,500.00

10,500.00

.

5,500.00

NoTE.-The estimate of $7,500 for clerk hire is deemed necessary for the performance of the regular office work upon publie surveys, and for the preparation of descriptive lists of
townships for the local land offices, as 1·equired by parag:raph
8, section 2395, R. S. The amount ($3,000) appropriated j.'or
the current year is inadequate for the service.
DAKOTA AND MINNESOTA.
Surveyor-general (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 388, sec. 2208) .••.••••
Clerks in his office ...........•...•••.••. .•..•..•.•••••••••...•••.
i::rovided, Tha~ it.shall be the dnty of the Secretary of the Intenor as soon after the vassage of this act as may be to cause
the office of surveyor-general of Minnesota to be removed to
Huron, Dakota. and when so removed the duties and jurisdiction
of the surveyor-general of Dakota and Minnesota shall be coextensive with the limits of the Territory of Dakota and the State
of Minnesota, and the same shall constitute a surveying dis.trict: .And be it further provided, That all acts and parts of acts
inconsistent with the provision!:' of this act be and the same are
hereby repealed.
NOTE.-The estimate of$12,500 for clerk htre is submitted as
necessary to trovide for the office work on outstanding contracts
and those to e let under the apportionment to Dakota from the
appropriation for the current year, and for office work on such
contracts for Indian surveys in this district as may be ordered
by the departmeqt under the gelleral Indian allotment act of
]'ebruary 8, 1887, 24 Stats., p, 388,

3,000.00
9,500.00

12,500.00

8,800.00
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FLORID.A.,
s,uveyor-general (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 388, sec. 2208) ....... ..
(.)lerks iu his office ( March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2226) .....•.
NOTE.-The estimate of $2,800 for clerk hire is for compensation of chief clerk at $1,600 and one draughtsman at$1,200. The
work tl) be clone consists in the preparation of 1,000 descriptive
Hsts of townships, surveys, and the ind~xing of_swamp-la~d selections, private land claims, and Spamsh archives rtllatmg to
land matters.

$2,000.00
2,800.00

----

$!, 800. 00

$3,600.00

ID.A.HO.
S11rveyor-g_e neral (March3, 1887; R. S., p. 389, sec. 2210) . .... .. ..
Ulerks -i n bis office (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2226) ......

3,000.00
3,000.00
6,000.00

4,000.00

8,000.00

4,800.00

11,000.00

5,500.00

5,500.00

3,300.90

NOTE.-The estimate of$3,000, for clerk hire is necessary for
the current office work, the construction of a working diagram
showing the surveys heretofore executed and upon w_hich surveys of each season may be protracted, the preparation of an
index of :field notes and plats, and the construction of complete
and corrnct _p lats of each mining district, showing all mining
claims, their connection with each other, aud with the publicland surveys and mineral monuments. Investigation shows that
surveys of mining claims h ave not been correctly k ept upon district p\11,ts, and the construction of complete and ~orrect plats
is urgently demanded.
LOUISIANA.
Survey?r·f~neral (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 388, sec. 2208) . .... ....
Clerks m 1s office (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2226) .......
NOTE.-The estimate of $6,000 for clerk hire is made to cover
the expanse of bringing up arrears of office work, incli:10.ing the
r eparation of p atent plats of private l ancl claims, certificates of
ocation under act of J"tme 2, 1858, continuing and completing
the , xhibit of private lahd claims, the n ecessary exa.mination
and research to Drepare confirmedjrivate land claims for survey
and location ancl to reprotract an replat, from old :field notes,
township tats which h ave become defaced by constant use
through a ong series of years.

2,000. 00
6, 000.00

----

MONT.A.NA.
~urvey?r-rner~l (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 489, sec. 22\0) ........
Clerks m 1s office (.Marcll 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2:.26) ...•••.
NOTE.-The estimate of $8,000 for clerk hire is submitted as
absolutely necessary for the proper conduct of the pub lie
business. The small appropriation for the past :fisca l year has
resulted in large arrears of office work aml the appropriation for
the current year is entirely inadequate for the service. Tba
surveyor-general estimates the cost of bringing up nrroars of
work at $8,000. Competent surveyor-1 are Lotti to take contracts
knowing that in consequence of an inadequate clerica.l force in
the surveyor-general's office there mnst be a long dela~ in the
trepara.tionofplats and transcript-1 for transmission tot he en era\
. and Office, and a. corresponding delay in payment for their servIce .

3,000.00
8,000.00

----

NEVADA..

urveyor-goneral (March 3, 1887; R. ., p. 380, sec. 2210) .. .. . ...
Clerks in his office (March 3, 1887; R. ., p. 391, sec. 22J6) .....••
Non.-Tho e timate of 1,500 fo-r clerk hire is based upon the
! t that th re are contract'! now out tanding amounting to
'33,760.
large portion of the. e surveys will not be return ed
until the latt(lr part of th'l cnrrent ye r, and much of tho office
work mu t of n . itv be d ne nox ye, r. Tha appropriation
for the pr n y r Mimi of the mpl ymeut of but one clerk:,
and a con iderabl portion of the offic work on on tract return~rior to Jann ry 1, 1 , will b in arr ara at the close of the
year and mU8~ b p rforme<l next year,

3, 00. 000
2,500.00

---
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NEW -MEXICO.

Surveyor-general (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 389, sec. 2210)..........
Clerks in his office (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2226) ..••..• - .

$3,000.00
10,500.00 1
1----1

$13,500.00

$5,500.00

5,500.00

3,800.00

6,000.00

3,500.00

8, 000. 00

5, 500. 00

6, 5Q0. 00

4,.00/). 00

NOTE.-Tbe estimate of $10,500 for clerk hire is made to cover
arrears of office work already existing (and which will be increased at the end of the current year) owing to the inadequacy
of the appropriation for the past year. The present arrears consist of recording and indexmg official correspondence, completing the office work on surveys executed during the past year,
copying the field notes of most of the surveys executed prior to
1870, the existing copies having become very much worn and defaced by constant use for many years, and furnishing the local
land offices with descriptive lists of corners, soils, etc., required by
section 2395, R. S.
OREGON,

Surveyor-general (March 3, 1887; R. S., p, 388, sec. 220&) . . . .•. . . . .
Clerks in bis office (March 3, 1887 ; R. S. p. 391, sec. 2226). . . . . . . • . .

2,500.00
3, 000. 00

NoTE.-Tbe estimate of $3,000 for clerk hire is submitted as
necessary to keep up the regular office work and to enable the
surveyor-general to make a thorough examination of the field
notes of all the surveys which have been made in Oregon and
prepare a complete index thereto, much needed for reference and
as a means of avoiding the danger of furnishing erroneous transcripts.
UTAH.

Surveyor-gene~al (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 389, sec. 2210) ........ ..
Clerk's in his office (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 22~6) ...•..•..

3,000.00
3,000.00

NOTE.-Tbe estimate of $3,000 for clerk hire is submitted as
absolutely necessary for the service. Contracts for surveys aggregating $10,784 were approved during the past year and the
appropriation ($1,000) for the current year being entirely inadequate for the service will result in large arre~rs of office-work
at the close of the year.
WASHINGTON.

Survey?r-g~neral (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 389, sec. 22P9) . . . .. . .•..
Clerks m bis office (March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2~26)..... •. . • .

2,500.00
5,500.00

NOTE.-The estimate of $5,500 for clerk hire is m:1de to cover
the necessary office work on such surveys as mav be authorized
by the department, and to bring up arrears of the office work,
consisting principally in the preparation of descriptive notes of
township surveys for all the local land offices in Washington Territory, as required by section 2395 R. S.
WYOMING.

Surveyor-general (March 3.1887; R. S., p. 389, sec. 2210) ......... .
Clerks in his office (March 3, 1887 ; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2226) .......•.
NoTE.-The estimate of $3,500 for clerk hire is made to cover
the necessary office work upon such surveys and resurveys as
may be authorized by the Department.

3,000.00
3,500.00

Total. ............................' ...... . . . • • • . • . • • . • . • • • • • . . ..•...••.. : 120, 400. 00 /

69, 550. 00
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Salaries of Estimates by sur- Estimates by Gen- Appropriations for
veyors-general.
eral Land Office.
surveyors1888.
_general as
fixed by
Revised SurveyorsSurveyorsSurveyorsStatutes.
general. Clerks. general. Clerks. general. Clerks.

District.

Arizona .....•....... -- .... .
California .• _.•• -•••. - •.. . ..
Colorado···-·· .............
Dakota and Minnesota ..•..
Florida ..... ---~---.·-·· ....
Idaho······-----·········· ·
Louisiana·--····-··· ·· ·····
Minnesota ........ - .........
Montana ...... .... _.. . ·......
Nevada ............ ,. ........
New Mexico ......... ... ...
Oregon . .....................
Utah ............ _..........
Washington .....•..........
Wyoming ......... --·--·--·

$3,000
3,000
3,000
2,000
2,000
3,000
2,000
2,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
2,500
3,000
2,500
3,000

$2,500
2,750
3,000
2 500
2,000
3, 000
1,800
2,000
2,500
2,509
3,000
2,500
3,000
2,500
3,000

$4,600
31,800
10,100
11,700
3,000
4,800
18,800
6,000
15,050
3,000
15,000
3,300
3,000
8,000
10,200

38,550 148,350

$3,000 $4,600
3,000 12, 000
3,000
7,500
9,500
3,000
2,000
2,800
3,000
3,000
2,000
6,000
. - -. -. - . - - - .
3,000
2;500
3,000
3,000 10,500
3,000
2,500
3,000
3,000
5,500
2,500
3, 500
3,000

.. s: ooo·

$2,500
2, 750
2,500
2,000
1,800
2,500
1,800
1,800
2,500
1,800
2,590
1,800
2,500
2,500
2, 5uO

81,400

33, 750

- -39,000
--

$1,500
5,000
3,000
3,000

l, 800
1,500
3,000
2,000
3,800
], 500
3,000
2,000
], 000
3,000
], 500
35,800

Estimates of approp1'iations required for collecting the revenue f1·orii the public lands for the
fiscal year ending•June 30, 1889.

Detailed objects of expenditure and explanations.

BALARIBS AND COMMISSIONS OF REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS.

Compensation of registers and receivers of local land offices. See detailed

(~!~::~t ~iw.~~~~- ~~~. ~~~-~~~~~- ~~)_;, -~-e-~--~~~~:·-~~~·- ~~~~: .

223
. __~

~~-~~~~.

$524, 000. 00

$500, 000. 00

NOTE.-Tbe estimat e submitted for compensation of registers and receivers is based upon the salaries earned and fees and commissions collected
and covered into the Treasury by them during the fisical year ended June
30, 1887, with the addition of the office to be opened at Buffalo, Wyo. For
a number of years it bas been found necessary to appropriate, allnually,
large amounts to cover deficiencies. The approp1fation for tho fiscal year
1nst closed covered but 90 per cent. of the amount needed for the service.
The amount estimated for herein is basecl upon the actual amounts pahl registers and receivers cluring the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887, and therefore is not excessive. The compensation of registers and receivers is
µmited by law not to exceed $3,000 to any officer, regardless of the amount
m excess of that sum earned by him. By the provisions of the act of
August 4, _1886, it b~comes necessary to appropriate larger sums for the
co~pensat1on of registers and receivers, although the actual amounts received by them are no greater than they wen, prior to the pasRage of that
act. During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887, the fees and commissions
e:i,rned by registers and receivers amountecl to $1,752,212.85, while the entire appropriatio~.tor their salaries and commissions was $500,000. Of the
sum of $1, 752,212.!ll>, above referred to, there was collected from the entryD?en $1,537,6~0.~9, which was turned into the Treasury; and after the ent1re a.ppropnation of $500,000, and a further appropriation of $35,682.94 to
be asked for, is expended, there remains as a revenue to the government
the snm of $1,001,917.45, to which is to be added the amount received as
homestead and timber,calture fees, $754,325.35, making an aggregate of
$1,756,242.80.

lNCIDE.'TAL EXPEN EB OF LAND OFFICES.

For clerk-hire, rent, aud other incidental expenses of the several land offl
(March 3, 1 7). • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
OTE.--;The for going e timate include the salaries of clerks, office rent,
and a van t:v. of ?tb r incidental exp n , such as binding plats, r binding oh~ and a,1ap1dated plat-books, worn out by con tant Lantllin~ and use
(ofwh1 h th r a~ a large number), furniture, tc. This amounth cl med
th mall
p . 1bl snm with which the xil{cncies of the lo•al offices can
be m . t. With the pr ent appropriation of 120,000 it is impos ible to pro-

105, 000. 00

120, 000. 00
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INCIDENTA"L EllENSES OF LAND OFI<'ICES-continued.
vide tho different offices with more than half the clerical force needed, and
the resuMt is great delay in the work of the offices and loss to the settlers
therefrom. '.l'he appropriation for this purpose for the _fiscal year 188_5 ~as
$140,000, which was afterwards supplemented by a defimoocy appropr1at10~
of $25 000 while that for 1886 was $165,000. These sums were then msufficient ~nd the work of the local offices was carried on under greater personal
embarrassments to the loqal officers and to the disadvantage of the government. In 1887 this insufficient appropriation was reduced to $120,000, although the number of land officers had been increased. The resuli; is that
the land officers of the United States are now on a starvation basis, and important interests of the government are sacrificed by the disallowance of
the necessary force to properly conduct the public business. The present
system of allowing receivers to disburse the fees r eferred to in the above
proviso is not the best. Disbursements directly from the proceeds from
such fees, without limitation or authority from the Commissioner, allows
inequality in the compensation of persons doing a like class of work, and extravagance anu looseness in the expenditures for the same.

•

EXPENSES OF DEPOSITING PUBLIC MONEYS,
Expenses of depositing public moneys received from the disposal of public
lands (Rev. Stat., 713, sec. 3617; March 3, 1887)"... •• .•••••.•••••••• •• • . • • .

$10,000. 00

$10, 000. 00

90,000.00

75,000.00

150, 000. 00

100, 000. 00

30,000, 00

20,000.00

DEPREDATIONS ON PUBLIC TIMBER.
To meet the expenses of protecting timber on public lands (March 3, 1887).
NoTE.-The increase of $15,000, herein submitted, is required to enable
this office to properly protect the public timber, as the amounts heretofore
appropriated have been insufficient and the service bas bnen crippled for
want of nioney. The amount of money recovered from trespassers the past
year and reported b.v United States attorney was $128,642.09. ..A. considerable further sum had not yet been reported.
PROTECTING l'UBLIC LANDS.
For the protection of public lands from illegal and fraudulent entry or appropriation (March 3, 1887) ..................·•• ~ ••.•••••.• __ •••. _. _.......
NoTE.-The importance of this service demands that the full amount of
this estimate should be sanctioned by appropriation. My predecessor estimated $~00, 000 as necessary for this purpose.
EXPENSES IN HEARINGS IN LAND ENTRIES,
For expe!}ses of hearings held by the order of the General Land Office to
deterrome whether allej?ed fraudulent entries are of that-character or
have been made in compliance with law (March 3, 1887) ••••••••••••••••••
NOTE.-The foregoing estimate is to defray the expenses of hearings ordered by the General Land Office in cases of alleged fraudulent or illegal
entries. These entries are suspended upon the reports of investigations
!Ila.de by speci~l agents; hearings are then ordered to be held and all parties
m mterest notified thereof. The expenses to be borne by the United States
are thosie of its own witneRses and the taking of testimony to establish the .
fraudulent or illegal character of the entry,
The appropriation of $20,000 made for the fiscal year 1887, was exhausted
before the expiration -of the year, necessitating the continuance of many important cases set for trial, thus involving this office in unnecessarv trouble
in obtaining the attendance of witnesses, and the expenses for republication
of notices of hearings.
SETTLEMENT OF CL.A.IMS FOR SW.A.MP LANDS .A.ND SW.A.MP-LAND INDEMNITY.
Salaries and expenses of agents employed in adjusting claims for swamp
land and for indemnity for swamp land!' (March 3, 1887). __ •. • • . . • • . . • • • • .
NOTE.-The foregoing estimate is submitted to cover the salaries and exper.ses of agents appointed to investigate in the field lands claimed as
swamp land: Provided, That agents anu othera employed under this and
th e appropriations for "depredations on public timber " and "protecting
public Janus" while traveling on duty shall be allowed per diem, in lieu of/
subsistence, ll.t a rate not exceeding $3 per day and actual necessary expenses for transportation.

, 20, 000. 00

20,000, 00
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Estimates of appropriations required for collecting the revenue, eto-Continael,

Detailed objects of expenditure and explanations,

REPRODUCING PLATS OF SURVEY, GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

To enable the Commissioner of the General Land Office to continue to re.
produce worn and defaced official plats of survey on file and other plats
constituting a part of the records of said office, and also to furnish local
land offices with the same (March 3, 1887) .•...••..•...•...•.•..•••..•....

$2, 500. 00

$5, 000. 00

NoTE.-The sum of$2,500 is required to continue the work of reproduc.
ing plats to prevent a total obliteration of designations on official township
plats defaced and mutilated by constant use during a period of many years,
thuR rendering them unavailable in furnishing certified copies under the
provisions of an act of Congress approved .July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., p. 375).
• TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDS AND PLATS.

For furnishing transcripts of records and plats, $5,000, to bo expended un.
der the direction of the Secretary of the Interior (March 3, 1887) ..••.... .

I

NoTE.-The money received from this source and covered into the Treas.
ury during the past year was $12,493.85. The appropriation of $5,000 does
not cover the cost of doing the work. The entire receipts should be appro.
priated for the benefit of the public convenience.
Total .•••••.••....•..••••..••....••.••.•.••.••...• _•..••..•••.•••.••••.

5,000.00

5,000.00

------!..---996, 500. 00 855, 000. 00

Estimated amount necessary to meet the expenses of the local land offices for the fiscal year
1889.

Name of office.

____________,___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Alabama:
Huntsville.................
A.rk~;s~~g:omery...............

$1, 800
$240
$37. 00
$25. 00 .••.••..•. · · · · -· · · · · · $2,102.00
3, 300 ..•.•.•............•••...•...•••• ' ..•••••... .••.. 3,300.00
Camden . . .. . . • • . . . • . . . • • • .
900
300 . •• • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . $6. 00 ....... -.. · · · - 1,206.00
Dardanelle . . . • . . • . • • . • . • . . .
900
200 . • .. . • . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . •••••.. -· · · · · · • · • · · · 1,100.00
240 ··•···•·•· .....•..•. ··3··2··· ···$··10·· ...... · 2,040.00
l,BO0
13. 20
•••••••••••••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• •
• 0
..... ..
Arizona:
450. 00
Prescott . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . • . . •... _. . .
450
• • . . . . . . . . .. .... .
Calif:~~~~~····················
1,900
300 ···2sioo· ···ioo."oo ::: ... : ............. . 2,583.00
186.00
Independence .••......• • : ....... __ .
180 .••. .• . .. . . .. •.• . . . . 6. 00 ..•• .• . ..•...
Humbolrlt . ..•... ..........
900
860 .... ...•.. .. .. ...... 2. 00 .•..... -..... - 1,262.00
3,
fl00. 00
Los Angeles............ ...
2,400
900 ........................... ···· ·· - ... · ·· 50. 00
Marysville ................... _.. ___ .. _......
50. 00 .••..•.................... - -.. .
1,428.00
acramento.... .• . ... . . •••.
1,000
420 _•.....•.........•. _ ... . . . . . .. . . . .
$8
SanFrancisco..............
4,800
200. 00 .••. ...... .......
47 ...... - 5,047.00
I, 110.00
1. 132. 00
500. 00
180. 00
Colorado:
250. 00
·c ntral City....... . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .
240 . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . • .
10 ...... .
el Norte ..................
900
240 ................................. . ..... .. 1,140.00
8,300.00
D nv r City . . . . . . .. • . . . . . .
7, 400
000
Durango . . . .. ..............
1,200
300 ... G7i°7s· :::::::::: ::::::: ···ioo· .... 56. 2,320.75
l nw od pring . . . . . . ..
2,400
540
100. 00
100. 00 .••. . ...... ... .••. .. . 8, 2ao. oo
~40. 00
Lak e Ci y .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
440
6,870.00
268. 00
4,250.00
P u bl~ -- -·················
3,300
73120. 00
65. 00 . ...... ..•....
80
870. 00
llll.Dl80D · · • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • . • . • • • • • .
300 . . . . . • • • . .
50, 00 . • • . . . .
20 ...... .

fitu~SR~~k················

l~;~::::/::::;i): .J!. m;?\:'.;: ):;i:::: tii ::}: :i i:~

t:i:u10::: :::~::::::::::: ... ~·. ~~. ····2as< ~~~~~~~~: :::::::::: ::::::~:::: ~~: :::::::
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Estimated amou1it necessary to meet the expenses of the local land offices for the fiscal year
1889-Continued.

..,

.

A

...
<I)

-P

di

-~
.<=I

Name of office.

A

...
<I)

~

____ __
__;_

<:)

0
s
.:..:..----,-- - - - - - -

I

Dakota:
Aberdeen .•.•.•.•.......... $3,600
4,000
Bismarck .••.••...•..•....
2,000
Devil's Lake ..••...........
2,400
Deadwood ..........••.....
2,700
Fargo ...............•......
2,400
Grand Forks .....•.•..••..
3,700
Huron ..........•..........
1,900
Mitchell .....•..•......••..
3,700
Watertown .......•........
1,800
Yankton ..............••••.
Florida:
Gainesville • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . .
4, 500
Idaho:
Boise City ....•..........•........•.
Coour d'Alene ...•••. . .......•......
Hailey .•.••.......•..•...•..........
Lewiston .....•.....•.•••........••.
Blackfoot ..••••...•••.......••...••.
Iowa:
.Des Moines. . . • • • . . . . . • . • • . . .•......
Kansas:
Concordia . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
Garden City . . . • . . • . . . . • • . .
8, 700
Independence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kirwin . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . .
2, 700
Lamed . . . • • . . • • . . • . • . • • . . .
5, 700
Oberlin . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • • . . . .
5, 400
Salina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
900
Topeka...... . ............. . . • . . . . . .
Wa-Keeny . ................
6, 000
Wichita...................
1,900
Louisiana:
Natchitoches..............
480
New Orleans. . . . . . • . • . . . . . .
4, 000
Michigan:
Detroit .........•.•••••.....•....•..
East Saginaw .. .-.............. . .... .
1,000
Mal'quEitte. ...• .. ..••• . ....
Reed City .........••••..•..........
Minnesota.:
Benson....................
800
Crookston . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • .
1, 800
Duluth . . . . . • . ... •• ..• • . . . .
1, 800
Fergus Falls . . . . • • . • . . . • . .
900
Redwood Falls ........•.............
Saint Cloud . ..............
900
Taylor's F alls . . . . . • . . •• . . . . . . . . . • . .

~~il1X~g·t~~·::::-:::::::::: :::::::·..·

Missis11ippi:
Jackson . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . .
3, 600
Missouri:
Boonville..................
900
Ironton ..••••............•......... .
000
Springfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montana:
Bozeman...................
. 900

~!i!~c"ii;j:::::::::::::: .-: :.- ...~·- ~~~ .
Nebraslka:

A

ofi:l

0
p;

k

~

. <I)

~

~
0
,t:,

i:l
~

<I)

...

di
...

i:l
~

f;<,

"'
<I)

~
~

:3
...<ll

bi)
i::l

~

;a

.bl)

i::l

<I)

~

~

--- ---- --- --- ---

3
0

E:-1

-- - -

$308. 50 ..•.••....... . .••••.. $4,208.50
$300
5,000.00
$300. 00
100. 00 . . • • • • . $100
$100
400
2,585.00
175. 00 . . . . . . .
50
360 . . . . .••••.
3,088.00
600 . .••...... ·••••• ..•. $8. 00
80
2,880.00
··•··· .... .•.. .. .
60
120
2,675.00
100. 00 .••• .•..•••••.
25. 00
150
300
49. 00 ·••••· ..•.•... ··•••· . 4,049.00
225. 00 ···•·•
60 ...... . 2,335.00
150
4. 00 .••.......•••. 4,415.00
111. 00
600
2,080.00
50. 00
30
200
2,025

200
450
180
600
'.!39
2[.,0
400

6,725.00

15 ···•·•·

450. 00
380. 00
600. 00
239. 00
265. 00

100. 00 ..••••....••••••..•••••..•••••.

500. 00

200. 00 . •••••.••..••••• . •••••• ..•••••.

100. 00
100 ...........••........•••••.. •••.• .••••• •
. . . ... . .
500. 00
100. 00 . • • • • • .
250
500 10,050.00
332. 00
.132
200. 00 . • • • • • . . . . . •••••.•••..•.•••.•.
2,727.00
. . • . . . . . . ••. . . . . . . .••••• . •• . . ••• •• .
25
2
6,700.00
300
400. 00
200. 00 . • . . • . .
100
6,590.00
600
90. 00 . . . • . • . • • . . • • • • • .
500
960. 00
50. 00 . • • . . • . • • . . • • • • • .
10
370. 00
360 . ••• . • . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . . •• • • .
10
350
...•••.••...••••....•••...••••. 6,350.00
480
150. 00 ...•••.••...•••....•••.....••.. 2,530.00

so ..••.•.

1,270.00
4,080.00

300
175
300
500

10 .•••••.

300. 00
175. 00
1,310.00
500. 00

240
350
500

50. 00 ..••••. ·•••·• . ··••••·
100. 00 ...•••.
50 .•.•••.

720
65. 00
. . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . • . . ....•.....•••.•.

•

. ••.

•

••

5

. ••..•

· ··350 :::.:::::: : •• ::: ...... ::::: ::::::: :::::::
200
50. 00 .•.•••...••....•••••.
72 . •. . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . .. . • • • .
10 ...... .
240
· ····
·····•·••· ·•••••· .......
· •••••·
240 ··••·10.
00 .•••••.••..•••••..••••
...•••••.
240

395. 00 . •••••.••..•••••..•••••.

50

4,285.00
1, 150.- 00
175. 00
1,200.00

250
175
300

20 . •••••.

1,280. 00
2,344.00
330. 00

. •••••.........•••...
.••••••.•••• . . ·•·•••·

220. 00
1,152.00
4,075.00
2,148.00

180
50
. ··•••.
100
10. 00
100
.•••••.
120
.••••.........

3,100.00
1, 175. 00
2,350. 00
3,370.00
3,540.00
3,100.00

360
444
330

Beatl'ice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
220
Bloomington...............
1, 000
HO
Chadron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 600
300
Grano. I sland.. . ... . .......
1, 800
250
Lincoln .. . .•...•.....•.... ... . . . ... . .......
McCook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 700
220
Neligh .........•.. , . • . . . . .
900
180
Niobrara. . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . .
1, 800
300
North Platte.............. ·2, 700
360
Sydney....................
2, 700
720
Valentine..................
2, 700
200

1,090.00
2,300.00
2,300.00
900. 00
350. 00
1,150.00
82. 00
240. 00
250. 00

.. . • •. . . . . . •. . . . . . . .
32. 00
75, 00
100. 00
98. 00

..... .... .•.....••.

.... . ... ····•...
35. 00 .••.•.... .
150. 00
200. 00
..•....... · •. · .....•
50, 00
100. 00

.•••••..•••••. .••••• .

...•.•...............

4. 00
.•.. ...
. .. . .• .

5

9. 00

JO
50
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Estimated amount necessary to meet the expenses of the local land offices for tht fi,ctd yea.,
1889-Continued.
ri

Namaof office.

~- 1

:.cl

~o

N evc~:~on City •••..••••••.••..••...• ~.
Eureka-..................... .. . _. __ .
New Mexico...................

Ore~:,:•:'.:::::::::::> ::::
~:::.:~eCi~y::::::::::::::: l,~gg

~

Jo
240
*420
•

~

d

:E

~

~
R

{r,:.

I..........
240. 00

j)t :::~:::
~~g

~

~

~

,.0

~

.;:

o

-~

~o~

~

~

!:iii

i
~

I· .... -... -.. ··I·......

40. 00 . -........ - -. . ... • •• .
lB0. 00

280. 00
840. 00

::::::::+::::: ....'.'.I:::::: ~::

::::::::::
····20:00· ::::::: """"io' ....... t~~:ii
30. 00 . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . .
25
1,195.00

Roseburgh . . . .. . . • • . . • . . . .
900
240
The Dalles . . • • .. . • . . . . . • . .
900
600 . • • • . . . • . .. . • • . • • . . . . . . . • . . .
50
1, 550. 00
Utah:
35 1,966.00
25
:::\alt Lake City . .. .. . . . . • . .
1, 900 .••..••........ _.. . • . . . . . . . . 6. 00
Washington:
450
75. 00 . . . . . • .
30
4, 755. 00
Olympia . . • . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . .
4, 200
*300
120. 00
75. 00 . • • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . • • • . 2, 395. 00
Spokane Falls ............ 1, 900
Vancouver................
900
180 •••• ~..... • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • .
20 . • • • • . . 1, 100. 00
300
50. 00
100. 00 . . . • . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • . 2,450. 00
Walla W al!a. . • • • • . • . .. .. . .
2, 000
315
315.00
North Yakima ............... .
Wisconsin:
150 . ·-~~~-750. 00
Ashland . . • . •• • • • • . • • • • • . . .
500
250
40. 00 . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • .
10 . • • .. ..
300. 00
Eau Claire ......................... .
150 . • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • . • • . . • . • • • .
5 . • • • • •.
155. 00
Falls of Saint Croix: • . • • • • . . _•.. ....
La Crosse .·....••....•..••..........
10
Menasha ..•.•••••••....••..•.......
200 .................. - . -···· •• . . •• • • • . .•• .•• .
200. 00
Wausau ••••.••• : ••••••.............
Wyoming:
150. 00 . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . 1, 650. 00
Buffalo . . • . . • • . .. • • • • • . . . . .
1, 200
300
Cheyenne..................
8, 600
600
50. 00
Evanston .....•••••.............. - ..
200
1
·Total .....•......••......
600 -3-2,-1-15- -5-,-~o-2·-.-75-l·-8-,6-1-8-.5-o·+-65-.-20-t--2-,54-9- -2,-8-76-t-2-17-, -82_6_.4-5

~~f:: : ~~ ~ ~ :: :: ::: :::~ : : : :

iig ····io:oo· :::::::::: :::~::: :::.-...

~ii::

m:gg ..~:~~- ::::::: ::::::: '·:::ii

m~

* Including janitor.
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Estimate of amount for salaries and cmnmissions of registets and receivers of th'e several
land offices during the fiscal year end-ing June 30, 1889.

Total.

Name of office.

Total.

Name of office.

.
Alabama:
Huntsville................. $5, 700
Montgomery . . . . . • • • • . . . • • . 6, 000

$11,700

Alaska:

Ari~~!~~· ........................... -.. ......... .
Prescott....................
Tucson.....................

Arkansas:
Camden ........•..•.•••... .
Dardanelle ..•...•.•.•.•.••.
Harrison ..••••......... _...
Little Rock .••••• .. ••..•.•..
California:
Humboldt .....•..•...•.....
Independence ..••.•. _... _..
Los Anl!eles ....••.••..•....
Wa~~~:~~io·:::::: ::: : :: : : : :
San Francisco .......... __ ..

l;l~~~::i::;~:::::::::::

4, 500
4,300

8,800

6,000
6,000
6,000
5,890
23,800
4,600
2,600
6,000
3,800
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,600
4,600
6,000
51,200

Colorado:
Central City_ •••..••••..•.•. 4,300
Del Norte ...•••.....•...... 4,400
Denver City ...•.. __ ....•••. 6,000
Durango ...•••............. ' 4,600
Glenwood Springs ..••••.... 6,000

ft~i~f(iiiii+(

5,000
2,800
6,000
5,400
6,000

!~~~l!ci:::::::::·:::::::::

6,000
6,000
6,000
5,500
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

Dakota:

·

Devil'sLake ........•..•.•..
iargo ..••.•.••.••.•••.•....
Hrand Forks ..••••...•..••.

~~i~t;~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Florida:
Gainesville.... .. ...........
Idaho:
~l~ckfoot ..•..•............
01se City . ....•......
~t~r d'Alene._ ...... ::::::

L!wiitoi"i::::::: ::: : ::::::::
Iowa:
Des Moines . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . .
Kansas:
goncordia . .............••..
I ~den City ............... .
~r:~ndence .....•.. _. ..•.

iftit~:_:_:_:_:_:_:::~;:;:ii:i:
~orth Platte ..•..••........

Oregon:

5,600

5,300
3,700
2,200
3,700
4,200
19,100
2, 000
2,000

5,600
6,000

Roseburg ...•..•••••....•.
The Dalles .....•••.•...•...
Utah:
Salt Lake City .....••• _....
Washington:
North Yakima ............ .
Olympia .....•.....•.......
Spokane Falls .•.•..........
Vancouver ..•••••.....•....
Walla Walla. ..•.••..••.....
Wisconsin:

$2,000
2, 000
6, 000
2, 500

$12,500

3,600
6,000
6. 000
4,700
2,800
6,000
2,700
3,100
2,600
37,500
6,000

6,000

3,000
4,100
6,000
13,100
5,700
6,000
4,300
16,000
2,100
6,000
6,000
6,000
2,100
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6, 000
6,000
58,200
2,400
4,200
6,600
5,800
4,800
10,600
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,300
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,100
6,000

29,300

,6, 000

29,100

~:~1~r:rr"~ ~:::::·::: :::~ :::

· 5,900
3,100
Falls of Saint Croix._ ... _.. 3,100
2,000
2,000
5,800

~l~iiE:::::.·:·:::::::~::::

Wyoming:
Buffalo ...•••.......••••.••.
50,200
11, 600
i

INT 87-VOL

ttit~ F~~~ :::: :: :::::::: :::
t!:e~~!e. ::: ::: ::::: ::: ::.
Oregon City ..••••....••....
1

59,500

Louisiana:
~atchitoches . _. _......... .
ew Orleans .....••........

~f1!~h;;: :: :::::: :::::: ::·:
Nevada:
Carson City ..••.•.... _.... .
Eureka ................... .
New Mexico:

5, 600

wf~~i:ney
· · · · · • · •· · · • · · • ·
................................

Larned~~:::::::::::::::··-·
Oberlin ................• :::'.
$~~~~:::: ::: ::::::: :: :: :::

ti~!:::.
~::::::.-.-:::::::::::
Miles City .••..•••••....•••

Nebraska:
Beatrice ...........•.•.•... _
Bloomington ..•..•.. __ .....
Chadron . ....•.....•....•..
Grand Island ..•.••.... _...

50,500

4, 2j0
6,000
2,400
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
2,000
6,000
5,600

Michigan:
·
Detroit . .....••••........•••
East Sai::;ina w . • . . . . . . . . • • • .
Marquette . • • • • . . . . • . • . . . • .
Reed City...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Minnesota:
Ben-on ...••• _.........•. _..
Crookston ........••.•..... _
Duluth ....•............••.
:Fergus Falls ..•.......•.•.
Red wood Falls .••.. __ ....• _
Saint Cloud .....••••..•..•.
Taylor's Falls ............•.
Tracy .....•...•...••..•. __ .
' Worthington_ ..••• _...•••..
Mississippi:
Jackson .•••••.•••••..•..••.
Missouri:
Boonville ....••..••.•.••.•.
Ironton _....•••• _.•...•••.
Springfield ........••..••..
Montana:

1--30

~~:~:t~::::::: :::: :: ::: :::

6,000
6,000
2,200

Total amount ................... .

21,900

14,200
555,000
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Estimates of appropriations required for contingent expenses of offices of surr,eyor,.gtMrfll
Joi· the fiscal year ending June ~O, 1889.

Detailed objects of expenditure and explanations.

ARIZONA,

Rent of office for surveyor-general, pay of mes1:1enger, fuel, books, station.
ery, and other inci,}ental expenses ( March 3, 1887; R. S., p. 391, sec. 2227;
24 Stat. L,, p. 626) ...•••.......•••.•••.•...•••.•••••.••..•••••••••••.•••••

$2,500

$1,500

NOTE.-The estimate of $2,500 for contingent expenses is made to include
the expense of copying and binding old records, plats, and field notes, re·
ported by surveyor.general as so defaced and mutilated that they can be
preserved only with the greatest difficulty.
CALIFORNIA • .

For boo.k s, stationery, pay of messenger, and other incidental expenses
(same act) ........•.•• . ........• .. •..•••••.....•..••••...• ••...•••.••...•.

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,500

1,500

3,500

1,000

1,000

1,500

1,500

1,200

3,000

2,000

2,250

800

1,000

2,000

l, 500

1,000

1,200

1,500

l, 400

l, 500

1,500

COLORADO.

Rent of office for surveyor.general, fuel, books, stationery, pay of messen·
ger, and other incidental expenses (same act) .•••.•.•••••...• .•..•...•.••
DAKOTA AND MINNESOTA.

Rent of office for surveyor.general, fuel, books, stationery, pay of messen·
ger, and other incidental expenses \same act) .....•.....•.••..••• .•...•..
FLORIDA.

-

Rent of office for surveyor.general, fuel, books, stationery, and other inci·
dental expenses (same act) .•••••..•.••.....•.•...•.....••.••.............
IDAHO.

Rent of office for surveyor.general, fuel, books, stationery, pay of messen·
ger, and other incidental expenses (same act) .•••••....••..•.• ••.........
LOUISIANA.

Fuel, books, stationery, binding, pay of messenger, and other incidental ex·
penses (same act) .•••••..•••• · : ···· ...........•....••......•...•.•. •......
MONT.ANA.

For rent of office for surveyor.general, fuel, books, stationery, binding,
restoration of plats., pay of messenger, and other incidental expenses
(same act) .........•.....•.....•.....•.....•........•..••••.•••••........
NEVADA,

For rent of office fo-r: s~rveyor.general, fuel, books, stationery, pay of messenger, and other mc1dental expenses (same act) ...........•......•...••.
NEW MEXICO .

For rent of office for_ su.rveyor.general, fuel, books, stationery, pay of messenger, and other lDCl<lental expenses {same act) ...•••.....••......•.....
OREGON.
For fuel, books, stationery, pay of messenger, and other incidental expenses
(same act) ..............•.••........••••.....•...••........•.•••......... .
UT.All.

For rent of office for surveyor.general, fuel, books, stationery, pay of mes·
senger, and other incidental expenses (same act) ........................ .
WASIIINGTON.

For r nt of office for. sn_rveyor.general, fuel, books, stationery, pay of mes·
senger, and other mc1dontal expenset1 (same act) ..................•.... .
WYOMUiG.

For rent of offi e t .r snrv yor.g n ral, fuel, books, stationery , pay of mes·
n r, and oth r me.dental expenses ( ame act) . .••.••.....•...•.••• . ...

1, 500

1,500

. ................................................................................................ . . .

22,000

24,350

To
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Etimates of appropriations required for surveying the publio lands for the jisoal year ending
June 30, 1889.

_Detailed objects of expenditure and explanations.

For surveys and resurveys of public lands, $250,000, at rates not exc_eeding
$9 ~er linear mile for standard and meander lines, $7 for township, and
$5 for section lines, except that the Commissioner of General Land Office
may allow, for the survey of lands heavily.timb~red, mount3:inous, o_r cov.
ered with dense undergrowth, rates not exoeedrng $13 per lwear mile for
standard and meander lines, $11 for township, and $7 for section lines, or
in oases of exceptional difficulties in the surveys and needed surveys can
not be contracted for at these rates. Compensation for surveys and resurveys by the day instead of by the mile, may be made by the said Com.
missioner, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, at such
fair and reasonable rates as in his judgment may be necessary to insure
the accurate and faithful execution of the work. (Appropriated; R. S.,
p.390,sec.2223; 24Stat.L., p. 527) .••.••••••••.••.••.•••.••••..••••.•••••.

$250,000

$50,000

And of the sum hereby estimated not exceeding $50,000 may be expended
for examinations of puhlio surveys in the several surveying districts in
order to test the accuracy of work in the field and to prevent payment
for fraudulent and imperfect surveys, and for examinations of surveys
heretofore made and reported to be defective or fraudulent, and inspecting mineral deposits, coal fields and timber districts, and for making such
other surveys or examinations as may be required for identification oflands
for purposes of evidence in any suit or proceeding in behalf of the United
States.
ARIZONA.

For expenses attending the survey and examination of private land claims
in Arizona, including the compensation of clerks ann translators and the
expense of investigating claimed titles and boundaries. (Appropriated;
R. S. "(), 390, sec. 2223; 23 Stat. L., p. 211) .•.••••.•••...•••••••••.•••••.••.

5,000 ••••••••••••

NoTE.-For explanation of tbe estimate see annual report of the Com.
missioner of the General Land Office tor 1885, pp. 17 to 26, inclusive, and
annual report for 1886, pp. 18 to 30, inclusive, and annual report of surveyor-general for 1887.
CALIFORNIA..

For tbe survey of confirmed private land claims in California at the rates
prescribed by law, including office expenses incidental to the service.
(Appropriated; R. S. p. 390, sec. 2223; 23 Stat. L., p. 499) •••••.•..••..•••.

2,000 ·····--·····

LOUISIANA.

For the survey of confirmed private land claims in Louisiana at rates pre.
scribed by law. (Appropriated; R. S., p. 390, sec. 2223; 23 Stat. L., p. 499).

2,000 ······"·····

NEW MEXICO.

For ~XPE;nses of att~nding the survey and examination of private land
cl3:1ms m New Mexico, and the resurvey of unconfirmed claims. (Appro.
priated; R. S., p. 890, sec. 2223; 24 Stat. L., _p. 527) ...................... .

15,000

*2,

000

NOTE.-For explanation of the need of this estimate see annual report of
the surveyor-general of New Mexico for 1887,
ABilaJONDED MILITARY RESERVATION.

For necessary expenses of survey, appraisal, and sale and pay of -<:usto.
dians of abandoned military reservations transferred to the control of
the Secretary of the Interior under the provisions of an act of Congress,
approved .July 5, 1884 (23 Stat., p. 103, sec. 2; appropriated; 23 Stat. L.,
p. 499; 24 Stat. L., p. 527) ..••••..••••••••..••.••••••.•...••..••.•.•.•. .•..

8,000

•2,000

Total ........................ : ••••••••••••••••.•••.•.•.•••.••.•...•...

282,000

55,000

• $2,000 for care of reservation appropriated for.1888.
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,, Statement showing the compensation ·earned at each office by register and receit,er dlfflUlf tle
fiscal year ended June 30, 1887.
Compen·
sation.

·Name of office.
Alabama:
• Huntsville .•.••.••••.
" Montgomery .........

Total.

$1,595.24
1,694.78
6,000.00
2,476.06

' Minnesota:
" Benson ........ a ......
Crookston ............
·nu1uth ...............
·23~ 823.'05
Fergus Falls ....... . .
Redwood Falls ..• . •. .
Saint Cloud .••.•.•••.
Taylor's ·Falls . ••...•.
10,1 707.' 1{
I
Tracy .............. ·..
Worthington ........ ,

3,506.27
6,000.00
6,000.00
4,689.26
2,745.64
6,000.00
2,626.59
3,033.52
2,585.93

Mississippi :
Jackson ...... . ... . .. .

6,000.00

:Missouri:
; Boonville ..... . ......
Ironton ..............
'Springfield ..... .. ....

2,856.11
4,081.62
6,000.00

$12,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.09
5,823.05

Arizona:
Prescott
Tucson ...............

', 6;000.00
4, 707~ 14

·-----··----·

California:
4, 534;24
Humboldt ............
2,565.48
Inde_xendence .•.•.••.
6,000.00
Los ngeles .........
3,799.73
Marysville ...........
6,000.00
Sacramento .••.•.••••.
San Francisco ...••...
6, 000:00
Shasta. ~•.•••••.•.....
6, 000.'00
Stockton .••...•..••.. .,, '6, 000. 00
Susanville ............ · 4;640!'00
Visalia ............... ' 6,000.00
Colorado:
Central City ..........
Del Norte ............
Denver City ..........
Durango .............
Glen wood Springs : •..
Lake City .•••••.•••••
Lamar* ...............
Leadville..•.•.•.••••.
Pueblo ...............
Gunnison ..•...•..••..

I

-----6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000 00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00

Florida:
Gainesville ...........

6,000.00

Idaho:
Boise City ............
Coonr d'Alene ........

!!~?~~:::::::::::::
Blackfoot ...•.........

3,682.32
2,156.15
3,652.40
4,148.30
5,486.60

Iowa:
D es Moines . . . .. . .....

1,430.66

K ansas:
Concordia . ..... . .....
arden City ...... . ...
In_d ~ ndence .. . .....
K1rwm .•••••. . .. . ... .
Larned .••••....•.....
berlin . •...••....... .
alina ................
T opeka ...•...•...... .
W n K n ey . .... . ....
Wi chita . .......... •..

4,209.77
6,000.00
2,337.33
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6, 000. 00
1,604. 50
6,000. 00
5, 555.86

Loni i.ana:
a hlto<:h
e-w Orlean

. 51;539.(5 ' Montana:

Bozeman. ~---··· .. : .
Helena ......... . .....
MilesCity ........•.•.

46,167.69

Nevada:
Carson City ..........
Eureka ...............
New Mexico:
Las Cruces ...•.......
Santa Fe ... . ........ .

6,000.00

19,125.77
1,430. 66

49,706.96

······ ··

········ ·

Nebraska:
Beatrice .............
Bloomington .••. . ....
Cliadron . . ...........
Grand Island: ........
Lincoln ..............
McCook ..............
Neligh .......... . ....
Niobrara .............
North Platte .........
Sidney ...............
Valentine ........ . .. .

60,000.00

----

Tot.al.

$11, 766.~

37,187.21

4; 267.12
4,669.47
6,000.00
4,601.54
5,721.54
2,526: 64
3,000.00
5,374.66
6,000.00
4,006.72

Dakota:
Aberdeen .•••.. , ......
Bismarck .............
Devil'sLake ..........
Deadwood ............
Fargo ................
Grand Forks .........
Huron ................
Mitchell ...••..•.•.•..
Watertown ...........
Yankton .............

Compen.
sation.

:Michigan:
Detroit ........ . ......
East Saginaw ........
Marquette ...........
Reed City ............

$6,000.00
6,000.00

Arkansas:
Camden ..............
Dardanelle ...........
Harrison .............
Little Rock ..........

Name of office.

6, 000. 00
6, 000.00

Oregon:
La.Grande .•.•. . .•.•.
Lakeview ........... .
Oregon City ..........
Roseburgh . ..........
The Dalles ....... . ...
Utah:
Salt Lake City .......
Washinron:
Nort Yakima .. .....
Olympia ............ .

~~~~~~~~~: ::: ::::

Walla Walla ....•....
Wiaoonsin:
Ashland .•••.•. . .....
E au Claire .... . . .. ...
Falls of Saint Croix . ..
La Crosse ............
Menasha .•......••...
Wausan . •.••......•..
Wyoming:
Cheyenne ........ . ...
Evanston .....•......

12, 000. 00

• Six montha.

Total ..• .. ... . .•••..

6,000. 0(

6, 000.00
6,000.00
4,224.54

12,937.71

16,224. >4

2,017.89
6,000.00
6,000.00
1,946.91
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00

---2,425.19
4,136.26
5,779.06
6,000.00

---6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
5,486.10
6,000.00
6,000.00
6, 000. 00
6, oeo. oo
6, 000.00
5. 037. 36
6, 000.00
6, 000, 00
8, 050.16
8,000.60
1, 796.70
1, 962.41
5, 619.84
6, 000.00
2, 799.18

--··· ·····

45,964.80

6,561.43

11,779.06

20, ,86. lC!
6,000.00

29,037.36

21,438.71
8,700.18

---535,682.9'
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Statement .of business fransacted at local land offices dur.ing fiscal yea,· ended ·June 30, 1887.
LAND OFFICE AT HUNTSVILLE, ALA.
[The area in brackets is not included in the ,aggregate .p:y ~tates, having been accounted for in the
,
original entries.J
Class of entry.

No.
336
2

Sales of land subject to private entry
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted i:-o cash Uil·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes . ..... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash ,un·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 .•••.••.••
Total cash sales ................... ..

Acres.

I

Co!Dmiil-.
SlOnS,

' Fees.

61, 467. 05 , .. . . . • • . • • • • . . .••••••••••
201. 33 ..••••...•.. .· •...••..•• ,

.Amount.
$76, 833, 82 ,; ·
251. 06

323

277. 36 .•.••. ·••••.·. .•••••• , •••.

346.,69

10

[1,031.051 ....................... .

1,288.81

45

( 4, 008. 15 J ... ., ••••••

716

61,945.74 ........... .

4, ~17. 31 ,

83,.338. -29 ·

1

131,078; 79
$3, 290. 00
$8 660. 00
Original homestead entries.......... ...... 1,018
[72, 618, 06]
1, 768. 00 .•••••.••...
Final homestead entries . • • • . . . . . • . . . • • . • .
636
Pre·emption declaratory statements. . . . . . .
206 ......................... . " · 412. 00
Amoun_t !ecei,ed for reducing testimony
1,556.77
towntmg ................. .............. ....... .

11,950.00
1, '7:68. 00
412. 00
1, 5.56. 7.7

--·----1------1--~--1-----

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . • . • . • .

193, 02~. 53
. 5, Q(i8. 00 . 10, 628. 77
99,025. 0~
2, 576
'= =-==1=====11=====1-=====~ --.- - Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
6,000.00
and receiver .................................... ... .................................. .

¥:Jd~:i:t!:;~~:!!i~.~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: ::.:::: ::::::
Total .••........•.••••••..•••••.•••••.....•...•·...• ... . .... .•..••. ..•.. . ••• . •. . . . . .
Sales of Cherokee school lands...... .. • .. •

3

324. 44

42. 00
1,068.00
7, 110. 00 -.

I...... ... ... .:;......... ~

405•. 55 , .

LAND OFFICE AT MONTGOMERY, ALA.
Sales of land subject to private entry.....
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations .
Homestead entries commuted to caah under Sflction 2301, Revised Statutes . ......
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880.,.... . • • .

884
1

203, 579..62
160. 50

483

436. 34

53

[ 4, 647. 00) .•••••••••••••••• •. .•.•••

5,289.32

Total cash sales..... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

1, 467

204,176.46 . . •'• ............ ·....... ..

267,,D70. 29 ., ·

46

254,398.43
200. 60
545. 21

[5,267.29) ............ ·· '· ··· ...... .

6, 63~. 73 ·

Original homest6ad entries...... .......... 1,717
207,651.08
5,153.90
13, 9SO. 00
19,143.90
Final homest~ad entries ................ _-_.
926
[104,206.78)
2,497.40 .••••••••••.
2,497.40
Lands e1Jtereu with military bounty.land
, warrants .. .............. ............... .
7
917. 86 ........... .
23. 00
23.00
State selectiops ...................... .... .
125
19,999.50 ........... .
250. 32
250. 32 ·
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
64
12?: 00. ,
128. ,00 ·'
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing............................... . . . ...•. . ....... ... •.. ...... ••.•••
1, 5,14. 50
1, 514.,50 .
Total of all classes of entries and J
amount received therefrom ······ ·I 4,306
Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

432,744.90

7,651.30

15,905.82

290,6.i7.41

====i=====~====f-====:;:I;::::===

rlii:1~::~1:;i~:!ti~~:::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: : _:::: ::::::
Total. ............................................................................ .

6,000.00 .
71. 25
2,812.50
8,883. 75
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Statement of business at local _land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-COnVd.
LAND OFFICE AT CAMDEN, ARK.
[The area in brackets is not included in thE? ~ggregat~ by States, having been acconnted tor 1n the
·
origmal entries.J
Class of entry.
Sales of land subject to private entry.....
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Sales of land at public auction..... . ......
Sales of abandoned military reservations,
additional payments.....................
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
Change of entry...................... . . . .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revisecl Statutes......
Homestead ent-ries commuted to cash un·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880.... •• . • •.

No.

Acres.

294
2

1
6

48

1

Commis·
sions. •

Fees.

63, 902.20
160. 00
40. 00

Amount.
.i9, 877. 75
200. 00
50.00

f680. 20] .•• ••• ·- ·· •. ···-··-··· -·

425.10

140. 20 .••••••• ·--· ---··- ... --.
175.27
[40. OU] ·---··---·-· ·-·---·--··· ··-·····--··

7

[718. 36] . - • - - •• - . - - •. - • - - •• - • • • •

897.95

1·

L55. 03J .••. .••. ..•..••••• ··--··

62. 41

Original homestead entries ..••••.• ____ • __ .
$2, 270. 05
$6, 115. 00
728
90,803.10
1,749.63 .•..... ... •.
Final homestead entries . .•.........·...... .
580
[70, 663. 86]
Lands entered with military bounty-land
4. 00
160. 00 .•••.••..•• .
1
warrants ...... ............ ········-·····
24.00
Pre-emption declaratory statements ..... .
12 ··-·--········ ------······
Amount received for reducing testimony
1,479.32
to writing .... .......................... ......... ········-· .... ·--·········

8,385.05
1,749.63

Total cash sales .•• __ ..• ____ •• _•• _. _.

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .••• __ .

-----1------1------,-----,
- --360
64, 242. 40 . ·: . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • •
81, 688. 48

1,681

155,205.50

4,019.68

7,622.32

Salaries, feE?s, and commissions of register
·
.
and receiver ..........•....•......•...•..•... _....... _•.• _. _.. . _. ... . . • • . . . .••..••• -•.

4.00
24.00
1,479.32
93,330.48
6,000.00

f:J~~~;!1 o;x!:~~!~t.i~.~::::::: :::::::::::: ::::: :: : :::::::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::: :::··· ···•··

8. 00
418. 50

Total .•.••• ·-·-·· ·--················ · ..•..... ·-·-····-····· ···-·····-·· ..••••...•..

6,426.50

LAND OFFICE AT DARDANELLE, ARK.
Sales of land subject to private entry.....
209
107,060.13 . •• • •• • •• • • • . • •• •• • ••• • • 133,825.35
Sales ofland subJectto pre.emption entry.
10
773. 74 ...... •••••• . ••• • ••••••.
967.19
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, anu. other entries and locations ..
15
42. 72 . • • • • • • • . • • . . • .. .. • • • • • .
53. 41
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
Sotl. 79
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
8
[645. 43j ....................... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 .... ....
1
[40. 00) .••••• ·-···· ..•.•• .•••••
43. 00
Total cash sales ..................... __ 2_4_3-l--1-07-,..:..87_6_.-59-l-.-.-•.-.-.••-.-___+.-.-...-.-..-.-..-.·l-1-:--:3:-:5-:,6::9-:5.-::74
Original homestead entries ......•........ .
373
40, 601. 33
1, 100. 88
2, 835. 00
Final homestead entries .•................
36! ·--~~:·.~~~-.~~] .•• :·.:~~:~~........
Applications to purchase coal lands ...... .
Pre.emption declaratory statements ... ... .
88 .............. . ••··••·•••
176. 00
Amoun~ :eceived for reducing testimony
to writmg .• _............................ ... .............................. .
1,140.75

i"oo·

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

1, 073

148,477.92

2,293. 94

4, 153. 75

3,935.88
1,193.06
2.00
176. 00
1, ]40. 75
142,143.43

===1=====1=====1====1====

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver...... . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . .••••....... .... ..• .•............ . _. .
0

i~~d~!w !:;~:i!:~~:::::: ::::::: :::: :: : :: :::::: ::: ::: ::::::: : ::: :::::: ::: ::·.:::: :: :::
Total ..... ...................... -.... . ....... ········-····· . ..••..•••.. , .........•..

6,000.00
108. 25
208. 90
6,317.15
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement of 'business at local land offices du1·ing fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE .A.T HARRISON, .A.RK.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.]
Class of entry.
Sales of land subject to private entry......
Sales ofland subJect to pre-emption entry.
Change of entry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .
Supplemental payment....................
· Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations..
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes. ......
Homestead entries commuted to cash UD·
der section 2, act of June 15, 1880... ..••.

No.

Acres.

Commis•
sions.

Fees.

430
5
2
1

38, 884. 98 . • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • .
364. 40 . . . . • . • • • • . . . . .. . • . • • . . .

89

419. 66 .•••.••..••..•.•.••••••.

8
7

.A.mount.
$48, 606. 27
455. 50

m:ii~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ·······io."oo
I

524. 53

[600. 43) .•• .-•••••••..••••••••••.

750. 53

[412.19] ..... .•..... .••..••.....

464. 76

- - - - [- - - - -

39,669. 04·.. .....•..•....••••.•••..

50,811.59

Original homestead entries................ 1,190
150,625.47 $3,765.59 $10,110.00
Final homestead entries...................
557
[67,050.80]
1,676.26 ...... . .... .
Pre-emption declaratory statements.......
747 ........................ ..
1,494.00
.Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. • • .. • • . . . . . . . . . . ..............•......... 1,047.10

13,875. 59
1,676.26
1,494.00

Total cash sales.....................

· Total of all classes of entries and
amount r eceived therefrom........

542

3, 036

190,294.51

5, 441. 85

12, 651. 10

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver ............................ . .................................. ·······-····

1,047.10
68,904.54

i~Y:i~!i!i°!1;fi:!;i.~~: ::: :::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: : :: :::::::: :::: :::: :: :::: :: :::: :: ::::::

6,000.00
277. 45
1,080.00

Total .•••......••...•..•...•.•••••••......... - ....... ·. ·· ... ·•·• .• · ·•••·· ·•••·• ···• · ·

7,357.45

LAND OFFICE AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
Sales ofland subject to pri-'Tate entry ..... .
Sales of land subj ect to pre-emption entry.
ExceRs p ayments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commute<l to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes ...... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash nn·
der section 2, act June-15, 188U ..•••••..•.

185
2
23

12,391.36
80. 00

15,689.20
100. 00

112. 82

148. 40

3

[400. 00] .••••••••••..••••••••••.

700. 00

1

[40. 00] ....................... .

100. 00

Original homestead entries .•...•••••••••••.
488
55,739.55
1, 563. 16
'8, 860. 00
Final homestead entries . ....... .......... .
436
[46,316.77]
l, 391. 83 ........... .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws ................................... ..
7
840. 00
28. 00
55. 00
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
119
238. 00
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara·
tory. statementR.................... .. . •.
4 ......................... .
8. 00
oun~ ~eceived for reducing testimony
o wntmg ................................................................ .
i, 259. 33

5,423. ]6
1,391.83

Total cash sales ..•••.•.••• :.........

----------11-------------1----214
12, 51l4.18 . ••• • • . ••. . . ... . • . • ••• . .
16,737.60

Af

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

], 268

69,163.73

2,982.99

83. 00
238. 00
8. 00

1,259.33

5,420.33

25,140.92

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and rer.eiver ...... ........... ........... . ............................................. .
Incidental expenses . . • • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . ..•••..••..

5,823.05
905. 20

-----= -..-.--=--.-.-. -..-.-.-..··.-.-..-.-.

Total.····· ... • · • · •• • · • • • • • • • · • • · -- .. -. •-.-.-••-.-_ -. .-.-_.-.-.

r--6-,-72-8-.-25
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Statement of business at local land offices du.ring fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT PRESCOTT, ARIZ.
[The area in brackets is not included in thE; ~ggregat!3 by States, having been accounted for in the
.
origmal entnes.J
·No.

Class of entry . .
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry
Sales of minerallands ....•....•. : . .. • . . . . .
Original entries under the desert.land act.
]'inal entries under the desert.land act . . . .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under
section 2301, Revised Statutes...........
Total cash sales .•.••...•••.••••..••.

Acres.

48
23

2
3

5, 962. 24
358. 92
280. 00
[560. 00]

Commis.
sions.

Fees.

. Amount.

•••••••••••• .•••••••••••
.••••••••••.•••••••••••.
••••••.••••..•••••.••••.
•••••••••••..••••.••••••

[1 57. 75J .••••••••••..• , •••.••••.

----·1- - - - - - i
77

6,601.16 . . ••.••••••• ••••••·•••••

5,160.00
$268. 50
34
Original homestead entries ....••..•..•.•..
[2,147.04]
117. 00
15
Final homestead entries .................. .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
559. 58
20. 00
laws ...............•.•....•......... ·.....
5
315, 9G8. 16 .••••••••••.
Lands selected under grants to railroads .. 1,975
.Applications to pl).rchase mineral lands ...
25
Valentine scrip filings ......•..............
1
88
Pre-emption declaratory 1:1tatements ...•.•.
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements .......•...••••.........
1 .............. ············
An,oont received for reducing testimony
to writing ........••.•................•••.......................... ........

Total of all classes, of entries and
amount received therefrom........

2, 221

328, 28?. 90

405. 50

$9,207.80
1,840.00
70. 00

660.00
394.38

12,072.18

$325. 00

593. 50
117.00

40. 00
3,950.00
250. 00
2. 00
264. 00

60. 00
3,950.00
250. 00
2.00
264. 00

3. 00

a.oo

180. 63

180. 63

5,014.63

17,492.31

=:==i====l====l====t===

Salaries, f~es, and commissions of register
and receiver ...••...•••••....••.•.••......••..•. . ....•...• ..•. ...•..••..••. .... .••... -.
¥nXJi~~!!:i°:x~~,ss~!i~~:::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ::: ::::::::: :::: . : ::·:: ::::::: : :::::::: :::

6,000.00
87. 20
424.15

Total. .•..•.•••...••••...••••••••..•...•........•....•........•...••• •..••. ...•••..

6,511. Sf>

L/4..ND OFFICE AT TUCSON, ARIZ. ·

~~~~~~~~i~~ ~~:~~:

~it i~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::: f: ~i:: ~~

1
6
~f!e;~f1!~!;~
'
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
14
20. 04 .••••••••••..••••••••• - .
48. 38
Original entries under the desert.land act.
250
94, 8'15. 52 . . • . • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • . • . • .
23, 711. 91
Final entries under the desert.land act....
9
[2,923.61) . •••-. . • •• • • . . •• • • • • •• • . .
2,923.01
Homestead entries commuted tocashunuer
section 2301, Revised Statutes...........
13
1,781.40 . . • . . . • • . . . . • • •• • • • • . .. .
4,253.53
Total cash sales .•••••..•••...••..... ---34-4-l--1-0_l_,3_4_9__0-7-l._-_••-.-.-••-.-.-.-1. -••-.-.••-.-.••-.-_ l--4-6,-1-0-1.-:-::99

~:}:: ~i

i~

~~~: ~~.

Original homestead entries .•.•.•••••••....
1,378.52
19,377.90
135
Final homestead entries .................. .
33
362.til .•• ~·[4,911.99]
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws . ................ .. . .. ... ........ . . .
1,265.00
130
19, 640. 41
556. 00
Finalentries undertbe timber.culture Iaws.
8. 00
2
[320. 00) •••••• •••••.
.A.J,>plications to purchase mineral lancls .. .
170. 00
17
M.10eral protests, adverse claims . ... ..... .
10. 00
1
Pre.emption declaratory statements ... ... .
4,92. 00
164
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statement ........................ .
12. 00
4 •••••••••••••. ••••••••••••
.Amount receh·ed for r educing testimony
to writing ...........• .. . ....•....•... •...................... . . ..........•..
468. 00
Total of all clMses of entries and
amountrooeived therefrom ....... .

830

140,367.38

2,297.13

3,670.00

2, :~~:

~~

1,821.00
8. 00
170. 00
10. 00
402. 00
12. 00
468. 00
52,069.12

Salari , fee , and commissions of register

i~t::~1~:!ifss!f~:::::::::::::::::::~ :::::::: :::::::::::::~ :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

4,707.14
72. 70
772. 75

Total. ...•..........•....•......................... ........... .........

5,552.59

~~-s~~ ...... .. .. ............ -1·.......... .

200. 00

.A~!~!;~ /;~i:vo;~.c.~~ .~ ~:.~.
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Statement of business at local land offices duri-ngfiscalyear ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT HUMBOLDT, CAL.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.)
. Class of entry.
Sales of land subject to private entry .....
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry ..
Sales of timber and stone lands ......... .
Sales of mineral lands ................... .
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes . . . . . .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act June 15, 1880..........

No.

Acres.

1
81
156
1

7

Commissions.

Fees.

Amount.
$50. 00
14,243.50
56,794.91
247. 50

40. 00
11,394.77
22,717.96
98. 67

10.18

8.14

20

[3, 039. 75] . • . • . • . . • • . . . • • • • • . • • • . .

3, 79:J. 70

4

(600. 00] . _.......... . • • • • . . • • • • .

687. 50

Original homestead entries ..........•.....
77
12, 013. 91
$451. 50
$765. 00
Final homestead entries ................. .
30
[4, 608. 90 l
173. 45 .••••..• .• - .
40. 00 . • • • • • . . . • . .
2. 00
1
State selections .................... -... - -.
Appplications to purchase mineral lands ..
3 ···-·---··--· · ---····--·-·
30.00
Applications to purchase timber and atone
157
lands ...•................................
1,570.00
Mineral protests, ad verse claims ......... .
1
10. 00
128
384. 00
Pre-emption declaratory statements ..... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
792. 57
to writing ...........•....... ----- - ----· .. -..... . ...... ................... .

1,216.50
173. 45
2. 00
30. 00

Total ca8h sales ............ ~.... . . . .

Total of all classes of entries and
. amount received therefrom ...... .

----1------1-----~-----1----270
34, 259. 54 _..... . • • • • . . • • • • • . • . • • .
75, 833. 29

667

46,313.45

624. 95

3,553.57

1,570.00
10. 00
384. 00
792. 57
80,011.81

===l=====t====~====:;=I=====

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register and receiver ............. . ........ ..............................•. ....•..... •......
Expenses of depositing .................................................•...............
Incidental expenses--.... . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... -..... ... ....•...............•••..

4,534.24
186. 95
302. 00

Total. .•••............•.....•.•...... ......•..... .......••...•...•••••......••..•..

5,023.19

LAND OFFICE AT INDEPENDENCE, CAL.
Sale of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Sale of timber and stone lands............
Sale of mineral lRnds . _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations.
Original entries under t,h e desert-land act.
Final entries under the desert-land act...
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes . ......
Total cash sales.....................
Original homestead entries ............... .
Final homestead ent1ies ............ . .... .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws ......... ......... ................. .
State selections, school indemnity ....... .
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .

12
2
21

1,678. 7-! .••••• •••••• . ••••• •••••.
160. 00 . • • • . • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • •
1, 229. 96 . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • .

2,098.42
400. 00
3, 343. 66

1
102
13

7. 37 . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • .
41,035.19 . ••• •• . • • • • . .•• ••• ••• • • .
[3,320.37) . • •• . • •. • • • . . •• • • • ••• • •.

18. 42
10,260.19
3,320.81

3

l439. 32) •••••• :.• • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • •

550. 00

154

44,111.26 ..••••••••••.• .,.. .• •• •.

19,991.50

----·1------1------1-----1-----

Ari~l~~~i~-~~ ~~-~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~-~~~-~:~~~ _

48
16

6,635.85
[2,480. OOJ

282. 00
93.00

410. 00

692. 00
93.00

6, 656. 37
212. 00
964. 88 ........... .
22 ·····- .••.•••...•..•...••.

440. 00
12. 00
220. 00

652. 00
12. 00
220. 00

2 ···········-·· --··· · ...... .

20. 00
20.00
207.00

20. 00
20. 00
207.00

200. 25

200. 25

1,529.25

~2, 107. 75

53

6

Mineral protests, adverse claims ......... .
2
Pre-emption declaratory statements ..... .
69
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writiug ...................... __ .............................. _...••.....
Total of all classes of entries and
amount rece~ved therefrom ......•.

372

58,368.36

587. 00

Salaries, fees, and commissions of regis·
ter and receiver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•.....••....•.............••••••••.

t~!::i !x~!~~!~~~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: '.:::::::::::
0

Total .....•......••••..•..........•.. ............... ....•.............. . .•.......•.

2,565.48
162. 60
561. 27 .
3,289. as

..
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Cont~ned.
LAND OFFICE AT LOS ANGELES, CAL.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
.
original entries.]
No.

Class of entry.
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry .
Sales of timber and stone lands............
Sales of mineral lands........... ..........
Sales of coal lands.........................
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
cul_ture, and other entries and locations..
Original entries under the desert.land act..
Final entries under the desert-land act....
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ••••..
Total cash sales...... . • . . • • • • • . . • • . .

Acres.

216
59
1
1

Commis·
sions.

Fees.

27,630.61
5,413.88
80. 00
80. 00

67
375

6

l7, 924. 381

57

$45,590.20
13, f>34. 70
200. 00

1,600.00

242. 96 .....•.......•.•.. ......
16[ 6, 88 4_. 4 0 _··.· ·.·.·.·•.·•.•.·•••·. ·.•••.·.·.·. ·•·•·•·••· •·
21 986 621

1-------·-782
200,331.85

~~-~ ~~~~~~~i-~~~ ~~~~~~~

2,999

403,626.07

732.65
41,721.20
2,986.62
15,158.54

.••.•••...•..•...... .•..

·······a····

121,523.91

$&, 618.13
Original homestead entries ,. ..••.••..•..•.
85,764.77
595
739. 50
Final homestead entrief! ..••••...•........ .
[11,937.74]
83
1,616.00
Lands entered under timber-culture laws ..
54,269.72
404
l40. 00] .. - ...•...•.
Final entries under timber.culture laws ...
1
Lands eutered with military bounty land
warrants . ...• . ....•.. ...... . .•. ..•.. ....
160. 00 . -· ..•... •• .
3
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
385
61,369.00 ·- ••• •••. -- .
State selections .......•••.....•....•...•..
20
1,730.73 ·••··••· .••.
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
3
Applications to purchase coal lands ...•...
2
Applications to purchase timber and stone
lands ...........................•.•......
59
Valentine scrip filings .•............•.....
1
Pre.emption declaratory statements ..•...
648
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements . . .... .. ................ .
13 ·••••••••••••· ·••••• ·••••·
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . • • . . . • . . ... •..•.••.
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

Amount.

3,580.00
4. 00

11,163.13
739. 50
5,196.00
4.00

7. 00
768. 50
40. 00
30. 00
6. 00

7. 00
768. 50
40. 00
30.00
6.00

590. 00
1.00
• 1,941.00

590. 00
1.00
1,941.00

$5,545.00

7, 973. 63

39. 00

39. 00

1,338.01

1,338.01

13, 889. 51

143, 387. 05

===1=====1:====t====,===

e
- ·

s~;di~:c~!!!r
~-f·
......•... -•..••..••• -....••... . - -.
Incidental expenses .... . .......... .. ......................................... -. -. · .. · · · -

6,

~~~: ~

----Total ...•........•.. _•.. _.•...•. __ .. . ... _____ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • .
6, 905. 50

Amount received in certificates of deposit
·
on account of surv~ys ..•...•..• _..•.•... 1•••••• _ •

:\====

• _• _• • • • • • • • •

•••• • • ••• • •• •••••• •••• ••

59. 00

LAND OFFICE AT MARYSVILLE, CAL.
Sales ofland subject to pre.emption entry.
Salee of timber and stone lands ...•••... _.
Sales of mineral lands .................... .
Excess payments on homesteads, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes . ..... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 ...•....•.

6,430.99
3,554.48
4,982.50

33
13
13

4,549.06 ...... •·••·• ·••·•• ..•...
1,421.79 ·- ···· ...•.. ··•••· ·•····
1,987.06 ........•••..•..........

.7

10. 32 ·•••·• ...••. ·• • • ·· ·••••·

260. 74.

f915. 22) .•.•....•• . • ·••··••••••·

1,194.02

9
3

[480. 00) .• •...•. ..•. ... - ...•••• -

940. 00

78

7,968.23 ..••••...... 1. . . . . . . • • . . .

17, 3ti2. 73

Original homestead entries .....•..•..•....
102
14,405.05
749. 37
935. 00
Flnal homestead entries ....... ........... .
75
[10, 995. 60]
610. 34 .•••...... -.
Land~ se~ected under grants to railroads ..
Appl!ca~ons to purchase mineral lands ...
1
.Af
~ ~ ~.~~~~~~ .~~~~~rand stone.
130. 00
13
Min ral protestsi adverse claims ...•.•.••.
30. 00
3
Pre-emption dee aratory statements ..... _.
321. 00
107
Amoun~ received for reducing testimony
to wnting ..••. .........••••....•••.••.....•.......•..•.•...•.. .• .•.•••.•.•
415. 67

1,684.37
010. S4
46.10
150. 00

Total cash sales .....•..••....•......

f~d°:.t.

Total of all clas es of entries and
runoonhocoivod than,1'rom • . • • • • .
Salari , f.. , and COmmiBBiona of register

i: .....~·.~~:~:~. ::::::::::::

'16

26, 06L 04

1,359. 71

1~U~

12, 027. 77

130. 00
30. 00
32L00
415. 67
20,750.21

E::::.:::.d.:i~~::: : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : --:-:

'-8:-:-:.~-~
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Statement of buBinesB at local ~and officeB during fiscal yeai· ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT SACRAMENTO, CA.L.
(The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries. (
Class of entry.
Sales of land subject to private entry.....
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales of timber and stone lands...........
Sales of mineral lands............ ... ......
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations..
01.'iginal entries under the desert-land act.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
Total cash sales . . . . • • • . • . • • • . • . . . • • .
Original homestead entries .•••••••.••.....
Final homestead entries ..•..•...•.........
Lands entered under tim ber•culture laws ..
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
State selections .......................... .
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .

AfJ}l~~~i~~~ ~~.~~:~~~~~ ~~~~: .~~~.~~~~~.
Mineral protests, adverse claims ..••••....

Acres.

No.

Commis·
sions.

Amount.

1
68
17
67

160. 20
8,086.61
2,153.91
4,445.44

$200. 25
11,462.57
5,384.79
12,542.50

9

54.54
120.00

73. 00
30. 00

2

_____ ,______ ______
5

169
204
104
1
762
4

71

[650. 00) , ..••.........••••..••••.

15,020.70 ·••••• ·••···
27, 47fi. 09
$1, 404. 92
ll4, 373. 96)
813. 73
40. 00
4. 00
121, 795. 66 .•.•••.••••.
440. 00 .••••• ·•••··

17
8

207

Pre.emption declaratory statements ... ..•.
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara·
tory statements .•.......................
2 . ............ . ·••••• ••••••
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writin~ .....••..•.•....•..• ·· : · .•......••...• . ................. • .....•..
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

Fees.

1,549

164,771.45

2,222.65

925. 00

5. 00
1,522.45
6. 50
710.00

30,618.11
3,214.92
813. 73
9.00
1,522.45
6. 50
710.00

170. 00
80. 00
621. 00

170. 00
80. 00
621. 00

$1,810.00

6. 00

6. 00

619.14

619.14

5,550.09

38,390.85

====l====='.:= ====1-=====I====

Sa~!1~!·c~i~~ra~~.

~~~~i~.s~~~.~ ~:. :~~~~~: ..........•........... · 1·· .............·......... .

~Jtd~!~!i°Ix~:~~:~t~~~.::::::::::::::::::: : ::::: :: :~::: ::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::

6,000.00
46.45
1,015.60

Total. ..................................................... )....................... .

7,062.05

LAND OFFICE AT SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Sales of lands subject to private entry ....
Sales of lands subject to pre-emption entry.
Sales of timber and stone lands ..••.......
Sales of mineral lands ..••••...............
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, all(} other entries and locations ..
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes . .... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880..••..••.•.
Total cash sales ..•...•....•..••...•.
Original homestead entries ..............•.
Final homestead entries ......•..........• .
Lands entered under timber.cultul'e laws ..
Lands entered with military bounty.land
warrants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Land entered wit_h agricult'! college scrip .
Lands entered with Valentine scnp. ...•..
Lands entered with Supreme Court scrip ..
Applications to purchase mineral lands...
Applications to purchase coallands.......

:!!~:~: ~: ~~:: :;: :~: :s:t:~~~:

85
833
94
4

136
152
6

1,310
972
222
138
10
10
1
12

21,739.07
121,280.09
11,616.29
67.89

28. 078.16
164-, 824.12
29,040.77
345. 00

599.13

1,381.42

[22,488.54] ····-· . ••••..•••.•.••••.
575. 73
155,302.47
14-8, 034. 32
[33, 401. 66)
19,243.08
1, 089. 68
1, 600. 00
40. 00
880. 00

657.16
6,118.50
1,521.00
55~. 00
.•.•...••••.
. •.....•.•..
.•.•••.•.••.
. ....•••••••

4 .. _. ..................... .
3 . ••.••••••••••.••••••••••.

~

1, 7i~ ....... ................ ..

Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara· · · · .... · .... · .. · · · ~ · · · · · · .. · ......
tory statements . . ................•......
12 ...... ·••·••··
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. •••..•.•..
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........
Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

30,871.97

1,280.00

255,198.60
15,573.50
1,521.00
1,832.00

38.00
40. 00
1.00
24. 00
40. 00
9. 00

38. 00
40. 00
1. 00
24. 00
.40. 00
9. 00

940. 00
5,193.00

940. 00
5,193.00

9,455.00

86. 00

36.00

1,811.77

1,811.77

18, 867. 77

282, 257. 87

- - -------1------1 -----I'----4, 520

826, 139. 55

8, 191. 50

===1====-=l====l=::::::::===f====::;;==

1:Jie~t<;.t;;;~ii"see ::::: :::::: :::::::: ::::........ :::::::: :::: :~ :::: ::::: ::: ::: ::: :::: ::

6,000.00
2,952.50

Total. ••••••••.•••.•••••••..••••••••... •... ...•••........•..•........•........•.•..

8,952.50

Amonnt received in certificates of deposit
on account of surveys.,................. . • • . . • • . . • . • . • • . . • . • • . . ••••••••••..•••••.••...

656. 00

REPORT OF THE SECRET.A.RY OF THE INTERIOR.
Statement of business at local la.nd offices d-u1·ing fiscal year ended J-une 30, 1887-Continued,
LA.ND OFFICE .A.T SHASTA., CAL.
[The area in brackets is not incltlded in tl!,e _aggrega~e by States, having been accounted for In tbe
ongmal entries.)
Class of entry.

No.

Acres.

Commissions.

Fees.

Amount.

66
60
15

8, 943. 14 . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . .. . .. • .
7, 858. 12 . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
765. 43 .••..• ". . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . .

*13, w. 44

15
2

63. 16 . • • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • .
(720. 00) . • • .. . • . . . • . . • • • • .. . . . • .

129. 25
720. 00

9

[1,120.451 . ••. . • . . . • • . . ........ .. .

l, 701.12

2

[160. 25] • •••.• •• . . • . . ••... .. ....

176.31

169

17, 629. 85 • • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . . . • . . . . .

88,057. il

32, 275. 75
$1, 923. 96
$1, 980. 00
215
Original homestead entries .•••••.••.••••••
[12,052.53]
756.16 . • •. • • •• • • • .
82
Final homestead entries .•••.••..••••.•••..
Lands -entered under the timber-culture
145. 00
2, 004. 57
68. 00
laws ...•.....••..•.••••..•...•.•.. .• ..•..
17
2. 50
Lands selected undtir grants to railroads ..
1
200. 00 •••••••••••·
6. 00
3]3. 30 .•••• ••••••.
State selections .•••••..•... . ......••....••.
3
130. 00
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
13 .••.•••.••••• • •••••••••••·
3. 00
Applications to purchase coal lands . .... . .
1
Applications to purchase timber and stone
630.
00
lands .••••.........••.......••.•..•••••..
63
633. 00
Pre-emption declaratory statemen,ts ...... .
211
Amo.u nt received for reducing .testimony
825. 65
to writing ..•..•••...••••..,•••.•.•...••...•••.••..••..• • ..•... .. ••• ••••••.•

3,003.96
766.16

Sales ofland subject to pre-emption entry.
Sales of timber and stone lands..... . • • • . .
Sales of minerallands. . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . • • .
ExcesR J>ayments on homestead, t imbex:culture, and other entries and locations..
Final entries under the desert-land act... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash
under section 2301, Revised Statutes....
Homestead entries commuted to cash
under section 2, act June 15, 1880..... ••.
Total ca.sh sales............ • •• • • • • • .

19,645.29
2, 2'20. oo

- - -·l ------l·-----1--- - -1-----

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ..•..••.

775

52,423.47

2,748.12

4,355.15

Salaries, f(:eS, and commissions of register
.
and receiver....•...••••••......•....••.......•. . ......•. •••••..•. . ••.•.••..•••..... . • ·

~cYd~!t!1 ~~:~~!!~~~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total. ............................... ....... . ................. . ...... ............. .

213. 00
2.50
6.00
130. 00
3.00

630. 00
633. 00
825. 65
45,160. 6S
6,000.00
126. 92
6.90
6,133.82

===l=====r-====I========

Amount received in certificates of de.
posit on account of surveys .••••.•.•••.•.••.•••..•••.•••• --• • · -• • · · • • · · • • · · • • • ·

·······I

150. 00

LAND OFFICE AT STOCKTON, CAL.
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry
102
13, 704. 32 . •• • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • . • . .
17,130.40
Salesoftimberandstone lands............
20
2,819.71 .••••••••••..•••.••.••• .
7,~~~:~i
Sales of minerallands. . ..... . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
10
219. 22 .••.••• •.....••••••.•.• .
Excess payments on homestead, tinlber.
17
83. 88 .••. •••. ••• . .••• •• ..•••.
104. 86
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted t o cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
18
[2, 346. 93) . • • . . • • • . . • . . • • .. • • . • • • .
2, 933. 66
Homestead entries commuted t o cash un.
der section 2, act June 15, 1880. •••• •• . • • .
1
[160. OO] . . • . . • • . . • • . •••••• •••••.
184. 00
1
1
Total cash sales ..•••.•••..•••••..... __ 1_6_8_\ __1_6·-,-82-7-.1-3-1-.-.••-.-.-• •-.••-. ·.-.••-.• •-.-.••-. --2-8,-2-67-.-:-19
Original homestead entries ..••.. .•••. ..• •.
Final homestead entries ..............•..•.
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws ... ... .. ..•..•. . ......•... •.•..... ...
Applications to purchase mineral lands ...

Afa~~~~~i~~~ ~ -~~~~~~~ ~~~~ -~~~ _e·t·~~~ _

i74
98

25,653.60
[14,668.04]

974. 02
603. 22 .••~·-

19
2,487.37
76. 00
14 ··•·•••··••••• .•• . .•...••.
20

Mineral protests, adverse clainls . ...• •....
2
Pre-emption declaratory statements .... .. .
354
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements ....••.•.•...•.........• .
2 .. ........... ... ......... .
Amount r eceived for reducing testinlony
to writing .............••.•.•. •..•••...•. · ·•··•·· ........ . ................ .
Total of all classes ef entries and
amonntrecoived therefrom .•...•• .

~~~: ~~.

2,

~gg~

165. 00
140. 00

241. 00
140. 00

200. 00
20. 00
1,062.00

200. 00
20. 00
1,062.00

6. 00

6. 00

1,255.11

1,255.11

4,608.11

34,428.64

---'1-------1-----1------ - - - 851

44,968.10

l, 653. 24

6,

o~~: ~
28. 00

To

······ ···· ······ ···· ··········-·····-···I··· ---········I············ ···· ······ ··

6, 071,25
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Conti.nued.
LAND OFFICE AT SUSANVILLE, CAL.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.]
J

Acres.

No.

Class of entry.
Sales ofland subject to pre-emption entry..
Sales of timber and stone lands. . . . . . . . . . .
· Sales of mineral lands .·....................
Sales of Lassen County desert land s . .....
Excess payments on homestead, timbercult.ure, and other entries and locations..
Original entries undertb e desert, land act..
Final entries under the de8ert laud act.. ..
Homesteacl entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes.... ...
Homestead entries commuted to cash undor section 2, act June 15, 1880..........
Total cash sales... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

Commis•
sions.

8

A.mount.
$16,207.72
10,726.90
206. 75
2,946.34

12,967.23
4,290.75
41. 35
2,357.02

90
38
2
15
41
l6

41.10 ....................... .
6,723.49 .••..•••.••..••••••..••.
(3,735.80) ....................... .

52. 65
1,680. 88
3,735.80

9

[1,193.81) ...................... ..

1,492.27

(120. 00) .•••••••••••.••••..••••.

135. 50

26, 420. 94 . • • • • • • • • • • . • .......... .

37,184.81

----1----220

$668. 49
17,496. 61
112
Original homestead entries ............... .
[8,523.11]
319. 62
56
Final homestead entries .................. .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
8,257.49
272. 00
68
laws ................................... .
Applications to purchase timber and stone
38
lauds .................... -········ ·······
86
Lassen County desert land :filings ........ .
218
Pre-emption declaratory statements ..... .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara1 ......................... .
tory statements ........................ .
.Amoun_t !eceived for reducing testimony
to wr1t1ng . ....... .............. .. ... ..................................... .

Total of all claflses of entriee and
amount rnceived therefrom ....... .

Fees.

52,175.04

799

1,260.11

$1,110.00

1,778.49
319. 62

565. 00

837. 00

380. 00
~58. 00
657. 00

' 380. 00
258. 00
657. 00

3. 00

3. 00

338. 20

338. 20

3, 311. 20

. 41, 756. 12

====:l======l:=====I=====-===- - - - Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver ... ............... ......... ................. ............................. .
4,640.00

r~xg~~:: ~:·~~~~~'.' ?~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I:~ ~ ~ :J~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~:::::~:: : ::~:: ~ ~~~:: ~::~~~

235. 20
188. 00
5,063.20

I

LAND OFFICE AT VISALIA, CAL.
Sales of land subject to private entry .....
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry ..
Sales of timber and stone lands .......... .
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations ..
Original entries under the desert land act ..
Final entries under the desert land act ....
Homestead entries commuted to cash Ull·
cler section 2301, Revised Statutes . ..... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 .••.•••••.
Total cash sales:..•.•.•••••.....•.•.
Original homestead entries ..•..• ..........
Final hom estead entries ................. .
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws ................ ... ... ..... ........ .
Lan,ls selected under grants to railroads ..
Applications to purchase mineral lands . ..
Applications to purchase coal ]ands ...... .
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara·
tory statements . ....••...............•..
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing . ...........••......••........ .
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom. . . . . . .

1,077.38
12,630.46
5,720.00

. 1,346.73
23,652.88
14,300.00

128
137
17

422. 61 ............ ·••••••··••·
138,665.54 .•••••.••••.••••••••••.
(9,991.761 .•••••••••...•••••••••..

835.14
17,191.45
9,991.76

37

[5, 427. 741 .................. ~ .•••.

11: 769:34

8

87
43

40. 00

92. 00

458

88,515.99

79,178.80

878
83

135,282.98
[11, 765. 51]

468

25
43
1
573

8. 477. 44
750. 83

72, 423. 69
1, 872. 00
3,869.76 .••..•...•..

13 .••••••••••••..••..••••...

2, 542

300, 092. 42

11, 100. 27

8,520.00

16,997. 44
750. 83

4. 580. 00
48. 50
• 430. 00
3. 00
1,719.00

6,452.00
48. 50
430. 00
3. 00
1,719.00

39. 00

39. 00

861. 90

861. 90

16, 201. 40

106, 480. i7

= : = : l = = = =l= = = = ~ = = = l=~===

~g;fi1rg1;;;tt?tt : : : : : : : : : : ::::::::d :::::::::::

6,000.00
225. 20
9. 00

Totll.l ....••.•.•••.....••.•.••••.......•..••....•.•.••..... ············/······ "·····

6,234.20
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

Staternent of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continu6d,
LA.ND OFFICE AT CENTRAL CITY, COLO.
(The area in brackets ls not included in the aggregate by States, having been ncconnted for In the
original entries.]
i

No.

Class of entry.
Sales of l and subject to pre-emption entry
Sales of minerallands... . ....... ...... ....
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations ..
Homestea<l entries commuted to cash under
section 2301, Revised Statutes ..........
Total cash sales .. . . . .. .. . . . .. • .. .. . .

Acres.

36
186'

Commis•
sions.

Fees.

5, 033. 67 . • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • •••• ••
1,324.32 .......... .. ............

2

• 97

. .. • .. • .. • .. . .. .. • ......

.Amount.
$6,591 IYl
6.567.50

l 21

[958. 601 ...... ...... . ...........

1,198.25

6, 358. 96 . • • .. • • .. • • . • . . • . . . • • • ..

14, 359. 03

----1------1------1-----1--·--

Original homestead entries .............. ..
Final homestead entries . ................. .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws .................................... .
Applications.to purchase mineral lands ... .
Miueral protests, adverse claims ......... .
Pre.emption dcclarator'y statements ..... .
Sol<liers' and sailors' homestead cleclara.
tory statements ...... . ..... . ..... ...... .
Amo unt received for reducing testimony ·
to writing . ...... ... . . . ... . . . .. .. . . ... .. .

220

57
20

8, 881. 49
(3,033.59]

$380. 39
$560. 00
l:l5. 72 ...... •••••.

7
914. 92
28. 00
185 . • .. • • • . . .. • • . . •• • • • • • • .. .
8 . .. • • • • • • • • • • . .. • • .. • • .. ..
141 . .. ........... ...... .... •.

60. 00
1,850.00
80. 00
423. 00

940. 39
125. 72
88. 00
1,850.00
80. 00
423.00

2 . ........................ .

6. 00

6.00

. ........_.... .

86. 83

86. 83

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . ...... . ==6=4=9=b==1~6,=1=55=-=·=3=7=i===5=3=4.=1=1= 1==3=,0=6=5.=8=3=!==1=7=':9=58=·=97
Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver . . . . . . .. • .. • .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. ................. •· · · ·

f:c1d~!t~i°~:;~~!~~~~:::::::::::::: :::::: ::::: ::: :::: :: :: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::

4,207.12
10. 00
213. 90
4,491.02

T otal. ............ ..... .... .................. . ... ...... ... .

LAND OFFICE .A.T DEL NORTE, COLO .•
14,569.86

Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry . .
· Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations ..
Homestead entrif's commuted to cash
under section 2301, Revised Statutes ..•..
Homestead entries commuted to cash
under section 2, act June 15, 1880 •• ••••• •

76

Total cash sales .................... .
Original homestead entries . ....• ..• ...... .
Final homestead entries ................ .. .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws ...... ............ .. ................ .
Applications to purchase coal lands .. .•. ..
Pre. mption declaratory statements ... : .. .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements . . ................ . ..... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
to w_riting .. .. . ......................... .

198
39

30, 837. 34
[5,841. 28]

1, 159. 40
223. 50

1,945.00

3,104.40
223. 50

198
2
349

29,653.65

792. 00

1, 880. 00
6. 00
1, 0!7. 00

2,672.00
6. 00
1,047.00

39. 00

39. co

48. 68

48. 68

4,965.68

24,971.21

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .. .... .

44

11,655.88 ....................... .

147. 91

116. 20

[2, 246. 0!J] . .. .. • .. .. • . • • • • • • • • • . • .

2, 801. 02

2

[273. 87] . .. • • .. • • .. . .. • .. • .. • • . .

311. 84

136

11, 7'12. 08 . ..... ...... .... ....... .

14

----·1-----17,830.63

13 ............. .. .......... .

935

72,263.07

2, 174. 90

Salaries, fees, and commis:,iions of register

il:~!ilAYiii~!ti~~:::: :::::::::::::::·: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total

4,669.47
39. 75
320. 00
5,020. 22
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal yea1' ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT DENVER CITY, COLO.
[The area in brackets is not included in tbe aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.]
No.

Class of entry.

.Acres.

Commissions.

Fees.

Sales of land subject to private entry......
18
2, 320. 32
l:iales of land subject to pre-eruption entry.
956
149, 754. 53
Sales of mineral lands.....................
1
10. 32
Sales of town sites...... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
2
200. 00
Rent of lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .
Exc11ss payments on homestead, timber1,126.89 . ••• ••.•.....•••••.•••••
540
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homesteafl entries commuted to cash un[16, 271. 80] .••••.•••••..•••••••••••
106
der section 2301, Revised Statutes .. .... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un8
[718. 87) ...••• ·••••· .•••••••••••
der section 2, act .June 15, 1880 .••••••••.
Total cash sales ........•............

l, 631

1,155,388. 87

$2,900.41
205,649.70
55. 00
250. 00
• 135. 00
1,550.86
23,278.03
918. 59
234,737.59

153,412.06

381,853.10 $16, 886.14 $23,900.00
Original homestead entries.. ............. . 2,406
[19,467.33]
1,200.55 .•.•.•.••••.
Final homestead entries . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • .
134
Lands entered under the timber-culture
38,905. 00619, 683. 71
15, 704. 00
laws ... ......... ... ..................... 3,926
16. 00
Final entries under the timber.culture laws
4
[559. 00) ·••••• ••••..
Lands entered with military bounty-land
11. 00
440.
00
.•••••••••••
warrants................................
3
Pre -emption declaratory statements ... . .. 4,564 ......................... . 13,692.00
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara498. 00
166
tory statements ... ..................... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
459. 83
to writing .... ............................ ............. .......... ......... .

Total of all cla.sses of entriea and
amount received therefrom........ 12,834

Amount.

33,790.69

77,481.83

40,786.14
1,200.55
5.4, 609. 00
16. 00
11. 00
13,692.00
498. 00
459. 83
346,010.11

Salaries, fees, and commissi~ns of register
and receiver . ......................................................................... .
Incidental expenses ...................................................... ~ ......•••.•.•.

6,000.00
4,355.50

Total. ....... ......................... ........ ............ .. ...................... .

10,355.50

LAND OFFICE A'.1; DURANGO, COLO.
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry ..
Sales of mineral 'lands ....••..••••. ·-~ ••...
Sales of coal lands .. .. .................. .
Sales of abandoned military reservationsPagJsa Spring reservation ....•.........
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ..••••.

48
116
1

Total cash sales .......•••••..•••....

183

8,899.52
6,027.50
3,082.20

7,119.60
1,226.09
154.11

5 ..................................... .

128. 00 ·

10

16. 68 .••..••..••..••..••••••.

20.88

3

[47n. 68] ....................... .

594. 60

Original homestead entries ............... .
141
Final homestead entries ................. .
27
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws .................................. ..
58
Lands entered for agricultural _college pur.
poses ........................ ........... .
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
Applications to purchase coal lands ...... .
19
Mineral protests, adverse claims ......... .
9
Pre.~mption declaratory statements ...... .
157
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
ratory statements ..... . ............... .
16
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ...............•...••.. ....•.........•.

8,516.48 ........... .
. 21,714.19
[4,119.79)
8,718.08

18,752.70

819. 00
154. 50

1,370.00

2,189.00
154: 50

232. 00

550. 00

. 782. 00

ti .....
~·-~~~~~~. :::::::::::: ·····gso:oo· ···--·gso:Oii
. . • . . . • . •••• •• . • • • . •• . ••• .
57. 00
57 00

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ...•....

757

... ........ •• . . ••• ........
. . . . . •• . ••• • • . . • •• . • • • • • • .
··•·•·•·••••• • ........... .

46,764.10

1,205.50

90. 00
471. 00

90. 00
471. 00

48. 00

48. 00

375. 00

375. 00

3,941.00

23,899. ~o
4,601.54
48. 65
364. 55

Total ............................................................................ .

5,014.74
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Contin'lled,

rThe area in brackets

LAND OFFICE AT GLENWOOD SPRINGS, COLO.
is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted fur in the
original entries.]

Class of entry.

No.

Acres.

Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales of mineral lands ........•. .,......... .
Excess payments on ' homestead, timber.
culture, and other entrie1;1 and locations.
Homestead entries commute!! to cash un.
der section 2301, Redsed Statutes ..... .

62
47

Total cash sales ..•...•.•••.....•....

123

Fees.

Amounl

9,627.45
450. 64

$12,034.39
2,390.00

26. 58

9

83.21

f756. 06] ..••••••••••.•• •.•.•••••

5

25,634.18

656

945.14
15,402.64

10,104.67 .••••••••••.

9,490.45
Original homestead entries ..............•.
60
Final homestea(l entries ..............•...
[ 1, 111. 60 J
7
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws ........... ............. ....... . .. . .
6,039.06
41
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
52
Applications to purchase coal lands .•. •...
4.8
Mineral protests, 'adverse claims ... ... ~ •..
9
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
295
Pre·emption declaratory statements (Ute
Indians) ..••••...........................
21 .••••••••••••.
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ....... . ..•...•...•••...••...•..• •...•.

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .•..•..

Commis·
sions.

$355. 85
41. 68

$595. 00

950. 85

164. 00

385. 00
520. 00
144. 00
90. 00
885. 00

549. 00
520. 00
144. 00
90.00
885. 00

561. 53

41.68

63.00

63. 00

990. 96

990. 96

3,672.96

19,637.13

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver ...........•......•.••..•.....•........•• • · · • • · • · - · · · · · · · • • · · · · • · · · · · • · · · ·

, _
5 721 _54
478 25
542. 50

.............. .

6, 742. 29

17, 553. 27 • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • .

58, 202. 48

¥:Jd~~t~1°!:;fi:!!i~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::1---Total ..•..••. ....•.••..••.•••.•••... . .... .. .... ................. ................... ...

Sales of Ute Indian lands ..••••••••.••.•••

111

LAND OFFICE AT GUNNISON, COLO.

~:l:: ~i :r:e:~r~:~~!~ .~~~·.~~.~~i~~ _e~~~::

Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes .••...

1
32

160. 00 .••••••••••••••••• ••••• ·
425. 87 .••••• ·••••• ·•••• • ••••••

1

2. 35 ·••••• •••••· ·••••• ·••••·

2

Total cash sa,les ........•......•.... .

36

Original homestead entries .......•••.•.•..
Final homestead entries .................. .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws .................................•..
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
Applications to purchase coal lands ..... .

26

AN:t~~!t~~.~~~~~~·s·~ -~~~~·l·~~~~. ~~~~.

588. 22 .•••••••••••
149. 99
52. 50

14
1,599.51'
35 ··••·••··••···
40

56. 00

9

1

Mineral protests, adverse claims . .. . ..... .
2
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
194
Pre.emption declaratory statements (Ute
Indians) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63 . • • . . • • . • • • • • • . .••••••••••
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ............•.•............ . .. . ..............•....•..............
Total of all clas es of entries and
amount received therefrom ...••.. .
alaries, £

420

I

6,187.72

, and commissions of register

258. 49

2. 93

~~== -2,412.93

[320.001 .••••• •••••• ·••••• •••..

3,999.99
[1,400. OOJ

200. 00
1,810.00

400. 00

255, 00

404. 99
52. 50

110.00
350. 00
120. 00

166. 00
850. 00
120. 00

3. 00
20. 00
582, 00

3. 00
20 00
582. 00

189. 00

189. 00

125. 75

----

1,754.76

4, 4'26.17

------------

125. 75

1- -- - -·=====

tiiine:~:xiefn~~f~~::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total. ......................•....... .. ...... . ........ . .................

4,006.72
97.10
305. 00
4,408.82

UTE IlmIA.'< LA.i.'IDH.

Sales of land au bject to pre-emption ...... .
al of mineral fand . .................... .
Total. ........ . ...... . . . . . ... .. ... . . .

3 7

1

54,100. 70
o. 06

388 1

5.t, 112. 85

···--- ------ ············
-----------············1

············ !············

70,788.38
35. 00
70, 823.38

481.
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Statement of business at local land offices duringfiiwalyear ended J1.,.1ne 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT LAKE CITY, COLO.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having b~en accounted for in the
original entries. J
Acres.

No.

Class of entry.

Commis
sions.

.Amount.

Fees.

- - - ------1-----1- - - - -1-- - - Sales ofland subject to pre·emption entry.
Sales of mineral lands .......... .. . ..... .. .
Homestead entries commuted to cash Ull·
der sect.ion 2301, Revised Statutes ...... .

17
80

2,539.58 . .. . . . . •• •.. ..•..• ..•••.
1,484.61 . • . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . • .

3

[484. 25] . . . • • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

'l'otal cash sales ........•••.•.••.....

100

Original homestead entries .............. .
Final homestead entries ................. .
Lands entered under the timl,er.culture
laws ..............•.....................
Applications to purchase mineral lands ...

10
3

A1tJ1fi1~%1!nt~. :.~~~~~-s~. ~!~~:~:. ?.~~~~.

605. 32

1- - - - 9, 747. 32

!, 024.19 .•••••..••.. ······ ..... .

$95,00

150. 50
16.50

12.00
288. 02
3
58 ·•·••• ·••·••• · ·•·•••·••••·

20. oo I
580. 00 i

32.00
580. 00

24 · ••········•·· ···•·•·•····

240. oo
70.00

I

240. 00
70.00

.:, 461.17
[428. 36]

$55.50
16.50

7
Mineral protests, adverse claims . . ...... . .
Mineral -protests, adverse claims (Ute In·
dian) . ..... ...... ......... .... . .. ....... .
3 ·••••••••••••· ••••••••••••
39¼ .•• ·.••••...••..•.••.••••••
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
Pre.emption declaratory statements (Ute
Indian) ........ .... . .... ..............••.
22¾ ·••··•••·••••· ·•••·•·••···
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara·
tory statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ................. __ ...... .
Amoun_t received for reducing testimony
.
towr1t1ng .................................. .......... ...... . ............ .

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .....••.

$3,174.50
5, 967. 50

30.00
117. 75

30.00
117. 75

68. 25

68: 25

3.00

3. 00

7.00

7. 00

1,231.00

11. 062. 32

------------·---!---"--271

5,773.38

84. 00

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•..........

2,526.64
228.00
440. 00

f:~d~~~!i°!i;~~:!!i~~:::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Total ...•.••••.• ..........• ••••••.• ...... _... _. ____ . _....•........•• .'.... •...... .. _
Amount received in certificates of deposit
on account of surveys .....•.....••......

3, 19t 64
50. 00

-.,

UTE INDIAN LANDS.

~:f:: i: ~~~:~b;:;l ~~.~~~:~~~~i.~~:::::::

24
6

3,035.02
1,116.85

3, 793.l/9
2,792.50

Total. ...••....••.....•....•.....•...

30

4,151.87

6,586.29

LAND OFFICE AT LAMAR, COLO.
Sales ofland su:tiject to pre-emption entry.

64

g, 857. 74 ..•..••...•..••.•••.•••.

~~:;~{i~v';tfci!~~:::::::::: :::: :: :::::::: ..•... : ...•.... ~~~--~~. :::::: :::::: :::: :· ···••·
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
••· · · •·
H~~!~l:~J"~~t~!:~~!:i~~eint ~~~~i~7:i~300
734. 71 . ..... . ..... _•..•. _•.. _.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes . • . • • •
18
[2, 652. 69] ..•...•...•....•..••••••
Total cash sales ..•• .•.........•.....

384

10,792.34

Original homestead entries...... . . . . . . . . • . 1, 582
249,780.11
9,587, 64
Final homestead entries .... : . . . . . . . . • . . . •
16
46. 50
[1,240.28]
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3, 029
483, 368. 12
12, 116. 00
Applications to purchase coal lands.......
2 ...............•.. ........
Applications to purchase town lots . . . . . . .
11 .. .... •. _.......•••...•.•.
Pre.emption declaratory statements .••••.
1714 . .•••• ••. •••••...•••.•.•••
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
133 ..•..............•.....•..
.A.mount received for reducing testimony
to writing .............•.••••.........•....................................
Total of all classes of entrie11 and
amount received therefrom .•••• •. =6=, =87=1=1-:::=7=4,,,,3,=9=4=0_.5_7-l 21,750.14
Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

if~!:~~'.'.!::::::::::::::::?::

rn_

INT 87-VOL

1--31

12,474.36
249. 87
77.50
964. 77
3,521.07
17,287.57

15,700.00

25,287.64
46.50

30,260.00

42,376.00
6.00
33.00
5,142.00

6. 00

33. 00
5,142.00
399. 00

399. 00

356. 53

356. 53

51,896.53

90,934.24

;;c:::::2: ::::::?::: -:-:_:_:·.:._:_: -:_:__:-:-~-~-:-~
-
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Statement of lnisines11 at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT LEADVILLE, COLO.
LTho area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the

original entries.]

.

Class of entry.

No.

Sales of land subject to private eritry ..... .

~:}:! ~f 1:i~e~~fi:~~:o _P~~~~~.~~~~~ .e~t?:

Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash
under section 2301, Revised Statutes ..•.

-

Acres.
6

62
212
5

Commis·
sions.

Fees.

Amount.

640. 00
9,262.05
3,578.23

$800.00

11,577.69
13,170.00

21. 68

27.12

6

[944. 70] ·••••• ••..•..•••••....•.

1,164.87

291

13,501.96 .•••••.••••..•••.•.• •.•.

26,789.58

Original homestead entries ..••.•.•••......
64
10, 064. 13
$381. 00
$635. 00
Final homestead entries .................. .
[5, 478. 7.6]
210. 00 .•••••.•••..
35
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws .................................... .
120. 00
52.00
13
1,746.02
Applicati011s to purchase mineral lands .. .
1,570.00
157
A~plications to purchase coa~ lands ... ... .
5
15. 00
330. 00
:Mmeral protests, cdverse claims . ....••.. .
33
Pre.emption aeclaratory statements .....•.
519. 00
173
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements ..............•.·... . . . . . .
6 . • • • . • • • • • • • • . . •••••••••••
18. 00
Amount received for 1·educing testimony
744. 89
to writing ••••.•••••..••••...•..•.•••.••......•...••.•..........•••••.•.•..

1,019.00
210.00

Total cash sales .•••••.............•.

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .•••....

777

25,312.11

643. 00

3, 951. 89

172. 00
1,670.00
15.00
330. 00
519. 00
18.00
744. 89

I

Salaries. fees, and commissions of register
and receiver . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . .•.••• ..••• .•.••...• ..••••••••••..••..... .•..

fn~d!~:!i°;xt':~~!~'::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::'. :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total ••••• ••.••••.••..••.•••.••.......••...• ..• • ~ .••..••••..••••••••••..•••••......

31, 334. 47
5,374. II
38.50
102. 60
5,616.76

LAND OFFICE AT PUEBLO, COLO.
Sales ofland subject to private entry . . . . .
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Sales of minemllands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .
Sales of coal lands.................. . .. ....
Sales of abandoned military reservations..
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locatiom1..
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
Homestead entries commuted to cash llll·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880..... . • • • • .
Totaj cash salos.. .. . . . . . . . . . •. . . . • ..

........ --- ..... - .. ·...... .

57,564.01
24,975.28
680. 00
41,600.00
50. 00

28

[4,388.92] .•.•.•.••••...•..••.....

5,686.19

7

[988. 66] .•.•.•.......•••.•......

l, 133. 33

133
129
6

12
1
157

46,051.19
19,666.84
226. 73
2,080.00
40.00

441. 50

351. 91

----1------1---·-- - - ---473
68,416, 67 .• • • •• .•• . . . . .• • • . . •. . . . 132,130.31

Original homet1tead entries ...•..••..•.....
537
83,492.82
3,176.12
Final homeste d entries .....•........•••.
l7, 372. 21)
51
273. 47
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws. . ................. .................. 1,803
285,625.50
7,212.00
Lands entered with private land scrip .. ..
1
40. 00
Lands entered for agricultural college pur
poses . ..... . ................•...........
{~ ..... ~·. '.~~~ ~~. ::: : :: :::: ::
Applications 1o purchase mineral lands .. .
Ayplications 10 purchase coal lands . ..... .
81 . • • • . • . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . . . . . .
Applications to purchase town lots ..•.....
4 . ••• . . . ••. . • . . . •• . •. . . . • . .
Pre- mption d clarntory statements ....•.. 1, 111 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements .. .. . .........•..• ..... .
86 .......••..... ··••·• ..... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing .. . . . ...................................•........................
Total of all cla.ases of entries and
amoUDt received therefrom ....... .

4, 118·

439, 294. 99

10, 661. 59

6,270.00

8,446.12
273. 47

17,930.00

25,142.00

···· ·ioii~ iiii · ······iiiii~ iio
248. 00
12. 00
3, 333. (,0
108. 00

108. 00

1,416, 86

1,416. E6

28, 412. 86

171,204.76

;;r.~~:;;J7:t?ttt:''.: : : :::::::::::: 1,::::::::::::1::::::::::::
XJl

•

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .
A~D

• • • . . • • • • . • . . • • • •. . • • . • • •. . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . •• •• .

- -i- - - -1

243. 00
12. 00
R, 333. 00

'2,·1~::::
336. 00

i---"'j--8-, 5·-1a-.-so

:trlWt ~redu1:v~;~~~~·t·· .~~.~~~.!~. 1········l··············I······ ······I······ ······I

117. 58
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Statement of business at local ltind o:ffeces during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE .A.T ABERDEEN, D.A.K.
,[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate bJ States, having been accounted for in the,
original entries.]
No.

Class of entry.
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations..
Homestead entries commuted to casb nn.
der section 2301., Revised Statutes.......
Homestead entries commuted to cash fill·
der section 2, act .June 15, 1880. .•. . •• • • • .
Total cash sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Original homestea~ entries .............••.
Final homestead entries .................. .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws . .................. . ................•
Pre.emption declaratory statements. . . ...
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara·
tory statements ... . . . . . ... . . . .. . .. ......

Acres.

Commie·
sions.

.A.mount.

122, 360.16 . • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • . • . • . . $152, 950. 6l

779
109

310. 03 . • • • • • . • . . • . . •• • • • • • • . • .

387. 7t

369

[58,421.47) .•• ••• • •• • . . . •• . • • •••• ••

73,027.01

1

[160. 00) . •• . • . .• • • • . . •• • . . •••• ••

186. 08

---1
------1
------1-----~-----1258
122, 670. 19 . • . • • . . . • • . . . • • • • • . . . • . • 226, 551. 44
725
163

113,782.05
[25, 822. 22)

$2,844.77
6i7.00

$7,195.00

10,039.77
647.00

465
642

72,927.57

1,856.00

4,590.00
1, 284,00

6,446.00
1,284.00

28 1......................... .

~o~tin~~i.~~~.~~~.~~~~.~~.~.~~~~i-~~~: . .:.:.:_::.:.:_: ·············· ············
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . . . . . . . .

Fees.

3281

I

309, 379. 81

5, 347. 77

56.00

56,00

545.00

545.00

13,670.00

245, 569,21

2,000.00

LAND OFFICE AT BISMARCK, D.A.K.
Sale of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
cultnre, and other entries and locations ..
Homestead entries commuted to cash UD·
der section 2301, Revised Statuttis .....•.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2, act .rune 15, 1880 ..• ••••. ••.

277

43,314, 12

41

177.00

1

[160. 00) ·••••••••••• .•••••.•••••

382.00

Totnl cash sales .................... .

342

43, 491. 12 . • • • • • . • • • • . . •••••.•.•••

66,673.54

23

59,927.20
366,67

[3, 678. 14] .•••...••••..•.••. . •••..

Odginal homestead entries ............... .
439
69,470.01
2,813.43
Final homestead entries ..............•....
113
(17, 726. 31)
872.68
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws . ........... . ..... .. .... ..... ... .... , 350
55, 425. 74
1, 400. 00
Final entries under the timber.culture laws
2
[320. 00] .....•... ; ·.
Lands entered with military bounty land
warrants ... ......................••...•.
1
(80.00) •••••• ·••••·
Landt! entered with Valentine scrip . ..... .
2
80.00 .•••.•.•••••
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
72
11,492.34 .•••••..••. .
Valentine scrip filings ......•.............
6
Pre.emption declaratory statements . ..... .
479
-Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements ...... . ................ .
12 .••.....•..•.. ·•·•••·•····
.A.mount received for reaucing testimony
to writing ............. ............................••••....................

5,997.67

4,365.00

7,178.43
872.68

3,485.00
8.00

4, 885,00

2.00
2.00
143.65
6.00
$)58,00

2.00
2.00
143. 65
6.00
958,00

8.00

24.00

24.00

116. 76

116. 76

9,110.41

80, 870,06

iii~1\1~~1:;ij:!i~~: :: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::: ::: ::: :::: ::

6,000.00
146.95
2,000.00

Total of all classes of entries and
amount r eceived therefrom ....... .

1818

179,959.21

5,086.11

Salaries, f~es, and commissions of register

Total. ............................ . . .

8,146.95

Amount received in oertiftcatee of deposit
on account of surveys ...... . ...•••......

410,00

,
1
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

Statement of business at local land ojJicee dui·ing fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continuea.
LAND OFFICE AT DEADWOOD, DAK.
[The,,area in brackets is not included in the aggregate b:y States, having been accormted for in th&
original enti;ies.J
Acres.

No.

Class of entry.

Commissions.

Fees.

.Amount.

Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales of mineral lands ................... .
Excess payments on homestead, timbercultnre, and other entries and locations ..
Homestead entries commuted to cash
under section 2301, Revised Statutes ....

451
33

81

f12, 490.14] . -- ••.. -- •.. -......•....

15,612.69

Total cash sales ..........•..........

577

69, 858. 18 . . • • . . . • • • . . . .......... .

104,183.10

28,841.94
$721. 53
$1,825.00
187
Original homestead entries . .............. .
[15,773.14]
394. 87 ........... .
101
Final homestead entries ............•.•••••
Lands entered under the timber-culture
1,285.00
524. 00
20,438.80
laws .. .. .. . .............................. .
131
360. 00
36
Applications to purchase mineral lauds .. .
6. 00
A ~plications to purchase coal lands ...... .
3
40.00
::Mmeral protests, adverse claims ... .... . . .
4
1. 078. 00
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
539
Soldiers' and sailors' homstead declara16.00
tory statements ..... . .. _............... .
8 ·•••••·••··••· ···•·· •••·••
Amount received for reducing testimony
976. 08
to writing ... .. ................................•........ ..... . .

2,546.53
394. 87

12

69,393.22
444. 02

$86,741.72
1, 802,50

20.94

26.19

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ....... _1_,5_8_6_, __1_1_9,_1_3_8_.9_2_,c~lcc'=6=40. 40

16.00
976. 08

I
5, 586. 08

SaI~~l~~{!~~:~~ .~~~~i~~~~~-s- ~:. ~~~~~~~~. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incidental expenses .••••••••••• , ••••••.••.............•..........•.................... ;,
Total ...........•.......••..•.....•..

J, 809. 00
360. 00
6.00
40.00
1,078.00

111,409.58
6,000.00
1,563. M

~=~=~=-:-:-=--7,563.84

DEVIL'S LAKE, DAK.
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timbercultnre, and other entries and locations..
Homestead entries commuted to cash
under section 2301, Revised Statutes....
Total cash sales . . • . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . .

79, 156. 52 .••.•..•......•....•• , • .

28

114. 23 . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .. .. •• • • • .

143. 69'

71

[11, 124. 53] . • • • • • . . • . . . . • . • . • • • • • . .

13, 905. 75-

608

79, 270. 75 . . . • • • . • . . . . . • • • • .. . . . • .

112, 996. 38

---1--=-----1-----1----1----:-::--::

56,496.25
Original homestead entries . ..•.•..........
370
Final homestead entries ........••.........
[2,596.92]
19
Lands entered under the timber-culture.
laws .... ... ........................••.••.
56,637.20
1,464.00
366
Lands ~ntere~ wit~ Valentine scrip .•••••
1
40. 00 ·••••· ·•····
Valentme.senp filings ....•....... ~...... .
3
Pro.emption declaratory statements ....••.
578
Soldiers' and sa.ilors' homestead declaratory statements .......... ,. . • . . . . . . . . . . .
9 .•••••••.•••••.••••.••••••
Amoun~~eceived for reducing testimony
to wnting ...............•.......•........••.......•........•.........••••.
1,414.75
65.02

Total of all classes of entries and
a.mount received therefrom........

3,600.00

5,014.75
65.02

3. 580.00
1.00
3.00
1,156.00

5,044.00
1. 00
3,00
1,156. 00-

18.00

18. 00

287.90

287.90

8, 645. 90

124. 586. 05

- - - - - - ---- ----·1----1, 954

192,444. 20

2, 943, 77

=:=:l=======l:===i====t===

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •••..••....

~~~~!~~~:::~~~-:

:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :: :::::: ::: ::: :::: :: ::::::

Total. ...........•..........•....•...

98, 946, 9t

509

== ......................................

Amormt received in certifioatea of dsposit
on accotlllt of surveys ................................................................ .

6,000, 00·
95.38
2,020.00
8,115.38
112.00

I
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement of business at local Zand offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1881·-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT FARGO, DAK.

(

!The area. in brackets is not included in the aggregate br States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.
Acres.

No.

Class of entry.
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry .
Supplemental payments..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations..
Homestead entries commuted to cash
tlDder section 2301, Revised Statutes....
Homestead ent1'ies commuted to cash
under section 2, act June 15, 1880.. . . . . . .
Total cash sales. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .

Commis·
sions.

Fees.

Amount.

210

31,007.74
.13

$48,079.21

2

67

133.17

1,241.65

94
8

.44

[15, 076. 00] • • • . . • • • . • • . . • • . • • • . • • • .

22, 583. 28

(1,280.00] .••.•••.••• ; • •• . •• ••• • • . ~

----1------1
- ----·31,141.04
381

104,692.35
$4,346.54
Original homestead er.tries . ...... . ....... .
679
3,981.10
(86,011.63
}final homestead entries .. . . .... . .....•....
546
Lands entf'red under the timber.culture
laws .. ................. . . . .... . . . . ... .
89,775.74
2,292.00
573
Final entries under the timber·<mlture
laws .. ... ... . .. . .... .... . . ... .......... .
[4,279.00] ........... .
28
I,ands entered with military bounty land
2,000.00 ..•.•••..••.
warrants . .. ... . . ........ ....... ....... .
20
12,783.08 .•...••.•••.
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
80
494
Pre-emption declaratory statements •••....
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements . . . . . . . .............. .
15 .•.....••.••.••••..•.•••.
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing .............................. . ..................... .

3,056.00

74,960.58
$6,625.00

10, 971.M
3,981.10

5,660.00

7,952.00

112. 00

112. 00

74.00
159. 77
988. 00

159. 77
988. 00

74.00

30.00

30. 00

1,054.15

1,054.15

----1------1------1-----·1-----

Total of all claases of entries and
amount received therefrom ....... =2=,8=1=6='==24=0,=3=9=2.=2=l=l==10=,=6=19=.=6=4=1==1=4=,7=0=2=.9=2=i==10=,o=,=2=83:=.=1=4

~~~~~~~i.~~~

~~~i~~

S~rr~!c1 f::!~i~!~.
-~~.
..• _.• • _· .................
~·
_... . . _•.••••.•• .
Expenses of depositing . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . ,
Incidental expenses .................................................................... .

==

6,000.00
129.85
1,984.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........••.............

8,113.85

··············!············ ············

623. 61

~o~~!C:-:~f~l~~~~~st~~.~t.e_s. ~:.~~~~.s~~.

LAND OFFICE AT GRAND FORKS, DAK,
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entrio1:1 and locations ..
Homestead entries commuted to cash
under section 2301, Revised St.atutes .....
Homestead entries commuted to cash
under section 2, act June 15, 1880 ....... .
Total cash sales .................. .. .

518

79,165.06

98,955.40

48

159, 65 .••.•••..•...••.•••.•••.

199. 54

148

l22, 611. 34] .••..••.•••..••.• ~ _...•.

28,263.21

4

[639. 00] .• : .................... .

742. 75

--1
·-----·1----------- ·----79, 324. 71 . • • . . . • . . • • . . . • . . • • . . • • . 128, 160. 90
718

Original homestead entries .........• ......
103,107.42
2,580.84
674
Final homestead entries ... . ............. .
[54,383. 91]
1,364.00
34-4
Lands entered umler the timber.culture
laws ........... .... ............. . . ... .
58, 713. 41
1, 548. QO
387
Final entries under the timber.culture
laws .................. . ....... ... ..... .
[1,
668.
55]
...........
.
11
Pre.emption declaratory statements .. . ... .
542
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements .. ..................... .
5 .............. ·••·•••••••·
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ..................... .. ................................•.........
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom. . . . . . . .

2, 681

241,145.54

5,492.84

6,555.00

9,135.84
1,364.00

3,720.00

5,268.00

44. 00

44. 00
1,084.00

1,084.00

10. 00

10.00

624. 68

624. 68

12, 037. 68

145, 691. 42

Salaries, fees, and commissions of regis.

r}gii!t{!iiii:!~~(:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

6,000.00
90.33
2,090.00

Total. ...... ... . . .... ......•..••...• . ~.........•......•.. . . . ..........•.....

8,180.33

Amount received in certificates of deposit
on account of surveys ................... ............................................. .

200. 00
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF 1'1 IE INTEHIOR.

Statement of business a.t local la:nd offi1:es during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continned.
LAND OFFICE AT HUR0N, DAK.

l The area

in brackets is not included in t~e. aggrega~e by States, having been accounted for in the

-

or1gmal entries.]

Class of entry.

Acres.

No.

Sale!! of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to caah un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes . .•....
Homestead ent1·ies commuted to cash under section 2, act .June 15, 1880 •••..••••.
Total cash sales ....•................

707

107,868.08

97

291. 03

Commissions.

Fees.

Amount.
$134,835.31
864.06

569

L89,130.51] .••..••..••..••..••...•.

lll, 413.2~

1

[160. OOJ ••••••••••••••••••••••••

186.00

$6,220.00

8, 689.6&
1,514.96

7,650.00

10,722.00

23. 00
2.00
1,226.00

23. 00
2.00
1,226.00

---------------1------1----246, 708.63
108, 159. 11 .... .• ...••.
1,374

98, 774. 16
$2,469.66
Original homestead entries .••.............
630
t60, 592. 61] . 1,514.96
Final homestead entries .••............... .
383
Lands entered under the timber.culture
3,072.00
121,635.79
laws .................... : .............. ..
769
Lands entered with military bounty land.
840.
00
warrants ..........................••....
7
1
Applications to µurchase coal lands ...... .
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
613
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26 .••.•••••.••...•••.••••••.
Amount rnceived for reducing testimony
to writing .....•....................•......•......••.......................

'.fotal of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom. . • • . . .

3, 803

329,409.06

52. 00

52. 00

1,520.94

1,520.94

16, 693. 94

270, 549. lt

1-----1-----

7, 056. 62

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver . . .... .. . . ... .. ...•.. .... .. . . .. . .. . .•........•......... . ... .. ...... · · · · ·
Incidental expenses .•.. ..•.....•••.•. ... ...••...• . .••.••..•......••........ .. ... -· ······
Total ..•.•.••...••..•••...••.........

==-..........· · \············ ............

6,000.00
3,177.30

9, 111. ao

LAND OFFICE AT MITCHELL, DAK.
Sales of land sub.feet to pre-emption entry.
Sales of minerallands .......... . c ....... .
Excess payments on homestead, timber•
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commated to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ..... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash nn·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 .••••••••.
Total cash sales .................... .

1

47,749.16
160. 00

39

117.46

340

59. 686. 56
400. 00
146. 86

196

[30,474.86) .•••..•••••..••••. -•• · • ·

6

[959.161 . ••··••··••· .••......•• .

1,114.97

48, 026. 62 . • • . . • • . • • • . . ••.•••.... ·

99,441.98

582

Original homestead entries ......•...•.....
363
1,3H.39
53,654.55
Final homestead entries .................. .
3,832.79
970
ll53, 229. 06)
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws...
. ..... . . ... . . .•...... . ...... ..
1,628.00
407
63,070.94
Final entries under the timber.culture
laws .... ... . .......................... .
152
[22, 898. 99) .•••.•••••• .
Lands entered with military bounty land
warrants ................ .. . .. . ... . . .. .. .
1
160. 00 ••••.••.•••.
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
1
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
255
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements . . .. . . . _ . . . . . ....
5 .••••. •••·•·•· ••••• • ••••• .
Amonnt received for reducing testimony
to writing .•..................•••..••••....•.....
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom....... .

38,003.59

2, 786

164,912.11

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

6,802.18

3,440.00

4,781.39
3,832.79

3,975.00

5,603, 00

608. 00

608,00

4. 00
10. 00
510. 00

4. 00
10.00
510. 00

10. 00

10, 00

2,391.93

2,301.93

10,948.93

117,193. 09

i;t~:[!l:i:~~~:::::_::::::::::::::~ :::::::: :::~:::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total . .............................. . ................ .

6,000.00
J33. ao
2,126.70
8,260.00
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended Jm,,e 30, 1887-Continned_.
LAND OFFICE AT WATERTOWN, DAK.
fThe area in brackets is not included in th!3 !'ggregat~ by States, having been a-0counted for in the
ongmal entries. J
No.

Cfass of entry.
SaJes of land subject to pre·emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Reviserl Statutes . ..... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2, act ;June 15, 1880 ......... .

Commissions.

Acres.

489

70,826.09

53

181.03

Amount.

Fees.

·---····---- ---·--·-····

$?9, 514. 35

--····-----·

228. 06

·-·--------- ............. .
[800. 00) ······------ -----------·
5
----1 -----71,007.12 ............... ...............
Total cnsh sales .................... .
860

60,448.35

313

---·-·······

[48,217.21)

930. 00
151,120.76
8,577.94
3,713.63

$6,025.00
$2,552.94
95,110.76
Original homestead entries ............... .
620
3,713.63 ................ .
[134, 783. 39 j
Final homestead entries ..... . .... . ...... .
863
Lands entered under the timber-culture
5,720.00
2,356.00
laws .•.•...... ... ................ . ......
90,330.90
589
188. 00
[7,283.26) ............
Final en tries under the timber-culture laws
47
Lands entered with military bounty land
4.00
warrants . . .... ... ........ . ... ......... . .
160. 00 .............
1
1,336.00
Pre-emption declaratory statements .. .... .
668 ............... .............
Pre.emption declaratory statements (Sioux
22. 00
Indian lands) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .
11 .................. ..............
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara14. 00
tory statements . ...................... .
7 ·············· ...............
Amount received for reducing testimony
1, 264. 59
to writing...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . . .

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .... .. . .

3,666

256,608.78

8,076.00
188. 00
4. 00
1,336.00
22. 00
14.00
1, 264. 59

~::-~;.:r~~~

s~:r~:c!f!:~~~-~~~-m~~~~i-~~~ -~~ ~~~~~~~~- . - . --. - - ---... .... - - - - -... -- -. - - - - ... - .• --- . - ·

f~d~:t:i°t~t8!~~i:i~~:: :::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :_
::::: :::: :::::: :: :::: ::::: :::

6,000.00
127. 80
3,024.26

Total. ......................•••••.. . ...... . ...•••.••...•..•••.•...••.••••........ j

9,152.00

Sales of land subject to pre-emption.......
Supplemental payments...................
Total .............................•.•

I

~

SIOUX INDI.A.N LANDS.

I

65
6, 428. 13 ·.•••••.••••• . • • • . • • • . • • .
5 .•• • . • . . . . . . • . . •• •• • • • . . . . ••• •• • . . . • • .

8, 901. 34
833. 09

-W --6, 428:-ii" ,.••..••...•. , .•••••••.... ,--9-,-73_4__4-3

LAND OFFICE AT YANKTON, DAK.

..... ........

23,846.85

[20, 901. 70) .•...•........••...•.•..

26,123.92

22,274.21
Original homestead entries .. . . ........... .
159
557. 51
1, 440. 00
Final homestead entl'ies .................. .
[56,086. 23")
356
1,402.25 . ..••. ···••·
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws . .. .. ..... .... ... . .....•••.•........ .
157
21, 464. 79
028. 00
1,390.00
Final entries undel' tho timber-culture laws
147
[20,861.61) .••.....•••.
588. 00
Pre-emption declani.tory statements . ..... .
123
246. 00
Soldier11' and sailors' homestead declaratory t1tatemeotR ..•........... ... ••••....
2. 00
1 .............. ············
.Amount received for reducing testimony
to writii, .~ . . . . . . . . . .............•..•••...............•............• _.....
1,202.82

1,997.51
1,402.25

Sales of land subject to pI'e-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes...... .
Total cash sales...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total of all claRsrs of entries and
amount received therefrom... . ....

146

19,077.34

29

109. 37

I

140

136. 75

---1------1------·---------315
19,186.71
50,107.52

1,258

62,925.71

2,587.76

4,868. 8~

2,018.00
588. 00
246. 00
2.00
1,202.82
57,564.10

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

fnii~::~:;!it~~!~~~: :: ~ ~:::~::::::::::: ::: :::; :::::::::::::: :::::: : :::::::::: :::: :

6,000.00
48. 00
1,095.60

Total. .......•....... --· ........... -- .. - ....•.....•....... - . · - ·. - -- · · -· · · -• · · -- · ·

7,143.60
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT GAINESVILLE, FLA.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, hafing been accounted for in the
original entries. J
Class of entry.

No.

Acres.

Commis·
sions.

Fees.

Amount.

.
·-----·-·-··

16,718.90 . -.. -- -.... -. - .............
.............
4,740.95
10. 29 ........... . ·-----·····-

Sales of land subject to private entry.-· •••
Sales of land subject to pre·emption entry ••
Sales ofland at public auction .............
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entrie& and locations .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ..••••.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un<ler section 2, act of .Tune 15, 1880 .•.•••••

191
44
1

Tota.l cash sales ..•••••.•.•.•.....••.

544

·······----- ........... .

386. 41

[9,882.35] .............. .............

12,951.53

291.14

218
79

$20,900.05
5,926.29
20,178 69

----------·- -----·······

1,00'-55

............

61,347.52

$2,743.80
$7,135.00
Original homestead entries .••.••..••••....
838
107,328.88
1,276.04 ........... .
Final homestead entries ... ... . .....•......
[46,545.51]
382
Lands entered with private land scrip (A.r.
rodonda, . ............... ............... ..
1
·4~
State selections ......•. .•...............•.
3
486. 00
Pre•emption declaratory statements .. ...•..
243
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory
38. 00
statements . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . .
19 ......................... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ..••.• ............. ... ....••••...•......• _... . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . .
1,357.63

9,878.80
1,276.04.

11

[873.19]

21,761.28 .................

3ii: ii :::: :: ::: ::: ······

Total of all classes of entries and - - - - - - - - amount, received therefrom........
2030
129,500.85
4,019.84

iia· ····· ···4: sa
486. 00
38. 00

1,357.63

I

74,388.62

9,021.26

Sa!!~l~-!~~1!!~
~~~ ~~.~~~~~~~~-~:-~~~!~~~~- _....... -·~··· ....... ·I······ .... ·· I···· ..·......
Ex11enses of depositing...... . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6,000.00
33. 95
3, 004. 40

Incidental expenses . . . • . • • . • • • • • . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tota.l ...•.. .••••..••.•...•....•••....

-----1----=·-. · \······ .... ···I······ ... ···I······......

9,038.35

LAND OFFICE AT BLACKFOOT, IDAHO.

I

7,641.07

:::: :: ::: : :: ::::: : ::::::I
::: : :: :::: : : ::: : :: ::::::I

107. 83
8, 3.!6. 20
17,828.14

na. 56

Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations .
Original entries under the desert-land act.
J!'inal entries under the desf!rt-land act ....
Homestead entries commuted to cash un ,
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ...... .

120

Total cash a9les .................... .

254

39,503.95

Original homestea.d entries .....•••••..•••.
l•inal homestead entries . ... .......•.......
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws .. .... .. .. . . . .......... .. ...... .
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
Soldiers' andsailors' homestead declaratory
statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. .
Amoun~ _received for reducing testimony
to wnti.ng ......•........•.......••......

228
109

35, 260. 85
[16, 994. 81]

1, 344. 00

127

16, 183. 02

508. 00

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ....... .

43
25
58
8

6,

85. 77
3:l, 304. 62
[17, 807. 69]

[1,168. 99] ············

'.!, 245. 00

3,580.00
645. 00

1,075.00
705. 00

1,583. 00
705. 00

645. 00

3 ............ . · ••••• ·•••• •

00, 947. 82

1,461.24
85,365.38

235

956

............ ,

2,497.00

9. 00

9. 00

632. 40

632. 40

4,666.40

42,528.78
5,486.60
73. 80
372. 20

Tetal ................................ . ............................................ .

5,932.60
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Statement of business at local land offices during.fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
:(:.AND OFFICE AT BOIS~ CITY, IDAHO.
{The area in brackets is not included in the a~gregate by States, having been accounted for in the
ori~al entries. l
Class of entry.
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations
Original entries under the desert.1andact..
Final entries under the desert.1and act....
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
Total cash sales.....................

No.

Acres.

Commis·
sions.

Amount.

41

5,335.46 . • • . . • • . • • • . . • • . . • • . . • • .

$6, 669. 33

12
101
11

57. 32 . • • . • • • . . . • . . • • . • • • . . • • .
30 962 00
,
Ll'. 560: 00) : :::: ::: : :: : ::::::::::::

71. 67
7,740.48
1,560.00

8

r1, 267. 04) .~........ •. .•••.••.. •. .

1,583.80

173

36,354.78 .••..••.••...••....••••.

17,625.28

$1, 365. 00 ·

2, 168. 64
317.47

----+------l·-----1-----+-----

21,438.59
$803.64
Original homestead entries ............... .
145
Final homestead entries .................. .
LS, 225. 78]
317.47
57
Lands entered under the timber·CUlture
256. 00
7,965.87
laws .. . ......... ... . . .................. .
64
Application to purchase mineral lands ... .
1
Pre.emption declaratory statements ..... .
134
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara2 .••..••..••••..••.••••••••
to-ry statements ................. . ...... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing .............................. ... .........•......................

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .....••.

Fees.

576

65,759.24

1,377.11

525. 00
10. 00
402. 00

781. 00
10. 00
402. 00

6. 00

6.00

535. 75

535. 75

2,843.75

21,846.14

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .

3,682.32
27. 51
300. 00

¥:c~d~!!!i°!x~fn°ss!;~~~.::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Total. ...••.•.•...................... ········ ······ ········ ······ ······ ············

4,009.83

LAND OFFICE AT COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO.
492. 45
134. 52

Sales ofland subject to pre·emption entry.
Sales of mineral lands .................... .
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations

7
6

18. 56

49: 00

Total cash sales .................... .

17

645. 53

1,656.29

4

1,231.25
376. 04

7,015.87
523. 75
Original homestead entries ..•.............
48
(2,053.44]
Final homestead entries ..... ............ .
154. 05
13
L ands entered under the timber·CUlt11re
4. 00
laws ...... . ..... . ............. . ..... .. .
160. 00
1
11 ....•.....................
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
Mineral protests, adverse claims .. ....... .
1
Pre.emption declaratory statements . ..... .
41
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara·
tory statements . .................. ... .. .
1 ...... · · ······ ······ ······
.A.mount recei ~-ed for reducing testimony
to writing ... ... ... . ..... ......... ......... ............................... .

Total of all classes of entries and
amount 1·eceived therefrom ....•...

455. 00

978. 75
154. 05

10. 00
110.00
10. 00
123. 00

14. 00
110.00
10. 00
123. 00

·3. oo

3. 00

195. 25

195. 25

906. 25

3,244.34

- - - - --- - ---·--1-----·-----133

7,821.40

681. 80

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver ........... .. ............................................................. .

!i.. 156.15

¥:J~~!!!i°!:;:i:~!~~:::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

15.10
150. 00

Total . ............................... ................................. .. .......... .

2,321.25
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal yea,· ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT HAILEY, ID~HO.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.)
Class of entry.

No.

Acres.

Commis.
sions.

Fees.

Amount.

Sales ofland subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales of mineral lands ..•..••••..•••.•.•••.
Sales of town lots (Ketchum) .••••••••..•..
, Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations ..
Original entries under the desert.land act.
Final entries under the desert.land act .••.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ...••..

35
40

4

[600. 00) .••••.•••••.•••....•.•..

750.00

Total cash sales .••...•..•••..••..••.

133

12, 790. 96 . • • • .. • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . .

16, 098. 84

Original homestead entries .....••.........
Final homestead entries ..•••.•........•...
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws ..•......•..........•....•••••.......
Applications to purchase mineral lands ...

87
26

4,969.20
724. 74

$6,211.28

3 •••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••

34.34 ....................... .
7,062.68 .••.•••.•••..•...•...•..
[3, 548. 92) . . • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . • •.

5

30
16

13,142.12
(4, 120. OOJ

$494. 00
154. 50

320. 00
10,615.30
80
51 .............. ••••····•••·

Af
£~f~:~:) .. ~~ .. ~~~~~.~~~ .. ~~~~.. ~~~~.
Mineral protests, adverse claimR .••••.....

5
8

Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
123
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead cleclara• ·
tory statements ......... _........•.....
6 •••••••••••••• •••••••••••.
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing .•.•.•.•.••..••..•......•........•.....••••••.••.....
Tota~ of all classes "of entries and
amount received ther1:1from ~ ..... .

a, 120.00

60.00

42.!YT
l, 765. 67
3,548.92

$840. 00

1,334.00

695. 00
510. 00

1,015, 00
510. 00

15. 00
80. 00
369. 00

15. 00
80. 00
369. 00

I

154. 50

18.00

18. 00

369. 95

369. 95

2,896.95

19,,964. 29'

- - -1-----1-----1-----1- - - 519

36,548.38

968. 50

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver. . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

3, 6~~Ji
f:irn~!~i°!~ln~~!i~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::1-----1·--·-:::::::::::: 600. 00
0

Total. ..................................•••.. I····································~·

4,274.95-

LAND OFFICE AT LEWISTON, IDAHO.
ales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
ExcetRS payments on homestead, timber.
cul ure, and other entries and locations .
Homestead entries commuted to cash UD·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ..•••..

104

14,445.00

8

13. 91

Total cash sales .........•...........

124

12

18,225. l:?

17.4.1

·-==-;:-

[1, 755. 971 . • • . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . .
14,458. 91 •••••••••••.

437. 46

18,323.79
687. 21
1,175.00
Original homestead entries .........•......
126
Final homestead entries .................. .
tl4, 030. 93]
538. 66 . . . . . . . . . . . .
88
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws ..................................•.
275. 00
136. 00
34
3,988.70
Final entries under the timber·culture
laws .•••••..................•............
12. 00
(400. OOj ........... .
3
Lands selected und1:1r grants to railroads ..
49.59
25
3,966.95 ··•·· ••···•·
Pre.emption declarato;-y statements ..... ..
648. 00
216
Amount received for reducing testimony
673.13
to writing ............... . ..................................... ····•·······

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ....... .

616

40,738.35

1,356.87

2, 194. 93

2,832.72

1,862.21
583. 66

411. 00
12.00
49.59
648.00
673.13

24,627. 05-

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

1ii:~::~:~::!f~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total ....•..•...•.....•.•••.•.•••••...••...•

4,148.30
35, 70
329. 05
4,513.05
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Slatementof buBineBB at looal land offices during .fiscal year ended June !-lO, 1887-C~ntinued.
[The area. in brackets is not included in the aggregate b y States, having been accounted for in the

original entries.1

LANDS SOI.iD IN ILLINOIS.
No.

Class of entry.
Sales ofland subject to private entry ...•.
Total cash sales ......•.1• • • • • • • • • • • • •

1

--1

Commissions.

Acres.
39.20
39. 20

Final homstead entries .........•......••..

1

(160. 00)

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .......

2

39. 20

Fees.

Amount.

... -..... ---.. ..................
.................. ·-----------

$49. 01>

,

49. O()

$4.00

............. .

4.00

4.00

------·---· -

53. 00

LANDS SOLD IN INDIAN A.
Original homestead entries . .. . .. ......... .
Pre-emption declaratol'y statements ..•••••

3
1

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .•...•.•

4

132. 52

3.31

$15. 00
2. 00

$18. 31
2. 00,

132. 52

3. 31

17. 00

20: 31'

.... ................ ................ .
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE A.T DES MOINES, IOWA.
(The area in brackets is not included in th~ _11,ggrega~e by States, having been aoconnt:ed for in the
_ or1gmal entnes.]
Class-of entry.

No.

Acres.

Sales of land subject to private entry •.••.
Sales ofland snbjectto pre-emption entry.
Homestead entries commuted t,o cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes .••••.
Homestead entries eommuted to cash under section 2, act June 15, 1880 .••.••••••

3
4

Total cash sales .....................
-Original homestea.d entries .••..••..•...••.
Final homestead entries: ..................
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws .....................................
Final entries under the tim ber.cultnrelaws.
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
Pre.emption declaratory statements •..•..
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing •••.••••••.•••••••.••••.••.....
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .••••••.
Salaries, f~es, and commissions_of register
and receiver ...•.....•......•••.•.••...•.
Expenses of depositing .•••••.••.••.....••.
Incidental expenses •.•••••... .••••••..••..
Total. •....•.....••••••.••...•••••••.

[320. 00]
40.00
206. 78

1

[80.00]

1

[40. 00]

9

246. 78

16

1,079.84
[1,220.99]

Fees.

}..........

............ ············
.............
............ .............
............. ·"'··········
............ .............
$55. 00
49. 00

A.mount.
'450. 00
416., ..
100. Ot
91.00
1,057.95

·······-----

140. 00
49.00

·----------............

200. 00
128. 00
18. 00
10. 00

848. 00
128. 00
18. 00
10.00

---· ·············· ------------

1. 00

1.00

442.00

1,751.95

14
37
82
9

5

...

{

Commis.
sions.

122

2,187.80
[2,888.56]
1,384.29

148. 00

······-······- ............ ....

4,898.21

252. 00

$85. 00

............... .............. ............
·-······ ...............
.............. . ............
........

1,430.66
1.05
860. 00

.... --··

1,791.71

................ .............. . ........... ......
·············· ------------ . ..............

LA.ND -OFFICE AT CONCORDIA., KA.NS.
:Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payment on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations,
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
Total cash sales...... . ..............

56

5,878.85

4

26.80

40

7,398.54
84. 20

[5,132.88] ......... ..... ......... · ·

----1
-----1 --5,905.15 . .• . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . • .
100

144-. 81
850. 00
5,151.73
Original homestead entries .•••••..........
50
· Final homestead entries ..•......... .. .... .
[31,611.54]
255
975. 47 ······•··•··
Lands entered unde'r the timber-culture
270. 00
38
3, 954. 30
152. 00
laws .....•. .. ..........•••.....•... .. ... .
300. 00
Final entries underthe timher-culture laws.
75
[7, 914. 55] ..•••..•••••
140.
00
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
70 ·····••····· · · .... . ...... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
1,223.05
to writing .•••.•....•......... . ..• . ............. .... .....•.......•..... ....

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received ther efrom . ...... .

588

15,011.18

1,272.28

2,283.05

6,716.09
14,148.88
494. 81
975. 47
422. 00
800. 00
140. 00
1,228.05
17,704.16

===i=====l=====l====i====
-Salaries, f~es, and commissions of register ,
and receiver ...... ......•...................... a. . • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • .
4, 2~~:

i~
~Jt~!!i!i°!xt6fn°s~!~:::::::::::::::::: ~:: :::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::,-:::----,-----::::::::: 120. 00
Total................................ . . • . . • •. .••••......••. .•. •• • . . . . . . . •. . . . . .. . . .

4,845.72
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT GARDEN CITY, KANS.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in thl\
original entries.]
Class of entry.

No.

Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes . . . . . . •
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act June 15, 1880..... ... ..

2, 954

Total cash sales...... .......... .....
Original homestead entries ....••.....•..•.
Final homei>tead entries ................. .
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws .....................•••........•...
Final entries under the timber-culture laws
Lands enterecl with military bounty-land
warrants ..... ..... .. ....... ......... ... .
Pre-emption declaratory statements ....•.
;Pre-emption declaratory statements
(O~age Indian lands) ... . . .... .. ... . .... .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements . ........... .. .......... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing .. ...•.........................

Acres.

Commissions.

Fees.

Amount.

467, 794. 78 . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . • • • . • . • . . $594, 151. 70'

311

652. 59 .••.••.......•••••. - •.• -

1, 018. 60

1, 379

(222, 180. 96) ... . .• ...••_., . . . . . • . . . . . .

284, 654. 92

7

[926. 04) . . . . . . . . . • . . • .. . . . . . . . .

1,466.59

4,651

468,447.37 .•.••. . .• . •. . ... •. . .•• • .

881,201.81

4, 940
168

778, 409. 04 $22, 323. 09 $49, 000. 00
894. 96 . . .. . . . .... .
t26, 713. 31]

71, 323. 09
894. 96

1,810

286, 699. 29
7, 238. 00
1,270.85 ........... .

18, 0115. 00
32. 00

25,273.00
32. 00

3, 389. 51 .....•••..• ·.

117. 00
6,748.00

117. 00
6,748.00

1,314

2,628.00

2,628.00

304

608. 00

608. 00

4,856.61

4,856. ~1

82,024.61

993, 772.47

---1------1------l---'-----l-----

8

35
3,374

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ........ 16,604

1,536,945.21

30,456.05

Salaries, f~es, and commission.a of register
and receiver ...... . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .

t~~!!!!i°!~~1:i~~;~~:: ~:::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

6, 000. 0()>
1,689.26
6,991.00

---'--- -------1------1------t----14,680.26

Total. ......•...••.................................................................
Sales of Osage trust and diminished reserve lands...... • • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • .

2, 003

303, 962. 56 . • . • • • . • • • • • . ••••• ; • . • . .

456, 671. 58

I

LAND OFFICE .A.T INDEPENDENCE, KANS.
Sales ofland subject to pre-emption entry.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes ...... .
Total cash sales ................... .
Original homestead entries ............... .
Final homestead entries ............ ...... .
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws ................................•.
l'inal entries under the timber-culture laws
Pre-emption declaratory statements .•.... :
Pre-emption declaratory statements ,
(Osage trust and diminisb.ed reserve

A:~!!k tecei~~d r~r- reati.cfug-~aii~~;;i -

1

160. 00 ...................... .

200. 00-

10

[759. 97) .•.•.••...•..•••••.••••.

1,000.05

11

160. 00 .••......••..•••.•.••••.

1,200.05

13
21

950.15
[1,981. 49J

25.10
80. 00
54. 29 ••••••••••••

80. 00
8. 00
1
[81. 761 ••••••••••••
34 .•••••••••..•. ··••·••··••·
2

52

· - • • • • - • • · - • - · -• · - • • -- - - - •

to writing .. ...................... .. ...................................... .
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ....... .

134

1,190.15

87.39

10. 00
4.00
68.00

]05.10
54. 29•
18.00
4.00
68.00.

104. 00

104. 00-

. 274.15

274.15

540.15

1,827.59
2,337.33
11. 25
474. 00

Total. ...... . .....................•........................... - -· -- -- - - -·· ·· - · --- -·
Osa~e ceded lands ........................ .
Osage trust and diminished reserve lands.

1
112

·····li:004:sa· :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

2,822. 5S188. 81f
38,601.35
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continned.
LAND OFFICE AT KIRWIN, KANS .
.[The area in brackets is not included in the ~g_gregate '!>Y States, having been accounted for in the
.
or1gmal entries.)
Class of ent,.y.
·Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timbercultnre, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes . ......
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act of June 15, 1880. .... ..

Commis.
sions.

Acres.

No.
538

62,950.32

45

77. 70

418

Fees.

A.mount.
$79,087.88

97.11

[58,589.00) ............. ......... ..

------

74,952.66

14

[1,959.57] ................ ....... .

2,27U8

1,015

63, 028. 02 . • • • • .. • • • .. . .. • . .. • • • ..

156, 418. 03

Original homestead entries .....••...••..•.
511
68, 199. 61
$1, 829. 97
$4, 435. 00
Final homestead entries ..........•....... .
(100, 214. 77]
2, 546. 66 . • .. . • .. . • ..
659
Lands entered under the timber-culture
I
laws •.. ... .......••..•..••...........•..
2,835.00
44, 291. 95
1, 286. 00
322
564.00
Final entries under the timber-culture laws.
[19, 965. 37] .••.••••.•••
141
Lands entered with military bounty-land
10. 00
warrants .. .. . ............... . .... . ..•.••.
400. 00 .......... ..
3
938. 00
Pre-emption declaratory statements . ..•..
t69
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara6.00
tory statements ........................ .
3 ......................... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
1,601.89
to writin~ ............................................................... .

6, 264. 97
2,546.66

Total ca.sh sales ......•..•.....••.•• .

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . . .. .. .

4,121.00
564. 00
10.00
938. 00

6. 00
1,601.89

-------l·----11-----1----

3, 123

175, 919. 58

5,662.63

10,389.89

172,465.55

1===1====~====1====1-===

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register and receiver . .... .•. ~ .............................................................. .
Expenses of depositing ......... ............. .... ....... ............................... ..
Incidental expenses ... ............................ .................................... ..

6,000.00
203. 35
1,853.50

--1········: ··· ··· ······· ··

7,556.85

Total. ... ....................................· ·••••• · · · · · ·

LAND OFFICE AT LARNED, KANS.
Sales of land subjecttopre-emptionentry.
Sales of abandoned military reservations
(Fort Zarah) . ... . ......•.••.............
E xcess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes . . .... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act June 15, 1880 ......... .
Total ca.ah sales ................... ..
·Original homestead entries . .........•.....
Final bomeRtead entries .. ... ... . .. . . . ... . .
Lands ent ered under the timber-culture

I

Fi~:i!ntr\eiiu~de";tb~·ti~be~:~ult~re·i~i~:
Lands entered with military bounty-land
warrants . .... .... ... . ... .. ........... . ..
Pre-emption declaratory statements . .... .
Pre-emption declaratory statements
(Osage tr:nst and diminished r eserve
lands) ......... .. ...... .. .. .. ......... .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements .......... ....... ..... .. .
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ......... . ... ...... .. ... . .. . .. .
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ...... . .
Salaries, f~es, and commissions of register
0

260

38, 163. 23 . • .. .. .. • • . • . • • .. • • • • • • •

66, 114. 84

3

146. 29 . . . .. • .. • • . • . .. • • • • • • .. •

718. 87

29

215. 16 . . . . . • .. . • • . .. .. . • • .. • ..

314. 52

208

[31, 876. 83] . . .. • .. .. • • • . • • • .. . . • . ..

43,887.84

1

[80.001 ............ ............

191.00

501

38, 524. 6f:S .. • .. • • • . .. . . • • • • .. .. • • •

101, 227. 07

430

2'5

li2;928. 67
(36, 300. 97]

2, 232. 21
3, 980. 00
1, 356. 47 ....•.•.. • · ·

236
52

34, 805. 59
940. 00
[8, 482. 97] . . . • . • .. . • . •

2, 210. 00
208. 00

8,150.00
208. 00

2

160. 00 ...... ·••••·

5.00
442. 00

5. 00
442. 00

3,818.00

a, 818. oo

221
1,909

9 ............. . •• ••••••••• •

a, 605

136,418.94

~ 528. 68

18.00

18. 00

1,880.84

1,880.84

12,561.84

118,317.59

===1=====1=====!====1====

1

In~i3o~ t~~ ;~e~~e~· :::: :::::: :: ::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::: :: :: ::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: ::
Total .....................................
0 age trust and dim.lnished reserve lands.

6,212.21
1,356.47

·----- -- .. ... . . ........................... ... . . . ....... .
2, 171

825,643.81 . ••. . •• . . ... .• • • • . . ... • .

6,000.00
4,984.80
10. 984. 80
643,237.12
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Statement of business at local land-o:ffeces during fiscal yea1· ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT OBERLIN, KANS.
,{The area in ·b rackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.]
Acres.

No.

Class of entry.
Sales ofland subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, anJ. other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 . . . . . . . . . .
Total cash sales. . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . .

847

Commis·
sion.

. Fees.

129. 322. 07 . . . • • • . •• • • • . •• .. • .•••• . $164,046.60

165

394, 06 . ••. .• .••••• .•• • •• .••••.

507. 48

1, 030

[161, 856. 20] .•.••••.••••..••• ~.......

206, 431. 35

9

[1,394.11] . . . • . • . •• • . . . . • • • . . • . • . .

2,022. 78

2, 051

-

129, 716. 13 . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . • . • . .

373, 008. 21

----1------1-- ----l------l-----

323, 833. 09
$8, 946. 64 $20, 450. o'D
Original homestead entries .. •. ;..... . . . . . . 2, 104
[24, 419. 871
646. 43 . • • • • • . • • • • . .
Final homesread entl'ies.. .. . . . ...... . ... ..
156
Lands entered under the timber-culture
8,560.00
136, 170. 44
3, 452. 00
laws ................................... .
863
16.00
Final entries under the tim ber-cultu relaws .
4
[640. 00] . ••··•··· ••.
Lands entered with military bounty land
14. 00
240. 00
warrants . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
2,160.00
Pre.emption declaratory statement . . . . . .. 1, 080 . .. • • • . . . . . . .. . .•....••••.
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara96. 00
48 .•••••••••.••..•.•.•.•••..
tory statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
Amount received for reducing testimony
3,259.83
to writing ........•......•.......•..•••...•..•...••..•••........ •..•......

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

Amount.

6, 310-

589,959.66

13,045. 07

84,555.83

29, 396. 64
646. 43
12,012.00
16.00
14.00
2,160.00
96.00

3, 259.8;f
420,609.11

===l=====-==l====l=====I====

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver .... .. ...• .• ...... .... .. . ••. . • .. . ... . •. . •...•• . . . . .••••. ..•••. ..•••. .•.•..

6,000.00

Total...... .•...• ...... .. .... .• ...••. . ... .••. . .•..• •..••... ... . .. ...•.. .•.••.. .. . . .

10,406.40

rn~Yd~:~:1°!xt~t~~!i~~-:: ~:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::---1
::::::----m: :g
3,

LAND OFFICE .A.T SALINA, KANS.
Sales of land· subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales of abandoned military reservations
(Fort Harker) ....... . ... . ....... .. ..... .
Excess payments on home,tead, timber·
culture, aB.d other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash UD·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ...... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash nn·
der section 2, act of June 15, 1880 .••..••.

76

8, U9.61

18,085.15

2

320. 00

!,30. 00

18

45. 91

93.M

[5, 219. 03) ....................... .

9,858.29

2

[238.79] ..................... - •.

570. 02

lU

8, 515. 52 . • • . • • • • . • • . . •••••.•••••

29,537.00

Original homestead entries ............... .
192
25,005.72
1, 160. 95
l, 645. 00
Final homestead entries ................. .
[41,559.641
313
1,881.0!J ·••··•···••·
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws ................ . ................. . .
105
12, 891). 11
420. \JO
865. 00
Final entries under the tim ber-culturelaws.
74
l9, 460. 33] .• .......••.
296. 00
Pre-emption declaratory statements ..... .
105
210. 00
.A.mount received for reducing testimony
to writing ....................•...........•...••. _.........•....•.......••.
1,153.36

2,805.95
1,881.09

Total cash sales .. ......•............

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ..••...

43

930

46,411.35

3,462.04

4,169.36

1,285.00
296. 00
210. 00
1,153.36
37,168.40

.Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

iii~lil:~1:iii:li~(:::\:::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::~:::::::

6,000.00
31. 20
954. 97

Total ...... i ...................................................................... .

6 986.17
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Staternent of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 188i-Continned.
I

LAND OFFICE AT TOPE:KA, KANS.
[The area in brackets· is not included in th~ aigregatE! by States, having been accounted for in th
,
or1gmal entnes. l
&
Class of entry.
Sales ofland subject to pre-emption entry.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
Total cash sales . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

No.

Acres.
2
2

Commissions.

Amount.

302. 63

$453, 95

L120. 00] ....................... .

----·1------1- ----1-----4
302. 63 .•..........

Original homestead entries ...•.•...•.•....
15
1,545.75
$77. 29
Final homestead entries ....•..........•. a •
40
[3,186.96]
148. 26
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws ...••.•.•••...••••..•..•....•........
3
12. 00
200. 00
Final entries under the timber-culture
laws........ .. . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
[160. 00] ..•.••••••..
Pre-emption declaratory statements. . . . . . .
2 •••••••••••••.••••••••••••
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ................................................................ .
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ..•.....

Fees.

66

2,048.38

237. 55

300. 00
753. 95

$110.00

187, 29
148, 26

15. 00

27.00

8. 00
4. 00

8. 00
4. 00"

101. 06

101. 06

238. 06

1,229. 56-

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver ............................................................... . .......... .

~li~~~!!i°!:;~i:!!i_~!.:::::::::·.:::::::: ~ :::::: :: :::: :: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
Total ...................................................... .

1,604.50
6. 05
862. 70
1,973.25

Kansas trust and diminished reserve lands.
19
1, 636. 23 . • . . • . .. . • . . • • • . • • • • . • • .
Kansas trust . . . . . • . • . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

12,086.48
82. 92

LAND OFFICE AT WA KEENEY, KANS.
874,704.15

Sales ofland subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timbercnlture, and other entries and locations .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes ...... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act J nne 15, 1880 ..••••.••.

1,852

290,614.62

804

865. 38

Total cash sales.....................

2, 846

291, 480. 00 . • • • • • . • .. • • . . • • • . . • • • • . .

Original homestead entries .••••...•....•..
Final homestead entries .••••••............
Lands entered ·under the timber-culture
laws .................................... .
Final entries under the timber-culture
laws .................................... .
Lands entered with military bounty land
warrants ............................... .
Pre-emption declaratory statements .....•.
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declare,..
tory statements ...•.....................
Amount received for reducing testimony

4,458
200

698, 738. 58
(30,367.01)

23, 211. 06
1,220.83

43,965.00

67,176.06
1,220. 33-

1,312

206, 878. 28

5, 248. 00

12,990.00

18,238.00

72.00

72.00

8. 00
5,604.00

8.00
5,604.00

670
20

18
2

1,336.44

[109, 020. 58] .•••••.•••...••••••••••.

4,443.25

8,150.41

(2, 868. 18) ........... .

320. 00

2,802
345

to writing .••••..•••......•.•....•• . ..•..

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........ 11,983

1,197,416.76

141,701.07

29,679. 39

522, 184. 91

690. 00

690. 00

1,894.87

1,894.87'

65,228.87

617,088.17

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

iii:::~:!i~s~~(::: ::::::::::::::::: : :::: :::::: : :::: : :::: : ::::: ::::::: : :::
Total ..............................................................'°.. •••••••••••••••

6,000.09
856. 95
4,932.00
11,788.95
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Statement oj 'business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1857- C!'- ntinued,
LAND OFFICE AT WICHITA, KANt=.
{The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.]
Class of entry.

Acres.

No.

6,246.07

Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, other entries and locations .. _..
Homestead entries commuted to cash nnder section i301, Revised Statutes.··-· ..

47

Total cash sales .. ---·-···-·-·····-· ·

100

6,266.12

Original homestead entries ..•......... _•..
Final homestead entries. __ .. _... _______ ...
Lands entered under the timber-culture law
Final entries under timber-culture laws ...
Pre-emption declaratory statements . _.• Pre-emption declaratory statements (Osage
trust and diminished reserve lands) .. _..
-Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements .. ____ .··-· - - ·-- _. - ··---Amount received for reducing testimony
to writi.J:.ig ------ .•.......••. ·------ ·--- --

71
74
55
46
61

9,787.69
l9, 980. 77]
6,575.94
l5, 654. 33]

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom. - -.. - -.

47

20.05

6

177

(6,906.56)

~

Fees.

...............

------------

$9,387.10

............. .............
-----------· .................
............ . -. --. ·--- ....

9,916.34

$353. 00
352.14
220. 00

-----------·
--.. ----.. -..... ----········

.................

Amount.

26. 63

19,330.07
983. 00
352.14
675.00
184. 00
122. 00

$630. 00

·----··----455. 00
184. 00
122. 00

---------···
----------·-- · ----····----

354. 00
2. 00

2.00

···········-- · ...............

605. 38

605. 38

2,352.38

22,607.59

I

354.00

I

1

·····--·
585

22,629.75

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver. _____ .·--··-···-···--- __ ·--· . - -...... ..............
Expenses of depositing. __ ...... _. _-- . _. _..
..............
Incidental expenses_·-· .•• ______ . _____ . __ .
..................

925.14

222

.............

5,555.36
64. 75
1,094.80

..............
.............

98,'812. 85

~-----------.. ...........

·-----··-··-··

Total. ___ -----··-----·-·-·--·--·-._ -Osage trust and diminished reserve lands .

Commissions.

19,543.95

6,714.91

LAND OFlnCE AT NATCHITOCHES. LA.
Sales of land subject to private entry_. __ .
:Sales of abandoned military reservations._
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries ancl locations_
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes.--· - -·
Eomestead entries commuted to cash under ·s ection 2, act June 15, 1880 .. _____ • _.

400

(89. 871 ··--·· ·····- ·····----···

49.84

3

(200.95) ·----------· ·-·----···-·

232. 21

Total cash sales.-_ .•.••. ·--- .. ··-- ..

461

152,949.41 -----------· ·-·--------·

194,137.50

-Original Homestead entries _. __ _. __ ... _••.
245
27,714.17
1, 005. 01
1, 910. 00
Final homestead entries. ______ ·------·-- __
157
(18,287.96]
577.62 ------·--·-Lands ente1·ed with military bounty-land
7.00
warrants.-·- -.. -----·. --- -- . ·----- ----2
277. 51 . ·- .. -·- .• __
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing. ___ -- ·--- ... ____ ·- ___________ .. --·· __ . ___ . ______ .. __ .. ·----·. __ _
423. 06

2,915.01
577. 62

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom_.·-· __ _

6

152,568.29
321. 80

193,302.21
421. 85

51

59. 32

131. 39

1

865

180,941.09

1,582.63

2, 340. 06

7. 00
423. 06
198, 060. 19

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

fii:~~~i:ti~::~~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

6,000.00
8. 30
364. 90

Total. --- -- --•.. - _.. __ . _.•.. ___ . • • • • . _. __ .• __ . __ ••• __ . _. __ . __ ••• _. ___ . _ ___ • _.... ___ .

6,373.20

INT 87-VOL

1--32
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Statement of business at local land offices durjng fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued,
LAND OFFICE AT NEW ORLEANS, LA..
[The area in brackets is not included in the. a:ggregat~ by States, having been accounted for in tlit
or1gmal entries.]
· Class of entry.

No.

Sales of land subject to private entry ...••.
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Change of entry ......•....•.....•......•.
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ...... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2, act .June 15. 1880 •••••••••.

A4.1res.

555
1
1

Commis·
sions.

Fees.

87,880.01
160.18

A.moont.
$110,061.62
200. 22

.360

1,014.97 .•••••••••••.•••••••.••.

5

[670. 01] .••••••••••..••••• .••••.

830. 52

14

[1,664.44] .••••••••••..•••••••• .-••

1, 929.S.

Total cash sales .....••.•..•...•.....

936

89, 055. 16 ..• •.• • • • • • • . • • • • . • • •• • • .

114, 297. 62

Original homestead entries ..•••..•••••....
Final homestead entries ..•••.....••......
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws .......••....•••..........••....•...
Lands entered with militar:y bounty land
warrants ...............•......•..•..••..
Lands entered withprivatelandscrip .... .
State selections, indemnity, school. ...... .
State selections, indemnity, swamp ...... .
Pre·emption declaratory statements ..... .
Soldiers' and sailors' homes.tead declara.
tory statements ........................ .
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing .••....•.............•.........

518
95

71,190.66
[12, 999. 13)

65

9,402.56

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

$1,840.59
335. 30

$4,762.85

6,603.44
335.30

260. 00

635. 00

895. 00

5. 00

5.00

200. 00 •••••• ••••••

4

1,275.42

3~ 4,m:~: :::::::::::: ······s6:5o· ·······50:So
~~ .... ~~·-~~::~~. ::::::::::::
1:~:~~ 1:t:
6 .••••••••••••• ·•••••••••••

1,758

187. 974.17

2,435.89

12. 00

12. 00

325.12

825.12

5,996.47

122,729.98

-==-----

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
'
and receiver....... • • • • • • . • . • • • . . • . . . . • . • . • • . . • . . . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . ....••..•....•..• - -· · • ·
Incidental expenses...... . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •••... ~.. . • • . . •••....••...•• --• -. --· -

6,000.00
3,012.24

Total. •••••...•••..•..••.••.•••••.••..........•.•.•.........•••••.......•..........

9,012.24

LA.ND OFFICE AT DETROIT, MICH.
6,485.38

Sales of land subject to private entry .....
Sales of abandoned military reservations
(Detroit Arsenal) .•.... . .... . .........•.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ..•...•

67

5

[40Q.OO] .•••••••••••.••••••••••.

500. 00

Total cash sales ............•........

75

5,148.27 ·••••• •. •••. ·•••••••••••

7,410.38

5,148.27 •••••• ••••••.••••• ••••••

3 .............. ·••••••••••• ·•••••••••••

20
2, 320. 00
58. 00
Original homestead entries ...•••..........
Final homestead entries ...•..............
~~
~~·-~~~: ~~~
~~~: ~~Pre.emption declaratory statements . . .•..
.A.moun~ _received for reducing testimony
towntmg ..............................................••.................

....

.....

155. 00

······a2: iiii ·
31. 50

475. 00

213. 00
145. 55
32.00
31. 50

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ........ ==16==5=1===7,~4=6=8=.2=7=1===20=3=.=55=i,==2=1=8.=5=0=l==7='=8=32=·=43
Salaries, fees, and commist!ions of register
1,595.24
and receiver . . . . . • • • . • . • • • • • . • • • . . . • • • • . . . • . . . • . . • . • . • . • • . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . •.......•..
300. 00
Incidental expenses .••..••••••.•••.•.••••..••..••..•••••••••.••..••••.••••....•..••..•..
Total .•.............................. ........... ~ ••................................

1,895.24
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended Juue 30, 1887-Continued. ,
LAND OFFICE AT EAST SAGINAW, MICH.
LThe area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
. original entries. J
No.

Class of entry.
Sales ofland subject to private entry.....
Homestead entries commuted to cash Uil·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......

Acres.

Commis·
sions.

Fees.

Amount.

56

3,509.73 ...••• .••• .• .••••• •••• ••

4

[238. 68] .••••• •••••• .••••• ••••••

285. 35

60

3, 509. 73 . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • .

4, 672. 53

47
5, 958. 9]
$149. 54
$410. 00
Original homestead entries ..••••.•••••.••.
85
[11, 483. 93]
287. 09 .••••••.•.•.
Final homestead entries ..... •.............
Pre.emption declaratory statements .••...
1 . ............. ············
2. 00
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing . .....•....••...•••.•••••.•.•..........
164.15

559. 54
287. 09
2.00

Total cash sales . • . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • .

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ...••...

$4,387.18

-----1 ------l·-----1------1------

193

9,468.64

436. 63

576.15

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver . • • . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • . . . . • . . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • • • . . •••••.••••..••••••••••.

164.15
5,685.31

ftli!~~!!1°!xtl:ss:!~~-: :::::: :::::: :::::: : : : :: : : : :::: :: : ::: : : : : :::: :: : ::: : : :::: :: :::: ::

1,694.78
5. 95
175. 00

Total. ............................................................................ .

1,875.73

LAND OFFICE AT MARQUETTE, MICH.
Sales ofland subject to private entry ...•.
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ...•••.

405
26

~13

[1, 546. 33] . • • • • • . • • • • . . ••••••••••.

2,032.92

Total cash sales ..•.•.•••••••••....•.

457

70,282.40 .•••.•.••••..•••••••••••

91,487.41

Original homestead entries .••••• .•••••.•..
272
34,877.30
1,085.85
2,365.00
Final homestead entries . .•••••.••..•..••••
[21,031.00]
152
609. 25 .•••••..••..
Lands entered with military bounty land
warrants .•.••...•.......•...••••..•.....
41
4, 360 00 . • • • . • • . • • • .
109. 00
Pre·emption declaratory statem,mts ...•...
117 . •••••·•••·••· .•••. .•. •••.
234. 00
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ........•••••.•••.•.•••••..•.•. . ••. . .. .. .....•...•••...•....•.•..
1,487.14

3,450.85
609. 25

Total of all classes of entries and
amount rec?ived therefrom .•••• ,.

13

1, 039

66,933. 86
3,315.79

83,667.49
5,532.81

32. 75

109,519.70

254.19

1,695.10

4,195.14

109. 00
234. 00
1,487.14
97,377.65

====1====='1:====1=====1====

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver .........••••...••....•.• . .•....•..•..••••..••..••..•.•••..••.....•••..•...

ruxi~:::t:xtetn~~;i_~~:::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : :·::: : : : : : : : : : : : :
Total ...........•........................................._............ .

6,000.00
19. 60
131. 25
6,150.85
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State1nent of business at local land offices dm·ing fiscal year ended June 30,·1887-Continned.
'

LA.ND OFFICE.A.TREED CITY, MICH.

{The area in brackets is not included in th,e :i,g:gregat;e h;y States, having been accounted for In th
ongmal eutnes.]
·
c
Class of entry,

No.

Sa!es of land subject to private entry .•.•..
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
cult•ll'e, and other entries and locations ..
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
dersection 2301, Revised Statutes .....•.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 .•••••••••.

Acres.

79

6,168.54

7

28. 95

13

Commissions.

Fees.

Amount.
$7,710.70

36.19

[1,635.94) .................. ..... .

1,974.38

l

[36.17) .. •··•••·•• .. .......... .

39.31

100

6,197.49 .............. ......... .

9, 76). 5C

Original homestead entries .•.•••.••.....• ~
6,227.52
$159. 75
$465. 00
65
Final homestead entries ..••..•..•.........
[9,701.37)
244. 85 ........... .
109
Soldiers' and sailors' homesteads declara.
tory statements ............•............
2. 00
1 .............. ············
.A.mount received for reducing testimony
874. 38
to writing .••.························· : ·· ................................. .

624. 75
244. 85

Total cash si:.les .••. .••...••.••••.•..

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .••..••.

1,341.38

11,506.56

. Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver ...... .... .. ................ .................................... ~ •••.•..•..
Expenses of depositing........ . • • • • • . • • . • . . • • . • • • . . • • . . . • . . . . • • . . ...................... .
Incidental expenses ....................... .:.:_:: .:..:.Z .. •• •• . • •. •••. . •••.. •••••• . ••••••••••.

2, i76. 06
7.80
252. 00

Total. ................ ~ ........................................................... .

2,7311.86

275

12,425.01

404.60

2.00
874. 38

LAND OFFICE A.T BENSON, MINN.
Sales ofland subject to private entry......
Sales ofland subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations..
Homestead entries commuted to cash Uil·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......

3
36

75. 32 . • • . . • • • . • • . . ••••• ••. •• .
4,177.94 . • • .. • • .. • • . . ••• •• . •• •• •

138. 30
6,212.94

4

19. 34 .. • . . . . . . • .. ... • • • . • • • . .

35.14

7

·[991. 95] . . • . • . • . . • • . •••.•• •• • . • .

1,439.94

50

4,272.60 ...... .••••. .••• ........

7,826.32

Original homestead entries ............... .
77
8, 375. 82
322. 26
565. 00
[22,087. 52j
864. 09 ........... .
Final homestead entries . .•....... ...... •..
161
Lands entered under the timber.culture
585. 00
268. 00
laws ............... ....... . ............. .
8,922.71
67
Final entries under the timber.culture
152. 00
laws .. ........ . ......................... .
38
[4,914: 10) ·••••• •••••.
3. 00
2j6,06 ........... .
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
2
70. 00
35 ........................ .
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
Pre.emption cleclaratory statements (Sioux
44.00
Indian lands) ...•.•.......•............. .
22 ·•••••••••···· .•.•••••.•..
.A.moun~ ~eceived for reclucing testimony
591. 85
to wntmg .. .............................................................. .

152. 00
3. 00
70. 00

Total cash sales.................... .

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom....... .

----1------l·----·1-----11-----

452

21, 827.19

1, 4:i4. 35

2, 010. 85

:ll: ~i
853. 00

44.00
591. 85
11,291.52

==:l==~===~=~=1====t===

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and recei~er .............. ........ ................................................... .

~J~~!~!i°!xtefn°s~!~~:: :: : ::: :: ::::::: ::: : : :: : :: : :::: ::: : : : : : : : :::: :: :::: :: :::: :: : :::::

3,506.27
9. 75
240. 00

Total. ............................................................................ .

3,756.02

Sal.es of Sioux Indian lands .•••.••..•••.~ •.

14

1,366.08 .••••••••••• ••••••••••••

1,858.68
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Statement ~f business at local land offices during fiscal yea1· ended June :JO, 1887-Continued.
LAND OF.FICE AT CROOKSTON, MINN.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.]
No.

Class of entry.
Sales ofland subject to private entry .....
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Supplemental payments .... .. . ........... .
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes .... . .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act June 15, 1880 ........... .
Total cash sales ... ,. .....•..........

Acres.
7

163

Commissions.

Amount.
$1,188.00
30,353.92
300. 00

855. 20
21,565.01

2

60

172. 61 ..•..••.••...••.••••.••.

333. 24

39

[5, 87-1. 90) .••••••••••..•••••••••••

8,611.08

3

[480. 57) ····•••··•• ·

950. 00

274

22,592.82 . ••..••..••.

41,736.24

$3, 0!5.15
85,895.64
Original homestead entries ............... .
584
[122, 203. 80)
4,866.31
Final homestead entries .........•.........
796
Lands entered under the timber-culture
17,521.40
476. 00
laws . ........•..................... •.....
119
Final entries under the timber-culture
[3,581.42) . •.•••.•••..
laws . .................................. .
23
409
Pre-emption declaratory statements .. .... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing . ..............•......•.... ..•.. .................................

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

Fees.

2,205

126,009.86

8,387.46

$5,555.00

8,600.15
4, 866.-31

1,115.00

1,591.00

92.00
818. 00

92. JO
818. 00

1,542.92

1,542.92

9,122.92

59,246.62

S~:.;':o!1~~,~n.d .'"'.'.".''.~~~~~.•''.'"'.~'.'.'.'.. . • • . . • • 1· ........... · 1· . . . . . . . . . . . ........... .
~Ji~~~!!i°!x~fn°s~!~~!. ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ::: : :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::: ::

6,000.08
20. 80
925. 00

Total .•.•.....• ; •...••.... ; ...•...•..........................•...•...•.......•..•..

6, 954.8&

LAND OFFICE AT DULUTH, MINN.
Sales of land subiect to private entry .... .
Sales ofland subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statute1:1 ..... .

l, 107
92

Total cash sales .........••••..•..•..

1,374

120
55

172,756.84
13,884.78

230,286.33
17,557.39

862. 66

• 1,092.63

[8, i66. 58) ... ....••••.

10,433.25

187, 604. 28 . . • • . • • . . • • . . •.•.•.•••••

259,369. 6G

Original homestead entries ..........•.....
107. 447.16
806
2, 909. 21
7, 235. 00
10,144.21
Final homestead entries . ...•...........•..
254. 80 .••.••••.••.
[7,361.41)
97
254. 89
Lands entered with military bounty land
warrants ....... .. ........ ......... ..... .
600. 00
8
19. 00
19. 00
Lands entered with Sioux half-breed scrip.
240. 00
2
Lands entered for agricultural college
purposes ...••....................•......
2
200. 00
......... -....... -.. --- ... .
Pre-emption declaratory statements . ..... .
408
816. 00
816. Oil
Amoun~ received for reducing testimony
to wr1t-ing .......•.......•.....••.•...... _..........••......... . .......... .
1,533.75
1,533.75
~

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

2,697

295,991.44

3,164.01

9, 603. 75

272, 137. 36

Salaries, fees , and commissions of register

~:1;~~~:~:!in~s~!~~~:-::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::·::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
0

Total ••.••.••...•..••..••.......•••...•••••..•••••.••• . ••..•••••.•••••.••••••••.•.

6,000. OB
173. 09
103.00
6,276.00
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued,
LA.ND OFFICE AT FERGUS. FALLS, MINN.
(The area in brackets is not included in th~ ~ggrega~e by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries. J
No.

Class of entry.

Ao,oL

I C~~.'.'" [__

F_e_es_._4-A._m_oun_t._

Sales ofland subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, tim bei-.
culture, and other entries and loca.t ions.
Homestead entries commuted to cash Un·
der seation 2301, Revised Statutes ..... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash
under section 2, act June 15, 1880 ..•.•••.

31

3

[480. 00] ....... . . .. . ........... .

950. 00

Total cash sales .....•••••...........

48

3,463.65 ...................... ..

9,441.94

6

8

3,442. 3;} ••••••.••••..••••••••••.

48.00

[1, 107. 52] ••••••.••••..•• -,-- •••••.

17,108.34
$803. 07
Original homestead entries ............... .
135
1,461.66
[33, 910. 80]
Final homestead entries ..••••.•...•.......
260
Lands entered under the timber.culture
10,748.46
304. 00
laws ....... .. ... . .............•.•........
76
Final entries under the timber.culture
[800. 00] ••••••••••••
laws ... ....... .•............ ...... ..•...
5
63 .••••••..••••.. ••••••• •••.
Pre.emption declaratory statements ..•....
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing .....................••.................•••••..•..•...........•..

-------

all

$6,339.92

21. 26

2, 10!.02

$1,160.00

1,963.07
1,461.66

705. 00

1,009. oO

20. 00
. 126. 00

20.00
126. 00

899.19

899.19

Total of
classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ......•. ==58=7=l===3=1=,3=2=0=.4=5=1==2==5=68=·=7=3=1==2,=9=1=0.=1=9=l==14=,=92=0=.8=6
1

Sa!~1~~!ei~~r~~~. ~~~~~~~i.~~~ ·o·f· ~~~~~~~~ ..•........ _................•.•••............. ·
Expenses of depositing . • • • . • . •• • • . . . . • . • . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incidental expenses....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . ... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ..•. ..

I

4, 689. 26
7. 70
487. 50

---5,184.46

_Total .••.....••.•••.•.............••......••...•..... ... ... .. _............•....... · \

LAND OFFICE AT REDWOOD FALLS, ~INN.
719. 33
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry
5
467. 73
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
133. 52
14
77. 99
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un300. 00
der section 230)., Revised Statutes.......
2
[240. 001 .••..•.•••.•.•• • •• ·••• •·
Total cash sales ............•........ ---2-1-l-----5·4·-5-.7-2-1-.-.-••-.-.-. •-.-...· I·.•-.•.-.-.• •-.-.-1
: --1, 152. 85
287. 67
Original homestead entries ..•• ... .........
62
6,875.50
798. 05
1''inal homestead en trios ..............•••..
[17,855.39]
129
Lands entered under the timber.culture
5, 779. 85
192. 00
laws ............••.. ... •. .....• .... ... .
48
Final entries under ihe timber.culture
laws .. ................................. .
44
f5, 666. 24] ·••••• •••••.
Pre.emption declaratory statements ..... .
15 ····· ·-······· .••••• ••••··
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ... . ................ .. ...... .' ....... .... . ... .. .... ••...... ..•• ...

450. 00

737. 67
798. 05

385. 00

577. 00

176. 00
30. 00

176. 00
30. 00

211. 20

211. 20

Total of all classes of entries :.nd
amount received therefrom ........ =~31;;9=b=;l~3;,;,2;;0,;1=.0;,;7=l==l~,=27=7=.=72=l:=,;1,=2c-=5=2.=2=0=l===3,=6=8?=~·=7'7
Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
2,745.64
and rticeiver .. ...... .. ........... •..•...... .................... .............. .•. . ......
tJS~!i!i°~i;f;ssi!~!. :::: :: ::::::: :::::: : ::: : :: : : : : : : ::: :::: :: :::::: :::: :: :::::: :::: ::
Total.... . . • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . .
Sales of Sioux Indian lands...............

. . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6. 50
301.40

3, 052, 54

l===l====lf ====l====f=====-=
23

1,086.01 •••••• .••. .. .••••• . •• •. .

1,435.99
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Stateme·n t of buBineBB at local land offices during fiscal year ended J u.ne 30, 1887-Continued.
LA.ND OFFICE A.T SA.INT CLOUD, MINN.
{The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by Sta.tes, having been accounted for in the
original entries,]
No.

Acres.

Sales of land subj ect to private entry ..... .
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes ..... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act .rune 15, 1880 . .•.••..•.

1,014
13

92,896.33
1,452.71

Total cash sales ......•.••..••..••••.

1,047

Class of entry.

Original homestead entries..• .••...•..•....
Final homestead entries ...........•...•..
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
Pre-emption declaratory statements. . .•..
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements ..•... .. . .. ..............
A.mount received for reducing testimony
to writing .........•.•.•.............•...
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrolll. ... . ...

14
5

1

Commissions.

Fees.

$122, 057, 64
1,995, 90
102, 08

44.15
[666. 52) . ·•····· .•• . ..•. , ••..••

125,179.72

6 .•••.••..••••.

133,092.54

833.10
191. 00

l80. 00] ··•··••· .•• .
94,393, 19

296
38, 540. 03
$1, 726. 43
$2, 635. 00
208
[27, 729. 86)
1, 111. 43 ..•..••.....
1
159. 32 . . • . . . • . . . . .
2. 00
155 .••••• .••.. ... . ••..•....•.
310. 00

1,713

Amount.

2,837.86

4,361.43
1, 111,43
2.00
310. 00

12. 00

12.00

1,258.72

1,258.72

4,217.72

132,235, 30

===l======l=====·==l=====l=====

Salaries, f~es, and commissions of register
•
and receiver....... . ..................... . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . • • . . . . . . . • .
Expenses of depositing.................... . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . .
Incidental expenses ...••••....••.••••.......•..... , . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . .

6, 000. 00
56: 15
309, 40

___,_____

Total... • • • . • • • • • •• • • • • . • • . . • • . •• • • • . . . • . • • . . . ....•. . . ~. . . . . •...•...•• · J · .

. . . . . . . . . .

6J 365. 55

LA.ND OFFICE A.T TAYLOR'S FALLS, MINN.
Sales ofland subject to private entry ..... .
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Sales of land at public auction . ... ... ... .. .
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes .....•.

203

2

(240. 00) . ••..•••..•..•• . ..•..••.

400. 00

Total cash sales ..••......•. •. • --- ...

217

14, 371. 79 . . • . • • . . . • • . . •.•••.• ; ••.

25,337.82

3

1
8

-Original homflstead entries................
100
Final homestead entries................ ...
57
Pre-emption declaratory statements.......
34
A.mount received for reducing testimony
to writing .. .. ..••...............................
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ....... .

14,149.17
157, 50
41. 04

24, 592,83
246. 88
61. 56

24. 08

11,322.98
[6,339.40)

36. 55

479. 81
810. 00
227. 90 .•••......•.
,...........
68.00

], 289.81
227. 90
63.00

344. 65

344. 65

1,222.65

27,268.18

----1------1-- - - - -1-----1
408

25,694, 77

707. 71

Salaries, fees, and commissions of registflr
and receiver .....................•..•.......................... ........................

f:Jd~!~!1°~~~i:!~i~~:::::: :: :::: :: :::::: :::::::: :::: :: :: :::::: :::~::: ::: :: :::: ::::: :::
Total. ............•••.•..••.......•..........

2,626.59
15.80
72. 00
2,714.39
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Statement of bu.siness at local land offe,ces during fiscal year enrled June 30, 1887-Continlled
LAND OFFICE .A.T TR.A.CY, MINN.
[The area in brackets is not included in th~ _aggrega~e by States, having been acconnted for in the
or1gmal entries.l
Class of entry.

Acres.

No.

Sales of land subject to private entry .....
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess pa,,ments on hornestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations..
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.·-·--

1
16
8
9

Total cash sales ................... ..

34

Commis.
sions.

17. 60
2,017.34

363

16.28

3i.56

[1, 120. 66] .... .. .... ..

2,100.83

2,051.22

13,207.47

Amount.
$22.f,O
3,221.69

5. 382. 08

Original homestead entries . ............. ..
51
6,126.85
$258. 97
Final homestead entrieR ...•. .. ...... . .....
190
l25, 554. 82]
1,079.21
.Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws ................................... .
41
5,029.40
164. 00
Final entries under the timber.culture
laws ................................. . . .
28
[4,219. 35] ........ ... .
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
19 .............. ·....••.•••..
Amount·received for reducing testimony
to writing .............................................................·•••.
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ...... .

Fees.

$395. 00

653. 97
1,079. 21

340. 00

504. 00

112. 00
38. 00

112. 00
88.00

273. 73

273. 73.
8,043.98

1,502.18

3,283.52

LAND OFFICE .A.T WORTHINGTON, MINN.
Sales ofland subject to pre.emption entry. ·
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to ca..'!h un·
der seation 2301, Revised Statutes ..•....
Total cash sales ....•.•. . •......••...

2,495.70

9

1,000.16

5

21. 61

51.52

[354. 44]

693. OJ

3

-------·---------1
---3, 240. 27
17
1,021.77

Original homestead entries ...•••.•••......
62
6,360.58
272. 01
Final homestead entries . ................. .
108
[13, 579. 61 l
651. 09
L ands entered under the timber.culture
laws .............................. . ... .
44
4,304.87
176. 00
Final ~tries under the timber.culture
laws ..... . . . .. . .... . .......... . .....•.
[5,828.41] .......... ..
47
L ands selected under grants to r:1ilroads ..
280.00 .......... ..
2
Pre.emption declaratory statements ..... .
13 ......................... .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
1 ........... .... -· ....... .
.A.moun_t ; eceived for reducing testiruony
towntmg ................................................................ .
Total of all classP,s of entries and
amount received therefrom .• ......

294

11,967.22

1,099. 10

405. 00

677. 01
651.09

805. 00

481.00

188. 00
4.00
26. 00

188. 00
4.00
26.00

2. 00

2.00

202. 04

202. 04

1,132.04

5,471.41

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

hcige~~i;:;~~s~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

2,585.93
241. 70

Total. ....•••••.•.•.•.•••.. --····· ....... . .................................... ..

2,827.63
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal yea1· ended June 30, 1887-Contimrnd. ·
LAND OF.FICE AT .JACKSON, MISS.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the original entries.J
Acres.

No.

Class of entry.
Sales of land subject to private entry . . . . .
Sales of land at public auction . ...........
Excess payments on homestead, tiroberculture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to ca.sh uncler
section 2301, Re,ised Statutes ......... .
Homestead ent1·ies commuted to cash under
section 2, aci .Tune 15, 1880 .. .............

347
1
161

7

Commissions.

Fees.

.A.mount.
$160, 355. 67'
100. 07

128,284.56
80. 05

250. 7G

192. 82
(682. 20] ..•.•••..•...••..••.•. - .

852. 75

4

[326. 55] .••.••...••..••..••.....

374.10

520

128,557.43 ..••...••.•..••..•••..•.

161,933.44

90,047.63
$2, 366. 00
$6, 295
Original homestead entries . . .. ........ .. .
776
[70, 560.10]
1,775.00 ---· •••..••.
Final homestead entries .. .......... . .... .
559
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara2. 00
• tory statements . ...... . ................ .
1 ·············· · ······•·· ..
Amount received for reducing testimony
1,499.75
to writing . ....... . , ........................................... ... ......••.

8,661.00
1,775.00

Total cash sales . ... ... ..............

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

----1------1---

1,856

218,605. 06

4,141.00

~
7,796.75

2.00
1,499. 75173,871. l~

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

----6
'
E~~;;csei;td;p~~iti~g::::::: :::::: ::: :: : :::::: :: : ::: : ::: :::::: :::::::::: :: :::::: ::::::
Incidental expenses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, ti20. 50

1gg: ~g

Total. . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... · I· . . . . . .. . . . . . .

...........

·I· ...........

9, 743. 20

LAND OFFICE AT BOONVILLE, MO.
Sales of land subject to private entry ..... .
Change of entry . ...... . .................. .
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations .
Homestead entries commuted to cash nuder
section 2301, Revised Statutes . . . . . . . . . .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under
section 2, act .Tune 16, 1880 . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Total cash sales.....................
Original homestead entries................
Final homestead entries .. .. .... . ..........
Pre-emption declaratory statements.......

.A.~o~~ftf:~~~~~~- ~~~- :~~-~~~~~-~~~~i~~,~:.
•.rotal
of all
classestherefrom
of entries,
amount
received
. . .and
. . •.
Sa!~1~~c~1!:~

71
4,586.14 . •••• ••••••. . •••.••.•••.
5,732. 73·
1 ...................................... ············
9

48. 05 . •• .•••••• •• . ••.••••• •• .

60. 06

3

[194. 391 • • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . • • • .

242. 00-

4

(242.15] . • • . • • • •. •. . • •• • •• • •• . . .

269. 64-

88

4, 634. 19 . • • . • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • . . • . .

6, 305. 43

----1------1------1------r------285

I~'

29, 061. 01
721. 03
2. 085. 00
ll3, 111. 09]
345. 85 .••..••.....
130 .............. ,........... .
260. 00

153

:_:_:_: _:_:_: ........... -..... -... --.-.
656

33, 695. 20

2,806.03
345.85260.00

403. 45

403. 45-

1, 066. 88 . 2, 74B. 45

10,120. 76-

~~~ -~~~-~-i~~~~~~-~~=~~~~~~: ......••....... - ....... ~-...---- . -... -- ... - .

2,856. U

···J......... __ .... __ .__ ... __ .. __ .. __ ... _.

3,113. OG-

¥:Ja~:i:t~:;~~=~!~-~: :::: ::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::: :·:::: ::::::::: :::
Total. ...•.•..••..•...••.••.•.•••.....••.•

5.95
251. 00·

----'------
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Statement of business at local land offices du1·ing fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT IRONTON, MO.
{The area in brackets is not included in th~ 3:ggregat~ by States, having been accounted for in the
or1gmal entries.]
Class of entry.

No.

Acres.

-Sales ofland subject to private entry...... · 117
Supplemental payments .................. ... .... .
Excess payments on homestead, timbercnlture, and other entries and locations .
16
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
9
Total cash sales .......... .... ...... .

142

935

Fees.

6, 444. 52 . • • • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • .
( 120. 00 J . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • ..
84. 71 . . • • • • . . • . • . . • • • . • .. .. . .

r!lo4. 66]

Amount.

$8, 155. 65
150. 00

105. 9.)

. • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • .. • • .. .

1, 130, sa

6,529.23 .••••...•••..•••••.••.•.

9,542.37

Original homestead entries ...... . ....•... .
475
54,528.56
F inal homestead 6ntries ........•.••... ....
199
[23, 186. 58)
Lands entered witL military-bounty land
warrant,s ....... ..................... . . .
1
40. 00
State selections . ...... . ................. ..
520. 00
3
'Pre-emptior. declaratory statements ..... .
115
, .A.mount r!'ceived for reducing testimony
to w.r _;;ing .•..................•........ _.. ............ _.• _.. __ .
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom •......

Commissions.

61,617. 79

$1, 476. 29

$3, 805. 00
593. 87 . ...... •••···
1. 00
6. 00

2,070.16

5,281.29

.593.87
LOO

230. 00

6. 00
230. 00

583. 72

583. 72

4,625.72

'Salaries, fei,s, and commtssions of register
and receiver . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ..... .
·' Expenses of depositing ............•.............. ....... -~..... .. ..................... .
incidental expenses ..................•.••............. ..... . ...... .... ........... , ..... .
Total. •............•••. ............•...•......•• ••• ....... . ...................•....

16,238.25

--- - - 4,081.62
7. 35
175. 00
4,263.97

LAND 0FFiCE AT SPRINGFIELD, MO.
Sales of lancl subject to private entry .....
Sales of lanu subject, to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes . . •....
Homestead entries commuted to cash under sectio11. 2, act .June 15, 1880 .••.•.••.

117
6

2

[ L60. 00] . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . . • • • . .

877. 00

Total cash sales . .••••..••.....•.•••.

175

7, 721. 63 . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • . • . • . • . .

12, 375. 21

Original homestead entries ...•.•..•......
996
123,357.26
J, 518. oc
8,290.00
F inal homestead entries . .....•...•...•....
[38,724.03]
1,148.00 • •••••••••• .
357
'Lands entered with military bountyland warrants ......................... .
1
160. 00 . • • . • . • • . • • .
4. 00
State selections, swamp indemnity ....... .
7
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
208
~~~-~~Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements.. .... .. ................ .
10 .•••••.••••••...••••.••••.
20. 00
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ....••.•.•.. _...••......•....... _... _......••...........•......•.
892. 28

11,808.00
1,148.00

37
13

1, 754

223. 90

164. 80
[1, 502. 61) . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . .

2,228.27

-------,-----

..... ~·-

Total of all classes of entries and
a.mount received therefrom. . . . . . .

8,846.04
700. uo

7,076.83
480. 00

132,374.44

::::::::: :::

4,666.00

4}t: ~g

9,636.28

4.00
14. 00
416. 00
20. 00
892. 28
26,677.49

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

t!it~i~r~::i~~~~~~:: : : : : : : : : :::::::: ::::::::::::::·I·::::::::::::
::::::::::::
.......................
Total .••..•.•••••.•••••.•••.•.••.. _...••...•..••••..••. _.•

6,000.00
13. 25
1,212.00
7, !!25. 25
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<Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.

1The

LA.ND OFFICE A.T BOZEMA.N, MONT.
area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.
Acres.

No.

Class of entry.
:Sales ofland subject to pre-emption entry.
ales of mineral lands.....................
.Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations. .
-Original entries under the desert laml act .
.Final entries under the desert land act....
.Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
Total cash sales ...... ............. .

Commissions.

Fees.

Amount.

19
9

2,483.80 .•.......••..•••••.•••• ·
476. 76 .•..•.••.•• ..•••.••.••• -

$6,010.06
1,732.50

6
89
24

20. 61 . . • . . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • .
29,595.60 .. ,. .••..... . •. .. ••• .••.
[4, 050. 93) . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • .

50, 85
7,398.95
4, 050. 93

4

[391. 25] . • . . . . . .. . • . . • •• . • • . . . . .

689. 07

--- - - - ------1------1-----19, 932. 36
32,576.77 .......... ..
151

72
69

10,546.03
[10, 8'.!7. 13)

$778. 92
812. 53

$675. 00

1,453.92
812. 53

50

6,485.44

200. 00

430. 00

630. 00

2

(280. 00)
721,036.37

8. 00
9,010.10
60. 00
99. 00
10. 00
177. 00

8. 00
9,010.10
60. 00
99. 00
10. 00
177. 00

611. 58

611. 58

11,080.68

32,804.49

-Original homestead entries ....•..••.......
Final homestead entries .........•••.......
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws ...•......................... -·····
:Final entries under the timber-culture
laws .............•......... . ............
:Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
.Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
.Applications to purchase coal lands . ..... .
:Mineral protests, adverse claims ......... .
IP re-emption declar11,tory statements ..... .
..Amount received for reuucing testimony
to writing .............•.•.•.........•..

4,505

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

4,948

,

6

33
l
59

770,644.61

. 1,791, 45

===l=====l:======l======l====
~Salaries, fees, and commissions of register ·
6,000. QO
and receiver ...... . ........•..................... ..•••........ . .....•.........•. .•.....
~¥ nxJd~;::1~xt~~!i!i~~:::::::::::::::: ::: : :::::::: : ::::::::::::: :::::::::::: : ::::: ::::: :

37. 70
66J. 20

Total. ..•••.....•...•.•..•••......•.. ~ . ............. . ... .. ............•......

6,698.90

. Amount received in certificates of deposit .
on account of surveys .......•. : ...........•.....

470. 00

LAND OFFICE AT HELEN.A, MONT .
.:-Sales of land .s ubject to pre-emption entry .
·Sales of mineral lands ..............• ......
:Sales of coallands .••.....................
:Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations ..
,{)riginal entries ~nder the desert land act.
:Final entries under the d esert land act ....
:Homestead entries commuted to cash nn·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes. . ....
;Homestead entries co mmuted to cash under section 2, a,ct June 15, 1880 ••••••.•..
Total cash sales.....................

307
168
5

45,439.21
4,224.68
520. 00

60,349.02
15,732. 5()
5,600.00

25
188
159

50.19 .••••••••••..••••••••••.
58,481. 3& .••• •••• •••• ··--·· ••••••
[51, 088. 15) .•••••.••• •..•••••••••• .

70. 01
14,620.42
51,095.78

23

[ 3, 341. 07) . • • • • • . • • • • . . •.••.••••••

4,523.29

3

[385. 99) .•••..••••...••••••••••.

477. 00

------------------,-----878
108,715.43 . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • • . . •• • • • • l52, 468. 02

<Original homestead ~ntries ............... .
344
Final homestead entries ................. .
117
.Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws. --- · ·..........•............ . . . . . . .
227
:Lands selected under grants to railroads ,. . 8, 5!>7
..Applications to purchase minerallands... .
lfi7
. Applications to purchase coal lands.......
38
Mineral protests, "',iverse claims . . . . . . . . . .
31
·.Pre-emption decl11,ratory statements.......
702
:Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements . ......•.....••... _.. . ....
8
.Amouu~ received for reducing testimony
to wnt1ng...... . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • . • . .............

52,659.12
[18,190.12)

2, 439. 19
3, 350. 00
1,000.75 .••.•••..••.

31,721.71
908. 00
1, 375, 640. 66 .••••..••• ..
. ••........... .• • _....... .
......................... .
. ....••........ _.,...•.•••.
... ..••........••••••••••.

2,050.00
17,193.00
1,570.00
114. 00
310. 00
2,106.00

5,789, 19
1,000.75
2,958.00
17,193.00
1. 570. 00
114. 00
310. 00
2,106.00

.••..••..••••..••.•••.•••.

24. 00

24. 00

. __ ........ _, ..... . __ . _.. .

538. 89

538. 89

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........ 11, 099 1, 568, 736. 92
4, 347, 94
27, 255. 89
1P4, 071. 85
===1======1=
= ===1=====1=====
:ISaJ:res, f~es, and commissions of register
1
. 6,000.00
Uncide~~~!
1, ll95. 00

::~~~a~a:::::::::::::.:::::: :: : :::::::: :::: :::::::: :: :::: :::::::: ::::: ~::::::

Total • . • • • . . . . • . . • • • • • . . • • . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....••....... - . . . . • . . . . ·--7-,9-9-5.-0-0
A.mount received in certificates of deposit
· ·on account of surveys . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . ....••..........•••........•......••..••..••.

200. 00
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 188'i-Continned.
LAND OFFICE AT MILES CITY, MONT.
{The area in brackets is not included in t~e. aggtega~e by States, having been accounted for in theorigmal entries.]
Class of entry.

No.

Sales of laml subject to pre.emption entry ..
Original entries under the desert land act.
Total cash sales .•..•................
' Original homestead entries .....•..... .....
Final homestead ent.ries ..... ............ .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws .•.....• .. .....••...... ·.......... . .. .
Lan els selected under grants to railroads ..
Applic'ations to purchase coal.lamls ..••...
Pre-emption d eclaratory i:,t:.1.tements .. .... .
Amount r eceived for redudng testimony
to writing .............................. .
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

Commis.
sions.

Acres.

11
13

], 262. 77
5,600.96

::4
21
23

6,863.73
3,256.43
[3,495.73)

5
1,162

Amoant
$2,756.03
1,41,0.u

$202. 74
262.19

20. 00
640. 00
185, 895. 58 ........... .

9

25

l, 269

Fees.

I
196, 655. 74

484. 93

$205. 00

4,157.17
407. 74,
26l. l~

40. 00
2,323.00
27. 00
75. 00

60. 00
2,anoo
27. 00
7:,, 00

248. 2a

2-18. 2S

2, 918. 23

7, 560. 33

Salaries, f ees, and commissions of register
1=====l=====I==
and receiver..... • • • . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .
4, 224. 54
Expenses of depositing.................... . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. .. . .
4i. 85Incidental expenses ......................................... _. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .
330. 00
Total. : .................................................... . ......... .. ......... . . .

4,002. !l~

Amount rece.iveil in certificates of deposit
o,n account of surveys ........... .. ......................... . .. .. .. ..... .............. .

1,880. 5~

LAND OFFICE AT BEATRICE, NEBR.
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry
Excess p:wment8 on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes ...... .
I

I

4. H3

1. 97

[558. 761 ..• ......• -- -•.. · · • · · · ..

1,396. 90-

- - · -l- - - - --l--- - - · l - - - - -1- -· - -

Total cash sales.. .. .................
11
201. 97
Origin iil homestead entiies .......... . . . . . .
6
600. 00
Final homestead entries. .... . ....... ... ...
31
[3, 203.37]
L n.ods entered under the timber-culture
laws...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
4
560. 00
Fpinal ent~ieRudnd erthtetimber -culturel:1ws.
12
[!, 150. 89)
re-eruption cc1ara ory statements.......
1 ...... _.......
Amount received for rnducing te.:1timouy
.
to writing................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total of all classe8 of entries and
amount received therefrom .... _..

500. 0

• 200. 00

. • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . .. .
30. 00
40. 00
148. 00 .. • . . . .. .. .

16. 00
. .. • ...... •.
. ... .. ... . . .

4~-i~

.. . . . . .. . . . .

131. 20

3f>. 00

.

1, 9fll. f:lS
7·'. O()
148. 00
"1. 00,

4~:

rit

131. 20
11

65 ' ==1='=36=1:.=9=7=1:==19=4=.0=0=!===25=6=.2=0=1•==2,==3=5=2.=3

SafarieR, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver . ..... . ...................... . ...... _ .....•................•. . ............ .
Expenses of depositing ................... . ................................. . _.........•.
Incidental expenses .............•........ . .............. . .................. ~ ........... .

2,0J7.8!)
25. 75220. 00

------- ----~-----1---2. 263. 04'.-

Total . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

0toe and Miesou.ria. lands...... .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • . .• • • • • . • • • . .

30, 235. 82:
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PUBLIC LANDS.

-Statement of bus ineBB at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT BLOOMINGTON, NEBR.
The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been
accoru. ted for in the
1
original entries.]

Class of entry.
·Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes . ..... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash llll·
<ler section 2, act June 15, 1880 .••••••••.
Total cash sales .................... .

Commis·
sions.

Acres.

No.
226
25
174

27,363.76 ·••••• •••••· ·••••• ••••••

$36,454.15

. ······

141. 18
33,498.40

88. 89 ·••••• ·•••·• .•• f

4

[480. 001 .•••••••••••

558. 00

429

27,452.65 .•••.•.•••..

70,651.73

1, 270

I

69, 273. 15 ,

·s~!d i!"c~1!~r~~~. ~~~~~~~i~~~ .~~ ~~~~~~~~ ..••••••..••••••••••••.
1

2, 875. 08

$1,535.00

2,251.76
1,666.32

1,130.00
30!. 00
266. 00

1,622.00
304. co
266. 00

4.00

4. 00

737. 51

737. 51

3, 976. 51

77,503.32

c.= ............

r:i~~~t:t!~;ri:~~i~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::::I:::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total. ........•..••...••••...••••.•..

Amount.

L24, 493. 67) . . • • • • . • • • • . • •••••.•••••

$716. 76
23,978.31
175
·-Original homestead entries .•••....••••....
1,666.32
[49,120.96]
332
Pinal homestead entries .................. .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
492. 00
17,842.19
123
laws .....................•...............
[11,774.85) . ••.• ••.•.••.
76
Final entries under the tim ber·culturelaws
133
, P re.emption declaratory statements •...•. .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara·
tory statements ...•.....•.••..••.•......
2 . • · .•••••••••• ·•••••••••••
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ......•........•• .. •...•....••...•....

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom.. . . . . . .

Fees.

6,000.00
101. 95
1,000.00

~=-·.; ···········!-··········· ............ -7-,1-01.95

LAND OFFICE AT GRAND ISLA1~D, NEBR.
·Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
Iler sect.ion 2301, Revised Statutes ..••...

482

68,055.87

68

160. 68

376

[57, 164. 81] ..•.•.••.••..•••.••..••.

76,126.94

Total cash sales .••••..••.•. . .••..•..

926

68,216.55 .•.•••..•••...••••.••••.

165,607.30

72, 734. 90
-Origin!l.l homestead entries ..••.•..........
504
l70, 376. 59]
'Final homestead entries ..••...............470
Lands entered under the timber·culture
laws . ....•......•. . ............•.........
42, 739. 46
300
Final entries under the timber.culture laws
9.1
[12, 582. 70)
Lands entered with military bounty land
warrants ..... . ......•....••......••.... .
1
120. 00
Pre-emption declaratory statements ....••.
510
·Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements ............••.....•..•...
4 .•••••••••••• .
.Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ............•......•....•........•.......••••.•...•. .

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........
.Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

2,806

183, 810, 91

89,255.90
224. 46

2, 223. 03
2,262.56

4,675.00

6,898.03
2,262.56

· 1, 200. 00
.• •••••.••••

2,740.00
36!. 00

3,940.00
364. 00

.••..••.•••.

3.00
1,020.00

3.00
1,020.00

·•••••••••••

8.00

8.00

.•••••...••.

886.10

886.10

9, 696.10

180, 988. 99

5, 685. 59

==i====i======l=~==l==~~

~:ii{~{f1:;ii:!!~:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

6,000.00
210. 95
1,574.92

Total ...•.••.......•..••..•..••••.••.....•••.••••••.•••..•..•••••..••••.•••..••••••

7,785.87

Pawnee Indian lands .••••••.•••••••••••••..••.•••..••••• ~·••••••..••••••••••..••..••••••.

20,597.26
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Statement of business at local land offices du1'ing fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continned.
LAND OFFICE AT LINCOLN, NEBR.
[The area in brackets _is not included in th~ ~ggregat~ by States, having been accounted for in the
or1gmal entnes.J
Class of entry.

No.

Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry .
lGxcess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other r ntries and locaticns ..
Homestead entries commuted to cash under
section 2301, Revised Statutes ..•••••....
Total cash sales.....................

Acres.
7

673. 73

1

1. 20

5

Commis.
sions.

Fees.

Amount.

$1,684.:Ja.
·3,00

(560. 00] .••••••.•••..••••• ·•·•• •

1,400. 00

----·--------~----·~--13
674. 93 . . • . • • • • . • • .. • • • • • • • • . .
3,087.33'

$70. 90
Original homestead entries ••••••.•••••.••.
17
1,489.95
337. 29
(7,073.78]
Final homestead entries ............. .. ... .
70
Lands 'entered under the timber.culture
84. 00
laws ................•................... .
1,685.80
21
Final entries under the timber.culture
[2, 719. 60] ........... .
laws .•...•..•...........•.........•.•....
33
7 ..••••.•••..•...•••••••••.
Pre.emption declaratox·y statements .••.....
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ................................. .. ... .

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ..•...•. ·

161

3,850.68

492.19

$100. 00

170. 00
337. 2!)

115. 00

199. 00-

132. 00
14.00

132.00
14. 00

247. 03

247. 03

608. 03

4,187.55,

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .

1,946.9}

¥:~~!1~1°!i;i~:!~~~:::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::

10.00

5. 5f>
1, 962.46-

Total. •.• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ ...
f

LA.ND OFFICE AT McCOOK, NEBR.
Sales ofland subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations..
Homesteadentriescommuted to cash under
section 2301, Revised Statutes .......... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under
section 2, act June 15, 1880........ .. . ••.
Total cash sales ....... ,.............

989

147, 022. 79 . • • • • • . . • • .. . • • • • • • . . • • •

183,778.45'

·106

782. 21 . • • . . • • .. • • . . •• • • • • • • • . .

991. 11

1,069

[166,769.03] ...... •••• •. •••••• •••••.

208,861. 3()

3
(394. 79) ......................... ___4_58_.6_2
----1------1-----·1--·- --- 1
2,257

147,805.00 .•••• • •••••• .•.• •• ••..•.

~~~: ~~.

5,544.72
220,907.25
Original homestead entries................ 1,429
612.19 .. ~~·.
Final homestead entries...................
156
l24, 328.18]
L ands entered under the timber.culture
8,455.00
3,424.00
laws ........... .. ................ .. ... .
856
134,462.04
Final entries under the timber.culture
24. 00
[945. 951 .....••..••.
laws ........... . .. .. . .. ................. ·..
6
Lands eniered with military bounty land
19. 00
440. 00 .••..••..••.
warrants. . . .. . .... . .. . .....• . . .. ...... .
7
2,066. l'JO
Pre-emption declaratory statements....... 1, 033 . ............. . .......... .
Soldiers' ancl sailors' hom estead declara66. 00
tory statements . ...................... ..
33 · ••··••·•••••· .......... ..
A.mount received for reducing testimony
1,519.15
to writing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . _. . . . . . • . . . . . . . ....•.•. ...

394,089. 5410
•

m: ri

11,879. O(),
24. 00
19. 002,066.00
60. O()

1, 51!).lf>

Total of all classes of entries and
a.mount received therefrom ........ =5,;,,=77:::7=1 =5=0=3,;,,6=1=4.=2=9='==9,;,,=58=0=.=91=t:=26:=:::'=0=94=·=1=5=;==4=2=9,=7=64=·=60
0
Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
6, 000.00
antl receiver . .................. .... ................................................... .

t~a:i:.i !~ti:!~!:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::·:::::

672.10
2,747.74

Total .................................................................. ·•••• · •••••·

9,419.84

0

0
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Statemffnt of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June W, 1887-Continued •
LAND OFFICE AT NELIGH, NEBR.
[The area in brack , ts is not included in the agITegate by States, having been accounted for int.he,
original entries.]
.
Acres.

No.

Class of entry.
Sales of land subject to private entry.. . . .
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statut,es . ... .. .
Homestead entries commuted to cash UD·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 ........ •.
Total cash aales...... ... . .. . . . ......

2
237
28

Commis·
sions.

.A.mount.
$108. 90
43, 574. 1s;

47.12
34,859.19

137. 9&

110.33
(31,146.75) . .••••..•....••..••..••.

39. 020. 5~

3

[480. 00) .•••••. ••• •..••..•...••.

558, 00

477

35,016.64 .••••• ····;· .•••••••••.

207

---1------l·-----·------1----83,399. 54-

$1,247.91
49,749.77
329
Original homestead entries . .............. .
691. 55
[27,179.741
176
Final homestead entries .................. .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
46, 691. 76
1, 228. 00
307
laws ...................... .... ......... .
Final entries under the timber.culture
[3, 194. 42) .•••••.•.••.
23
laws ................................... .
Lands entered with military bounty fand
320. 00 .•••••.••••.
3
warrants ....... . . .. ................... .
331
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
Pre.empt-ion declaratory statem'ts (Omaha
74 ......................... .
Indian lands) . ...... ........ ...... ..... .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
3 ....... . ................. .
tory statements .......•.. .. . ......•.....
.A.mount received for reducin~ testimony
to wl'iting ..............................................•........•.........

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . .......

Fees.

$3,175.00

4,422.91
691. 55-

2,955.00

4,183.00

92. 00

92.00

8. 00
658. oc

8. 00,
658. 00

148. 00

148. 00

6. 00

6.00

1,410.85

1,410. 85-

--- ·--- --1------1------1-----

8,452.85
95,019. 85131,778.17
3,167.46
1, 723
l===t======l=====l======I====:==
Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
·
6,000.00
and receiver...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........•. .

~g~~~i:t!;;ri:!;i.~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

148. 31
907. 70

7,056.01

Total. .......... .
Sales of Omaha Indian lands ............. .

1, 823. 76 .••..•••.••..•• • : • •..••.

34,741. 26-

LAND OFFICE AT NIOBRARA, NEBR.
Sales c,f land sul1jE.ct to pre.emption entry.
540
Supplemental payments ... .... .. .~ .. ............. .
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other en tries and locations .
42
Hom estead entries commuted to cash un·
der sect,i on 2301, Revised Statutes.......
492
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 . .. . . . . . . .
2
Total cash sales . ....................

'

75, 323. 74 . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • . • • . . • • .
[80. 00) . • • . • • • .• • • . . • • • . • • • . • . .
97. 45 . • • • • • . • . • • . . . . • • • • • • • • .

92, 813. 91

[320. 00] .•.••• •••••• . ••• •• . . . . •.

372. 00,

---------1------1------1----1,076
75,421.19 .••.. ~ •..••..••.•..•.••. 187,562.7&

2, 832

179,912.95

4,289.82

Salaries, f~es, and commissions of register

ricii:::~i~t~:iii~~: :::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
Total

121. 89-·

[74, 250. 90] •.••••..•••...•••• : • . • • .

Original homestead entries . .............. .
419
61,386.52
1,495.82
Final homesteau entries ..........•........
414
[64, 799.16J
1,634.00
Lands enteTed under the timber.culture
laws . .. . . .............................. .
290
43, 105. 24
1, 160. 00
Final entries under the timber.culture
laws ........ .......... . ................. .
127
[18,413.41) .••••••••••.
Pre.emption declaratory statements .. .... .
501
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements . ................ .. .. .. . .
5 .••••••.••••••.•••••••••••
Amonn~ received for reducing testimony
to writing ........ ........ . . ...........................................•..
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

94, 154. 96
100. 00

3,830.00

5,325. 8Z
1,634.00

2,760.00

3,920.00

508. 00
1,002.00

508. 00
1, 002. 00-

10.00

10. 00·

1,664.46

1,664. 46-

9,774.46

201,627.04
6,000.00
3i2. 81
1,918.45
8,301.26
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-Statement of business at local land o:tfices £luring fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LA.ND OFFICE A.T NORTH PLATTE, NEBR.
' LThe area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having bee~ accounted for in the
·
original entries.]
Class of entry.

No.

Acres.

Commis.
sions.

.Ifces.

Amount.

Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess pa:yments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations ..
H omestead entries commuted to cash un.
,der section 2301, Revised Statutes .... ~ ..

315

852. 04~ .................. ······

1,406.74

354

[ 54, 195. 18] ....................... .

84,057.52

Total cash sales .................... .

1,331

102,151.16 ....................... .

229,805.27

405, 078. 22 $14, 307. 77 $25, 485. 00
•Ori/tinal homestead entries................ 2, 575
Final homestead entries...................
194
J30, 124. 62]
1,304.24 ........... .
Lands enteretl under the timber.culture
8,188.00
322,837.32
20,340.00
laws........................ . .... . ...... 2,247
'Final entries under the timber-culture
[1, 760. 00] ........... .
laws ...... . ... .......... . ........... .
11
40. 00
Lands entered with military bounty land
1,000.00 ...•.....•..
39. 00
warrants................................
9
4,074.00
Pre.emption declaratory statements....... 2,037 .•..•• ..•.. ......•.....•..
Soldiers' and sailor&' homestead declara.
81 .............. ... ........ .
162. 00
tory statements ........................ .
.A.mount received for reducing testimony
to writing ................................................................ .
836. 73

39,792.77
1,304.24

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

662

8,485

101,299.12

831, 066. 70

$144, 341. 01

23, 800. 01

50, 976. 73

28,528.00
40.00
39. 00
4,074.00
162. 00
836. 73
304, 582. 01

l===l=====i====l====~====
·Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
6,000.00
and receiver...... . . . . . . . ............................................................ .

~Jia.~~1!i°~~~i:~!~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total. .................................................... · \...........

·I·.......... .

376 iO
2,706.21
9,084.91

LAND OFFICE AT V .A.LENTINE, NEBR.
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timbei·.
culture, ancl other entries and locations..
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
Total ca:;h sales.....................

1, 052

163,471.90

187

524. 57

204,340.03
656. 00

408

f64, 264. 921 . ........ • · · · -· · · • · • · • --

80,331.11

1,647

163,996.47 ..•. ...... .. .... .. .•.••.

285,328.04

----1----·----1-----1-- - - - - - - -

·Original homestead entries. ............... 1,666
262,711.09
6,569.19
Final homestead entries...................
106
420. 00
[16, 668. 58]
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws..................................... 1, 162
184,123.43
4,648.00
Lands entered with military bounty land·
warrants . ............................ _. .
1
160. 00
'
Pre-emption declaratory statements....... 2, 215
Soldiers' and sailors' home~tead declaratory statements . ...... . .. .. ........... .
77 ............ .. ···•••······
.Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ............ . ........................ .
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . .. .. ..

6,874

610, 990. 99

11, 637. 19

16,510.00

23,079.19
420. 00

11,550.00

16,198.00

4. 00
4,430.00

~- 00
4,430.00

154. 00

154. 00

1,205.80

1,205.80

33, 853. 80

330, 810. 03

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

r:iH~:~l:ij:!i~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total ................................................................. .

6,000.00
509.10
2,690.00
9,199.10

----------·-------=---.....:.._____. . .:. ___~c_---------
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended Jitne 30, 1887-Continne<l..
LAND OFFICE AT CARSON CITY, NEV.
{The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in tho
original en tries.]
Acres.

No.

Class of entry.
Sales of minerallands.. . .... ... . •. . . . . . . . .
Excess payments on homestead, timJ:>er.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Total cash sales. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .

203. 62

6
1

'

1.15

7

2j4, 77

6

960. 00
[708. 24]

Commie.
sions.

Fees.

I

::::::::::::::::::::::f

Amount.

$66:::
662. 87

$60. 00

108. 00
27. 00

40. 00
1, 208. 00
40. 00
6. 00

56. 00
1, 208. 0()
40. 00
6. 00

6. 00

6. 00

1,360.00

2,113.87

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
·
/
and receiver . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . ........... , . . . . . . . • • • • .

2, 425. 19

Original homestead entries............... .
Final homestead entries.... . ..............
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • .
State selections . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• . . . .. . • • .
Applications to purchase mineral lands...
Pre.emption declaratory statements.......

5

$48. 00
27. 00

4
640. 00
16, 00
604
95, 687. 47 . • • . . . . • . . . .
4 . . • . •••• •• . •• . ...••. .••• ••

2 . ... .•.. •• . .•. .... .. .••. ..

A:o~A:t~~~. ~~~. ~~~~~~!.~~~~i~~~~. ----:------1-----·1
........ ... ........... ............
I
-----·:-----Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ...... .

632

91.00

97,492.24

1~!~!t!1°!x~~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total. ......••••..•••••.•••••............... . ,...... . .. . ................

2itgg

-----1----I············

2,728.74

LAND OFFICE AT EUREKA, NEV.
Sales of mineral lands ..... . .... . ......... .

19

275. 26 ................ ... ..... .........

1, 415.00

Total cash sales ...... .. .. . ......... .

19

275. 26

1,415.00

Original homestead entries·.........•... ••.
4
618. 69
23. 17
40. 00
Final homestead entries . ................. .
6
[906. 30]
60. 00 . . .•........
243
38, 710. 58 . • • • • • . . . . . .
,1sa. 89
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
State selections ............ .. . .... . .....•. 1,079
171, 392. 02 . . . . . . . • • • • •
2, 158. 00
.Applications to purchase mineral lands . ..
30 .•••.. -... - . • . ....•• .•••..
300. 00
A~plications to purchase coal lands ...•.••
4 ·••·•·••·•·••· ............
12. 00
~meral protests, adverse claims ......•..•
5 . ••••• ..•...•. ..••••.•••••
50.00
Amoun_t _receiyed for reducing testimony
towr1tmg ....................•........•...........••....•..........• . •....
21. 40
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

1,390

210,996.55

63.17
60. 00
483. 89
2,158.00
300. 00
12. 00
50. 00
21.40

3,065.29

4,563.46

i~ii::E~::!:t~:i~i~~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::~:::::::::: :::::·::::::: ············

4,136.26
36. 55

Total. ............................... ................ ~ ................. ···· ·· ······

~. 592. 81

83.17

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

INT 87--VOL

1--33

420. 00
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Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, lSBi-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT LAS CRUCES, N. MEX.

lThe

area in brackets is not included in th~ 3:ggrega~ by States, having been accounted for in th
.
original entries. ]
e
Cl

I

Commie·
FFAA...
N
Acres.
__o_._1------1--e_i_on_s_._1~~

f
t
ass o en ry.

Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Ssaies oj mi r\fands........ ... ...•......
a es o coa an s ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Original entries under the desert.land act
Final entries under the desert-land act ....
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......

126
2~

17, 437. 44 . •• • • • . •• • • • . • • • • • . . • • • •
3: 84 .••••• .•••••. .,..........
6 02 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

$24,467.40
2,340.00.
71 160. 20

14
71
17

74.28 ....................... .
16,228.94 .•••.•••..•..... ·••··••·
[4,125.55] ....................... .

143. 79
4, 0j7. 25
4,12j,55

22

[3,075.14] .•••••••••••.•••••••••••

4,638.22

Total cash sales ..........•.•••••....

286

84, 910. 52 . • • • • • . • . • • . . • • • • . . . . • • .

46, 932. 41

1

~f

Original homestead entries ..••••.....•....
19,492.87
137
$1,071.84
Final homestead entries .••.......••......•
[6,590.96]
46
319. 99
L<1,nds entered under the timber.culture
laws ........ , •..•..•.............••.....
8,253.20
62
248. 00
Lands entered with military bounty land
warrants ...... . .......•..•.•.•...••.... .
1
80 ••••••••••••
• Applications to purchase mineral lands ...
42
Applicaitlons to purchase coal lands ..•••••
7
Valentine scrip filings . .•.. .....•.....•. ...
1
Mineral protests, ad verse claims ........••
7
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...•••.
284
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead dcclara.
tory statements .......•.................
2 .••••••••...•..•••••.••••.
.A.mount received for reducing testimony
to writing . .................... . .......................................... .

·

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

$1,285.00

2,856.34
819. 99

585. 00

783. 00

2.00
420. 00
21. 00
2.00
70. 00
852. 00

420. 00
21.00
2. 00
70.00
852. 00

6.00

6. 00

884. 55

834.55

i, 027. 55

52,599.29

- ------I-----1-----1-875

62, 736. 59

Sa~!:l~!·c~T!!'r ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ .~~ ~~.~i~~~~- . . • . . . . . . ............ ·

1, 639. 83

1 ·

......... •

.

.

......... .

f;cyd~:i!1°!:;~i:!~~~: :::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::: ::::::::: :'.:::::::::: :::::: ::::::
Amou!~~~~;;;;~·i~ ~~r~:~~~t-;s·

2.0ll

~~·~~~~s·i~. ~=I.-............

on account of surveys.·-··· ...•..•.............

5,779.06
38. 70
1,233.60
7,051.36

l, . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . .

-1·. .. ... ..... .. ......... ·· ····· ····· ·

500. 00

LAND OFFICE AT SANTA Fli:, N. MEX.

~:t:: ~I ~~~\~~f1:~~~ .~~~·.~~.~~i~~ :~~?:
0

Sales of coal lands . .......... .. ........... .
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
Original entries unde1· the desert.land act.
Final entries under the desert.land act....
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
Total cash sales...... . . . . ... . . . . . . . • .
Original homestead entries... . ............
Final homestead entries . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • •
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws .....................................
Lands selected under grants to railroads..
App Ii.cations to purchase mineral lands...
Applications to purchase coal lands. . . . . . .
Pre-emptivn declaratory statements. ... ..
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statementa . . . . . . . . . ........ ..... .
Au,onnt received for reducing testimony
to writing . ..............•.............. .
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........

SaJ~1~~c~~r~~~-~~~~~~o.~ ~.~ :~~~~:

66

4
1

13,643.21
225. 00
1,600.00

9,874.53
42.10
80. 00

8

53. 86 · •••·•••· ....•••..•.... .
18,654.52 ...................... ..
(320. 00] .•••.••.••••.•••.•••. - •.

95.82
8,413.69
820. 00

6

r834. 60J ..•.•••..•..•••.••...•.

1,186.70

25
36

----1------1-----,---·------20,433.92
141
28,704.51
249
57

38, 416. 61

106
144

15, 442. 55
424. 00
23,014.38 .•••••••••••

5

[8, 529. 02]

2,125.50
414. 00

15

882

1, 100

100,578. 05

2,963.50

2,265.00

4,890.50

995. 00
288. 00
50. 00
45.00
1,146.00

1,419.00
288. 00
50. 00
45. 00
1,146.00

8. 00

3. 00

305.~0

805. 20

5,097.20

28,494.62

·I·.......... .

...•......••......•••• • 1· ..........
Expenses of depositing....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .................................... .
Incidental expenses . ................... _. . _•......••... _........•••.••...•....... _.... .
Total. ..•.................. . .........
~o~!o~e;:1:r8:u~~~.c.~t.~s.

== . . . . . . .

4.14.00

j..........•. j........ . . .

~~-~~~~·s·i~. _...... .. ..........•.. I.... ~· ......I........... .

6,000.00
8. 00
365. 00
6,368.00

60.00
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LANDS IN THE STATE OF OHIO.
iThe area in brackets is not inclucled in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.]
Acres.

Class of entry.

Commis·
sions.

Fees.

$29. 80

Supplemental payment ............ . ...... .

29. 80

Total cash sales .................. .
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ...... .

Amount.

2 ·····•.··•··••· .........••.
2 .••..•...••••

$4. 00

4. 00

4. 00

33.80

LAND OFFICE AT LA GRANDE, OREG.
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales' of timber and stone lands ........... .
Sales of mineral lands ........•..•........
Sales of Baker City and Pendleton town
lots ...•.•...•.•.•.•••............• .. . . ..
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entlies and locations.
Original entries under the desert.land act
Final entries under the desert.land act ....
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes. . . . • • .
Total cash sales...... . . . . • • • . • . . . . .
Original homestead entries ............. ..
Final homestead entries .. ......... ...... .
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws . ........... .. . .. . ....... . .... . ..... .
Final entries under the timber.culture
lawH . .............. . ..... . . . .......... .
State selections, indemnity school ....... .
Wagon.road selections ........... .. .....•.
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
Applications to purchase coal lands ...... .

213
27
8

31,606.48
2,369.38
181. 61

44,791.16
5,923.43
702. 50

26

142. 73 .•••••.••••..••••.••••.•
1,454.59 ..•..• .. ••........•.....
ll, 806. 30) . ·- ......••..•••••.•..•.
[3,953.55) ..•...........•...•..••.

213. 30
363. 6.5
1,806.30
5,339.06

----1------1------1-----·l----353
85,754.79 .••.... ·,; •..

319
187

50,086.12
[2a, 895. 19]

172

24,488.17

0

27
297
13
1

2,102

3,162.50

5,376.50
1,427.44

688. 00

1,585.00

2,273.00

24. 0(1
51.17
593. 33
130. 00
3. 00

24. 00
51.17
593. :13
130. 00
3. 00

270. 00
2,085.00

270. 00
6. 00
2,085.00

1720.00l .••.........
4,051.42 ..•.. . •.. .. .
47,466.87 .•..........

161,847.37

60,084.00

$2,214.00
1,427.44

Aff~~~a~i·o·~~ ~~.~~_rch~~~ ~~~~~:.~~~. ~~~~~.
27
Baker City town lot filings ............... .
2
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
695
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
to'ry statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 ........... _........... _• .
A.mount received for reducing testimony
to writing .•...•.... . ..•..............................•....................
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . ......

944. 60

24 .............. ·········-· ·
33
11
11

4,329.44

6. 00

9. 00

9.00

083.13

683.13

8,602.13

73,015. 57

8alaries, fees, and commissions of register

~1;~~11:~!!;i~:ii ~-~: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ::: :::::: ::::: ::,::::::: :::::: ::: :::::: :::
Total •.•....•..•••••••.••.••.•...••...•..••..•••••.••..••..•••.•••.••..•••..•..••.

6,000.00
158. 35
1,016.20
7,174.55

•
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Statement of business at local land o:tfices during fiscal year ended Ju,ne 30, 1887--Continued,.
LAND OFFICE AT LAKE VIEW, OREG.
[The area in brackets is not included in the .a~gregate. by States, having been accounted for in tb
origmal entries.]
e
Class of em;ry.
Sales ofland subject to pre.emption entry -.
Sales of timber and stone lands . . . . . . . . . . .
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, 'and other entries and locations
Original entries under the desert.land act .
I~!~!f;~le!n~~!esr !~!!~f!J"i~nia:ht~:der section 2301, Revised Statutes . . . . . .
Total cash sales. .......... .. ........
Original homestead entries .... -- . . . . . . . . . .
Final homestead entries . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lands entered unde1· the tin:tbeN;ulture
laws ... .. .......... ............ ,. . . . . . . .
State selections, indemnity school . . . . . . . .

No.

Acres.

Fees.

27, 905. 93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
280. 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

f34, 882. 4:}
700. 3!

17
54
17

52. 53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 206. 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . .
[6,153.14] . . .. . . .... .. ....•• .. ... .

65. 68
3,801.62
6,153.14

11

[l, 759. 03] . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . .

2,198.81

286

43,444. 79 . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• • .. . . . . . .

47,802.08

170
9

26, 309. 00
[1, 42::l. 20]

$988. 33
$1, 665. oo
53. 33 .•••.•. •. . . .

2,151.33
53. .!:l

207
197

29, 692. 30
828. 00
31, 320. 18 . . • . . . . . . . . .

1, 800. 00
390. 00

2,628. 00
390. 00

. ••• • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . •. • •.
. . •. . . . • •. . • •. . . . . . . . •. • . .

40. 00
1, 380. 00

40. 00
1,380.00

---1------1------1-----l------

1, 340

. ••. . ••. . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

21. 00

21. 00

.... . . .. . .. . . . ... . .. .... . .

1, 105. 90

1,105.90

6,401.90

56,073.04

130,766.27

1,869.66

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .

•

A.mount.

3

184

A ff~~~~~\o_n~ ~~.~~~~~~~~ ~~1_l'. ~~~-~~~-s·t-~~~ .
4
Pre-emption declaratory statements . . . . . .
460
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing....... ..... ... . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . . . . . . .

Commis.
sions.

¥:a~~!t: 1°!x~i::i:~~~.::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

6,000.00
478. 51
117. JO

Total ........ .... ....... . .. ... . .................................... .. .

0, 595. 61

Amount received in certificates of deposit
on account of surveys...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ... .

1,881.20

LAND OFFICE AT OREGON CITY, OREG.
Sal es of land snbject to private entry .....
Sales of land snbJect to pre.emption entry.
Sales of timber and stone lands . . . . . .....
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
Hom11stead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ... ... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash ttn·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 .. ..... . . .

2

72
5
32

33. 95
11,811.80
799. 25

21. 98
9,134.92
319. 70

265.14

193. 92

2,144.11

14

[1, 694. 53] .........•.....•........
f8o, ooJ ....•........•••••.•••..

80. 00

'.l;otal cash sales ... . ................ .

126

9,670.52 .............•.•••.•.•••

15, 143.25

Ori¢nal homestead entries .. ............. .
Final homestead entries . . ................ .
Lands r,ntered under the donation act. . . .
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..

375
172
1
56

53, 733. 16
2, 535. 97
3, 460. 00
[23,587. 54J
1,212.17 ...•...•....
314. 80 ·······•·•••
10.00
8, 956. 14 . . . . . . . . . • • .
111. 00

5,005.07
1,212.17
10. 00
111. 00

.A f~1~ati_
o.~~ t~.~~~~~.~~~ ~~~.~~~ ~.~~.~t.~~~ _
5
Pre.emption declaratory statements ..... .
221
Amounts received for reducing testimony
to writing .................. ...........................•....... ...... ......

f

Total of all clatlses of entries and
amount 1·eceived therefrom . ..... .

956

72,674.62

8,748.14

50. 00
668. 00

50. 00
663. 00

603. 64

603. 64

4,897.64

23,789.03

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver ............. ........................................... .. ............... .
Incidental expenses .... ......•.......•........ . .. .. .....................•.•........•....

6,000.00
412. 50

Total .....•...••..•••...•.•••.••...•..........•.......•..•...••...••••• ,...••• ·•·•··

6,412.50
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Statmnent of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LA.ND OFFICE .A.T ROSEBURG, OREG.
[The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.]
Cl~ss of entry.
Sales of land subject to private entry .. . . Sales of land subJ ect to pre-emption entry.
Sales of timber and Atone lands -... - . . . . . .
Exc.ess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations..
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes...... .

Acres.

No.
8
65

9

18
9

Commie·
sions.

Fees.

.A.mount.
$1,492.54
fl, 902.00
1,578.10

1,194.04
8,678.47
631. 23

120. 35

75.53
[1,039.53] -..... -·· ..

. .•. - .• - - . . .

1,599.41

10, 579. 27 . . . • . . . . . . . . . ...•...... -

16, 692. 40

- - -1------1------1------1-----

Total cash sales .. .... ...... _.. _.... _

109

Original homestead entries .....••••......
Final homestead entries .. _... _.......... - Lands entered with military bounty-land
warrants-···· .. - . ..... . .. . -····· ....... .
Lands entered under the donation af'.t .. . -.
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
State selections, indemnity school. . .. --.. .
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
Applications to purchase coal lands ...•..

200
108
2
l

85
4

29,010.20
[ 15, 284. 72]

$1,692.47
773. 95

240. 00
176. 66
13,644.73
576. 09

5 •••••••••• -··· ·••·•••·••••

1

.A.ff~~~a_t~~n_s. ~~ ~u~~h~~~ ~~~.~~~ ~~~ ·s·t-~~~.
9
216
Pre.emption declaratory statements .... .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara2 · ············- . ......... .
tory statements ........•............... .
.A.mount received for reducing testimony
to writing ...... _...................... _......... . ......•.......... _...... .
Total of all classes of e1.tries and
2,466.42
54,226.95
742
amount received therefrom ..... . .
Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver ... ....•................•... .......................... . .. . ....
Expenses of depositing...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _.......... .
Incidental expenses ...................... - .... . .. . ........... , .... _... . _.. .

$1,865.00

3,557.47
773. 95

6. 00
5. 00
170. 00
8. 00
50. 00
3. 00

6.00
5.00
170. 00
8.00
50. 00
3.00

90. 00
648. 00

90.00
648. 00

6. 00

6. 00

699. 87

699. 87

3,550.87

22,709. 6SI

Total ... . ........................... .. ................................ .

5,486.10
33. 30
161.40
5,680.80
2,688.18

LA.ND OFFICE .A.T THE DALLES, OREG.
Sales of land subject to pre·emption entry.
Sales of timber and stone lands . ... .. -.. . Sales of abandoned military reservations
(Fort Dalles) . .... _...... ... .. ..... . -... .
Excess payments · on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations ..
Original entries under the desert.land act
Homesteacl entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ..... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2, act June, 15, 1880 . . ·..•.....
Total cash sales.... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

249
8

37,076.47
640. 64

13 -·· ............. . ..•........•.... . ....
. 39
5

288. 26
480. 00

66,097.73
1,601.60
606. 00
615. 73
120. 00

21

[3,363.50j ............ ·····•······

2

l240. 90] .•••••...... . ....•. _....

567. 00

38, 485. 37 ...•.. _.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

75, 206. 71

--- 337

5,598.65

- - - -1- - - - - 1 - - - - - - l - - - - -

423
66,240.06
3,972.00
8,172.00
Original homestead entries ............... .
4', 200. 00
139
[21, 584. 491
1,317.00
1,317.00
Final homestead entries . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .
.Lands entered under the timber.culture
264
38, 956. 97
1, 056. 00
laws ................................... .
3,561.00
2,505.00
2
[200. 00) .......•••.•
8.00
Final entries underthetimber.culturelaws.
8. 00
171, 606. 08 . ......... .
Lands selected under grants to iailroads .. 1,073
2,145.06
2,145.06
116
18,455.60 ......•. _.. .
231. 00
State solecLions, wagorr "Oad selections .. . .
231. 00
16
160. 00
A.pplications to purchaso mineral lands .. .
160. 00
12
36. 00
Applications to purchase coal lands ..•... .
36.00
572
1,716.00
Pre·emption declaratory statements .. •....
1,716.00
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
1 .. ........... .
tory statements ....................... . .
3. 00
3. 00
.A.mount received for reducing teRtimony
to writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . .................... .
459. 91
459. 91
Total of all classes of entries and - -.---------1-----1-----l----amount received therefrom . . . . . . . 2, 955
333,745.08
6,345.00
93,015, 68
11,463.97
Salaries, fo.es, and commissionii of register

rnii~m:~rl;i~:!~~(:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::
Total .....•................................ . .......... . .. .

6,000.00
91. 60
904. 00
6,995.60

I
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Statement of business at local land offices dnring fiscal yea1· 6nded June 30, 1887-Continued.
LA.ND OFFICE A.T SA.LT LA.KE CITY, UTAH.
[The area in brackets is not included in the. 3:ggregat~ by States, having been accounted for iu th
ongmal entries.]
&
No.

Class of entry.

Acres.

Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales of mineral lands .................... .
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and ot,h er entries and locations .
Original entries under the desert land act.
Final entries under the desert land act ....
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes . ..... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un .
.der section 2, act June 15, 1880 ..•..•.••.

97
139

Total cash sales ..................... .

723

Commis.
sions.

Amotint.

11,954.07
1,370.88

$16,m.s5
7,075.00

36
323
88

40. 82 .•..••.•••...•••••.••...
60,811.42 . . . . . • • . . . . . .•..••• . ...
[20, 333. 09] • • • • • • . . . . • . • •••.......

68. 55
15,203.85
20,333.09

20

[2, 799. 68] .••..••......•..........

3,599.60

20

[2, 559. 18] ...................... .

3,811.72

74,176.69 .•..•.......

45,518.08
Original homestead entries .•..............
815
$2,061.00
Final homestead entries ......•.. .... . ... . .
[31, 569. 35]
219
1,823.00
Lands entered under the timber.culture
21,638.09
179
716. 00
laws ........................ . ... . ······
Final entries under the timber.culture
[160. 00] , . .. ..•• ..••.
1
laws.·-····· ....................... .
Lands selected mider grants to railroads ..
626
Applications to purchase mineral lands .. .
145
81
Applications to purchase coal lands ...... .
Mineral protests, adverse claims ........•.
33
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
880
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing ....... , • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .

:::~~~~~t~~:I::::::::::::

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . . . . . . .

Fees.

66,619.66
$2,895.00

4,956.00
1,323.00

1,425.00

2,141.00

4. t;O
1,251.55
1,450.00
93. 00
830. 00
990. 00

4. 00
], 251.55
1,450.00
93. 00
330. 00
990. 00

1, 110. 89

1,110.39

9, 548. 04

80, 268. GO

--i-----·1---~-:I -----·1·---2, 602

241, 446. 18

4, 100. 00

===:=====-:=1====:=====

~~~~~~~i~.~~ ~~~!~~~~ ........ ·I· ..........·... ........... ·I·.......... ·I

Sa;!¥~~c~1~~r~~~.
·o·f·
Incidental expenses ................. . ........... ~. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total. ••••......•.•................•.

==1..........................

A~:~~!0~;f~re~~v~~t.i~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~i·t·

........ 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

! ...........

-1

J ...... .. ....

1

6, 000. 00
1,909.00
7,909.00
810. 00

LA.ND OFFICE .A.T NORTH YA.KIM.A., WA.SH.
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales of timber and stone lands . ... .. . .. .. .
Sales of coal lands .... .. .. ............... .
Sup-plemental payment ..........•.........
E xcess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Original entries under the desert land act.
Final entries under tbe desert land act ... •
Homestead entries commuted to cash UD·
der section 2801, Revised Statutes.... J ••

81
2
36

4, 410. 47 ...•.•... ••.. .••• • .•.••.
120. 00 .•••....••.......... · · · ·
5,069.00 .................•.•....

7,110.56
300. 00
68,296.00
200. 00

17
25
7

85. 74 . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . . • . . .
5, 126. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .

[l, 160. 00] . • . • . • . •• • • . . • . . . . • . . • . .

167. 42
1, 281. 74
1,160.00

7

[878. 50] .........••..••. ·: .•... . :--1_,_79_6_.2_f>

Total cash sales .... ............ .. .. .

125

14, 811. 96 . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . • • .

Original homestead entries ..•....•....... .
Final homestead entries .................. .
Lands entered under the timber.culture

147
46

22,254.81
[6,990.98]

laws............ . ........................

Lands selected under grants to railroads...
Applications to -purchase coal lands.......

Aff~k°:.~i~~~ ~~-~~~~~~~~ ::~~~~.~~~~~~~~.
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
.A.monnp ~eceived for reducing testimony

1,420.51
507. 00

110
16, 257.14
440. 00
7,657 1,225,249.13 ..•....•....
8 .•••••••••.... . •••••.•••• .
.2
152

80, 3ll. 07

1,415.00

2,835.51
507. 00·

1,040.00
15,315.62
24. 00

1,480.00
15,815.62
24. 00

20. 00
456. 00

20. 00
456. 00

1 ......................... .

3. 00

8. 00

10 writing . ............. ..... ...... ... • •........ .... ...•....... ... ........ .

382. 80

882. 80

--·-1------1-----1------ - - - -

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom........ 8,248 1,278,578.04
2, 367. 51
18, 606. 42
101, 285. 90
Salaries, fees, and commi sionsofregister ===·I=====l====l====l====
and receiver ............. ...... . ......... . ....... ....•.... ... ... .. ..... ... ............
0, 000. 00

Fu~a~:t!i !x~:~~~t~~.::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :: .:: ::::. :::: ~::: :: ::::::·.~: ~ :: :::: ::: :::::~:::
0

Total . ....... .. ......... ... ..........

===·==············\············

4 .00
1,095. 607,143.60
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement of business at local land o:{Jices during fiscal yea1· ended June 30, 1887-Contin-ued.
LA.ND OFFICE AT OLYMPIA., WA.SH.
[The area in brackets 1s not included in the aggrega.te by State.a, having been acconnted for in the
original entriee.]
No.

Cla1:1s of entry.

A.mount.
sions.
C
o m ml!"'ees.
is-~

Acres.

Sales of land subject to privat~ entry .....
Sales of laud subjecttopre•emvtionentry.
S,1,les of timber and stone lands .... __ . _.
Sales of coal lands . ___ . _. _____ . __ ........ .
Sales of town lots (Port Angeles) .. _.. . __ .
Excess payments on homestead, timber·
culture, and other entries and locations ..
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der .section 2301, Revised Statutes. __ ___ .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act .rune 15, 1880 ....•..•• _

3
220
82

Tatal cash sales __ •••.• _____ . _...... _

477

J78. 00
26 109. 98
10:507.95
81
1, 115. 94
53 · ·-·---- · ··-··
55

55

Pre•emption declaratory statements __ . ...
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements .. _.. . . _.. __ ••.. __.. _..
A.mount recived for reducing testimony
to writing ... -- ... _. _... _____ .. _.. .. _....
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .... .. ·-

- - - - .. - •. - ·-··-· -----·
. - .. . - - . . - . .
····--·---·

. -- · - · · -· - - ----- ·- - - · ·-. - - .. - . .. - ..
. ·····-·· -··

[7,790.231 -----···-··- ------

3G5. 03

------1

11,821. 02

[160. 00) ---· - .. ·· - · . --- .. ···- - .
38, 14~. 40

378. 00

-108,073.42
---

.... 1

12,809.87
1, 23::l. 62
10. 00
12,415.93
5. 00
150. 00

$5,589.87
$7,220.00
1, 233. 62 . - - . . . .. . . ____ . - -.. - .
10. 00
. _- ... - .. - • . 12,415.93
... - •.. - . . . .
5. 00
·-·- ... ----·
150. 00
820. 00 •
1,461. oo I

82
487
4 · ···-· · --· ·-·- ------·-····

8,321

$222. 50
38,798.23
26,269.84
22,318. 80
7,900.00

II

231. 63 _... . .. .. ______ ... -· .. ..

Original homestead entries .... ___ • _... _. __
115,877.15
820
[26, 865. 79)
191
Final homestead entries-. -.... --- --- ---- -320. 00
Lands entered under the donation act ___ _
1
993,274.96
Lands selected under grants to railroads._ 6,207
State selections, school indemnity_ . __ . _..
430. 90
2
Applications to purchase coal lands.. __ ...
50 . _...••...•••.
A ffJ~~~~i_o.~~ ~~.~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~.s_t_~~~ _

I... - - • . - .. - .. - - - . · - - - - · ·

1,148,046.41

6,823.49

12. oo

II

12. 00

1,234. 9i

J

1, 234; !)4

23,328.87 1 138, 225. 78:

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
I
and r eceiver.··-_-· . ...•.. __ ._ ................ __ .•.......... _. . ... _................ _·1

tJ~~!t!1°!x~!~~:~t!~-~: ~::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : '.: . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Total._ ......... __ . ______ .. _........ .. __ ... _· I·. _.. _.. _.

8'.!0. 00
i, 461. 00

... I·_ .... _.. __ . __ ...... __ ·\

6,000.00
124. 10
1,913. 40_
8,037.50

LA.ND OFFICE AT SPOKANE FALLS, WA.SH.
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales of timber and stone lands .. ___. . ... .
Excess pa,,ments on homestead, timberculture, and ot-her entries and locations ..
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes. --·_ ..
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act .rune 15, 1880 . _.. ____ • _

103

Total cash sales. __ .. ·- __ -·. __ .·--._ .

179

14,104.04

Original homestead entries .........•..•••.
Final homestead entries . ___ ...... _--·· .. .
Lands entered under the timber-culture
laws .--.-----··-·-- ··-····· ··········--·
Final entries under the timber.culture laws
Lands entered with military bounty.land
war.rants . ..... ·--· ...... _.... __ . . __ .. --·
Lands entered under the donation act . __ .

495
824

r5o, 915, s8J

6

51
17
2

154
13

13,505.98
424.10

27,093.61
1,060.25

173. 96

419. 72

[2,530.83] ·-----···-·· ·---·"·-·-·
[320. 00] ··-··· ·- ·- .. ·--- ... ·--,-

73,508.50

762. 00
34,512.66

5,163.91
3,703.24

4,695.00

9,858.91
3,703.24

21, 975. l!J
616. 00
r2;000. oo] ..... . _... _.

1,410.00
52. 00

. 2,026.00
52. 00

80. 00 .••••• ··--·320. 00 .••.. _. .. __ .

4. 00
10. 00

4.00
10.00

70. 00
1,062.00

70. 00
1, 062-00

Affn\C:.~i~.~~ ~~ .~~~~~.~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~o.~~.
7
Pre-emption declaratory statements ..•••• :
354
Soldiers' and sailo1s' homestead declaratory statements ...... _....... _...... . .. .
2 ·-····--·· ·--· ·····-···-- ·
A.mount received for red11cing testimony
to writing ... _..... _.. . __ ._ . . ·- _.. -·-- _.. ·- .....
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom._ ... _..

5,177.08

6. 00

6. 00

891. 57

891. 57

8,200.57

52,196.88

----1------I·-·--•- - - - - - - - - 1, 580

109,987.73

9,483.15

6, OOQ. 00
102. 35
1,417.50

Total._ .....•. __ ..•.... ___ ... _. _...... _•..... __ .•. ..• _...•. . _........ __ ..•... _.... · I

7,519.85
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTEHIOR.

Statement of business at local land offices du,r-ing fi:scal yem· ended June 30, 1887-Continned.
LAND OFFICE AT V A.NCOUVER, W .ASH.
[The area in brackets is not included in thE_13:ggregat~ by States, having been accountl.ld for in th
ongIDal E1ntr1es.J
e
Class of entry.

No.

Commis.
sions.

.Acres.

Sa,les of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales of timber and stone lands .. ......•.•.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under
section 2301, Revised Statutes ...........

11

Total ca.sh sales .....................

88

55

7
15

Fees.

Amount.

............. .. . ............... $12,506.82
. ,.............. .................
2,191.60
63.30 ................... ................
128.17

6,864.11
876. 64

...............
................ ...............

[1,481.34) ................
7,804.05

,

130
17,620.50
$1,084.55
Original homestead entries ... ••....... ....
928_.58
99
[13,794.47)
Final homestead entries .................. .
L ands entered under the timber.culture
laws......
. ...... . ................. ..
22
::J, 917. 88
88.00
4
[399. 23j
:Final entries under the timber.culture laws.
1
317. 27
Lands entered under the donation act ..•..
2 ........................ ..
Applications to J)'Urcbase coal lands .... .. .
Applications to purcha-s e timber and ~tone
7
lands .... ........ ... .. . ...•......•.....
134
Pre.emr,tion declaratory statements ...... .
Soldiers and sailors' homestead declara.
1 ........................ ..
tory statements .....................••..
Amount received for reducing testimony
to,writing ................................................................ .

2,137.85
10,964.44

$1,135. ~o

2,219.55
928. 58

190. 00
16.00
10. 00
6. 00

278. 00
16. 00
10. 00
6.00

70.00
402. 00

70. 00
402. 00

3. 00

3.00

1,090.05

], 090. 05

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .....•.. ==4=8=8=I ===2=8,=6=5=9.=7=0=1==2=,=10=1=.=13=1==2='=9=22=·=0=5= 1==21='=98=-=7=.6=2
Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
5,037.36
andreceiver ....................... , ............................................... .. ..
rnxld~~!!i°~!;~i:!!~~:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~::: : : : : : · : : : : : : : : : : : :

36. 00
151. 57

Tota.I. ............................................................................ .

5,224.93

Amount received in certificates of deposit
\
on account of surveys . . ............. . . . · · · ........ • · · · -- .. · -- · · · .. · · .. .. .. .. .... -- .. -- \

=F=

600. 00

LAND OFFICE AT WALLA. WALLA., WASH.
Sales of land sub,iect to private entry......
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Sales oft.im ber and stone lands ........ ,...
Change of entry . .................. . .. . .. ..
Excess payments on homesttiad timber·
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes.......
Total cash sa,les....... .. .. . • .. . . .. .

4

150
4
1

800. 00
30,489.55
700. 00

320. O'O
19,726.50
280. 00

37

177.11 ... .. .... . .. .... .. .... ..

417. 87

38

[5,054.45) • .... .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .

6, 9!6. 73

234

20, 503. 61 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ..

39, 354. 15

- - -l------l--·-----·l- ·-·----1---·---

O1'iginal homestead entries . .......... .. .. .
275
2,212. 7!J
40,238.79
Final homestead entrieR . ................ ..
190
1,461.95
(28,609. 68]
Lands entered under the timber.culture
laws .. . ....... ... .......... .. .... ..... ..
196
784. 00
26,417.81
Final entries under the timber.culturelaws.
37
(5,287.74)
Lands entered with military bounty.land
w:i.tTants . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ...... . ..
160. 00
.Applications to purchase timber and stone
lands ...... ..... . ........ ... .. .... .. ..
4
Pre-emption declaratory statements ..... .
262
Soldiers' anrl sailors' homestead declara.tor.v ntatements .............. . ...... .. _.
2 .......... . ... .. ......... .
.Amnun~ ~ecelved for reducing testimony
111 wntwg .... . ......... .................. .. .... ........................ ..

2,590.00

4,802.70
], 461. 95

1,740.00
148. 00

2,m.00
148. 00

4.00

4. 00

40. 00
786. 00

40. 00
786. 00

6. 00

6. 00

639. 51

639. 51

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .. . ... . =1=,2=0=l=l===8=7,=3=2=0.=2=1=l==''=4=58===·6=5=l==5='=9=5,!!=·=5=1=!==49=·=--=7=66=·=81
Salarie . f, ee, and commissions of register
6,000.00
and receiv<·r . . .. ...... ... .. .. . ... . .. . .. _.. _................ . .. . . ........... ... _....... .
¥nxJin~!!i°!:;iis!tir'.~· : :: :::::::::::::::: : :::: ::: :::::: :::: :::: : ::::::::::: :::::: ::::::
Total. ..................................... --1·. .. .. .. .. .. ..

.. .................... ..

101. 95
1,054.20
7, 156.15

-'------
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PUBLIC LANDS.

8tate-rnent of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT ASHLA.ND, WIS.
{The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.]
Cl,.ss of entry.

No.

Comm.is.
sions.

Acres.

.Amount.

Fees.

Sales ofland suQject to private entry......
303
55, 9'.l3. 09 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . • . . • . $114, 336. 53
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
22
2, 610. 62 . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • • • • . • . . . •
5, 462. 28
Excess payments on homestead timber.
culture, and other entries and iocations .
12
96. 49 . •• .. .• . . ••. .•••••• .. . . .
241. 23
Homestead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ....... - ~/__[1_,,_1_33_.,_35_]_ _._·_·._._·._._·_··-·;-·-·_·._._·_·._._·_·._ _ _ 2__,_4_3_3_._38
1

Total cash sales.....................

347

1

58,630.20 . . • . • • • . . • •. . . • . . • • . . • • .

Original homestead entries ............... .
Final homestead entries . ...... . .......... .
Pre.emption deolaratory statements ...... .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara.
tory statements . ... . ...................•.
1 ·············· ........... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
t0writing ...................... . ......... ................................•.

311
43, 659. 08
$2, 112. 93
$2, 910. 00
24
l3, 242. 61]
150. 56 ...•••.•.••.
147 ..••••.••..••. ·••···•·•• •·
294. 00

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom .. ..... .

830

102,289.28

2,263.49

122,473.42

5,022.93
150.56
294. 00

2. 00

2.00

217. 05

217. 05

3, 423. 05

128, 159. 96

LA.ND OFFICE AT EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
Sales of land subject to private entry ..... .
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entri~s and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2301, Revised Statutes ...... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 ......... .

140
3

19,318. !4
320. 00

25,375.72
400. 00

6

17.93

23.16

6

[637. 05]

1,292.63

[40. 001

46.34

- - - · 1- - - - - - 1

Total cash sales .. .. .. ............. . .

156

19,656.87

27,137.85

122
Original homestead entries ............... .
13,284.81
445. 76
Final homestead en trios ... ............... .
116
[13, 572. 20]
483. 36
Lands entered with military bounty.land
warrants................................
1
150. 71 . ..•..••••••
Lands selected under grands to railroads..
1
159. 67 .•••...••••.
Pre.emption declaratory statements.......
77 ............•..••.........
Amount received for reducing testimony
towriting ......... .. ...................................................... .

955. 00

1,400.76
483. 36

4.00
2. 00
154. 00

154. 00

418. 28

418. 28

1,533.28

29,600.25

In~i3e~~~t!!1"eii;~;: :::::: :::::: :::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :::::: ::::: ::: :::::: :::~:: :::~:: ::::::

3,050.16
280.00

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ....... .

4. 00
2.00

---- ----·--1-----1-----1----473

33,252.06

929.12

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register

i----i------1·-----1------ - ·- Total .........••..••..................•.........••............ .•. ·--~ ...•••••......

3,330.16

522

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

Statement of business at local land offices du1·ing fiscal yea,1· <indeel Jnne 30, 1887-Continued,
LAND OFFICE _A T FALLS OF SAINT CROIX, WIS.
-[The area in brackets is not included in t!J.~ aggreg3:te by States, having been accounted for in ,he
ongmal entries.]
Class of entry.

Acres.

No.

Sales of land subject to private entry .. ... .
Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Homestead entries commmuted to cash
under section 2301, Revised Statutes ....

29

Total cash sales . .•••............... .

34

1
4

Commissions.

Fees.

1,513.24
· 32.17

$2,291.55
40.21

t612.121 .•••••.• .. •. .••••..•• ••.
1,545.41 .•••••..•.. .

666

656. 00

75,911.63

765.15
3,096.91

Original homestead entries................
102
Jl, 944. 67
$330. 61
$830. 00
Final hOmestead entries .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .
96
111,245.70]
325. 39 . ..... . .. . ..
Lands selected under grants to railroads..
390
62,421.55 . ..••..•.•• •
780. 00
Pre-emption declaratory statements.......
44 .•••••..•.. • •..••••••••••.
88. 00
Amoun~ :received for reducing testimony
towntmg ...••............•......•........•...............................
423. 68
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . .. . ... .

Amount.

2,121. G8

1,160.61
325. 39
780.00
88.00

423.68
5,874.59

Salaries, fees, and commissions of 'register
and receiver .•.•...........................•........•............................•..... .

3,009.60

f;Jd~~t!1°~:;~~=~!~-~:::: ·.::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::.:::::

08. 00

Total . ..•...•.••........•.•••.............•...•••... .• .... . . •.....•................

3,112.55

4. 95

LAND OFFICE AT LA CROSSE, WIS.
Sales of land subject to private entry .. ... .
Sales of land subject to pro-emption entry.
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revi.sed Statutes ... . . .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act June 15, 1880 ....•.....

18

2

[120. 00] . • • . • .. • . . . . . • . • • • .. . . . .

150. 00

3

[120. 00] . • • • . . . . • . . . . • . • • • . . . . . .

127. 00

Total cash sales ..... . . ........... .. .

28

1, '.?08. 60 . . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • . . • • . . . .

1, 937. 75

Original homestead entries ....•...........
90
7, 305. 52
274. 03
565. 00
Final homestead entries . . .... ...... .. . .. . .
82
[7, 059. 07]
227. 65 ........... .
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
33 . • • • . . . . . .. . . . . • . • . . . • • • • .
66 00
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing .. ... ..... .................... .................... . .
190. 28

839. 03
227. 65
66. 00

Total of all classes of entries and
amonnt received therefrom ....... .

5

928. 60 . • • • • . . • . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . .
280. 00 . . . . • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . .

1, 260. 75
400. 00

---1-----

190. 28

821. 28

3,260.71

Salaries, f~es, and commissions of regi~ter
and receiver ..........•............ __ . ____ _.. __ .. .. • . ... _...................... . .... _..

1,796.70

f;J~~!~!io;~~~~i;i_~:::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

255. 35

Total. ...•......•................•... ~ ..•............•.•.....•..............

2,057.05

233

8,514.12

501. 68 1

•

5. 00

523

PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement of business at local land offices du.ring fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAND OFFICE AT MENASHA, WIS.
The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.
No.

Class of entry.

Acres.
.J

Sales of land subject to private eritry .....
SaleR of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Homestead entries commuted to cash on·
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 ..........

183
1

Total cash sales ........•............

190

2
4

16,684.86
40. 00
24.04
[200. 00]
16,748.90

Commis·
sions .

319

22,093.44

Amount.

............... ·------- ---........ ......... . ...................
................ . ...... . ............

$20,856.07
50. 00

-----------·---- -------

225. 00

.................
..................

$13{. 61
5,344.54
50
Original homestead entries ..••...••.......
185. 08
59
[7,403.001
Final homestead entries .................. .
20 .•••...••..••..•••....•...
Pre.emption declaratory statements ...... .
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writ.ing ..........................•••...................••.•.

Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ...... .

Fees.

319. 69

21,161.12

40.00

534. 61
185. 08
40.00

179. 50

179. 50

619. 50

22.100. 31

$400. 00

Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver .........•.............................••.......••.........................

~Jfd~!!!J !x~tin°s~;~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: .::::::::::: ::::::::::::
0

Total. .............................................................

30.0l'l

····I· .......... .

1,962.41
2. 68
180. 00
2,145.09

LAND OFFICE AT WAUSAU, WIS.
Sales of land subject to private entry . . .. .
Sales of land subject to pre.emption entry.
Excess payments on homestead, timber.
culture, and other entries and locations.
Hom estead entries commuted to cash un·
der section 2301, Revised Statutes . . .... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash un.
der section 2, act June 15, 1880 ..•. .. .•••

t38
6

Total cash sales .................... .

566

8

12
2

101,794.09
461. 27

127,243.19
676. 59

31. 22

43. 79

[1,381. 05J .... •• ...•....•.••..••..
[200. 00] ...................... .
102,286.58

230. 00
130,325.63

Original homestead entries ............ ... .
185
20,037.60
665. 46
Final homestead entries .................. .
109
[12, 590. 96]
425. 33
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
2
280. 00
Pre.emption declaratory statements . ... .. .
102
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declara,.
tory statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . .....•....... _... .. . . .
Amount received for reducing testimony
.
· ·
to writing .... ·- ....• .. ........... . ......... _. • . . . ..... _... . . . . . .......... .
Tot,al of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom ....... .

2,132.06

1,450.00
3. 50
204. 00

2,115.46
425. 23
3. 50
204. 00

4. 00

4. 00

- 711.10

711.10

-----------1-----1·-966

122,604.18

1,090.79

2, 372. 60

133, 789. 02

Salaries, f~es, and commissions of register
and receiver ..... _................................... . ....................... _.•..•. __ .
Incidental expenses ...... .........••.•........... _ ....................... _•...•..•......

5,619.84
100. 00

Total.···.······ ...................••............•...........••••.•••••..•••••.••••.

5,719.64

524

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

Statement of business at local land offices during fiscal year ended June 30, 1887-Continued.
LAl'{D OFFICE AT CHEYENNE, WYO.

{The area in brackets is not included in the aggregate by States, having been accounted for in the
original entries.]
Class of entry.

Acres.

No.

Co!IlmisSlOnS,

I

Fees.

Amount.

Sales of land subject to pre-emption entry.
Sales of mineral lands ..•.. . ..........•....
Sales of coal lands ....................... .
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations .
Original entries under the desert-land act.
Final entries under the desert-land act ....
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2301, Revised Statutes . . .... .
Homestead entries commuted to cash under section 2, act June 15, 1880 ••••••••••

282
11
13

1

(160. 00)

378.00

Total cash sales ........•.• ·........•.

847

111,420.05

200,418.30

43,363.31
708. 06
1,645.91

43
200
277

156. 09 . - • . . • • . • • • . . ••• - . . . • • . .
65, 546. 68 . • • • . . • . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • . .
[ 103, 040. 40; . • • . . • . . . • • . . • • . . . • . . . • .

244. 84
16, 386. 78
103, 041. 03

20

[3, 195. 37] .••.•.•••••...•...•.....

4,794.21

Original homestead entries ..........•..••.
359
53,939.81
58
Final homestead entries ......•............
[7,223.03)
Lands entered under the timber-culture
69, 814. 98
462
Jaws ........••....••.,. ................. .
114, 586. 80
716
Lands selected under grants to railroads ..
176
State selections, university ............•..
Applications to purchase mineral lands ...
11 . ...:~·-~~~--~~Applications to purchase coal lands .....•.
47 .••.•.•..•.•• •
Pre-emption declaratory statements ...... .
845 . • • . . . . . . • . • • .
Soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements . .... .......... ......•..•
4 .••.•••••••••.
Amount received for reducing testimony
to writing . ........ _..•.............................. _..... . . _.,
Total of all classes of entries and
amount received therefrom . .... ..

$56,960.34
2,145.00
16,459.10

3,525

377,868.39

$2,472.00
336. 00

$3,430.00

5,902 00
336.00

1, 848. (,0
. ••.. •. . . . •.

4,420.00
1,432. 00

6, ~68 00
1,432.00

:::·:::::::: ·····iio:oo· ······iio:Oo
.••..••..•• .
. ••••••. ••• .

141.00
2, 535. 00

141.00
2, 535 .00

·••··••·••··

12. 00

12.00

.......•....

638. 57

638. 57

12,718.57

217,792.87

4,656.00

===l:=====l====:I==
Salaries, fees, and commissions of register
and receiver ......... ....... .......................•.....•........•........

6,000.00
]80. 45
2,781.68

ixc1d~~i!i°i~~:~~!~t~~-::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total. .. . .............................•••.....••••..••......••.... .. ...

8,962.13

LAND OFFICE AT EV.A.NS TON, WYO.
Sales of ]and subject to pre-emption entry.
Sales of mineral lands . .......... .. . ...•. .
Excess payments on homestead, timberculture, and other entries and locations .
Original entries under the desert-land act.
Final entries under the desert-land act ....

28
2

Total cash sales ...............•.....

132

6
67
29

6,080.75
165. 00

4,282.90
31. 68
83. 88 . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • . . .

105.14

33, 342. 71 . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

21, 091. 12

~~:~iu~1 :::::::::::: ~::::::::::: · ~:~gm

Original homestead entries ............... .
432. 000
8,395.00
53
Final homestead entries ............. . .... .
150. 00
[3,029.00)
20
Lands entered under the timber-culture
172. 00
5,174.12
43
laws.
. .............................. .
Applications to purchase mineral lands ..
1 ........................ .
Applications to purchase coal lands . ..... .
62
Pre-emp'tion declaratory statements . ..... .
70
A moan_t _received for reducing testimouy
towntrng ... ............................ . ................. ... ........... .
Total of all cla~ses of entries and
amount received therefrom . ... ... .

350. 00

957. 00
15(). 00
522. 00

10. 00
186. 00
210. 00

10. 00
]86. 00
210. 00

525. 00

250.11

:;'.50.11

I

381

46,911.83

754. 00

1, 531. 11

I

===l=====J:====:I=====
Salaries, fees , and commissions of register
and rccei ver . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .

23, 31a. 23

~~~~!:!i°~~ef:r!!!~!.::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

2,799.18
18. 75
273 .03

Total ................................ ~-~ .............. ....................... .

3,090.96

REOAL'ITULATION BY Sl'AlES AND TE Rltl'l'ORtES OF THE DIS POSAL OF l'HE I'UB LIO ;\:,ID JND IAN LANDS AND ABANDON llD MIH'~AliY RESG ltVA'rIONS DURI NG 'J' HE FISOAL YEAR ENDI NG, ONE 30, 1887, SJJOWI NG THB NUilCBER OF ENTRlllS MADE, TIii') AREAS EMBRAOED AND AMOUNT HECE IVED 'J'flEBEFRO ~. AND EXPBNSJlS CONNBOTlm TRERBWlTH.

Salea of lnuUII 1mbjoct

outry.

to

--s,1°, orllo10°,l,
,t p"'·.1°,1,,
auction.
~

11rh•RlO

"

~u

"'

or 111111111 1111l,j,•rt to 11rren11,1ion entry.

I

S.,h·~ or tlml,er and alone
J,u,d 11.

Origin al e ntr!i,11 u,,de r thfl
il~ r t,.land aot.

Saks o r mineral l11mls.

J<'i nal ont rlu un,lnr rho
dc•crt -lllnU ll {) t .

:,·

Statu IUld T erritorlc8.
0
0

I, ?20

"

A.r!zonra .
.Ark:11,111111 •••••••

1, ll8

Culiforuia ........ .

06

157

Color:ulu.

40.00

2i7, 098, 57

~.238.67

l, 587

Dakota . .
101

Florida ..•.

20,000. '5

16,718. 90

39. 20

49. 00

40. 00

~50. 00

22!!, 7().j_ 03
224,677. 31

300,147.17

60!1,017. 49

8a3, 484. 27

4,740.!l:i

5,02G. 20

31,3~5.G7

39, 078. 95

10.:0 20,178.09

~

c:i

191

2'2

571. 81

"

8!-l·,855.74 502 64,172.41 ,100,01. 11

l,451

ltlaho ..... •
l lli1ioi11 ·•··•···•· ·

I, 722. Cl9

4, 4'!!1

01, 2.w. 42

4!1, 011.51

23, 2M. 36

1,378. 14

~

c:i

,.

47

,23, 781. 91

(9.4 83.0l j

12

$3,4@3,6 1

1'

fl , 938.15]

4,647.01

20

(2, 36t. 2'.?]

3, HiS. ~

8,726. 81

36,667.bO

"'

604.. 02

2,202. 50

2,004

8,935. 02

680

~5, 125. 52

"

24, 952. 91

859. 20

(,096.Q-I

657

70, 883. i'2

283, 428. 62

20, 754 . g9

54

(6, 2!lS. 34 ]

[W, 498, 79)

190

251

71,329.BO

17,832.35

[22,916. 61)

85

22, 937.00

[31!!, rn:,.

•

$7,0!!5.5~

{4fi,5-i6.H]

90J

0
~ -"-

j

S~

[SH. 2'.?]

713. 70

"

OJO. 17

175

3, 100. 30

l, OlJ. 91

8,241.19

[873.

11

2l8

l!IJ

"

2, 7J:i

338, 729. 87

'8,443. oo

oo

l, 562

"'

2·1, 537. 00

1,047.02

l , 570. 00

3,217.02

48

2, 779

337, 71.,'!1. 4&

8,1199.118

22,920.00

!H,019.68

703, 210. 35

3,377

505, 037. 93

211, 008. 33

32,190.00

58. 858. 83

801, 6H. 79

82,951.03

50,325.00

8.1, :?'70. 03

746, 203. 70

21,043.:!0

47,200.00

us, [}33. 30

107,328.88

2, 74].80

7,135.00

9, 878. 80

95, !8!.22

3, 85'.l. 60

6,080.00

9, 032.110

GOO, 387. Oil

291.14

3SO. -I.I

209. 00

288, 8S

7 [720. '.!OJ
80. 00

13

$1,600.00

2, 234. 11

8

2,357.02 $2, 9~6. 34

••• 1 •

44,682.20

40. 00

$135. 10

3 [120. 00]. ..

3,778

••

,m. oo

309. 89 '4,!.'9, 87

$178. 00

$77. 50 . ••. . ..
[. ta]

3, 51!6

287,487. 63

489, 400. 30

5,081

7,015

672,135.55

l, 2(i0, 9(W. 83

4.316

,...

701

$60. 00

21, 701. 28

61, 3'7. 52

103, 754. 13

01, 18:J. 25

39. '.!O

40. 00

240. 78

1,057.95

838

,,..

Io wa .. ...

G, 633

l,009,M!2.18

I, 803, 620. 91

303, 3Ci3. 83

160. 18

200. 2!!

"
"'

3,315. .0

5, 532. 81

48, 105. 50

60,143.07

337

49, 185. 78

69. 110. 01

4,108

61 8, 2i0. l 0

798, 083. 88

Knnua . .
L oui11iaua

2~0.448. 30
607

81, 'jf,O. 40

102,200.75

liin ne~ota. . . .. . . ....•... 2, 33a

280, 'j50. 46

a78, 2S5. JO

41. 04

6 1. 50

so. o:,

100. 07

M iohig,m ..••..

l!i$11is11ippi .•...•

3-17

]28, 2S4. ~6

160, 3:,;., <i7

Missouri.

3-05

18, 107.40

22, 734.12

,LSO. 00

Mon tana.
N0\Jra!i'ka •...•..•• • •• •.•

108. 90

47.12

700. 00
l'i7

4,701.44

17,465.00

"

4.78.88

2,075.00

495. 94

2,565.00

Novuda .... .. • ..•• ....• •. . .... •. .....
27,311. 97

N ew Mexic o ..•.. . .... •...•• . ..

100. 00

[80,00J

4.10. 95

83

3~, 110. 61

290

93,677. 91

23, 419.111 1S3

[55,130.08]

3,847

[81,840, O:JJ

7j9,418.51

'

(709. 88)

880. 30

"

[11,820, 05]

4, 792. 65

130

[18,859. f.;7]

20, OlCI. 27

7

(082. 2b]

···········

25

[2, UO\. 66]

3,602. 10

55,146.71

27

[8, 732. 32J

ri, 212. no

s, 092

[4i4, 404. 021

617, 50(;. 01

(40. 00]

91. 00

29,683.46

7, 470, 94

20

{4,445. 5C>]

4, 44.5. 55

29

132. 52

3. 31

15. 00

18. 31

55. 00

85.00

140. OC

l , 21(i. 02

783

1, 526. 49

Utah ..
Wa;ihiu,:tou .. ......... .

498. 00

Wiacoualu ..... .. , •.. • .• . 1, :11

1,0~.uO

196, 162. 82

97

11, 054. 07

550

70, 617.04

169, 485. ]8

52

4,241.09

139

7,075. 00

I , 370. 68

Tot~l . .. ........... . 8,505

I, 523, 5~6. 77

Valentino scrip
lu1:a-t ioo11.

Railroad selections.

g

§

.;

Alaki.m'a .
Arir.ona, . ..
.A.rk!!nsas. ~.........•••. .
3, 488. !Jl

~

'5

:, ":, '° .,~;"'

Cnlifornia ..

Supreme Court
scriJ> locatio111:1.

66. 50

~

~

;

Selectiorn> for ll~·
ricult ural ""l·
legu 1rnrpos6d.

"o

~

"c

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~

"'

: : : :::::::: :::::: :,J

1100,, 88000

152

Dak ota

24.275.42

303. 42

3

12-0.0

.;

"o

ll

Idal10 . ...... .

25

3, !l(ifi.95

i

.;

,2uo

. . ....

Iowa. .•.

1,-384. 29

"

85, 137.S!l

113, 330. 90

404

49, 383. 73

1, 453. 14

3, 305. 00

4,848.14

400

[~8, 045. O'l]

1, 28Ci. 74

239

l, 259. UH

1, 870. 24

a, 082

330,217.04

478, GOii. 84

2,173

288, 05~. 00

10, 10,1. 58

19, 2l0. 00

29,314. 1i8

2,000

250. 70

5'.!0

l'.?8, 557. 43

161,033. H

770

!,l!J,017.63

2,306.00

6, 295. 00

8,001.00

::150

'°'

18. 885. 05

211, 22J. 01

1,756

206, 916. 83

5,715. n

14. 1so. o~

10,895.32

709

[75,021.70}

'.!, 087. 72

}, 063

148,155.03

170,557.65

437

06, 461. 58

3, 420. 85

4, 230. 00

7,650. 8.}

200

1s2, rn. o8J

I 2. 01s.41

282

8, H\7

o~o. !l36. 56

1,421, ~:!3. 84

7,120

ooa, 636. en

32, 206. JO

110,295. 00

101,501. 10

l , 940

202,874.98]

9,076.15

5,310

,0

480. 03

2,077.87

1, 578. 69

71.17

JOO. 00

171. 17

ll

11,614. 54J

87. 00

58, {il5. 03

67,866.33

3,106.84

3, ~50. 00

6, HCi.84

103

[15,110. 98]

733. 00

(10'.:. 1;,J

(i46. 64

389. 8~

4i7. oo

"
"
"'

207. 56

pB5. roJ

10. so'

1~0. 86

2. OJO. 34

fl, 087. 33

l, JC,

2. 87

127.H

239. 11

12 [ l, 674. 70} 1,046.62

7

n,100.ooJ

1,100.00

12s

[17,7J5. 3SJ I

21,srs.o:i

3

34

p, ?S.1. ~7J

~. jj3. 2'J

10

4,79~.21

I1

e6lec--

Donation claims.

Ori,1!,'innl Hwamp·
taud sekctim,s.

l

~

;

"e

j

~

~

'S

:::::

10, 8BO. 0~

656. 00

139

752. 97

1,280. ~O

20 ['.!,55!1. 13] 1 3,811.7~

[3~0. 00]

36

40. 32

G8.5f

f4So.ooJ I 1,Ho.00

rn;

731.64

1,4os.21

[:',110. IHJ] I

G:!d. 34

28

1li9. 68

338. ~3

[l ro.ooJ

378.oo

4fl

2.>!l.n

S4fl. 98

I

r

Prc,emptiou
filing,;.

1---

Hmnrstea,l
filing,;.

~. 63

.

1

. .• . (1 20. 00)
520. 00

[65 . 44] . ..

150. 00

5, 600. 00 •.. .

..•. [SO. 00)

79G. 03

100. 00

8,700.20 ... ..• •..•... .

13

.• •. ....... . . .. .

N

606. 00

!li4. GO

·····;

44

0,185.54

oo,614.80

53

7,900.00

13

-· ---· -

1, 0 1s.91

200.00

I

...... •• •••••

I

I
I
C . fll'
Valentine ' L ~~l!'"II
o.Ll mgs. .~cl' ip tiliug,;. con1ir .\' .Jr•ab1tf.lingij.

. .. . .......... .. ..

l,3ot,370.26

j

_g

.,;

.
~

£,--z-2-,o+-,-:-·-0.-0--lo _!_ :- -'--t-~--t--!---l _z_'

1::::::::

•. :::

8,737¼1 26,2ll.i5
4,033 1 9, 806. 00

49. 51)

214,700.00

18. 00

,. 00

13, 24i. 50 158. 00

200. 00

Missouri

2

10

M onta11:i..

243

I

U!l

I

. •. •

1 ...
. .•.•••••••.• •••••· . .

16,459.10

- - -1- - -1-

I

1,

10

20.~o

""

57, 909. 48

'.?i0,612.0IJ 11,314.5-1
t10. 500.101

1,

m. oo

410. 00

11. 00

3, 100.00

]07. 00

fl~~~;~",
tu~?~u
,.,
lands.

486.oo
2,217.00

~
373

Coal
filin ::11,
I ntlinu
lauds.

Town.Jot
filings.

110

2:)2.00

rn

as.oo

12

4

Min orril appli·
cation,;.
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PUBLIC LANDS.
FEES OF REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

fTo regiaters and receivers, August 18, 1886. j

Your attention is called to the following extract from the act maki;11g appro1?iations
for sundry civil expenses of the government for the fiscal year endmg Jun e .30, 1887,
approved August 4, 1886 :
.
'.'All fees collected by registers and receivers from any source wha_tever which would
increase their salaries beyond $3,000 each year shall be covered m~o the T~easury,
except only so much as may be necessary to pay actual cost of clerical services employed exclusively in contested cases, and thoy $hal1 make report quarterly under
oath of all expenditures for such clerical services, with vouchers therefor."
In accordance with the act of Congress as quoted receivers will from and after
August 1, 1886, deposit to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States all the
moneys received for reducing testimony to writing, and all other fees which by the
act of March 3, 1883, were aut,horized to be retained by registers and receivers ( except the amount payable for clerk hire in accordance with the terms of the law), as
other publi1c moneys of the United States received from fees and commissions are deposited. All such fees will be reported in detail on the receiver's monthly accountcurrent thereof (form 4-146), and accounted for in their monthly and quarterly accounts.
·
· The fee of $1 authorized to be retained by the register for giving notice of the cancellation of an entry, as provided by the act of May 14, 1880, will be paid to the receiver, who will deposit it with the other fees.
Receivers will render special disbursing accounts for the sums paid out for clerical
services rendered in contest cases, which must be verified under oath and supported
by the proper vouchers.
The circular of this office dated July 20, 1883, and all subsequent instructions not
in accordance with this circular, are hereby modified accordingly.
You will please acknowledge the receipt of this circular.
Approved.
L. Q, C. LAMAR,
Secretary.
FEES FOR TESTIMONY AND MAPS,

[To inspector G. C. Wharton, La Grande, Oregon, December 31, 1886, l

In reply to that part of your letter of the 16th instant relative to the manner in
~hich receivers should enter fees received for reducing testimony to writing under
circulars of August 18 and Novemb~r 6 last, I have to state t,hat credits should
be entered in red ink under a separate head, for which the last column of the record
in which all cash rec·e ipts are entered is appropriate, and should be ruled and headed
as follows.
Reducing testimony.
Receipts.

Paid clerk hire.

Deposited.

$500. 00

$200. 00

$300.00

The figures are given merely as an example of what is":required.
Receivers in preparing their weekly statements of receipt·s, as also in reportinoo
ihese fees in their monthly and quarterly returns, should report only the amount re~
ceiverl in excess of that paid for clerk hire.
l}'J?on their monthly detailed statement of fees received for reducing testimony to
wntmg they should report in detail aU fees received, and also the amounts paid for
clerk hire, showing by the subtraction of the lesser amount from the greater the net
proceeds, and which if correct will agree with the amounts reported elsewhere.
You_ ask if the cl~rks in the office of receivers, when they have not time to make
maps m office hours, can be allowed to make them after office hours and receive pay
for the same, and in reply I have to state that all fees received under the act of
March 3, 188~, belong to the United States and must be deposited and accounted tor.
lmEs FOR REDUCING TESTIMONY TO WRITING,

[To registers and receivers, Maroh 15, 1887.J

Your attention is called to the following provisions of law:
"Registers and receivers are allowed, jointly, at the rate of 15 cents per hundred
words, for testimony reduced by them to writin~ for claimants in establishing preemption and homostead rights. (Sec. 2238, subdivision 10, R. S.)
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"A like fee as provided in the preceding subdivision, when suc'h writing is done in.
the land office, in establishing claims for mineral lands. (SM. 2238, subdivision 11,
R. S.)
•
"Registers and receivers in California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, Colorado,
Idaho, New.Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Wyoming, and Montana are each entitled to collect and receive 50 per cent. on fees and commissions provided for in the first,
third, and tenth subdivisions of this section. (Sec. 2238, subdivision 12, R. S.)
'' The register for any consolidated land district, in addition to the fees now
allowed by law, shall be entitled to charge and receive for ruaking transcripts for
individuals or furnishing any other record information respecting public lands or
land titles in his consolidated land district, such fees as are properly authorized by
the tariff existing in the local courts of his district, and the receiver shall receive
bis equal share of such fees, and it shall be his duty to aid the register in the preparation of the transcript or giving the desired record information. (Sec. 2239, R. S.)
"The register and receiver shall be entitled to the same fees for examining and
approving testimony given before the judge or clerk of a court in final homes1ead
cases as are now allowed by law for taking the same. (Act of Congress, approved
March 3, 1877.)"
This refers to the fees provided for in the tenth and twelfth subdivisions. (Seo.
2238, Revised Statutes, above mentioned.)
·
Uncler the timber and stone land act of June 3, 1878, the registers and receivers
in the States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and in Washington Territory, are
entitled, jointly, at the rate of 22½ cents per hundred words, for testimony reduced to
writing for claimants.
Uhder the timber-culture act of June 14, 1878, registers and receivers are not
entitled to any fees for reducing testimony to writing in taking final proofs, but in
contested cases they are allowed the same fees for reducing testimony to writing as
in other contest cases.
This refers to the fees provided for in the tenth and twelfth subdivisions, sec. 2238,
R. S., and said fees are to be collected for reducing testimony to writing for contestant and contestee.
Your attention is called to the following act of Congress, approved March 3, 1883:
" AN ACT in relation to certain fees allowed registers and receivers.

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative/! of the United State, of America
in Congress assembled, 'l'hat the fees allowed regh1ters and receivers for testimony reduced by them to writing for claimants in establishing pre-emption and homestead
rights and mineral entries and in contested cases shall not be considered and taken
into account in determining the maximum of compensation of said officers.
"SEC. 2. 'l'hat registers and receivers shall upon application furnish plats or diagrams of townships in their respective districts showing what lands are vacant, and
what lands are taken, and shall be allowed to receive compensation therefor from the
par'ty obtaining said plats or diagrams at such rates as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and said officer shall upon application by the
proper State or 'l'erritorial authorities furnish for the purpose of taxation a list of
lands sold in their respective districts, together with the names of the purchasers, and
shall be allowed to receive compensation for the same not to exceed ten cen1s per
entry; and the sums thus received for plats and lists shall not be considered or taken
into account in determining the maximum of compensation of said officers."
Your attention is also called to the following extract from the act making appropriations for sundry civiJ expenses of the government for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1887, approved August 4, 188~:
"All fees collected by registers and receivers from any source whatever, which
would increase their salaries beyond three 1housand dollars each year, shall be cov- ·
ered into the 'l'reasury, except only so much as may be necessary to pay actual cost
of clerical services employed exclusively in contested cases, and they shall reporl
quarterly under oath of all expenditures for such clerical services, with vouchers
therefor."
In _accordance with the act of Congress as quoted receivers will deposit to the
credit of the 'l'reasnrer of the U11ited States all moneys received for reducing testi!11ony to writin~, and all other fees which by the act of March 3, 1883, were author1z_ed ~o be retamed by registers and receivers ( except the amount payable for clerk
hire m acco:dance with the terms of the law), as other public moneys of the United
State : ce1ve~l from fees and commissions are deposited. All such fees will be reported m detail ou the receiver's monthly detailed account-current thereof (form 4146),. and ac?ounted for in their monthJy and quarterly accounts. But fees riot earned,
thati1t, deposits made for services to be rendered are riot to be deposied or acco1mted for until
the.I/ become public mone1Js of the United States.'
The £•c of 1 a.ntborized to be retained by the regi1,ter for giving notice of the
cancellabon of an entry, as provided by the act of May 14, 1880 1 will be paid to th1t
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re1Jeiver, who will deposit it with the other fees when the entry.is canc~led and the
notice given. Should the cancellation not take place and no notice be given the fee
is to be returned to the depositor:
.
. .
.
In computing the f~es for redncmg ~est1m?DY to wntmg the words actually written
by registers and receivers or persons m their empl<;>yonJ.y must ?e charged for at the
rates allowed by paragraphs 10, 11, and 12 of section 2~38, Revised St_atutes, and no
charge is to be made for the printed words. The words actually ":ritten must b_e
counted and charged for and there can be no uniform fee of a specified sum applicable to every case of the' same class of entries; that is, registers and receivers can
not fix the fee at $1 for each pre-emption, final homestead, or m~n~ral entry.
Under the second section of the act of March 3, 1883, authonzmg a charge to be
made for plats or diagrams, the fees for the same are hereby fixed as follows :
For a diagram showing entries only ........ _....... - ....... - - - - .. - - - - .. - . - - . $1. 00
For a township plat showing entries, names of claimants, and character of
entry ........ ___ .. __ • _.. ____ . _.... _... __ • _. . . . . . __ . ___ ... - • - - . __ . - - . - - . . . 2. 00
For a township plat showing entries, names of claimants, character of entry,
and number ...... __ . ___ ... _....... ....... ___ . _.... - - - ... - .. - - - - - - - - . - - - - . 3, 00
For a township plat showing entries, names of claimants, character of entry,
number and date of filing or entry, together with topography, etc---------- 4. 00
In no case are fees to be charged for examining and approving testimony given before the judge or clerk of a court except in final homestead cases . .
The attention of registers and receivers is called to section 2242, Revised Statutes,
which is as follows:
"No register or receiver shall receive any compensation out of the Treasury for past
services who has charged or received illegal fees; · and on satisfactory proof that either
of such officers has charged or received fees or other rewards not authorized by law
he shall be forthwitb._removed from office."
You will be hold to a strict compliance with the laws and regulations relating to
the matter of fees in all cases. /
Registers of land offices have no right officially to receive any moneys whatever except &uch as are paid to them by receivers as salary, fees, and commissions. Should
any money be forwarded to the register or paid to him he will at once pay over the
same to the receiver; and where parties address the register as to the cost of any
service required he will refer the matter to the receiver for answer, as the latter is
the proper officer to receive all public moneys.
In order to secure uniformity in the preparation of accounts of receivers relative
to moneys received for reducing testimony to writing, and for clerical services rendered in contest cases under the act of August 4, 1886, the following method will be
observed:
Receivers will credit the United States in their accounts as receiver with the gross
amount of all fees received, except such sums as are paid by them for clerk hire in
contest cases, which sums must be deducteµ from the gross proceeds received, and
should not be included ir. the amounts so credited. They will also debit the United
States with the deposits of such receipts exclusive of the amounts for clerk hire referred to above. In the special disbursing accounts for clerical service in contest
cases they will credit the United St!1tes with the amounts that were necessary to pay
fohr clerk hire in such cases, and will debit the United States with disbursements for
t at service, supporting the account with sworn statements and proper vouchers.
This account should exactly balance.
The excess of receipts from fees over the expenses of clerical services must be reported in the receiver's weekly statements, monthly fee statements, and in their
quarterly and monthly accounts current.
Receivers will also report in detail on their receiver's monthly statements (form
4-146) all receipts for reducing testimony to writing, and also enter on the same the
expenses incurred for clerical service.
Whenever money is received from a part.y in payment of fees the receipt thereof
~hould be duly acknowledged. It is therefore directed that in cases where testimony
m establishing a pre-emption, homestead, or miner.al claim, or the right to enter land
as being valuable chiefly for timber or stone but unfit for cultivation, under the act
of June 3, 1878, has been submitted and au entry or location is allowed or final hornest~ad papers issued on such testimony, and also where a fee is paid for allowing entries under the timber-lands act of June 3, 1878, the receiver shall indorse on b<?th
the original and duplicate receipt, or certificate of location, where there is n~ rece1pt
rn t,he case, an acknowledgment of the amount of fees received for reducmg testimony to writing, examinin~ and approving the same, or other special account ~s
the case may be; and that m contested cases where ~stimony is tak_en, as also m
cases where transcripts of records are furnished under section 2239, Revised Statutes,
or fees received under the act of March 3, 1883, he shall issue a receiJ?t for the mo_n~yf.to
any party paying the same (it being the duty of the receiver to receive and receip or
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the money in every case), but no duplicate of the special receipt

t.io issued need be
transmitted to this office.
This cir..cular is designed to take the place of circulars "M" of July 20, 1883, August,
188 i, and November 6, 1886.
Approved.
H. L. MULDROW,
, Acting Secretary.

RELIEF OF SETTLERS AND PURCHASERS OF PUBLIC LANDS ll~ NEBRASKA AND KAN.
SAS UNDER THE ACT OF MARCH 3, 1887.

rTo registers and receivers United States land offices, Aptil 30, 1887.J

Your attention is called to the following proviRion of the act of Congress approved
March 3, li:!87, entitled "An act for the relief of settlers and purchasers of lands on
the public domain in the States of Nebraska and Kansas:"
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That for the purpose of reimbursing persons and the grantees,
heirs, and devisees of persons, who, under the homestead, pre-emption, or other laws,
settled upon or purchased lands within the grant made by an act entitled 'An act for
a grant oflands to the State of Kansas to aid in the construction of the Northern Kansas Railroad and Telegraph,' approved July 23, 1866, and to whom patents have been
issued therefor, but against which persons or their grantees, heirs, or devisees, decrees
have been or may hereafter be rendered by the United States circuit court on
account of the priority of said grant made in the act above entitled, the sum of
$250,000 or so much thereof as shall be required for said purpose is hereby appropria,t ed: Provided, howevei·, That no part of said sum shall be paid to any one of said
parties until he shall have filed with the Secretary of the Interior a copy of the said
decree duly certified, and also a certificate of the judge of said court rendering the
same to the effect that such a decree was rendered in bona fide controversy between a
plaintiff showing title under the grant made in said act and defendant holding the
pa.tent or holding by deed under the patentee, and that the decision was in favor of
the plaintiff on the ground of the priority of the grant made by said act to the filing,
settlement, or purchase by the defendant or his grantor; and said claimant shall also
filo with the said decree and certificate a bill of the costs in such case duly certified
by the judge and clerk of said court. Thereupon it shall be the duty of the Secretli,ry of the Interior to adjust the amount due to each defendant on the basis of what
he shall have paid, not exceeding three dollars anu fifty cents per acre for the tract,
his title to which shall have failed as aforesaid, and the costs appearing by the bill
thereof so certified as herein before l)rovided. He shall then make a requisition upon
the Treasury for the sum found to be due to such claimant, or his heirs and devisees OL'
assigns, and shall pay the same to him, taking such release, acquittance, or discharge
as shall forever bar any further claim against the United States on account of the failure of the title as aforesaid: Provided further, That when any persou, his grantees,
heirs, assigns, or devisees shall prove to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior that his case is like the ca8e of those descri beu in the preceding- portions of this
act, except that he has not been sued and sub,jected to judgment as herein before provided, and that he has in good faith paid to the person holding the prior title by the
grant herein referred to the sum dem11nued of him, without litigation, such Secretary
shall pay to such person such sum as he has so paid, not exceeding three dollars and
fifty cents pe.r acre, taking his release therefor as hereinbefore provided.
'' SEC. ~- That the provisions of this act shall only apply to the actual aod bona fide
settlers on the lands herein referred to, his or their heirs, assigns, or legal representatives, and no one person shall be entitled to the benefits of this act for compensation
for more than one hundred and sixty acres of la11d: P1·ovided, That all other persons
w~o J.)Urchased any part of said land at $1.25 per acre, and the money was actually
pa1d n~to the Treasury, such person, his heirs, assigns, or legal representatives, shall
be entitled to r epayment of the money so actually paid by them."
Unde~ the provisions of this act three classes of persons are entitled to reimbursement, viz:
1. All_persons, their grantees, heirs, and clevisees, who settled npon or purchased
lands within the limits of the grant in question, and to whom patents have been
is ~eel, but aga~nst_ whom decrees have been or may herea.fter be rendered by the
Umted tates circuit court on account of the priority of the railroad gn1int .
. ~- ~ny person, his grantees, heirs, as irrns, or devisces, who shall ruove to the sat1 fact~on of the Secretary of the Interior that his case is like those of the class above
d c~·1bed, exc~pt th~t he ha. 1;10t ?een sued and subjected to judgment, and that he
ha m. good faith, without ht1gat1on, paid to thf\ person holding the prior title by
the railroad grant the sum demanded of him.
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3. Only actual and bnna fide settlers on the lands referred to in the preceding sections, their grantees, heirs, representatives, or devisees, are entitled to reimbursement under the decree, not to exceed $:1.50 per acre; but no one person shall be entitled to compensation at such rate for more than 160 acres.
4. All other persons who purchased any part of said lands at $1.25 per acre, their
heirs, assigns, or legal representatives, are entitled to repayment at $1.25 per acre,
provided said money was actually paid into the Treasury.
In the execution of this act the following regulations are prescribed:
1. All applications under this act must be made in writing and be signed by the
party applying, and must describe the tract and designate the entry with certainty.
2. Claimants of the class first described must file copy of the decree, duly certified
by the clerk and under the seal of the court· rendering the same, to the effect that
such a decree was rendered in a bona fide controversy between a plaintiff showing
title under the grant and a defendant holding the patent or holding by deed under
the patentee, and that the decision W!l,S in favor of the plaintiff on the ground of the
priority of the grant made by said act to the filing, settlement, or purchase by the
defendant or his grantor.
3. Claimant must also file with said decree and certificate a bill of costs in such
case duly certified by the clerk and under the seal of the court in which the decree
was rendered.
4. Claimants of the second class will be required to furnish a certified copy of the
record of the transfer from said company, _o r from the company's grantee, with evidence that he has in good faith paid to the person holding the prior title the sum
demanded of him without litigation.
5. Claimants of the third class should apply for a refundment of purchase-money
in accordance with regulations governing the repayment of purchase-money for
lands erroneously sold.
6. When the grantee, assignee, or devisee of the original purchaser makes application nuder this act he must in addition to the foregoing show his right to receive the
money by furnishing properly authenticated abstracts of title or the original deed or
instrument of assignment, or of the will, or certified copies thereof.
7. When application is made by heirs,satisfactory proof of heirship is required.
8. When application is made by executors the original or a certified copy of letters
testamentary must accompany the application.
.
9. When .application is made by administrators the original or a certified copy of
letters of administration must be furnished.
10. All parties who are entitled to repayment under the aforesaid act will be required to execute a relinquishment, which must accompany the application, in the
following or equivalent form :
Know all men by these presents, that I, - - - , of - - - , for and in consideration
.o f the sum of - - - , to me paid by the United States, ha Ye released and forever discharged the United States from all claim of any kind, nature, and character whatsoever, by virtue of the act of Congress approved March :3, 1887; and that I am the
identical party named in the decree in the case of - - - v. - - , or who made
said entry No. - - at - - land office, State of--.

----.

Two witnesses :

------.
STATE OF - - , ·

County of - · -

88 :

On this - - day of - - , 188-, before the subscriber, a - - in and for said
county, personally came---, to me well known to be the person who subscribed
the foregoing release, and who, upon being duly sworn by me according to law, on
- - - oath decl~red and acknowledged that ---had freely and voluntarily executed the foregomg release and for the reasons stated; and at the same time came
- - - , residmg at---, and also - - - residing at---, each of whom beino- by
me duly sworn according to law deposed and said, each for himself and not on: for
the other, that they well knew the person making the said release to be the individual described in the decree, or who made said entry and who executed the said rnlease.
Subscribed, sworn to, and acknowledged before me this - - - , 188-.

------.

[Nom.-This must be acknowledged before a clerk of a court or other officer authorized to take acknowledgements of deeds in the county where the lands are situated
whose official character and signature must be certified to by the clerk of a court of
record.]
Approved May 31, 1887.
H. L. MULDROW,
Acting Secreta1·11.
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INFORMATION TO ,LOAN AGENTS.

[To registers and receivers, Fargo, Dak., June 1, 1887.1

I am in receipt of a report by Inspector lt. D. Hobbs stating that he has advised
you that you are not authorized to charge a fee for furnishing information as to the
status of lands. You are advised that the instructions of the inspector were correct.
(10 Copp. 67).
Mr. Bobbs also transmits a form of "certified abstracts" in use at your office for
the accommodation of loan agents . . You are informed that you are not authorized to
furnish abstracts of entries except to State or Territorial authorities for purposes of
taxation. The form transmitted by Mr. Hobbs appears to have been prepared by a
firm ofloan agents for their use, and contains printed interrogatories to be answered
by the register and receiver. It is unofficial, unauthorized, and objectionable in every
way. It is no part of your duty to go outside of the law and regulations to facilitatA
the business of loan agents. These persons are entitled to just the same facilities and
information that other people are entitled to and no more.
You are authorized by the rule of my predecessor to furnish a diagram of a section
or part of a section and charge 25 cents therefor. • For table of fees for township
plats and diagrams see circular of March 15, 1887. No other fees of any character
than those officially prescribed can be charged, and special certificates for the use of
loan agents must not be given. (See decision of Secretary Teller, case of Graves v.
Vinton, 10 Copp. 1 p. 2.)
ACCOUNTS OF EXAMINERS OF SURVEYS A.ND SPECIAL AGENTS.

[Order June 24, 1887.]

The following :regulations will govern the settlement of accounts of examiners of
surveys and speci~l agents of the General Land Office, both as to unsettled claims existing ptior to this date and accounts accruing subsequent thereto, subject to such
other regulations relating to salaries as are now in force:
(1) The salaries of all examiners of surveys and special agents of tho General Land
Office shall run from the date of taking the oath of office.
(2) All examiners of surveys and special agents will be furnished transportation to
the respective districts to which they are assigned, and in arldition thereto special
agents shall be allowed per diem in lieu of subsistence, and examinel's of Rurveys
subsistence from the day on which they start to said districts first after appoin tlillent from Washington city, D. C.
·
(3) Said examiners and agents shall not be aJ\owed transportation from their reepective fields of duty to their_ homes to Washington city, or elsewhere, unless ordered by this office.
(4) Upon the removal or resignation of examiners of surveys or special agents all
1110mpensation shall cease, and no transportation will be allowed after removal or
· ,~signation.
Approved June 24; 1887.

•

D. L.

HAWKINS,

Acting Secretary

The following statement shows the quantity of lands sold . and the
number of entries, filings, etc., made ·under the mining and coal-land
laws during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887:
Acres.

Mineral lands and-mill-sites snld .......•••••..•••·•....••.....•...••...•.. *28, 787. 82
CoalJands sold ....••.• ··•••· .....•••••......••...••••.••. ·....•••.•.. • .•. 11,461.58
Total ... _••••••.•• _...••••.•••••••••.••••.•••••.•.••..•••••....... 40, 249. 40

*1,332
1,363
178

Mineral entdes made .....••••..••..•••••.•••••..•...••••••.••••••. ; ..•••
Mineral applications filed ......•••• ·.•••••...••...•.••..•••..•..• ·.•• ~ •..•.•
Adverse claims filed .•.•........ ····-~ .......... ·......·.•.. _.......•...••..
Coal entries made .•...........•......••................·•......••. • ...•• •
Coal filings made ....... ~ ...........•.....................•.....••......
Mineral contests received ......•.•..•.••.................................

tl4

530
86

The work done by this division during the last fiscal year is shown
·
·
as follows :
Mineral patents issued, in cl uding the making of plats of surveys ............ .
Lode, mill-site, and placer claims included in the above patents ..••••.. . .....
Coal patents issued .................................••.....................
Number of mineral and coal patents recorded, including the making of plats
of surveys ................•... . ............... ·.·..... . ..... . .............. .
Pages of patent record made, including the making of plats of surveys ...... .
Recent mineral entries examined ............ ·-·-·· ....•... . .................
Old suspended mineral entries examined ...........•...•••................. .
R ecent mineral entries re.examined .....................•. . ......•••.......
Old suspended mineral entries re-examined .......•..• ·••...•••..•.....•......

1,489
1,493
53

Total.mineral entries examined or re-examined ...• •. •••• ...• .•. • .•. . .

2,092

1,641
8,879
1,819
91
176
6

The above includes coal entries.
Agricultural cases and quasi-contest cases, involving mineral questions, ex.
amined ....... -... - - - - ... - - . 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • - - - • • • • • • • - • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·

139

In these cases- are included several lists of railroad selections em.
bracing large tracts of land :
Contest cases considered and decisions rendered ••••.•••..•.••••. _.. . • • • • • • •
198
Mineral contests disposed of ...................... ---~ .•• .,;..................
143
Number of letters received and docketed...... • • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • • . 7, 083
Number of-fetters written .. . ... ...... ...... ..•. ...• •••. ..•. .•.. ...... ..•. .. 6,652
Number of pages ofletter record written . . • • • . • . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 4, 120

Considerable time has been taken up in preparing certified copies on
work on connected diagrams of mineral surveys, on preparing cases for
posting under recent office regulations, and preparing statements required by the Senate select committee appointed "to inquire into and
examine the methods of business and work in the executive departments."
"Including 7 entries and 1,122.91 acres of Ute lands.
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The condition of the work in the division at the close of the fiscal
year is as follows :
Mineral and coal entries unexamined . . . . . • . . • . . . .. • . . . • •• • • ••• • •••• ••.• •..• 2,437
Mineral and coal entries examined and in suspended files • • . • . • • • • . • • • • . . • • . • 2,341
Mineral contests.in files a1:1d not finally disposed of......... ..... . . •. . . .. .. ..
193
Agricultural cases and quasi-contest cases, involving mineral questions, unexamined.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13
Agricultural cases and quasi-contest cases, involving mineral questions, examined and fo suspend~d files . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
140

The entries in order for examination at the close of the fiscal year are
those which were made in November, 1885.
·
The contests in order for examination at the close of the fiscal year
are those in which the testimony was received August, 1885. The other
classes of work in the division are practically up to date.
CIRCULARS ON MINING CL.AIMS.
EXPENDITURES ON MINING CL.A.IMS AND EVIDENCE OF TITLE,

LTo registers and receivers and surveyors-general, March 24, 1887.]

1. :For reasons stated in decision dated O.:itober 31, 1885, in the case of the Good Re-

turn Placer Mine ( 4 L. D., 221), the Hon. Secretary of the Interior holds that the
" circular instructions of 9th December, 1R82, and the first requirement of the circular
of 8th June, ltl83, are erroneous, and the same are accordingly overruled."
2. Said decision also holdsThat the annual expenditure to the amount of $100, required by section 2325, Revised Statutes, must be made upon placer claims as well as lode claims.
"3. That compliance 'with the terms of this chapter' as a condition for the making
of applic1tion for patent according to section 2325 requires the preliminary showing
of work or expenditure upon each location, either by showing the full amount sufficient to the maintenance of possession und er section 2324 for the pending year; or
if there has been failure it should be shown that work has been resumed so as to
prevent relocation by adverse parties after abandonment."
'' 'Tlie pending year' means the calendar year in which application is made. .And
you will observe that the paragraph has no reference to a showing of work at date
of the final entry."
·
4. "That as section 2325 only directs proof of expenditure to the amount of $500 by
certificate of the surveyor-general on the claim em braced in the application for patent,
it must be error to bold that it further requires that amount on each individual original location, in lieu of the amount already provided for by section 2324."
5. Registers will therefore, before receiving any applications or permitting entry
upon appliootions already ruade, require a satisfactory preliminary showing of work
or expenditure under paragraph 3 hereof upon or for the benefit of each location
embraced ip. the claim, which may where the matter is unquestioned consist of the
affidavit of the applicant, clearly and specifically setting out all the facts cor.stituting
the compliance with the law by himself or grantors. Where application is made by
an ~ncorporated company, or where an applicant satisfactorily shows by affidavit that
he 1s not personally acquainted with the.facts, the applicant's affiaavit may be made
by the duly authorized agent wbohas such knowledge, but whether made by principal or. a:gent it must be specifically and fully _c?rrob?rated by the affid~vits o! at least
two d1smterested and credible witnesses fam1har with the facts. This showrng must
~elude the year in which the application for patent is filed. The evidence specifi d
m paragraph 32 of circular "N" of October 31, 1881, will still be required. Where.
the ~bstr3:ct of title is dated prior to the oate of filing the application for patent a
contrnuat1on of the abstract to and including such date must be filed before 11he ap·
plicant is allowed to make entry.
6. Where an application for patent embraces several locations or claims held in common, const_ituting one entire claim, whether lode or placer, an expenditure of ~00,
u_nder ~ect1on 2325! Revised Statutes, upon such entire claim embraced in tbe_apphcation will be sufficient and need not be shown upon each of the locations rncluded
therein.
. Y_ou will ob erv carefully the modification of the practice and regula,tions as a.bov@
10d1eat d.

Approved farch 24, 1

H. L .

.

..a~ULDH.OW 1

Acting Seoretary.

PUBLIC LANDS.
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INSTRUCTIONS _.\S TO SURVEYS.

[To United State11 surveyors-general and registers and receivers, December 4, 1884.]

1. The rights granted to locators under section 2322, Revised Statutes, are rest~icted
to such locations on veins, lodes, or ledges as may be '' situated on the pubhc domain." In applications for lode claims where the survey conflicts with a prior valid
lode claim or entry, and the ground in conflict is excluded, the applicant not only
has no right to the excluded ground but he has no right to that portion of any vein
or lode the top or apex of which lies within such excluded ground, unless his location
was prior to May 10, 11:372. His right to the lode claimed terminates where the lode
in its onward cou_rse or strike intersects the exterior boundary of such excluded
ground and passes within it.
·
2. The end-line of his survey should not therefore be established beyond such intersection, unless it should be necessary so to do for the purpose of including ground
held and claimed under a location which was made upon public land and valid at
the time it was made. To include such ground ( which may possibly embrace other
lodes) the end-line of the survey may be established wiLhin the conflicting survey,
but the line mui.t be so ruri. as not to extend any further into the conflicting survey
than may be necessary to make such end-line parallel to the other end-line, and at
the same time embrace the ground so held anel. claimed. The useless practice in such
cases of extending both the side lines of a survey into the conflicting survey and establishing an end-line wholly within it, beyond a point necessary under the rule just
stated, will be discontinued.
3. These instructions will be observed by surveyors-general in all cases where surveys have not been approved by them prior to receipt hereof.
4. If, however, a survey under the old practice has been approved by the surveyorgeneral prior to the receipt by him of these instructions application for patent thereon,
if otherwise regular, will not be rejected.
·
5. In applications filed prior to receipt herP-of at t.he local land office, and applications allowed under the preceding · paragraph, entry wiU be allowed as heretofore
when the necessary proofs under former regulations are complete.
.
6. In case of applications and entries allowed under paragraphs 4 and 5 amendment of the survey will be directed by this office if found necessary.
7. After the receipt of this circular at the local land office all applfoations for mineral patents, applications to purchase, register's final certificates of entry, and receiver's receipts must not only describe the ground claimed, but must state specifically
what conflict or conflicts with other surveys, lots or claims are excluded, giving the
number of each conflicting survey or lot. The published and posted notices must
contain the same information.
8. As this circular does not affect any rights which an applicant has under the law
its enforcement in pending cases cannot operate iujuriously, and it will therefore be
carried into effect at once in the adjudication of cases uy this office. In the form of
patents to be issued the same rule will go into operation as soon as the necessary
blanks and reQords can be prepared.
.
9. A strict observance of these regulations will be required.
[To United States surveyors-general and registers and receivers, May 11, 1885.J

Circular "N" of December 4, 1884, is hereby amended as follows:
1. In entries made prior to the receipt by the register and receiver of said circular
the survey, if free from objection under the former practice, need not be amended to
conform to the provisions of paragraph 2 of said circular.
2. All decisions under said circular in conflict with the foregoing amendment may
to that extent be recalled.
Approved.
L. Q. C. LA.MAR,
Secretary.
[To United States surveyors-general and registers and receivers, February 16, 1887.]

'!'he provisions of circular "N" of May 11, 1885, are hereby extended to all cases in
which application for patent was filed and publication commenced prior to the receipt by the register and receiver of circular '' N" of December 4, 1884.
•
Approved:
H. L. MULDROW,
Acting Secretary.
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RULINGS UNDER TJJE MINING LAWG.

1. Mvnes discovered within patented railroad lands.-The statutory exception of min.
eral lands from the grant to the Central Pacific Railroad Company construed to in.
elude only lands known to contain valuable minerals prior to the issuance of the
patent. (To register and receiver, Sacramento, Cal., December 23, 1882; case of the
application for the Marble Valley quartz mine.) This ruling has been adhered to by
this office since made in _188:l, and it was affirmed by tb,e department October 21,
1886. (Reported_in 5 L. D., 193.)
.
2. Application and survey.-An application for patent or the survey of a claim may
9mbrace several contiguous locations, but in accordance with statutory'requirement
the survey should exhibit the boundaries and conflicts of each location covered by
the application. (Acting Secretary Muldrow to this office, October 25, 1886; case
of S. F. Mackie; reported in 5 L. D., 199.) The above ruling was agreeable to the
former practice of this office and is continued under said departme ntal decision . .
3. Non-mineral affida1Jits.-In States and Territories where the mineral laws apply,
non-mineral affidavits, substantially as required in agricultural cases generally, must
be furnished in cases of selections under grants to railroads. (To register and re
ceiver at Sacramento, Cal., December 23, 18tl6, case selection lists 21, 30, 31, and 34,
made by the Southern Pacific Railroad Company.)
4. Notice.-When notice is required to be given by different forms and modes to
cover the same period, notice by either of the different modes will not run against
an adverse claimai::it until given by each mode and form required. The former practice of this office requiring that all the "forms " or "modes" of notice should begin
to run from the commencement of notice by publication has been changed to conform
to the above department ruling of March 21, 1887. (Case of Bodie, Sal., mineral
t,ntry No. 177, for the Great Western Lode claim, reported in 5 L. D., 510.)
5. Hearings necessary in certain cases of application for lode claims within patented townsites. -Hearing ordered to determine(!) Whether the land embraced within the claimed limits of the lode was known
to be valuable for minerals at the date of the town site entry.
(2) Whether it was discovered to be so prior to its occupat,ion or improvement for
residences or business under the townsite title. (To register and receiver, Helena,
Mont., May 24, 1887, case of the Thomas Lode claim; and to register and receiver,
Central City, Colo., June 15, 1887, case of Fourth of July Lode claim.) These rulings are in accordance with department instructions of November 27, 1886, recommending that a.n excepting clause in favor of town-property rights, etc., should not
be inserted in patents for any mining claim. (Reported in 5 L. D., 256.)
6. Claims for mill sites.-:-Land that is merely hekl to be used or occupied in the futur e
can not be patented as a mill site. (To register and receiver, Salt Lake City, Utah,
September 2, 1886; case of the Chapter Lode and mill site claim; reported in 13 Copp,
159.)
7. Coal declaratory statements.-Ciaimants must verify their declarations and appli-

cations by their own oaths. The :filing of a declaratory statement sworn to by an attorney in fact for a corporation is illegal. (To register and receiver, Las Cruces, N.
Mex., October 1, 1886; case of coalD. S. No. 49in favor of the White Oaks Improvement
Company, reported in 13 Copp, 159. )
8. Land returned as mineral by the United States survey01·-general.-The rnineral return
of public lands will stand until otherwise proved by testirnony taken at a regular hearing._ (To register and receiver, Sacramento, Cal., November 11, 1886; case of appli·
cat10n by the Central Pacific Railroad Company, reported in 13 Copp, 218.)
9. School section, Dakota.-An application for patent for land embraced in a school
sec~ion in Dakota alleged to be more valuable becB.use of a stone quarry than for
agncul~ural purposes should be received, notwithstanding an injunction from a court.
(To register and receiver, Mitchell, Dak., September 14, 1886; reported in 13 Copp,
159,)

•
-·

DIVISION O (BOARD OF REVIEW).

[Report of Division O, July 1, 1887 (also Board of Review). Board of Review
established December 3, 1885; Division O, November 29, 1886.J
Total number of cases received from December 3, 1885, to July 1, 1887. --· .... 66,867
Cases disposed of:
Approved for patent ....•....••.... •...••••••....•..•••....... 27,073
Returned for additional evidence ...•.....•••••• - - .........• - •• .2,895
3,774
Sent to P for investigation ... _...............•.••.... - ....... .
702
To B. of E. A. for confirmation ....•.
J

........................ .

34,444

Still pending July 1, 1887.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . • . • • .• • . . • . . . . . . .
Received July 1, 1887 (approximated)"' .... .••••.•••••..... ...•••••••. ···~··

32,423
20,000

Grand total pending July 1, 1887 . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

52, 423

Daily average number of employes during the period....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Monthly average number approved for patent per employe ........ , . . . . . . . . .
Monthly aver.age number of cases otherwise disposed of ver employe.... . . . .

10
142
34

Of the 3, 744 cases sent to P for investigation, about 2,000 were returned to Division
0 without action.
F1:om July 1, 1886, to -June 30, 1887.
Pending July 1, 1886. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . .. •• • ••• .. . . ....
Received to July 1, 1887 (including 20,000 July 1, 1887)*.. .•. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

38,070
37,843

Total . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 913
Approved for patent.............................................. 19,098
4, 392
Otherwise disposed of ..•••..••• ~. . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23,490

S~ill pending July 1, 1887 .••• .•.. .•.•.. ...••.. ...••. .•••.. ...•.. .. .... •...
From November 29, 1886, to June 30, 1887.

Number of c::tses pending November 29, 1886 ..............•.........
Received from November 29, 1886, to June 30, 1887 ................ .

52,423

--~

39,572
5,843

·
Disposed of during the period:
Approved for patent ...........•.••..••••..•.•.....•.••••..... 11,098
Sent to P for investigation ..•..•...••. ~ .. ,.. : •••••.........••••••
138
Returned for additional evidence ......••.....•.........•••....
1,176
Sent to B. of E. A. for confirmation .•••••.•.•••.•.•••..•••••...
580

45,415

12,992
StillpendingJune30,1887 ....•..••••...•.•.•••••••..••..•••.....••...•..•
Received July 1, 1887 (approximated)*.....................................
Grand total pending July 1, 1887 _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

32,423
20,000

-52,-423
-

*The 20,000.cases received July 1, 1887, are the cases constituting the current work
of the office from November 21, 18d6, to July 1, 1887, which were charO'ed to Division
O, but which could not be received in the division because of want of room. These
ca~es are now being docketed, and a portion of them will be added to each succeedinO'
0
weekly report until all are docketed.
·
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1, 1887,
1887.

BOARD

OF REVIEW, SEPTE?tIBER

29,

Correspondence.-Board of Rwiew and Division O, Decernber 3, 1885, to July 1, 1887.
Letters received (approximated) ..•.....•.......•...•••••........ -~---· .•.... 3,000
Letters written (approximated) .....••••...•......... ·........•...••••.... ~ .. 1,700
Fiscal yea1· July 1, 1886, to June 30, 1887.
Letters received (approximated) ...•....•..•...• •....•.. ····· - •••••.........
Letters written (approximated) if . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Letters indexed (approximated) .•..•..........•....••....•..•......••..... _.
Letters recorded, number pages ( approximated) ................. ~ ...........
Letters filed and referred to other divisions, not answered (approxima-ted) ....
if

Of the letters written some were not in reply to letters received.

2,500
1,375
1,375
1,525
1,000

P-SPECIAL SERVICE DIVISION.

The work performed in the special service division during the fiscal
·
year ending June 30, 18ts7, is summarized as follows:
Letters and reports received and registered ..................•...... . ....... 24, 968
Letters written.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . 1:3, 468
Pa~es of press-copy books ...............• .1. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 24, 347
Pages of record ...•........................... .-.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 115

Showing an increase of over 90 per cent. in the work of this division
·
during the past two years.
PRO'.I.'ECTION OF THE PUBLIC L.ANDS.

During the year 44 agents were employed in . the investigation of
fraudulent entries, and otherwise protecting public lands from illegal
appropriation. The average period of service of eac_h was eight months
and seven days, being equivalent to the employment of 30 agents for
the whole year and 1 additional agent for two months.
The number of cases referred to the special agents for investigation,
including 583 letters of complaint and 11~ cases of fencing, was 5,150,
an increase of 1,133 over the prec.e ding year. Many of the complaints
specified relate to large numbers of entries, not stated with sufficient
clearness to enable identification of the .cases referred to, and the number of cases stated as referred to the agents falls considerably short of
the actual number to which their attention was directed as requiring
investigation. ·
The number of cases investigated and reported by the special agents,
including 52 cases of fencing, was 3,974, an increase of 901 cases over
the preceding year.
·
Upon reports by the special agents 2,051 entries were held for cancellation, and 261 additional entries were held for cancellation after
hearings upon the testimony taken thereat.
The total number of entries finally canceled was 1,153, in 115 of which
such action was taken after hearings had been had and the parties had
failed to appeal from adverse decisions.
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Statement showing in detail the number of cases 1·eceived and acted upon during the year.
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PUBLIC LANDS.
Statement showing location an~ status of cases received and acted upon.
~a;,

$

...

§

bJl
A

~

·i::

I>,

p

States and Territories.

'C

.a

'C
a;,

'C
a;,

.!:<lJ

0

~

~

Q

a;,

~

Alabama .........•... .
Arizona ......•.•......
Arkansas ..•...........
California ......... ...
Colorado .•......
Dakota ... .............
Florida .... .•..........
Idaho ... . . ......•.....
Kansas ............... ·.
Louisiana .............

82
103
66
453.
1,245
1,252
162
33
2,514
136
76
590
285468
1,364

~i~~~~~ia·_-_·.·:_· _- ." .' :::::
~~::~s.::r~~::::::::::::
Montana ..........•....
Nebraska .............
Nevada . .... ... ..••...
:New Mexico ...........
Oregon ..... ... . .• .. ...
Utah ... .............. .
Washin1?ton ...... .....
Wisconsin ... ........ . .
Wyoming ... ...• . .....

···· ---·
364
137
154
128
90
125

Total .......••.. :

9,173

~

--126
180
39
496
284
379
160
28
627
192
45
122
43

......... .
55
199
.........
339
163
76
129
78
162

I

3,922

I 11lec

I

]~ci!

;:1+>

~~

,:S
.....

~ p.~

.:i.i-..
c:,a;,

g~~~
.......

+>bJi

"d.s

~

~-~

.;;~s·:il

$~
a;,al

b.O

i

;.,o:s

a;, 0

~M~
A •..,

al~
0 ...

~ i:l

]~t

I .S

0'1~

,;., AH~

1~
a;,

~

bJ:';3

.::nHr~

.~'O =

,,:i

a;,
11l(l)

0

"'-

~~

al,.Q
p. c:1

a;, 0

'5 al

'C. ~
At;.

~

Oo
OA

a;,

..., I

al~
i:l
Ao a;,

alal

"d""
a;,11l
.s~
8 P<

~

........ ,.\d

-~

l~.s ~~ ~cea;,...
~t~~ ~ ~.@ ~ A
0
~
~
~
--------- --- -----10
2
6
30 ------- ·
60
6 . ..........
50 ...........
'O

~

~

81
6
72
918
937
759
28
21
920
51
3
625
2
11
102
581
7
278
51
28
495
27
24-3
6, 2!6

I 11l'd

,c+> A

A+> A

11).
.... 11)

84
9
37
157
171
60
8
150
75
6
62
13
1
1
48
1
8£:
22
7
23
10
73

1,164

5
5
97
61
134
14
4
105
3
4
82
1

17
4
27
5
97
9
345
fi9
83
41
487
334
148
163
1,022
555
47
16
37
73
18
27
55 ---· ··· ·
154
75
433
156
6
5
55 .. .... .. . .
12
2 ....... ... .
67
5
9
66
3
13
9
1 ............ . .
32
3
4
2
44
1
27
49
22
53
945
142
2 ···----· ........... . .........
3
30
223
-------6
8
37
1
5
121
12
20
45
7
30
4
49
1
21
2
22
6
80
5

-------- 11
102

---···-···
47
49
11
85
1
11

--838

4,044

1, 8u4

428

835.

UNL.A.WFUL IN CLOSURES.

Up to the pre~ent time 465 inclosures aggregating nearly 7,000,000
acres have been brought to the attention of this office.
Proceedings have been. instituted to compel removal in 133 cases aggregating 3,275,443 acres, and in 165 cases aggrega.ting 3,394,766 acres
the special agents report that the fences were removed or were being
removed when last examined.
The practice of controlling the public land by fencing has been very
largely broken .up, and the larger in closures have either been removed
or suits to compel removal are now pending in the courts.
·
The following table exhibits b detail the location and status of the
inclosures :
·
·
·
Statement showing the location , area, and p1·esent status of unlawful inclositres of public
land reported to this office to June 30, 1887.
[a signifies areas not given; s. s., school section. l
Proceedings instituted to
compel removal.

Name and locality.

Reporte~l
removed.

Being removed
when last
examined.

Acres.

Awaiting
investiga.
tion or
action.

'

Acres.

Acres.

3,275,444

3,144,022

250,744

1,588,548

21,200

31,000

2,000

200

Apache county:
.
Running & Cooley ..•••••.•••••••••••.••.................
Cochise county:
· .

31,000

Grand total. .•..•..•.....•.....•••• .. .... : ... ..

Acres.

ARIZONA:

Total ••.•••...... ····y ...... -~···· ········~···

;';;ii!1~L~~i~~:::::::::::::
:::::: :::: ::: ::: ...... ~·.~~~. ::: :::fa):::: :: ......
~·.~~~. ··········ia
W. H. Putn¥11 & Son........................ .•. . . . . •. . . .
...•...•••...•.••.••••••
*:Mil.ea
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

Statement showing the location, g-c., of unlawful inclosures of public land, etc.-Cont'd.
[a signifies area not given; s. s., school section.]

Proceed.
ings insti.
tuted to
compel re·
moval.

Name and locality.

Reported
removed.

Being re. Awaiting
moved
investiga.
when last
tion or
examined.
action.

ARIZONA-Continued.

.Acres.
.Acres.
.Acres .
.Acre,.
Ma1t_oe Ile~~ra~ .•..••...•....•..•.......•....
s. s. 80
Jacob Starr ............ ..... .... , •....... ...
s. s. 40
George Patterson ...... ...•.. ........•.......
s. 8. 80
Pima county :
16,000
~an Rafael Cattle Company ..•........... . ..
August Hemme ........ .... ...•...••.......
3,200
Yavapai county:
Aztec Cattle Company . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .
(a)
!====~1=====1:=======
CALIFORNIA:
Total .......................••.•..............
4,000
93,440

Los Angeles county:
Miguel Leonis ..............•............•...
Modoc county :
Jesse D. Carr . •.......•.•••..................
COLORADO: .
'l'otal...................................... . . .

4,000
93,410

l = = ==J=====l====:1====
1, 596, 312

1, 638, 802

Arapahoe county :

lIsaac
i: I~ha~~~r::::::::::::::::
:::~::::::::: ...... ~~~~~
Weber . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

38,496

526,300

~: ~~~ :::::: :::.: :: .-:::::::::::

6, 000 .....••..••...•.........

l~nil
*~~~:~~~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::· :::::::::::·
:::~:::::::: ~:~
E. A. Chase . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 12J . ...................... .
i~~i~.t~fiTi~~;::::::
::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ·····iio,"ooo·
:::: :::::::: .....<~!.... .
Leonard Peters............................ . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
{a)
. •••••••••••••••••••••••

A. Schinner...... ... ....... .. . . ... .......... .•...•......
(a)
Howard Bros ... . ... .. . ...... ....... ........ ...... ......
{a)
Henry Wendling. ........... ................ ...••. ......
(a)
Arapahoe and Elbert counties:
~·. P. Ernest ............................................ ·
70,000
Arapahoe Land and Cattle Company ................... .
5,000
Archuleta county:
C. D. Sease .. .. ................... ...• .......... .......... . ..........
Bent county:
Vrooman & Mattice. ............ . ........ .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .
50,000
Thurlow & McIntire........................
4,000
4,000
John W . Prowers............................
75,000
75,000
G. W. Swink . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • • . . • . . . .
9, 000
0, 000
William Stone . . . . . .. . . • . . • . • .. .. .. . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . .
10, 000

inJ~![t
t~f;[~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _- ::::: :::::.
A. Rhoads & Bro . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . • .. . . . . . • • • . . . . . . ..

. •.•.•••••••••••••••••••
..•.••.•• .•....•••.•••••
.•••.••.••• .. •••••••••••

. ...... .. . ..

160

.............. .•••••••. •
.....•.•.•••..• • ••••••.•
.......•••....••.•••••••
...... • ...••...••.•.••••
....................... .

:: ~~~ :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
6, 000 .. . .. .... . . .. .......... .
•.•••...•...•••••.•••••
. ....•• ..• ...••.•.....•.
... . .. ... . . .
2, 000
......... .. .
350

Chick, Hrowne & Co . . . . . . . • • . . . . .. • . . . . . . ..
27, 000
27, 000
M. T. Hopkins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20, 800
R eed & Foster. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W. J. Thompson............................ .••... ...... ... . .. .. .. ..

ffilI\'.:1\)\illlI::::1::ii::;: I~:::I~ :
l::!

JonE-s & Hess................................

!:;; ::;;;:;

8,300

8,300 . •••••..••••••••••••••••

~l\:l.\\\\\ii\\)\\\\\::i::::: ; : : : : ;::;: :; ;
H~ B~C~~I an

and Cattle Company ..•..••. ............

ii~p1i~t.~t~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
1

;~\;!:~

I~:

'.!I!:!!!:!!! ;::::;:;::

3,000 .•••••.••••• ........... .

1

H~~ :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
1
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Statement ahowing the locati011., fo., of unlawful inclosures of public land, etc.-Cont'd.
[a eipifte11 areas not given; s. 11., school section.)

Proceedings instituted to
compel removal.

Name and locality.

COLORADO ·

-Contmued.

nenifi1tt~1ritt:::::::::::::::::.::::· : t~~~~·: :t

ii.,tE1:t~t:t?i???••:•:??I

L. P. Brown ............................... . .......... .
Bent and Las Animas counties :
Prairie Cattle Company ....••...•.. ..••.... .
33,763
Chaffee county:
James E. McGee . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . .
2, 960
Conejos county:

Reported
removed.

l

Being reA waiting
moved . investigawh en last 1 tion or

ex=h>ed.

Acres.
21,000
3,000
627,089
1,000

I

action.

::t~~~~-j ::t~~~~-:::

(a)

400
800

33,763
2, Q60

cJrif!~trl!t°?.~~l~~~~.::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::~:: i::::::::::::

i: ~~i

Stanford & Strong..................... ......
2, 000
2, 000 ........... ...... ..... .
Custer county:
1,000
G. F. Meyer ....... ....... ...................................................... .
5,000
Putnam Bros . . • . . . . .. • . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........• : .
Elbert county:
Ludwiiu'ib!if~.::: ::::::: :: ::::::: ::: : ::: :: : : _... __ ~·- 6~0
·William Osborne .. . . . .. . . . . • . . .. . . .. . . • . . . . .
2, 100
H. H. Metcalf .... .-.. .. ...................... . •• • . • . . . . .
Rhim-hart Matesius. .............. .•..•. ....
2,300
Marki. & Fabrion...... ..•.•••..• .••••• ......
2,000

1,600
2, 100
30, 000
2, 300
2,000

f

:::::: ::: : : : ..•.... 000
.................... .. ..
. ...................... .
........... . . . ....... ..
....................... .

g~~~f:fe~{{~::: :::::::: :: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::_···----3 -·-· -.. ...... ..
4,000
.:::::::::::. ::::::::::::

E. H. Ehrles . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . .
960
' ~i~
J osPpb L. Danhouser.. .. . . • .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
3, 000
3, 000 .............•••••..•.•.
P. Cranmer • . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . • .. . . .. • • .. . . . . . . • . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10, 000
J. 0. Doslol . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
*10

6~!~f~i~re~-~:::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::: ..... -~·-~~~ .. ... .... . .::::: ::: ::: ......(a)···;i5

James Monahan............................. ... ... ..... . . ..... ... . .. ...... . .. . . .

iiiiii!t! -··iit iiii:il!l!i: i[li i
iiilitU\H\\\l[('.HL\ /\:/ :Ytt III\

rit~fJ.~f

:io:mlll'!llii~1ji!: ~:11::::

1

i:111

El Paso county:
··-- · · ........ · .... · · - . · · .. - ·
7,000
S. A. Jackson............................... . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

!~~~~~::fa;:::::+••t:••::•I:::
:;;;:tr-'!:ill- •:••• :•::••· •••:),:::::
1·srie~1 st~~~?~~~~~~::: ::::::: ::: '.::::: :::::: ::::::
1
~;

6

i~R~i:~i!~!r .-.-.-.-:.-: :: .-.-.-.-.-.- :.-.-.-.-.-:::: :::: :::::: :::: :.

{vtiif!;J:s~~fikle~·:: :::::::::::::::: :::: :: :::::::.. ::.

g~~

:: :: :: :: :::: :: :::: ::::::

~: ~~g :::::::: :: :: ~: ::: :::: ···

~: ~~~ ....................... .

J. H. Vorhes &Co . ............................. ....... .... .. .. ... :::::::::::: .... ...i,s.jo
Fremont county:
·
10, ooo
A. Steele ............••....•••........................... ..... ···· ·· · ···· ·· · · · ··
Ed. Waugh . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . • .. . . • .. . .. • . .

10, 000

10. 000 .... · .. · · .. · .. · · ,. ·

~: ~~Whiiiipa::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :: ::::: -::: :....... ::::::: :::::
*Mile\1,

2: 000

2, ooo

542·
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Statement showing the location, <fc., of u11la1vful-inclosures of public land, etc.-Cont1d,
[a signiiies areas not given; s. s., school section.]

Name and locality.

Proceed.
ingsinsti.
tuted to
compel re.
moval.

Reported
remoued.

COLORADO-Continued.
Fremont county-Continued.
.Acres.
.Acres.
William Greble . . . . . .•. .. . . . . . . • . .•• . . . ......
7,600
7,600
Williflm Gorman............................. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
James Errera . .. . . ... . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . . .... .. .. .. .
Henry Berris .......................... .......................... .. ..
Huerfano county:

Bein~ re. Awaiting
investig~
moved
when last
tion or
examined.
action.

Acres.

Acres.

.••..••.....•••.••••.. ••
2,000
2,000
20,000

. . . . . . .. .. . .
. ... .. ... . . .
...... .'.... .

t.~;i>Jfi:~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::: :~:::: :::: :: ::::::::::::::~bb: ::::::::: ::: .....<~L ~~~

Jefferson county:
·
George Woolley.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .
J.M. Johnson .................... ................•..............................
--Booten ................................................................... .
- - '\Vyman .... . . .. ... .. ......................... ............. ............... .
A. Roney ......................... ... ........ .......•...................... ···· ··
---Binder ....................•..................... .. .......... ........ .. ..
La Plata county :
Joshua Alderson .. . .............. . .... ...... .
3,500
3,500
John White ....... ......... ................ .
3,200
Larimer county:
J. H . Bl'istol ....... .............. ..... ... ................ . ............. ... . ..... .
Las Animas county:

i:1i-~ l~J!

0
.~~~~~: .· :::: ::: ::: :::: :: : :: ::: · • • • •

Bernard Corrigan . ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,v. T. Burns........ .. ... . .... ..... ... .. .....
Frank Bloom... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wetitern Cattle Company... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Las Animas county and Colfax co11nty, N. Mex. :
Prairie Cattle Company......................
Park county:
Wytcher Bros........... . ................... .
Frede1fok Stull . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W.R. Smith . .......... ............ ..........

4,000
2,500
4,000
2,500
(a)
(a)

550

20,000
38, 000

iis: ooo·

10, 000
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .
. .... . ......
800 ......................••
.. . . . . . . . . . .
3, 200 . •...... .... ..•... . •.. · ·
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... -·...
(a)
151, 710 . . . . • . • . . . .

. .....•. .•. ......• • ·. · · ·

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
...... .... ..
.... .. ..... .

,0, 000
2, 000
15,000

lifc1I!Fofr:·~ ~i~~~:: : ~:~: : : :::~:::: :: :: ~:;~~:......~:.~~~. : :_: : : ::::::: ::i~:666

~~ril~l~ ~~t~:-~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ...... ~·.~~~. ··· ········· ······i5:ooo
J . Mnlock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B. Hammond................................ ...... .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

20, 000
2, 000

William Berry ..... .... . . ........ _........ _.. . ...... _.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

10, 000

~f~li!rii~~ii --~ ·_-_: ·:::.::: :: ·.: ::·.::::: :: :::: ::::::::: ::·. ............ ...... ~·. ~~~. ··· ···25; 000

di

i~;~s~~;:~::: :: ::::::::::: :::: :::::: ::::: ·.......~~~~~K~~~~afri¥t:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::~::::::::
Pueblo county:

Carter & Campion ..........•.. . ....• .......• ·-··.. ..... .
John G. Haas . ... .. ................... .......
40,300
Jobn Hersperger . .......... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
40, 900
L an~ford Bros . ..............................
14,000
LMevD1se~ Bros ... ·:· ..... _............. _......
62,700
c am els & Davis ........... ...... ..... _. .
37, 500

~~~ -~~.~.

tm···········::::::::::::

I

l

8

l~n~Peo1:
~~::::::::::·.·. :::::: :: :
John W. Ross.... . ..........................

350 : : : : : : : : : : :· :::: :: ::::::

::: : : : : : : : : .

14,700

IN;~it/)Tttti\///77

1

I

4,000
40,300 . .. . .... • ..• . · · · · · · ·•··•
40, 900 . .... . . .... . ..... · • •· · •
1*, 000
.. .. . · ··· ·· ·•·•·•
62,700 . . .. . .. ......••...••..•
37, 500 . . . ... . ...... • · · · · • · · · •
~:

~~~

14,700

.• . .• • . ••• . ::::::: :::::

.. .. ....... . ...•.. ·••·••

1

:~~·:,:;,: ·••:•: •••• •

ii!t~)L;:::::::::::::::::::::
:: :::::: :::::::::::·. ·::::::::::: ::::::::::::
. · • · •. · · ·- · • · · · • • • · • • · •• • • - . . .• • • •• • •• • • . . • • • • . . •. • . . . • . . . . . •• . . .
t~?c~1c-:a~ i,;~b ·····- ····· ·· ······· ........... ,..... . .... ....... . .... .. ..... .
John 'idlln!!ton . .. _- ::: :::: :::: :: :::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: : ::: :: :::::: :: : : : : : ::: : ·
Carl ·tan! y . . .. ... . . . ....... .••....•..... .. . . •.. .... . . . . . . . . . . .. . •. . . . . . . . .. . .

N- viiliiams.. ..................
............... ............
............ ........................
............ ............ .·•····
.... ' .......
.....

······1f ffl

~i: i~~

20,000

2,500

4

i::
3, 000

20, 000
4,000
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PUBLIC LANDS.

-Statement showing the laca:tian, /c., of unlawful inclosures of public lands, etc.-Cont'd.
[a signifies areas not given; s .. s., school section.]

Name and locality.

Proceedings instituted to
compel removal.

Reported
removed.

Being removed
when last
examined.

A.waiting
investigation or
action.

.Acres.

.Ac1·es.

.Acres•.

.Acres.

COLORADO-Continued.
Pueblo and Fl'emont ·counties :

15 .•.
irs.eca~ie~~-~-s-: :·.::: ::: : :: : : : . :: : : :: ::::::::: :::: :: ::: : :: ::::: ::::::: .••. -~~·-~~~- ·••··•···
Pueblo and Huerfano counties:
·
• OOO
Cleveland Cattle Company...................
300, C,00 .................................. ..

. ~!i:;:~cJ~~~;~!nL~~~-~~~~~-~~::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ..~ ..(;,>·····
Sagt1ache county:

20,000
(a)

I

DAKOJ~tal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. • .. . . . _ _1_5_,o_o_o_,_·_·._._·.__._.·_.._·_·
5_5_3
Charles Mix county:
Turgeon Bros .... .. ...... .. . ............... .
3,000
Brule county:
D. W. Spaulding . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
12 000
Ilrown county:
'
· · •·· • · · .. • · · .. · · •· · ·• ·· · · · ·· ·•· .. · ·
_._·_·._._·_·._._._
... _ _ _ _
1

1

Gra~c1C:0

~~:J:!ty; ········.. ····:········... ·· ············ ······... ··· ···· ·· ······

~i!~;:1\\::\\\\\E/i2\ ::t::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

(s. s.) 350

!f:

~:l !I

IDAHO:

Total . ........................................ .

Jill~::I;
Alturas county:

i!iiii;;:!!!!/:;

10,080

1,800

3,500

1,280

II )ii~i !~: :ii)/1'.: ;;;;;;1lt~ : : ~!l
:ii! Iii:

~~otg, tumveil et al................ . .......
w:if:om·~ tChar\ · t.. i' ·· · · · .. · · · ·· · · · · ·· ..
Oneida county;
uic e a · · · .. · • · · · • · · · .... •• ·

(B, s.) 640 ............................... . ... .
(s. 8,) 640

····8· · ··· ·· · .. · · ·· ···· .. ·· .. · · · .. ·..

( , B,) 640 •.................................. .

trmour Cattle Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
4, 500 .................................. ..
w~r:f_s ;~:a·················· ···· ·· ·· · ·· · ··
300
Herman Bros ....... .. . ......... ............ ·•····· · · · ·· --(~:~j·(~-)-· :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Holbrook & Cr~:;.f~~d· · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • .. • • ·
1, 200
Owyhee county:
.......................
1,200 ...... i,'200· :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Michael Hyde
(a)

if

* Miles.

544.

REPORT 0~' THE SECRETARY OF THE JNTERIOR.

Statement showing the location, <fc., of unlawful inclosurea of public landi, etc.-Cont'd.
[a signifies areas not given; s. s., school section.]

Proceed·
ings in st i.
tuted to
compel re-

Name and locality.

m_o_v_a_1_.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1

Total ..••.•..-.·•...........••.....••.•......

·

Being re.
moved
when last
examined.

Acres.
1,161,060

Acres.
99,000

removerl

A.waiting
investiga
tion or ·
action.

-l-----i-----·i-----

.Acres.
378,280

KANSAS:

I Reported.

Acres.
192,000

Barbour county:
McKittrick & Andrews . . . . .......•....................
6,000
Com:mche county :
·
192,000
Comanche Cattle Pool. .....•............ . ..• . ... •••...•....•........ ....•.•. ·. • · ·
Cowley county :
3,000
.........•••
- - - Harter .......••.. •• ....... ....... ......••••..••••.. •.....••••.
Fin.11ey coµnty :
S. A. Bullard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
104, 000
104, 000 ...... .•.... . .... .....••
Bartlett Cattle Company ............. ~.. . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • •. . . • .
{a)
Gove, Ness, and Lane counties:
Forrester Cattle Pool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81, 000
81,000
Gove, Lane, Scott, and Saint John counties:
133,000
Smoky Hill Cattle Company ..•.............
133,000
Gray county:
William Wilkinson...........................
2, 120 ............ .•••••.••••.....•...•. · •
Hamilton county:
*36
Lombard Cattle Company ..............•..••...••••...•.....•.........••.........
Harper county:
- - - Hale ..........................••.......... .................. ..
2,500 ...... ······
- - T readwell . ...... .... ......•............•.... .......•.•... ..•..
3,000 ··•··· .....•
Harper and Kingman counties :
Clotfelter, Thomas, and Blake ...•.. ·........ .
24, 160
24, 160 ............ ······ ··••••
Lane county :
Joshua \,Vheatcraft .. ...... . ........................................ .
5,500 ...... ······
Pratt and Barbour counties :
(a)
W. 0. Thompson ... . ..........................•.................................
Sherman and '\Yallace counties:
Jinks, Grogan, and Rice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64, 000 .••......... ..... ..... ..
Sherm an, Wal face, and Saint John counties:
Peter Robidoux ................. .......... .............. .
40,000
Sherman, Thomas, and Saint John counties:
I. F. Teeters ............ . . ..... .. .................•......
61,000
Scott, Wichita, Wallace, and Sa.int John counties:
Clark, Matthews, and Stoller .... ........ . . ... ........... .
592,000
WglJace county:
H. A. Clark .. .. . ............... . ...................... .
6,400
Colorado Live Stock and Cattle Company ... . .......... .
9,000
Thomas Madigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23, 000
23,000
Newton & Callev ........................ ... ............ .
6,500
Wallace and Saint John counties:

~r;~~lBEd~~~a~_·_-_-.- .-.-.- ·.· .- .- .- .-.·.·_-_-_-.- .- .- _._._._._._._. ..... ::·. ~~~ ..... ::·.~~~. ··· ··s5: ooo· ::: ::: ::::::

Cheyenne county, at,d Dundy county, Nebr.:
Benjamin Bird .•............ . ............... ... ...... ... ......... . .. .... · · · · · · · ·

(a)

I= = = =

MINNESOTA:

Total ........ ...... .......••• .•. .•••..••.. . ••.....................................
Traverse county:
James E. Henry .............................. ····.···· ... .. . ..... ... .

900
900

i=======-=r-====l====:t===-==

MONTANA:

Total. ... .... . ................................. .
Beaverhead countv:

43,920

119,200

17,900

45, 500

1-- - - - - - - - -1------ ------

Cu,~~£f~gfn-::: ::·.:••••:::••::•••••• ;::::~·:oo::;:::::};gg: ::::•••••••• ::::·ii:::
JamcH B~rr.~i~~~~
'oncor'1 'attlo Cornpany . .............. . ... .
Grl'l'JJ Mountain Ranching Company........
'arpenter &. Roi ert'lon.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'ol tubJ kand aad Cattle Company.........

ii·:::::::::::::::::::::::::··················
···· ············
21

8

~~~

•

l,500

1:::::::::::: ::~::::.:::: :::::::::::·

620 . .... . ...••. . ........... . ... · · ··· · ··
OuO
... .
. ....... .... .......... · · ·
160 : : : ... : : : : .............. ... . .. .. .. .

~~i~ ~i a~if ::::::::::·:::::::::: :: ::: : ::::,·..... ~~i~f 1:::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::t:::::
*Miles.
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement skowi'f!U the location, Jc., of unlawful inclosu1·es of public land, eto.-Cont'd.
[a signifies ar6as not given; s. s., school section.]

Proceed.
ings iustituted to
compel re·
moval.

Name and locality.

Reported
removed.

I B!~!e~t
.

when last
examined.

A waiting
investiga,.
tion or
action.

Acres.

Acres.

1

MONTANA-Continued.
Cass county-Continued.
Sidney, Padgett et al . . . • . . . . . • • • . • • • . • . • . • . .

.Acres. ·

Acres.

II

800 .......•......•••••.•••...•••...••••

i~~u
:a;:ar: :: :::::::: :: ::::::.-:::: ::::::: ...... ~'.~~~. :::::: :::::::::: :: ::: :::... -.(a)-... *i2
T. M. Bowen ........... .. ......... ..................... .... . ......... -- - - - .•.. - .
-Howe............................ ...................... .....................

(a)

i~~'{fo~!~t;;ri::::::::::·::::: :::::::::::::: ....... ·soo· :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ......... '.~0

George Mace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . .
Dawson county:
1,800
Home Land and Cattle Company ... ........ .
Deer Lodge county:

~11\~!\fa11~:~~~~. ::::::: :::::: :::::::: :: ::: ::::::::: :::::: ::::::

l, 400

800 . .•..••..•••
4,500 ..•• ·,·. •••••

Gallatin county:
1,800 .... ..•.... .........•• . ..•......•••
D. J. Kennelly ••......•.••....•••••••.......
LewiR and Clarke.county:
600 .....•...•••
Noah Mattice .....................•.•...........•••.•................
1,000
J ohr. Merry .......... .. ........ ~ .....•................... .
Madison county :
V. B. Case............ . . .. ... .. .... ......................
400 ..•.••.•..••.••.•••.••••
James Ganoutt ·.. .. . . . ... . . ...... .••••. ...... . . . . .. .. . . . .
1,200 ....••••••......••.....•

!t~~::;E~!-:::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::: ......~:.i~~... -.. ·~.· ~~~. :::::::::::: :::::::::::~

George Watkins .. ..... ............... .......
1, 680 .....................•............••
George H. Godwin....... ... .... ............
300 .•••.••••..•.•••••.•.•..••••••.•••••
Meagher county:
3, 200
L. G. Barrott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _.. . .
Judith Catlle Company...................... . ... . . . .. . . . ...... ... . ..
12,000 ........... .
Montana Cattle Company....................
7, 000
7, 600 ..... .. . ... ...•. .. .. ....
Montana Sheep Company.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 000
Northwestern Cattle Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
400
400 . . . . . . . • . • . . . ..... ..... .
Smith & Potts............................... ..... . ...... ..... ..... . ...... ......
5,700
Wilcox Cattle Company ........•••......... ...... ... .... .. _. ..... .... . . . . . . . . . . . .
(aJ
Silver Bow county:

itlr:fn};}!~~~S~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......~'. :::.:::::>~~~: ::-::::::::::::::::::::::
1

Yellowstone county:
James Hart . ........•....................... .. _.......... _.. .. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,000

W~o~e~a:dc~o~ ~ ·. ~:::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
5, ooo
Bull Mount Cattle Company.................
300 . ............................. ~~'. ~~~
Samuel Coffman . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . • • • • . • . . . . . .
2, 000 ................................... .
Park county:
J. R. Dilworth ...........•.••••........•..... ·
800

I

NEBRASKA:

----r:-

·Total......................... . .......... ......
823,312
18i, 120
73,848 ,
Chase county:
---- ---Che~!~~t~~~!tthers .....•..•................................... . .... . ...........

[tl:p~pf??\HU\/I/:::

Custer county:

1

:::::::i:::i.·::·:·:·:·)·a·:)·:·:·:·· ::::::::)· ..
.

··· ·· · · ·· · · ·

240,600

{a)" o:nn

J!!!
(a)

lii!~~~~!)))::::::);:::::;;;: :>;;;;; :::: ;;;;,; :::::;:;;:: ...... t:

Irwin & Haskell .......•.••..................................... . ... . .......... _.
12,000
Kennebec Ranch ..••••.••....•••...... ........ ... ..... . ...... ...............• _. _
50, 000
Cherry county:
D. Rankin & Co . • • . . •• . • • • •• • • • . . . . . . ••• • • . .
37, 120
37, 120 ...•..••.•...• • • - · · •• • · ·
Dundy county:
~anc~······ ...... .•• .•. ...••. .... . . .. .. ... ... .•.... ............ ...... .•....
~!~

~bk
Q~ Ad~mi.~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

J.

*Miles.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

Statement showing the location, <j'c., of unlawful inclosures of public land, etc.-Cont'd..
[a signifies areas not give1:1; s. s., school section.]

Name and locality.

Proceed.
ings insti·
tuted to
compel re·
mo:yal.

Reported
removed.

NEBRASKA-Continued.
Hitchcock county:
.Acres.
.Acre8.
W.J". Wilson ..•..••..•••••.•.••....•... · - ···
6'.1,000
64,000
Nelson & Sons. . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Robert Bush................................. . .....•.. .. . ...... .... . .
Edward Burns................ .. .......... . .. ..•....•... . .......•.. ..
HoyJo~:nri:Davis. ........... ..•.. •••. ... •..•• . . . ..........
Keith county :
Ogalalla Land and Cattle Company.......... . ... . . . . . . . . .
Bay State Live Stock Company... ... ........ . . .. ..... ...
Lincoln county:
,
Burke & Sons................................
352

~t!rf.fgfr~(::)::::::))):::

Being re·
moved
when last
examined.

Awaiting
investigation or
action.

.Acres.

.Acres.

. ........•..••••• ... ..•
.... .. ... ...
35, 000

.. ....•••. •.
..•••. ...•..

.. ...••..... .•••••.•••..
. . . . . • . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...... .•..•. .•.... ..••..

(a)

(a)

· 2,500
(a)
(a)

..•. •••• • .. . ..••.••••.••••••••.•••••

j_:!:_ :::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::\):::

Logan county:
Williams & Haskell . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sioux county :
6, 000
C. F. Coffee & Co. . . . .. .... . .................
Dakota Stock and Grazing Company . . . . . . . .
5, 380
J". B. Hunter .. .. .... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L~kota Sto<:k Co1;1pany . ..... ........ ..... .. .
61, 968
Niobrar a River Cattle Company..................... . ..
War Bonnet Live Stock Company...........
5,272
NEVADA:
Total ... •. ..... ...•..... ..•. ..•.•.•.•...•................. .

. . . . . • •• • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .

(a)

.. . ... . . .. . .

6, 000 ....
. ••• •• •••• • .
· 5, 380 .... . • ..• ••.
.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . ..
100, 000
.. •.. ••. . •. .
61, 968 · · • · · ·

. .. ... . . . .. . ... ... ......

·
20, 000

.••..••..••..... . ..........
10,000

72,780

---1- - - - -1,- - --- - - -

Elko county :

f~iin&&H!~f~~~::::;:::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::~ :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

4,060
6, 380

Eureka county :
Andrew Benson . . . . . • . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13, 400
Ford & Freeman...... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . .
10, 000 .•••••••••••
Lander county : .
16,140
Crum & Farnes .•.•.. ...•.• ... ....•.... ..... ....................................
3,740
Russell & Bradley . . . . . . • •.• •. ••••. ... .. ... .. ......... .. ......... :. . . .......... .
L an cl er and Eureka counties :
30,060
William Dunphy .. . ...........•...•.• .. •.. . . ... ... ............ ..... .. ...........
NRWMEXICO:

Total ...... ....... ....•.•...•••••.. ...•• ••. . ...
Colfax county :
Lake Ranch Cattle Company ...... .. . . . . ... .

r r·fe:~i!t :::::: ::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::

662, 130 . .•..••••••. · · · · · · · · · · · ·

]03,140

-----1----·-- - - - - - -- 2,000
730
5,160

P ortsmouth Cattle Company ... ... ......... .
Palo Blanco Cattle Company .... ......... .. .

a, s-10

i.iT.'fa1f!?n·::::::::. :::::: ::: :::::: :::::::
Colfax county and public land strip:

16,285
220

4,015

Western Land and Cattle Company.. ..... ..
89,000 .....• . • .•••..••••••..•. ··•••··•••••
Muscatine Cattle Company.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
(a)
Mora county:
Red River Cattle Companv ................. .
23,300
M. W. Mills ............. : ....... ..... ...... .
4,560
Dubuque Cattle Uompany ..... ............. .
30, 000
a.n Miguel county:
·

&oo~~!W~fi~:t~iifoinI I::]J /Ii\@)l/ :\{]
11

G~!y~~&~~~:r~~.~~. ?.~~:.::::::::::::: ......:·.~~~. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ·····ioo:ooo
OR

r.o :

-I:=====l:=====1===·-- - - -31,900

,::~~;;;,:'~ ~. ~~~:::: :::::: :: :::: :: :::: ::1..... ~·. ~: .......:· ~: .. :: :::::::::

(a)
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PUBLIC LANDS.

Statement showing the location, fc., of unlawful inclosures of pu,blic land, etc.-Cont'd.
fa signifies areas not given; s. s,, scho_o l section.]

Name and locality.

Proceed.
ings insti·
tuted to
compel re·
movaL

Reported
removed.

Being re·
moved
when last
examined.

.A.waiting
investiga.
tion or
action.

OREGON-Continued.
Acres.
Acres.
Acre&.
Crook county :
Acres.
400
D. W. Claypool. .................. . .. .. ... ............... ...•.. .... ..............
Grant county:
·
Peter French . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • • .
30, 000
Miller&Lux................................
10,760 .••••.••..•...••.•••••...••.•..•••••
Jackson county:
1,500
Thomas Whelpley . .....................•••.... . ..........••...•......•.........
Klamath county :
1, ocio .•••••••••••••••••••••••
F. C. & J. Swingle ........ . ........ •.........••......••.
Lake county:
·
15, 180
Wilson & Alexander ........••.•.•..........
UTAH:

Total ...... .... ....................... . ....... .

94,380

1,500

7,040

l------1-----1----- - - - -

Box Elder county :
William Johnson............................
7,680 .....•...••..•...••..•...••...•.••••
Kerr & Toponse . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
18, 000 . . . . • • . . • . . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . ..•.....•.•
Atlams & Shilling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
34, 000 . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .....•.....
Lonergan & Burke . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22, 000 .••••..•.••...••...•..............••
7,040 ....................... .
Kay & Folger ..•••....•.........••........•..............
Emery county:
Carl Bevans ......................•..........
5,000
Juab county:
Samuel McIntyre ..................•..•.•.•......•..............••.••.........•..
1,500
San Juan county :
.
4,000 .......•••.•. ••..•..... ..• •.••. .. ..•
Thomas Swain...............................
Ogden & Ureo . . ...•.............. ,. ... . . . . . . .
900 ............................•. . .••••

~~T~sie~:J~::::: :::: :::::: :::: :: ::: ::::::::

t g~~ :::::: ::: ::: ::::::: ::: :: ::: :::::: :::

Carlisle Cattle Company............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

W ASHING'l'0N:
Total ................................. ....... . ...... .. ........... . ........ .. ...... .

(a)

11,815

.A.dams county:
Philip Ritz ..............•.....•••........•.. . ..............•..........•........
Garfield county: .

5,700

s. 200
s. s. 75
s. s. 640
s. s. 160
s. s. 400

foe~~~R~~~~~~:~·::::::
:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
S. S. Gilbraith ................•......•...•.......................................
f~~1:i: 5~ie;~;~

8.

~~~lr!ftS:~:.:·.:: ::: ~:: :: :::::·.: ::: :::: :::: :: :: ::::: ::: :: :::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
~~~- ~~~::.::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :: :: :::::. :::: ::::::~::::: ::::::::: ::.
Frank Shelton .. ..... .....•..........................•• •..............•..........

s. s. 640
s. s. 80

0

~.:: :.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

i~!d~;!~·tii:~~i<ie~::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Lincoln county:
Spokane county :

Whitman county:
Nelson Davis .......••••..•...••................. ......... ...... . ..•.............
M. A. ]'erguson . • . • . . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....•...........•......
Milton Goble .. . ......•..... .. .••........... .. . ............... ..... ........... .
J. M. Kincaid ..••••...•.•..•••••.........•....•...•..............••...•..•.•....
John Lucas .........•••.•••• . ...... .•••.................. ............... . . .. .....
E. N. Nixon .................................................................... .

~aS~hsJi11~1~~~:~: :·::.::: :·.:::::·:.:·. :::::: :: :::: :::::::· :::::::: :::: :::: :: :: ::::
WYOMING:

Total ...... . ......•••••...•••.•••••.•...•......
Albany county :
Douglas-Willan-Sartoris Company . . . • •. . . . .

100,890

6,500

~- s. 160
B. S.

240

(s.s.) 80
(s.s.) 80
(s.s.) 160
(s.s.) 640
(B,S) 200
(s.s.) 200
(S.S.)

80

(s.s.) 160

(s.s. ) 640
(s.s.) 640
(s.s.) 640
55,640

3,840 .•••••.••••..••••..••••• - -· • • • • • • • • •

ril\f~Wt~;?~?:: : -~:::::::::~::: :~ ..... ~~:.;~~- :::: :: :::::::::: ::: ::: ::::·~~;-··

Carbon county:

wilri~~B~:~i:io~~~~: :: :::: :::::::::: :: :::: :: ::: : :: :::::~ :::::: :~:: :: :::::: ::::::
J111qies V, Cantl~ ..•.••..•..•••••••• .,, •..••..•• •.••..••..••...•.•••. ·••·····•••·

(a)

(a>
((l-)

5~8.
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Sta,t.e,me;n,_t sh9wing the location, tfc., of unlatt'ful inclosure of public. land, etc.-Cont'd.
[a signifies areas not given; s. s., school section.]

~~l!l,e and loc~lity.

Proceed.
in gs insti.
tutecl to
compel re.
moval.

I

I

Being re. A waiting
investigaReported wmoved
ben :ast
tion or
removed. examined.
action.

WYOMING-Continued.
Carb_on couuty~Uontinued.
.Acres.
.Acres.
.Acres.
.Acres.
Durbin Bros .............•..•............... .... .......... ... ........ .. ...........
(a)
B. Ernest ..... .•........ .. .•..•......•...... . .... ..... ... .. ......................
(a)
F. G. Wolf .......... . ..................... . .... . ....... ... .. . .. ... ............. .
(s.s.) 640
Albany aucl Laramie counties:
Frontier Cattle Company . ..........•........
21, 120 . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .
2, 300 . . • • . . • . . • . . . • • .. . • . . • . • . ....••.••••
Fron,tier Cattle Company ...........•... . ....
.Johnson county:
Grinnell Live.Stock Company ... . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(a)
.••.•••..••. .••• • •.•• •••
A. Helter ..... . ............. ... ................... ....... . . .................. , . . . .
(a)
"76" Cattle Company .............•............... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 500 ........... .
Laramie county:
Charles Fisher.. . ...........................
5,520 .... ...............................•
.J.M. Fux . ..................•................ ... ··3·'·4·0·0· . · • • • ·. • •
A.H. Swan. et al .. ...... . ......... .. ....... .
L. N. Chadwick . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
(a)
A.H. Hood......... .. ................................. . ............ ............
(a)

•iso · :::: :: :::::: :::::: :·:::::

r~h1!1:f~~lo·~·::::::
::: :::::: :::::: :: :::::::: i~: ~~i :::::: ::: :: : :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
8~t~
i:is~i~l1~ ·. ·.·_-_-_-_-. ::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : ...... :·.~~'.. : :: : : : : :: : : : : ::: : : : :: : :: · ·· .. (~)·--·
"X. H. " Cattle Company.................... . ... . ... .... ...... ...... ...... ..•...
(a)

Sweetwater county:
·
R. A. Totre_y ........................................................ ......... .. .
Wyoming Cattle Ranch CoJilpany ..... . ...... . ......... ...... ...............••.
Uintah county:
·
Cart!;lr Cattle Comvany .... . ..•......... ... .............. ... . .. ..... . ... , .. · · · · · ·
Umatilla county:
Beckwith & Quinn ... ...... ............ ...... ......... ........... ... . .......... .

30,000
(a)

(a)

25,000
,

PUBLIC LAND STRIP:

Total . ..........••....... ..........• .... . ..... ..... .... ... ........... ....... .... .

211,000

Northwestern L and and Cattle Company ............. .. . .. .................... . .
H. Collar . ... . . .... . ..... ........ .. .. . ... .. . .
"Y" Cattle Company ..................... .

128,000
33,000
50,000

* Miles.
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Forty-one special timber agents have been employed during the
year for an aggregate length of service of three h_undr_e d and twenty
months and -eig·hteen days, -equivalent to twenty-six agents for twelve
months and one for eight months.
.
Ten hundred and eleven cases have been investigated or otherwise
acted tpon by special ag·ents during the year, involving public timber
and the products therefrom. to the value of $6,144,035 recoverable to
the United States.
·
-~ he amount accepted in propositions of settlement is $11,719.81 ; the
amount from sale of timber or lumber is $3,969.41; and the amount recovered through legal proceedings (so far as reports thereof have been
received at this office) is $112,952.87; making a total amount recovered
to the government during the fiscal year so far of record in this division of $128,642.09, being $53,642.09 in excess of the appropriation
for .this branch of the public service.
Very near the entire amount recovered in judgments was in the few
cases tried during the fall terms of court of 1886. The early exhaustion
of the appropriation to pay witnesses in United States courts necessitated the continuance of many important cases set for trial during said
terms of ~ourt, and n early all cases during the spring terms of 1887'. .A
very large amount is involved in these cases, and this office and its
special agents have expended much time -and money in fully preparing
them for trial.
.
-
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Statement showing the assiqnments of special agents for the p,·otection of public timber, num
instituted. amounts recoverable, and amounts accepted
Character of loss.

States and
Territories.

<7.l

b.O
0

H

No. M. D. No.
Feet.
No. Cords. No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Alabama . . . . .
3 30 13
28 4, 269, 600
100 . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . •. . . • . . . .
343 139, 14~ . .. ..... .
Arizona . . ~...
2 3 11
31 3, 172. 261 . . . . . . . 10,392 .. ... . .......... . ............... .. ....... .
Arkansas . . . .
1 12 ..
. 60 17,270,771 .. . . .. .
445 5,400. .. . . . • . . .
85,917 . . . . .. .
46,736
Alaska . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . .
~
1, 500, 000 ... . ...........••........•....... ... ... .... .. - . . ...... .
California. . . . .
3 24 25
46 45, 060, 824 . . . . . . . 10, 982 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 000 ...... - 3, 600, 000
Colorado . . . . .
5 37 14
44 6, 235, 050 5, 500 75, 300 70, 880 . . . . . . . . . . 112, 510 .
Dakota . ... -..
1 2 9
31 14,642,280
25 2,328 1, 930
144,000
8, 000 . ... . . - ...... .
Florida.......
2 24 . .
41 33,371,410 .. .•. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 719138, 770 . ... . ... .
Idaho . . . . . . . .
1 . . 27
43 13, 115, 010 . . . . . . . 8, 075 . • • . . . . 1, 800, 000 . . • . . . . . . . ...... 3, 000, 000
Louisiana . . . .
1 12 . .
84 19, 877, 298 . . • . • . .
800 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
1, 200 63, 510 ... .... . .
Michigan . . . .
1 J.2 . .
42 4,210,291 . . . . . . .
164 9,908 ......... .
39,348. ..... . .. .. ... .
Minnesota....
4 16 8
87 23,388,874 7,707 8,135 20,167 . .. . . . . . . .
56,952 . ..... ......... .
Mississippi...
1 12• . .
44 2, 265, 277
35 1, 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 045 119, 259
85, 500
Missouri.....
1 8 14
36
449,817
75 1,462 93,540 . .. . . . . . . .
29,669 ...... .. ... .... .
Montana .. : . .
2 18 20
23 29, 723, 000 . . . • . . . 29, 173 ....... 10, 000, 000 . •... ... . .........•..... .
N ebraska....
2 5 13
28 1,211,500 31,490
368 .. . .. . . .. • . . . . . .
450 ...•............
Nevada .......•........................ .. .•. . .......................... ·~·· · ··· · ............... .
1 1 12
38 19,870,744
400 30,100 40,000 . .. . . . . . . .
34,500 .•... ....•......
N ew Mexico.
Oreizon.......
2 24 . .
52 78,689,373 . ... : . .
481 6, 000 . . . . . . . . . . 607, 200 ............. - - .
Utah - • . . • . . • .

Washington..
Wis11onsin . . .
Wyoming . . . .

1 12
4 36 2
2 24 . .
1 3 . .•

32
101
81
36

22, 101, 60u 20, 000
81,836, 78'.l
200
55, 783, oio . . . . . . .
11, 682, 216 34,684

6, 320 57, 940 1, 250, 000
6,818 1,400 1,000,000
358
766 . •. . . . . . .
70 2, 027
770, 860

65, 000 .. .•••. . . - . .... ·
255, :-u!6 . . . . . . . - . · · - - -- 34, 510 . ........ ...... .
184, 403 1. • . . . . . . . • • ~
1

Total.. .

41320 18tl,Oll 489,627,027 99, 586!192, 971809, 958!14, 964, 360 1, 528, 142 460, 687 6,732.286
1

. a Includes all new cases investigated and reported upon by special agents, and all old cases rein-

vestigated or acted upon.
·
b Seven hundred and seventy-nine of the criminal prosecutions in Alabama were instituted up_on
information filed by private parties, and not upon recommendations of this office based upon special
agents' reports. All other criminal suits were upon recommendation Lf this office.
.
cThe amounts of fines imposed are taken from the several United States attorneys' reports to t~1s
office. Reports for last half of fi scal year have not been received from United States attorneys tor
Colorado, Florida (northern district), .L ouisiana (western district), Missouri (eastern and western
d1eonclie), Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Washington Territory,
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ber of cases investigated or acted u~on, amount and valne of timber involved therein, siiits
in comp1·ornise during fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
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1,500.00
96,809.50
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!~~: ~~
39, 286. 27

30, 274. 26
39, 286. 27
14,408.86
44-, 218.19
24, 484. 25
4,723.69
65,547.41
5, 951. 05

22,500.001. .. . ..
630,288. 74
9

m: ~f!: g~

Timber seized upon arrival a,t San Franc1sco, Cal.
14-9, 80
91 97,522.501 1,297.001 2
550. 00 ......•..• · ·

. 2~ ....:~~: ~~

302, 715. 56
133 . . • • . . . . . .
211, 063. 53
42
80. 00
302, 715. 56
15 . . . . . . . . . .
fil, 901. 77
21 1,315.00
222,099.65
28
300. 00
70, 638. 56
8 1, 400. 00
21,179.92 .... . . 2,131.50
333,609.00
11 .. . .. ... ..
22, 434. 50
2
409. 00

35,301.20 ··sii2,"i54:sr-··-74, 262. 52 868, 928. 52
42
90,943.00 426, 729. 00
29
100,600.42 729,502.46
24
27
154,258.52 377,087.51
40,745.351 347. 766. 62
11

m: ~~I

~~~: ~~ ~

~~~--

oo

21!:
.. ~·
.•. .. ~·~~,-..... 500:
283, 445. 70 . . . . . . . . .
6 1. 028. 601...... . . . . .
81, 133. 58 8, 006. 00 ....... ·. . . . . . .
2, 881. 02
127, 590. 93 10, 653. 00 ... . ............. - ...... · ·
23,448.23 6,086. 28
3
322.,.pOI............
27,913.06 1,114.25
7 1,126. ~9 ........... 26, 783. 02, 52, 904. 35
2 1, 2'r3. 00 ' ..... - .. - . . .
1 .
91. 00 ......... . ........................ - .
4 199,730.00
975. 90.... . .. . . . . ...
65. 00
l
200. 00 . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . • .. .. • . . .

1~
24
11
20
14
14
7

........ ....... :::::: :::::: ....... · .. :::: .......... :::: :: ::::::
110. 00

271, 831. 33 10, 150. 54
124, 444. 37 . . . . . . . . . .
168,958.65
387. 33
24,846.58 2,066.59
256,323.38 ... - .. . ..

27

~
5

8
2
6
18
5

7
6
6
3

128. 96 . . . . . . . . . . . .
160. 001.. - . .. . .. . ..
500. 00
29. 64
3,360.801
125. 00
100. 48 ........... .

15

965,576.046, 146,935.86 bl, 272 c13, 251. 70 d222 2,022.236. 72 e99, 701.17 /41 11,719. Sl l--3-,969. 41

gl41

620. 00
309. 00

22
18
16
14
11

5

7
2

I

1
1
10
1

4

I

dRepresents the number of civil suits which were specifically recommended by this office.
eTbe amounts"-Ofjudgments rendered are taken from the several United States attorneys' reports to
this office.
JNine cases aggregating $2,934.39 were compromised under section 3469, United States Revised
Statutes.
glncludes all reports and communications of every description upon which no action whatever
had been taken up to July 1, 1887.
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RULINGS, RECOMMEND.A.'I.'IONB, CIRCULARS, E'I'C,

The following rulings, reeommepdations, circulars, etc., in regard to
timber depredations are referred to as being of especial interest:
1.-The fact that the parties from whom purchase of public timber was made were
irresponsible parties does not relieve the purchaser from responsibility in the matter,
it being a fundamentalprinciple of common law that when a person purchases frum
an . irresponsible party be is bound to take proper precaution to satisfy himself that
said party_had the right to dispose of the article _in question. (To Special Timber
Agent D.R. Stith, Valentine, Nebr., August 2, 1886). See 13, 16, a_nd 17a:
LRules and regulations, August 5, 1886. l

·2 .-By virtue of the power vested in the Secretary of the Interior by the first section of the act of June 3, 1878, entitled "An act authorizing the citizens of Colorado,
Nevada, and the Territories to fell and r emove timber on the public domain for mining and domestic purposes," the following rules and regulations are hereby prescribed:
.
(1) 'rhe act applies only to the States of Colorado and Nevada and to the Territories of New Mexico, Arizona, Ut,ah, Wyoming, Dakota, Idaho, and Montana, and
other mineral districts of the United States not specially provided for.
(2) The land from which timber is folled or removed under the provisions of the
act must. be known to be of a strictly mineral character, and that it is "not subject to
entry under existing laws of the United States except for mineral entry."
.
(3) No person not a citizen or bona fide .resident of a State, Territory, or other m~neral district provided for in said act 1s permitted to fell or remove timber from mmeral lands therei'll. And no person, firm, or corporation felliug or removing timber
under this act shall sell or dispose of the same, or the lumber manufactured therefrom, to any other than citizens and bona fide residents of the State or Territory
where such timber is cut, nor for any other purpose than for the legitimate use of
said purchaser for the purposes mentioned in said act.
.
(4) Every owner or manager of a saw-mill or other person felling or removmg
timber under the provisions uf this act shall keep a record of all timber so cut or removed, stating time when cut, names of parties cutting the same or in charge of tbe
work, and descri'bing the ·1and from whence cut by legal subdivisions if surveyed
and as near as practicable if not tmrveyed, with a statement of the evidence µ!?on
which it is claimed that the land is mineral in character, and stating also the ki~d
and quantity of lumber manufactured therefrom, together with the names of par~ies
to whom any such timber or lumber is sold, dates of sale, and the purpose for ~hich
sold, and shall not sell or dispose of such timber or lumber made from such timber
without taking frolll the purchaser a written agreement that the same sha~l 1;1ot be
used except for building, agricultural, mining, or other domestic purposes witbm ~he
State or Territory; and every such purchaser shall further be required to file with
said owner or manager a certificate under oath that be purchases such timber or
lumber exclusively for his own use and for the purposes aforesai<l..
(5) The books, files, and records of all mill-men or other persons so cutting, removing, and selling such timber or lumber required to be kept as above ment~oned,
shall at all times be subject to the inspection of the officers and agents of this department.
•
. (6) Timber felled or removed shall be strictly limited to building, agricultural, min- ·
mg, and o~her domestic purposes within tbe State or Territory where it grew.
All cuttmg of such timber for use outside of the State or Territory where the same
is cut, and all removals thereof outside of the State or Territory where it is cut, are
forbidden.
(7) No person will be permitted to fell or remove any growing trees of any kind
whatsoever less than 8 inches in diameter
(8) Persons felling or removing timber· from public mineral lands of the United
States must utilize all of each tree cut that can be profitably used, and must cut and
remove the tops and brush or dispose of the same in such manner as to prevent the
spread of forest :fire . The act under which these rules and regulations were prescribed provides a follows:
SEC. 3. Any pe:son ?r persons who shall violate the provisions of this ac~, or any
rules and reg~lat1ons m J?Ursuance thereof made by the Secretary of the In tenor, shall
be deemed_gmlty of a m1 demeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined in any sum
not exceedmg five hundred dollar and to wbich may lie added imprisonment for any
term not exce ding six mon1-h .
'
. ( 9) These rol anc~ regulations shall take effect September 1, 1886, and all exi_stmg rule and regulations heretofore prescribed under said act inconsistent herewith
are hereby revoked.
Approved Augast 5, 1886.
L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secretary.
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3.-ln the matter of procuring public timber for use of a military post the depa~ment while advancing no objection to such action when circumstances re~der _it
nece~sary imposes the condition, agreeably to the decision of the Court of Claims m
the case o'fNannie Spencer, administratrix of Warren Faver, that '' the person furnishing _the wood should be paid for its cu,ttir:g and delivery alone, .an? not for the value
of the timber, as that belongs to the Umted States." (To Special Timber Agent
Thomas M. Bowers, Prescott, Ariz., August 13, 1886).
4.-Seiznl'e and sale of public timber:
[Department of Justice to 'Secretary of the Interior, August 23, 1886.J

By your letter to the Attorney General of the 14th ultimo attention is called to
a communication received by you from the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, a copy of which was transmitted therewith, touching the di'sposit.ion of a large
quantity of timber all~ged to have been unlawfully cut on the public lands in Montana
Territory and which has recently been seized as tbe property of the United States under instructions from that office ; · and the question presented for consideration is,
whether the commissioner may "direct the sale of the property so seized, and if. so,
whether it may be disposed of at private sale, and in such way as may be both to the
advantage of the government and to the benefit of the community without advertising the same." Having carefully examined this subject I now beg to submit the following in reply:
The question proposed seems to involve a preliminary inquiry, namely, as to the
authority of the officers of the land department to make seizure of timber unlawfully cut on the public lands. Upon this point I entertain no doubt.
Congress has provided a remedy for the protection of the timber on the public lands
by imposing certain penalties and forfeitures (see sections 2461 and 2462, Rev. Stats.;
also section 3 of the act of June 3, 1878, chap. 150, and section 4 of the act of June 3,
1878, chap. 151), which can only be enforced by indictment or information; and by
section 2 of the act of April 30, 1878, chap. 76, it is further provided "that if any timber cut on the public lands shall be exported from the Territo1·ies of the United States
it shall be liable to seizure by United States authority wherever found."
But these ·statutory remedies are not the only ones available to the government.
In Cotton vs. United States (11 How, 229) it was held. that the United States have a
right to bring an action of trespass quare clausumfregit against a person for cutting
and carrying away trees from the public lands. Agreeably to the doctrine of that
cas~ the United States may resort to the same civil remedies for the protection of
t~eu property which are open to any other proprietor. Thus they may seize the
timber cut, arrest it by replevin, or recover damages jn trespass for the taking and
C?nversion (United States vs. Cook, 19 Wall., 594). These are the ordinary remedies
given by the common law for the recovery of personal property or its value. Seizure
or recaption (which is one of them) is a remedy .by the mere act of the party injured,
and may be resorted to for the recovery of such property where its exertion will not
endanger the public peace (3 Black. Com., 4 ).
Authority to exert this remedy in behalf of the United States must be deemed to
belong to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, under the supervision of the
Secr~tary of the Interior, as a power included in the general duties respecting the
public lands which are devolved upon him (Section 453, Rev. St,at). Such authority,
rndeed, ha& long been asserted and freq uent!y exercised by the land department
th_ro?gh its ?fficers or ag~nts, the latter acting under instructions issued by the Com~mss1oner wit~ the sanction of the Secretary. Referring to this the Supreme Court
m ~ells vs. Nickles (104 U. S., 447) observes: The Department of the Interior, under
the idea of protecting from depredation timber on the lands of the government, has
gradually come to assert the right to seize what is cut and taken a.way from them
wherever it can be traced. In aid of this the registers and receivers of the land offi!Jes have _by instructions from the Secretary of the Interior been constituted agents
of the Umted States for these purposes, with power to api,oint special agents under
themselyes: If any authority to do this was necessary it may be fairly inferred from
appropriations made to pay the services of these special timber agents."
I1;1 _that ca~e a compromis~ by timber agents with a tr~spasser respecting the ~isposition of timber cut by him on the public lands and seized by such agents, w-hwh
was made in conformity to instructions of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
w~e _held to be valid. This amounts to an affirmation of the authority of the Comm!ss1o~er, thrqugh those agents, to act for the United States in matters connected
With timber_ depredations on the public domain; and I think it safe to say that unde!
such :-i,uthonty the remedy by recaption or seizure, as well as any other of t~e beforement10ned common-law remedies, may be resorted to for the recovery of timber 11:nlawfully cut on the public lands according to the circumstances of th~ cas_e. .~h~e
I entertain no doubt as t_o the existence of the remedy by seizu_re, yet its liabii Y.t:
abuse and to become an mstrument of oppression demand that 1t should be use Wl
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judicious discretion and only in clear or emergent cases ; and except in such cases
the regular processes of the courts should be preferred.
As to the authority of the Commissioner to dispose of such timber by public or private sale, where the same has been seized by duly authorized agents in the land department and remains in their custody, I apprehend that this power exists subject
to the general supervision or direction of the Secretary of the Interior. There being
no statutory provision covering a case of that kind or regulating the disposition of
the property it must be regarded as a subject left to the land department, to be
dealt with ig such manner as in the judgment of that dep~rtment will best protect
the interests of the government. As .the property is perishable in its nature and its
custody may involve expense it is not only within the power but it is the duty of
the department, for the avoidance of loss to the government, to convert the same into
money; and whether this be done by public or private sale is a matter entirely discretionary with it. While ordinarily the public interests (which are always to be
kept in view) will be best subserved by a public sale after advertisement, yet I perceive no objection, legal or other, to a private sale, either with or without previous
advertisement, where the mode of disposal is advantageous to the government; but
as a general rule public sale should be had.
In direct response to the question presented by you I therefore submit that in m_y
opinion the Commissioner may direct the sale of the property seized, and that "it
may be disposed of at private sale and in such way as may be both to the ad vantage
of the government and to the benefit of the community without advertising tbe same."
I am, sir, very respectfully,
G. A. JENKS,
Acting Attorney-General.
5.-The right of railroad companies to cut timber from public lands for construction
p~rpo~es applies only to such public lands as are vacant and unappropriate~ .. The
:filmg m the General Land Office of a description of the land to be cut upon is m no
sense an appropriation of the lands, and the rights of citizens to sflttle thereon u?der
any of the laws enacted for that purpose cannot in any way be abridged or nulhfied
thereby. (To John H. Linck, timber agent for the Colorado Midland Railway Company, August 21, 1886.) See 19 and 25 below.
fRegisters and receivers and special agents, General Land Office, August 23, 1866.]

6.-Office circular of September 19, 1882 (General Instructions to Special Timb~r
Agents, page 30), relative to protecting timber on public land from forest fires, etc., 1s
hereby revoked, and the following instructions are prescribed in lieu tllere~f:
The fact having been brought to the not,ice of this department that extensi:ve forest
fires from time to time in different sections of the country are destroymg ya&Jt
amounts of timber upon the public lands, and no means have heretofore been provided
by the government for the purpose of checking or preventing the same and preserving the public timber from such destruction, you are hereby informed that it will
hereafter be a part of the duty of the special agents of the General Land O~ce to
protect and preserve the public timber from this kind of wast,e and destruction as
well as from destruction by the woodsman or from any other source.
You are therefore hereby instructed to keep yourself fully informed as to the condition of the timber upon the public land in your district, and to use yo.ur best e1;1deavors to protect it from waste and destruction from any anJ all sources; and to this
end, where there are State or Territorial laws for the preservation of timber, you
are authorized and directed to co-operate with the State or Territorial authorities
and to aid and assist them in enforcing said laws.
.
Should you at any time receive information of a forest fire on the public lands bemg
in ~rogress in your district you will proceed to the locality and render such aid _an_d
assistance as you may be able to check its progress and extinguish it; and after 1t is
under control you will use your best endeavors to ascertain the origin thereof. Should
you find that the fire originated through the carelessness or design of any person or
pers_ons who can be identified you will at once report all the information in your ~ossess10n to the proper State or Territorial authorities and render them every assistance in prosecuting and punishing the offenders.
One of the most du.ugerous elements to contend with in case of forest fires, and one
of t~e principal auxiliaries to the spread of the same, is the dry tops of trees which
parties leave opon the ground after bavino- cut and removed the timber for saw-logs
and _other purposes. Wh _n the tree-tops ian be profitably cut into wood the person
~uttmg s~ch trees on public land, when such cutting is authorized by law, must cut
the tops mto wood, or at least cut up and pile the brush in such manner as to prevent
the spread of fir .
A failure on the part of woodsmen to utilize all of the tree that can profitably be
ueed and to take reas nable precaution to prevent the spread of :fires will be regarded
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by this office as wanton waste and subject them to prosecution for wanton waste and
destruction of public timber.
.
.
.
You will keep this office fully informed _as to al~ facts relative ~o forest ~res which
may come under your observatron, and will submit such suggestions relative thereto
as, in your opinion the public good demands.
Approved.
L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secretary.
7.-Persistent and defiant trespassers to be reported by the special timber agent
direct to the proper United States attorney, recommending prompt arrest of parties and vigorous prosecution in criminal suit. (To Special Timber Agent M. J. Haley, Miles City, Mont., October 4, 1886.)
8.-In cases in which trespassers caase or procure the location of mining claims
on the tracts depredated upon, with a view to defrauding the government by securing through the locators the timber upon the lands, both the trespassers and the lo·
cators render themselves liable to criminal prosecution ·for conspiracy under section
5440, Revised Statutes. (To Special Timber Agent Wayne .Ferguson, Walla Walla,
Wash., October 6, 1886.)
9.-Private surveys of the lands of the Unit,ed States are in direct violation of the
act of Congress of March 3, 1807 (2 Stat., 445). Such unanthorized surveys are detrimental to the public good in that they may be the means of misleading honest settlers,
and are moreover resorted to by railroad companies to secure some color of right or
a cloak under which to unlawfully denude public lands of timber, which is an offense
and trespass under the law. An injunction would therefore lie to prevent further
trespass on public lands for the purpose of making private surveys thereof. (To the
Secretary, October 22, 1886; case of Montana Improvement Company, cutting of timber on unsurveyed lands along line of the Northern Paci fie Railroad.)
10.-In case of trespass committed knowingly and wilfully by employes, the ei:nployer, even though innocent of wrong in the matter, held civilly responsible in full
for the acts of his employes. (To W. A. Roberts, Bayfield, Wis., November 5, 1886.)
11:-In view of the fact that the act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 88), authorizes the
cuttrng of timber only on lands which are strictly "mineral and not subject to entry
under existing laws of the United States except for mineral entry," it appears that
the burden of proof to establish the mineral character of the lands should lie with
th_e parties who do the cutting. (To the Secretary, November 2, 1886, in cases of
Hight and Eggen berger et al., Dakota.)
1~.-C_ash entry of lands nuder the first section of the act of June 15, 1880, upon
whl~h ti1;0ber has been cut for purposes or under circumst,ances other than those
spemfied m said section, does not relieve the trespassing parties from civil liability.
Fnrt.hermore, the proviRion in said section was intended to apply only to lands which
w_ere subject to private cash entry under existin(J' laws, and was not intended to provide a new kind of cash entries for the benefit°of trespassing parties of which the
general public could not avail itself. Consequently, entry thereunder of unoffered
lands for the purpose of condoning trespass is illeo-al. (To the Secretary, October 18,
188?, in case of Coe and Carter and Henry Wagnef, Wyoming Territory.)
13.-(a) In event of willfol trespass committed by one member of a firm his copartners are responsible for his acts on behalf of the firm from which they receive the
benefits or profits.
(b) In ~urchasing timber ignorance of the facts attending the procuring of the
same or m1~t~ken belief that all was right is no sufficient defense for violating the
statu~e which makes cutting and removing timber from public lands an offense irrespective of knowledge. (To the Secretary, November 5, 1886, in case of Luhrs and
Watson, Oregon.)
14.-Seizure and sale of saw-mills located on public lands:
[To Hon. J. B. Harris, United States attorney, southern district Mississippi, Jackson, Miss,,
November 3, 1886.l

I have to state ~hat I am not aware of any statute expressly authorizing the seizure
and sale of saw-mills erected on the public domain by timber depredators or other in~ruders thereon, but I am of opinion that the title to such mills should be held to be
m the United States under the common law which gives to the owner of real estate
all houses, :fixtures, and other improvement,s placed thereon by stra~g~rs wit~out the
knowledge and consent of such owners. (See Sedgwick & Tait on Trial of Titles to
Land, pp. 361 and 690; and Gerald Real Estate, p. 107.)
In respect to portable mills, while owing to the fact that the same are not fi~tures
~hey can not be treated as a part of the realty, yet whenever it can be shown as ID th e
m~tances cited by you that mills located on public land "have bee1;1 the p:ieans of
do:mg great damage to government timber,'' it appears that due protection of its future
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interests should be afforded to the United States through the courts, since the Unired
States have all the civil remedies, whether for the prevention or redre~s of injuries to
property, both real and personal, which individuals possess. (See Cotton vs. United
States, 11 How., 229.) .
Your attention is also called to the decision of the United States Supreme Court in
the case of Dugan vs. United States, 3 Wheat., p. 181, in respect to the right of the
United States to sue without an act of Congress for the purpose.
15.-Lands distant 60 miles from the line of a road can not be considered as "adjacent" in the meaning of the act of March 3, 187&, proviiled there is available timber
nearer, as it is not permitted to procure timber from lands remotely situated while reserving such as is in nearer proximity for future use. (See U.S., p._331, case of Wood
vs. R. ·R. Co.) (To Special A.gent H. R, Fry, Cheyenne, W.vomin·g, Nove·mber 17, l&l6.)
16.-In a case reported as involving purchase of public timber from a willful trespasser without reasonable inquiry on· the _part of the purchasers suit ordered to
recover 't he manufacture_d value of the logs, leaving it to the defendants TiO prove the
innocence of their pt1rchase if such exists. (The Attorney-General to the Secretary
of the Interior, November li', 18M6, in the case of Spies and Martin, Michigan.) See
1\os. 1 and 13 above, and No. 17a below.
17.-(a) In the matter of the claim of "innocent" purchaser or purchaser" without notice of :wrong" the stringent and oft-enforced rf:'gulations of the department
respecting public timber constitute sufficient "notice" in respect to the necessity of
taking due precautions not to infringe upon public timber. Carelessness or indifference on the part of speculators purchasing can not serve as a shield to ward off the
consequences of their actions. (See Nos. 1, 13, and 16 above.)
(b) Io the matter of effect on statute of defective indictment, Wharton on Criminal Law, vol. 1, par. 448, cited, to wit: "The failure of such and the presentation
of a new and correct indictment after the statute has begun to run does not revive
the statute. The statute as to the particular offense was put aside by the commencement of legal proceedings against the defendant, and remains silent until these
legal proceedings terminate; and this t ermination can not ue until a final judgment
is reached on the merits." (To the Secretary, November 19, H.l86, in the case of E.
E. Smart and I. A.. Winfree, .Louisiana.)
18.-In respect to odd sections within that portion of the grant to the Nortbern
Pacific Railroad Company over which the road was not construct,ed within the time
prescribed· by the granting act it is held that the withdrawal of the same for railroad purposes should not continue, but that the lands should be restored to the public domain.
The legal title to said lands being still in the United States, and may so remain as
against the railroad company, the alleged purchase of any sections thereof from t~e
Northern Pacific Railroad Company is inYalid and can give no right or title to said
lands or the timber thereon. The railroad company can not convey to others the title
which they do not possess themselves. A.11 persons cutting timber from said lands,
whether with or without the consent or authority of the Northern Pacific Railroad
Company, are liable for trespass and for the value of the timber cut. (To Special
Timber A.gent Wayne i~erguson, Walla Walla, ·w ashington Territory, December 8,
1886. )
19.-Filing in General Land Office of appointment of timber agents by railroad
companies is required by this office for its iuformation, and th~ acknowledgment of
the receipt thereof does not in any way authorize the railroad companies or their
agents to appropriate or control the public lands specified iu said appointments, or
the timber thereon, or grant any privileges additional to those set forth in office circular of A~gust 29, 1885. (To W. K. Mendenhall, Washington, D. C., December 17,
1886, relat1~e to the appointment of John B. Hindry as timber agent by the Wyoming
Central Railroad Company. See No. 5 above and No. 25 below.)
20.-Before timber can be cut for the purposes named in the act of June 3, 1878
(20 Stat., 88)_, there must be a demand for it for such purposes, and if timber is cut
before there 1s such demand or in excess of the demand it is cut for speculative purposes and a market wherever it can be found, and therefore without authority of
law.
To permit i?dividuals or mill companies to devastate the public forests and accumulate material greatly in excess of the needs of the community in which they are
located for _the purpose of controlling a possible future market would be detrhneutal
to t~e be t mterests of the general public and an encouragement to monopoly. All
parties o engaged will be held liable as trespassers. (To John J. Lucas, Unity,
Mont., December 28, 1 6.)
21.- otwith tanding t1:te fact that three years may have elap. ed since the dat or
entry any subsequent action taken by the claimant in virtue of his relation to the
lan~ a al?- ~tryman constit~tes an '' act to effect the object of the conspiracy," for
which h~ 1 liable under ect1on 5440 Revised Statutes. (To Special Timber Agent
R. C. Gl'lffio, M~ntgomery, Ala., January 20, 1887, in cases of collusive entry for the
pnrpoe o
cunni the timber on the land.)
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22.-(a) The boxing of trees for turpen~ine purposes on lands c~vered by homest~ad
entries dpes not constitute such·' cul-t1vat10n" as 1s contemp~a~ed m the s~~o~d section
ot the act of May 20, 18fi2, which h.a~ cl~arly ~n ~iew the ~1~lmg or fert1llzmg of the
soil. Far from being an act of· cult1vat10n w1thm the spurt of the law the process
of boxing has been demonstrated to be one of actual damage to the land as well as to
the trees. (See 4 L. D., p. 1.)
.
. .
.
.
While the bona fide settler under said act is mvested with a right of occupancy, at
the same time t,hat right carries with it su.ch rights of property merely as are necessary to the perfecting of his title. In all ~is. action~ as an entrym'.1'n, th_erefor~, the
improvements of· the land must be the prmc1pal obJect and the usmg of the timber
the incident only.
.
(b) In relation to tbe question raised as to whether or not persons are subJect to
punishment under t,he law for boxing timber for turpentine purposes on homest~ad
entries upon the ground that section 2461, :J;ievised Statutes, forbids only the <:uttn_ig
and removing of timber, attentio:t;1 j s call~d to a decision rendered by Judge Hill, district court, southern district, Mississippi, May 26, 1886, in the case of G. S. Leatherberry (Federal Reporter, vol. -27, No. 8, p. 606), in which it is held that the object a~d
purpose of the statute is to protect the public timber, and that cutting the timber HI
order to extract its gum and sap for one's private use is cutting jt with intent to use
and employ it in a manner other than for the only purpose permitted, to wit, the
navy of th~ .United States. (To the Secretary, January 21, 1887, in case of John F.
Wooten, Florida. See No. 38 below.)
23.-The trespassers being reported insolvent suit ordered for tbe manufactured
value of the lumber with a view to eJ:!forcing judgment against the defendants whenever the opportunity is afforded by theirprob-aole accumulation of property hereafter.
<.T he Attorney-General to the Secretary of the Interior, January 21, 1887, in the case
of .R. D. Byrne and J. McDavid, Florida.)
·
24.-Parties indicted at January term, 1887, district court, eastern d1strict, Louisiana, under act March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., p. 479), for purloining and stealing crude turpentine, the property of the United States. (Report by, Special Timber. Agent R. A.
Vancleave, January 25, 1887 (10295) Ocean Springs, Miss.) .. 25.-Railroa~ companies applying to be per:mitted to avail themselves of the privile~es gr~nted m the act of March 3, 1875, in th.e matter of public timbrr, upon complyrng wit~ the rules and regulations thereunder as contained in circular of August
29, 188~, will be allowed to take the amount of tdmber applied for from such portions
ofpubhc lands specified as at the date of cutting may be vacant, unoccupied, not reservtd, or ~therwise app1·op1·iated. Neither a company nor its agents and parties in the.
employ of such agents as contractors or otherwise are allowed to intrude upon any
set~ler's. cl1:l'im, or to hinder or deter in any manner any settler desiring to locate a.
claim withm the townships and ranges named in the appointment and application.
(To Shellabarger & Wilson, attorneys for the Union Pacific Railway Company, and
Utah and _Northern Railway Company, city, Feb. 4, 18$7. See Nos .. 5 and rn above.)
26.-It is not the policy of this office to favor the proi,ecution of ignorant homes~eaders who ba_ve be_en misled by timber speculators into a misappropriation of the
timber upon their cla1ms; nor to cancel the .entry of a party so offending through ignorance when the facts in evidence go to manifest good faith in the~atter of the
entry .. (To the Secretary, February4, 1887, in the case of James H;enderson and th~
Spaldrng Lumber Company, Michigan).
·
27,-:-No authority of law exists for tile cutting or removing of timber from public
lands i?- ,Alaska. S~o.uld unlawfully procured public timber be. seizec\ and sold under
authoi'1ty of the opm10n of the Attorney-Genera.! of August 20, 1886, the same could
not lawf~lly be exported from Alaska for an.y purpose. (To the Secretary, February
14, 1:887, lil report upon a letter from the governor of Alaska).
28.-Chang~ng the gauge of a railroad from narrow to stan-darcl or broad is simply
a i:econst!uct10n of a road already constructed, and is therefore in the nature of re·pau or nnprovement. Hence no authority of law for taking timber from public
lands_ to ~ffect the change. (To the Secretary, February 14, 1887, reporting upon an
applicat10n made by Shellabarger & Wilson in behalfof the Utah and Northern RailCompany.) Decision concurred in by the Secretary of the Interior, March 3,

f~~-

29.-A party who committed trespass upon unearned }and within granted limits of
the Nprthern Pacific Railroad Company for which he had bargained and expected
toge~ ti~le ~r?m the company hehl to be a mistaken trespasser and permi~~ed t? settle his hab1ht.y by payment of stumpage value of the timber. (To Special Timber
Agent W. E. Henderson, Vancouver, Wash., February 25, 1887, case of L. N. Witters.)
30.-P3'.rtie~ who employ, induce, or furnish the means to others to initiate fraudulent entnes for the purpose of securing possession of the timber on t~e land sboul~
be prosecuted for subornat,ion of perjury under t:lection 5393, Rev1_sed 8tatutes,
a,nd the part.ies so used to make fraudulent entries should be indicted f~r perjury unf
der section 53921 U.e.vise<l Statutes. <To the Secretary, March 41 1887, m t4e c~se 0
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George W. Wright & Co., .Alabama.) In such cases further proceedings against all
the parties implicated should be had under the provisions of section 5479, Revised Statutes. (To Special Timber .Agent Emmet Seibels, Montgomery, .Ala., .April 29, l&:l7.)
. 31.-In respect to the question of to what extent timber may be cut and removed
from unperfeoted homestead entries recommendation submitted that, with a view to
securing an ulttmatum upon the point at issue which shall govern in ali future cases
of a similar nature, the matter be brought to the attention of the .Attorney-General
with the request that he authorize a case involving this issue to be taken to the Supreme Court of the United States for final jurisdiction. (To the Secretary, March 17,
18f"'~in relation to the action of the court, eastern district of .Arkansas, in dismissing
certain cases.) Recommendation concurred in by the Secretary of the Interior, March
21, 1887; and concurrent action taken thereon by the .Attorney-General in instructions to United States .Attorney J. W. House, eastern district of .Arkansas. (See
.Attorney-General to the Secretary of the Interior, March 24, 1887-33375.)
32.-(a) 'rhat there is no grant of lands by the United States to aid in the construction of that portion of the main line of the Northern Pacific Railroad situated
between Portland and Tacoma.
(b) That the finding that certain named lands were so selected as to become the
property of said company as lieu or indemnity lands upon such line was in error.
Recommended that cases involving tl}e above questions be carried on appeal to the
United States Supreme Court.
·
(c) The mere presentation of a list of lands to and the approval of the filing
thereof.by the dist.riot officers is not sufficient to constitute a perfect selection: it
simply places the company's claim of record. The action by the local offic~rs is not
a final but a prirnafacie determination only, being subject to revision by this office.
(d) The pl'inciple laid down•that the right of a railroad company to lands within
its indemnity limits attaches upon selection necessarily imports a selection perfected,
adjudicated, and finally confirmed.
(e) The approval by the district officer5 of the filing of a list of lands-lands
which may not be required in the final adjustment of the grant-does not give the
company any title to the lands, nor la.y the foundation for a claim that the government is powerless to protect the same from trespass and spoliation.
·
(f) The claim made by the company that it is entitled to make indemnity selections in one State or Territory to satisfy its losses in another State does not app~ar
to be tenable; but if so it could not be allowed until it is shown that the ind~~mty
in the State or Territory wherein the loss occurred has been exhausted; and it 1s f?r
this office to ascertain that fact. (To the Secretary, March 19, lcl87, respecting certa,m
suits against the Northern Pacific Railroad Company et al. in the dif:1trict court for
the second judicial district, Washington.)
.
.
33.-(a) Recommendation submitted that civil suits against the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company and the Montana Improvement Company to recover the full value
of all timber products derived from unsurveyed lands within the limits of t1?-e grant
to the Northern Pacific Ra.ilroad Company should be vigorously pressed, and m event
of a decision in lihe lower courts unfavorable to the government that an appeal be
taken in each '1ase to the Supreme Court of the United States.
(b) The title to the unsurveyed lands within the limits of the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company is in the United States, and it is the duty of t,he government to protect such land from trespass and spoliation until title passes to some
other party.
Until the lands are surveyed and the odd-numbered sections marked out and d~:fined there are no odd sections and the company's right does not attach. There lS
nothing to which it can attach. Until the survey shall have been maue it is impossible to say what lands may or may not pass under the grant. If, however, it be admitted that upon the-filing of map of definite location the company's right attached
to such of the unsnrveyed lands as on surYey may be found to be in the odd-numbere_d
sections, it did not thereby acquire such title to said lands that the government is
powerless to protect them from trespass and inJury.
(o) Under the act of 1864 patent is necessary to convey the legal title to the company, and the act of 1 70 make the payment of the cost of surveying, selecting, and
conveying a condition precedent to the issue of patent. Until those costs are paid
the r!l'ilroad company is not in position to ask for patent.
It 1_ clear not only that the legal title remains in the government until patent has
been 1_ ned_ but thatth_e company's equitable title is not complete until it bas f~lly
comp~ed w1 h the la~ rn all respects, including payment of the costs of surv-eymg,
selectrug, and conveymg.
The right which might vest by definite location was not the legal or equitable title
t . ~he land bnt merely t~e right to earn the lands by a full com pliance with the cond1t10~. of the law: th right _to acquir the equitable title which in its turn wa a
c. nd1t1on pr c dent to th right to receive the legal title. The road must be defiw~ ly loca d
fore any legal rights whatever could vest in or be acquired by the
railroad company.
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(d) The Northern Pacific Rail~o~d Company has. no lega~ rig_ht to any land anywhere on the line of road not detimtely located durrng the hfe-t1me of the grant. .
(e) In respect to the charge of neglect or. laches o?- the part of the governm~nt m
the matter of making due surveys of certam lands m_ Montana no trace o! evidence
upon which such charge can be based or any authonty of law under winch laches
can be attributed to the government.
.
Surveys of the public lands in Montan.a Territory _have b~en made m _ac~ordance
with all requirements of-Jaw and as rapidly as consistent with the :rubhc 111.terests
and demands. But even if the government had delayed survey of the particular
lands covered by the decision the neglect or delay of the railroad company for a
period of nine years to fu1fill their obligations and pay the exp~nses of survey previously made would render them liable to the charge of contributory neglect and
justify the government in snspending further surveys during that period of time.
(To the Secretary, March 25, 1887, in connection with a report from the United States
attorney for Idaho relative to suit in equity for timber depredations agairn,t the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company and the Montana Improvement Company.)
34.-Relative to the Department of Just,ice assistfog the Department of the Interior in effectually checking depredations upon public timber:
[Department of Justice to Hou. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, May 7, 1887.]

I have the honor to transmit herewith copy of a report from Special Agent M.
J. Haley dated at Helena, Mont., the 23d ultimo, relative to the action of the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company through its attorney James McNaught in bringfag suit against Edward Bradford, John Doe, and Richard Roe to recover certain tj.es
in northern Idaho over which they bad been appointed as keepers by Agent Haley,
who took possession of t,he ties in October, 1886, under instructions from this office,
having been unlawfully cut upon unsurveyed public lands along the Northern Pacific
Railroad und er the direction of T. L. Greenough, tie 9ontractor for the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company, who with bis employes and certain officers of the said
railroad company w ere indicted for the offense at the last December term of the
United States district comt at Lewiston, Idaho.
The facts relative to the entire proceedings in the matter were fully set forth in
reports transmitted to you with my letter of December 14, 1886, and of March 14, 1887.
In the latter attention w:ts called to tho fact that the parties indicted as above
mentioned had not been arrested, and had r esumed their timber depredations upon
the unsurveyed public lands along the line of the said railroad in Idaho and Montana
Territories.
It now appears that the said railroad company havo yet further boldly violated
the law, and in malign manner have captured and shipped away a portion of the said
tie~ while in custody of the said keepers, terrorizing and overcoming the deputy
Un~ted States marshal, the county sheriff, and securing the appointment of one of
their employes as a deputy sheriff to go along the line of the road and deliver the
ties to the company.
.
.
.
These marauders upon the public timber appear to have been thus emboldened to
further disregard of the law and of the rights of settlers by the recent decisions rendered by the supreme court of Montana iu the cases of the United States against the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
The special agent now reports that the said company "bas never been so willful or
defiant in its timber depredations as it has been in the past month. The officials of
the corc_pany openly boast that the Senate, Congress, and the courts are with them,"
and thell' attorney has" advised officials and employes connected with the tie trains
to go armed and to resist any attempt to arrest them by the United States authorities."
Knowing it to be essential to the protection of the rights of settlers upon the public
lands, and essential to the honest and faithful administration of public land affairs,
that the wholesale devastation of the timber upon the public domain by corporations
and monopolists should be prevented by every necessary and proper method, I have
earnestly labored to that end, and the special agents of this office have performed
heroic and faithful service in this matter.
It is certainly no less the essential duty of the judiciary and the executive officers
of the courts to co-operate in a fearless and determined manner with every lawful endeavor ~o protect the public timber from waste and spoliation by such open and ~a.grant violators of law as are the officers and employes of this powerful corporation
and their allies the Montana Improvement Company,
I respectfullyreco,mmend tbatthereportofAgentHaley herewith be referred to the
Attorney-General for his information, and with the request that he order the JJ?-Ost determined and stringent measures known to the law to be taken a,gainst ~he sa_idh~ret
passers, to the end that they may be summarily and effectually_stopped 111 _their. ig handed violations oflaw 1 and that civil suit be instituted agarnst the said railroad
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company to recover the full value of 13,816 ties turned over to them by Deputy Sheriff
Benson, and the full value of .the ties referred to by Agent Haley as still scattered in
the woods along the line of the road iu northern Idaho and of those at and nea;r White
Pine and Belknap, in Montana, which ~ere shipped by the company.
· 35.-Circular relative to lodge-pole pine:
[To registers and receivers, and special timber agents, May 19, 1887.)

Section 7 of regulations of August 5, 1886, prescribed under the act of June 3,
18i8, to wit, "7. No person will be permitted to fell or remove any growing trees of
any kind whatsoever less than 8 inches in diameter,'' will not bE:l regarded as applicable to black or " lodge pole " pine growing in separate bodies upon mineral land1:1.
Approved to take effect the 1st day of June, 1887.
·
L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secretary.
36.-Parties taking timber from public lands for telegraph poles not in accordance
with the provisions of sections G263. to 5269,·Revised Statutes, are liable to.prosecution
for trespass, and the purchasers of the poles stand civilly liable for the value thereof.
(To S. B. Bevans, special agent, government land office, Prescott, Ariz., June 23,
1887.)
37.-Relative to modifying in the interest of bona fide settlers the stringent rules
and regulations in force for the protection of public timber:
[To A. W. Waters, esq., Burns, Oregon, June 30, 1887.J

I have received your communication of the 10th instant inclosing a petition signed
by a large number of settlers and residents in said State, setting forth that they hav:e
settled in that new country in good faith and are endeavoring to make homes for
themselves and their families; that they have encouraged the erection of a few small
saw-mills for the purpose of obtaining lumber with which to build dwelling house~;
that their means are limited and they can not pay high prices for lumber; that m
case the mill owners ate compelled to pay for the timber they will be forced to advance
the price of lumber, and concluding with a request that this office will maKe such
rules and regulations in the matter as will furnish them relief.
I have given the matters complained of careful consideration, and in reply thereto
call your attention to the following provisions oflaw:
Section 2461, United States Revised Statutes, provides that if any person shall cut
or remove or procure to be cut, or aid or assist or be employed in cutting, or shall remove or cause or procure to be removed, or aid or assist or be employed in removing,
any timber from any lands of the United States," with intent to export or dispose of
same," * * * every such person shall be fined or imprisoned.
The act of June 3, 1878 (iO Stat., 89) applies specifically to public timber in Oregon
and the other States named therein and to Washington Territory, and in section 4
thereof it is provided as follows: "It shall be unlawful to cut or ca.use or procure
to be cut, or wantonly destroy, any timber growing on any lands of the United States
in said States and Territ,Ny, or remove or cause to be removed any timber from said
public lands, with intent to export or dispose of the same."
Both of the laws referred to in plain and explicit terms absolntely prohibit the
cutting or removing of timber from the public lands with the intent to dispose of or
sell same.
Section 2461, United States Revised Statutes, goes still further and prescribes that
timber shall not be procured from the public land with the intent to "use or employ
the same in any manner whatsoever other than for the use of the navy of the United
States." This is bow~ver modified in so far as relates to Oregon and Washington
Territory by the proviso in section 4 of the act of June 3, 1878, which authorizes the
miner or agriculturist to take such timber from his claim as may be necessary to clear
or improve same.
I am unable to find any authority of law under which this office can prescribe
r_nles and r egulations authorizing mill owners or others to procure timber from public lands in Or gon or Washington Territory for the purpose of rnanufacturing same
illto lumber for sale .

. The function of the Commi sioner of the General Land Office are purely executive; he can not alter, amend, or repeal a law, in whole or in part, any more than
he can enact a law; be can not violate the laws himself, nor can he authorize others
to clo o.
I i my_ m? t e_arne t de ii:e to encoura"'e the legiti mate settlement of the pub~c
Ian , b h vmg 1~ t~ be au unportant factor in discouraging and preventing their
unla fol a~propria i?n; an<l: it is no le58 my earne t desire to aicl and assi t bon_a
ft.de set lera in perfectmg their claim and establishing nermanent homes, To thJS
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end no action is ever taken, recommended, or advised by this office _against honest settle~·&
who are living upon their claims in g:ood faith, and who l)rocure tu~b~r from the public
lands sole1y to supply their neces~ities,_ or for the erection of bmldmgs, fences, etc.,
and in other ways improving their claims.
.
. The procurement of public timber in the manner and fo~ t~e purposes above spec1fi._ed
is not deemed by this office as detrimental to the pubhc mterests, and the specrn,l
agents of this office are instructed not to report such cases as trespass, although
such cutting is undoubtedly a technical violation of law. But_ it is hardly probable
that any court would convict a settler of trespass under such circumstances.
Every citizen of the United State~ has however an ~na:lienable right to file i1;1fo~~ation or enter complaint before a Umted States comm1ss1oner, or other proper Judicial
tribunal, against another person for cutting timber from public land in vio~ation of
law, and for this office to prescribe general rules and regulations authorizmg such
violation of law might rightly be considered usurpation of authority.
Tbe statement of the complainants that lumber for dwellings, etc., is an absolute
necessity, and to be able to procure same from saw-mills in their immediate vici uity
would be of great advantage and a saving in c9st, is no doubt true in the main; but
it has been the experience of this office that every attempted modification of the
stringent laws enacted for the protection of the public timber is taken advantage of
by unscrupulous mill men and timber speculators to the great damage of the public at
large.
Under the laws now in force I am unable to offer any other relief to the settlers in
eastern Washington Territory and Oregon than as above outlined in cases of individuals procuring timber for personal necessities.
(See No. 22 (b) above.)

The following embrace a synopsis of judicial rulings and decisions
during year ending June 30, 1887 :
·
1.-( a) A pre-emptor who cuts or authorizes others to cut timber from his claim simply
as a matter of converting the same into money, and not in good faith for the purpose
of improving his claim and preparing it for cultivation, is a trespasser; if others purchase said timber they also are trespassers, an<l. if t,hey purchase knowing the facts
they are willful trespassers. The fact that the United States afterwards patents
said lands to other persons does not relieve those committing the trespass from their
liability for their wrongful act in cutting the timber.
(b) Where it is claimed that the timber was cut from mineral la,nds and for mining
or domestic purposes under the provisions of the act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 88),
the burden of proving the mineral character of the land and that the timuer was
cut for domestic or other fawfui purposes devolves upon the defendant. (See office
ruling No. 11, November 2, 1886.)
·
( c) If a person sells to a railroad company, to be used for construction purposes, the
same as to the gene , al public, without such lumber having been specially prepared
for the use of the road, such purchase would not excuse him from his liauility for
lumber cut on the public domain; and the cutting and preparing of timber by an
authorized agent of a railroad company f9r construction purposes does not excuse his
going beyond the orders and stocking a lumber yard generally from timber cut from
th_e public domain. (Case of W. A. Dodge et az.,.Lewiston, Idaho, Judge Buck, distnct court, December term, l8ti6. See office ruling No. 11, November 2, 18tl6.)
2.-The United l;ltates and the Northern Pacific Railroad Company are not tenants
in common in respect to the unsurveyed lands along the line of said road. The latter
takes from the date of the charter a grant in severalty, to be applied to the subjectmatter upon the fixing of the line of the road and survey of the lands. The' government can not lawfully demand an injunction for trespass on said lands until they are
surveyed and the odd and even sect ions sµecifically designated. (Case of U. S. v.
Northern Pacific Railroad Co., Deer Lodge, Mont., Judge Wade, Supreme Court, January term, 1887. See office decision No. 3d; letter to Secretary March 28, 18137.)
3.-( a) The rules and regulations as· to the cutting of tim her upon the public lands
of t,he United States prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior under laws United
States, Forty-fifth Congress, secon<l.session, chapter 150, will be considered such an act of
t!ie executive department of the United States as the courts will take judicial notice of under Revised Statutes: Montana, division 1, section 625; and it is not necessary to set out, such rules in a complaint seeking to recover for au infringement thereof.
(b). Said law is const itutional, and the ruh·s and regulations of tho Secretary ot the
Interior made thereunder are not unconstitutional as trenching upon the dowam of
the legislative department of the governmen.t.
(c) In the absence of any statutory license in the matter the cutting of tim~er: less
than 8 inches in diameter constitutes a trespass. (Case of United State,, v. Williams
and another, supreme court of Montaua, January 26, 1887, Judge McLear,y.)
4.-The right to cut timber from mineral lands under act Juue 3, 1878 (20 Stat.,. 8 9),
does not give any right 1o persons to go upon coal lands or agricultural lands of the
INT 87-VOL
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United States and cut or carry away the timber therefrom. The authority granted
by said act to cut timber applies exclusively to lands which are strictly mineral in
character and subject to mineral entry only. Th e partieR who cut or remove t,imber
must prove-by a preponderance of eviden<fe that the lands from which same was cut
are more valuable for the mineral than for . any other purpose. (United States v.
Milo J. Legg et al., Miles City, Mont., Judge Bach, district court, April term, 1887.)
5.-The grant of certain odd sections of t-h e public land to the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company by the act of July 2, 1864 (13 St,at., 365), does not give the corporation any such present right to or interest in any one of such sections as authorizes it to waste the same by disposing of the timber thereon before it is earned by
the construction of the section of the road adjacent and opposite thereto. (Case of
U. S. v. Ordway, Weidler & Co., U. S. circuit court, district of Oregon, Judgf) Deau.y,
March, 7, 1887.)
6.-.At the Sep ember term, 1886, of United States district court, Boise City, Idaho,
Judge Broderick presiding, fom Chinamen (Wing Ling, Ah Sin, et al.) were convicted
of timber trespass on the public mineral lands for failing to utilize all of each tree
cut that could profitably be used, and to take precautions to guard against the spread
of forest fires as required by department regulations under the act of June 3, 1878.
( Circular, August 5, 1886, section 8.)
.
[A full copy of the judge's instructions in this case has not as yet been received at
this office. J
ENTRY PAPERS-FILES OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

Papers pertaining to entries and forming the basis thereof belong to the permanent files of the General
Land Office, and may not be returned to the parties filing the same.
fTo register and receiver, 01.vmpia, Wash.,.Tune 16, 1886.*]

I am in receipt of your letters (7) of 1st instant inclosing petitions of the Puget
Mill Company per their agent in reference to soldiers' additional homestead entnes
finals 561, 570, 871, 560, 577, 580, and 575, canceled or held for cancellation for illegality, and for the lands of which said company have made cash entries under tl_J.e
act of June 15, 1680. The petitions represent that said company own the laud s 10
question as assignee of the entryman, that· they have been compelled to secure their
title from the government by cash entries under the act of June 15, 1880, and at:1k that
the papers upon which said additional homestead entries are based be returned to you
for delivery to said company, and in reply have to state that all papers pertaining ~o
said entries and forming the basis thereof are portions of the permanent files of this
office and cannot be returned in the manner petitioned for.
.
If said papers are necessary as evidence in an:,- action in the local courts they will
be forwarded to your care, and you will respond to such legal subpama duces tecum as
may be served upon you as regarding the same.
ALABAMA COAL LANDS-CASH ENTRIES UNDER ACT JUNE

15, 1880.

fTo register and receiver, Montgomery, Ala., December 27, 1886. l

I have this day considered the case of the United States v. James K. Jacks, involving
the latter's cash entry No. 16,551, upon the S. t N.W. ¾of Sec. 22, T. 16. S., R. 3 W., in
the Montgomery land district, Alabama.
It appears from tbe records of this office that Jacks made homestead ~ntr;v No. 4,230
of the land involved on the 14th September, 1871, and that said entcy was canceled
for abandonment on the 18th September, 1879, the claimant having failed to make
his final pr~or within the statutory period.
On the 26th November, 1880, he made cash entry No.16,551, under the second section of_ the act of the 15th June, 1880.
.
.
Special Agent F. D. Hobbs, in a report dated the J st February, 1883, advised this
office that he found upon investigation that Jacks lived on the land three or four years
after making his homestead entry, and then sold his improvements to a widow by the
name of McDaniels and moved off the land, leaving her in possession of the place;
that subsequently, at the solicitatiou of one John T. Milner, a large operator in coal,
Jacks mad_ cash entry of the land anu. on the 30th November, 1880, conveyed the
same to Milner by warranty deed for a valuable consideration.
A hearing w~s _ord red by ~ffice letter C, dated 10th February, 1883, for the purpose of a ertammg th e facts 111 regard to alleged fraud in the entry.
_n the 3d and 4th of l\.fay, l t:>83, a hearing in said ca e was held at your office, at
wl11ch appeared Agent Hobbs to represent the government and the claimant in person and by att rn y.
_It appear from he t timo1~y that Jacks moved onto the land shortly after making
his b m . t acl ntrv aucl rem med there ~uHl cultivat 11 a portion of it for three or
four Y ar · tha he th<'n ·old his improvements to Mrs. McDaniel , who paid him
·Thi d ci ion was affirmed by Acting Secretary Hawkimj, November 29, 1886.
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therefor $160 and agreed to pay him $40 more_; that Jacks immedia~ely gave her the ·
possession of the land, the understandrng bemg that he was to g1ve_her a d_e ed for .,
the tract and exercise no fnrther control.over the same; that she has smc_e resided on.
the land and made it her home; that John T. Milper who w3:s contempl'.'1'tmg the construction of a railroad to that vicinity and wa,s engaged m pur~hasmg co~ lands .
along the proposed route, having learned of Jack's homestead entry, rnformed him that,
he could purchase the land under the second section of the act of the 15th of J u~er
1880, and that it wa:, worth more tbau be would have to pay the government for it,
at the same time offering or agreeing to let him have ~he necessary money to make
the purchase and defray all his expenses connected with the entry; that Jacks accepted the money and made the cash entry, and within a week thereafter convered
the land to Milner; that Mrs. McDaniels who was residing upon the land at the time
was not cornrnlted in regard to t,h e entry or sale to ~Iilner; and that the latter after
the trade with Jacks had been consummated obtained a quitclaim deed from Mrs.
McDaniels.
It also appears that the land contains coal and has some value on that account, and
that it bad been prospected for coal by the employes of Milner.
I have carefully considered the testimony submitted and am of opinion tha,~ Jacks
had no right to make the cash entry, and that the said entry was fraudulent m that
it was made for speculative purposes.
Milner was contemplating according to his own statement the construction of a
railroad to a point near the land in question and was engaged in purchasing co~llands along t4e route, and haviug learned of Jacks's bomest':'ad entry he went to him
and ad vised him of his right to purchase the tract under the act of 15th June, 18ti0,
telling him at the same time that he could sell it for more than it would cost him to
make the purchase from the government and offering to lend him the money necessary for that purpose.
.
Upon Jacks agreeing to make t,he purchase t.he money was advanced without any
security whatever, although Jacks was exceedingly poor and w.i thout any stipulation for repayment.
Tbe entry was accordingly made, and a few days thereafter J:1cks deeded the land
to Milner. Milner admits in his testimony that he expected to buy the land of Jacks
and Jacks admits in his testimony that he expected to sell to Milner, and yet each
declares there was no agreement to that effect. I aru firmly of the opinion that
~hough criminating language may not have passed between the parties, yet there existed a tacit uuderst,anding that Milner was to get the land.
It iA clear tha~ the entry "'.as made at the instance and for the benefit of :~Hlner~
Jacks merely berng used by h1m to make the purchase. The fact that the parties sedu]o_usly avoided an explicit agreement in words as to the transfer of t,b is land as they
claun to b,ave done does not destroy the force of the tacit understanding that evidently
existed between them.
The facts stated clearly show that whether Jacks' homestead entry was initiated in
good faith or_ not he could not have perfected the entry as a homestead, having failed
t<? comply with the law and having sold all his interest in the land when, after the
discovery of coal on the land ::Ind at the instance of Milner, he attempted -to secure
legal title to the .tract with Milner's money and for Miluer's benefit.
!'he act ~f the 3d March, 1883, after providing for future disposition of the lands
without regard. to their mineral character, further provides that any bona fide entry
un?er the pr~v1sions of the homestead law theretofore made may be perfected, &c.
Without co~s1dering t'!ie que_stion that the case at bar is a cash entry it is clearly apparent that 1t was the mtent10n and effect of said act to exclude all homestead entries
which were not made in good faith and all the provisions of the homestead law honestly complied with.
Further, this land was known to be coal-'rand in the summer of 1880 prior to date of
cash entry and was reported as such to this office in February, 1883, at which time the
act of the 10th May, 1872, was in force, and the homestead entry was therefore not
"properly &ubject" to commutation.
It was not the intent of either the act of the 15th June, 1880, or of the act of the 3d
Marchi 1883, o~ the ~wo acts in conjunction, to afford a means by which the government
~nd thud parties m1ght be defrauded by dishonest entrymen. Jacks' cash entry be~
mg fraudulent and illegal in its inception and speculative in character is therefore
held for cancellation.
COE & CARTER.

.

Unoffered lands not subject to cash purchase under first section act .June 15, 1880.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, January 3, 1887.]

I have the honor to t,ransmit herewith papers rcJa,tive to cash entry No. 391, by
Isaac Coe and Levi Carter, made on the 11th of Sept,ember, 1884, for the SE.¾ NE. i,
SE. i, and SE.! SW. t of Sec. 1, NE. t NW. t, SW. t, ancl SE. t of Sec. 27, S. t SE. i Sec.
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28, SE.¼ and SW. t of Sec. 29, E. ½of SE. 1- of Sec. 30, NE. t of SE . t of Sec. 31, NE.¾,
NW.t SW.t, andSE.tof Sec. 32, NE.t, WW.¼, SWtand SE.tof Sec. 32, NE.t, NW.¼,
SW. t and SE. t of Sec. 34, NE.¼ NW.¾, SW. t and SE. t of Sec. 35, in T. 16 N. of R.
80 W., a:o.d the NE.t, NW.t, SW,¼ and SE.¼ of Sec. 1, NE.¾, NW.¾, SW.t and SE.¼
of Sec. 3, NE.t, NW.t, SW.t and SE.tofSec. 4, in T. 17N. ofR. 80 W., in the Cheyenne, Wynmiug, lan<l district.
·
0:1 the 8th of February, 1884, Coe & Carter applied to -purchase the land described
and based their application upon the :first section of the act of the 15th of ,June, 1880,
which upon certain conditions permits t.respassers upon the public lands to condone
their trm1pass by payment of the government price therefor.
·
By office letter'' P" of the 12th of August, 1884, the local officers at Cheyenne, Wyo.,
were advised that '' Coe & Carter's application to purchase is therefore allowed."
'fhe sale was made. on the 11th of September, 1884. The entry was approved for
patent on the 15th of December, 18R4, and patented on the 30th of January, 1885.
At the date of Coe & Carter's application to purcha,se i,aid lauds under the act menti01~ed they were unoffered vacant public land suhject ouly to entry under the ~everal settlement laws. The provision of said act that "when any la nds of the Umted
States shall have been entered and the goverument price paid therefor in full," etc.,
was intended to apply only to lands whfoh were subject to such entry under existing laws, and it was not intended to provide a new kind of cash entry for the e~press benefit of the criminal class and of which the general public could not avail
itself.
Consequently, I am of the opinion said Coe & Carter should not have been allowed
to purchase the land described.
A review of the papers transmitted will clearly show that the case is no~ one which
falls within the provisions of the act of the 15th of June 1 lti80.
The case at bar is clearly one in which grossest trespass was committed and to
which the act of the 15th of June, 1880, can not reasonably be made to apply. The
legality or illegality of said entry is a question of law to be rnle<l. upon by the court
upon a presentat.ion of all the facts in the cas1°.; bnt there is also a question as to
t,he mineral or non-mineral character of the lands involved referred to in office letters of OCltober 18 and Nov.ember 4, 18rlf5, which is a question of fact to be decided
upon the evidence which Special Agent H. R. Fry has been directed to procure and
furnish to the United States district attorney.
Should the evidence furnishl:'d by the apec ial agent establish the fact that the
lands or any portion of the lands entered by Coe & Carter un<ler the act of ,June 15,
1880, are minera,l in character (which is clearly indicated by the United St:1tes surveyor's :field-notes wherein he states, "the soil is generally unfit for agricultural
purposes and ver.v good indication s of gold and silver are everywhere apparen_t"),
such eutry of said l ands was unquestionably illegal, as section 4 of said act provides
"this act shall not apply to any of the mineral lands of the U11ited States."
For the above reasuni:; I am of the opinion that cash entry No. 391, Cheyenne,
Wyoming, land district, made by Coe & Carter 11th September, 1884, was illegal, and
therefore respectfully recommend that the honorable Attorney-General be req•1ested
to direct the United States attorney for Wyoming to institute suit to set aside the
pateet which wa~ issued on the 30th Jannary, 181:35.
1
The following papers are transmitted, viz:
Letter from the register of the land office at Cheyenne, W.vo., dated April 19,
18!:,4, transmitting application of Isaac Coe and Levi Carter, copartuers ~-s Coe &
Carter to pn.rcbase certain lauds in Wyoming 'ferritor.v under the first Rect10n of the
act of Juue 1;:;, lt!S0 (said application is attached to and forms part of the cash-entry
papers hereaft<'r referred to) an<l. argument of S. W. Downey, their attorney, ju
support of th<'ir application. '
Letter _from D. K. • ickles & Co., their attorneys, elated Washington, D. C., June 24,
1884?,askrng that :arly action he taken npon said application .
.
Office lett~r of July 11, 18~4, to D. K. Sickles & Co., requesting cerbam supplemental pr?of as to tirnbn tr\!spass on the lands involved.
L~ttn from. D. K. , ickles & Co. <latod Washington, D. C., July 31, 1884, and a.didav1ts tran nutted therewith.
Offic~ ~etter of An gust 12, 1884, to the registn of the land office at Cheyenne, Wyo.,
aut~orizrng the entry of tbe lau1l1, Bpecified therein by Coe & Carter under the first
section of th act of June 15, 18 0.
:r.,etter from ~he -<\!'ting Attorney-General dated October 11, 1884, and letter transmitted therewith from the United States attorney for Wyomiu,,. dated Ch~yenne,
Wyo., (?ctoh r H, 1884, asking if the pnrch: se of s~ti<l lands h;'Coe & Carter was
~ade w1th the understanding with the Uommis ioner of the General Land Office that
it h~ul<l · ettle a ca: then pending against them for timber tre pa son said lands.
Thi Jett r wa. an wered by the department October 13 1884 denying that there
was any auch understanding.
'
'
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I also transmit . herewith . copy of the receiver's duplicate receipt dated Cheyenne?
Wyo., September 11, 1884, and application of Coe & Carter and papers attached
thereto relating to cash entry No. 391 (act of June 15, 1880), Cheyenne, Vjyo.; and
Letter f;-om the honorable Attorney-General dated November 24, 1886, and letter
transmitted therewith from Hon. A. C. Campbell, United States attorney for Wyoming, dated Cheyenne, Wyo., November 16, _1884, in whi~h he states that he does not
believe that the act of .June 15, 1880, authorized a sale of the lands trespassed on t_o
Coe & Carter, but held that the patent issued to them is a nullity, and that a smt
should be instituted by the government to set aside the pat'3nt.
. .
The opinion of the United States attorney for Wyoming as above expressed 1s m
exact accord with the views of this office as stated in letter to the department dated
October 18, 1886, in which it was held that the act of June 15, 1880, does not provide
that such lands sha'll be lial1le to private cash entry. (See pages 14 and 15 of my
letter "P" of 18th October, 1886, to the honorable Secretary.)
As action by this office in several cases of the same character is dependent upon.
the judicial decision upon the question of law as to the illegality of such entries 1
rnspectfully request that the United States attorney for Wyoming be instructed to
take the proper steps to secure such decision at the earliest d:1y practicable ancl to
advise this office in-full thereof.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, October 3, 1887.J

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt by reference from the department
for report thereon of a communication from Mr. Samuel B. Berry datAd Washington,
D. C., September 9, 1887, inclosing a petition by A. C. Dake et al., of Colorado, for
the modification of certain rules and regulations pr,·scribed by this office aind approved by the department under date of August 5, 1886, relating to the rights of
citizens of the United States and bona fide residents of certain States and Territores
to procure timber from mineral lands for building, agricultural, mining, and other
domestic purposes, under the act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 88); also a printed brief
presented by Mr. Berry on behalf of said petitioners and certain exhibits in the shape
of photographs and samples of wood and charcoal.
'l'be petition contains three requests in effect, :ts follows:
(1) That the rules and regulations of August 5, 1886, be so amended as to permit
the removal from public land of dead timber.
(2) That "pifion pine" be excepted in section 6 of the regulations and placed on
the footing of dead timber.
(3) That the rules and regulations be modified so as to permit the cntting of timber from public lands other than those known to be of a strictly mineral character.
In st'i.pport of said petition Mr. Berry in his brief calls attention to the magnitude
of the charcoal industry in the State of Colorado, in connection wi t,h which 3,500
J:)ersons are stated to be directly engaged, 3,000 of whom are actual laborers earning
from $3 to $15 per day.
He then proceeds to set forth the great injury it will be to said laborers, and the
capitalists engaged in the manufacture of charcoal, operating smelting furnaces and
in miniug, and more especially to those smelters who use a particular kind of furnace
known as the "water jacket," if the prayers of the petition are not granted. •
He refers to the very liberal ruling of a former Secretary of this department and
conten<ls that it is not just to change the same, and in so doing destroy the industry
that such rulings were instrumental in creating.
.
Relative to dead timber he states that it is estimated that there is sufficient burned
and dead timber now in Colorado to supply the charcoal kilns in said State for fifty
yea~s, and suggests that, in order to proYide against the possibility of charcoal men
settmg fire to the forests for the purpose of deadening more trees with a view to using
t~em for char?oal, t hat if the prayer is granted the department provide that no
timber burned m the next twenty-five years shall be used for any purpose .
. He also claims that the burnt timber districts are at an elevation too high for agn~ultural lands, but that when the timber is removed a wild grass will succeed,
smtallle for grazing. In this connection he makes the admission that -"these lands
are not known to be strictly mineral lands. There is probably no mineral in paying
9.uamities there, and the fact that no industry save that of charcoal industry exists
1s proof conclusive that none other can thrive."
With regard to the "pifion'' or nut pine tree he claiPJS it is utterly worthless for any
P:Urpose except the manufacture of charcoal, and that it grows on the sides of mountams among Tocks of granite at a very high elevation, where the land is not susceptible of cultivation after the tTees are removed.
I am also in receipt by reference from tbe department of a letter from Mr. Herry
under date of September ~O, 1887, forwarding an affiuavit by Governor J. B. Grant,
of Colorado, in support of the ground taken in Mr. Berry's brief.
Preliminary to submitting a report on this matter I deem it proper tf
~dur
0 ora. o,
attenLion to the fact that the records of tllis offic';} show that A. C. Dake, 0
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the principal petitioner in the case, bas cut or caused to be cut from non-mineral
publi.c lands certain pine and spruce trees equivalent to thirty-nine thousand (39,000)
cords of wood, for which criminal and civil suits are now pending against him as
recommended by this office June 14, 1887. The petition is doubtless submitted to
-obtain a favorable ruling upon the points presented, with the ulterior object in view
of disposing of these pending proceediog against A. C. Dake.
It is clear, however, that the case h:wing reached the court the same should pro-cee<l. to adjudication upon the proved merits without intervention through this dep artment upon the poi nts at issue.
In reference to the requests 1m1de I have to state that I do not agree with the
suggestions in favor of the modifications of circular of August 5, 1886. Its provisions
are neither in contravention of the intent and purpose of the act of June 3, 1878, nor
antagonistic to the iuterest of settlers or mi:p.ing or agricultural industries in the
States and Territories t o which it applies.
As heretofore la.id before the department in my letter of June 5, 1886, "the act
itself is injudicious and entirely too broad, and its repeal or modification has been
recommended by you for the reasons that its provisions ignore the importance of the
preservation of the .timber and invite in a measure great waste and greedy spec~lation by individuals and corporations. It is impolitic and unjust in not preservrng
the' t1mber for the use of future settlers and inhabitant.s, and in permitting it to be
taken in large quantj.ities withou t, consideration or proper restrict ,ons. It, however,
is still t he law, and·so long as it r emains on the statute book it should be enforced."
The proposed amendments to rule 6 permit the r emoval from public land of_ dead
timber, and that pinon pine be excepted in said section and placed on the footmg of
dead timber.
No consideration can be accorded to proposals of such a nature, inasmuch as standing timber upon public non-mineral lands, whether burned and scorched or g~een ~nd
growing timber, is a part of the realty, and there is no authority of law for d1sposmg
of the same separately from the land.
.
The proposed modification of rule 2 permits the cutting of timber on certam_ lands
-other than those known to be of a strictly mineral character, whereas the act is ~articularly explicit in limiting the cutting of timber on "public lands, said lands bemg
mineral and not subject to entry under existing laws of the United States except
for mineral entry."
Yet it is proposo<l to permit the cutting of timber from "lands other than those
known to be of strictly mineral character." This as heretofore held in my said letter
would "be an attempt to make a law instead of providing for the enforcement of
one already enacted. The proposed amendment is unauthorized by law auu contrary
to good policy."
Moreover, section 2461, U. S. Revised Statutes, prescribes that timber sh,111 ~ot be
procured from the public land with the intent to '' use or einpt~y the same,, m 8!ny
manner whatsoever other than for the use of the navy of the Umted State~, wh1?ll
has been modified in respect to mineral lands by said act of June :3, 187d; uuG said
act as above stated is particularly explicit in limiting the cutting of timber thereunder to lauds which are mineral'' and not subject to entry under existing laws oC
th8 United States except for mineral entry."
And further, not only are the privileges granted in said act confined to such lands,
but in all cases in which parties take advantage of the provisions of same tht\V must
stand prepared to establish the mineral character of the tracts depredated upon,
~he burden of proof in this respect resting upon them. (See decision of Judge Buck
m case of W. A. Dodge et al., Lewiston, Ida.ho, district court, December term, ~t;86.)
lu respect to the propriety of permitting the taking of public timber from mmeral
~an~s to be used as charcoal for smelting operations I am of the opinion that sm~ltmg 1s not one of the purposes for which public timber can be cut within the meanmg
o! the act of_ June 3, 1878, inasmuch as it is not an adjunct to actual mining operations, standrng really in no closer relations thereto than that existing between the
operations of ~ ~ist-mill and the industry of agriculture. It forms a distinct industry from mmrng, inimical thereto in its interests in some localities, as shown by
the records of this office.
From the r~cords it appears that ordinarily the wood for charcoal is necessarily
~aken from mmeral l~nds in close proximity to active mining operationsf· and the
1mmen e amount of timber necessary in such operations, where every foot o advance
1~~o . thee· rth mu _t be protected br heavy timbers, renders the preservation of public tunber of va _t 11np~rtc1,nce to mmers, who universally recognize the fact that the
n. e of charcoal l.i detrimental to the mini no- interests. The miners allege that the
c~a~coal buro~rs ta~e everythin~, large and ~mall, and by so doing materially retard
m. mug operation~, . rnco, except JU operations of the laro-est scale in already developed
min,: , t_he u ~f t1rnb_er for m~ni_ng purpo es is ne~s~arily slow, while for charcoal
th rapidity of its u 1s only l1m1t d for the size of the kilns and the number of men
emplo d, who bav only to fell and cut up the trees.
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There appears in fact to be an open issue on this point between the mining and
the smeltin g interests; the smelters maintaining that they ~m~t ha,ve charc~al or
rai:,a the prica of smelting; the miners objecting to ·the unlimited consumpt10n of
public timber by the burners-but being in a sense at the mercy of the smelte!s,
who represent a skilled industry, they are not p repared to stand the threat.ened rise
in the price of smelting.
. .
.. .
Not only does it appear tlrnt smelting is a distinct indw:,try from mmmg, but it 1s
further shown tbat the smelters are not themselves directly engaged in charcoal
burning, but purchase the charcoal from those who make n. business of burning itthe same bP.ing placed upon the market as an article of traffic.
It is shown, moreover, by an official report from Colorado, that the use of charcoal
is not absolutely essential in smeltin,!! ores, 1, at is only ,:iombined with coke as a means
of smelting more rapidly with the same fixed expense; and official statements received in respect to Montana, Idaho, and eastern Washington Territory affirm that
it is only a question of a short time before wood and charcoal for smelting :purposes
.
will give way entirely to coke and coal.
Another report from Colorado states that "observations based on considerable
travel through the State, and investi rrations of timber trespasses in different sections
of Colorado, point to the fact that th~ greatest damage done to the timber interests
of the State is done bv the charcoal burners. Wherever one of these industries
has had a location the "mountain sides are bare as if shorn by machinery, and the
~barcoa~ kiln_a~sorbs alike the large and the small timber. Oste_nsibly de_a d timber
1s used rn this mdustry, but a convenient fire first deadens the timber and then the
charcoal buTner follows."
Not only is the devastation of timber by these burners in t~e vicinity of mines
reported as wholesale, but .as shown above there is a general disregard for the provisions of law in' respect to the class of lands, and also the size of the trees-immature
trees which have not attained to the prescribed size of 8 inches in diameter being the
most desirable for charcoal purposes. Not a siick of even pin.on pine is now to be
found in some localities where mines have been but recently developed. This pin.on
' pine, while represented to be worthless for building purposes, is stated to be the best
fuel found i.n the mountain d istricts. And the added fact that it represents almost
the only timber supply in many such districts renders it of importance that adequate
mea~ures should be adopted looking to the pn~servation of a due proportion of it in
t he mterest of the future settler, and with a view t o averting the detrimental results
of sudden and unchecked laying bare of mountain sides.
The above based upon officially reported facts appears to suffici ently answer the
principal points enlarged upon in Mr. Berry's brief and the communication from Governor Grant.
In _respect to the plea made in behalf of the large class .now engaged in the charcoal mddstry both as laborers and capitalists, claiming that to enforce the existing
rules and regulations in question would work a hardship to the same, more especially
to those smelters who use a particular kind of furnace known as the'' water jacket,''
I have the honor. to direct attfmtion to the fact that the law was not enacted for the
purpose of furnishing employment to parties engaged in the production of charcoal,
or any other one species of labor, but to enable settlers to procure timber to supply
domestic necessities. Nor is it the duty of the government to protect or encourage
any particular industry, or as in this instance prayed a patent of a peculiar kind,
but to protect the interests of the public at large. Regulations are not enacted for
the benefit of present operators, or for any limited space as proposed of twenty-five
years, but the same are for all time and the public in general, with a view to securing the interests of the government, of the settlers, and the public at large, which
are paramount to the business interests of any one industry growing out of traffic in
public timber.
The rapid disappearance of all vestige of trees throughout the mining districts evidences th.at proper provisions for the interests in the near future of settlers throughout
those reg10ns demands that existing r egulations in the matter shall be rigidly enforced,
and ~ha~ yet further r egulations shall be enacted prescribing a, more economic use or
pubhc timber than has heretofore been insisted upon.
Hence, in view of the very cogent reasons that as shown above therA is no authority
of law under which timber can be taken from public lands for smelting purposes, and
that s~ch use of p~ b_lic timber is <lirectly detrimental to those interests in whose )Je~alr
ther~ 1s such _prov1s10n made by law, it is evident that the further use of public tim
ber f!>r smeltrng pu~poses should be prohibited.
.
It_1s also equally. important that the practice of putting public timber on tl1e market m the shape ?f charcoal should be likewise prohibited.
.
.
1 return herew 1th the referred papers and exhibits, with the exception of the dupli cate of the petition an<l brief, which is retained upon the files of this office.
(Th,~ foregoing was concurred in by the Secretary, October 11, 1887. )

•
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[Tl.l .Arthur Grabowskie, special timber agent, Denver, Colo., October 13, 1887.j

In reply to the inquiries made in your letter of August 25, 1887, you arc allvie~u as
follows:
(1) No objection will be made to a saw-mill owner establishing a yard at some distant. point in the same general district in which his mill is located, and disposing of
the products therefrom within the State or Territory where procured, to individuals
for personal use for the purposes specified in the act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 88),
provided the timber is taken from strictly mineral lands) and all of the rules and
regulations prescribed by circular of August 5, 1886, are complied with. Such disposal must, however, be absolutely confined to individuals for personal use.
Milling parties can not be permitted to sell such timber or lumber to lumber dealers
or the general trade for general distribution and sale ; since in the first place the
nature of such transact.ions would necessarily tend to introduce an element of speculation in the matter of profits to be derived by the parties standing in the position
of "middlemen;" and in the second place the law holtls the party who procured
the timber responsible for its proper distribution. But should it be sold i.n the general market it would become a merchantable commodity, passing from band to hand
without restriction or limitation, resulting in the party who was authorized to procure it losing all control over it, and in its eventually losing its identity as timber
taken from mineral land. It could then be readily applied to some purpose other than
that originally contemplated, without the knowledge of the one who procured it, or
power on bis part to prevent it.
.
(2) Parties erecting buildings are authorized by law to procure timber from public
mineral lands for such purpose; and I am of opinion that the contractors who erect
the buildings act as the agents of the owners, and as such can procure the necessary
timber.
Contractors can not, however, be permitted to secure large quantities of timber or
lumber in excess of the demand for same, and speculate therein.
.
.
In purchasing they must in every instance have need.. of the same for specified bmldings, and purchase as agents direct of tbe parties for whom they are building. .
(3) In reply to your further inquiry as to whether the receipt to be taken from
purchasers needs a notarial seal, you are advised that the terms of circular of August
5, 1886, merely require the same to be in the form of an affidavit certified to by some
officer empowered to administer oaths.
UNLAWFUL INCLOSURE-INJUNCTION-OPINION OF JUSTICE MILLER.
THE UNITED STATES V. THE BRIGHTON RANCHE COMPANY AND VIRGIL ALLYN .

In the circuit court of the United States, district of Nebraska.
Mr. Justice MILLER:
I am of opinion that the United States is entitled to its injunction mandatory as to
so much of the fence complained of as exists and prohibitory as to lmilding any
fnture fences so far as ei.t,ber of them comes within the bottomry principles.
(1) There exists no right in the defendants to build any fence on the land of the
United States.
(2) All lamli:, arn for this purpose lands of the United States so long as the legal title
remains in tlrn United States.
(3) It is the right of the United States and its duty to protect all such land from
this misuse in cases ·where 1hcre have been any kind of entries, whether of pre-emption, homestead, or private entry, though the purchase-money be paid, so long as t he
legal title remah1S in the United Statei;. In thes cases it bolds the title in trust, and
can rnaintaiu this 1J1H to 1·emove tho fence or prevent. its erection.
A decree should be entered ba ed on these principles.
PRIVILEGED COl\1:i\lUNICATIONS,

R ports of special airenb1 are r gardcd as privileged an<l confidential and are not subject to inspection
by parties interested or tho public in advance of hearings ordered thereon.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, :May 18, 1886.]

I_am rn r ceipt by d partmental r ference for report of a letter from Hon. J. Laird,
Umt d tate I~oll of I epresen1ativeR, dated 26th ultimo, asking ou to cause a
copy_ of th pe ·1al agent's r port. in certain Santa Fe, K. Mex., enlrie to be sent to
W1_lham II. le Broom, and if tbi i not done that copies may be furnished biru (Mr.
Laird)a aR pr· ntat1veinCongre sandano:fficerofth goverumeut.
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I have the honor to state that reports of special agents are regarded as p1·ivileged and
confidential, and as not properly subj ect ~o in:<ipec_tion by inte.rested parties or the public. When such r er1orts become the bas1-, of action the official leliters and orders ~mbracino· such action ' are open to inspectio.n, but t,he primar.lJ information upon which
the go~ernment relies jg not communicated in au.vane~ of ac_tiou, nor are the so_urces
of its inJormation disdosed in advance of the product10n of 1 ts witnesses at a trial or
hearing.
The reasons for this are too obvious for comment. It would doubtle!ls be of advantage to parties charged with the making or procurement of fraudulent entries ~o
be informed of the precise n ature of the evidence in possession of the governwen t m
advance of action taken and to be advised of the names of witnesses. If snch information could be given in r espect to complaints under consideration by grauc.l j nries
in criminal cases, it is not probable that indictments would be found, nor if founu that
the government would be able to produce its witnesses in many cai-es at d·ay of trial.
The government is bound to protect its witnesses against the liability of being tampered with or intimidated before its case is in court.
No good purpose whatever could be served by granting such requests as that preferred by Mr. Lafrd. Full opportunity is in all cases given to entryrnen to maintain
their right,s, and abundant time is allowed parties aud attorneys to examine any
charges they may be called upon to answ er and to fully prepare themselves to make
such answer. No action is taken preliminary to hearing or ot.Lier proceeding founded
upon special agent's report without giving notice of the nature anll sul.Jstauce of the
charges that are to be met; and the proceeding is confined to the prec1::,e chargPs so
specifically set out. The charges are subject to examination as soon as formulated in
this manne!, but the evidence to sustaiu them is not disclosed in ad Yance, and could
not be without manifest impropriety and an entire disrega,rd of the public interests.
Mr. McBroom is not a party to the record in these cases. The information requested
would be refused to parties to the record and to their attorneys. (See circular of
January 11, 1886, amendatory of Rules of Practice, copy iuclosed.) It could not be
presumed that a stranger to the record should have privileges to which parties themselves are not entitled.
In reference to the request of Mr. Laird that he may be furnished with the copies
mentioned'' as a representative in Congress" and as '' an officer of the governrneut,' 1
I respectfully suggest that no legislative or official need for the use of such copits is
stated or implied. On the contrary it is substantially shown that Mr. Laird desires
the copies in behalf of Mr. McBroom. If Mr. McBroom is not entitled to ha,·e them
directly he is not entitled to have them through Mr. Laird. If Congress or either
h_ouse thereof should by resolution call for the production of such papns for legisla~1ve purposes, it would then become a question for executive consideration whether
1t would be compatible with the public interest to furnish them. But no such call is
~ade. _Th8 present reque8t is a personal one. There is no g(/od cause for grl;linting
1t, and 1t could not be granted in this instance without giving the same privilege to
any and every person in all other cases.
'.J'here ha~ been no grant or patent for the lands touching the character of the entries of winch the reports referred to by Mr. Laird have been made, and accordingly
the p_rovisions of section 460, Revised Statutes, are not applicable to copies of papers
relatmg to such lands.
·
It can l!ot, I think, be regarded a prop~r interpretation of the intention of section
461 t!iat i t contemplates the surrender by the government of privileged and c~mfidential co11;1m~nications, or requires the government to disclose to opposite parties in
a~lvance o~ trrnl, the evidence upon which it depends to maintain a civil action, or
g1 ves pa1'1 ms affected thereby a right to the possession of the information upon which
the g~wemme111, may find it necessary to act in the institution of criminal proceedings
growrng ont of a violation of the public-laud laws.
Mr. Laird's lt·tter is herewith returned.
INJUNCTIONS AGAINST REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS.

Se;veral _in~;tances have occurred of attempts to enjc,in registers and
receivers m the performance of tliefr official duties, but the injunctions
have invariably been refused or dismissed. The following is a,n instance shown by the correspondence of this office:
f Acting Commissioner S. M. Stockslager to Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, September 6, 188!.i.J

. ~be inclosed are copies of original papers tbat have reached this o~ce,_fro_m. whi?h
1t 1s learned that a writ has issued from the district court of the third Judicial district of IdahC\ Territory against John Montgomery, receiver, and F. W . Beane, reg-
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ister, of the local land office at Oxford, Idaho, commanding them as such officers, respectively, that ''they desist and refrain from any future proceedings in bearing or
iu any manner entertaining the complaint of one Emil Meyel'S, and from rendering
any judgment whatever upon the matters in said case, continued until the 12th day
of October, 1886, and until the further order of said court therein, and that they
show cause at that time why tbq should not be absolutely restrained and prohibited
from an,v further proceeding," etc.
Inasmucll as this court transcended its jurisdiction in attempting to restrain said
United States officers in the discharge of their duties involving the exercise of their
judgment and discretion (see Gaines v. Thompson, 7 Wallace, 347; Litchfield v.
Register and Receiver, 9 Wallace, p. 575), I respectfully recommend that you reqnest the honorable Attorney-General to iustruct the Uuited States district attorney
for said district (by telegraph) to appear without delay before said court issuing
said writ and have the same dissolved, and that pending said action this office be instructed to notify said r egister and receiver to disregard said writ.
tJames H. Hawley, United States Attorney, to Hon. A.H. Garland, Attorney-General, Challis, Idaho,
October 11, 1886.]

In accordance with directions received by mb from the Acting Attorney-Gen er~! to
the effect that I should use all diligence in obtaining a dissolution of the writ of
prohibition granted by the court on August 26, 1886, against defendants in the case
of L. S. Nelson v. John Montgomery and F. W. Beane, register and receiver of the
l and office at Oxford, Idaho, I gave the proper notices, and upon the 5th of Octo?er
started for this place for the purpose of arguing the motion to dissolve before ChiefJ nstice Hays, who is now holding court here, and to-day the court made an order
vacating and dissolving said writ.
MCDOUGAL V. OSTRANDER AND HAYDEN.

Reg1sters and r eceivefs are uncloubtedly judicial or quasi-judicial as well as ministerial o~cers. In
the cancellation of entries their ac ts are judicial and can not be enjoined or interfered with by the
courts. They must take the responsibility.

In the district court oftbe secondjudicial district of Washington Territory,holding
. terms at Olympia July 8, 1887. Frank Allyn, judge.
MALCOLM McDOUGAL, PLAINTIFF,
JOHN

Y.

v.

OSTRANDER AND JAMES

R.

~

2635.

HAYDEN, DEFENDANTS.

Op-inion of the court.

The plaintiff claims to be the owner of certain real estate by virtue of certain duplicate receipts issued by the register and receiver of tbe United States land office
at Olympia for the purchase price of the same, and alleges that the said register and
receiver are about to cancel said sales and receive :filings npon said lands from ot~er
pu_rchasers. He therefore prays an injunction to restrain t.hese officers from cance~mg
1:1a1d sales or entries or any of them upon the records of said land office, or restormg,
or attempting to restore said lands, or receiving any :filings or entries upon said lands
as proposed.
To this complaint a demurrer is interposed by the defendants represented by W.
H. Whi~e, esq., United States attorney, first, because the court has no jurisdiction of
the snbJect-matter ·of the action; second, that there is a defect of parties defendant;
anu third, that the complaint does not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of
action.
A motion is also made to dissolve the injunction. The hearing of the motion and
the demurrer was had together by consent of parties.
In supp~rt of the motion to dissolve an affidavit is presented by which it is shown
that a uot1ce h~d been sent to plaintiff of a hearing ordered to be bad at the l~nd
~~ce at Olympia ~o show cause why such entries should not be canceled; that plam~~ had acknowleaged r ceipt of said notice, bat bad not otherwise responded .. This
1 ~ not con~roverted, and it is admitted that the suit to enjoin was brought witbm the
tn11 ofsa1d .propo ed_he3:ring_and about tho last clay.
.
Tl)e mat nal question m this case is, can a purchaser or holder of such duphca.~e
r ceipt for lancl entries eujoin or control the action of such register and receiver m
such_proposecl b aringf
I_ 1 cl a~ th}tt be Department of the Interior and the lanrl office have alway
claim
ntue aud complt"to ,jurisdiction over these questions of entries and sal s of
~ovP~n111e1~t lancls until the final issue of patent .
. Thi d~11n by rta .· 011 of its long standing is certainly entitle<l to some con ideration
10 1
(See Edwards v. Darby, 12
' olvrng any doubts there may Le of construction.
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Wheat., 206; Smythe i•. Fiske, 23 Wall., 374; U. S. v. Pugh, 99 U.S., 265; Brown v.
u. s., 113 u. s., 568.)
.
. . .
. . . .
.
That the register and receiver are Judicial or quas1-Jndicrnl officers 1s undoubted.
There arc many decisioi: s s1rntaiuin g this proposition, among which see Keoh]er v.
Barin, 25 Fed. Rep., 161 ; Wilcox . v. Jackson, 13 Peters, 511; Hosmer v. Wallace,
47 Cal., 471; Monette v. Crntt, 7 Minn., 176.
That some of their acts may be mini,;terial is quite true, but as th~y large~y exercise judicial functions, whenever a ca11 is made upon them.for a l~earm_g w_h1ch necessarily involves a decision calling for a ju<lgment or judicial d1scret10n m such a
case, they act judicially beyond question.
It was decided by Justice Miller in Gaines v. Thompson (7 Wallace, 347), that the act
of such officers was not ministerial and could not be enjoined, beiug a case where the
Secretary of the Interior had ordered a cancellation and a suit was brought to enjoin
the Secretary ot' the Interior and Commissioner of the General Land Office. The same
decision was made by the same justice in Litchfield v. Register and Rec~iver (li Wallace, 298). See also Johnson v. Towsley, 13 Wall., 72, and Marquez v. Frisbie, 101 U ..
S., 473, in which latter case Justice Miller announces: "We have repeatedly held that
the courts will not interfere wHh the officers of the government while in the discharge of their duties in disposi11g of the public lands either by injunction or mandamus." There are many other authorities to support this conclusion, but the above
are quite snfficient. The only authority presented as opposed to this idea which
seems to me at all analogous to the case at bar is the decision of Judge Deady in Smith
v. Ewing (23 Fed. Rep., 741), in which he said substantially that the government,
having received the purchase money and issued the certificate, has no further interest
ir:. the matter.
If this is true that the issuance of certificate passes to the party all the right, title,
and interest of the government, then the complaint herein should prevaii and should
be aided by the injunctions if necessary.
.
But this case referred to was one in which the government was not a party, but it
was betweeu rival claimants, one of whom it was conceded must have the right to the
land, and necessarily the government bad no interest in the land or in that suit and
was not a party to the suit. I am not able to find that this statement made in a case
like that is sufficient as opposed to the clear decisions which I have referred to above.
That until the patent issues the title is in the government, and that the claimant
un~er a duplicate receipt of purchase bas only an equity or 8, righ f, I am satisfied.
This was decided also by Miller, justice, in Root v. Shield (1 Woodworth C. C:, 340),
holding that until the p a tent issues the title is in the government. (See also U. S. v.
Schurz, 102 U.S.; 396 Randall v. Edert, 7 Minn 359.)
The reason for this holding that until the patent issues the tHle remains in the
g?vernment subject to the lawful control of its officers under the law, and not to be
~1sturbed by courts, seems to be evident when we consider the result if courts should
~nterfere by attempting to diciate or control the acts of these officers while the case
JS progressing for a patent, in this: that the court might decide one entryman or anothe_r entitled to a patent and yet the Interior Department, having entire control over
~he 1s1mance of a patent, whose judgment and control it seems to me a court can not
mt~rfere wi~h, might in its judgment decide adversely and thus bring about very
aer10us and mconvenient conflicts of interest and of authority.
This condition of things ought not to be sought if the law has empowered the department or officers with the authority to dP-termine these questions.
,
I am therefore of the opinion that the acts of these officera as sought at this time to
be con~rolled are judicial er quasi so, and can not in this wa,y be interfered with.
T~ere 1s certainly room for large exercise of discretion as to how they should act in
this mattt>:, and they must take the responsibility. The claim that the complainant
has been m possession for several years and paid taxes addresses itself to sympathy, but can not control 1his question in the light of what I have already said. He
may have his rights a<ljudicated hereafter, it would seem, if the patent is issued to
another.
1'~e demurrer, therefore, on the part of the defendants is sustained, and the motion
to d1ssolvo the injunction is allowed.
.
RECOMMENDATIONS F0R INSTITUTION OF SUITS FOR TIMBER TRES·
PASS ON UNP ATENTED LANDS WITHIN RAILROAD INDEMNITY
LIMITS.
CIJICAGO, ST. PAUL, MI.SNEAPOLIS AND OMAHA RAILROAD COMPANY,

[To Hon L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, March 10, 1886.)

I have tb.e h0nor to tran1-:mit copy of a petition signed by. tlie O'Neal. Brotber3 an~
others dated ar. Stillwater, Minn., October 16, l8b5, au<l co~y eac!J of li~!t1r J ate_
January 16, 18861 from William Young, of Saint Croix Falls, Wm.; letter O ca e anu
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ary 25, 18>36, with copy of fts inclosed diagram, from J acol, Berger and others, also of
St. Croix. Falls; a second letter dated February 19, 1886, from William Young, referred to tliis office by Hon W. T. Price, member of Congress, and a report by Special
Agent Robert,s dated February 26 ult.imo.
All tlrn above papers are relative to the timber operations of the Chicago, St.
Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railroad Company and" various persons" who it is
asserted are cutting timber nnder permit from the said railroad company, which proceeding will it is claimed render " entirely worthless large tracts of land heavily
timbered with pine."
These lands situated in townships 40, 41, and 42, range 6 west, townships 41 and
42, range 5 west, and townships 43 and 44, ranges 14 and 15 west, are claimed by the
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railroad Company as fallin g within
their indemnity limits in the f,tate of Wisconsin, and are shown by the tract books
of this office to be mostly covered by selections made by said railroad company and
the Farm Mortgage Land Company, as well as by the State. None of these selections
have been approved.
I would respectfully submit that the Chicago, St. Paul, Minn~apolis 3:nd Oma1:1a
Railroad Company and the Farm Land Mortgage Company, havrng no nght to dispose of the tirn ber from lands to which legal title has not been con yeyed by patent,
should be enjoined from any further disposal of such timber, and I respectfully recommend that the honorable Attorney-General be requested to cause the sai<l companies, their officers and agents, to be restrained from cutting or disposing of the timber
upon any lands selected or claimed as indemnity lands, or being within withdrawn
indemnity limits, the legal title to which has not been conveyed to them by the
United States.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, March 22, 1886.J

I have the honor to transmit the duplicate of a report dated 4th instant by Special
11gent Roberts in the timber-trespass case of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapohs ~nd
OmabaJi,ailway Company, North Wisconsin Lumber Company, an d Chippewa Loggmg
Compa!y, purchasers, and John England and George Thomas, of Ean Claire, and Peter
Grattan, of Oshkosh , Wis., C()ntractors, and copy of affidav it thereiu !Jy George Thomas.
The trespass was committed during the winter j nst passed by England and Thomas, and
'' two other winters previous" l>y Peter Grattan, who was the original contractor.
England and Thomas have purchased from him and are to complete the contract ..
TLe lauds trespassed upon are in town ship 41 Jlorth, rauge 5 west, being a portion
of the lands referred to in my letter to you of 10th iusta.nt iuclosing petition, l~tters
ffom certain citizens; and general report from Agent Roberts relative to the tunber
ope1-ations of the within-named companies, and which letter I r espectfully sugge t
may be considered in connection with tue· r eport now before you.
.
The trespat;s by England and Thomas during the winter just passed was committed
upon the N. t NE. t, SE. t NE. t, N. t NW.¼, a[Jd SE. t, Sec. 17; all of Sr.c. 21 except
the NE. t NW. t, the NW. t, N. t SW. :t, and SW. t SW. ¼, Sec.19; a.nd all of Sec. 31;
and amounted to 8,000,000 feet of logs. T he "previous" cntting by Peter Grattan
included all of Sec. 3; all of Sec. 5 except the NW . t NW. t; all of Secs. 7, 9, 15, aNl 2U;
the S. t NW.¼ and SW.¼ NE . t, Sec. ll; the W. t of SPc. '27 and the E. ½NW. ¼, NE.
¼SW. ¼and S. t SW. ¼, Sec. 33, all in tow11ship 41 nor th, range 5 west. This lat
cutting is estimated at 20,000,000 to 25,0u0,Cl0O feet of logs; all are lying in t_he
boom at Goodrich's dam, Moose River, and are claimed as the property of the Chippewa Logging Compan y of Chippewa. The cut.ting was clone and the logs mar~~d
for the said company and for the North \Vit-iconsin LumberCompany, Hayward, "Is.
The value per thousand feet of the logs is given as follows: Stumpage, $3; where
found, $6.
1:'he above lands are claimed by the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha
Ra1lway Company as being within their 20-ruile indemnity limits, and are shown by
the tract books of this office to have lJeen selected by the said railway company and
not :vet approved. Tlw l<>gal title to the lands in question has not yet been convey eel lJ.\"
the nited ,'tatcs. D€'partnwut circular, August 29, 1&35 (sec. 4), expr~ssly state
that "uo railroad company is entitled to procure, or cut, or remove, or cause to ~e
procured, cut, or rcmov P<l; eitl1er by itself or through its agents or other persons. lll
a~1,v mamwr, any timlier or other matnial from the public lands for sale or dispo al
e1tbt•r to ot_he1· c~mJJanies or to the public, or for exportation;" and ( ·ec. 1:3) '.' eve,_r,
company, Its ofiw ·r , agent., contractors and emploJ·es will l,e beld re, ponsilJle tor
any unlawful takin., of timh r or other n'iateria.l and
all wa1:1te 1tnd damage.'
I_ would I spectfully finhmit that the Chicago St. Paul, Minneapoli and Omaha
Railway Compa!ly, having no 1e~al title to tuese 'lands, should he enjoined from any
furthPr tr'?" , ct1on relative to the timber growing thereon and that the hono;a_ble
Attorn_ ~-General be request <l to procure the necessary order to he i.-sne<l restraining
the said company, itd officers, agents, contractors, and employcs, from any further
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timber cutting npon these Jr any other lands claimed as within _indemnit:y limits, or,
from any sale or disposal of timber already cut upon lands the title to which has not
passed from the United States ; and I further recommend that the Att?rney-_Genera!
be requested to direct the institution of civil suits against the North W1scons10 Lumber Company and the Chippewa Logging Company for the value of 3:3,000,000 feet of
logs at $6 per thousand feet, amounting to $198,000 (Wood(·n Ware Company 1,.
United States, 106 U. S., 432), and as it appears from the agent's reports and the
other papers transmitted to you with my letter of the 10th instant heretofore ~·eferred
to that the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Oma.ha ~ail~ay_ Compa~y a?t~or1zed the
above parties to cut timber from selected lands with1_n th~1r mdemmty lurnt? ~mt n?t
approved to them by this office, I recommend that said railway company be JOrned I?
the civil snitR. I further recommend that the Attorney-General be requestt>d to direct the institution of criminal proceedings against John England, George Thomas,
and Peter Grattan, and that he authorize the United States attorney to exercise his
discretion as to the nolle pros. of such proceedings should be deem it adviRable i?
order to use said parties as witnesses against their employes, and also as to t,he institution of criminal proceedings against the individual members and officers of the companies named should the interests of the government demand it.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, March 22, 1886.J

I have the honor to transmit duplicate of a report dated March 3, 1R86, by Special
Agent Roberts, copy of affidavits therein and copy of a list of lands deeded by tbe
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company to t,he North Wisconsin Lumber Company; all relatin g to timber trespass in which are implica,ted the
above railway compaily, the North Wisconsin Lumber Co mpany of Ha.vward, Wis.:
the Chippewa Logging Company of Chippewa Falls, Wis.; the Wi6lconsin Farm
Mortgage L:md Company, and Alexander and Duncan McLaren of Chippewa Falls,
who were the contractors in this case.
The trespass was committed in the logging seasons of 1882-'83, 188:Pe4, li,84-'85,
an~ 1885-'86, upon tlie E. ½SE. t and W. ½NE . ¼, NW. t, and N. ½SW. ¼1 aud SW.¼
S-W. ¾, Sec. 31, and NW. t and NE.¾ of Sec. 33, and 011 Sec. ~9 and Sec. 21 (excflpt
NE.¾ NW. t and SW.¾ NE.¾), and Secs. 23 and 27 and Sec. 9 (except W. ½ NE. ¾
and W. t 8W. t and NE . t SW. ¼and SE.¾ NW.¼), and Sec. 11 (except NE.¾ NW.¼
and NW.¾ NE.¼), all in T. 42 N., R. 5 W. The sa,icl. lands are clai111ed by t,be Chic_ag_o, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omah}1 Company as falling within their indt>nmity
hm1ts, and are shown by the tract. books of this office to be in part lands th;-tt have
bt:;en selected by the said railway company and not yet approved, and in part lands
~1thdrawu by President's proclamation for reservoir purposes. The extent of the
timber trespass upon the above lands is reported as follows: That of 1882-'~3
amounted to 4,100,000 feet of logs; that of 1883-'84 to 8,000,000 feet; that of hl84-'85
to 5,000,000 feet, and that of 1885-'86 to 7,000,000 feet; a total in the four winters of
24,100,000 feet.
1:'he cutting of the present season (7,000,000) feet is lying. in the west fork of the
Ch1ppewa river, claimed by the Chippewa Logging Company. The disposition of
the remaiuder is unknown.
The value per 1,000 feet of the above timber is stated to be $3 stumpage and $6
wh ere found.
Alexander McLaren in his affidavit sets forth that the described lands were purchased from_ the (?hicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company by
the North ~1sconsmLumber Company (A. J. Hayward, president), and were conv'3yed
to the Ch1ppewa Logging Company (F. Weyerhauser, prtHi<lent, and S. W. Chinn,
secretary), and that he has a contract from the North Wisconsin Lumber Company
"to cnt and put in the west fork of the Chippewa river all the pine standing on the
odd_-nu1;Ubered sections" in township 42 north, range 5 west; that there are four
camp~ m all, and that there are employed therein "this winter" eighty-five men
and eighteen t eams.
This trespass ii." similar in character to that committed on township 41 north, range
5 west, report in which was submitted to you on the 17th instant in the case of England_ & Thomas, contractors, and the within-named companies, excepting the Wisconsm Farm and Mortgage La,nd Company.
The C~icago, St. P a ul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company, under pretext of title acquired by the selection of lands within their indemnity limits, hav~
ass~med from time to time to convey by deed certain of said lands to various corporations, and have authorized extensive timber cutting npon the saiil lands the legal
title to which is yet vested in the government-, and should the said lands b_e not
finally 1:l'Pproved to the said railway company the result to the United Stat.es will be
almost Incalculable loss, with irreparable injury to the future settlers on this part of
the public domain.
It is held by this office (department circular .A.ugust 29, 1885, sec. 4) that: "No
railroad company is entitled to procure, or cut,, or remove, or cause to be procured,
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eut, or removed, either by itself or tlirough its agents or other persons, in any manner,
any timber or other material1 frow thL1 pub 1 ic lands for safo or disposal either to other
companies or to the piiblic, or for exportation," and it is further held that parties pnrpurchasing the timber cut from such lands !'ender themselves equally liable to the
government for the full value of the timber.
In view of the rapid cutting and removal of timber authorized by the Chicago,
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company from lands selected and not
yet approved to this company, I would respectfully recommend that the honorable
Attorney-General be requested to cause an order to be issued restraining the said railway company, its officers, agents, employes, and all persons claiming to act under
authority of the said company from cutting or disposing of any timber upon any
lands selected or claimed a,s indemnity lands, or being within withdrawn indemnity
limits, the legal tit,l e to which has not yet passed from the government; and that he
be requested to direct the institution of civil suit for the value at $6 per thousand
feet of 24,100,000 feet of logs, amounting to $144,GOO (Wooden-ware Co. vs. U. S.;
106 U. S., 4:12), against the North Wisconsin Luml>er Company, the Chippewa Logging Company ( called also Chippewa Pool Company; vide affidavit herewith of
Henry Laroche), and the Wisconsin Farm Mortgage Land Company ; and as it appears from the papers herewith and from the papers transmitted to you with my letters of 10th and 17th instant referred i;o that the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
and Omaha Railway Company authorized the above parties to cut and remove the
t,imber as herein alleged from lands within their indemnity limits selected but not
approved to them by this office, I recommend that the said company be joined in the
civil suit..
I further recommend tbat the honorable Attorney-General be requested to direct
the institution of criminal proceedings against Alexander McLaren and Duncan ~cLaren, and that he authorize the United States attorney to exercise his discre t10n
as to a nolle prosequi in such proceedings should be deem it advisable in order to secure said parties as witnesses against their employers, and also to exercise his discretion in the matter of criminal proceedings against the individual members and officers
of the companies herein named.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, March 29, 1886.J

I have the honor to transmit duplicate of a report by Special Ag~nt Roberts ~3:ted
January 26, 1886, with copy of statement inclosed dated J an uary 14, 1886, by W1l11am
Sauntry, and copy each of amended report of date March 13, and sworn statement
therewith by Mr. Sauntry elated March 9 instant, all relating to a timber trespass
in which are implicated the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway
Company, the Farm Mortgage Laud Company, the Cumberland Land Company,
and two firms of Musser, Sauutrv & Co. (composed of F. Weyerhauser and F. C. A.
Denkman, of Rock Island, Ill.; Peter Musser and P. M. Musser, of Muscatine, Iowa;
William Sauntry and Albert Tozer, of Stillwater, Minn.; and C. R. Ainsworth and
John M. Gould, of Moline, Ill.), and Sauntry & Tozer (firm composed of F. Weyer hauser, P . C. A. D enkmau, Peter and P. M. Musser, William Sauutry, and Albert Tozer,
all before mentioned).
The.trespass was committed in the logging seasons of 1885 and 1886, and involves
17,800,0uO feet of logs c iaimed by Musser, Sauntry & Co. and Sauntry & Tozer and
lying i~ the St. Croix river and Crotty brook, a tributary of the St. Croix, and on
Moose river.
The value of the logs per thousand feet is stated as follows: Stumpage, $3; where
found, $6.
The trei.pass was committed upon secs. 9, 15, and 27, T. 43 N., R. 14 W.; Secs. 17, 1~,
21, 27, and 29, T. 44 N., R. 13 W.; Sec.13, T. 44 N., R.14, and Secs. 3, 9, 13, 31, and 3?,
T. 45 N., R. 13 W. Said lands are claimed by the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolts
and Omah 1 Railway Company a s within their indemnity limits, and Musser, Sauu~ry
& Co. a 1d Sanntry & Tozer claim that they are cutting timber therefrom under title
ofwarntuty deeds from the above-named railway compau.,T, the Cumberland La11d
Compan y, ancl I aac Staples. The sLatus of the above lan<ls is shown by the tract
books of th iii office to be as follows :
Iu T. 43 N., R. 14 W., all of Sec. 9 is Uni ted States land; the W. t having b een el ected bJ· the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company, hut not
. et approv"d. , cc . 10 and 27 are vacant United States land, except SE . ¼ NE. ¼ Sec.
15 and" 11,t 1" i 11 ec. 27, which are swamp selections patented.
I1; :-'· 41 N., It 1:{ ;V,,, ec. 17 is wholly vacant; Sec. HJ all vacant except N._fr. ¼
~f \'. 1- t ocl W. ¼ W. t, and SE.¼ ~Tw. ¼, which are approved swamp sel ct101J ·
' ~ · 21 an~ 27 aro Yaca11t; ' 'ec. 29 vacant except a sw,imp selection approved on
SE. l ?f E~ 1, and a 1-wa.mp st>lection patented on SE . ¼ NW. t.
In 1. -14 .. ., R. 11 W., Sec. 13h1 vacant except a swamp selection patented on 1""E.
¼of 'E. f.
'
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In T. 45 N., R. 13, Secs. 3 and 9 are wholly vacant. Sec.13 is granted and approved
to St. Croix and Lake Superior Rf,l,ilway Company. Sec. 31 vacant ex~ept NE.¼
of NW.¼, selected as swamp and paten_ted; of Sec. :15, th~ NE. f of SE.¼ 1s vacant;
the remaind.er approved to the St. Croix and Lake Superior Railway Company.
It is perhaps worthy of note that F. Weyerhauser, 'Yho appears as a member o_f the
firms of Musser Sauntry & Co. and Sauntry & Tozer, 1s also reported as the president
oftbe Chippew~ Logging Company, report in which in conuection with ~he Chicago,
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company et al. was submitted to you
on the 22d instant, and that Isaac St,aples is shown by the records of this office to
have been for years engaged in the traffic of timber fraudulently obtained from public lands.
The names are given of reliable witnesses to the material facts, and the parties are
reported to be :financially responsible.
Many complaints from various sources are received at this office relative to the
land and timber operations of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company and the corporations or persons to whom under the authority of assumed ownership the said railway company have conveyed titles, so-called, to large
tracts of valuable land from which the timber is being rapidly cut and removed.
The government retains title to the lands herein mentioned as selected and not approved, and all persons cutting and removing timber therefrom, or causing or procuring the same to be cut or removed, are liable to prosecution for timber trespass
upon the public doma.in; and any person receiving or purchasing such timber renders
himself equally liable to the government for the full value thereof.
I woul<l therefore renew my recommendations of 22d instant in the two cases then
submitted ao-ainst the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company
et al., that tte honorable Attorney-General be requested to cause ail order to be issued
restraining the said company, its officers, agents, employes, or any person claiming to
act under its authority, or by virtue of alleged title received from said company, from
cutting and removing or in any wise disposing of timber growing or being upon lan.Jls
claimed as being within selected inclemnity limits until the legal title thereto has
passed from the government; and I further recommend that the honorable AttorneyGeneral be requested to direct the institution of civil suits against the Farm Mortgage
Land Company, the Cumberland Land Company, and Isaac Staples, and agai nst the
firms of Musser, Sauntry & Co. and Sauntry & 'rozer, for $106,800 (Wooden ·ware
Co. v. Uuited States 106 U. S., 432), and inasmuch as the Chica,go, St. Paul, Minn_eapoli~ and Omaha Railway Company authorized the cutting and removal of the
tunber m question from lands title to which is still in the government, I recommend
that the said railway company be joined in the civil suit, and that criminal suits
against the members of the Farm Mortgage Land Company, the Cumberland Land
Company, and Isaac Staples, and the firms of Musser, Sauntry & Co. and of Sauntry
& Tozer be left discretionary with the United States attorney.
[Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, September.lo, 1886.] ,

I have the honor to inclose to you copy of a petition dated July 8 last and signed
by Jacob Berger and others in the matter of their appeal from the ruling of the land
office at Bayfield, Wis., in respect to their applications, 35 in number, to :file declaratory statements on lands descrjbed herein, papers relative to which were transmitted
to the c~epartment from this office under date , respectively, March 10 and 22 last,
concernmg the. extensive timber operations of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
and Omaha Railroad Company, the Chippewa Logging Company, and others in T. 40,
41, and 4i N., R. 6 W.; T. 41 and 42 N., R. 5 W.; and T. 43 and 44, R. 14 and 15 W., in_
the State of Wisconsin.
·
In the letter of traosmit,t,al referred to it was respectfully recommended " that the
honorable Attorney-General be requested t'o cause the companies named, their officers
and agents, to be restrained from cutting or <lisposing of the timber upon any lands
selected or. claimed ~s indemni ty lands or being wi t.bin wit hdraw:° indemnity limits
the legal title to which has not been conveyed to them by the Umted States."
WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY.

[To. Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, February 24, 1887.]

. I kave the honor to transmit copy of a r eport dated November 7, 1885, by Special A~ent J. K. Speer, and of letter inclosed ther ein to Agent Speer d ate~ Oct?ber 31, 1885, from Frederick Abbott, the agent at Milwaukee, Wis., for the W1sconsm
Central Railw ay Company, and copy of letter dated December 14, 1885, fro1~1 Age~t
Speer to this offi ce, all r elating to the land and timber operations of the W1sconsm
Central Railroad Company.
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The lands in question claimed l, y the said railroad company as being within their
lndemnity limits in the State of Wisconsin are shown by the tract books of this office
to be covered by both railroad and State selections not yet apprnved.
I would respectfn lly recommend that the honorable Attorney-General be~equested
to cause the said company, its officers aud agents, to be restrained from cutting or
disposing of the timber upon any lands selected or claimed a,s indemnity lands, or
being within indemnity limits, the lega,l title to which has not been conveyed by the
United States.
[·NOTE.-Tbe foregoing several recommendations were non-concurred in by the
Secretary of the Interior. J
DENVER AND RIO GRANDE RAILROAD COMPANY.

Un the district court of the United States for the district of Colorado. No. 511-The United States
v. The Denver and Rio Grande Rrtilway Company. No. 515-The United States v. The Denver
, and Rio Grande Railroad Company.J
1. The act of March 3, 1875, authorizing railroad compa,n ies to use public timber for construction pur-

poses applies to the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company and is not inconsistent with the
act of ,June 8, 18n.
2. Under the act of March 3, 1875, the term "adjacent" means extending laterally some distance from
' the right of way and probably within ordinary tran8portation by wagons, and that the.timber
so taken cannot lawfully be transported to parts of the road remote from the place of cuttm~ and
used for constrnction purposes or otherwise.
·
3. Tbe burden of proof to show that the timber was taken fro:qi. the government lancl by the defendant is on tbe plaintiff. With this fact established the bm'1en or proving that a lawful use was
made of the tim her so taken devolves on the defendant, it being a fact peculiarly within his knowledge.

HALLETT, J.:
In this action the government sues for the value of timber taken from public lands,
and defendants justify the taking under certain acts of Congress. The facts a,s to the
.alleged trespasses not beiug in dispute the matter for consideration is the proper construction of t,he acts of Congress. In the year 1870 defendant in the first suit, the
Denrnr and Rio Grande Railway Company, was incorporated under a geueral law of
the Tnritory of Colorado relating to corporations, and afterwards built the road and
operated it until some time in the year Jtj86, when the property was sold under fore·c losnre proceedings to a new company-defendant in the second suit and the present
owner. In this discussion t,he old cornpauy will be called the railway co111pany and
the new company the i-ailroad company, as their names differ only in those words.
Jnne 8, 1872, Congress granted to the railway company the right of way over the
public domain and the right to take from the public lands adjacent ther eto stone,
timber, earth, water, and other material reqnired for the constrnction and repair of
its railway and telegraph line. The act is in one section and subject to a proviso :
"That said company shall complete its railway to a point on the Rio Grande as far
south as Santa Fe within :five years of the passage of this act, and shall complete 50
miles additional sout,h of said point in each year thereafter, and in defanlt thereof the
rights and privileges herein grauted shall he rendered null and void so far as respects
the unfinished portions of said road ." (17 Stat, 339. )
By act of March 3, 1877 (19 Stat., 405), the time rr.entioned in the proviso was extended to ten years. The roa,l was not completed to a point on the Rio Grande as far
south as Santa Fe within the ten years limited in the act, and it ruay bo assnmed that
except as to the road built within that time t,he grant came to an end June 8, lK~:2.
On behalf of the railway company it was suggested in argument that the proviso
qnot~d aLove relates only to the next antecedent, a clause conferring on the company
!b~ right to condemn lands in a manntr specified in an earlier act of Congress; but
1~ 1_s not necessary to waste time on the point.
The proviso was inserted to euforce
d1l1~cnce on the part of the company, and its meauing is not doubtful.
If ~he trespas es alleged in each of the e actions occurred after Jnne 8, 188i, and except m so far as the timber taken was used i u repairing the road built before that date,
the act ~f June 8, 18i2, can have no application or effect. And as to timber sou ·etl
for rep~1rs, we shall pre ently consider whether it was taken from la.nrls adjacent
to the ~1ght of way within the meaning of the act of 18i2. In geueral the trespasses
C?n1pla111ed of are jnstitiecl uncln another act of Cougre s approved March 3, 1875, eutlt~ed "An act granting to railroads the right of way through the public lands of the
U01ted St_atcs" (11'! tat., 4 i). By this act the right of way through the public lands
and th~ right to take timber ancl other material from la.nds adjacent is granted" to
au 'r~1lr<?ad coa:ipan:v c~uly orgauize<l nuder tLe Jaws of any State or Territory except
the D1 trwt of ol11inb1a, or by the Couirress of tl.ie Uuite<l Sta.t s which shall have
fil_Pd wi• h_the ecr~ta9· of the 'Interior ~t°copy of its articles of inco'rporatiou an<l due
rnoof of 1t or,, mzat100 nn\\<·r the same to the extent of 100 f,·et on each ·ide of the
c. ntrnl l,i!1eof aicl ro:.1.1_!, ancl the 1i~ht td take from the public lands adjaceut ~o the
hne of said road mat rial, earth, stone, and timber necessary for the construct10n of
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said railroad." As tu tbe right of way over public la~ds, and all right to t~ke timber
and other material from adjacent lands for constrnctrng the road, the ac~ 1s substantially the same as the act of 1872. On be~alf of:the go_vernme:nt i~ 1~ contend_ed
that defendant, having enjoyed the bounty of a ~pecial act fo~ the time limited therern,
can claim nothing under the general law. This argument 1s th~t by the act of_ 1872
Congress gave to the railway com pan~ all th~t was asked ~or ?r 11;-1tepded to be given,
and to allow more under a later act 1s to disn1gard the limitation of the fir~t act.
This view however is not in accord with the language of the act and the circumstances attending it~ passage. Numerous grnnts of similar characte~ have been made
to many different companies, and to some of them la:ge trac_ts of public lane~ ~ave been
given. Congress was much beset by other com pan ms for like favors, and 1t is reasonable to believe tbat the act of 1875 was intended to take the place of special actR like
that of 1872, which were then common in the legislation of Congress. In this view the
act of 1875 is not inconsistent with later acts 011 the same subject, bu,t supplemei;ital,
limiting or extendinp; the earlier acts according to its tenor. In Railway Company vs. Alling (99 U. S., 463) it was so applied to the act o~ 187~, and they w_ere allowed to stand together. So also the language of the act, m general confernng t~e
privileges therein mentioned upon all companies who may wish to build on the pu~lic
lands, not excluding any, seems to be broad enough to embrace compames which
have enjoyed the privileges of other acts and in respect to new lines constructed by
such companies equally with others which have'not been so favored. If, however, the
right of the railway company, and of the railroad company as its successor in interest,
to take timber from public lands under the acts of 1872 and 1875 be recognized, a more
difficult question is presented as to what are aujacent lands within the meaning of
those acts. The parties agree in each case that t,he timber was cut from ]ands adjacent to the line of railway as it was then or afterwards constructed, and they have
been careful to state whether the timber was taken from lands adjacent to the line
built before or after June 8, 1882. The timber iri the first suit was cut from lands
near the town of Montrose in Montrose count,y between Qctober 1, 1882, and No- ·
v~mber 1, 1883. Some of it was taken to Utah Territory for the use of the Denver and
Rio qrande Western Company, and a small quantity was used in building cars. The
remamder was appropriated to bridge building and other permanent structures on
the road. And the location of such structures with reference to the place from which
the timber was taken is not stated.
The second action is for timber cut in Gunnison county between January 1 and
November 1, 1886. It was made into ties, one-fourth of which had been used for repairs on lines built prior to June 8, 1882; one-fourth for new structures and side
tracks along the line of road completed subsequent to June 8, 1882, and one-half for
a new line ~ow in process of construction between Mon1,rose and Ouray. A_s in the
other case 1t appears that a considerable part has been carried to a place remote from
the ~lace of cutting, and the location of the remainder with reference to the place of
cuttmg is not stated. Obviously the statements of fact were prepared with a view
t? present the question concerning the right of defendants to take timber from public lands under the act of 1875, which has been sufficiently discussed in this opinion.
And whether-the timber was taken under the act of 1872 or that of 1875 the same
9- uestion is presented as to the rights of the company Lo use it anywhere on its lines;
m <!ther words, whether the timber must be used in a place adjacent to that from
wh1c~ it was taken or may be used in any place to which the company can carry it.
Nothmg has been said in defense of the railway company's act in taking timber from
land~ adjacent to its lines for the use of another company in the Territory of Utah,
aud 1~ may be assumed that nothing will be attempted in that direction. And the
quest10n whether under the act of 1875 timber could be taken for use on the road
built under the prior act of 1872, and whether under the act of 1875 timber could be
taken from lands adjacent to the road built under the prior act, is subordinate to that
last stated and which is now to be considered. If as claimed by the defendants all
t~mb~r on public lands adjacent to the lines of road may be used on any part of the
!me, 1t is plain that the grant is of all the timber so situated. For with lines extendmg through m0untains scantily furnished with timber and plains with none whatever, it is obvious that the company will have use for all on any part of its lines. As
defined in its certificate of organization the lines of the Denver and Rio Grande Companr were more than 2,500 miles in length, of which perhaps one-half was in regions
destitute of timber. Something over 1,200 miles of these lines has been built. If all
the timber which can be said to be adjacent to the lines so constructed is subject to
appropriation throughout their entire length, not much will remain for other n.ses.
With us, and perhaps generally elsewhere, railway corporations may be orgamzed
under genera,l laws without limit as to number or length of roads, and as we h~ve
seen alt of them can take from public lands timber for building their roads accord.mg
to the act of 1875. Under the construction given to this act by defendants tbe time
is not distant, peI'haps it is at hand, when all accessible timber in the State would be
subject to appropriation by these corporations.
INT 87-VOL 1--37
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The word adjacent seems to be of :flexible meaning, and to depend very much upon
the context and the subject-matter to which it may be applied for its proper effect.
As used in these acts and with reference to the lands which may be taken for stations, side tracks, etc., it has the sense of contiguoua or adjoining, while in the preceding paragraph and with reference to material for building the road it is claimed
and with reason that it should have the larger sense of nearness without actual contact. In a stand11.rd dictionary an illustration of the larger meaning of the word is
given in this form: "Things are adjacent when they lie near to each other without
actually touching, as adjacent fields, adjacent villages," etc. It seems unreasonable
to say that in this connection the word refers to the government subdivisions lying
next the :dght of way, and if we shonlcl so declare it would be difficult to point out
what subdivisions are meant. Accepting the larger meaning of the word the right
to take timber from public lands under these acts extends laterally some distan.ce
from the right pf way and probably withm ordinary transportation by wagon. If,
however, this is the adjacency referred to in the acts of Congress, shall the beneficiaries of these acts be allowecl to establish another by means of the very struct,ure
which they are authorized to build 1 Having constructed a part of their road shall
they then say that all places so connected are adjacent to each othed I am unable
to accept that view. In railroad parlance things widely separated may be pretty
near togetller, but it is not so in tbe ordinary use of language. In my judgment the
acts of 1872 and 1875 contemplate tM use of material from public lands while the
road is in the process of construction, and afterwards for repairs under the act of
1872 within such conYenient distance from such lands as may be reached by ordinary
transportation by wagons and not otherwise. The use of the road in conveying such
material to points distant from the place of taking is not within these acts. _For
timber taken from public lands and carried to points remote from the place of faking,
whether used by defendant corporation or by others, defendauts are liable in t.respa~s
for the value. As before stated it appears that a considerable pa:r:t of the tim~er m
controversy was carried a long way from the place of taking, and as to the rem arnder
the place of using is not showu. On this point the burden of proof is npon defendants. The government was bound to prove in the first case, a fact admitted in these
cases, that the timber was taken from public lands. .
·
With this fact established, whether the use made of it was such as the law authorized is a matter peculiarly within defendant's knowledge and usually beyond the
reach of inquiry by the government. In such case, ,vb ether the proposition be affirmative or negative, the burden is upon the party having such knowledge._ (Wharton Ev., 3:!67.) In the absence of ev idence to show that the timber was used ma place
adjacent to that from which it was taken, plaintiff is entitled to judgm ent. Another
question, which is perhaps presented in the record, as to the right of the railroad co~npaoy organized iu 1886 to take timber for repairs under the act of 1872, was not discussed at the bar and bas not been considered. And several questions relating to
the use made of the t,imber l1ave not been reached and have not been decided.
The judgment in each case will be for the plaintiff for the amount specified in the
statement of facts.
The amounts for which judgment was rendered were $13,440 in one case and
$25,797.rn in the other.
FRAUDULENT TIMBER, DESF.RT LAND, AND OTHER EN'.l'RIES, E'.I.'C,
CALIFORNIA REDWOOD COMPANY,

Fraudulent timber-land entries.
[To Ilon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, October 20, I f: 86.)

I inclose herewith a copy of a r eport by Special Agent B. F. B rgen in regard to
eac~ of the following Humboldt, Cal., timber-land · entries, together with certified
copies of the entry paper , viz :
C. E. 4 31. John . Decker, SW. t Sec. 13, T. 10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 4 32. Richard Lewis, NW.¼ Sec. 24, T. 10 N., R. 1 B., H. M.
C. E. 4 !l . David Weldon, W. ¼Sec. 34, T. 10 N., R. 1 E ., H. M.
C. E. 4946. P
r Hermance, NW. t Sec. 27, T. 10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 496:l. D niel E. Gilfeatber, W. ¼Sec. 22, T. 9 N., R. 2 E,, H. I.
C. E. 49 4. Forr st E. Haskin, Lots 3 and 4 and S. t NW. t ec. 4, T. 9 N., R. 1 E.,
H. M.
C. E. ~001. Ro w 11 B. Welch, E. ¼Sec. 5, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H . M.
C. ~- ;:> 0 .
orge . Gorham, ' W. ¼ ec. 27. T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M .
. ~- r.o 2. 'harl M. Park •r, 'W. t 'ec. 17, T. 9 ., R. 2 E., H . M.
50 '3. Thoma 1c 'uin, Lots 1,2, and a and E. t NE. t Sec. 6, T. 9 N., R. 2 E.,
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t Sec. 15, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
t Sec. 11, T. 9 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
Charles H. Savage, NW. t Sec. 14, T. 10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
Hannibal S. Soule, NE. t Sec. 30, T. 10 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
George R. Lawson,jr., SE. t Sec. 7, T. 11 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
Otto Johnson, SW. t Sec. 12, T. 11 N., H. 1 E., H. M.

C. E. 5067. William J. O'Donald, NE.
C. E. 5091. Alexander Pitcher, NW.

C. E. 5092.
C. E. 52-20.
C. E. 5235.
C. E. 5240.
C. E. 5243. John Ell_iott, NE.¾ Sec. 12, T; 11 N. R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5244. John Love, SE.¾ Sec. 3, T. 11 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5249. Edward Mat)lews,Lots 3 and 4an(l E. 1 SW.¾ Sec. 30, T. 10 N., R. 2E.,
H.M.
C. E. 5279. Willi11.m B. Davis, SW. t Sec. 33, T. 10 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5281. William J .. Foley, NE.¼ Sec. 23, T. 11 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5314. Herman Hartwig, NK t Sec. 18, T. 11 N., R 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5330. John Clancy, Lot 3, SE. t NW. t, E. ½ SW.¾ Sec. 3, T. 11 N., R. 1 E.,
H.M.
C. E. 5338. Eugene Brook, NW. t Sec. 22, T. 11 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5452. John L. Sweet, SW. t Sec. 3~, T. 11 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5453. William Stebbins, SE. t Sec. 29, T. 11 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
Wit,h his reports on entries Nos. 41:l31, 4832, 5091, and 5092 Agent Bergen transmitted an affidavit by the entryman to the effect that Charles E. Beach induced him to
make the entry, paying him $50 for so doing, and that Beach furnished all the money
to pay for the land, and that he (entryman) does not know who made the proof.
I inclose a copy of an affidavit by HenryM. Burnett relative to the manner in which
timber-land entries were procured to b~ made by Beach and David Evans. He
refers particularly to entries Nos. 5062-, 5235, and 5279, mentioned above, and states
that they were made in the interest of Beach and Evans.
I inclose a copy of an affid::wit by Frank McLoughlin to the effect that he induced
the entrymen in entries Nos. 489-,, 4946, 4962, 4984, 5001, 5005, 5065, 5067, 5092-, 5220, •
5240, 52J3, 5244, 5249, 5281, 5314, 5330, 5338, 545.2, and 5453 to make their entries for
Charles E. Beach.
Agent Bergen transmits with his report in each case, except Nos. 4831 and 4832, a
copy of the records of Humboldt county, Cal., showing that the land was conveyed
a short time after entry to David Eva,ns, and that several conveyances have since
been made of the same, such conveyances being in all cases exactly similar. As to
entries. Nos. 4831 and 4832 lie simply states that the land was conveyed to Evans a
short tm1e after entry.
•
I also inclose a copy of a report from Agent Bergen dated July 16, 1886, tot.he effect that Beach acted as agent for Evans, and that Evans was agent for and member
of the California Redwood Company. Agent Bergen states in such report that the
deeds from the entryruen were all drawn, signed, and acknowledged before final proof
was made. These deeds were drawn by one David Vutten, who signified bis willingness to testify in court to the facts, but refused to make an affidavit,.
I inclose copies of a statement made by Cutten, of affidavits by John Conor and F.
H. Foss, and of a certificate by the recorder, showing the manner and extent of these
transactions. .
·
Agent Bergen further states that the fraud in regard to these entries was notorious,
and that the present owners of the land must have known of the fraud before purchasing the land.
From the fact that at the date they made such purchase Evans, Beach, and 1:1ix
oth_ers were under indictment fo1· subornation of perjury in making such entries,
which fact had attracted a great deal of attention throughout California, owing to
the prominence of the parties and the extent of the oper~tions, it would seem that
the present owners of the land must have had notice of the fraud.
In this connection I would call attention to office letters of May 28, 1886, and of this
date, recommending suits to set aside patents in certain cases, and suggest that all
these cases be considered together, as the same state of facts exist in all.
·
Patents have issued on these entries, and I respectfully recommend that the honorable Attorney-General be requested to institute suits for the purpose of setting aside
the same.
•
(To Hon. L. Q, C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, October 20, 1886. l

I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a report by Special Agent B. F.
Ber~en in each of the following Humboldt, Cal., timber-land entries, together with
certified copies of the original entrv papers, viz:
C. E. 4838. Joseph P. Marks, NEV. t SW. t, W. ½SE. t Sec. 11, NW.¼ NE.¼ Sec. 14,
T. 10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 4849. Frank Ba.rtow, L •>ts 1, 2, anu 3 and SE. t NW. t Sec. 3, T. 10 N.f R. 1 E.,
H.M.
U. E. 4887. William J . Hill, SW.¼ Sec. 36, T. 10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C, E, 4888. Jame~ Ross, NE. t Sec. 34, 1'. 10 N. 1 R. 1 E. 1 H, M.
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C. E. 4894. John Shannon, Lot 1, SE. t NE. t and E. t SE. t Sec. 6, T. 9 N., R.1 E.,
H.M.
C. E. 4895. George T. Wells, SE. ¾ NW. t NE.¾ SW.¾, N. t SE.¾, Sec. 28, T. 10 N.,
R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 4896. William H. Lucas, Lots 2 and 3, SE.¾ NW.¾ and SW.¾ NE t Sec. 5, T.
9N., R.1 E., H. M.
.
.
C. E. 4897. George Harmon, SW. t Sec. 33, T. 10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 4900. Charles W. Hall, NE. t Sec. 9, T. 9 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 4908. Oliver I. P. Wyatte, NW. t Sec. 25, T. 10 N, R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 4909. Henry G. Hilliard, SE. t Sec. 12, T. 10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 4910. Albert A. Frazier, S. t NE. t NE. t NE. t Sec. 33, SE. t SE. t Sec. 28,
T. 10 N., R. l E., H. M.
.
C. E. 4914. Clement E. Thompson, NE. t Sec. 26, T. 10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 4930. Frank Burr, SE. t Sec. 12, T. 9 N., R. l E., H. M.
C. E. 4945. John A. Brach, SE. t NW. t and lot 3 Sec. 2, and E. ½SE.¾ Sec. 1., T.
10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 4963. James Henry Burke, SE. t Sec. 27, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 4964. Albert J. Race, NE. t Sec. 21, T. 10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 4988. James F. Coonan, SE t Sec. 22, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 499.1. Stewart Marshall, NW. t Sec. 2R, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5005. George S. Pettingill, SE. t Sec. 1, T. 9 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5010. Alexander D. McDonald, SW.¼ Sec. 27, T.10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5047. AdeliaF. Scotten, Lotsl and2and E.tNW.tSec. 18, T. 9N.,R. 2E., H. M.
C. E. 5048. John C. McCreary, NE. t Sec. 18, 'l'. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5051. Roland H. Ramsdell, SE. t Sec. 21, 'I'. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5060. George Hotchkiss, Lots3 and 4, and S. tNW.t Sec. 3, T. 9N., R. lE., H. M.
C. E. 5068. John W. ·Gibson, NE. t Sec. 17, T. 9 N., R. 2 E. H. M.
C. E. 5072. Andrew J. Maddy, NW. t Sec.15, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5073. Robert C. Brown, SW. t Sec. 17, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5090. Mansom Anger, SE. t Sec. 4, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5093. Thomas Bailey, NE. t Sec. 29, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5098. Edgar E. Johnston, SW. t Sec. 2, T. 9 N., R.1 E., H. M.
C. E. 509:J. J<~dgar Wheeler, Lots 3 and 4 S. t NW. t Sec. 2, T. 9 S., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 510:3. Peter M. A1,hle,v, NE. t Sec. 30, T. 9 N., R. 21 E., H. M.
C. E. 5108. William Mills, E. t NW. t, E. t SW. t, Sec. 21, T. 10 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5112. Robert W. Soper, NW. t Sec. 13, T. !J N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5124. George S. Gates, SW.¼ Sec. 13, T. 9 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5125. Charles R. Gates, SW. t Sec. 11, T. 9 N., R.1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5128. James E. Collins, SW. t Sec. 23, T. 9 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5219. William Weller, lots 3 and 4 au<l E. t SW. t Sec. 31, T. 10 N., R. 2 E.,
H.M.
C. E. 5221. Wesley Smith, NE.¼ Sec. 21, T.11 N., R 1 E., H. M.

C. E. 5223.
C. E. 5230.
C. E. 5231.
C. E. 5232.
C. E. 5234.
C. E. 5245.
C. E. 5248.

M.

Anton C. Missel back, SE. t Sec. 25, 'f.11 N., R.1 E., H. M.
John B. Acton, NW. t Sec. 29, T. l l N., R. 2 E., H. M.
Ernest Sevier, lots 1 and 2 and E. t NW. t Sec. 18, T.11 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
Hank Hall, lots 1 and 2 and E. t NW. t Sec. 7, T. 11 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
John William<ion, SW. t Sec. 32, T. 10 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
Isaac W. Wells, lotsl and 2 and E. t NW. t Sec. 30, T. 11 N., R. 2E., H. M.
Joseph R. Brown, lots 3 and ·4 and E. t SW.¼ Sec.19, T.10 N., R. 2 E., H.

.

C. E. 5258. Thomas Barber, lots 7 Sec. 5, lots 2, :\ and 4 Sec. 7, lot 2 Sec. 17, lot 5
Sec.1 , lot 3 Sec. 20. lot G Sec. 8, T.10 N., R.1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5262. William Jackson, W. t SW.¼ Sec. 20, S. t NW. t Sec. 33, T.10 N., R. 2 E.,
H.M.
U.E.5273. Howard Van Nest, NW.¾Sec. 25, T.11 N., R.1 E., H.M.
C. E. 5275. Ruel Rnss, W. ¼Sec. 25, T. 11 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5283. Frank Robert on, NW. ¾Se0. 26, T. 11 N., R. l E ., H. M.
C. E. 52 . Richard McChristian, N. t NE. t Sec. 22, T. 11 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5297. Nelson Ru ss, NW . t ec. 1:1, T. 11 N., R.1 E., H. M.
•
C. E. 5299. Ed ward A. Hanson, W. t Sec. 22, T. 11 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5300. Rollancl B. Elliott, N. ½,'E. ¾NE. t SW.¾ Sec. 28, T. 11 N., R.1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5305. Columuus C. Wolcopp, lot<i2 and 3 and ·s. t NE.¾ Sec. 2, T. 11 N., R.1 E.,
H.M .
. E. 5307. Emmett W. \Yilson, lots 1 and 2, ::mu. S. ½NE. t Sec. 6, T. 10 N., R. 2 E.,
H.M.
C. E. 5309. Jam s T. mith, lot 3 and 4 and E. 1 SW.¾ Sec. 18, T. 11 N., R. 2 E., H.
M.
· E. 5325. William tev n , lot 3 and 4 and E. t SW. t Sec. 18, T. 10 N., R. 2 E.,

H . 1.

C. E . 5327. John Haughn, lot 3 and 4 and E.

t SW. t Sec. 19, T. 11 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
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C. E. 5329. Anthony Burk, lots 1 and 2 E. t NW.¼ Sec. 31, T. 10 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5331. Joseph M. Stuart, NW.¼ SW.¼ Sec. 23, SE.¼ SW.¼ Sec. 28, W. ½SW. t
Sec. 3, T. 11 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5335. Joseph J. Barber, SE. t Sec. 32, T. 10 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5336. Edwin Dick, E. ½NE. t, NW. t NW. t Sec. 11, NE. t NE.¾ Sec. 14, T.
11 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5337. Joseph Dick, S. ½NW. t and S. ½NE. t Sec. 24, T. 11 N., R. 1 K, H. M.
C. E. 5339. Sterling Campbell, NE. t Sec. 28, T. 11 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5356. George E. Emrick, SE. t Sec. 13, T. 11 N., R. 1 E., H. M.
C. E. 5357. James McGuire, NW. t Sec. :32, T. 20 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5358. John C. McCoon, SE.¾ Sec. 19, 'f. 10 N., H.. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5359. George T. Johnston, NE. t Sec. 32, 'I'. 10 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5360. William Sprague, lots 1 and 2 E. t NW. t Sec. 18, T. 10 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5361. Michael McGowan, lots 1 ~nd 2 E. t NW. t Sec.19., T. 10 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5362. William Q. Morrison, lots 1 and 2 and E. ½NW. ¼Sec. 19, T. 11 N., R. 2
E.,H.M. ·
C. E. fi363. Arthur Quinn, lots 3 and 4 and E. ½SW.¼ Sec. 31, T. 11 N., R. 2 E., H. M.
C. E. 5364. John A. Brown, lots 3 and 4 and SE. t NW. t Sec. 6, 'I'. 11 N., R. 2 E.,
H.M.
Agent Bergen transmits with his report a copy of the records of Humboldt county
showing that the land embraced in all these entries was conveyed a short time after
entry to David Evans, a,nd that several conveyances have since been made of the
same, such conveyances being in all the cases exactly similar.
·
A copy of a supplemental report by Agent Bergen in ea.ch case, except Nos. 4930,
5124, and 5125, is also transmitted, in which he states that these entries were procured
to be made by Charles E. Beach and Harry Marks, who acted as agents for David
Evans, who was agent for and a member of the California Redwood Company; that
Beach and Marks superintended the making of final proof and paid all the money for
the land.
•
I also inclose a copy of a report from Agent Bergen dated July 16, 1886, in which
he states that the deeds from the entrymen to E,-ans were all drawn, signed, and acknowledged before :final proof was made. These deeds were drawn by one David
Cutten, who signified his willingness to testify in court to the facts but refused to
make an affidavit.
I inclose copies of a statement made by Cutten, affidavits by Henry N. Burnett,
John Conor, and F. H. Foss, and of a certificate by the recorder showing the manner
and extent of these operations.
Agent Bergen further states in his report of July 16, 1886, that the fraud was a
notorious one, and that the present owners of the land must have known the fraudulent character of the entries before making the purchase. It hardly appears possible that they were not acquainted with the fact that allegations of fraud had been
made in regard to the entries in which Evans and the California Redwood Company
were interested, as Evans, Marks, Beach, Roberts, Vance, Noyes, and two others were,
at the time the present owners purchased the land, under indictment for subornation
of perjury in regard to these entries, and that fact had attracted a great deal of
attention throughout the State, owing to the prominence and wealth of the parties
and the extent of their operations.
In this connection I would call attention to office letters of May 28, 1886, and this
date, recommending suits to set aside patents in certain cases, and suggest that all
these cases be considered together, as the same state of facts exists in all, although
the proof of fraud is stronger-in the other cases.
,
Patents have issued on these entries, and considering all the facts in regard to the
same, I respectfully recommend that the honorable Attorney-General be requested to
institute suits for the purpose of setting aside the same.
FRAUDULENT ENTRY OF COLORADO COAL LANDS.

[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, March 12, 1887. I

I have the honor to transmit herewith copies of reports made by Special Agent A.
S. Caldwell upon certain final homestead entries in the Pueblo Colorado land district ·
together with certified copies of the entry papers.
'
These entries were all based upon pre-emption declaratory statements alleging settlement five or more years previously, application to make proof and transmute to
homestead entry being made at the same time.
The ~and covered by said entries is very valuable coal land, and the reports show
t~at with one exception _the alleged entrymen never resided upon, improved, or cult1va~ed the !and as_ required, and that such parties are wholly unknown to certain
specified reliable witnesses who were well acquainted with the inhabitants of the

•
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county, and a1so knew the condition of the lauds during the period of alleged residence. The following are the entries referred to, namely :
l!,. C. No. 333. SW. t Sec. 13, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name of Jesus M. Salazar.
Patented January 20, 1880.
F. C. No. 334. NW. ¼.Sec. 13, T. 34 S., R. G4 W., in the name of Luciano G. Perea.
Patented January 20, 1880.
F. C. No. 335. E. -½ NE. t and E. t SE. t Sec. 14, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name
of Juan J. Mestas. Patented January 20, 1880.
F. C. No. 336. N. W. t Sec. 24, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name of Favian Grine. Patented January 20, 1880. .
F. C. No. 337. SW. t Sec. 24, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name of Noverto Torres. Patented January 20, 1880.
F. C. No. 827. N. t NW.¼ Sec.10, N.t NE. t Sec. 9, T. 34 S., R. 64 W,, in the name of
Vicente Bustos. Patented March 15, 1882.
F. C. N;o. 828. SE. t NW. t, E t SW.¼, and SW. t SW.¼, Sec. 3, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in
.t he name of Juan Domingo Moncado. Patented March 15, 1882.
·
F. C. No. 829, SE. t Sec. 3, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name of Juan Jose Gusman.
Patented March 15, 1882.
F. C. No. 830, NW. t Sec. 4, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name of Manuel Arsee. Patented March 15, 181;32.
.
.
F. C. No. 832, NE. t Sec. 4, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name of Guadelupe Atencw.
Patented March 15, 1882.
F. C. No. 831, SW. t Sec. 4, T. 34 S., R. 6-i W., in the name of Ynes Bialpando.
Patented March 15, 1882.
F. C. No. 833, N. t NE. t Sec. 11 and N. ½NW. t Sec. 10, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the
name of Vidal Blau. Patented March 15, 18tl2.
F. C. No. 834, SW. t Sec. 5, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name of Matias Siote. Patented March 15, 1882.
F. C. No. 835, SE. ¼Sec. 5, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name·of Ygnacio Perea. Patented March 15, 1882.
F. C. No. 836, NE. ¼Sec. 3, T. 34 S., R. 64 w;, in the name of Eduardo Valincio.
Patented March 15, 1882.
F. C. No. 837, N.. ½NE. t and N. t NW.¾ Sec. 8, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name of
Juan B. Casias. Patented March 15, 1882.
F. C. No. 838, SW. t Sec. 2, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name of Mileton Cantara.
Patented March 15, 1882.
F. C. No. 839, SE. t Sec. 4, T. 34 S., R. 64 W., in the name of Francisco Crispen.
Patented March 15, 1882.
F. C. No. 849, N. t NW.!, SW. i NW.¼, and NW.¾ SW. t Sec. 3, T. 34 S., R. 64 W.,
in the name of Julio B. Castanedo. Patented March 15, 1882.
The alleged entrymen in all these cases are reported to be myths except Noverto To~res, party to final homestead No. 337, and in his affidavit accompanying the report on his
case be swears that be neither at any time resided on the tract covered by said entry,
made homestead entry of said tract or .final proof therefor, nor conveyed the land to
Frank B. Kingsley, or any other person.
The five cases first specified were manipulated l>y Frank B. Kingsley, T. J. Peter,
an<l. E. B. Sopris; the remaining fourteen, l>y E. B. Sopris, A. M. Holt, and Ed. Bright,
all of T1-inidad.
The reports show transfers l>y mesne conveyanco either through Frank B. Kingsley, John R. Mulvane, Henry M. O'Brien, and George M. Converse or A. M. Holt and
George M. Converse to Elbridge B. Sopris, and a reputed transfer is recorded from
Sopris to Charles D. Chase, of New York, which is reported to never have been consummated by passing the consideration.
The evidence in these cases goes to show a systematic conspiracy to obtain the most
valuable coal lands in Southern Colorado without paying a single cent therefor be·
yond the fees and commissions to the local officers, which stopped at no species of
perjury, forgery, and corruption to accomplish 1hat end, the numerous transfers
th.rough tools of the principals being made for the purpose of covering up and com·
plicatrng the frauds.
A it can l>e shown, however, that the entrymen except Torres were all myths,
and that his name was made use of without bis knowledge or consent, I have the
h. no! to recommend that the honorable Attorney-General l>e requested to direct the
~ 1stnct attorney for Colorado to institute civil proceedings to sat aside the patents
188Ued.

[To Hon. L. Q. U. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, October 8, 1887.)

Refen:ing to ?ffice l ~tt r of March 12, 1887, recommending proceedings to set aside
patents in certarn Pu blo, olorado, ca es known as the" Sopris" ca e, in which title
had been fraudult·nt_ly obtained through fictitious entrymen to very valuable coal
lands under the agricultural laws, I have-the honor to transmit herewith copies of
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1rnports made by Special Agent A. S. Caldwell in 42 similar cases, covering 6,720
acres, including sections 26, 34, and 35, SW. ¼sec. 25, E. -½ sec. 27, and W. -½ sec; 36,
'f. 33 S., R. 63 west, secs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 11, W. -½ sec. 1_, E. t and N\Y, ¼~ec. 10, 'I. 34
S. R. 63 west Pueblo district, Colorado, as shown by diagram herewith mclosed.
'rt is shown' by the special agent's reports that these entries were initiated at the
same time by the same parties, in the same manner, ancl for the same purposes as the
"Sopris" cases mentioned above, and that with the knowledge that the entrymen
were aU mvths one Michael Beshear, of Trinidad, Colo., took steps to be advised by
telegraph of the issuance of pa~ents and imr:-;ediately ther~after bad recorded_ warranty deeds for the above-mentioned tracts from the mythical patentees to himself
or other parties made use of as -tools, thus forestalling the parties who bad manipulated the fraudulent entries, and securing the benefit of the scheme so far as it embraced said tract.
·
The following are the entries covering the tracts described above,· namely:

Pre-emption entries.
A. C. S. 326, R. and R. No. 590. SW. ¾ Src. 35, T. 33 S., R. 63 W., inade June 30,
1873, in tho name of James B. Lyon. Patented October 26, 1877.
.
.A. C. S. ~76, R. and R. No. 593. SW. t Sec. 34, T. 33 S., R. 63 W., made July 2,
187.3, in 1he name of Vane Watson. Pate11ted October 26, 1877.
A. C. S. 3i5, R. and R. No. 592. NW. t Sec. 34, T. 33 S., R. 63 W., made July 2,
1873, in the name of Eclward C. Baker. Patcntetl October 26, 1877,
A. C. S. 327, R. ancl R. No . 589. SE.¼ Sec. 34, T. 33 S., R. 6:3 W., made June 30, 1873,
in the name of George A. Palmer. Patented October 26, 1877.
·
A. C. S. 325, R. and R. No. 585. NW. t Sec. 35, T. :{3 S., R. 63 W., made May 3l,
1873, in the name of Marvin E. Scott. Patented October 4, 1873.
A. C. S. 3:36, R. and R. 5i:ll. SE. t Sec. 2(j, T. ~3 S., R. 63 W., made May 31, 1873, in
the narue of Robert Noble. Patented October 4, 1873.
A. C. S. 337, R. aud R. 580. NW. t Sec. 26, T. 33 S., R. 63 W., made May 31, 1873,
in the name of John E. Green . Patented October 4, 1873.
A. C. S. 335, R. and R. 579. SW. t Sec. 26, T. 33 S., R. 6:3 W., made May 31, 1873, in
the name of Charles E. Chase. Patented October 4, 18i3.
A. C. S. 334, R. and R. 569. SW. t Sec. 25, T. 33 S., R. 63 W., made May 30, 1873,
in the name of James S. Price. Patented October 4, 1873.
A. C. S. 3:~3. R. and R. 568. NE. t Sec. 35, T. 38 S., R. 63 W., made May 30, 18i3, in
foe name of Carter Conrad. Patented October 4, ltl73.
.
A. C. S. 33l, R. and R. 566. NE. t Sec. 27, T. 33 S., R. 63 W., made May 28, 1878,
in the name of Abel R. Clark. Patented October 4, 1878.
A. C. S. :~01, R. and R. No. 564. SE. t Sec. 35, T. 3~ S., R. 63 W., made May 29,
1873, fo the name of Alfred Mitchell. Patented October 4, 1873.
A. C. S. 303, R. and R. No. 563. SW.¼ Sec. 36, T. 33 S., R. ti3 W., made May 29,
u,n, in the name of William A. Sprague. Patented October 4, 1873.
A. C. S. 302, R. and R. No. 561. NW.¾ tiec. ::i6, T. 33· S, R. 63 W., made May 29,
1873, in the name of Martin Webb. Patented October 4, 1873.
A.. C. S. 332, R. aufl R . No. 570. NE. t Sec. 26, T. 33 S:, R. 63 W., made May 30,
1873, in the name of George N. Benson. Patented October 4, 1873.
A. C. S. 326, Rand R. No. 588. W. ½NE. t Sec. 34, and W. t SE. i Sec. 27, T. 33 S.
R. 63 W., made June 30, 187:3, in the name of Samuel Crawford. Patented Octobe;
4, 1877.
A. C. S. 367, R. and R. No. 594. E. ½SE. t Sec. ~7, E.-½ NE. t Sec. 34, T. 38 S., R.
63 W., made July 2, 1873, in the name of Samuel Fletcher. Patented October 26
~7~

'

A. C. S. 234, -R. and R. No. 651. SE. t Sec. 11, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made October 29
1878, in the name of John Lindsay. Pat,ented .July 15, 1874.
'
A. C. S. 363, R. and R. No. 612. S. -½ NW. t, S.t NE. t Sec. 3, T. 34 S., R. 63 W.,
made July 18, 18i3, in the name of Howard Campbell. Patented October 26, 1877.
A.. C. S. 3tl0, R. and R. No. 610. SW. t Sec. 2, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made July.16 1873
in the name JamP;s D. Reese. Patented October 26, 1877.
'
'
A.. C. S. 379, R. and R. No. 609. S. t NE. t and S. t NW. t Sec. 2, T. 34 S., R. 63 W.,
made July 17, 1873, in the name of Calvin Chapin. Patented October 26, 1877 .
. A. C. S. 385, R. and R. No. 604. SW. t Sec. 3, 'f. 34 S., R. 63 W., made July 16, 1873,
m the name of Joel Young. Patented October 26, 1877 .
• A.. C. S. 384, R. and R . No. 603. NE. t Sec. 3, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made July 16, 1873,
m the name of Abner Bridges. Patented October 26, 1877.
A C. S. 233, R. and R. No. 650. SW. t Sec.11, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made October 29,
1873, in the name of Oliver P. Hall. Patented July 15, 1874 .
. A. C. S. 3i8, R. and R. No. 602. NE. t Sec. 10, T. 33 S., R. 63 W., made July 14, 1873
. ·
'
m the name of Collins Morgan. Patented July 15, 1874.
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· A. C. S. 338, R. and R. No. 601. NW. t Sec. 11, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made July 14,
1873, in the name of Seth R. Ford. Patented July 15, 1874.
A. C. S. 371, R. and R. 600. NE. t Sec. 11, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made July 12, 1873, in
the name of R. T. Smith. Patented July 15, 1874.
A. C. S. 370, R. and R. No. 599. SE. t Sec. 2, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made July 12, 1873,
in the name of Daniel Powell. Patented October 26, H377.
A. C. S. 369, R. and R. No. 598. W. t NW. t and W. t SW. i Sec. 1, T. 34 S., R. 63
W., made July 12, 1873, in the name of Charles B. Lyman. Patented October 26,
1877.

A. C. S. 368, R. and R. No. 597. E. t NW.t and E. t SW.¼ Sec, 1, T. 34 S., R. 63W.,
made July 12, 1873, in the name of George M. Allen. Patented October 26, 1877.
Pre-emption cash.
No. 832. N.t NE.¼ and N. t NW.¼ Sec. 3, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made July 1, 1873, in
the name of John Sills. Patented May 15, 1877.
.
No. 833. N. t NE. t, N. t NW. t Sec. 2, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made July 1~, 1873, mt.he
name of Henry Duncan. Patented May 15, 1877.
Final homestead entries.
F. C. No. 880. SW. t Sec. 4, T. 34 8., R. 63 W., made August 13, 1881,in the name of
Desederio Provincio. Patented April 10, 1882.
F. C. No. 879. NW. t Sec. 10, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made August 13, 1881, in the name
of Donaciano Martinez. Patented November 10, 1882.
F. C. No. 877. NW.¼ Sec. 5, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made August 13, 1881, in the name
of Domingo Sisneros. Patented April 10, 1882.
F. C. No. 876. NE.¼ Sec. 5, T. 34 S., R. 63 W.; made August 13, 1881, in the name
of Martin Valdez. Patented April 10, 1882.
F. C. No. 779. SE.¼ Sec. 5, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made March 22, 1881, in the name of
Ynes Velasquez. Patented April 10, 1882.
l!"'. C. No. 758. NW. t Sec. 4, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made February 4, 1881, in the name
of Juan Rafael Martinez. Patented November 10, 1882.
F. C. No. 757. SE.¼ Sec. 4, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made February 4, 1881, in tlle name
of Casimero Orga. Patented April 10, 1882.
F. C. No. 756. SW. t Sec. 5, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made February 4, 1881, in the name
of Juan Valencio. Patented April 10, 1882.
F. C. No. 753. NE. t Sec. 4, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made February 4, 1881, in the name
of Geronimo Maez. Patented December 5, 1884.
F. C. No. 668. SE. t Sec. 10, T. 34 S., R. 63 W., made August 16, 1880, in the name
of Miguel Antonio Trevino. Patented November 10, lt:!82. ·
It is shown by the agents' r eports that said tractB are rocky and mountainous in
character, inaccessible, and wholly unfit for agricultural purposes; that they are va_lnable only for the extensive deposits of coal which they contain, the existence of winch
have long been known.
·
Affidavits are furnished of responsible witnesses who have resided in the locality of
the lands for many years, who are thoroughly conversant with all facts relative to the
character of the lands and their use and occupation by various partie. , and who were
also well and extensively acquainted with the inhabitants of the county.
These affidavits cover the whole town of the alleged residence of the fictitio?s ent_rymen! and the affiants one and all declare that none of the parties to the torego~u g
entr~es~ver resided upon, occupied, or improved the lands embraced in their respective
~ntnes 1_n _a~y manner whatever; that, although well acquainted with al_l the set~lers
m the v1e1mty at that time, none of said alleged entrymen were known m the ne1ghborh?od arnl were entirely without any existence in fact.
It is al _o shown by the pecial agents' reports that since acquiring title in the manner d~sc~1bed above, Besboar bas conveyed the lands either in whole or in part to an
as oc1at1on known as the "Cincinna1i-Colorado Coal Coke and Iron Company," and
that the tra~ts are now in bis po session as representative ~f such a ociation.
As the evidence pre ented shows conclusively the perpetration of a grea~ ~r~ud,
whereby patents to vety valuable coal lands have been obtained by u e of tict1t1ou
ntrym n and fal e proofs, I b ve the honor to recommend that the honorable Attorn -G n_ ral be requ~sted to direct the proper district attorney to at once instituLe
proce ding to et a ide the pat nt i ued in the ca es described.
I tran mit h rewith the original entry papers in said ca e8 for exami.nation, if
0 ?
ary, and r iue t that the same be return d to this office until they may be r quir d by th di trict att rney, when they will be sent to the reO'ister
and receiver of
0
th local land office for bi use.
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FRAUDULENT DESERT LAND ENTRIES IN WYOMING.

(Union Cattle Company and Goshen Hole Ditching Company.)
[To register and receiver, Cheyenne, Wyo., June 25, 1887.)

I desire to call your attention to the cases herein described:
(1) Desert No. 901, F. C. No.197, by Oliver S. Carter, for SW.¼, W.-½ SE.¾ Sec. 10,
- N. t Sec.15, W. t NW. t Sec. 14, T. 22N., R. 61 W. Declaration Ifl:ade 8th October, 1883.
Final certificate dated February 19, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1886-102652.)
(2) Desert No. 556, F. C. No. 286, by Edward B. Goodell, for NE.¼, S. ½, NW. t, and
S. t Sec. rn, E. ½SE. t Sec. 14, T. 22 N., R. 61 W. Declaration made 1st of May, 1883.
Final certificate dated March 21, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1885-102653.)
(3) Desert No. 776, F. C. No. 172, by Edgar M. Arnold, for E. t, NW. t, E. t , SW. t,
and E. t Sec. 8, and NW. t Sec. 9, T. 22 N., R. 60 W. Declaration made 25th August,
1883. Final certificate dated February 17, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1886102654.)
.
(4) Desert No. 775, F. C. No. 174, by Jacob W. Hitchcock, for all of Sec. 4, T. 22 N.,
R. 60 W. Declaration made 25th August, 1883. Final certificate dated February 17,
1885. Proof the day previous. ( 1886-102655.)
(5) Desert No. 774, F. C. No. 204, by Henry H. Negles, for all of Sec. 3, T. 22 N., R. 60
W. Declaration made 25th August, 1883. Final certificate dated February 19, 1885.
Proof the day previous. ( 1886-102656.)
(6) Desert No. 727, F. C. No.162 , by Henry W. Montagne, for all of Sec. 14, T. 20 N.,
R. 64 W. Declaration made 13th August, 18R3. Final certificate dated February 16,
1885. Proof two days previous. (1886-1026fi7.)
(7) Desert No. 852, F. C. 179, by William Richmond Wadsworth, for all of Sec. 15; T.
20 N., R. 61 W. Declaration made 6th September, 1883. Final certificate dated February 17, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1880-102658.)
(8) Desert No. 726, F. C. No. 165, by Robert P. Clapp, for all of Sec 13, T. 20 N., R. 64
W. Declaration made 13th August, 1883. Final certificate dated February 16, 1885.
Proof two days previous. (1886-102659.)
(9) Desert No. 728, F. C. No. 161, by Alexander Beal, jr., for all of Sec. 15, T. 20 N., R.
64 W. Declaration made 13th August, 1883. Final certificate dated }'ebruary lo,
18i'.l5. Proofon 10th of'tha,t month. (1880-102660.)
(10) Desert No. 777, F. C. No. 191, by Edward P. Greene, for NE. t, E. -½, NW. t, and
lots 1 and 2, Sec.18, SE. t, E. t SW. t, Sec. 7, SW.¾ N. W. ¾, and NW. t, SW. i-, Sec.
8, T. 22 N., R. 60 W. Declaration made 25th August, 1883. Final certificate dated
February 19, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1886-102661.)
.
·
(11) Desert No. 851, F. C. No. 175, by James B. Quinn, for all of Sec. 32, T. 20 N., R.
60 W. Declaration made 6th September, 1883. Final certificate dated February 17,
1885. Proof the day previous. (1886-102663.)
(12) Desert No. 723, F. C. No. 163, by Abner Jones, for th e SE.¾, E. t SW.¾, and lots
3 and 4, Sec.18, NW.¾ NE. ¾and E. t NW.¾ and lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19, T. 20 N., R. 63 W.
Declaration made 13th August, 1883. Final certificate dated February 18, 1885.
Proof two days previous. (1886-102664.)
(13) Desert No. 724, F. C. No. 164, by Freeman Hunt, for all of Sec. 23, T. 20 N., R. 63
W. Declaration made 13th August, 1883. Final cer-tificate elated February 16, 1885.
Proof two days previous. (1886-102665.)
(14) Desert No. 725, F. C. No. 170, by William H. Burbank, for the S. -½,NW.¼ and
S. ½ NE.½ Sec. 24, N. -½,NE.¾ Sec. 25, T. 20 N., R. 63 W. Declaration made 13th August,
1883. Final certificate dated February 16, 1885. Proof on the 10th of that month.
(1886-102666.)
.
(15) Desert No. 720, F. C. No. 168, by Henry ·R. Dennison, for all of £ec. 30, T. 20
N., R. 62 W. Declaration made 13th Augnt:1t, U383. Final certificate dated February
16, 1885. Proof two d ays previous. (1886-102667.)
(16) Desert No. 846, F. C. No. 178, by Charles E. Free, for all of Sec. 19, T. 20 N.,
R. 60 Vf· Declaration made 6th September, 1883. Final certificate dated Pebruary
17, 1~8<>. Proof the day previous. ( 1886-102668.)
(17) Desert No. 849, F. C. No. 176, by William R. Hobart, for all of Sec. 30, T. 30
N., R. 60 W. Declaration made 6th September, 1883. Final certificate dated February
17, 1885. Proof the <lay previous. (1886-1026fi9.)
(18) Desert No. 719, F. C. No. 169, by William G. Tarbell, for N. t SW.¾ and N. ½
SE.¾, Sec. 29, and N. t NW. t , Sec. 32, T. 20 N., R. 62 W. Final certificate dated
February 16, 1885. Proof the 10th of that month. (1886-102670.)
·
(19) Desert No. 730, F. C. No. 171, by David W. Lane, for the SW. ¾, W. t SE¼,
SE. i SE.¾, and NE.¾, Sec. 9, aud SW .. ¼, SW. t and SW.¼ NW.¼, Sec. 10, and S. ½
SE. ¾ and SE.¾ SW.¾, Sec. 14, T. 20 N., R. 61 W. Declaration made August 13, 18tl3.
Final certificate dated February 17, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1886-102671.)
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(20) Desert No. 855, F. C. No. 200, by Henry J. Ferris, for all of Sec. 25, T. 20N.,
R. 61 W. Declaration made 6th September, 1883. Final certificate dated February

-

19, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1886-102672.)
(21) Desert No. 850, F. C. No. 207, by L add Plumley, for all of Sec. 31, T. 20 N., R. 60
W. Declaration made 6th September, 1883. Final certificate dated February 21, 1&3.?.
Proof the day previous. (1886-102673.)
(22) Desert No. 848, F. C. No. 177, by Charles E. Cox, for all of Sec. 29, T. 20 N., R.
60 W~ Declaration made 6th September, 1883. :F'inal certificate dated February 17,
1885. Proof the day previous. (1886-102674.)
.
· (23) Desert No. 856, F. C. No. 203, by John S. Batten, for all of Sec. 26, T. 20 N., R.
61 W. Declaration made 6th September, 1883. Final certificate dated February 19,
1885. Proof the day previous. (1886-102675.)
(24) Desert No. 857 1 F. C. No.180, by William F. De Nyse, for all of Sec. 35, T. 20 N.,
R., 61 W. Declaration made 6th September, 1883. Final certificate dated February
11, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1886-102676.)
(25,) Desert No. 854, F. C. No. 205, by Charles A. Esler, for all of Sec. 24, T. 20 N.,
R. 61 W. Declaration made 6th September, 1883. Final certificate dated February 19,
1885. Proof the day previous. (1886-1.0i677.)
(26) Desert No. 8f>3, F. C. No.173, by James MacCormac 1 for all of Sec. 23, T. 20 N., R.
61 W. Declaration made 6th September, 1883. Final certificate dated February 17,
1B8.5. Proof the day previous. (1886-102678.)
(27) Desert No. 564, F. C. No. 208, by William H. Ashby, for NW.¼ SW.¼ and SE.¼
of Sec. 8, N. t NW.¼ of Sec.17, T. 20 N., R. 61 W. Declaration made 5th May, 1883.
Final certificate dated February 21, 1885. Prooftbe day previous. (1886-102679.)
(28) Desert No. 780, F. C. No.181, by Andrew J. Wills, for the NW. ¼Sec. 9, NB.¼
sec. 8, SW.¼ SW.¼ and SW.¼ NW.¼ Sec. 4; S. t NE.¼ and SE.¼ Sec. 5, T. 20 N., R. 61
W. Decla.ration made 25th August, 1883. Final certificate dated February 17, 1885.
Proof the day previous. (1886-102680.)
(29) Desert No. 781, F. C. No. 195, by Thomas T. Buckley, for lots 1 and 2, Sec. 5,. T.
20 N., R. 61 W., W. ½ and W. ½ E. t SE.¼ SE.¼ Sec. 32, T. 21 N., R. 61 W. Declaration
made August 25, 1883. Final certificate dated February 19, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1886-102681.)
(30) Desert No. 839, F. C. No.182, Dani el A. Smith, for the S. t NW.¼, SW.¼ and SE.
¼Sec. 4, and NE.¼ and E. t NW.¼ Sec. 9, T. 22 N., R. 61 W. Declaration mad~ 4th
September, 1883. Final certificate dated February 17, 1885. Proof the day previous.
(1886-102682.)
(31) Desert No. 784, F. C. No. 187, by George W. Valk, for the NE.¼ Sec. 13, E. ¼
$E. ¼ Sec.12, 'I'. 22 N., R. 62 W., and W. ½SE.¼, E. t SW.¼, and lots 3 and 4 Sec. 7, E.
½NW.¼, and lots 1 and 2 Sec. 18, T. 22 N., R. 61 W. Declaration made 25th August,
1883. Final certificate dated February 18, 1885. Proof the day previous. (188610'2683.)
(32) Desert No. 783, F. C. No. 199, by William H. Cheney, for NE.¼ Sec. 7, N. ½ NW.
t Sec. 8, SE. t, SE.¼ of NE.¼ Sec. 6, and SW. J; SW. t NW. t Sec. 5, 'l'. 22 N., R. 61 W..
Declaration made 25th August, 1883. Final certificate dated February 19, 1885. Proof
the day previous. (1886-102684.)
(33) Desert No. 780, F. C. No.188, by Charles J. Mp,rtin, for tl10 W. ½Sec. 25, SE. i E.
½NE.¼ Sec. 26, S. t SW. t Sec. 24, T. 22 N., R. 62 W. Declaration made 25th August,
1883. Final certificate dated February 18, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1&!6102681.)
(34) Desert No. 789, F. C. No. 201, by Isaac L. Doughty, for the N. ½ BW. ¼,NW.¼,
W. t NE.¼ of Sec. 24, and S. ½ Sec. 13, 1'. 22 N., R. 62 W. Declaration made 25th
August, 18 3. :final certificate dated February 19, 1885. Proof the day previous.
(1886-102686.)
(35) Desert No. 902, F. C. No. 183, by John S. Washburn, for the NE.¼, E. ½NW.¼
Sec. 12, S. ½, S. ½NE. t of Sec. 1, T. 21 N., R. 62 W . Declaration made 8th October,
1883. Final certificate dated February 17, 1885. Proof the day previous. (18861026 7.)
(36) De ert No. 787, F. C. No. 202, by William R. Beam, for the N. t of S. t and N. ½
of Sec. 13, W.t SE. t and E. ½SW. t Sec.12, T.21 N., R. 62 W. Declaration made 25th
August, 1883. Final certificate dated February 19, 1885. Proof the day previous.
(1 6-102,6 .)
(37) Des rt No. 788, F. C. No. 184, by Thomas D. Greene, for the E. ½NW.¼, Sec.
24, and .. t of . t of S c. 13, T. 21 N., R. 62 W. D claration made 25th Au oat,
1 ·
mal certificate dated February 17, 1885. Proof the day previous. (1 610..,6 9.)
( ) Des rt o. 7 2, F. C. No. 196, by Lafayette Entler, for the SE. t, E. t SW. i,
and · t of cc. 30, and S. ½ W. ¼ ec. 19, T. 21 N., R. 61 W. Declaration made 25th
An~u t, 1 3. Final certificate dated February 19 1885. Proof the day previous.
(1886--102690.)
'
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(39) Desert No. 211,-F. C. No. 65, by Gorham B. Goodell, for the S. ½ NE .. ¼ andN_E .
tNE. ¾,, Sec. 19, T. 20 N., R. G3 W. Declaration made ·22d Ju.ne, 1880. Frnal certificate dated September 10, 1883. Proof same day. (1886-118327.)
(40) Desert No. 729,F. C. No. 16.7, by Arthur P. Tarbell, for the W. ½ Sec. 21, S. t
NE;¼, SE. ¼, and SE. NW. ¼, and NE. t SW. t Sec. 20, T. 20 N., R. 63 W. Declaration- m.ade lath Angust, 1883. Final certificate dated :February 16, 1885. Proof two
days previous. (1886-118328.)
.
(41) Desert No. 72~, F. C. No. 166, by Horace V. Freeman, for N. t ~~c. ,22, a~c~ S. t
Sec. 15, T. 20 N., R. 63 W. Declaration made 13th August, 1883. l! rna1 cert1fioate
elated February 16, l 885. Proof two days previous. ( lb86-118329.)
· ( 4~) Desert No. 479, F. C. No. 253, by Forrest Hall, for NE. ¼, E. t NW. ¼, S. t S_W.
t Sec.17, NE. t NE. t Sec. 19, NW. t NW. t Sec. 20, T. 22 N., R. 64 W. Declaration
made 9th February, 1883. Final certificate dated March 2, 1885. Proof same day.
(1886--1183:H.)
(43) Desert No. 478 1 F. C. No. 251, by William C. Lane, for tbe SW:¼ SW.¼ Sec. 3,
NE. t and S. t Sec. 9, W. t NW. t, and NW. t SW. t Sec. IO, T. 22 N., R. 64 W. Declaration made-9th February, 1883. Final certificate dated March 21 1885. Proof same
day. (188~118332.)
·
·
(44) Desert No. 840, F. C. No. 347, bv Harold A. Corred, for the SE.¼ SW.¾, SW'. ¼
SE.¼ Sec. 3, N. t and NE. t SE. t Sec: 10, T. 24 N., R. 64 W. Declaration made 5th
September, 1883. Fin.al certificate dated July 25, 1885. Proof 13th of that month.
( 1886-118333. ) .
(45} Desert No. 841,. I!'. C. No. 345, by Frederick C. Buswell, for the SW.¾ NW. ¾,
NW.¼ SW.¼ Sec. 14, E ½and N. t NW.¼, SE. t NW. t Sec. 15, S. t SW. t and SW. t
SE.¼ Sec. 10, T. 24 N., R . 64 W. Declaration made 5th September, 1883. Final ccrtiticate dated July 25, 1885. Proof same <lay. (1886-118~34.)
(46) Desert No. 838, F. C. No. 348, by William B. Wilson, for the SE .. ¼ SW.¼, SW.
t 8E. t Sec. 4, T. 24 N., R. 64 W., and N. -½,NE.¼ SW.¼, and NW. t SK¼, and S. ½of
S.-½ Sec. 9, T. 24 N., R. 64 W. Declaration made 4th September, lt:!8:3. Final certificate dated July 25, 1885. Proofsame date. (1886-118335.)
(47) DAsert No. 791, F. C. No. 186, by Harry S. Babcock, for the S. t and SW.¼,
NE.¼ and S. t NW.¼ Sec. 2, T. 24 N., R. 62 W. Declaration made 25th August, ·188:t
Final certificate dated February 18, 1885. Proof the 5th of that month. (lti86-·
118336.)
(48) Desert No. 785, F. C. No. 191, by Charles D. Chapman, for the E. ½NW.¼, E.
-½ 8W. t, SE. t and S.-½ NE. t Sec. 18, SW.¼, S. t NW. t Sec. 17, T. 24 N., R. 61 W.
Declaration made 25th August, 1883. Final certificate dated February 18, 1885.
Proof the 5th of that month. (1886-118337.)
·
(49) Desert No. 786, F. C. 189, by Alfred B. Guion, for the N. ½Sec. 25, SW.¼ SW.
¼, and S. t SE. ¼ Sec. 24, T. 24 N., R. 61 W. Declaration made 25th August, 1883.
Final certificate dated February 18, 1885. Proof the 5th of same month. (18.36118338.)
(50) Desert No. 544, F. C. No. 377, by John Harrington, for the SE. ¼ Sec. 17, NE. t,
N. ½SE.¼ of Sec. 20, NW. ¼, N. ½SW. t Sec. 21, T. 24 N., R. 61 W. Declaration made
26th April, 18ti3. Final certificate dated October 9, 1885. Proof September 12, 1885.
(1886-118339.)
.
(51) Desert No. 794, F . C. No.185, by John W. Doughty, for the E . ½ NW.¼, N . .t
SW. t, SE. t SW. t Sec. :3, T. 24 N., and SW. t SW.¼ Sec. ::34, T. 25 N., R. 62 W. Declaration made 25th August, 1883. Final certificate dated February 18, 1885. Proof
the 4th of that month. (1S86-118340.)
.
(52) Desert No. 837, F. C. No. 190, by Daniel A. Heald, for the S. -½ NW. ¼, S.-½ NE.
t Sec. 30, W.-½ SW. ¼ Sec. 29, T. 24 N., R. 60 W. Declaration made 4th September,
-1883. Final certificate dated February 18, 1885. Proof the 4th of that month. ( 1886
-118341.)
(53) Desert No. 793, F. C. No. 192, by Henry A. Brotherton, for the S. t and S. t
~W. ¼ Sec. 33, T. 25 N., R. 62 W. Declaration made 25th of August, 1883. Final certificate dated February 18, 1885. Proof the 5th of that month. (1886-118342.)
(54) Desert No. 792, F . C. No. 193, by Samuel J. O'Keefe, for the S. t NW.¾ and S. t
NE. ¼ Sec. 32, and E . t NE.¼ Sec. 31 T. 25 N., R. 62 W. Declaration made 25th August,
ltj83. Final certificate dated February 18, 1885. Proofthe5thofthatmontb. (1886118343.)
(55) Desert No. 543, F. C. 252 by Thomas A. Mathews, for the E. ½Sec. 21, W. ½
SE._¼. and SW,¼ Sec. 22, T. 24 N., R. 61 W. Declaration made 26th April, 1883. Final
certdica.te dated March 2, 1885. Proof the 24th Fel>ruary, 1885. ( l886-lltl344.)
The final proof in all these cases i::; very similiar, in fact almost identical, and no
material_ difference is discoverable b etween the proof in any two cases:
The witnesses swear that no crops have ever been raised by the claimants, for the
ditches have just been completed, but that an ample water supply is at hand to be
used, brought by means of ditches.

t
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Claimants swear to substantially the same points as do witnesses, and that they
own water right, and have never parted with interest in land nor agreed to do so.
Special Agent Henry R. Fry reported upon these cases, 1 to 38 inclusive, during
September, 1886, and upon 39 to 55 inclusive, during November, 1886. His reports
in all t,hese cases are in substance the same.
Upon n. majority of the entries no ditches that would carry water have ever been
constructed, while the few ditches that have actually been constructed have never
been utilized.
•
A survey of a large and of lateral ditches was made and a plow furrow made in
many places to show the line of survey, but no actual bona fide ditching was ever
done by the claimants nor by any one for them. All the ditching that ever was done
was of the most shadowy nature, antl. was not· substantially useful nor intended to
be so.
The land has not been reclaimed or irrigateu to the slightest degree in any one of
the 55 cases enu'merated, and was at date of Mr. Fry's investigations in the condition
it was at the time entry was made.
''The Goshen Hole Ditching Company" and the "Union Catt.le Company " are
kindred corporations doing business in the Territory of Wyoming, and the officers of
the latter are also the officers and incorporators of the former.
The ditching company had in baud for itself and the cattle company the construction of a system of ditches with which to irrigate these entries.
But at only one point along the whole line (35 or 40 miles) has the ditch ever been
constructed so as to be capable of carrying water, viz, in T. 21 N., R. 60 and 61 W.,
and even here it bas not been utilized. At many points where cuts of from 4 to 8 ~e6t
were reqmred by the sm:vey a cut of only 1 foot is made, and_where :fills are reqmred
none are found. The surface-line of the ditch presents the same general appearance ;
that is, a 1-foot cut throughout its entire length. Again, where the ground was rocky
no attempt was made beyond a single plow furrow to mark the line of the intended (f)
ditch. Where flumes were required to span gullies and gulches no flumes are to be
found. It is evident from the nature and character of the work done that these skeleton ditches were made solely for the purpose of proving up and to ease a little the
consciences of the witnesses who were to testify in the cases.
What was done was at the instance of Thomas Sturgis, the president of tbf\ Goshen
Hole Ditching Company and an officer of the Union Cattle Company. At the dates
of :final proof it was known by Mr. Sturgis that the ditches, so called, were not capable of carrying water on to the land.
While each entry stands alone on the books there is a connection between them a_ll;
and it lies in the fact that each was made in the interest of one of the two compames
named, or of some of the officers or members thereof.
.
Of the 55 entrymen 7 live in Wyoming, 7 in New Jersey, 30 in New York, and 11 m
Massachusetts.
Inspector Ed ward A. Bowers went to New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts, and
interviewed the entrymen in the following cases, viz: (3), (6), (8), (9), (12), (13), (15),
(22), (34).
The information he gained shows Mr. Sturgis (whether Frank or Thomas does not
appear, they appearing to be equally implicated in this matter) to have procure~ the
making of the entries. These foreign entrymen made the entries merely "to obhgea.
friend," and never considered that they actually had any interest in the lands, nor have
~bey ever had any individual water rights. They signed papers they <lid n_ot examme or know the purport of, simply because by so doing they could serve a fnend, and
not one of them ever anticipated any remuneration for so doing.
The enirymen in New York at least did not even pay notarial fees, for Gerrard<?·
Green of New York City was employed by Mr. Frank Sturgis to act as notary public
in these cases, he filling that office at that time for the" Home Insurance Company"
of New York City.
T_hese 48 entrymen, non-residents of Wyoming, signed both their declarations and
their final proofs on information given them, and not from personal knowledge .
. Another fact of interest in this connection is, that 15 men are all who appea~ as
tinal-proof witne ses in the 55 cases, in which there are 110 witnesses' :final affi~avit ;
and 11 men are all who appear as ori{J'inal witnesses to the claimants' declaration.
It may be remarked that Mr. Ashby, foreman for "Union Cattle Company," w~
one of the :final witnes es in 20 cases; and that Mr. G. B. Goodell, a. member of said
cc_>mpany, wa_s one of the witnes es to declaration in 49 cases; and Mr. Thoma~ Sturgi , ~he pre 1d nt of the "Goshen Hole Ditching Company" and an officer ID tbe
"
Ill n Cattle ompauy," appeared in the same capacity in 19 case .
Each of th ntri d cribed above is hereby held for cancellation upon the ground
that n ditching ufficient to reclaim was ever done, nor was any irrigation; and ~or
th _ ~urtb r r ~ _on that the land has not been chauged by artificial mea ures from it
rigmal cond 1t 1on, but remains in the same state it was in when the entries were
mad ; anu for the further reason that it is shown that each of said entries was made
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in the interest of one of the two companies herein named, and not for the exclusive
use and benefit of the entrymen.
.
.
.
These are the <rrounds assigned in the cases as a whole; but I have to part1cnla!ize
in re<rard to 3 ca~es 1 and give additional reasons why they are held for caneellat1on.
Referring to (39) desert No. ~11, F. C. No. 65, the agent report~ that th~ S: t _of
the NE. t of Sec. 19 "is natural hay meadow; will produce hay without art1fic1al irrigation. Hay has been cut o:ff this land for years."
·
Also the agent reports relative to (50) that it is '' all agricultural botw1:7 la1;1d exce)?t
the three western forties of Sec. 20/' And as t.o (55 ), the agent says: This land 1s
capable of raising hay in sufficient qua_ntities to. pay for ??tt~ng; 3:nd ~ large quantity was cut during 1884 and 1885, and 1t grew without artificial 1rr1gat1on."
My letter of the 22d of July, 1885, to Special Agent Genrge covers these three cases" Lands that are part,ly agricultural and partly desert can not be entered under the
desert act. The lands entered must be wholly of a desert character." (See 4 L. D.,
p. 33, Instructions to Agent George.)
You will give due notice of this action to each entryman, informing them of the
nature and substance of this letter; and advise each that he will be allowed sixty
days in which to apply for a hearing to show cause why his entry should be sustained
in accordance with circular instructions of the 31st July, 1885, and that if he fails to
show cause why his entry should be sustained the same will be :finally canceled. Issue notices in these cases at once. ·
COGSWELL AND FINK PRE-EMPTION CASI! ENTRIES.

Fraudulent pre-emption entries can not be confirmed by board of equitable adjudication.
[To Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, February 28, 1887.

Referring to department letter of June 15, 1886, directing that C. P. Cogswell and
Michael Fink, transferees in certain pre-emption cash entries in the Duluth, Minn.,
land district, be allowed sixty days within which to file formal application, together with their reasons and arguments showing cause why the entries involved
should be referred to the board of equitable adjudication for confirmation, I have the
honor to transmit herewith such application and argument filed by Messrs. Curtis
and Burdett, attorneys for the applicants.
The entries involved are as follows:
Cogimell : No. 2997, Joseph Caza; No. 2998, W. H. Ricker; No. 2999, L. J. Copeland.; No. 3001, Richard Carey; No·. 3002, Stephen Bonneville; ' No. 3003, A. F. Albert; No. 3007, Ole Kalburg; No. 3041, Frank McGugin; No. 3114, Michael McEvoy.
Fink: No. 3028, Patrick Hannigan; No. 3146, Samuel Harris.
All of the above-mentioned entries were canceled by this office August 31, 1883, as
the resnlt of l\ hearing had upon the special agent's report. Due and proper notice
of the hearing was given, but neither the entrymen nor transferees appeared, and
upon the testimony taken for the government showing that the lands were in their
natural state, utterly devoid of any sign of improvement or cultivation, except iu
two or three instances where pole pens were found, the entries were adjudged to have
bee.~ ma~e fraud~lently, for speculative purposes, and that the law as to residence,
cult1vat10n, and improvements had not been complied with.
Subse_quently Cogswell and Fink,·through their attorneys, filed applications asking
for the issue of patents for the tracts involved irrespective of any charges which the
~overnment might urge against the entries, the applicants alleging that they were
mn?cent purchasers, for value, after the issue of the final certificates, and without
notice of any defect in the title.
May 13, 1884, this office denied said applications, holding that purchasers before
patent were not innocent purchasers, but take with notice of all defects and subject
to the final adjudication of the claims by the land department; that there was no
power yested in this office to issue patents upon illegal entries of public land; that
th~ ~ss1gnees were allowed to apply for a further hearing to prove the validity of the
entries; and that no further hearing having been applied for the decision of August
:H, 1863, was declared final.
Application was then made to the department for a writ of certiorari under rules
83 and 84 of Practice, and Secretary Teller in passing on Cogswell's petition July 21,
18E'4 (3 L. D., 2:3), denied it so far as it proceeded upon the ground that the petitioner
was a bona fide holder for a valuable consideration, and should therefore be protected
and patent is ue without regard as to whether the pre-emptor complied with the law
or p~·ocured his final certificate by fraudulent practices, but directed that this office
certify all papers, proofs, and proceedings in the cases to the department for t~e purpose of enabling him to examine as to w beth er the action taken here in cancelmg the
entries was warranted. The same order was made in Fink's caise October 29, 1884. f
Upon an examination of the papers in both cases Secretary Teller unde! date 0
February 11, 1885, concurred in the opinion of this office tba,t 'beither of said entry-
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men ever resided upon, improved, or cultivated their respective tracts within the requirements of the law, but that their whole proceeding in respect to the same was
fraudulen~, and directed that the cancellations stand .
.
On Febrtrnry 24, 18i:i5, attorneys for Cogswell and Fink addressed a letter to Secretary Teller asking that action on the entries be suspended, that the case be referred
to the board of equitable adjudication under rule 15 of the rules adopted for the
government of that l.>0ard; and that opportunity be afforded them to submit argument iu support of the ease. Mr. Teller referred said letter to this office with the indorsement to "Notify the register and receiver not to cancel the entries until further
orders, and give the claimants an opportunit,y to present the matter to the Board of
Equitable Adjudication,:' and the local officers were accordingly notified March 3, ltl85,
by telegraph.
.
No argument having been filed, or other action taken, the order of suspension was
revoked by office letter of November 3, 1885, to the local officers. Appeal from this
action was filed, and by letter of April 26, 1886, to Curt:s and Burdett, I declined to
forward said appeal on the ground that the right of appeal in the case did not exist.
The attorneys thereupon applied to have the matter certified to the department under rules 8;} and 84 of Practice, which application was denied lry department letter
of June 15, 1886 (herein before referred to), but with the direction that sixty days be
allowed them to show cause why Secretary Teller'll order should not be revoked by
the department, or in the meantime to present formal a.pplication for the reference
of the entries covered then,by to the board, together with their reasons and arguments why they shonld be so referred. Said attorneys were notified October 30, 1886,
and under date of December 28, 1886, filed their argument.
It is contended at considerable length that section 2262 of the Revised Statutes
expressly provides that bona fide purchasers are to be protected by the government
frow all the illegal or franuulent acts of the entrymen, their vendors; that the entrymen will forfeit the purchase-woney and all right and title to the land for false
swearing, bnt the bona fide purch~ser will still hold title ; and that. this office is bound
by said section to issue patent even though the entries iuvolved are proved to be
fraudulent. Further, that if the "bona fide purchasers for a valuable consideration"
mentioned by said section have uo standing in the land department to secure t~e
patents on the entries, as a. matter of law and strict le_qal 1·ight they are clearly wit_lnn
the eqii'itable relieJ extended by the law establishing the board of equitable ~djud1cation and the rules adopted and promulga,ted by that board for the execution of the
statutes creating and continuing it.
.
It has b ee n repeatedly held and is the settled ruliug of the department, based upon
nnmerous court decisions, that parties who purchase of pre-ernptors before pa~ent
can not maint,ain the position of bona fide 1mrchasers, as they purchase only au eqmty;
they take only such title as the vendees of the gove.rnment had, :wd purchase subject
to the action of the land clepartruent upon the entries e ither iu confirming or_ canceling them; that such purchasers may be beard ex rel. to matiutain the validity of
the entries embracing the land purchased, but f01· no other purpose. (Wbita~er v.
Southern Pacific Railroad Company, 2 Copp's L. 0., 919.) If patent issues it issues
to the pre-emptor, and the land department is prohibited from issuing patents on a
void pre-emption entry. Tho clause in section 2262 relative to bona fide purchasers
has reference only to the effect of the conveyance as between the grantor aud grantee
and not as between either parLy and the government. (Charlemagne Tower, 2 L. D.,
779, 7 0.)
As the patent roust issue to the pre-emptor, and as the land department is prohibited from issuing patent on a void pre-emption entry, the purchaser's claim must
fall with the entryman's.
In Cogswell's own case (3 L. D., 23) it was held that purchases from person who
hold final certificates purchase with notice that the laud department is but an admini trator of the law, and th_at it has no anthority to i sue patents to p~e-emp_t?rs or
entrym u who have not comphecl with the law or ,Yho have procured their certificates
by frnud.
More recently yon held in the case ofR. M. Chrisinger (4 L. D., 347), that tbepurcha er after ntry and prior to patent takes no better title than tile entrym3:n ha
to confi r, and whatever right is thus acquired is subject to the subsequent action of
the land d partment. And again to the same effect in the case of John C. Featherspil (4 L. D., 570).
. ection 2262 do s not define '' bona fide purchase," ancl in construing the stat?te
1t ha _b en held th~t r, tb wor_<l mu t be understood a having been u ed accordmg
to tb 1r well- ahll h cl l<' •al 1mport ther beinrr uotbiurr to show that any other
en e was int ndecl." (Whittak r v. 's. . R.R., ~upra.) To change the rule ~f l~w
and h ld tha purchasers before patent are bona fide purcha era would be to 10v1te
fraud ~u pl ce ~ pr 1~ium on perJ ury. Entries wonld be made (as they baye and
ar b m' mad ) Ill the mt r ·t of third partie without the lea t compliance w1th the
law r p cting re icleni , cultivation, and imp~ovement , ba ed upon false proofs, and
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the land would be immediately transferred to the beneficiaries, who would ~hereupon claim to be bona fide purchasers, without not.ice of any fraud o~ defect _rn the
title, and the land department would be powerless to protect the pubhq domam and
bona fide settlers.
.
.
.
·
.
The question was thoroughly disposed of m Root v. Shields, 1 '\Vool, 353. (See,
ah;o Astroru v. Hammond, 3 McLean, 107; Irvine v. Marshall, 20 How., 555; Boone
v. Chiles, 10 Pet,., 177; Oliver v. Piatt, 3 How., 333; _Brush v. Ware, 15 Pet., 10:5;
Franklin v. Kelley, 2 Nebr., 79; Harkness v. Uuderh1ll, l Black, 31? ;_ Barnard v.
Ashley 18 How., 43 among other Federal and State supreme court decisions.)
Asid~ from the fo{·e<roing I am of the opinion that said entries could not in any
evimt be confirmed uy the board of equitable adjudication, rule 15 for the government of said board, which is the one claimed to be applicable t? the cases in question ( 4 Copp's L. 0., 5:~), provided that "where an entry has been improperly allowed
by the district land officers upon evidence deemed by them satisfactory of the right
of the party cJaiwiug, and upon the faith of the official certificate of entry issued by
the register snch entry has passed into the hands of a bona fide purchaser, a patent
shall be issued to such assignee, notwithstancling the subsequent discovery of the
improper or irregular allowance to the original claimant, provided the land embraced
by sucn entry is not rightfully claimed by another, and such assignee was at the
time of his purchase ignorant of the irregular or improper allowance, and in all
cases of entries of lands in the Territory of Wisconsin upon which no lead mines or
diggings were known to exist at the time of such entries."
It is apparent from the wording of said rule that it refers only to entries which
were improperly allowed by the local officers because of some defect in the proof or
entry, but where the law had been substantially complied with by the entryruen. In
the entries in question the proof was straight and regular oidts face, and the local
officers were warranted in accepting it and allowing the entries. It was subsequently
ascertained, however, :not that the law had been substantia,lly complied with and
that there was only some slight defect in the proof, but that the law had been violated in every particular, and that the claims were fraudulent from their inception.
:Further, it, appears that rule 15 has become obsolete, as is evidenced by its omission
from the circular of March 1, 1884 (p. 76 ).
In the Chrisinger case (supra), when suggested by counsel that it would be a proper
case for reference to the board in the event of failure on the testimony, you held that
the suggestion was" met by section 2457 of the Revised Statutes, which defines the
character of entries for submission to the board as cases where the law has been substantially complied with and the error or informality arose from ignorance, accident,
or mistake, which is satisfactorily explained. Chrisinger's case fails on the :find'ing
that he ~3:s not substantially complied with the law; hence his entry is not within
the prov1s10ns of t,he statute.:'
I am of the opinion that there is no law or rule by which the entries covered by the
application of Cogswell and Fink can bfl confirmed by the board of equitable adjudication, and as a member of that board I decline to entertain the application presented:
Application refused by Secretary April 4, 1887. .
ATTORNEYS AND AGENTS.

[To registers and rece'ivers, U. S. land offices, March 19, 1887.] .

From and after the 15th day of April, 1887, you will not recognize any attorney or
agent for claimants or other parties to any proceedings before you until he has complied with the following regulations:
1. An attorney at law who desires to represent claimants or contestants before your
office shall file a certificate under the seal of a United S".ates, State, or Territorial
court for the judicial district in which he resides or the local land office is situated,
that he is an attoruey in good standing.
2. Any person (not an attorney at law) who desires to appear as an agent for claimants or contestants before your office must :file a certificate from a judge of a United
. States court, or of a State or Territorial court having common-law jurisdiction, except
probate courts, in the county wherein he resides or the local office is situated, duly
authenticated nnder the seal of the court, that such person is of good moral character and in good repute, possessed of the necessary qual~fications to enable him to
render clients valnable service, and otherwise competent to advise and assist them
in the presentation of their claims or contests.
3. The oath of allegiance required uy section 3478 of the United States Revised
Statutes must also be-filed by applicants. In case of a firm the names of the individuals composing the firm must ue given, and a certificate and oath as to each member of the firm will be required.
4. An applicant to practice under the above regulations must address a _letter. to
the r('.gi~ter and receiver, inclosing the certificate and oath above reqqired, Ill which
letter his full name and post-office address must be given. He must 3tate whether or
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not be has ever been recognized as an attorney or agent before this department or
any bureau thereof, or any of the local land offices, and if so whether he bas ever
been suspended or disbarred from practice. He must also state whether be bolds
a11y office under the government of the United States.
After an application to practice bas been filed in due form the register and receiver
will recognize the applicant as an attorney or agent, as the case may be, unless they
have good reason to believe that the person making the application is unfit to practice before their offices, or unless otherwise instructed by the Commissioner or Secretary.
Registers and receivers must keep a record of the names and residences of all attorneys and agents recognized as entitled to represent clients in their several offices.
Every attorney must, either at the time of entering bis appearance for a claimant
or contestant or within thirty days thereafter, file the written authority for such appearance, signed by said claimant or contestant, and setting forth his or her present
residence, occupation, and post-office address. Upon a failure to file such written
authority within the time limited it shall be the duty of the register and receiver
to no longer recognize him as attorney in the case.
An attorney in fact will be required to file a power of attorney of his princinal,
duly executed, specifying the power granted and stating the party's present residence,
occupation, and post-office address.
When the appearance is for a person other than a claimant or contestant of record,
the attorney or agent will be required to state the name of the person for whom he
appears, bis post-office address, the character and extent of his interest in the matter
involved, and when and from what source it was acquired. Authorizations and
powers signed or executed in blank will not be recognized.
If any attorney or agent shall knowir:gly commit any of the following acts, viz:
Represent :fictitious or fraudulent entrymen; prosecute collusive contests; speculate
in relinquishments of entries; assist in procuring illegal or fraudulent entries or filings; represent himself as the attorney or agent of entrymen when he is only attorney or agent for a transferee or mortgagee; conceal the name or interest of his client;
give pernicious advice to parties seeking t,o obtain title to public lands; attempt to
prevent a qualified person from settling upon, entering, or :filing for a tract of public
land properly subject to such entry or filing, or be otherwise guilty of dishonest
or unprofessional conduct; or who, in connection with business pending in local
land offices or in this department, shall knowingly employ as subagent, cle.rk, or
correspondent a person who has been guilty of any one of these acts, or who has been
prohibited from practicing before the register and receiver, or this department, it
will he sufficient reason for his disbarment from pmctice, and you are authorized to
refuse to further recognize any person as agent or attorney who shall be known to
you or be proven before-you to be guilty of improper and unprofessional conduct as
above stated.
An attorney or agent who has been admitted to practice in any particular land district may be enrolled and authorized to practice in any other district upon filing with
the register and receiver of such district a certificate of the register or receiver before whom he was admitted to practice that be is an attorney or agent in good standing.
'
Any unprofessional conduct on the part of an attorney or agent should be reported
to the Commissioner at once, together with your action in the premises.
Appeals from th~ action of the register and receiver in refusing to admit to practice or in refusing to further recognize an agent or attorney will lie to the Commissioner and Secretary, as in other appealable cases.
Approved.
L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secret0;ry.
MARYL.AND LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY.

Registry receipt.-Where a. regi stered letter is delivered to a part:v other t'!lan the addressee that
suflici~nt under the post-office regulations to show that he was authorized to receive such

f!i~~~

Fili?lg d:uplicate receipt-A.ttorney.-The filing of a duplicate receiver's r eceipt is not sufficient to constitute the party .fi,ing the r ·ei pt an attorney or entitle him to the rights and privileges of an attorney or agent, especially when be bas never been authorized under department regulations to
repre ent claimants.
Tramferrees.-Partiea who pnrchase from claimants must give proper notice of their interests in order
to be entitled t o notice of action taken thereon.
[To F. M. Heaton, Esq., Washington, D. C., .July 26, l887,l

I am in r c ipt of your communication of April 12, 1887, filing an application in behalf _of ~he Maryland Land and Cattle Company, pre eot owners of the land, for a
heanng m a e of pre- rnption ca h entry No. 2 72, of the W. t BW. ¼, SE.¼ W. ¾,
and W. ¼ E. i- ec. 7, T. 15 S., R. 56 W., Pueblo district, Colorado, made Augu t,
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l',83, by David Y. Bradford, which was held for cancellation Jun~ 21, 1886, upon reJ>ort of Special Agent R. G. Dill, and ca?-celed by office let~er of Febr:uary 2, 1887,
upon report by the local officers that claimant had been notified by registered letter
and had failed to take any action in defense ?f his claim. .
.
.
With said report the local officers transmit return registry receipt for the registered letter containinD" notice of the action of this office holding the entry for cancellation, said receipt b~aring date of September 15, 1886, and being signed bJ: one
J. W. Hunter. This application for a hearing contains two grounds for consideration in the statements:
First. That there js nothing to show that J. W. Hunter had any right or authority
to sign the name of Bradford to the receipt for the registered letter; and
Second. That E. J. Eaton, of Colorado Springs, Colo., who filed the duplicate receipt in said case, should have been notified of the adverse action taken, which was
not done.
Iu regard to the first point the form of the registry receipt of the post-office regulations require, that "when delivery is made to other than addressee the name of
both addressee and recipient must appear," and as required the names of David Y.
Bradford and J. W. Hunter both appear on the registry receipt.
'
The fact of delivery to the said J. W. Hunter is sufficient proof under post-office
regulations that he was anthorized to receive mail matter addressed to Bradford.
On the second point the matter of notice to be given is governed by the rules of
practice, and these prescribe that no person appearing as a party or attorney in any
case shall bo entitled to notice of proceedings who does not file a statement in im·Uing,
gfring the '11ame of the party whom he represents, also that no person not a party to the
record shall intervene without first disclosing on oath the nature of his interest.
Mr. Eaton merely filed the duplicate receipt in the case, with a number of them,
without stating whom he represented or requesting to ue advised of action taken, and
asked that the patents be sent to him when issued. Furthermore, Mr. Eaton's name
does not appear upon the records as having been admitted to practice under the department regulations governing the recognition of attorneys or agents seeking to
represent claimants before this office.
The mere filing of the duplicate receipt was in no sense an appearance in accordanc(\
with the rules of practice, and did not entitle him to notice of action taken or to act
as attorney for any party or parties known or unknown.
To recognize any person as an attorney on such a basis would be to nullify the Rules
of Practice and the regulations governing admission of ~ttorneys and agents, and enable him to totally defeat the purposes thereof. This is particularly true in cases
where the_ claimant's right is called in question by allegations of fraud, and still
more particularly true where such allegations are to the effect that the entry was
made in the interest of another party, to which party the land has been transferred.
While the :filing of the duplicate receipt in this office is regarded as sufficient evidence of right to receive patent as to warrant delivery of patent, when issued, to the
party filing the same, it can not be accepted as importing attorneyship or ent-itling
the party to a right to notice. This right can only be acquired by an appearance in
strict accordance with rules 101 and 102 of Practice, and such appearance can only be
£led by an attorney or agent authorized to represent claimants before this office by
admission to pract.ice under the departmental regulations governing the recognition
of attorneys and agents.
It is the intention of this office to strictly enforce the Rules of Practice, and not to
sanction a custom whereby parties in contempt or evasion of the regulations are enabled to obtain all the rights, privileges, and information accorded attorneys who have
been regularly admitted and have :filed proper appearances.
It is also alleged that the Maryland Land and Cattle Company were innocent purchasers for value, having acquired title by purchas~in March, 1886, from J. F. Seldomridge, the vendee of the entryman, and that said company were never officially
notified of the cancellation of the entry.
Neither Seldomridge nor the Maryland Land and Cattle Company were partie<i to
the record, and no transfers had been entered in the county records at the date of the
special agent's examination, and while transferees when known are accorded the
right to be heard to sustain the validity of the entry, and provision made in the Rules
of Practice whereby they may become parties to the record and thus insured timely
notice, it is incumbent upon them to take advantage of such provisions and make
their claims known.
I therefore decline to reopen the case, and deny the application for a hearing.
HEARINGS IN ALLEGED FRAUDULENT ENTRIES.

fTo register and receiver, Cheyenne, Wyo., December 30, 1886.]

I am in receipt of the joint letter of yourselves and the special agents on duty in
your districts, representing the need of employment of counsel to r~present the government at hearings ordered by this office for the cancellation of entries on the grountl
INT 87-vo~ 1--38
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of fraud. You state that it is a well-recognized fact that no matter who the nominal
claimants in such cases may be the r eal parties in interest are wealthy corporations, live stock associations or irrigation companies, and that they employ the
best legal talent to be had regardle·ss of expense, and avail themselves of every opportunity to interpose technical objections iu order to delay if they may not also defeat the purpose for which the hearings are instituted on the part of the government,
and thus secure the long e11joyment if not the permanent possession · of the lands
they may wrongfully bold.
You also say that it is believed that counsel representing these interests frequently
make it a special object to secure rulings against their clients upon which they may
have good ground for appeal, and this upon points which a lawyer of experience and
acumen would easily be able to prevent and th wart their designs. And you say that
on the other hand the government agents, without . special training or forensic experience, naturally incline to oppose every motiou or objection, or should they apprehend trickery they are liable to fall into the opposite error by conceding points which
they should maintain,
You are advised that no means are provided by which counsel can be employed by
the government in these cases. It is too true that under the clamor of ''economy"
the public interests are not sufficiently provided for. But the land department must
do the best it can with the facilities allowed.
It istbe duty of registers and receivers to see that cases _before them are properly
conducted. They are presumerl to know the law and tlte rulmgs, and they are clothed
with abundant power '' to confine the testimony to the issue and to keep the record
clear of redundant s·tatements, irrelevant matter, and incompetent evidence."
·
Hearings ordered liy the governrn_e nt on allegel~ fraudule~ t entries must be hel~ b~fore registers aud receivers. The Rules of Practice govern mg contests between rnd1viduals are not designed and are not necessarily applicable to investigations by the
government. While they should generall.v Le followed, es:7ecially in respect to notice
and the usual course ,o f procetlure, there are exceptions necessary to be observed; for
example, no deposit for expenses is required, and it is a matter of manifest importance
that hearings in pursuance of such invest,igations should be had only before tho
proper officers of the government. The discretion given by rule ::35 to r egisters and
receivers to order testimoov taken before some other officer than themselves, should
not be exercised in cases where the government is a party. Neit.hcr sl.wul~ testiwouy
in such cases be taken by deposition on interrogatories. The force of_ special agents 1s
too limited and their time too much occupieu to permit their servwes to be squanderetl in running all over a State or Territory to attend the taking of testimony merely
to suit the convenience, real or assumed, of t,he other side. The governmeut has
some rights as well as the defenders of alleged frandulent entries, anu these must be
respected and maintained. Besides, this office and department want the exact facts
of a case brought out, and a rigid sci·utiny of witnesses and evidence exercised. T~is
duty is committed to registers and receivers. It cau not be committed to local magistrates irresponsible to this department.
[To rogister and receiver, Cheyenne, Wyo., January 27, 1887.]

Mr. James .A.. George, special agent, verbally informs this office that the practice
at your office in hearings is that after the government has introduced. all of its evidence in the case application by defendant for a continuance is granted to a future
day. Such practice is not just,ifi.ed by any rule of practice, departmental or office
decision. The application for continuance must be made and disposed of before any
eyidence is introduced, and if not it will be deemed that the party bas waived all
right to the same. Any other practice must result in great injustice to the government.
Of course, when default is made by defendant affirmative evidence on the part
of the government must be taken upon which to base a cancellation.
[To r egister and receiver, Cheyenne, Wyo., February 18, 1887.J

I am in receipt of rour _letter of the 2d instant requesting instructions reg3:rdiug
the place -v.·here hearmg rn alleged fraudulent entries should be belrl.
You _refe;, to m_y letter of the 30th of December, 18 6 (13 L. 0., 25:3), in which it
wa said : Ileari_urrs order d by the government ou alleged frauclnh•nt entries urn
~e held before r g1sters and rec ivers;" and to my letter of tlto i7th of Jan nary, 1 .i
m th case o~ . L. E ., No. 16 7, by Albert L. Kinrr, in which yo11 were d-ir cted to
con ult pe 1a~ Agent eorg a to time and place for holding alt arinrr in aid ca .
Y n. are ~dv1_ d that JOll will be governed aR a rn,le by the inf?truc ion of Dec !11b r 30, 1 , 1thout r ganl to the use (If the phrase "and place"
which was an m1
ad erlence iu the King letter.
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This rul~ will not however prevent you in exceptional cases, and for sp_ecial cau_se,·
from ordering test.imony taken elsewhere than ~t the_ local office, ~mt this should i:,e
done only in exceptional cases upon consultation with the special agent, and m
keeping with the interests_of the government.
TIMBER TRESPASS.

S1,ttlers may remove timber from vacant public lands for their family and settlement uses, but not
for the purpose of sale and speculation.
{To Special Timber Agent Downey, Miles City, Mont., April 4, 1887.]

Under date of 18th t1ltimo you reported John D. Sears ·of Glendive, Mont., as a
trespasser to the extent of ten cords of wood cut from public lauds, which Sears
claims to have cut as an "acttrnl settler" for '! domestic purposes." You state that
he is a shoemaker, and has a s'bop and residence at Glendive and a family.
You have been heretofore instructed that you are not expected to report cases of
this character. -Your explanation of the present r port is that there are. a large numher of petty trespassers whose aggregate depredations are cons1d.erable, and that iii
is unnecessary for them to resort to public timber for fuel, because coal is abundant
and cheap. Notwithstanding this expl11nation I must advise you that it is not the
policy of this office and department, nor would it be creditable to the administration; to prosecute-citizens of the Territories for taking small quantities of fire-wood
from vac·a nt public lands for their own domestic purposes, or for taking from such
lands the timber necessary for ·o rdinary improvements on their claims, and not for
purposes of sale and speculation. · While there is no law authorizing such timbercutting from agricultutal pn blic lands in Montana, and this office has no power to
grant permits to any person to take public timber for any purpose, still, in the ex:penditure of the small appropriatfon available for the maintenance of special agents
m the field, a reasonable discretion must be exercised in respect, to the most advantageous and expedient direction in which that expenditure shall be made.
Trespasses upon a large scale by mill men, corporations, and others, are constantly
brought to th·e attention of the office, and you have been both generailly and specially
directed to investigate such cases.
Ymt will heteafter devote your attention exclusively to the important cases that am
co_m mitted to you for examination, and you will in no case interfere with settlers
taking necess·a ry timber for their own family and settlement uses.
·
FEES OF SURVEYOR-GENERAL,

(To surveyors, general, October 13, 1886. 1

81it'Veyors-general will be permitted to furnish-certified copies of field-notes, plats,
and other papers from their records, and to charge therefor such fees as are now
allowed by law to registers and receivers, or to public officials in the State or Territory for ~ike services, not excee~ing the fees prescriue~ for registers and receivers;
and pro\rided also that such services are not performed m office hours -by clerks paid
by the United States, nor the government stationery or supplies used.
Approved.
L. Q. C. LAMAR, Secretm·y.
DESERT-LA..~D ENTRY AND IMPROVEMENTS.

Lands partly agricultural and partly desert can not, be entered under the desert act.
A desert entryman conducting water upon land temporarily does not comply with the law. The improvements must be of a permanent character.
[To register and receiver, Cheyenne, Wyo., April 7, 1887.)

I have carefully examined the testimony in the case of The United States v. George
D. Jenks, involving the latter's desert-land entry No. 207, F. C. No. 53, for the S. t NE.
i, E. t SE. ¼, NW. t SE. t of Sec. 26, and the E. t NE. ¼of Sec. 35, T. 30 N., R. 4 W.
On the 24th of May, 1880, Jenks filed his declaration of intention to reclaim the described t~act, under the provis~ons of the act of Congress approved on the 3d of March,
1877, entitled "An act to provide for the sale of desert lands in certain States and
Territories.'' Final proof was made on the 24th of M1:1,y, 1883, and final certificate, No.
53, was issuea on the same day: ·
The entry was held for cancellation by ·my letter "P" of the 15th of March, 1886,
upon the report of Special Agent James A. George, on the ()'round that the land "'."as
not desert in character at date of entry and that Jenks had done nothing .t o reclaim
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it if it had been. A bearing was applied for by Jenks and ordered by my letter "P"
of the 12th of April, 1886, and was held at your office in June, 1886, from the 3d to the
~th, both days included, and upon the testimony produced you decided against
Jenks and recommended that his entrv be cancelled.
The questions to be considered are:·
First. Whether or not the land involved was desert in character at the date Jenks
filed his declaration.
Second. If the land was 9-esert at the date of the declaration did Jenks reclaim it;
and,
Third. If it originally was desert and was reclaimed at the date of final proof by
Jenks was the reclamation of the permanent character contemplated by the law T
In considering the firs~ point I find that there is a strip of land from 175 to 190
yards in widt,h and about three-fourths of a mile in length, rnnning from one end of
this claim to the other, wbic4 is a rich sandy loam, up on which there is a fine growth
of timber. The timber is mostly cottonwood and rnngPH in size from l foot to 6 feet 4
inches in circumference. No less than 3,220 trees, the largest of which was 4 feet in
circumference, were counted in 1886 upon 16 acres of this bottom land. The fact that
lau<l is sufficiently moist to produce trees in such quantities and of such dimensions
indicates beyond question that it is not desert in character.
The entry includes 280 acres, fully 50 acres of which were of the character just
described at the date of tiling.
· "Lauds- entered mnst be who11y of a desert character. Lands that are partly
agricultural and partly desert cau not be entered under the desert act." See letter to
Agent George (4 L. D., p. 33; 12 C. L. 0., 85). Consequently, I am of opinion that
the land was not desert at date of filing.
.
Upon the second point I find that the preponderance of testimony shows that at date
of final proof the contestee had irrigated all of the Janel that was desert in character
at the date of his declaration. Upon this point the government did not introduce
testimony in rebuttal.
. But in considering the third point I find that the preponderance of testimony shows
that two years subsequent to the date of final proof there was bnt one ditch upon the
land, and that it covered land not requiring irrigation; that indications of the former
existence of several ditches were discovered, but that they had become useless for
irrigating purposes, and tha,t whatever reclamation was made was not of the permanen~ character contemplated by the law. For the law does contemplate that reclamation of desert land should he permanent. (See case of George Ramsay, 5 L. D.,
120; 13 C. L. O., 154; and the case of Charles H. Shick, ibid., p. 151; 13 C. L. 0.,
175.) It is not sufficient for a desert entryrnan merely to conduct water on the land
temporarily, simply for the purpose of making a show of compliance with law. The
improvements must be of a permanent character.
The second point rests upon the third, and when the latter is decided in the negative the fact that the former is decided in the affirmative avails the claimant
nothing. Further, conclusion reached in regard to the second point does not impa1r the strength of that reached in regard to the first point. For, though whatever
parts were desert were irrigated, the fact still reruains that "lands that are partly
agricultural and partly desert can not be entered under the desert act."
Consequently, I am of opinion that the land was not desert in character at date of
Jenks's tiling, and if it bad been desert his reclamation could not be considered of
sufficient permanency to entitle him to the land. Hence, your decision is affirmed, and
the entry is hereby held for cancellation. Advise the parties in interest thereof, and
that ~ixty days are allowed for appeal therefrom to the honorable Secretary of the
Interior.
FRAUDULENT SURVEYS.

rcircular of April 8, 1887, to the public.]

It having come to the knowledge of the United States surveyor-general that gross
frauds have been P':acticed by United States deputy surveyors in the prosecution of
work uud r snrveymg ~ontracts, the following information is published in order that
uch frauc~ule_nt and defective work may be r emedied, and all law-abiding citizens are
arn t tly rnv1ted ancl urged to understand and act upon it.
. L egal corners."-B.v the act of Congress and deci ion of the honorable Coromi ' neral Land Office, neither a post .nor stone can coustitute a legal land
siou r f~b
corn r which has neither pits, rnound1s, nor bem·ing trees.
L [Jal land li11 es.-Lin s ]_.>a iug through timber rnust be blazed on the trees, and when
~a · IDg tbrou •h bru h or baparral the brush must be ciit partly and bent o that the
lrn ·an l>e r eadily follow ed.
A1~plication_s fo!' surveys.- puty urveyors are prohibited from having anything to
do \'_l h ~pph ·at1on for surveys; they can not solicit, urge, or invite settl rs to make
appli cation , nor are they allowed to administer any oath nor to act as witnes es for

Wu.
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Payment to deputy su1·veyors.-Deputy surveyors are prohibi~ed from c_harging or
receiving any money, fee, or gratuity whateyer, from any one mter~sted m a survey
for any information given or work done durrng the progress of their surveys under
government contracts, and especially are applicants who have paid in mone:y for the
survey entitled to full and free information regarding the survey for which they
have paid.
Deposits.-It is unlawful for any one to pay in money in the name of an applicant,
and then procure and sell the certificate or use it elsewhere_. The applicant himself
is the only one lawfully entitled to the certificate, and its use is restricted by law.
All citizens have the right to report upon any defective or omitted work by letter
to the surveyor-general, and the present officers of the General Land Office not, only
recognize but earnestly desire that all should exercise this right.
Approved.
WM. A. J. SPARKS,
Commissioner of the General Land Office.
FRAUD IN SURVEY-REJECTED PLAT,

In view of the report of the special examiner, the pretended surveys in question are rejected and Deputy Surveyor Berdan debarred from employment in the surveying service.

[To R. P. Hammond,jr., U: S. surveyor-general, Sau Francisco, Cal., July 28, 1887.)

With your predecessor's letter of July 11, 1885, were received the field-notes and
plats.of the survey of south boundary of township 30 S., R.14 E., part of west boundary of 31 S., R. 14 E., and subdivisions of part of townships 30 and 31 S., R. 14 E., M.
D. M., California, claimed to have been executed by N. L. Berdan, United States deputy surveyor, under bjs contract No. 121, dated October 21, 1879.
Mr. George B. Pickett, a special agent of this department, in compliance with instructions, examined the above-named townships and submitted the result of his investigation in report dated May 22, 1886, and supplementary report dated July 4,
1887.
Mr. Pickett commehced his examination by interviewing citizens in township 31
S., R. 14 E,, and afterwards taking their affidavits, which show conclusively that
neither Berdan nor any other person surveyed in this township in 1884 ( at the time
it is claimed the survey was executed) ; that any party surveying there would necessarily have to pass n1::ar their houses on the only available road; that the country is
exceedingly rough and even mountainous, covered for the most part with a heavy
growth of chaparral; that its survey would be almost impossible of execution, and
that they have not seen or heard of any corners in the northern tier of sections in
said township.
.
•
Mr. Pickett also obtained several affidavits .from citizens residing in T. 30 S., R.14
E., all giving evidence similar to the above in regard to the southern part of this
township.
Mr. Pickett made .an instrumental examination for eight corners of Berdan's preten~ed survey, three· of them common to the two townships. The character of the
country may be inferred from Mr. Pickett's statement that six and a half days were
consumed in running only three and one-half miles.
In concluding bis supplemental report Mr. Pickett, speaking of the boundary (6
miles long) common to both townships, says :
"Berdan claims to have run this line from east to west, and all of it and 31 chains
besi_des in one day, besides walking not less than 4 miles to begin and not less than
8 miles to return to camp. It was simply physically impossible for any man to walk
unincumbered that distance over such a country. This claim alone is sufficient to
damn the whole report.
"I h~ve now diligently bunted for eight corners, three of them _common to both
townships, and not only failed to find any of them except H IH, 'f. 30, R. 14, but any
evidence that he or any one else bad attempted an instrumental survey of any part
of the territory covered by his contract."
The corner HIH is not in Berdan's contract, and consequently the examiner found no
corners at all belonging to Berdan's survey.
It is evident from Mr. Pickett's voluminous report that Deputy· Berdan made 110
survey at alt in tbe·townships above named, that his field-notes and plats are fictitious,
and his pretended survey a fraud.
.
In view of the facts set forth in the examiner's report I hereby reject the survey of
part of townships 30 and 31 S., R. 14 E., as above specified, claimed to have been
executed by N. L. Berdan, United States deputy surveyor, and be is debarred from
further employment in tho s1irveying service.
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UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.

Suit recommended to set aside patents for lands within quadrant formed by the intereeetion of the
Kansas Pacific and Denver Pacific Railroads, near Denv~.r, Colo.
fTo Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, September 20, 1886.]

I am in receipt by your reference for :report of a petition eigned by the following named gentlemen, asking that you recommend to the Attorney-General of the
United States the commencement of a suit to set aside patents issued to the Union
Pacific Railway Company (formerly known as the Kansas Pacific Railway Company;
also the Union Pacific Railway Company, Eastern Division) for certain tracts of
land situated in the State of Colorado, to wit:
.
Name.

Part of section.

J. W. Clise...............................
F. E. Butler........... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
C.P.Butler .............•..••.... •.. ....
S. B. McCormick.........................

S. ½NE.¼ and S. ½NW.¼-.
NW.¼ ................... .
SW,¼---···· ....••••••....
SE.¼ .•••••.••.•.•••••••••.
NE. ¼..•••••..•....•......

¥· 1:.'la1~t~; :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.J, H. Richards .......... ...... ..•....... .

H. R. Clise......... .•••... •• . . . . . . . . . . . . .

f:ff.}::::::::::::::::::::
NE.¼ .....•...... .. .....•.

Section. Township.
1
11
11
3

·3
3
3
9

5
5
5
5

s.
s.
s.
s.

s.
s.
s.
5 s. ·
5
5

5

Range.
69W.
69 w.
69W.
69W.
69W.
69W.
69W.
69W.

I have the honor to report that the S. 1 NW. t sec. 1 and NW. t sec. 11, have not
been patented to the company.
The S. t NE.¼ sec. 1 was patented to the company February 18, 1881; all of the
other tracts were patented to the company Deceruber 11, 187!:I.
There appear of record on the tract books of this office no adverse claims to these
lacds.
The petitioners have applied to enter the tracts set opposi~e their n3'.mes eit~er
under the homestead or timber-culture law, and the applications are still pendmg
before this office on appeal from the action of the local officers rejecting the same.
The grant to the company is for every alternate section of P? blic land d~signa~
by odd numbers, to the amount of ten alternate sections per mile on each side of its
road, by virtue of the acts of Congress of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 4t16), and the amendatory act of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 356).
•
The petition raises t,be question as to the location of the terminus of the company'.s
road, whether at Denver or Cheyenne, which calls for an examination of the act of
M'1rch 3, 1869 (15 Stat., 324).
The first section of the act authorizes the Union Pacific Railway Company, Eastern
Division (now known as the Union Pacific Railway Company), to contract with the
Denver Pacific Railway Company for the construction, operation, and maintenance
of that part of its line of railroad and telegraph between Denver City and Cheyenne,
and to adopt the road-bed already graded by the Denver Pacific Rail way Company as
said line, and to grant to it the perpetual use of its right of way and depot _grounds,
and to transfer to it all the rights and privileges subject to all the obligations pertaining to said part of its line.
The second section of the act obligated the Union Pacific Railway Company, Eatern Division, to extend its railroad and telegraph to Denver, to form a connection
with the line of the Denver Pacific Rail way and Telegraph Company.
The third section provided that each of said companies should receive patents to
the alternate sections of land along their resp ective lines of road in like manner and
within the sam@ limits as was provided by law in the case of lands granted to th('
Union Pacific Railway Company, Eastern Division.
The act therefore made a grant of lands to the Denver Pacific Railway Company
along it road from Cheyenne to Denver. Therefore, Denver under that ect was made
the ~estern terminus of the Union Pacific Railway Company, Eastern Division.
It 1 clear hat the law was enacted at the solicitation of the Union Pacific Rail WAY
C~mpany, E~tern J?ivi io':1, to save the outlay of constructing .a road to connect
with the Umon Pacific Railroad at a point not more than 50 miles westwardly from
th meridian of Denver, as required by the act of July 3, 1 '6 (14 Stat., 79).
The whole ~roe ding indica•e a complete surrender of that portion of Ha grant·
and the act of March 3, 1 69, was for the purpo8e, without doubt, of protecting the
g:ran~ as far west a Denv r. This act recites a contract authorizing it; at the same
time it makes _a grant of lands to th Denver Pacrnc Rail way Company from Denver
to heyen?e smnlar to that to the Union Pacific Company.
That berng true the grant to the latter must terminate at Denver.
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The original grantmg act is substantially complied with as to the construction of
a continuous line of road from the Missouri River•through Kansas, via Denver, to a
connection with ·the Union Pacific road not more than 50 miles west of the Denver
meridian; but the language of the act of Mar.;h 3, 1869, making a grant of lands
along the roads to the respective companies is not doubtful. It means a grant coterminous with their roads but not beyond.
The tracts in question are west of a line at the end of the Union Pacific road at
Denver drawn at a right angle to the general direction thereof. They are not laterally
opposite the line of either road but beyond the termini of both.
It is apparent that the withdrawal limits lairl down upon the maps of location were
incorrectly and carelessly made, since the granting acts provide specifically that the
lands granted shall be so many sections on each side of the road. The lands now in
question are not on either side of any road and would not be if the two grants were
treated as one.
·
,
Patents have been issued for a portion of the lands so beyond the limit of the grant
apparently without consideration and possibly without knowledge of the facts, but in
any event erroneously and without authority of law.
That such patents are absolutely void would seem to be beyond doubt, and it would
appear equally certain that further patents of that character should not be issued .
. I. inclose herewith a diagram showing the termini of the roads, also the terminal
limits of the grants, by a line drawn through the terminus of each road at right angles to the general direction of the line thereof (see United States v. The B. & M.
R.R. Co., 98 U. S., 339), and respectfully recomm•md that all odd-numbered sections
on that p-ortion of the diagram colored yellow, now vacant, be restored to entry, aucl
t~at a suit be instituted to set aside the patents that have heretofore been issued to
either of the railroad companies within the designated area.
[NoTE.-The foregoing decision was affirmed by the Secretary, November, 1887.]
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REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF ARIZONA.

UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERA:t,'s OFfl0E,

Tucson, Ariz., July 21, 1887.
Complying with instructions contained in department letter of date June 4, 1887,
foitial ''E," I have the honor to submit herewith in duplicate my annual report for the
fisc3l year ending .June 30, 1887.
PUBLIC LANDS.

There have -been no surveys of the public lands during the fiscal year ju,st_closed,
The Territory being without an apportionment no contracts have beel'.). entered ;11;1to.
There are many fertile valleys yet unsurveyed in this Territory, and bona fide settlers are almost daily petitioning this office for surveys. I hope that my estimat~ for
the surveying service the coming year will meet with favorable consideration, tl}.erel>y
affording the relief that is so much desired.
In the regular discharge of business appertaining to the duties C<?nnl;lct~d with t];li,s
office, and without specially searching for defects, it has been so plamly demonstrat~d
that I am compelled by a sense of duty to call attention to the character of the work
heretofore performed in the surveying department of the service.
.
It is conceded and susceptible of proof that there a,re hardly any existing evidences
of the work executed as late as 1883. Complaints made by settler~ that no 9orner
stakes or even township boundaries can he found are frequent, and county surveyprs
in loeating lands sought to be identified, although furnished with a copy of the field
notes, do so with the utmost difficulty.
There is evidence accumulating in this office that the survey of a large block ,o f
land about 80 miles in width and about 100 miles in length, surveyed under t4e deposit sJstem for the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, has been carelessly done if not
criminally im;tigated. It has been notoriously commented upon by se·t tlers on ·t his
tract during the past year that the watering places are ailqiost entirely on the railroad sections. A glance at the map of this survey will show conclusively that if th:is
is the case they were placed there by a system of illegal cop.t,:ar,tion or exp.ansfou by
the deputies.
.
Many of these lands are reported to have been sold or contracted for by the railroad
authorities, so that a large share of them are now held by what the law would ~ass
as innocent purchasers, when in fact if the "skin was scratched" it would probably
be found that stockholders, directors, or their special friends were under the puncture.
Large cattle companies are now t.he possessors of these lands, including government lands, and there is a mysterious whispering as to th~ corporat9rs and owners of
the stock incidental to corporations of this magnitQ.de.
By reference to the files of this office I find that these la,:p.ds w.ere surveyed Q.nde,r
the deposit system, and a certain John A. Benson was substantially the coetr-actor
for t,he surveys, yet other names were used as dummies. They reported t9 him ~Pd
all field work passed through his hands, and the general supervision of the wor.k
was under his direction and management. Under this system the :field was open
crooked work, the evidences of which are plainly visible, and that the goverll)'Jlent
was the victim it is easily to be inferred.
'
· ·
I hav~ not ?-l!d the opportunity or facilities for e;x:amining into this n:;i.atte.r for my
own sat1efact100, but I do know that a fine field for the exposure of fraud exists. The
whole matter should be ventilated; and if on investigation the system of illegal coii,,.
traction and expansion prevailed the remedy if pr,icticable should be appiied.
These la;nds are not only valuable for the timber growing there.o.n, but are valu,.
a~le agri~u~tur3:l lands es~ecially 3:dapted for ·the growth ,o f wheat, barley, and o,a ts,
w1th?ut irriga~1on, but bemg _deprived of water for stock, dairy, and for ot:P,er domest1c purposes are comparatively useless.
.
. The d_eep snows of winter and their gradual. melting as warm weat:P,er approacheij
1s sufficient for the growth of the cereals mentioned, but not 13u.fficient ,for pthe.,: do-

for
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mestic purposes. In justice to the sections of land belonging to the govemment and
of great value in the near future for the valuable timber growing on the same, and
which lumber will be needed to develop the home industry of our Territory, it should
have every safeguard thrown around it by the government.
Within the past two years a great and desirable reformation bas taken place in regard to entering public lands under the homestead and pre-emption laws, and with
rare exceptions no speculative tendencies are exhibited. The public have educated
themselves to the exactments of the law, and the mere speculator has retired in disgust and learned that residence and cultivation for a fixed period is a qualification
not to be evaded or disregarded. The cry of the "poor settler" is becoming threadbare and recoiling on the speculator with just indignation, as it is well known that
no man who desires honestly a pre-emption or a homestead is in the least inconvenienced in procurin~ the same under existing laws. The law is now being fully comprehended, and it 1s understood that the public lands are for the homeless and honest
settlers, and not for residents of towns and villages to be utilized as a convenience
and for the purpose of speculation.
MINERAL.

During the year there have been surveyed 39 mines embracing 623.9 acres, and 5
mill-sites embracing 26 acres, an increase of 11 claims over that of last year. The
majority of these claims are located in the Tombstone Mining District.
The outlook in mining circles is encouraging, more so than for three years past.
Judging from the gradual increase of claims that are being surveyed for patent mine
owners are quietly developing the mineral resources of the Territory, and the d3:y is
not distant when .Arizona will be among the foremost of the bullion producers of the
country.
In view of the fact that most all claims surveyed are connected with United States
mineral monuments I would urge the necessity of an appropriation for their prop~r
establishment and connection with each other. It is improbable that the public
land surveys will ever be extended over a majority of the mining districts, and there
should be something of a permanent nature to accurately determine the locus of the
claims surveyed. Mineral monuments at present are erected by deputies when_ necessary and a record is kept of all so established, but it is impossible to determrne the
location of one with reference to another, not being connected.
There are only 13 regularly qualified deputy mineral surveyors under this office.
Since the establishment of this office there have been 812 claims surveyed for patent,
751 mining claims, embracing an area of 11,428.7 acres, and 61 mill-sites, embracing
298.4 acres. Of the 812 claims so surveyed patents have been issu.ed for 448,
.
The following is a statement of the work done and the amount of deposit received
for office work and stationery in this division for the fiscal year:

w1~1~=£~1;~!~=~~ :::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::~: :::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :!
Amended surveys. _•. _.• _••••...•••....•.•..•...•••.•.••..••••• _..•• - . - - • . .
Plats for amended surveys .•••••...••.•.••..••••.. _•.. • _•••••••••..•. - - . -.

3
7

Am9unt of deposit .•.. ·-···· ..•••...•••..••••....••..•••••••••...... ·-···· $1,.320
DESERT LAND.

Speculators of all degrees have now turned their attention to the facilities offered
by the desert-land law, and "the woods are full of them": the field is more invit_i~g.
All manne~ of s~hemes are resorted to in order to gratify the gambling propensities
of _the age rn which we live, and I fully believe more perjury is committed now un~er
this law t?an _at any time in the history of the Territory to acquire public do_marn.
I a~ credibly mformed that parties have obtained 4,000 or 5,000 acres under this la~
by 11l!lgal methods, and are now resorting to all manner of means to conceal their
nefar10us work from investigation.
The_presentexcitement in an adjoining State in regard to what was consideredd_ ert
land_ m the past has stimulated to activity the speculators, not only in this Territory
but lil t~e eas~ern States, and the permanent prosperity and future development of
the _Tem t:ary 1 threat~ned by their questionable methods. The mere speculator has
no rnten~1on of occupyrng or cultivating the land, nor does he contribute one cent
to_waids its development for productive purposes their only motive being to demand
tnbute from the legitimate bu bandmen.
'
Nu~erous c1:1,eme . are now in pro~e s for the irrigation of these lands. Go?d, reepon ibl , and mt l11gent men are giving freely their capital for the coI1.Struct1on of
canal and the d vel pment of wat r by other means in order to benefit themselves
and the people at large, and they deserve the good-will of all enterpri ing men.
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The development of these enterprises stand independent in a great degree from
the mere speculator, and I desire to draw the line plainly that I may not be misunderstood. The one seeks to develop our barren wastes and make the " desert blossom
as a rose," expecting therefrom a fair remuneration by selling water righ~s and a~nual rentals for the use of water developed by them; the other to appropriate to his
own selfish purposes for a mere song the enterprises and labors of others. They neither toil nor do they spin, but seek to exact toll from the men, women, and children
by whose industry and thrift results that are hoped for are to be attained. The methods of these specl!lators, in many instances accompanied with downright perjury
under the present law, are somewhat difficult to counteract. They comply with the
requirements of the land offices, but the lands once filed on they hold them for speculation. ':l.'he meager sum of 25 cents per acre is not considered in comparison with
the prospective profits. ·
The desert-land law as it stands fosters a wild spirit of speculation, and should be
so amended as to frustrate the iniquities practiced thereunder.
It is a fact that the most valuable land in the Territory to·day is desert, if water
can be conducted upon it. This being so, why not exact similar requirements as is
done under homestead and pre-emption Jaws Y No settler who honestly intends to
reclaim desert lands ·will complain at such requirements. Residence on the land and
cultivation of the same can not be complied with whilst in a desert condition; but
why not require this as soon as the lands are reclaimed and before patent issues as
an evidence that reclamation bas takE:<n place, and thus prevent frauds as to reclamation Y All relinquishments made prior to the expiration of the three years should not
be subject to refiling until the end of that time.
I submit the followrng exhibits, wh"ich show respectively the amount of desert land
filed on in the Gila land district each year since the passage of the act, the number of
acres filed upon each month from July, 1885, to June 1, 1887, and of the number of
acres so filed upon, those by residents and non-residents of the Territory.
Showing total arnount of land filed upon at the Tucson land office unde1· the desert-land law,
since its passage to June 1, 1887.
Acres.

Date.
June 1, 1877 ..•••••.••..•••••••..•.•••.
1878 ..•••••...••• >-•• ••••••••••
1879 ..••..••.. ••.•.•.•••.•••...
1880 ..••..••...•••••..••..••..•
1881. ........................ ..
1882 .......................... .
1883 .......................... .

57,748
11,830
10,519
2,000
6,515
7,353
35,135

Acres.

Date.

.June 1,

20,449
73,336
118,321
62,591

m~:: ::: ::::: :::~ ::: :::: ::::::
1886 .......................... .
1887 .......................... .

Total ......................... .

405,797

Showing total numbe~ of acres filed upon ~ach month from July 1, 1885, to June 1; 1887, by
residents and non-residents of the Territory of Arizona.
Date.
.July, 1885 ...... ............................ ..................... .

t~~!i£~\~~

8
~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~:::~::.·1iit :: :: :::::: ::::: :::::::::::: ::::::.::::: :: ::::::::

January, 1886 ................................................... .
February, 1886 .................................................. .
March, 1886 ..................................................... .
April, 1886 ...................................................... .
May, 1886 .......•.••.•...• ,...................................... .
Jnne, 1886 ....................................................... .
July, 1886 ...................................................... .
August, 1886 .................................................... .

~~t;t~~1k~8~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

November, 1886 ................................................. .
December. 1886 ................................................. .
Jan nary, 1887 ....... ....... ..................................... .

February, 1887 .................................................. .
March, 1887 ..................................................... .

tta;.\iir ::: ::::::: ::::: ::::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :: :: :::: ::::::::
Total. .................................................... .

Residents.
1,840
], 360
1,280
1,919
640
3,274
5,297
4,085
7,483
3,145
3,476
4,482
1,125
877
1,320
1,640
1,040
7,513
7,809
10,389
4,320
7,081
4,453
85,848

Non.resi·
dents .
755
1,600
800
1,000

Total.

..... .... -~

3,646
7,773
8,080
10,590
8,000
3,880
17, 780
13,055
2,480
640
960
1,760
1,840
5, 133
6,566
8,040
7, o.io
1,760

113,178

2,595
2,960
2,080
2,919
640
6, :l20
13,070
12,165
18,073
11.145
.7, 356
22,262
14,180
3,357
1,960
2,600
2,800
9,353
12,942
16,955
12,360
14,121
6,213

-199, 026
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Query: Row many m~n living in Saint Louis, Peoria, Chicago, and other eastern
cities contemplate giving up their business to come to Arizona to reclaim a quarter
section, a half section, or 640 acres of desert la,nd 1 That the whole thi:ag is a mere
speculation is evident on its face. Let the desert lands of the Territory be reclaimed
by all means, but if I construe the law correctly it does not intend to promote speculative interests.
The redemption of these lands is the question of the hour, but all candid persons
agree that other systems than those already inaugurated must be adopted before a
successful solution can be attained. They further agree that the natural supply of
water contiguous to the lands taken up und~r the desert-land law is not sufficient
to irrigate more than half already filed on, so that the other has already or.will revert to the Government at the end of the three years allowed for redemption.
The question may be asked by the speculator, What harm will result to the Government by the reversion of these lands f They say the Government has received its
stipulated price for them, and hence no wrong can be done.
The price of the land is not the consideration that should influence the Government. It has a higher and nobler mission to perform in preserving these lands for
settlers, and by all lawful means prevent their aggregation in the bands of the spec.
ulator. The Government urges no one to ptirchase its lands, and its great mission is
to see that they ;:i,re reserved for actual occupation. A spirit of mere speculation is
always disastrous to the public weal and should never be. fostered.
.
The 405,797 acres already in this vortex is certainly enough of lands, mostly cla1m~d
by aliens, when it is taken into consideration the limited amount of arable lands m
this Territory at best. What we need is men and women to occupy our public domain,
with strong hands aud willing hearts, and not sharpers and speculators, most of them
aliens to our soil.
ARTESIAN WATER.

The attempt to develop artesian water in suitable quantities for irrigation purposes has so far proved fruitless. The expense is too great and the results too unce~tain to command private capital for the enterprise. Neighboring States and Terntories have been liberally dealt with by Congress in this regard, and it do~s seem t~at
this Territory should not be exempt from similar favors, when it is taken rnto coos1deration that we have suffered as no other State or Territory bas suffered in our material prosperity by the annual raids of a band of savages, the especial wardti of the
government, that has well-nigh blighted individual enterprises and dried up the
sources of prosperity.
The system which is fast gaining favor and embraced by our most thoughtful men
is water storage. The natural reservoirs found in our mountains it is demonstrated
can be utilized for this purpose. The annual -rain-fall is sufficient if the wa~er_ could
be stored in this way for the irrigation of millions of acres of land. When 1t 1s considered that the feasibility of this plan has been demonstrated, it does. seem t~at
Congress should by liberal legislation render all assistance compatible with the importance of the subject.
The future prosperity of the Territory is assured if a sufficient supply of water c~
be found for irrigating purposes, but without this as matters now stand the future is
not assured or increased prosperity anticipated.
PRIY.A.TE LAND CLAIMS.

During the year just closed I have had various experiences and I trust derived
valuable information in regard to the character and validity of several claim filed
in thi~ office for consideration, but the time required to in_vestigate them ~od the
financial means at my command are not sufficient to enter this :field. Conclusion are
readily. arriv~d a~, but the proof of these conclusions is not so easily obta,ined. . .
The mvestigat10us I have thus far made lead me to believe that the great maJonty
of these grants were abandoned in good faith for a, period of from ten to twelve
years by the original grant e , and that no value was attached to them either by the
principals or their heirs in Mexico. The latter have been eagerly sought for by peculators mostly from California, and their ri(l"hts if any purcha eel for a mere ng.
~ece. ary manlJ?ul_ations were resorted to by°these speculat ors, aucl the pap~rs :fi_led
in th1 office claim mg valid title and a king this governm ent to confirm their c]alID
and graut them lawful pos ssion of same. The fil es a1 e crowded with ancient documenta, time-worn and almo ·t defaced, and upon thorong h inve tigation may be fou nd
to have b n ~anufactur d for the occa ion and preseu te1l to v erify don b ful r cor~ ·
To D?rav 1 this s~a~e of things will require honest and faithful r search not .r adily
obta11~ed fro exi trng r ourc . , n<l p ci Uy if but limit d mean arefnrn1Hhed to
do th1 • • o~gr
baviug withdrawn the usual appropriations for this work the
pr umption 1s that further investigations are not desired.
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How to speedily settle the title and extent of these grants is now and has been a
vexed question.
· Great difference of opinion exists. The discussion of different plans of settlem~nt
has had much to do with this vexatious delay. Un<ler the act of 1854, when a clatin
is filed with the surveyor-general and his report thereo~ is submitted to Congress, the
lands embraced are withdrawn from entry. Under th1s act, large tracts of land are
withheld, much of which will ultimately be thrown opeh to entry by an adverse decision.
·
Again, claims filed with the surveyor-general but not reported upon are a cloud
upon the title to the lands included therein, a,nd are a constant menace to the settlers.
The owners of these claims l et them sleep during the administration of officers not
known by them 10 be favorable; meanwhile they are active and vigilant. collecting
evidence to fortify their causes, and when a favorable opportunity may ari8e they will
quickly, and it is to be feared successfully push the matter for a decision. During this
time the settlers on the land and the government are giving t,bem no attention and
making no preparations. The policy that has obtained is the occasion and the means
of the majority of these land frauds. Non-action is ,vhat claimants want until they
can be reasonably assured of action favorable to them . This policy I earnestly urge
should be abandoned and aggressive, speedy, and final action undertaken at once.
The time·is propitious. Public opinion will now sustain even demandsof public officers that these questions b.e fairly settled, and will not tolerate t,he methods which
have been so successful heretofore. * * * Bills have passed the House and Senate,
but a diversity of opinion has prevented legislation. By mapy it is urged that these
claims he presented to the courts to be determined; by others it is proposed to create
a commission to which they can be referred. In my view it is unwise to refer these
cases to the courts. The procedure is not suited to the requirements of these cases
and will not tencl to reach satisfactory results. Courts can only try and determine
cases as presented as a matter of fact.
If the cases were tried in the courts they would be substantially ex parte. The
claimants will make and mold the case at will, present only such evidence as will
aid them, and withhold that which will harm. Vigilant and untiring, they will leave .
nothing undone, while on the other hand the government and the settlers will be
without the means of meeting the case.
·
If a commission is deemed best it should be organize<l and be under the direction
and supervision of the Secretary of the Interior, and should not have final action,
but be merely a supervisory board of the evidences in the case collected by the land
department. It should be an investigating body; of its own motion i_t should set on
foot inquiries and investigations which will make plain the real truth. This the
courts can not do. When a judicial trial begins it must go on with the material at
~and, but the commission could stop the hearing at any time and make investigat10ns as the case may develop. Th ere is a vast amount of evidence, record, documentary, and oral, which should be looked into. It is in Spain and scattered through
her former colonies. It is in Mexico and the severa.l states thereof. All should be
fonnd and submitted to t be careful scrutiny of experts. The courts can not do this.
The commission if organized should be required to report its findings to the Secretary of the Interior, and through him transmitted to Congress with such recommendation as he rnay deem proper.
It has been suggested that the enlargement of the powers of the survoyors-general
be given, but the truth is they have ample to cover the entire field. At best they
c:1n give but a comparatively superficial examination, especially so if no appropria~10n is available to compensate suitable experts absolutely necessary for intelligent
~nvesti&ations .. It has al!m been suggested that the Interior undertake this work
m detail, It 1s well known that the departments are already overwhelmed with
work, and that they have no time to devote to it and give such an intelligent supervision as the important questions of law and customs of a people who hardly understood the laws governing land titles themselves.
It is certainly desirable that these land-grant issues be settled at as early a day as
possible and a time fixed after which all claims not filed be held to have been abandoned.
SURVEYS FOR THE INDIANS.

Two contracts have beeu let under the appropriation of $25,000 for the survey and
subdivision of Indian reservations.
Contract No. 5 of date January 8, 1887, was awarded to Charles E. Walker for the
survey of 15 miles of the eastern boundary of the White Mountain or San Carlos
Indian reservation; estimated cotit, $277.50.
Contract No. 6 of date April 22, 1887, was awarded to C.H. Wallace for th_e surv~y
of the north boundary of the Whits Mountain or San Carlos Indian reservation; distance about 100 miles; estimated cost, $2,550.
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ARREARS OF OFFICE WORK,

Work in this office is. badly in arrears. The amount now appropriated for clerk
·hire, viz, $1,500, being so meager, the following work is yet unfinished:
Portion of contract No. 58 of date February ~1, 1~85, with R. C. Powers, consisting
of 8 townships.
· Contract No. 1 of date March 5, 188G, with George J. Roskruge, consisting of 10
townships.
·
Contract No. 2 of date June rn, 1886, with George J. Roskruge, consisting of 14
townships.
Contract No. 3 of date April 26, 1886, with Clarence H. Wallace, consisting of 10
townships.
Contract No. 4 of date May 7, 1886, with John A. Curtis, consisting ofl township.
Contract No. 5 of date January 8, 18-,7, with Charles E. Walker, consisting of 15
miles of the eastern boundary of the San Carlos Indian reservation.
"The amount of my estimate already made ($4,600) I deem necessary for the proper
transaction of business. The appropriation made by Congress previous to 1886 was never
less than $3,000, and in 1882 $4,000 per annum. In ad<litiou to this there were in 1885
an annual appropriation of $1:l,000 per year for private land claims, which was largely
utilized when necessary in performing th e current work of the office. The present
a,ppropriation is manifestly inadequate, and unless Congress in its wisdom iucreases
this amount I would respectfully recommend that no apportionment be made to this
Territory for the survey of the public lands. lt avails nothing either for the government or parties interested to have public land surveys made if the work cau not
be prosecuted to a close. Of the work now in arrears the deputies who executed
. same borrowed money at enormous rates of interest, and before relief can be given
their earnings are swallowed up with usurious interest and the outcome will be a
'barren ideality.' This state of things is not only uncomfortable to the deputy surveyors but is exceedingly unpleasant for this office. The necessity of at least a
draughtsman and a copyist of field-notes would seem indispensable, and Congres
might as well try the experiment of running a steam-engine without fuel as to require
this office to perform work without suitable assistance. The clerical work in this
office is daily increasing, and much time is consumed in searching the records to give
information solicited by settlers in order to ascertain the location of their lands, which
owing to the defective work heretofore in the field they are unable to do."
Very respectfully,
JOHN HISE,

United States Surveyor-General, Arizona.

Hon. W. A. J. SPARKS,
Commi8Bioner General Land Office, Washington, D. C.
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UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

San Francisco, July 23, 1887.
SIR: I have the honor to submit in duplicate the annual report of this office in relation to the surveying service in this district during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1887. I also submit in duplicate tabular statements, as follows:
·
A.-Statement of contracts entered into with deputy surveyors for surveys of public and private lands during the fiscal year endiog June 30, 1887.
C.-Statement of special deposits made by the Central Pacific Railroad Company
and its branches for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
ci.-Statement of surveys of mines during the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1887,
made in conformity with the act of Congress approvefl May 10, 1872.
GG.-Statement of transcripts of field-notes of the public surveys sent to the
United States local land offices in this district during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1887.
J.-Statement of special deposits for office-work and stationery of mineral surveys
during the fiscal year endiug June 30, 1887.
IL-Statement showing account of appropriations for salaries, contingent expense::;,
special deposits, and private land claims, for the compensation of clerks and draughtsmen, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
I have the honor to state that during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, 4,426
letters and public documents were received, and 4,:ns letters, etc., were written.
There were received 1:38 applications for surveys of mining claims, 80 applications
for examinations and reports upon placer claims under General Land Office circular,
approved September 23, 1882, and 72 applications for surveys of public lands.
The applications for surveys of mineral claims and for reports upon placer claims
involved the issuance of instructions in each case to a United States deputy mineral
surveyor, and in many cases special instructions covering the particular case were
issued.
The applications for surveys of the public lands causecl a vast deal of correspondence on account of the restrictions placed upon this office that only agricultural or
grazing lands should be survesed; that a survey must include all the unsurveyed
public land in the township sought to be surveyed, and that the rates for survey must
not exceed $7 per mile for township and $5 per mile for section lines.
It has been extremely difficult to convey intelligently to settlers the present rulings
of the department, each settler preseuting an application for survey thinking his an
extreme case and one of greater ha,rdship and importance than that of any other applicant.
·
In consequence of the rejection of the surveys of many townships shown by the
special agents of the government to have been fraudulently exec11ted a, large amount
of correspondence has taken place. The settlers in the various townships affected by
the fraudulent surveys, who have made many and valuable improvemPnts, are constantly writing, asking when a resurvey will be made, and in many instances offering
to pay the cost of such resurvey in order to obta,in titles to the lands they have occupied and cultivated for many years.
The greater portion of the unsurveyed land in California that is surveyable, consisting of brushy hills, is now considered to be very valuable, since it has been found
to produce the best viues and the :finest and choicest fruits.
I respectfully urge in the interest of the many settlers, of those contemplatin~ ~ettlement but who are deterred from so doing on account of the trouble in obtarnrng
titles, and in the interest of good government, that I may be allowed to survey such
lands during the ti.seal year ending June 30, lt:388, as are settled upon and are surveyable. The great immigration into California during the past twelve months, and t~e
prospect of a still greater number of people coming hither this year to make th11:1
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State their homes, would seem to be sufficient inducement for the department to order such surveys of the unsurveyed public lands as are surveyable.
The Tates allowed for surveys are in my opinion not sufficient to warrant careful,
honest work, work that will stand crucial test of a rigid examination, and I most respectfully recommend that such rates be allowed for surveys of the public lands in
this State in the future as will insure an honest survey and thus prevent the deputy
surveyor from relying upon assistance from the settlers and others in interest,
which I consider as leading to collusion and also fraught with c.langer to the Government.
I also most respectfully Tecommend that the surveyor-general be allowed to inspect
the surveys of the public lands, either during the progress of the _work or certainly
before the platting of the field-notes.
Under section 2223 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, which is incorporated in the..Surveying Manual issued by the Geueral Laud Office May 3, 1881, it is
mandatory upon the surveyor-general to inspect surveys while in progress in the
field, and inasmuch as the approval of a survey is mac.le by the surveyor-general it is
clearly his duty to know that the survey has been correctly and legally made before
approval.
The examination of surveys while in progress by the surveyor-general would
greatly leRsen the expenses of the department which is now compelled to send
special agents to examine surveys in a country unknown to them anrl. at great expense to the government.
Under inst,ructions from the honorable Commissioner dated Augrrst 9, 1878, there
were purchased the requisite instruments for examination of surveys, and it was then
considered obligatory under the Revised Statutes that the surveys while in progress
should be examined by the surveyor-general.
'!'here have been received one hundred and thirty-one reports upon placer claims
under circular approved September 23, 18-<2, during the fiscal year ending J11ne 30,
1887. These reports involve a great amount of work. Each report, after earefolexamination, if founcl correct, is copied, a certificate attached, and the certi~ed C?PY forwarded to the claimant for filing in the loca,l land office of the district m which the
claim is locat,ed.
·
Many applications have been made by the registers and receivers of the vario1;1s
local land offices in this State for copies of the field-notes of the public surv_ey~ m
their respective districts, which could not be furnished on account of the hunted
number of eruployes and the extra work required in case in the United States conr_ts,
which took precedence over any other work a ud which oftentimes has seriously mterfered with the regular work.of this office. I therefore respectfully recommend
that I be allowed sufficient clerical force to enable me to furnish the copies of fieldnotes of such surveys as are of r ecord in this office which are not on file in the local
land offices.
The labor of re-indexing the field-notes on file and of record in this office. which
was commenced a short time since, is much greater than at first supposed. Many of
the old surveys are obsolete, being superseded by later surveys, while many of ~he
recent surveys are r ejected, all of which are shown on the old index books. These, W(th
a large number of errors and inaccuracies which have from time to time crept m,
render this work necessarily slow, and as the matter is one of great consequence and
importance I trust that provision will be made to enable me to continue the work.
I most respectfully call attention to statement K showing a comparative sta_tement of expenditures of salaries, &c., for the years 1883 to 1887 inclusive, from which
it will be observed that the expenditures for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887,
were $31,839.06, being $16,979.61 less than the lowest amount expended by my immediate yredecessor in office during any year of his inc11mbency.
Owmg to the rejection by the honorable Commissioner of numerous surveys, the
d_etails of which h1;td already been added to the official maps on file, much !1nprodu~t1ve W?rk must of. necessity be done by the draughtincr department of this office Ill
prepanng mitps to take the places of those containing the rejected s.urveys.
I forward herewith, in connection with my report, statements showing conditio~ of
the swamp and overflowed land ca e , of the private land claims, of the draugbtmg
department, of the acconntant's department, au<l. of the Spanish archived partment.
I also for~ard a list of the deputy mineral surveyors appointed since I assumed
charge of this office, who are engaged iu active service or liable to be called upon to
make mineral surveys.
All of which i herewith respectfully submitted.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. P. HAMMOND, Jr.,
United States Surveyor-General for California.
GE~'ERAL

LA . ·o OFFICE,
Washington, D. C.
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A.-Statement of contracts e1~tered into by the United States surveyor-general for California
with deputy surveyors for the survey of public lands during the fl.seal year ending June
30, 1887, and payable ont of the public appropriation for that year.
Name of deputy.

Date of
contract.

Meridian.

Survey of 5 miles meander lines and
2milesconnectinglinesin T. ~ N.,
R. 4 w.
.All of the west boundary and part
of the north boundary resurvey,
about 18 miles, and part of the
north boundary new survey, about
6 miles, total about 24 miles, of the
Hoopa Valle., Indian Reservation,
in T. 7 N., R 4 anrl 5 E, },nd T.
8 and 9 N., R. 3, 4, and 5 E., and
T. 10 N., R. 5 E.

M.D. M .•....

$35. 00

H.B.M .••...

*360.00

Survey of 5 miles of subdivisional
lines and 9 miles of exterior lines
ofT. SN., R. 34 W.
Survey all of the subdivision lines,
and all adjacent township and
range lines necessary to the com·
pletion of the survey of the pub·
lie lands in T. 27 S., R. 9 E.
Complete the surveys of the public
lands in T. 6 N., R. 5 W.
For survey and report on Las Pnl.
gas Rancho, made under instruc·
tions from the Unit,ed States sur.
veyor.general for California, dated
.April 18, 1887.
For the examination and report on
the survev of the rancho San
Jose y Sur Chiriquito, exeeuted
by Bradfor<l Wheeler, deputy sur.
veJor, under bis contract No. 375,
dated October 17, 1884-said ex.
amination made under instruc.
tions from the United States sur·
veyor.general for California, dated
May 21, 1887.

S.B.M ...... .

t88.00

M.D.M ..... .

+326. 00

1886

"T. A. McMahon(No. 4) .. Oct.

7

A. T. Smith (No. 6) ..• • . . Dec. 17

1887

E. R. Nicols (No. 7)...... Mar. 25
Robert R. Harris (No. 8). Apr. 23

Preston Davis (No. 9). • . . May 14

J. W. Bost . . • . . • • . . . . . . . Apr. 18

J. H. Garber . . • . . . • . . . . . May 21

Amount of
contract.

Location of field work.

M.D.M .••.•.

15.00

M.D, M .••••.

§694. 90

11192.80

* Payable from appropriation act approved May 15, 1886, for the survey and subdivision of Indian
reservations.
t Payable from the appropriation for fiscal year ending Jute 30, l SRS. Exteusion of time asked for.
t Payable from the appropriation for the resurveys of the public lands.
§This contract is payable from special deposits per certificates Nos. 244, 245, and 246, issued December 26, 1883, to Rosa and Matilda Lehman.
·
ll Payable from the appropriation of $50,000 for surveying public lands, per act of Congress .August 4,
1886.
\

().-Statement of special deposits made by the Central Pacific Rail1·oad Company a1id its
b1·anches dm·ing fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1887.
Date of
No. deposit.

Depositor.

Railroad company.

~ cl
~z

Land district.

~!k~

Limit.

Survey.

- - - - - - -1·------ - 7
19

36
57
87
107
108
128
140
241
159
188
195
213
230

1886.
July 14
1

W. H. Mills Central Pacific" . . . . 14
:: : ::::::: ::::::
te;'t
f
·:J~
:::::: :::'.::i~ :~::::: :::::· i~ ...~~~,r:f~:o::
do ..... .. ................ .
Sept. 30 .... do ............ do . ...... .. .... 20 ... do ....................... .

Oct. 30
Nov. 29
Nov.29
Dee. 16
1887.
Jan. 12
Jan. 12
Feb. 8
Mar. 17
Mar. 28
Apr. 18
May 9

.... do . .......... . do
.... do ............ do
... . do· ............ do
.... do ........... . do

.............
.............
.............
.............

J. Madden. Southern Pacific ....
. . . do ...... . .... . do .. .... . .....
W. ff. Mills Central Pacific* . . . .
. ... do ............ do* ............
J. Madden Southern Pacific....
. ... do ............ do ... . ...•.....
W. H. Mills Central Pacifict • • • .

21
22
23
24

.... do
.... do
.... do
. .. . do

$41. 49 $124. 46
128. 65 385. 94
65. 48 196. 45
149. 311 447. 94
107. 32f 321. 95
368. 52,1, 105. 54
151. 251 453. 74
400. 00 1, 200. 00

.. ..................... .
. ... ....... .. .......... .
....................... .
...... . ................ .

20 Los .Angeles .... Indemnity.
37 .... do . . . . . . . . . . . Granted ...
9 Shasta...... . . . . Indemnity.
10 .... do ............... do ..... .
21 Los .Angeles ........ do ..... .
38 ... . do . . . . . . . . . . . Granted .. .
12 Shasta •.••...••..•••••.•••••.

3. 54
36. 95
46. 80
4. 50
7. 20
170.12
2. 25

10. 62 ;
110.83 ,
140. 40 ,
13.40
21.60
510. 37 ,
6. 75

1,683.3815, 050. 09
* Oregon Branch.

t California and Oregon Branch.
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C1.-Statement

of surveys of mines in California, during the fiscal year 1887, made in oonformity with the act of Congress approved May 10, 1872.

Date
of approval.

Name of mine.

1886.

July :

~~~"½1aiu~1~ff~i:~~~-::::: ::::: ::: :::::: ::::: ::: : : : : :: : : : ::::::::::::

i t~ik\lt~i~~{W!Vi!!/\i//irn11///ft

27
Aug. 2

Table Mountain Alpha gravel mine . .................................. .
Victoria qnartz mine .. ....................................... . ....... .

5
5

West Provid~nce quartz mine ..................................•... ....
West Providence Extension ..... . ..................•....•.•..... ...... .

12
12
12
18
18

Bob Lewis placer mine .................................•..•..... .......
V enicia Gold quartz ruine ............................. ••...............
Jumper qu3:rtzmine ····:············:· ··· ··············· ............ .
Reed an<l Hillary Extension quartz mme ............................. . .
Nevada Hill quartz mine .. . . .... . .......•. .. ............ . ..............

2, Salambo copper mine and mill site ......•.•...•..........•..•...... . ...

i i ~~ii~~:::Jr~:;;ji~;:::::!:/:)\):::;:;;;:::: :::i;::

~i i~fr°!f1:1!:£z:~~;r~~.·:-:-:·::::~·:::::: ·:·~·: : :::~::: ~: ::::::::::::::::
11
Sept. 2
2
2
2
2
2

irtn~fI{~f:~?::::::::::::::;):::::::::;:::::::::::::::

Phrenix East Extension, No. l, mill site ............................... .
Phreuix East Extension, No. 2, mill site .............•........• ..••.....
Ph renis: West Extension, No. l, mill site . ......•........................
Pbrenix West Extension, No. 2, mill site .. ............................. .
Phrenix West Extension, No. 3, mill site ..........•.....................
Pb renix West Extension, No. 4, mill site ......•............•............

II i~~t{~i1;a;t:~l-tEH/Elt+?HT
f
2~

Oct.

Nov.

i

~g

arern E:xten1:1 ion Rising Sun quartz mine .•••...•.•. • •...............

:J~t1~l~}:~!!Ez~f~~:::::::::::::: ~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

fxdLHnpe ~nd ~xtension quartz mine . .................... _......... .

u~g[
~
;
t
~
rt
i
n
;
i!UHH!!!iiHHHiH)(
ii it~m~:i it;m :!~::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
fi:

81Tunnel Discovery quartz
9

mine ........................................ .
North Extension Quaker City quartz mine ..••.................•.......

i~18 ~~!~1r;?aE!:~~~~~:
::::·::: ::::::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :: ::::
Em hi.re copper mine and mill site .........................•............
19 I<la o mill site ........................ .. ..................•...•..•......
i9 Ancient
lake borate deposit, Location No.1. ...............•.....•..... .
Ancient lake borate clepo it, Location No. 6 •••.••..••••••••••••••••••••.
D
Char.lea Wilson placer mine ...........••......••..••.•..••..•......••..
ec. i f!lter. on and Low Bar placer mine .. ...............••....•......••.... .
1ve Oak placer mine . . .... . ........ ...•....... _.. ..• _..•••.......... ...
~

: 0B!ft Ilen:r.~ quartz mine n_nd mill site . ..................•...•........ . . ..

!i j~!~:;tcl~~\~~~i~~:.::::::::::::::: : :::: :: :::::::::: :~::::::::
1887

_

o rook and Harrmgton placer mine ..... _•...... __ .. __ .... ... ....... .

County.

Calaveras.
Do.
Sonoma.
Trinity.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Sierra.
Tuolumne.
l!, resno.
'fuolumne.
Nevada.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
.Amador.
rlacer.
Trinity.
Tuolumne.
Calaveras.
Placer.
Do.
Calaveras.
Nevada.
Sierra.
Kern.
Do.
Calaveras.
Sie-rn,a.
Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Calaveras.
El Dorado.
Nevada.
El Dorado.
Placer.
Do.
Calaveras.
Amador.
Nevada.
Sierra.
Nevada.
, Do.
Humboldt.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Nevada.
Calaveras.
Sierra.
Calaveras.
Do.
Nevada.
Inyo.
Do.
Trinity .
Do.
Placer.
Calaveras.
Do.
Coluea.
El Dorado.
Nevada.

rr°;!!~a1~1~~t~~a;l~·~·i~·e·::········ ·············••· .•.....•.... ······ Shasta.
Do.
niack Bear quartz mine ...... :::::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: ::::::
Do.
Do.
22
ti':i~(r~~:p~;.s·
Plumas.

Jan. 1~

n

f~~7~

~hi,;.-:::::::::::::.-:::::::::::::::::::::::::
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ci.-staternem OJ s·urveys of mines in California, fc.-Continue.d .
Date
of ap·
proval.
1887.
Jan. 26
.Feb. 2
11
Mar. 5
11
11

12
17
22
24
28
81
81

.Apr. 7
14

County.

Name of mine.

.

~~;~y;p}1f[!t~t~ii~~~i :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

E~l!!YGf~~~e~:a~~:·~i~~--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-." ." _- ." _- _- _-_-_-:: _- _-_-_-_-_-_- _- _- _-_-_-:: :_-_-_-_-_-_-:::::::

Coe Mines consolidated .. ...••.•..•. ...•.•.•••.•..•....••........• ......
Just Canon, placer mine .....•..•...•..•.••..•.••....•••.•.••••.........

fi~l;liE;~:\:::):::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::::::
Maryland consolidated quartz mine and mill site ...••...•••.........•..

fPerseverance
:~Ills ~\~~s~:a;"t:o::~~\~e::: ::::::: :: : : ::: : : ::::::::::::: ::::::: :: : : : :
quartz mine . .........•.....•••...•.........•.••••...• ... ..

]6

Nevada quart,z mine . ..... ..... . . ...........•.........••••.....•...•.•.

28
28

¥!fi7g~!1~t~aitza:rn:.i~.~: :::: :: :::::::::: :::::: :::: ::::: :::::::: :::::: ·
Gbalcedoma corn,oliclated placer mine ....•••.....•••••••...••.••.••.....

May ~

Nevada.
Shasta•
Nevada.
Plumas.
Calaveras.
Nevada.
Placer.
Nevada.
Do.
Placer.
Sierra.
Do.
San Bernardino.
Placer•
San Bernardino,
Nevada.
Siskiyou.
Do.
Plumas and Sierra.
Plumas.
Placer.
San Bernardino.
Do.
Shrsta.
Do.
Tuolumne.
Los Angeles.
Calaveras.
Tuolumne.
El Dorado.
Plumas.
Butte.
Nevada.
Do.
San Bernardino.
Do.

Eureka placer mine ............•..........••...•••.••..••..•••.•.....•..
Independence Hill placer mine ..........•...•••.••.......•..••...• . ....
Mountiiin View quartz mine .•••••.•.•••.....•.....•••...•••••.••••.... .
Snow Bird quartz mine ...................•...•.•••.•.•...••..•.•.•....
Central quartz mine ..............~ ..............•••..•.•...............
Shasta quartz mine. . . . . . . . .....................•••.•••.•........•..•..
17 Ham antl Birney gold quartz mine .............•••..•..........•.•......
21 Mas tad on quartz mine ........................ ~ .•......................
28 Little Satellite copper mine ............•.............•••........•......
24 Erin Go Bragh mme and mill site ............... •.•..•••..... ....... ...
Jnne 8 Revenge consolidated quartz mine ....•....••........••••..•.•..........
6 Thoma!.'\ Gold Mining Company, No. 2 ....•.•........•...••••••...... ... .
15 North qnartz1nine . . . ................................................. .
28 West Providence quartz mine ...........•••....•.....••..••.....•......
28
28
23 Zephyr quartz mine . ....••••.• ...••.........••.••.•.•.•...•.•••.•......
6
6
6
18
18

~!;:oEI!fN~1n~;;~~t; ~i~~::::::::::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::

G G.-Transcripts of field notes of public surveys sent to the United States land offices
from the office of the United States surveyor.geneml for California dn1·irig the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887.
U.S. landoffice.

I Date of contri.ct.

Description.

··I,Tune
Jun e 7, 1888.
7, 1883.

San Francisco .. Subdivisions of T. 1 S. of R. 8 W. , M. D. M ...................
Subdivisions of T. 2N. of R. 4, W., M. D. M ....................
Subdivisions of T. 24 S. of R. 11 E., M.D. M ................ . ... .
Subdivisions of T. 26 8. of R. 15 E., M. D. M . •..•......••.......
Subdivisions of T. 25 S. ofR. 10 E, M. D. M . ......••••••••.....
Snbdivisions of T. 26 S. ofR. 11 E., M. D. M .. ... . ............. .
Subdivisions of T. 20 8. of R. 13 W., .M. D. M ..................
Subdivisions of T. 18 S. of R. 5 E., M. D. M ................. ,.. .
Subdivisions of T. 2 N. of R. 8 W., M. D. M .....................
Exteriors of T. 2 N. of R. 3, W ., ~L D. M ..........•........... .
Exteriors of T. 2 N. of R. 4 W .. M. D. M ........................
Exteriors of T. 7, R, 9 N. of R. 30, 81, 32, 33, M. D. M. ... .. . . ... . .
Exteriors of T. 31, 82 S. ofR. 13, 14, 15, 16 E., M. D. M ...........
Exteriors of T. 82 S. of R. 15, 16 E., M. D. M . . . . .. . . . . ........
Exteriors of T. 3d and 5th standards S. of Rs. 2 and 3 E., M. D. M..
Exter!ors of T. 14, 15 S. of R. 2 E., M. D. M .................... .
Extenors of T. 15 S. of R 1, 2 E., M. D. M .. . ...................
Exteriors of T. 15, 16 S. of R. 2 E., M. D. M ...... . ..............
Exteriors of T. 15, 16 S. of R. 1 E., M. D. M....... ... . . . . . . .. . . .
Exteriors of T. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 S. of R. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 E., M. D. M....
Exteriors of T. 2 N. of R. ti W., M. D. M ......... . ............
Exter)ors of. T. 2, 3, 4 N . of R. 6, 7, 8, 9, lOW., M. ~- M ••••••.....
Extenors of T. 7, 8, 9, 10 N. of R. 82, 83, 84, 35 W., S. B. M ...... .
Exteriors of T. 9, 10, 11 N. of R. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 W., S. B. M ... . .
Stockton ..••.. Sub~v!s~ons of T. 8 s. of R. 17 E., M. D. M ..... . •............. .
Subd1v1s10ns of T. 4 S. ofR. 17 E., M. D. M .....................
Subdivisions of T. 4 S. ofR. 18 E., M. D. M ....•.....•......... .
~xter)ors of T. 3, 4 S. of R. 16, 17 E., M. D. M ...•...••••.•......
Extenors of T. 8 S. of R. 17 E., M. D. M .....•••••.••••....•....
Exteriors of T. 4 S. of R. 18 E., M. D. M ••••••••.••••••••.•••••

Octobel' 6 1858.
October
1858.
October 6 1858.
October 6; 1858.
November 1879.
July 11, 1882.
June 7, 18R3.
June 7, 1883.
June 7 1883.
M a.v 9,' 1885.
October 6 1858,
October.a: 1858.
October 8, 1854.
October 20, 1854.
October 20 1854.
October 20' 1854.
October 20; 1854.
October 20 1858.
Septe1nber'28, 1852.
September 28, 1852.
June 5, 1854.
June 5, 1854.
July 6, 1885.
July 6, 1885.
,Tuly 6 1885.
July 6 1885.
July 6, 1885:
July 6, 1885,

a:

1

,
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G G.-Transcript of field notes of public su1·veys, /c.-Continued.
U. S. land office.

Shasta ........ .

Bodie •••••••••.

Susanville .••..
Visalia _•.•.•••.
Humbold"ii .•••.

Loa Angeles .••

Marysville ....

Description.
Exteriors of T. 3 S. of R. 19 E., M. D. M ..... .......... ........ .
Exteriors of T. 3 S. of R.18 E., M. D. M . ... ................... .
Exteriors of T. 1, 2.3, 4, 5 S. of .R. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 E., M. D. M ..... .
Exteriors of T. 1, 2, 3, 4 S. of R. 10, 11, 12, 13 E., M. D. M . ...... · · 1
Exteriors of T. 1, 2, 3, 4 S. of R. 12, 13, 14 E., M. D. M ...•••.• ....
Exteriors of T. Rancho Las Mariposas .... . .................... .
Subdivisions of T. 34 N. of R. 2 E., M. D. M ......•...•........
Subdivisions of T. 41 N. ofR. 10 W., M. D. M ........... ....... .
Subdivisions of T. 40 N. ofR. 10 W., M. D. M . ....... ........... .
Subdivisions of T. 34 N. ofR. 2 E., M. D. M . .................. .
Subdivisions of T. 30 N. ofR. 1 E ., M. D. M .............••..•..
Subdivisions of T. 42 N. ofR. 10 W., M. D. M ................. .
Subdivisions of T. 43 N. ofR. 10 W., M. D. M ................. .
Exteriors ofT. 4l, 42, 43, 44, 45 N. of R. 9, 10, 11 W., M. D. M .. .
Exteriors of'.l.'. 34 N. of R.1 E., M. D. M ... ..........••• ••.•....
Exteriors of T. 34 N. of R. 2 E., M. D. M .. ...........•......•...
Exteriors ofT. 87, 38, 39, 40 N. ofR. 8, 9 W., M. D. M .......... .
Subdivisions ofT. 23 S. ofR. 34 E., M. D. M ................•...
SubdivisionsofT. 20 S. ofR. 33E., M. D . M ................... .
Subdivisions ofT. 17 S. ofR. 33 E ., M. D. M .................. .
Subdivisions of T. 1 and 2 S. of R. 31 and 32 E., M. D. M .. .•....
Subdivisions of T. 1 S. of R. 26 E., M. D. M ..... ............... .
Subdivisions ofT. 4 S. ofR. 28 E., M. D. M .................... .
8ubdivisions of T. 4 S. of R. 29 E., M. D. M .................... .
Subdivisions of T. 28 S. of R. 36 E., M. D. M .. ......•.... . .•....
Subdivisions of T. 29 ~- of R. 7 E., M. D. M ......•.•••..•....•..
Subdivisious of T . 18 S. of R. 31 E., M. D. M ................... .
Exteriors of T. 21, 22, 23 S. of R. llO and 31 E., M. D. M .. ...••...
Exteriors of T. 1:i and 14 ::l. of R. 28, 20, 30, 31 E., M. D. M ...... .
Subdivisions ofT. 44 N. of R. 12 W ., M. D. M ............... ... .
Subdivisions ot''.r. 46 N. of R. l'.l W., M. D. M ..••..•.•••••..•. ..
Subdi,isions ot'T. 42 N. ofR.11 W., M. D. M .............•.••.
Subdivisions ofT. 43 N. of R. 12 W., M. D. M . .............. .. .
Subdivisions of'.r. 7 N. of R. 5 W., H. M . . .....••.••••••.••.•••.
Subdivisions ofT.15 S. ofR. 11 E., 5'. B. M ..................... .
Subdivisions of 'l'. 13. 14 S. of R. 11 E., S. B. M ................. .
Subdivisions of 'J~. 9 N. of R.. 7 E., S. B. M ... •..•.••.......•.....
Subdivisions of T. 7 N. of R. 7 E., l:i. B. M .. . ... ....... . ....... ..
Subdivisions of'l'. 3 N. ofR. 8 E., S. B. M .... .................. .
Subdivisions of T.14 S. ofR. ]6 E., S. B. M ...... ............... .
Subdfrisions ofT. 13 S. ofR. 14 E., S. B. M ...... ............... .
Subdivisions ofT. 13 S. ofR. 15 E., S. B. M .. ..•.• .••...•...••...
Subdivisions of T. 16, 15 S. of R. 10 E., S. 13. M ................ ..
Subdivisions of T. 17 S. of R. 15, 16, 17 E., S. B. M . ............ ..
Exteriors of T. 10 N. of R. 19, 20 W., S. B. M .•••••.•••••......•.
Exteriors of '.r. 10, 11 N. ofR. 18. ]9 W .. S. B. M ..•••••.••..... .
Exteriors of T. 8 N. of R. 18, 19, 20 W. , S. BM ................. ..
Exteriors of 'l'. 11 N . of R. 32, 34. 35 W., S. B . M ................ .
Exteriors of T. 9, 10, 11, 12 S. of R. ]9, 20, 21, 22 E., S. B. M ....... .
Exteriors of T. 9, 10, 11, 12 S. of R. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 E., S. B. M ..... .
Exteriors of T. 9, 10, 11, 12 S. of R. 4, 5, fi, 7, 8, 9 E., S. B. M ....... .
Exteriors of T. 6 N. of R. 2, 3. 4 E., S . .B. M ...... ............... .
Exteriors of T. 1 N. and S. of R. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 E.,
S.B.M.
Exteriors of T. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 0, 10, 11, 12 N. of R. 1 E., S. B . M ....... .
Subdivisions and exteriors of T. 19 N. of R. 5, 6 W., M. D. M .. .
Exteriors of T. 16, 17, 18 N. of R. 6 W., M. D . .M ..... ........... .

Date of contract.
.Tuly 0, 1885.

.ruly 6, 1885.

January 31, 1853.
January 31, 1853.
January 31, 1853.
July 6, 1885.
March 6, 1884.
August 3, J 882.
August 3, 1882.
March 6, 1884.
November 8, 1881.
August 3, 1882,
August 3, 1882.
August 81 1882.
March 6, 1884.
March 6, 1884.
.April 8, 1880.
August 2, 1881.
August 19, 1881.
August ]9, 1881.
May 30, 1855.
May 80, 1855.
May 30, 1855.
May 30, 1855.
August 3, ]882.
August 21, 1884.
August 19, 1881.
August 19, 1861.
May 26, 1884.
.Tuly 31, 1882.
.ruly 31, 1882.
.August 3, 1882.
July 31, ]882.
A pl'il 29, 1882.
March l!'i, 1856.
Mal'ch 15, 1856.
March 1, 1856.
March 1, 1856.
March 1, 1856.
March l!'i. 1856.
March 15, 18!i6.
March 15, 1856.
March 15, 1856.
March 15. 1856.
June 3, 1854.
.Tune 3, 1854.
.Tune 3, 1854.
June 3, 1854.
May 9, 1855.
May 9,1855.
0

~:Je!t!;
26,
December 26, 1854.
5

lSM.

December 26, 1854.
May 6,1856.
May 6, 1856.

J.-Statemerit of special deposits fm· office wm·k in the survey of mining claims in California during the fiscal year 1887.
Na.me of surveyor.

Name of depositor.

Name of mine.

County.

--------------------------~----------------------,----------~
Chas. E. Uren . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . Samuel Granger ..••••.•••••••••••....
A. Lascey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. Kerrigan .......••..•.••....•••....
J.M. Anderson .. . ........... J.M. Milliken ..... .
W . En~lebright ............. Edward Spofford
A. Lascey . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . John S. Morgan
Do ..................... W. T. Robinson
W. M. Fitzhugh ............. D. H. Hanson ........................ .
J. M. Davidson.............. J. S. Beard ................•..........
O. M. Enslow...... . . . . . . . . . . C. M. Kinston ..... .
S. Bethell .................... David McKay, jr ...... .
Do . . ......................... do . .. .. ... ........ .
Chas. E. Uren .............••. Henry Nichols .......•••••.•.•.....•...
Do .................... Geo. J. Binder . ..•...•••••.•.... ......
H. L. Lowden .......·. ..... .. Bart-h el.Jacob . .......... .
W. F. Engleberg ..... : . . . . . . B. H. Miller .............. ........... .
H. L. Lowden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chas. A. Wilson ..... .
A. H . Coulter................ Patrick Benson ...... .
R. L. Dnnn .................. John H. Saybert ..... .

t~~l-~=====::::::::::::

Wm.
.~·.~~~s.e:.:::::::::::: •...
J.B. Treadwell ...•• ....... . J. J. Ruy .................... . ...... . .
John A. Haus .....•....••.•.••.......
D. H. Whittmore* ........ .....•. .. ...

!:A. l\~i:~~~~::::::::::::::::
Lascey ........•..........

~~~- sY~ie~a~~~::::::::::::::::::::::

J. Rose and J. Jenkins.
Do ........................... do . ..............-.....•••........
Chas. E. Uren ............... Chas. W. Kitts ..................... .
H. L. Lowden ............... F. H. McCormick ...•..
S. Bethell ... ..... .......... .. A. Gauthier .....•
0. M. Enslow.......... . . . . . . A. Halsey ..... .
H. L. Lowden . . . . . . . . . . . . • . E. Reilly . .
Do .....• . ................... do ... .
Do ..... . ..... ........ . ... .... do ................ .
L. D. Davis .................. John Canney ............ .
Chas. E. Uren .........•..... Mrs. E. E. Holbrook .. .•.. ·······-····
Do ..................... Alice W. Entwisle ... .....••••••••....
Do... . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . Chas. W. Kitts
H. L. Lowden . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . W. S. Lowden* ...... .
Chas. W. Hendel . . . . • . . • . • • . A. Halsey
Do ....••.••••••.....••.•....• do

Placer ....
Ualaveras ...•..••....•••••
El Dorado
Nevada ..•
Calaveras ................ .
Amador ...•...••••••••••••
Colusa ..... .
Siskiyou ..••.•.•..........
Butte ......•.••.•...••....
Nevada ....••••••••••.....

Defo~sit

Date of
deposit.

salaries.

,---1886.
July 1
July 12
July 16
July 19
July 23
July, 28
Aug. 13
Ang. 13
Ang. 14
Aug. 16
Aug. 16
Aug. 20
Ang. 30
Sept. 8
Sept. 8
Sept. 8
Sept. 11
Sept.ll
Sept.13
Sept. 13
Sept.14
Sept. 14
Sept. 18
Sept. 30
Oct. 2
Oct. 11
Oct. 11
Oct. 13
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 26
Oct. 29
Oct. 29
Oct. 29
Nov. 1
Nov. 4
Nov. 17
Nov. 19
Nov. 27
Nov. 27
Nov. 27

$35
35
40
35
35
35
40
40
35
35
35
35
35
40
35
35
35
35
60
100
160
3!>
50

25
40
35
35
35
75
60
75
35
35
35
40
35
40
35
20
100
1

50

1-t,

q

~

1-4

a

~

ztj11>rn

a:>

......

01

O')
1-L

].-Statement of s_pecia 7 deposits for office work in tlie survey of rn·ining claims in Califm·nia during the fiscal year 1887-Continued.

O':i

Name of anrvoyor.

Name of mine.

Name of depositor.

County.

Date of
deposit.

___

,
E. A. Smith ................. .

Er. Uren .. .. ... .

O. M. En!'low ........... .... .
Chn,i. ·K Uren .............. .
R. B. 8yurnington ........... .
E. C. Pn•n .... .... . ......... .
O. M. Enslow ... .
Frt'fl. E. J.1•wis ..... ... ..... .
E. C. Uren ..............•....
Snm'l lfotlwll ..... ......... . .
H'. L. Lowd,,n .. . ........• •. ..
O. l\f. En!'lnw
.A. JT. Coulter ...
Snm'l Bethell
J . 'P. Un.rt ..
Chas. E. Uren
J. G. Hnrtwell........ ..... .. Tbos . Maloney .....
J no.

f.13~·1;~.---~:::::::::::· i·. l i~~~~;:::: ·:: .................. .

:Mrs. Margaret Walsh .. ..•... .........
Sam'! Bethell ... ..... ... ... .. Edward Nutall. ... .
J ohn P. Dart.... . .......... F. W. Street .. .
H.B. Choice ... . .....• ... .... M. J. Donahoo . ... .
Do ................ ... ....... do .... . ......... ...... .. ........ .

~h;_ i~~r~:~:
:: ::::: :: :::::: ::.1s: ~wt~J;~·:: ::::·.·.::::::::: ::::::
Do .............. ...... ....... do .. . ..... . ....... ........ .. . .. . .
Do ........................ . do ............•...•...•.......•...
F. E. Lewis..... ... ..... . .... D. Batllen ....... . ................... .

~~ :::::: :·.·.·.:::::::: ::: ::::::~~::::: :: :::::::::: ::::::: :: ::::::

J'. G. H1U'twell ......... .. . ... Tbos. Brock . .... .
Wm. Burton ..... .... .. . . ... . F. R. J. Dixon.
R. B. Symnington............ Geo. W . Miller ... .. .. .. .
Do ......... ....... ........... do . .............................. .
Do ..•...... . ••. ...•......... . do ....... . ..... .

Do .......................... do ............. .
Do ........................... do .......... . ........ ..... .. ... . . .
Do ........................... do ............... ....•. ......... . .
Do .............. ............ do . . •...•..... . .• •.•••. ...........
R. E. Symnl.ngton . . • . . . . . • . . Geo. W. Miller .

San Bernardino ........ ~..
Placer .................... .
Plumas ..... .
N evada . ........ . ........ .
Sonoma
Placer ............ .... .. .
Plumas ................ . . .
San Bernardino .......... .
Placer .................... .
Nevada ..... : .• ... . .. .. ...
1
Plumas .•...... . ..........
ia~~aec~~~~~e~i;;;~.·.·_-.·_-_-.·_-_-_-_-:::: :: : : : : : : : : ~:::: ...... do .................. .
Little Grove quartz mine ................. . .... ... .. .. . Calaveras ..•..••••...•....
Mar,vland Consolidated quartz mine and mill.site .... . Nevada ......•............
M·exican quartz mine ..... .
Tuolumne
Coe Consolidated mine ..... .
Nevada ..... .
J enny Linn quartz mine .....•...•...
,James Gleeson p!Hcer mine . ........... .. . . .... . . . .. ..
The Thomas Gold Mining Company's placer mine No. 2.
Holbrook and Harrington plllcer mine . .............. .
Sonoma copper mine ............ .. ... .
Independence placer mine ............................ .
Last Chance Extension placer mine ....•...•.•.•. . ... .
Mastodon quartz mine ... .. .•...
,Just Canon placer mine ....... ~ ..... . .......•........ .
Maryland quartz mine .....•

i~f:{~

...... do
...... do
Amador .•.•••

1887.
Nov. 29
Nov. 29
Dec. 1
Dec. 3
Dec. 3
Dec. 6
D ec. 13
D ec. 14
Dec. 14
Dec. 14
Nov. 30
Dec. 16
Dec. 16
D ec. 18
Dec. 21
Dec. 30
1887.
J'an. 3
Jan. 5
Jan. 10
Jan. 10
Jan. 15
Jan. 19
Jan. 26
J an. 28
Jan. 28
Jan. 31
J'an. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Feb. 14
Feb.
Ff\b.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.

F eb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.

14
14
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

Deposit
for
salaries.

$35
40
100
5
25

40
40
35
40
35
40
40
35
35
35
60
35
35
35
15
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
40
70

40
40
40
40
40
40
40

40

:

'"d
0

~
~

0

l,:j
~

~

t,:ij
00
tt;j

a

~

~
~
~

~
0

1-tj
~

~

tt;j
1-4

!z
~

tt;j
~

1-4

0

~

:t. P. 1lart . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . • . Rand11,ll Ram ....••.
W. N. Englebright . ....... .. Austin Walrath .....••••.....•......
H. B.Choice . ............... . E. "\-V. Capman ..... ..•... .... .. .....
E. C. UrC'n................... C. A . anil F . P. Tuttle, attorneys .. .
H. L.
John Haley .... .. .
H. L. Lowden ...... ....•... . W.L. Lowden .......•................
.r. M. Davidson . .... ....•.... Miinuel W. Berry ................... .
Do .... ................. Augustus Meamber .. .. . ... .. •..•••..
Chas. E. Uren ..••.....••.... William Berry . .. ....•.•..•...........
Fred E. Lewis .............•. D. Bah ten ..... .. .
Do ... ................. .. ... . do . ..... .. ....... .. .. ........ ... .
A.H. Coulter ...•...•...•.... Ira H. Reed, attorney
Jas. McGann ................ D . B. North, agent ... . .
A. H. <.:oulter................ H . D. Ranlett .. .... .... . ...... ..... . .
H. L. Lowden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. F. Foster .... ..... .. ...•••• . .......
Do .... .. . . ... .. .. ...... . ..... do ............ .
D o ... ................... ... .. do.
Do ........................... do.
Do . ........ ..... ....... . ... .. do . . .... .
Do ........ . .. . . ......... .... . do . . .. .. .
Do ........................... do ... .... .... . .. . . .
Wm. Minto .................. Mountain Bear Gold Company ...... .
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mohave Gravel MiningiCompany .... .
J. B. Meredith.............. . Luke Fnrgeson .. .. . ... . .... ..... .... .
J. G. Hartwell ... ............ W. H . Martin
J. P. Dart................... P . .r. Sullivan ...................... .
A. Halsey* . ... ...... .
J.M. Davidson .............. J. B. Robertson .... .
F. W. Bradley ...... ...... ... Geo. L . Hnghes
Do .. ................... Robt. Curnow . .. .. .. ......... . ...... .
·Fred. Searles ... . .....•••..... •• ......
Chas. E. Uren............. . . ,T. B. Byrne . .
Do .... ... .... ... .. .......... do .... ..
Do .... ........ .. . . .. .. . .. . . . do ..... ................. .. .... .
John A. Brown .......... . .. . A . C. Smith .. . ..................... .
Sam 'l Bethell . ............. . . C. W . Kitts ... ......... . ......... .. .

t~~~~~.::::::::::::::: .~~":d~d/~~i~~:::: ................... .

Ham and Birney quartz mine and mill.site .•.•.• . ••...
West Providence quartz mine ........ .. ........ ...... .
Last Chance quartz mine
High Rim placer mine ..... .
Shasta quartz mine ..
Centr al quartz mine.
Victoria quartz mine ........................•.........
Boston No. 5 placP-r mine ....... .
Sunset placer mine ....... .
Sam bo Bar placor mine . ........•.
Polaris quartz mine . ..... .
Zopbyr quartz mine .... .
Harmonial qua1·tz mine ...... .
Hedrick & Co. placer mine ..•...
North quartz mine ....... ........ .
Litt.le Satellite copper mine ............•..•••••••.....

'l'nolomnti ..•.•••••••••...
N evada ..... .... . .. ...... .
Fresno ................... .
Placer . ..... ............ .
Shasta ................... .
. •.•.. do .........•.........
Fresno .....•..............

~~i.~~l::::: ::::::: :: ::: ::

i~~!rifW!s~~:t~~·q~~~t~-~i~~: :::::: ::::::::::: :: ..
IdaL. quartz mine ..................•••..••.....•.......• . .. do.·.... .........•....
Cumberland quartz mine .. . ....•..•..•.....•••....... . ...... do ..... . .
Foster quartz mine ............••••..••.....•.....•...... . .. do . ..... .
Eureka quartz mine . . . . . .......•.•........•..•...•.. .. ... ... ·do ...... .
True Auger quartz mine .. ...... . .•...........•........ .... do .... .............. .
Mountain Bear gold mine . ................•........... San Bernardino .....•.....

~~1i~:n~1~;~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·t~i:t:::::::::::::::::::
Sullivan quaTtz mine . ...... . ..... _. . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . Tuolumne
Louise Mining Company's placer mine ....••.••••..... Plumas ..

t!~~1~~:

~f:c~;a~~~r1fzi1:i·~~:::: :::::: :::: :: :::: :::::::::: :: : : : :
Illinois quartz mine . ........... . ........•.••.••.......... . .. do ....•..

i~;:a:~:::::::::::::::::: ·

i~1~sf~~!;t~~f~~:::: :::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
R emainder of Gold Flat quartz mine .. ...................... do . ............... . .
Little Turk qnartz mine ....................... : ...... El Dorado .............. .
Monarch quartz; mine . . ...................•........... Nevada ............•..... .
Oliver placer mine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . Calaveras ................ .
Nuclens quartz mine . . ................................ San Bernardino .......... .
Total Wreck Consolidated quartz mine •••..•••....... San Bernardino ...•...... .
Centennial quart z mine . . .............. . .....•........ Nevada ................. .
Red Cloud quartz mine ............ .. ................. Sau Bernardino .......... .

t;~"ft,~:;:::;:_:; :: ;;:if~1li~::: •::::::::::••::::::::•
Do ..• ......••• ••.• ••... . .... . do .. . .. ... .
Do .. ........................ . do ... ..... .. ... ... ............. ..

Ch

iFH?\HHLIL

as. n· Uren................ .r. M. Lakenan
o . ......•••••.••.•••.. C. W. Kitts

Feb. 23
Feb. 24
F eb. 26
Feb. 28
Mar. 14
Mar. 14
Mar. 21
Mar. 17
Mar. 23
Mar. 23
Mar. 23
Mar. 28
Mar. 28
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Apr. 13
Apr. 13
Apr. 13
Apr. 13
.Apr. 13
Apr. 13
Apr. 13
.Apr. 13
Apr. 14
A..pr. 14
Apr. 14
Apr. 18
Apr. 20
Apr. 21
Apr. 22
Apr. 25
Apr. 25
Apr. 25
May 2
May 2
May 2
May 5
May 6
May 16
May 16
May 20
May 24
Ma~, 24
May 24
May 24
May 24
May 24
May 24
May 24
May 25
June 2

§l~ll.{~1,m~i~~rr:;;::i:i:~~;;::::••ii::: ::::~ :U:~~ ~~:: •:;~; :;~:;•
~;~fi~r;~;:;:¥ii~~~::::::::::::::: ~:: :==::::::::: :::::J~ :::::::::::::::::::

Sprin ir Hill mine anrl mill·site ......... . .............. Nevada .............. . ... .
Lafayette, Comet, and Indiana quartz mine ............•.... do ......••....••. ....
* Additional deposit.

~
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00
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J.-Statement of special deposits for office work in the survey of mining claims in California during the filJcal year 1887-Continued.

......
00

Name of depositor.

Namo of surveyor.

Choe. E. Uren ... ............ . Reddick and Solinsky*
Gila. W. Kimball ........... . John Turner ....... .. .
.Adam Knox ......................... .
0
John Cudden,jr ..................... .
F. J. Solinsky, attorney .............. .
W. F. Englebright ......... .
1
t~;!~!as:::::::::::::::::::::
Wm.Minto ..... .
H. L. Lowdon ............... . Geo. W. Finsley ..................... .
L.D.Davis
John Scott ...

thft~i. tr;e~:::::::::: ::::::

~~~~l

Name of mine.

County.

Date of
deposit.

1887.
Romaggi Family quartz mine...................... . . . Calaveras ................ . June 9
June 14
~:1!1:t1I1~~~~fzi!!n·e ·.:: ·.:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : .. : : :
June 17
June20
White Oak quartz mine .............................. , Nevada .. .
June20
Sep:rep:ation of mineral from agricultural land. . . . . . . ......... ... . .
Last Chance quartz mine . ....... : .................... Nevada ..........•........ June 20
.American Eagle quartz mine ......................... Butte .................. .. . June27
Taylor's Flatplacermine...... .................... ... Trinity
June 27
Wahoo & West Point placer mine ..................... Sierra ....•.
June 30

~;1~:;:ii.:::::: ::::::::::

Total

I

Deposit
for
salaries.

____

,

~
t_tj

$10
35
35
35
15
35
55
4o
40

1-d

$5,773

t_tj

0

~

1-3
0

1-rj

1-3

~

00

*Additional deposit.

t_tj

C

~
t_tj

1-3
~

l:d

lo<j

0

"zj

1-3

~

t_tj

H

z1-3 ·
t,;I

l:d

H

0

~
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K,-The United States in a.ccount with R. P. Hammond, jr., United States surveyor-generat
for the district of California, for fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
[Under bond ,fated March 31, 1886.]
CR,

DB.
Date.

1886.

1886.

By apportionment for 3rivate land claims, istrict of California.

458 90
8,710. 20

8,710.20

1886.

July

500. 00
500. 00

2,000.00

500. 00
494. 51

•

5.49

2,000.00

2,000.00

1886.

July

3,594.02

1

By apportionment for
special deposits, district of California.

1

By apportionment for
contingent expense for
district of California.

5,201.31

-----

20,000. 0(),

5,328.76
5,489.41
386. 50

--20,000. 00

1886.

To disbursements, first quarter.
To disbursements, t1econd
1887.
quarter.
Mar. 31 To disbursements, third
quarter.
June 30 To disbursements, fourth
quarter.
June 30 To balance refunded ...,.....

1

$8,710.20,

1,287.50

1886.

1886.
Sept. 30

By apportionmentforsalaries, district of California.

1,287.50

1886.

Sept. 30 To disbursements, firstquarter.
Dec. 31 To disbursements, second
1887.
quarter.
'M.ar. 31 To disbursements, t hi r d
quarter.
June 30 To disbursements, fourth
quarter.
June 30 To balance refunded, per
certificate No. 23.

1

1,287.50

Sept. 30 To disbursements, first quarter.
Dec. 3r To disbursements, second
quarter.
1887.
Mar. 31 To disburaements, third
quarter.
June 30 To disbursements, fourth
quarter.
June 30 To balance refunded, per
certificate No. 24.
Sept. 80 To disbursements, first quarter.
Dec. 31 To disbursements, second
quarter.
1887.
Mar. 30 To disbursements, third
quarter.
June 30 To disbursements, fourth
quarter.
June 30 To balance refunded, per
certificate No. 22.

July

$4,388.80

Sept. 30 To disbursements, first qnarter.
Dec. 31 To disbursements, second
~ua1-ter.
1887.
Mar. 31 To disbursements, third
quarter.
June 30 To disbursements, fourth
quarter.
June 80 To balance refunded, per
certificate No. 21.

.Amount.

Deposits.

Date.

.Amount.

Disbursements.

20,000.00

I

1886.

Jul y

346. 55
433.17

2,000. 00

601. 30
598. 73
20. 25

-2 000, 00
1

Dec. 31

---2, 000.00

I

- - -

1886.

8,829.37

July

1

By apportionment Uni-

ted Stat es surveyorgeneral's office for Ualifornia.

7,421. 98
7,717.56

32,710.20.

7,870.15
871. 14
32,110.20

----32,710.20

I

Comparative statement of expe1iditures for the years 1883 to 1887, inclusive.
1882-'83.

1883-'84.

1884-'85.

1885-'86.

$34,987.91
3,984.89
5,076.19
Special deposits ...•........•........ :::: 16,522. 53

$34,977.75
2,884.60
5,995.79
11,667.97

$34,998.93
1, 981. 14
3,500.00
13,136.03

$34,381.06
2,570.01
1,981. 98
9,885.62

$8,251.30'
1,979.75
l, 994. 51
19, 61:l. 5(),

60,571.52

55,526.11

53,136.03

48,818.67

31, ll39. OB

~~1:tf::a"~t
:::: :·::::: ::::::: :::::.: :: :::
Private land lllaims ....•..•.........•

1886-'87.
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Annual report of private land claims department for year ending June 30, 1887.
[By W. D. Lawton, ranch clerk, l
UNITED STATES SuRVEYOR-,GENERAL's OFFICE FOR CALIFORNIA..

I have the honor to submit the followmg report for the private land claims department for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1887 :
This department is to a large extent dependent upon the archives for information
relative to Mexican and Spanish land grants, and a greate~ portion of the work connected with these grants has of late been done in that department.
During the past year there has been made a resurvey of certain boundary lines of
the Las Fulgas Rancho for the purpose of restoring to the public domain a large tract
-of land supposed to be included within the ranch boundaries.
An examinatiou bas been mane recently of the survey of the Rancho "San Josey
:S ur Chiquito," as executed by Bradford Wheeler, United States deputy surveyor, in
-October, 1884.
Also a survey of the "Muscupiahe" Rancho, which survey was made for the purpose
,of vaeating the patent of said rancho.
There are forty-nine private land claims for which patents have not as yet been
;issued. St...l.lh cases are now pending either before the honorable Secretary of the I?,-terior, the honorable Commissioner of the General Land Office, this office, or are rn
-court in dispnte on title.
As these grants are rapidly becoming more valuable each year contests anu conflicts of title between the owners of contiguous ranches, or settlers on public la1;1-ds
and ranch owners, are increasing. Numbers of letters have been received protestrng
:against the sprvey of different grants; others claiming that more laud is held by
the grant owners than is em braced in the decrees of confirmation.
.
More especiall~· is this the case on the part of settlers on public land whom many
-cases have had. surveys made by county surveyors and others which conflict with
the government surveys. As many of these large grants are being divid~d i1;1to
.small tracts and disposed of to immigrants it is necessary that some determm:tt10n
.should be speedily arrived at whereby some degree of security of title can be depended upon.
,
The aggregate amount of land embraced in these private grants for which patent
has not been issued is 100,:n0.58 acres.
There are now in this office, awaiting delivery to the parties entitled to receive
them, the following patents to private land claims, viz:
Rancho.

.Area.

.Addition to the pueblo lar:ds of San Francisco ...
Cabeza de Santa Rosa {part) .... ............ ..•.
-Canada de los Nogales . ... ............•.....•.•..
Uaii.acia del Corte de Madera .................... .
Corral de Tierra ................................ .
El .Alis al . .... ....... .. .. ....................... .
L as Carm01:itas ................................. .
Los Nogales .... . ..... .. . ....................... .
Mission Dolores, lot in .................. .. ..... .
Napa, part of . ... .... . ......................... .

238. 95
1,667.68
1,199.56
3,565.91
4,436.18
2,971.26
18. 57
1,003.67
1. 78
604. 68
207. 79
23. 63
4,440.31
48,861.10

i!i~i;t~!f~;~~:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

San Jacinto Nuevoy Potrero .. ............. ......

Conftrmee.
City and county of San Francisco .
James Eldridge.
Jose McA.guilar.
Thurn & Carpentier.
Tibul'cio Vasquez·.
M. '.r. de la G. Hartwell.
J!'erdinaml Vassanlt et al.
Maria do J. Garcia:
U. Valencia.
J. P . Thompson.
Joaquin Sepulveda.
Rafaela Val1:1uzuda.
R. Mesa et al.
Heirs of Miguel Pedrorena.

1

One patent has been delivered during the year, that of the Rancho Cabeza de anta
Rosa, confirmed to J. R. Meyer and I. G. Isham .
.Annual report of swamp and overflowed lanrZ deJJartment Jo>· year ending June 30, 1· 7.
[By W. D. Lawton, swamp and overflowccl land clerk.]
UNITED , TATES SURVEYOR GENERAL

OFnCE FOR CALIFORNIA.

.

I have tbe honor to submit the following report, upoo tho warnp a1 cl over.flowed
land <l_epa.rtmeut for the fi tal y ar ending Juno :30, 1 . '7 :
u!ml)' ~h pall year there havo been ( Ll) eleven new ca9es entered on the r cords
of thi ollic , an<~ the tract~ therehy affocted snspeude<l by the variou re()'ister ~f
t~ local !and. offic' wher m the tracts ar located. All of the land thn affected 1
ituated m the northern part of the State, and as a rule a considerable di tance
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from railroad and stage communication, three of the new cases being in the Shasta,,
seven in the Susanville, and one in the Marysville land district.
There are sixteen unfinished cases which are still pending before this office awaiting an investigation to determine the character of the same. Of these cases six ar&
very old ones, having been on the records for several years. It seems to be the impression of many of the claimants under the State that after the preliminary steps,
have been gone through with and tbe land suspended from entry and sale under the
United States laws, they can let the taking of testimony be put off as long as they
wish. In the mean while they are putting improvements on the land and in variousways receiving pecuniary benefits from it. Irr some instances after the case is ready
for trial application will be made to have the investigation put off for a year or·
more on the ground that the claimant is too poor to defray the expenses of hearing
immediately. Again, requests are made to have cases continued on the ground that
the time is inconvenient to claimant, or that the land id not in a condition to be personally inspected; and by a strange coincidence these times usually occur late in thesummer or early in the fall of the year. I respectfully submit that such practiceshould be discontinued, and a rule promulgated by which, within a specified timeafter the laud has been suspended by the register of the land oflfoe, the estimated
amount to defray the expenses should be deposited by the State claimant, and th6'
case peremptorily set for trial, and such excuses as inconvenient time, 11:l,ck of necessary funds, &c., should not be considerecl sufficient for an indefinite postponement.
Thus the number of cases would not accumulate and remain untried, nor would set-tlers who might wish to obtain the land under the United States laws be deterred
from so doing.
In this department there are also four cases on appeal from the decision of the honorable Commissioner to the honorable Secretary of the Interior, and one appeal from
this office to the honorable Commissioner.
Two of the claimants under the State have during the past year abandoned their·
claims nuder the swamp-land grant, and the tracts affected thereby have been r_estored
to the public domain.
Several applications have been made to purchase lands claimed as swamp and overflowed land in townships which are as yet unsurveyed.
'
During the year which is about to close four swamp-land cases have been tried. In,
two of them the State claimants requested that no decision be rendered until the land
could be personally inspected and additional testimony oft'ered. There was, however,.
no contest by any United States claimant. In the other two, after the testimony had
been carefully considered and the land personally inspected, a decision was rendered
in favor of the State claimants. A rehearing, however, of these has been ordered by
the honorable Commissioner in order that t,be authorities of the California and Oregon
division of the Central Pacific Railroad Company be given an opportunity to offer
testimony showing that the tracts in question are not swamp and overflowed land,
said tracts lying within the limits granted to the railroad company.
The aggregate area of all the tracts suspended and awaiting final determination
under the swamp-land grant o;f September 28, 1850; amounts to 19,770 acres.
In conclusion I would state that, this class of cases is rapidly increasing in numberand importance, and the amount of labor to be performed before a final determination
is reached is very great. Each case requires a large amount of labor and correspondence before the hearing, and as the testimony is first taken by questions and answers~
and afterwards reduced to narrative form before transmission to the department at
Washington, it will be readily perceived that some immediate action should be taken
in the premises to clear the record of some of these cases.

Annual rep01·t of draughting department for the year ending June 30, 1887.
[By J. R. Mauran, chief draughtsman.]
UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE FOR CALIFORNIA.

I have the honor to make the following report for the draughting department forthe fiscal year ending June 30, 1887 :
The total number of maps of all descriptions made and approved was 1,046, classified as follows: 43 pertaining to public-land surveys, 28 to private-grant surveys, 808to mineral surveys, 15 sketches, and 152 maps of a miscellaneous character.
One hundrecl and fourteen mineral surveys and 1 public-land survey have been examined, platted, and approved.
Six draughtsmen were employed for the first three months and 5 for the balance·
of the year (including the chief draughtsman). They have worked faithfully, and
the amount accomplished will compare favorably with that of preceding years.
This number bas not been sufficient for the actual requirements of the service, and
should be increased by at least two experienced men, especially if the applicatio:::2s for·
mineral surveys continue at the present rate, as it is predicted they will.
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At this date there are 27 sets of field-notes of mineral surveys awaiting their turn
to be platted.

By your direction there bas been prepared by this department a set of instruct.ions
:for public-land surveys to be submitted to the honorable Commissioner as a substitute for the printed instructions of May 3, 1881.
·
'!'here bas also been prepared and issued a set of instructions for mineral surveys
made to conform to the rulings o_f the General Land Office to date.
Considerable time bas been consumed in making copies of maps for the United
States courts and for special agents at a cost to the appropriation of this office of
-$ 334.

During the year the surveys under quite a number of contracts have been cauceled
by tbe honorable Commissioner, because the special agents of 1 be General Land Office,
who were instructed to examine them, had reported adversely to their approval.
'The maps made of these surveys have been placed by themselves and an index made
.of t,hem.
This cancellation has caused some confusion in the records of this office, and I recommend that as soon as possible diagrams be prepared to show graphically tbe con·dition of these contracts and the effect of the cancellations on the record and the surrounding surveys.
It has been suggested that the maps of these canceled surveys should be destroyed,
but it is my opinion that they should be carefully preserv'ed, because they are a part of
the records of this office, which no one has the right to destroy or mutilate.
Some small surveys of the public lands are in progress, and will probably soon be in
,condition to be approved .
.Ann·ual rep01·t of bookkeeper and contract clerk for yea1· ending June 30, 1887.
[By D. I. Mahonoy, bookkeeper and contract clerk.]
'

\

UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE FOR CALIFORNIA,

The report of the bookkeeper and contract clerk, submitted in duplicate, shows
-the following for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
Tabular statements as follows :
A.-Statement of contracts entered into with deputy surveyors for surveys of public
and private lands during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
C.-Statement of special deposits made by the Central Pacific Railroad Company
.and its bl'ancbes for fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
Cl.-Statement of surveys of mines during :fiscal year enuing June 30, 1887, made
in conformity with the act of Congress approved May 10, 1872.
G G.-Statement of transcripts of field-notes of the public surveys sent to the
United States laud offices during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
J .-Statement of special deposits for office work and stationery of mining claims
during the fiscal year ending June :-{0, 1887.
K.-Statement showing account of appropriations for salaries, contingent expen e,
·special deposits and private land claims during the fiscal year for compensation of
elerks and draughtsman.
Iu connection with the foregoing it is pertinent to sta,te that during the year there
has been a vast amount of work <lone for special agents a ud the United States di trict attorney iu connection with the investigations of fraudulent surveys executed
in this district by former deputies in the employ of the government.
The w_ork of special agents consists of traciugs, transcript,s of .fiel<l-notes, and all
general rnform~tion that coul~ be obtained relative to t_he inv_estigations of the different surveys m tbe field, which has consumed much o.t the time of the clerks and
-draugh~smen for w_hi ch t~is ?ffic,e received no compensation. ·
Relative to the n~vest~gat10ns made hy Special Agent Charles F. Conrad of tbe
fraudulent surv eys rn this di trict I will state that the information furnished him
by this office is far greater than a brief report can show.
He_ has bad tho services of myself ancl oftentimes ether clerks searching the records,
copyrng co_otracts, bonds, o~th , accounts, applications for surveys, and in fact everythrng b ar~ng upon or relative to contracts entered into by deputies operating under
th prececlmg surveyor-general.
This_office al~oforni be l him with stationery, aud afforded him every facility that
he cl sir c~ dur1,ng tbc progr ss of the investigations.
The mte<l. tat s cl1 trict attorney in biR letter dated May 20, 1887 asked for copies
of all _he contract and bonus arranged iu proper group with a r:;tat~ment of the fact
wberem hei:e w~s a bre3:ch (or breache, , if more than 'one) of each contract, and in
what uch vtola~1on cous1st ; also full information as to the completion, :filing, and
approval o~ tb field-not uncle: each contract, with dates of each act, account approved or d1sallowed, moneys paid, etc., copies of the appointments and oaths of office
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of each deputy having said contracts; if other lines were substituted for those named
in contracts, or if contracts were extended over other lines than those named; also
condensed copies of field-notes, accounts, special instructions, etc. In short a c~mplete history of the thirty-four contracts against the respective bondsmen of which
the honorable Commissioner in his letter "E" dated April 21, 1887, authorized the institution of civil suits.
The cost of this additi9nal work entaiJed upon this office will approximate to the
.sum of $2,000.
This extra work had to be paid from the limited appropriation allowed by Cong r ess for this office for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 18t:l7.
Owing to the meager appropriation much of the work heretofore found necessary
to be done in this office, and which is essential and important, had to be discontinued
and the clerks dismissed.
The copying of :field-notes for t,he various land officea throughout the State had to
be dispensed with, since there was no provision for the payment of copyists, and. yet
there is a continual demand upon this office from an parts of the State for field-notes.
Were they in severalland offices the public, particularly those desiring land as homes,
would have them more convenient and could get them more promptly than under the
present condition of things, since this class of work now can be done by the employes
only out of office hours.
By the reduction of the working force of this office consequent upon an insuffieient
appFopnation the present force of clerks is worked almost beyond endurance, and
the legitimate work must of necessity be longer delayed in its completion.
Mining claimants are daily importuning to have their mines completed, when they
have ceased to Le patient over a delay which is unavoidable.
.
Even matters from the department which should receive immediate attention, owing to work of a pressing nature, such as the United States district attorney or special
agents need, must oftentimes wait.
This large State is growing very rapidly in popula.t10n, aod is fast developing its
many important and valuable resources. That so much of the l~nd is yet unsurveyed
is an obstruction to this progression. Petitions are constantly being received from settlers asking for surveys that they may improve their places and secure titles to their
homes.
The existing rates for surveying are such that it is next to impossible to get surveyors to accept contracts without compensation from settlers and interested parties;
and this of course is in violation of the rules and regulations of the department.
'
I would call your attention to the comparative table of expenditures contained in
statement K herewith, which shows the disbursements of this office from 1883 to 1887
inclusive, a showing which is an indisputable evidence of the eeonomy of your administration.
.
,

Report of Spanish archives depa,r tment for year ending June 30, 1887.
[By T. A. Forbes, keeper of archives.J

U. S. SURVEYOR-GENERAL FOR CALIFORNIA,
As keeper of the Spanish archives I respectfully submit the following report for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1887:
l!.,irst. The value of these archives and their preservation.
Second. The necessity of indexing and making abstracts therefrom.
Third. Origin, validity, extent, and boundaries of Spanish and Mexican land grants
in California.
Fourth. Amount and nature of work performed during the present year.
OFll'ICE OF

SPANISH ARCHIVES,

Never more than at this time has the value of the Spanish archives been made evident, owing to the great a4,1tivity that for the past year has been observed in realestate circ_les in California, where extensive tracts t~at for one-quarter of a century:
were. considered compa!ati vely 'Yorthless are now _bemg s_o~d at f'.1-1:>nlo~is prices.
This new order of thmgs has maugurated a deci_ded ·~p1r1~ of lit1gat10n, and many
persons who never owned one foot of laud have by 1magrnat10n or fancy been induced
to believe that they have some neglected rights in many confirmed and patented
Spanish or Mexican land grants.
I n some instances parties assert that they have interest in the grants themselves
while in oth~rs they allege tha~ the surveys haye been wrongfully made by gov'- ,
ernment officials, and that extensive tracts of public land have been embraced wit.bin
the patent lines of many ranchos; others have even gone so far as to declare that all ·
Mexi~an grants are fraudu~ent. ri:his bein~ the cas~ it behooves the government to
keep m safety the only written evidence of the legality of such arants which is conta~ned and f?und in these archiv,es, wit~ the view of not only protecting the rights of
i)nvate parties but also of guardmg agamst the perpetration of frauds hereafter upon

•
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the government, as even the military reservations are at present claimed to belong to
private parties.
From the many land suits that have been instituted and the constant demands
made upon this office for information concerning title papers, plats, and surveys of
ranchos, it would be difficult, indeed, to foresee how any ranch owner can be secure in
his rights, unless it be by presenting the unequivocal proofs of the validity of his
grant, which evidence can be obtained only from these archives. On the other hand,
there are some claims that have been assflrted against the government which require
great care and good judgment in their a cljurlication, as it is of the utmost importance
to find and discover the true merits of suits in ejectment that have been instituted to
r ecover lands within milita-ry reservations. This can be accomplished only by a careful and diligent search for fac rs that rela.te to the property in dispute.
Intricate and important questions are daily arising that tend to demonstrate tbe
wisdom of the government in requiring the archives to be collected and preserved.
Although by the act of Congress of May, 1858, and subsequent orders from the Department of the Interior, your predecessors were authorized to collect all th.e pnblic
records of the former government, jt would be seen by current reports that many important documents relative to land titles are still in the hands of outside parties instead of being in your custody.
Whatever may be the intrinsic value of such papers they should form a part of
these archives.
I beg l eave, therefore, to suggest the propriety of collecting the same agreeably to
the standing order of the Commissioner of the General Land. Office.
INDEXING AND MAKING ABSTRACTS.

The three hundred bound volumes of manuscripts contain valuable information for
the historian and man of letters, and until you took charge of this office no index had
been made. The readin ~ matter reaches the number of 196,000 pages, in which are
found:
Royal decirees, orders, and official. correspondence of the viceroys of New Spain,
official correspondence of the governors and subordinate anthorities, whether civil,
military, political, or ecclesiastic,Ll, with other miscellaneous records.
' To make them as useful as they might be they should be indexed. Bancroft and
Hittell, the historians, for iustancc, have bad a large force of men employed in pa t
years searching for information for their works. Hnndreds of lawyers have fumbled
them in search of evidence for their cases. And still there is no complete index to th&
archives in this office. Agreeably to your orders we are now making the preliminary
abstracts for a full and general index, and have completed several series. This cla s
of work is laborious anu has to be done with care anrl. accuracy.
SPANISir AND MEXICAN LAND GRANTS .

•

After the discovery of the country and fro~ the 6th of F ebruary, 1697, the colonization of California was left to the two missionaries Saloatierra and Kino, and up to the
date t.f the arrival of Count Joseph de Galvez nothing had been done in the way of
issuing grants of land to the settlers of the country.
The government of 1.he Peninsula, which up to the date of the expulsion of the
Jesuits in 1786 ha<l been purely monastic, was very materially changed h;v the 11rovisions contained in the royal instructions issued at the Real de Santa Ana, on the
12th of Au~ust, 1768, when the Ferdinand Friars undertook the arduous task of the
members or the Society of Jesus.
The meut.ioned instructions of Galvez threw open the d,oors that had closed for
m)re than seventy years t'> immigration, which was the first step that seems to have
been taken towards tbe colonization of the country.
It waR after the above date that the presidios were established by the government
for the protection of the missions aml th'3 commanders of those military garri ons as
early as 1773 possessed the rio-ht t~ assi(J'n the settlers small lots of land in the vicinity o~ their p,>sts; which antt"iorit,v they received by the royal ordioanc~s of 1751 from
the v1c roy, who was rmpow(drcd to appoint subdele.gates with antbonty to di po e
of the vacant lands of the l)rovinces of New Spain; and also fro111 Count de Galvez
in hi in trnctious al,ovo referred to. By the royal order of the 22d of Augu t, 17~6
t~e uorther~ a1~cl northwestern provinces of Mexico were formed into a new an<l d1:rtrnct orgamzat1on, und r tbe name of '' Internal Provinces of New Spain," eparate
from the command of the viceroy anu under the immediate upervision of the commacdant-general.
Tb aid organization included both the old and t,he new Californias, as the countrywa then call <l, aJ?c1. th _c~m1111andant-general exerci ed unlimited power over all
mat~e~ , whet~ r cn·1l, 1!11li_t_ary, or political.
Hi mstruct10n con tarn ctuections for the founding of towns (pueblos), the ettlem n of th co1~i1, ry, anc~ the care of mi sions and Indians, yet no expre pow r ".
to_ hav be n rn·<·n to b1m to make grants of large liracts of land. It clothed bun
with t~ P w r that b· d been previously confided to the viceroys, including supreme
a.uthonty over the royal lands. (Tierras Realengas.)
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Only one grant seems to have been issued by the authority cited, to Manuel Butron
for 140 varas square in the vicinity of the mission of Carmelo on the 21st of November, 1775, by Fernando de Rivera y Moncada, who was commander of the presidio of
Monterey.
.
..
Felipe de Neve, who was goyern~r of the prov~nce, was com_m1s1<"?ned t_o draft. a
regulation for the purpose of d1sposrng of the public lands of Cahforma, which he did
in 17i9.
The regulation was approved by the r-0yal decree of October 24, 1781, and the same
was made in/ the name of the King. In it power was given to the governors to make
.certain grants; but it indicated no special system, and gave no power adequate to
the settlement of the western provinces of New Spain. Its restrictive and narrow
provisions relate to the granting only of small lots and suertes of land within the pre1i1dios, missions, and pueblos that might be established.' Nowhere is any allusion made
to the granting of extensive tracts for grazing or farming purposes. The only grants
tbat were made nnder this authority were those given to the original settlers (Pabla-0.ores) of the l)Ueblos of San Jose de Guadalupe and Los Angeles at the date of their
foundation.
Among these Spanish archives is found a dispatch from D. Pedro Fages, the acting
:governor of California at that time, to the commandant-general of the internal provinces, datP-«t November 20, li84, wherein he states that several persons have solicited
(loncessions of large tracts for the raising of stock, and that he had made provisional
(loncessions to them.
The following is a list of such grants made by Fages, Borica, Arrillaga, Arguello,
2.nd Pablo Vicente de Sola:
By whom granted.

ri~:: ~::::::::::::

Fages
Do . .....•........
Borica .... .......•.•.•.
Do ............. .
J. D. Arguello ........ .
Arrillaga ............. .
Do ............•..
Do ........•..••. .
Do.a ............ .
P. de Sola .•••.....•...
Do ........•..••..
Do ... .....•......
Do ......•........
Do .•.••..••......

Name of grant and to whom granted.

Date.

San Rafael to J'. M. Verdugo ...•..•.••••............•••..••••. Oct. 20, 1784
Oct. 21, 1784
0

t~sTcii~t~ s ~- ~J/eJ~et~- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Simi to Patricto Pico et al ...••••••.• •••••••••••.•••••••••.••• .
El Pilar to J. Dario ArgueUo ..••••....•.....••..•....•.•••....
San Pedro to ,1. ;J. Dominguez .. .....•••••........•.. •.••..•....
Santiago to P. Grijalva ............. .'•................••.......
Santiago to Yerba .. ........•••.........•••.•.......•.•...•••..
Ensenada to F. M . Ruiz ......•................•.....•..........
El Refujio to J'. Ortega .................•.••.......••.........
Bolsa de S. Cayetano to Y. Vallejo ei!al .••••• •••••••••••••••• •.
Vega cle Rio de Pajaro to .Anto Ma Castro .................... .
San Antonio to L. Peralta ......•.....••••............. ·-··· .. .
Los Tularcitos to ;rose Higuera ..- ..•......•.•••••.•....•...... ,
Llano del Abravadero to Jose Higuera .......••......•..•.....

May

3, 1790
l i95

April 8, 1797
1799

Dec. 14, 1801
Mar. 10, 1810
J'uly 4, 1&04
Feb.
Apr.
J'une
Oct.
Jan.

1804
23, 1817
17,1820
20, 1820
4, 1821
I, 1822

a Also by Borkain November, 1794, and Pablo V. de Sola in 1817.

Dming the, latter part of the year 1786 the granting power was conferred upon the
officers that were denominated "intendentes" of New Spain, but this change did not
include California.
In 1792 the commandant-general was again made independent of the viceroy, and
by the same royal decree California was restored to the vic11royalty of Mexico, and
ihus continued until the Spanish authority ceased. Only one grant was ever made
in California direct bytbe viceroys, and that was the tract of Las Animas to Mariano
de Castro by the Viceroy Marquina; one by Jose Miriega, captain of the presidio of
:Santa Barbara; one by Franco Maria Ruiz, commander of San Diego; and sixteen
by tbe Mexican governors from the date of the independence to the promulgation or
-enforcem(>.nt of the colonization laws.
·
. None of the grants made during the above period conveyed to the several grantees
the full ownership in the la,nd.
The organization under which the contest for Mexican independence was carried
:and brought to a successful. result derived its origin from the instrument known as
the "Plan of Yguala," which was adopted by the Mexican chiefs on the 23d of February, 1821. This document was not merely a declaration of Mexican independence,
but provided a system of provhiional government and declared the principles that
6hould characterize the future permanent organization of the new nation.
The 20th article of said plan provided that all the public functionaries, civil, miliiary, ecclesiastical, and political, who adhered to the cause of independence, should
be continued in office without being molested.
On the 24th of August, 1821, the treaty of Cordova closed the contest and established the independence of Mexico.
The same laws were in force and the same officers contir;rned in the performance of
ibeir accustomed duties when not incompatible with the provisions of the "Plan of
Yguala." The admin,istration of the national domain with a view to the settlement
of the country was no less important to the new government than to that which had
been superseded by it.
INT 87-VOL 1--40
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The governors of California, therefore, had the right to make grants of land in accordance with the former laws that were in force at the time of the date of the" Plan
of Yguala" aud decree uf the cortes of October 5, 182 1.
The authority conferred upon the governors by the regulation of 1786 was taken
away by the Spanish constitution of 1812 and subsequent decree of the Cortes of
January 4, 1813.
The constitution was adopted in Spain during the abst=mce in captivity of King
Ferdinand VII, and the decree cited was framed under it. On the restoration of the
King in 1814 both the constitution and decree were annulled.
In the year 18:20 the same were restored to their full vigor throughout the Spanish
dominions, and thus became the law of the land in Mexico prior to the adoption of the"Plan of Yguala."
Those laws were in force in California, which fact is made evident by a careful study
of these archives.
The records of the first provincial deputation after the change of government, during the time of Pablo Vicente de Sola, show that its members were inducted into office by taking an oath to support the government of the new empire. The main object of the decree of the cortes of January 4, 1813, was to reduce the common la~1ds
to private property, affording at the same time relief to public necessities, rewardmg
meritorious defenders of the country, and assisting poorcit.izens who as yet possessed
no land.
Of such grants some were in California from the year 1784 to 1822.
When the dominion ceased and gave place to the Mexican independent governm~n t,.
all grants in California, were only incomplete and 0q nitable titles. Th~y requ:red
the confirmation of a superior confirming power, but when the power 1tselt ceased
to exist the Mexican authorities were left to perfect such inchoate titles. The Mexican congress succeeded to the general power of disposing of public lands. The first
permanent law enacted on the subject was the colonization law of 18th of August,
18:U, and subsequent regulation of the 21st of November, 1828, which completed the
practical system under which all grants in California were made after the year 1833
and up to the cession of th~ territory to the United States of such grants:
No.of
grants.

By whom issued.

Period for which issued.

Gov. J". Figueroa ........ .
Gov. J". Castro . ... ....•. .
Gov. N. Gutierrez ... . .. .
Gov. M. Chico .. ....• •...
Gov. J". B. Alvarado . ••••.
Gov. M. Micheltorena .. .
Gov. Pio Pico . .. .. . ..... .

From January 1, 1833, to September 29, 1835 ........•.•..... . .. .. ..
From September 29, 1835, to Deceml>er, 1835 ......•.••.......••... .
From February 20, 1836, to April.16, 1836 . ...••....... •• .......... .
From May 6, 1836, to J"ul y 12, 1836 ...............•....... ...... - - -·
From June 8, 1837, to Dec. 29, 1842 . .. . . . .. ... ................... -· ·
From D ecember 30, 1842, to February 14, 1845 .....•. ..••...•... ....
From February 15, 18~5, to J"uly 7, 1846 .......•....... .•....... . - -

65'
24
15
4

207
192
147

Notwithstanding the fact that the governors were authorized by the above-cited
laws to issue grants in colonization to t.l1e extent of 11 square leagues to each individual, yet they had no power to confirm prior grants, and their own had to be confirmed by the depa,rtmental junta or assembly iu order to be perfect.
While it is true that some claims have been presented for confirmation to the land
commission which dicl not emanate from any of the sources of title above enumerated,
th~y can not be qualified as grants, but are deeds of sale made by the government to
private parties for a va,luable stipulated consideration, which they were authorized
to make by special laws and decrees enacted for that purpose after the date of the
secularization of the missions.
The following is a list of such sales:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _N_a_m
_e_o_
f _gi_·a_n_t_a_n_d_t_o_w_h_o_m_g_r_an_t_e_
d_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-1

Date.

f.,~rt _of P etadlomfaSto M. G. Valh1jo ..... ..............•.•..•..•.•..•••..••...••••........ ;Juno 22, 1844
.u:u.S81on 1an !i o an Juan Capistl'ano toDec. 6, 11¼5
Do.
J"an. 8, 1846
;Jan. 4, 1 6
,Tune 10, 1 46
an j
ez o ovarrn bias .• ••.•...........••....................•.•.......••..•••.. Jnne 16, 1 6

M:):111:}iiiif
f\):~;:}{+\?t+i?\+
6

.-:~ iei:nl~~pti.ii!t: ~:::::: ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.
a~ti.~!~ti~ai~ ; :~~l ~,·ii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
an Gabri 1 to \Vorkman

May

5, 1 -16

Jul.v 4, 1 6
June14,1 6
· · ·· ···• ·· · · · · ·•··•• · ••· · ••· •••••· ·•· · · · · •· · June 8, 1 6
June 10, 1 46
.......................................................................................... Jone 8, 11¼6
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The :(pregoing history of Spanish and Mexican land grants.in Califor1;1.ia will sho~
by what laws the former inhabitants of the country obtamed the . titles to their
ranchos.
Concerning fraudulent grants the Limantour seal, and the many frauds that were
perpetrated upon the governme~t, the annual report for the fiscal year endin_g June
30 l8ti6 can be referred to. It may be admitted here, however, that many title pape~s wefe fabricated after July 7, 18-!6. The above being a. notorio~s fact the gove1:nment seems to be powerless in the matter and can n?t regam w ha~ ~t bas lost by pri?r
decrees and decisions rendered by the duly constituted authorities of the count1y
which the higher courts have held to be resjudicata.
A few cases may be given here for the sake of illustration:
Santa Cruz Island, confirmed to Andres Castillero, purports to have been granted to
him by Juan B. Alvarado in 1839, and was patented for 52,760.33 acres; yet I firnl_ on
file in the archives the written application of Castillero hims~lf to G?vernor Pico,
dated December 15, 1845, in which he confesses that up to that time no tit.le bad been
issued to him. There being no doubt of the genuineness of this paper the Alvarado
grant can not be genuine.
Mare Island, said to have been granted to Vic.t or Castro, has recently been declared.
to belong to the government, and the Alvar ado gr;:i,nt has been found i;o be antedated.
El Sobraute, confirmed and patented to Victor and Juan Jose Castro, seems to be of
doubtful validity, because among the archives may be found documents both before
and after the date of the pretended grant which show that the land had not been
granted to any one.
The grantees themselves join in a complaint agaist Luis Peralta for preventing any
one from cutting timber on lands which at present are known as the Sobrante, alleging that the same had been reserved by the government for the common use of all the
inhabitants; and at the very date of the pretended grapt procee<lings were being had
in the suit against Peralta. The investigation continued for several months after the
23d of April, 1841. No mention is made of this pretended grant in the settlement of
the boundaries between Valencia and Moraga in 1844; neither does I,.w cencio Romero
indicate the existence of any such grant in his own application for Sobrante lanrls to
the governor.
The system of litigation that has been adopted of late wherein the United States
has authorized the commencement of suits attacking some particular grants has apparently failed. Of this we have the proof in the results obtained in the Muscupiabe and Sobrante de San Jacinto cases.
Mnscupiabe was granted to Michael White for 1 square league and has been
patented for 30,144.88 acres.
The patent was sustained by the United States district court and circuit court, and
the rights of the government in more than 20,000 acres of land that was wrongfully
1
included in the survey have been declared forfeited.
The Sobrante of San Jacinto Muvoy Viejo was granted to Rosario E. de Aguirre,
and was patented for 48, 847.28 acrPs, but l1as been located 6 miles outside of the exterior boundaries of the original O'Farrell survey, within which the Sobrante of the
two other grants had to be taken. The suit was lost to the government, and all the
labor of the prosecution was of no avaii.
In the former case the fraud was not satisfactorily proved on the part of tbe governm~nt, and in the latter th ere was seemingly no fraud committed by the confirmee.
As rnstructed by the honorable Commission er a partial l,'esurvey has been made of
the Las Pulgasrancho in accordance with the written request of special counsel in
the case. A line has been delineated parallel to aud 1 leag ue dista.nt from the
northeastern boundary, and the sinuosities of t,he shore line have been reproduced in
the boundary claimed as the true 1-outhern limit of this ra,ncho. This· survey was
made by Deputy Bost, and as r equested by counsel. The maps and field-notes prepared from Deputy Bost's retums of the survey have been filed with the proper authorities.
. The following is a partial list of the patented ranchos in which irregular proceedmgs have been had, and an immense quantity of public land has wrongfully been embraced wit,hin the patented lines of the same:
Lomas de Santiago, granted for 4 square leagues, but patented for 47,226.61 acres .
. Saiyon de Santa Rita,, granted for 11 square leagues and patented for the same quantity, has been located 4 miles north of the fixed boundaries in the grant.
Buena Vista, in Monterey county, was granted for 2 square leagues, but has been
confirmed for twice the quantity under two names.
Mlipitas, in Monterey county, if granted at all to the Indian Pastor, was confirJ?erl,
and the amended survPy thereof made final by C. Delano, which survey contarned
only 12,291.2 acres, but bas been patented for 4~,280.90 ar.res.
Buri Buri, granted within certain boundaries, has been enlarged to the north, because the said boundar!, whij:.;h is a straight line, from the Rincon of San Bruno to th e
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~outherly point of the Laguna, Alta, on the summit of the San Pedro range, b;ts been
ignored.
Las Pulgas, granted for 17,753 acres, has been increased to 35,240.27 acres.
Bnena Vista, San Diego county, granted for one-quarter of 1 square league, has been
surveyed four different times, and although the natural objects m~ntioned are immovable landmarks, the quantity embraced in the said surveys has varied from 2,219.25 acres
to 4,269 acres. This grant was made clearly for one-quarter of a league, because the
square mentioned in the title papers and decree of confirmation is only 2,500 varas
on a side, and consequently can not contain more than 1,109.67 acres of land.
AMOUNT AND NATURE OF WORK PERFORMED.

During the fiscal year that is about to terminate the duties of the keeper of archives
have been somewhat different from the ordinary routine of former years,'wben the
only work done in this department was that of copying and translating title papers
and records of grants. For some time past this department has been busily engaged
in making lengthly reports upon land titles, and occupied in aearching the records
for evidence that was at intervals required in court in controversies between the
government and private parties. The work of transcribing and translation of the
Spanish records of land claims is contained in 26 large volumes of 14,674 pages, or
56,788. folios of written matter in Spanish and English.
The classification of the documents are the following : 580 complete expedientes
with their corresponding translations ; 315 incomplete expedientes with their corresponding translations; 54 incomplete expedientes with their corresponding translations; 1,934 original documents filed in 8m land-commission cases; 51 deposited
documents relative to land claims with translations; book 1, register of brands and
marks; book 2, registry of grants, 1833-'36; book 3, registry of grants, 1841-'42-'43;
book 4, registry of grants, 1844-'45 ; book 5, records of possession, 1835 to 1842; book
6, possessions of ranchos, 1831> to 1840; book 7, records of possession by first justice of
San Juan de Castro; 2 large volumes of 813 tracings of original disenos.
The series of archive books that have been examined and from which abstracts
have been made am the following : Provincial State papers, 21 volumes, containing
13,000 pages of manuscript; departmental State papers, 9 volumes, containing 4,500
pages of manuscript; Los Ang les series, 15 volumes, containing 10,845 pages of manuscript; D. S. P. B. Perfectures and Juz.gados, 7 volumes, containing 5,600 pages of
manuscript.
Since the 1st of July last abstracts ofl4,923 pages have been made. The abstracts
are made separate for each volume and contain 1,290 pages of writing.
The work done in copies and translations for outside parties, who have made the
proper application, is as follows:
Date.

Certified copy or copies of-

1886.
July 29

Ang.

4

Sept.

6
14
13

Oct.

15

Nov. 17

21
23

Dec.

30
8

16
17
23

1887.
Jan. 16

Cost.

Map and petition for Rio de Santa Clara ..•.............••.......... ... ......... - - ·

fgf~iJi;:~~~~i.~~:;;: :;:r::: ;:::!:::;:••!••::::::::: :::•:

Map and grant of Los Vallecitos, S. D. C. , with corresponding translations .. .... .
Tran slations for the United States district attorney of .Buriburi title papers. .....
Buenavista map . ...... . ... .... .... .. ..... ..... .. ...... ..... . ....... .. . -···········

F~~~~(~~tJ1~i~~:~s' ~1!t~!a:~~ttefs ~~- ~~t_l~- ~-~~~~~ _i:1_ ~~-~ ~~~~~~ -~~. -~~-~~~ .

Grant, and map of Corte de Madera de! Presidio . ........... .. ................... .
For the United States district attorney, of title papers in Laguna de la Mel'ced
Rancho and addition to Emiliana de Haro.......................................
Grant aud map of L as Positas, with translation of title . .. ....................... .
All title papers in tbe Muscupiabe rancho, for tho United States district attorney, with translation of San .Bernardino grant and possession and tracing of
map........................... . ................................ ............... .
Translat~on of grant of Roblar de la Miseria, with tracing of map .... .. ... ... ... .
Tran lntinn of exp diente and tracing of diseno . ..... ... . .. .......... .......... . .
Grant an_d expediente of Laguna de San Antonio rancho, with translations ... ... .
TranRlations of all title papers in La Sagrada familia rancho .... . .. . . .... . .. . .... .
Translation of all title papers to the tracts of Lf'dPsma. and Ramon Valencia,

G~:{

ors:~~ ~k,-~ith ~~~-~l"a:ti~~---.· _-.·.·.·.·_..·.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_-__-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- :::_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_1

tpplicat_ion of Ni to heir::1 for more land, with tran!!lations ... ..............•.... .
·u ran lat1ons of p tition11, of V. Sanchez and S. Rubio fur the Bolsa de Genga .... .
.t>.!·port of the pne ts of the Mission of San J aan Capistrano . .............. . ... - .
Tran~lation of title papers in Santiago de Santa Ana, with petition of Pablo
G Grl,Jalha for la ~lore 8 •••••••••••••••••• ••• .•• .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
G
an~ P . 8 100 of Las Bolsas grant to Joaquin Ruiz for Bolsa. Chica ....... .
ran to ntlveros for the Cajon de Santa. Ana ...........••..••..••..•••.......•• ·

raai

$!5. 00
17. 00
35. 00

40.00
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Feb.

18
21

28

Mar.

7

12

.Apr.

4
11

Cost.

Certified copy or copies of-

Date.

Translations of expediente of San [.Jacinto rancho, wi th . tracing o_f ID8:P for the
United States district attorney, with search made relatr,s to Indian rights .....
Translationa of title p apers in Canada de Raymundo and L as Pulgas ranchos
for t,he heirs of Copinger .. . ................. ... . .. .. . ... .... . .. . .. ·.· ........... .
Depositi?11s of Maximo Mar~inez, Guillermo Rich ardson, and Gumecmdo Flores ..
Translation of grant of El Pilar ............. . ........... . ... ........ ... .......... .
Expe<liente and grant of Rincon de las Salinas, with translations ...... : ... ...... .
Translations of title paperti in La Zaca L as Huertas and Corral de Cuati ranchos .
Title papers in island of San Diego, with. tracings of: 1!-lap and di~eno ... .. .. .- .. : .. .
Title papers with translation and tracm gs of ongmal maps m the Hmch1ca
rancho ............................ . .. . . . ............ . .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Traced copies of maps of the pueblo of San .Jose, with reports thereon .. ....... .

$40. 00

Reports made on title in the following ranchos: Muscupiabe, San Bernardino,
Lomas de Santiago,Caiiada de Guadalupe yVisHacion,Buri Buri, Laguna de ]a Merced,
Buena Vista (proper), rnanode Buena Vista, Canada de Ra.ymundo, Las Pulgas, El Tejon, Castec, La Liebre, Alamos y Agua Caliente, Milpitas, Bolsa de Potrero y Moro
Cojo, Sagrada familfa, Ri11conada dfll Sanjon, Sanjon de Sauta Rita, El Sausal, Plan
del Tucho, Pueblo del Refugio, and all other grants that are mentioned in the Douglas letter of February 22, 181::!7.
Rtiport on Mexican land measures for the office of the United States surveyorgeneral of New ;Mexico.
.
Perhaps it would be proper to state that much of the time of this department during the year has been taken up by attendance in court w ith papers from this office,
and in being present for the United States district attorney in the cases in which
the government was a party.
The work being done at present will be of great value, and I therefore would respect.fully suggest that, an appropriation be asked from the government for at least
$5,000, to be used exclusively for the work of indexing, and abstracts of the archives.
List of deputy mine11al su1·veyors.
Name.

County.

Malcolm G. King . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Alameda.
Do.
George C. Power...............
J ohn B. Tread well . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D ll.
J ohn A. Brown .... . .• . .•. ..... . Amador.
Ora M. Enslow . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . Butte.
James McGann. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
Thowas W . Reece . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
.Adolµhus H. Coulter ........ . .. Cal a,eras.
Albert Lascy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
H enry F. Terry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
J ames M. Anrlerson . ...... . ... . El Dorado.
William Burton . . .......... . . _.
. Do.
George W. Kimble .......... _..
Do.
Lucius F. Cooper ............... Del Norte.
Hin ckley B. Uhoil'e . ........... , :Fresno.
Augustus T. Smith....... .. . .. Humboldt.
Smith P. McKnight '. ........... Inyo.
Wilbur F. McCl iire .. .. . . .... .. L os Angeles.
Eugene H. Barton ... _.. . ...... . Mono. ,
Frank H. Gould . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mariposa.
Samuel Bethell . ....... . __ ....... Nevada.
Fr~d.erick W. Bradley..........
Do.
Wilham F. Englebright . . _......
Do.
.James G. H artwell............
Do.
Do.
Charles E. Uren .............. _.

N ame.

County.

Theodore Binge . .. .. . . . ...... . Plarer.
Rns HPll L. Dunn. ...... . ...... .
Do.
William S. Gn1,ham. ..... . •.•.
Do.
Jam es B . MPI·editl.l.. ... . ......
Do.
Edward C. Uren. . .......... . ..
Do.
L:vma,n F . w~krner·, jr...... ... .
Do.
Charles W. Hendel.. ......... . Plumas .
Ar_th_ur \V. Keddie .. . ...
Do.
W11lrnm Schuld. ... . .......... .
Do
Fre<I. E. Lewi~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San B~rnardino.
E<1_,..,~rcl A. Smith.... . .........
Do.
W illia.~ M. Fitzhugh .. ........ I San Francisco.
Do
.Johll Gilcrest ......... ..... ... · I
~illi:1m Minto . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .
no·
GeorgA
Sant.low
..
....
··········
/
Do·
R. B. Symington............. . .
Do·
Ferdin and .-on Leicht .. . .. . _..
Do·
,John W . Fitzpatrick . . .. . ... .. Shast~.
,Tames M. Glea:'es .......
Do.
L e_mu Pl D. I~aY1s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sierra.
Eh as Spauldrng... ... ... .......
Do
'iram es M . Davidson ...... ... ... Siski;ou
J
L~wden · · · · ·....... Triu ity. ·
n · ai t · · · · · · · .. · .. · . . . . . Tuolumne.

······1

······ I

;hr.)?\)
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT.
U . S.

SURVEYOR- GENERAL'S O FFICE
FOR THE DISTRICT OF C ALIFORNIA,

San Francisco , December 1, 1887.
SIR: Should I fail to lay before you such data as will warrant yo n in urging upon
Congress the necessity of an increased appropriation for the surveys of tbis State,
and for the maintenance of this office, I would not only he derelict in my offici~l
duties, but I would be negligent of the duties which I owe to the people of this
State. The immigration in the past year has been unprecedented. The permanent
population has in.creased so rapidly that it is almost impo::isible to state accurately
the addition . I believe, however, that the population of California i::i fully 1,100,000
as against 864,686 as shown by the last official census ..
Petitions ar~ constantly being received asking for surveys. In man_y i_nstan?es the
cases are grevrnus ones and merit attention; but the honorable Comm1ss1oner 1s c~mpel~ed to decline authorizing the necessary surveys owing t? the want o~ fu_nds with
:'7h1ch ~o make them. Owing to the meager rates allowed by Congress 1t 1s almost
1mposs1ble to get a competent surveyor who will make the surveys that are authorized
and do the work conscientiously.
·
.
A few samples of the letters constantly being received by this office I now submit
to you :
f Petition to surveyor-general from S. C. Freefield and John B. Lheury.

Representing that S. C. Freefield has settled upon and claims under the homestead
laws of the United States a por t ion of the unsurveyed lands in sec. 6, T . 3 S., R. 2
.W ., S. B. M.,, being in San Bernardino County, Cal.; that he has iaiprovements
thereon as follows: A good house 12 by 20 feet and a baru 12 by 14 feet; that he
broke and cultivated 25 acres of said land and raised a g9od crop of barley an_d
wheat hay, and bas cleared 50 acres additional; that he has on said laud~ few fr:m t
trees and 100 North Carolina poplars; that he has expended about $1,000 111 elearrng
and improving the land, and has resided thereon since the latter part of October,
1886.
That_John B. Lheury has settled upon and claims, under the homestead laws ~f
the Untted States the unsurveyed portion of sec. 7 in said township. He bas cultivated about 20 acres, and has built a house 12 by 12 feet, and his improvements are
worth about $200.
.
That Albert Derby has farmed fractional S. t and NW.¾ of SW.¾ and SW. t of
NW. t of sec. 7, same township, for 3 years; cultivated 125 acl'es last year, and
rai sed a good crop of oats and barley; has a good house and improvements worth
$1,500.
·
That J. T. Leonard has farmed about 320 acres of lancl in sec. 8 in said township
for 3 years; has house, barn, and other improvements valued at $1,500.
That Leonard Hoffman has lived upon S. t of sec. 26, T. 2 SE., 3 W., for 2 year ;
cultivated 3:'i acres, and rai.,ed good erops ; has house, barn, outbuildings, stock, etc.,
valued at $1,000.
The u?surveyed land claimed by petitioners is 14 miles from town of San Jacinto,
populat~on, 2,000; 16 miles from Riverside, popub.tion, 6,000; 15 miles from Colt?o,
J?Opulat1on, 3,000; 18 miles from San Bernardino, population, 12,000, and 9 m~le
from new town of Alesandro; 3½ miles from Southern Pacific Railroad, and 9 m1le;s
from the California Sonthern. The unsurveyed laucl iu secs. 6 and 7 are good agncultural land and is valued at $40 per acre.
.
.
~herefore your petitioners pray that you will cause said unsurveyed lands rn said
s~ct10ns 6 3:nd 7 to ue officially survoyed, in order that your petitioners may securn
title to their homes.
LLetter to surveyor-general from William Justice, Escondido, San Diego County, Cal., November ,
1887.1

I with several others. are settled on unsurveyed government land, viz: T. 12 ~-,
R. 3 \V .. S. B. f. I thmk there are thirteen or fourteen othen1. Some five or ix
h:.n:, tol.d me that ~bey are r ady to make any deposit n 'ces ar.v, or anything el e, l?Y
which v, may be liable to ecure '\ survey. Some of the land has been ttled ix
0~ cw n ~t-ard; my o_wn place bas been settled five years, and has a fine orchard and
vrneya.rd !D foll bParrng, and so_me others are similarly improved .
. By l~okm~ on th map at ection 13 you will see that jt is not mountainous. There
1
rnilrnad m proce~s of co~s~ruction running through our laud , and tho land of the
_lar ·os au ·ho 1 nhd1v1cl <l, ancl now being sold at from 125 to ..,175 per acre,
an 18 no better than mo t of ours. \Ve are fearful that some grant or other dispo i-
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tion w ill be made by which we ~vilJ su:ffe! the loss ~four homes. Now, if you can ';lo
anythin<T
for us or give us any rnformat10n by which we can get a survey, you will
0
-confer a great and lasting favor on fourteen or fifteen poor settlers.
tLetter to surveyor-general from C.H. Yost, Banning, Los Angeles County, Cal., November 12, 1887.]

Yours of t he 4th stating coudition_s of granting survey of sec. 36, T. 2 S.,. ~- 2 E.,
S. B. M., is at hand. I can make sat1sfactory answers t,? several _of the_ conditions re.quired, as I have a house and shed and corral and feQcmg on.this se~t10u, and flume
and ditch also and have cleared some land and am engaged rn clearmg more, as the
land all requi;es to be cleared of brush at considerable expense. Bnt to make u se ?f
t he greater part of the land it will be necessary for me to go to 1:1uch expense, and 1t
is with the wish of bein<T secure in the investment that I now wish a survey, so that
I can secure a title to the land. I wish to make a bonaficle settlement on this land,
but do not feel justified in too much outlay on unsurveyed land. I should think, as
t he i-outheast corner of 36 is established, it would not he a great expense to survey
the east half of the section, and it would be a great relief to me to know what security
1 had for my outlay. If you can oblige me by granti~g me this survey it_will h elp
me to put on my home improvements, orchard and vmes, alfalfa, etc., which I have
already commenced. I now have expended more than $400 on this section, and only
wish to know that I am going to get a title., so that I can securely put more money
,on it. Hoping that you will be able to grant me this survey, I remain, etc.
'! Letter to surveyor-general from Rose E. Anderson, Middletown, Lake County, Cal., November 14,
1887.1

-

I received yours of the 29t,h of October relative to a survey of the west half of sec. 26,
T. 11 N., R 8 W., M. D. M.
Will it be necessary for all the land in the township to be occupied with settlers
before I can have mine surveyed, or would a petition tor a lone settler be received if
signed by the neighbors living on the surveyed portion of the township adjoiuiug?
I bought the improvements on the SW. t of sec. 26, T. 11 N., R. SW., M. D. M., from
William A. Lampley, who has had possession of it for seYeral years. The improvements consist of a dwelling-house and over 80 acres inclosed by a board and wire
ience. First-class wheat has been raised upon the land, and it is considered by all to
be the best pasture land in the neighborhood. I would not be so a,nxious for an immediate survey if it were not that I received a private warning that parties were
watching an opportunity to "jump" the land.
[Letter to surveyor-gen~ral from E. Rivas, Santa Maria, Santa Barbara County, Cal., July 5, 1887.J

Renews applj.cation for survey of the SE. t of the NE.¾ and NE . ¾ of the SE. t of
sec. 29, and the NE. t of the SW. t of sec. 28, and the SW. ¾ of the NW. t of sec. 28,
a,ll in T. 10 N., R. 32 W ., of S. B. M.; value of improvements, $GOO. There are four
-settlers who can be benefited by the extension of the lines over the unsurveyed portion of the township. Improvements consist of house, corral, and fence .
! Letter to surveyor-general from Graves, Turner & Graves, San Luis Obispo, Cal.. October 15, 1887
with application of Frederick Engels for survey of unsurveyed lands in T. 32 S., R. 12 E., M. D. M'.
Sworn to before Lewis Lamy, notary public.]

Improvements consist of a dwelling-house, outhouses, and a well, valued at $500.
'That all that portion of T. 32 S., R. 12 E., M. D. M., lying between the west line of
the Pismo rancho, in San Luis Obispo County, and the Pacific Ocean, and between
the rancho Bolsa de Chemisal on the south and rancho San Miguel on the north, in
said county, is unsurveyed Government land of the United States.
That Frederick Engels is the sole, actual bona ficle settler thereon under the preemption and homestead laws of the United States. That said l aud is a strip ofland
lying between the lines h ereiubefore described of about a mile a tirl a half in length
by 50 to 100 yards in width, antl that portion lying west of the west line of the said
Pismo rancho and the bluff overlooking the ocean is cultivable land. Said land is
the only portion of the township herein before described that remains uusnrveyed.
That t here are two public roads runuing through said fand.
'l'bat on the rancho Pismo a town bas been laid out called "Gro,,er," and numero1;1s
lots have been sold, upon which the purchasers thereof are living, and l!f")f!- .sa,_d
rancho there must be now at least one hundred settlers. That this application 1s
made in good faith, and not for the purpose of enabling a surveying contract to be
-Obtained, nor at the interest or in the interest or for the benefit of any other person
than the applicant.
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[Letter to surveyor-general from Charles E. Schubert, South Riverside, San Bernardino County, CaT.,,.
October 12, 1887.J

The following settlers on unsurveyed land do hereby respectfully app1y for a government survey of sec. 19 and the S.-½ a,nd NW. t of sec. 20, T. 4 S., R. 6 W., S. B. M.:.
Years
on place.

W. T.Dannon ........••..................•...................................
Mrs.E.F.Odair ...............................................................
C. C. Schubert ..............•.•............•........................•.•... . ....
J.O.Peterson .............••...................••.............................
Dan Peterson ..............• •.............•. _........• ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

tl

1½
10
7

2

[Letter to surve·yor-general from J, L. West, Perris P. 0., San Diego County, Cal., October 10, 1887.)

Application for survey of land, viz: SW. t of sec. 28, T. 4 S., R. 2 W., S. B. M. Thepiece is about 3 miles wide ao.d 6 miles long.
.
There are at present teu settlers living on said land. They woulu like to have it
- surveyed as soon as possil>le, so that they can make their improvements permanent,.
LLetter to surveyor.general dated October ·20, 1887, from Charles H. Willard.!

States that he together with severnl other settlers are desi·rous of perfecting tit~eto their l ands, but owiug to the fact that a portion of T. 3 N., R . 20 W., S. B. M., 1sunsurveyed, they n,re unahle to <lo so.
.
Requests that tbe survey be made and is willing to make any required deposit
provided an order be made to complete the surYey of the township.
[Petition to United States surveyor-genAral from H. D. Parr, S. A. Elder, Jolin 0. Walker, Frank
Nost~, G. E. Purcell, Willfarn Walker, an<l Benjamin Pennell, September 17, 1887.J

States that they are land·holders in sec. 32, T. 2~ N., R . 16 W ., M. D. M.; have 1.Jeen
on the land five years wit,h their families; have comfortable Louses and land under
fence; have cattle, horses, and hogs upon their ranches, and have a lso built roads toconnect with the county roads. Requests that T. 2~ N., R. 16 vV., M. D. M., 1.Je
surveyed.
tApplication for survey from P. Delucchi, of Lower Lake, elated September 23, 1887, to United States
surveyor-geueml, and sworn to before A. E. Noel, uotary public.J

States that he is a settler upon nnsurveyed land believed to be in T. 13 N., R. 7 ,,-.,
M. D. M. Is a citizen of the Uuite!l States and entitled to enter land uuder the laws
thereof. Applies for a survey of tho township, or as wuch thereof as is unsurv_eye.d
is au actual settler upon said m1snrveyerl Jauc1, whieh as near as be can ascertam,_ 18
the SW,¼ of sec. ~4 of 1,;aid towusbip . That lie is an applicant iu goofl faith, and mtends to make a fi.ua,l entl'y under the United Sta.tPs. That he kuowR tho greater portion of sn.id township is not known to Le mineral land, bnt is agricultural land~ au<l
so far as ho knows is JJ0t re!-iervetl by 1he govermnN1t. His inrvrov<'m<'nt8 consrnt of
a house, barn, and other outbuildings, all(l 65 acres under good picke1, frnce, :.!5 acrl'
in grape vines, a.nu ,tl..1out 6 acres in fr11;t trees. He estimates Lheir Vi.1,lue to be $2,;jUl•.
That he settled on said land iu gooJ faith in l<,ebruary, 18tl:3.
.
L. Evan'"', of Lower Lake, sw<>ars that he is well acquainted with P. Delucch1, a~d
that tbe i;tatements made by him are true and further that bo is 11ot interested m
said application for suryey.
[Letter to surveyor-general from Charles'.]l:. Locler, Saint Ilclena, Napa County, Cal., No,ember 10, 18' i. l

. Application for s1~rvey of land in townsbit) 9 N., R. 6 W., M. D. M. Applic~nt lia
hv ·d there about six months. There are six or seven more settlers in th neighbor·
hooc~, who have lived 011 their claims from three years to six months, who are al o
anx10us for a survey.
·
[Petition to &urveyor-generRl from .Tames H. Drum William Rowe an,1 Charles Martin. Santa Barbara 'ounty. .Application for s•trv y of township o N., R. 33 \V. , S . .B. M., and sworn to befor1>
F. L. A..rata, notary public.)

Th at th y h~ve been re idents on aid land for more than four year .
Tbf t the 11t1re township is all. ptecl to c11ltivation.
That v ·ry snbdi\'isiou is occupiod and claimetl by bona fide pre-emption or homestead s 1, I rs.
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Names of saitl settlers are J. G. Martin, W. B. Brooks: Ed. Norriss, Bennett Florence, and A. L. Wainscott.
Valuation of affiants' property is to wit :
J. H. Drum_ . - - - -- - . - - - - - .•. - •... ~ ••....••....• - ..•••...• - - •....•.. - . - .. - . $3, 000
William Rowe···--· .•.••....••..•.. ______ ..•... ____ ..•..............••...
1,000
Charles Martin .•.... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . .
1, 000
And valuation of improvements is:
~
J. G. Martin ...........•................ •......................••..... ···· $1,000
200
W. H. Brooks . __ ..... _... _........•.•..... - - •••......•.. - - .. - - - - - - - - · · · - · ·
200
Ed. Norriss ...... __ ................ _.... _.......•.• - - .... - .. - . - - - - - - - · · · · - ·
100
Bennett Florence __ ............ _....•............ -....•• - - . -- - · - - - · · · - • · - - 200
A. L. Wainscott .........••....... ..•.•. - - -...•....... -- - - - · -- - - - - - · - · · • · - Land is valuable for cultivation, and there is upou said land some live-oak timber.
The said land sought to be surveyed is not mountainous, mineral, or timber land. A
country road runs through the lands. Town of Santa Maria 8 miles north, and. ~o:wn
of Los Alamos is 8 miles south; both flourishing villages. Wherefore affiants pet1t1on
that said lands be surveyed, and that they be allowed their proper rights as settlers
upon uns.urveyed lands.
[Letter to surveyor-general from U. H. Cooper, attorney for unsurveyed land in township 9 N., R. 33
W.,S.B.M.]

Stating that the unsurveyed township was entirely settled and cultivated, and had
been so cultivated and occupied for years by legitimate and bona fide settlers. The ·
people who inhabit the township are poor, and aronnu them are grant and State lanu
swindlers; they wish now to assert tl.Jeir rights, and they know that it is a part of
the surveyor-general's duty to understand such cases, and they court his investigation and will submit at earliest convenience a statement from different settlers upon
said lands corroborated by disinterested parties.
I believe that Congress should be asked to appropriate at least $75,000 for the survey of land in California for the next :fiscal year. I also believe that every acre so
surveyed will be se~tled upon, and purchased from the government as soon as placed
upon the market; thus the amount appropriated will soon be returned to the treasury of the government. The hardships ent!i.iled upon the actual settler who bas resided for years upon his homestead, improved his property, surronnded himself l,y a
family, and who is placed in constant jeopardy lest his .title be forfeited for want of ·
an official survey, is certainly one that merits attention and sympathy, and will I
thiuk a,p peal strongly to any Congressional committee before whom the matter maybe brought. It should be borne in mind that the actual settler is generally of limited..
means, and can borrqw no money with which to improve his property until tlrn land
is surveyed in order to gain proper title and give proper security. I also think' that
a large appropriation should be made for tbe examination of surveys in the. field, as
there are .now more than 3,398,000 acres which have already been surveyed, but
cannot be purchasetl by the settlers, as they are pending the appropriation of the
honorable Commissioner, which, I am informed, depends upon an examination in the
:field, ancl which I presume is prevented. by a lack of 1un<ls. There were 1,212,:260
acres snrveyed under my predecessor, and these surveys bave been la ; eJy rejected.
The same reasons which prompted the orjgiual survey of this land should now more
strongly warrant a new snrvey being made at once. There are also 1,594,000 acres
of laud which were surveyed and suspended, pending examination, anil 591,740 acres,
neither accepted, rejected, nor suspended, but withheld from sale, presumably awaiting :field examination. This is an additional reason wby the force of exarniuers
should either be increased or a fund provided by which the surveyor-general might
examine tho work as it is being done, the latter method recommending itself for·
economy and expediteness as certainly an examination of a survey can be made
with better results uy ono familiar with the country, :md the present system of sending a special agent from Washington, to examine a survey after time has obliterated
the surveyor's marks, is accompanied by uncertainty in its results and unnecessary
expense iu its accomplishment.
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The following tabulated statement will verify the foregoing figures:

Counties.

Acres of
suspended
surveys.

Acres of
rejected sur·
veys.

Del Norte . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • .
62, 777. 45
:J:!'resno . ........................... '.'. .............. .. .......
241, 330. 70
.Humboldt..................................................
368,512.35
Lake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . .. .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Los .A.ngeles ..............·.............. .... ::-. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~~~e~::.

660, 664. 85
61, 289. 57
229, 578. 07
2, 560. 00
4,800. 00

.A.ores of sur·
veys pending
examination.
. .. .. ...••••••
... . .....••• ••
. ... • . . .... •.
.......... . .. .
171,315. 59

:::::::::::::::::: :: :: :: ::::::::::::: ::::: ::::::::....~~·- ~~~-. '.~ .·······740." 87. :::::: :::::: ::

.~!~:~? :::~:: :::::: ::::::::: :::: :: ::: ::::: :::::::::::::: ~: m: ii ::: :~~·: ~~~-: ~~: ·· ··i~Jgr ~
~t ~it g~

~t'lk~~~

?.~i·s·~~:::::: : : : : :::::::::::::: :: :::::::::: :: ::: : ::
,Shasta ............ . ............................•..... ....... ... ... .. .....
Mariposa

.

... 364: i57: u· ..... 67:aiii."ii

17.171.67 1...... • .• ..•.
68 735.12 ____ . ..... ... . .. ... .. ... -- ----·
1

~~\~itl::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::': ::: :::.

i~; ~i~: ~~ ::::::::::::::
ln~;~~~:::::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: ::: :::: ::::::::: ... ~~·. ~~~-. ~~- .... ~:·. ~~:-. ~~- 300,~: i~~:
f!
San Bernardino . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
844. 03

'T uolumne................................................. .

228,626. 19 . ... ... . . . .. . ... . . ... ...... .

.Aggregate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 212, 260. 98

1, 594, 074. 00

591, 740. 62

------------

Total. .....•.......... . ... . ...... 3, 398,074.00 acres. ....... ... . ... . ........... .. ... ... · · · · · · · ·

Re1ative to the maintenance of this office the importance of an increased appropriation can not be exaggerated. It will be borne in mind, and will be seen by my
last annual r eport, to wh ich this is a supplement, that the average amount annually
,expended in the conducting of this office for the past ten years bas been $55,00~, and
for the term of my adm in~st.ration bas been but $:31,822. 77, being an actual savrng of
$23,177.23 each year. However, Congress bas appropriated but $5,000 for this Pt?-rpose as against a uniform appropriation in former years of $35,000, with the privi lege of drawing upon the fund known as the "special deposit fund" (thus making
the $55,000) , v.hich is almost wholly made up from special deposits for surveys, ~nd
which bas I!.ecessarily been drawn upon so heavily during the past two years, owmg
to the lack of proper appl'opriation, that it bas now become practically exhausted,
this being also owing to the discontinuance by the department of the system of receiving these special deposits, and uuless an adequate amount is set aside for t~e
proper conducting of this office it will soon have to be closed, its usefulness will
cease, and thus cause great hardship to the settlers as well as to t he entire population of this State.
I therefore respectfully ask that the sum of $50,000 and not $5,000 be appropria~ed
by Congress for the maintenance of this ofhce for the ensuin g fiscal year. 'Fh~ 11;1-crease over the present cost of maintenance is based upon the fac t that while it 1
prescribed by law that a complete copy of the field-notes of all accepted surveys be
filed in the land office of the district in which the surveys are located (and there are
t en l and offices in California), this law bas not been complied with for many years,
and owners of government land are compelled in many instances to travel from the
land office in the northern part of this State, a distance of 240 miles, or from the
S?utbern e~tremity, a distance of 450 miles, to personally inspect the official descri1?t1o_n of their property. A clerical force should be at once employed to remedy ~bi
ev_1l . But a glance at the report of the able custo<lian of Spanish and Mexican arcb1".'e
w1~l show at once a grave neces ity for the care of tbe documents, which are of ~ne_ timable value, and yet for the fir. t time in the history of this office no appropnation was made at the last es ion of Congress for the continuance of this department,
and the much used and much abused "special deposit fund" was taxed for this purpose. The same may be aid of that particular branch of this office technically known
~s th~ "depa!tment of swamp and overflowed lands, and of private land ?laim.·:'
No_tw1th tandrng the small amount which has been expended in conducting th1
office, there has )' I, been much work done and much expense incurred, which i no
included in its Jpgitiruate la.bor. I refer t~ the large amount of work done for peci~l
a~~nt and th
uit ·d , ~ates attorn y1-1, which the report of the bookk eper of tb1
oftic hows _to ba-:e be!ln m then igh borhood of $5,000 · or i-n other words the amonn
of work_ wh1ch th1 office ba!'I done for special agents has included the total amoul!t
ppropr1a~ cl by Con r<' .. for th manao- m nt of tbi entire office for one year. Tb1
~ . ~o m l~d. a ~ou 1d ·rable amount of stationery used by special ag .nt. . The
DJu bee of this 1 evident, and it does not seem proper that I should be oblig d to use
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ihe entire appropriation made by Congress for fulfilli?g the legitimate functions_ of
;th.is office in compiling information an<l data for spe~ia.l ag_ents s~nt here to examme
.\Burveys and investigate fraud. A sep~rate_ appropr1at10n m my JUdg11:1e~t should be
made for them for that purpose: and if this had been done ~y showmg a~ an economical administrative officer would have been even more creditable. In this matter
J refer more particularly to Hon. C. F .. Conrad, a special ~gent_ of the Gener3:l Land
-Office, who, in the performance of his duty, has been m ~his ~tate fo! eig~teen
.:months, during the greater part of which time he _has been m this office rnvest1gating the acts of my predecessors and constantly usmg the employes of this _office to
collect data for him.
.
I strongly advocate the persistent prosecution of those who have been corrupt m
this office in past years, and particularly of those surveyors and _othe~s who have re•Ceived under false pretenses money from the government, and will wit~ all my energ-ies endeavor to compel the restoration to the government of moneys paid by my pre,decessors through fraudulent misrepresentations; but I believe that_ even the P!osecu;tion of these people is secondary to the needs and demands of the settlers of this State
·for the completion of the surveys, dependent upon which are the titles to the ho~es
which they are building for themselves and families; and the correspondence w~10h
I have had with the honorable Commissioner for the past two years, and the admira-tion for and the confidence which I have in his wisdom, makes me :firm in the belief
-that he will :first remedy the hardships of imrriigrants and honest settlers, and will
.then with certain success prosecute those who have through malfeasance caused
1he state of affairs which asks and I hope will receive his :first attention.
Again I respectfully suggest that the regulation of the land office '' prohibiting the
urvey of mountainous or timbered land'' should be so modified that in this State
.lands which are mountainous, but can be cultivated for fruits and vines, may be sur--veyed, if the application for such survey be accompanied by proof of actual settlement,
r<>r if it be made with t he desire to purchase at once from the government. The surveys of timbered land for speculative purchase is entirely wrong, and the strict rules
,of the honorable Commissioner prohibiting this are not only just, but are in the
.interest of the State at large. There are, however, exceptional cases, and I _would res-pectfully suggest that when mines are being actively worked in the vicinity of unsurveyed timber-lands, and that the development of their mineral wealth can not he attained without the use of such timber, that a proper showing upon this point will secure
the right of survey and the opportunity for the purchase of a sufficient amount
,of such timbered land to keep in operation the mines dependent upon sucb. action, and
keep in employment the hundreds of poor people and their families who are depend,cnt upon tneir labor as employes of these mining companies . .
.A general rule applicable to the surveys of this State is difficult of strict subservi,ence. The topographical features of the State, with its one hundred millions of acres,
·are such tha:t while the rugged character of lands situated in one portion of the State
should with justice prevent its survey, yet a similar character of land (situated in
another portion of the State) would be of such different and increased value that its
survey would be more than justified.
The present system of survey by mileage is fraught with danger to the government
.and to the settler. WHhout exception the valley and level lands have been entirely
.surveyed, but they form but a small portion of the extent of the State and lands
.formerly designated as "mountainous and unsurveyable" are now in demand for fruit
l and, and ofttimes are more valnable than the level lands, though they may be to a
,certain extent inaccessible of survey and costing thrice t,he amount for the survey
Hself. As a remedy I would suggest that when it is determined by the honorable
Commissioner to survey a township, or certain portions of a township, that the sur·veyor-general be authorized to advertise for bids to complete the necessary survey
for a stipulated amount, and irrespective of the cost per mile as now estimated by
the goverument rates, or that he be anthorized to employ at a per diem a competent
,deputy to perform such work. It is certain that the surveys of this State can not be
-completed, nor can they be correctly made, for t he amounts at present allowed by law.
Few States in the Union present such disadvantages and hardships of survey as dues
the State of California, and a cursory examination of a topogmphical map of this
,State will verify this statement, which is based upon the actual experience of your
snrveyor-general, who for almost ten years has been almost constantly employed in the
:field superintending work of this character.
Under the present system of examination of surveys it is often necessary for the
,deputy surveyor, who generally is of limited means (a nd has been compelled at a
heavy r ate of interest to horrow the necessary fonds to make such survey), to wait
fully a year before the examiner (who is occupied in examining prior snrvcys) fiuds
t ime to report of the accuracy of his survey; and he is fortunate, indeed, if ~is account
--can be audited and paid to him within a year and a half after the time of its completion; and this prevents competent surveyors from biddrng on government wo~k. For
-:two years past I have been authorized to post upon the bulletin boards of this office,
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and advertise in the offices of the various registers, but twenty-five announcementg
foi; proposals for surveys, and only eight bids have been received, showing that w6·
have met with but little response from surveyors owing to the above reason. Io
brief, I would summarize my suggestions as follows:
(1) An earnest, appeal for funds necessary for the conducting of this office in a manner of strict economy, but creditable to the government and beneficial to the people
of this State;
(2) A method of speedy examinations and approval or rejection of surveys when
made; and
(3) A modification of existing rules pertaining to certain characters of surveys.
It is worthy of note tbat in this State almost double the number of official surveys
of mines have been made over any other State, and the applications of deputy surveyors to make mining surveys are many. This is owing to the fact that the mineral
deputy is paid immediately upon the completion of his work by the owner of the
mine, and that this office is allowed to act at once upon the correctness of bis survey.
In this connection I must state that complaints are received almost daily from mine
owners, who protest against the undue delay in the issuance of patents to mines, the
surveys of which have been duly approved and the requirements of law fulfilled.
This State is dependent, to a great extent upon foreign capital for the development
of our mineral resources, and this financial aid can not be secured except the sale or
loan be based upon a title conveyed by patent.
I must say a word relative to Mexican grants, which are shown by my aunrral report to have been in many instances secured by fraud, and a title acquired by the
, same means through Lhe famous land committee of 1854. While I state positively
that I can prove the existence of these frauds, and that titles to thousands of our
most productive acres have been so obtained, yet the fact remains that a title bas
been ob1,ained, and the prosperity of our State demands that the validity of these
titles be for once ancl all determined by Congress. If it be de.emed expedient to
attack the validity of the grants which are frauduleut, I then ask that such cases be
selected that can properly represent the cause of the governgient, and that the
surveyor-general of this State, who is also the custodian of the original Mexican
documents pertaining to the title of these grants, be consulted as to the cases to be
considered, that those which can be most snccessfully carried out shall be selecteJ.
Irrespective of unjust criticism which ma.y follow 1 beg leave to state here that
(insomuch as the Government can not be materially benefited by declaring grants
titles invalid) as under existing laws the actual settler has prior rights to purchase
of homestead, and all recognized grants are settled upon hy a bona fide purchaser,
that all grants now patented should be for once and all declared valid and proof
against attack at least., as to genuineness of t itle. This I advocate in behalf of innocent purchasers, thongh should I be instructed to assist in the setting aside of any
patented grant of this State I will be honestly earnest auu truly energetic in my
endeavors irrespective of my personal opinions.
I am not informed as to the exact amount appropriated by Congress for the public
surveys of this State for the past two years, but the amount actually expended ,has
only been $212, being the paltry sum of but $l0G per year for the pnblic surveys of
California, though in addition to this sum $4,800 have been contracted for, but a
yet has not b een paid.
In placing before you these matters it is with the belief that you desire me to inform yon fully of tho status of affairs in this State pertaining to my office, and I feel
assn.red that any statements or suggestions wllich I have made will be understood a
havrng be n advanced with an earnest liesire to properly perform my duty both to
my superior, the honorable Commissioner of the General Land Office, and to the people of this State, and are submitted to you as humble suggestions, feeling that the
matters therein contained will meet with yonr approbation.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

R. P.

HAMMOND,

Jr.,

U. S. Survey-or-General of California.
COMMISSIONER GENERAL LA}.TD OFFICE.

Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF COLORADO.

UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Denver, July 21, 1887.
Srn: I have the honor to submit in duplicate the annual report of this office for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, with tabular statements showing the contracts
-entered into with deputy surveyors for the survey of public lands payable from the
-regular appropriation for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, and from the appropriation for surveying abandoned military reservations made by act of March 3, 1885.
No contracts were made during the year chargeable to special deposits.
No deposits were made during the year by railroad companies for field or office
work.
One deposit was made for restitution of cost of survey and office-work for private
land claim, "derivative claim No. 5 in the Vigil and St. Vrai·n grant."
No contracts were made during the year under the acts of Congress of May 30, 1862,
March 3, 1872, or March 3, 1879.
Two contracts were made under the act of Congress of March 3, 1885.
No townships were surveyed during the year and paid for by special deposits.
No private lan_d claims were surveyed during the year.
None of the contracts made for surveys during the year were completed, partly on
.account of the late date in the spring of 1887 at which contracts were made, and
-partly on account of unexpected difficulties encountered at the time set for the execution of the work. In such cases extension of time was allowed to the surveyors.
Contract dated June 29, 1886, made the previous fiscal year, was completed this
year and approved.
Contract dated June 3, 1886, was executed but not approved on account of gross
~rrors in the notes, which were returned to the surveyor.
puring the year 8fil miles, 70 chains, 3 links have been surveyed and approved by
this offic~, as follows :
1

Miles. Chains.

Exterior township lines ___ .•. _............. ; .............. ..
Exterior lines re-established.- ....................... -- ..... .
Subdivisional lines ........................................ ..
Closing and connections ........................... ~ ....... ..
Meander lines ...••....••.••...••••....••••.•••••..••••.•••••
Total: ...........•..••....•...........•••••.••.•..•••.

69
18

742
4
16

851

--

Number of townships subdivided ........•............................. .
Total number of plats and copies made for surveys in land division_ ... .
Descriptive lists of townships prepared and sent to local land offices ... .
Total acreage of land surveyed ....................................... ..
Letters written during the year ...................................... .
Letters received during the year ..................................... .
. 637

76
5
6

66
75
70

--

Links.

46 ·
27
66
19
45
3

-16
61

534
282,302.52
3,952

4,560
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Statement of contmcts entered in.to by the United States snr1:mJor-general for Colorado witk
deputy sui·veyors for the survey of public lands during the fiscal year ending Jmie 30,.

1887.
[Payable out of the regular appropriation for the year .ending June 30, 1887.]
Date
of contract.

Name of deputy.

1886.
Oct. 6

7
1887.
Apr. 1
6

Character and location of field-work .

Amount.

Charles Keemle ..... Survey of fractional T. 34 N., R. 10 vV. of the New Mexico
principal meridian, being the eutire area of the unsurveyed land in said town shi p lying north of the Southern
Ute and outside of the Fort Lewis military reservation.
J.P. Maxwell ....... Survey of fraction al Sf'Ct,ions in southea~tern part of T. 1
S., R 'il W. of the 6th principal meridian.

$40. 00,

Leonard Cutshaw .. R~survey of T. 8 S., R. 89 W. of the 6th principal merid1an.
A. J. McCune ...... Survey of W., N., and S. exterior boundaries of T. 12 S.,
R. 97 W.; the W. and S . exterior lines of T. 13 S., R. !i7
W. ; the N. and S. exterior lines of fractional 'l'. 12 S.,
R. 08 W.; and the S. boundary line of fractional T. 13,
S., R. 98 W.; the i-ubnivisi1nal liu es of T. 12 and 13 S.,
R. !i7 W.; and of fmctional T. 12 and 13 S., R. 98 W. of
the 6th principal meridian in Culorado .

450. 00,

54 0~

900. 01>

.

[Payable out of the appropriation made by act of March 3, 1885, for surveying abandoned military
i·eservations.]
1887.
May 11 · John A. Storm ....

Apr. 29

WilliamH.Cochran

The survey of the township and ,mbdivisional linf's of fractional T. 11 aud 12 N., R. 44, 45, and 46 W. of the 6th
principal meridian, located on the late Fort :Sedgwick
rnilita1.v r eservation; the liues conuectiog the boundaries
of said reservation with lines of public surveys in Colorado, an d establi.shing the N. boundary of resurvey in
Nebraska and conuecting- with linos in that State.
The subclivisional lines within the bounrlaries of the late
Pagora mi ita,ry reservation, loc:tted in T . 35 and 36 N.,
R. land 2 W. of the New Mexico principal meridian in
Colorado, au(! toe connecting of lines of public surveys
with boundary of reservation .

$770.~

315. 00,

.Statement of app1·op'riatio11 for salaries of surveyor-general and clerks.

Dec.
June
June
June

31,
30,
30,
30,

1886.
1887.
1887.
1887.

Paid J. A. Dawson, surveyor-general. ... _................ $1,250.00
Paid Oney Carstarphen, surveyor-general····-·····-·····
' 95. 6
Paid clerks ...... ···-····- -·· .................. ····-· .... 2,996.00
Balance returned by C. D. No. 900 of Denver National Bank
3. OZ

Total ........................ _..... _....•.• _.... _..

5,145. 0

Sept. 30, 1886. Draft from Uuited States Treasurer ............ $1, ~175. 00
Sept. 30, 1886. Draft from United States Treasurer ......... _..
274. 00
Nov. 3, 1 6. Draft, from United States Treasurer ........... .
Mar. 14, 1 7. Draft from Unite(l States Treasurer .......•....
May 2, 1 7. Draft from United States Treasurer ...••.•.••••
Total ......................................•............•.....

1,649.00
1,43 .00
1,43 .00
620. 0

5,145. 0

Contingent expensts.

Amount of appropriation ................... _........................... .
Paid for office rent ...............................................••.....

;1,soo

1,500

Ir pectfully rec~mmend that an increased appropriation be made for the conting nt expen es of this office. The whole appropriation of $1 500 is consumed by th6
re~
'
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The expenses of messenger, stationery, printing, binding, and_ all other char~es
coming properly under the head of contingent expenses rn_ust be paid from the specialdeposit fund.
.
.
.
Three thousand dollars is actually needed to relieve the spec1al-depos1t fund from.
charges that should properly be paid from the appropriation.
Special-deposit account.
$4,796.68'
July 1, 1886. Ba,lance on band .... -.·.----------------- ...•...•
1,632.23Jnly 1, 1886. Balance from N. H. Meldrum ...............•....
Oct. 1, 1886. Balance from James A. Dawson (bond Nov. 16,
1885) ......•••.....•.. •••... ..•.. - ... -.. - ...• - $1, 099. 11
May 23, 1887. Balance from James A. Dawson (bond Mar. _24,
266.59
1886) .•••• - .•• _ ••••.•.. - •••••••• - ••..•••• - ••••
1,365.70'
June 30, 1887. Mineral deposits, 12 months .•.••....••.•••...•.. 31, 2_00. 00
June 30, 1887. Land deposits, 12 mon tbs .....• _..... . . . . . . . • • • • •
6. 82
- - - - - 31, 206. 82·

Totai .......... _____ .•••• ...... ...... .••••. ...... ..
;39, 001. 43;
Oct. 1, 1886. Less draft from United States Treasurer ..... -... $6, GOO. 00
Nov. 3, 1886. Less draft from United States Treasurer ...• - . . . . 9,000. 00
Mar. 14, 1887. Lesis draft from United States Treasurer . . • • . . . . . 9,000.00
May 2, 1887. Less draft from United States Treasurer......... 8,000.00
June 30, 1887. Return deposit accounts paid, 12 months ..••• ...•
147. 50
,
.
- - - 32, 647. 50
July 1, 1887. Balance on band...... .... ................................

6,353.93

A large proportion of the work done in this offi1Je isain the mineral division, th&
expense of all of which is paid out of ''special deposits for office work by mining
claimants," whic:h deposits during the :fiscal year amounted to $31,200.
The work in this division requires the services of twenty clerks on an average during the year. There are in this district one hundred and twenty-five commissioned
United States deputy mineral surveyors, all doing active duty in the .field.
Herewith is an abstract of mineral work done for 1886-'87 :
No.
orders.
703
67
40

Lodes.

Placers.

Original mineral orders embracing............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 013
Amended mineral orders embracing . .... . ... ........ . ....... .. .....
75
Order for placers taken up by legal subdivisions ........................... .

29
7
40

40h)

76

5(}

Nature of work.

Total .. . . . . . . . . . ... ... . ..•... ... .. . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... . .

l, 088

~ill

sites.

Plats and transcripts for 1886-'87.
No.

Original plats and transcripts of field-notes of approved surveys...... . • • • . . . . 597
Copies from original plats .................................................... 2, 036Amended plats and transcripts of field-notes made, as orderecl by the General
Land Office ...........•.................... _.. _........ ... ......••...... _..· 40,
Descriptive reports copied for placers taken up by legal subdivisions..........
45
New connected sheets ...•................ _... _... _..................... _.....
33,
'Referring to the last annual report I venture to renew some of the :recommendations of my predecessor which experience bas shown to be founded upon sound facts.
and now more than evc.r demand careful and prompt consideration.
The serious trouble he predicted in the eastern part of the State on account of theerroneous or fraudulent character of the land surveys in that section has already commenced, and will nec('ssarily increaise with the influx of settlers.
.
In my opinion the obvious delay and annoyance in obtaining titles to the publrn
lands and the uncertainty as to the correct locus of clairus after title has been sec~red,
which must result from the present confused state of the survey8, should be a,voi~ed
as much as possible, and to that end I recommend that your office take prompt action
to ascertain the true conditions of the surveys in question.
While it is a fact well known to all practical surve,vors tbat the rectangul:tr syS t em
of public land surveys is ill-adapted to high mountainous regions, 3:nd that the p~esent contract system is the very worst that could have been devised for securmg
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· honest results, I recognize tbe difficulty of effecting any changes in the present reg·ulations at a,n early day, and would therefore venture to call your attention to the
utter impracticability of securing competent surveyors to undertake contracts in the
·mountains at the_present reduced rates. I have reason to beHeve that the few who
undertake such work are induced to do so by making arrangements with parties interested in the lands for payment of an amount in addition to the government allow·ance sufficient to make the contract remunerative. The impropriety of such a pro·- ceeding is obvious.
The survey of valley lands on the western slopes of the mountains in this State is
11rgently and continually demanded by the settlers, and I earnestly recommend that
·the present rates be so increased that competent and honest surveyors may be secured
to do the work.
.
In conclusion I desire t9 record the death on the 16th day of January last of my
predecessor, the Hon ..James A. Dawson, and take this occasion to bear my testimony
to his ability and faithful services as an officer of the government and to his distin.guished virtues as a private citizen.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully,
ONEY CARSTARPHEN,

United States Surveyor- General of Colorado.
A. J. SPARKS,
Commissioner of the General Land Office, Washington, D. C

WILLIAM
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UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Huron., Dak., July 21, 1887. 1
Sm: In compliance with instructions contained in your circular letter '' E" of June
4, 1887, I have the honor to submit in duplicate my report of surveying operations in
this district for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, with tabular statements as follows:
A.-Showing contracts entered into on account of appropriation of $25,000 for survey, &c., <if Indian reservations, act of May 15, 1886.
B.-Statement•of deposits by railroad companies during the :fiscal year.
C.-Showing cm,t to the government of surveying 78,104.64 acres of land selected
by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company within its grant in this district, as per
detailed list :filed in this office by said company and desi~nated as List No. 1.
No surveying contracts were entered into during the :fiscal year on account of
specral deposHs by individuals for survey of public lands.
No surveying contracts were entered into during the fiscal year chargeable to the
Congressional appropriation for the extension of the public surveys, no apportionment of said appropriation having been assigned to this district.
The only surveying contracts entered into during the :fi cal year were for survey
of Indian lands for allotment purposes, situate in the Lower Brute reservation, and
are those tabulated in statement A herewith.
The deposits tabulated in statement B were made by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company subsequent to June 30, 1886, to meet the cost .to the Government of
surveying certain lands of its selection within its grant in ,this district. Said lands
are a portion of those tabulated in statement C accompanying my annual report
dated July 24, 1886, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886. 'l'be deposits now tabulated together, with those tabulated in statement D accompanying my said report,
dated July 24, 1886, cover the cost of surveying all the lands tabulated in said statement C.
'
In preparing statement C herewith the cost per acre for :field-work was compute
from the records of this office separately for each township in which lands werei
selected, an'd the cost of office work was assumed at the uniform rate of one-half
cent per acre. Detailed lists of costs thus computed have been certified to tht.
Northern Pacific Railroad Company.
The surveying operations for the fiscal year, as shown by office records, may bf.'
summarized as follows:
'
Miles.

f;~~1~iE;.{t?I/ElfHI+?H\Li . !ff
Total . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . • .. • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • •

Chains;

Links.

d fi

---:
· ----1----2, 5531
79
94

Townships subdivided ..•.•.............•••....••..••...••........ ··-··· .••••.
Mineral surveys approved ....... _....•••.•...•......••......••••.•••••...•••••
A~ended mineral surveys approved ..•.•..•••...••..•.•..•••••.........•.•••.•
Private land claims surveyed ........•................•••.......•. _.•.•. - •. , .••

40

42
5
0

N? deposits were made during the :fiscal year for surveys under the provisions of
sections 2401, 2402, and 2403, Revised Statutes.
The aggregate of deposits for offi.ce work on mineral surveys is $935.20.
Very respect£ ully,
MARIS TAYLOR,

United States Su1·veyor-General for Dakota.

Hon.

A. J. SPARKS,
Comrnissionor General Land Office.

WILLIAM
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A.-Statement showi11g co11tracts entered into on account of app1·opriation of $25,000 for
survey, etc., of Indian reservations, act of May 15, 1886, during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1887.
No.of
contract.

Date.

Name of deputy.

Estimated
costof
work.

Character and location of surveys.

-- - - 18

1887.
Apr. 30

Horace J . .Austin . The section and meander lines and lines subdividing sec- $3,400
tions into 40-acre tracts of townships or portions thereof
(not to aggregate more than six), situate within the
Lower Brule Indian Reservation as
hereafter be
tointed out b.y the Indian agent at Crow Creek and
ower Brule Agency; the boundaries of said townships
and[sucb other standard, guide, meridian, townshJp, 3:nd
range lines as may be necessary for properly proJectmg
said subdivisions from existing surveys; and the retracement of so much of the first standard parallel
north as may, upon examination, be necessary; all west
of the fifth principal meridian and west of the Missouri
River, Dakota: Provided, how,ver, That no surveys
shall be made in excess of three thousand and four hundred dollars.
Do ............. Additional section and meander lines and lines subdivid- 3,000
ing sections into 40-acre tracts in certain townships or
portions thereof (not to aggregate more than six) desiirnated for surve to the extent of three thousand and
four hundred do11Jars under contract No. 18, dated April
30, 1887, with said Horace J. Austin, said townships being situate in Lowel' Brule Indian Reservation, Dakota :
Provided, however, That nu surveys shalt be made under
this contract in excess of three thouRand dollars.

will

19

June 25

-

Total .. ..... . . - .. - . - ....... -- .......... - .. --. -... -.. -...

-6,400

The following deposits were made by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company to
meet the cost to the government of surveying certain lands of its selection within its
grant in the Territory of Dakota:
,
B.-Statenient of deposits by railroad companies during the fiscal year e,nding June 30, 1887.
Date.
July 8, 1886 ....•..

For field
wol'k.

For office
work.

$9, 496. 95

$1, 959.10

C.-Statement showing computed cost to the government of surveying certain lands selected
by the Northern Pacific R:ailroad Company within its grant in Dakota .
.Average

Total cost Total cost cost per acr!I
of :field of office
for field
work.
work.
and office
work.

County.

Acres.
44, 653. 35 $1, 058. W
33, 368. 24
753. 38
,_
83. 05 ,
11. 33

Oentl.

_______________ _

Total . . . . • • . • • . . • . . .. • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . • • . . . . .

78, l 04. 64

1, 823. 21 j

$223. 26
166. 84
.42

2. 9
2. 7
1.4

390. 52 ..... ·· · ····· ·

REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF FLORIDA.

UNITED SUTES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Tallahassee, July 12, 1887.
Sm: In obedience to instructions contained in your circular letter" E," of Jun~ 4,
18EO', I have the honor to submit herewith, in duplicate, my report of the surveymg
operations of this office for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887. The work may be
summarized as follows :
FIELD WORK.

Contract for the survey of an island in Indian River in Secs. 27 and 34, T. 31 S., R.
39E., has been awarded to R. :Frank Hartford, and contracts have been awarded to
Charles Jl.,, Hopkins as follows:
Contract No. 60 for the survey of the John M. Hanson grant of 16,000 acres in T.
38 and 39 S., R.' 40 and 41 E., and T. 38 S., R. 42 E., and contract No. 61 for the survey
of Hutchinson's Island in T. 34 S., R. 40 E., T. 35 S., R. 40 and 41 E., T. 36 S., R. 41 E.,
T. 37 S., R. 41 and 42 E., and T. 38 S., R. 4t E., and to segregate the claim of the heirs
of James Hutchinson for 2,000 acres of said island. The returns for the survey of R.
Frank Hartford have been made to this office, and duplicate map and transcript
field-notes, together with his surveying account, have been prepared and transmitted
to the General Land Office for approval. The returns of deputy Hopkins for surveys
under his contracts Nos. 60 and 61, have recently beeT1 made to this office and are now
b~ing examined and worked up. The returns of Deputy Edwin L. Snowden under
his contract No. 59 for the completion of tne surveys in T. 31 S., R. 26 E., having
been returned to him for completion with an extension of time till June 30, 1887,
have recently been made to this office, but have not yet been examined and worked
up.
-....
The returns of Henry Danielson, deputy surveyor, for the survey of an island situated in Ostef;O Bay, Sec. 36, T. 46 S., R. 24 E., and the returns of James P. Perkins,
deputy surveyor, for the survey of an island in Caloosahatchie river in T. 43 S., R.
25 E., having been sent back to said deputies for completion, have not been received
by this office.
SURVEYS,

Having received no notification that in the apportionment of funds any amount
had been placed for the use of public surveys in this surveying district, I have not
felt it in my power to make contracts for the extension of the public surveys during
t~~ last fiscal year, except in conformity with instructions from your office: In ad<l1t1on to other unsurveyed lands it is confidently expected that the operations of a
strong drainage company in the southern portion of the peninsular section of this State,
under their contract with the State authorities, will enable surveys to be made of
large tracts of valnable land hitherto considered too much inundated for such work.
There are also numbers of small surveys called for in different sections of the State to
accommodate settlers and complete the exterior lines and subdivisions of townships.
In th~s connection I would again respectfully submit for your consideration the
suspens10n or modification of yonr instructions to this office of November 18, 1885,
whereby all action on applications for the survey of islands was suspended. I respectfully submit that owing to the number of s11ch isla.nds in this surveying district
the order prevents improvements which othE:rwise would he made.
Florida, owing to her extensive sea-coast and the number of her bays, lakes, rivers,
~tc., has probably fifty-fold more islands within her jurisdiction than any other surveying district.
While Congress in section 3 of an ,act approved May 14, 1880, and in section 2266
of the Revised Statutes, _has provided for the protection of s~ttle~s on unsurveyed
!ands, yet the fact remams that persons will not place extensn-e improvements 0 .n
islands under such circumstances. If E'lorida were removed from the effects of this
order it would in my judgment be to t.l;l.e promotion of her development.
643
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INSPECTING SURVEYS.

Deputy United States .surveyors have complained of the hardship of being compelled to await the examination and approval of their work by special agents before
receiving their compensation. In many instances they .are compelled to borrow th&
money at high rates of interest to carry on, the work, and the delay of sending special
agents in some cases thus creates a hardship. In addition to this it seems unneces•
sarily expensive to the government. A. thorough and proper inspection of a survey
requires about the same force, transportation, etc., that the regular survey calls for.
It thus approximates the cost of the original survey.
The propriety of sending a reliable agent with the original surveying party as
bein~ more prompt and less expensive seems worthy of consideration,
SWAMP-LAND SELECTIONS,

Eighteen lists of swamp-land selections, numbering from 32 to 49 inclusive, under
act of Congress of September 18, ll::!50, have been examined and approved, and duplicate copies forwarded to the General Land Office and triplicate copies to the local
land office at Gainesville. My approval of said lists was based upon letter "K" of
August 11, 1879, from the General Land Office to_this office.
OFFICE WORK.

The returns of Deputy George H. Milinan for the survey of T. 34 S., R. 16 E., comprising: Township lines, 1 mile 47 chains and 12 links; section lines, 8 miles 5
chains and 31 links; meander lines, 13 miles 60 chains and 36 links. The returns of
Deputy E. L. White for the survey of three islands in Lake Worth, in, Sec. 10, T. 45
S., R. 43 E., and the returns of Deputy R. Frank Hartford for the survey of an
island in Indian River, in Secs. 26, 27, 34, and 35, T. 31 S., R. :19 E., have been ~xamined and approved, and plats, diagrams, and transcript field-notes, together with
the surveying accounts of the same, have been prepared and transmitted to the
General Land Office for approval. 'friplicate plats of T. 12 S., R. 27 E .; T. 53 S., R.
30 E.; T. 53 S., R. 31 E., and T. 53 S., R. 32 E., as surveyed by Deputy Charles F.
Hopkins, with descriptive lists of the same; triplicate plats of the survey of an
island in Smith's Lake, T. 16 S., R. 26 E., as surveyed by Deputy James L. White;
the survey of an island in Lake Worth, in Secs. 34 and 3, T. 43 and 44 S., R. 43 E,,
as surveyed by Deputy George W. Potter; and triplicate plats of T. 18 S., R. 19 and
20 E.; T. 19 S., R. 20 E.; T. 21 and 23 S., R. 28 E., and T. 22 S., R. 27 E., as surveyed
by Deputy John Otto Fries, have been prepared and filed at the local land office ai;
Gainesville.
Eleven plats and diagrams with descriptive notes have been prepared and transmitted to the General Land Office.
In addition to the above a considerable amount of labor has been expended in the
preparation of special instructions, tracings, field-notes, etc., for deputies, and in the
examination of the Spanish archives and records for the purpose of preparing plats
and descriptive notes of private land claims . .
SPANISH ARCHIVES,

I can but repeat what I formerly reported under this head, viz:
The condition of these records would not be again called to the attention of the department but from the fact that several of the volumes will soon be of no avail for
han<_lling or reference unless copies or proper translations be made. Another consideration r~nders these records of more value. Florida is progressing very rapidly, and
~hat portion or her territory covered by those Spanish grants has increased enormou ly
m value. This office has frequent applications for information contained only in tho e
records, and there being no translation or even index justice is often delayed .. I
wo~ld respectfully urge that at least an index be secured to the same, and Sparush
cop es of t he depreciated volumes be made while it can be done.
Respectfully submitted.
Hon.

WILLIAM

A. J.

W. D. BLOXHAM,
Surveyor-General.
SPARKS

CommiJJsioner G(;71,erai Land Office, Washington, D. O.

·REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF IDA.HO.

UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Boise City, Idaho, July 26, 1887.
SIR: In compliance with your instructions of June 4, 1887, I have the honor to s?bmit in duplicat~ my annual report of surveying operations for ~he :fiscal year e~~mg
June 30, 1887, with tabular statement showing contract entered mto under prov1s10ns
of the appropriation of May 15, 1886, for the survey and subdivision of Indian reservations, &c.
.
No contracts were awarded payable from the appropriation for the. ~seal year ..
No contracts were made for surveys of public lands under the provisions of sections
2401, 2402, and 2403, Revised Statutes.
No deposits were made by railroad companies for :field or office work.
.
The aggregate number of miles surveyed, approved, and accepted was 360 miles 56
chains 11 links.
Five townships have been surveyed, approved, and the work accepted.
The returns of surveys executed by Oscar Sonuenkalb, United States deputy surveyor, under contract No. 117, dated June 28, 1886, payable from the appropriation
of March 3, 18135, were received on May 1, 1887, to which date his cont,ract was extended. The office work of platting these surveys has been largely performed, but is
not yet completed for approval.
•
. There were made and approved, viz: Eight plats of rqeridian, standard, and exterior
lmes_; 15 plats of townships subdivided; 270 plats of mining claims and mill sites;
ma~rng au aggregate of 293 plats.
Sixty-two mineral claims and 16 mill sites were surveyed.
Sixty-four transcripts of :field-notes of surveys of mining claims and mill sites were
made.
Six hundred and :fifteen letters were written, comprising 764 pages of press copy.
The deposits for office work, account of mining claims and mill sites, was $2,835.
No deposits were made for surveys under sections 2401, 2402, and 2403, United
States Revised Statutes.
Cont_ractNo.·115with Pranklin Hulett, dated June 7, 1886, and contract No.116 with
Robert W. Monroe, dated June 11, 1886, both entered into under the appropriation of
March 3, 1885, were not approved by you because of insufficient evidences of settlement on the lands embraced in said contracts.
When I assumed charge of this office the returns of Deputy Surveyor Ernst H.
Hesse, under his contract No. 113 dated June 17, 1885, for the resurvey of the north
and south .boundary lines of the Nez Perce Indian Reservation, were before you for
action, having been transmitted. io the department by my predecessor Octo'ber 18,
1885. _Examination of the surveys in the field made by Special Agent H. B. Martin,
under mstructions from the General Land Office, revealed fraud of such nature on the
~ro~nd as proved:the field-notes wholly :fictitious in character, resulting in your reJect10n of the entire work and debarring Deputy Hesse "from further employment
in the surveying service."
·
~d~ho has a very large area of unsurveyed land in proportion to the entire territor_y
withm her confines, and from the central to well toward the northern part of this
surveying district there extends a region little known except to the trapper and prospector, who are venturesome enough to penetrate any wild.e rness or mountain fastness in their respective pursuits. It consists mostly of high mountain ranges, interspersed ~y elevated table-lands and occasionally narrow but very fertile ~allays.
The mmeral resources of the Territory are wonderful in extent and richness, and
d_eposits of gold, silver, lead, and copper are found almost everywhere. Mining op~rat10ns a:re _carried on extensively in Alturas, Custer, Boise, Owyhee, an_d o~ber counties,
and w1thm the past two years developments in the Creur d'Alene d1strwt, Shosh;one
county, have been such as to induce an influx of capital and labo:1" to that region,
where two years ago there were few white men. Railroads are bewg constructed,
ne".' towns are rapidly building up, and an energetic people are apparently pros-perrng.
(i45
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The attention of Congress was directed in 1882 (Senate bill No. 2130) to the subject
of constructing an irrigation canal in the valley of Snake River. Such a canal upon
the general route then proposed would irrigate 2,000,000 acres of land as good fa
quality as any in-the world. This region is now a sage-brush desert because no rain
falls during five months of the year. When this region, blessed with a fine climate
and exceptionally fertile soil, is required for homes for the actual settler, this great
area of over :J,000 square miles should be irrigated by a canal constructed anii controlled by the federal government, and not allowed to pass into the hands of a ditching or other corporation.
The few remarks in the foregoing referring to the unsurveyed portions of Idaho and
physical features of the Territory are ventured on this occasion,. because no reference
to these subjects has been made in the annual reports from this office for several year&
past.
· I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
JOSEPH C. STRAUGHAN,
United States Surveyor-General for Idaho.
Hon. WILLIAM A. J. SPARKS,
Commissioner of the General Land Office.

Contract, entered into under the appropriation of May 15, 1886, for the survey and subdivision ..of Indian reservations, etc.
Contracts.
Name of deputy.

No.

Character and locality of work.

Liability.

Remarks.

Date.

- -- -,- - - - - - -1-- - - - - - - - -- - --1---- - - - - - - 118

1887.
April 2

Joseph A. Clark... The survey of the north and south
boundaries of the Lemhi Indian
reservation, and of the eastern
boundary oflhe Nez Perce Indian
reservation, Idaho Territory.

$1,200

The deputy is in
the field. No returns yet r e ceived.

REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF LOUISIANA.

OFFICE OF UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF LOUISIANA,

New Orleam, July 30, 1887.
Srn: I herewith submit to you the annual report of the operations of this office for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, wit.h such recommendations as the good of t,h~
public service seems to call for at my hands. I submit as parts hereof the following
tabular statements :
A.-Estimate of funds for surveying servic~ in Louisiana, for salary of surveyorgeneral and his clerks, and for contingent expenses in his office for the fiscal ye-ar
ending June 30, 1889.
B.-Statement of office work in arrears in the surv-eyor-general's office district of
Louisiana.
C.-List of documents transmitted to the several land offices, to special agents, and
indivi~uals from July 1, 1886, to June 30, 1887.
OFFICE WORK.

I entered upon my duties on April 21, 1887, and found the records of the office, which
are very extensive and valuable, m some confusion, and part of them needing preservative measures to save them from entire destruction or obliteration. A large
number of tlie township plats of survey were found to be without canvas backs, in
consequence of which and tµe inferiority of the paper on which they had been protracted many were falling in pieces and others much worn and defaced. All of these,
numbering 1,451, I succeeded in having supplied· with canvas backs, and they are
now in a comparatively good condition. This work has been done within the fiscal
year just closed, and has been paid for out of the balance of appropriation for that
year I found at my disposal on taking charge of the office. There remai a very large
n_uruber of township maps of survey which from different causes are totally or partially useless, and no binding or backing with canvas or any other mode can restore
or help them. I refer to such as were made at an early day with inferior materials
by careless or incapable draughtsmen, and which by time and use have.become torn,
worm-eaten, or on which the work has faded out. In large numbers of mstances the
"flys," or attached diagrams, have become severed totally or partially from the parent
plats to which they have from time to time been attached with paste or otherwise,
and can not be found .
. The plats of the New Orleans townships, containing the city of New Orleans and
its suburbs and exhibiting the old American surveys of the private clairr.s, are in
such a condition that no satisfactory information can be o~tained from them. .All
such maps should be carefully'reprotracted from the original field-notes in all cases
where they can not be reproduced from what can be made out from the faces of the
maps themselves. The latter may be done in some cases by experienced workm~n
aided with magnifying glasses. Bnt in most cases reprotraction from the field-notes
themselves will be the only method of safe reproduction. And this work should not
be delayed much longer, for the oldest field-notes themselves are becoming yearly
m?re and more indistinct and hard to decipher. So far as the existing appropriation
will suffice it is being and will be used for this service, but it is entirely too small.
Some just appropriation should be placed at my disposal for this work.
Another and much larger work in arrears is that of preparing in duplicate the special plats of survey of the enormous number of unpatented private claims in the
State. They number 5,905, and patents can not issue on any of them until this office
prepares and sends to the proper local land office such plats. The law requires them
to be ma.de in duplicate, one to be sent to the General Land Office_tbro~gh t~e local
land office to be incorporated into the patent, the other to be retamed !n tlns of:I!ce
as a record. This branch of work will therefore itself involve the makrng of 11,810
plat1:1. It is probable that it will require ten draughtsmen twelve years to ma_ke them.
I find that my predecessors have laid before you, and through you have mformed
fi47
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Congress of all the facts of this business, and I find nothing ne.w to be said. The work
is here as they have stated, and it rrrust be done if the government is ever to disoharge its self-imposed duty of patenting the claims. No other lawful authority exists for doing it but this office, and no other means ;than the employment of skilled
and experienced draughtsmen to do it. If such can be found who within the legal
honrs of labor in the government offices can properly and safely dispose of it faster
than my calculation shows I shall be agreeably surprised, and the government will
be that much t.he gainer. l3ut such clerks must be hired and paid, and ifwe get them
at salaries of $1,200 a year we will be fortunate. So that if this work is to be done
within the next tw,elve years it is manifest that for it alone $12,000 a year at least
must be appropriated.
SATISFACTION OF CONFIRMED PRIVATE, LAND CLAIMS UNDER SECTION 3 OF THE ACT
OF JUNE 2, 18!'>8.

But little has been don~ under this head within the past fiscal year. I find my immediate predecessor had after July 1, 1886, and before his death, which occurred here
on the 7th of December, 1886, originally issued on 7 claims. I have originally issued
on 2 claims, making a total for the year of 9 claims.
It was estimated by my predecessor in office (bureau report for 1886, p. 509), that
there then remained 1,210 of these claims within the act of 1858, _a nd to be satisfied
under its provis1ons. When the scrip issued in the claims above stated shall have
been approved by the bureau and delivered this number of 1,210 will be reduced by
that ·number. It should now be-reduced by the number 9, as the scrip in that number of claims has lately been in pursuance of decisions rendered in appeal cases by
the Secretary ()f the Interior approved by the bureau and delivered.
From this it would appear that there yet remain to be satisfied under the scrip act
of June 2, 1858, 1,201 claims. These unsatisfied claims formed the subject of a special
report by this office made October 18, 1886, in response to a resolution of the Senate
of July 26, 1886, now publisbed as Senate Ex. Doc. 67, Forty-ninth Congress, second
sessio.n. It was therein estimated that these claims bad an acreage area of 700 acres
to the claim. Hence the 1,201 claims still unsatisfied contained an aggregate area of
840,700 acres.
It.also appears that the above number embraced only the claims totallyunlocated,
but did not intend to include deficiencies in area oflocated claims resulting from deficient surveys, conflicts with superior titles, etc. It wa~ estimated that such deficiencies in the entire State would probably amount to ~00,000. acres. B.v adding this
amount to the above 840,700 we have as a total acreage due land claimants in Louisiana under the scrip act of 1828 of about 1,040,700 acres. Practi,c ally nothiug is b~ing
done to enfo:r:,ce this law, and to eliminate from our already complicated land t1~les
this ·vast· mass of confirmed, unsatisfied, and generally unlocated claims by allowrng
indemnity. locations on the public domain. In the mean time the lands liable to priv~te entry in Louisiana and elsewhere, upon which alone the scrip issued in satisf3(ction of these loug denied rights can be located, i!l rapidly being absorbed and appropriated under the general laws; so that in a very few years so little of it will be
left that the scrip if issued will be comparatively worthless. Thus the United States
will have to choose between practical repudiation of these just debts due its own
citizens and the satisfaction of them by direct appropriations from their Treasury.
TQe difficulty is fully explained in the annual reports of my predecessors in o~ce,
which I indorse and to which I refer.
SURVEYS.

No contracts for surveys or resurveys of public lands were let during the last year,
no funds having been put at the disposal of the office for such work: .A.s to the
necessity for some original and much corrective work and resurveying, and the survey and location of many private land claims, I refer generally to the late reports
from t,be office, not deeming it worth while t,o repeat them .
I will only particularize as to one field of survey in which every interest, public
and private, State and national, demands an early completion of the federal surveys.
I refer to the region east of the Mississippi river, south of Bayou Manchac and .A.mite
River, and west of Lake Maurepas, in the southeastern district.
.
From 1829 the pendeucy of the unadjusted and notable Hou mas claims interrupted
and stopped the town hip and sectional surveys of some 200,000 acres in this region.
In March, 1884, the ,'upreme C9nrt in the Slidell and other cases reported in volume
III! p. 412, of the nited States Reports, finally settled the law of these celebrated
cl~1u:is,. ho~drn that they n ver extended further in depth than 80 arpents from the
M:1 1 • 1pp1 Riv e. The e dec1 ions left thi office free to ruu this O arpents line and
to fim h. the ~ n~ n. p nded un·eys in the rear of it, and step w re accordingly
begun w1 h tb1 view, when it app ared that two obstacles exi8ted neither of which
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has yet been obviated. The first consisted of the fact that Mr .. John Burnside, ~uring his life-time, had, under the act of ~une 22, 1860, :filed a claim befo~e the reg1s~er
.and receiver here claiming a confirmation of that p art of the two claims of Damel
Clark and of Do~aldson and Scott situated between the Mississippi river in front
and New river in the rear, which claim h ad been reported unfavorably by the same,
.and also by the bureau, and is yet pending b efore the House of Representat~ ves for
final action. Until Congress does finally act on it the law of 1860 clearly forbids any
officer of the United States to survey any part of the land claimed or to enter upon
it for any purpose whatever.
The second difficulty arose from the fact that the two large and still uusurveyed
clitims of John McDonogh and Henry Fontenot, fronting on the river far b elow the
Houmas claim but on the same side and extending to the Amite river and Lake
Maurepas on diverging lines, were found to be very largely in conflict with the
.rejected or rear part of the William Con way di vision of the Houmas grant.
In a hearing before this office had between the cities of Baltimore and New Orleans
and others holding under the will of John McDonogh, claiming nearly all the lands
covered by these two claims of McDonogh and Fontenot, and the State of Louisiana
elaiming the,same under the swamp land grant of 1849, it was held that the c_laims
were valid and that the surveys should be completed on the principles on which they
were begun about 1830, and that as a consequence the claim of the State was void.
On appeal of the State the bureau by a decision of 17th May fully sustained the action of this office, from which decision I am informed the State bas since appealed
to the department. Until, therefore, the Department shall finally decide this perplexed ques~ion, the portion. of the old Houmas grant covered by these claims, wbi~h
!B very considerable, can neither be surveyed as pn blic land (agreeably to the decis~on of the Supreme Court referred to) nor ·as private claims. It is ·tbe.refore of :first
importance that Congress sp.ould either confirm or reject the Burnside claim without
further delay, and that the department should also as expeditiously as possible act
upon the appeal of the State and settle forever the law controlling the McDonogh and
Fontenot claims.
'
~Ith these two obstacles out of the way this office could then with an appropria.ation of probably $5,000 finish the surveys in that region and thus afford the basis for
the early disposition of it under the general land laws .
. There are ot~er special localities in the Stci.te where original, or corrective, or additional surveys, or resurveys are as badly needed. Funds should be placed at my disposal for these objects. The longer these jobs are delayed the harder it will be to do
them and the more it will cost,
An .ap~ropriation should also be put at my disp~sal to enable me to continue the
com1?1lat10n of the " exhibit of Private land claims" in all the districts of the State.
The importance of this work has so often been stated in prior reports that I shall .
not repeat them. The work has been suspended for some years past for want of
money to hire a capable expert to go on with it.
I bav~ the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CALHOUN FLUKER,

Hon. ·wM. A. J. SPARKS,
Commissiontw General Land Office.

Surveyor-General, Louisiana.

A.-~stin:,ate of.J.unds to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1889, for surveying in Louisiana, for compensation of surve1Jor-general and his clerks, and contingent
expenses of his office.
SURVEYS,

Jn :te soat:eastern district .. . ..•.•••......•••• . ......••... . ... •..•..•••..••..•...•.....•.. $10, 000. 00
nth e sout western district . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • . • . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 7 ooo. oo
1 th: dW~~~e:~~g~
~e~·. ......................................................... 10, 000. 00

fu

iti1~tRi

1

To coifn~ete the sur.&;s, of the th~~e-Ho~~~~· ci~i·~;; ~;· cie~id~d ·b;; the· S~p;e~e c~~~t· ~i
the . J!lted States ( mted States Report, p. -) ... . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . ... . .
F or or1gm al_ surveys, r esurveys, and correctivo surveys of confirmed private land claims
and donations . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • . . • • .

10 000 00
'
·
5,000. 00
8, 000. 00

50,000.00
SALARIES.

~r-vfyo{·general . • • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . • . . • . • • . • • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 000. 00

er s o ring up arrear work .•....••.......••..••....••••••..•..•••••......... ~~~

,
,
18 800 00

g::~S':!t4;~~ght;~e~ ·fo; ·c~;;e~t.~O;k·of.the.office:::::::::::::::::::::::::: $~: ~gg: gg
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CONTINGENT EXPENSES.

Providing 400 township plats wit1i canvass back, at 25 cents each .•••••..•.••••.
:Messenger hire, stationery, binding, and other incidental expenses ...•••......•

$100. 00
1,100.00

$1,200.00

Total . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . . • • . . . • . . . . 72, ooo. 00

B.-Statement of office work in arrears in the surveyor-general's office, district of
Louisiana.
Number of townships in all the districts to be reprotracted and replatted from old field-notes,
the same being so torn and defaced as to be useless . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of private land claims throughout the district of Louisiana for which patent plats are to

.N

~!ib~~P~fe:ri~~t~-i;~d ~i~i~-~ f~~-~hl~h. ~e;tifi~~.te; ·of. i~~~ti~~- ~~~- to -b~.i;s-~eci; -~~;ie; -~~t ~f

318
5
'

go&

Congress approved June 2, 1858 .•••••.•••••..••.•..• ...••.•.•••••..•...•..••••...•••.•....•... 1,201

C.-Documents transmitted to the several land offices, to special agents, and individual8
from July 1, 1886, to June 30, 1887.
General Land Office:

t!iiY:~t;t~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ifsrsn~trw~:&s l~~d;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Abstract of certificates of location issued by surveyors-general from January 21, 1859, to
October 18, 1886 ..•......•••...•••.•••••.••••...•..•..••..•..••••••••..•.•.••..••..•••••.••.
United States land office at New Orleans:
Letters ..••.....•.............•........•..••....••...•.••.••..•••••••••••..•...•.•••••. •·•···
Diagrams .......•••.. .•.... ..•...•......••...•..•..•...•••..••..••........•.•.•.• ....•••••...
Township maps .............................••.••••••.••••..••....••••..••. -· · • • · · · · · • · •• • · · ·
United States land office at Natchitoches:
Letters ...............•.........•.......••..••.•.•.....•..••..••..••.••..••....•.....•.••••..

tr!;~!J!a~~ :: ::::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::: ::::: :::::: :: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::::: ::::......... .
Special agents :
Letters ..............•••..•••...•.•••••••.••.•••••..•••.•.••.••••••......•...••..••••..••....
Township maps .••.•....•••.••••..•• --~-- ••..••••••••••...••.•.•••...... - •• · · · · · • • • · · · ••• • · •
Individuals :
Letters •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••.•••••.•••••••...•.•••.•••.••..•••••••.•••.•••.

119
12
1
1
1

6
4
2

7
1
1
7

23
209

REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF MINNESOTA.

UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Saint Paul, Minn., July 26, 1887.
Sm: In compliance with instructions contained in your letter "E" of June 4, 1887,
I have the honor to submit herewith in duplicate my annual report of the surveying
operations in the district of Minnesota for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, with
tabular statements, as follows:
A.-Statement of contract entered into by the surveyor-general of Minnesota for
the survey of public lands payable from the appropriation for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1888.
B.-Statement of contract entered into by the surveyor-general of Minnesota under
instructions from the Commissioner of the General Land Office for surveys on White
Earth Indian Reservation.
No surveys have been made or ordered under the appropriation for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887.
There are now remaining unsurveyed in Minnesota about 180 townships of public
lands and 175 townships of Indian reservations. I deem it important that a large
portion of the vublic lands in this district should be surveyed in the near future.
The building of railroads in the northern and northwestern part.s of the State and the
opening of iron mines in the northeastern portion of the State is rapidly developing
~he resources of these regions, bringing in a large population and creating an increasmg demand for such lands as are fit for cultivation and settlement. That the development of the country may not be retarded I consider it important that the lands
sh_ould be survey~d and opened for sett,lemen~ under such laws and regulations as
will secure the rights of the people and the mterests of the government with due
P!otection to the actual settler. The policy of allotment of lands to Indians and the
disposal of such portions of their reservations as are not needed by them will when
carried into effect require extensive surveys on the Red Lake Indian Reservation and
other Indian reservations in Minnesota.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
JOHN

F.

NORRISH,

Surveyor-General.

Hon. WM. A. J. SPARKS,
Commisaioner General Land Office.

A.-Statement of contract entered into by the surveyor-general of Minnesota for the survey
ofpublic lands payable from the appropriation/or the fiscal year ending June 30, 1888.
No.of
contract.

1

Name of deputy.

Date of
contract.

1887.
George A. Ralph .•.. April 16

Description of work.

North exterior line of fractional T.
149 N., R. 39W., fifth meridian Minnes0ta.
Subdivision of fractional T. 149 N.,
R. 39 W., of :fifth meridian Minnesota.

Estimated
liability.

$200

Remarks.

No returns.
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B.-Statement of contract entered into by the BU-rveyor-general of Minnesota under inetructions from the Conmiissioner of the General Land Office for surveys on the White Earth
Indian Reservation
No.of
contract.

2

Name of deputy.

Date of
contract.

1887.
William W. Ward .. May 10

Description of work.

Resurvey of 28 miles of the southern
boundary of the White Earth Indian Reservation.
Subdivision into 40-acre tracts (for
allotment to Indians) of T. 145 and
146 N., R. 4C W ., of tifth principal
meridian Minnesota.

Estimated Remarks.
liability.

$2,436 Deputy now
in the field.

···········

No returns.
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UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Helena, Mont., July 15, 1887.
In accordance with instructions contained in your letter '' E" dated June 4, 1887,
I have the honor to submit this the annual report of surveying opera,tions for the
district of Montana for the fiscal year ending Jnne 30, 1887.
.
. . .
Four contracts for the survey of public lands haveebeen let; estimated hab1hty
$8,800.
During the fiscal year there were approved by the surveyor-general :
.Miles. Chains. Links.

Surveys of subdivision lines .•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.. -Surveys of i:p.eander lines .•••••.•••••••.•••••.••••••.•.•.• - - • Total •••••••••••••••..•••• ·•.••••.•••.•. ~ •.•••••••..• - - -

120
27

5
6

89
70

147

12

59

======

Township plats made, 6. Transcripts of agricultural field-notes, 2. No contracts
have been let payable from the fund of special deposite by individuals. Deposits for
office work on township surveys, none.
There have been no deposits made by any railroad company for surveys, nor for surveys of townsites or private land claims.
Orders issued for mine~al surveys .•.•..•..•.•.....••••..••••.... ~ . • . • • . • • • • .
240
Orders issued for reports on placers ..•••...••••.•••••..••• _.. . . . . . • . • • • • . . . .
31
Mineral surveys examined and approved ...•...... _..•• _•... __ .. . . • • • • . . . • . .
182
Amended mineral surveys examined and approved.. . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . . .
1
Reports on placers examined and approved . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . • . . •
21
Mineral plats made .............................••..... __ .....•......... _...
557
Transcripts made of mineral surveys and reports on placers . . • • • • • . . . . • • • • . •
203
Connected sheets made of mineral surveys._.. . ... _... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • •
30
Whole number of township and mineral plats made...... ..•• ...• .• .. .... .. .
563
205
Whole number of transcripts made ... ~.. . • . . • . . . • • • • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deposits for office work on mineral surveys .••••...•••...•..•••.•••.•..••... $8, 195
Deposits for office work on reports on placers . . • • . . .• ••••••••••.•••••...•...
320
Total deposits.... . . . • • • . • • • • • . . . . • • . . . • • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • . • • • • • . . . . . • 8, 515
Number of letters received .•••.•••••.••••.••..... _... . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • 1, 069
Number ofletters written................................. . • • •• • •• • • • ••• -. . 1,920
Pages of press copy ...•...•••....••..•.•.•......••••. ~ • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . • 2, 261
Appended hereto are the following statements A1 B, and C showing the contracts
let during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
In explanation of the small amount of work accomplished upon agricultural surveys I beg to offer the following reasons :
·
During the fiscal year 1885-'86 contracts aggregating $23,330 were let for the survey of the public lands. As these contracts were made almost a.t the close of the year
no returns thereunder had been made at the date of my last annual report. .
In past years contracts amounting to the above sum have required from $8,000 to
$9,000 for clerks employed in examination of returns, platting 1 and transcribing fieldnotes thereof.
·
To do this work, costing ordinarily as above stated, $3,000 were appropriated, or
enough to pay one clerk after deducting the salary of the chief clerk.
With this condition of affairs, therefore, only one clerk could be employed upon agricultural work.
The results accomplished have been the completion of the office work on one contract, the final account amounting to $672.55; the partial completion of one cont~a_ct,
estimated liability $3,500; and the examining of three contracts, estimated liab1hty
$5 800.
It is found in all the work so far examined that contracting deputies fail to. realize
the importance of care in writing their notes, for in every instance so far tperr notes
have been returned for correction, thus necessitating a re-examination of their returns.
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Contracts aggregating $3,840 are now in the office awaiting examination, and contracts aggregating $9,470 have not been returned by the deputies.
In these cases deputies have not been pressed to make their returns, as it has been
impossible to do any more than merely file their field-notes.
So far as the mineral work is concerned it takes care of itself, as the cost of carrying it on is paid by the claimants direct; but with reference to the surveys of the
public lands you will readily see the difficulty of doing for $3,000 office work that has
heretofore cost from $8,000 to $9,000.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
B. H. GREENE,
Surveyor-General.
Hon. WM. A. J. SPARKS,
Commissioner General Land Office.

A.-Contract for su,rvey let payable from approp1·iation for survey, apprais(f,l, and sale of
abandoned military reservations made by act of March 3, 1885.
1

No.

207

Date.

To whom let.

Location.

Estimate.

- - - - , - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - '' -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,--1887.
April 18

Edmund P.H. Harrison.

The exterior mean,lers and subdivision lines of all those
fractional portions of townships embraced by tne Fort
Ellis military resl'lrvation. The four fractional townships so embraced will beT. 2 S., R. 6 E.; T. 2 S., R, 7E.;
T. 3 S., R. 6 E.; and T. 3 S., R. 7 E. In addition to the
above this contract is to include the closing up of the
southwest fraetional portion of T. 2 S., R. 7 E.; continuous to the said Fort Ellis military reservation, and
which will embrace the following section lines of said
T. 2 S., R. 7 E., viz: the east boundary of section 30, the
south boundary of section 29, the east fractional boundary of section 32, the east fractional boundary of section 33, and the south boundary of section 3(.

$850

B.-Contract fo1· survey let, payable from appropriation made by act of May 15, 1886, for tke
survey and subdivision of Indian rese1·vations, etc.
No.

208

Date.

To whom let.

Location.

Esti.
mate.

- - - -1---- - - - --1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- - - , - 1887.
.April 18

Edmund P.H. Harrison.

That portion of the north boundary of the Flathead In- $2,250
dian Reservation west of Flathead Lake, and that portion of the west boundary of said reservation north of
Clark's Fork of the Columbia River, the same bein~
more particularly described by treaty of .Tuly 16, 1855,
(12 Statutes, p. 976) between the United Staws and
the Flathead and other Indians.

C.-Contracts for su,·veys let payable from the regular appropriation for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887.
No.

Date.

To whom let.

Location.

I

Estimate.

- - 1 - - - - - - 1 -- - - - - - i -

209

1887.
.Tune 8

/

Ed~und P.H. Har-

The north, east, and sou.th boundaries and subdivisions $3,500
of T. 3 S., R. 45 E.; the wt:st boundary and subdivisions
and meanders of T. 1 S.~R. 44 E.; the subdivisions and
meanders ot T. 1 N., .t.t. 44 E.; the subdivisions and
meanders of T. 1 N., R. 45 E.; the subdivisions and
meanders of T. 2 N., N. 45 E. ; tile subdivisions aud
meanders of T. 3 N., R. 46 E . ; the subdivisions and
meanders of 'T. 4 N., R. 47 E.; the fractional north
and south boundaries, subdivisions, and meanders of
fractional T. 7 N., R. 46 E., Montana.
Albert B. Knight ... The west and south boundaries and subdivisions of T. 4 2,200
., R. 3E.; the subdivisions and meandersof T. 2 .,
Rs. 1 and 2 E.; subdivisions of T. 2 S., R. 8 E.; and subdivisions of T. 3 S., Rs. 2 and 3 E., Montana.
nson.

210

.Tune 30
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UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Reno, Nev., July 22, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor in compliance with instructions contained in your official
letter "E" dated June 14, 1887, to hand you herewith annual report in duplicate of
the operations of this office for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
.
Accompanying will be found duplicate tabular statements as follows, viz:
No. 1.-General appropriation account of salaries of surveyor-general and employes.
No. 2.-General appropriation account for incidental expenses of office of surveyorgeueral.
No. 3.-Account of appropriation, special deposits by individuals, for pay of clerks
anrl draughtsmen.
No. 4.-Statement of the account of general appropriation for the survey of the
public lands.
No. 5.-Statement of account of special deposits for surveys of public lands and
mining claims.
·
No. 6.-Statement of account of special deposits made by the Central Pacific Railroad Company for survey of lands within the limits of their land grant in Nevada.
No. 7.-Statement of contracts entered into by the United Stat,es deputy surveyors
for the survey of public lands and Indian reservation boundariei,.
The number of miles run and marked in the field were as follows, viz :
Miles. Chains. Links.

Standard lines • • . • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • 5
Township lines............................................... 42
Sect lo n lines ...••.• ~ •....•...••.....••••.•••••.••.•. _. • • . • • • • .. 390
Connecting lines . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10

00
12
44
03

04
74

Total ...•.•••••.•.••••..•••.•...•.•...•• _.. • . • • • • . • • • . • . 44 7

60

67

74

15

Number of township plats drawn was 21.
Number of mining plats drawn was 189.
Fifty-two applications were made for mineral surveys and $1,350 were deposited
in the United States Treasury for the same. The only appropriation which appears
to be in arrears is that for the incidental expenses of the office for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887, the amount of which arrearage is as shown upon statement No.
2 $87.96.
It is imppssible to bring the office-work up to date with the small allowance for clerks
and draughtsmen now made by act of Congress.
We have no maps showing the progress of the various government surveys within
the State. The various records have been neglected for a long time, so that now
~hey are of but little use as an accurate source of information. The various papers
mstead of being properly filed have been tied into bundles without order, and they
together with the field-notes of surveys thrown into boxes and pigeon-holes without care as to order of usefulness. 'l'he various maps of standard, meridian, base,
and township lines have no file mark upon their exteriors to denote their order or
arrangement. About all the marks which they bear on their backs as a filing are
such as these: "E. B. Monroe, 1884"; "Monroe and McClellan, 1881 "; "Benson and
Putnam," and many of them with no mark~ t all. Then again many such maps
are rolled into each other, constituting a bundttr. Such has been the want of attention
• to office duties of this nature in the past on the part of office employes that it took
at the late letting of contracts in this office one man ten days to discover from th_e
maps and records what lines were surveyed within · the limits of a contract embracing only 16 townships, and then there is some doubt as to the result after all the
care bestowed. This confusion goes through all the departments and material of this
office.
,
Contracts have been entered into during the month of June just passed for su~ey
of 74 townships and for the resurvey of 172 miles of Indian reservation boundaries.
The biddings for these contracts show a very considerable lowering of the rates to be
paid for surveys of the public lands as compared with the rates formerly allowed by
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this office. The average of the rates in these contracts for mountainous lands is as
follows, viz :
Per mile.

Standard and meridian lines...... • . .. • • • • . • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . . . • • • • . $10. 56

~~~fo~~frt~~n~~-:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~: ~

For lands not mountainous :
Standard and meridian lines .••••......•... ~........................ .•• . • . . . $8. 08
Township lines.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 6. 66
Section lines ...........•.•.•.......••••......................•..... ~....... 4. 78
In contracts let by this office between 1884 and December, 1886, the rates allowed
average as follows :
Standard and meridian lines ....•.....•............•............•••.•....... $11. 00
Township lines . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • •• • . • • • . . . 8. 33
Section lines...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . 5. 66
And the contractors have been allowed to avoid or exclude from their surveying
operati_ons the mountainous and rugged parts of the townships embraced within their
surveyrng contracts.
. I have no doubt but that future lettings can be made at fully as advantageous if
not at still better prices than I have quoted first above, for it is seen that the contractors in this latest lettings propose to survey rugged mountainous parts for even
'better rates to the United States than the rates of the older contracts given with theadvantage of excluding the mountainous portions.
Much dissatisfaction exists among the land-owners in all parts of the State, owing
to the alleged defective manner in which the public surveys have been executed. It
is alleged that in many cases the corners of said surveys have been very poorly marked,
small round willows being used in many instances for stakes, which willows soon disappear; mounds poorly constructed, and rarely are pits to be found. In many instances it is alleged that no corners have been established within the township at all.
These irregularities have cost the United States a large sum of money paid for
work poorly or never done, and are now costing and will in the future c~st the taxpayini land-owner fully as much to get his boundary lines :fixed as they should have
been nxed in the first place at the bands of the United States deputy surveyors, who
have defrauded the United States by not observing their official oaths and contract
obligations, and thus have perpetrated a double wrong.
The State is and bas been for some time suffering from :financial depression. I
think that the principal cause of such depression lies in too much attention paid to
the development of the mining industry and too little attention to its agricuTtural
interests. Rich veins of ore are found in a given district; miners, business men, and
people of all classes flock to the locality. A town springs up, and it may be bec_omes
a city. In a few years the supply of ore fails, search is made for other ore bodies or
pockets from which to keep up the supply. This search for a time keeps up the
courage of the investors, but at last it fails to produce the needed ore, and then an
exodus begins to more favored regions, which soon leaves the town uninhabited, or
the city with but few dwellers, where at first all was b'1siness activity. In this way
many fortunes, large and small, are lost, and an uncertain value given to all kinds
of prop~rty and i~vestment. It is not so with an agricultural community, ~hose fi:-x·
~dness 1s the leadrng characteristic of the farmer. As a consequence a contmual nae
m value takes place m property, and investments are certain of paying returns. There
are many instances of the failure of mining experiments to be found in this S~a~e; and
on the other hand I know of no more thriving and wealthy farming commumties than
can be found in the valleys of her streams and between her mountains.
I know of no part of the United States where farming pays a more certain or larger
return to the farmer than do the cultivated lands of Nevada. The work is all done
now by irrigation; but I am satisfied from observation that alfalfa ancl other valuable
crops can be raised _in many places without irrigation, or at most using for that purpose the waters which gush out of the mountain defiles in the spring-time from the
early m ~ting snows.
. . .
There 1s yet much to be learned of Nevada's tillable lands, for here farrnrng 1s m
its infancy. I gather from State reports dated January, 1887, that there wa~ then
but about 1~0 square mil_es of tilled Jands in the State. Making a rough estimate
from ma_ps m m_y po se s1on I find that about 50,000 square miles of the sor~ace of
Nevada IS o~cup1e~ by_ mountain ranges, 41,000 square miles by lanus d~nomrna~ed
dese;t and_ mcludrng its water surface. The remaining 21,000 square miles con 1 ts
of nch agnc?ltural Janda needing only '3/ater to, under tbe hand of the bu ba~dman, te~m w1tJ:i valu ble crop , and give the State a sturdy, steadfast population
and an mer a mg wealtll, which, added to that produced by the mines and th~ Ya t
herd of cattle hor es, and sheep which the tate will support will place her ill the
front rank of tat s.
'
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The cattle interests are now next. to, if not in the lead of the mining interests in
value and in importance. Vast herds are to be fo1_1nd in e"."ery quarter of th~ State.
The animals a.re herded at the foot of the mountams and rn the valleys durmg the
winter season, and upon the mountains in the summer. The proprietors of these
herds perceive that they .have overstocked the country to such an extent that the
bunch grass and other plants which formerly constituted its riches as a grazing region are rapidly becoming exterminated. This fact has turned their attention to the
raising of hay for winter feeding, and out of this necessity for an increase of the
hay crop has come a large demand for more tillable lands for the purpose. This demand from this source alone will increase from year to yea~, and to it will be added
a further demand for such lands by other classes .
.As the laws now stand it is next to impossible for the owner of a herd of cattle to '
acquire a title to the lands which he must possess in order to carry on successfully his
business. The laws should be so amended that the mountainous and desert lands can
be ~cquired as ranges in large tracts, reserving the water rights for the use of those
who will utilize the water of the mountain canons for agricultural purposes ou the
plain below. I can see no reason why these otherwise useless tracts, so large-in extent, should not be by law made as available for the purposes of stock-raising, and
consequently become a source of revenue to the State and to the United States, as are
the mineral lands reserved and made available to the prospector and mineral claimant.
The vast mountain chains and widely extended desert plains are now a yAarly battleground, upon whichcontendingherdsmenmeetand by "wager of battle" decide who
shall use them.
It is not equal and exact justice to all classes of citizens, where the del_v er in one .
source of w-calt,h in the same region is fully protected in his rights, because forsooth
he bas been the lucky discoverer of a mineral-bearing ledge or a bed of salt, borax, or
sod_a, while alongside of him is an equally industrious and just as necessary man to
the body politic to whom is d~nied all rights, and who is forced by the law to become an Ishmaeli te and to protect his property and support it also by his own strong
arm. If be acquires rights at all under the law he is forced to do it by fraud .
. I said before that the interest in cattle was next to if not in the lead of the mining
mdustry. This being the case this class of capitalists are certainly entitled to as
niuch consideration at the hands of Congress as any other class of producers in the
Stat~ or country at large.
·
It cost~ but little to obtain title to a mining claim, while it costs many thousands
to e~tabl_1sh a ca~tle herd; and yet the owner of the herd is denied an abiding pla.ce. ·
He 1s dn ven from mountain to plain and from plain to mountain at the will of hi_s
adv~rsary, while the mining claimant stands secure in all his rights.
~1ve by eq uitabltt and just laws the ownership of the useless mountains and arid
plams of Nevada to the owners of the cattle interests, the only class which can make
them useful, and at once the millions of capital which they have invested in such property will make itself manifest in flowing wells upon the bosom of the desert and in
prosperous rauches upon the mountain sides and tops. Then that which is now worthless to the State will become a :fixed source of wealth and power.
Very respectfully,
CHARLES w • I RISH.
Hon.

A. J. SPARKS,
United States Surveyor-Generalfo1· Nevada.
Commissioner General Land Office.

WILLIAM

No. 1.-Statement of account of appropriation for salaries of surveyor-general and: employes du1'ingfiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
DR.

.

CR.

I

1

United States Surveyor-General C. C.
Powning:
To amount paid quarter ending
September 30, 1886 .. . ..•••. . . ..
To amount paid quarter ending
December 31, 1886 .. . .. .........••
To a-:nount paid month of January,

$753. 20

1887 . . • •.. ..... ---- ···-·· ...•.. . .

130. 00

To balance returned to United States
Treasurer .... ..
. . ... . ..... .
United States Surveyor-General Charles ,
W. Irish:
!
To amount paid quarter ending /
. March 31, 1887 ........ ______ . ... .• i
To amonnt paid quarter ending '
Jun e 30, 1887. _____ ........ . . . . ... .
To balance returned to United States
Treasurer .... __ . .... . ____ . _..... .
Balance ...•..... .. ........ .• .... .

748. 40

18. 40

268. 57
592. 59
. 07
788. 77
3,300.00

INT 87-VOL

1--42

By appropria1,ion, salary of surveyor-_
general ........•. -----....... . ...... . $1,800.00
By appropriation, salary of clerks. . ... 1,500.00

3,300.00
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No. 2.-Statenient ·of ~ccoiint .of ap_propriation fo1· incidenta:Z expenses, f 01· rent of office,
fuel, books, and stationery, including pay of messenger, during the fiscal year ending Jum
30, 1887.
DR.

CR.

To amount paid quarter ending Sep.
t ern ber 80, 1886 ................... . .. .
To a.mount paid quarter ending De·
cernber 31, 1886 ........ .. ............ .
To amount paitl month of January, 1887.
B~~anco covered into United States
Ireasury ...... ·.· .. ... ........•.......
To amount paid United States Treasurer
on account contingent expenses, quar.
ter onding March 81, 1887 ............ .
To amount paid quarter ending June
80, 1887 .............................. .
To balance returned to United States
Treasurer .... ; ... ...............•....

$191. 70
265. 79
26. 75

By appropriation for incidental ex.
penses of office surveyor.general
for Nevada .....................•.•• $1,000.00
Balance................................
87. 96

15. 76
126. 95
426.13
84. 88
1,087.96

1,087.96

No. 3.-Statement of account of special cleposits by individuals for public.land surveys and
mine1'al cla.ims,for pay of clerks, draughtsmen, and contingent e:r,penses of office during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
CR.

DR.

To amount paid quarter ending Sep·
temb er 80, 1886 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
To amount, paid quarter ending De·
cember81, 1886... . ...................
To balance returned to United States
·Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$146. 80
751.60
1. 62

$0. 02

By balance July 1, 1886 .............. ..
Advanced quarter ending September
80, 1886 .•..................... . . ....
Advanced quarter ending December
31, 1886..............•••........ ······

600. 00
800. 00
000. 02

900. 02

No. 4.-Statenient of account of appropriations for survey of public lands during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1887.
DL
C&
Tobalance ...... ..... .................. . J $30,000

II Byappropriationact,August4, 1886 .. .

J

$30,000

No. 5.-Statement of account of special deposits for surveys of public lands and mineral
claims in Nevada by individuals du1·ing the fiscal year ending Jnne 30, 18 7.
Cx.

DR.

To amount paid quarter ending Septem. ,
ber, 30, 1886 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$600. 00
To amount paid quarter ending Decem· I
ber 31, 188ti. ...... ..... ... ... . . ........
800. 00
Balance .. .............. ........... 14,407.12

I

By balance July 1, 1886 ................ $14,017.12
By amount deposited quarter enuing I
September 30, 1886 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.20. 00
By amount deposited quarter ending 1
Dccem ber 31, 1886... ... ...... .. .... ,
720. 00

B)i!~ctuit 1:~~~!~~~- ~~~~~~. ~~.~i.~~. ,
B)' a.mount deposited quarter ending
June 30, 1887 .......... .. ... ...... ....

I

210. 00
30. 00

1 15,397.12

15,897.12

I

No. 6.- tatem ent of special deposits made by the Central Pacific Railroad on account of s r-i;eys 1 ithin the limits of thefr land grant during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1 ,
Dat.

Depositor.

Oct. 23, 1 6 -I Central Pacific Railroad, by W. H. Mills .. ..

No.
list.
5

Land district.
Eureka. lancl office ..... -I

Office

work.
- 19

No. 7.-Statement of confraots, complete and incomplete, on June 30, 1887, entered into

by the United States surve1Jo1·-general for Nevada with deputy
surveyors, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.

No.

Deputy.

Date.

178 Eugene n. Mouron and Thomas K. Stewart . .June 8, 1886

'
183

18<

185

186

.187

-

Cassius M. Riddle .... .. .................. May 6, 1887

I

Pony Powo,s ......... . ..... . . ......... May 25,1887

I. ~--~ - ·· .

-

~

- _,

"

.. I

Horace H. Bence ••••..••.•••••••.••••.•.. .June 7, 1887

Henry Fitzhugh .•• •••••••••••••• ....... . . .Tunel0,1887

Henry Fitzhugh ••••••••••••••..•.••••••.. .June 10, _1887

..

.
•.

Location of survey.

All lines necessary to complete the exterior boundaries and subdivision lines of T. 2fJ N., R. 45 E.;
T. 35 N., R. 59 E.; T. 35 ~-. R. 38 E.; T. 25 N., R.
31 E.; 'J\ 35 :N ., R. 68 E.; T. 35 N., R 69 E ; T. 35
N., R. 70 E.; T. 40 N., R. 64 E.; T . 40 N., R. 38 E.;
T. 37 N., R. 38 E .
All lin es necessary to complete subdivision of Fort
Halleck military reservation proper, timber and
bay .reservation, viz: Parts of T. 38, 34. anrl 35 N.,
R. 58 E. ; T. 33, 34. and 35 N .. H. 59 E. ; T. ;!6 N.,
R. 58 E. A lso. all Jines necessary to complete subdivision of Fort McDermitt militarv reservation,
viz: Parts of T. 47 and 48 N., R. 37°E.; T . 47 and
48 N., R. 38 E.
The entire boundary of the Pyramid Lake Indian
reservation in accordance with plat of original s1uvey in .Jannary, 1865, by E. B. Mouron, and inst.ruetions from General Land Commissioner, special instructions from United States snrveyor-general for
Nevada. Also, so much oft be Walker River Indian
reservation as lies between stations 7 and 8, 8 and
9, and 9 and JO, to conform to tbe original survey of.
the same, as shown on map made by E. B. Mouron
in 1864.
All lines necessary to complete the exterior boundaries and sub<livi!don lines of T. 17 N., R. 22 and 23.
E.; T. 17 and 18 N., R. 24 E.; T. 18 N., R. 25 E.; T.
18, 19, and 20 N., R. 26 E.; T.18, 20, and 21 N., R. 27
E.; T. 20, 21, ancl 22 N., R. 28 E.; T. 23 ancl 24 N ., R.
28 E.; T . 21 .N ., R. 29 E.
A 11 Jines necessary to complete the exterior llOundaries and subdivision lines of T. 37, 3ll. and 40 N., R.
65 E.; T. 36, 39, and 40 N., R. 66 E.; T. 36, 37, 38, 39,
anu 4il N., R. 67 E.; T. 35, 37, 38, ll9, and 40 N., R. 68
E.; T. 35 N., R. 69 E., T. 35, 36, 37, and 38 N., R. 70 E.
All lines n ecessary to complete thP, exterior boundaries ancl subdivision lines of T. 37, 38, anu 39 N., R.
56 E.; 1'. 39 N., R. 57 E.; T. 37, 38, .39, and 40 N., R.
58 E .; l'. 40 and 41 N., R. 59 E.; T. 41 N., R. 61 E.;
T. 39. 40. and 41 .N., R. 62 E.: T. 39 and 40 N ., R. 63
E.; T. 39 and 40 N., R. 64 E.; T. 34, 35, and 36 N.,
R.fl5E.

Estimated
amount.

Returned
amount.

li-2,428

$2,343.12
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No. 7.-Statenient of contracts, complete and incomplete, on June 30, 1887, etc.-Continued.

a.>

0
No.

188

189

Deputy.

Date.

•
All

Location and survey.

lines necessary to complete the exte rior bounclnries :mil subclh-ision lines of T. 36 and 37 N., R.
39 E . : T . 36, 37, 38, and 30 N., R. 40 E. ; T. 36, 37,
38. nncl 39 N., R. 41 E.; T. 34, 35, 38, and 39 N., R.
42 E.
All
lines necessary to complete the exterior boundHerbert B. Maxson .•...•••........•...... .June_10, 1887
aries and subdivision lines of T. 34 N., R. 30 E.;
T. 34 N., R. 31 E.; T. 35 N., R. 32 E.; T. 36 N.,
R 33 E.; 'l'. 35, 36, and 37 N., R. 34 E.; T. 34, 35,
36, 37, ar.rl 38 N., R. 35 E. ; T. 35, 36, 37, and 38 N.,
R. 36 E. ; T. 36, 37, 38, and 39 N., .R. 37 E. ; T. 38
and 39 N., R. 38 E.
Herbert B. Maxson . ...................... .June 10, 1887

Estimated
amount.
$4,000

7,000

Returned
amount .

..............

..... -... --.

Remarks.
~

Payable from appropriation
August4, 1886. Approved
bv Commissiontir General
L·and Office, .July 16, 1E87.

0

Payable from appropriation
August 4, 1886. Approved
by Commissioner General
Land Office, .July 16, 1887.
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REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF NEW · MEXICO.

UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Santa Fe, N. Mex., July '20, 18,87.
Sm: In compliance with your letter" E" of June 4, 1887, I submit herewith my report in duplicate of the surveying operations of this district for the fiscal year ended
Juue 30, 1887.
.
During the fiscal year surveys have been approved and reported as follows:
Miles. Chains. Liuks.

Standard lines ........... ···-·· ...... ·----· ....-............... .
[~;;i~~bitn~isn_e_s_ :: : :~::: :: : : :::: :::::: :: _- _-:::: _-_-::::: :: _-: _-: :: :.: :
Meander lines ................................................. .
Connection lines .. .................... ____ ................•• - •.
Grant lines (retraced and re-established) ......................•.

66
16
361
74
3,181 . 28
95
53 ,
r,2
07
85 45

Total .............•.•........... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 842

66

72
52
08
65
36
97
30

======

Surveys executed under coniract No. 222 with Walter I. Rumble have been returned and partly platted. The work under contract No. 232, providing for the survey of the town site of Nogal, has been returned bnt not platted and _approved for
want of time, the field-notes not having been received here till the 27th of June.
.
Plats were made during the year as follows:
·
Township plats ..........•.........•.••....................••...•............. 178
Exterior plats .... ...... ...•.. ...•.. .... ....•. .... ...... ...... .... .••••. .. .. .. 12
Grant plats. ·. .................................................................
2
Townsh.i.p plats (amended or replatted) .. _......................... .• •••.... ... . 15
Plats of mining claims and mill sites . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 324
A1nended plats of same ............ ........ ................................•••. 26
Tracings, sketch maps, etc., made for deputies, special agents, etc . . . . . . .• . . . . . . 47
Total .••.•....•...........• _............ -. • • • • • . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . 604
SURVEYS.

Th~ surveys approved by me during the year were of lands grazing and agricultural m character. A part of the work was <lone un<ler contracts awarded. by my
predecessor, payable out of the appropriation for the :fiscal year ended Jun-e GO, 1885,
and the remainder under contracts let by me in pursuance of the instructions of
Septem uer 15, 1885, payable from the appropriation for the fiscal year ended June 30,
. 1886. The work under contract 216 dated November 28, 1884, with David J.M. A.
Jewett, has not been approved for the reasons given in my last annual report. The
work under contract 2i2 dated February 23, 1886, is now in process of completion,
and will be done in a very short time.
A part of the surveys reported have been accepted and paid. for by you, upon satisfactory evidence furnished by field examinations and in other ways of the actual
execution of the work in accordance with the terms of the contract. The survey of
T. 1 S., R. 4 W., was the only one rejected.
·
.
The demand for public surveys in New Mexico is consta~tly growing .. Th_is office
received dn~ing the year just closed a large number of petitions and appl~cat10_us for
surveys, which were made by bona .fide settlers who had but lately arrived 10 the
Territory. The· impression prevailing pretty generally in some parts of the east
that all the available land in New Mexico bas been taken up is not foun_ded npon fa:ct,
and is being gradually re111oved. There are many localities in th~ Territory mdwtich
homes could be made and the pursuits of agriculture followed with profit, ~n ht el~
places are now being sought and rapidly taken up by the hardy settler an s ou
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be surveyed without delay. The Territorial bureau of immigration and othere interested in the settlement of the Territory expect a great influx of population during the coming year, and the land department shoul<l encourage the movement by
favoring a more liberal policy touching the pnblic surveys than now prevails. A
large portion of the plains and open portious of the '1 erritory has Leen surveyed in
the past, not with a view of accommodating actual settlers, but for 1he pnrpo e of
enriching the deputy under his contract. This was a great, wrong, seriously retarcling
the development of the Territory, an<l the only way to correct it is to make surveys
in the future of those favored localities in the monutains nnd elsewhere in which
water is abundant, and homes can be made without great expense where they are
needed for actual settlement.
FRAUDULENT AND INACCURATE SURVEYS.

In my last annual report I touched upon the necessity for the correction of many

of the old surveys in the Territory, which have been found npon examinations
made here a,nd in the field to be fraudulent or grossly inaccurate. What I said then
might well be repeate<l here. The number oftbese s_u rveys is qnite large and is constantly increasing, and if the whole system of pnblic land surv e.)·i ug in the Territory
is not to be robbed of its symmetry and scientific accuracy ne~ snrveys should be
promptly made in all those cases.
THE CONTRACT SYSTEM.

The contract system of making the public surveys eught to be discarded altogether.

All the errors, discrepancies, aud faults of whatsoever ldud detected in past surveys
arise frurn the loose, ~rregu]ar, a11d indepenilent manuer in which that work has been
done, and can be directly at.tributed to the contract system. The interest which a
surveyor has under a contract impels him to get through with the work as quickly as
possible, and to do no more of it than is ausolntely necessary to secnre l'!, favornble report from the inspector and prompt paym ent by the department. H e is 1hus tempted
to slight his work because the quicker he does it tbe more money he gets for it. The
natural tendency of this proceeding iR demoralizing.
The priucipal duty of a government surveyor is to ascertain th e c;haracter, extent,
and adaptability to differe11t pursuits of the pnblic domai.o, alld that very importa1~ t
work ought never to be turned over to contracting surveyors wl10 uudertake to do it
un<ler uond for a certain stated sum per mile. A much better plan would ue to ntrust it to persons of acknowledged fitness and capacity at a tixed rate of com_pen ation per day, ruonth, or year. It is a matter of the utmost momeut to tlrn public that
the surve~s 1,bould be as aecurate as possiule. The,set.tlement of titles and the peace
of communities are involved in it, and it is the clear duty of the governm ent, therefore, to provirle the machinery by ,,hich this important e11cl can be attained.
COMPETITIVE BIDDING.

If t.he contract system is not to be discarded altogether I would then suggest_ that
its most ouject.ion a ul e feature, tho rate of compensation, be done away with entirely.
If the public surveyR are to be let to 1he low est respousiule biclcler, which is not_a very
bad plan, why not do it iu the most sensible and business-like manner pos 1ule by
letting the work in a lump for a certain Hum, paying attention solely to tile_ surv Y
to be made and not to the number of miles to be run
Tllat wonld be fair to th
deputy, and would work better results for the government. The co·t of the nr~·ey
would be known in advance, aud the useless expenditure of time, money, and ~len_cal
labor now going on b re and in tbe General Land OffiC'e in preparin~ antl aclJLI, !JD"
surveying accounts, allowing payment for this part of a ruilc and refusing fol' ~hat,
and involving the whole business in interminable delay a11<l confusion, w?ultL ue
avoided. All thi is so obvious that the mere statement of it is deeme<l suffic1rnt.
MI.NERAL SURVEYS .
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PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS,

During the past :fiscal year 4 claims have l>eeu :filed, to wit:
.
.
File No. 205, claim of Pedro Gallego and Juan Miguel Maes, or '' Las Cienegmtas"
tract.
File No. 9.06, Santiago Bone, or Junta de los Rios grant.
File No. 207, claim of Antonio Sandoval and others.
File No. 208, claim of Nicolas de Chavez.
Of these cases the first only has been considered and approved. It is not founded
on any grant, l,ut rests upon the' right of O!}cupancy :=1nd prescription under tp.e l.Lws,
customs, and usages of Mexico. The case of Antomo Sandoval and others 1s of tlie
same character, and will be considered simply as the claim of small holders fouu<l~d
on uninterrupted possession.
.
I have also examined reported No. 152, l>eing claim of Pedro Antonio Gallegos, et al.,
r Guadalupita grant, which I have disapproved.
Dnring the same period, under instructions from your office, I have re-examined
the following claims :
Reported numb_er.

Claim.

Action on claim.

Approved for seven square
leagues.
50 ........••........ Antonio Sedillo, or Canada de los .Apaches, grant .. Disapproved.
62. .•••• •••••• •••• •. Town of Cieneguilla grant .................... .... . Equita,ble claim rec ommended.
66 .. ............... . .Joaquin de Luna, or San .Joaqnindel Nacimiento, Disapproved .
grant.
Do.
67 ..•.•••. ••••••·••· Ana de Sandoval y Manzanares, or San Clemente,
grant.
70.a •••••••...•..... .Antonio Sandoval, or Estancia, grant ............. .
Do.
Do.
79 ..•.•• •·•·••••·•· . Antonio Chaves, or Alamillo, grant ............... .
91. ................ . Fr•ancisco Montes Vigil, or Town of Alameda, grant
Do.
Do.
99 . ....... ····•··••· Diego Antonio Chaves et al., or Nuestra Senora de
Pilar, grant.
103 ...•.•..•..•..... Luis Jaramillo, or Agua Salada, grant ............. .
Do.
107 ..... •••••· .•••.. Town of' Socorro gr.mt ... .......................... . Equitable claim rec o ID·
mended fo1· a small portion of' the grant.
111. ···•·· ..... ..••. Francisco Garcia, or Santa Teresa, grant .......... . Dh-approvecl.
119 · · - - - . • • . . • • . . . • . Lorenzo Marquez, or San Miguel del Bado, grant . . . Confirmation recommended
to Marquez and .fifty-se,en
others.
132. - - . . ..•. .. .... .. Antonio de Salazar grant ..............•............ Equitable daim r oc ommencled.
137 - ·• ••••• •• . • .. . • . Sebastian de Vargas, or Arroyo Hondo, grant ...... Equitable claim rec omm end eel as to land actually occupied.
49 . •.••..•.•••.•••.. Berna bi M. Montano grant ........•.....••...... ·..

Th~ clerical work involved in the disposition of the cases thus examined and reex~mmed and their transmission to your office covers 3,711 pages of legal-cap rnanu·
script.
My_ annual report for the year ending June 30, 1886, shows that fo the cases I had
exammed and re-examined up to that date 1,600,208.71 acres bad been unlawfully
r~served from entry under the public-land laws through the recognition of invalid
titles and frandule11t surveys. In the cases since examiIJed and specified above the
Government has been defrauded to a still more shocking extent. The Estancia grant
~umbered 70 was approved by the surveyor-general for 415,0::36.56 acres. The grant
1s _fraudulent and void, and this large area has been appropriated to private uses
without warrant of law.
The Socorro grant numbered 107 was approved by the surveyor-general and surveJ•ed for 843,259.59 acres. There may be an equitable title to a small portion of
this tract, but probably 750,000 acres are illegally included in the claim. Kindred
~xamples could be cited. The aggregate of lands illegally withheld from settlement
m these cases unoer invalid grants or unwarranted surveys would probably exceed
2,000,900 acres, and the entire a~gregate of illegally appropriated lands in the cases
exam med and re-examined withm the past two years would be little short of 4,000,000
acres.
But this monstrous piracy of the public domain, carried on nnder th~ for?Ds of Jaw
and tllrough the macbiuery of a public office, invites further exarn_,natwu. T~e
reasons for such examination will appear as I proceed. The grant clarm~nts of this
Territory did not exhaust their tactics in the cases I have noticed. 'flicir perforrnane.es were equally remarkable in the 49 claims already acted upou bl Congress, 47 of
which have been. confirmed. A.s stated in my last annual report, 24 of these cases
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have been patented covering6,176,857 acres, and leaving 23 unpatented claims covering
an area of 2,498,180 acres. In the latter class of cases large areaf may be restored to
the public domain by a resurvey, £xing the tr~e boundaries of the grants. Under
the direction of your office I have entered upon this work, which will be vigorously
prosecuted. A partial examination of these cases clearly indicates the same mala.dministration pointed out in the unconfirmed claims already noticed. In thb survey
of the Antoine Leronx grant, for example, more than 100,000 acres of the public do~ain are illega.11y included, as shown by a pretty thorough examination of the case .
rn this office,. which I have reported for your consideration, and you have approved
a contract.for its-resurvey. In the Las Vegas claim, which covers a small grant in
fee of tillable land, with the right of pasturage over a much larger area, the survey
is made to inclose 496,000 acres, when in fact tbe surveyor-general should have restricted it to about 20,000 acres. In the Juana Lopez grant, which covers a small
table land of from 10,000 to 12,000 acres with well-defined boundaries, the survey is
made to include 42,000 acres. My report c,f the facts in this case after a careful examination of the evidence is before you. Judging from the facts disclosed by the
records of this office, fully one-half the aggregate of lands covered by these confirmed
but unpatented grants is illegally included in the preliminary surveys already made,
and may be restored to the publi<:, domain by an honest resurvey, while it is doubtful whether a siugle one of 'the surveys is accurate.
In the patented grants the rights of the United States are foreclosed unless the
_patents can be set, aside on the ground of fraud or mistake. In the case of the Ortiz
Mine claim I think no grant was ever made. It was invented by the surveyor-general. and made legal by the hasty act of Congress confirming it; but as that act refers
to the boundaries mentioned in the papers, and thus seems to recognize them, the
government probably has no redress. Under the direction of your office, given- ou
my suggestion, I have caused an examination to be made in the field by Mr. Rice of
tbe survey of the Armendaries grant, which includes more than 40,000 acres in excess
of the true area. I recommend that judicial proceedings be ins_tituted to set as~de
the patent, so that restitution may be made to the governmen t of the lands of which
it has been defrauded. The Tierra Amarilla grant is surveyed·for 596,515 acres ~r
932 square miles. If a.ny grant was made in t,his case it was restricted by the Mexican colonization law to 11 square leagues or about 4t:!,0O0·acres. There is nothing in
the act of Congress confirmin~ this grant to warrant the su~vey, and_ OJ?- my report
of the case, carefully overhauling the matters of law and fact mvolved m 1t, you have
.recommended that proceedings be instituted to set aside the patent.
The Mora grant is surveyed for 827,620 acres or nearly 1,400 square miles. A good
deal of the pretended testimony in this case is not attested by the signatures of the
witnesses, nor are their statements accompanied by the usual affidavits. No grant
was produced in evidence on the hearing of the case by the surveyor-general, and
there was nothing to indicate a grant in fee, but only a distribution of the lands
claimed, while there is no conclusive proof that the conditions of the grant were perform ed . A judicial examination of the whole case seems to be called for.
Of the patented and unpatented lands I have referred to, aggregating 8,694,965
acres, I think it will be safe to estimate that at least one-half, namely, 4,:i37,482 acres,
have been illegally devoted to private uses under invalid grants or unauthorized surveys. If to this sum I add the estimate before mentioned c.f about 4,000,000 acres,
unlawfully appropriated in cases pending before Congress, au approximate estimate
will be rt!acbed covering from 8,000,000 to 9,000,000 acres of the public domain which
are now and for many years past have been in the grasp of men who have used and
~njoyed the Janel for their own emolument, and whose earnest prayer is to be let alone
m the po session of their ill-gotten gains.
But I haye only partially exhibited the power of these grant claimants and the ~xten~ to w~1ch _they have scourged this Territory. They have not been content with
their dommat10n over surveyors-general and their deputies. It would be an extravaga11ce to assuJ'.!letbat they have not exercised a shaping influence over the action of
Cougr , touchrng their claims. It will not do to lay aJl the blame upon surveyorsgeu_ ral. The RouseCommitteeonPrivateLand Claim oftbe Thirty-sixth Congre , in
~h ir r port recommending the confirmation of fourteen of the eclaim , empha 1zed the
mcomp tency of surv yors-general for the adjudication of snch case , and al o frankly
conC
d tbe unfitn
of Congress for the work; yet Congre s a I have shown ha
appr v d forty- even out of forty-nine ca es already examined, with the startling resn_lt I have stated. That the claimants in these ca es have prowled around the committ
o~ ongr
and u ilized all the tactics of the lobby in furtherance of the~
purp . 1 at lea t _robable. The famous Maxwell grant deserves attention in this
coon ction. It wa hm1t d by the law under which it was made to 22 qoare lea!!ll ,
or a.bout 000 a ·r ;_ but it has been surveyed and pat nted for 1,714 764 a r or
n arly 2,
quare ru1l • Tbis was done in 1879 in violation of an xpre s order of
th
cretary of th Interior made ten year before:, <'l.nd till in force r tri ting it_ to
2
2'
uare leagues, and the patent is ued for the larger ar a und r circurustanc s 10-
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dicating the remarkable1·eadiness of the Commissioner of th~ General Laud Office, ae
well as the surveyor-general, to serve t~e claimants . ._But this astoundrng_robbery _of
the public domain did not originate_w: th t~ese ?~cials. It h~d an _earlier genesis.
ConO'resshad been beguiled by the claimants m 1860 mto the confirmat10n of.the grant
with the exterior boundaries named in it, which covered the whole of this immense
area and- thus vested the title thereto in the grantees, as the Supreme Court of the
United States has recently decided, Congress laid the egg in 1860, which was ha~ch~d
hy the Commissioner of the General Land Office and the Secretary of the Interior m
· 1879. It was a wanton and shameful surrender to the rapacity of monopolists of
1,662,764 acres of the public domain on which hundreds of poor men h~d settled in
good faith, and made valuable improvements, while it has been as calamitous ~o N~w
Mexico as h11miliatingto the United States. I have already referred to.the Ortiz Mme
graut, in which Congress was induced -t o unite with the surveyor-general in squandering upon private parties over 69,000 acres of exceedingly valuable mineral land which
the Mexican government never granted. The careless action of Congress and the
presmuptive influence of claimants were further illustrated in the confirmation oi the
Tierra Amari Ila and Mora grants, under color of which nearly a million .and a half of
acres l1ave been segregated from t,he public lands and dedicated to the uses of monopolists iu consummation of the work of the surveyor-general in these cases as before
stated.
Perhaps a more remarkable claim than any other is that known as the Las Vegas
grant. Tue land involved is claimed by two parties, namely, the town of Las Vegas
on the one side and the heirs of Luis Maria Baca on the other. Of course it was
not possible for both sets of claimants to own the same land at the same time, since
if the grant to one was valid the grant to the other could not be. But the surveyorgeneral decided after carefully examining both cases that under either grant the
land was segregated from the public domain and beyond the control of the govern-ment, and he referred the case to Congress for its action in the premises without any
recommendation. The claims, however, were not conflicting, for the heirs of Baca
after making a formidable .showing of their right contented themselves with simply
asking for scrip for lands to be located elsewhere of equivalent area in lieu of their
claim. This made the way clear for the town of Las Vegas, and revealed the fact
that in the friendly interpla:y of these nominally rival parties each was willing to
~elp the other to a large slice of the public domain. Their interests were made to
1~tersect each other at a point of mutual good will in furtherance of a common design upon the public domain. It is quite remarkable that the surveyor-general did
not see this collusion, nor even seem to suspect it, and that although the grant as
confirmed to the town of Las Vegas only contained about 20,000 acres of agricultural
land the tract, as surveyed by him was made to contain 49r.i,446 acres, being about
475,000 acres in excess of the grant.
·
But I am dealing now with the action of Congress in this strange case, Congress
confirmed the grant "as recommended for confirmation by the surveyor-general'';
but the t:-nrveyor-genera,1 made no recommendation whatever and gave Congress no
data on which it could rightfully confirm to the town of Las Vegas any lands except
the numerous small allotments set apart to as many holders for agricultural purposes
and covering in the aggre'gate about the 20,000 acres before mentioned. Congress.
~ent further, and yielding to the demands of the heirs .of Baca, who could have no
right to anything if the claim of the town was valid, gave them scrip in lieu of the
lan~s t~us unwarrantably asked for, covering the same area; and this illustration of
leg1slat,1ve wisdom and consistency had its illuminating touch in the survey of the
gra~t to the t?wn of Las Veg_as for 496,446 acres, while the general Land Office, assu~nng gratmtouoly that this monstrous fraud was authorized, proceeded to issue
scrip to the Baca heirs for the same quantity ofland, by which the government would
be robbed of nearly 1 1000,000 acres. Fortunately for the country in this case the facts
~ave b~en dragged to tbe light in time for a resurvey of the land claimed accord!ng to its trne boundaries, and the cancellation of the scrip issued to the Baca heirs
m excess ~f the lau·d actually belonging to the town under Hs grant.
But I will not further multiply these examples. It is sufficient to say that of the
whole number of cases submitted by surveyors-general for final adjudication, and
passed npon by them in the reckless manner I have specified, Congress has rejected
but two, and has thus criminally surrendered to monopolists not less than 5,000,000
acres which should bave been reserved for the landless poor. I only add that the
g_rant _owners of New Mexico have not yet retired from their fruitful field of operat10ns m Congress. They have their allies in both houses. Distinguished Senators
and Representatives of some of the great land 8tates of the west are well understood
~o be in sympathy with S. W. Dorsey, S. B. Elkins, and their confederates, a_nd nothrng ~mt the dread of antagonizing the President in bis fight against land th1evPs restrarns ~hem from acting openly. During the last Congress several members of b?th
houses, rnclndiug the delegate from this Territory, reported bills for ~he co_nfirmat10n
of the Socorro grant, already noticed, which is one of the most shockmg of the many
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attempts yet made to plunder the public domain. I do not say that the men who
introduced these bills intended to make themselves parties to any scheme of robbery;
but their action shows that the hidden hand of roguery is still feeling its way in Congress for a friendly go-between.
•
The power of these grant-owners over the General Land Office in past years is well
known and not les8 worthy of comment. Its most remarkable illustra.tions occurred
under the administrations of Grant and Hayes, and among these may be specified the
attempt to breathe life into the trumped-up Nolan grartt in this Territory, covering
575,968 acres; the extension of the Eaton grant from 27,854 acres to 81,0:{2 acres, and
the snrvey of the Ortiz Mine grant greatly in.excess of the area it contained if valid.
Tho case of the Uno de Ga~o grant affords another and very striking illustration.
The area of this grant, according to Mr. Dorsey, its claimant, was about 600,000 acres.
It was reserved from settlement and is so reserved to-day by the act of 1854; but
when the forgery of the grant was demonstrated in 1879, and he thought it unsafe to
r ely upon that title, he determined to avail himself of the homestead and pre-emption
laws. This he could not legally do, because the laud was reserved; but the Commissioner of the General Land Office was touched by his misfortunes and in uefiance
of law ordered the land to be surveyed and opened to settlement. Mr. Dorsey, who
was already in possession of thousands of acres of the choicest lands in the tract, at
once sent out his squads of henchmen, who availed themselves of the forms of the
pre-~mption a?-d homestead ~aws in acquiring pretended titles, which were r?nveyed
to him accordmg to arrangements previously agreed upon. No record of this unautl10rized action of the Commissioner is to be found in the land office. What was
done was done verbally and in the dark, and nothing is now known of the transaction
but the fact of its occurrence and the intimate relations then existing between Mr.
Dorsey and the Commissioner and his chief of surveys. Of course Mr. Dorsey and
his associates in this business have no title to the lands thus acquired, and their entries shouid l>e canceled, not only because the land was reserved from sale by act _of
Cougress but beca use these entrieA were fraudulently made, as will be shown by investigations now in progress if they are properly conducted.
Equally noteworthy is the power of these claimants over the general fortunes of
this Territory. 'l.'hey have brooded over it like a pestilence. For a quarter of a century prior to the inauguration of President Cleveland their ascendency over fe~?ral
arnl Territorial officials was practically unhindered. They have confounded political
distin ctions and subordinated everything to their impelling greed for land. To rob _a
man of his home is a crime second only to murder; and to rob the natfon ofitsJ,>Ubhc
domain and thus to abridge the opportunity of landless men to acquire hom~s 1s not
only a crime against society but a cruel mockery of the poor. But no such 1d~as as
these seem to have disturbed the dreams of these men. Their triumph over their own
consciences has been phenomenal. They are concerned only about the security oft.heir
possessions, and much of their timejs devoted to howling about the unsett~ing oflau_d
titles in New Mexico by the action of the administration and its representat1 ves. This
howl not only finds abnndant expression in the Territory: but is voiced by the agent
and stipencliaries of these claimants, who itinerate the States and pour out the lamentations of their employers over the ruin of New Mexico by federal officials. It ne~er
se~ms to occur to these claimants that the settlement of honest titles must nece ~arily
be~in with the unsettling of dishonest ones, and that the only way to make sure the
title to stolen property is to restore it to its owner. The paramount need _of New
Mexico i a policy that will compel its public rogues to make restitution of the1 r~waa.
The impudence cf the clamor has almost a touch of genius in it, but I think 1~ ha
had its day and served its purpose. It is the olu cry of "stop thief," and is qmte as
ridiculous a.s if a den of counterfeHers, suddenly taken in the clutches of the la~,
should iu i t that their consignment to the penitentiary and the confiscation of their
tools would "unsettle11 the currency.
TIIE REMEDY.

In my la t annual report I referred to sundry remedies that have been proposed for
th evil I have et forth. I can only repeat in substance what I then said. In the
fact I bave stat d the true remedy is foreshadowed. In all th!'\ ca es in which confirm d and unpatent d grants have been extended by false a.nd fraudulent survey a
r urvey hould be made under the direction of the General Land Office, fix10a the
tru bounclari ancl area. In all the cases in which patents to confirmed grant 'iia~e
h u pro~ur d by frn:nd, including lands not cover d by the confirmatory act of on~r , U1ts t sf't a 1cl such patents should be iu titut,ed under the direction of the
partm nt of Jn ti<' . Ancl in all the ca es pendinrr before Congre s or which may
~ r aft r he in, ' tigit 1~ hy tbe tmrveyor-general, : speedy settleme~t of the titl
~nvol~ve,_l houlcl b provHlt!cl for by 'ongr s. How shall this be done T Congr m 1 4 1~pn eel upon jt;l·elf th clnty of ettling the e titles. But tbi duty ha only
b
partially performed, and in performing it as I have shown that body has allowed
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itself to be made the mere catspaw of ravenous land grabbers. _I t bas sh~wn itself
uufit for the work while it utterly refn111es to procP-ed a,ny further m the busrness. It
is idle therefore, to look to Congress for any direct relief.
The' project of a land commis:sion ~s egually futile.. Tbe ac~ of C~ngre~s of 1851 providing such a commission for Cahiorma has been m operation thirty-six years, and
from 30 to 40 cases of controverted t,i tle and survey are yet undisposecl of and now
pending in the surveyor-general's office, the General Land Office, and the cou:ts.
The commission was composed of men of ability and char~cter, but under t1?-e malI~n
influence of land-st~aling experts the most outrageous raids upon the publw domam
were successfully carried on through fabricated grants and fraudulent surveys. What
is known as Mr. Joseph's bill is a substantial copy of the California act, and its introduction in Congress, I have no doubt, was inspired by tLe grant claimants of this
Territory, who, I believe, approve it unanimously. But if the bill were unobjectionable in its general provisions it would prove utterly abortive on account of the clause
in it allowing an appeal from the commission to the Territorial courts. The fact is
perfectly well known here that these courts are already loaded down with more Territorial work than they can accomplish, and would be obliged to forego even the attempt to adjudicate these titles. To hope for their speedy settlement through such a
project hi simply and absolutely preposterous.
Equally vain is the hope of relief through the machinery of what is known as the
EdmunJi/ bill, which bas repeatedly passed the Senate and as often been disowned
by the House. It refers these claims for adjudication to the district court of the Territory in whose jurisdiction the lands may be situated, with the right of either party
to appeal from its decision within six months to the supreme court of the Territory,
and from the decision of that court within one year to the SnpreJlle Court of the
United States, w hicb is behind with its work four or five years. In all cases in w bich
the judgment of the district court shall be against the United States an appeal rnust
be taken to the Territorial supreme court, and also to the Supreme Court of the United
States, unless the Attorney-General shall otherwise direct. So far as the government
is concerned, therefore, all or nearly all the cases will reach the Supreme Court of
the United States, while the grant claimants, if defeated iu any of the lower courts,
will be sure to appeal, inasmuch as th ey hold their land without taxation and would
reap their profits for indefinite years through the law's delay. These cases, therefore,
would have to be tried in three several courts, in each of which it is provided that
oral evidence may be heard, while in the two lower tribunals it would be practically
impossible to try the cases at all by reason of their overburdened Territorial busiuess,
as I have already stated, While such a measure would certainly breed litigation
and prove very acceptable to lawyers, it could not fail to prov·e a wretched mockery
of its profet:ised purpose. It would not settle these titles in forty years, and it ought
to be entitled "An act to postpone indefinitely the settlement of all titles to Spanish
aud Mexican grants, and secure to their claimants the unmolested occupancy and
use of Lhe same."
I respectfully submit that what is obviously wanted is a simple enactment of Congress referring all these cases to the Secretary of the Interior for decision. They are
all on the files of the General Land Office, including duly-certified copies of the pape1;s in each case, the evidence both documentary and oral, the reports of the surveJors-general, and the supplementary reports recentlysubmi.tted, all printed in their
orderly connection. The lalJor of preparing this work and putting it in shape could
thus be utilized, and the settlement of the cases speeded. The questions of law and
fact iuvolved are by no means remarkably intricate, and they are such as the officials of thi3 Interior Department are accustomed to examine and competent to decide.
They involve no greater interests than those constantly adjuuicated by the head of
that d_epart~e.nt, with the belp~of his leg1;tl advisors. Of co~use mistakes might be
made m dec1dmg these cases. Even our higher courts sometimes go estray, while I
have alr~ady shown what a travesty of both justice and law was the action of the
Cahforma commission, and that Congress by slipshod legislation in dealiug with
these grants bas surrendered to monopolists and thieves millions of acres of the
public domain. No such results need be apprehended from the Department of the
Interior. In any event there would be a settle1nent of titles, which is the paramount
desire of all good men. The authority of Congress to do what is proposed is as unquestionable as its authority to create a commission to refer the cases to the courts
or to pass upon them itself as submitted in the reports of its own committee.
Should it be done the whole of these long-pending contests can be disposed of within
the limit of three or four years, and New Mexico will be regenerated through the
restoration of her stolen domain and the settlement of her titles. The stream of settlers now crossing the Territory in search of homes on the Pacific will be arrested by
the new order of things, and poured into her valleys and plains. Small land-holders,
thrifty tillage, and compact settlements will supersede great monopolies, slo':e?IY
agriculture, and industrial stagnation. The influx of an intelligent and enterp~1smg
population will insure the development of the vast mineral wealth of the Territory,
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as well as the settlement of her lands, while the men who have so long reveled in
their triumphant plunder, and are already troubled with "a fearful looking to of
judgment to come," will be obliged to take back seats in the temple of civilization,
which will be reared upon the ruins of the past. All this will come to pass if Congress will but open the way.
OTHER REMEDIES SUGGESTED.

But should Congress fail to take any steps whatever looking to the settlement of
these titles through any of the methods to which I have referred, there are other
remedies which would go very far to relieve the people of the Territory. Two measures can be adopted which should not ·give rise to any controversy. In the :first
place Congress should pass a statute of limitation, :fixing a time within which new
claims shall be :filed or thereafter be barred. This would. remove a great cloud from
the Territory. No one now knows how many of these claims are in the private custody
of parties ·interested, and lying in wait for future use. A claim has rrcently beeu
brought b efore me covering a large belt of lanlls which are occupied in part by preemption and hom estead claimants, who have made permanent improvements thereon.
The land covered by this grant is becoming valuab le, and the claimant now swoops
down upon it under the authority of a grant more than one hundred and fifty years
old, and which now makes its :first appearance before the public. It has every mark
of being genuine; but was never placed in the archives of Spain or Mexico. Of course
it wm breed trouble and strife, and it is not possible without a stat_u te of limitation
to determine bow many of these breeders of trouble and strife are in existence, nor
how many will prove to be forged or fraudulent. New Mexico has been begging Congress for many weary y ears to give her such an enactment. It would not require
more than half a dozen lines, and the people of the Territory are certainly not uureasonable in importunately asking for it. The measure could be enacted without
opposition or debate. Why should Congress continue to slumber over a duty so
obvious and easy Y
.
In the next place Congress shou!d make an adequa.te appropriation for the authentic
survey of unconfirmed grants. The preliminary surve-ys already made have no validi~y,
anu were procured by claimants for their personal aggrandisement. The law au thonzing these surveys was enacted through the adroit tactics of the lobby and the carele ness of Congress. What is wanted is a valid survey which shall segregate these grants
from 1be public lands, and allow the survey of those contiguous to the grants to be completed and connected with their boundaries. The chief evil pertaining to these grant
is not th eir fraudulent titles, bnt their extravagant and unauthorized surveys. Tl10
land department will be obliged to establish their boundaries whether their t~tle
shall be confirmed or rejected. You have decided on my suggestion to discontmu o
the practice of connecting the public surveys with the boundaries of these grants a
defined by the preliminary 1rnrveys already made. This is obviously proper; but
why not definitely fix their true boundaries, and thus not only enable the public surveys to be connected with those boundaries, but at the same time turn over into _th
public domain millions of acres now held without warrant of law by private part1e
It is true that should Congress or any other tribunal finally reject any of these grant ,
the land coveyed by them would become a part of the pn hlic domain, and would ha no
to be surveyed as such ; but this difficulty would be trifling ju comparison with tho
mischiefs arising from the misapproprfation of great areas of the public lands by monopolists, and the impracticability of completing the survey of contiguous land . I
submit these considerations in the earneast hope that they may be heeded, and tha
Congress will not continue to turn away from New Mexico as an abandoned and lo t
country. If it was worth :fightin~ for and a.dding to the territory of the United tates,
it is worth governing and caring for by decent and civilized methods. The goverumeut owes this duty both to the people it found iu possession of the Territory, and to
our own citizens who have seen fit to make their homes within its borders.
APPROPRIATIONS AND ECONOMY .

I have already transmitted my estimates of the sums needed for the surveying ervie in th district of New Mexico for the :fiscal year endrng June 30, 1 9. They ar
a follows:

alaries.

·3,000

urv or g neral ............ ···-·· ..... .. ·-·-·· .............. ···-- · .... . .
Cl rk . .. ....... .... -.... --.. -................. --- ... --.. ----.. -. -. -.... -...

15,000

Total ............••.....•........... _...................... _. . . . . . . .

1 ,000

--.. --
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Public surveys.
The survey oi public lands for actual settlement purposes ..•.•·•. - - • - .. - - • - - $10, 000
Resurveys for the purpose of correcting errors in old surveys ..... - - - - . - . - - _ 5, 000
Total ...•.... - ..... - ................•......... - ••.. - - - •.• - - - .. - - - •. ·=1=5=,O=O=O

Private land clainis surveys.
Survey of confirmed grants .......... - •.. - - - ....... - - - - - · - - - • • · - • - - • · · ... · · Survey of unconfirmed grants ....••...• - ......... - - - - . - - - - - · - · · · · · - · · · · · · · ·
Resurvey of same ..........•......••••..•••.....•... - . - - - . - - - - · · - - - - - - · · ·

4,000
3,000
20,000

Total .........•....•••..••.. ··-·-······· ..•. ·•·••• .••••• ·••••··•·••· . 27,000

Contingent expenses.
Rent, messenger-hire, etc .••......•...•..........••••••.....• - .•. - - •.. - - - - •

3,000

'l'he estimate of $15,000 for clerk-hire is made to cover arrears of office work aireaoy
existingi_and which will be increased at the end of the present fiscal year owmg to
the inadequacy of the appropriation for the years 1886-'87. The present arrears consist of recording and indexing official correspondence, completing the office work on
surveys executed during the past year, copying the field -notes of most of the surveys
executed prior to 1870, the existing copies having become ve:y muc~ worn and_ defaced by the almost coust,ant use to which they have been subJectecl smce that .time,
and furnishing the local land offices of the Territory with descriptive lists of corners,
soil, etc., as required by section 2395, Revised Statutes.
The business of this office can not be properly conducted on an appropriation ·of
$:3,000 a year. Au increased appropriation for the purposes mentioned is absolutely
necessary. Congress could far better afford to make a.,deqnate provision each year
to keep the wo,rk up to date than be compelled hereafter, as it certainly will be, to
. make a very large appropriation, exceeding in 1 he aggregate the amounts now asked
for hut not granted each year, for the purpose of bringing up the arrears.
At least $4,v00 will be needed for the survey and resurvey of the confirmed but
unpatented grants in New Mexico. Judging from examinations already made few
if any of these surveyH are properly executed. The appropriation mentioned would
be an increase of $1,000 over that of the fiscal vear ended Jun6 30, 1885. An appropriation of at least $23,000 is required for the survey and resurvey of private la.nd
claims in this Territory now pending before Congress.
·
I have alrel:l,dy given my reasons for executing these surveys without delay. The
argument that surveys of unconfirmed grants should bo deferred till Congress has
acted upon the question of title is without force, because undei· the law the land
department is hound to recognize the claims as valid until Congress declares otherwise, aucl protect the claimants from the intrusion of actual settlers. This duty can
be performed in no better way than by executing an accurate survey in each case,
which will at once guard the just rights of the claimants on the one hand and of actual
settlers on the other, whose contiguous lands will be properly connected with the
boundary lines of the grants.
These estimates are made from actual knowledge of the service and its needs. I
have no interest whatever in misstating the facts, and I am sure that the best results
would follow should the sums I have specified be appropriated. Unfortunately, however, there is little prospect that this will be done. The matter will go before the
House Committee on Appropriations, and judging the future by the past it will at
once proceed to wrestle with the question of economy, instead of patiently considering the real wants of the public service. Appropriations looking to the settlement
and development of the land States and Territories seem to have received the most
rigid and jealous scrutiny from the special guardians of the Treasury. In the last _
Congress under their lead the appropriations for the public surveys were cut down
from $300,000 to $50,000, one-half of which was to be expended in the re--examination
of surveys. It is not easy to comprehend the wisdom of this backward step. I am
not certainly ad-dsed as to whether this reduction was inspired by pa,rty reasons looking to the pending fall elections, and incorporated into the appropriation bill in the
belief that the Senate would restore the amount thus cut down; or whether the
proposition was made, as I presume it was, in good faith, through lack of ~nforrnation r~specting the pressing wants of the west. The point is immaterial srnce the
project itself was utterly indefensible and suicidal. When the bill went to tho Senate, and this proposed reduction was reached, that body promptly took the House at
its word, and as the public surveys were thus practically suspende~ S~nator Plumb
succeeded in carrying a motion to cut down very largely the appropriations fo~ clerk
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hire in all the different surveyor-general's offi.ces throughout the country. The ap.
propriation for this office was reduced from $7,000 to $3,000, and about the same rate
of reduction was made in the other offices. This was wholly unwarranted, because
these offices had on their bands the uncompleted work turned over to theru from past
years; and needed their entire clerical force. This office actually needed ad<litional
cle~·ks and drnughtsmen, but I was obliged to dismiss one-half of my force, and thus
ser10usly cripple all the operations of the office. When it is remembered th at the
future of the nation is vitally involved in the fortunes of our great western States
and Territories, and that in dealing with them a broad and generous policy on the
part of the government is above all things to be commeuded in order to their development, the mischiefs of this legislation can readily be seen.
But the champions of economy were not content with the havoc they made of the
public surveys and their destructive policy in reducing the funds needed for clerk
-hire in the offices of surveyors-general. The salaries of these officers were reduced.
Under existing laws the surveyors-general of Colorado, New Mexico, Idaho, ~ontana,
Utah, Wyoming, and Arizona are each allowed a salary of $3,000 per annum. No
man whose opinion is worth considering will pretend that these salaries are too high.
Congress does p_ot think so, for if it did it would repeal the law fixing this rate and
provide for its reduction by a new enactment. But the salary of each of these officers
is reduced by the appropriation bill to $2.500. This secures an aggregate Baving to
the Treasury of $3,500; but it is withheld from the officials who are entitled to it by
law, although it was the duty of Congress to make all appropriations called for by
the statutes fixing the salaries of all public officials. With the same justice the salaries
of the President and other high officials could have been cut down as a matter of
economy. In another part of tbis report I have referred in detail to the mal~dministration of thi!'I office and its whosesale squandering of the public domain. This was
undoubtedly due in large measure to the fact that while the labors of my predecessors were fully double those of any other surveyor-general, and involved very great
interests and responsibilities, their compensation was grossly inadequate. Men of real
capacity and force and of unflinching integ.rity could not afford to accept the po ition. I believe the inexcnsaJ)le parsimony of Congress is largely chargeable with the
frightful mischiefs which have followed. Very great frauds have afflicted the coun try
in all the surveying districts; but noremedv forthese evils can be found in the policy
of starving officials. I repeat what I said in my last annual report that stingine s
is not economy, and that cutting down absolutely necessary appropriations is not
simply a mistake but an inexcu sable betrayal of the public service. Real refotm
in New Mexico can only be accomplished through the vigilance and fidelity of aa.
adequate force of officials, who should be fairly compensated for their services. The
policy of penny wis<lom and pound foolishness has been utterly disastrous in thi
Territory, as it will continue to be till abandoned. It is not even respectable demagogism. It is simply the policy of obstruction and mischief masquerading iu the
robes of reform.
Undoubtedly a little money can be saved by putting the servants of the government on short allowance. If the salaries of surveyors-general should be cut down to
$500 there would be quite a saving; but there would be a still greater saving if the e
offices were abolished. I believe t,his policy was seriously urged in the last Congre ,
and it was a perfectly logical step in the path of mere economy. It was propo ed
that these offices shonld be trausferrecl to Washington as a common base of operations. But why not abolish the General Land Office itself, and turn over to the people of the land States and Territories the work of surveying, subdividing, and patenti1;1g thei~ lands? It would strikingly illustrate the policy of money-saving, pure and
simple, m its last analysis, and dispose of it by this splendid reduotio ad absurdum.
ACCOMPANYING EXHIBITS,

A.-Statement showing surveys approved during fiscal year ended June 30, 1 7.
~-~· tatement showing surveys returned and not approved payable from appropriation for :fi cal year euded June 30, 18 6.
C.-Stat ment showing contracts let under appropriation for public surveys for fi cal
year ended Jun e 30, 1 7.
D.-Statem nt showing contracts let under appropriation for survey, appraisal and
sale of abandoned military reservations approved March 3, 1 85.
~-- tat ment showing contracts let under appropriation for survey of confirm d
pr1vat land claims in New Mexico approved August 4, 1886.
Very r pectfully,
GEORGE W. J LIAN,

Surveyor-General.

Ilon.

WILLIAM

A. J.

SPARK ,

:

Commi11sioncr of the Generai Land Office,
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EXHIBIT A.-Statement showing

No.of
COD·

Date.

Deputy.

surveys approved during the fiscal. year ended June 30, 1887.

Description of survey.

Remarks.

tract.
212

219

220

211

223

224

William White ... Meander NE. bank Rio Grande in T. 18
S., R. 4 ·w., T. 19 S., R. 3 W.; west·
ern boundary in T. 18 ti., R. 2 W ., T.
17 and 18 S., R. 3 W.; southern bound·
ary in T. 17 S., R. 3 and 4 W., .T. 19
S., R. 1 W.; eastern boundary m T.
21 and 22 S., R. 3 and 4 E. ; southern
boundary in 'I:. 20 S., R. 3, 4. and 5 E.;
T. 21 S.,R. 4 E.· 'l'. 22 S., R. 3 and 5
E. Subdivisions: Fractional T. 17 S.,
R. 3 W.; fractional T. 18 S., R. 2, 3,
and 4 W.; fractional T. 21, 23, and 24
S., R. 2 E.; fractional T.19S., R. 1 and
3 W.; fractional T. 20 and ,n S., R. 1
W . ; fractional T. 21, 22, and 23 S., R.
3 E.; fractional T. 22 and 23 S., R. 1
E.; fractional T. 22 S., R. 4 E. ; fractional T. 21, 22, and 23 S., R.. 5 E. ;
full T. 21 S., R. 4 E.; full T. 17 S., R.
4 W., and fractional T. 19 S., R. 6 W.,
and necessary retracements.
Dec. 31, Coleman, jr., and Exterior lines between R. 29 and 30 E.,
1885.
Church.
T. 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 S.; between T.
11 and 12, 12 and 13, 13 and 14, 14 and
15 S., in R. 29 E.; subdivisionsofT. 11,
12, 13, 14, and 15 S., in R. 29 E . ; T. 12
and fractional T. 3 S., inR. 25 E., and
fractional T. 12 S., in R. 21~ E.
Jan. 28, W. J". Davis...... Fourth corr-ection line south, in R. 21
1886.
and 22 W.; exterior lines between T.
17 and 18, 18 and 19, and 19 and 20 S., in
R. 22 W,; between T. 21 and 22 S., in
R. 21 W .; between R. 21 and 2i W.,
in T. 20 arad 21 S.; subdivisions of T.
18 and 19 S., in R. 22 W.; T . 20 S., in
R. 18, 19, 20, 2l, and 22 W.; T. 21 S.,
in R . 18, 19, 20, and 21 W.; T. 22 and
23 S., in R. lll and 17W.,and T. 24 S.,
in R. 17 W.
Dec. 10, Ratliff and M ei- Fifth correction line south, in R. 7 W . ;
1885.
ghan.
exterior lines between T . 24 and 25 S.,
R. 3 W.; between T. 26 and 27, aml 27
and 28 S., in R. 6, 7, and 8 W. ; between R. 6 and 7, and 7 and 8 W., in
T. 26, 27, and 28 S. ; between R. 8
and 9 W., in T. 27 and 28 S., and subdivisional linP.s of T. 24 and 25 S., in
R. 3 W.; of T. 26, 27, and ~8 S., in R.
1, 6, and 7 W., and of T. 27 and 28 S.,
8
Feb. 17, L . M . B rown...... Sin
R.th correction
W.
even
line N., fractional
1886.
T. 29 N., R. 1 E., -principal meridian
line T. 29, 30, 31, and fractional 32 N.;
exterior lines, between tractional T .
29 and 30, 30 aucl 31, and 31 ancl 32 N.,
in R. 1 E.; between T. 29 and 30, 30
and 31, and 31 and fractional 32 N ., in
R. 1 W.; between T. 29 and 30, 30 and
31, and 31 and fractional 32 N .. in R.
2 W. ; between R. 1 and 2 W ., in T.
29, 30, 31, and fractional 32 N . ; between R. 2 and 3 W., in 'I.'. 29, 30, 31,
and fractional 32 N. ; and between R.
5 and 6 ·w., in fractional T. 32 N. , and
subdivisiona1 lines of fractional '.r. 29,
30, 31, and 32 N., in R. 1 E., of fractional 'l'. 32 N., in R. 1, 2, and() W.,
and of T. 29, 30. and 31 N ., in R. 1 ancl
2W.
.Tune 24, C. G. Coleiran, jr .. The retracement an<l re-establishment
1886.
<•fall those parts of the boundry lines
of the Acoma Pueblo grant and the
Santa Ana tract or Laguna purchase,
No. 5, lyinii; within T. 9 N., R. 7 W.,
T. 10 .N., R. 7 W., T. 10 N., R. 8 W.,
ft,Qd T. 1,0 N., R, 9 W,
Oct. 30,
1884.

Accepted by Com mis·
sioner.

Accepted.

Not yet accepted.

Not yet accepted.

Not yet accepte d.

Accep~
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STATEMENT

No.of
contract.

A.-Statement showing surveys approved during the fiscal year, etc.-Cont'd.

Date.

Deputy.

Description of survey.

Remarks.

- - - - - t - - - - - - - - - 1 -- -- -- - -- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - 225

226

June 24, .... do ............. 'rhe retracement and re-establishmPnt Accepted.
1886.
of so much of the exterior and subdivisional lines of the surveys of T. 9
and 10 N ., R. 7 w., and T. 10 N., R. 8
and 9 W., as will be necessary to close
said surveys in a propel manner upon
the surveys of tile Acoma Pueblo
grant and the Santa Ana tract or Laguna purchase No. 5, as retracted and
re-established under contract No. 224.
June 17, William White .... Third G. meridan W. in T. 16 and 17 Not yet accepted.
1886.
S. ; exterior lines between R. 20 and
21 W., in T. 9, 11, 16, and 17 S.; between '1'.16and 17 S., in R. 20W.; between fractional T. 2 and 3 N .. in R.
21 W.; betwePn fractional T. 3 and 4
N. , in R. 21 W. , and subdivisiona.1
lines of T. 9, 11, and 16 S., in R. 20 W.,
and of fractional T. 3 N., in R. 21 W.

I

EXHIBIT

No.of
con.
tract.

B.-Statement showing snrveys returnee!, and not approved payable from appropriation for fiscal yem· ended June 30_, 1886.
.

Deputy.

Date.

Description of survey.

Remarks.

--·

222

_.,

1886.
Feb. 23.

I

W. I.Rumble . .... Fifth correction line south, ii;i R. 8 anu 9
W., first G. mer. W., in T. 26, 27, and 28
S., exterior lines between T. 22, and
23, and T. 24 S., in R. 7 and 8 W.;
between 'l'. 24 and 25 S., in R. 8 W.:
between I'. 23 and 24 S., in R. 10 and
11 \,\7.; 1Jetween T. 24 and 25 S., in R.
10 and 11 \V.; between 'l'. 26 and 27 S.,
in R . 9, 10, anu 11 W .; between R. 7
and 8 W., in T. 23, 24, and 25 S.; between R. 8 and 9 W., in T. 25 and 26
S.; between R. 10 and 11 W., in T. 23,
24, 25, 26, and 27 S.; between R. 11
and 12 W., in T. 23 , 25, 26, and 27
S.; and subdi vis ional lines of T. 20 S.,
in R. 13 W.; of T . 23 S., in R. 7, ll, 10,
and 11 W.; of T. 24 S., in R. 8, 10,
and 11 W.; of T. 25 S., in R. 9, 10 11,
and 12 W.; and of T. 26 S., in R. !!, 10,
and 11 W.; and T. 27 S., in R. 11 W.

Partly platted.

-
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EXHIBIT

().-.Statement showing contracts let under the appropriation for public 1urvey1for
the fiscal 'J/ea1· ended June 30, 1887.
i

No.of
contract.

Date.

228

1887.
Feb. 21.

Deputy.

Description of survey.

Remarks.

!

230
232

Charles L. Ratliff. . Exterior lines between R. 21 and 22 E., Not reported.
T. 21 and 22 N. ; fractional exterior
lines between T. 22 and 23 N., R. 21
E.; T. 21 and 22 N., R. 21 E.; T. 19and
20 N., R. 21 E.; T. 13 and 14 N., R. 16
E.; T.13 and 14 N., R. 17 E.; R.15 anJ
16 E., T. 13 N.; R. 16 and 17 E., T.
13 N.; that part of the exterior lines
betweeu R. 5 and 6 E., T. 4 and 5 N.,
and the first correction-line north in
R. 5 and 6 E., wrongfully included in
the present survey of the town of
Manzano grant, reported No. 23; the
subdivisional lines of fractional T. 20,
21, and 22 N., R. 21 E.; T. 13 N., R. 16
and 17. E.; T. 12 N., R. 17 E., and so
much of T. 4 and 5 N., R. 5 E., and T.
4 N., R. 6 E. as is now wrongfully meluded in the present survey of the
town of Manzano grant, reported No.
23.
Mar. 26 William White ... Extedo, bounda<i'8 of tho to= ,ite of Not reported.
·
Kingston, Sierra County, N. Mex.
May 14 Daniel C. N owlln. Exterior boundaries of the town site of Reported but not yet
approved.
Noga!, Lincoln County, N. Mex.
1

EXHIBIT

No.of
contract.

D.-Statement showing contracts let under appropriatfon for survey, appraisal, ·
and sale of abandoned military reservations approved March 3, 1885.

Date.

Deputy.

Description of survey.

Remarks.

-1887.
231 Mar. 28

EXHIBIT

Not reported.

E.-Statement showing contracts let under the appropriation for survey of confirmed private land claims in New Mexfoo approved August 4, 1886.

Noofl
conDate.
tract.

William White .. . Exterior and subdivisional lines of
those parts of T. 7 and 8 S., R. 2 and
3 W., now included in that part of
Fort Craig Military Reservation lying
outside of the Pedro Armendarez
Grant, No. 34.

Deputy.

Description of survey.

Remarks.

1887.
227 Feb. 21 Charlas L. Ratliff. The Antonio Sandovai grant, or Agua- Not reported.
Negra tract, reported No. 12; the
town of Manzano, reported No. 23;
the town of Las Trampas grant reported No. 27, and so much of the
Alexander Valle gr-aut, reported No.
18, as will be ;necessary to conform itR
south boundary to the north patented
line of the pueblo of Pecos.
229 Mar. 3 Charles L. ·Ratliff. The out boundaries of the Antoine Le- Not reported.
row. grant, reported No. 47.
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OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL,

Portland, Oregon, July 18, 1887.
SIR: In compliance with instructions contained iu your circular letter "E" dated
June 4, 1887, I have the honor to herewith submit (in duplicate) an annual report of
the transactions of this office, r elating to the surveying service in this district for the
:fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, accompanied by tabu lar statements, as follows :
A.-Statement of contracts entered into by the surveyor-general of Oregon for the
survey of public lands payable from the general appropriation of $50,000 made by act
of Congress approved August 4, 1886.
B.-Statement of contracts entered into by the surveyor-general of Oregon for surveys on Indian reservation in Oregon.
C.-Estimate of fonds required for the surveying service in Oregon for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1889.
I have to report the aggregate number of miles surveyed and reported to this office
since the last anunal report under contracts Nos. 527 and 528 (No. 526 not being included. as office work is not completed), as 754 miles, 23 chains, and 56 links. Number
of acres embrnced by these surveys, 295,137.49. Number of townships in which surveys were executed cluring the year, 16. Nnmber of descriptive lists forwarded to the
local land offices, 13. Number of township plats made, 63. Number of mineral
claims surveyec1, 22. Nnmber of mining plats made, 80.
There have also been made special plats and diagrams, exclusive of tltose for nse of
d eputies, to the number of 21, and quite a number of transcripts of field-notes and
plats for tlte use of special agents of the department. Por the use of deputies iu the
field. tracings of 60 township plats and transcripts of field -no tes of 46 townships have
been prepared.
During the past year the field-notes of all the donation land claims in Oregon ( about
5,()00 in number) have been carefully examined, and a correct index prepared of the
same. This work was renclerecl actually necessary from tbe fact that many of the
clairns bad been surveyed two an,l occasionally three times, and these notes bad all
been bound together, in some cases making it a difficult matter to tell which et of
notes was correct.
A correct index has also l)een prepared of the surveys of mining claims.
During the fiscal year <lepositFJ amounting to $500 have beon made for office-work
in connection with mineral surveys.
The coming year bids fair to be one of unusual activity in the matter of opening
up and developing the mineral re ources of tbe State.
On November 2'2, 18 6, the Northern Pacific Railroacl Company made a clepo it for
cost of survey and office-work on fractional Sec. :H, in T . 3 N., R. 21 E., as follow :
Cer~ificate of.deposit No. 373 in tbe sum of '18.26 for cost of survey; certificate of depo it To. 374 m the sum of $1.06 for office-work; duplicate certificates of the above
were tran mitted November 26, 1886.
All the work contra0ted for prior to the last annual report bas beon completed in
the fi. ld, as follows:
o~tract No. 526 has been returned to this office, and four town hips have been
x~m.med 1 platted, an_d found correct, and tran eriptA of field-notes prepared. Theremarnrng four town~h1ps ~ave bee°: exa~inad and platted, I.mt not yet approved, on
ac ·onnt of conn ct10ns w1th extenors formerly run not beiu~ satisfactory. Part of
he_ eiror have been explained, but not sufficiently to permit of my accepting the
entir survPy. Thi contract will be reported to your office as speedily a po ibl .
ontra t o. 527 ha b .n e.·amined, platted, approved, and the tran cript and
pla. forwar~1etl to your office for final examination, subject to examination in the
fi Id by the iu p ctor f surv ys.
~o,n ract o. 52 has be n x. min cl, platten, and the transcripts prep_ar d for tran mitt 1 to your offic , bu not yet approved, for re ons s ated in· my letter of June 6,
t,74
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1887, having been temporarily suspended until such time as the same can be examined in the field by the inspector.
.
; :
..
.
. .
.
.
The north boundary of the Warm Sprmg Indian Reservation was resurveyed durmg
the past month by Deputy Surveyor John A. McQuinn. By his survey the said north
boundary was relocated several miles farther north than where it had formerly been
established by surveys in 1871 and 1882.
_
In consequence of this it has caused a great deal of dissatisfaction among the settlers adjoining the said rnservation boundary, and numerou~ _protests have been
made against the adoption of the line recently surveyed. As these protests and
other informations in relation thereto will form the data for an official communication
· to be transmitted to your offico in the course of a' few days, I deem it unnecessary to
make further mention of the same in this-report.
While it is true that a large part of this St.ate has been surveyed I yet believe that
Oregon should have an appropriation to a · reasonable amount each year, ~nd I am
satisfied that such ail appropriation-could be judiciously expe,nded, so that the public
surveys cou Id keep pace with the progress of settlements to such an extent as would
enable bona fide settlers to prove up and procure titles to their homes without unnecessary delays. At the pr_e sent time there are many places in Oregon that should
be surveyed in justice to the settlers who have resided on and cultivated their lands
for periods of time ranging from five to twenty-five years.
In a great many instances these lands are small valleys in townships where the
greater port of the land is mountainous and unfit for cultivation, or else land containing more or less timber. Others aro in unfinished and fractional townships, while
others are in rough, broken country, oftentimes covered with such dense undergrowth
that no competent surveyor will attempt to make the surveys at the rates now allowed by the department.
I now have on tile numerous petitions from various parts of the State asking for
surveys. 'fhese I will endeavor to arrange' and trans1tit to your office during the
piesent month, together with'my reedmmendations· thereon.
There are but few places where surveys are now needed that do not contain more
or less timber land . .
The valleys of the Nehalem and otlier coast streams contain many acres of rich
and arable land, and from these localities most of the petitions will probably come.
In making surveys of these lands it is actually impossib]e for good work to IJe done
at the rates per mile now aUowed on account of the rough character of the country
and the amount of undergrowth usually encountered. I would therefore respectfully,
~ut earnestly recommend that some provision be made in the ensuing fiscal year (if
it can not be done in t,he present one), whereby better rates can be secured for the
surveyofpu~liclands in Oregon, where the same are "mountainous, heavily timb,ered,
or covered with dense undergrowth."
. There are no arrears of office work, as the regular work has been kept up. There
1s, however, a great deal of work of a general character in the matter of overhauling
~he field-not,es of all the surveys that have been executed and preparing a correct
rndex of the same, which would prove of great value to the office as a matter of refere?ce, and also be the means of avoiding the danger of furnishing erroneous transcripts.
.
T~is work will soon be commenced and pushed forward as rapidly as the regular
duties of the office and the condition of the appropriation will permit.
Should I fi11d that anJ important matters relating to the surveying service in this
State have been overlooked in preparing this report, I will from time to time submit
t~e same, with all information pertaining thereto, to your office for your considerat10n.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.

DOUGLAS

W.

TAYLOR,

United States Surveyor-General, Oregon.

Hon. WM. A. J. SPARKS, .
Commissioner General Land· Office, Washington, D. C.
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A..-Statement of contracts entered into by the surveyor-general of Oregon for aurvey, of
public lands payable from the .gentral appropriation of $50,000 made by act of Oongrtn
approved August 4, 1886.

No.

Date.

1886.
Special.a Dec. 17

b529

1887.
May 3

Name of deputy.

Location and description of the work.

Estimated
liability.

John A. McQuim1- Resurvey of the north boundary of the Warm
Springs Indian Reservation, Oregon, and the
resurvey of so much of the township and section lines as may be necessary to properly close
the public surveys on the said reservation
boundary.
John H. Neal ..... Extension of the lines of public surveys ~verso
much of Lake Warner, in Oregon, as it may
be practicable to run the line and establish
proper corners in the following townships,
viz, T. 34 S., R. 24 E., and T. 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,
and 40 S., R. 24 and 25 E., Willamette meridian, Oregon.

$1,200

Total ......................................

2,500

1,300

a Work returned to the office, but not yet platted.

b Work on this contract will commence on or about August 15, 1887.

B.-Statement of contracts entered into by the surveyor-general of Oregon for surveys on
Indian 1·eservations in Oregon.
No.

Date.

Name of deputy.

Location and description
of the work.

Appropriation payable from.

Estimated
liability.

---1887.
Special.a May 4

a,530

May

4

Special. b June 14

The survey of the pres- $30,000 appropriated
ent boundary line of
by act of Congress
the Umatilla Indian
approved March 3,
R eservation, in Ore;ff1tJ!ir~}nr
gon, the extension of
tht> lines of public surin severalt.v to the
veys over the whole
Indians on Umatilla
reservation, the surIndian Reservation.
vey of the boundary
of the diminished reserve, and the su bdivision into 40-acre
tracts of such sections
as may be selected for
allotment to the Indians.
John A. McQuinn The survey and sub- $100,000 apfropriated
and Frank W.
division into 40-acre
b,v act o Congress
C.:ampbell.
tracts of such sections
approved February
as may be selected for
8, 1887, for surveys
allotment to the In·
and resurveys.
dians on the Warm
Springs Indian Reservation, in Oregon, in
T. 6, 7, 8, and 9 S., R.
11, 12, and 13 E., and
T. 10 and 11 S., R. 11
and 12 E.
William Thial .... Survey of the bounda- $25,000 appropriated
ries of the Klamath
by act of <.:ongre s
Indian Reservation, in
approved May 15,
Oregon, and also con1886, survey and
n ecting the said
subdivi ions of Inboundary line with
dian reservations,
the Imes of the pub·
etc.
lie surveys where the
same intersect.

$4,600

............. ·····-···

U, 800

James P. Currin
and James E.
No~and.

a:~~

Total ..............

oDeputiee in the field.

b Work not yet comme1ured.

5,'°o

1,800
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C.-Estimate of funds t·equire~ for the surveying se1·vice in Oregon for the year endingJune 30, 1889.
SURVEYS.

For running, measuring, and marking:

~~a!~!~Mt~!~e~~~~~~: :: :::::::: :::: :: :::::: ::::::: :: ::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :: :: :::

$l; g~g

Subdivisional and meander lines................................................... 11, (IOO

Total . .............. . ....... ....................... . : ....•.••••••...... : •....•••. · · ···· - · $16,000
SALARIES.

;~~ ::1:;; ~} scl~;kr~~ .~~~~~~~ ::: ::: :~: ~::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::: :: ~ig
Total .................... .... .. ......... ......... . .......... . . •• •••.•••.•.••....

·==

5, FOO

CONTINGENT EXPE:s'SES.

For pay of messenger... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .•. . .. . • • . . • • . • .• . . .
For purchase of stationery and other incidental expenses .... ..,.......... .. ....... . . . .
Total .......................... ...... ..............•.......••..•..........

600
600

······==

1, 200

Total estimate for the service.. ...................................................... . . . 23,000

REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF UTAH.

UNITED STA.TES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Salt Lake City, Utah, July 26, 1887.
SIR: 1 bave the honor to submit herewith in duplicate the annual report of the
United States surveyor-general's office for the district of Utah for the fiscal year end·
ing June 30, 1887, accompanied by the following tabular statements, viz:
A.-Statement showing the condition of surveys of public lands under appropriation for resurveys returned and approved during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
B.-Statement showing condition of surveys of public lands under regular appropriation returned and approved during the fiscal year ending June 30, 18'37.
C.-Statement showing condition of surveys of public lands under appropriation
for survey of appraised and relinquished military reservations returned and approved
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
D.-Statement showing number of townships, extent of mileage, area, and character of soil, approved during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877.
D1 .-Recapitulation of extent of surveys executed and approved during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1887, and staten..ent of number of acres surveyed.
E..-St.atement showing contracts returned prior to June 30, 1887, bnt not yet approved by the surveyor-general.
F .-Statement showing contracts, work on which is now being executed int he field,
and which were let during the fiscal year ending June 30, Hl86.
G.-Statement showing contracts let during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887,
and which are now in process of execution.
.
H.-Recapitulation of extent of surveys returned to this office, but not yet approved, and recapitulation of extent of surveys let during fiscal year ending June 30,
1881.i, and now in progress in the field.
.
!.-Recapitulation of number of miles to be surveyed under contracts let durmg
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, and now in progress in the field.
The above statements show that the number of miles surveyed, returned, and ap·
proved was 132 miles 24 chains 5 links; the number of mi]es surveyed and returned,
but not yet approved, 2,052 miles 22 chain!! 59 links; the number of miles under c?n·
tracts let during fiscal year ending June 30, 1886, and now being surveyed, 1,621 nnle
40 chains, and the number of miles to be surveyed under contracts let during fisca}
y_ear ending June 30, 1887, and which are now in progrnss, 1,253 miles ll chains 95
lmks, making a grand total of 5,058 miles 18 chains 59 links.
The number of acres of public land surveyed up to June 30, 1886, as per last repor!,
Wa811,696,781.71 acres; number surveyed during fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, 1s
H,336.30 acres, making a grand total of 11,711,118.01 acres surveyed up to June 30,
1887.
· The number of township plats made and approved during fiscal year ending June
30, 1887, was 23; number of township plats made but not yet approved, 30.
The Central Pacific Railroad Company deposited on selections during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1887, $2,434.12, for field work and $304.26 for office work.
The Union Pacific Railroad Company deposited on selec·t ions during the same
period $24.94 for field and $3.12 for office work.
There were no special depoaits by individuals for the survey of public lands.
. In the mineral department the depo&its for office work during the fiscal year end·
mg June _30, 1887, were 6,289.64.
There were 640 mineral plats made, embracing 142 lodes, 3 mill sites, and 17 amended
lodes.
There were 25 mineral claims in the office OD June 30, 1887, which were being examined and worked up.
I have the honor to be, most respectfully,
WILLIAM

Hon. W. A. J. SPARKS,
Commiarioner General Land Office.
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G.

BOWMAN,

United States Surveyor-General/01· Utah.
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A.-Statement showing condition of su1·veys of public lands imder app1'opt-iation for resurvCl}s returned and approved during the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1887.

Contnot.

I

I

I

Cost.

Rate.

Extent.

Resurveys.

Deputy.

No.I D,to. ._

- --

1886.

146 June 24 Edward W. Koeber Meridian lines through T. 4 and 5 S.,

I

.

R. 5W.
Standard lines, first standard parallel south, R. 4 W.
Township lines, west boundary, T.
5 S., R. 3 W ., north, south, and west
boundaries T. 4 S .. R. 5 W.
Subdivision lines in T. 4 and 5 S., R.
5W.
Connection with U. S. M. M. No. 1
in Rush Valley mining district.

I

I

Total .... ... ... ......... .. .... -1

M. c. l.
11 15 00

$8. 68

2 00 00

8. 68

17. 3ff

15 50 03

6. 50

101. 56

47 48 31

4. 90

233. 26

1 04 75

4. 90

5. 19

77 38 09

---- -··

I

I

$97.11

- 454.
-48
I

~f~r~i:ir~~t~~~·.:: :·.-.:::: ::: ::: :: :: ::::::: :::::: :: ::::::::: :::::: :: :::: ::::::: ::::::::::::. ~~!: ~~
9. 07

Excess ....••.••...........••.. •......••............................................

B.-Statement showing condition of su1·veys of piiblic lands iindet· regular approp1·iation
returned and approved during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
Contract.
Deputy.
No.

147

Surveys.

.Rate.

Extent.

Cost.

Dat e.
,

1886.

.June 24 Edward W. Koeber. Me1·idian lines through T . 4 S., R 5

M.

C. l.
65 00

___

$8. 68

$7. 05

'.rownsbip lint>.s, east and west boundaries T. 4 S., R. 5 W .
Subdivision lines, T. 4 and 5 S., R. 5

1 72 35

6. 50

12. 38

21 44 76

4. 90

105. 64

Total ..........................

24 22 11

------ ·I

125. 07

W.

I

w.

Amount of contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $117. 35
Cost · · · • -- - . . -. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 125. 07
Deficiency .•••.••... •• •...•..••... ••••• , ......................................... ; •• ..... -:--7. 72
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C,-:-Statement showing condition of surveys of public lands under app1·opriation for survey of
appraised and relinquished military reservations returned and approved during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 18tl7.
Contract.
Deputy.
No.

Rate.

Extent.

Surveys.

Cost.

Date.

--148

1886.
.June 24 Edward W. Koeber Exterior boundaries Rush Valley
military reservation. T. 5 S., R. 5
W,and T. 4 S.,R.5 W.
Township lines, south boundary, T. 4
S.,R. 5W.
Subdivision lines, T. 4 and 5 S., R. 5

M. c. l.
12 01 40

Meander lines, T. 4 and 5 S., R. 5 W.

8 44 ·50

w.

Total . ... ........•..............

70 12

:i$6. 50

9 07 83 1 4. 90

$83. 82

44. 58

i 8. 68 - -74.-27

20 43 85 , .... ..

202. 67

Amount of contract .•.•........••...........•.... ............ .•.•.......•... ... ................ $214. 46
Cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . • • • • • • . . • . . . • • • . . • • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 202. 67
Excess.. .. ..... .. ..................................... . ..... .............................

11. 79

D.-Statement showing number of townships, extent of mileage, area, and character of
soil surveyed and approved during fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1887.
[Edward W. Koeber, deputy.J
...;

Amount of survey.

Q

o:l

~
~

0

Q

"@
A

.... :3
;a

Description.

0

'O

146
147
148

+

<11

+

?,~
;,a;..

;a

'O

...,eo

«I

;...
ol

·~ s
>l U'1

0

z

~

,tl
A

-

.e-

<,1.0

,;J

•.,.. A

A
~

~]

0
~

!
s...

d)

~

-0

0

§

~
Q

Area
(agricultnral.)

Date of survey.

Cl)

Cl)

::.1

U'1

- - - - ~ - - - - -- 1886.
M. M. M.c. l. .llf. c. l. M.c. l. M.c. l.
T.4S.,R.5W. 6 -- · · 6 33 17 16 32 50 57 01 74 5 70 50 11,048.86 .July 26 to Aug. 24.
T.4S.,R.5W .
T.5S., R. 5 W.
T. 5S.,R.4 W.

6

-

Total. ... 12

....

-

2

5 48 23

2 00 00

2 12 014ofis 32 50

al 04 75 ... . ... . ---·-····· .July 26 to Aug. 24..
21 19 16 2 54 00 3,287.44 .Joly 24toAng. 23.
July 24.

-------79 25 65 8 44 50 14,336.30
I

a.Connection with mineral monument.
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D•.-Recapitulation of extent of surveys executed and approved during the fiBcal year ending
June 30, 1887.
Meridian.

Standard.

I

Military Township.
boundary.

Section.

Meandere.

M. c. l.

M. c. l.

48 53 06
21 44 76
9 07 83

..... ... . .. . ..

79 25 65

8 44 50

-----------1------1 - ----1- - -- M. c. l.

M. c. l .

M. c. l.

M. c. l.

Appropriation . • . • . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. - - - .. -. . . . , • -- -- . . - - · · . -- -- - · - -- -11 15 00
2 00 00 . . . • • . . . . . . .
15 50 03
Resurvey . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Regular _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
65 00 .••....... __ . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 72 35
Military reservations ............... •... _... . . . . . . .
12 01 40
70 12
Total ..••....•..•..•..

12 00 00

2 00 00

12 01 40

18 32 50

8 44 50

Meanders ..•......•.•........•••• .. ••..... •••. . •••• •. .••.... ••• - ..•... - --- - -- · • · · · • - · · · · ·

M. c. l.
12 00 00
2 00 00
12 01 40
18 32 55
79 25 60
8 44 50

Total .....•.•.•..••.... •.. ...••.•............ . ..•.•........•....•. ..•...••••.•••...

132 24 05

lleridian ................... .. ..... .... ............................... . ... . ...... . - ... - - ..
~tandard ...... .. ......••.. .... ..... .••.......................... - - - .••.• - -.. · - · . - - . · - - - ·

~£!~~t~~;:~~~: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: : :

Total number of acres surveyed under r egular appropriation ...........•................
Total number of acre11 surveyed. Appropriation for survey appraised and relinquished
military reservations ... _. . .•.•......... _. . .... . ..•... _..............•.•..••.•...... - • -

.Acres.
10,965.02
3,371.28
14,336.30

Total number of acres of public land survey ed up to.June 30, 1886 .•.•••..••••..••.••.... 11,696. 7E!l. 71
Total number of acres of public lands r.eturned during fiscal year.. ...... .. .... . ........
14, 336. 30
Total up to .Tune 30, 1887 ••••••.•••.•••••••••••••.••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 11, 711, 118. 01

E.-Contracts returned prior to June 30, 1887, but not yet approved by the surveyor-general.
Contract.
No.

-

- ---

135

.April 16

143
144
145

139
140
154
155

1885.

Estimat.
ed cost.

Deputy.

Fund payable from-

Extent.

Shadrach M:• Richardson.

Deposits by individuals ....................

M. c. l.
232 22 59

$1,698.00

329 00 00
100 00 00
307 40 00

1,612.30
491. 57
1,557.18

Date.

1886.
June 24 Ed ward W. Koeber. Appropri ation for resurvey public lands .. .
June 24 .. . do ............. Regular appropriation ..............•. .. ..

June 24 .... do ...... . ... ... Repaym ents made by Central Pacific Railroad Company.
June 24 E . Wilkes and C. Appropr iation for resurvey public lands ...
S.Betts.
June 24 .. .. do .. ........... Regular appropriation . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _....
June 28 Otto E. Salomon ... Appropriation for resurvey public land . . ..
June 28 ..•. do ....••....... R epayments made by Union Pacific Railroad Company.

32 40 00

171. 15

689 00 00
69 40. 00
291 40 00

3,746.10
334. 75
1,430.50

Total .......••.•...........•••...•.... 2,052 22 59

11,0'1. 55
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F.-Contracts the work on which is now being executed in the field and whioh were let during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886.
Contract.
Deputy.
No.

141
142

152
153

Extent.

Fund payable from.

Date.
1886.
June 24 Henry Fitzhugh . .. Appropriation for resurvey public lands .. .
June 24 . ... do ..•........... Repayments made by the Central Pacffic
Railroad Company.
June 28 Augustus D. Fer- Appropriation for resurvey public lands . . .
ron.
June 28 ..•. do .. . .. . ........ Regular appropriation ..••... ........... .. . .

M. c. l.
266 40 00
556 00 00

Estimated cost.

$1,357.23
2,877.06

116 20 00

585. 67

682 60 00

3,395.57

Total. ... .. ..•.••.... •.•. . ........•••.. 1,621 40 00

8,215.53

G.-Contracts let during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, and which are now in process
of execution.
Contract.
Deputy.
No.

Surveys.

Extent.

Raia. Estimated cost.

Date.

---

156

1887.
Mar. 10

Arthur F. Benson. Meridian lines, T. 8 N., R.1 W.; T .
7 and 9 N., R. 1 E.
Township lines, south(l_rn boundary
8 N., R. 1 W.; Routhern and eastern boundaries 7 N., R. 1 E.; eastern boundary 8 N., R. 2 E .
Subdivision lines, 'l'. 7 N., R. j_ E . ;
T. SN., R. lE.; T . 9N., R. lE.

.M. c. l .
14 00 00 $7. 00

12 00 00

5. 45

32 00 00

4. 20

58 00 00 . --... - a$2:;.97. 80
157

Mar. 10 .... do .............. Meridian lines, T. 7 N., R. 1 E ...... .
Township lines, southern and westernboundaries8N. ,R. 1 W.; southern boundaries T. 7 N., R. 1 E.;
eastern boundary T. 8 N., R. 2 E.;
northe.rn and WtlStern boundaries
T. 9 N., R. 2 E.
Subdivision lines, T. 8 N., R. -1 W.;
T . 7, 8, and 9 N., R. 1 E.; 'l'. 8 and
9N., R. 2E.

4 00 00
30 00 00

7. 00
5. 45

226 00 00

4. 20

-260---00 00
·--- --

158

May

3 Edward W.Koeber Boundary, Fort Cameron military
and wood and timber reservations.
Meridian lines, '.r. 29 S., R. 7 W ......
Township linPs, eaetern boundary T.
29 S., R. 6 W.; northern aud eastern boundaries T. 30 S., R. 6 W .
Sudivision lines, T. 29 S. R., 6 and 7
w.; 'l'. 30 s., R. 6 w.

22 69 95

=6. 25

4 00 00
9 60 00

6. 25
6. 25

58 05 00

4. 25

94 M 95 ·-····

1511

May

3 .•. . do .... . ·... ... . .. Boundary, Fort Thorn burgh military

and wood and timber reservations.
Township lines, aouthern aad eastern boundaries T. 3 S., R. 20 E.;
northern and western boundaries
T. 4 S., R. 21 E.
Subdivision lines, T. 3 S., R. 20 and
21 E.; T. 4 S., R. 20, 21, and 22 E.

=
= -50 77 00 6. 50
8 40 00

6. 50

55 40 00

4. 50

114 77 00

... ......

bl, 140. 70

=

--c-175. 65

t636. 25

ciPayable from appropriation for resurveys.
bPayable from repaymen~ made by the Central Pacific Railroad Company.
cPayable from appropriation for survey of appraised and relinquished military reservation ,
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G.-Ccmtracts let during the jisral yem· ending Jun~ 30, 1887, and which are -now in pr·ocess
•
of e'.Cec~tion-Contmued.

Extent.

IM•

M. c. l.

I

Contract.
Deputy.

Surveys.

No. / Date.

160

1887.
I May
5.

Robert Gorlinski . Standard lines; T . 6 S., R. 1, 2, 3, and
4W.
Boundary }fort Crittenden Military
Reservation.
Township lines, eastern and western
boundaries, T. 4 S .. R 2 W . ; western boundary, T . 5 S., R. 1 ·w.;
northern, southern, and western
boundaries, T. 5 S., R. 2 W.; northern and western boundaries, T. 5
S., R. 3 W.; western bounchuies,
T. 6 S., R. 1, 2, and 3 W.; northern
• and western boundaries, T. 7 S., R.
l ancl 2 W. ; northern boundary,
T. 7 S., R. 3 W.; northern and
western boundaries, T . 8 S., R. 1
and 2 W.; northe rn ancl southern
boundai:ies, T. 8 S., R. ,l\V. ; northern and western boundaries, T. 9
s., R.2W.lines, T. 4 S., R. 1, 2, and
Subdivision
3 W.; T. 5 S., R. l, 2, 3, and 4 W.:
T. 6 S., R. 1, 2, 3, and 4 W. ; T. 7
S., R. 1, 2, and 3 W. ; T. 8 S., R. 1,
2,and 3 W.; T. 9 S.,R. 2and 3W.

Estimated cost.

16 00 00 $6. 00

I

81 00 00

4. 50

97 40 00

4. 50

531 00 00
, 00

_ _ _ _

•

725 40 00

I

--1$2,

492, 25

1

Payable from appropriation for survey of appraised and relinquished military reservation.

H.-Recapitulation of nurnber of m-iles surveyed and retu1"ned to the office prior to June 30,
1887, but not yet approved .
.Appropriatkn.

Meridian.

M. c. l .
:Resurvey .... .. ........ .. ....... ........
9 20 00
Regular . ...... .... .. ......• ... ..........
12 00 00
Central Paoi.fl.c Railroad ... , .•..... . . . -- -- -· ·----Union Pacific Railroad ................ ..
12 00 00
Deposits by individuals . .. .... ... ..•.... ... - - - - . ........ .

Total. ...................... . ... . ..

33 20 00

Standard.
M . C.
7 00
4 00
1 00
3 40
6 68

l.
00
00
00
00
50

22 28 50

Township.
M.
63
93
20
31
18

c. l.
40
40
40
40
53

00
00
00
00
50

Section.
.M.
352
638
255
231
206

Meanders.

c. l .
20
40
00
40
60

M. c. l.
00 . -- - - . --.. - .
00
41 00 00
00
:n oo oo
00
13 00 00
59 ·· -------- --

227 53 50 1,684 00 59

Meridian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • • • • .
Standard . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . .

85 00 00

M.

C.

l.

33 20 00
22 28 50

liJra~~~-:
::::::::::: ::,::::::::::::::::: ::: :: ::::::::::::::: ::: ::: ::::::::::: ::::: :::::::: 1, m
gt i~
Meanders,..... . . • • . • . • • • . . . • . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • . • . . . • • • • . . . .
85 00 00
Total ...................................... _........ • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . • . . • • . 2, 052 22 59

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

Recapitulation of numbe1· of miles under contracts let during fiscal yea1· ending June 30,
1886, and which are now in progress in the field.
Appropriation.

~:~~1:::.·:.·::::_:·.·::::::.:::::::::::::::
Central Pacific Railroad ..... ~ ..........

Total. .............................

Meridian.
M.
1
11
16

Standard.

Township.

c. l.
M. C. l.
00 00
15 40 00
00 00
27 40 00
00 00 ............

M. C. l.
79 20 00
98 20 00
25 40 00

28 00 00

43 00 00

Section.

Meanders.

J[.
287
546
468

·-·--·-·····

M. c. l.

l.
00
00
00

·---···--·-46 00 00

203 00 00 1,301 40 00

46 00 00

c.
00
00
40

M~ridian ......• , • • . • • • . • . • .. . • .. . • • . . • • • • • • . . . • . .. • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . • • . . • . . ..
Standard . . . . • . . • • . . • • . . • • • . • . • .. . • . . . • . • . . .. . • • . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . .. . . . .. . . .. • . . .

M. c. l .
28 00 00
43 00 00

Ji~i~~h'.~.: ::: :: :::::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::: :::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: 1, ~i~46 ~g00 i00~

Meanders...... . • • . • . . . .. . . . • . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . .. . • . • .. • • • • . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . .. • • . •

Total ................................................................................ 1, 621 40 00

!.-Recapitulation of nurnber of miles to be surveyed unde1· contracts let during the fiscal
year ending J ·une 30, 1887, work on 1chich is now in'progress in the field.

Appropriation.

Resurveys ..............................
Central Pacific Railroad .................
Military reservation .••••..•..•.........
Total ..............................

Meridian.
M.
14
4
4

c. l.
00 00
00 00
00 00

22 00 00

Military
boundary.

Standard.

M. c. l.
.............
--- --- --·-·· .............
16 00 00
154 66 95
M. c. l.

·-·······--154 66 95

16 00 00

Township.

Section.

l.
12 00 00
30 00 00
115 60 00

M. c. l.
32 00 00
226 00 00
644 45 00

157 60 00

902 45 00

M. c.

_M.

Meridian .................................................................................. .
Military boundaries ....... . ......................................................... -· · · - ·
Standard ................................................................................ ..

~:~~~~~ _. :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::: ·.::: ::·.::: ::::::::::::::·.:: :::·:.::::: ·.: ·.:

C.

l.

22 00 00
154 66 95

16 00 00
157 60 00
902 45 00

Total ................................................................................ 1, 253 11 95

•
REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

OFFICE OF UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL,

Olympia, July 26, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith in duplicate the annual report of surveying operations in this district for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, accompanied
by the following tabular statement, viz:
A.-Statement showing condition of contracts not closed at date of last annnalreport.
.
The number of miles surveyed during the past fiscal year is as follows;
Number of standard lines run, 70.75 chains.
·
Number of township lines run , 52 miles 70.07 chains.
Number of section lines run, 284 miles 76.30 chains.
Number of meander lines run, 25 miles 14.13 chains.
Total nu_mber of miles surveyed, 363 miles 79.25 chains.
Number of townships surveyed, 6
Number of township plats made, 18.
Number of plats, tracings, etc., made for special agents General Land Office, deputy surveyors, etc., 54.
Number of transcripts of field-notes made for special agents, deputy surveyors, etc.
(folios) 1840.
Number of townships for which descriptive notes have been furnished United State1:1
local land offices, 99.
No con.tracts were awarded for surveys in Washington Territory during the fiscal
year eudrng June 30, fo87.
.
No special deposits mad~ for the survey of public lands during the past fiscal year.
Deposits made by railroads for coAt of survey of lands selected as follows:
Northern Pacific Railroad Company for field work, $27.27; :(or office work, $13.67.
Special deposits for office work on mining claims, $105.
No mineral surveys returned.
Respectfully submitted.
.
J. CABELL BRECKINRIDGE,
United States Surveyor-General, WaBkington Territory.
Hon. WILLIAM A. J. SPARKS,
Commissioner of the General Land Office, Washington, D, O.
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A.-Statem,ent showing condition of contracts
Contract.

4)

Character and location of wor'r.

Name of deputy.

,.;
,c

Date.

8

~

308

.
Aug. 15, 1884 •.. James L. Mann .... . T. 22 N., R. 21 E.; T. 18 N., R. 22 E.; T. 22 and 23 N.,
R. 23 E (a).
T. 17, 18, 19, and 20 N., R. 24 E.; and T. 17 and 18 N.,
R. 25 E. (b).
Special instruc- A. Bowman ......•.. Hat Island and Saddle Back Island, T. 35 N., R. 2 E. (a).
tions, July 24,
1885.

.June 26, 1886 .••. A. W. Wisner ... ... T. 27 N., R. 37, 38, and 39 E.; T. 28 N ., R. 41 and 42 E.;
and T. 27 and 28 N., R. 44 E. (c) .
323 June 26, 1886, F. F. Loehr ......... Subdivisions, meanders and intersections fractional T.
6 N., R. 31 E . (d).
and special
Resurvey of south and west boundary and part of
instructions,
north and east boundar.v, and survey of subdivisions
Feb. '.?4, 1887.
T. 8 N., R. 32 E. (d).
324 June 26, 1886 . ... C. H. Fenner ..... . . Subdivisions fractional T. 20 N., R. 8. W. (d) ..••••••.
325 June 26, 1886, I. A. Navarre ....... North a nd west boundary and subdivisions T. 27 N.,
R. 24 E. (d).
and special inSeventh standard parallel nortb, through par~ o_f _secstructions of,
tion 31 T. 2!:I N., R. 24 E.; west boun~ary subd1ns1~ni::,
Jan. 26, and
meanders and instrn ctions on standard and Indian
Feb. 23, 1887.
claims, T. 28 N., R. 24 E. (cl).
N ortb, east, west boundary, subdivisions, meanders and
intersection on Indian claims, 'l'. 29 N., R. 24 E. (d).
T. 16 N., R. 18 E.; T. 23 and 24 N., R. 21 E.; T. 27 N.,
R. 23 E.; and T . 29 N., R. 25, 26, 27 11nd 28 E. (e).
326 June 26, 1886, J.M. Snow ... ...... T. 22, 23, 24, and 27 N., R. 22 E. (e) .... .... . - ... . - -... · and special instructions of
Mar. 7, 1887,
327 June 26, 1886 .••. I. A. Navarre ...... T. 25 and 26 N., R. 22 E. (/) ...... ............. ........
322

I

Total
Total
Ttoal
Total

number of miles nm ............. -······ ····
number of acres surveyed ...................
num bor of plats made ..............••.... · · ·
estimated liability of contracts ... . ... . - .. · -

a No returns.
b A waiting report of examiner of surveys.
c Deputy in the field.
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not closed at date of last annual report.
Plats made.

Miles surveyed.

'iEstimated
liability of
contracts.

Acres.
,Standard. Township.

M. c. l.

M. c. l.

Section.

Meander.

Total.

M. c. l.

M. c. l.

M. c. l.
$5,000.00

45. 00
2,300. 00

............ ........ ....

25 00 68

16 79 92

59 77 26

··-···----11 78 15

17 24 88
59 75 81

6 00 50

62 07 08

17 79 5\l

60 50 59

0 70 75

··········· ······----- ·············

9 03 30

34 03 98

8,224.12

1

·········-·

76 77 18

23, 051.66

1

1

1

3

17 24 88
71 73 90

7,062.40
22,995.24

1
1

1
1

1
1

3
3

5 36 43

74 34 76

21,944.27

1

1

1

3

10 54 40

89 24 49

22, 085. 61

1

1

1

3

...... ........... ··· ······ ···· ...... . . . .. . . ·--

3

---· -·-- ... .

570. 00

90.00
4,625.00

1, 460.00

720. 00
0 70 75

52 78 07

284 76 30

25 14 13

··-····---- ..... ..................... ...· .............. ....... .

. ..... .. .............. .... . ................. . .. . . . . . ..... .

363 79 25
. • • . • . . . • • • • . 105, 363. 30
6

6

6

18
14,810.00

dSurvey completed, awaitinj!; examination.
eField work completed, deputy preparing notes.
/Survey completed, being platted and transcribed.

.

,,,.

REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF 'WYOl'tlING.

OFFICE OF

U. S. SURVEYOR-GENERAL,
Cheyenne, Wyo., June 30, 1887.

Sm: In compliance with instructions contained in your circular letter of June 4,
1887, initial "E ", I have the honor to submit herewith my annual report in duplicate of the surveying operations in the district of Wyoming for the year ending
June 30, 1887, with tabular statements, as follows, viz:
A.-Statement of contracts entered into under the appropriation of $20,000, act of
March 3, 1885, for the survey, appraisal, and sale of abandoned military reservations.
B.-Statement of surveys of mineral claims platted and transcribed.
C.-Statement of surveys made under appropriations of May 15, 1886, for the survey of Indian reservations.
D.-Statement of deposits made by Union Pacific Rail way Company on account of
surveys and office work done in the past.
E.-Statement of deposits. made by individuals for office work on mineral surveys.
REGULAR APPROPRIATION.

No appropriation available this year.
SPECIAL DEPOSITS,

No special deposits in this district for public surveys this year.
WORK DONE DURING THE FISCAL YEAR,

Standard lines retraced, none.
Township lines retraced, none.
Standard lines surveyed, none.
Township lintls surveyed, none.
Townships subdivided, none.
Number of plats and diagrams made, 79; number of transcripts of field-notes
made, 17; number of descriptive lists made, 24.
Very respectfully,
JOHN CHARLES THOMPSON,

United States Surveyor- General.
Hon. WILLIAM A. J . SPARKS,
Com1nissione1· General Land Office, Washington, D. C.
A-Statement of confracts entered into iindm· the appropriation of $20,000, act of March
3, 1885, for survey, appraisal, and sale of abandoned rnilitary reservations.
Contract.
Name of surveyor.
No.

D escription of survey.

Date,

Estimated
liability.

1887.
231 March 17.

232

William O. Owen ... Unsurveyed township and subdivjsional lines within tbe I•'ort F ttorrnan militar.v reservation, and
the old and new Fort Fetterman wood reservations; al o, if neces ary,the boundary lines of
Fort Fetterman military reservation and mean·
clers of North Platte }{.iver through same .
.April 13. . . •• .. do .......... .... Unsurveyed township and s11bdivisional lines within tho Fort St1,ele miiitary reservation, and, if
necessary, the meauders of North Platte River
through same.

I

Oct.
11 .. William O. Ow n,
l mffl
un ·1er p clal in&tru<:Uous.

Corr ctional survey of tbe Fort Fetterman hay
rosorvat,iou, Wyoming Territory.

a $10 per diem a11u neceeaary e1:panat1!!.

$1,100.00

650. Ol>

(a)
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B.-Staiement of surveys of rnineral claims platted and trtJ,nscribed.
Survey.
Dis.
trict.

No.

4

41

3

55
5/i
57
fi8

3
3
3
3
3
3

59
60
61
37
38
39

4
4

4

42

4

40 (

·

Date of
register's re.
· ceipt.

Name of claim.

Surveyor.

A.. &13.

1

5

4l t
A. & B. 5
42 l
A. &B. 1

Miner8' Delight lode ....... : ......... . .Tnly 16, 1886
Aug-. 25, 1886
Sept. 3, 1886
Colcotar lode ... .................. ... . .Aug. 28, 1886
Red Oxide loue .. ............•..... .... Aug. 25, 1886
Do.
Boston lode ....................... .. .
Do.
New Year lode ...................... .
Frozen Finger lode .................. . · ·Do.
Promise placer ...................... . Xov. 3, 1886
...... do .... .................... . Slarubaughplacer . ···· ~· ············. Dec. 3, 1886
.•.. du .. ...................... . Rtrawbeny placer ................... . A r1r. 1, 1887
••••.. do ................. ...••.. Duncan lode ..................... . ... . Apr. 7, 1887
Eu. F. Stahle .... . .. ............ . Mono lode and mill site ............ . Apr. !J, 1887
Newton H. Brown ........•.....
William O. Owen .............. .
.................. ..... . .
........................ .
... . ..... ...•.........••.
...... .. ................ .
...... ......•............
............... ......... .
Newton H. "Brown . .......... .. .

.••••. do
.•••.. do
...... do
.••••. do
..• .• . do
.••••. do

r~:1~in\~d1~a:~::: ::::::::::::.::::::

. . . _ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Sunrise lode and mill site. ...... . . . . .

Apr. 27, 1887

. ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Village Belle and mill site.... . . . . . . . . . May 5, 1887

C.-Slatement of surreys rnade 'Unde1· appropriation of May 15, 1886, for Indian snrveys .

...

.

Contract.
Surveyo;-.
No,

Amount
of
account.

Synopsis of survey.

Date.

1886.

Dec. 15

230

Frank S. Wood ... East and part of south boundary of Wind river or Sho.
shone Indian reservation.

$860. 52

D-Slaternent of deposits made by Uniori Pacific Railway Cornpany on account of
surveys and office work comvleted in the past.
Certificate of
deposit.

]'or what deposited.
Where deposited.

No.
- -

Date.

150

Aug. 26

First National Bank, Omaha, Nebr ......................

$25. 25

$3.19

1149

1887.
Apr. 30

Omaha National Bank, Omaha, Nebr ....................

3,874.04

569. 59

Field work.

Office work.

]886.

E.-Statement of deposi~8 made by individuals for office worlc on mineral surveys.
Dato.

Depositor.

Number of
certificate
of deposit.

Where deposited.

.Amount.

]886.

.July 27

CentralAssociationofWyomin.i

Sept. !J Thomas Swan, et al .. . ...... . .
8ept. 9 .•.••. do .......... ... .. ........ ..
Aug. 25 Cheyenne Mining and Reduc·
tion Company.
Dec.
James Smith ................... .

Colorado National Bank, Denver,
Colo.

$30. 00

5164. First National Bank, Den..-er, Colo
5163 .•.••. do ................. . ......... .
5165 ....•. do ................ , .......... .

30. 00
30. 00
30. 00

OmahaNationalBank, Omalla, Nebr

30. 00

208

1887.

.Tune 4

Romer Merrell ...... ........... .

.Tune 4 ...... do ........................ .
.Tune 4 .••••. do ......... ........ ....... .
June 4 ...... do .. . ..................... .
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380

Colorado National Bank, Denver,
Colo.

381 ..•••. clo ••••••••••••••••••.• • • · • • • ·
382 .. .... clo .•••••....•••..••••• · ·•· ·••·
383 .••.•. do ..•.....•... ···· ·· ···· ·· · · · ·

30. 00
30. 00
30. 00
30. 00

INDEX.
A.

Page.
Abandoned military reservations. (See Lands, ~ublic.)
.
.
Abiquiu, town of, private land case in New Mexico. _<See PI',.lvate Land Clann.)
Accounts. (See General Land Office and Lands, l'ubli~.)
Adjustment of railroad lan,d grants. (See Lands, Public.)
Advertisements. (See Lands, Public.)
Affidavits in land entries. (See Lancls, Public.)
Agents and attorneys, land. (See Lands, Public.)
Agncultural college land scrip. (See Lands, Public.)
.
.
.
Agua Salada or Luis Jaramillo private land chtim in New Mexico. (See Pr~vate Land Claim.)
Almeda, town of, private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Alamillo private land claim. (See Private Land Claim, Antonio Chavez.)
Alaska Commercial Company. (See Territory.)
education in. (See Secretary of the Interior and Territory.)
,
Governor of, annual r eport of ..........••.......••••••..••••.••..•••. •.............. 691-720
Indians in. (See Secretary of the Interior and Territory.)
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
(See Territory.)
Alien land law. (See Territory.)
.Allotments of lands to Indians. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Allyn, Vir-gil. (See Lands, Public, Brighton.)
Aiia de Sandoval y Manzanares or San Clements private land claim. (See Private Land Claim.)
Antoine L"'roux private land grant. (See Private Land Claim.,
Antonio Chavez private land claim. (See Private Land Claim.}
Antonio cle Salazar et al. private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Antonio Sandoval and otl18f's private land claim. (See Private Land Claim.)
or Estancia private land grant. (See Private Land Claim.)
Antonio Sedilla private land claim. (See Private Land Claim.)
Apache Indians of Arizona. (See Secrntary of the Interior.)
Jicarilla, of New Mexico. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Applications. (See Lands, Public.) .
.
Ar11wndaires private land grant. (See Private Land Claim.)
Architect of the United States Capitol, annual r eport of the ..•..........••..••••••••••••••• •• 1833-1889
.
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
Arizona, Governor of, annual r eport of...........••• . ___ . . . •. _. _.•..•.......••••••••••••••••• 758-761
private bnd claims. (See Private Land Claims.)
surveyor-general of, annual report of. (See Lands, Public.)
(See Lands, Public.)
·
'
(See Territory.)
.Arroyo de Sau Lorenzo private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
.Anoyo Honda private land grant. (See Arroyo Honda.)
Artesian wells. (See Lands, Public, Arizona.)
Atchison, Topeka and Santa :Fe Railroad Company. (See Lands, Public.)
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company. fSee Secretary of the Interior.)
Attorneys and agents, land. (See Lands, Public.)
practicing before '.l'reasury Department, rules governing. • . . • . • • • • • . • • •
228
(See Lands, Public.)
B.
Baca float No. 3. (See Private Land Claim.)
Bartolome Baca private land claim in N ew Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Bayfield Branch Chicago, ::;aint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railroad Company. (See Lands,
Public, Railroad.}
Bay State Live Stock Company. (See Lands, Public, in Nebraska.)
Beatrice larnl district. (&ee Lands, Public.)
.Benson, .John A. (See Lands, Public, Surveys.)
.Henson's system of fraudulent surveys. (See Lands, Public, Surveys.)
Bentland district, Colorado. (SeBLands, Public.)
Bernabe M. Montano private lan<l claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Blackfeet Indians. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Black Hills, Dak. (See Tenitory, Dakota.)
Blind. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Bloxham, W. D. , surveyor-general of .F lorida, annual r eport of....••....••......••.•..••.•.•.• 643, 64~
Botanic Garden (United States), work on·--·---·-·········· .•.•.......•••••.•.....••....... 1336--1339
(See Secrtitary of the Interior.)
Bouligny, John E., heirs of. (See Privat,e Land Claim.)
Bouuty.Jand business. (See Lands, Public.)
warrants. (See Lands, Public.)
Bowman, William G., surveyor.general of Utah, annual report of.....•.•.. _••......•..••••.•..
678
Breckinridge, J. Cabell, surveyor-general of'\Vashington 'l'erritory, annual report of ........ .
685
Brighton Rancho Company an<l. Virgil Allyn, case of United States against. (See Lands, Public.)
Bronson & Co. Canadian Lumber Company. (See Lands, Public, in California.) .,
Bureav of Educati,,n. (See Secrctal'y of the Interior.)
Labor. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
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o.
Cabeza de Santa Rosa'rancho in California. (See Private Land Claims.)

California Redwood Company, limited. (See Lands, Public, in California.)
(See Lands, Public, Fraudulent, 'Dimber.)
surveys in. (See Lands, Public, Surveys.)
snrvey syndicate. (See Lands, Public, Surveys.)
valuable unsurveyed public lands in. (See Lands, Public.)
Oaff.ada de los Apaches private land claim in N ew'Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Canon de Chama private lanu claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
.
Canon del Rio Colorauo private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Capitol, United States Architect of, annual report of•...•••..•..............•.•.•...•.••. •••• 1333-133!)
and grounds, lighting of, expenditures for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • •
1337

mi

grounds, !-!~kno~t~~~~ ~~~- :::: :::·.::::::: :: :::::: :::::::::::·::::: ::::::: ::: ·:::::::::
public printing office, warehouse connection of, with ............. ·.•.•••.•.•••••••••••
1336
repairs and work on ............ . ... _. .......•.•••. _.. _. . • • • • • . . . . . • . • • . . . • • • • • • . . • • • •
1333
Senate boiler vaults, extension of, expenditures on .....•.•......••••••. -. - ........ -• .
1338
steam boilers, additional, expenditures for .••.. , .........•..••. -- -.•..... - . . . .
1338
stable and carpenter shop for .. ....•..•••••...••.....••...•.•.........•••••••••.•••• -1335-13&7
terraces and grand stairways to . . • . . . • • . . • . . • .. . ...... _....... . . . . . • • • • • . . . . .. . . • • • •
1334
expenditures for._ ... __ .........•....... _...... _.... _........................
1337
work on and repairs of, expenditures for...... . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . • • . , 1336
(See Secretary of'the Interior.)
Carstarphen, Oney, surveyor-general of Colorado, annual report of ....•............•••••••.... 637-640
Cash entries ofpublio lands. (See Lands, Public.)
sales of public lands. (See Lands, Public.)
Cayce vs. Saint Louis, Iron .Mountain and Southern Railroad Company. (See Lands, Public,
Railroad.)
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River Railroad Company. (See Lands, Public.)
Central Branch, Union Pacific Railroad Company. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Pacific Railroad Company. (See Secretary ot" the Interior.)
C. W. Nelson Lumber Company. (See Lands, Public, in Minnesota.)
Charcoal industry. (See Lands, Public, Timber, Colorado.)
Cherokee Indian Lands. (See Lands, Public, Indian.)
Indians of North Carolina. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Live-Stock Association. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
outlet. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
.
Chicago and Northwestern Railroad Company. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Burlington and Quincy Railroad Company. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
lake front. (Se<1 Lands, Public.)
Milwaukee and Saint Paul R ailway Company. (See Lands, Public.)
Rock Island and Pacific Railroad Company. (See Secretary of tho Interior.)
Saint Paul, .Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Cornpa-ny, (Bayfield.13ranoh):
(See Lands, Public, Railroarl.)
(See Lands, Public, Timber trespass.)
Chippewa Logging Company. (Ses Lands, Puiilic, Timber trespass.)
Church, Louis K., goveroor of Dakota, annual report of .....•... . -- - . ...................... 763-807
Cienegnilla, town of, private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Cimarron Cattle Company. (See Lands, Public, in New Mexico.)
Civil Service Commission. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Claimants. (See Lands, Public.)
(See Private Land Claimants.)
(See Private Land Claims.)
Coal. (See Lands, Public, Coal, Entries, Patents.)
Colorado. (See Lands, Public, Fraudulent entries.)
lands. (See Lands, Public.)
Creur d 'Alene and other mining districts of Idaho. (See Lands, Public, Idaho.)
Indians. (See Secretary of the lIJterior.)
Cogswell & Fink. (See Lands, Public, Fraudulent entries.)
Colorado, Canon del Rio. (See Private Land Claim.)
cbarcoalindustryin. (SeeLands, Public, Timber, Colorado.)
coal. (See Lands, Public, Fraudulent entrirs.)
surveys ofpu!)ho Janus in. (See Lands, Public.)
(See Lands, Public.)
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, annual report of tho ...... . .... ............... . 1315-1331
(See Secretary of the Tuterior. )
Columbia Mills, Knappton, Wash. (See Lands, Public, in Oregon.)
. _Itiver Lu~b_or Co_mpany. (See Lands, Public, in Oregon.)
Comm1&s1oner, adm1mstr3:t1on of land laws, r oform in, no regret or apology of, for efforts to
accomplish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
85
aggravated misappropriations of lands, no word of, to recall uttered tonohlng .
85
policy of, protection to actual settlers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85
. .
steadily maintained in administration of tho iaws .....•.....••. , • . . .
85
Comnuss~on for 9onc1truct~o~ of Con~essio~al Library Building, report oftbe .............•. 13!7-1350
ongress1onal Library Building, arciutect for the construction of, report of.. .. ..........•. 1301-1454
Commi sion for construction of, report of .......... ........ 1347-13:»
appropriation for, expenditures made from ............... - . . .
1349
•labor and materials for construction of, list of contracta for..
1350
on te ..... (Su Lands, Public.)
Contr c , eurveying. (See Lands, Public.,
onvict labor. (See ecretary of tho Interior.J
8::{!~ll8de,LWaahington, D. C., extensive improvements a~d repairs of .................... 1336-1336
;an
and Company. (See Lands, Public, Timber trespass.)
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Page.
Dakota, goven Jr of, annual report of ........................................................ · 763-807
(Se, Lands, Public, Surveys.)
(Set Territories.)
Dall, William H., U.S. Coast Survey, letter of, on .Alaska, to Elliott and :Maynard ............ 729-731
Darcey vs. McCarthy, case of, before Kansas supreme c~urt, decision in . . . . • . • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
236
Davenport and Nesbitt, cattle bosses. (See Lands, Public, m Nebraska.)
.Deaf and Dumb, Columbia In stit ution for t he, annual repoTt of the .......••..•.••.•••••• •••• 1315-1831
institution for, admissions into, number of...................................
1817
blind and feeble.minded, education of, in.....................
1327
college faculty of . ............................................
1315
curriculum, outline of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • .. .. . • • . • • • • • .. •
1319
domestic department of, roster of . . • • • . . . • • . . • • • . ••••••.•••••
1815
estimates for next year .....•.•.•....•...••••.•••.••••.••••• . 1326, 1827
Kendall school of, course of study in . . . • . • . • . • . • . • • . • • . • • • • • •
1318

tm

0

officers of, roster ola.~~~ . .~ :: ~~: : :: :: : ::::::: ::::::::::::: ::
presentation day at, exercises of.............................
1323
pupils of, h ealth of, exceptionally good.......................
1317
receipts and expenditures of ....••••••....•.••••••.•••••.•••• 1325, 1326
reg,ulations for the good of . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • .
1331
students and pupils of, catalogues of.•.•...•.••.•••••••••••. 1829, 1330
women, young, admission of', into . . . . • . . • . . • . • •• • • • • •• • • .. • • •
132i
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company. (Sea Lands, Public, Timber trespass.)
Deposits, certificates of, for surveys. (See Lands, Public.)
for surve;ys. (See Lands, Public.)
'
Deeert lands. (See Lands, Public.)
•
(See Territories.)
Diego .Antonio Chavez et al. or N eustra Senora de Pilar private land grant. (See Private Land
Claim.)
Distler, homestead case of. (See Lands, Public, Railroad.)
Dodge land scrip. (See Lands, Public.)
Dolbeer & Carson, lumber firm. (See Lands, Public, in California.)
Domain, public, robbery of, a crime against societ~ and a mockery of the.poor •••••••••••••••• 117, 118
man of his home a crime second only to murder .....••••••••••• 117, 118
(See L ands, Public, and Public domain.)
(See T erritory.)
Domingo Valdez private land claim in N ew Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Donation land claims. (See Lands, Public.)
Dorsey, S. W., et al. (See Private Land Claims in New Mexico.)
Dubuque and Sioux City Railroad Compan.v. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Cattle Company. (See Lands, Public, in New Mexico.)

E.
Educational selections oflands. (See Lands, Public.)
Edu.cation, Bureau of. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Enemas private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
England, John. (See Lands, Public, Timber trespass.)
Entries and filings. (See Lands, Public.) ·
selections of public lands. (See Lands, Public.)
fraudulent, of public lands. (See Lands, Public.)
(See Lands, Public.)
.El'ltancia, private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
F,

Feeble.minded children, education of. (Se6 Secretary of the Interior.)
Fees and commissions. (See Lands, Public.)
Fee system in land offices. (See Lands, Public.)
'Filings. (See Lands, Public.)
Final proofs. (See Lande, Public.)
Fisheries Alaska salmon. (See Territor:v.)
F~ve civilized nations of Indians. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Five per cent. net proceeds of public lands to States. (See Lands, Publlo.)
Flathead Indians. (See Secretary oftbe Interior.)
.Florida Railroad Company. (See Lands, Public, Railroad.)
(Se, Lands, Public.)
Fluker, Calhoun, surveyor.general of Louisiana, annual report of ............................. 647-649
Forbes, T. A., surveyor.general's office, keeper of archives, report of........•...•••...••...... 623-628
Forbes vs. Driscoll, land case of, before supreme court of Dakota, decision
236
Forfeitures of railroad land grant. (See Lands, Public.)
Fort Belknap Indians. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Ellis Military Reservation. (See Lands, Public, Fort Ellie.)
Peck Indians. (See Secretary oftbe Interior.)
Wallace Military Reservation. (See Lands, Public, Railroad.)
:Foundlings, hospital for, annual report of ...... ...... . ......•••••....•..•••• .' •••••••••••••••. 1313, 1314
building of, scantily furnished.......................................
1314
children received in, number of......................................
1313
employes of. number of..............................................
1313
expenditures of .......................................... ,...........
1313
location of . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • .
1313
maiutenancA o? average cost of..................... . ................
1314

in..................

r:~:~t! ~~~.
1

~.::::::: :: : : : : ::. ::::::.:: ::::: :: :::: :::::::::.:: ::::::
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Page.
Foundlings, hospital for, support of, appropriation for ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~·...
1313
Wa11hington Hospital for. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Francisco Garoia or Santa Teresa private land grant. (See Private Land Claim.)
Montes Vigil or town of Alameda private land grant. {See Private Land Claim.)
Fraudulent surveys. (See Lands, Public.)
Fraud. (See Lands, Public.)
Freedmen's Hoepital, annual report of ...........•.·..•.................••••.••.•••••••.•.• ••• 1303, 1304
death in, causes of~ table showing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • .
1305
patients admitted into, diseases and condition of ..........•.....••.... 1306-1310
in, annual admissions of, into, number of......................
1311
monthly admissions of, number of................ . . . . • • • • • •
1310
nativity of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. • •• . .• • • • .• . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . .
1310
(See Secretary of the Interior.)

G.
Gallaudet, E. M., president Washiiw,ton Institution for Deaf and Dumb, annual reporl of.••. 1317...;1328
iEs:&ift~zlliN~eJ;i\c1:i~~ in ew Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Accounts'division of~ disbursements by...............................................
453
examiners of surveys, accounts of, regulations respecting...... .
530
Illinois, lands sold in............................................
491
Indiana, lan<ls sold in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . • • . • .
491
individuals for field and office work, amount deposited by.......
455
loan agents, information to ...... .........• ..... ..• ·-······......
530
local land office, business of, inAlabama . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • . • • • . .
469
Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
472
Arkansas .. .. •...•..•••.• ••....••....•••••.•...•••.••..••.•• 470, 471
California .....•.•••••.•...•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••. 473-477
Colorado ...•............................••••••••••.••••..••. 478-482
Dakota . . . ...........•.• .•.. .•..• .....•• .. •••••.••••• ·.••.... . 483-487
Florida......................................................
488
Idaho ....................................................... 488-490
Iowa........................................................
492
Kansas ................•...••............•..•.•••.••••••. ·• • . 492-497
Louisiana . . • . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • . • • . 497, 498

:~~~~~a":::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t~t~~~

~::~~!.Pi.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::
505, ~~~
Montana ....................••.....•.••••••...•••.• ,. • . . . • . . 507, 508

Nebraska ..............•..•.....•........•..•••.•.••••••..•.
Nevada················"· ·· · · ......................... ......
New Mexico .. ............................. ...... ...........
Oregon ..•...•••••..•..•.....•...•••••••••••.•••• : ...•.•••••.
Utah..................... .... .......................... ... ..
W asbington . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Wisconsin .•.......•••.•...•••...••.....•..•. ..•....... .....

508-512
513
514
515-517
518
518-520
521-523

loc:fa~d~,~~s: ·b;shl~ss· t;~ii.si~t"eci ·~i," ~tat~~~~t· ~f::::::::: 469-~~!
expenses of, estimated amount of. . . . . . . . . . . . 462-464

o:Po~·1~~1st:: :: :::: :::::::: :: ::: ::::::: :: :::: :·:::::: ·:: ::::: 525-~~i
railroads, field and office ·work, amount deposited by, for. . . .
454

receipts of....................... ... ...................... . ....
453
register and receiver, office of, compensation earned by each . .
468
registers and receivers, act relating to.. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
526
foes of, in exocsss of $3,000 each year,
525
covering ot; into Treasury.... . ......
salaries and commissions of', estimate of
amount for ..
······ · · -· -··· ··· ·· ·
465
revenue from public lands, appropriations required for collecting,
estimates of' ........................................ _...... . . . 460-462
salaries, expenses of inspectors, law.books, maps, appropriations
for, estimates of .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 455-460
special agents, accounts of, regulations respecting..............
530
surveying the public lands, appropriations required for, esti·
matesof.......................... .............••..... ..... ••.
467
surveyors.general, offices of, contingent expenses of.... . . • . . . • .
4-66
testimony redm,ed to writing, fees for .............. ... ....••..• 525, 526
work performed in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • •• . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • • .
453
(See Lands, Public, Accounts.)
Accumulated work of, a_g-gregate of . ..................................• ..•••..•.....••• 182,183
AITears ofw~rk of, additional clerical force need~d to bring up.......................
~87
As an executive d partmcnt and the courts, relative powers of....... .•.......••..•.. 234--37
As i tant Commi ion er of, au important and responsible offico . . • . . . •• • •• . . • • • • • •• . . •
181
.
salary of, merited increase of, urged . • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . • . • . .
1 1
Board of review of, division 0, cases in, disposed of... .... .. ...... , ......••........... 535, 536
ca!I s 1n, number of. . . . ....... ............... . ....••••.....•..... 535, 5'!6
tabHshmcnt and functions of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .
4:l6
f.
work perform ~i'i~~t~. ~:: ~:::::::: :::: :: ::: : : : : :::: :: : ::: : : ::::::: 535, ~~
~g/n 1 ':/ ~1 jail~<l tatf•ment of, hy divi ions ......... ....... . .........•............. 191-IOf
r o , ntl of, onerous an1f cxar.tin~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • .
1
ry, morit I incrc e of, timated for . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . •
1 1
0
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Chief clerk's office, invalid Stat"' selections, cancellations of.... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
196
lands restored to public domain, total acreage of....................
196
pre-emption, homestead, and other entries, cancellations of . . • • . . . .
196
private land claims, patents for, suits to vacate, recommended . . .. .
198
rejections of, recommended .. .... . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 197, 198
resur~ey of, recommended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
198
witbdl'awn lands, restoration of................
196
scrip, volume of, outstanding . . . .. ...•.•. .. . .... .•
199
railroad ~rants, adjustment of, lands subject to recovery through.
198
mdemnity limits, lands in, restoration of, exhibit showing. 195, 198
lands, restoration of, exhibit showing ........ •• .!•••.•••••• 195, 19G
limits, lands in, recovery of, recommended . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . .
197
.
restoration of lands in, exhibit showing . . . . . . . . . . . .
195
statistical exhibits of .. . . . ................................•••••.... 195-199
Chiefs of divisions of, compensation of, less than in other departments . • . . . • • • . . • . . . . .
181
number of . . . . ........... .......•.. , . . . . . . . .• . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
181
responsibility of, magnitude and importance of...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
181
salaries of, increase of, estimated for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
181
Cleric.al force of, additional, needed.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .. • • .•••.•...•......
187
compensation of, increase of, urgently pressed........................
181
insufficient. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
181
equal at no time since 1870 to work before . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. . . . . . . .
189
estimates for, baE<ed upon actual and imperative needs of. . • • . • • • . • • . •
181
inadequate . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. • .. . • .. .. . .. .. • . . . • . • . . . .
181 .
increase of, aggregate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 188, 189
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present .... ~-~~~~~i_t!. ~:.: ::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
181,
temporary increase of, recommended, object of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ..
189
Commissioner of the, power of, a general one over tlte public lands.....................
231
Secretary, appeals to, from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
231
Contest division of, clerical force of, increase in, urged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
187
contest cases tran.sferr!'d to, number of...•........................ 435,437
undecided in............................. . . . • . . . . . . . .
18!1
undisposed of, in ..•........ : . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
436
establishment of, date of ............... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 435, 437
functions and duties of.. .....................•.•.................. 435, 437
success and usefulness of.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . .
435
work performed in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
435
Courts, interference by, with duties of, confusion and mischief attending ............. 236, 237
jurisdiction of, begin when that of, ceases .......... ... ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
235
£~!;ttn. of, b:y <;;~ngress ... : .....•...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
234
g tmg d1v1s1Q_n of, clerical force of, mcrease of.. _.................................
187
work of, character of... ...... .................. _......... . . . . .
450

i~~~t1i~~~doci:::::::::::::: tZttz:

Jmp~oyes of, higher grade of !~I~r:::i~esi>-~~~ibi~.-i~~i
ntr1es awaiting J)reliminary or :final action of, total number of............ . ...........
18a
Fr
of public lands, cancel, power of, tu ...................•.........•............ 234-236
He!~~ulent entry and .t!mb_e~ trespass ex~mination in, work of . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
182
. gs before, quasi-Judicial power of, m . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
236
Indian allotments, adjustment of, work of, pending in . . . . . . . . • . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . .. •
182
Ins{lectors of, number of, increase in . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
187
Jurisdiction and powers of, Chief-Justice Tripp's decision respecting .................. 234,235
of,judicial decisions, importalit, in reference to...........................
234.
Law clerks of, coml?ensation of, conspicuously below merits of services of... .. ........
181
salaries of, increase of, estimated for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
181
M!ltter pending in, Supreme Court, refnsal or; again and again, to take cognizance of..
235 '
Mmeral division of, clerical force for, increased, urged ................................ 184-187
uncompleted cases in, number of..................................
182
N
work performed in ................................................ 531, 53:;i
ecessary means to carry on, responsibility for, with Congress........................
189
~fficers of, duties ?f, in the selling and disposal of public lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
236
of, prE_lli«:Jr!bed by Con~ress ......... _. ....................... _... _.... . . . . . . . . . .
"236
· mpt1on div1s10n of, cases m, wonderful mcrease of .. .... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
431
clerical force of, basis upon which increase of, is urged........
183
division and employment of ................. _
183
high grade of, for, ur~ed . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
183
increase of, recommended ..•........••.... 183, 18!, 187
low-grade class of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183
necessary to bl'ing up arrears of. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183
principally females...........................
183
reduction of..................................
431
strength of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .• • .. • . . . . . . . •
183
contested cases, transfer of, to division H . . . •• • ... . . . . .. • .. . .. • . .
431
correspondence of, statemeni;of. ... ....•. ...... ...... .... .. ... ...
432
'
voluminous of . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
18i
e:r: parte cases in, increase of, wonderful..........................
431
townsites
methods of acquiring..................................
432
unexamined and suspendecl ntries in, number of................
18:l
work of, great increaf!e of.......... .. .......... .... ..............
183
in arrears . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183
performed in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451
Principal examiners of, number of, increase of, urged . . .. .. . ... .. . . . . . .. . .. ... . . . ......
181
Private land claims division of, cases acted on by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240
coming properly under, origin and character of..
240
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GENERAL LAND OFFICE-Continued.
Private land claims division of, clerical work in, statement of...........................
240
patenting entries approved by, for. . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
240
work in, condition of..................................
240
of, additio11al clerical force for .••.•••.•••.••.•••• 184, 188
·
pending in, unknown volume of. . .................................
182
Pnblic lands division of, accumulated cases in . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • .
183
agricultural entries in, posted but not examined . • . . . • • • • • • • • •
18:3
, suspended, number of.................
182
,
unposted, number of . . • . . . . . • • . . • . . • . .
182
clerical force of, increase of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • • . • 182, 187
not equal to current work of..........•••.... 182, 183
sufficient for work of.......•. ~- ...•.••.. 182, 183
reduction of, by drafts upon, for other divisions.......................................
182
correspondence of, voluminous .....................•......... 182,183
entiies, desert land, correspondence involved in . . . . . • • • . . • .
182
·
homestead, original and final, correspondence involved in..........................................
183
original and, ~nal, examination and disposal of, neces•
183
sarv provision for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • •
timber-culture, correspondence involved in..........
183
'
work of, yearly augmentation of.............................
182
performed in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • • • . . . . • . . • • • • • .
201,
sale and disposal of, constitutional powers of, over .........••...•..••..••. 234-237
Railroad division of, adjustment of railroad grants by..................................
349
clt;rical force for, increased .......•........••....•• , .••..••..••.. 185-187
of, increase of, recommended . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . • • • • • • •
187
clerks in, assignment of .......••. . .. . ....•........•.•••.••.••.••. 350,351
number of. ... . ........... . .. . . . . . . . .• •• . . . • .• . .• • • • . . . .
350
work, accumulation of, on desks of.....................
351
correspondence of, character of . .....•••••.•••••..•........•••..•. 349,350
0
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new work of, through railroad indemnity restorations............
185
work of, in arrears. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . .
185
performed in . .......................••••...•.••.••...•..••. 349-352
land.grant adjnstments pending in, nearly the entire work of..............
182
Recorder's diTision of, clerical force of, increase of, r ecommended......................
188
work performed in, statement of.................... .• . • • • . . • • • •
201
:Registers and receivers, action of, not conclusive upon.................................
236
appeal11 from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • .
236
circnmscribed powers of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
236
duplicate r eceipt of, does not carry title. .. . . . . . . . . .. • •• . . . . . • •
236
supervisory power of Commissioner of, over. . • . . • . . • • • . • • . . • • •
236
subortlinateofficers of....... . .. .. . ...•. ....•• ...••• ....•.....
236
Reviewing board of, agricultural entries pending before, number of...................
182
Sale and disposal of :public lands, power of, over........... . . . ....................... 234,236
Special service division of, agents of, competent assistance to, in preparing cases, im·
portance of . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . .
187
competent supervision of, in the field............
187
clerical force of, increase of, necessary. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . 187, 188
efficiency of, increased, if work of, be systematized . . . . . • • •
187
supervising inspector,employmentandimportantdutiesof.
187
work performed in....... .. .•• . .. . . . . ... .. .. . ...••.. .. . . . .
5~7
Special tribunal, a, with appellate po ,,·ers .......... ........ • .. . .....••.•............ 234,235
Subordinate officers, supervising power, of Commissioner of, over............... .•• •.
236
Surveying division of, clerical force of,_increase of, urged~.................... •.. . ...
288
work performetl rn, statement of . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • •• . • • • . • . .
299
Swamp land division of, clencal force of', increase of, urged . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . • •
188
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school, a?d. ot~er gr~nts, ac)jnstment of, pe_nding in •..... ·:··..................
182
Unexampled t·apulity rn takmg up fands, floods, with mass of entries...... . • • • • • . • • • • •
18:1
Work of, general, :\- ears in arrears . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • •..•••••.•••••• 182, 183
e,reat increase in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . 18i, 183
m volnme and importance, largely increased.................................
181
(See Lands, Public.)
(See Private Land Claims.)
•
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
Geological Survey. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Government, co-ordinate branches of, separate and independent powers of..•••.....•..•..••••• 234-237
Grattan_. Peter. (See Lands, f'ublic, Timber trespass.)
Indian Reservation. (See Territory, Dakota.)
11K
' .- Il., surveyor-gen~ral_of Montana, annual report of..........••..••••.••••• ••••••....
G u'.1 daInp_1t,_prlvate land claim m New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Guilford Miller and Northern Pacific Railroad Company. (See Lands, Publlo.)
homestead entry of. (See Lands, Public.)

g~ !!~•~x

H.

gan Y land di trt~t, Idaho.

(Bes Lands, Public.)
li mm~~~d~,:ec.1 ionof. (SuLand, Pnbl~o, T~mbertrespass.)
• · ·, Jr., surveyor-general of Califorma, annual report of .........••.••..••••••••• G09, 610
naunlb 1 and
su pplemen ta.I report 6f.. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • 030-638
Int Jo pb Railroad Company. (See Seer tary of the Interior,)
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Hawkins Taylor's commission. !See Lands, Public.)
Historical and statistical tab1'1 of tbe United States and Terri tori s. (See Land , Public.)
Hole Ditching Company. (See Lands, Public, Fraudulent entries.)
Homestead, commuted. (See Lands, Public.)
entries. (See Lands, Public.)
soldier's additional. (See Lands, Public.)
(See Lands, Public.)
Hospita.J for l!'oundlings, Wasllington, annual r<:,port of th.e .•.••.....••••••••••••.••••• •••••• 1818, 1814
the Insane. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
H oumas gl'ants. (See Private Land Claims.)
.
•
Hu11ter & l!'orrest, loggers. (See Lands, Public, m Oregon.)

I.
Idaho, governor of, annual report of..••...••••...••.•..•• ..••....•••.••••••••.•.••••••• : ••••. • 809-859
(See Lands, Public, Idaho.)
(See Lands, Public, Patent.)
(See Territory.)
Ignacio Chavez et al., private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
lnd~mnity scrip for confirmed unsatisfied private land claims. (See Private Land Claims.)
Indian affa.irs. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
allotment act. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
census. (See Secretary of the Interior·.)
citizenship. (See Secretary of the Intei:ior.)
civilization. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
claims. (See Lands, Public.)
commission. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
education and industry. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
(See Secretarv of the Interior.}
fishing privileges. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
funds invested in State stock. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
industries. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
lands. <See Lands, public, Indian.)
(See tiecretary of the Interior.)
problem. (See Secretarv of the Interior.)
pueblos. (See l-'rivate .Land Claims.)
race. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
reservation, Lower Brule. (See Lands, Public.)
reservations. (See Lands, Public.)
(See ~ecretary of the Interior.)
(See '.l.'erritory.)
schools. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
servi_ce, inspection of the. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Territory. (See Lands, Public, Railroads.)
(See Private Land Claim.)
•
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
. tribes. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Indians, _five civilizecl tribes 'of. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
m Alaska. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
i
ne~oti,ations with. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
?sane. _(&e Secretary of the Interior.)
. .
~ternal improvement lands, State selections of. (See Lands, Pubhc.J
terstate commerce, act to regulate, leading features of ....•......••.•••••••••...••••..••.•. 1080, 1081
Commission, act creating ..........................••••.....•..•........ 1071, 1087
carriers, annual reports from, to .......................... 1099, 1100
circular letters to ...................•........... . 1208-1302
subject to general supervision of•.•.••........... 1094-1096
jmis<liction of . ........................ 1081-1085
• complaints filed under 13th section of act, disposition or
present condition of............ .... ..................... 1156-1182
complaints to, and al1j udications of, by.......... . . . ...... 1096, 1097
docket and records of, showing action of........ 1115-1123, 1156-1182
fourth section of act, construction and application of, by .1134-1155
hearings before, expenses of ...•............•............. 1098, 1090
law, amendments of. .........•.•.........•.•.•............ 1112-1113
general observations on .....•.......•••••.........•.. 111 I, 1112
letters and other documents of, copies ·of.•.•.•.......... :.1183-1197
long and short haul of act ...........................•...•. 1085-1093
passengers and freight, classification of ...........•....... ll00-1102
petitioners fot· relief uncler, nawes of ..•.................. 1115-1123
petitions, memorials, protests, and arguments presented to
and considered by ................................. ...... 1124-1133
proceedings be.fore ....... ..•...... ........................ 1097, l 098
railroad managers, voluntary a;isociation of............... 1103-1106
railroads, reasonable charges of .... ............. . ......... 1106-1111

:mt1::

report of'appe~dices·to ·: ::.·: :: .· :::::: .· ::: : : : : ::: : : .· :..:.: : : :
rules of practice and orders concerning procedure, filing of
schedules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................•..... 1198-1207
tariffs, filing and publication of. .......................... 1093, 1094
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
Iowa, :Boone and Stor;~~:i\~:~~na~!:;ht~d~~ .
·r;iblic: "io~a.-). ..... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1113
Falls and Sioux Cit.v Railroad 'ompany. (See Se~retary of tho Interior.)
Iri
swamp land in. (See Lands, Public, Iowa.)
sh, (?hnrles W., sm-vcyor.genernlof Niwoclo, annual report of .... . ......................... 655-657
Irri gatmg canal11, ditch ·s, etc., affecting Indian reservations. (Ser. Secret-ary of the Interior.)
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Jicarilla Apache Indians, New Mexico. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
.
Joaquin de Luna or San Joaquin del Nacimiento private land grant. (See Private Land Clauns.)
Jose Antonio Lucero private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Jose Luis Valdez et al. (See Private Land Claims.)
Juan Lopez private land grant. (See Pri,ato Land Claim.)
Junta de los Rios privateland grant. (See Private Land Claim.)

K.
Kansas Indian trust and diminished reserve lands. (See Lands, Indian.)
Pacific and Denver Pacific Railroads. (See Lancls, Public.)
Keith, Brott, mid Heisteys, cattle kings. (See Lands, Public, in Nebraska.)
Kendall school. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
.
Klamath Indians in Califorma. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Kootenai Indians. (See Secretary of the Interior.)

L.
Labor and ~ages of. (See Territory.)
Bureau of. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Lands in severalty to Indians. (See Secretary of thfl Interior.)
85
L&nd laws, administration of, discouragement of inadequate appropriations in ......•••..•.••.
85
inefficient methods of.................•..••••• •••.••..•••.•.•••••
reformed policy in. (See Commissioner.)
.
85
. reform in, no regret or apology tor efforts to accomplish .......•.
85
results achieved in ...•..•••••...........••..••...••..
vastness of field of .•.••.........•••...•.....••....•.•
Si
(See Commissioner.)
85
improvident, effect of .•.........•...............•...•...•.•....•••.......••.•••••.
reform in. (See Lands, Puulic.)
Office fees. (See Lands, Public.)
LANDS, PUBLICAbandoned military reservations, public sales of, protests against ........•....•....... 169, 170
recapitulation of, by States and Territol'ies (broad524
s~i~e0~~~!~)P~bll~:-Milit~;y:; · · · • · · • • · · · · · · · · · • ·
90
Acco ants for, adjusted, receipts and disbursements of . .•.......•.•..•..•.•...•••.•.••.
90
amount of .. . ..... ... ......... . ..... ..•.......·..•.........•...•••...•••••
90
examined, audited, and adjusted ...............•.. ......•......•....••..•
(See Lands, public, Accounts division.)
Act June 3, 1878. (See Lane.ls, Public, Timber.)
Actual resjd_e~ce, improvement, and cultivation of, for five years, exclusive condition
168
of acqu1s1t1on of . . . . . . . ... ........................... •............................
172
Affidavits, entry, and proofs ...... . . . . . . ... .... . .....................•••.•. ·.••..••..
135
Agents and attorneys, admission of, to practice, rognlations governing ................ .
134
as unscrupulous with their clients as with the government .... .
capacity and good moral character of, evidence of, necessary to
135
a permit of, to practice. ... . ...........•.........••.. .. ........
135
collusive contests instituted by . ....................•....•......
135
dishonest, debarred from practice ... . . .......... .•.............
135
unprofessional methods antl transactions of.......... .
disreputable and incompetent, extensive and profitable business
135
of.........................
. ................. . ........ .. .
evidence of capacity and good character, only on filing of, permitted to practice before local lan d offices................ .....
135
government anu settlers impartially swindled by...............
135
practice, no regulations go,erning admission of, to .. ........ . . . .
135
registers and receivers powl:'rless against . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
135
sentiments of whole commun1t.v coJTupted by...................
134
speculations of, in relinquishments of entries of.................
135
suspected, conduct of, investigation of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13'
metbod1:1 of, expo urn of ..............................
135
unlawful and disreputablo practices of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
134
Agents, land syndicate, bitter pers cution of entrym::m testifying against............ .
136
entryman, a witnP 1:1 ag:i.inst, cruel Iv beaten on witness stand..
136
entrymen, atlrmpts to bribe, as witnesses in behalf of.........
136
inducements held out to, to favor, before the courts.
136
testifying against, attempted intimidation of ....... 135, 136
voluntary testimony of many entrymen as to fraudulent praC·
135
tices of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(See Lands, Public, Attorneys.)
Aggra,ated misappropriations of, Commissioner bas no word to recall uttered touch·
85
ing . . .. ·············· ········· ············ ..... . ····································
(Su Land , Public, Commissioner.)
200
Agricultural coll ge scrip location~, patc,nts issued for, un<ler .. ................... ... .
524
colleg , selections of, for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00, 200 (broadside opposite) ..
524
entri , acreage, and fee~ in. (broadside opposite) ..
201
.
for, approved, acreage of.......... .............. ··.
168
d1spo al of, all otb r form lmt the homestead in obsoletin.e: ...... . .. .. .. .
200
paten fol', tran mitted, number of ........... : ........................ .
1
200
m cal. (
bii~.uE~r;/;)·······································--·
16'
"1 1 n ,dfla
I! v ming qu, li~cation of. f!Ovcrnm nt imposed on, under ..........••••
238
.....11 n · ol ruJ and r olation respecting, power of making, in Co:igress .••....•...
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LA.NDS, PUBLIC-Continned.
Annual appropriations for s&rvioe of, ba is of estimates of ....•.••••.•••••.....• - . -.... 173,174.
estimate of ..................••.•.............. 173-175
full stimat of, n ce ary .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
173
reduction of stimate of, b <Jongrea . . .. . .. .. ..
173
increase of, for ser ic of, o.b olutely nee ary. . . . . . .•• ... ..
173
reduction of, servic of, crippled in very dir tion by .••••.... 173, 177
(See Genera.I Land Office.)
report of surveyor-general of Arizona . ...............••..........•.•..••.• . ... 603-608
California ..............•....••....•....•......... 609-636
Colorado ............••••••••••••.....•...•...... 637-MO
Dakota .....•..............•.•••....•.•.........
641
Florida ..••.....•..•..•....•....•••.......••••.•• 613, 644
Idaho .....••..•.•.....•..••..•.....•.....••..... 645, 646
Louisiana ....•.•.•...........•.....•........•... 6'7-649
Minnesota....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . •
651
Montana ...........•.......••...•....••.••.•.••• 653, 654.
Nevada . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . 655-657
New Mexico .....•....•.........•.••.•••••...•.• 661-670

gI:f~~:: :: :::::::::::::: :::: :: :::::: ::: ::: :::::: 6741~~

Washington Territory..........................
685
.
Wyoming.......................................
688
Applications, amendments pf, proceedings in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . • . . . . . • . . • • • • • • . • • .
220
for, land officers not required to make out papers in . • • • . . • • • • . • . • . . • • • • •
222
must be made out by claimants or their attorney•..................
222
rejection of, notification of claimants of, with reasons................
220
papers in, belong by right to office files . . . .•.•••.... .• ••
220
reject, local officers have authority to . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .•• • •• . . . • . . • • • • •
220
mineral, number and fees in ..... . . ..... ...... .... (broadside oppoeite)..
524
timber-culture, rejected, belong rightfully to office files . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
209
.
. retention of, by local officers .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
209
Applicants for, under laws governmg, actual residences and post-office addresses of.• 228, 229
Appropriations. (See General Land Office, Accounts.)

~~~:!: :::::: ::::::::::::::::: :: ::::: ::_-: ::: :: ::::: :: :::::: :fg

Area of, in !~~!r!n~ifisu!~d
312,
recommended for recovery. (See General Land Office.)
Ar!)as of, for settlement, rapid diminution of......................................... • •
182
Arizona, annual report of surveyor-geberal of . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . • 603-608
rain-fall, storing of, for irrigation purposes...........................
606
·
artesian water in, attempts to develop, for irrigating purposes.-..............
606
government favors to other States and Terri tones . . . . • . . . . • • •
606
neighboring States and Territories liberally dealt with by
government ..... . ........ .....•................ ... ..........
606
wells in, expense of, too great .........••...•.•...•.•.•...........••.
93
for irrigating purposes, failure of ..••..•..•..............•.
93
bullion producers, among foremost of, in the future ..••..........•...........
606
cattle corporations, large possessions of............•..........••...••......•.
603
corpora.tors, mysterious whisperings of ..•......••....••...•.....••.•••
603
cer13als in, growth of ........................................................ .
603
deep snows and gradual melting of, not sufficient for domestic uses ......... .
604
desert, acreage of', filed ...... . .............................................. .
. 605
entries of, honest settlers, no, would object to proposed requirements in . ... . .. . ... ........ ............................••.
605
requirements proposed to be exacted in . , ••.......•••........
605
excitement in regard to ............................................. .
604
irrigation of, canals for, construction of, capital of responsible men
for ... ......• ....... ............... .............•••
604
enterprises for develop!Dent of, by, independent of speculator .............................................. .
605
men engaged in, and mere speculator, line plainly drawn
between . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. .
605
natural water resources of, not sufficient to............
606
schemes for, numerous .........•...••......... : . . . . . . .
604
systems for............................................
606
law, entries under, nefarious work to conceal illegal methods of...•.. 604, 605
perjury in, unparalleled .........•••••............ 604, 605
facilities offered to speculators by-................................
604
iniquities practiced under, frustration of........................
, 605
speculation in, not intended to promote : . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . •
606
wild spirit of, fostered by...........................
605
mostly claimed by aliens, acreage of.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
606
most valuable land in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
605
non-residents, acreage of, filed monthly by. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . .
605
query as to...........................................................
606
re~lamation of, residence and cultivation after, and before patent
issues ..... ..... . ................... .................•.. .. .........
605
redemption of, the question of the hour ............................. .
606
rel~nquishments of, after three years ................................. .
605
residents and non-residents, total acreage of, filed by ..............•..
605
on, acreage of, filed monthly by . •.•••.•.••• . • ..••.... ..• •••
605
residence on nncl cultivation of, impossible in desert condition ..... .
605
11pecnlatora, gambling propensities of, gratification of, schemes for ... .
604
in, character of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .
605
development of, not ono cent contributed by, toward ..
604
field for, inviting ............ . ..... . ........... .... .
604
futul'O development of, menaced by purposes of.•••••
604
methods of, diffionlt tp counteract .••.••.•••••••••••••
606
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Arizona, desert, speculators in, occupy and cultivate, no intention of, to .••• -. .........
604
permanent prosperity of, threatened by schemes of..
604
stimulation of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . •• . • . . . . • • .
604
"the woods full of them".............. . .. ...........
604
tribute demanded b.V, of legitimate husbandmen ...••• 604,605
entries of, qualifications of, not to be disregttrded..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
604
fertile valleys in, unsurveyed..... .. ................ .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .
93
homestead and pre-emption entries of, in, reformation in. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • •
604
Indian raids, annual, into, material prosperity of, blighted by . . . • • . . . • . • • . . . .
604
innocent purchasers of, character of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
603
irriga.tion of, annual rain.fall, if stored, sufficient for . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .
606
liberal legislation, Congress, assistance of, b.V, urged iu aid of....
606
rain.fall, storage of, for, feasibilit.,y of, demoustrated. ...... . .....
606
reservoirs, natural mountain, utilization of, for. ............ . ....
606
purposes, a1tesian water, expense of, too great for private capital ....
606
fruitless attempts to develop, for . . . • . . . • •
606
water storage for, system of, ga-ining favor ........... . . . .
600
mill.sites, survey of..... .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • .
604
mineral, in, character and value of.............. ...... . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . • . • •
604
mines surveyed in, numhor and acreage of..................... ...............
604
mining circles of, outlook of, unusually encouraging .................. . . • . . . . . 93, 604
natural reservoirs in mountains of, utilization of . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • ••• • • • . • • • • •
93
no surveys of, in, during fiscal year ......................... ....•••••.·.•••• . .
603
"poor settler" on, cry of, threadbare................ ..........................
604
reservoirs, natural mountain, utilization of, for irrigation uses . . . • . . . • . . . • . . •
606
settlers, bona fide, in, daily petitioning for surveys of..... . . . . . . •• • • • . . • • • • . . _93, 604
homeless and honest, entitle,l to. . . . . . . . . . ...•. .. .•• . .. . .••••• ...•••.
604
sold or contractecl for hy railroad autllorities . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • . . • •• • • • . • • .
603 /
_ / speculation,_ not h~lcl for pu~p_oses of ................ ,....... .. .. ..............
604
speculators JD, retirement of, JD disgust . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . .
604
surveyor.general's rep01·t as to surveys of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . 94, 603
surveys of, appropriations annually for, amount of. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • •
608
fraurl in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • .
606
in, under tlle deposit system . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • . . . . • • . • . . • . . . . . .
603
timber, great ,alue of, for ....... ................. ·-. . . .. . . ....... ...... .•. • • .
60!
Tombstone mining chstrict, mining claims, majority of, located in............
604
unsurv, yed fertile valleys of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • • •
603
water for stock and other clo:cri.cstic purposfls comparatively useless . . . • • • . . . .
94
storage plan in, for irrigat ingpurpoties...... .. . .. . . . . .... .. . . . . .. ....••
93
t,he best i~, for irrigating purposes.......... . . . . ..........
93
supply, future 1wospenty of, depent.lent on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . •• . . •. . •• •
606
increased proHperity of, not anticipated without ample . . • . . . . .
606
(See Lands, Puhhc, Surveys.)
(See Private Land Claims.)
(See Secretary of the Treasury.)
(See Territory.)
Artesian well, withheld from entry for the purpose oflocating an ..... •••••.•.•••..... 201, 202
wells on, appropriation fol' locatiniz and sinking.... ....... . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . • .
201
failure and abandonment of .....•.......... ...... . ... .... .......... 201, 202
Attesting officers in entries of, character and clnties of, so regulated as to make them
responsible. . . . . ........... ......... ... .........•.•
172
172
responsihl o, act making, pa..:isage of, urged .. ...•..••••
Attorney, agent not an, certificate to be filed hv ............. .... ........ ............•.
591
or agent, action o~ r~:!istcr or receiver refusing to admit, appeal.a from, lie to
Comm1ss1oner. ...... .... . . . . . . _........ . .... ................•..•
592
acts committed by, regardecl as sufficient for debarring . . ...•..•.. ~. ·
592
admitted to practice in one land district may he enrolled in any
other district ....................... .. .. ........................ . .
592
applic~nt to practice as, full name and post.office address of, must
be given ... . ... ..... ... ........... . . _...... : . . .........•.....
591
591
certificate and oath, letter inolosing, filin~ of, by, required ..... .•. .
for persons not claimants or contestants of record, statements re.
592
quired of......... . ..... .. . .•...................... ........... ....
UDJ?rOfe sional conduct of all, must at once be reportlld to Comm is·
592
a10ner ................................... ....................... .
59&
Attorneys and agents, appearance of, written authority for, failure to flle,will debar .. . .
591
applicatjons to practice a!'!, filiniz of, in duo form . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
authorizations and powers signed or executed in blauk not rec.
ognized ..................... ,....... ... .. .... ... ...... . ...
592
claimant , appear nco of, for, ,vritteu authority for, filing of.. ...
592
compliance of, with prescribed reaulations
n cessary...... .. • . •
591
0
firms of, c rtificate and oath to he fileil by each member of . . . . .
591
in fact, power of attornry, filini{ of, Ly, required . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592
names and residences of, record of all, to be kept...............
592
oat1:t of alle,,iance required of all . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
591
regi tars and recei'° rs, reco"nitions of, by, only upon com·
plying with r gnlation!'! . . . . : . . . . . . . . . ........ ... ... .. .. .• 5!Jl, 592
requirements in oath of applicants to practice a ....... .. .... .. 591, 592
( ee Lands, Public, gent .)
238
t1cela11d district, Nobraska, di ·continuance of .. ..............................•.•
238
B !l hand !li. trkt, lorado, new, location and l.Jounclaries of .............. ............•
ng ton
nc·b ompany and Vir"il llyn ·a e of United States a •ainst opinion of
568
~n
1llcr in . ... .. .... ... ....".. ....... .'..... ... - ................... ... '. ..........•
201
un Y· and I.Jo. in , fablo eh owing i. u s an<l !orations of ....... .. ...........•... -• •
warrants, c:x'.1minin~ and certifyinrr in ad,·anco of offer to locate, disoon.
tinnance of .......••..................•....•...••••.••• ,. • • • •

<
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227
Bounty-land warrants now on :file for certification, return of.... -- ..... - - - - - . - -... - · · ·
Business of, accumulated, increas d appropriation to a commodate, ab olu ly nee aaary ....... ... ... ..... .. ... . .. . ... .. ......... .. .. . ........ .. . ... . . .. . . ..
y74
annual increase of, steady and rapid . .. .. .................................
173
current, general increase of, appropriations for, imperative . ........ . . . . . .
174
Canal purposes, States, grants to, for, tatement exhibiting ...... ..................... 424, 425
Canals, no certifications of, for
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
352
California, brushy hills of, gl'eat demand for .................. .................... - . . . .
95
producing best wines and choicest fruit....................
95
immigration into, unpr codented, during past year.........................
630
lands in, valuable, unsurveyed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
95
Mexican archives in, value and preservation of . ........................... 541,542
and Spanish grants in, of, origin, validity, extent. and boundaries of 541-546
Mexican, archives, origin, validity, extent, and boundaries of, in ......... 623-628
mineral surveyors, cleputy, list of........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . .
629
populatio11, permanent, of, rapiuly increased . .............................. 623-630
resources ot; most valuabloaud important, development of. . .. .... .• ......
623
Spanish archives, indexing and making abstracts from, necessity of.......
624
value and preservation of . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 623, 624
work on, amount and nature of...................... 623,628, 629
swamp, applications to pmchase, claimed as, in unsurveyed townships.....
621
cases of, on appeal, number of......................................
621
peremptory setting; of, for trial, urged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621
tried, number of..........................................
621
claimants, speculative nractices of, discontinuance of, urged.......
621
claims to, abandonment of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621
decisions in cases of, in favor of State claimants...................
621
expenses of, estimated <1 mo1mt of, deposit of......................
621
improvem cntA on and pecuniary benefits from.....................
621
increase of cases of, mpid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621
labor and correspondence involved in each case of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621
new cases of, all distant from railroad and stage communication.....
621
situated in northern part of State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620
number of, recorded..................................
620
record of, immediate act.ion to clear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . .
620
rehearings in cases deci<led iu favor of State claimants...... . . . . . .
621
selections of, rules which should govern. .......... .. ..............
621
St.ate claimants. cases in which asked for suspension of decision. . . . .
621
suspension 0£; from entry and sale. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621
testimon,v in cases 9f, imrression as to time of taking.............
621
tracts, suspended, area o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
621
unfinished cases of, number of....................................
621
(See Lands, Public, Surveys.)
u.nsurveyed, obstruction to progress of, through .......................... .
623
valuable ,unsurveyed, in, description of ...........•........................
95
(See Lands, Public.)
(See Secretary ofthi,:i Interior.)
•
(See Territory.)
·
Cash ;ntr~es of, acreage and valu~ of .. .. : ........... ·;·.· ........ (broadside opposite)..
524
ece1pts from fees for reducmg t estimony to wntmg . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 88, 524
transcripts ot records of, furnished........................
88
on donation claims to........................................ 88,524
State selections of ..... ...........................-. ........ 88,524
railroad seleetions of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88, 524
swamp indemnity selections of............................ 88, 524
wagon-road selections of............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88, 524
military bounty-land warrant locations............................ 88, 524
pre-emption and other filings upon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88, 524
sales of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88, 524

t~t~C:::::::: '.:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

88 5

sales of, acreai~\;t
, ::
receipts from, total .............. ...... ........... (broadside opposite).. 89 524
statement of, in detail ................................................. 86, 87; 524
total of ....................... ...... ..... ....... (broadside opposite) .. 87 88 524
Ch!l-rcoal industry. (See Lands, Public, Timber, Colorado.)
' '
Ch~cago lak~ front not J!Ublic lands in sense of pi:blic-land laws ................... . ... 226, 227
Chi?ago, Samt Paul, Mmneapohs and Omaha Railroad Company. (See Lands, Public,
Tunber.)
Cit~zens, confined to, appropriation of, should be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
268
Claimants of, distant from lan1l offices, difficultie;.; of. ..................................
172
parties purchasing from, must give proper notice of their interests ......... 592, 593
•
(See Private Lnml Claimants.)
173
Clauns to, aggressiye :1-nd illegal, seeking judicial sanction, protection of, against.......
great maJonty of, mortgaged or sold as soon as proof........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
173
mortgages and transfers of, abuses through............... . . .................
172
relinquishments and transfers of, speculation in.............................
172
who lo scheme of, speculative and iojnrious.
172
under existing laws, speculation the foundation 10J great proportion of . .. . ..
172
Coal

fli~g~- a~"ci e~tri·e"-~°r:'. :::: :: :::: '.'.:::: ::::::: ::: :::::::: :::: '.'. :::::: :::::::: ::::: '.

531,

fraudulent entry of, as agricultural.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . .

~;i1~~~:~~:::::: :: ::::.:.. ::::.:::: :::::: ::::::: ::: ::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :.::::

(See Lands, Public, Entries.)
Coe & Carter, case of. (See Lands, Public, Entries.)
Cofcswell & ]!'ink. (See Lands, Public, Fraudulent Entries of.)
Co orado, coal from, of the finest coking quality .•• , ...•.•..•..•..••••••.•••.•••••••.•••

m
m
137

531,

138
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138
Colorado, coal value of, per acre ......·................................................ .
56
filings and final entries of, timber culture, in ................................ .
138
fraudulent entries of, suits in cases of, recommended .•••.••••••·•.••..••...•.
238
land districts in, new .....................,.••••••.•••••.•••••••••••.• ·...... ..
(See Lands, Public, Timber, Colorado.)
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
.
Commissioner can not violate law nor authorize its violation ........................... 560, 561
Competitive bids for, entries, acreage, and value of ...........•. (broadside ·opposite)..
524
Contest, cases of, undecided, number of ..................... : . . . . .. • • • . . . . . . . • • . . .. . . .
182
division. (See General Land Office.)
Contests in entries of, act and rule controlling ......................................... 435, 436
Courts, jurisdiction of, begips where that of General Land Office ceases...............
236
Darcey vs. McUarthy, land case of, before Kansas supreme court, decision in..........
236
Decisions, rulings, and instructions relating to . .. • . .. . . . . .. . . . .. • • . • • • • . • • • • . . • • . • • • • • 208-237

E!E~!~~t1!i:
ii~;~!!eO:ii!:-il~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1~~
Desert, entries of, final proofs in ...................................... ................. 214-216

(See Lands, Public, Entries.)
land, applicants for, actual residences and post.office addresses of..............
228
law, repeal of, recommended..............................................
188
laws governing, requirements of ............................................... 213, 214
mostly claimed by aliens, acreage of . • • • . • . • • . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . • . . • . • . . • • .
605
(See Lands, Public, Entries.)
Disbursements for.....................................................................
453
Disposals of, and receipts from, abstract of............................................ 86, 524
increase of.... . • • . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • 86, 524
e.xi11ting systems for, fundamentally defective in original instance . . . . . . . •
168
wholly unsuited to present conditions of.. . . . . . . . ..
168
expenses incident to ................................ (broadside opposite) . .
524
recapitulation of, by States and Territories ........ (broadside opposite)..
524
rules for the government of...............................................
~36
wasteful and fraud.inspiring systems of . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
85
District land officers dependent on voluntary testimony in hearings before . . . . . . . . • • .. .
171
hearings before..... .. .
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .
171
informers in cases of fraudulent entries, citizens shrink from
171
position of ............................................. ........ .
witnesses, compulsory attendance of, before, law authorizing,
171
ure:ed .... . . .................. . ...................
few, volunteer before, iu behalf of government.......
171
importance of compulsory attendance before . . . . . . . .
171
in cases of fraud, deterred from appearing before.....
171
no law compelling, to appear before..................
171

E~~f
~~~~f~l::i~a~~!c~ie~~~~~t.s_ .~~ ~~~·e·~: ~:::::: ~:::::::: ·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Duplicate receiver's receipt, filing of, not sufficient to constitute the party filing an

2

gg

·
attorney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 592, 593
Educational purposes, selections of, for................................. . .. . . .. . . ... . . 87, 90
Entries of, abandoned military reservations, entries of, acreage and value of (broadside
524
opposite) ................. ............ ............ ........................
acreage and number of, coal. .............................. ............ . .... 8'/, 90,524
desert land ......................................... 87, 89,524
final . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. • • .. 87, 524
homestead, original ...................... .......... 87, 89, 52,1commuted . . .. •.. • • • .. • • .. . • .. .. . . • . . • .. 87, 524
final . . . . . . • . .. • .. • . . . . . .. .. .. . .. • .. . . . .. 87, 524
mineral ........................... , ................ 87, 90, 524
pre•emption ........................................ 86, 89,524
private cash, increased ..................... ........ 86, 88, 524
timber ~~ft~~:~i: :::·:::::: :::~::::::::::::::::::;~: ;;; :
value of ................................. (broadside opposite)..
524
of donation . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 87, 524
school and internal improvement, State selections of............ 87, 524
town-site . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. • . 87, 524
with military bounty.land warrants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. • 87, 524
private land smip (Supreme Court)................... ...... 87, 524
Sioux half breed scrip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • . . • 87, 524
Valentine scrip .......... . ....................... ......... 87,524
agricultural, awaiting preliminary or final action, total nnmber of.........
182
contests of, disposal of . .. . ..... . ....................... ........
184
increase of, monthly ratio of......... ..............
184
number of . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .
184
number of, to be di. posed of durin_g next :fiscal year...........
184
posted bnt notexamin d, number of .. ................... ......
182
proportion of, iu comf liance with laws................. .......
16'

!~';foj~t~~~b~:~F.:: :: :::: :: :::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::: :: ::

all clai ses of, aggregate area of .... .. ... ............. (brond11ide opposite)..

number of .................. (broadside oppo ite) ..
receipts from all sourcrs from . ........... ,broad ide opposite)..
lllld &J?plication , affida~it , and proofa in, only small proportion of, ex.am·
u1ed . ......••... .• ... •... .• .. . ... . . . . .. .. .. ....• -·· · ················
filin;:t upon , incrrn. in nu rn lll'r and acr n.go of .... . ........... - ...... .
numb rand acr ·ai? of . .. ..... . ....................... ..
ori1,rinal xhau, tivo data of, n time norspacoforcompila.tion of. ................................ ........ .

m
524
524

524
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138
Entries of, and filing upon, original, primarily made to cover sales of relinqnishment.s.
speculative or fraudulent character pf, overwhelm·
138
in!! evidence of..........••.....................
88
posted OD records .. ... . ....•......................... · · · . •
138
pre-emption and timber culture, speculative character of.
proportion of, in Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska in 1885,
138
1886, and 1887 ..•....•..•••••.•.......••......•...•..•••.
87
selections of, total . . . . . .......•••................ . .... ...............•.
attesting officers in, character and duties of, so regulated as to make them
responsible . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172
r esponsible, act making, passage of, urged . . • . . . . . . . . .
172
attorneys in, information, rights of, to . . • . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . • . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . •
223
information to . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
223
practice of, in, largely employing time of force of land offices..
223
bona-fide residents, rights of, modification of regulations respecting, asked for
565
cancel, Commissioner, authority of, to, decision affirming .....•.•.••...... 2:li, 236
cash, including: pre.emption and commuted homestead, patents of...........
2no
unoffered, not subject to . •.. .. .. . ....................•.....•...•••••.. 56~565
certified copies of, funds in payment of, what............. . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . .
139
change of, acreage and value of . .............•....... (broadside opposite)..
524
claimants in, disbarment of attorne:vs for improper fees in identification of.
224
extortionate charges o·f attorneys in, identification of . . . . . . • . •
224
identification of...............................................
224
coal. .............•.......... :-. • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . • . . . • • . . . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • • • • • 531, 532
Alabama, case of, decision in ••••••.•••••..•.••....••••••••••.•..•••.. 662-554
declaratory stat,ement11 in .. _. . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . • . . • • • • . . . • . • • • . . . • . . • . .
534
increased acreage and number of............... .... .• ... . .• .•••••.• .. . 90, 52i
number, acreage, and value of...•••.......•••.. (broadside oppositt')..
524
under act of June 15, 1880 ...•..•••... _•..•. _.... • • • • • . . • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • 562, 563
Coe & Carter, case of, decision in ..............•.................•....•••.• 563-565
Commissioner, pewer of, over, court no authority to control . • • . . . . . . • • • • • • •
234
judicial affirmation of......................
234
completion of, before marked on tract books or plats.... . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . .
210
contests against, affidavit of, fee for, need not accompany . -·...............
221
appeals and other action in, prompt reports of. . . . . . . . . . . . .
234
circulars respecting, observance of, enjoined.............
234
decisions in, notices of. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . •
234
hearings in, reports of, defective..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
234
recordR of, examination of, directed .•.. ............. _.....
234.
reports of, requirements of _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
234
rule 52 of Practice requiring separate letter of transmittal
in each case of... . . . . . . . . . . _. . . .•............ _....... .
234
separate letter of t:cansmittal of, in each . .. _. .••. _. .•....
234
several of, transmitting, in one letter, practice of, discontinued ...................... . ...... _.. ___ ..... . . . . . . . . .
234
testimony by deposition in, rulils governing ... _....... _•• 22/l, 224
in, expenses for, each party must pay his own .
220
witnesses in, notaries public. power of, to summon . . . . . • •
224
in, act and rule controlling .......... .>.• •••••• • ••••• _.••••••.. _• • • • • • • 435, 436
"continuous residence " in, proofs of, meanti merely one visit in thirty
days to chtim ...... .... .. . ... .. ..•. •. .. ....... .. . ... . .. . ... .......... .....
149
court records, certificate in and attestation of ....... __ .......• . ...... __ .. _.
220
decisions in, involving right of appeal, notices of, 1,ervice of . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
229
desert, actual residences of applicants and witnesses ...........•.......•. _.
215
and improvements . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •. .... . .. . ........................ 595, 596
applicants and witnesses in, actual residence of..................... · 215
canal, right, of wa:y for, over every private tract, claimant must show.
213
certificates is,med in, record of ...... _. . .. _. . . . • . • . . . . . . • . • . • • • • . . . .
216
citizenship, proof of, under oath, required in . . . • . • . . . • • • . • . • • • . . . . .
215
contested, increase of. ....................... _................... __ ..
184
contests against, for illegality and fraud. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216
correspondence involved in. _.... _. .. . . ... .. ... _. .. _... _... ....... _..
183
declaration :i,nd con:oborating affidavits, before whom must be made.
215
rn, requirements of ............... _._...... ....... .......
215
terms of ................ _... __ ._......................
215
declarations filed and certificates issued in, monthly returns of.......
216
character, must be whoJly of . _..... _........... _........ _....... _...
214
fees in, and receipts for, etc . ........... -·· .....................•.•... 215,216
final proofs in, intention to make, notice of..........................
216
notice of intention to make . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . .
211:l
specific statements required in ..... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216
under desert land act . . ... ........ _..... . (broadside opposite)..
524
half of, alternate years, irrigation of, non-fulfills reqmrements
of law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... ....... _.........
213
improvements must be of permanent character...... . .. .
. ... . ... 595,596
Lassen County, number, acreage, and value of, etc. (broadside oppo.
site)....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524
law governiilg,_rulings under . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . .
213
what lands subject to entry under...................
215
relating to, provisions of . . . . . . . . . _.. . ... .... ..•............... 214, 215
native grasses, lauds produ<'in!?, not desert..................... . ....
215
natural growth of trees, lands producing, not desert................
215
not a Miguable...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
215
only ont1 e11try of. b_v any one person.... . ...................
.. ..
215
olig-inal, under de!lert-lnncl act . . . . . . . . . . . (broadside opposite). .
524
partly agricultural nnd pnrtl.v desC1rt can not be entered as ....... 214, 595,599
permanent and actual irrigation of whole of, required • . • . . . . . . • . . . • .
218
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,ntr,ies of. desert, pdce of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . • • •

215
quantity of, embraced in, etc........................................
215
relinqmehments of, cancellations of, manner of......................
216
surveys of, can not be made in advance of regular surveys of . • . . . . .
216
township, claims to, ad,justment of, to lines of.. . . . . . . . • • •
216
United States vs. George D. Jenks, case of ......... . ...•••.....••.. 213,214
vitiated by transfer of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . .
215
water i:ight not sufficient, cases where..... . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . • . . • .
213
temporarily conducted on, does not comply with law ......••••• 505,596
(See Land1:1, Public, Arizona,)
(See Lands, Public, California.)
(See Lands; Public, Desert.)
524
donation, acreage ll,nd value of . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... (broadside opposite) .•
(\uplicate receipt in, value of . ........................................•••.•
236
236
of register and r eceiver in, not proof of title to ..••...••••
222
fees in, attorneys collectin.i?, while in the land office . .......•••••...•••..•.••
222
collection of, rules governing . .. ................ .. ...............•••
222
prohibited within land offices .........•...•.......•••••
236
final arbiters in, registers arnl receivers not ................................ .
·certificates, legal importance of ............. . ....... ................. .
236
proofs in, adverse claims or protests against, hearings in ...••.....•.•.•
232
advertisements of . .. .. ............... ................ ... . ... .
225
affidavits in, authority to take, derived from United States
226
laws ........... ...........•................•.
226
identification of..... ..... ... .......•......•...•
232
and certificate and receipt, must bear even date .......•.••..
register's certificate, dates in, all discrepancies in, must
be accounted for .......... ........... .. . ... ... . ...... .
230
answers to questions in, must be written down as given ..... .
226
authority to take affidavits in, not derived from Territorial
laws ..... ... .... ........................................ .
226
before probate judges acting as attorneys in ......•.....••...
223
State and Territorial officials, little scrutiny of ...... .
172
clerks of courts and State and Territorial officials authorized
to attest . ... ......•..................... . .................•
172
contest applications and protests, submission of, after issue
of certificate ................ ·... .. ........ . . .............•••
232
distance of entrymen from land office urged why, can not be
made before land officers.................. .................
172
entire, in atcordance with notice given....... ................
· 230
taking of, at one and same time . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . •
232
examination of all, on new forms for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
230
a mere perfunctory, by register, notexpected..
227
before transmittal to General Land Office.....
227
by chief cle1·ks of land offices only necessary.
227
labor and knowledge involved in . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183
personal, by register, a physical impossibility.
2::!7
false affidavits in, widest possil>lu opportunities for..........
182
forms, new, for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289
homestead ancl pre.eruption, officer before whom to be taken. 224,229
blank forms used in, supply of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
229
commuted, blank forms used in, supply of........
229
new blanks for, couections in . . . . . . . .
227
new blanks for, corrections in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
227
identification of affidavits in................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
221
majority of, made before irrrsponsible State officials..........
182
new, and new advertisement, where, may be required . . . . . . • .
23~
corrections in. . ....................................... ..
227
olcl forms for, examination of all, now in respective land
221
offices .... . .........•.......... ........•....
return of ... ................................. .
229
papers in, attorney to mnke out, land office employes not com·
226
petent to act as...... . . . ............... ..... ... .
rules to be ob rved in passing on . . . . . . . . . . ... . .
230
229
parties and witne ses to, examination of, utmostatrictnessin.
228
com~an~ing l!_l-1_lcl o~cer~ to swear them in ........... .
228
offenng 1dent1tication ot ............. .. ............. .
232
payments in, at time of offering ........•............. .. .....
persons associated in making, qualifications of, must be
shown.... . .... .... ........... ... .. ... ..... ................

232

pre-emption , new blanks for, corrections in..................
227
blank forms used in, supply of........ . . . . . . . .
229
probate jndge11 in Dakota authorized to take ................ . 225,226
protest and contest cases in, final action in, reports of, and
papers in . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23!
questions in n w forms of, answers to, full, specific, and Un·
evasive........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
229
te timony in, must. be made by the officer........
2;6
ready mad , not ac eptecl. ........... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
2_6
regi ter and 1eceiYer, desi!!nati n by, of offic r before whom
to b taken .... ... ..... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. 224, 225
tak n b fore ollicers otb r fhan land officers, tran mittal of.
230
t~n mittal of, with mool'y . . .. ...... ...... ..... .. ... . .•.. .•.
230
Wltbout mone.,, not accc•pted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . .
230
(See Lancl . Puhlic, Entries of, contests.)
( ee Land", Pnhlic, Entrie of, timb rand stone.)
receipt in, legal titl to, not carried by .............................. - • •
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Kati;ies of, final total. •••••...•••...••..•..............••....••.•••.•..••••...... ... - . . . 87, 524
fraudulent, by agents and attorneys, for speculative purposes ....•.... . -- - - 134
cancellatioiis uf, acrearre covered by . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • .
133
cattle col'porations, wt1ter suppl_v of, monopolized liy, through. .
151
cessaiion of, not to be looked for until greater means are pro·
136
vi Jed forpro,ention of ..... . ... . ............•••••• .....••. ...
133
effective work in investigating .. ........•... • ... ...•....••• -...
exten<1ive an<l numerous schemes to acquire title by, develop133
ment of .. . ..........................•.. . •••. ..... ... .... .....
government agents investigating, represented as unscrupulous
134
•
spies .. .... .............. . . .... .. . . .... • .. ... .... .. .. -... ....•
informers, persons having information which would defeat,
171
shrink from position of. .. .......•.•.•••....••......••....••••
164
investigatiomi into, :istounding revelations of. ..•.••••...••..•.
133
of, satisfactorily con<lucted, etc .... .•... ••.•.•••
145
pine lands, large dealers and speculators in ................... .
133
proof's of ........... .. ......................................... .
171
rights of citizcn!:l involved in, dependent on voluntary testimony,
robbery of government through, bold, reckless, and gigantic
schemes of, exposed.. ... ..... .. ... ... ........................
136
special agents, commendable ze,11 and efficiency ?f..............
133
results of investigations bJ, mto. .••••• .••.••••
133
thou sands of cases of, on file. .. .......... .. . ...................
136
timber cult.ire, reduced to a system . •.. .•.....•••••..•...•. 139-143, 145
parties initiating, prosecution of . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
557
voluntary relinquishments of n1any of, causes of......... . .....
134
witnesses, compulsory attendance of, in oases of, law authorizing, urgecl ..... . ..................••••. . ........•..
171
171
in cases of, importance of compulsory attendance of.
deterred from attending .....•.....•••..•••••..••..••
171
no law to compel attendance of. . •.•••..........••••
171
(See Lands, Publie, Enti-ics of, fraudulent.)
hearings and decisions in, notices in, registration of . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • • • • • • •
228
fe r s in registration of, payment,of . . . • . . . . . • . • . .
229
homestead,absence from land on account of drou ght . ..... .••.•.......•.••• 208,209
additional, blank form of, for final 0ertificate of....... . . . . . • • . • •
228
• fin~l ~ertificate in, issue of, only upon approval of
original..... ............. ...... ....... . . • • . . . . • . . . . .
228
location of,only upon tracts adjoining original entries.
228
original entries of, validity of, necessary to entitle to.
228
or new, within rail way limits, act rel:1ting to ..•..... 227, 228
requisite resiuence on and cultivation of, within railway limits .. .-...... . ...... ... . ............ • .. .• . .
228
residenceaml cultivation, r equirements of, dispensed
with...... . ........ . .. . . .......... . .................
228
adverse pre.emption claim to land at dates of...................
207
amendment of, can not be made... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • •
207
and adverse prc-emptors' claims, respective rights of. ..........
207
pre.emption, final proofs in, officer before whom to be taken. 224-227
attachment of, to a r11ilroad grant, effect of . .. . ...•..•••.•.•..•• 358-374
boxing of trees under, not" cultivation of" . .. ..................
557
by guardians of deceased sol<.liers' miuor chiidren, final affidavit
and testimony of claimants in .......•••.•••••
207
minor children of deceased soldiers ..•..•..•••••
207
cancellations of. . .... .. ... .... ..... .................••••••.•••••
196
C(!mmutatio~ and second entry of, .Judge Blair's alleged decision respecting ...... .. . .... .. . ............................••••
207
commuted, final proofs in, blank forms used in, supply of ..•.••
229
rejection of all, not made on new
form11 for ...•.....•••.......•..••.
229
rules in passing on paptirs in .••.....
230
to cash, number, acreage, and value of (broadside
opposite) .... ......... .... .. . .... . .•••••...•••
524
under act of .June 15, 1880, number, value, and acreage of ...................... (broadside opposite)..
524
contested, increase of .... .........•.._.. ........................
184
dwelling.house on, building of, entirel.v on tract necessary......
208
excesses on, number, acreage, and value of (broadside opposite)
524
final , acreage and value of . ..... . . .. . •• .. . (broadside opposite)..
524
proofs in, pending cont!'sts of...... ....... . . ... .................
207
rejection of all, _not made on new forms for...........
229
Hawkins TayloL"'s commission, claim:1 to, adjudicated by .••.•.. 200,207
head of a family (bastard), privileges of......... . . ...... . . . . . . .
206
ign_orant trespassers, misled by timber speculators, prosecu557
tion of . .............................. ... ... ... . ...............
illegal, how cured. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
207
Indians, rights of, to, nuder laws....... .........................
219
laws, rulings under ........• ... . ......... . ........•.....•...••. 206,207
Missouri Ilome Guards, claims of, adjudication of . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
206
new, residooce and cultivation, requirements of, in, not dispensed with .... ....• .......... ......•... .. ...... .. .. . .... ..•
228
oriirinal, acr a!!:e and value of ...... .....• (broadside opposite) ..
524
origin al and fln:il, correspondence involved in ... .•.•...•.• . .....
183
patents for, nnrler ... . .... ... ...................... ... . .......•
200
preference ri_gbt of sucr£:ssful rontcstant in .........•• •.........
435
rejection of all, not macle on new fo1 ms for ....• ....•....••.....
229
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Entries of, homestead, residence on, soldier can not comply with legal requirements of.
207
whel'0 timber culture, are changed to . ....••......
207
prior to entry of, computation of time of.... . ..•......
207
second entry of, swearing in, not perj ury .. . . .• . . .. . ........•...
207
violation of statute . . ... . ... .·. . •.............
207
single woman marrying after entry and before fin al proof can not
comply with requ irements . .. ... . . . . . .
207
before final proof. abandons . . . . . . . . . . • .
207
soldiers' additi.cmal, assignments of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218
certificate of, proceedings where, is lost. :-.. 217,219
certification of I"ight ot;, not essential...... .
217
certifying right of, practice of, discontinued
218
declaratory statement in, filing of. .........
218
exercise of right of, onl_v by soldier or heirs..
218
method of, rules prescribing . ... . . . ...•..... 21S, 219
particular land, right of, does not attach t.o
any.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . • . . • • . . . . . . •
218
perfect right of soldier without certifica.
219
tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
purchase of, at trifling rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
218
purpose of, r!lles defeating ·- .. . ....... . ....
218
reissue of certificate of, when lost, r efused . 218, 219
right of, a personal right . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218
statutory not a common law right
218
unalienabl e and unassignable . . . . .
218
to make, certificate of..... . . ... . . . • .
208
rights of certification of, only obj ect of.... .
217
sale or transfer of, not unlawful .....•.•••. . 217, 218
scrip, description of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • .
218
whole scheme of, a fraud . .... . .......
218
soldier's right to make, certification of . ....
218
sprculat-ion and fraud in, scheme of . . . . . . . .
218
declaratory- statement of, in . . ... .... ... ... . ....... ... .
207
widow, rights of, can not be waived in favor of minor
children . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. ..... . . .. . .. . ... .
206
11urrender of, to make new, lapse of time after, no disqualifica·
tion ................. . .. . ..... . .. . . .. . . . ...•..............•• . •.
206
transfers of, agreements for, illegal .. .. ... .. ......•......•••••.
206
under act of March 3, 1879 . . ..... . . . • . . . ..••• .••••• .• . . . • ••••••
206
unperfected, timber, cutting and remo-val of, extent of, from ... .
558
in Colorado, Kansas, and Nebrask a, great bulk of, merely speculative ... . .
139
Minnesota, corrupt appropriation of whole regions of, by lum ber corpora•
tions ......... . . . . . ......... . ...... ... ... ... . . .• ....... . ... .
145
explc,rers of, minutes of, purchases of .•. •.. .. . . .. . . •..... . .. .
146
primeval grandeur of great bodt' of, unmarl'ed by the hand of
man......... ......... . . . . ..... . . .. . . .. . . ........ .. ... . ....
145
Indian, acreage of Cherokee school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • . .
87
Kansas trust and diminished reserve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
87
Omaha. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
87
Ute . .. . . .• . •.•..•.... . ... .. .. . •. .. ... ......... . ... . . • .. 87, 524
Sioux half-breed, on unsurveyed, evidence required in. . . . ......... .
220
instructions respecting, a practical exhibit of results of.. . ... .•• . .. . .... •.. U3, l«
interlocutory motions in, not appealabJ., . .......... ... .. .... .. _. . . . . . . . . • . • •
223
military bounty.Janel wanant, acreage and value of ... (broadside opposite). .
52•
minera1, increase and decrease of.. _.............. . . .. .. . ... ....... . ... . ... .
00
mill.sites sold . ....••..........•..•••• •••••.....•. . _... • . . . . . . . • • • •
531
notices in ........... ...................... _.. ......... .... .. ... . . .
53•
number and acreage of ............. _•.. •. • .. ••• • .• .• ... ..•.. . ..... 531, 53!1

ri~;~~::lir: :::::::::~:::: ::~::: :: ::::: :::::::: :: ::::::::: ::: 533 ~t

•
naturaliz~i:
non.mineral affidavit in, can not be made on information and belief . . • . . . • .
225
.
only to be sworn to on personal knowledge.... .... .
225
no settlement or improvement of, under settlement and improvement laws .. lM
nuru ber and area of.. _ .. . __ . . . . . __ . .. ___ . _.. _. .... (broadside opposite)..
524
officers before whom fin al proofs to be t ak en, designation of. . .. . ..•.... . . - 224, 225
original and final disposal of, num bPr of clerks necessar.v for ..... . . -. . . . . . .
183
one clerk in, annual work of. .... . . .. . .. . .....
183
examination and disposal of, necessary provision for. . . • .
183
papers ill, belong to permanent files of office ..... _....... . .. . ..... .. .. . . ...
560
can not be returned ... .. .... . . . ... . . ... __ .. ... . ..• . •. . . . .. .•.. ..
560
executed before land officers aud reto.rned to attorneys, p ractice

~ot ~p~~~t£~~:::::

210

paten~s for, j~:~~~ef,~p~;; pr·e·s·~~t~tion ·offui al ·c~~ti ficit~
236
pract10al exhibit of results of, instructions r eRpecting ... _..•.. .• . ......... 143, 144
pre-emption, attachment of, to a railroad grant, effect of .....•.. . .... . .....• 358--364.
cancellations of .... . .. _.. _. . _. ... _.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
196
claims. adverse, attaching to homestead at dates of homestead .
207
contested, incr a e of . _ .. . _. _.. _. . .. __ ... . ......... . ... . • . . .
18'
iiial proofs in, officers before whom to be taken ...... .. . . . .. - 224-227
blank forms u ed in supply of. ...... ... .. ... . ..
229
papers in, rule,dn p iog on . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . .
2.30
r ~ection of all, not made on new forms for... ..
229
number of . ... . ....... __ .. . .. .. ... . .... . .• .. ... . .... . •.• •. ••.
431
incroa e of, perc ntage of......... . ... ... ... . ..... ..
183
unacted on at close of fi scal year .. .. ... . .. - . . .. . . . .
89
preference rights of successful contestant in............ ......
435
0

0
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Entries of, private land scrip, a-0rea.ge and value of......••..... (broadside opposite) . .
524
privileged communications, reports offspecial agenftsffias to.r··· -· ··· ·· ·· ·· ··
5g8
2- 3
p1·obate ju<lg-es as attorneys, misuse o fanctions o o ce o . . . . . . • • . • . . . • .
proofs in, rejected, retention of, by localdland office ......... - - ·. - - - · · · • · · · 210
228
registered letters, for wllat purpose use .•.•......••••..••••.••••• - - • · - - · registers and l'eceivors, final action of, in, appeals from . ... . ....•. , . . . . . . . .
223
reports, al?peals, an<l notices in ..................•...........•...... '. ...... 234
results of investigations of inspectors' and special agents', r ports of.... 143-105
practical exhibit of•..........•............•..••••....••••....... 143-165
reports respecting, summary of..........••....... - - . - - · -- • · · · · rale 35, testimony under............ . ................ . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
2..,3
Sioux half-breed, on unsurveyed, evidence required in ..•..•... ,..... . .....
220
size of land districts renders examination of but small proportion of, possible....................................... ... .. ...... ........ .. .... .. . ...
172
soldiers' additional homestead, papers in, can not be returned . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
562
permanent files of land office . . . . .
562
(See La~ds, Pubhc, Homestead.)
speculative character of...•.••••..••••.•••••.•.•.•.•....................... 133-165
merelv .. . •.....• .••••• ..•..••..... ..•..••...•... .•..•. ........
134
swamp, affidavits urequired in...................................... . . . • • . . .
448
proceedings in, making • • • • . • • . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . • . 448, 449
proofin, requirements of ..••••••••••••••...•••.••••....•....•..... 448, 449
system of, loose and improvident, remedy for, vital importance of.........
172
testimony in, 11nder rule 35, of practice • . • • • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
223
timber, "act to effect object of conspiracy," after lapse of three years
556
from, dates of................•....•••••...................••.. - .
557
improvements, the principal object of ...••....•••........••..••....
557
use of timber only, the incident of . ........••.. . ..•................
and stone, act of June 3, 1878, limiting the quantit,y of land to be acquired by one person under. . . . . . . .
230
mineral, not subject to, under.......
231
regulations under. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 230-233
adverse claims or protests against, hearing,1 in..........
232
affidavits in, false swearing in, penalties for . . . . . . . . . . . .
231
reading of, to claimants, before being sworn.
231

If>

character~~~~~~~~-~_-_-_-_·::::::::::::_-_-::::."::::::::::::: :::

claimants in, actual residenceR, occupations, and post232
office addresses of .....•..............•.
deposition of, form of .. .......••.•••••... :.
232
sworn statements of, form of............. .
232
contest applications and protests, submission of, after issue of certificates ..•....... ~ ..•.........•••••.........
232
232
contests against . ............ .. . ............•.•.........
evidence required to be furnished in ........ , . .......... .
Z31
final proofs in, certificate and receipt must bear even date
with ................................. .
232
entire, must be taken at one and same
time ............... ·. ....•..............
232
rules governin~ ................•.••...... 230-283
improvements on, the only object of use of..............
475
instructions of August 19, 1884, respecting .....•........ 231,232
married women, rights of, in making...... . . . . . • • • • • . . . .
231
payments in, at time of offering proof in . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . .
232
persons associated in making, qualifications of, must
be{:lhown ..•.........•................••....•..........
232
protest and contest cases in, final action in, reports of,
and papers in ...••.....•....•.•....••..•...•........••_.
232
published notice in, requirements of .•••.•••••.••...•.. ,
231
unfit for cultivation ............•....••••....••........ :.
231
unoffered, uninhabited ..•....•••.•...•..•••...•.•....•..
231
·
(See Lands, Public, Final proofs.)
timber-culture, affidavits, affiants sworn personally by officers taking in ... .
211
all, required in, must be made before register .... .
211
in, falsfl swearing in, perjury ...•••........•....••.
210
form of . ...............•...••••..... . .•..•.....
211
must be sworn to in district where land is situated . . .. . ................. . .......•••••.•.•.•
209
officers before whom taken, duties of............ .
211
prescribed, showing; qualifications of entrymen ..
210

!ffa'~i~;!si~~~;t ~:::::: ·:::::::::::::::::::: _-:::::::: ~ :::_-

character of, only, which can be embraced within ..••......
commissious in . ........................................... .
conflict with other entries of, must not ...........•••.......
contestants of, not required to file application ......•.......
successful, preference right of............. .
contested, increase of ........................••............
cont~sts against, for illegality, institution ~f ..••......•.•.•
cont1;ruous aud compact character of land m .•••.••........
correspondence involved in . ............•......•••••........
cultivation anti planting required in . .............•........
period of time in computing ......... . ....••....
excesses on, number, acreage, ancl value of (broadside oppo·
site) ...........•.......................•...•...........•..
fees in .••.......................•....................••..•..

165
210
210
211
211

223
223
184
223
210
183
212
212

524
211
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211
Entries of, timber-culture, fees in payment of..•....•.•.••....•.• .•••••.......•.•..•.••
524
final, acreage and value of... . ... . ... (broadside opposite) ..
213
proofs in, actual r esidences of witnesses in . ........•
213
certificate of officer before whom made .....
212
claimants must appear in person ..... ..••
212
dates within which, must be made .... .... .
evidence in, careful examination of, by land
211
officers . .............. .................. .
facts in case, specifically and in detail, showing cultivation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
211
finalce1·tificate and receipt in . ... . .........
2ll
goodfaithofclaimantsmust be shown in....
212
intention to make, notice of . ............... ::!12, 213
must be made in land district . .............
212
notice of inte11tion to make : . . . . . . . • . . . . • • •
212
officers before whom, may be taken . • . . . . .
213
requirements in ...... .. . .. . ................ 211-213
testimony in, when, how, and before whom,
213
must be taken .. ........ ..... . .......... .
trees, living and thrifty, number of, at dates
of. ................ . ... . ..... .. . . ....
212
quantity and character of, certified in.
212

flf!~~{!~~~
~-f: ~~-~~~~-: ~ ::: :::::: ::::: ::: :::: ::::::::: ::is9-185, 283
~~:
illegality or fraud in, contests against, for..... . .. . .. . . . . • . .

law governing, rnlings under............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
209
mineral, can not be made for. ........................ .. .... .
211
non-mineral affidavit, claimant must personally make .••... 269,211
required in all........ . . .. . .. ... .... ..
210
affidavits, place and manner of making . . . . . . ..
211
not one in a hundred made in good faith under the law. . . . .
150
only persons authorized to make . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210
patents for, under . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
200
planting and cultivation required in............... ... ... ...
212
preference right, of successful contestant in................
435
purchases of, cultivation necessary in cases of.............
209
reiulations under laws governing- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
210
reJected applications, retention of, by local officers.........
209
relioquisbed, number of.... . . ............. . ........... . ...
165
relinquishment of, b., guardian, during temporary insanity
of claimant, unl:1wful....... .. ... .. ..• . ... . .. .. .. .• . ... ..
209
relinquishments and cancellations ·of....... -:-1. . ...•••..•.•. 139-165
of, an unqualified abuse of t1ie laws . .....
139
in Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas .... 139-U3
methods of............ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
139
number of, in Dakota, Kansas, and Nebraska.... .. . ..... ... ... ....... ...
143
sale of, treatment of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
212
sold over and ove1· again ... . .. .....•.. 139-165
rights of, once exhausted can not be restored... ...........
210
;.111.es gov,~rning, not retrol:ctive .. : .. . ... .._... ... . . . . . . . . . .
213
timber, trees, classes of, recogmzed as, m . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21~
trees, if destroyed, must be replanted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
212
number of, reqnired to be planted . .. . . ... .. . . . • . . . .
21:1
protection of, so as to promote their growth . . . . . . . .
212
selling relinquisbments thl'ough, a business of great magnitude .................. ............... .. . ... . . . ........ .
139
town sites or municipal improvements, can not be made
within . .... . .. .... ... ... ...............................
211
transfers ancl mortg-ages of ........ ........•• ... ........... iae-165
under acL of June 14, 1878.. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • • . • • .
21;!
not liable for prior debts ......
213
acts prior to act of J ull6 14, 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •
212
transfers and mortgages of . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 13!i--165
under settlement and improvement laws, no settlement or improvement on.
164
(See Secretary of the Interior.)

Entry :t~;\;:;~tn¾~~r:e~it
fo~.- i~·::::.::: :: :::::: :::: :: ::: :~: :: ::: :: ::::::::::: ::::
timber and stone, only one, by on.fl person ............. . .. .. . ........•... .

culture. one, no person can make more than . ...... . .. ... .. . ... . .... .
Entryman of, hones~ act of, in sunendering patent to, secured by faulty proof.... ..• .
~xtoi:t1on of mon y from, attorne.vs, disbarment of, guilty of .... ....... .
~ Mmne ota, _never r sumer idence on, after final proof.. . . . . . . . ... .
mstrumental m frauds on, as istance of, to government, in rectifying
wrongs trom ... ...•.. .... ...
. . .. .. .. . ... . ...•... • .
.
perpetration of frauds on, amends of............... ... .
m1 lead and corrupt, systematic efforts to, in defrauding government .. . .
voluntary testimony of over a hundred of, as to fraudulent practices of
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:Brl hto Ran < ee n ial Land Office, .A.ocounts.)
n
ch Company, no 1igbt of, to build ... .. ... .. .............. - •.•

17:1
23,
231
210
136
222
146
135
135
136
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88
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Fencing, all lands for purpose of, lands ef United States so long as -title remains in
United Stat.es...... . . . . . ........... . ... .. .... . ........... ······ ...... .
injunction against, ma.ndator_y, in oase of United States vs. The Brighton
R.111che Company ...... : ... . ... . . . . .. .... .. . ...... . .......... ......... .
right awl dnty of gu'°ernment to protect, against of, misuse by ............. .
Fi.eld uotes, phLt,1 a ll(l otl..tel' papers from sul'vcyors-goncr:11s' records, fees for furnish·
1

568
568
568

518 5

F;lwg~.~~ ;~,·~~ e-~i;;;~~cl.~ithin :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: ::::::
• ~
coal, nnmbor and fees in .... ........................ (broaclside opposite)..
524
homest.:::ad, number aud acreage in .................. (broa1lside opposite)..
524
Lassen Couut_y cl1•sert, num l>e1· antl foes ill ........ . . (broadside opposite)..
524
pro-empt.ion, number antl tilings in .......•• ... ...... (broadside opposite)..
524
town lot, num bcr and foes in .. . ... .... .. .....•....... (broadside opposite)..
524
Valentine scrip, numi.Jer aml fees in . ...... ; ... . .... (broadside opposite)..
524
Final proofs in desert entries of, •lepositiuns in, requirements of .............•.•...... 214-216
numbe1· of ..... . . .. . ...... ...... .••••. .•.... ...... .••.
89
specific s lalcmcnts required in.......................
216
homestead entries of, number nrnl acreage of . .. . ...................... 89,524
timuer culture entries of, acreage and number of. ... . .. - .. .•••••. ... . . 89,524
_
regnh1tions nuder laws governing .••..• ... .. 210-213
(See Lands, Public, Entries, final proofs.)
Five per cent. net proceeds of, to States . . . . ............ ... ... ........... - .••.....••.
91
Florida, drainage·company in southern, operations ot; under State contract ......•••••
95
islands withinjul'isdiction of, great number of .......................•••.....
643
settlers on unsurve_yed, in, protection of ............. ........ - ..........•.....
643
96

Spanish archives in, t~cl~~t~~~i~;j;o"it~-~~~-~L ~:: ::~ ~::: : : : : :: : :: . :::::: ::::::
96
many of, soon useless for reference .........•...••••••..•.
96
Spanish copies ofvolq.mes of, value of .....••••••.•......
96
translations or copies of, greatly needed ....•............
96
grants in, covered hy, fast increasing in value .....••••.........•...•.
96
_
(See Private Land Claims.)
Forests of, fire, protection of, against . _.... . ............................................
554
mill companies or individuals. devastation of, by, not to be encouraged.....
5f6
monopoly of, for speculative purposes, not to bo allo'fed. ••. . . .. . ... •. . . . . .•
556
Frau els on, entrym~n instrumental in perpetration of, amends of...... . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
135
Fraudulent claims to, widespread p ersistence in, and enormous magnitude of.........
180
entries of, alleged, bearings in, rules governing .... ... ............... ~ ...•.. 593-595
cases of, investigated and reported..............................
537
number of, referred to special agents...................
537
received and acted on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • •
538
coal, Colorado, based upon pre-eruption declaratory statements,
.
list of. ................... . . ....... . ............ 581-584
Cincinnati-Colorado Coal, Coke, and Iron Company.".".........................................
584
final homestead, list of ...........•••..••••....... 584, 585
" Sopris cases;" patents for, proceedings to set
aside ........................................... 581-584
desert land, Hole Ditching Company, list an<l description of, by._ 585-589
Union Cattle Company, list and <lescription ot; by .. 585-589
held for cancellation, number of .............................. ·... 1)38, 539
investigation of, average service of special agents engaged in..
537
specinl agents, number of, engaged in..........
587
location aud status of . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
539
pre.emptio.n cash, Cogs"·ell & Fink, case,, of ..............•..... 589--591
equitable jurisdiction, board of, confirmation
of, by, unlawful ....... ·..................... 587-591
timber, California Redwood Compa,ny, list of, b.v ..•..•••••...... 578-581
desert land, and other ...... . .. .......................... 578-590
entry and timber trespass, examination of, pending................... . ...
182
General Land Office. (See General Land Office.)
Girard scrip, Chicago lake front, location of, t,itle refused . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .... .. ...•..
216
Government, co-ordinate br:mches of, separate and indcrendent powers of ......••..•.. 234-237
.
los11es of, by, through speculative combinations..........................
172
Guilford Miller and Northern Pacific Railroad Company, conflicting claims of, to ..... 123-126
homestead entry of, on, antedated railroad.selection of................
124
appeal of company a,g:ainst . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
124
cancellation of, recommended . .................
124
President's decision sustaining .........•..... 124-126
principle inrnl,cd in ..............•••••.. _.... 124-126
valid or invalid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . .
124
within Northern Pacific Railroad indemnity
limits .... .. . ...... . .......••................ 123-126
Just and equitable disposition of case of..... . . . . . . . . . . . • •• . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
126
Hailey land district, Idaho, new. location and boundaries of.... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
238
Histo1ical and statistical tables of . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ....................••.....••... 312, 313
Hole Ditching Compai:y. (See La11ds, Pt:blic, Fraudulent entries.)
Home on, robber.v of a man of tiR. a crime second only to murder .......•.............. 117,118
Homestead, applicants for, actual resioence~ and post-office addresses of ........... _..
228
con::muted. law. rep tal of, urg:ed...... .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . ... . . .........
188
period of five years' residence the exclusive condition of acquisition of....
168
1See L:mds, P~blic Entries.)
Tdaho. (See Lands. Pcblic. in l<\abo.)
481
Illinois, lands in. entries and cash sales of................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In California, entries of, character and condition of. investigations into, results of..... 160-164immigration into, past and prospective, great...........................
609
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In California, mineral claims, surveys of, applications for, labor involved in............
601
placer claims, reports on, number of.....................................
610
surveys of, disposition of.......... . • • . • . • • • • • .
610
number of, and reports upon..................
609
private land claims, surveys of, condition of........... .. . ....•...... 609, 610,620
redwood, acreage of ....... ."......... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • • . •
16:1
Bronson & Co., Canadian lumber firm, spoliation of, by.......
16~
"California Red wood Company, limited," fraudulent acquisition of, by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 162, 163
cultivation, unfit for, but entered under pre-emption act . . • . .
161
Dolbeer and (;arson Lumber Company, spoliation of, by . • • . . .
16:1
entries of, frauds in, in detail, described......................
lO'J
no attempt made in, to comply with laws .••..•••.• 111-165
entrymen of, aliens, sailors, or sea-faring.......... . . . . . . . .• • ••
16i
hired to fraudulently enter, in interest of for161
eign corporations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • • . . •
forests on, magnificent, description of .........•.•••••....•••• 162, 163
fraudulent entries of, methods of, description of.....••....... 161-164
Scotch syndicate, fraudulent entries of, by, great value of.....
163 spruce, and fir timber on . .....................................
161
timber, immense growth of, on................................
161
on, lumber, feet of, cut per acre...................... 162,163
trees on, great height and diameter of .....•.. ;...............
161
value per acre of .. ..........•....................•••••..•...•. 162, 163
1ettlers in, hardiihips of, from want of surveys..........................
609
surveys of, in, fraudulent, resurvey of, offers of pay for . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . •
609
settlers having valuable improvements affected
609

609
importance o/~.: ::::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: ::::: :::
601)
settlers anxious to obtain titles to ..•..•••..•••••....•....
609
hardships to, ,tttending, no .....•......••. : ..... .. .
rulings of Department i-especting, difficulty in conveying to ..........................••........••.
surveyor-general. (See Lands, Public, Surveyor-General.)
swamp in, condition of ................ .... . .................•.•..••. 609, 610,620
unsurveyed, in, brushy hills producing best vines and choicest fruits.....
609
surveyable, very valuable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • .
609
Visalia district, entries of, speculative character of . . . .. . . . . . • • . • . . • • • • •
161
(Su Lands, Public, Surveys.)
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
Colorado, coal and agricultural, competent mining engineer, prospected by, in interest of land grabbers .... ........ ........•..... ....
137
conspirators in fraudulent seizure of, notaries,
137
judges, and clerks of courts ...•.•... . .••.........
137
entries of, fraudulent, in mythical Mexican names . ..
fraudulent, patents of, many .......•................
137
seizure of, rendered feasible by collusion ...................••..........•..
137
137
papers in, entries of, manufactured outright ....... .
scheme to seize most valna ble tracts of, details of .. .
137
surveys of, government, collusive contracts for,
under deposit s.vstem .. . . ........................ .
137
extremely valuable, covered in Las .Animas County by patents in :fic137
titious names ..............•.• ..••...............•.....•••.•......
137
returned on surveys of, as agricultural .....................•.•.......
137
covetonsl.v scanned early by unscruvnlous land grabbers ......•••...•..••
138
entries and filings of, in, pre-emption, in 1885, 1886, and 1887, proportion of.. .
fraudulent entries of, character and methods of, description of .•.....• : .. . 137,138
137
in, investigations into, vigorously prosecuted ..... .
137
separate and fall reports of................. .... .
137
Laa.Animas county, fictitious patents of. in, cover extremely valuable coal.
hundreds of patents for, in , in :fictitious names . .•••..
137
prolific field for moat aadacione and flagrant frauds ...........•.•••••••••
137
value of, covered by patents fraudulently obt.ained .....•.•.•.•.••••.••••.
137
(Ste Lands. Public, Colorado.)
<See Secretary of the Interior.)
Dakota, entries of, actual settlers, townships of, not occupied by . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • .
14ft
character and condition of, investigations into, reeulteof.••..••. 147-149
statements of .........•• •.••••••.••. 147-150
embraced within, value of.... .. . . ............. . ................
146
proofs in, percentage of, covered by mortgage deeds............
146
timber cnltnrA, in interest of specuiation ......•••••• -~·-·· .••. ..
148
unqueetionably fictitious. percentage of.........................
H9
entrymen of, abandoned land immediately after final proof................
149
mo~tly inhabitants of towns during alleged residence on........
140
land in. market valueof................... ... . .. ......•.••••.•••.••.•••.•.•
1'8
(Bu ecretary of the Interior.)
(Su Territory.)
Idaho. ( u Lands, Pt.blic. Idaho.)
149
Indiana, lands in t-ntriee and cash sales of.........................................
Indian
eo,d in
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . ••. . . . . . . • • •. . • • . • • •. . . . . . • . .
591
· allotments of, ad,iustment of, work of, pending . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
18ll
clerical force of. increased. estimate for ............ ..•. ....• ••••• J 84, I 85
e ti mated number of, to be pr sented within next two years......
14
ca&h eal1 a of. recapitciation by 'tates and Territorie of. (broadside oppo ito)..
52-1
rece,pts from . ............. ... .................................... 86, 52'
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Indian, cash sales of, total, entries, acreage, and value of..•..... (broads!de oppos~te)..
52,
Cherokee school, entries, acreage, and value of....••.... (broadside opposite)..
514
claims, act of July 4, 1884 . •••••.••..••••.•••.••••••..••••••••.•••••••••••• .••. 219,220
disposal of, cash receipts from . • • • • • . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • •
.· · •· ·
88
recapitulation of, by States and Territories ..• (broadside oppos1te)..
524
entries of, acreage of Sioux, Sioux. . ... ·...••••••.•••••................. - . . • • • • 87, 524
filings on, coal, number and fees •••..• .........•.....•.. (broads~cle oppos~te)..
524
pre.emption, number and fees in ...•.•........... (broads_ide oppo~1te)..
524
Kansas trust, entries, acreage, nnd value of ... •••...•••. (broadside opposite)..
524
mineral, number and fees in ...............•..••••....... (broadside oppo3ite)..
524
patents for, applications for ••••••......•..•.••. (broadside opposite)..
524
occupants in possession of, protection of ..••.......••••••..•........... . ....... 346, 347
Omaha, entries, acreage, and value of . ...••.•••..••..... (broadside opposite)..
524
Osage ceded, entries, acreage, and value of....•••....... (broadside opposite)..
524
patent to, of certain, in a reservation, effect of, on rights of, under homestead
219
law .. ..................... . .................................................. .
524
Pawnee, entries, acreage, and value of . •.••......•..... (broadside opposite) ..
pre-emption entry, Osage trnst and diminished re~erve, entrie~._ acreag~, and
5U
value of . ....•.....••.....•••.... . (broallsiae oppos1te) ..
Otoe and Missouria, sales of, subject to, entries, acreage,
and value of. .•.••...•••...•....... (broadside opposite) ..
Sioux, sales of, subject to, entries, acre3:ge, and yalue
524
of ......••.•••••...............•••. (broadside opposite) .•
sales of, acreage of...............• . .....•........•••••.........••.. -. ...•••.. 87,524
220
Sioux half.breed scrip, location of, on unsurveyed, evidence required in ••..••••
219
Squakson reserve, patent for certain lands in, acceptance of, by, effect of...•••
Territory and Texas, boundary between ..•....•.•.......•...•••••.• -••••...•.. 344-346
Greer County ... ....•..... : ......••....... ·•.....•........•...•....... 344-346
Texas no lawful juriscliction over any, in ...........•..•.•.•......... 344-346
87
total. ..... . ..............•.•...••......•••••.•.•••......•...•......•••••.... . ...
524
Ute mineral, entries, acreage, and value of •••••..••..•.. (broadside opposite) ••
(See Lands, Public, Surveys.)
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
I . . .<See Territor;y.) .
. .
ndiscrimrnate waste and misappropriation of .............•......••.••••••.•••..••.•••
180
Individuals for field .and office wq;rk of, amount deposited by, for ......••••.•.•••••.••.
455
In Idaho, area of, irrigation of, advocated ..........•.•...••........••..•••••.•••••....•
646

;~~t~l:f~!~~{..1:~~);;::;:::i:iii::ii):i~::;i:;:~: ~:i~;:::/

Creur .:l 'Alene and other mining disttfots,of, great development of intere11ts of.
gold, silver, lead, and copper, depos:.ts of, found everywhere in ..•••..•....••
irrigating canal for, construction-of, proposed .............•••.......•.. . .....
controlled by Government, not by ditching or other cor.
poration .............................................. .
.
prop~sed_ for, route of, and area benefited by ............•••••
mmeral resources of, rn rwhness and extent, wonderful ......••••..•..••.....
mining operations of, extensive . . . . . . • . . .............................••••••.
more than four.fift!:.s of, unsurveyed ........................••....••••••.....
northern part of, description of. . ...............................•••••.•••••
pe_ople of, energetic and apparently prosperous ...........•...•...•..••......•
ra1b-oads in, construction of ....•.................................••......•..•
sage brush desert from want of rain . .. . . .........••.............••••.•...•..•
Snake River valley, irrigating canal, construction of, proposed ..•...•....•.•

!t~i~~~J!i~:~~fli i~;;~f~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

6i5
645
645
646
96
645
646
646
646
645
645
96
96
645
6-lS
646
646
646
238
645
646
645

unsurveyed, and physical features of .....•••...........................•••.•
wilclerness and mountain fastnesses of, only penetrated by trappers .•••......
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
(See Territory.)
Kansas and Nebraska, settlers and purchasers of, circular relative to .......•••........ 364-367
528
blood•sucking corporations, usurious exac{i~'!~f ~~~
'
entries and filings, of, in, pre-emption, in 1885, 1886, and 1887, proportion of.
138
of, abandonment of, after final proof..... . ... . . . . .. . . . . . ..... .. . . . .
150
character and condition of, investigation into, results of .....•..•. 149, 150
contests in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
150
friendly contests of, injurious practice of ........•..••••••....... 149, 150
mortgaged, percentage of........ . .. .. . . . .. . . . ... . .• . . . .. . . ... .•
150
selling and speculatin!!in, a prevafont practice of . . . . . .••••.. ..
150
entrymen of, poor, little chance of, under exactions of loan companies......
150
Harper and Barbour conn ties, resurve.vs of, indefinite suspension of . . . . .
326
mortgage and loan corporations, in, bulk of, in a fow years will be owned by.
150
interesteil in, methods and operations of...
150
per cent. charged by.......................
150
settlement of, by bona fide settlers, drawback to ..............•......... _...
149
soil of, properly tilled, fruitful..............................................
1411
(Sec Lands, Public, in Nebraska.)
(See SC'cre.tary of the Int<'rior.)
•
In M.bmesota, entries of, character an1l conclition of, investigations into, results of.... 1,4-146
conveyan<'es, curious nod tortuous line of..... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ...
145
fraudulent, tb1 ongb corrupt and unlawful agencies...............
148
no roads on, except now and then a dim Iniaiao. or explorer's
trail .•....................... _. . ..•..•••••.......•••.....••.••

ir -~~~::::::::::::::::::

i~g
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In Minnesota, entries of, no school·houses, no churches, no bridges or fence·s, nb settle-·
men ts or signs of civilization on . ..•....••••.•••••..• a ••••••••
relinquishments of, unlawful objects of ....... .... . .. ••........
timbe1·, C. N. Lumber Company, monopoly of, by .. ·..•• ;-••••....
Indians, allotment of, to, extensive surveys required by. ...•.....•..••.

~g;u1f1fti~ ~{ fEi:!i:~n°i. :·.·.·. ::::::::::: ::·.·.:::·.:: :: :::: :: ::::;::::·::::
1
,

146
146
145
651
651
651
651
651.651'
145
14i
145

railroads in, building of, beneficial effects ,-0f . ..............••.......... .
Red Lake Indian Reservation, extensive surveys required on ..•..•......
resources of, rapid development of .. ....... . .. ..... .......••. ~ .......•.
Walker and Peters, claims conveyed to ....................•.•.••••....
speculators in pine lauds ................•.• ; •.••..•..
whole regions of, "a howling wildP.rness" of unbroken forests ....•••.••.
(See Lands, Public, in Minnesota. )
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
Montana, coal, timber, and agricultural, valuable, fraudulently covered by desert.
1.'.">8
land entries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............•.....•• ~. · · · · • • ·
entries of, cattle company, controlled or monopolized by .. . ..•..............
158
character and condition of, investigations into, r eports of results
of results of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........• ... . ... . .............. .. 157-1!59
water supply· of, monopoly of, by cattle company.................
158
homesteader, average, dare not settle on . ..... .. . .. .. . ....... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .
158
judicial decisions, laws of, and rights of settlers violated by.................
559
sett,lement of, defeated b.v costs of contes ts .... . ..•................. a.......
158
surveys of, condition of, in .... . ..... . . ....... . .................. •••.•.••• 96, 653,654
water supply of, Sage Creek Sheep Company, monopoly ot', by...............
159
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
(See Territory. )
Nebraska and Kansas, settlers and purchasers of, circular relative to . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 364-367
Bay State Live Stock Company, water supply of, monopol.v of, by...........
154
Davenport and Nesbitt, cattle bosses, water supply of' streams of, :monopoly
151
of, by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
entries and filings of, in pre.emption, in 188ii, 1886, and 1887 . .... •• • • • . . • . . •• •
138
of character and condition of, investigation into, reports of rdsults
of . . . . . . . . . . . • . .... .. .... .........................•........•.•••. 150-156
fences on Government land included within, of cattle companies . . 152, 153
transferred or mortgaged..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......•........ 155-156
.
water supply of streams of, monopoly of, by cattle companies .. 151, 153, 154
Keith, Brott, and Hers tens, cattle kings, large areas of, held by. . . . . . • . • • . • .
153
land districts, additional, in..... .. .. . ............... . ........................
~37
(See Lands, Public, in Kansas.)
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
Nevada. (See Lands, Public, Nevada.)
New Mexico, Cc:mgress, authority of, in itself, to remedy the wrongs of._. ••••.....•..• 118, 119
ClIIlarron Cattle Company, frauclulent entries of, cont,r olling water sup·
ply of . ...... .. ... ... . ...... ... ... .. ....... . .................• ......
160
development of vast mineral wealLh of. ................................
1J8
D ubuque Cattle Company, acreage of, monopolfaed by.......... .. ......
160
entries of, cl.Jaracter anrl condition of, investigation into, results of.. . . . . . . 159, 160
grazing areaot', covcrtd by fraudulent entries of Cimarron Cattle Com·
100
pany . . ...... .............. ... ........ . ................... .....••.....•
118
great monopolies of, compact settlements on, to supersede ............ .
118
population, intelligent and enterprising, influx of, on .••.....•.........
ue
plunderers ot: temple of civilization, baok seats !or, in .. .....•.....•....
118
settlement of. ....... . .......... .. ...... . ..... ...................... . ... .
small land·boluers and thrifty tillage on, instead of slovenly agriculture
1

~i,\~::: :: :::::::::: ::::::: :::::: :: :::::: :: :::::::.:::

118

118
st~fe~:e:etsfo~~~i~~
661
surveys of, bona fide settlers in, petitions of, for .............•..........
character of........ . . . . . . . . . ...... ............ . .. . . ...... . 661,602
661
demand for, in, constantly growing ........• . ....... ..•.•.. .
601
work on, under contract ................ ...... ... .......... .
119
triumphant plunderer of, troubled .... ..................... .. ........ .
unenter d, water suppl_y of, controlled by holders of fraudulent entries
160
of..•........... ...... ................ .. . ..... .. ..... .. . ... . ... . .. ... ..
water supply of, Cimarron Cattle Company, monopoly of much of,
160
by.············ ···· ······························· ·····················
(See l 'ri-v:ite Land Ulaims )
(See Lands, Public, New Mexico.)
(See ecretary of' tho Interior.)
(See T rritory.)
Oregon,entrie of, charact ranclcondition of,inv stigations into, reports of•.••..••...••. 154,157
sp cu lat ion, in inter . t of logging companies. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
157
timber, logging, ancl lumber corporation . in iatur st of. . .... . .......
152
lmn b ring, ancl manu facturiug companies, made in intere t of ...... 156, 157
timb.r on, annually becominir career . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .•
157
Columbia. Mill , Knappton, w~1sh ., pnrchaso by, of, fraudulently
ut........ .. .
.................. . . ........ ...... .. ....... .
157
Columbia Iliv r Lumber Company, fraudulent appropriations of,
•

br . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.. . .. . ......... .....••. 156, 157

Hunt r & llorr t, logger , appropriations of, fraudulent, by .. .... . 1;;6, 157
loggiti~ 1> ines in, all agricultural pm-suit in some town hips er•
lud d by........... . ......................... ........ ...... ......
157
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In Oregon, timber on, McFarlane Brothers, loggers, large quantities of, fraudu1ently
appropriatecl by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156, 157
157
millions of feet of, unlawfully cnt and removed from ........... .
Nol'thwest Timber Company, large quantities of, fraodu1ently
appropriated by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156, 157
price of, annually advancing................................. ..
157
Young (Hogue r:), Oak Point, Wash., purchaser of, fraudulently
157
cut .... . .............................................•.....••••
W. S. M. L. Manufacturing Company, beneficiary of fraudu1ently
157
cut ... . .................•••...........................•.••..•.
(See Lands, Public, Oregon.)
Internal improvement purposes, selections of, for . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . • . . • . . • . 87, 90
selections of, for, approved, acreage of . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
201
Invalid State selections of, cancellations of.................................... . • . . . • . •
196
Judicial decisions, important, respecting ......... . ................•.......•............ 234:-237
Kansas Pacific and Denver Pacific Railroads, quadrant formed by intersection of, near
Denver, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 598, 599
trust and diminisbecl reserve, entries, acreage and value of (broadside oppo524
site) ................ .. . ..... . ...... ·· · · ·· ···· ·· · ·· ·· · ···•·· · ·· ·· ··· · ··· ·· ···
Land_districts of, great size of, render examinations of but small proportion of entries

m

oli:1:j:::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
offices, fee system of, abolition of, urged..........................................

171

bias ancl temptation resulting from . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • . . . . .
171
reform in, best services secured by.........................
171
list of.....................................................................
239
registers and receivers of, annual salaries instead of fees for..............
171
officers, number ot; increase of, would involve heavy expenditure................
172
Laws and clauses of laws relating to, repeal or amendment of certain, urged...........
168
existing, relating t•J, entire reformation of, needed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
168
of, amendments of, in detail, impracticable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . •
168
failure of proposed repeal of certain, causes of................................
168
governing administration of, conducted under many adverse circumstances..
134.
tinkering with, time for, passed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
168
violation of, by Montana judicial decisions....................................
559
regulating, administration of, questions arising under, multiform. and difficult.. .
182
relating to, reform in, efforts to secure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • •
168
Loan agents, information to...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • .
520
and mortgage syndicates for speculation in.. ... . .•. . . .. .•••••. .• . . .... . . ........
172
Local land offices, appropriations for, estimates of ................•••..•...... .'........
179
business transacted at, statement of. . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • 469-524
clerks of, overworked and underpaid . .. .. .• ....... ..••. ...••• .•.•.•
178
daily crowded with throngs of settlers and entrymen.. ••• ... .. . . ...
178
difficulties of. ................................•.................••..• 178,179
dilapidated condition of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . • • • .
178
exasperating delays of..............................................
178
expenditures of, first necessity for, refused..... ...•.. ... ... . .• .. ...
178
expenses of, estima,ted amount of .............•..•..••••.......•••.• ,£62--464
fees of, for testimony, deposited in Treasury.................. . . . . . • 178, 179
how employed formerly in obtaining necessary clerical hire. 178,179
maximum, overwhelmed with work impossible to perform..........
178
necessary work of, no money to pay for.............................
179
number and expenses of . . . ... . ................• , • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . .
178
plats and recol'cls of, unserviceable condition of........... . . . . . • • • • •
178
record information of, only'partiall.Y furnished......................
178
registers and receivers, estimates of, for expenses of................
179
sei:vice of, appropriations for, great reduction of....................
178
estimates for, below actual needs of......................
178
.
valuable records of, insecurely protected. . ..........................
178
Locations of, bona fide, abandonment of, sometimes for good cause.....................
138
Lots, rent of, value of ................ . ........... . . . . .....••.... (broadside opposite)..
524
McDougal vs. Ostrander and Hayden, case of, opinion of court in .....•...•••.....•.... 570, 571
Map of the United States revised and corrected . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .•••••.. .. .. .. . ••• .•.• .• 91,450
Maps and.drawings of, number of, furnished..........................................
91
of, fees for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525, 527
Indiana, Arkansas, and New Mexico, new editions of.......................
9l
land districts, number of, made and furnished . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •
451
Michigan, Ohio, Montana, Washington, and Wyoming, new projections of...
91

§i~t!:,yc~:1pu~tri~-~i: '.::: ::: :::::: :::: :: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::
, :~~
Ten·itories, compilation of ........•••....•.....•... '"...... . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . . .
450
Maryland Land and Cattle Company, case of ....••..••••.••••.......••..••••...•.•.••. 592,593
Mattocks, W. M., case of.... . ..........................................................
368
M!)J?. and women to occupy, the need of.................................... . . . . . . . • . • . •
606
Military bounty land warrants, locations with, patents issued for, under..............
200
reservations on, acreage or itrea of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 302-310
executive order or other authority establishillg .•..••..•..... 302-310
Fort Ellis, acrea,~e of........................................
170
best mterests of ~overnment ~nd peopl~ UJ. dis·
459

ci!a~!~ii: o·i:::: :: :::::: ::::: :::: ::::::::: ::: ::: ;

citizePs would deplore IJlOJlQpoly pf, by syn~,
oatee . ............•...•...••••.....•••. , ....... .
description of .....................•.... ., ••••..• :
(llaposal of, reJeill!tlOl'.\ Of publfQ c\l>.gJft;ijl , ·, , , , t,, i

INT 87-VOL 1-87

170
170

170
170

179
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Military reservations on, Fort Ellis, donation of small area of, for insane asylum pur.
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entry, opening of, to . . . . ... . ........•. . ..... . .
170
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170
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170
location of, one of the best ...•. . ....••• . ..•......
170
monopoly of, established by sale of ..••.•........
170
population. retarded b.v sale of ..........•.•••....
proposed manner of disposal of, public feeling r e170
specting ..... .. . . .......................••.....
170
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170
settlement of, rapid, if opened t-0 en.try .•••••....
170
r etarded, if monopolized by syndicates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
170
taxable property, Territory deprived of, by sale of
170
law respecting, amendment of, urged. .. ....................
171
names and locations of . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . 302-310
relinquished, ~ppraisal and sale of... . ......................
300
area of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • • . . • . • • . • . • . •
311
choice agricultural, within....................
170
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311
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spec ting . •... ... .. . ...• ... .. .•..••..........
170
Fort Ellis, disposal of, register and receiver's
letter respecting . . . ..... . ..... •. ...•.••.....
170
monopoly of, by large proprietors .........•••••
170
placed under control of Secretary of the Interior
311
public sales of, impossible for settlers to compete for, at . ..................•.....•••..•..•
170
sale of, protests against ... . . ........•....•....
170
settlers, purchase by, of, only at greatly en·
hanced rates .....................•••••....••.
170
survey of ........•.. ... .. .... . ..•....•..••...•.
300
relinquishment of, d:ite of........•..........•....•..........
311
Hill and town site en.tries of, instruments of abuse .....•.......••...•........ . .•....•.
169
provisions for repeal of, urged .......••...........••...•.
169
site entries of, fraudulent, to secure control of water right in arid regions ...•••••
169
perversion. of, to seizure of town sites .... ................... . ...•••
169
sites on, patented .. . ..........•....•.............•.. ....•••.....••... . ............
169
(See Lands, Public, Entries.)
Mineral, adults, r~triction of, to, not specified by 11xisting laws.......................
168
applications and entries of .. ......... .. ....•.. .. ... ... . .•. .. .. . ......•. . ..... 531,532
for, number and fees in .. .. .... ........... (broadside opposite)..
524
cases on, contest, considered and decided...... . .........•.. ~ •.....•.. -~..
90
examine~i!~ds!!s;~~de<i.:::::::: :::::::::: ::::: :::::::: ~: : ::::::::
1

~~i:;~~cd~r
~~-~ .!~: -~~~~-e-~~~~ : -~~~~~~~~: -~~~. ~~:~~~~~~~~:::
unexamined, on file . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • • • . . . • . . . • • . .
0

gg

:i
90

claim on p1ivileges oflaw, abuse of........ ...... ....... .. .. ..................
168
size of, located by one citizen.......... .. .... ................ . . . . . . . .
168
claims on, adverse, decrease in number of.. ..................................
90
number of. ......... . . . . .. . . . . •• ...... .. . . ...•. . . .•• . . ••.
90
~y si,ec~11.t~rs an~ "dummies 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
168
dummies, locat10n of, m name of. ....... .. .. . . ........... . .....
168
names in, use of, hired for a trifle. ..... .. ............
168
"dummy II practice in, some system of stopping, needed . . . . . . . • • •
168
good faith and for claimant, no affidavit stating, required in.......
168
location ot, frauds in, some r.i.dica1 check for. .. ... .. ... ....... .. ..
168
number of, l>y one individual, not limited ...•.• .....• .. . . .. . .•. . .
168
contest cases of......... ... .... ......................... ..... ... ..... ... .....
531
entry men of, not rnquirecl to state their ag ... ........•...••..... . ........... 168,169
exploration of, ri~ht of, to be confined to citizens . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
168
foreigners, fast passing int<> poss ssion of........ ...... ... ... .. ... ... .. . .....
168
incomplet d ca es of, number of. ............ . . ...............................
182
infants, entric1:1 of, in nllmes of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •
169
laws of, amendm nt of, C()ufiuing right of exploration. of, to citizens... ........
168
letter of distinguished ·itizen of Califomia. in relation to, extract from.. ......
168
location of one, claim for, 1,y one person, a fair distribut10n of. .. ... ... .... ...
168
lod~ ' ia~m wi~hin patented town ite , heat·iugs in certain applications of...
534
notice 1n n.tnes of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
534
pe pl , fl ltl for our own, on, rapidly clo iog . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • •
6
prote t, number antl fee in, etc ......... .......••..•. (broadside ppo ite)..
524
qoanlity of, s Id......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
631
return by urve_yors-geoeral of, effect of........ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •
634
sal of, a 'I' g aud value of....•...... .•....•••...... (broadside opposite). .
524
school sPction, Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • .
534
speculators, on oli<lation of large tracts of, purpo e of.... . .. . ........ . . . . . .
162
alo ot, l>_y, t fortign capitalist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. • • .
168
w altb of, monopoly of, by imlividual1 aud corporations, prevention. of.. .....
168
( ·,.e Lau1l11. Pu\Jl1 , Eutri · .)
( ee Lauri , J>nl>lic, Timber.)
~ - c.li coy r.'\'. of, ,~ilbin pati•ntt•d milroad land . . . . •. . . . . .... .. ... . .. . . . . ... . .... ..
63t
8
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532
title to, evidence of . ... .•..•........ ...•. •••..••• ..•...•..••.•••••..• .
169
entries of placer, no present or prospective utility of ...... .................. -.
169
surface deposits, exhaustion of, effect of .•. •••..•..•• .. ...•.
(See Lands, Public, Ent1ies.)
industry. (See Lauds, Public, Timber, Colorado.)
534
laws, rulings under ...............................·........... - ..•... . - •.......
534
mill·s)tes, claims for ...... . ................. . ..............•..... - •... - . ..•...
533
survevs of, instructionS-as to ........•.................. ... ...•...............
Minnesota and Ontario Lumller Company but another name for speculating Saint Paul
lumber firm. ... ... ... .. ... .... .. . ..... . ...
145
claims fraudulently assigned to..............
145
Miscellaneous filings on ........... ..... ..•.............• .• . .. ............. - . . .• • . - . . • .
88
Monopolistic and speculative purposes, inc"reased demand for protection against .. ... • 179, 180
Mortgaged or sold and abandoned as soon as entered..... ... . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • • . •• • . . . . . .
172
Mortgages of, mere devices to cover and shield transfers of . . ......... ............ ....
172
National live-stock highway through, failure of bill for the establishm en t of..........
203
N avy. (See.Lands, Public,_Ti~ber.)
.
•
.
656
Nevada, agricultural lands rn, rrnh, area of .•. . ••.. .•••.••.•. . . ... ...•.••.......•......
656
agriculture, fixed characteristics of, and continual rise of values from ...... .
656
alfalfa and other valuable crops in, raising of, without irrigation ......••.....
97
area of...•......•........ . . .... . .....•.. . ... .••.. • ...•.. . ... .. ......... . ......
bunch grass ancl other plants, riches of, 1u1 a grazing region, rapidly becoming
657
exterminated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .•... ..................................
657
cattle and mining business in, vast difference in relative capital requi red in ..
657
capitalists in, entitled to all consideration by Congress ............... .
057
herd in, great cost of est,ablishing ........... ..... . ...... .. .•.. ... . •.•.•
owner of, driven from mountain to plain, and from plain to mountain .. . . ................••.. .. .....••.•.............
657
impossible for, to acquire sufficient lands for business
657
of ...................... . ......•••........••........
injuries and disabilities of .......................... .
657
657
in, hay crop as winter feed for, increase of ....... •••........•. .. ...... .
657
herded in winter and summer, localities whe,re • ... ............ . ....
interest, millions invested in, flowing wells and prosperous ranches resulting from ...... . . ..... ...... . .. ...... .. ..... .. .•......... . .. . ...•..
657
657
interests of, in value and importanae next to mining interests ......... .
657
overstocking of, with, bad r esults of ..••.... •.•...... .. .....•.........•
657
owners the only class which can make worthless lands of, valuable ....
vast herds of, found in every quarter of .••.................•..•••.....
657
657
citizens, all classes of, equal and exact Justice to ..•.•••....••.....•••••...•.•
description of............................ ..... ... . .....••..••...••••••.••.....
97
farming communities of, in valleys of, wealthy and thriving ..•..•••••.....••.
656
0

656

in, f~\t~ i':f~iic~~~~~~~~~::::: :: :::: :::::::::: :: ::::::: ::::::::: ::: : : :
656
lands of, irrigate,!, teem with valuable crops .............•.•••......
656
mining, and cattle interests of, development -0f, result of...... .. , .. .
656
no more certain or larger returns fi'oru, than in ...••..••....•.••....••.
656
financial depression in State, causes of . . ..... - · . .. ...........••.••...... , ...
656
land.owners in .all parts of State, much dissatisfaction among .•••••. __ •••.•...
656
lands otherwise useless, availability of, for stock.raising and a revenue to ...
657
mining claimant, rights of, security of ......... . ...... . .... ....••••...•••......
657
·
claim, title to, comparatively little coRt of . ................••.........
'657
communiti es, shifting and unsubstantial character of ........•.......
657
industry of, development of, to exclusion of a,_g-ricu!t,ural interests of.
656
mountainous and desert lands, large tracts of, acquisition of, for cattle purposes .........•.......•.........·.......... .
657
laws governing, amendments of....•.•••. . ...
657
mountain ranges and deserts in, area of ... . .....•. .. ... ..........••........•.
656
mountains and arid plains, ownership of, to cattle-owners, by equitable laws ...
657
population, steady, steadfast, and i ncreasing, wealth of, from farming pursuits of .......•......... . ....... .. . ............•............................
656
stock.raising in, lands otherwise useless available for . ....• . ....... . .........
657
tillable lands in, large demand for .. ......•..•..•............•.•••.••.•.......
657
tilled lands in, .January 1, 1887, area of ...... ......... .... .... . .............. .
656
vast mountain ranges an<l deserts of, battle-ground of contending herdsmen ..
057
worthless lands of, convertible into fixed source of wealth and power ..•...•.
657
. (See L~nds, Pu~11ic, Sur,:eys of, in Nevada, and 8ui·veyor·General.)
New Me:uco, agriculture rn, purswts of ........ . . .. . .. ... . ..................•.•..•• '".
97
doubtful titles to, in, reg:eneration of, through settlement of.. ..... .. .. .
567
erroneous impressio~ inEastrelative to quantit.v of, 11.vaila.ble for homes,
gradual removal of ... . ...... .... .. .......... . ......... ·-· .. . ....... .
561
favored localities in mountains of ....... ..• ............... · · · - ..•......
97
great influx of population expected in . .............•......••••.....•....
97
monopolies, slovenly agriculture, amlindustrialstagnation, banishment of............................. ....................... . .....
667
homes in, many fino localities in, for......... ............................
97
without great expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • .
97
immigration to, encoumgernent of .... ·.··........................•..•••••
97
mineral wealth of, great results from. in near future, anticipated . . . . .• .
662
stead.v 11nd rapitl devolopement of....................
662
mining business of, un nsunJ activity in.... .. . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . .
662
population into, great iuilnx of, auticipatcd .... ..... . ........•....•. ..•. 662,663
int •lligen t anti 1HJt ·rprisinf!. influx:......................
667
'private Janel claims in. (See Privat~ Lund Claims. )
rofitablo agl'icultul'al, sought and rapidly takeu up ••.••• •.•••••••.•.••••
661
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97
New Mexico, removal of erroneous impression in East as to . ............•.•.... -·. ,....
662
settlement of, bureau of immigration and others intereBted in ..• - .•••••••
667
settlers crossing in search of homes arrested by prosperity of......••••••
667
small land-holders and thrifty tillage and compact settlements in ..•....
661
valuable homes in, for actual settlers, iu many localities of....... - • -•. - ..
667
vast material wealth of, development of ....•....................... - .....
(See Lands, Public, Surveys of, in New Mexico, and Surveyor.General.)
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
534
Non.mineral affidavits, furnishing of..... .. ....... .••••.••.... ...•.. .....•••..• •.•.....
Northern Pacific Railroad and government not tenants in common in, unsnrveyed,
along line of said road. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . • • .
561
forfeited by, opened to settlement.........................
127
how forfeited bv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . • . .
127
Miller, Guilford, case of, President's decision in .......... 124-120
Portland and Tacoma, no grant of, to aid in building main
558
line of, between. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................•..••.•.
restoration to domain of certain, withdrawn for ..•....•...
127
.
(See Lands, Public, Timber.)
237
Northwest land district, Nebraska, new location and boundary of .........•....... .•..
138
Official records of. brief abtracts taken miscellaneously from, in illustration of..••.•..
187
plats and abstracts of, work of supplying, appropriation for .•.•••.•
515
Ohio, lands in..... • • • • . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... - ...• - ..••.. - •.
Omaha raih-uad cases. (See Lands, Public, Railroad, and Secretary of the Interior.)
Oregon, area of, surveyed .•••..................................•. ...••.••••••.•••..•.•.
98
675
bona fide settlers on, surveys of, injustice to .........•.. .•....•.•••..•.•..•..
98
character of, description of..•.............•.....•..••...•...••......••..•••••. 675
dissatisfaction of settlers in, with certain public surveys in .•...••.••.•••••..•
685
large part of, in, surveyed .......•.....•........................••••••..••••••
674
miner-al resources of, opening up and developing, unusual activity of........ .
685
mou1Jtainous, timber·, and cultivable, description of.•..•...•...••.......••••.
685
settlers in, bona fide titles of, to homes on, without unnecessary delays .....
small valleys of, settled .... . .. : ....................... ......•...•.•.....•..•••.
98
685
valleys and coast.streams of, rich apd arable lands of .....•••.••...•...•••....
(See Lands, Public, in Oregon.)
(See Lands, Public, Surveys and Surveyor.Geaeral.)
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
Our national wealth, the earnest of our growth, and heritage of our people .••.••••••••
125
Overflowed. (See Lands, Public, Swamp.)
Patented during year, agricultural...................... •• • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • . • • . • • . 89, 524
coal. . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • ..• • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • . . . . . 90, 524
donation claims .. ........................................... . . . 92, 524
Indian claims. . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • . . . 92, 524
lode. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . • . . • . . • • • • . . . • • • . • • • . . • •• • . . • • • • • • • • . . . 90, 524.
and mill-site . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • • . 90, 524
mill·site and placer . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • •. . . . . . . . .
90, 524
private land claims........... ..... ......... ..................... 92,524
Patents for, issue of, executive authority, courts no power to interfere with. until .... 234, 235
Patent to Indian, of certain, in a reservation, does not affect rights under homest.ead
219
law ..•••.•.••..•.•.••••.••••••........... . ... . ·············· ······················••·
Permanent homes on, bona fide settlers in _perfecting, earnest aid to ....•••..•......•.•
560
Pil'ion pine. (See Lands, Pnblic, Timber, Colorado.)
Plats of surveys of, reproduced .................. ..................................... .
91
451
township, photolithographic reproduction of tracings of .••.••.•••••••.••..•..
451
tracings of, number of .....•••••.•••.•••.........•••....•.•••.••••••
(See Lands, Public, Surveys of.)
Porterfield scrip locations of, patents for, under ......••.•••....••...•••..••.•..••..••.
200
(See Lands, Public, Entries of.)
warrants, acreage and number of, issued •...•••••••.••••..•.....•••..••••••
200
located and ratented, number of......... . ....................... .
200
Pre.emption applicants for, actua residences and post-office addresses of•..•. .. .......
228
entry, sales of, subject to, acreage and value of. ... (broadside opposite) •.
524
88

tt~i~~gJ:iffa:~~:it~~-:):: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::

188

Preservation of, all varties in Congress fail to fulfill vublic promises favoring ..•....•.
180
for actual settlement, all parties favor ............................... -·
180
Congress, all parties in, fail to fulfill pledges for ...................... .
180
mis ion of Government in .......... . ........... ...• .....• _.•.......••.
606
~ce of, not a consideration which should influence government in disposal of ....... .
605
Pnvate entry, sales of, subj ctto, acrea~e and value of ..•...•.. (broadside opposite) ..
52'
land claims. (See Private Land Claims.)
entries. (See Private Land Claims,)
grants. (See Private Land Grants.)
scrip. (See Private Land Scrip.)
Proofs in entries of, before State and 'l'erritorial officials, little scrutiny, of....... ..... .
172
clerks of local courts and other State and Territorial officials, &U·
thorized t-0 attest . ...... ........... . .............................. .
172
false affidavits in, widest possible opportunity for ..•....•..••.•••
172
majority of, made before irreapon ible State officials ........... .... .
172
syst m of, loose and improvident, remedy for, vital importance
of ....................... . ................................ .......... .
172
widest po ible opportuuit:v for frand in .. ....••.••...•••..•...•.
172
(Su Landa, Public, lfinal proofs )
val!e of, greater than any other pecUD.UJ,ry intereat under government.... ...
173
lOD O • • • • · • • • ....... . ......... ...... ......................................... 179, !i37-539
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179
Protection. of, appropr!at!on for, three years ago ..••..•.••.••••• , ...•••......• •. · ....•.
180
appropnat10ns for meager ..•.......•.......•.....••..........••..•••...
170
' must be commensurate with great value of.•..•..••.
179
increased need of, for .........................•...........•••.........••
524,
Public auction sales of' acreage and value of. .................. (broadside opposite) ..
domain'. (See r'ublic domain and Secretary of t,he Interior.)
89
sales of, acreage and value of .................................• .•.... : ........ .
Railroad, Atchison, Tofeka and Santa Feadditiona sel_e ctions of, pending .. .... .............. ..•.•.•.••.... .•..•. . 128, 130
·
adjustment of grant of .......•.........................•..•.•••....•••... 128, 130
definite location of line of, material variations from • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . •
181
excess of, certified or patented to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . 128, 130
Bayfield Branch, Chicago, SaintPanl, Minneapolis and Omahaadditional selections of, for, pending .....•..........••..•.••............. 128, 129
adjustment of grant of .......................•.......•••..••............. 128, 129
definite location of line of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
132
excess of, certified or patented to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 128, 129
variations from line of definite location of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
132
cases, Omaha, Commissioner's application for rt,view of departmental decis·
385-397
ions in .......................................
Cedar Rapids and Missouri Riveradditional selections of, for, pending ...................••••.•...••...•..• 128,129
adjustment of grant of............••••••..................••••••......... 128, 129
excess of, certified or pafontecl to .•..•....•........•••...•...•.••........ 128, 129
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul!~!rsJ~r,°tto%fi;;i~_-: _. _. _. _.: _. _.: _. _.: _. _. _.:: _. _.:: _.::::::::::::: _. _.:::::::: _.::: _.
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omahaadditional selections of, for, pending .........................••.•........ 128, 129
adjustment of gr~nt of........•.............................•.•... 128, 129,383,384
excess of, certified or patented to ...... ...... ..................••.•...... 128,129
companies, concessions of, to, statement exhibiting ..............•...••...... 415-424
grants of, to, adjustment of...................................••. 128-132
maps by, filing of, dates of, statement showing . . . . ............. 405-414
withdrawals of, made thereon, statement showing ... :. 405-414i
purchases of, bona, fide, from, relate exclusively to, in granted
limitsof............ ·"······· · .. .... ... .. .........
399
from, in indemnity limits, not lawful...............
399
rights of way through, granted to ............................... 426-429
company, Cayce v. Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern, case of ....... 358-364
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint, Paul, geants to, of, adjustment of... 383,384
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha, grants to, of, adjust.
ment of . .... .... .... .......... .. .... . ....•.....•....... 376-379
Florida, grant to, of, withdrawal of, revocation of ..............•••. 399-403
granted and inde1?nity limits of, sele~tions ot: lists of, form of .... 360, 361
McGregor Weste1n, grants of, to, adJustment of.................. 379-381
Missouri, Kansas and Texas, grant to, of, adjustment of .... 128, 131, 374-376,
c a . • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

m

.

384,385

Northern Pacific, grant to, of, adjustment of ...................... 397, 398
Northern Pacific v. Distler, decision in case of . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
398
Guilford Miller, decision in .....•.•...••••..... 124-126
restoration of....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
351
purchase of, from, subsequent to act of 1866, and before patent to
State, at risk cf purchaser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . 358, 364
Scott v. Kansas Pacific, case of, decision in. . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . • . . • . • . . 403, 404
Sioux City and Saint Paul (Iowa), grant of, to, adjustment of ..... 381-383
South Pacific, patents for, to, suits to vacate, Commissioner's report against . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 355-357
title of, to, not vesting at once, claim of, at end . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 358-364
vests at once ....... ........... ... ................•.... . 358-364
Wieconsin farm mortgages, grant to, of, adjustment of ............ 370-374
132
eorporations, claims of, to, only held through Government indulgence.......
delinquent, corporate powers of, pursuit of settlers by, with
strong forces, of ... . ...............-..........•....
132
efforts of, to wrest homes from settlers ...... ...... .
132
forfeiture of grants of, in all cases, urged ........ .
133
policy universally adopted by, to force settlers to
defend their patents ..... ....................... .
133
nnpatentecl lands claimed by, restoration of, to public domain ... ................................... .
133
dilatory and expensive proceedings of, to force settlers to purchase from, quiet of their titles .. . .......................... .
133
little sympathy of, for the public . ...................•..........
132
no sympathy for, but justice to the people ..........•..•••....
132
of, for settlers ancl citizens ... .......•••••••.....
132
patents, appeals of settlers holding, against expensive suits
forced on them. by ................................. .
133
policy of compelling settlers to defend, against, systematically adopted ......... ....................... .
133
pa~ent to a _settler from the United States, no security of his
rights against............ .... ... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
133
traffic and earnings of, supported by settlers on...............
132
Distler, decision in caie of Northern Pacific against............ ............
398
eight grants of, to, ag~ogate acreage in excess of grants....................
128
grant of, once excepteu from, always excepted...............................
859
grants of, adjustment of, decisions in ....••••••..•.•••••••••••••••.•••... 128, 370-4M
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in goocl faith, requil'emrnts of . .. . ... .. •... .. ••....
186
lands subject to recovery through. .. . ..............
197
work of, appropriation for, insnllicient . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185, 186
estimated duration of .. . ... .. ... .. ........
186

~~g

forfeitures of ....... .. . :~r~~.~~~.a.~~~.i-~_-_-_·.: : : ~: :: : :::::: : ::::< 132,
r est oration of, within, acreage of .... . ..... . . . .. ... .. . ... . . ....... . 195,196
speedy adj ustment of, a business necessity of the first importance.
186
mandatory requirement of law . . . . . . . . . . . .
186
to, indemnity selections fur, total excess acreage of. .... . . ... . . . . . .
128
vexatious contests under, sot,tlement of. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186
(See Secretary of the Interior, Railroad.)
Guilford Millf'r and Northern Pacific. (See Lnnds, Public, Guilford Miller.)
homest-ea.d entry of, attachment of, 1o a grant of, effect of .... . . .......... . . .. . 358-364
indemnity limits, restoration of, ~itbin, acreage of ... . . . .•.... ...• •...... . 195, 196,430
restoration of, contests on, estimated number of. ... . ... . . . .. ......
185
to 1mblic domain, acreageof. .. .. .. . .. . .. .... ..... .
185, 195
withdrawals of, coal and other valuable products of, appropriat ed
123
by, through . . • . . . . .. . ............ •... .... .. .. . .
early construction of roads defeated by reservation
123
of ......... . ... . .... . ....... ... ... •... .. ... . ... . .
123
even within forfeited limits ... : . . .. . . . . . ... .. . ... .
123
forests devastated of their timber through . ...... .
123
no color of right of, to ... . . ...... . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .
123
over wide belts after expiration of grant . .. . . . . . . .
railroad construction dependent on will of companies ... .. ... .... . ........ . .......... ......... .
123
reservation of, for benefit of companies . . . . . . . . . • •
123
injurious results of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
123
revocation of ........ . ........... . . . ..... ... . ... 123, 195, 430
revoked, and restored to domain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126, 195, 430
settlers through, compelled to purchase railroad r e123
linquishments of . . . .... . ... . .. . . . . . . ..... .. .. .
townsites dominated and water privileges mo.
123
nopolized by, through ............ .... . ..... . .. .
123
unfinished roads under grants twenty years old . .
123
unlawful uses made of . . ........... ... . .. ·. . .. . ... .
woodlands, choicest, vast tracts of, exploited b y,
through, for speculative purposes . . . . . .. . .. . . . .
123
Ind.grant adjustments, decisions in . . . . ................. . .... .. . .. . .. . .. ... .. 370-414
pending, nearly the entire work of... . ... .. . . . .......
182
limits of, annual receipt of settlers' claims within . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . .
185
iz parte claims within, pending at close of fiscal year . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . .
92
recovery of, within, acreage of, recommended . . •.... .. . . ..... ....... 195, 197
recommended . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197
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mines, discovery of, within patented. . ....... .. .... . ...... . ......... .. . . . . . .. .
534
Missouri, Kansas and Texas, additional selections of, for, pending . .. .•• •••.. 128, 131,
374-376, 384, 385

adjustment of grant of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128, 130
excess of, certified orlatented to ......... . . .. . 128, 131
North ern Pacific v. Guilford Miller, action in case o .•• .. ... .... . .. .. . . . ... . . . 124-126
pre-emption entry of, attachment of, to a /?rant of, effect of............ . . . . . . . 358-364
purposes, acreage of, certifiecl ancl patented for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
92
for, suspended and awaiting leg-isfative action . . . . . . . . . .
92
lists of, for acreage of, awaiting examination.... . .. . ........ . . . . . . . .
92
States, concessions of, to, for . . ......... . ...................... . . . 415-424
Samt.JoeephandDenver City, adjustment of grant of ... . .. . . . . . ... . . . ... . . .
128
claimed by, in granted limits of, patented to . . .
128
deficiency of, duo to, within yroper limits. . . . . .
128
(Kansas and Nebraska) adoitional selections
131
of, for, pending ....
excess of, certified or
patent <l to .. . .. ...
131
patented to, outi.ide of granterl limit!-! . . . . . . . .
128
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba, additional selections of, for, pending .. 128,130
aujustment of 1?rant of . . . . ........ 12 , tao
xc ss of. patC1ntNl or certified to . .. . 12 , 130
Saint Vin ent Extrusion Saint Paul , Minneapolis and Manitobaadditional eection11 of, hy, pending ..•..• . . ........... . . . . .. .......... . .... 128, 130
adjuetm nt of !?Tant of.. ....... .. ........... . ........... . .. . .. .. . ... .. . . 12 , 130
xc s of certified or patent d to .. ........ . .................. .. .... ... . .. 12 , 130
eeleotiona of....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87, 92
ntri fl, acreage, and feeR in ..••............ (broadside oppoi.it ) . .
524
li t of, for appro,al, force n ug (l on . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 6
force nee . ary for app1·oval of....................... .. ..
1 O
p
ag/!r /!at a ·1rage of. ...... .... .............. . ..
186
110. prn ion of, can P of................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 6
110 pend d, the roads not J1aving boon completed wit!Jin legal

nclinl?,

ic~ti·o~s ·or,

p~-~ dfug. i~~::::::::::

2

Sioux City an~mo~t .Pa~." a°ii<lit.io~·ii;.
·fo;:
1;
adjustm nt of /?1'3D t of.......... . .. . ..• .. . . . . . . . .
12
exce of, certified or patent d to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127, 128
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Railroad, Sioux City and Saint Paul, failure of, tocompl_y with cond1t1ons of grant to .... 126, 127
forfeited by, awarded to other roads .. . - . . . . . . .
127
opened to en try, acreage of. .. .. ......
127
reservecl from restoration by State to
domain ..... _.............. . ... . . . .
127
forfeiture of, by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
H7
grant of, to, conditions of...........•.............. 126, 127
line of definite locat ion of. . .. . ..... .. . . ............
12ti
patented to Iowa for benefit of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126, 127
relinquishment of, by State. to United States . •. ...
127
restoration ot; patented to Iowa, for ..... ...•.. -.. 126
transfer of, by Iowa, to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
126
unauthorized divergence ofrouteof. no notice taken
of .......... .. .... . ........ .. ...... . ......... 126, 127, 131
default of companies in, voluntarv.... ... . . . . •.•.... •. . . . . . •....
132
Rail:oads, building of, material for, freely supplied from:..................... . .......
132
time for extensions of, allowed . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . .
132
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Fort Wallace Military Reservation, condition and legal status of...•.•...•.. 352-354
ruling relative to . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . 352-354
grants of, to, adjustment of .... ... . .. ..... . ....... . ..•... • ................... 369-404
completed. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
128
reported and awaiting transmittal . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
128
forfeited, duty of C.ongres,; to reclaim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •• • • •
133
failure to reclaim, construed as a renewal of . . . . . . • . . .
133
government's right to repossess, unquestionable . . • . . .
132
power and right of Congress to, over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
133
recovery of, an opportunity for the . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
133
restoration of, t-o settlement and entry, a subject of
profound national importance . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
132
forfeitures of ..................................•••·........ . •• • • . 132, 133
importance of forcing. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
132,
government never in lac bet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
132
not held in al>eyance to await default of settlers ..... •·......... 358-364
original, obligations of, how far binding......... . . . ............
133
public estate long held in abeyance, recovery of, urged .... .'. ..
133
justice against renewal of, in any form..................
133
renewal of, in any form, against public policy..................
133
rights of, under, upheld for thirty years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
132
indemnity witndrawals of, for, a cover for selling for benefit of........ . • . •
123
any possible rights of, largely in excess of....
123
benefit of, restoration of ....................... 369,430
complaints against. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l.:l3
contrary to spirit and purposa of the law......
123
granting acts make no provision for..........
123
great areas of, unjustly withheld from settie-
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m:ge~tto/
largely in excess of legitimate claims of. . . . . . .
123
revocation of
. . ............ . ....... 348, 123, 369, 430
settlers compelled to pay for privilege of OC·
cupying . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
123
within ordinary indemnity limits, unauthorized by law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
123
Indian Territory, right of way through, to . . .................... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
354
land grant, mileage of, total, repol'ted as constructed . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 92,186
office and field work of surveys of, for, amount deposited by................
454
outside of limits of, subj f' ct to private entry.,................................
352
patented for purposes of, acreage of.........................................
352
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m
rev_ocation of, for, within mdemnity orsecondaryorindemnitylimitsof...... 123,430
rnlmgs relative to, etc . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . ................... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 404-434
secondary or indemnity limits of', withdrawals of, revocation of ............ 123, 430
selections of, by, awaiting examination, increased a,~reage embraced within.
352
· S!-1-spension of, awaitinglegi_slative action.... . . .. . . .......
352

Receipts from disposals ~in~- ~-~ :::::::::::: : ::::: ·: .·:::::::: : .: : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:::::::: :S6, 453, ~~;
Recovery of, area ofrecommenderl, etc. (See Public domain.)
Red Lake and Pembina half-l>reed scrip locations of, patents of, under................
200
1

R~tii;f[;~J~t:i~i~:~~~er~~ _o~ ~~. ~~-rt! ~-t~~~ ~h-~~ -~~ -~~~-r~·s·s·~~ -~~~~~~~~-~~ ~~~~ -~~~ 5921 593
Reirister and receiver of, office of, compensation earned by each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
468
or inspector of, instructions to one, intended for guidance of all.
210
Registers and receivers of land offices, annual salal'ies instead of fees for.............
171
cancellation 01 entries b y , can not be enjoined by tne courts..
570
entries of, cancellation by, of, judicial . .......................
570
estimates of. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
179
fees of, act relating to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
526
in excess of $3.000 each year, coverin~ of, in to Treasury
525
injunctions against, applications for and refusal of . . . . . . . ... 569, 570
jv -Ucial or q uasi-j udicrnl as well as ministerial officers un.
doubtedly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 570, 652
proofs in entries of, great distances of claimants from offices
of, urged why, can not be made before......................
172
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Registers and receivers, salaries and commissions of, estimate of amount for .....•••• ,
Re/Pstry receipt, rule governing .......•..................................•......... •• . 592,593
· Relinquished military reservations on, sale of. at public auction, protests against ..... . 169, 170
Relinquishments and transfers of ...•••...... ·••.....•••........................... .. 138--165, 172
of, legalizing, section of act, repeal of, urged ........ .. ........ . " ..... /
173
speculative prices for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
180
Residents, actual, on, protection of . .... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
135
Restoration of, to public domain, statistical exhibits of... .. . .•..••.•..•••..••...... 126, 195-199
total acreage of . . . . . . . • • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . .
196
(See Public Domain.)
Resurveys of Indian, acreage of. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • •
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official action upon.... .. .. .. .. ... .. ....... .... ................
326
settlers, anomalous and peculiar condition of............. . ....
325
the only existing surveys, the.. ... .. ........ . .................
326
Tweeddale, approval of, or a second ...•.............••• ...•..• 326,327
character and value of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .
326
destruction by, of official surveys...... . . . . . . . . . . •
326
facts and circumstances connected with, exhaust.
327
ive examination of .. ... ... . . . .................. .
327
recognition of, as the existing surveys of .... .... .
326
status of .... .. ............•.......................
(See Lands, Public, Surveys. )
Revenue from, collecting, appropriations required for, estimates of . .. . . •. . ... ........ 460-46~
Revolutionary bounty land warrants commuted into scrip, number and acreage of......
200
River improvement grants, acreage certified under, statement exhibiting. .............
425
Robbery of, a crime against society and a mockery of the poor.........................
117
Rules of Practice, amended.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
435
Rulings, circulars, and instructions relating to, miscellaneous, etc . ........•.••....... 227-237
Salaries, etc., appropriations for, estimates of ............. .. .. .. .. ...... . . .. .......... 455-460
Sales and disposal of, placed by Congress under supervision Secretary of the Interior.
234
entries, and selections of, acreage of.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86, Si
of, amounts received from ......... ........................ (broadside opposite)..
524
expenses connected therewith ......... ........ ... ..... . (broadside opposite) . .
524
Saw-mills unlawfully on, seizure and sale of ...•. . . .............. .. .........••..••..... 555, 556
Scarcity of, in public land States, causes of .................... . ... ... .. .... ........••. 180,262
School, all, in sections 16 and 36, returned as non-mineral, must be presumed to be . . . • .
204
Colorado act, sections of, relating to . . . . . . . . . ... ....... . .. .....•. ............. 205, 20~
ftnal location of, fee to register and receiver for each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 v
indemnity, double minimum, selections of, based on deficiencies, not admissible...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . 203, 204
selections of, for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 90, 201
approved~ acreage of, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90, 201
in Coiorauo, in lieu of mineral, regulations governing . 204-206
manner of making, instruc.tions as to .... . .. .... ......
206
eections of, mineral or non-mineral, proceeding of State to have its title to,
defined .... .. ... ... .. .... .. ...•. ..•..
205
right and title. of State to, defined . . . . . .
205
204
16 and 36, bare returns of, in Colorado, as non-mineral, not conclusive.
selections of, on mineral bases, rules governing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . •
206
restricted to agricultural . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • . . . .
206
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Scrip locations of, during fiscal year, acreage of .... ..... .... ........................... 200, 201
Secretary, appeals to, from Commissioner.:............... .... . ............... . ........
236
power of, over, a controlling one, until patent issues. . . .. ... . ...... . . . . . . • . . .
236
general one . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . .
236
courts have no authority to interfere with.. .................
236
powers of, over, Chief Justice Tripp's decision defining and sustaining......
236
Settlement of, le!fii.timate, arne11t desJre to_ encourage ..........•.•..... ,... . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
560
Settler on, hards 1p and loss, protect10n of, from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
125
presumltion and intendment, every, in favor of............ .... .. . .. ........
126
Settlers on , barre ontbyfraodulentdominationof... .. .... .. ...... . ...... ... ..•.... .
180
135
bona fide, influx of, aid in building up country .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ... . . . •••• .•
rigb ts of, protection of, a~ainst all corn binations . . . . . . . . .•••• 123-1 26, 135
compell~ to pay speculative prices for ........ :... ......... ..... .••..•..
172
correct v1ews among, as to tbeirrigbts, di!!semination of. . . . . . .. . . . .••••.
135
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135
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561
against ............ . .... . ...... ... ...................... ..•• ... · · · ••••··
559
rights of, violat~d by Montana.judicial decisions .......... . .. •.. ... ...•...
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200
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220
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. .
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524
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173
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524
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597
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200
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6'l
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controlling interest of, in, how obtained ..••. 333, 334.
system of accounts, fraudulent........................
341
amount paid under . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . • • • • • • •
340
bondsmen of, contracts under, :fictitious...
341
bonds under, amount of. . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • . • •
341
contracts under, estimateu liability of . . . . .
340
false oaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
34.1
field-notes, fraudulent . • • . . . • .. . • • . . • . . . • • •
3U
general summary of . . . .. . . . . • . • . . • • . . . • • • •
341
number of contracts under . . . . . • . • . . . • • • . •
340
power of attorney, fraudulent . . • . . . . . • . . • .
SU
special agent on, report of ................. 34.0, 341
signatures and certificates, wit:aesses to...
341
subdivisions of .....................•.•..•• ,
340
surveyor-general's appro,al . . . . . • . . . • . • • • •
341
Treasury drafts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . .
'341
California syndicate, contracts of, for, in names of "d"Qmmies".
9!l
corrupt operations of . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . .
107
expedients of, to defeat or avoid trials of.
108
~reat scope of operations of . . . . . . . • . . . .
107
mdictments against for perjury and conspiracy in connection with ..•....•..•..
107
investigation and exposure of coITupt
scheme of ................... .,....•..•••.
107
large sums of money drawn by, on account
of ........ , •....................•...•... 107,108
system of, classification of .•... "... ••• • • •
107
conspiracy, indictments for, in, list of . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . • • • • . 331, 332
contract No. 401, facts in relation to ........••.............•••.. 342-344
with George IL Perrin, description of . . . . . . . •
342 '
deputy surveyors, examination of..............................
332
exposure of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 175, 17tr
in Arizona, results of inspect-ion of . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • •
100
California, Commissioner's letters respecting . .•...•..•..•.•. 335-338
results of inspections of....·. . ......•....•.....•.. 100-103
special agent's report on ....................•.... 32S-335
snrve,vor-general's letter respecting..............
335
Florida, results of examination of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
103
Idaho, of north and south boundary lines of Nez Perce Indian Reservation . . .. . . . . .. . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . • .
103
results of inspection of...............................
103
Indian Territory, conflict of authority from . . . . . . • • . • • •. • • • •
105
of Seminole boundaries . . . . . • •. . . •. . ... . ..
105
results of examination of. .................
104.
Seminole farms thrown into Creek country.
105
Minnesota, results of inspection of..........................
IOJ
Oregon, report of examination of............................
106
liberal appropriations for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . • . • • . • . . .
174.
perjury, indictments for, in, list of ............................ 331,332
rejection of.... . .... : .......................................... 100-107
results of examinations of..................................... 100-107
returns of alleged. . ............ . ...............................
174
syndicate fol', in interest of....................................
33,
organization of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • •
328
total appropriations for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • . . • • • . • • . . • . . •
174
general allotment of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . .
300
fileat demand for, to acquire title...........................................
328
istorical and statli,tical tables of .. ............. ... ...••....•••.•••.....•... 312,313
in Arizona, agricultural, "\'aluable, embraced witLin... . . . .... . ... .•••••.• •.
94
annual appropriations for, amou nt of.. ... ......................
608
appropriation for, ifuot increased, no apportionment for urged.
608
present for, inadequate..........................
608
Benson (.Jno. A.), contractor for . . . . . . . . .. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .. 94,603
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603
reported to. . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . 94, 603
crooked ~ork of, in.......................... 94,603
fleld-11otes of, pa:!sed through hands of...... 94, 603
11:ene1 al supervision of~ by . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 94, 603
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report of. . .. . . ......... .. ....... .................•.•.•......
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system of illegal contraction or expansion in ....•...•.........
911
timber, valuable, embraced within •...........• ••••....... . ....
94
under deposit system ............ . .............••• . ...•••...... 93,603
utmost difficulty in locating, even with field-notes of . ....... •.
9J
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(See LandA, Public, Surveyor·General's Office.)
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609
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622
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95
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95
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610
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95
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95
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610
reindexing, work of, neuessarily slow . . . . . . . . . .
610
sent to land offices by surveyor-general
of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600, 613, 614, 622
fraud and collusion in, measnre to prevent..... ... ... . . . . . . .
05
fraudulent, corl'espontlence betweeu settlers and surveyorgeneral in r elation to . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
95
de'"elopment respecting ...... .... .. ... . ........ 328-33'.1
investigations of, vast amount of work in........
622
rejection of........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95, 609
resnrvey of, asked for by settlers... .............
05
settler11 offers to pay for . . . . . . . . . . .
609
settlers l!avin valuable iruprovements affected
9
by ..... ....................................... .
05
higher rates for, urged by surveyor-general. •.............. 609
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60
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600
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610
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610
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960
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:field.notes of, not platted, number of . ....•......•••.
surveyors, deputy, list of............................
622
mines in, approval of .... ............. .. .•-..•••...... 609,612,613, 622
mining claims in, special deposits for office work in ..... 609, 615, 618-629
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610
pending examination, acreage of. .... . .. • . . . . . . • • . . . • . • . . . . . .
634
petitions for, from settlers, eamest and many ........•...... 630-636
placer clai1Ds, mun ber of reports on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •
610
_
reports on, disposition of . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . .
610
labor involved in..................
609
private land claims in, expenditures of......................
619
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. • . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
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correspondence resulting from...................
609
registers and i;eceivers, applications by, for field-notes of.....
610
reindexing field-notes of, provision for continuing, urged.....
610
settlers having valuable improvements affected by..........
609
occupied and cultivated for years by, without titles.
609
petitions from, for, earnest and many . ............... 630-636
rulings of departme'r1t respecting, difficulty in COD·
some sma1~1~i~Fci~,~e~iu··_ ·.·.·.·.·. ~·.: ·.:: :: ::::: ·. ::: : : : :: : : : : : : :
~g~
special deposits tv Central Pacific Railroad Company for .. 609, 611,622
smveyor-general,'account of, with United States ......... 609, 619,622
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synilicate for tl1e corrupt controlof...........•••.•.....••••. 107,108
titles to, through, anxiety of settlers to obtain...............
609
valuable, ullsm·ve_',ed, asked for . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
95
want of, in, Lardships to sett,lers from a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
609
(See Lands, Public, California.)
(See Lall(IS, Public. Surveyor.General's Qffice.)
_
95Colorado, contracts entered into for................. . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . • . . • . •
for,num ber of ... ......................•••.......... . 637,638
fraudulent, earl,y investigation into alleged, recommendation
foran,rellewed... ............. . .•...•..........
95
relief of settlers from uncertainty of...............
95
Indian, contracts for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........•.•••...•. 95, 99, 638
mileage of, <luring year .. ·. .........................•...........
637
needed to accommodate settlers.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
643
notes and plats of, approved during fiscal year.................
95
plats a:pd copies of, number of. .................................
637
rates for, increased , n ecessary to secure competent persons for.
95
special deposits for, no contracts chargeable to . .. . . • . . . . . • . • . .
637
·
llO, marle by railroad companies . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
637
townships, descriptive lists of, number of . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
637
subdivided, nmnber andareaof.................... 95-637
within relinquished military reservations......................
95
(See Lanell'! , Public, Surveyor.Gelleral's Office.)
Dakota, applications for, by settlers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . .
95
apportionment for ............. ._........... . ....................
95
appropriation for, limited . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
95
Congressiollal appropriation for, no contractschargeableto......
641
colltracts for, appropriation for .........•.........•............. 6(1, 642 during year...... . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• • . . .
17
deposits for, by railroad companies ... ........................... 641, 642
Lower Brule Intlian Reservation, contracts for...... . . . . . . . • . . . . 641, 642
for allotment to Indians . • . . . .
95
Northern Pacific Railroad Company, cost and acreage of . ........ 641, 642
operat ions of. reco1·d of . . . . . . . . . ...... _... . ... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
641
townships ill, under contracts of former years . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
95
(See Lands, Public, Su1·veyor-General's Office.)
Florida, fragmentary, contracts for : ......................•....•.........
99
in spection of, cost of ........................................... .
644
large trac1 s of valuable, heretofore·too much inundated ........• 95, 96
many small, called for .. . ..... ........ _....•...............•.....
96

~;:Iii~,or;~hr~OI\~~ illformation
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for ............ .......... .. ... . ...........•..
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to complete township subdivisions .............•••••...••.•.••••
(See L amls, Public, Florida.)
(See Lands, Public, Surveyor-General's Office.)
(See Spanish archives.)
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M5
contract for ..•....••.....••.......... .....••..•......•••••••••• •• 90,646
645
demands for,n~~r~ii;~~.: :: : : :::: :: :::::: :::::::::::::::: ::::::
96
fraud in, revealed by examination of, in the field .....•...•.••.••
645
mill-sites, number of .............. ......•......... ...••••••••••..
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mineral claims and mill-sites, number of .••..••............••••.
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mining claims and mill-sites, field-notes of, transcripts of ....... .
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no contracts for ...............••.......... ...•.......••. • ..••••••
645
deposits for ................... .......•...•.•••..•••••....•..• .
645
office facilities of, demand for, increasing .••. ...•........••.••••••
96
Nez Perc6 Indian Reservation, boundary of, resurvey of ....••.•
645
plats of meridian, standard and exterior lines of, number of •••••
645
returns and platting of, under contract No.117 ..•......••.••••••.
645
townships, number of, approved and accepted ..•.•••••.••••.•••
645
(See Lands, Public, Survevor-General's Offi.ce.r
Indian Reservation, Crow, in Montana . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • •
300
contracts for, on .....••. .•.•..•••••••••••••••.•••••• ~. 300
disposition of. . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . • . . . . • • • • • • • . . . . . • •
301
Kiowa and Comanche, north boundary of...........
301
Mission, disposition of . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • •
301
Nez Perc6, how disposed of.........................
301
Quinaielt............. •• • • . • •• • • • • . . •• • • • • •• • • • ••••••
301
Red Lnke, acceptance of . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . • • • •
301
Seminole, east boundary of.........................
301
Umatilla, contract for.......... ....................
300
Warm Springs, in Oregon....... ...................
300
Wichita, west boundary of..........................
301
Wind River, acceptance of . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . • • .
301
work of, condition of, under contract for............
301
Yakima and Quinaielt, disposition of...............
301
resurveys of . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • . . •
301
Kansas, certain townships of, only official ........................•. #....
326
Louisiana, and resurveys, in special localities, badly needed.............
649
east of Mississippi River, great importance of......... . • . . . .
648
Houmas claims, obstacles to . ........... ..••....••••••..•..••. 648, 649
principle on which to complete..............
649
stoppage of sectional, by . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
648
maps of, wom out, reproduction of, work of. ......... . • • • • • . •
96
no contracts for . . . . . • . • . • • . . . • . . . . . • • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • . . • • . . • • .
648
private land claims exhibits, compilation of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96
platting of.......................... . • . • . .
96
records, binding scattered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • •
96
(See Lands, Public, Surveyor-General's Office.)
651
l[innesota, contract for, value of................ . .. . .... ................
contracts for ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . 99, 651
fraudulent swamp, development of.... . ....................
S6
investigation of, importance of.........
96
large portion of, in the near future, important..............
651
no, under appropriation for fiscal year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
651
White Earth Indian Reservation, contract for, value of ..... 651-652
Montana, agricultural, clerk hire for, appropriation for, totally insuffi.·
ciE>nt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96
progress of, small . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96
work upon, small amount of, explanation of......
653
applications of, approval and cost of . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • . . . .
318
completion of, before further. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96
contracts for, liabilities of .... .••..........•• ; .......•••••.... 572,653
653
no returns thereunder . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
number and liability of ........................ 653-654
value of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96
examination ,platting.and transcribing,clerical work on, cosi of
653
field-notes of, return of, for correction . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . .
648
important, no contracts for . . . . . .. . . • . .. . . • ... • . . . .• . . . .•••.•.
97
mineral, amended, examined, and approved . . • . • . • . . • . . • . . . . . .
653
deposits for . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • • . . • . . . • . .
653
examined and approved . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • .
653
orders i sued for • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . • . • .
653
pints of, made . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • . .
653
sh etR of, connected, made............... ............
653
transcripts of..................... ..... .... .. .... ....
653
needed for u e in courts, involving heavy pecuniary interests
to government . . ...•...•...•••.......... ..•. .••..........
97
96
no work of, returned during 1886 ..... .. •...•••.•.• •.•.••••••..
653
placer, deposit~jor . . . . . . . . . . ........ .. ..• •••..•.•••••••..•..
653
reports on, examinecl and approved ......•••••••••.••••
653
ord<.'rs i sued for .•..... . ...•. •.•••.•.• . •••.
653
t1anscripts of ... . ...••. .•.•••.......••.••••
653
railroad company, no deposits by any, for ..••••••....•••.•.•••
97
rates for iuaclerinat .. .. ............. .•.•...•..•.••••••.•..••••
96
r turns of, during 1887 ............•• .• •..••••..•... ••••••.....
653
township and mineral plats of, made ........ . ..... ...••.••....
653
tranc1cript of, marle .... . ............ .........•••••.•••••••••••
98
unexamined for want of necessary olerical force .••• ••••••.•• .•
(Se~ Lands, Public, urveyor-Genoral'e Office.)
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Surveys of, in Nebraska and Iowa, land disidct, informal closing of .••.•••••••••••• - . .
318
Nevada, alleged illegal correspondence and report on.............. • • • • • •
322
appropriation for, account of . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • • • • . • • . • • . • • • . 655-658 Central Pacific Railroad grant, deposits by, for, within ....••.. 655-658
contracts for.... . .. . • . • . . .. . . . .. . • .. . • • • . •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • . • . .
655
average old rates of . .. . . • .. .. .. . • • • • • • • . • • • . .. ..
656
biddings for, rates in, considerably lower . . . . . . .
655
future lettings of, probably more advantageous.
656
lhbilities of. ................................. 655,659,660
656
defective, description of . . . . . .. . .. . . • .. .. . . • • . • • • • • . •• • • • . .. . ..
execution of, dissatisfaction from .••..•• , . • . • • . . . . • . .
656
maiiy complaints of..................................
97
Indian reservation boundaries, resurvey of, eontracts for . . . . . •
655
individual deposits for, account of.............................. 654,658
lands, not mountainous, conn-acts for, average rates of . • • . . . . .
656
mileage of.... . ................... . . .• . ...• .. . •. .. .. . ..•• .. .. ..
655
mineral, applications and d~posits for. . ....................... .
655
mountainous and rugged, contractors for, allowed to exclude
656
from ........................................... .
656
lands, contracts for, average rates of .••.••••.....
97
no township corners in ........................................ .
322
Secretary's decision in reference to fraudulent ............... . .
97
township, contracts let for .................................... .
work of, poorly or never executed, cost of, infpast, present, and
65ff
future .............. . . . ..................... ·---~- .......... .
(See Lands, Public, Snrveyor.General's Office.)
New Mexico, accepted and paid for. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. • • • • • . .. . . . • .. . • • . . •
661
agricultural and grazing lands, approval of ............... ·
661
without delay, urged ......................... 661,662
673
appraisal. sale, and contracts for . • . . . • .. . • . . • . .. • • • .. • • • • •
appropriations for, reduction of, not wise . • • • . • • . • • • . . • • • .
669
approved .................................................. 670-672
bona fide settlers, applications for, by, large number of . .. .
661
character of . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • .. . • .. .. • • . •
98
contractors for, interests of,opposed to proper execution of.
662
only enriched by..........................
97
contracts for ............................................ 99, 6'TO, 673
contract system for, competitive bidding under, objection.
able feature of ................... .
662
discarding of, recommended .••..••••. 98,662
cost of ................................................... .
669
demands for, c~nsta:ntly growing ........................ .. 97,661
development of, senously retarded by .....••...••...•...•
97
economy in appropriations for, nature and resulta of..•..
670
errors of, causes of . ................... . ................. .
98
favorable localities of, in which homes can be made with·
out great expense . .. ._. .. ............................... .
662
fraudulent and grossly maccurate ...•.....••........•....
98
frightful mischief in, chargeable to inexcusable parsi.
mony of Congress ...................................... .
670
government surveyor, principal and important duty and
work of . ... ... ......................................... .
662
havoc of destructive policy of champions of economy in.
670
important duty and work, performance of, should never
be turned over to contractors .......................... .
662
inaccurate, large and constantly increasing .•••••.••••.•••.
662
in process.pf completion . ...... . ...•................•..••.
661
irregular and loose, the fault of contract system for .••.•..
662
letting of, to lowest bidders, proper plan of ......•........
662
liberal policy touching, urged as encouragement of settle·
mentof .... . ........................................... .
662
98
~~~ ~~~~~~~~-~~~ ~~~.~~~ -~~
661
mineral, approved, number of ...... ~· ................... .
662
new, of all old and fraudulent, should be promptly made.
662
should be promptly made .......................... .
98
old, correction of many of, necessary .••...........••••.•.
98
persons of acknowledged fitness and capacity, only proper
for ..................................................... .
662
plains and open portions of, large area of, t-nriching !lOn·
tractors for . . ...... .................................... .
662
returned and not approved, payable from appropriation
for fiscal year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . 670, 672
titles to, and peace of communities involved in............
662
township and other plats of surveys made................
661
(See .Lands, Public, Surveyor.General's Office.)
Oregon, appropriation for, judicious expenditure of........... .• . . . .. ..
675
appropriations, reasonable, for . . • • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • . . . . .
675
bonajide settlers seeking homes on, injustice to...............
675
contracts for ........ ......................................... 98, 99,674
payable from general appropriation for •••.••..•. 674, 676
descriptive lists forwarded to railroad companies . • • . . • • . . . . • . .
674
donation lands, field·notes of, number of, examined and indexed,
674
fart.her needed........... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. • . •• • •• • .. • .. . . . .
98
Indian reservation boundaries.................................
98

~f1!~i~r~i~~~~·.
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Surveys of, in Oregan, Indin.n reservations in, contracts for ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 074, 676
mileage of . . • . . .• . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • •• • • • . . . . ••• • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . .
674
mining claims, index of, prepared..............................
674
needed, more or less timber . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . • • • • • . . . . . • • • . • . . • .
075
petitions from various parts of, asking for.....................
676
plats and diagrams of, made...................................
674
railroad deposit for . . . . . . . . . . . • • • •• • • • . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • •• • • • . • • .
674
rates of, better, recommended .• -····.................. . • . . . . . .
675
good work on, actually impossible at . . • • • . • . . • .. . . . • .
67i
for, inadequate .......• _................................
98
town~hip plats and ~elcl-notes pr~pared . . • . • . . . . • . . • • • • • . • . • . .
67!
un:timshed and f'ract10nal townships -- . . . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . .
67a
Warm Springs Indian Reservation, resurvey a11d relocation of
north boundary of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . .
675
work of, in the field, completed ........ ,.......................
67'
(See Lands, Public, Surveyor-General, and Oregon.)
inspection of all pending, necessity for .. . .. . . .. .. . . •• • • . . •• • • .. . . . . . • •• • • •
99
in the field, inspection of, appropriation fol' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . • • .
99
examinert> engaged in, number of...............
99
want of money prevented examination of greater part of... •.
99
Utah, acreage of ........................................................ 678, 681
appraised and relinquished military reservations, in condition of..
678
area of..... ... ...................................................
98
condition of, under appropriation for resurveys returned and ap67
co~~~!~fs·
let and in process of execution . . .. . . • • . • • . . • • • • .. .. 678, 682
on which work is being executed in the field ...... 678,682
returned but not approved ..•....•••.••••.•.•..•••. 678,681
deposits, no individual, for . .......... ..... ..... . .. . . • . . • • . • • • . . . .
678
executed and approved, extent of', recapitulation of ........•..... 678, 681
extent of, returned, recapitulation of ..•.... .............•....•. 678, 682,683
mileage of, returned, but not approved ...... ............. ...... 678, 683, 68¼
to be surveyed under contracts for, let and in progress in
the field .......................... .............. : . . • • . . . 678, 684
railroad cleposits for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . • . . • . . .
678
townships, number, mileage, area, and character of soil of, state·
ment of ............................. ............................ 678,680
under regular appropriation for, condition of.........•..••....... 678, 679
within relinquished military reservations . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •
98
(See Lands, Public, Surveyor-General's Office.)
Washington, contracts for................... ...........................
99
not closed, condition of ...................... 685-687
neld-work of, railroad deposits for... . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • .
685
heavily timbered.... . ......... ............................ 98, 99
increased rates for, urged........ ..........................
98

f~;::::: ::: ::::: ::::::: :::: ::: :::: :::::·.::::::::::::: ::: ~Ji~Z~

~Ji¥.i~1;~~:t:\)::;::\\i::;;:::::\i\iiiiiii i) :ii

special deposits for..... . . . . . . .. . • • . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . .
685
railroad deposits for cost of, selected . . . . . . . . . . •• • ••• . •• . . . .
685
rates for, increase of, urged . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . .
99
aettlers, assistance of, in payment for . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . .
99
standard, township, meander, and section lines of, mileage
of....................................... .................
685
timber, applications for.................. ..................
98
of, not valuable for commercial purposes...........
99
townships, number of......... .............................
685
western, agi'icultural .. ............... , . . . .. . . . . . .. . ... . •
99
(See Lands, Public, Surveyor-General's Office.)
Wyoming, an appropriation for examination of imperfect...............
99
appra1 al and sale of.... _. . .. . . . .. . . .. • • • . ... • • . . . .. • . .. . .. . .
688
appropriation availablo for no.................... ............
688
contracts for...... . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. • . .. . . .. .
99
under annual appropriation. . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . .
688
for Indian surrnys under appropriation of May 15, 1886 . • • • • •
689
fraudulent, examination of, of highest public importance....
99
large proportion of.. .. _.. .. . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . • . .. .. •
99
Indian reservations, under act of May 15, 1886... ......... .• •
688
mineral, special deposits for . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . .
689
no sp cial deposits for .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. • . . ..
688
township and standard lines retraced or surveyed . . • . . . . .
688
townships subdivided.. ...................................
688
railroad deposits for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 688, 689
(See Lands, Public, Surveyor-General's Office.)
large block of, for Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, carele sly, if
1eg~~o~~in~~~t~~ec~~;·tit~t;s~:: :: : ~::::::::: ::: : :· ::: :: : : :: : ::::::: :: :
land line , blazing and cutting of . . . .. . ........... ... . . ... • •. . . . . . . ..
rate for, comm nsurate with clifficulti s of, urged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
compr.t nt surveyor decline to ntcr into contracts for, at.
not sufiicient to ,varrant careful, honest work...... ........
!=.t~u~:go~~t~~rrir~: :: : : ::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: :: ::: : : ::::: :::::: 3~7,

~
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Surveys of, mountainous and heavily timbt:red, co_ntra-Ots for, impracticable ••••.•••• •••
· at present rates, 1mposs1ble .•.........•.••..•••• - - - - · • - • · -• • •
or heavily timbered, present rates of .......••••..••••.•• ···•·
special contracts for, at per diem rates, augmented scale of
prices for ....•..........••.••••••••
much of, must be done by .•..•••.•.••.
within railroad limits, obligations .....•..••.••••.••••••..••.•
never executed in fact, or attempted to be executed, returns of.•••••••••••
no contracts for, in Arizona .••.....•....•••• , ....•.....•......•••••••••••..
Dakota ..•..............•..••..•••.••••.•..•...•••.•••.
Idaho ..•...•..•.••..•...•.•••••.....•.•.•.••••••••.•..•
Louisiana. . ...........•••••.••..••••••......•••••••••.•.
Minnesota·········~·················· ..•••.,.••••••••.•
Wyoming ......•••••.••••••.•....•••••.••••••.••.••••••
notoriously imperfect and incorrect . .•.............•..•....••..•••.. :··;···
Northern Pacific in Montana, failure of attempt to expend appropriations
for, within limits of ....•..•...............•..•.••...•...•••..•••.••.•••.•
or resurveys of, in Louisiana, great neecl of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • ..•••••••••
plats and transcripts of, from defective surveys, great and usele~s expense
of ................•...........•...•.•••...•••••..•..••...•..••..••..
of, re_procluced ...............•..•......•.......•.·•••••..•.••••••·.•.••.
private land claims. (See Private Land Claims.)
of, unlawful. .............•.............•••...•••••. --·· ---·····..
public robbery, unparaUeled scheme of, tbrough. •••• •••• •••••••.•• ••.•••••
rates for ...•.......•.............................• ,. • . . • . . . . •. • • • . . . • . . • • . •
reform in, appropriations for, practically refused..........................
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327
175
175

175
175
175
174
314
314:
817
317
317
325

174
175
96
100
91
555
174
175

174,

m

returns of,
?~~-~~~-s.~~~:: :: : ::: ::: :::::: ::::::::::: :: ::::::::
special-deposit system, no application for, under . • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • .
827
contracts for, under . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .
827
examinations of, in the field, appropriation~ for. • • . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • . .
175
estimates of appropriationli for.......
176
importance of....•.•..•..••.•••••.••. 175,176
objects of .... :.......................
175
results of ...............••••.•..•.... 175,176
timber, difficulties an<llabor of............................................
3a8
t)rohibited . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •• . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . •••••..
317
total acreage of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . • • . • . . .
02
Turtle Mountain dist1fot, revocation and approval of, suspended ..•.••.•.• .316, 317
suspension of Secretary's decision regarding.....
315
unde_r individual deposit system, amount deposited for........... • •• • • • • • • •
91
withm railroad limits, unprovided for . . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . • . . •• • • • . • • • . • • .
174
(See Lands, Public, Resurveys.)
·
(See Lands, Public, Unsurveyed.)
Supreme Com t scrip locations, entries, acreage, and fees in .••....•...••..•••••.••.••••
5~4
patents of, un<ler ....•...•.• ·•..•...••.•.•..-••.•.••••.••.
200
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
Swamp, acreage of, approved ............................••••..••..••••••.•.••• .439-443, 444, 447

::~~i~r~

.-.·: .-:.-.-.-.-:.-.-.-.-.-:.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.- .-.-: .-.-.- _._._._.

~
-~~~~:~~~-·439-445, 446. :::
. selected by the several States . ; ...........•....•.•••..•.....•. .441, 442, 447
acts grantrng, dates of.. ... .... ......... ............. .. ........................
439
adjustment of, new, burden of proof in contests of State's claim to, not on set.
tler ..........•.........•...•••••..•...
12?
on State in contests of State's claim to.
122
hearings under, time iu which State is concluded from
asserting claim to ... .................•............••..•
122
proceedings in hearings under, in contests of State's claim
to ................... "················· ..•. : • .••.••••••
122
rules adopted for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..............•.....••...•
122
State must establish character of land ..........•........
122
practice in, change of, great benefit to bona fide settlers from.
122
agents employed in field examining .. ..............................•...•......
439
agricultural, timber, and mineral, fraudulently obtaineg. as ....•...•...••.....
1::0
applicant to enter, difficulties of, in contes1ing State's claim .•...•.•...•......
122
in contests of State's claims to, burden of proof was on.
settler . ...................................,,..............
122
selected as, was required to contest State's claim..........
122
survey of, must be attacked by, as fraudulent........... .. .
122
area, vast, co~ered by clai~s for ......_...................................... 119, 439,447
broadcast claims for, practice of makmg, money drawn throug;h. .•• .. . • • . . . • .
119
character of, description of...................................................
448
claimed, true character of, only ascertained by re.examination of former
agents' reports .....................................•......•..•••••••.••..••.
120
claims for, augmentation of, prompted by personal interest .......•....••••••
]20
successful through loose,administration .....••..
l:!O
enormous quantity of ..............•.............•.•••.•.•••.•••.•
119
prosecution of, by agents ..enormous commission for ..•.....•..••.
12(1
thorough investigation of, before passing on ....•...•••........••.
120
transfer of, hy States, to counties .. ...........•••...•......•.•.....
119
c~ops of s%tlen1 seizetl under pretended title from States claiming ............,
120
d1spose<l of by States in larire quantities for a small consideration . .. .....•••..
119
tracts srlecte<l as, to sccnre approaches to waters of lakes .........•.•....
120
fie <l·notes of survey, basis of adjustment of .. ................................ . 121, 12:!l
fraud and corruption, prolific source of .......•.......... ·····~······ ......•..•
120
ffall<lS in 1 indiciments t'or forgery and consvira.:iy in col).summating .•••..•••••
120
1
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Swamp, fraudulent surveys of, false affidavits and bribery of agents m . ..•..••• • • • • • ·
grant, approval of, selections of, only genuine swamp and overflowed lands,
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120

i~:

t ime certain for presentation of, fixing of . .. . . •.•.•••• , , •·..
122
fraudulent selections ot: relinquishment of....... .....................
122
set.off against pending claims for •.• • . • • • . • • • .
122
imposition under ,· sphere of, enlargement of, opposed . . . . ..............
122
indemnity selections under, ref'undment of illegal •. .. •• .....•...• - • • . •
122
justice and r equiremen ts ofpublio interest under, p romotion of.... • ••
122
legislat ive recommendation in reference to •••••.. .• . ..• . •••••••.• - ••••
122
of, fraudulent practices under .. ............. . ... ......................
122
purpose of, generally ignored and defeated . .....•••••.•••••••••.• - .
120
t o enable States to defray expenses of reclaiming . • • • . • . • . . • • . . • • .
119
practice under, change of, beneficial to bona fid e settlBrs . . . • • • • • • • • . • . .
122
old, aided and stimulated systematic fraud • • • . . . • • • • • •
122
granted by States t o railroad and other corporations . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . • • • •
119
g~ants of, r ulings u nder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • . • • . • • . . . • .
448
hilly, mounta1nous, and sage.brush, approved as . ... . .. . . ............. . ......
120
indemnity, acr eage of ... . . . . . .... . . . ............. . . . . ..........•..•.•..•••••• 439, 440
agents selecting, practices of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . . . • . . . • .
120
ar ea patented as .. . .. . .......•... . .. . . . ••• ••.•... . ...•.•••....••• 119, 440
selections of, entries, acreage, and fees in . .. • . (broadside opposite).
524
intending settlers excluded from aoooss to water by fraudulent selections of.
120
Iowa, Boone an d Story counties, illustrative oases of alleged indemnity •• ; ••~
121
county, alleged indemnity, report of. . •..... . ••.••.... ::.........
121
frauds in. . . . . .. . .. ....... . . . . . ........ . ...... .. . •••. . . . ...... • • • • • • . • . .
121
investigation into, increased appropriat ion needed for.......
121
fraudulen t claims for, investigation of, opposition to . . . . • • • • • . • •• • •• • .
121
Story county, fraudulent report of alleged indemnity in...............
121
sum .saved in land and money by exploit ing fraudulent indemnity
121
cla1ms for ... . .. .. .......... .. . ......•••••. ••... . ...••••• . .•••••••••••
land division. (See General Land Office.)
indemnity for . . . . .... . ... ....... . .....•....... ... •.. .• .•..•....•••..••••• 119,440
selections ot: acreage of, claimed.. . ......... .......... . ................. 91; 447
cash indemnity claims, amount of, allowed . . . . • • . • • • . . . • . . . • . 91,440
total allowed ·since passage of acts.... . ...... 91,440
indemnity Ia.nds for, patented .. . .. •.. ...... . •.... •. ..... 91, 445-447, 524
lists of, approved ....... . ........ .. . . .. .....••. . . . . •. 91, 439, 441,447, 524
o:iiginal, entries, acreage, and value of.. (br oadside opposite) . .
524
patents issued for .... . ••..• • •• ••. . .. . . •• •••.•••••••••... 91, 445-447, 524
special agent11 engaged in examining . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • . 9i, 439
lands bordermg ou lakes, etc., control of most of, through alleged............
120
original State select-ions of. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
87
large quantities of, not swamp, selecterl as . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • •• • • •
119
Minnet1ota., adj1;1stment of, field·110tes adopted as basis of .....••.........••• .'.
121
agncultural, valuable, fraudulently returned as . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
121
corporations having grants of, false.surveys in inter est of........
121
fraudulent claims to, rigid investigation into, instituterl . . • . . . . . . • .
121
not in any sense, in, returned as. . ...... . . .... .. .............. . .. .
121
purchasers ot; under corporations, fraudulent surveys in interest of
121
s!1l'veys falsely and corruptly made . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . •
121
timber and mmeral, falsely returned as.. . . .... . ..................
121
money indemnity for.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . .
440
most unblushjng frauds practiced in 1,elections of, alleged . . .... .. .............
120
mountainous tracts selected as, to secure approaches t o waters of lakes. . . . . . .
120
Oregon, dry tracts in, approved as................ . . . . . .. ....... . . . ............
120
. .
. needin11; irrigation, falsely reported as. ..................
, 120
or1gmal grant of, obJeot of. ......... .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . ..•.•.. ... .. ••.•••
119
patents and money obtained fraudulently ihrough grants of . . . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . •
120
for, number of.... . . . . . . . ..• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ••. •. . • . •
43~
proceeds of, use of, for almost every purpose not intended, by Congress.......
119
public buildings, bridges, and roads constructed from p roceeds or...... . . . • . .
119
punishment of persons indicted for crime only prevented by stat ute of limita·
tion . . ....................................... . . ... . . . ..•• : •..•......... . ..•. 120,121
reclamation of, but a small portion of, applied to .. . . ..•.•..•. . .....•....•.••••• 119,1 20
•
object of grant of....... . .......... ..... .. . . ... ............... .
119
re.examination ot reports of former agents necessary . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . .
120
reports of former agents on,_ge~eral.y unreliable._...... ... . . .. .. . . . ......... . .
120
schools, and other gi·ants of, adJustments of, pendmg... ... . . . . .. •... .... •. .•• .
182
selections of, by agents i~, large commissions for .. :··· ·._. ..... . ...............
1 20
settlers threatened and violently expelled from their claims . . . . . . • . . •• • . • . • . .
120
thousands of acres illegally monopolized without payment of a dollar. .........
120
(See Lands, Public, Ualil'ornia.)
(See Landt!, Public, Entries.)
238
Sydney land district, .1.: ebraska, new, location and boundaries of .... .. ..... ...... . .. . . . .
ystematic frauds upon, executive efforts for suppression of, failure of Congress to sup·
port................................. . ..... . ......... . ... .. .
180
suppression of, efforts for............ ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180
Territories, a:ea. of, in quare.ll!iles and acres ............. . ........ . .• . . .. . . . .. .... . . •
within, net org~zmrr, dates of ..................•.... . ..... . ...... .. •• .. • 3 ,
Te timony, fee for r d ucing, to writin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525, 526
T
. in case of, reduction of, to writin", foes in ......... (broad ide oppo it )..
5~

sg, gf:
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to corporations and indhidanls, heedlrssness in pas iog, cause of ....•.... •. 181, l
0
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Timber, act of June 3. 1878, cutting of, under, for purpose named in, before demand
·
for, unlawful •..•..••.••••••..•..••...•.••••••• - -•• - • • • • 556-566
mineral, right to cut, from, under .•••.••.•••....•••••• 561, 562-566
~rovisions and I?url?oses of.:········.-....................
566
States and Terntones to which applicable ......••....•.. 552-566
Alaska, unlawfully cut in, if seized, can not be exported from . . ... ..••.. ....
55T
cutting or removing in, no authority for . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • . . . . .
557
agricultural districts, relapse of, to desert condition, importance of pt-eventing.
169
practically exhausted......... ....................................
169
agriculturist or miner, lawful cutting and use of, by..........................
560
all exclusively, segregation and reservation of, fro~ general entry • . • • • . .• • • •
169
and grazing, entries of .......••.............•.............•......••••.•.....••
524
stone, applications for, number and fees .•..•••..•. (broadside opposite) ..
524
sales of, acreage and value of................ (broadside opposite) ..
160
area of, disappearing, ratio of, grave apprehensions from ..••.•••.••.••••.. ~ ••
557
boxing of, an unlawful cutting of ................•..........•........•••.•.•..
51'!1
for turpentine purposes on, covered by homestead entries ...•.•••.
process of, damaging to ....•..................•.•••...••........••.
557
557
question as to whether punishable . .....•.....•••..••••..•.••••....
565
charcoal industry in Colorado, magnitude of ..•.•.•••••.....••.•...••..•...•..
climati.c effect, value of, for ...... . ...•... : .••.....•••.••.•••.•...••••••••••••.
169
Colorado, act governing, injudicious and too broad ..................•.•......
566
566
provisions of, ignore the importance of preserving .
repeal or modification of, urged ......•.....•......••
568
wa~t~ and greedy speculations in, invited by provisions of .....•......•.•.......•.•..••...•.•...••.
56ff
burnt districts of, at too high an elevation for agricultural purposes
565
citizens of, to fell and remove, act authorizing .••.••••.•..•.••••••
552
charcoal burners, disregard by, of laws .•......•.••••••.•••..••...
567
devastation of, by ................•...•••••.•••••
567
in vicinity of mines .......••..••
567
devices of, in deadening trees ...•....•..••.•...
567
take everything, large and small ....••...•.....
566
improprietyofpermitting the cutting of,for manufactnre of
566
industry, distinct from and inimical to interests of mining
566
in, injury to persons engaged in .......•.•.. ....
565
magnitude of . ...•.........................
· 565
miningandsmeltinginterests, openissue of,
as to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 566, 567
parties engaged in, law not enacted for ben567
fit of.....................................
persons engaged in, large number of.......
565
rapid destruction of~ by... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
566
kilns in, burned and dead, sufficient to ·supply, for fifty
years ........•..••...............................•..•..
565
pm.on or nut pine, manufacture of, into .. ::-: ............. .
565
worthless except for manufacture of.
5fi5
pine, placing of, on footing of dead, asked for ...•.
5b5
purposes, immature trees most desirable for ............ .
567
putting of, on market, in shape of, prohibition of, urged.
567
wood for, taken necessarily from mineral land::. ......... .
566
cutting and removal of, limited to lands only subject to entry as
mineral. .............•.••••.• . ......•..............••........•.•.
56i
deadened, in, for next twenty.five years, prohibition to use, sug.
gested................................................ . .........
565
government, duty of, to protect interest of public at lat"ge . • . . • . . .
567
no duty of, to protector foster any particular industry
567
law intended to enable settlers to procure, for domestic use . . . . . . .
567
mining and smelting distinct industries..... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567
illterests in, open issue between, as to value
of charcoal industry ...........•..•........ 566, 567
districts of, rapid disappearance of all vestige of trees in..
587
industry, injurious effect of charcoal industry on interests
of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . 586, 567
mountain sides of, shorn of, by charcoal, smelting, and mining in·
dustries..................... .......•......•..•.••.•••••.•••••...
567
navy, use and employment of, only for. ...........................
566
pm.on pine best fuel in mountain districts.........................
567
important as only supply of, in many districts.........
567
no lawful authority to except from operation of rule re-

ntf:~\fol of~ to· be· f~~~d ·i~· so~e·io~aiiti~;::::::::::::

~:;

l&w •.•••.•••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••

561

petitioner, principal, in reference to, a trespasser on .•• 565, 566
petition relating to, purpose of ruling asked for, in.....
566
preservation of, adoptio11. of measures for . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
567
public at large, interests of, paramount._ .. _......................
567
regulations for cutting, inten Jed for benefit of. . . .
567
regulations for cutting, not enacted for benefit of present operators
567
further, prescribing a more economic use of..........
1567
respecting, enforcement of, demanded for protection of
566
modification of, impolitic and unjust.....
566
no lawful authority in Department to
modify .... . .•...•.....••...•...........
566
not antagonistic to settlers or industries of.
566
in contravention of intent or purpose of
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Timber, Colorado, ragulations, respecting, requested modification of ••• - - - • •.• • • •• • • • 565, 568
567
settlers, interests of, demand rigid enforcement of regulations for.
smelting and mining distinct industries ...•.......•...••••• -. - ·.· · -.567
industry, effect of charcoaUndustry on interests of, lDJUfl·

infl~~~~~-~f.~i;;~~~ai" ~~· i~te;e;t; ·~i:::::::::::

566 567

566; 567

. partiesen.,.agedin lawnotenactedforbenefit;of
567
ores, charcoal not absolutely essential in ....•.•. -· · · ·: · •
:~
coke and coal substitutes for wood and cbarcgal m.
567
combined with charcoal in, expense of.... · - · ·
purposes, further use of, for, prohibition of, urged. - - - - •
~~~
no authority of law for removal of, for • - - • • • •
use of, fo..r, detrimental to public interests....
567
etaniliLg, no authority to dis{tose of, separately ....••••.•••••• -····
~~:
wh~ther burned or green, part of the renlty .•. • • • • ••• • • • 566
trespass on, 1n ...••....•.•...........•..•..••..••... - ••• • • • • • • • • · • 5 6o,
566
use and employment of, only for the navy ••••••.•••••••••••• - - • • •
(See Lands, Public, Surveys.)
Commir.sioner can n_ot violate the law nor _authorize others to violate it .• - · · • • ·
~~i
funct10ns of, purely executive ................•.••• - - • · · • · • • • • • •
not investecl with judicial or legislative powers ...•.••••••... :•; 560-566
complainti:jagainst cutting of, in violation oflaw, inalienable right of every citi561
zen to make .•...•.•.•...........•••.......•.....................••.•..•..••.
timber cultu_re a_ffidavits, only ~awful under personal knowledge of affiant .•• - • 210,
applications, affidavits in... . . . • . . • . • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • 209, 0
for, not sworn to, on personal knowledge of applica12ts,
225
peremptory refusal to accept ....•...•••••...•• ••••••
209
reJected, belong rightfully to office files ..•...••.•.••. - • - • •
2'J9
reasons for, claimants must be notified of.••• - . - ·
209
retentionof, by local officers ...•••.••..•.•.. · · • • •
228
applicants for, actual residences and post-office addresses of ...••.••.• • •
188
law, repeal of, recommended ..•.•..•••.•••••••••••.••••...•••••.•••••.•
(See Lands, Public, Entries.)
i52
cut, saw-mills, owners of, records of, to be kept by .••.•.••••.•••••...•.•••••.••.
552
tops and brush, removal of, required . .••••.•••••••.•••..••.•.•.••••..•••••
552
utilization of all ..•................•...•••..••..•••••••• •.•.......•...•••••
169
cutting and burning, necessary to clear, no reason when, to raise price of.••.. •
558
removal of, extent of, from unpm·fected homestead .•....•.. - •. · · · ·
565
former liberal ruling of Department in reference to .• • ·
560
. for speculati?n or export, penalties for .. -.· ..•.••.•••••
561
of, by authorized agent of railroad company how far, lawful. .••.. - . · · complaints against, in violation of law, inalienable right of every citi561
zen to make .........................•.•••.......•..•.......•....•.
565
from other than strictly mineral lands, asked for .....•.•••....• -· · · ·
infri~gement of regulations for, not necessary to set out, in complamts for recovery for ........ _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • .
56
laws and regulations under, for, constitutional ................•.. - - ·
regulations for, an executive act the courts will judicially notice.
561
clead, removal of, from .... . ........••........•.•......••... ....•....••••••• .484, 565, 566
depredations on, bold ag_d malign, by Northern Pacific Railroad...............
559
.
prevention of, appropriation for, totally inadequate.......... 97, li9
8
cash receipts from ...•.................••••••.••••.......••••••.••.• - . - · · · • · • • •
destruction of, policy to save, from....................... .....................
1~9
1 9
disposition of, proper manner of ............••..•....... _.••.......•.••.....• - •
552
eight inches in diameter, cutting of growing trees less than prohibited .•••• -·
entries of, "act to effect object of conspiracy," after lapse of three years from.
556
failure to guard against forest fires, Chm amen convicted of trespass on, for ... - .
562
fell and remove any growing, of any kind, less than 8 inches in diameter, reg560
ulation prohibiting ...................•.•.• •..•. -············
552
only bona fide citizens can lawfully ....•.•..•...•.••. · · · · · • • • •
55~
felled or removed, use of, strictly limited to domestic purposes .•............ ••
felling and removal of, only lawful from mineral lands for domestic purposes.
• 55
rules and regulations governinit ...... .•........ 552, 553, 565--567
z:emoving, saw-mills, owner of, record of, to be kept by ..• - . · · -· - • •
fire, protection of, from ................•...........•.•••..•.•..••• - . · · · • · • • • · · •
169
flow of waters, natural regulation of, value of, to ..•.....••.•••.•••••• ••••·••·•
170
forest, permanent reservations of, establishment of, urged .......... -. -- · - · - · ·
forests of, accumulate great private fortunes from, are'll.s of, reduced by strug·
169
f,le to .......•.......................•.......... . ...........•.•...
in~~criminate spoliation of, preservation of, against .. - . -· · · · · · • · · •
mmunum, are, of, reduced to a .............. - .• - . - · · -· -• · · · · · · · · · • •
16 9
. nativ , protection of, State commission for ........... •... .- .. ··.···:··
neads ofnvers and streams and mountain sides, preservation of, at, mfimte 1m169
portance of. ............... . ......................•...... - .. - - · · -· · · · · · · · · · · •
675
!gnoranthome t d re, misappropriations of, by, prosecution of, not favored..
557
~mprovem nt on, the principal object of entry of ......... - .. ---- · - · · · · · · · • ·..
559
~mpn~ity of maraud rs upon, under decisions of Montana. court. -- · - · · · · · · · · · •
604
m Arizona, gr at value <1f . ....• . ....••...••••••••••••• - • --· - • • • · · • · •• · • • • ••
562 568
tdicial rulings and decisions r elative to ..................•.••..•.•.. ····· · 561 • ' 188
w, r p 1 of, urged . .. . .................•.........•... -. -. - · -· · · · · ·· · • · · • · ·
t69
lumber compani , title to, b y , no r ea!IOD t-0 permit, to obtain .. - -· ··· · •· · ·· · · •
661
from adjac nt saw-milh1 doubtl sea great ad\"'anta_go to sotUers ·· ·•· ··
561
for 8 ttler ' dwelling , an absolute n ceRsity ..•.• · • · · •· · • · · · · · • • ·
668
re pon\ ~bility for proper distribution of .••..... - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
568
1ale of, m general market, effect of ......••..... -· - · · · · · · • • · • · · • •

~tl
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Timber, lumber from manufactured from, sale and legitimate use of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552
of, must be confined to individuals for
personal use. ......................
568
only to bona fide citizens.............
552
value of, suits for. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . .
557
manufacture of, for sa1e, no law under which to authol'ize.... .. ... . ..
560
from. for speculation or export, penalties for . . . . . . . . .
560
marauders upon, emboldened by decisions of Montana supreme court . . • . . . . .
559
military post, furnishing of, to, payment for . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
553
mill companies or individuals, devastation of, for speculative purposes, detr imental . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .
556
millmen and speculators, unscrupulous, utilization by, of laws respecting.....
561
books, files, and records of, subj ect at all times 1,o inspect ion.........
552
millowners, manufacture of, into lumber for sale, no law authorizing.........
560
mineral lands, cuttiug of, from, for domestic purposes, proof of, upon defend·
ant.......... . •... .... ...... ...... ......
561
mining purposes, proof of, upon defendant.
561
persons who cut, from, mnst prove that lands are only valuable as.
562
right to cut, from, does not give right to cut from coal and agricultural
lands........... . . . .....•..•••.....•....•.••.... 561, 562
under act of June a, 1878 •.•••••.• ~ •.•....•••••• 480, 561,562
strictly, cutting of, on, um1er act permitting, rule governing . • • . . . . .
555
m!n~r or agriculturist authorized to cut, for domestic pur_poses............. ..
560
mmmg clauns, frauds upon, through . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . • . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . .
555
modification of rules governing cµtting of, petition pra.ying...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 483-485
monopoly of, not be encouraged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
556
Montana Improvement Company, spoliations of, on, suits against, for ..... 317, 558, 559
trespasses of, upon unsurveyed, suits
against for. . . . . . . . .. • . • . • . . . . • • • . • . . . . . .
328
navy, only lawful cutting and use of, for . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . .. . . .. . • .
560
use or employment of, only for.........................................
566
Norther.n Pacific ~ailroad_Company, appeal from decision in suit against.....
328
deeision of suit a~•ainst United States...
327
grnat quantities of, cut by ........... 246, 327,328
gronnd of decision of suit against United
States ................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . .
327
odd sections of grant of, embracing..... .
556
Portland and Tacoma, no grant ot, to aid
building of main line of, oetween......
558
suit against, for depredations upon .••.•. 327,328
trespass of, upon •.••.. ...... .••••. •••..•
317
on odd sections, wholesale destruction of ......... ~...........................
166
patenting of, to others, no relief to trespassers . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • • . . . • • • . •
561
P!J·emptor cu~ting, from bis claim, f?i: sale, a trespasser.....................
561
prnon or nut pme on, manufacture of, mto charcoal...........................
565
.
-placin_g of, on footing of dead, asked ..••••.............. 565, 566
private surveys of, unsleadmg to settlers ......................•.•.....•...... ·
555
trespass on, through, prevention of.......................
555
.
u1;1lawful an<:1 detrimental to public good..................
555
protection of, benefaiial efforts for . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . .
166
effor~s for, appreci:1tion of, by public at large . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
166
special agents, ass1inme1;1ts of, for ............................. 550, 551
employed 1n . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
165
.
set~lers, str~ngent rules in f~rce for, modiftcatfon of, in interest ot.
560
railrCI id compames, "adJacent," exteudmg laterall.v certain distance from
right of way within wagon transportation. 576-578
the term, legal definition of, by the court.
376
transportation of? so taken, to remote parts
of road, unlawful . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . .. 576-578
construction purpo$es, use of, by, not inconsistent with
law ..... ······ ... ·······••· ............................ 576-578
lawful use of, taken from, by, proof of, burden of, on de·
fendant ....... . ........ -................... _...•.. .496, 576-578
t~ken from, by, proof of, burden of, on plaintiff .....•. 496, 576-598
rights of, to cut.........................................
554
oompany, cutting of, by authorized agent of, how far, fawful .... ......
561
employe of, appointment of, as deputy sheriff, unlawful purpose of................. . ....... ..........................
559
Northern Pacific, and government, not tenants in common
· in unsurveyed, along line of said road..
561
armeu resistance of officials of, to arrest.
559
character and extent of spoliations of by.
559
civil suits against, for recovery or' full
value of, unlawfully cut from unsur·
veyed ....•.. ..........................
558
Co!Jgress and courts with, in depreda·
t1ons on .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
559
contractor of, unlawful cutting of, indictment of, for...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
559
decision unfavorable to government in
,mits against, appeals from ............ 327, 558
duty ~ftb~ courts to_ re~i~t waste of, by.
559
law, violation of, by JUd101al decisions . . .
559
marauders upon, emboldened by judicial
decisions in favor of...................
551
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Timber, railroad company, N-Orthern Pacific, must be earned by, before being sold .• ·•. 480,562
no ll'o-al right of, to any, along line of road
notdefinitely located . • • . . . • • • • . . . • . . • .
559
officials of, open boast of....... . . . . . • • . •
559
settlers, rights of, violated by judicial de559
cisions ... . .•..•......•.•.•...•.••••.•..
559
special agent, report of, respecting depre559
dations of..•. ••••.••••..••••..••.••••••
559
spoliations of, by, bold and malign ..•...•
takes from date of charter of, a grant in
561
severalty ...•....•..•........•••......•
559
terrorizing by, of United States officials .
unsurveyell, within limits of grant ot; title
558
ot; in United States ..•.......••...•...•
559
willful and defiant in depredations upon.
within granted limits of, duty of governruent to protect unsurveyed . ...
558
grant to, must be earned before
sale of .••••. .••....••.••••...••.
562
corporations, spoliation of.for years, by ........•.•••...•.............
168
granted limits of unconstructed roads, wholesale destruction of, within
166
grants of unconstructed roads, forfoitureof, delay in declaring, great
detriment of to public interests ....
166
rapidly denuded by irresponsible parties ..••....•••.••••.•.•..••.....•.
166
gauge of, change of, a repair or improvement of, no authority to take, to
effect ..... ...•.. .. . ••..•..••.....•..••......•. ·
557
simply a reconstruction of a road already con557
structed ..............•...•..•.•••••.•••...•.•.•
indemnity limits, perfected selections of, right of, to, within, only attaches upon . .. ....•......•. .....•..•••••...•...•...•...•
558
lists of, action by local officers on, not final, only a prima
558
facie determination ............................ .
mere presentation of, by, not sufficient to perfect se558
lection ..... .... ••.• .•.•.•.....•..•..........••.
558
list of, filing of, approval of, by district officers, no title conveyed by . .•
.
lays no foundation of claim rendering gov558
ernment powerless against ...•..•.....•
558
not required in final adjustment of grant, effect of approval of ..
585
patent for, issue of, payments a condition precedent to ......•.•......
Portland and Tacoma, Northern Paci.fie, no grant of, to aid in building
558
of main line of, between ...•................•.••••••.•..............
558
sixty miles from Ii Re of, not "ac1jacent"to .••..•••••.•••••..•......•.
558
title to, in government, until patent issues ...........•......•.•••....
167
railroads, "adjacent to line of road of," meaning of, judicially defined .•.....
556
agents, appointment of, by . ..•......••...• ..•.•.....••...••••......
carelessness or indifference in speculators purchasing, no shield
556
against consequence's of action of . ....•.....•..•...•....•.•...•.•
civil suits against, for full value of spoliations by, vigorous prosecu558
tions of .•.....•.•..............•..•....••.......•.....•.....•....
claim of,. to mako selections of, in one State or Terfitor.y-, to satisfy
losses m other States, not tenable . . • . . . . . . •• • • • . . • . • . . . •• . . • • • . • .
558
construction ancl repairs, rights of, for, under act granting..........
167
decisions in suits against, unfavorable to government, to be appealed ....... .. .... . ............................................. 327,558
558
definite location of, before the acquisition by, of any legal rights . . .
morelyrighttoearn, byfullcompliancewithlaw,
558
acquired by ..........••.•..••.•••••..•..•••••
558
right vesting by, not the legal or equitable title .•
indemnity, no allowance of, in States outside of grant, until the ex558
haustion of, within grant ...•.............••.......••.....•••..••.
"innocent porcllasers," or purchasers "without notice of wrong,"
556
regulations respecting . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • . . • • . • • • • •
Montana, rapid surve.y of, in, according to requirements of law.....
559
survey of, in, no !aches of government in . • • • • • • . • . . . • . • .
559
no odd sections within grants of, until survey of. . ..................
558
persons cutting, within unearned limits of, liability of..... . . . . . • . .
556
purchases of, within unconstructed limits of grants of ..•••...•.•.• 556, 557
rights and privileges of...••.......... .. •.•••.•••.•.•..•••.••..•.•. 556,567
of, can not attach to, until survey of . • . . . •• • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . • . .
558
to cut, defined by United States Court .•••••. .. .•• . . • . . . . .
167
first judicial decision defining.....................
167
surveys of, contributory neglect of, in paying for, justify govern559
ment in suspending .............•• ........ . ...•••.••.....•.•.....
558
title, equitable, of, to, not complete until law fully complied with ...
558
legal, to, patent necessary to convey ..• ...•.••.....••...... .• .
558
of;- to, when attaches .. ....... . ........ .. ......... .........•...
556
to, not poss s ed by, can not be conveye,l by, to others . ..... .
551
unsurveyed, within granted limit of, in United States . . . . .
unearned, within granted limits of, mistaken trespas er upon, lia657
bility of . ....................••...... ....•..•. . .. .. . • ..
556
limits of grants of, title to, in government .. ............ .
un.1t1rveyed, within granted limits of, spoliation of, duty of governm nt to protect from .. ......... .... ..... •..•.
,:{rant of, power and duty of government to protect from spoliation ..•....••.••••••...•...••.
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Timber, railroads, withdrawal of odd sections of, within grants of unconstructed
556
roads, not to continue .••••.••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• -· ••••••• ·
169
remaining-1 valuable only for .•..•.•.•..•••..•••••••••.•...••••••••••••.••••••
595
removal or, from, for sale and speculation, unlawful .••.. ···-·· .••...•..•••••
169
reservation of, from general entry, importance of, to preservation of••••.••.•
rules governing the cutting of, modification of, petition praying .••.••.•••••• 565-568
595
sale and speculation, removal of, from, for, unlawful. .....•••••••••••••••..•.
568
oflumber made from, to lumber dealers, prohibited ••••.••..••..•••...•.
568
to general trade of lumber made from, prohibited .•••....•••.•••.•••••.•
561
railroad company, for construction purposes, no excuse for trespass on
sawmill for manufacture and sale of, in State or. Territory in which located,
for domestic uses, no objection to..........................................
568
sawmills, adjacent, lumber from, doubtless a great advantage to settlers.....
561
every modification of law respecting, damaging to public interests.
561
law respecting, every modification of, utilized by pesculators... •• •
561
on, seizure and sale of.............. . . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . • • . • • . • • • • • • • • 555, 556
settlers, appeal of, for the erection of, to supply lumber for domestic
use .••.•.••.••••.••..• : . . • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • •
530
seizure and sale of, unlawfully cut from......................................
553
settler, bona fide, rights of property of', in, merely that necessary to perfect title
557
to ...•...••••..•••...•....••..•.•.••••.•••••.••••.••••••••••.••••.••.
560
lawful cutting and use of, by ..•......•.••••••.••..••..•••••••••••••••
557
on, using of, by, onls the incident to entry of .••.•••...••.•••..•...•.
settle1s' buildings, settler's authorized to procure, from mineral lands, for pur·
568
pose of...........•..... , ••••.•••••..•••..••.••••••••..••
568
contractors for, agents of, can procure the necessary, for •
p~rchases of, by, needed for specified'-build·
mgs ..•...• ; ..•...•••.••..•..••.•••.•••
568
quantity procured by, limited to demand
568
for same ..••..••••••..........•..••...•.
purchasers of, for, receipt for, in form of affidavit certified
by proper officer ..•...••....•..•••••.....•••.....••.••••
568
honest, procurement of, by, for domestic use, not regarded as detri.
mental to public interests .•••.••.•.••.....••..•.••••.••.•
561
special agents directed not to report use of, by, for domestic
purposes ..•...•.•..••••.•.•••.•.••...•.....••••••..•..••.
561
use ot~ by, for domestic purp\}ses, never opposed by General
Land Office .•...............••..••.•••••••••..•..•••••..·•
561
removal of, by, from vacant, for family and settlement uses, lawful.
595
rights and privileges of, utter disregard of.••..•••••••••••..•••..•.
186
special agents, instructions to ..•.•••••••.•••••..•••••.•••••.•.•••.••••••••••
554
s11eculation in, all, prohibited ..••...•.•••••.••..•••..•••••.••••••••••••••••••
568
no reason for tolerating ..•........•.•••••••••••..•.••••••••••
169
speculators in, cardessness or indifference of, no shield for fraud ..•........•
556
spoliation of, protection of, from, duty of the courts to co.operate in all lawful
efforts for the . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • •
559
puny efforts to check................ . ..... .••••• ••••• .• . •.••••
179
special agents, heroic and faithful service of, in preventing • • • •
559
to prevent, number of, too small................
179
unlawful and disastrous........................................
179
vast field of....................................................
179
surveyors.general, fees of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • •
595
surveys of, private, unlawful and detrimental to public good.................
555
prohibited ...........•... ~........................................
317
trespass .....••.••..•.... . .. . ... . .•••..•.....•..•.•.....••••••.••••.••••••• 179, 549-551
cases of, estimated amount involved in...............................
167 government fully prepared to prosecute.....................
165
judgments in suits in, expected for entire. sum involved . . • . .
165
number of, reported on......................................
165
prosecution of, delay in, detrimental to public interests....
165
sum recoverable from .....••.. _.. . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • . . • . 165, 167
total, actuallyrecovered from, through judgments,fines.
165
Chic3:go, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railroad Company, suit
against, for, urged ..•.............•..........•••••••••••..•..••..•• 671-575
Chippewa Logging Company, suit against, for .••......•••..•..••.••• 574-592
Cumberland Land Company, suit against, for, recommended ...•...• 574,575
decisions and rulings, important, relating to, synopsis of ..•..••.. 167, 652-568
Denv~rand Rio Grande ' Railroad Company, decision of court in suit
agamst, for ..•....•••..••.••..•••••••••••••••••.••.•••••••••...•.•• 576-578
encouragement of .....•...•••••..•...•...•..••.••..•••.•••••.•.•...• 166,167
Engl~nd (John), Thoma~ (George), and Grattaa (Peter), suits
~gainst, for, u.rged • • • . . • • . . • . • . • • . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . • • • . •• • • • ••• • • • . • . . 592, 593
evide!1ce ~f, reliable, _to secure conviction, difficult • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . .
166
exammation of, pending . . . . .. . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • . • • .
182
far greater caution observed in . . • . • . . • . . . • • . •.••••..•••. ••••••....•.
166
flagrant and manyJ -i nvestigations into all, impossible ..•...••..•.••. 165, 166
grand plaudits ana golden opinions of efforts to protect..............
166
Judge Hallett's decision in relation to ..••••.••...•...•.......•••••.. 167,168
judicial decision in relation to, great benefits from, impossible to esti·
d m_a~e •. ~...................................................
167
ecis10ns m cases of, synopsis of............................
167
Land Office, efforts of, to protect, honest and upright citizens, applause
of..................................................................
166
laws punishing, proper enforcement of...............................
167
McLaren, .Alexander and Duncan, suits against, for, recommended .• 573, 574
lfontanaIIttprovementCompany,amountinvolvedinprosecutiono!,for
165
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.
Timber, trespass, Musser , Sauntry &Co., firm of, suit against, for, r ecommended •••••. 574,575
N ortbern P acific Railroad Company, amount involved in prosecution
of, for ............ ... . ............... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . ...............
165
North Wisconsin Lumber Company, suit against, for, r ecommended 574-592
on, amounts acc.eptecl in compromise for . . • . . • . . . • . . • . . . . • . • . . • . • . . . • 549-551
recoverable from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • 549-551
reco,ered.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . •
549
by one member of firm, copartners of, responsible for............
555
cases of, investigated and acted on, number of ..•.. . ..•••..•..... 549-551
cash entr n of. for purpose of condoning, megal.. . ..... .. . . . • . . . .
555
Chinamen convicte<l of,for failure toJutilize all of each tree cut.....
56a
corporations engaged in, vast capital of.. . . ........ . .............
179
defective indictments of, effect of . .. .. ... .. . . .. ......... . . • • • • . . .
55i
ignorance, plea of, no sufficient defense for . . .....................
555
indictments for, failure of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . • • . . . . •
556
injunction for, unlawful, until survey of.. . . ......................
561
investigations of, agents engaged in. . .. ... . .. . ...................
549
special agents, assignments.of . . . ............••. 550,551
knowingly and willfully, by employes, responsibility for.. . ..... .
555
policy governing, deep regret that, was not adopted :fifteen years
ago. ... . ... .. .......... . ........ . . . .. .. .. . . . . ....... . ....... . ...
166
prosecutions of, appropriation for, altogether inadequate . . • . . . •• 165, 166
estimate of ...................
179
exhausted . ..... . .. ·........... 165,166
service of, more than self-supporting .. . ........ . ....
179
source of revenue, making of a, bad policy • • . • . • • • • •
179
quantity and value of . . . . .... . ....... .. .. . .... ................·... 573-575
rules and regulations of department respecting, s ustained by
,Judge Hallett's decil:!ion........... . ... .... . .. . •. . . . .. . . • . ••. •.
168
rulings, memorandums and circulars in regard t o . . ......•..•.... 552-568
statute punishing, scope and effect of.. .... . . . ...................
556
suits instituted for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . 549-551
unpatented, within railroad indemnity limits, suits for, r ecommendations of. . ............... . ...••. ..•... . ....•...•.....•.••• 571-578
valuo involved in .................. .. .. ..... . ..... .. ............. 549-551
lbnntry & Tozer, firm of, suit a~ainst, for, recommended ....•.••..•.. 574, 575
l:lierra Lumber Company, special agents, services of, in prosecution
of, for.... . . . .... .. . ... . .. . ..............
165
sum involved in, prosecution of, for... . ...
165
witnesses in suit against, exhaustion of
165
appropriation for payment of, for ......
166
sp ecial agents, examinations of, by, necessaril.v superficial. ...•.....
166
expenditur:es of, rigid economy in, for .... ......... . . .
expenses of, curt~.ilf?d on accoun t of ins ufficient ap165
propriations ... .... . ..... ... . . ........ . . .
165
requests of, to incur, r efused .....•........
165
number of . ................. ... .... ... . ...........•..
167
service for, appropriation for, adequate, advanta.ges of..•.•••
167
reasonablo efficiency of, minimum estima te• for .•
165
snits for, defendants in, by no means idle ...... . ... ... ... . . ..... . ... .
165
continued depredations of, on ............. ..
165
defiance of government by . .. . ............•
165
evidence against, destroyed by .. . ... ... ... .
165
tixpenses in, duplicated by practices of . . ... .
United States district conrt for Colorado, decision of, as t o r ights of
167
railroads ...............•••.................... . ... .. . ... . ... . ..... United States vs. Denver and Rio Grande Raill'oau Company, decis167
ion of court in case of.................. . .. . ... .. . ................. .
166
unlawful -products of, placed on market ...... ... . . ... .... .... ... .. .. .
167
willful and peraistent, annual expenses necessary fo r punishment of.
punishment of, force of special agents n ecessary fol'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • •
H!7
Wisconsin Central Railroad Company, suit against, for, urgP.d . .. . . .. 575,576
Farm Mortgage Land Company, suit against, for, 1Mom·
mended ...................... . . . .. ....... . ............. 572-575
tres passed on, b.v railroaf.s and others, survey of. . .. . ... ..... ... ....... . .....
817
trespasser on, "innocent' pm chaser_ or purchasers "without notice of wrong".
556
purchase of, from, amt ordered to recov&r... ..... .. ... . .... . ...
556
trespasse Ion, hy railroacui, for years .............. .. ...... ...... •• ... __ •. •.•••
168
insolv nt, suits against, object of.... . .. ... .... .... . . ..... . ..
557
prompt arrest and vigorous prosecution of.. . . ... . ............
555
(See Landa, Public, Survey .)
557
turpentine, erode, parti stealing, from, indictment of... .. . . ...• •..•. . ....•• .
561
unlawful cuttiug of, Jul ('S autborizin:r, an u mpation of authority ..•..•...•..
558
~ulawfully cut in Montana, seizure and di position of. .. .. .. . ... .. . .. ....... . .
553
penalties for, nforc mE'nt of ............... . .. . .... .. .. .. ... .
558
puni bro nt of ............................. . . .. .. .. ... ... .. . . .
value of, rapic11§~~1~~c~~~~~-,-~~.
~~~want of, not snrplu. age of, afflict 111 ttlcrs on : . ....... .. . .. ............ . .... . .
wanton de. tru tion or, uni wful ............................ .. . . ....... . ..... .
who] ale deva. tation of, b 'monopoli11t , l1eroic lal,01s to prevent ........... .
Town and mill site entri s of, in strum nts of abu110 ................. . .... . ... ... . .. .
rep al of provisions r sp ctin"', urged ...... .... .. . .... . .
lo ,
of, ntrics, acreage and value of ........• . •. . .. (broadside opposite) . •
'l'•lnl-eite, ntries of . ................................... . .. . . .......... . . .. .. . .. . .... ••
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90
Town-site patents _...•.......•..••••••••.••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
432
Town-sites on, circular relating to .•••••....•.••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
432
methods of acquiring ......•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.•• • ••••. ••··
432
number of, approved ..•....••••.•••••.•••••••••••.•••..•.••••••.••• · · • •
524
sales of, entries, acreage, and value ...........•••.... (broadside opposite) ..
187
Tract books of, defaced by long usage and unsafe repositories ••••••.•.•••.•••••••••••
187
history of transactions respecting ........••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••..
187
primary records of disposal of .............•.•••••...•....•...•••• ~ •••
187
worn-out, reproduction of, appropriation for .•••..•••.•..•...•...•...••
173
Transfers of, absolutely void, act declaring, passage ot; urged ••.••••.•.•••.•••••••••••
172
wholb scheme of, speculative and injurious •••..••.........••.•••••.••••••
557
Trees, boxing of........... .... ...................... -................................. .
Unimportant element in governmental affairs, idea of, the monumental mistake of Uongress .•. ... ...... . ..... ...... ...• ........ ...•.• ...... ...•.• ..••••••.••• ••••••.••.••••
181
Union Cattle Company. (See Lands, Public, Fralldulent entries.)
Union Pacific Railroad Company, patents of, for,suit to set aside certain, recommended. 598,599
Universities, selections of, for, approved, acreage of.•••••.••••••••..••.••••••••••••.••. 90,201
Unlawful and fraudulent appropriation of .•..... , ......•. _. . . . . . • •• • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • . • . .
179
appropriation of, an important factor in discouraging •• • • • • • •• • • • . • • . • •• • • . •
560
inclosure, injunction, opinion of .Justice Miller .•. •. . .••. •. ••••• •. . .• .••••...
568
inclosures of .......................•.....•.•...••••••.•.•••..••••••••••.•. 5391 548,568
inclosures. (See Secretary of tbe Interior.)
.
ot, location, area, and status of, statement showmg .•••••.•.•••.••. 539,548
Unsurveyed, area or acreage of ... ... . ..................•••....••.•••••••••••• ,. •••••.• 312,313
California. (See Lands, Public, California.)
Indian reservations on, in Minnesota, number of....••.••••••••••••.....•
96
Minnesota, townships of . .. . .......••..••..•..••.•••.•••••••..••••••••••• 96,651
townships of, in Minnesota, number of •••••..•••••.••••••••••••••••.•...•
9G
valuable, in California, brushy bill ... .....•.•.•..••.••••.••..•••••.••.•••
95
great demand for ..•.•••••.•••••.•••.•.••.•••...•.
05
(See Lands, Public, Surveys.)
Utah, area of, surveyed and unsurveyed ................••.••.•••.....•.•.••••.•••••••.
98
524
Valentine scrip locations of, entries, acreage, and fees in .•.•••.. (broadside opposite) ••
patents of, under .........•••.•..•..•.••.••••...••.••.•••
200
Valuable, unlawfully held, recovery of .....................•••••....••......••••••....
180
Values of, rapid appreciation of, land seeking an epidemic of competition and strife
182,
from ...........•....••........•.......... .. ••.•...•••.. ·············•••••••••··••••••
Virginia military land warrants. (See Lands, Public, Revolutionary.)
Wagon grants, mileage of..............................................................
186
road purposes, States, concessions of, to, for ..•••••.....•.••......•..........•. 415, 424
selections, entries, acreage. and value of ........... (broadside opposite) . •
524
roads, indemnity, withdrawn for benefit of, restoration of.....................
369
War of 1812 warrants, acreage and number of, issued and outstanding................
. 200
0
1
;n!~~t~~·a~!s~~~!I~~s
\~~
"Las Cieneguitas." (See Private Land Cfaims .)
Pulgas rancho private land claim in California. (See Private Land Claim.)
Truchas private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Vegas private land g-rant. (See Private Land Claim.)
Laws, land. (See Lands, Public.)
Lawton, W. D., surveyor.general's office, California, ranch and swamp land clerk, reports of.. 620,621
Leslie, Preston H., governor of Montana, annual report of .•••••.•.....••..•..••••.••••••••••• 861-869
Limantour Seal private land claim in California. (See Private Land Claim.)
Lode and mill-site patents. (See Lands, Public.)
patents. (See Lands, Public.)
Lorenzo Marquez or San Miguel r1el Bado private land grant. (See P;rivate Land Claim.)
Los Huertos private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Louisiana private land cases. (See Private Land Claims.)
scrip cases. (See Private Land Claims.)
(See Lands, Public, .Louisiana.)
Lower Brule Indian Reservation. (See Lands, P11blic, Dakota.)
Luis de Armenta private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
.Jaramillo or Agua Salada private land gra.nt. (See Private Land Claim.)
Maria.Baca private land grant in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
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McDonogh & Co. (See Private Land Claims.)
McDougal vs. Ostrander and Hayden. (See Lands, Public, McDougal.)
Mc Farlane Brothers, loggers. (See Lands, Public, in Oregon.)
McGregor Western Railroad Company. (See Lands, Public, Railroad.)
McLaren, Alexander and Duncan. (See Lands, Public, Timber trespass.)
Maloney, D. I., surveyor-general's office, book-keeper and contract clerk, report of ..•. ··---·. 622, 623
Maps. (See Lands, Public.)
Maro Island private land claim in California. (See Private Land Claim.)
Maryland Institution for the Blind. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Mattocks. ·w. M., case of. (See Lands, Public.}
621
Mauran, G. R, surveyor.general's office, chief draughtsman, report of . . • . . • • . • • . . • • . . . • . • • • •
Maxwell private land grant, famous. (See Private Land Claim.)
Meigs, M. C., architect of new Pension :Cuilding, annual report of.......•.•..••••.•• ------1341-13.4.5
Memphis and Litt.le Rock Railroad Company. (See Secretar.v of the Interior.)
Metlakahtla Indians, British Columbia. See Secretary of the Interior.)
Mexi~an and Spanish archivfls. (See Lands, and Private Land Claim.a.)
Michigan railroad lands. (See Lands, Public. Railroad.)
Military bom ty land warrants. (See Lands,.Public.)
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Yili.t.&ry reservations, abandoned. (Ste Lands, Public.)
·
existing. (See Lands, Public.)
relinquished. (See Lands, Public.)
Mill-site and placer patents. (See Lands, Public.)
Minnesota, swamp lands in. (See Lands, Public, Minnesota.)
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110
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620
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Louisiana1 Houmas, survey of. (See Lands, Public, Surveys of.)
New Mexico, Abiquiu, town of, area of, unknown..................................
116
confirmation of, recommended . • • . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . .
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663
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113
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115
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115
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111
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111
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111
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112
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116
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114
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115
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:financial means and time not sufficient for...............
606
large tracts of land withheld from settlement by..........................
607
law and custom of a people governing. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. • . .. . . . . . . . . .
607
opinion as to, ~reat difference of........... t·"....... ..... . .. . .. ... . .. . .. .
607
policy in relation to, abandonment of, urgea. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .
607
occasion of fraud in........................ . .. .. . . .. .
607
records of, collecti<'n and careful scruiiny of...............................
607
rights of heirs of original grantees sold fora song.........................
606
settlement of, at as early a day as possible, desirable • • • . . . • . • • • • • • . . . . . . . •
607
settlers, a constantmenaceto............. .................................
607
speculators in, crafty ~erations of. . .. . .. . . . . . • .. . • .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .
109

:~~ffv t~~nc°:Ji~cfr~1~::::: :::: ::::::: ::: ::: ::::: ::: ::: ::::

::

practices of........ .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .
607
vigilant and untiring in prosecution of....•................ 100,607
speedy and effective settleruent of, urged . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
109
survayor-general's report on, and submission of report to Congress, lands
607
withdrawn upon ...................................................... ..
(See Private Land Claim.)
667
California, commission to settle titles under, ability ancl character of men composing.
contests and conflicts of title springing from............................
6::'0
de/r,artment of, report of......... . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. • .. . .. . .. .. ..
620
d~ ~z:.ent, su!vey of, protests against....................................
620
d1Tis1on of. mto small tracts, for sale to immigrants.....................
620
frauds in, Government apparently powerless in matter of...............
111
many and notorious ...... .. ....... . .......................... 109, 110
grant owners of, more land held by, f,ban legally entitled to.............
620
judicial proceedings for re~ov_ery of, illegally patented ...... ............ 109,110
la.nds, area of, embraced w1thm... .. . . . . .. . .. . .... .. . ....... .... ........
620
. embraced ~thin, annuall.v increasing in value . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .
620
Mexican and Spamsh grants, work of, connected with . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .
620
nrunber of, in, not patented. ............................................
620
now pending before department . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .
620
irregular proceedings had in patenting, part.fa! list of...................
111
outrageous raids on domain through fabricated grants and fraudulent
surveys . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. ..
667
patented under invalid grants, list of....................................
110
r ecovery of, impossible .. ........•......• 109,110
patents to, awaiting delivery, acreage, rancho, and conftrmee of . . . . . . • .
620
reports respecting ............................................ 108, 606, 620, 648, 663
settlers on, conflict of surveys of lands of, with government surveys . . .
620
lands of, survey of, by county surveyors....................
620
surveys of, condition of............................ .................. 609, 610,620
titles, settling, commission for, a practical failure . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . .
667
under, mali~ influence of land-stealing experts upon commission
607
to settle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. • . .. . . .. .. •

~:~:;?J· of~~-~~~-~~--:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :SJ

.
under section 7, a.ct .taly 20, 1866, disposed of............................
~
Indemmty scrip for confirmed unsatisfied .... .......................................... 253-255
Indian pueblos, confirmed and unconfirmed, list of. .................................... 290-298
In Louisiana, confirmed, acreage of.......... . ..........................................
6-l8
complicated titles growing out of, nothing done to determine.
M8
lands for satisfaction of, rapid absorption of, by private entry.
6!8
originally issued on, number of... .. ..........................
MS
payment or practical repudiation of..................... ......
MS
scrip of, soon practically worthless . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .
MS
special report on........................................... ...
648
under section 3, act of June 2, 1858, conditions of..............
648

:is~~ti~~~::tir~::i:~~;t::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
exhibit of, importance of compilation of . .. . . . . . . . .. .... . .. . . . . . . . . .. • .. .
compilation of, continuance of appropriation for..............
suspension of compilation of............................ ......
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In Louisiana, Houmas cases, decision in, :finally settling _aw of .•••••.••••••.•.•...••• ,
New Orleans townships, appropriation for reproduction of surveys of....
fl.E,ld·notes of surveys of, indistinct and hard to
decipher . . . . . . . . . . . ..•.............. : ..•....
mal)s of' surveys of, reprotraction of :field·notes
of ... . ..•........................ . ...........•
plats of, exhibiting old sur'v eys of, condition of.
reprotraction of :field.notes of surveys of, only
safe method ..•..............................
surveys of, maps of, no satisfactory informa·
tion to be obtaine4 from .......•..•.•••..•...

:~::;~~~!~ d~~i~i~~~- i~·::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::: :::: :::::::: ::::: ::: :

648
647
647
647
565
647

647
92
245
648
648
647
648
647

Slidell and other cases of, decision of Supreme Court in .•........•...•••.
survey and location of ........................•..........................
unpatented, enormous number of........... -....•..................••.••
no auihority or means for making plats of surveys of ...... .
plats of surveys of, work of, arrears of ..................... .
special plats of surveys of, preparation of, in duplicate, im.
portance of . ........ ..........•................... .- ...... .
647
647
surveys of, platil of, in duplicate, necessary to patenting of.
work ·o r preparing plats of surveys, immense ..•..•...••...
647
(See Private Land Claim.)
New Mexico, acreage of domain criminally surrendered to monopolists through.....
665
actual claimants, poor men, plundered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· 665
"a fearful looking" of claimant!'! of, "to judgment to come" . • . . . . • .
668
~llies of owner!'! of, in both hom,es of Congress . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . • . . . . • • •
117
area of public lands illegally devoted to..............................
117
boundaries of, definite fixing of . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . •
668
·
obligation of land department to establish...............
668
· resurvey of, fixing true...................................
666
clamor of agents of, about µnsettling land titles ... , ••••••.....•••••. 118, 666
impudence of ...........•••......•............•• 118, 666
old cry of" stop thief" ...., .......••.. , ........•. 118, 666
confirmed and unconfirmed, list of ........••.•.•... , . , .......•....... 290-298
clerical work involved in disposition of, great .......... ,.............
663
unpatented, false and fraudulent surveys in, Qnly rem.
edy for..............................................
669
unpatented, survey of, appropriation for . • • . . . . . . . . . .
667
Con~ess, the mere cat's.paw ofland.grabbers under................
666
decisions in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 262-284
Dorsey, S. W., et al., immense frauds perpetrated by •................ 665, 666
Elkins, S. B. , associated with Dorsey and other confederates in
wholesale plunder of, through ......................•..•.•.•••.•. : .. 665,666
exa?Pined and re.examined, acreage of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
663
extravagant and unauthorized surveys of, chief evil pertaining to. . . . .
668
frauds in, remedies for, suggested .. . ............................. 198, 666-668
General Land.Office, all, with evidence and papers, on :file in _.......
667
honest wtle_s must be~in ~th_unsettling dishonest one& . .. . . .. . . . ...
666
howl of, vorned by stipendrnnes and agents of.......................
666
if Territories were worth :fighting for, they are worth caring for by
civilized methods ............. . ................................•..
668
in custody of private parties interested and lying in wait for future
use .......•........... ,........................................••....
668
lamentations of, hypocritical, over the ruin of the Territory .....••...
666
lands contiguous to, surveys of, completion and connection of, with
boundaries of .........................................•••...•.••.•.
668
maladministration under ................. . .................·.......•..
664
misappropriation of great areas of land, mischiefs arising froin .....
668
monopolists, rapacity of, acreage wantonly and shamefully surrendered to .... ,.......................................................
665
new, statute limiting time for introduction of . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
668
Nicolas de Chaves, filing and character of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • .
663
owners of, ascendency of, over .Federal and Territorial officials.......
117
brooded o,er Territory like the pestilence.................
117
fruitful :field of, in Congress . . . . . . . . .. . . . ...•.• •••• •• . ..•...
117
bowl of, about. unsettling land titles........................
118
impelling greed of, for land................ .... .. ....... ...
117
paramount need of, is a policy forcing public rogues to disgorge
pa\~:1e~.s:C~f~~e ·~i ~: ·:.::: :·.: ._._~:: ~ ~:: ~ ::·:.:: ·.:: :·.: ::::::: ::::::: :: :
and unpatented, estimated aroa of.........................
117
fraudulent acreage of......................
664
resur,eysof, and suits in .•••••.•....•..•.• 198,666
piracy of :public domain through fraudulent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • •
663
political distinctions confounded by practices of owners of..•.....••• 117-666
power and depredations of ........ . ......................•.••.•. ~.... 663 668
of owners of, over fortunes of the Territorv . ...................
'117
public lands, area of, absorbed under invalid grants or unauthorized
surveys .•.....•...................•••........
117
. .
unlawfully appropriated through .........•....
117
re·exammations of ............................•...•...........•..... .
111
Senators and Representatives in Congress in sympathy with S. W.
Dlrsey et al . ... . ......... . ..... ······ ..........••...•.•.•••••.•.•.. 665,666
sett ement of, by Congress, reckless manner of.......................
665
shaping influence of owners of, over action of Congreas..............
6M
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PRIV.ATE LAND CL.AI MS-Continued.
In New Mexico, " stop thief," ciamor of, old cry of .••.••...•. . .. .. •.. ~. . . . . • • • . . . • • • • •
666
surveyor-general of, appropria.tion asked by, for investigai,;,on of. . ...
176
reports respecting.............. . . ... . .. .. .... . .....
111
surveys of.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • 670, 673
delay in, until acted on by Congress, without force.. . ....
669
" swag," public rogues to disgorge, policy forcing, urged . . • . ..•...• ~ 118, 666
tactics of claimants........ . ................... . . . . . . . . ....... . ......
663
Tierra Am11,rilla, fraudulent area of, immense .. . . .... .• . . ...•••••• 1118, 664,665
patent for, suit to set aside, recommended . . • . . . • • .
664
titles, honest, settlement of, unsettles fr!ludulent. ..•.•. . .. . ••••••.• •.
118
in, speedy settlement of, by Con?if'ess, urged ..... . .............
666
obli~tory upon Congress • • • . • • • • • • • •
666
settling, commission for, futile . . . . . • • • . • . • . .. . . • . . • . • . • • • • • • • • •
667
Congress unfit for work of....... . .. . . .. . .............
667
no rellef in, to be expected from Congress . • . . . . . . • • • •
667
refusal, utter, of Congress to proceed in business of.....
667
"slipshod" legislation of Congress, in dellling with...
661
under, authority of Congress over . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • • •
667
Edmunds bill, machint'ry of, unequal to 8et tling.... .• •• •
667
int-rod u ction of Joseph's bill inspired by grant claimanis.
667
Joseph's bill, a substantial copy of Californi11, act.. . . . ...
667
utterly abortive........ . .. .. . ....... .. . . . .
667
measures for settlement of . • • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • •
668
regeneration of Territory through settlement of.........
666
Secretary of the Interior, reference of all, io, by Con.
667
gress, for settlement . ... . ...••.. . .. . . .. .. •......••• . .•.
667
settlement of, paramount desire of all good men ...•.....
«168
unconfirmed, authentic survey of, adequate appropriation for ... .. .• .
664
unpatented, acreage of ..............•.. . .••• ...•• •••.•• •••.••...••••••
668
valid survey, segregatiug grants, wanted ...... ... . ... . .. . ........... .
(See Private Land Claimants.)
·
(See Private Land Claim.)
117
Lobby, tactics of, utilized in Congressional confirmation of. .. .. . .. .. .. ......... . ......
Merits of, investigation into, no provision for...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . 116, 117
Number of, reported to Congress ................•..•.•.•..•.. • . ..... . ....•.•••....·.. 92, 290-298
Original ex11,minations of ...... ..... . ........•. : •.............••. . . .......•.• •...•... 116, :40, 241
locations of, effect of deeision holding claimants to . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
264

::Z;

f:

~:t~~:1o~~~~ITit~a!!i::!~~~~:;~~~~~~i:::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:::::::::: ~·
Pending, reference of, to a commission, objections to . ......••.• •..•....... . ........ 118, 664, 666
the courts, obiections to............. ...................... . .
118
unknown volume of.... . ... .... . ..................... .... . ......... . ... .. ....
182
Preliminary surveys of, so called, in interest of greedy claimants' insatiable demands....
11 7
110 guide to either location or extent of. .... . ........ .
117
Public lands, area of, criminally surrendered to monopolists through . .. . .... . ..... . ...
117
Re.iection of, recommended ... . . ..........................•• • . ... . ....... . .•. ••........ 197, 198
Relocation of, no authority to allow ........................ . . .... . ...... . .•• • ....•.... . 263-265
Reports of, original, merely cl11,imants· unchallenged representations .... . ....... . .....
117
Resurvey of, recommended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • . • • . . • • . . . . . • • • . . • • • • .
198
Surveyors-general, incompetency of, in adjudication of .......•• . --····. .. ....... . . . ...
117
powers of, ample to cover entire field of. .. . ...... . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • •
607
Surveys of, ~i~1~fit~ff~~: :: .. : ::: : : : ::: ::: :::: :: ::: : :: :::: :: : :: : :: ::: : :: :::: :: :::: :: : : : :
Suspicious, investig11,tions of ......................•••.••.• . • ••••••.•.••..•.•.•..•••••. •
Title8, honest, settlement of, unsettles fraudulent .......• ... ••.• ...•.. .'. •• . •• . •• .•• . . .
United States vs. Cameron, suit for trespass, surveyor.general's report in reference to .
Withdrawn lands, restoration of, to public domain,....... . . . ..... ... . .. . .... . ... . .....
Work of, additional clerical force for ..•...•........•...•.• . ••••••• •• ••.•••...•••.. •. ..
Division. (See General Land Office.)
(See Lands, Public.)
(See Private Land Claimants.)
(See Private Land Claim.)
( ·ee ecretary of the Interior.)
Private land entries approved and passed for '£a.tents, with certificates of location .. . •... •••• •
PRIVA?rEtiWDionR£~ef~neral Land O ce.)
Grants and alleg;ed irrants, area embraced within ..•.........•.....• .. •.. . .•••. .... ....
~ .Arizona., documPnts, manufactured, surveyor.g;eneral's files crowded with,
in snpport of . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • •
investiJ?,ations of, honest and faithful research in . .. .. ,. . . . • . . . • . . •
mo tof, abandoned year ago by grantees..... .. ...... . . ....... . . .
purcha e of, by speculators . . • . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • . •
speculators in, a king government to confirm... . ... . . .. . . .... . .. .
.
New Mt::rico, claim~nts under, powe!-" and_ scourge of Territory..... .. . ... . .
Nmety per cent. of ar a of claims based upon, mvalid or fraudulent..... . . . ... ... . .. .

i~rrd ft°ai~t
·!1'rr. ~~ ~it~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Land , Public.)
(Su

( ee Private Land Claimants.)
( u Privato Land laim.)
( ee Privat Land l:laims.)
Prl
( e ·r tary of th Interior.)
vate land 8crip l ationti allow d . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . •••••.••• . •. ••••• . •••• . .•••• • •••• • • • - • •
volume of, out tan ding............ •••.••••••.• ••••••..• •••• ••••• •• • •• • • • • •
( u Land , Public.)
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108-119
36
258
196
184- 187
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116,117
108
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108
108
117
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Proofs, final, in land entries. (See Lands, Public.)
Prue, Emanuel, widow of. (See Private Land Claim.)
Public domain area of recommended for recovery ••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 86, 195-199
'
'
restored to ......•..•.••••••..•..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 86, 195-199
statistical reports illustrating disposition of.•.•••.•••••.•••.••.•••••••••••••••• 143-168
what has become of the ..•......•.••..•••••.•••••.•.•••.•••••.••.••• , • • • . • • • • • •
164
land laws, reform in. (See Lands, Public.)
Public Land Strip. (See Secretary ofthfl Interior.)
lands. · (See Lt1,nds, Public.)
sales of lands. (See Lands, Public.)
Pueblo of Santa Clara private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Pueblos of San Domingo and San Feliper. (See Private Land Claim.)
Purvis, C. B., surgeon-in.chief of Freedmen's Hospital, annual report el....................... 1303, 13°'

R.
Railroad company. . (See Lands, Public, Railroads.)
(See Secretary of the Interior.)
division. (See General Land-Office.)
land grants, adjustment of, (See Lands, Public, Railroads.)
forfeiture of. (Seo Lands, 1:'ublic, Railroads.)
selections of public lands. (See Lands, Public, Railroads.)
Union Pacific, system. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Railroads, land-11.rant. (Sea Lands, Public, Railroads.)
·
'
(See Lands, Public, Railroads,)
(See Territory.)
Rancho el Llano de Buena Vista, Cal. (See Private Land Cla,im.)
Lomas de Santiago, Cal. (See Private Land Claim.)
Receipts, cash, from sales of lands. (See Lands, Public.)
Recorder's aivi1>ion. (SeB General Land Office.)
)
Redwood forests, magnificent, in California. (See Lands, Public, in California,
RAform in public-land laws. (See Lands, Public.)
Registers and receivers of land offices. (See Lands, Public.)
Relinquished military reservations. (See Lands, Public.)
Relinquishments of public lands. (See Lands, Public.)
Repayments for lands erroneously sold. (See Lands, Public.)
Resurveys of public lands. (See Lands, Public.)
.
.
Revolutionar.v bounty-land warrants. (See Lands, Pubhc.)
Ross, Edmund G., governor of New Mexico, annual report of .••..••• ··-···----·············· 871-887

s.
Sage Creek Sheep Company. (See Lands, Public, in Montana.)
Saint Joseph and Denver City, Kansas and Nebraska Railroad Company. (SeeLands, Public.)
Grand Island Railroad Company. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Iron Mountain and Southern Railroad Company. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Paul and Duluth Railroad Company. (See Secretary of the Interior.I
Minneapolis and Manitoba Railroad Company. (See Lands, Public).
Vincent extension, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railroad Company. (See
Lands, Public, Railroad.)
Sales, ca1>h, offublic lands. (See Lands, Public.)
public, o public landH. (See Lands, Public.)
San Antonio del rio Colorado private land case in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Clemente private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Domingo and San Felipe, pueblos of, private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land
Claim.)
,
Felipe. (See San Domingo.)
Joaquin del Nacimientoprivate land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Miguel del Bado private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Rafael de la Zanza rancho, case of. (See Private Land Claim.)
Santa Clara. (See Private Land Claim, Pueblo.)
Cruz Island private land claim in California. (See Private Land Claim.)
Teresa private land claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Santiago Bone or Junta de los Rios private lantl grant. (See Private Land Claim.)
S:iuntry & Tozer. (SeB Lands, Public, Timber trespass.)
School indemnity selections. (See Lands, Public.)
Schools, Indian. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
School lands. (See Lands, Public.)
State selections of. (See Lands, Public.)
Sco~t vs. K~nsas Pacifi~ Railroad Company, case of. (See Lands, Public.)
Scrip l?cat10nR of public lands. (See Lands, Public.)
Seba.~t1an de Vargas or .Arroyo Honda private land grant in New Mexico. (See Private Land
Chum.)
SECRE:r'.A.RY OF THE INTERIOR.Annual re-port of the . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . .........•.••..•..•..•...•...•••••...•••
Alaska, civil gove!nment for, advantages of,justify expectations of era of prosperity .•
refat1ons of, condition of, anomalous and exceptional. ..•• ~ •..•..••.•• : •••
climate of, temperate and superior ...... ..............•••••...••.••••••.•.•••.
criminals in, bow, avoid arres tand escape trial. ......•.....••........•...••••.
disabilities and embarrassments of ..................•.........•...•...•..•••••

ihdi:~=~~recl!e°§e~~:i~~!i?i~11¾~t~~if::~t~~'~ ~Y~::::~r°th~-i~te~i~;.)·._: ~:::: ~:: ~ ~::::::.................................
:::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::.

1-83
65
64
65
65, 66
65

61-64
66
64-66
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Alaska, industries and manufactures of, description of ...•...•••••.•••.•.••••• .. -· - - - ••

65

65
of, an important source of wealth .•••••.•••.•.... -•.•••. - • · - · • · · · · ·
66
judiciary, evils of, remedy for ................•.....•••••..•..•.•••.••..••.••••
65
land laws over, flxtension of, great benefit of .........•...••...... - -..•..•.•••.
65
lands of, producing vegetables and grasses .........•.•.•..... . •. . - .. - ••..•••••
65
laws in, not successfully enforced ........•••.•...•.........•••••.•. - ...•••. - ..
65
local self.government in, want of, progress of, retarded by ......•.....•..... - .
lumber in, only obtained from Washington and Oregon, at fabulou11 prices
65
and great inconvenience ............ . ...............•.••••••... . -...•. · •• • -·
65
organic act of, a leg!siath-e fungus, without precedent or parallel •••.••••.••.
prov1s1ons of .... .. ....................... .........••......••••• 64-65
population of, didsions and number of .......••...............• ~ ••.......••. ; 63-65
65
seif·supporting, provident, and law.abiding ..... .•••••.•...••••
66
rich resources of, development a duty of Government •..... ..••..••..•.....•..
65
pasturage for cattle ..•.............................. .-.......••......•.•...
65
Sitka, court at, separated at long distances from paPts of its jurisdiction .•••••
65
in, only, located at ............•.......... .... ..••. .••..••..•..•.•
75
Architect of the Capitol, annual report of, review of .......••.. .•.••••.•.......•...•.•
7"1
Blind, indigent, education of, permanent provision for., ........••• •...••....•........
77
institution for the ..........................................•..•••••.............
77
Maryland Institution for the, course of instruction of, in ....•.•..•....•..•..•...
77
pupil of, each year, cost of.••..••...•..•..........
77
study, music, and handicraft, progrf'ss of, in ............ .......•....•.••..•.....
75
Capitol, Architect of the, annual report of the, review of ......••••••..•......• ........
76
Botanical Gardens, improvements at .................. ... . ...•.• .....•......•.
court.house building, west wing of, prepared for use of Civil Service Com·
76
mission ... , .•........ •.. .•..... .................... .•.•••....•.......••••••.•
heating and lighting, improvements in ............••••••. •••••...........•••.. 75-76
76
House, electric.lighting plant of, in goou condition ..•...•.........•...•..•...
stable and carpenter shop, construction of, for accommodation of offl·
76
cers of. . . . . . . • . . . .•......................................•••.•.•..•.
76
Senate wing, lighting of, by electricity, experiments in, success of .......... .
76
terraces of~ air inlets running under, construction of.....•..•.................
76
marble and granite work of, contract foe .•....•....•.••...••.•.•••
76
vaults for storage of fuel, additional, needed .•...•.••.....•••..••..••..•......
7r,
work on and usual repairs of ...............••......••......•...••••..•••......
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, course of instruction pursued in ....... . 76--77
76
president and directors C'f, report of... .
0

!~:::::::::::::: ::: :::::: :·::: :: ::::::

r:d:~t!i!l1r~fn\~~~~~~i. .~
Kendall school of, for younger pupils ... . ... .. ....•.......... -.
Nat~onal Deaf Mute College of, for advanced pupils ...........•.
pupils of, number of ........ , ............ ... .• •....•.........•.. two separate departments of ................ .•.••......•.••... · · Deaf and dumb. (See Columbia Institution.)
Education, Alaska ............ . .................... _.......•••. •.•....................
children of school age in, number of .......................... ... ··
under instruction ...................•••. •
Commis&ioner of, report of, on condition of schools of. .•.••..• - .. · ·
the first official to visit ...........•..•....... - .. ·
to, visit of, to, productive of much good .••... - . ·
duties of Commissioner of, in relation to .......................... ·
dutY: of Secretary to ma)re "needful and proper provision" for, of
children of school age m .....•.•..... .......................•. -. ·
general agent of, in, appointment of ..........................•...•
duties of. ...... ·..................•...... - · -· · ·
Metlakahtla, addition of, to population of, subject of satisfaction .•
barbarians so degraded as addicted to cannibalism ..
civil ri~hts andreligiouspredilections,attachmentof, to
Indian migration from, to Anuette Island in south·
eastern .............. · ·
numbers of •...••........
new homes of, rights of, to, secureu ... .............. .
peaceable, industrious, moral, and law.abiding ..... .
schools for children of, speedy establishment of .... .
s5·mpathy ancl protoction of this Government for ... ·
village of, public and private structures of, valoe of.
"ne dful and proper provi sion" for, duty of Secretary to provide. school affairs of, real c ondition of. ............................• -.. ·
age in, children of, without reference te, race, provision for.
purposes in, suitable lmiluings for .... ..................... .
schools in, op ration in, location of ........................ ....... ·
appropriation for, barely sufficient for purposes of ... -.
appropriations for, how managed .....•....•........ - ..
increased, urgerl. ......... , ..... -.. .
board of, annual report requirt·u of...... ....... .... .. . .
organ ization of ...............•.•• ••..... .. - ..
government ot; local board of, for . . . . . . . . ............ .
organi7ation of; ancl rer'I \ations for . .. .
local managem nt of, plan for, adopted by Territorial
Loarcl . . . .............. . .. . ............. . ............ .
vi it of om mis ion er of, to, pro1\octive of much good ..
ecret:Jry, duty of, in r lation to ................................•. syst m of, fo1 ·, S'lC e11 ful operation of ................ ........... .
Am rican hi tori cal mono:rrapb!I, s ries of .......................... -.... .
Bureau of, annual 1epo1t of, pr pa.ration of, in arr ar .......•..•..•......

76
77
76
76
77

76

61
63
63
63
64
63
62
62
62
62

64
64
64

64
64
64
64
64
64
64
62
63
62
6:J
63
63
62

63
6'.?, 63
63
2, 63

oi

62
63
6~
61
60,61
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Educl:!,tion, Bureau of, art and industry, special report on •.••••.•.•.••••••••••••••• ••••
card catalogue of library of. nearly c.ompleted •.•••••.•••••.••••
correspondence of, heavy ...•......•.••••••.•..•••.•••.•..•.•.•.
division11 of, reduction of number of, under experienced officers.
education at the New Orleans Exposition, special report on .••.•
Indian education and civilization, special report on ..•••••.•••.•
library of, books and pamphlets of, number of.•••••••••••.•••.•
great value of . ..............••...••••..••.•.••••• ;-••.
methods and organization of, simplifying of ..••..••••••.•..•.•.
museum, collection of, arranged and displayed in suitable cases.
of apparatus and articles in, catalogue of, compilation
of .............•..............••..••.••••••.•••••..•.
publications of, in arrears, completion of ....••.........•••••.••
index to the .....••••..•••••.••••.••••••.••.....

61
60

61
60

61
61
60
60
60

61
61
61
61
60

•

work of, 1:~~i::~.e~;~nki;;i;~r::::::::: ::: :: ::: : ::: ::: : : : : : : : :
60
60
years work of, of unusual amount and interest .•••••.•...••..••.
60
Commissioner of, annual report of, review of ..••.•.••••..•••••.••..••..••.
Indian, elevation and civilization of, through ...•...••..•••••..•...•.••••••
61
settled policy of government in relation to the ••.•••••.•••••.•••••
61
mstitutions of learning, never more flourishing .... . ...••••••..•....•••.•••
61
instrumentalities of nurture, public, corporate, and private, in the Union ..
61
intelligence of our citizens, perpetuity of Amel'ican institutions dependent
on . .,. •.........•........ . .......... . ........... . ...•....•.....•••••••••••
61
nurture, teaching, and culture, instrumentalities of, in the Union .••.••••.
61
progress of, steady and satisfactory . . .........••..••..••••••.•.••....••••••
61
public schools never more heartily supported .....•..••..•.••.••••.••••.••.
61
.
system of, success of.•........•..........•.••..•. " ................. .
61
·
report, appendices to, &howing of, in detail .....•.••..•••••..••.......••.••
61
Foundlings, Washington Hospital for, board of directors of, report of, statements of..
80
building of, scantily furnished .••..••••••.•••••
80
capacity of, limit of ..•••.....•.•.•••...••••.••.
80
maintenance of, appropriation for, asked .••••..
80
per capita cost of maintenance of •••••••.••.•..
80
Feeble-minded children, appropriation for, inadequacy of ......•.......•..•••.••..••••.
79
at Elw;vn, instruc~i~n of, appropriation for .•••••••••••.•••..•
79
education of, provisions for ....••.......•••.••••••••••.••...•.
79
Freedmen's Hospital, admissions into and discharges from, number of..••.••••.• , ••..•
79
deaths in, percentage of increase of .•.....•••••••••...••....•••..
79
p atients accommodated in, number of.••.••••••..•..••.•.••..•••
79
sanitary condition of, good .•••••.......•....••..••.•••..•..•.•.•
79
General Land Office, commendable zeal of, in administration of land laws .•.•....•.•.•
3
public domain, large areas, acquisition of, by fraud and illegality,
3'
prevent~on of, by .....•....•.••..•.•••....••••••
preservation of, commendable zeal of.••••••.••...
3
unlawful possession and appropriation of, recov.
ery of, by .••......•.........•..•••••.••.••.•••••
3
tSee General Land Office.)
work performed in, detailed statement of ..•...••••.•••••.....•••
3
Geological Survey, appropriations for, and ex11enditures by, table of •.•••••.•...••....
67
business system of, efficiency, rigid economy, and responsibility of.
66
chemical researches of, carried to successful execution •••••.••••••
66
director of, report of, special attention directed to .•.•.•.•••.••.•..
ti6
:financial statement of .......•.....•. . ... ·..•......•.••.•••.•••••.• _.
67
geological divisions of, bearing of work of, on solutions of various
scientific problems . .•..•......••••..•..••
66
·problems elucidated by work of.••.••.••.•.
66
work done in, important .••..••.... _.•••••.
66
iron, coal, and oil, chemical analyses of .................•.••.•.•.•.
66
metallic products of the United States, in 1886, t<tble showing .....
67
mines and mining, other than gold and silver, statistics in relation
to, collection of, by .••..••..••..•...•..••••••.•••••••••••.••.....
66
mining statistics and technology, table of ....•...••..••..•.....•.• 66,67
organized system of, for transaction of business, Secretary's admira.
tion of .....••..••••..•••••••••..••••.••..•••..••••••••••••.••..••
66
surveyR of, square miles of ..•.•..•...•..•••••••••••..•.••••••......
66
table describing ........••••...........••....•.......•..
66
scien.tip.c research, achievements of, as one of the great instrumen·
tahties of . . ....................•..•....••••••.•••..••••..••••.•..
66
topographic work of, satisfactory progress of ..•....••.•...••......
66
Yellowstone National Park, mineral waters of, elaborate study of.
66
Hot Springs Reservation (Ark), Arlington Hotel, lands within, leased to, conditions of. 68,69
bath-house building sites, lessees of, required to build.
68
bath.houses and bath.house sites at, renewal of leases
of, permanent .............••.••.•....••
68
at, fund for improvement of .•...•........
69
inspection of, befora renewal of leases
of .....................•••.....•••.•
68
off of, authority to supply, asked ...•.
70
r epairs of, required·oflessees ......•..
68
when all constructed amply sufficient

~~it!i;~~~~~~~~~~.. ~~. -~~~~~~ng
frl:ie bath.houses at, improvement of, no money available for .....................................••.•...
free bathing-pools, maintenance and repair of......••.
improvement of; required . .'.....••.
baths at, maintenance of . .• •..••..•.••••.•••..•••

68
69
69
69
69
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Hot Springs Reservation (Ark.), hot watel' of, collection and economical distx-: tmtion of
machinery for utilization of waste of ...
supply of, barely sufficient to meet re.
quirements of .... .. ...... ........... .
system for utilization of, estimated cost
of........••...... ...•..........••.•...
tax on ..••...•••..••............•••.•••.
waste of ........... .............. . •.•.•.
tax of, increase of, urged ... ...........•••..
improvement of creek at, appropriation for ...•.•.••.•
description of ....•..••.....
lots at, two sales of, character and results of......... .
sales of, legislation authorizing, asked for .. .. .
superintendent of, appointment of, act authorizing .. .
water and ground rents of, amount of...... .-•••.•••...
at, use of, tax for ..........•..... ... .. .....•....
taken from springs on, tax authorized en, pur.
pose of ...... ............••...•..•....••...•..
Indian affairs, review of...........•• ...•...................•.... ...... .... ••..•.•••.•..
commission, agreements negotiated by, with various Indian tribes .......•.....
of, with Indianl', rati:ficatiou of by Congress, necessary.
cessions of territory, annual installments of money, expenditure of.
compensation agreed upon for .... .... .•. . ....
to United States negotiated by, acreage of... .
Cceur d'Alene Indfans, agreements negotiated with, by .. ......... .
Flathead and Kootenai Indians, agreements negotiated with, by°..
Fort Peck, Fort Belknap, and Blackfeet Agencies, agreements with
Indians of ....................•.•....... . ..... . ...................
Indian claims, quantities and limits of, indefinite and undefined ...
Jocko reservation, Indians occupying ....•.. ..................•...
labors of, su1nmary of ............................... ...... ... ... .
negotiations of, money obligations invol-ved in, amounts of ....... .
northern Montana, reservations in, acreage to be divided into .... .
Spokane and Pend d'Oreilles Indians, agreements with, negotiated
by ............•.......•........••..•..•.................•.•......
work of, provisions of law under which prosecuted ... . . .•••......
edncation. (See Indian1:1, Education .)
finances, North Carolina bonds, amount of principal with interest, to date of

offe;;

0

l~t~~e~t-to

indi~ti~i!r
for.pri~~ii>ai·,~:itb.
elate of delivery of, to him .... . . ........... .
old, reissue of, proposition of Sta1 e for, declined
fishing-grounds and stations, entered and possessed by settlers on lands . ..... .
privileges, denial of, indemnity for . ...•..............••......•....•....
investi~ations into, results of ....•.....•.........
Indian claim to, pronounced correct by General Gibbon .•. .
Indians, cured salmon for, appropriations for purchase of,
for a number of years .•... . •...........•••.......
debarred from usual supply of salmon, suffering
from . ......................•.....
practical robbery of, of main article
of food .... . . .. ...... .•...........
principal source of subsistence of ..... .... ...... . .
protection of, in, importance of .... ...•.•..........
Klamath Indians, dependence of, on...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oregon confederated tribes and bands, embarrassing difficulties of .......................................••.. .. . ...
provision of treaty for issue of passes to fishing-grounds . ..
relinquishment of, by treaty, by confederated tribes, for
a consideration . . . . . . . . . . .... .. ........................ .
tribes in extreme Northwest, provision of treaty stipulating.
under treaties, Indians denied, many and serious com.
plaints of . .......................•.......•..•.....
treaty stipalations •..................... .......... .
United State!I Supreme Court, wholesome decision of, in
support of ............••............. .. ...... .••••...•....
Yakima Indians, complaints of, respecting .. .............. .
inspectors, reports of, number of... ............... .... ..........•....•••.......
Nation, Indian Territory. (See Indian Territory.)
p roblem, Indians, self supporting and useful citizens, making of, end of . •••...
probable trouble with, for an indefinite period ..•....•.....••••..••..
race, crisis in history of, reached .•.................•..........................
extinction or civilization, the only alternative presented to ............. .
Indian T~1;"rltory, Indians of, fully entitled to be ranked among ......... .
Ramonn, a Chir1cahua, bad conduct ancl nunishment of ................... . ... .
reservation, Creur d'Alene, Choteau Creek, dam across, authority to construct,
for mill purposes, denied ...... .
Indians favor c.onstruction of dam
across ....•...........•..... ....
ditch 1hrough, construction of, for mining purposes, application for .... ....... . ............... .
irrigating ditch• , authority to construct, right of,
only in Conj?tC!IB . ............................. .
mining inter sts on, promotioc of............. ... .
railroad company, appeal of, tc d partment for anthority to build road through.

Paie,
70
70
70
70
69

70
70
67
67, 68
70
70
69
69
69

61l
24-50
38
39
38
b8
38
38
38
38
38, ait
38
38
38, 39
38
38

31a
36
36
35, 36
36
37

36
37
37
37
38
38
38

37
87

37
37

36
36
36-38

36
36
46
39
29
25

:5, 26
24
40
34
34

33
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Indian reservation, Coour d'Alene, railroad company, no action taken in appeal of..•
through, Inclians favorably disposed to
builliing of....•••.•••••••••••.••..•.•••
railroads, failure of bills granting, right of way
through .•••••..••.•..••••..••.•.•••••
matter of right of way to, through,
submitted to Congress •.••..•••••••••
.
right of way sought by two, through .•
Fort Hall, failure to obtain iJ,uthority to negotiate for relinquish·
ment of lands w:ithin ....•••.••.•••••• . .••••...•••••••
lands of, price per acre stipulated by Indians for ••••••
measures relating to, embarrassing situation resulting
from failure of, before Congress ..•..••••••.•.•....••
Pocatello station, acreage of, Indians consent to relin·
quish for uses of . ...••••••.•••••.•...••.••.•••••••••••
railroad matters on, reference of, to Congress ..••••.•••
Pocatello station on, growing necessities of .•••
settlements, encroachment of, 0n lands of ..••.
railroads constructed through . ...••.••.••••.•..•.••.••.
right of way of, through, acreage of, without
compensation for . .•••••..•..• . •...•••••••••
through, crossing of, settlements at ••.••.....
Utah Northern Railway Company, land occupied by,
restriction of, to specified limits . ......•••••..••.....
Indian inspectors and local agents, matters relating to, fully exam·
ined by ...••..••.••....•......•...•.•.••..•..•......•..•..••..•••
measures relating to, embarrassing situation resulting from failure
of, before Congress .•••••...••..••• ••.•.••..•••••••••••.•••••.••.
railroads, irrigating canals, ditches, affecting ..••.••••• . .•••..•••••
through, Indians of, wishes of, ascertained res pectin~ ••
necessary legislation for final action of Con·
gress respecting •••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••
schools .•• ••.• •...••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•...•.•••.•.• .....r; ••••••••••••••••••
eervice,

:~ee~t~~~;f;:;: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::

salaries of, appropriations for ...•.•...•.•.•.•••.......•....•.••.•.•••••
Territory, Cherokee and other tribes of, surplus lands of, unlawful leases of . ...
•
Live Stock Association, grazing purposes, arrangements
of, for .••••••...••••••••..••..••..•..••••••.••••••••..••.
u Cherokee Outlet," area of .••••••.......•••••.......••••...••••.••.
lands of, proposed release gf, inhibited ........ .
leases ot; for grazing or other purposes subject
to cancellation .••••......•••••••••••
.
subjl_lct to _legislation of Congress .•••
Chickasaw Nation, award of court m claim of..............•.•••.•••
claims of, adjudication of, under treaty .••••.....
Congress, opinion of court on, referred
to .................................. .
decision of Secretary in settlement of
all .•••••.•..•. ····· ....••••.••.••....

growing out of alleged mismanagement
of tceir funds by government .••••••
items involveclin . . . . ....•.••••••..••
opinion and finding of court' in ......•.
of court on, adopted by depart.
ment ..••.....•. • .•••••.•.••••
r eferreu to Court of Claims •..••••....
freedmen in, subject of, important ..•••••..••..•
fund of, sum to be credited to .•••••......•...••
funds of, mismanagement of, losses of, from
alleged .....•.. . .•..........•........•...•....
Choctaws, contracts by, with non.citizens, for mining coal not ap.
proved ........................................................... .
citizenship in, claims to, adjustment of, necessity for . '. .........•...
coal and other resources of land of, developement of, beneficial. .•••
mining in, contracts for, modifications of laws permitting .•••••
restrictions and limitations of•........
Indians, agreements, contracts, or _mining· leases with, by whites,
law regulat,1ng . ...................•.....••.•
of, with non.citizens, inhibited ......•........
and whites residing in, court with civil and criminal jurisdiction over both . . ..................................... .
lands of, Congress, intention of, to, relief of department of all doubt
asto ... . .................... ...... . .................. . ... .
occupation of, by white men, positive and definite action of
Congress against ...............................•.........
surplus lands of, excep_ted from allotment act, ·so-called leases of, for
. grazmg purposes, unlawful. .....•.....•...•....••
occupation of, by white men, injurious to progress
of . ..•••..•.•................. .. . .. ...............
separate allotments of, leasing of, defeats location
of individuals on ......•................•..••....•
so-called leases of, not conducive to future pros·
perityof••.•••..•.••...•••...•••....•...••.•••
tribes of, estate of, in Indian Nation .... _.....•..............•.• : : : :
lands, Cherokee, decision of the courts in. caste of ........•

33
33
33
33
33

34
34

34
34
34,35
34
34
34

34
34

34
34

34
111
_34

34
29,30
46,47
41
46
31
31
31
31
31
31
23, 33
32
33
32
32
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31
30
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Indian Territory, tribes of, lands of, patents for, t.:, •••••••••••••• , •••••••.••••••••••••
reversion of, to United States, possibility but no
right of .•••••••..•••.•••.••.••...•...••..•.•.•
title to~ character of •.••••..••.••••.•••....••.•••
no jurisdiction oi, over persons not citizens of.••.......... :
prgF,~£ti!n.~. ~~~~~~-~·- ~~l~ _~~~i~~-i~~~~~- -~~ ~~~~ _~~~i-~~~~
self-government, right of, within, unrestricted ••.••••. , •.•

{See Indians, civilization.)

tribes, amuunts appropriated for .....•........•...•.••.••.•••••.•.•••.•••••.•..
annuities, permanent appropriations for ....••..........•.......•..•••••
temporary, for specific periods, appropriations for .•••••.•.•••
1
finltncial liabilities of r::t~ft!l §t~~!~r:o~~ ~~~~~~-s_s_::::::::::::::::::
funds of, interest on, annually appropriated by Congress ..••..••••...•.
invested in State stocks, amount of..•••........•....••.•..••..
interest on, regulal'ly paid .............•........•••••
reimbursement of United States from ........••...•..••....•••
State stocks embracing, matured but unpaid .....•.•.•••..••••
Janda of, sales of, amount of, available for expenditure for benefit of..•.
balance to account of...... . ................•...•.•..•.
fund of, from, amount of, bearing interest. ••...•..••.
disbursements from proceeds of, amount of.......••.•
proceeds of .............................•.••.•.....••.
liabilities of United States to, uncler treaty stipulations ••••••.•••....•.
Indians, ailai::B of, success in managing, extent of.................................... .
shown in statistics of industrial pursuits ... .
R,.{ilncies of, affairs of, through investigat.ion of ............•................•.
allotment of lands to, appropriations, liberal, for irrigation purposes, advocated ....... .. .... .. ..••.•••.....•.. ., .......•..•...
soil of reservations, irrigating the, work of, begun ....
law for, a general naturalization law for ..................•••.• •....
citizenship of the United States, title of, to, under .•.......
lawful responsibilities of, invested with all,
under . .. ... ........•....•...•.........•......
privileges ancl immunities of, title of, to, under
civil and criminal, benefit and protection of, to, under civ·
ilization, door of, opened to all, by ...•......••....••...•.
conditions ancl requirement~ of, favorable to progress of ..
exigencies of the age, in relation to ..••.•...•.•.......•••.•
farm under, title of, to ...•••..•••...••..........•.•.••....
1irst effect of. ........•••........••••...•.••...........••••.
hesitancy and misgivings of, in assuming conditions of....
post~onement of, until further development of .....••.••.
provisions of......... . .........•.................••........
teITitory occupied by five civilized tribes, provisions of, not
extended to .................................•.•.••••.....
allotnumts of lands to, benefits of, should not be withheld from, unfavorable to
better lancls, exchange of, by, for present reservations
certain tribes of, work of, under, begun ..•.•••.....•••
favorable to, example of, an encouragement to others.
feeding and clothing, estimates for, material reduction
of ..............................••.............•...•.
food and clothing without encouraging improvidence,
difficulty in furnishing ............•..•.........•••••
helple~s and destitute, provision for, barely sufficient
to prevent 11tarvation ..........................•••••
homestead, each to his own, difficulty in holding ...•••
liostile, firm but kind and gentle treatment of ..•...••
made to learn that they must not continue to
stand in the way of success of..........••..•
making of, jointly, by agents ofreservations and special
agents for the purpose of.......•.•........•.........
many of, not favorably disposed to .....•......••..•.••
tribes and bands of, not favorable to ........•••
material prosperity and social elevation of, through ..•
not difficult . .............. .. ..•.•..........••...•.....
on certain named reservations ...•.........•.....•...•
reservations, irrigating tlle soil of, construction of
means, for ..... ...................... .
where greatest prop-ess has been made
by President's authority for making of
respective, difficulty in locating and settling, upon ..•.
service ot; conduct of, to reduce expenditures of.•••••
special agents for makmg, unusual care in selecting ..
to aid in making, appropriation for .••.
snrv ya nee s ary before making .. ..... ........•.....
tribes of, indigent, appropriations for, a gratuity ...•..
many of, have no funds to their credit ..••••
no estate of many of, except on reservations.
fumls accruing to many, under treaties . ••
unwillina, provisions of law authorizing, not to be
for
on ......................••....•......•.•••••..
wh n disp_o itiot and general conditions of, prom1Ses

aucce
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..
28
Indians, allotments of lands to, work of, if satisfactory progress be made in, pushing
28
forward of, on all reservations .••••••.•...•.
on all reservations, special age»ts, employ·
28
mentof,in .•..•...•.•.. •••.. . ••• ..••••.•••.
28
preliminary, ordered, and being ex\ecuted ..•.
27
proceeding quietly and cautiously ...•••.••..
40
Apache, at Fort Marion, Fla.; removal of, to Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ••.
40
Pickens, Fla., healthy, contented, and well disposed ....•••.••
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., in general good health, con..
40
tented, and well disposed .•••••.•••••.••...••••••.••.•••...
40
Carlisle.training school, children of, at .....•••••••..••••••••••••...•
39
of Arizona, Miles, General, views of, favoring removal of............ .
39
outbreak of small number of, quickly quieted •••••••..•.
40
present reservation of, gathered upon, great expense of ..
39
quiet, very general, prevailing.among ...•.....••..••..••.
40
scattering of, impohcy and increased expenditure of.....
Verde military reservation, removal of, to, strong and vig.
orolli'I protest against ..•.....••.....•....••.•.••• -- - -- 39,40
attrae:~ioil,_powers of, with, continued trouble from a full dependence on, in
29
aflinrs of. ..•••..•..•..•.•.....•....••••••..•••••.•••••.•••.•••.•.•••••.•••.•
becoming individual freeholders ...•... , , .•..••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 25-29
25
cattle, sheep, swine, etc., raised by, number of .•••••••••..••••.•••••.•••••.••.
25
census of .••......••••.•..••...•...•...........•••••..••••...•.• ·-····· ••..••.
Cherokee, of North Carolina, affairs of, proper administrat-ion of.•••••..•..•••
45
agency for, discontinuance of .....••••••••• ~ •••
45
· and Eastern, supervisory charge of ...•....••.••
44
award to, satisfactory adjustment of ••••••••••••
45
citizens of State ............••.....•.....•...•. .
44
claims of, in lands and trust funds of Cherokee
Nation ..••••...•....•••.•••.••.••......•...•.•
45
decision of court adverse to claims of, in Chero·
keeNation ........••..•......•••••.•••••••••••
45
educational and agricultural interests of.••••.••
44
fund to credit of, distribution of, pro rata •.....•
45
lands of, right and title to, decision affirming .• : •
45
location of, in western part of State ••••••.....•
44
real estate of, title to, unsatisfactory condition
of .....••...•...........•............... ·.•....
45
removal of, west of·Mississippi. .•.•..•••.••.••••
44
rights of, Attorney.General, report of, on .••...•.
45
status of, under decision of court ..•.•..••...•••
45
children of, educational .and indu~trial training, number of, receiving ...•.••••
25
schools for, m operation, number ot ••••••.••..•••••••••.••...••••
25
. 25
citizens' clothing wholly, number of, wearing •.••••.•.•••.••••••••••••.••••••
civilization, forces of, surrounded on all sides by ..•..•.••...••••.•••••••••••.
25
fruits and privileges of, enjoyment of, by .•....••••••••••.••••.•
26
tribal habits and customs, and distance between .•••..•..•..••.•
26
of, C?mple~e, policy of,. early consummation of, not guaranteed .•
25
d1flicult1es and ted10us progress, of , .•..•..•.••..•..••.••••.•
26
journey of, alone and unaided, few of, able to pursue •.•••••••
26
le,ral obstructions to, clearing away of ..••.•••••••.•••••.••.•
26
sufferings, disappointments, and failures of ............... ~ ••
26
classes of, civilized, semi-civilized, and savage, respective characteristics of•• 24,25
complaints of, all just, consideration and prompt corrective actioa for .•...••
24
condition of, investigation into, thorough ..•.•. , ••.•...••••.•••••••••••..••.•
46
crops of, droughts, seriously affected by ....•••..••..••.•..••..••••.••••••.•..
25
dress of civilized people, required to wear .. .. .... , ........•.•••.•••·•...•...•.
24
education of all, compulsory, enforced, kindly and judiciously ••••••.•••••••.
30
methods of, wise and uniform ..•..••••••...••.•
30
sustained by full warrant of law ..•....•••...••
30
worthy of early and serious consideration •••••• 29, 30
appropriations for, sufficient to discharge all government obligaions to ....................... .................................. .
30
(See Indian schools.) .
enconragement, advice, and assistance, constant, needed by··········-······
26
r:::rv111:iti~~e~fo"i :: : : : :: : :: ~::: :·::::::: ::: :: :: : : : : :::: :: ::: ::: ::::::::::
Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Creek, lands of, pat.
ented to ..........••..........•.••••.••.••••••••.•••••
lands of, coal and other mineral resources of, embarrass·
ment of, in development of. ..••.....•••••••••••..•.••

f~!:::

1

:!~°;{ri!t~;~n':mi:~rof~~:. ~·. ~~~: ;. ~~~~ f~~~·r·t~.~~ ~~~~~ .~~i~~ ~::~~~i~~
in Ala.ska, education of .............. ..... . ........•••.•..•. ..••..•••••.••.••••
under management of Bur.eau of Education ...••.•••••
schools of, appropriations for, consolidation of, urged ...••. _•.....
Indian Territory, civili~e~ 1.enum~ration o~. i!l? fully entitled to citizenship of.
five c1v1hzed tnbes of, 01vihzat10n, !l/dvance of, in .•••..•..
population of .•. a •••••• , ••••••••••••
industries and arts, advance of, in ..•..•.•.•••..•...•...•.•
•
manners and morals, advance of, in ..•....•••..•..•.••..•••
self.supporting, with written constitution and laws •.•••••
industrial products of, generally gratifying .......... .•...•...•••..••••...•..
pursuits, families engaged in, number of ...•.....•.....••...••••••
train in~ schools not on ~eservations of, inspection of .••..••..•••••
industry, engage 1n, required to .... ......................................... .
1

25

30-33
30
30
25
30
30
30
30
24
24

25
24
24

24
25
25
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Indians, intelligent, vigorous, and self-supporting people, urged as rapidly as possible
towards ....................... .......................................... .
interests and happiness of, future, devoted zeal and energetic efforts in behalf
of........................ ... .. ............. . ............. .................. .
JicarillaApaches, a few of, dissatisfied, return to former home .•..•.....••••.
lands, allotment of, to ..•............••• .......•............
for, survey of ..•.................. •..............••..
individual homesteads, selections of, by .... , ...•...•......
near Amargo, gathered, land withdrawn for use of ....•...
on new reservation .........•••••..••.•.......••••..•.••...
removal of, not beneficial to .... •........ ......•..•........
to Mescalero Apache reservation •••••.........
return in large numbers to former reservation .•.•.........
of, permitted .......••••.•......•••••...•...........
Klamath, :fisheries, :principal support of ........••......•..••• .•........... . . .
fishery privileges of, infringement of...•..••••........•••...•......
rights ancl privileges of, a serious concern to ..........•..•.
in California, location of, on Klamath River ......••••........•.••.•
reservaiion of, establishment and description of....•...............
river navigable above reservation of ....•..•••. ..•.••...........••.
public right of, to fish in ....•.••.••.•......•...............•.
white men engaged in fishing in .•.......•........••..........
Iande of, acreage of, cultivated by .............••.••....... ..... •• .•...•....•.
life of, better and more systematic, transition from old, to, difficulties of .....
lumber uwed by, quantity of ............. .............•... ...•••••.....•.•••.
Metlakahtla, application of, no power in Executive to grant ..••.. ••••...•...•
British Columbia, applica.tion of, for privilege of removing to
Alaska .................. .•................•......•.•.. ·-······
lands to, Congress only the power to 11:rant ...................•.
self-supportin~ and well advanced in civilization .•...•.........
missionary and philanthropic efforts and sacrifices in behalf of.....•........
Mission, of California., bill for relief of, failure of Congress to take final ac.
tionon ..•.....................•......•.....•........
reservation of, equitable claims of persons ejected
from, adjustment of . .............. .
intruders on, claims of, probably entitled to consideration ............. .
no law protectin11: intruders on . ..... .
notice and time to trespassers to ad·
just their affairs •.•.........•..•...
t1espassers on, removal of all .••.....
mountain fastnesses of. no escape from .......•••••.. . ....••.....• ....... . ....
Navajo, settlers located on lands made part of reservation of, disquiet caused
onbfa~di ~-( i~;~~~·
peaceable removal of..•.....•..............•.••.
removal of, urged as necessary to preservation
of good order ... ............•••...........•..•.
troubles of, on the San .Tuan river, in New Mexico ..••••.•••••..•.•••
negot:IJl.tions with ..........................................•. ...... . ..........
permanent funds of, aggregate of, and available ..•..•••••.•••.•••••.......••.
population of .•••••............•...•.••.•.....•.•.•......•..••.•••.••...•..••.
present condition of, presented in classes ...•.... .... .... ....••.
products of, gathered for sale and use of ...•••.....•..•..•••••.•...........••.
reservations of, allotment of lands of, to .......... .. ..•..................•••.•
best lands of, scattered out upon, culth-ating the soil ...• ....
closed in and pressed on by ever-increasing, aggressive, and
daring population ..........•••• , •••••.•••••........•.......
houses on, required to build ..••••.•••••.••.........•...••....
many of, never surveyed . ....•••••.•..••..•..........•..•..•.
quiet and undisturbed enjoyment of, by.•.•••• .•.•.•.....•••.•
removal ofii to other, no possibility of .•••••.... . ............•
rights and privileges of, a existing, consisting with oolicy of civilization of,
peaceful enjorment of .•••.......••..••..... . .....• : . ••...............•....•
Bound Valley, m California, reservation of, intruders on, clearance of . ....... .
lands within, bill extinguishing all
claims to, failure of .....••.....
legislation needed to c.,lear, of in·
traders .....•.............•••••.
removal of intruders from, resistance to .... .. .................. .

~r; ~pp;~p~i~ti~~· i~d~;;;;ifyi~g.· f~;:::::::

aange,

i~fie;;:it~1:C:: _~~~ -~~~~~~:~. ~~~-~~~':. ~~. ~~-s:~-~~~.~ -~-~~~~~~~. :~~

wholly dependent on and only controlled by physical power of government .••.......... . ... . .................................. · ·· ·····
yielding only sullen consent to government measures for their benefit.
aeattered over public domain and not living on reservations, number of.•••••
Mlhool age, children of, number of ......•..••...•.........••....••••••..•...•.
achoolll, attendance in, average, of all kinds .•..•........•......•...........•.
Indian Bureau, boarding and day, managed directly by, number of ...
0
~
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Indians, schools, of, pupils attending, increase in number of.· · ····.· .•• •• ••• •• •·· •• ·•••
religious societies, managed under cont racts with, number of. •••••
statistics relating t o .•. ••• . ••. •• ... . a ••••••• • • • •••••• - - • - • • • • - - •• • •
superintendent of annual visit of, to, necessity of.... . •••••.• •. . .•.
'duties of, performance of, by, s~m nec!lssary to.
unpromising features of work amon g, no pleasure rn stati!3-S{ .. . .. .
semi-civilized, largely self-supporting, b ut still dependent upon gmdance of
government . . ......... . .. . .. .... . . . . . .... .• .•• ·. - - - - · · · · · - · • • · • • · • • • • • · ·; • • •
Six N ations, civilized manners ancl morals, industry and arts, advance of, 111 ••
·
self-sm1taining, population of . ....•.. . ..•...•••..•.•• . •••••••••••
speaking English, proficiency of, in, and n umber of .••.. •. ...••••.••••.••..••.
statistics respecting .. . .... . ..... .•. •..••..•...•. •. .. ••...• •..••••••••••••..• .
st ron gest and most advanced among, feeble indeed ...••• . ..•...• •••.•.•••.••.
trespasser s and intruders on, removal of, p romJ?t measures for, adop~ed ....... .
t ribes of, disturbing elements among, suppr ession of any, speedy action m ... .
Umatilla, Walla Walla, and Uayuse, allot ment s of lands to, surveys necessary
to p u rposes of ... ••........•.••• . .•.... .
area of r eservations of, diminishing or,
consent of, t o ....••... • •..•.•••.••..•
cen sus of .••••••••••........•••.. . . • ...•.
Ute, absent from reserv:1tion, required t o return ..•..• •...•.•••••..••••...•••
.Adams, governor, action of, in relation t.o ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
agent of, aid of, b.v military and governor, if necessary ••••••.••••....•••
instructions to, r especting . . .. . .....•..•.• ••.•••••.•••••.••..•••
annoyance to settlers, cause of, t o ..•..•..•••••...•••.•••••.• ••••..•..••.
attack, unwarranted, upon .. . . ...... •. •. •.•••..•..•.•••••.•••••••••••.••.
upon, casualties of . ..... . .....•...•••.....•.•••••..••••.•••••.•••
Chepeta, widow of Ouray, a forme~ friendly chief of, roaming of..•...••.
wanderings of ..•. ·~ ...••• . .••.•.•••••.••. .• •.
claims of, amount of, for property abandon ed by, upon attack ..•••••..•.
Colorow .and followers, retur n of, to reservation, urged .•••••. . ..••..•..•
peaceable return of, to reservation, conference respecting ..... .
proposed conference of, wit,h Governor .Adams ._.••••.•••••.•••••
excitement among, origin of .. . •... . . ...•.... .. ...•.....•.•.•••.•••.•..•.
horses of, delivery of, seized, to Indian agent .•..••.•..••.•••••..•.••••••
seizure of, by military .. . ..• .. . .. .• . .•......•••...••...••••.••.
ignorance of, of laws governing civilized communities ..•••••.•••••...•••
Meeker, town of, inGarfieldCount,y, Colo., considerableexcitementin . ...
pasturing of flocks and herds by, in northwestern Colorado ..••••.••..•••
persons on reservation of, contrary to law, r emoval of.•..•• .-•.•••..•••••
reservation of, bounclar.v of, plainly marked .. ...•.••...••.•.•. • ••..•• . .•.
unlawful encroachments or entries on, prevention of . ..•••
settlers and stock-owners, annoyan ce of, to ... _.•. ••......•.•••••.•••..••
sheep, goats, and other property of, collection of, by agent .... ••.... . .•. .
State game and other Jaws, at tem pt to enforce, against, excitement from.
under Colorow, number of . ... •••...• • • . . . ..• . ..•••.•••••.....••••••.•.•••
strong attachment of, to former home of tribe ...••• . ..•.•
with Chepeta, wanderings of, in northwestern Colorado .•
war-path, excitement from, r eports r especting ..•....•••.......••••...••.
rumor that, were on t he . . . .•...•.•......•....... . .. . •••••..••.
State militia ordered to scene of trouble by governor ..•...•.••
United States troops, declination of President to use, against •.
wood, corrls of, cut by ....... ... . •. .. . .. ...... ·· ~· ...... . ..•••••.•.•....•....••
Insane, Hospital for the, b<:>ar_d of v~si_tors to, r~port of\ r especting ..••••.....••..•.....
bmldmg, ol'lgmal, for, mterestmp; sket ch of . .•..•-•.•••••.•.••.
buildings of, capacity and condition of . .....• ~ ..... _....•..••.
r epairs and improvements of, estimates for ..••.•
population of, changes in, table showin g ..••• • . _•....•.• ... . ..
special improvements for, appropriations for, recommended ..
Interstate Commer ce Commission , act organizing, provisions of .••...••••...•••....•••
officers and employes of, appointments of, by ..•••••
report of, direct t o the President, recommended ....
when made, disposition of ••••••••••••.•••
salaries and all expenses incurred by, payment of.•
Labor, Bureau of, convict labor, contract system of . .•.••.•.•••.....•.....•.••••..•••••
full investigation into, by . . •...•.•.•••.•••••.••.•.•••.•
inquiries into, sch edule of .......•••....••.•••••..••..•
u

~~!~!.~J~!~y~{~~·or:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

public-account system of . •••••..•••• .•••••..••••...•..
report of inquiries into ..••.......•...•.•.•••.•..•...• .
resolutio1;1_aut~o~iz~g investigation into .•..•...•.. ••.
results of inqu1nes into ..••.•...••...••••........•••••
convicts, employment of, general system of ..••...•.•.. . •.•.......•..
strikes and lock.outs, number, causes, duration, and results of, report
on .. ••••. •••••..•.• •. •.• ••....• . ....••.•••••....••.........••....••
workingmen o~great cities, et:?r:iloyment,, wages, and condition of. .•.
work of, under improved conditions ...•••.....•..•. •• ········· -······
Lands in severalty to Indians. (See Lands, P ublic, Indian, .Allotments and Secretary of
t he Inter ior.)
'
Lands, public, acr eage of, disposed of, during fiscal year . . ...•..••••. . ...••.•..••.•••••
agricultural lands, patents for, number of, increase and decrease in .•..
area of, diminishing, not an evil if occupied by bona fide settlers ...••••
rapidly diminishing . ...... __ ..•.....• . ..•.• . . , ..•...•• • ••.•.•••
capitalists for speculation and gigant ic financial schemes, surrender of t.o.
cash entry, laws of, repeal of, earnestly urged .••••••••••••••••.••••• : •••
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Landa, public, cattlemen. (See Lands, Public, Unlawful inclosures.)
corporations, illegal appropriations of, by, large areas of, work of restor.
ing to people, rapidly progressing ........•.••.....•.••••..•.•.•.•.•..
deposits for surveys of, laws authorizing, repeal of, recommended ...••.
system of, pernicious practices under .....•••••
desert land laws of, repeal of, advocated ....•.•...•....•••...••.••......

;!:~ipts

dispos&l of
·f~~·~· :::::::: :: : ::::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : ::::::: :::::::::
dominating influences of powerful combinatfons of capital, sure safe.
guard againet .... ••. .................. ........... ...•......... - .••.
enlries and filings of, number and acreage of, during fiscal year .••..••.
number of, increase of ..••...•.•• ....•.•....•.....
of, alleged fraudulent, large number of, no proper investigations
into ........•..••..........•................................
cancellations of, acreage of..................••...............
for fraud, illegality, abandonment .........•
coal, increase in number and acreage of .......•..•..•..•....
number and acreage of...•........... ...... . ...... .. .•.
decrease in number of, evidence that new inethods are bear.
ing legitimate frnit ...•............•..............•......••
desert, decrease in number and acreage of...•..•••••..•.....
number and acreage of .. ......•.•••.•••••..•••....•.•
falling off in number of various kin els of....••...•.....••.••.
fictitious, bona fide settlers compelled to buy off, to get access
to ...••.............•....••.•••
iniquitous exactions made upon,
through .....•.. ..•...•••• ......
confronting administration in 1885, large accumula·
tion of ........•••...........•••••.... : .•.........
illegal acquisitions of, through, great abuses fl.ow.
ingfrom ......•.........•...•••.................•
investigated and suspended, large number of ..... .
large quantities of, held through, in violation of
letter and spirit of law .•......•..........•.....•
names, large areas of agricultural and grazing lands
in ..........••............••..••••.....•.....••..
suspended, final action delayed, causes of..•......
former claims initiated under• not yet passed on, causes of..
work on, most of, disposed of ...... ................ .
frauds in, new methods and rules of, establishment of, to pre.
vent ....••..•••. . ...•......................•.............•.
fraudulent, arrest of, must materially and signally diminish ••.
great abuses in, new rules to remedy, acting well ...•••....•
homestead, commuted, incrPase in number of.......•...••..•
number of, on .••....•••.••.•..••....
:ftnal proofs, number of, on ...• .•.•••••..•..•••••
laws exclusively under .........•.•.•••.....•..•.
original, number and acreage of.•.•..•..........
of, decrease in .....•...........
honest settlers, interest of, new rules to facilitate •........••
mineral, decrease in number of .. ..........••••.•••..•......•
increase of acreage of.............. .•.••...•.•....••
laws governing, preservation of ...•••........••..•.
number and acreage of ............. ••• ..... ....•••.
aewmethods for, strict compliance oflaw, one of the effects
of ...•.•...•••.•.•..•....•.. . ..•••..............•..••••....
patented without the necessary investi_gation of ....•........
pre.emption, illegal and fraudulent purposes, enormous nnm·
bars of, filed for ................. ............ .
increase m number and acreage of ..••.........
number and acreage of....•• . .............•.••.
,roofs, insufficient, large accumulation of, with, in 1885 •••.•
auspension of, in localities where fraudulent, were reported.
removalof....••............... ...••.. . .....•.
timber and stone, increase in number and acreage of .....•••
number and acreage of ...•. ....•.•.•..•••
reserves, laws governing, preservation of......•.....
(See Lands, Public.)
fcn'ests of, destruction of, encouragement of wanton and wasteful ..••••
wanton and wasteful, if not stopped, disas·
trous re ults of•.•••..•........ ...••••......
(Su Land , Public.)
frauds on, prevention of, difficult ••.•.•••..•.......•....... ......•..••.
epecia) agent for eilective work in preventing, larger force
for, imperatively neccs ary . ................. .. .....•. ....•
~nts of a.crea_ge of, disposed of during fiscal year . .............•• ·..•.
eritaie, public, vast areas of the, restored to the people ....... .•••.. •.
highway around. (Se• Land , Public, Unlawful inclosnres.)
homes for the industrious and thrifty, de igned by original policy of
~ovemm ntfor ...................... ...... ............•....... . ..•..•
homestead law, all la.ws of, but, sweeping of, from statute book urged.
pre- mption, and timber culture entrie of ........... .
system, all the advanta~es of pre.emption system, with·
out its facilitie for fraud .....•...•.......••...•....
the wi st and mo t h<>n t method of clisposi11g of .....
Idaho, acreage of, entered in .••......•.•.•••••••....•••..•••.. •.••••.•• .
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Land13 publio illegal aJ!propriations of, through perversion of laws •.•••••••••••• •••••
'
'indepenuent small land.owners upon their own freeholds, sure safeguard
of, agalllst powerful corporations, ••..•.••••••. ••.· •••••••••••••••••••.
Indian, aoreage of, disposed of, durmg fiseal year .••.••••.••.••••.•••••
sales of, receipts from .•••••.•••••••.••.••••.•••..••••••••..•••.
land grant leg~slation not in harmony with distribution of, among
people .................................... : .•..•..••••••••••••••
system converted to objects repugnant to entire theory on which
it was based .... .....••..•••.••..••..••.•••••••••••••••.••••••••
(Sea Lands, Publio.)
lands, restoration of, to publio domain. (See Publio domain.)
within railroad limits of, acreage of•.••.•••••••
legitimate purpose of, diversion of, from ..••.•...••.•.•..•••.••.•••.••••
;1,patent, speculators, not safe for, to attempt to unlawfully._. .•••••.•••••
'patents and entries of, fraudulent, arrest of, must materially and sig.
·
nally diminish both ......•.•.•..••.•••.••••••••••••.•••••••••
issued on, number of, during fiscal year .•....••..••.•.•••••.•..
to, many, without the neoessary investigation, to persons not
wanting them for homes .•....•..••...•••...•••••..••.•.•••••
pre.emption and certain other laws, repeal of, benefits of: •.•••.•••.••.
laws respecting, repeal of, earnestly ur2:ed .....•.....•.•••
President's proclamation. (See Lands, Publio, Unlawful inolosures.)
publio land strip, agrioultural and gr:J,zingpmposes, fine, within limits
of ••••..............•......•••••.•••••.••••••••.••••
anolmalous condition of ......•..••••••.••.. : ...•••.•
condition of, prompt attention of Congress called to.
description of. .•...•....•.•.....•.. ·•.•..••.....••••••
disposal of, proper, a question of some doubt ......•.•
foreign oattla companies, fenced in and controlled by.
illegal inclosures of; breaking up of ..•..•••••........
jurisdiction within, no, to proteot property or punish
crime •.•.••..•..........•...•.••....••..•..•.••••••
land.office within, establishment of, neoessary •••••••
New Mexico naturally a part of .••••••.••••.••••..•.
political ,jurisdiction outside of .............• : .••••••
publio domain, simplypart of, without civil or crimi·
nal tribunal .••........••..••..••••••••..•..•.••.••
settlers, great rush of; into ..•••••.•••..•••••.••...•.
situation and boundaries of .••..••••••..•...•••••••
surveys of, in, amount neoessary to complete ..•....•
appropriations for, scarcely ~ufficient.
completion, an appropriation for,
urged ............................ .
Territory separate, too small to organize into .••...•.
(See Lands, Publio.)
railroad, acquisition of, by companies, as roads are constructed ..•.....
, Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha, granting act of,
exact phrase.
ology of•.••••
indemnity to ..•
q nestiondecided
incaseof.....
readjustment of
Secretary's and
Commission·
er'e difference
of opinion re.
specting grant
of ...... . .... .
CompaDy, Atlantic and Pacific, withdrawals, decision in case
of ..••..•.•.••..•••••.•.•••.•••••.•..••.....•.•••..•••.••.••.
grant of Atlantic and Pacific, withdrawals of, under, depart.
mental decision in case of .•..••.••..•........••••••••
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha, construe.
tionof .•••••.......••..••••.......•..•••.••••...•...••
grants, adjusted, number of, transmitted to the department ..
and indemnity limits, States and Territories gridironed
over with .••......•.•••••...•.
unsnrveyed, settlers, possible
losses of, on ..•••••..•••......•
Congr~s~, failure of, to furnish means to comply with

or;!aI!~t~::f~r:::: ::::::: :: :::::::: ::::::::::::::::

:;:~fJie:!·r~n~t~~ ~~.~~~~~~:~~~~~~
work on, all available force detailed
for .......••••............•••.•••••
adjustments of, restoration of, to public domain,
through .••........••..•••••••••
uncertain ..•••...•••••..••••••••••
area. of, immense ................••..•........•.•••
com.panies, bonds, entitled to speedy certification
of all ..•........••••...•••...•.••..••
other, no parts of roads constructed by
only fragmentary _portions of
roads constructed by .••••.•••
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Lande, public, railroad, grants of, companies, some, have constructed entire line of
roads .................... ........... .
under, cla.imed, sold and received, with·
9
out a shadow of moral or legal 1ight to
compliance of but few if any of roads with express
8
conditions of .................•....•.............
enormous abuses on, through .......••... ..........
8
quantities of, reser,cd, awaiting con.
g
struction of roads . ................... .
Executive unable to comply with provisions of .. .
17
few if any of roads constructed within time pre8
scribed in ........••..•.............. ......•.....
Guilford Miller, Attorney.General, opinion of,
against rights of............. .
9
maintenance of rights of, by
President against company . ..
9, 10
homestead entr,v of, on l1mds
within .•••••.......••........•
fl
history and law relating to, whole subject of, coµ.
10
sideration of........................ ............ .
homestead scheme, an incurable wound to .••..••.
8
beneficent effects of, anticipated
by . .......•••• ·.. .. ......... .
8
mdemnity limits of, withdrawals of, within .•••....
8
to, for losses of, nearly doubling area of.
8
withdrawals of, under authority over,
a matter of sound discre.
tion .........•..•...•••.. 10,11
under, not an obligation ..
11
.inst claimR of companies to,· under, protection of..
12
lands outside of, sale of, by compames, loss of set·
tlerfrom .................................. .
9
sold by companies, discovery of, upon sur.
vey, as outside of............... ........... .
9
limits of many of, overlapping and conflicting with
8
those of other roads • .......•.•..••••••••..••....
maps of routes of roads under, rapid filing of..•.•.•
8
withdrawals of, uoder, asked and
granted ...•.•.••••••.....•..•.....
8
8
much good wrougbt by ... . ......•.......••.........
12
not em braced within, freeing of, for actual settlement
4,
number of, adjusted .......•••••.••.••.......••.....
restoration of, to public domain, orders of, roads
omitted from .. ...... ...... ... .................... .
12
revocation of withdrawals of, under, hearings in .. .
11
rules revoking withdrawals of, under, action of roads.
11
settler, costly litigation, withoutJl''lans of, technical
9
right of, litte more ihan mockery ........ .
difficulties of, in finding home oii, from claims
under ...••••..................• ...•..•••••
8
ignorant of his legal rights, forced to pur·
chase from companies ..•.••.....•..•.....
9
land and money, loss of both by, in pur.
chases from .................•.... ....•....
9
aettlers and corporations, legal rights of, respectively, maintenance of •••• . ••..•......•••. 10, 12
equities of, acquired by years of toil, no pro9
tection of titles to, against corporations .•
on, forced to purchase from company .....•
9
hardships of and impositions on, increased by bold schemes of corporation
9
agents .......................... ..... .
locations of, claims to, by corporations'
agents .............................. . .
9
withdrawals of, under, an effective barrier

or' ~j;p~~p~iati~~; ·io;,.

~r:

anrveys oli!ff:e·s·
~ffe°Ci8°
intention of Congress as to .. ..........•.
withdrawals of, revocation of, within, defenses set up
by certain companies, list of..... .
under, hearings in cases of...... ..•.
injurious results of..•.......
rt1vocation of .•..............
rules coercing roads to show
cansewhy,shouldnot bere·
vokeu ......... ... ...... . . .
years before completion of
within .. ~~~.~~::::::::::::::::::::::
indemnity limits of, restoration of, to public domain ...
limits of, le~al and effective
against all intrusion ..•...•
whole subject of, car ful con ideration of. .....•....
Indemnity mthdrawals of, revocation of, settlers' claims eafe
oder ................................................•....••

9

9, 10

18
11, 12
ll
8-11
11
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10
8

11
9
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.
Lands public railroad purchasers of relief measure for .••••••••••.•••••.•• -• - • · ... • •
I
I
I Selections Of, acreage Of, during year••••••••••••.•~••••••••••••
settler, impossible for; to tell odd from even sections on nnmtr·
veyed •..••.•.•.••.....••..•...••••....••••...•.••••.••.•••••
surveys of, appropriations for, want of, confusion and hard·
ships from ..••••..•..•.••..•.•••......••.•..••.• - • • • • • - • · • • ·
nnsurveyed, grants of, impossible to adjust, while ••••••..••••

15,16

se!!l~dtftr::in~.~~~~i.o.~s
(See Lands, Public, Unlawful inclosnres.)
railroads building of, policy of aiding in, at the time a wise one .••••••

1 r, 1s

~.~~~~~~~~ .~~.~~~~ ~~. ~~:

'

.~~ .~~~~. ~~~~~.

~~~~~~~~~ ~~;~

wi::;ft~liocl
~: .~:.
granted limits of, indemnity to, for losses within, ascertam·
ment of .•••••..••...•....• ...•. .••... ••••••.•••.••••• ••••••
nnsurveyed, along great Pacific routes .•••••.•..••••••••••••
records of, certified copies of, receipts from .. .....•••..•..•••••.••..••.
relinquishment acts relating to, repeal of, earnestly urged .••..•••.•••••
· restoration of, to public domain, acreage of .....•.....•••.•.••••..•••••
special laws of, applicable to particular sections, preservation of .•••••
surveyed, impossible to throw open, causes why ..•••••.•••••••••.•••••
surveys of, absence of, in Montana, loss of government from .••.••.••.
long standing evils from, remedv for ...•......•
manystittlers die without acquidng title to, from
settlers, homes of helpless families of, from, pass

4

17
18
18

8
8
17
17
5
7

"'

7
16
17
18
lG

16
16

appropriation\~~~ ~l~~~. ~~~~~:: ::::::: :::::::: ::::: :: ::::::
appropriations, adequate, for, demanded by the ~eneralinterests of the public ..•••••.....••.•••••..••.•
17
for, in 1884 and 1887, great differencelJ in ..•.
16
small, a very serious matter ....•..••...
16
want, confusion and hardships result.
ing from ..••.•.•...•..••.•...••.••••.•
18
Congress the only source to furnish means for executfon of.
17
deposits for, laws authorizing, repeal of, recommended ..••.
18
systems of, pernicious practices under .•••.• •.
18
difficulties of .....•..•..••.••...•••.••••••.•.•••.••.••••••••
16
fraudulent, law making, a penal offense, urged ...•...•..••.
16
governors of Territories, reports of, burdened with com·
plaints of want of ...•••.•••.•••••.•.•..•••• ..••••..•..•••
17
imperative necessity for .......•.•...•.•....•...••••.. ·•..•••
12
mode of, better remit whole subject of, to the States ..•••••
16
present, less disastrous to abolish than to continue.
16
monuments of, willful destruction, :penalties for ..•..•...••.
16
plan of, correct administration of~ hes at foundation of our
land system .....•••••.•..••...•••.•.•••.•••••.••.
16
dishonestly conducted, a snare and delusion ..•••••
16
most admirable ........•.••.....••..•••••..••.•••••
16
railroad granted limits, additional appropriations for ..•••••
17
granting acts, clause of, providing for .••...•••.••.
17
grants, Congress, failure of, to furnish means to com.
ply with provisions of, as to ..•..•••••.•••
17
Executive unable to comply with provisions
of, as to .••...••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••
17
retarding, impolicy of .......••.....•••.••.•..••••.••.••••••
16
settlers on, homes of helpless family of, pass into possession
of others, from absence of . .................. .
16
many die without acquirin~ title to, from ab.
· sence of .....•.....•......•. , ••..••.•••..••••••
16
system of, administra,tion of, most difficult and important .••.••••••••••
3
i1mber, contrariant practices and opposite views respecting •••.•••••••
2'3
culture acts respecting, repeal of, earnestly recommended .••••
7
depredations on.. . . ......••.......••...•..•..•••••••••••••••• ·
22
by saw.mill owners .........•.•.••.••••••••••••
22
receipts from .•••••..•..•.•..•.•••••••••••••••••••
5
destruction of, by fire alone, value of ....•......••••••••••••••••
22
floods, land slides, and climatic changes •..••
22
disastrous results of the wanton and wasteful..
2a
wasteful and wanton, encouragement of....... .
22
head waters of navigable rivers, preservation of, at, legislation
22
needed for .................•• • ······-·········· .•..•••.••.•••.
outside of Oregon, California, and 1fovada, and Territory of
Washington, settlers rights to ..•....•..•••••.••..••..••..•••
22
preservation of.......•...•........•...••..•••.••••••••.•••..••. 22,23
resources of, zealous preservation of ...•.....•..••••••..••••••.
22
pre~ervation of, legislation looking to, vital ne.ces•
s1ty for ............•...•.......•••• , .•.......•••
22
aettlers, essential to, as air and water, whether on mineral or
non•mineral ......•.•••••..•...•.•..........••...••••
22
in. certain localities compelled to violate law protect.
1ng .....•......•.••.........•....•••.••.••...•..••••
22
necessity of, to, for building and other purposes .•••••
22
on, general hostility of, to action of government pre·
venting depredations on ..........•.•.••...•.....
2,
necessary supply of, difficulty of, in obtaioing, in_iurious results of ............................... .
21
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Linda, public, timl.er, settlers on, supply of, for building and other domestic pnr·
·
loses, legislation granting needed ..•....•.••.••• 22, 23
22
use o , by, on mineral, law granting, of but little vah1.e.
(See Lands, Public.)
unlawful fences on, removal of, area of, embraced within .••...••...•. 12, l3
i:nclosures of.............•...••...•••...•••••••••••.••••••••. H-16
13
·
access to, breaking up, of...••..••.•.........•••
15
act to prevent, scarcely any compliance with ..•
13
an evil widespread and thoroughly in trenched •.
13
a thing of the past .••..••............•.•.•..••••
by wealthy foreign corporation within railroad
13
limits ......... ........•••••. •.•.•..•..••••••.•
12
caliles of, suits instituted in .....••.......•...•..
cattle corporations only waiting action of de·
13
partment ................••.......•...•••••••.
13
cattlemen, aided in, by railroad capitalists .••.•
14
arts of, in fencing·Iarte areas of ....
cunning devic~ of, for violating the
13
law .•.••...•..•••••.••..••••••.•••
14
diagram exhibitin~ practices of, in •
failure of attempts t~ indict, for .... 14, 15
juries in attempts to indict, chara-cter
15
of ..•••...••••...·.•••••.••.•.. . .••.
13
only successful, defiance by, of law.
13
ends of, furthering of, cunning device of, for ...
entries of, on intermediate sections, although
15
leased .•..••....•.....••.•....•.••••••.••..•••
entrymen on intermediate seotions, right of, to
15
lease adjacent . .....•.••.••.......••..•......•
grazing regions of, monopolized by wealthy
15
cattlemen ......•.....•..••.•..••••..•..•••••.•
13
great and increasing, first step to overthrow ••.
highways around, alleged great expense of, no
15
force·--·······"'·········
15
benefits, and little cost of •••
15
gate evEiry mile of ..•....•••.
15
sections of, a part of system of
15
value of ......•.....•........
intermediate sections of, leasing of, to owners
15
of adjacent railroad sections ...............•.•
13
investigation of, ~atisfactory resul_ts from: ..•••
large and coDliinuous, exist only withm railroad
13
limits ..................... ·•······•·····•••••
15
law against., ignor~d and p:1ralyzed . ... _. -....... .
15
leases of intermediate sections of, conditions of.
15
legislation, further, need~d to pr~vent ....•• -.· •.
lessees' rent of intermediate sections of, expira.
15
tion of ........• .... ...••...•• , ••.•...•••.•.••.
13
number and acreage of ............•.•••.•.•.•••
14
on railroad sections of, by cattlemen purchasing.
13
overcome without serious injury or collisions ..
President's proclamation requiring obedience to
13
law prohibiting ........•...•...•.....•......•
public highway around every section of, as a
15
remedy for . .......•.......••....•....•..•.•.•
relief measures for the purchasers ofrailroad •• 15,16
15
remedy for, plans for .........•...•..•..•.••.••.
removal of, complete or in progress, cases of,
12
number of ...••...•....• . .••..••.
13
enforcement of .•••....•...••••....
13
status of, better than anticipatfld ..........•••••
13
warning ai.ainst, disregarded .....•..••.........
within ratlroad limits, little progress against,
effe~ted .............•••••.....••••.......•.••. 14,15
(See Lands, Pnblic) .......•...•................
uneurveyed, railroad grants of, pass for a. conHiderable extent through,
evil of ...................•...........•• .............•...•
17
settlers, impossible for, to tell or even guess odd from even
17
sections on .......•.•.••..••.....•••.•••.••.••••
17
possible losses of, on ..... .....•••........••.....•
title to, acquisition of, by settlers on, demanded by publio
16
interests . ..............•.•••........•..•••.•..•..•••••••
16
valuable, large bodies of ..•.... : ...••...•. ..••.••..•.•••••
wholesale appropriation of, a. thing of the pat1t . .•.......•.•......•.••••
1&
81
WyominA', acrea_ge of, entered .....................•.••...••..•..•••••.
8
wa_gon.road grants of, enormous abuses on, through ..•..........•..•••
Land system , publio, abu es and troubles environing, removal of, by legislative action.
3
of, sole remedy for ..... ........••......•...•.••.••.•••.••
3
3
administration of, most important and difficolt ..•. .• .••.......•
profound importance of, to present and future
3
pro perity of conn try .............•....••••
3
land-own r hip, distribution of, vital influence exercised by ...
.
op ration~ of, theat r of, area mbraced by ..............•....••
3
1 an . er tary, tribut of 'ecretary, to the ability, unremitting labors,
andp 1t c int !!ntyof .... .............................••......•..... ..••••.•••••••
83
Paten fond, balanco in Tr asury on account of............•.••••••••••••••..•••••••
61
I
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Patent Office, business of, exhibit of, in detail. . . •. ; ...... - - .. •
expenditures for 1885-'&6, apparent discrepancy m ••...••.•••••••••••••
financial clerk defalcation of amount of . . . ...•••... - . ..•.•• •.· ·••••••••
inconveniences, discomforts, and lack of facilities of, results of. .•.•..•.
more room and greater facilities needed by ..........••.•••••.••• - • ••• ..
printed r ecord of, typogr aphical error in .. ... . .......••••.••••••.• - · • • • •
r eceipt s a nd expenditures of·:···· ...... . . . •••• ·-~--- ...... ·.•·•••••••••
time and convenien ce, loss of, 1f properly economized, _sufficient to pay
for rental of buildin g for . ... . .....• . ... . .........••••••••.•• • • • ••••••
Patents, Commissioner of, r ecommendations of .......•...•....... -. • • •••• • • • • • • • • •••••
Pension, annual average value of, added to-.- .. : ............ . . ....... . ..•• - • • · • • • • • • • •· •
appeals, bO!trd of (new), appeals d1smrnsed .......... . ........................ .
disp ~sed of? total. . . . .......•.••••••.••..••.
filed ro, durmg month .........••••.....••.••
p ending before, on 1st of month, number of..
withdrawn ... . ....•...•... --···· · ·· · ········
creation of.. . . ...... . ............••••••.••..••.•••.•
great and increasing work of.......•••••.••.••••••••
member s of, increase of ... ..........•••.•••••.•••.•••
most grat,i fying results oflabors of .•••••••••••••••••
P ension Office, action of, reversed by .•••••••.•••••••
,
sustained by •.••••••••.•••
reorganiza tion of ...... .• ••.......•.•• • .•••••••••••••
work of, gre:i.t increase of .... . ........ , ............ .
much advanced .•••.....•..........•.•••••••
(old), cases before, work of, too A;reat for ... . ......••••.•••..
employment and labors of. ....•.......•••••.•.•••.••.•
pending before depai·tment, nominal balances of, merely technical ...
Pelleion building, engineer and a rchit ect of, r eport of, on .. . . : .•....•..•••.••• , ••••••
h ealth and comfort of employes, improvement of ...•••.•••••••••••••
h eat and venti ation of, best results of . ....• .'•••••...•.•.••••••••.••
inter esting infu1mation respecting .......•.•••....•.........•.••••••

~~~:t~~t1~I°ib~t1tiJ~~ !r t~::: :.- ::: ::::~::::: :::::: :: :::::::::::::::
0

Pension claimants, appeals of, to ~ecretary, annual increase of ....•...........••••.••
claims, disposition of, st atement s bowing ... ... . .. . .........•......••••.•••.•
laws, system of, great democratic idea of equality of man pervading .....•••••
Office, claim s r econsidered by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....••.......••..•.••..•••••••
clerk h ire and incidenta l expenses decreased ... .. ........•.•.•••.••••••

!!i:!1fr!t,{~~~:l!~~t~::~ ~ ~ ~:;: :::::: ~:::::::::: ::~:: ~::::::::

51
51

50
50
50

51
51

50
50
47
49
49
49
49
49
48
48,49
48,49
49
49
49
48

48
48
48
48

50
75
75
75
75
75
75
48
49
47,48
49
47
47
47
47
49
47
47
47

pension claims in, disposition of, statement showing ..•........••••••••
work of, volume of, gr:eatly enlarged .....................••..••..••••.•
Pensioners, distinctions in rank of, comparatively few . . . .. . ...•...••.•..••••.••••.•••
Pension systems of modern powers, comparisons of, with onr system .... . ............ .
United States, liberalfiy of, in dealing with its, _g reater than by that of .
other lands .... ... .... .............. . .... . ... . ...••.••••••.••.••••••
47
Pensions, additional legislation r especting, suggestions for . . . . ..............••••••••
47
affairs of, mana·! ement of, very satisfactory condition of .................... .
47
allowed, increased number of .. . .. . .. .... ... ... . ..........•.•...•••••••••
47
appropriations for, estimates of, framed to needs of service ..........•..••••_.
48
changes proposed in legislation covering, urged .............-.; .........••••••
50
Commissioner of, annual report of, review of. .........••...............•••••• 47-50
administration of, success of, due to ..............•...••••••
48
a soldier disLinguish ed for his gallantry and sufferings ..-...
48
dependent orphan children beyond sixteen years of age utterly incapacitated
tu earn their own living ...................... .. .
47 '
entitled to, hardships of .....•....•............••.
47
extension of,· to . ............•..•................
47
of deceased soldiers entitled to non.continuance
of, to, beyond age of sixteen years ..........••.
47
distinctions in, still maintain, ·d, but slightly ............ . ................•..•
48
estimateR of appropriations for, critical scr~!tiny of .................•.•....•.
48
existing law respecting iuconsistencies and ,incongruities of, removal of ....
47
individual disablement, issue of, on ground of ..•..• ·...... _................•••
48
la.w11 now goveming the granting of, equitable and harmonious administration of
. . .. .. . . ...... . ... .. ...... . . . ... ...... ...... ................••.••
47
rank borne in military service·, not issued on account of .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
48
widow!'! rem arrying, and again becominir widows, revival of, to, advocated..
48
Private land claimants, no moLiv9 of, to1ollowup further action by Congress..........
19
ordeal of b efore Snrveyor-General
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • •• •• . •
19
public lands, guarded and protected in, until Congress acts . .
19
millions of acres of, h eld lly, for years . . . . . . • • • .
19
Private land claims, act barr~ng presentation of, within a stated period .......••••••• 18, 21, 22
appeals m cases of to Supreme Court .............................
20
area of, barred by statute-of limitation.... . .......................
22
best action to be taken as to, opinions differ . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • . • • • • •
19
decision in, by Land L'epartmcnt, appeal from, to Secretary......
19,-20
department, equipment of, to deal with . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . • • • • • • •
20
fully equal to disposal of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
20
disposal of, most desirable and e-ffective, only through land department . ........ . ....... . _ . ..................••.•••..••••
19
dockets of local courts already overburdened .....•.....••..•••••
21
false, inducements to presentationof . ..................•••.•••.•
19
heretofore presented, annual growth of, in area, enormous ....... .
18

INT 87-VOL
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Private land claims, iJflmediate legisln.tion in settlement of .....••................ : ....
increase in number of, causes of.•.•••....•..••........•..........
local judicial tribunals in settlement ofunder-Jocalinfluences ... .
many of, made and acted on .........................•....... c _. •••
New Mexico, new and old heretofore favorablyreported, examina.
1ionof.... . ..................................••.•.
origin, nature, and extent of, in, duty of surveyor•
general of, to ascertain .......................... .
surveys of, lands embraced within, reserved from
sale ....................... . . ...........•.•..•..•.
under laws, usages, and cust,oms of ... . ......•••...
validity of, repoi-t and decision of surveyor·general
of, asto ........... .. . . ..... •.........
surveyor.general's report on, to be laid
before Congress . . . . . . .. .......•..••.
number and extent of, lit.tle allateruent in, after thirty years .••..
public grants, limited areas and character of ................•••..
lands actually reserved under, gl'eat acreage of ......•••..
embraced within, segregated from public domain .•..
held under, departm.,nt powerless to act in regard to
shadowy title of, to, installment of, in full possession
under ..........................................••.
sale by alleged claimants of lands reserved under ..............•.
Secretary when in Senate favored settlemen1l"ofby the courts ....
with larger experience, now favors settlement of, by

aettlement otua1ffo~;\1!1~~~~issi~~~ ~:;p~~i~~~~ ~bt~tii~d
least advantages for .... .. .
Congress, machinery of, not adapted 1.o .......•....
no time for investigation necessary to ...
special committee of, for, vigorous objec.
tions to ............ . . .....••••.•••.....
duty of government in, to our citizens ••.....•....
existing methods of, should be abandoned ........ .
expeditious and satisfactory, plan for ............ .
land titles under, progress•of countty hindered by
uncertainty of. •.................•••••......•••..
on e way or other, time for •••••........•.•....••...
statute of repose for no just complaint against ..... .•...... ·-···
subject of, a difficult one to deal with .... ... ..... . .............. .
subordinate government officers in sett,l ement of, become easy
prey to local influences ... . ..... ... ............... . .. ......... . .
unacted on, and p ending before Congress ..... .. ...............•..
unconfirmed, number of, not accuratoly stated .. .......... ....... .
treatr, obligations to confirm. and perfect, time elapsed since
Umted States assumed .................. .. .................... .
trial and final determination of, subject only to appeal to Supreme
Court ... ..... . .... . .................................. ........ .
(See Private land claims.)
Private land grants, Spanish and Mexican ........ .. ...................•..............
(See Private land claims and grants.)
Public domain, lands, restoration of, to, acreage of . . . . . . . . ........................ .
by cancellations of fraudulent entl'ies of,
acreage of...........•
invalid swamp selec·
tions of, acreaj?e of. .
private land claims,
acreageof .... ...... .
State selections of,
acreage of......... .
removal of unlawful inclosnres on, acreage
of•...............•..........••....••••..
suits involving, acreage of.•........ ....••.•..
within railroad indemnity limits, acreage of..
(Bu Lands, Public, Restoration.)
Xallroad Company, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, assets and stock, and debts of... .
lands, acreage of, patented to ... .
of, sales of, 1·eceipts from .. .
locomotives, passenger and freight
and other cars of .............•..
rail ways connected with, mileage
of. .. ..... ..... .. ............••..
road of, mileage of.............•..
surplus of... ...................•.
.Atlantic and Paeifl.c, assets anll stock and,·debt of••.•.•...•..•••.
deficit ...................................•...
lands of, acreage of ....................••....
sales of, receipts from .••.••••••.••
road of, mileage of, operated by ......... ... .
Central Pacific, capital stook and c'cot of .............. ............ .

tb~o~gh

8

°If.~.~-~~~

!~e~ifes
~~ss ·: :: : : : :: : : : : : :: : : : : ::: : : :
lands of, sall:s of, acreage ancl valne of.. .......... .
1

liabilitie uof. ~~~ : ~~r·e-~~~- ~~:::::::::::::::: ::: : : : : :
locomotive~ and pa. scnger and freight cars oI ..... .

lb
19
20, 21
18

19
18
18
18

18
18
19
22
18
19
19
19
18, 19
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
20
21
21
22
19
21
18
18

19
18

18-22

'
4,

4
4

4
12
4
4,

56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
53
53
53
52-53
53
53
52
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Railroad Company, CentralPacific, operated under lease by South~rn Pacific ........•.
Chicago and Northwestern, assets and stock and debt of . ••...•....
lands of, sales ot; acreage and value of.
lines o)Vned and operated by, total
length of...•••.......•...••••.••.....
property of ... ....... ... .•..•••••. ••••.
surplus of. ..........•...............•..
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, lancl sales and financial condition
~f, no re-port on ..........•..•...
nnleage of road operated by ....•
property ef .•••••................
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, financial condition of, no report on
lands of, acre:tgeof ..•••.. .....•..
mileage of road operated by .•..••
Dubuque and Sioux City, lands of, acreage of ••••••••••...•••••.••.
no equipment .... ............••.•••••... .
operated by the Dlinois Central ..••...•.
road of, mileage of•••.•....•...•••••.....
Hannibal and Saint Joseph, assets and stock and debts of ..••..••.
road of, mileage of . . . . . • •••••.••...•.
surplus of ....•....•....••••.•..•......
Iowa Falls and Sioux City, lands of, acreage· of, sold ••••••..•.•••••.
nu report from ........••.•......••..•••.
operated by Illinois Central .•.• L• ••••••
road of, mileage of .••.•.........•.••••••
Memphis and Little Rock, assets and stock and debt of •••...•..•••
lands of, acreage of •.••••••••••••••.••..
road of, mileage of. .....••••••••.•••.••.
. surplus of ....••............••••••.•••••
Missouri, Kansas and Texas, assets and stock and debt of .•••....•
deficit of ...•••.......•••••.••..•..••.
lands of, sales of, receipts from .•. ••.•
,
•
,
road of, mileage of, owned andleased by
M1ssonr1 Pacific, assets and stock and debt of ...••....•.•. .. ..•..•.
locomotives, passenger and freight and other cars
of ...... . ....................•..•••••••••••••••.

~~~~1~~

~t.e.~~~ ~~: :: ::::::::~:::::: :::::: ::::::: ·

Northern Pacific, ass,ets and stock and debt of •••..•••••.••••.•••.
capital stock and debt of....•.••••••..••••••••.•
lands of, sales of, acreage and value of ...•••..•.
locomotives and passengel" and freight cars
owned by .................•...............••••.
mileage of roild operated by .... .... ....•..••••..
rolling· stock of, no increase of ..... . ......•...•.
Oregon railroad cases. (.See Lands. Public, RaHroad.)
Omaha and California, assets and stock and debt of ..........•••.•
deficit of ..................•.... ..•.••.•..•.
lands ot; sales of, acreage and value of ..•.•
locomotives. passeng;er, freight, and ruiscel.
laneous cars, number of, owned by .••••••
•
.
.
~ilea.go of' lines owuerl and operated by ....
Sioux City and Pacrfic, rndelnf'dne"s of .......... . ........•••.•.•.•
lands of. sale of, in bulk ..........••... ..••.
loc,:nnot,h eA autl passenger and freight cars
of ...............................••..•.••.
roa,l of, length of ................. ..••••••
Saint Joseph and Grand Ishind, a,isets ancl stock and debt of ..... .
road of, mileage of ...... .......••.
surplus of.... . .. .............••.
Saint Louis and San Fran1> ,sco, assets and stock and debt of .••..•
locomotives, passenger and freight
and other cars of .......•.....••.
roau of, mileage of ...••..•...••••.
surplus of. .•.....•.•..••.••.......
Saint Loil is, Irnn Mo1mtai11 arnl Soatheru, assets and stock and
debt of ........ : ... .
lands of, acreage of,
patented to •••..••.
lands of, sales of, receipts from .••.••..
locomotives, passen. ·
ger and freight and
other cars of ...••..
road of, mileage of •.•
Saint Paul and Duluth, n,~sets and stock andd~f,\u!t~:::::::::::::
lands of, sales of, "'°alue of..••.••. •..•••.••.
mileage of road operated by .•..•..••...•.
surplus of ....... . ......•••...•••.•..•..•••
Southern Pacific, assets ancl stock and debt of .••••••....•..•..••.
lands, acreage of, patented to . .......•••••...••.
of, sales of, receipts from ........•..••....
of California, road of, owned and leased by, mile.
age of ........•.. ......••••.•• .......••••••..•.
surplus of.••...•.•.•••.••••..••••••.••.•.••..•••

53
54

54
54
5454

54
54
54

54
5~
54
55
55
55

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
56
56
56
56
55
55
5.'i
55
55
55
55
55
58
53
53

53
53
53
54
54

sa

54
54

53
53

53
58
55
55
55
56

56
56

56
56

56

56
55
55
56
54

a
57
57
57

57
67
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Railroad Company, 'l'exas and Pacific, financial condition or11business of, no report respecting . . . . . . . . . . . .....••••.. -.. - . - •.. -••••
New urleal!II Pacific division, report of .....•••
lands of, acreage of .........•.... --....••••••••
rolling stock of ........... .. .... - ..•• - -.••..••.
UnionPacific and branches, s.w,iom of roads of, length of•.••...•.
assets and liabilities of ..••.................•...•••.
capital stock and debt of ...... ... .......•..•.......
Central Branch, assets and debts and stock of..•...
deficit of .. ..............•••..••••.
indebtedness of .......••...•.....•.
lauds of, acreage of .••..••.•. ·-····
subsidized portion of.....•.•.••••..
expenditures, total, of .........••.......••••••.••••. ,
funded debt of, increase of •.•..•...•••..•••••••••••
granting lands of, sale of ..............•..•.•••.•••• ·
Kansas division, earnings of.•.•........••.•.••••••.
lands of, on band and unsold, acreage of •••.•••••••
locomotives and passenger and freight care, number
of ..... .... .•...•...••..••.. . .......•..•.••..••••
Omaha Bridge and Pullman cars, earnings Qf•••••••
rails, ties, and bridges, expenditure of, for •••••••••

~~:~~:::r~~.~!.: :::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::

surplus of . ...................•...•.•••••.•••••••••.
Union division, earnings of ..•••..•••.•••••.•••.•••.
system; Union Pacific, roads embraced by ... . .•.....•••...•..•••••••.••••••
Bailroade, Commissioner of, annual report of the, 1·eview of .•••....•..••••••.••.••••••
(See Lands, Public.}
.
Territories, alien land law' in, opposition to ...........................••..•..•••.••••••
agricultural development of, rapid .... , ........•.••......•... - - . . . . . •••..
-prqgress of .......... , .......................•••....•....•••••
cattle industry of, eomewhat checked •..•...•...•..••..••.. . •..•••..••••••
fruit farms of, area of ........•...• , .....•.•...•••••..•••..••••.••••••••••••
yield of, to industrious owners ......••••••••••••••••••••••.•
governors of, reports of, unusually full and intl'lresting ...••.•••••••••••.••
~rea~ cattle Fanches of, divided up into small holdings, value of••.••••••••.
unm1grants rnto, character and purposes of......••••••...•........••••••••
large areas of, astonishin~ fertility of ...... ............................... .
mining industries of, benefited b.v recent agricultural development of.••••
population of, estimate of present .............••••.......•.••..••••••.•• ,.
precious metals, yearly product of, in ...••.......... : ...•••...••.•.••••••.•
profits of greai cattle ranchos of, divided up into small holdings, invested
in ....... .-................... . .............. ······························
prosperity of, gratifying view of . ....•........•.•.•••••...•.•... ; .......... .
eohoollands of, leases of, limit of............. ...................•.....•.•••
lessees of, to be prohibited from mining, cutting timber ... .
reserved from settlement and entry ......... . ............. .
status of . ..............................•...........•••..•..
Territol'ial schools, lease of, for benefit of, act authorizing,
urged . . . . . ........................••.....•......•......
ateok raising in, important branches of, great advances of.•.••..•••.•.....
wealth of, general proirress of .........••............••••••..•.......
taxable :property an1l finances of.........••......••••......................
assessments against, irregular and unequal ........•.••••
of, assessed below real value ....................•..•••.•.
taxes in , redurtion of . . ... ... ............................................. .
(See Lnuds, Public, and Territory.)
~errltor;y,Ala!lka, Douglas Island, bullion per ruontb, product of ....••.•.•............
mining mills of, capacity of, to be increased ..•...•......•.•...•••••
pol)ulation of . . . . .. . ..................••••••.••.••••••••.••....••..
real estate. no, held in foe-simple in .....•......••••••..•...•••••••••
taxable property of, value of.•..•...••••.••..••••.••••••••••••••••••
(Su; Lands, Public, and Territory,)
,j.rlzona-, cattle ranches in, divided up into smallholdings, greater value ot.
financial affairs of, in good condition ..............••••••••••...••.•
garden farms of. rich semi-tropical yield of ..•...•••.••.••.••••••..
lands, public, rapid settlement of, in . .....•••••.••••.••••••••••.•••
mining interests of, benefited by agricultural development of.•••••
population of, increase of . .................•..•...•..••••••••••••••
precious meta.ls, yearly product of, in .....•••••..•...••••••.••••••.
property in, value of, increased .......•••••.•••.•.•••••••••••••••••
(Set Lands. Public, and Territory.)
J)akota, bonds o1,sold atabovepar .....• . ••..•••.•..••••..••..•••..•••••••.•
broad grain.fields of, mroa-0s of, on "desert" lands of the cattle

po~~to~ ·or·::::.::::::::::::::::::.·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

precious metals, yearly proclnct of, in ..•..•••••.•••••.......•••..•..
taxable property of, amount of ........••...•.•••••••••.•••••.•••...•
increased valuation of ••••••••••••••••••..•.••.
(See Lands, Public, and Territory.)
Idaho, farm product or, exempt from taxation ..............•...............
fruits of, greai variety of . ......... ... ...............•................
horses, cattle, and sheep, better 1-,rrades of, introcluction of..........•.
mines of. mot1tly u::developed. and in bands of poor men ...........•..
mining properties in, alien land act, repeal of; so far as it affects, urged

67
57

57
57
52

52
52
53
53
53
53
53
52
52

52
5j

52

52

5a
62

52
52
52
52
52
5\1

8a
82
81
82
82
82

8G
82

80

81
83
811
82, 83
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80
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82:
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81
81
81
81
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81
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81
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81
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81
Territory, Idaho, mining properties of, not taxable .......••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.
80
population of ....... . .......... .....• • .••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••
83
precious metals, yearly product of, in ...........•••••••••••••••••••••
81
taxable property of, assessed valuation o{, increa_sed ..•.•.•••••••••••
81
treasury of, balance in, greater than affregistered indebtedness ..... .
(See Landfl, Public, and Territory.)
·
82
Montana, broad grain.fields of, inroads of, on "desert" ]ands, of cattle range.
·mining properties in, alien land act, repeal of, so far as it atrects,
83
· urged ...•................•••••.... , .••••.• .•.....••••••••• , •.••.
80
population of ....................................••..•.. .•••••••••
precious metals, yearly product of, in ••••••.•••••........•••••••.
83
(See Lands, Public, and Territory.)
New Me:xico, catt1e .ranches in, divided up into small holdings, greater vaJne
82
of ...••...•• ·........•••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••.••••••••••••
82
garden farms of, rich farms, tropical yield of - ••••••.•••••••••
81
heavily in debt, /IOvernor's suggest.ion respecting .••••••••••••
81
lands of, rapid settlement of .......•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••••••
mining interests of, benefited by agricultural development of.
83
population of, increase of ........••..•••••....••.......••••.•.
80
precious metals, yearly products of, in . ....•••••.. ••••..•..•••
82
taxable property of, increase in value of ••••••...••.••••••••••
81.
(See Lands, Public, and Territory.)
Utah, fruits of, great variety of ...•••.....•.•••••...•••..••••..••••.•••..•.
82
horses, cattle, and sheep, better grades of, introduction of.. ·.••••..••
82
lands, public, acreage of, entered in ........•..•... ••• .....•.•••••.•••
81
population of..•.••..••....•.•••.•.•••.•••••..•.••.•••••.•••••.••.••••
80
precious metal~, yearly product of, in ..••••.•••••...•.•..•...••••.••.
83
taxable valuat10n reportetl . . . ......•..........•.......•..••••.•••••
81
(See Lands, Public. and Territory.)
.
Washington, broad grain.fields of, inroads of, on "desert" lands of cattle
range ... ........ ........ ..••...•·.•.............•••..••••.••.
82
coal beds of, development of ...•.•.•...............••...••.••.
83
inexhaustible .•• •••.•.•......•..•••.• ..• .. , ...••.
83
population of . .. . . ... ................•••••.•••••.•..••.••..••.
80
(See Lands, Public, and Territory)
Wyoming, cattle ranches in, divided up into smallholdings, greatervalueof.
82
horses, cattle, and sheep, better grades of, introduction of.•••••
82
mines of, undoubtedly rich and varied .....•..•.••••••.••.••••••
83
oil fields of, discovery of extensive, promising a large yield .••.
83
populatil)n of ...... . .... . .......•...•...•........••••••••••••.•••
80
public debt of, only a very limited amount . ......•••..••••..••••
81
taxable property of, assessed at an undervaluation .•••••.•••••••
81
value of.... . ............•••••••••••.•••••
81
,
transportation facilities in, need oL ...••..•. .. ...••.••..•..•••••
83
(See Lands, Public, and Territory.)
YellowatAme National Park, a great game and forest.reserve ...........•.•••..•..•••••
73
appropriation rendering Secretary independent in management of ..•. . ........•.....•.•••••..••..••••.•••••••
72
boundaries of, additions to . • • • . . . . . . . • • . ••.•.••••••••••
73
•
fixed by statute ..•.•••.•••••.••..•••••..•.
73
never established by actual survey ..•••••
73
survey of, expense of . ...•••.•.•••..•..••.
73
importance of ............••. . ••.
73
boundary lines of, absence of definitely located, diflicul·
ties from ...............................•...........••.
73
bridge owners within, extinguishment of titles of ...••••
74
business within, without permit prohibited .....•.••..•.. 73, 74
by law under the "exclusive control of Secretary of the
the Interior" ........................... _.............• 71, 72
care and management of appropriations fur, estimates for
74
resvonsibility for, in Secretary.
72
condition and needs of . . ............ ............•..•.....
73
deficiency of law respecting, early correction of...•.•••.
73
game in, preservation of . .......•.•........... . .. .....•••
72
government property within, protection of, no fund avail·
able for .................. ...... ... ..........••.• . .....•
74
Harris (Captain) zealous and energetic in l!:Overnment of.
71
hotel accommodations within, demands of travel met yy.
73
fire within, loss by ... . . ... .... .. . ...... ....•...•...
75
!ncidenta~ expenses in, contingent fund for, necessity of.
74
irresponsible person,i, clearance of ....................••.
73
management of, contingent expenses of, restoration of...
72
evils in, correction of urged ...... _..•••.
73
military in charge cf .. ..... . . . ... .. ........... .•••.....••.•
71
govern?3-ent of, not intended by act r eserving .••
71
protection of, continuance of compelled ..••.•....
71
objects of interest-within, no fund available for protection of ... . . . ..............•............ ....••....•••....
74
offenders against law and order within, only punishment
for ......... . . . ...... . ......... . ....................••..
72
?,ffenses co_mll}ftted witJ?.in1 no law punishing ...........•.
72
park police, appropriation for support of .. .... .... . . _.
72
mountaineers, employment of, on, sug.
gested ...•.• . ...... ....•
72
on, invaluable eervicea of..
72
power of.••..•••.•••••••
7J
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Yellowstone National Park, protection and government of, failure of Congress to pro.
71
vide for ...... ..............••...........•.••• '. .•..••••.
74
roads and bridges within, construction andimprovementof
74
engiueer in charge of, report of.
74
estimated amount required for.
74_
liberal appropriation asked for.
74
within, appropriations only for ................•.•.
rules and regulations of, offenses against, civilians only
72
pro~er prosecutors of .............••...................
71
supermtendent of, and assistants, offices of, abolished ..•.
salariet,J of, no appropri·
.
ation,for payment of.
71
ten assistants l)rovided for by law.
71
duty of, to protect game, timber, and
objects of interest therein .•........
71
report of, contains much interesting
information ..... ..........••••••••••
73
74.
tolls within allowed as a private enteTl)rise .....••..•••••
transportation facilities within, ample and of best char·
acter ........................................••.•••.•••.
73
troops in, use of, _J)rovisions of law authorizing ....••••••
71
Seminole Indian Reservation, defective survey of boundaries of. (See Lands, Publio, Surveys.)
Settlers, actual, protection of. (See Corumissione1·, Lands, Publio.)
Sidney land district, Nebraska. (See Lands, Public.)
·
Sierra Lumber Company in California. (See Lands, Public, Timber.)
Mosca private land claim in N ew Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
Saint Paul Railroad Company (Iowa). (See Lands, Public, Railroad.)
half-breed land scrip. (See Lands, Publfo.)
Indian lands. (See Lands, Indian.)
Six Nations of Jnclfaus. (See Secretary of tbfl Interior.)
Smithmeycr, J. L., architect Congre~sional Library Building, report of .•••••. .••••••••••••••• 1351-1354
Socorro, town of, private fand claim in New Mexico. (See Private Land Claim.)
Soldiers' declaratory statements. (See Lands, Public.)
Southern Paci.1icRailroad Company, of California. (See Secretary of the Interior.)
(See Lands, Public, Railroad.)
"Sopris cases," coal, Colorado. (See Lands, Public, Fraudulent entries.)
Spani11h and Mexican archives. (See Lands, Public, and Private Land Claims.)
land grants. (See Lands, Public, in California.)
(See Lauds, Public, in New Mexico.)
archives in Florida. (See Lands, Public1 Florida.)
land grants. (See LandR, Public, in Auzona.)
(See Lands, Public, in Florida,)
Special agents. (See Lauds, PuLlic.)
Spokane Indians. (See Secretai·.v of the Interior.)
Spoliation of public lands. (See Lan<lR, l'ublic.)
Squakson Indian Reserve. (See Lands, Public.)
State fund accounts for _public lands. (See Lands, Public.)
selections ofpubhc lands. (See Lands, Puhlic.)
States, original thirteen aml now. (See Lands, Public, Historical table.)
Stevenson, Edward A., governor of Idaho, annual report of .•••••..••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• 809,859
Straughan, Joseph C., surveyor·&_eneral for Idaho, annual report of.............................. 646
Supreme Court land scrip. (See 1..ands, Public.)
Surveying division. (See µeneral Land-Office.)
ra.tes, inadequate. (See Lands, Public.)
Surveyors•general, annual reports of. (See Lands, Public.)
land scrip. (See Lands, Publio.)
(See Lands, Public.)
Surveys, fraudulent. (See Lands, Public.)
of public lands. (See Lands, Public.)
Swamp and overflowed land grant. (See Lands, Public.)
land selections. (See Lands, Public, Swamp.)
Swineford, A. P., governo~ of Alaska, annual report of ·······•••u······-····················· 691-728

T.
Taylor, Douglas W., surveyor.general of Oregon, annual report of .•••...••••••••••••••••••••. 674, 675
T . Mans, surveyor.general of Dakota, annual report of...................................
641
erntories, industrial interests of, protection and fostering of.................................
864.
prosperity of, dependence of, on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . ..• • •• • • •••••• ••• .••••.
864.
.
th(S':ea1:~~:J~~ m~!;1I~tn~~~: j.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . .
864
Territory, Alaska, annual !eport of go,ernor of ..••........•.•..•••••.•.•....•..•••••••••••••.• 691-728
app.endice to annual report of governor of.................................
728
aj?ncultural develorment of ................................................ 696, 697
Ala ka Commercia Company, a blighting monopoly, abatement o( urgtS<l ••
719
a giant monopoly and blighting curse.......
722
agrindin~ mon. poly, crushlngdisabllitieaim·
posed on natives by................. . • . . • •
722
a monopoly wholly inimical to beat ntereata
of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....•.. 721, 722, 729-737
brt'ech-londingfire-arms, importation and sale
of, by... ........ ... . .......................
720
c~~itii, enlistment of, hostility of .....•.. 720, 729-737
civil government powerless agai.nat. .. .. ... .
7D
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Territory, .Alaska, Alaska Commercial Company, coin, only marked, received by, from natives
of ........ ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
720
corrupt transactions of . .. . .. ......... -..•.. 731-737
exorbitant prices for goods exacted by......
720
extol'tions and enormous profits of... .......
720
franchise of, corruptly secured and much
722
abused .................. . ..... ....•....•. .
fur-seal skins in warehouse of, exhorbitant
charges on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • . . . • • • •
723
fur seals of, extermination of, rather than
perpetuation of ...........•........•••. 721, 729-737
gains, ill-gotten, wrung from a hapless and
helpless people .........•...........••. - .•.
722
govocnment officials boycotted and expelled
720
by, from ....•....... .. ...........•••••..•.
grinding monopoly, disabilities imposed by,
removal of ........ . ..... ... .•. , . • . • • • • . . . .
722
immigration to, hostility of; to ........... 720, 729-787
insatiable greed of . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . • • • • • •
720
la'!s _aD(1 executive orders, flagrant violations of. ... ............ . ....••••..•••••.•••
720
721
lease of, renewal of, opposed ••••••..•.••••••
monopoly of fur trade by ...........••......•
719
native robbed of product of his daily toil hy
extortions of . .. . ............•.....•......•
720
natives, ambition of, destroyed by grinding
tvranny o.f ......•••.•.••..••..•••
722
deplorabie condition of, abject de·
pendence of .......••••.•.••..•.••.
722
of, slavery of, under .....•.•••••....
721
officials of, violence of, to United States offi.
cials ..•......•....•.......••.••..•••••.... 731-733
opposition of, to welfare of .••...••.•.••. 720, 729-737
oppressions and robberies of, notorious •• 720, 729-737
paid agents and lobbyists kept at the na.
tional capital. .....••.......••••.••••••....
720
power of, to compel compliance with its ex.
actions ..... ............. ... ......••.......
720

F!;~~ii;so~~
:: ::: :::::::: :: :::: :::: ::: :::::::
robberies of natives by .............••.••••..

719
719
719
732

scoundrelly insolence of officials of ........ .
schools on seal islands, failure of, to main.
tain ...................................•...
721
skins, removal of, from warehouse of; to gov•
ernment warehouse of .................•.. ·
723
trade of, for, with natives, robberies in . . . . .
735
tyranny, corruption, and iniquity of .721, 722, 729-737
white8 and natives, miserable existence of,
under.....................................
720
United States coin mutilated by . . . • . • . . . . . .
720
Yukon chief tells how his people are robbed
by ......... .....•. ........... ....•.•..... . 734-736
a mighty em-pire ........................•............ ,.. •••••• ......
698
an abomination of desolation . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . • .
728
.Alaska Seal and Fur Company, operations of, inquiry into. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • .
691
Alaska 1Jnion Mining Company, enterprise of, probable success of .....••. 699-701
expenditures of....................... . . . .
· 700
mines ·of rock and ore of', quantity and
· quality of ... ..........••••.•...•••••.••.
700
Alaskan waters, food fishes of, great variety of..........•...•••. . ..•.••••••
712
l .Aleutian Islands, natives of, complete extinction of, a question of compara.
tively short time ...................•••.•.••.
722
conditwn of, amelioration of, effective ·meas.
urea for, absolutely necessary . • • . . • • . • •• • • •
722
Anderson, Isaac, deputy United States marshal, letter of, on .....•......•••• 731-783
Arctic Circle Island, good pay ground on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
706
aurifer<ilus deposits of, black: sands containing, the result of glacial action..
705
:Belkofsky and Shumagin Islands, epidemic and heavy mortality on • • . . . • . •
722
:Berner Bay district, rich ores from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . . . . .
703
:Bering Sea, exclusive juriBdiction over all, assertion and maintenance. of, by

pg:~;~rc~:1;~!s· ~~~; ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

724
746

boundary, international, serious complications ~rowing out of .........•••••
724
line of, in treaty of cession, vague, mdefinite, and liable to misconstruction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
724
British sealers in waters of, capt.are of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • ••• ••
737
ca-pturf,d sealers, Drake, T. M., briefof, in .c ase of..........................
737
in waters of, opinion of court . .... .... .................••. 746-751
carrying trade of, existing monopoly of, government wholly responsible for.
698
cattle in, deseription ot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • •
697
coal, quantity of', in, a mooted question ................................•..••. 707,708
:iod. Alaskan and North Atlantic, no perceptible difference between........
711
great and growing demand for...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • .
711
much inferior to the eastern..................................
711
fisheries of, great value of............................ . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • • • •
701
climate of, character of ............................... , ••.••..•••••.••.••••• 693-6115
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Territiory, A.laska, coal, abundance of, in.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • •. • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 707, 708
a 7 ·foot vein of excellent........... . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • •••••• •• • • •
707
discovery of, at various points in......................................
707
commerce and productive industry of, reasonably accurate statement of...
691
of, connection of, with fur, fisheries, and other industries . . . • • .
713
Congress, popular branch of, !representation of, in, right and urgent need
of....... .. . . .. .. ... .... . ..... . . .... .. ............ . ....................... .
7 28
representation of, in, denied...... . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
728
Dall's letter on, to Elliott and Maynard...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . 729-731
"damned with faint praise," everything in.................................
711
description of . . . . . ........ . ......... . ..............••......••..•••••••..•. 729-733
development of, substantial, facts and figures fairly indicative of.. .........
691
Doran, T. C., expedition of, to Schwatka and Yakatut .•••••..•....••••••••• 704,705
"pay dirt," island of, discovery of, by...... . . • • . . . • • . . • . . • • • • •
705
Douglas Island, great Paris mine on, bullion turned out by................. 698, 699
description of...... . ..................
6119
stamp-mill of, one of the largest in the
world...............................
698
works of, description of.•••••••••.•..• 699-702
education in. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • . 714-718
epidemic in, heavy morta.lity from.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •
722
ilsh and fisheries of, description of ...... .. ....................•......•••.••• 708-713
canneries and salting-houses of, number, location, and business of..... 708-713
reservoir, whole coast of, ~me great .. .... :..... . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . • • . . . • • .
708
salmon, capable of snpplymf! tne worlcl with...........................
710
creeks and streams of, swarm with............................
709
of, commonest diet of natives of...... . . . • . . . . • . •• • • • . . . . . . • • . •
7011
lalleries of, business of, superior facilities for. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • •• • •
712
cod and salmon, importance of . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • • • ••• • • • ••• ••• •• •
709
salmon, and halibut, catch of. .. .... . . . . • . •• • • •• •••••• ••••••
708
deep sea, heavy fish caught in...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •• • • . . . . . • • • • •
711
utilization of, by those preferring the larier fl.sh..... .
711
extent of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • . . • . • • • • •
712
halibut, extensive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • • ••••••• •• •
712
herring, immense yield of....... . . . . . . • . • •• • • • . • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • .
712
largely utilized for the oil.............................
712
in quantity and quality, insufficient in a business point of view.
711
never likely to be an object of cupidity in our people...........
711
output of, quantity and value of ... .......••.•••..••.•.•••••.••• 708, 709
value of . .. .. ...................................................
713
food fl.shes of, whole coast of, one grand, inexhaustible reservoir of.........
711
free bo~es wit.hininn~n?wn ... _. ........• . . .... ··:·:· •••••• .... .••••••••••••
728
fur-bearmg amma s, killmg of, m waters of, proh1b1ted.....................
737
fur-seal fishery of, protection of.....•... . ......... . .. ..........•......•..... 723, 724
- monopoly ID, not necessary-to secure largest revenue to government
721
seals in l3erring 8ea, vessels unlawfully engaged in, seizure and forfeit.
723
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